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Jrctn the QuricuA fiftieA

JJhtc the ^trenucuA £ixtieJ

A HOPEFUL NEW DECADE BEGINS
Out of the fifties and into the sixties,

the motion picture business moves with

plenty of painfully-acquired acumen

and a full quota of scars to match.

The past decade has seen some revo-

lutionary changes. It is a measure of the

film industry's basically strong consti-

tution that, as the decade ends, there are

still so many of the old bunch still do-

ing business at the old stands. The
stands have been brought up to date,

and there are signs that some alterations

are still under way. There have been pro-

found changes in the industry, and there

will be more.

It is significant to note that while two
important companies have ceased to be

factors in theatrical film production

—

RKO and Republic—the other major
companies in the production and distri-

bution business have come through the

fifties with renewed faith in the

strength and vigor of the motion pic-

ture medium.

United Artists, under the leadership

of the Bob Benjamin - Arthur Krim
group, became one of the nation's major

growth situations and gained increased

stature as a publicly held corporation.

FUTURE NOT CLEAR

Spyros Skouras at Twentieth Cen-

tury Fox and Joe Vogel at Loew s

emerged triumphant from proxy con-

tests and went on to bring new pros-

perity to their companies. Jack Warner,
succeeding his brothers as head of WB,
was able to report new peak profits to

Warner Bros, stockholders. Milton
Rackmil, after a trying period, brought
Universal back into the black. Abe
Schneider, assumed the top spot at Col-

umbia and set about the building of a

well-manned organization, which is

now returning that company to the

right side of the ledger. Paramount,

under Barney Balaban, experienced three

strong years via "The Ten Command-
ments ', and looks hopefully to toll-

television to carry it forward in the

future.

But there was much more to the dec-

ade than the profit and loss entries, and
the future, as the fifties came to a close,

was neither clear nor inevitable in its

direction.

The fifties can be called the era of

divestiture, divorcement, diversification

and diminution. The total number of

theatres operating in the United States

was reduced, even though there was a

boom in the drive-ins. The capitaliza-

tion of company after company was cut,

through buying in of stock. The linking

of theatres and production-distribution

organizations in the same corporation

was discontinued. Divestiture of the-

atres owned by major circuits was car-

ried out in an effort to create a fairer

competitive climate. Physical distribu-

tion facilities were pared down; com-
panies like Warner Bros, and Columbia
sold off their laboratories, and Univer-

sal sold its studio and rented it back to

reduce overhead.

But of all the sell-offs that character-

ized the fifties, the most serious was that

of the backlogs. Some of the companies,

like RKO, Warner Bros, and Para-

mount, sold their backlogs lock, stock

and barrel, making their pre- 1948 pic-

tures available for television. Other

companies chose to lease the films to

television. In any case, the dam burst,

and in some quarters much of the blame

for the boxoffice decline for the years

1956 thru '58 was attributed to the

competition of free films on TV.

ALLIANCE WITH TV

At any rate, it was apparent through-

out the fifties that television was seri-

ously affecting the volume of paid ad-

missions at the nation's movie theatres.

As boxoffice receipts declined, the

distributors looked around for new in-

come, and the most available source

seemed to be television itself.

Faced with rising costs of film pro-

duction and uncertain returns, the

movie companies cut down on the num-

ber of pictures they distributed to thea-

tres and found customers among the

theatres' rivals, the nation's television

stations. They sold backlog films, and

they started using their studios to pro-

duce pictures specifically for video.

Neither move was likely to lend aid and

comfort to the exhibitor.

Even the companies which had been

most vociferous in their opposition to

video sales ultimately changed their

minds. The exhibitor will recall the fif-

ties as the decade when he seemed for a

time to have become Hollywood's poor

relation.

NEW TECHNOLOGY

The downward trend of the exhibi-

tion business was neither inexorable nor

constant, however. This was the decade

when, after a generation of standing

pat, the industry finally discovered its

own technology. It was the decade

which saw the six-months wonder of

3-D, when Polaroid glasses and linked

projectors turned shabby little melo-

dramas into boxoffice miracles. It was

the decade when Cinerama brought

back the road show. It was the decade

when Spyros Skouras came up with

CinemaScope and, in a miracle of one

man's faith and determination, revolu-

tionized the entire concept of the the-

atrical screen. Through CinemaScope,

the theatres of the nation, and the pro-

ducers and distributors as well, were

able to recapture the imagination and

attention of the public.

It was in the fifties, too, that many
an exhibitor found he, too, could enjoy

the blessings of diversification. The dis-

tributors went into the phonograph rec-

ord business and the exhibitors became

refreshment merchants and playland

operators.

It was a decade with a full quota of

false starts—new processes that never

got off the ground, exhibitor-financed

production companies turning out hand-

fuls of relatively undistinguished films.

It was the decade of the individual

versus the assembly line, when, thanks

in part to the tax laws and in part to

the unwillingness of major studios to

absorb any more overhead than they

had to, the independent producer be-

came, collectively, the major source of

product and the studio a sort of banker.

It was the decade when some studios

first decided to maintain no contract

player rosters and do nothing them-

selves about developing new talent,

only to find one of their richest re-

sources—talent—had gone to pot. Now
they find themselves frantically trying

(Continued on Page 6)
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Movie Man

Df The Year

The choice of Movie Man of the year did not pose

as thorny a problem as it might have under more
ordinary circumstances. But 1959 was no ordinary

year in the annals of moviedom. It was a period

that called anxiously for someone of extraordinary

vision and diligence and persuasion to reconstruct

the crumbling spirit and restore the fortitude of the

exhibitor body. And by so doing, to give the indus-

try's film producing and distributing branches a sense

of dealing with men of mettle, as well as substance.

Many answered that call in the year past, but

Simon Fabian led the way. By his tireless drive,

keen ability and wise diplomacy, he brought our

industry far along the road toward that goal of

cooperation and unity of purpose it must achieve

if it is to withstand' the forces and circumstances

that threaten it.

To some, perhaps, the bouyant financial message

recently issued by the Stanley Warner Corporation

and the burgeoning stature of the American Con-

gress of Exhibitors may be only remotely connected.

But to industryites who keep a close watch on movie

developments, the steady rise of ACE as a construc-

tive force and the healthy hike in Stanley Warner

profits clearly delineate the extraordinary acumen of

Si Fabian, the executive who keeps them both headed

in the right direction.

While there is no dearth of top-drawer manpower
on the Stanley Warner team—in Sam Rosen it boasts

another executive of unique talent— the company's

widely diversified and far-flung interests could surely

claim all of Fabian's waking hours. But this would

make no account for his boundless energy and his in-

domitable fervor for the business in which he was

spawned. Movie business- is Si Fabian's first love; he

is devoted to restoring it to the glory it once knew.
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The happy news that movie business

made at least a partial turn around the

corner in 1959 to what we all hope

will be a brighter, more prosperous

future was confirmed by the year-end

report of the Commerce Department's

Motion Picture Division. Reversing the

disheartening dow nward spiral through

which the industry had been spinning

for several years, Nathan D. Golden

noted, were superior product, more in-

tensified promotion, higher admission

prices and lower Federal admission

taxes. Under these stimulii 1959 rev-

enues leaped a full 7%, from S 1,1 68,-

000,000 in 1958 to an estimated

S 1,200,000,000. Projecting these figures

into the future. Golden predicted a

continuance of the supsurging trend.

What every theatremen is aware of,

however, is that after a promising first

half in 1959, topped off by an extra-

ordinarily profitable summer, business

once more dipped sharply in the fall.

When the big TV shows came back to

the home screens, the film companies

retreated with their better product into

their bomb shelters, to await the holi-

day seasons, or perhaps next summer.

And exhibitors pulled in their promo-
tion horns to sit out the "inevitable"

slump. We seem to be operating our

business on the thesis that the three

summer months belong to us and the

remaining nine months of the year go
to television by default. Oh, yes, we
do scrape up the holiday crumbs to

sweeten our portion, but in between
come those hungry spells which Ed
Hvman has termed "orphan" periods.

What a pity no serious and concen-

trated effort was made last fall to

maintain some of the headlong momen-
tum built up during the past summer.
The lack of confidence in the vigor

and staying power of movies poses the

most serious threat to the hoped-for

broad-scale recovery of the industrv.

Let's look back for a moment to

know better how to move forward in

this new year of hope. Suppose, at the

end of the summer, the movie industry

had pushed some of its strongest pro-

duct into release, and, to support it

promotionally, had employed our prin-

cipal competitor's own device, the TV
screen, to hammer across our sales

messages. We firmly believe movie at-

tendance would have carried forward

at a strong pace up to Thanksgiving.

Conceding the pre-Xmas period to

the competition, we should gird our-

selves for another intensive drive to

stimulate the public as soon as it has

recovered from the holiday spending

splurge. This would take us right up

to the return of the warm weather

seasons. Only by such planning can

our business regain year-round contin-

uity in its grossing potential, and avoid

the w inter w ash-outs of summer profits.

Happily, there are auspicious signs

that, as I960 opens, we are moving in

the right direction. The Christmas-New

Year's season witnessed some stunning

grosses on a spate of new releases.

"Solomon and Sheba", "Operation Pet-

ticoat", "Journey To the Center of the

Earth", "On the Beach" and, of course,

"Ben Hur" have been rolling up verv

impressive returns.

Coming right on the heels of this

timely boxoffice revitalization is the

campaign devised by the MPAA Ad-

vertising and Publicity Directors' Com-
mittee, hailing "I960—The Big Year

of Motion Pictures".

1%
BULLETIN
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There is sufficient evidence that this

can be truly a "Big Year" from a pro-

duct standpoint. Twenty-seven films of

blockbuster potential have been spot-

lighted in the campaign. There will

be a failure, here and there, to be sure,

but just as likely some pictures that

are not listed will turn out to be

"sleepers". But, the product factor

aside, it is highly encouraging that a

concerted effort is being made right

now to start I960 off on an upbeat

theme. Our task as an industrv—and

this applies to film men and theatre

men alike—is to keep the momentum
going throughout the whole year. Let's

not again relinquish by default our

position as a prime entertainment me-

dium. Let's think upbeat and act upbeat

from one end of I960 to the other.

* * *

Dear Sir:

Re Film BULLETIN'S Viewpoint:

"Is Oscar Goldbricking?" As you know
,

there are those in our industry w ho be-

lieve that the Awards should be kept

institutional, rather than be used to

plug current or forthcoming product.

On the other hand, as your article

points out, there are those who suggest

that the film companies buv some addi-

tional time immediately preceding, or

following, the show to plug individual

pictures.

In my own. strictly personal, opinion

and as a member of the Academv, I

can see nothing wrong for the film in-

dustry (as sponsor of the Awards TV
program) to plug its own wares. Every

sponsor does so, and the so-called rat-

ings of the shows are, nonetheless, not

affected by it.

LOU GREENSPAN
( Editor, Journal of the
Screen Producers Guild)
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A HOPEFUL NEW DECADE

New Faces, Toll-TV Among Big Issues for '00

(Continued from Page 3)

to build a new galaxy of boxoffice

names to replace the aging stars who
still predominate.

The fifties was an inflationary dec-

ade. The exhibitor, who had to deal

with the ultimate consumer, was caught

in a squeeze between higher film rentals

and a shrunken market. He had to work
a lot harder for every buck.

DECADES OF GROWTH

But probably the most interesting

aspect of the 1950's was the way the

decade ended. Fifty years before, when
1910 dawned, the movies was an infant

industry which everybody agreed was
bound to grow. In 1920, it was already

a colossus. In 1930, on the wings of

sound, it had the youthful vigor to face

up to depression, financial reorganiza-

tion and a renewed campaign for cen-

sorship. In 1940, with war in the wings,

it stood unchallenged as the most com-

plete medium of mass communication

and inspiration. In 1950, it was con-

fronted by another communications pro-

digy, television, but it was a rich and

knowledgeable industry, convinced of

its own destiny, even in the face of the

necessity for conforming to restrictive

consent decrees.

What is its posture in I960?

What does the next decade hold for

the industry which has emerged from

the cauldron of the furious fifties?

It is beyond question that a system

for the regular development of new per-

sonalities must be maintained. Other-

wise, the demands of established stars

will continue to push cost spiral up and

up until it will wreck the economic

foundations of the industry. And, mean-

while, the fund of established talent

will be drying up inexorably.

It is also beyond question that while

one or two companies can continue to

operate successfully like United Artists,

without producing their own pictures

or maintaining their own studios, this

is possible only when the other major

companies function as studio opera-

tions. There simply is not sufficient top-

grade talent available to provide an

ample flow of independent product for

all the companies. If any reasonable

balance is to be maintained between

supply and demand—and if a destruc-

tive war for the available marquee tal-

ent is to be averted—the majority of

the studios will have to produce their

own pictures and develop a new reser-

voir of personalities.

It is also obvious that, despite the

revenues accruing to various produc-

tion companies from their manufacture

of television programs, these companies

derive their main profits from theatrical

exhibition, and they must therefore

maintain a flow of product to keep the

theatrical outlets in business in order

to cash in on the boxoffice value of their

stars. Walt Disney uses television to

help sell movies at the theatres. Warner
Bros, has developed, through its tele-

vision shows, new personalities who can

mean money when featured on the the-

atre marquee.

SCHISM LOOMS

Thus it is possible to say, in this

one area of the movie-television rela-

tionship, that a balance can and must

be achieved. But this will be true only if

the film companies recognize the wis-

dom of keeping the average motion pic-

ture theatre supplied with product.

This raises a profound question for

the sixties. We are seeing today the

emergence of a great schism in the mo-

tion picture industry, a split between

the old concept of mass marketing and

the newer, limited run technique. In

the sixties there are two possibilities.

One is that the schism will be deepened

so that, in effect, there will be two dis-

tinct motion picture divisions, one for

roadshows and the other for grind

houses. The other possibility is that

many more subsequent run houses will

be washed down the drain.

This is a grim possibility; but con-

sider these elements. Two major threats

to the smaller subsequent run loom to-

day. One is the possibility that the sale

of post- 1948 pictures to television will

ruin such theatres. Corollary to this is

the possibility that a long strike over

union demands in connection with the

sale of post 1948-pictures, even if the

pictures themselves are not shown on

video, will result in a protracted work

stoppage in Hollywood, thus ruinously

reducing the supply of films for thea-

trical distribution.

The second major possibility is toll

television. This can be even more rui-

nous than the free medium. So far, tele-

vision on a free basis and the motion

picture theatre have been able to live

together. If post-'48 films went on video

thousands of theatres would suffer, but

these would at least be pictures already

seen in the subsequent run houses. How
much worse it would be if toll television

substituted the cash box in the parlor

for the neighborhood theatre! And, as

suggested by the various plans for fee-

vee, it would be the subsequent run

theatre which would be competing most
directly with toll TV, for the bill of

goods being peddled by the tollsters,

particularly on the so-called sure-fire

films, calls for a high-priced first run
engagement, followed by a later book-
ing on the pay video home circuit.

How can this threat be met? Ob-
viously, as long as toll television is not

permitted, ultimate disaster can be

averted. As far as free television is con-

cerned, the exhibitor is on the horns

of a dilemma.

POST-"48 LIBRARIES

Realistically, no one can expect the

exhibitors of the United States to be

able to offer the same kind of purchase

price for blocks of post- 1948 films as

will be offered by television stations. It

has been estimated that the national

yield of the major company backlogs

for TV rights to post- 1948 films might

well average out to half a million dol-

lars per film, spread over several hun-

dred television stations. Therefore, it

hardly seems likely that exhibitors can

raise a sufficient kitty to outbid video.

We must assume two facts. One is

that, despite Hollywood's cavalier atti-

tude toward the subsequent run market,

this market is still important in deter-

mining the ultimate profits of the pic-

ture companies. The second assumption

is that the sale of films to television

finds the price largely determined by

the previous theatrical success of the

pictures themselves. This means that

theatrical showcasing is important for

later sales to television.

The maintenance of the film theatre

as a major element of the American mo-

tion picture community depends on

many things in addition to video com-

petition. It depends, as we have noted,

upon the availability of sufficient pro-

duct at the right price and upon the

ability of exhibitors to stand together

and speak with a united voice. If exhibi-

tion has any chance to withstand the

(Continued on Page >5)
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The question: "Are We Making the Most of

Our Market?" was asked in a recent issue

of Film BULLETIN. Some prominent readers
have responded with firm and construc-

tive opinions. We submit them herein.

OUR MARKET:

How To Get the

Most Out of It

ALEX HARRISON

General Sales Mgr. 2<)ib Century-Fox

You are an expert in asking loaded

questions, but since you have asked the

question, I am going to give you an

answer.

When you ask whether we are mak-

ing the most of our market, I begin to

wonder.

You may be interested to know that

we have a tremendous holiday attrac-

tion in JOURNEY TO THE CENTER
OF THE EARTH and we have prob-

ably the greatest TV trailers ever avail-

able to theatres for the exploitation of

a motion picture.

Our managers around the country

have been attempting to interest ex-

hibitors to share TV campaigns and

aside from a half dozen exchange terri-

tories where exhibitors are still show-

men, theatre operators have refused to

participate in any TV participation.

They believe this is the sole responsi-

bility of the distributor.

After this experience with some of

the great showmen we have in the

United States, I am beginning to won-

der if your question was enough.

We should also add, are we trying

to destroy ourselves?

SAMUEL ROSEN

Executive Vice-President,

Stanley Warner Corporation

To your question "Are we making

the most of our market" the answer is

a big emphatic NO

!

Even in the best days of our industry,

we never really made the most of our

market. We had then a practically ex-

clusive product— (motion picture film),

ample merchandise, almost complete

domination of entertainment, publicity

and the box-office stability of the pub-

lic's movie going habit. A lush business.

What did it matter if we didn't scoop

in all the customers available at the box-

office by pin-pointed selling?

But the times are different now. Look
at the contrast today. No more exclu-

sivity. The theatre screen is in compe-

tition with the free living room screen.

No more ample merchandise. Two-
thirds of our annual product then avail-

able has disappeared in the wake of

divorcement. From a daily flood of

news, feature stories and star layouts,

this valuable publicity and public rela-

tions asset has been diverted to TV and
our share is down to a trickle.

The movie habit has been shifted

from the theatre to the living room.
Our attendance is sporadic depending

entirely upon the public interest in in-

dividual features. As far as I know
there is no longer a single house in the

country with the possible exception of

the Music Hall, which enjoys a natural

draw. There is no bottom to the gross

of a feature to which the public is in-

different either through lack of selling

or lack of story appeal.

Obviously, with so few features to

book, we must act to incite a greater

public appetite for fewer films or we
cannot keep open even the reduced

number of theatres presently in opera-

tion.

You apparently believe that an im-

portant gain in selling power would

result from a re-shuffling of distributor

advertising and publicity departments;

that a re-organization into two main

merchandising units — one handling

"blockbusters" and the other handling

less than "blockbusters" would work
boxoffice wonders.

I cannot follow you in the hard-cover

vs paperback book analog)'. So far as I

can tell there are similarities and not

fundamental likeness from which we
can make helpful deductions for our

own industry.

How can you "maintain a separate

organization for the marketing and pro-

motion of pictures that do not achieve

the status of "blockbusters" when you

do not know in advance what pic-

tures will achieve the status of block-

busters"?

There are no rules, no guides, no

formula—that will enable distributors

or first-run exhibitors to decide, before

exposure to the public, how a feature

will perform at the boxoffice.

Production money doesn't insure box-

office. We've seen several S5,000,000

flops in the past two years.

Stars do not necessarily guarantee a

profitable end result. The proof is avail-

able on the books of both distributor

and exhibitor.

Neither do production values or the

more successful creative talent make
profitable features a certainty.

So that a mechanical division of mer-

chandising effort in the Advertising De-
partments of the major studios is not

the answer.

The way I see it, there is logic in sep-

arate units only when it has been de-

cided to launch a hard ticket, two-a-day

operation. Such a venture requires bulk

ticket selling and it is desirable to set

up a unit, perhaps semi-autonomous, to

direct this type of campaigning.

Our studio merchandising depart-

ments have proved that they can plan

and successfully execute campaigns for

every type of film.

What we need is not a change in the

selling setup, but more selling of more
pictures.

No slant serves to sell all pictures

w hether roadshow or grind. There is no
panacea in "saturation" per se or TV,
magazines, radio or any combination of

media. There is no sure-fire short cut to

successful selling. If the problem of

getting sufficient admissions in the box-

office was that simple, it would have
been discovered long ago.

We talk about latching on to our

share of the entertainment dollar but

the entertainment dollar no longer

exists in its former sense. A new world

of tempting diversions invites the pub-

lic's increased leisure. There is no real

shortage of dollars. What we need now
is a pre-sold share of the customer's leis-

ure time.

(Continued on Page 15)
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CANADA'S TDLL-TV TRIAL WILL

IT BE BOOM OR BABTLESVILLE?

What's What in Etobicoke?

by Clifford R. Bowers

Barney Balaban, the leading force

behind toll television, recently told

the stockholders of Paramount Pictures

that the company's "theatre-in-the-

home" system (Telemeter) is meeting

"very encouraging" response in its

Canadian trial. "Subscribers," he said,

"are signing up for the services at a

rate that is beyond our expectations."

An entertainment weekly reported

in early December that 13,000 homes

in the Toronto, Ont. suburb of Etobi-

coke had been wired for tollvision.

That story quoted Eugene E. Fitzgib-

bons, president of Trans Canada Tele-

meter as saying that the area, which

Toronto's Telemeter headquarters

has a potential of 40,000 homes, was

already 70 percent sold.

What is the actual situation in Etobi-

coke? Film BULLETIN asked me to

get the lowdown, and here it is, direct

from the scene of the latest attempt to

put over the toll system.

I don't know what Balaban's expec-

tations were, but our sources revealed

that at close to the year's end Trans-

Canada Telemeter (a subsidiary of Fa-

mous Players Canadian Corp.) had
signed up only about 1,000 Etobicoke

residents for the pay-TV experiment,

only about 100 lead-ins had actually

been dropped to the houses, and no

Telemeter units had been installed as

of Dec. 17.

As for that trade paper story about

13,000 homes already being wired by

Bell Telephone, a spokesman for Fa-

mous Players explained to Film BUL-
LETIN that the overwhelming major-

ity of persons inquiring about the

experiment expressed favorable com-

ments—and even acceptance in prin-

ciple—about pay-TV at a reasonable

cost—but that's all.

Truth is, the going in Etobicoke has

been slow and cautious. There is no

concrete evidence as yet whether this

will prove to be the first successful

toll-TV installation (there have al-

ready been held a dozen failures), or

whether it will prove to be another

Bartlesville—ballyhoo and bust.

The signing in Toronto last August

of a cable-laying contract by Famous
Players Canadian and the Bell Tele-

phone Co. of Canada received little

newspaper coverage, but it drew the

full attention of the television and mo-
tion picture industries.

That signing ushered in Canada's

first experiment with wired, subscrip-

tion television—an experiment which
is being hailed by some, panned br-

others, but watched by all for its suc-

cess or failure will doubtless have
enormous impact on the future of both
movie business and commercial TV as

it exists today.

Film BULLETIN is concerned with

the future of motion picture making
and viewing in America. So its ques-

tions about pay-TV are based on that

concern: Will pay-TV sound the death

knell of the movie theatre? Will dis-

tributors and their allies become mere-

ly minor adjuncts of a new television

industry? Is pay-as-you-see TV eco-

nomically feasible? Or desirable?

The Canadian experiment which is

moving at a shuffle so far comes at a

time when the Federal Communica-
tions Commission has offered to con-

sider airwave-type tollvision testing

permits and the United States is re-

cuperating from the shocks of quiz

fixing, payola and rigged TV commer-

cial revelations.

It comes also at a time when film

distributors report an increase locally

in attendance at first-run houses. This

is the first upswing since the wide-

screen innovations gave the boxoffice a

shot in the arm four or five years ago.

To date the Trans-Canada Tele-

meter operation in Etobicoke has been

conducted with little and no door-to-

door canvassing. This correspondent

found many who had no knowledge

of the experiment and no idea of what

pay-TV is, but those aware of it ex-

pressed approval.

Consumer acceptance in the area

which occupies about five square miles

of high population density has been

based by Trans-Canada Telemeter sole-

ly on inquiries. No salesmen have been

knocking on doors. The firm had 5,000

explanatory booklets printed and 3,500

have been sent out to those requesting

information. Residents of communi-

ties far removed from Metropolitan

Toronto have inquired about service.

A motel on the outskirts of Toronto

asked for telemeter service last week

even offering to pay line charges if it

was made available.

About one-third of the necessary 90

miles of coaxial cable has been in-

stalled by Bell, and this phase of the

operation will be completed by the end

of January. The roadblock so far has

been the slow delivery of the tele-

(Contiiiiud on P</t'< 14)
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1959: POLLYANA'S YEAR. By simple arithmetic—but not

much more—chalk up 1959 as an up-side year in the ever-

shrinking world of motion picture stocks.

The Film BULLETIN Cinema Aggregate, which records the

stock market level of publicly traded securities in terms of the

total industry, reports a net rise of 121/g points in the fortunes

of major producing-distributing concerns. Progressing from a

1958 vear close to 188 in the Cinema Aggregate, film companies

rose to 200l/
8 by December 31, 1959, an increase of 6.3%. This

may be contrasted with a l6r
r increment in the Dow -Jones

industrial average.

Theatre companies fared better in the Cinema Aggregate,

ascending some 30 points to a year-end reading of 6778 (only

two points below the all-time benchmark set in July, 1959, a

rise of 79rV . This vigorous performance must be considered in

the light of the subordinate role exhibition income plays for

such diversified firms as American Broadcasting-Paramount,

Stanley Warner and National Theatres. Nonetheless, theatre

boxoffices managed to stabilize earlier gains during 1959 and at

year's end it appears that ticket sales are running 7t7c-8
c
7e ahead

of 1958. Another healthy symptom arises from year-end holiday

business which appears to be the most impressive in recent years.

O

UNREPENTANT INDUSTRY OPTIMISTS may take comfort

in these statistics of gain, but all others w ill be hard put to read

glad tidings into the disclosures. 1959 witnessed the further

decimation of the traditional studio system—a fact which dis-

torts anv objective evaluation of movies as a home-grown

investment, or risk.

The crux of the problem is this: The motion picture industry

is growing less and less a motion picture industry. It is becom-

ing more and more everybody's pet second business—the perfect

trophy for the corporation that has everything, be it girdle

maker, holding company or booking agency. Any serious con-

sideration of the movies anymore—at least from an analytical

standpoint—involves knifing through the smog of relative con-

tributions of income from manifold non-theatrical sources. Add
the imponderables arising from independent productions—that

is, results which filter through the income statements of major

companies indirectly, if at all—and the issue becomes a haze of

uncertain ties and doubts. What, after all, constitutes the motion

picture business? Whatever it is, it is today a mongrel thing,

and our complaint—be it that—deals mostly with the corrosion

of our once-pure entertainment business. On the strictly finan-

cial level, however, the outlook is not too bad. Surface symptoms

are good for some marked achievements come December 31,

1960.

O O

RECOMMEND STANLEY WARNER. No other theatre oper-

ation has come in for as much rosy-hued analysis in the past

year as Stanley Warner. Latest upbeat report stems from the

highly regarded Francis L duPont & Co.:

"Over the years, stock buyers have associated Stanley Warner

Corporation with the motion picture industry. While this

is correct, there has also been the lack of realization of the broad

diversification which has taken place in this company over recent

years. It is in these outside areas that we believe interesting

values exist which could easily lead to a substantially higher

earning power sometime in the future.

FINANCIAL
BULLETIN
JANUARY 4, 1960

By Philip R. Ward

"That the company is still a major factor in the motion picture

industry is evidenced bv the fact that 240 theatres are owned
or leased, of which 140 are owned in fee. Properties are located

in 130 cities scattered throughout l
7 states, and seating over

330,000 people. This theatre 'empire' is finally beginning to

return to the profit column, according to management, which

indicated recently that box office receipts on a comparable basis

have show n an increase in 27 out of the last 32 weeks, the first

time in years they have witnessed such a prolonged period of

improvement. Earnings in the important theatre division were

higher in the fiscal year ended August 31 than in the previous

12 months and are continuing the favorable trend on a year-to-

year basis. Not only are the theatre properties an important

source of income but more significantly they generate substan-

tial cash through depreciation which for the last fiscal year

amounted to S4. 7 million or about $2.30 a share on the presently

outstanding stock. Since there is no requirement for reinvest-

ment of this money in these properties, the depreciation in a

sense, is an important source of investible income. Furthermore,

following the company policy of disposing of the less profitable

theatre properties, tax losses are created which substantially

lower the effective tax for the company. In fiscal 1959, for

instance, losses from property disposition totaled about SI.

6

million which was charged to the earned surplus account.

"Looking at some of the company's other properties outside

the theatre division, the most important is the Playtex division,

or International Latex which markets the highly advertised

Playtex line of girdles, bras, baby pants, etc. Sales in this divi-

sion have been impressive and even more important is the

grow th of volume in foreign countries. It would appear that this

division faces an excellent future and should be an increasingly

important contributor to profits to the parent.

"Other divisions of somewhat less current importance from a

sales standpoint are the pharmaceutical division which markets

such proprietary items as the Isodine antiseptics, ointments,

gargles and Athletes Foot treatments.

"The chemical division which is small nonetheless has been

expanded beyond the pilot plant operation and production of

synthetic latex from the new polymer plant are being marketed

under the name of Tylac.

"Lastly, and important for a company which is so dependent

on a large advertising budget is the new VHF television station

in Albany, New York on Channel 13 w hich commenced opera-

tions at the beginning of 1959. Although earnings from this

newer operation are not likely to contribute much to overall

profits in the near future, considerable promise seems inherent

looking to the longer term.

"The stock currently selling at around the 38 level is up very

substantially from the low of 18 this year but in view of the

rapid earnings gains already realized and in prospect seems to

be evaluating both the profits and the large value in the theatre

properties at a relatively modest ratio. We recommend purchase

of Stanley Warner Corp. shares as an interesting specialty situa-

tion for long term holdings."
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"The Story on Page One"

Strong adult melodrama about infidelity and murder.

Will draw in metropolitan markets, but doubtful for

family trade.

Clifford Odets has written and directed a highly suspenseful,

adult courtroom drama about a man and woman on trial for

the accidental shooting of her husband. In the Jerry Wald pro-

duction, Odets raises a morally delicate question: because the

pair have admitted being guilty of adultery, will this influence

the jury's verdict in their murder trial? Because of its contro-

versial overtones and the marquee power of Rita Hayworth,

Anthony Franciosa and Gig Young, this 20th Century-Fox

black-and-white CinemaScope release will have strong appeal

in metropolitan areas. However, since its people are not pun-

ished for their illicit affair and because the dialogue contains

such bold terms as "fornication" and "sleep with," it is bound

to meet family trade opposition. The boxoffke pattern can be

expected to follow that of "Anatomy of A Murder". Odets has

created moving situations and believeable people, and his court-

room scenes dramatically combine sardonic battles of dialogue

with episodes of continually mounting suspense. From his large

cast, he has elicited strong performances: Miss Hayworth is

excellent as the careworn housewife unhappily married to

drunken and sadistic policeman Alfred Ryder; Franciosa is fine

as the young attorney defending her in the face of apparently

insurmountable odds; and as her widower lover who has just

lost his small son and the accidental perpetrator of the killing,

Young comes across sympathetically and persuasively. Mildred

Dunnock, as Young's domineering mother and Sanford Meisner,

as the unrelenting prosecuting attorney, are standouts. Miss

Hayworth and Young are brought to trial for deliberately plot-

ting and successfully carrying out Ryder's murder to keep him

from learning from Miss Dunnock about their affair and also

to collect the large insurance policy on his life. Most damaging

evidence is Young's pre-arranged alibi for the night of the

murder—he was supposed to be sick in bed miles away. As

Meisner and Franciosa battle away, the latter slowly unwinds

the web of circumstantial evidence surrounding the pair, dis-

closing that the two were drawn together through a bond of

mutual unhappiness. He finally wins acquittal by proving that

Young, supposedly out of town on business, had flown back

to be with Miss Hayworth for a little while and had fabricated

his alibi to keep the spying and calculating Miss Dunnock
from following him and bullying him into giving up the women
he loved.

20th Century-Fox. 123 minutes. Rita Hayworth, Anthony Franciosa Gig Young.
Produced by Jerry Wald. Directed by Clifford Odets.

"The Gene Krupa Story"

/RaU*? O O Plus

Biography of drummer will draw teenagers.

Columbia is beating a loud promotional tom-tom over this

Philip A. Waxman black-and-white production about the life

of the man who revolutionized jazz by turning the drum into

a solo instrument. Boxoffke returns will lean heavily on the

teenage trade, which should respond to the draw of its three

youthful stars, Sal Mineo, Susan Kohner and James Darren..

For jazz buffs, there's songstress Anita O'Day and musicians

Shelly Manne, Red Nichols and Bobby Troup, the latter dou-

bling for Tommy Dorsey. Krupa himself supplies all the drum-

work which Mineo matches with professional skill. Mineo does

a first-rate job as a frenzied drummer who couldn't resist fame,

women or narcotics and manages to reproduce a number of his

now famous mannerisms. Miss Kohner gives a sensitive per-

youthful stars, Sal Mineo, Susan Kohner and James Darren,

is fine as his trumpet-playing buddy. Newcomer Susan Oliver

(destined for stardom) makes an interesting characterization

out of the jazz singer responsible for Mineo's undoings. Director

Don Weis keeps the yarn rolling, at a fairly good pace, espe-

cially the sequences devoted to the jam sessions and Mineo's

downfall. The Orin Jannings screenplay has Krupa unable to

continue in the priesthood as his father desired, joining Dar-

ren's jazz band and falling for Miss Kohner. The trio decide to

go to New York, but they are confronted with many failures.

Krupa finally makes his mark at a party given by Miss Oliver,

starts up the ladder of success. Parties, women and a burning

desire for money accompany his climb and by the time he has

reached the top he has started using marijuana, broken up with

Miss Kohner and parted company with Darren. Federal agents

arrest him for possession of narcotics and gets a six month jail

sentence. Released, he finds himself blacklisted from work and

ends up drumming for strippers under an assumed name.

Tommy Dorsey finally gives him a chance for a comeback. Once

more on top, he asks Miss Kohner to marry him.

Columbia. 101 minutes. Sal Mineo, Susan Kohner, James Darren. Produced by
Philip A. Waxman. Directed by Don Weis.

"The Rookie"

New comedy team of Noonan and Marshall has tepid

vehicle for first movie effort. Mild grosser as dualler.

Hollywood's newest comedy team, Tommy Noonan (the

comic) and Pete Marshall (the singing straight man) have, like

their famous predecessors (Abbott & Costello, Martin & Lewis)

chosen an army farce to launch their screen debut. Unfortu-

nately, they have failed to come up with that "something spe-

cial" audiences identify comic teams by. With the exception of

one hilarious routine at the end where the two portray a pair

of lost Japanese who refuse to believe the war is over, their

material is strictly old hat. Noonan produced as well as collab-

orated on the script with George O'Hanlon, and he must carry

the responsibility for the film's shortcomings. Business pros-

pects for this 20th Century-Fox CinemaScope release are fair at

best; it figures to play the lower half in most situations. Shapely

Julie Newmar supplies a minor sex angle. The plot finds Noonan
being given a rough time by the training personnel forced to

remain at deserted Camp Clyde on his behalf. Instigator is

training sergeant Marshall who only wants out so he can marry

starlet Newmar. When her agent, Jerry Lester, decides to cash

in on "the last rookie's" publicity by having her play up to him,

Marshall's ire is increased to such an extent that he booby-traps

Noonan's field exercises. The trap backfires and both are shipped

overseas, but they fall off the ship and end up on a desert island.

All ends happily (?) when Noonan is made a hero for capturing

the lost Japanese and Miss Newmar marries Lester.

20th Century-Fox. 84 minutes. Tommy Noonan, Pete Marshall. Produced by Tommy
Noonan. Directed by George O'Hanlon.
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Solomon and Sheba' Big B.D. Spectacle

Scuinc^ &*tut$ O O O O
Lavish biblical spectacle has all the ingredients to draw
mass audience. Will rank with top grossers.

Director King Vidor has reached down into the biblical grab

bag of adventure and come up with a sumptuous spectacle that

carries the viewer back to the land of Israel a thousand years

before the birth of Christ. While it may lack the artistic merit

to please the class trade, this is a production in keeping with

the tradition of exciting screen pageantry. With sweeping

strokes of entertainment showmanship Vidor has created a Ac-

tionized version of the meeting between the poet-philosophsr

King Solomon and the most beautiful temptress of all times,

Magda, Queen of Sheba. Strikingly mounted in Technicolor

and Super Technirama 70, the giant screen surges and explodes

with many breathtaking sequences.

United Artists can rest assured that their S6,000,000 Biblical

epic will rank as one of the really big boxoffice smashes. It is on

this frankly commercial basis that we have selected "Solomon

and Sheba" as a Film of Distinction. The tremendous pre-sell

promotional campaign started the ball rolling, and with Yul

Brynner and Gina Lollobrigida in the title roles, this Edward

Small presentation contains every ingredient essential for mass

audience appeal. We beleive UA was wise to release it at popu-

lar prices, and the decision will be rew arded with an enormous

gross from all over the world.

Patrons of biblical spectacle will find what they seek here.

Vidor knows how^ to fill his screen with eye-catching sets, crowd

scenes and pulsating action, creating visual exciting entertain-

ment. Here is the magnificent Temple of Solomon demolished

by God's wrath, Solomon's harem with his 300 wives, his

dramatic judgment over two women each claiming to be the

mother of the same child, Sheba's arrival in Jerusalem with her

glorious caravan, her stoning on the steps of the destroyed

Temple, the orgiastic fertility dance performed before the pagan

god Rha-Gon, and a trio of battle scenes including the desert

charge of the Pharaoh's chariots and the defeat of the Egyptian

army as they plunge into a ravine, blinded by the highly pol-

ished shields of Solomon's forces.

Against these backgrounds scriptors Anthony Veiller, Paul

Dudley and George Bruce have woven a simple, obvious tale of

many conflicts: Solomon and his brother, who would be king;

religious ideologies—Judaism and paganism; Solomon's two

loves, his God and his people on one hand, and the seductive,

alluring Sheba on the other. The screenplay is quite elemental

and the dialogue is often distressingly trite, thereby robbing the

film of authenticity or real dramatic intensity for the discrim-

inating filmgoer.

While some of the characters are strictly two-dimensional, the

two principals come thru effectively. Yul Brynner makes a flesh

and blood human being out of Solomon combining strength,

warmth and humor throughout. He is a man of many facets: the

wise King of Israel, a courageous soldier who believes strongly

in peace, and a just man when it comes to falling prey to the

wiles of an enticing woman. And who else could have played

Sheba as excitinglyy as the voluptuous, tempting and beautiful

Sheba (Gina Lollobrigida) leads bet
Egyptian followers in wild pagan dance

Miss Lollobrigida? As the ambitious Queen conniving to bring

about the downfall of Israel, she is calculating and cold; as the

forbidden fruit for Solomon, she is all a seductress should be;

and finally, as the woman who falls in love with the man she

has destroyed, she is humble and sympathetic as she promises

God she will destroy all her idols and erect a Tabernacle to

Jehovah if Solomon's life is spared in battle.

George Sanders is almost a villainous caricature as Solomon's

traitorous brother and David Farrar's brief appearance as the

Pharaoh is a colorless one. On the other hand, lovely Marisa

Pavan is appealing as the girl who loves Solomon and is killed

during the Temple's destruction, while Finlay Currie is excellent

as the aged King David.

On his deathbed, King David proclaims his youngster son,

Solomon, King instead of Sanders, thereby alienating the two

brothers forever. Solomon carries out his father's wish and
builds a Temple to God and rebuilds Jerusalem into a capital

of grandeur. He also persuades Sanders to head the army. In

Egypt, Farrar, disturbed by the growing strength and prosperity

of Israel under one God, agrees to let Sheba go to Jerusalem

to see if she can bring about its destruction. Solomon is immedi-

ately overwhelmed by her beauty and, she, while attracted to

him, still feels obliged to carry out her original intentions. He
agrees to allow her people to hold a pagan orgy within the city

and during the rites his Temple and the pagan god of fertility

are destroyed by lightning. The people turn against Solomon
and opportunist Sanders chooses this moment to throw in forces

with the Egyptians against the Israelites. When deserters from
Solomon's army bring word to Jerusalem of the defeat, Sheba
prays in the ruined Temple for Solomon's life. The Egyptians

are defeated, but Sanders, believing victory assured, proclaims
himself King and incites the people to stone Sheba. Solomon
arrives in time to save her and is forced to kill Sanders. When
he learns Sheba is carrying his child he asks her to stay and be
his Queen. But she reveals her pact with God and promises
Solomon his son will be the first King of Sheba.

United Artists. 13? minutes. Yul Brynne
Richmond. Directed by King Vidor.

Gina Lollobrigida. Produced by Ted
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by ROLAND PENDARIS

In the January issue of Harper's Magazine, John Fischer, the

eminent occupant of "The Editor's Easy Chair", delivers him-

self cogently of a few views about show business. They are very

interesting views. It might be said that they establish Mr. Fischer

as one of the most lucid spokesmen of the sixteenth century.

Mr. Fischer is discussing the problems of the television indus-

try. His subject is not one normally within the domain of Film

BULLETIN; but Mr. Fischer's observations slop over into the

whole area of show business, of which films are a part.

The basic theme of Mr. Fischer's feudal viewpoint is that

television has a split personality, because it is a communications

medium composed of two opposite kinds of people—journalists

and entertainers. Mr. Fischer draws a line between these two

categories.

"Broadcasting", says the editor of Harper's "took its moral

tone from show business. It soaked up the ethics of the enter-

tainer—an ethic which has been notoriously low ever since

Hamlet, with no trouble at all, persuaded a troupe of strolling

players to queer their script. Deception comes naturally to the

entertainer; it is, indeed, the essence of his trade—whether he

is a Shakespearean actor, a magician, a carnival baker or a medi-

cine show spieler—and he can't for the life of him see anything

wrong in it."

Then, citing the contrasting ethic of the journalist, Mr.

Fischer goes on to say: "Heaven knows that American journal-

ism is beset with faults—but it does profess a code of ethics.

This code is very different from the moral tradition of the

entertainment world."

0
Anyone remotely connected with show business has good

reason not only to dispute but to resent the viewpoint put for-

ward by Mr. Fischer.

It would be comparatively easy to demolish his artificial dif-

ferentiation between the noble ethic of journalism and the

shabby charlatanism of show business, by citing the numerous

deceptions which are standard in the world of the printed page

—from the ghost-written celebrity-byline article to the dope

story to the lazy editor who puts his own name on some hard-

working publicity man's piece of copy.

This would be an easy but not accurate answer, for the fact

is that most journalism, like most show business, is ethical,

above board and talented at its own job.

Much of the material which must underly the obvious preju-

dice in Mr. Fischer's mind stems not from show business but

from journalism's reporting of show business. For example, the

late Errol Flynn can be judged by his screen appearances, or he

can be judged on the basis of the stories and pictures about him

that titillated readers of the nation's press.

We have deliberately cited an instance where the press has

gone in for sensationalism which it perpetrated itself. We do

not contend that Mr. Flynn was a blushing violet, or that he

was in the least discumbooberated by the attention paid to his

romantic peccadillos, or that his self-designated relict has any

intention of blushing unseen. We merely suggest that the fine

sense of ethics which Mr. Fischer so nobly salutes was no more

present among the journalists than it was among the harlequins.

Isn't it about time that we stopped regarding show business

as a world apart? Isn't it about time that we—Mr. Fischer as

well as the community centering around Hollywood and Vine

—

accepted the fact that today's newspapers are to a large extent

engaged in show business, that the campaigning for political

office of even our most noble leaders involves a degree of show

business and that, by the same token, more and more often,

show business has paid attention to the very real and burning

issues of our times?

O
I find it difficult to accept the pure ethical standard which

prompts Mr. Fischer to use a quotation from a statement by

. Albert Freedman, a quiz show producer who, in Mr. Fischer's

words, "was recently indicted for perjury and is now living in

Mexico", as the basis for pillorying show business. Surely, with-

out half trying, Mr. Fischer could have come up with a more

impressive representative of the entertainment industry. With

equal validity, we could paint a pretty picture of the press by

quoting the erstwhile editor of Confidential as an authority on

the ethics of journalism.

We have plenty of lulus in show business, just as the world

of journalism has plenty of lulus of its own. All we ask is that

show business be judged on the record of its performance, which

is all we ask of journalism as well.

Mr. Fischer has oversimplified the problems of television into

a clash between show business villains and honest, upstanding

heroes from the world of news reporting.

One thing which Mr. Fischer's reporting should make clear

is that factions in the world of show business may very likely

have been fighting the wrong war. Obviously, in Mr. Fischer's

mind, it is not a question of television versus the stage or con-

certs versus video. As far as he seems to be concerned, these

are all the enemy camp—the world of "show biz", as he uses

the phrase.

Can it be that, at this late stage of the game, what we are

actually involved in is a battle between the no-actors-need-apply

world and all the entertainment arts? When Mr. Fischer speaks

about show business he is speaking in terms of television, but

the guilt he cites is "the ethics of the entertainer"—not the tele-

vision entertainer, just the entertainer generally.

Let us not reply by reciting the usual litany about the number

of happy families and philanthropic services in Hollywood.

Because Mr. Fischer is willing to indict entertainment personnel

as all bad, let us not try to prove that they are all good. Enter-

tainment has its good points; it has its bad points. We have

strip-teasers, just as the world of journalism has scandal sheets.

But let us at least lay to rest the insidious idea—shocking,

when it arises in the page of so respected a magazine as

Harper's—that entertainers are by nature morally reprehensible,

that entertainment is a breeding ground of deceit and that the

journalist is the knight in shining armor come to do battle with
j

the entertainment dragon.

And it might be well if Mr. Fischer were to take a thorough

look at the contents of his neighborhood newsstand before he

characterizes the people who put on entertainment as "the

quick buck artists."
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WHAT'S WHAT IN ETDBICDKE?

(Continued from Page 8)

meter coin boxes. Testing on a limited

basis in a number of wired homes is

just about ready to begin.

As was the case in the ill-fated

Bartlesville experiment, the wired sys-

tem in Etobicoke will not interfere

with free signals. Neither is there any

reduction in the maximum number of

TV channels assigned to the area. On
the contrary, the telemeter-equipped

receiver has three more channels than

conventional sets.

Is pay-TV a threat to the motion

picture industry? In the Canadian

trade there are at least two schools of

thought.

Odeon Theatre, Canada, Ltd. offi-

cials say their company is watching the

Etobicoke experiment with interest.

"Asked to participate, we decided in-

stead to wait and see. But we're defi-

nitely not opposed."

Other theatre and movie chain

spokesmen declined to be quoted, al-

thought some flatly commented: "We
don't think it'll work."

Opposed in no uncertain terms is

Montreal's Joseph H. Strauss, whose

Plan Monthly Fee

QTOA is an affiliate of the Theatre

Owners of America. His charge is that

there is little hope of bringing wired,

uninterrupted, commercial-free televi-

sion to Canada at a reasonable cost.

And he believes firmly that toll-TV

would spell the death-knell for most

theatres in the community.

The report that Etobicoke customers

would be charged a high monthly fee

for the tollvision service has been em-

phatically denied. The plan is for a

$5 fee, payable when the contract for

leasing of the telemeter unit is signed,

and a charge of from 75 cents to $1.50

for the movies or special programs

—

but you pay only for what you select.

Current film fare instead of the

dated, pre-1948 pictures are being

promised by TCT. Negotiations are

on now for screening of Big Four pro-

fessional football league games—nor-

mally blacked out locally. Clubs are

favorable to reimbursement for loss in

attendance, but there is nothing defi-

nite. Another phase of the project calls

for special shows for children on Sat-

urdays. And what will happen to the

theatre matinees!

The telemetering units—coin boxes

— are about the size of small table

PARAMOUNT'S BALABAN
He's Satisfied

radios. 8hey take 5, 10, 25 and 50-

cent coins; indicate credits and keep

a record of programs viewed. Units

can be installed in minutes, when avail-

able.

Three programs can be transmitted

over a single cable simultaneously.

Channel 5 is being assigned to Etobi-

cobe pay-TV and through it TCT will

operate three program channels—A,
B and C.

Channels A and B will offer films,

which will run twice nightly like a

regular movie house, while channel C
will be reserved for public service pro-

grams of local news, current events,

panel discussions, religion and service

club activities.

The studios at the intersection of

Bloor St. W. and Royal York Rd.,

one of the west end's busiest corners,

are equipped with three sets of movie
projection equipment and live camera

facilities. The month of January will

probably see the experiment given a

real tryout in Etobicoke. Requests for

service in adjoining areas are already

beginning to come in, the Trans-

Canada Telemeter people claim.

But what will it mean to the motion

picture industry?

Toronto's film distributors, despite

a revival this past season in attend-

ance at downtown, first-run houses,

say revenues have been slipping steadi-

ly since 1953. In that peak year, mo-

tion picture theatres in Canada took in

$108,000,000. By 1957, revenue had

dropped to $82,000,000. Ontario's

share of the pie for 1957—the last year

for which figures are available—was
$30,000,000, of which one-sixth was

derived from the sale of popcorn,

candy, drinks and cigarets.

At one time, Famous Players owned
nearly 50 theatres in Toronto. It has

closed down a few each year since

about 1952 until today's count is 30.

"We are realistic," a spokesman told

me. "When an area becomes unprofit-

able, we close down the house."

The Second World War gave an ex-

tended life to many little movie thea-

tres which would otherwise have died

anyway. Changing habits—influenced

by TV and the trend of suburbia and
auto travel—would have cut a swath

through movie attendance in any case,

he said.

"We're not sharpies. Famous Players

has been bringing entertainment to

Canadians for 40 years. We'll continue

to do that. We have sunk a great deal

of money into this pay-TV experiment.

It might go and it might not. We can't

say for certain but we were reasonably

sure it would or we wouldn't have

started it.

"We're not engaged in big promo-

tion yet. We don't want to repeat the

Bartlesville fiasco," he said.

Not Swan Song, They Say

The Famous Players theatre chain

apparently does not feel that this ex-

periment is the movie theatre's swan

song, even if some distributors do.

Pay-as-you-see television is not con-

sidered by them as the force which

will destroy the movie theatre in

America. The company's experiment

is a natural follow-up to its earlier par-

ticipation in commercial television.

Famous Players Canadian now owns

50 per cent of the English and French

language TV stations in Quebec City

as well as a similar chunk of CKCO-
TV in Kitchener, Ont.

A representative of one of the major

film companies offered other reasons

for the falling attendance at movie

houses between 1953 and 1959. He
said the theatre operators might take a

look at themselves and their houses.

Many of the theatres which have

closed in Toronto were mere holes in

the wall, dirty, dilapidated, dismal.

There are still those operators who

think of the patron only as a person

with a ticket.

Complaints have been rife lately in

Toronto newpapers about those oper-

ators who think a large popcorn ma-

chine in the shabby lobby makes up

for comfort and courtesy, and this film

man contends neglect by exhibitors has

been a key factor in the attendance

decline.

No one can confidently predict the

final outcome of the Etobicoke experi-

ment at this date. We must simply

wait to see how this dramatic inter-

lude in entertainment unfolds. The
first reel has only started.
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(Continued from Page 7)

We ned more than ever to make it

worthwhile to go to the movies. That's

the selling problem. We have to be

geared to campaigning, which says in

effect "you get your money's worth at

this picture in our theatre.
- '

This calls for a more acute under-

standing of what the public will buy.

Of what motivates theatre attendance.

And how you can pin-point the specific

entertainment for the audience which

would buy it—if you arouse that

impulse.

This reads like a tough assignment.

And it surely is. This business is no

longer a living for exhibitors who are

satisfied to open and close—and do the

housekeeping, saying only to the picture

"show me".

You go searching for the audience.

You use the whole armament of selling.

You use shotgun, machine-gun or rifle,

depending upon the target. And if your

average for bulls-eyes is good—so is

your business.

* * *

MITCHELL WOLFSON
President, Wometco Enterprises

It would gild a lily to make additional

comments on your fine article, "Are We
Making the Most of Our Market?"

But here comes the gilt, anyway. My
first thought is that, as you have im-

plied, it "ain't our market unless we
go after it.

Being in a new business everytime we
change pictures we must let the buyers

know what our business is. We are a

business without an inventory; no part

of our merchandise can lay on shelves

and retain its value for sale next week
or next month. We must sell now what
we have now whether it's quality or
standard stock.

Your idea of a special promotion
team for each film is as entirely appro-
priate as having a special cast of players

for each picture. Just as an example:
Some time back w e had what you might
call a "paper-back" picture, THE
MATCHMAKER: For its run we made
an exploitation tie-up with the Jordan-
Marsh Department Store. Their adver-

tising department came up with what
many thought a better ad on this pic-

ture than any in the press book. We're
not criticizing anyone here; it's just

that the J-M people had a special pro-

ject and they gave it some specialized

thinking.

Once in a while it might not be a bad

idea to turn Madison Avenue loose on
a picture—one that needs selling, if \<>u

please—and let them "run it up the pole

and see who salutes it." They've made
a lot of people believe that certain

things were whiter than white and
milder than mild; maybe they can jingle-

ize an extra million or so into believing

a movie is better than ever. Especially

when the chances are that it really is.

When we stop being mass entertain-

ment we're dead so we must employ
mass marketing, and mass impressions.

Imagine the Perry Como show or the

Ed Sullivan show sponsored every week
by MPAA with part of the entertain-

ment being star appearances and show-

ing snatches from pictures about to be

released. Three or four pictures a week
would get a hard sell in the commercial

time; and there would be soft-sell about

pictures in production in segments called

"Hollywood Report" or some better

title. I don't mean to change the basic

format of any successful TV show that

might be selected; it would have to keep

its entertainment appeal.

But I do mean to really use TV and

not have some star do a walk-on now
and then for a little conversation and a

dragged-in mention of a picture. I mean
using the time to mention pictures like

we were doing it on purpose and proud

of it.

A HOPEFUL NEW DECADE

(Continued from Page 6)

factors that would overwhelm it—be

it free TV, Toll TV, product shortage

—

it can achieve survival only as a unified

body. Thus, exhibitor unity will be one

of the crucial issues of the decade.

Finally, the shape of the sixties for

the motion picture industry will be de-

termined by the creativity of every

branch of the industry. We can use

technical innovations as dynamic as the

CinemaScope of the fifties. We can use

new exhibition concepts as fruitful as

the drive-in idea. We can use more pro-

motional muscle. We can use new mana-

gerial talent. We can and must train the

actors and the directors and the ex-

hibitor-showmen of tomorrow . And we
must start all this today.

We must avoid the posture of an in-

dustry standing in the way of progress.

W e can make more use of the mer-

In short, you're so right that the in-

dustry should have been doing some-

thing about it a long time ago. The
dollar that comes in on Monday night

of a three-day booking counts a whole-

lot more than the one that walked away
from a blockbuster on a Saturday night

because of a line at the boxoffice.

ROBERT W.'SELIG

President, Fox Inter-Mountain

We would favor "making the most

of our market" by developing more

merchandising effort behind B-plus at-

tractions and other product which does

not reach the blockbuster class.

With many voids in our bookings, we
have had to give careful attention to

researching the "repeat picture" market,

putting combinations together and de-

veloping our own radio, TV, newspaper

and promotion campaigns around them.

Any thing that might be done to give

aid to the utilization of these pictures

would be in order. For example, we
have been able to take such product as

Yesterday' s Enemies and give it top fea-

ture treatment through strong cam-

paigning. In other years, Yesterday's

Enemies would be nothing more than

an out-and-out second feature.

chandising potential of television. The
disc jockeys, instead of killing the pho-

nograph record business, created its

greatest boom. Television, wisely used,

can do as much for the motion picture

industry. It is up to the motion picture

industry, not to television, to figure out

how best to do this job. It is entirely

possible that in some laboratory today

a new idea is being born w hich w ill ren-

der acadamic the question of competi-

tion from old films on the home screen.

W e must encourage the scientists in

the laboratories and the blue sky think-

ers. We must encourage the showmen
who offer scented pictures, and those

who are seeking a way to provide 3-D
without glasses and the boys who are

working on pictures-in-the-round.

The next decade w ill be the strenuous

sixties. Having survived the furious fif-

ties, we should be ready for anything.
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This seemingly endless queue waiting to buy tickets for "On the Beach"
during a special advance sale at the Park Theatre in Stockholm attests
to the tremendous impact UA's global drum beating had in Sweden. As
in other capitals around the world, Stockholm reported record grosses.

Manpower and Money Keys

To World-Wide Promotion

GLOBAL SELL PAYS OFF
During the past years, while TV has

kept so many potential U.S. movie

goers glued to their home screens, for-

eign revenues have been steadily rising,

until now they account for up to 50%
of a picture's potential profits. Indus-

try reactions to this financial turnabout

have been mixed. Some companies

have taken a strange let-'em-eat-cake

attitude toward Old World markets,

expecting them to provide hefty rev-

enues on mere promotion crumbs.

Some companies, however, have made
determined ballyhoo efforts to cash in

on this growing market.

In the very forefront of the drive to

make the most of the world market is

the dynamic United Artists organiza-

tion, whose keen-sighted management
team realizes that changing market

conditions demand a bold new jet-age

concept of international promotion.

"We want to take full advantage of

this one-world idea," observed presi-

dent Arthur B. Krim, at UA's first in-

ternational conference last year. Ad-

dressing UA sales and promotion exec-

utives from all over the world, Krim
declared: "This is no longer a business

of two paths — domestic and foreign.

From now on we will be thinking of

158 exchanges in 58 countries."

No longer would the foreign market

be treated as a step-sister, getting mere

rehashes of domestic campaigns. From
now on, as Roger H. Lewis, vice presi-

dent in charge of advertising, publicity

and exploitation, pointed out at the

same meeting, UA would "unify all of

our promotional activities to carry our

message through to every potential

audience of the world. Our plan is to

find out the specific needs and require-

ments of individual markets and then

to fill these needs for maximum selling

impact." For the first time, he con-

tinued, "we are thinking and acting on

a global level . . . We intend to de-

velop and exploit this vast potential

on a scale that has never before been

\

Martoh Nutbunson (right), UA international

publicity chief, is greeted by actress Keiko
Asatni (center) and Geza Polaty, UA's
Japanese branch manager, during recent
global trip on behalf of "On the Beach.''

achieved." And many industryites,

knocked on their ears by the spectacu-

lar world-wide campaigns with which

UA backed "On the Beach" and "Solo-

mon and Sheba" believe that the com-

pany has more than carried out its her-

culean plans.

Literally translating Lewis' words

into global action, UA pulled off the

unprecedented coup of setting up its

premiere for "On the Beach" in eigh-

teen world capitals — including Mos-

cow — on all seven continents. The
Stanley Kramer production immediately

became international front-page news!

Not content with just this, the spe-

cial Kramer global unit — the first

truly world-wide promotion team in

industry history — made sure that "On
the Beach" continued making news

everywhere.

Headed by George Thomas, Jr.,

Kramer's publicity director, the unit

stimulated more prestige for the open-

ings by arranging to have them spon-

sored by local charity groups, and in

many of the capitals Dec. 17 was offi-

cially proclaimed "On the Beach Day".

Still more was to come. In line with

Lewis' contention that promotion should

.appeal to local needs, prominent artists

in thirteen countries were commissioned
(Continued on Page 19)
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MERCHANDISING EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT f

MPAA 'Big Year' Campaign

Stimulates Press Response
Both the press and the general public are

sponding to the MPAA Advertising and Pub-

ry Directors drive to convince Americans that

1)60 is "the big year of motion pictures," re-

nted Philip Gerard, chairman of the publicity

wrdinating group, and Si Seadler, chairman of

e ad-pub committee, at a recent press con-

rence.

"We have embarked on an information cam-

tign to tell the press what is happening to

e industry," said Gerard. "It"s a strong, up-

fat story. It's being received with strong

ithusiasm," he added.

Up to now, the Universal showman pointed

jt, "The national press hasn't really caught

i to the changes that have taken place in the

dustry. Now we think they general and

ecial news publications are finally coming

ound to our way of thinking, and we hope

get them to stop singing the blues . . . not

paid announcements, but through publica-

>n of straight facts. To date," he concluded,

ear-end roundup stories, and stories of the

cade now ending, have been optimistic . .
."

The industry's hopeful outlook as reiterated

MGM's Seadler. "Producers and exhibitors

e more optimistic than they have been in

ars," he stated. "Business for the first ten

onths of 1959 indicates (that) the presence

d spirit of 'upbeat' is upon the industry

ain." With TOA, National Allied, ITOA,
MPTA and COMPO all working with the

PAA to deliver this message of optimism,

X'e should make a big stir" in newspapers

ross the country, Seadler declared. Not to be

erlooked, either, he pointed out, are the im-

rtant favorable "side effects" that such a

>ry could have on Wall Streeters, stock-

lders and industry personnel.

As outlined by Seadler, the publications pro-

will make its point to the public through

BRODSKY'S NEW SPOT
Jack Brodsky is now 20th Fox's New

York press contact, announced Edward
E. Sullivan, publicity director. Brodsky,

a Fox publiciteer since 195 7 , will deal

with the personnel and critics of the

N. V. newspapers, as well as coordinate

publicity w ith several national magazines.

Michael Selsman, Sullivan also disclored,

replaces Brodsky as New York trade-

press contact. During his five years with

Fox, Selsman has handled various other

ad-publicity assignments.

MGM'S Si Seadler (right) and Taylor Mills, of
the MPAA (left), listen to i s Philip Gerard's
report on press-response to the MPAA's "Big
Year of Motion Pictures" campaign.

general, as well as business, teen-age and

women's, newspapers and magazines. About

311 dailies, with 500,000-plus readership, along

with 5,000 radio and TV stations, are alreadv

included in the all-out campaign.

In New York alone, Ted Baldwin, MPAA
program coordinator, revealed, the campaign

has received pledges of cooperation from such

influential opinion molders as The Times. Wall

Street Journal. Herald Tribune. Journal-Ameri-

can. Daily News and United Press International.

Taylor Mills, MPAA public relations director,

urged exhibitors to aid the campaign on the

essential grass-roots level by planting already-

supplied MPAA kit stories in local media.

Macy's Tells New York

About 20th's 'Journey'

Macy's may not tell Gimbels, but it's cer-

tainly willing to let all of New York in on the

high esteem it holds for 20th Century-Fox's

blockbuster, "Journey to the Center of the

Earth." In fact, the world's largest department

store has devoted its entire 3-ith Street w indow

to ballyhoo the Charles Bracket! production.

Fox has rilled the show w indow with attrac-

tive blow-ups of color stills from the film that

ought to slow down pedestrian traffic on the

busy Gotham thoroughfare, perhaps even long

enough to read Macy's ow n rave endorsement of

the film, coupled with a listing of "Journey"

feature times at the Paramount Theatre.

But 20th isn't stopping there in this pres-

tige-laden local promotion stunt. Full-page

tie-ih ads have already appeared in leading

New York papers, designed to make nearlv

twenty million readers aware (if they're not

already) of the important "expedition" taking

place in their midst daily. Now 10,000 reprints

of the ads are being prepared for distribution

w ith Macy's regular handbills to complete 20th's

blanket coverage of the city.

[ More SHOWMEN on Page 18 ]

M-G-M New Faces Hit

The Road to Ballyhoo

What better wa\ to introduce new faces to

the public than to send them out to meet in

person their future fans? And that's exactly

what Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has been doing the

last two months with three of its promising

newcomers—Haya Harareet of "Ben Hur ', and

Dean Jones and Kipp Hamilton of "Never So

Few.

In visiting almost every major U. S. city be-

tween them, the newcomers have not only given

an extra sales push to their current pictures,

but stimulated gratifying interest in themselves

throughout the hinterlands. Exhibitors, it

seems, are anxious to meet the youngsters who
may one day bring patrons into their theatres,

and news, radio and TV men, always on the

look-out for something new, find fresh copy

material in these potential stars of tomorrow.

Another "new faces" plus, this time for the

entire industry, rests in the fact that the youth-

ful enthusiasm of the newcomers helps empha-

size filmdom's new-found optimism on the

local level.

As a result of the attention attracted by these

three newcomers, Metro plans to send more of

its new faces out on the road. Now in line for

the "touring treatment" are George Hamilton

and Luana Patten, featured in "Home from the

Hill," which looms large as one of Metro's

biggest blockbusters in recent years.

Metro neucomers Kipp Hamilton (left) and
Dean Jones (right), both of "Sever So Feu",
present check for paper's Christmas Fund to

Cy Durgin. Boston Globe drama editor, during
recent p.a. tour.

Cash McCall' for a Day
Philadelphia girls now have the chance to

make their beaus Cash McCalls—for a day—in

the contest sponsored by the Stanley Theatre

to ballyhoo its world premiere of the Warner
Bros. film. The v. inner of the letter contest (to

be chosen by a special Jr. Chamber of Com-
merce committee, headed by president Nathan

Feinstein) and her Cash McCall will be limou-

sine-driven to a luxurious dinner, will see the

film, and then host a champagne party. A $50

war bond prize is also included.
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M-G-M Gets Unexpected

Reactions in Test Stunt

Has instinct betrayed showmen into directing

their ballyhoo of such passionately female stars

as Gino Lollobrigida to the wrong segment of

the population?

One might jump to just that conclusion after

perusing the results of a psychological test

(taken during a screening of Metro's "Never

So Few") which pointed out that while the

men in the audience, watching the fiery Italian

star taking a bath, recorded a sufficiently high

pulse and blood pressure rating, the gals' leaped

even higher.

But a further reading of the report by Lee

Morgan, head of the Scientific Introduction

Service, which conducted the tests, gives instinct

back its own by showing that men had their

most violent reaction when Miss Lollobrigida

first appeared on the screen, dressed in an eve-

ning gown.

Explaining the seeming paradox, Miss Mor-

gan stated that in this scene, when Frank Sinatra

meets his costar for the first time, male viewers,

recognizing "that these two volatile personali-

ties will now become joined in the plot of the

motion picture . . . responded with an emo-

tional explosion." During this meeting, the

women's reactions, while not as high as the

men's, were still "way above normal." "The

audience recognized Sinatra and Lollobrigida,"

she continued, "as being 'ideal mates' in terms

of the promise of excitement. On the other

hand, earlier in the film, when Sinatra meets a

pretty Red Cross nurse, who is eager for a night

on the town, the audience hardly responded at

all. It knew that the combination wasn't right,"

Miss Morgan concluded.

The stunt screening, which Metro used to

ballyhoo "Never So Few's" New York opening,

revealed the ladies hitting their highest blood-

pressure rating while watching scenes inspiring

fear of fire, also reacting strongly during love

scenes. Men scored higher as a result of battle

sequences. On the whole, the psychologist

found, women were more emotionally affected

than men by M-G-M's current release.

"Audience reaction," Miss Morgan summed
up, "to scenes of love, passion, and war

scenes involving fear of fire, revenge, and retali-

ation in 'Never So Few' was as strong as those

emotional reactions resulting from strenuous

physical exertion."

S.F. Showman Sics 'Mouse'

On Lion-Sized Competitors

Seeing the walloping "defeat" that the tiny

Grand Duchy of Fenwick gave the mighty
United States (in "The Mouse That Roared"),

San Francisco showman Irving M. Levin figured

that a similar "declaration of war" might create

as impressive a boxoffice victory for his Vogue
Theatre showing of the Columbia release.

Starting off with the challenging "HON-
ESTLY ... The GREATEST Film in San

Francisco," the playful Examiner ad went on

to "vanquish" the opposition with such olym-

pian claims as "More spectacular than BEN-
HUR' . . . More provocative than ON THE
BEACH' ". The blood pressure of rival show-

men may very well have hit the boiling point

by the time they read the clincher line: "Hon-
estly, we're only kidding, but judge for yourself

. .
." followed by the advice to patrons that,

after seeing "The Mouse," they ought to catch

the other shows named, listing their theatres.

The outcome of the "war," according to

Levine, was one of the biggest triumphs a com-

edy has ever had at his art house.

BIONDI TO MIRISCH

Guy Biondi, veteran film drumbeater,

has been added to the Mirisch Company's

advertising, publicity and exploitation

staff, as eastern representative. Biondi,

who had previously supervised field oper-

ations for Mike Todd's "Around the

World in Eighty Days," will now work
under vice president Leon Roth as liaison

and coordinator between the company and

its exclusive distributor, United Artists.

Another recent Mirisch appointee, Jerry

Ludwig, will act as Roth's aide.

During << special stunt screening, //>< w tests

weri hi. i<l, oj i In audience's emotional reactions

to M-G M'i "Nevet So /,«."

Col. Beats Jazz Drum

For 'Gene Krupa Story'

Jazz buffs who settled down on the floor of

New York's Forum Theatre to enjoy two hours of

drum rolling by all-time favorite Gene Krupa

had Columbia to thank for the favor. Company
drumbeaters, seeing a natural for promoting

their holiday release, "The Gene Krupa Story,"

got Martin Block to use his entire "Make Be-

lieve Ballroom" radio show as a tribute to the

famous drummer. Broadcast live from the

Forum, where the Philip A. Waxman produc-

tion had its premiere, the program also featured

interviews with the Krupa and Sal Mineo, who
plays the drummer in the film biog.

UA Tie-In on the Beam
Proving that its promotion program for

"Happy Anniversary" is on the beam—the Sun-

beam, that is—LInited Artists has been bally-

hooing its current comedy release through 5,000

outlets and distributors of the electric appliance-

film in 33 major markets, nationwide.

LIPTON

Upton Predicts Millions

To Get 'Spartacus' Message
As 1959 drew to its end, prognosticators may

have looked to the coming year with bewild

ment, but for radio listeners at least one fact

was made clear: "I960 is the year of 'Spartacus'

and 'Spartacus' is the picture of the year." And
doing some prognosticating of his own, David
A. Lipton, U.I vice-president, expected incal-

culable millions would "get the message."

Continuing its policy to presell the $10,000,-

000 Bryna production nationwide long in ad-

vance of release, Universal set up what was
probably the most intensive radio campaign a

major movie has ever enjoyed. All within a

few hours on New Year's Eve, radio listeners

were literally bombarded with 3,870 separate

"Spartacus" dispatches over 690 stations on all

three major networks.

'The Story on Page One'

Gets 20th-Fox Fashion Play

Worknig on the theory that the front-p£

feature in almost every woman's book is

fashion story, 20th Century-Fox has whipped

up a high-style promotion to ballyhoo its Janu-

ary release, "The Story on Page One." Tying-ir

with Kay Windsor Fashions of New York
which is providing special labels for its w intei

dress line reading, "This year, Kay Windsor i

'The Story on Page One' "—the 20th campaigr

will make a direct appeal to presell the Jerr)

Wald production to 250,000 women.

In what is believed to be the most extensivt

fashion-film co-promotion, the dress manufac

turer and distributor will emphasize the front

page values of both its dresses and the ne^
Fox film with a full-scale ad program in news

papers, national magazines, garment trad

papers and the women's press in key cities

simultaneous with January engagements.

In addition, Windsor sales representatives am
toil department-store drumbeaters will worl

hand-in-glovc with 20th branch ad-publicit;

managers in rounding out the extensive grass

roots campaign to make the picture one of thi

most completely presold in Fox history.
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GLOBAL SELL PAYS DLL

'tteaeh' and *SA S* Repaying MJA's Scope i ampaigns

Roger H. Lewis (left). L A vice president, discusses artwork for global
Solomon and Sheba" campaign with Fred Goldberg, national advertising-

publicity-exploitation director, and Joseph Gould, advertising manager.

(Continued from Page 16)

to create original posters heralding the

film. Local newspapers, magazines and

opinion makers saw special screenings,

and their comments added to "On the

Beach's" snowballing reputation.

On the night of the premieres, not

only did some of the world's most

famous personalities see "On the

Beach,'' but millions of others shared

the excitement of all of the premieres

bv means of newsreels and newspaper

stories around the world scant hours

afterwards.

Undoubtedly, "On the Beach" has

fulfilled UA's promise — and probably

even more effectively than was envis-

aged — of carrying "our message

through to every potential audience of

the world." But even now. United

Artists is not ready to call it quits.

Underway is a special 12-language cam-

paign to spread the word around the

world about the enthusiasm that the

film (and, strictly entre nous, UA's
imaginative admen) has inspired.

'Beach' in All Languages

"The response to the film in news-

paper reviews and from leaders of

world opinion," Lewis recently an-

nounced, "has been uniformly excel-

lent. Through our campaign we in-

tend to convert this enthusiasm into a

selling tool that will reach and penetrate

the broadest possible global market.

The word about 'On the Beach' is

definitely out. Spreading that word, in

all languages, to all parts of the world,

is consistent with the international

character of the film's promotion and

constitutes an important means for

maintaining this same level of global

penetration."

With this kind of no-effort-spared

ballyhoo behind it, is it any wonder

As elsewhere, "On the Beach's" premiere in

Melbourne, Australia, drew huge crowds.

that "On the Beach" is breaking box-

office records in practically every city

in which it plays? Although exact

grosses are still not available, the word

from Rome is that "On the Beach's"

first three days shattered the house

record. In Zurich, the first three days

resulted in another alltime high. In

Stockholm, Toronto, Melbourne, Ber-

lin, London, Paris — in fact, all over

the world — UA's hard-hitting global

promotion campaign is paying off in

hard cash. And, mark this, there can

be no doubt that the cumulative effect

of the ballyhoo abroad is having a

notable impact on the domestic market.

The headlines from all over the world

has made the U.S. keenly alert to the

film's importance.

Nor should anyone be surprised,

then, that "Solomon and Sheba,"'

backed by similar international drum-

beating, is making cash registers dance

in such widely scattered cities as Paris

and Tokyo, London and Sydney.

Here again, United Artists, realiz-

ing that the foreign market, like the

domestic, will respond to effective

showmanship, has lavished over a mil-

lion dollars in making this old planet

of ours "Solomon and Sheba"-con-

scious. Guided by such talented pub-

liciteers as Jonas Arnold and Lois

Weber, under the supervision of Fred

Goldberg, national director of adver-

tising, publicity and exploitation, the

campaign is utilizing twenty-five expert

promotion men, in addition to the reg-

ular UA ad-pub force, to saturate every

world market with the exotic excite-

ment of Edw ard Small's S6.000.000 bib-

lical spectacle.

Again keynoting the campaign, Lewis

declared: "Our campaign for 'Solomon

and Sheba' is the most extensive, thor-

ough-going pre-selling effort we've ever

undertaken. In terms of money, man-

power and activity, we are going allout

to develop and exploit the film's enor-

mous boxoffice potential ... A picture

of this obvious business potential," he

continued, "warrants the finest pre-sell-

ing campaign we can bring it. We in-

tend to carry our program through to

the world's exhibitors and moviegoers

with an impact and an awareness that

has never been equalled."

Manpower and Money
Promoted in this vigorous manner, it

seems very probable that "Solomon

and Sheba" will duplicate its initial

overseas successes in all of the forty-one

foreign situations in which it's sched-

uled to run by the end of next month.

At last summer's intercontinental

conference. Max E. Youngstein, UA's

blunt-speaking vice president, threw

down this gauntlet to the industry:

"We are determined to service our pro-

ducers so that there is no doubt in the

rest of the world that we are the best

advertising-publicity company in the

business. In eight years," he pointed

out, "we've more than tripled our man-

power . . . and we've backed it up with

money." With the vast sums so boldly

invested in the vast "Beach" and

"Sheba" campaigns L'nited Artists has

proved once again the profitable im-

portance of spending big to earn big.

And in doing so, has blazed a promo-

tion trail around the world that other

industryites might well follow.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current &> Coming Features

(Date of Rim BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

May
KING OF THE WILD STALLIONS CinemaScope, DeLuxi
Color. George Montgomery, Diane Brewster. Producer
Ben Schwalb. Director R. G. Springsteen. Westerr*

Toung widow almost loses her ranch, finds love. 74

mln.

July

BATTLE FLAME Scott Brady, Elaine Edwards, Robert
Blake. Producer Lester Sansom. Director R. G. Spring-

steen. War, romance in Korea. 75 min.

BIG CIRCUS, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor

Mature, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Irwin Allen. Direc-

tor Joseph Newman. Big time drama of the Big Top.

IO8V2 min. 7/20.

SURRENDER-HELL I Susan Cabot, Keith Andes. Producer
Edmund Golden. Director John Barnwell. Story of Col.

Donald Blackburn, U. S. Army, who organized an army
of gueritlas to battle Japanese after fall of Manila
during World War II. 85 min.

August

BAT, THE Vincent Price, Agnes Morehead. Producer
C. J. Tevlin. New version of Mary Robert Rinehart

and Avery Hopwood's world famous mystery tale. 80

FACE OF FIRE Cameron Mitchell, James Whitmore.
Producers Albert Band Louis Garfinkle. Director Band.
Handyman disfigured in fire finally gains friends. 83

October

WEB OF EVIDENCE Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Produced
by Maxwell Setton and John R. Slpan. Filmed from
A. J. Cronln's novel "Beyond This Place." Young man

20 year old murder case to free his father.

November

ATOMIC SUBMARINE Arthur Frani, Dick Foran, Brett

Halssy. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Spencer G.
Bennet. Scta)ce-{icHon thriller of a Polar sub and its

encounter with unknown enemy. 73 min.

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT, U.S.A. George S. Hamil-
ton, Mary Murphy. Producer Terry Sanders. Director
Denis Sanders. Law-student lurns criminal. 80 min.

HOUSE OF INTRIGUE, THE CinemaScope, Color. Dawn
AdctomsL Curt Jurgens, Folco Lulli. Producer-director
Dullio Colettl. Spies and counter-spies' activities dur-
ing WW II. 90 min.

December

PURPLE GANG, THE Starring Barry Sullivan and Rob-
ert Blake. Produced by Lindsley Parsons. The startling

story of the infamous Detroit mobsters. 83 min.

RAYMIE David Ladd, John Agar, Charles Winninger
and Richard Arlen. Produced by A. C. Lyle. Sma'l
boy dreams of capturing giant 6 foot barracuda. 73
min.

January

HYPNOTIC EYE, THE Jacques Bergerac, Marcia Hen-
derson, Merry Anders and Allison Hayes. Producer,
Charles B. Bloch. Director, George Blair. Hypnotist's
assistant, wearing mask, is responsive for disfiguring
pretty faces of hypnosis volunteers. 82 min.

February

BLUEBEARD'S TEN HONEYMOONS George Sanders and
Corinne Calvet. Based on the true-life story of Landru,
infamous French bluebeard. Producer, Roy Parkinson;

Director, W. Lee Wilder.

SEXPOT GOES TO COLLEGE Starring Mamie Van
Doren, Tuesday Weld and Mijanou Bardot. Producer,
Albert Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets
staid college routine.

Coming

I PASSED FOR WHITE Sonya Wilde and James Fran-

ciscus. Story of a Negress who passes for white.
Produced and directed by Fred Wilcox.
PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine. Producer and director

Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt. Petrosino's war
against the Mafia in the early I900's.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner and Louis

Jourdan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on
two books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama.''

THE BIG BANKROLL Fabulous life story of king of the

gamblers. Producers, Samuel Bischoff and David
Diamond.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

May
DADDY-O Dick Contino, Sandra Giles. Singer becomes
involved with gangsters. 63 min.

HEADLESS GHOST, THE Richard Lyon, Liliane Sottane.
Producer Herman Cohen. Director Peter Graham Scott.
Horror story in an English castle. 63 min.

HORRORS OF THE BLACK MUSEUM Color-Cinema-
scope. Michael Gough, Graham Curnow. Producer
Herman Cohen. Director Arthur Crabtree. A cold,
calculating madman proceeding from one atrocity to
the next to create material for his horrendous museum.
94 min.

ROADRACERS, THE Joel Lawrence, Marian Collier.
A race car driver is banned from American race
tracks because of his reckless driving. 78 min.

August

June
DRAG STRIP GIRL Fay Spain, Frank Gorwhwin. Crazed
teenagers thirsting for thrills. 70 min.

REFORM SCHOOL GIRL Edd Byrnes, Gloria Castillo.
Young girl is innocently condemned to prison. 71 min.

July

DIARY OF A HIGH SCHOOL BRIDE Anita Sands, Ron-
ald Foster. The problems of a teenage girl who mar-
ried against her family's wishes. 80 min.

GHOST OF DRAGSTRIP HOLLOW Jody Fair, Russ
Bender. Teenagers invade a haunted house and find
hidden mysteries. 65 min.

September

SIGN OF THE GLADIATOR Color, CinemaScope. Anita
Ekberg. George Marshall. The loves and wars of
Zenobia and her downfall by the Roman Empire. 84

October

BUCKET OF BLOOD, A Barboura Morris, Dick Miller.

A mad artist murders his victims and uses their bod-
ies for statues. 65 min.

December

GOLIATH AND THE BARBARIANS Color. Cinema-
Scope. Steve Reeves, Bruce Cabot, Chelo Alonso. A
young woodsman revenges the death of his falher.

Spectacle. 88 min.

March

GIRL ON DEATH ROW Prison Melodrama. 90

JAILEREAKERS, THE Robert Horton. Mary Castle.

Four escaped convicts try to find a treasure of

$400,000.00 from a bank robbery.

Coming

CIRCUS OF HORRORS CinemaScope and Color

EVE AND THE DRAGON Color.

MYSTERIOUS HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScope &
Color. Vincent Price. Edgar Allen Poe's classic.

SHE H. Ryder Haggard's novel.

TAKE ME TO YOUR LEADER CinemaScope & Color
Comedy.
TALKING DOG. THE

July

ANATOMY OF A MURDER James Stewart, Lee Remick,
Ben Gazzara. Producer-director Otto Preminger. Filmi-

zation of Robert Traver's best-seller. 160 min. 7/6.

LEGEND OF TOM DOOLEY, THE Michael Lancjon, Jo
Morrow. Producer Stan Shpetner. Director Ted Post.

Picturization of legend of eternal triangle. 79 min.

6/22.

MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT Kim Novak, Fredric March.
Producer George Justin. Director Delbert Mann. Based
on Paddy Chayefsky's stage success. 118 min. 5/25.
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HAVE ROCKET. WILL TRAVEL. The Three Stooges.
Producer Harry Rorrjm. Director David Lowell Rich.
Space-age comedy. 76 min.

30-FOOT BRIDE OF CANDY ROCK. THE Lou Costello.
Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Sidney Miller.
Rubbish collector-scientist builds machine which makes
his girl a giant. 73 min. 8/31/59.

October

CRIMSON KIMONO, THE Victoria Shaw, Glenn Cor-
bett. Producer-director Samuel Fuller. Love and mur-
der on burlesque row. 82 min. 9/14/59.

THEY CAME TO CORDURA CinemaScope. Eastman
Color. Gary Cooper, Rita Hayworth, Van Heflin, Tab
Hunter. Producer William Goetz. Director Robert
Rossen. From the novel by Glendon Swarthout. 123

TINGLER. THE Vincent Price, Judith Evelyn. Producer-
director William Castle. Spook show with built-in

gimmicks. 80 min.

November
BATTLE OF THE CORAL SEA Cliff Robertson, Gia
Scala. Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director Paul
Wendkos. Drama set against WW II background. 80
min. 10/26/59.

LAST ANGRY MAN, THE Paul Muni, David Wayne.
Producer Fred Kohlmar, Director Daniel Mann. Picturi-
zation of Gerald Green's bestseller. 100 min. 10/12/59.

WARRIOR AND THE SLAVE GIRL SupercineScope.
Eastman color. Gianna Maria Canale, Georges Marchal.
Director Vittorio Cottafavi. Action Spectacle. 89 min.
I 1/9/59.

MOUSE THAT ROARED, THE Color. Peter Sellers,
Jean Seberg. Producer Walter Shenson. Director Jack
Arnold. Satire on relations of countries during Atomic
Age. 83 min. 10/12/59.

YESTERDAY'S ENEMY Stanley Baker, Guy Rolfe. Pro-
ducer Michael Carreras. Director Val Guest. British
and Japs battle in Burma. 95 min.

December
EDGE OF ETERNITY CinemaScope, Color. Cornel
Wilde, Victoria Shaw. Producer Kendrick Sweet. Di-
rector Donald Siegel. Murder and intrigue at Arizona
mine. 80 min. I 1/9/59.

FLYING FONTAINES, THE Eastman Color. Michael
Callan, Evy Norlund. Producer Sam Katzman. Direc-
tor George Sherman. Life with the circus. 84 min.

THOUSAND AND ONE ARABIAN NIGHTS Technicolor.
U PA Cartoon feature. Starring the near sighted Mr.
Magoo. Producer Stephen Bosustow. Director Jack
Kinney. 76 min. 12/21.

January
GENE KRUPA STORY, THE Sal Mineo, Susan Kohner.
Producer Philip A Waxman. Director Don Weis. Pic-
ture of the famed drummer. 101 min.

SUDDENLY, LAST SUMMER Elizabeth Taylor, Montgom-
ery Clift. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director Joseph L.

Mankiewicz. Based on the controversial Tennessee
Williams play. I 14 min. 12/21.

WHO WAS THAT LADY? Tony Curtis, Dean Martin,
Janet Leioh. Producer Norman Krasna. Director
George Sidney. Curtis poses as an F.B.I, agent. 115

February
BABETTE GOES TO WAR CinemaScope, Color, Brigitte
Bardot, Jacques Charrier, Producer Raoul J. Levy.
Director Christian-Jaque. Bardot helps defeat Germany.

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathews.
Producer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre de Toth.
Hollywood film magnate becomes U.S. counter-spy.

March
KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO CinemaScope. Color. Rob-
ert Taylor. Producers Irving Allen, Albert R. Broccoli.
Director Richard Thorpe, Engineer fights slave trade
in Africa.

ONCE MORE, WITH FEELING Technirama, Color. Yul
Brynner, Kay Kendall. Producer-Director Stanley Donen.

COMANCHE STATION CinemaScope, Color. Randolph
Scott. Nancy Gates. Producer-director Budd Boetticher.

Coming



CAVES OF NIGHT Cornel Wilde. Jean Wallace. Cliff

Robertson.

CRESCENDO CinemaScope. Color. Dirk Boqarde, Capu-
cine. Producer William Goeti. Director Charles Vidor.

DEVIL AT 4 O'CLOCK. THE Spencer Tracy. Sidney
Poitier. Director Peter Glenville.

GIDGET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope. Color. James
Darren. Sandra Dee. Michael Callan. Producer Jerry
Bresler.

GULLIVER'S TRAVELS Super Dynamation Color. Kerwin
Mathews, Jo Morrow. Producer Charles Schneer. Di-

rector Jack Sher.

I AIM AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw.
Director Lee Thompson.

MY DOG BUDDY Ken Curtis.

MOUNTAIN ROAD, THE James Stewart. Lisa Lu. Pro-
ducer William Goetz. Director Daniel Mann.

REACH FOR TOMORROW Burl Ives. Shelly Winters.
James Daren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan, Director
Philip Leacock.

STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET CinemaScope, Color.
Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak.

SURPRISE PACKAGE Yul Brynner, Midi Gaynor.

TWO FACES OF DR. JEKYLL, THE Color. Paul Massie,
Dawn Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
Terence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
son's classic.

INDEPENDENTS

August

BIG FISHERMAN, THE (Buena Vistal Technicolor. How-
ard Keel. John Saxon. Susan Kohner. Producer Rowland
V. Lee. Director Frank Boriage. Biblical drama. 180
min. 7 4.

TAMANGO (Hal Roach) CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Dorothy Dandridge, Curt Jurgens. Director John Berry.
Melodrama of slave trader and his mulatto mistress.
98 min. 8/31/5?.

September
BACK TO THE WALL I Ellis) Gerard Oury, Jeanne
(Moreau. Producer Francois Chavane. Director Edouard
Molinaro. French melodrama about husband who black-
mails his cheating wife. 94 min. 8/31/59.

TAILOR'S MAID, THE CinemaScope (TransLux) Vittorio
de Sica, Lorella de Luca. Producer Guido Giambarto-
lomei. Director Mario Monicelli. Italian version of
parents-children problem. 92 min. 8/31/59.

October
THE 400 BLOWS (Zenith) Jean Pierre Leaud. Produced
land directed by Francois Truffant. French drama of
boy's unhappy life. 98 min. 9/14/59.

November
THE LOVERS IZenithl Jeanne Moreau. Alan Cuny.
IDirected by Louis Malle. French import about illicit
love affair. 90 min. 9/14/59.

[THIRD MAN ON THE MOUNTAIN IBuena Vistal Walt
Disney. Technicolor. Michael Rennie, James Mac-
Arthur, Janet Munro. Produced by William H. Ander-
Ison. Directed by Ken Annakin. Adventure. 100 min
9/14/59.

Coming
IA TIME TO KILL I Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
|Jim Davit, Don Megowan, Allison Hayes. Producer Pat
Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

[BEHIND THE GREAT WALL (Continental Dist.) Aroma
Rama, DeLuxe Color. TotalScope. Producer Leonardo
Bonzi. Director Sidney Kauffman. Narrated by Chef
Huntley Story introduces the process and its explana-
tions. 98 min. 12/21.

DAY OF THE TRUMPET, THE iC. Saniiago Film Organi-
sation Prod.) John Agar, Richard Arlen, Bill Phipps.
Producer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

DREAM MACHINE. THE (Amalgamated Prods.) Rod
ijCameron, Marty Murphy, Peier tiling. Producers Rich-
ard Gordon and Charles Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
gomery Tully.

FLESH ANO THE WOMEN (Dominant) Technicolor.
IGina Lollobrigida, Jean-Claude Pascal, Arletty. Direc-
tor Robert Siodmak. Producer Henri Baum. Melodrama.
Bankrupt by wife, man retreats into French Foreign
iLegion. 102 min. 8/4.

iGORGO (King Bros.) Technicolor. Wide screen. Bill

Ilravers, Vincent Winter, William Sylvester. Producer
IMaurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

[JUNGLE CAT IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Story of will
lanimal life along the Amazon River.

'KIDNAPPED IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Peter Finch,
(James MacArthur. Adaptation of Robert Louis Steven-
json's adventure classic.

LIGHT ACROSS THE STREET, THE IUMPO) Brigitte
"3ardot, Raymond Pellegrin, Roger Piquat. Producer
Jacques Gauthier. Director Georges Lacombe. Drama.
\ French husband and wife try to live without normal
;ex relations, after the husband had a near-fatal acci-
dent. 76 min.

'OLLYANNA IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Jane Wyman
Richard Eagan. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller.

iOUGE ET NOIR IDCA) Technicolor. Gerald Philipe,
Danielle Darrieux. Directed Claude Autant-Lara. A
srovincial nobody conquers a class-conscious society.
137 min. 5/26.

SIGN OF ZORRO. THE IBuena Vistal. Guy Williams.

SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON IBuena Vistal Technicolor.
John Mills, Dorothy McGuire. Adapatation of Johann
Wyss' Adventure classic.

TOBY TYLER IBuena Vistal Technicolor. Kevin Cor-
coran. Henry Calvin, Gene Sheldon Producer Walt
Disney. Director Charles Banton. Circus tale of a
runaway boy's adventures under the Big lop.

METRO-GOLDWYN'- MAYER

June

ANGRY HILLS, THE CinemaScope Robert Mitchum.
Gia Scala. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Robert
Aldrich. Picturization of Leon Uris best-seller. 105
min. 6/8.

ASK ANY GIRL CinemaScope. Metrocolor. David Niven
Shirley MacLaine, Gig Young. Producer Joe Pasternak
Director Charles Walters. Comedy. Girl in search of

career—and husband. 98 min. 6/8.

MYSTERIANS. TH€ CinemaScope. Metrocolor. Producer
Tomoyuki Tanaka. Director Inoshiro Honda. Japanese
science-fiction. 85 min. 5/25.

July

BEAT GENERATION, THE CinemaScope Steve Coch-
ran, Mamie Van Doren. Producer Albert Zugsmith
Director Charles Haas. Drama with "beatnik" back-
ground. 95 min. 8/3.

NORTH BY NORTHWEST VistaVision. Metrocolor. Cary
Grant, Eva Marie Saint, James Mason. Producer-direc-
tor Alfred Hitchcock. Madison Ave. executive gets
involved with foreign spies. 136 min. 7 6.

August

BIG OPERATOR. THE Mickey Rooney. Steve Cochran,
Mamie Van Doren. Producers Al Zugsmith, Red Doff.
Director Charles Haas. Topical gangland drama. 91

SCAPEGOAT. THE Alec Guinness, Bette Davis. Pro-
ducer Michael Balcon. Director Robert Hamer. Filmi-

zation of Daphne du Maurier's best-seller. 92 min. 8/3.

September

FOR THE FIRST TIME Technirama. Technicolor. Mario
Lanza, Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer Alexander Gruter
Director Rudy Mate. Great singer falls in love with
deaf girl. 97 min. 8/17.

IT STARTED WITH A KISS CinemaScope, Color. Glenn
Ford, Debbie Reynolds. Producer Aaron Rosenberg
Director George Marshall. Soldier wins bride and car.
104 min. 8/17.

October

GIRLS TOWN Mamie Van Doren, Mel Torme, Maggie
Hayes, Paul Anka. Ray Anthony. Producer Albert
Zugsmith. Director Charles Haas. Drama of a girl

suspected of murder, who proves her innocence after
she is committed to an institution. 92 min.

LIBEL Olivia de Havilland, Dirk Bogarde. Producer
Anatole de Grunwald. Director Anthony Asquith.
Courtroom drama based on London and New York
stage hit. 100 min. 10/26/59.

TARZAN. THE APE MAN Color, Wide Screen. Denny
Miller, Joanna Barnes. Producer Al Zimbalist. Director
Josesph Newman. New adventure of the world-famed
King of the Jungle. 82 min. 10/26/59.

November

HOUSE OF THE SEVEN HAWKS. THE Robert Taylor.
Nicole Maurey. Producer David E. Rose. Director
Richard Thorpe. Suspense drama of the search for
looted iewels hidden by the Nazis in Holland. 92 min.

December

WRECK OF THE MARY DEARE, THE CinemaScope,
Metrocolor. Gary Cooper, Charlton Heston. Producer
Julian Blaustein. Director Michael Anderson. Film ver-

sion of Hammond Innes' best-seller dealing with the
captain of a freighter whose owners conspire to sink

her for the value of her cargo. 106 min. 11/23/59.

January

NEVER SO FtW CinemaScope, Metrocolor. Frank
Sinatra, Gina Lollobrigida. Produced by Edmund
Grainger. Directed by John Sturges. Story of a group
of K«hin guerillas in Burma during World War II,

based on Tom Chamales' best-selling novel. 127 min.

THE GAZEBO CinemaScope. Glenn Ford, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director George
Marshall. Film version of the Broadway mystery-
comedy hit. 102 min. 12/21.

February

SUBTERRANEANS. THE CinemaScope, Metrocolor.
Leslie Caron, George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed.
Director Ranald MacDougall. Film version of Jack
Kerouac's novel.

THE LAST VOYAGE MetroColor. Robert Stack. Dor-
orthy Malone. Producer-Director Andrew L. Stone.
Dramatic story of the events which occur with sinking

of an ocean liner.

JANUARY SUMMARY
The release schedule for January

remains at sixteen films, exactly the

same as in our previous report, but
chances are that in the coming four

weeks a few more announcements will

be made. As matters stand now, the

companies with the most pictures

slated for this month are still Colum-
bia, 20th Century-Fox and United Ar-

tists, with three each. Universal is the
only one with two pictures ready to be
issued, while Paramount, Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, Allied Artists, Warner Bros,

and the Rank Organization are, as yet,

only planning to start the new year
with one each.

March

HOME FVIOM THE HILL CinemaScope. Metrocolor
Robert Mitchum, Eleanor Parker. Producer Edmund
Grainger. Director Vincente Minnelli. Film version of

William Humphrey's novel dealing wiih conflict be-

tween family.

THE TIME MACHINE Rod Taylor. Alan Young P-o-

ducer George Pal. Based on H. G. Wells' story of a

man who invents a machine which carries him from
the 19th century into an amazing world of the future.

April

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope. MetroColor. Judy
Holliday. Dean Martin. Director Vincente Minnelli.

Film version of Broadway hit.

PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney, Terry

Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military

academy.

PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES CinemaScope, Metro-

Color. DorrT Day, David Nlven. Janis Paige. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Cnarles Walters. Comic ex-

periences of N. Y. couple and their children.

THE DAY THEY ROEBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray, Elizabeth Sellars, Hugh Griffith Producer
Jules Buck. Director John Guilleenmin. Suspenseful

action-thriller of a sensational robbery

Coming

ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN CinemaScope.
MetroColor. Tony Randall. Eddie Hodges. Producer
Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Michael Curtiz.

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaScope.
Color. Robert Wagner, Natalie Wood.

BACHELOR IN PARADISE Bob Hope

BEN HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston.

Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet Pro-

ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bfb-

lical spectacle. 212 min. 11/23/59.

CIMARRON Glenn Ford, Maria Schell, Anne Baxter.

Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Anthony Mann.

KEY WITNESS Jeff Hunter, Pat Crowley.

PARAMOUNT

July

DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP Jerry Lewis, Dina Merrill,

Robert Middleton, Mickey Shaughnessy. Producer Hal
Wallis. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. Navy lieu-

tenant "loses" a destroyer escort and hunts for it

during his honeymoon. 89 min. 6/8.

August

THE FIVE PENNIES Technicolor. Danny Kaye. Barbara
Bel Geddes, Louis Armstrong. Harry Guardino. Pro-

ducer Jack Rose. Director Melville Shavelson. Com-
edy-drama. Life story of iazzman Red Nichols. 117

min. 5/11.

September

THAT KINO OF WOMAN Sophia Loren, Tab Hunter.
George Sanders. Producers Carlo Ponti, MarceMo
Girosi Director Sidney Lumet. Comedy-drama. Rich
man's paramour chooses between financial security and
love of a young paratrooper. 92 min. 8/17.

October

BUT NOT FOR ME Clark Gable. Carroll Baker, Lee J.

Cobb, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg, George
Seaton Director Walter Lang. Comedy. May-Decem-
ber romance between dynamic Broadway producer and
his actress-secretary. 105 min. 8/17.

JAYHAWKERS, THE Technicolor. Jeff Chandler. Fess
Parker. Nicole Maurey. Producers Norman Panama,
Melvin Frank. Director Melvin Frank. Frontier Napo-
lion strives to make pre-Civil War Kansas his empire.
100 min. 10/26/59.
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November
CAREER Dean Martin, Anthony Franciosa, Shirley Mac-
Laine, Carolyn Jones. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Joseph Anthony. Drama. Ambitious young actor, strug-
gling toward stardom, encounters love, hardship, frus-

tration. 105 min. 10/12/5?.

December

U'L ABNER Technicolor. Peter Palmer, Leslie Parrish,
Stubby Kaye, Julie Newmar, Robert Strauss. Producer
Norman Panama. Director Melvin Frank. Musical-
comedy. Screen version of long-run Broadway show
based on Al Capp's Dogpatch characters. 114 min.
1 1/9/59.

January

A TOUCH OF LARCENY James Mason. Vera Miles.
Producer Ivan Foxwell. Director Guy Hamilton. Comedy
of Naval commander who maps an elaborate fraud.
93 min.

February

JACK THE RIPPER Lee Patterson, Eddie Byrne, Betty
McDowall. Producer and Director—Robert S. Baker,
and Monty Berman. Joseph E. Levine exploitation spe-
cial. 85 min.

THE BIG NIGHT Randy Sparks, Dick Foran, Venetia
Stevens, Anna Lee. Producer Vern Alves. Director Sid-
ney Salkow. Story of young people on the loose.

CIRCUS STARS Technicolor. Russian release distrib-
uted by Paramount pursuant to agreement under the
auspices of the State Department. 67 min.

March
CHANCE MEETING Hardy Kruger, Micheline Presle.
Producer David Deutsch. Director Joseph Losey. Young
artist, accused of murdering his mistress, attempts to
prove his innocence. 96 min.

HELLER WITH A GUN Technicolor. Sophia Loren An-
thony Quinn, Margaret O'Brien. Producers Carlo Ponti
and Marcello Gi Rosi. Director George Cukor. The-
atrical troupe's adventures in the old west.

JOVANKA AND THE OTHERS Van Heflin, Silvana
Mangano, Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis.
Director Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Nazis.

April

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET Jerry Lewis, Joan Black-
man. Prdoucer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog.
Screen version of 1he Broadway hit by Gore Vidal.

Coming
BAY OF NAPLES VistaVision, Technicolor. Clark Gable.
Sophia Loren. Producer Jack Ross. Director Mel
Shavelson.

CINDERFELLA Technicolor. Jerry Lewis, Ed Wynn,
Erin O'Brien. Producer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank
Tashlin.

BREATH OF SCANDAL, A Sophia Loren, Maurice
Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti and
Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtiz.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh, Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles
John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock
Story based on Inner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert
Bloch.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY, THE VistaVision, Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire, Debbie Reynolds. Tab Hunter.
Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-
boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

RAT RACE, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan.

SAVAGE INNOCENTS Technirama, Technicolor. An-
thony Ouinn, Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, France Nuyen, Michael Wilding, Sylvia Syms.
Based on Richard Mason's novel and the Broadway
play. Director Jean Negulesco.

May
NEXT TO NO TIME Eastman Color. Kenneth More,
Betsy Drake. Producer Albert Fennell. Director Henry
Cornelius. 90 min.

September

January
BOLSHOI BALLET, THE Color. Galina Ulanova. 99 min.

Coming
HENRY V Color. SuperScope. Laurence Olivier. 137

F I

TIGER BOY John Mills, Horst Buchholi. Director J.

Lee Thompson. Suspense drama involving a murderer,
a girl who witnessed his crime, and a brillant Police
Inspector.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

July

August

BLUE DENIM CinemaScope. Carol Lynley, McDonald
Carey. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Philip

Dunne. Based on famous Broadway play. 8? min.

PRIVATE'S AFFAIR, A CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Sal

Min*o, Christine Careri, Gary Crosby. Producer D.
Weisbart. Director R. Walsh. Army comedy. 92 min.

8/3.

RETURN OF THE FLY Cinemascope. Vincent Price,

Brett Halsey. Producer B. Glasser. Director E. Bernds.
Sequel to "The Fly". 80 min. 7/20.

September

BLUE ANGEL. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. May
Britt, Curt Jurgens. Producer Jack Cummings. Director
Edward Dmytryk. Based on novel by Heinrich Mann.
107 min. 8/31/59.

OREGON TRAIL CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Producer
R. Einfeld. Director G. Fowler. Fred MacMurray, Nina
Shipman. Drama of 1846 Oregon dispute. 86 min. 8/17.

October

BEST OF EVERYTHING, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jean Negulesco.
Picturiiation of Rona Jaffe's best-seller. Hope Lanqe
Stephen Boyd. Suzy Parker. 121 min.

5 GATeS TO HEiL Cinemascope, Patricia Owens,
Neville Brand. Producer-director J. Clavell. Ravaged
women in Indo-China. 98 min. 9/28/59.

MAN WHO UNDERSTOOD WOMEN, THE, CinemaScope,
DeLuxe Color. Henry Fonda, Leslie Caron. Producer-
director Nunnally Johnson. Filmization to Romain
Gary's novel. 105 min. 9/28/59.

November

BELOVED INFIDEL CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Greg-
ory Peck, Deborah Kerr, Eddie Albert. Director Henry
King. Producer Jerry Wald. Intimate story of F. Scott
Fitzgerald and Sheilah Graham. 132 min.

HOUND DOG MAN CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Carol
Lynley, Fabian. Producer Jerry Wald. Director D.

Siegel. Story of young love in the remote Kentucky
mountain country. 83 min. 11/9/59.

December

BLOOD AND STEEL RegalScope. Brett Halsey, Ziza
Rodann. Producer G. Corman. Director B. Kowalsky.
63 min. War story in South Pacific.

JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH Cinema-
Scope, Deluxe Color. Pat Boone, James Mason, Arlene
Dahl. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Levin.

Picturization of Jules Verne's novel. 132 min. 12/21.

January

A STORY ON PAGE ONE CinemaScope. Rita Hay-
worth, Anthony Franciosa. Drama of a woman plotting

to murder her husband.

ROOKIE, THE CinemaScope. Tommy Noonan, Pete

Marshall, Julie Newmer. Producer Tommy Noonan.
Director George O'Hanlon. Army training. Comedy.

SEVEN THIEVES CinemaScope, Color. Edward G. Rob-
inson, Rod Steiger, Joan Collins. Six men and women
successfully rob a Monte Carlo casino.

February

SINK THE BISMARCK Kenneth More, Dana Wynter.
Naval exploit in WWII.

VOICE, THE CinemaScope. Edmund O'Brien, Julie

London. Drama of intrigue in a big city police station.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, Color. Montgomery Clift,

Lee Remick. Producer-director Elia Kazan. An elderly

woman successfully fights the Tennessee Valley

Authority.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Ray Stricklyn,

Merry Anders. Story of the teenage life of the notor-

ious outlaw.

March

STORY OF' RUTH, THE Elana Eden, Stephen Boyd,

Peggy Wood. Producer Samuel G. Engel. Director

Henry Koster. Story of a biblical character.

WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER CinemaScope, De Luxe

Color. Ernie Kovacs, Margo Moore. GI operates a

lavish resort on a Pacific Island.

A pril

DOG OF FLANDERS, A CinemaScope, Color. David

Ladd Donald Crisp. Producer R. Radnitz. Director

J. Clark. 96 min.

May
CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope Orson Welles,

Juliette Greco. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director

Richard Fleischer.

Color. John Wayne,

Coming
BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG Dick Clark, Michael Callan,
Tuesday Weld. Director Paul Wendkos.

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Walter Wan-
ger. Director Rouben Mamoulian.

LET'S MAKE LOVE Marilyn Monroe, Frank Sinatra,
Fred Astaire. Director George Cukor. Producer Jerry
Wald.

UNITED ARTISTS

July

CAST A LONG SHADOW Audie Murphy. Producer
Walter M. Mirisch. Director Thomas Carr. Trials of a

young cowboy. 82 min. 8/3.

DAY OF THE OUTLAW Robert Ryan
(

Burl Ives, Tin*
Louise. Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Andre de
Toth. Outlaws invade town. 90 min. 7/20.

HOL6 IN THE HEAD, A DeLuxe Color. Frank Sinatra,

Eleanor Parker, Edward G. Robinson. Producer-director
Frank Capra. Improvident hotel-owner-widower tries to

raise son while chasing girls 120 min. 5/25.

HORSE SOLDIERS, THE DeLuxe Color. John Wayne,
William Holden. Producers Martin Rackin, John Lee
Mahin. Director John Ford. Civil War drama. 120

min. 6/22.

PIER 5 HAVANA Cameron Mitchell. Producer Robert
E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn. Drama set against
recent Cuban revolution. 67 min. 6/22.

TEN SECONDS TO HELL Jeff Chandler, Jack Palance,
Martin* Carol. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
Rob*rt Aldrich. Drama. Former German soldiers work
as bomb demolition experts after W.W. II. 93 min.

7/20.

August

CRY TOUGH John Saxon, Linda Crista). Producer
Harry Kleiner. Director Paul Stanley. Drama with
N. Y. background. 83 min. 8/3.

DEVIL'S DISCIPLE, THE Burt Lancaster, Kirk Douglas,
Sir Laurenc* Olivi*r. Producer Harold H*cht. Direc-
tor Guy Hamilton. Filmization of famous Shaw play.

82 min. 8/17.

RABBIT TRAP. THE Ernast Borgnine. Producer Harry
Kleiner Director Phillip Leacock. Man realizes he is

caught in economic trap—his job. 72 min. 7/20.

September

INSIDE THE MAFIA Cameron Mitchell. Producer Rob-
ert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn. Action drama.
72 min. 9/28/59.

October

COUNTERPLOT Forrest Tucker. Producer-director Kurt

Neumann. Action drama with Puerto Rican back-
ground. 76 min. 10/26/59.

TIMBUCTU Victor Mature, Yvonne DeCarlo. Director
Jacques Tourneur. Melodrama about adventure in

French Sudan. 91 min. 10/26/59.

WONDERFUL COUNTRY, THE Color. Robert Mitchum,
|

Julie London. Producer Chester Erskine. Director

Robert Parrish. Film version of Tom Lea's best-seller.

96 min. 10/12/59.

TAKE A GIANT STEP Johnny Nash. Producer Juliut
\

Epstein. Director Philip Leacock. Drama based on the

Broadway play. 100 min.

November

ODDS AGAINST TOMORROW Harry Belafonte, Robert

Ryan, Shelly Winters. Producer-director Robert Wise.

Taut drama of a bank robbery. 95 min. 10/12/59.

SUBWAY IN THE SKY Van Johnson, Hildegarde Neff.

Producer John Temple-Smith and Patrick Filmer'Sankey.

Post-war melodrama. 85 min. 9/14/59.

December

SOLOMON AND SHEBA Color. Yul Brynner, Gina
Lollobriqida. Producer Ted Richmond. Director King

Vidor Biblical spectacle in SuperTechnirama-70 and

color. 139 min.

January

DOG'S BEST FRIEND, A Bill Williams, Marcia Hender-
son. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L. Cahn.
Comedy. 70 min.

GUNFIGHTERS OF ABILENE Buster Crabbe, Judith

Ames. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L. Cahn.
Western. 67 min.

THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT



HAPPY ANNIVERSARY David Niven. Mitiie Gaynor
Producer Ralph Fields. Director David Miller. Roman-
tic Comedy based on Broadway hit. 81 min. 11/23/59.

February

ON THE BEACH Gregory Peck. Ava Gardner. Fred
Astaire, Anthony Perkins. Producer-director Stanley
Kramer. Film version of Nevil Shute's provocative
best-seller. 133 min. I2/7/S9.

TAKE A GIANT STEP Johnny Nash Rudy Dee. Pro-
ducer Jules L. Epstein. Director Phillip Leacock. Drama
of a negro teenager. 100 min. 12/7/59.

THE PUSHER Kathy Caryle, Felice Orlandi. Producers
Gene Milford and Sid Katz, Director Gene Milford.
Action drama. 81 min.

VICE RAID Mamie Van Doren. Brad Dexter. Producer
Robert E. Kent, Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action drama.

March
FUGITIVE KIND. THE Marlon Brando, Anna Magnani,
Joanne Woodward. Producer Martin Jurow Director
Sidney Lumet. Based on Tennessee Williams' and Rich-
ard Shepherd's Broadway play.

SUMMER OF THE 17th DOLL Ernest Borgnine Anne
Baiter. Director-Producer Leslie Norman.

OKLAHOMA TERRITORY Bill Williams Gloria Talbot
Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. 67

April

BOY AND THE PIRATE. THE Color. Producer Burt
Gordon. Fantasy-comedy.

THREE CAME TO KILL I Formerly House on Airport
Drivel. Cameron Mitchell, Steve Brodie. Producer
Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action drama.
UNFORGIVEN. THE Color. Burt Lancaster Audrey
Hepburn. Producer James Hill. Director John Huston
Widescreen Western.

May
GAllA NT HOURS, THE James Cagney. Producer-Direc-
tor Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval hero
Admiral Halsey.

NOOSE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis, Ted De Corsia
Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn

June
MUSIC BOX KIO, THE Ronald Foster. Luana PattenGrant Richards.

TERRIBLE BEAUTY. THE Robert Mitchum Dan O'Her-
iiny, Anne Heywood. Producer Raymond Stross Direc-
tor Taylor Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion.

Coming
THE John Wayne, Richard Widmark Lau-

r
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- Burt Lancaster JeanHmmons, D»n Ameche. Producer Bernard Smith. Di-ector Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller.

iXODUS Paul Newman, Eva Marie Saint. Producer-

bes"£f|er ° Preminaer
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Filiation of Leon Uris'

GLADIATORS. THE Yul Brynner.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS, THE From Howard Fast novel.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
sion of James Michener's epic novel.
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INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHT Donna Anderson.
MISFITS, THE Marilyn Monroe. Comedy.
OPERATION MURDER Tom Conway, Sandra Dome.
ROAR LIKE A DOVE Comedy.

SERGEANT, THE

ItHEY CAN'T HANG ME
TIGER BY THE TAIL
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Color

-
Alec Guinness, John Mills.Producer Co m Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Com-

ledy-drama of the British postwar army.
TWO FOR THE SEESAW Elizabeth Taylor.

INVEST SIDE STORY Producer-director Robert Wi
|>ilmization of Broadway musical.

WOMAN CONFIDENTIAL
WOMAN LIKE SATAN. A Color. Brigitte Bardot.

July

JO*N TO BE LOVED Hugo Haas, Caxol Morris.
JMcer-director Haas. Unattractive seamstress
tored to beauty by love. 82 min. 478.

CURSE OF THE UNDEAD Eric Fleming, Kathleen Crowley.
Producer Joseph Gershenson. Director Edward Dein
Horror-western. 79 min. 7 4

MUMMY, THE Technicolor. Peter Cushing. Christopher
Lee Producer Michael Careras. Director Terrence
Fither. Egyptian mummy returns. 88 min. 7 4.

THIS EARTH IS MINE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Rock
Hudson, Jean Simmons. Claude Rains. Producers Casey
Robinson. Claude Heilman. Director Henry King. Fam-
ily conficts ripen during Prohibition-era on giant Cali-
fornia vineyard. 124 min. 5/11.

October

PILLOW TALK Color. CinemaScope. Rock Hudson,
Dons Day, Tony Randall. Thelma Ritter. Producers
Ross Hunter, Martin Melcher. Director Michael Gor-
don. Song writer interior decorator find romance a
zany business. 9/14/59. 102 min.

November
4-D MAN Color and Wide-Screen. Robert Lansing,
Lee Merriweather, James Congdon. Producer Jack H
Harris. Director Irwin S. Yeaworth, Jr. Science-fic-
tion melodrama. 85 min. 10/12/59.

SAPPHIRE Eastman Color. Nigel Patrick, Yvonne
Mitchell. Michael Craig. Paul Massie. Producer Michael
Relph Director Basil Dearden. Mystery dealing with
racial problem. 92 min. 7/20.

December

OPERATION PETTICOAT Eastman Color. Cary Grant.
Tony Curtis, Joan O'Brien, Dina Merrill. Producer Rob-
ert Arthur. Director Blake Edwards. Admiral recalls
his hilarious World War II days. 120 min. 11/9/59.

January

OTHELLO Color. Based on Shakespeare's classic which
is being released under the Russian cultural exchange
program. This is the story of the Moor and how his
downfall was plotted. 120 min.

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE, THE Mickey
Rooney. Mamie Van Doren. Fay Spain Mel Torme
Marty Milner. Tuesday Weld. Paul Anka. Cecil Kelia-
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith.
Rooney. Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people
on a bus are taken by a parallel to the Garden of
Eden and its temptations. 87 min.

September

February

FOUR FAST GUNS James Craiq Martha Vickers, Ed-
gar Buchanan. Drama about the hiring of a town
tamer who brought law and order to the town of
Purgatory. 73 min. 11/23/59.

HELL BENT FOR LEATHER Color and CinemaScope.
Audle Murphy, Felicia Farr, Stephen McNally. Pro-
ducer Gordon Kay. Director George Sherman. Out-
door adventure. 80 min.

March

HEAD OF A TYRANT Color, Widescreen. Massimo
Girotti, Isabelle Corey. Renato Baldini. Lucia Banti,
Director Fernando Gerghio. Story of the annihilation
of the people of Central Asia in ancient times.

Coming

LEECH. THE Coleen Gray, Grant Williams, Gloria
Talbot. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving drug
and turns murderess.

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Anthony Quinn. Lana Turner.
Producer Ross Hunter, Director Michael Gardor. Adap
tation of Broadway play by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts.

SNOW QUEEN, THE Art Linkletter. Sandra Dee. Patty
McCormack, Tommy Kirk Producer Robert Faber. Ani-
mal version of Hans Christian Andersen fairy tale. 70
min. I2/7/S9.

SPARTACUS (Techniramal . Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Lawrence Olivier, Jean Simmons. Tony Curtis, Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Heroic story of a gladiator
and his undying love.

WARNER BROTHERS

June

GIGANTIS THE FIRE MONSTER Producer Tomoyuki
Tanaka. Director Motoyoshi QDQ. Science-fiction
about prehistoric monsters who return to destroy the
earth. 78 min. 4/8.

TEENAGERS FROM OUTER SPACE Science-fiction
about space-ships and monster threatening the world.
85 min.

July

HERCULES Dyaliscope, Eastman Color. Steve Reeves.
Producer Federico Teti. Director Pietro Francisci. Ad-
ventures of the Greek god. 107 min. 4/8.

NUN'S STORY. THE Technicolor. Audrey Hepburn,
Peter Finch. Producer Henry Blanke. Director Fred
Zinnemann. Filmization of Katherine C. Hulme's best-
seller. 149 min. 5/11.

August

LOOK BACK IN ANGER Richard Burton, Claire Bloom.
Mary Ure. Producer Harry Saltzman. Director Tony
Richardson. Prize-winning drama of an angry young
man. 99 min. 8/31/59.

YELLOWSTONE KELLY Technicolor. Clint Walker. Edd
Byrns. Andra Martin. Director Gordon Douglas. U.S.
cavalry battles Indians. 91 min. 8/17.

October
F.B.I. STORY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Vera
Miles. Producer-director Mervyn LeR»y. History of

investigation agency. 149. min. 8/17.

November

A SUMMER PLACE Technicolor. Richard Egan. Dor-
othy McGuire, Sandra Dee. Producer-director. Delmer
Daves. Film drama of Sloan Wilson's best. seller. 130

min. 10/12/59.

December

THE MIRACLE Technirama-Technicolor Carroll Baker
Roger Moore. Producer. Henry Blanke Director, Irving

Rapper. Spectacular romance based on world-fameo
Max Reinhardt stage production. 121 min. 11/9/59.

January

CASH McCALL Technicolor. James Garner. Natalie

Wood. Producer Henry Blanke. Director Joseph
Pevney. Cameron Hawley's best-seller of the world

of high finance. 102 min. 12/21.

February

THE RISE AND FALL OF LEGS DIAMOND Ray Danton

Karen Steele. Producer. Milton Sperling. Director

Budd Boetticher. The life of a notorious qang^ter of

the 1920 s.

March
GUNS OF THE TIMBERLAND Technicolor. Alan Ladd
Jeanne Crain. Frankie Avalon. Producer Aaron Spell-

ing. Director. Robert D. W«bb. An adventure drama
of lumbermen and their women.

April

TALL STORY Technicolor. Anthony Perkins^ Jane

Fonda. Producer-director Joshua Logan Romantic com-
edy based on Broadway stage hit by Lindsay and

THIS REBEL BREED Rita Moreno. Mark Damon. Pro-

ducers William Rowland and Robert H. Yamin. Direc-

tor Richard L. Bare. A story of juvenile delinquency.

Coming
CAPTAIN BUFFALO Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter. Con-
stance Towers. Producers Pat Ford and Willis Gold-

beck. Director John Ford. An unusual story of jus-

tice in the post-Civil War west.

BRAMBLE BUSH, THE Technicolor. Richard Bur:-.n,

Barbara Rush. Producer Milton Sperling. Director

Daniel Petrie. Charles Mergendahl's novel about a

small New England town.

CRANES ARE FIXING. THE The first Russian film un-

der the cultural aoreement TatyaAa Samiolova Alexi

Batalov Director Mikhail Kalatozov. Drama of love and

war. 94 mtn. 12/7/59.

ICE PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton, Robert Ryan,

Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Blanke

Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferber's novel of

Alaska.

MALAGA (Formerly Moment Of Dangerl Trevor How-
ard Dorothy Dandfidge. Edmund Purdom. Producer

Thomas Clyde. Director. Laslo Benedek. A suspense

drama filmed in European locations.

RACHEL CADE Technicolor. Angie Dickinson. Peter

Finch, Roger Moore. Director Gordon Douglas. Pro-

ducer Henry Blanke. Charles Mercer's best-selling

novel of Africa.
SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy. Producer Dore Schary. Director Vincent J.

Donehue.

THE CROWDED SKY Technicolor. Dana Andrews
Rhonda Fleming. Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. Producer Mi-

chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drama
of modern aviation.

THE SUNDOWNERS Technicolor. Deborah Kerr, Robert
Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of the

Australian frontier.

JOHN PAUL JONES Technirama, Technicolor. Robert
Stack, Bette Davis. Producer Samuel Bronston. Direc-
tor John Farrow. Biography of U.S. naval hero. 124
min. 6/22.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

CLARK

TRANSFER
Member Rational Film Carneri

Philadelphia. P«.: LOeust 4-3459

Washington, D. C: DUpoar 7-72M
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OPERATION PETTICOAT

IS A RECORD-BREAKINt

BLOCKBUSTER!
ALL-TIME HOUSE RECORD:
RKO Pantages, Los Angeles, Calif.; Strand, Akron, Ohio;

Britton, Tampa, Fla.; Centre, Denver, Colo.; Joy, New Orleans,

La.; Uptown, Salt Lake City, Utah; Roxy, Kansas City, Mo.;

Holiday, York, Penn.

U-I HOUSE RECORD:
Keith's Memorial, Boston, Mass.; Capitol,

Springfield, Mass.; Winston, Winston -Salem,

N. C; Warner, Worcester, Mass.; Earle, Allen-

town, Penn.; Capitol, Lancaster, Penn.;

Plaza, Schenectady, N. Y.; Stamford, Stam-

ford, Conn.; Riverside, Milwaukee, Wise;

Ohio, Canton, Ohio; Lafayette, Buffalo, N. Y.;

Chicago, Chicago, III.; Fulton, Pittsburgh, Penn.;

Manor, Charlotte, N. C; Paramount, Palm

Beach, Fla.; Majestic, Grand Rapids, Mich.

RECORD RUSINESS
EVERYWHERE!

ALL-TIME HOUSE

RECORD FOR

CHRISTMAS SHOW

RADIO CITY MUSIC

HALL, NEW YORK,

N.Y. (NOW IN ITS

FOURTH WEEK)
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ERRWHEN JHRJEMN WILD 1ME
WILDESTWAS LEGS DIAMOND!

: ~» who mbbed out

jm gang lords

* > M of the 20 's

£ M and built

Jj^SgS New York's

jByijjf most brutal

?SHl^| empire!

// is possible that some future day will face

another 'Legs' Diamond. If this should happen, the

events in this picture should not be forgotten.

NEW YORK CITY
SATURATION
Watch Warners bang it over!

starring Written by Produced by Directed by ^
RAY DANTON • KAREN STEELE • ELAINE STEWART • JOSEPH LANDON • A United States Prod. Picture • MILTON SPERLING • BUDD BOETTICHER • leonaroi
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Anti-Trust

Laws aad
the D of J
The motion picture industry has been

laboring for almost two decades under

the weight of consent and court-di-

rected decrees that all branches of the

business find onerous for one reason

or another. Isn't it time for some posi-

tive corrective action to be taken by

those empowered to enforce or alter

the provisions of those decrees.

The Department of Justice has for

years been content to allow our indus-

trv to stew in the legal mish-mash

which resulted from its anti-trust case

of 1938. The attitude has been, "you

made your bed, now lie in it", and it

has been a bed of thorns—especially

for the very exhibitors the original ac-

tion was intended to aid.

The Justice Department should con-

sider—and carefully—whether its inac-

tion makes it guilty of violating the

very anti-trust laws it is sworn to

enforce. The Sherman Act "to protect

trade and commerce against unlawful

restraints and monopolies" intends in

its broad sense to broaden competition

in the public interest.

When an industry operates under

decrees drafted under an entirely dif-

ference set of economic factors finds

itself being choked to death by a short-

age of supply and unable to cope with

altered competitive circumstances—in

effect, faced with new restraints—is it

not the function of the Justice Depart-

ment to relieve that condition?

The product shortage that now
plagues our industry runs directly coun-

ter to the intents and purposes of the

anti-trust laws. We urge the Assistant

Attorney General for the Anti-Trust

Division, Mr. Bicks, to use his good

offices to re-write the decrees which

are strangling so many in the motion

picture industry.

$tysi€>ry of

ipi§Miv Taste
Public taste, like the great Sphinx,

stands astride the motion picture busi-

ness, ever a stubborn mystery. Before

it rises a heap of bones and ashes,

the remains of those who sought favot

and profit by channelling their talents

and their funds into some "safe" type

of production. There they lie, a testi-

monial to the inscrutability of The

Public. But to those movie-makers with

the courage to ride the wind of its

whims, plunging on in quest of quality

and striving for the unusual, public

taste proves time and again a won-

drous, if surprising and unfathomable,

blessing.

The unpredictability of The Public

has never been so apparent as it is to-

day. Long, winding lines wait patiently

in homage, while the boxoffice re-

sounds merrily to the tune of record

grosses for the widest variety of pic-

tures to light up the marquees in many

years. From frothy comedies to syrupy

family tales; from bold adult fare to

gaudy biblical spectacles, with a num-

ber of other varieties tossed in for good

measure, films are drawing record au-

diences in situations all across the coun-

try—and inspiring industrvites on all

levels once again to examine that fickle

femme fatale, public taste.
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Why, a Broadway showcase manager

and an exhibitor in the Midwest both

ask, are the families turning out in

droves to see something like "Journe\

to the Center of the F.arth," a treat-

ment of science-fiction subject matter,

only yesterday considered almost taboo

by those who persist in the folly of

harnessing public taste to the chains of

the cycle pattern? Theatremen on

Gotham s Great White Way are still

taking about the tremendous comeback

of the comedy as a form of film enter-

tainment after lying apparently dead

and certainly buried for a number of

seasons. Starting with last year's smash

success, "Some Like It Hot," rollickers

like Universale crack pair, "Pillow

Talk" and "Operation Petticoat," have

been bombarding the screen and filling

movie houses in the process. Who
would have envisioned ten years ago

the excitement with which The Public

has embraced the frank treatment of

such off-beat themes as "A Summer

Place" and "Suddenly. Last Summer"?

And, as many old-timers who remem-

ber the originals are pointing out glee-

fully, the spectacles are making a

spirited comeback on the grand scale in

filmland, with "Ben-Hur" and "Solo-

mon and Sheba" already firmly estab-

lished at the head of the list of top

grossers, and "Spartacus" rumbling in

the wings.

As one astute theatremen put it re-

centlv, "I wouldn't attempt to sit down

and map out a system of measuring

public taste. My audience may buy ;i

family picture big this week and he

ready and anxious to see a frank tale

of seduction or adultery the next."

And, he added rather waggishly, "I

wouldn't be surprised to see Francis,

the talking mule, make a comeback

some day soon. I'm ready for anything!'

The exhibitor's last words, though

spoken half in jest, may best point the

way to the only answer for dealing

with something as volatile as public

taste. There seem to be but two factors

Continued on Page 1 5
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Newsmakers

Rosy Picture at Universal

President Milton R. Rackmil and these other top Universal officials found plenty to smile

about at the recent sales executives conference in N. Y. From left, seated: F. J. McCarthy,
assistant general sales manager; Henry H. Martin, vice president and general sales man-
ager; Rackmil, and vice president in charge of production Edward Muhl. Standing: Eastern

ad-publicity director Philip Gerard; assistant to president Rackmil, Charles Simonelli, and
executive co-ordinator of sales and advertising Jeff Livingston. Universal, Rackmil told the

conference, will pursue the production policy which sparked the firm to a "new vitality

and a new peak of prestige" in 1959.

Award
Spyros P. Skouras,

left, receives antique

urn from Robert S.

Benjamin at annual

dinner of American-

srael Cultural Foun-

dation, in N. Y.

Skouras was honored
for "his distinguished

contributions over
the years to the
cause of world cul-

tural exchange."

Myers To Stay
Having reversed his decision

to retire as board chairman
and general counsel of Allied

States, Abram F. Myers set

about to rally exhibition's

forces and face up to a chal-

lenge from a dissatisfied re-

gional arm. Allied Theatre

Owners of New Jersey re-

quested that Myers and Allied

head Al Myrick call a special

national board meeting no
later than Feb. 6, to discuss
the "future course of Allied."

At the same time, Myers
called upon all theatremen to

adopt COMPO triumvir Ben
Marcus' plan for the purchase
of post-1948 films, in view of

the impending talent strike.

Brotherhood

United Artists vice presi-

dent Max E. Youngstein,

tireless humanitarian, was
appointed national chair-

man of the Brotherhood
Campaign's Amusement
Division, it was announced
by Dr. Lewis Webster
Jones, president of the

National Conference of

Christians and Jews.
Youngstein also was named
to the National Brother-

hood Week Committee.
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WALT DISNEY

Profits

With four industry companies issu-

ing financial statements within the

past fortnight, there was little in

the figures which to form the basis

of a trend. Two reports showed a

rise, while two revealed a drop.

Loew's, the one major film firm

reporting, noted a slight dip in the

12 weeks ended Nov. 26, 1959,

although, as president Joseph R.

Vogel pointed out, these were pre-

"Ben-Hur" earnings. Consolidated

net profit for the period was $1,-

852,000 ($.71 per share), com-

pared to $1,952,000 ($.73 per

share) in the same span last year.

* * *

Better news emanated from Stan-

ley Warner, whose topper S. H.

Fabian said, "Based on our opera-

tions to date, we have very great

expectations for the results of

1960." Consolidated net profit for

the first quarter of fiscal 1960,

ended Nov. 28, 1959, totaled $1,-

210,448 ($.60 per share), as com-
pared to $1,179,695 ($.58 per

share) in the 1958 quarter.

At Walt Disney, the financial news

was downbeat, with higher produc-

tion costs on certain TV pictures,

a smaller profit from theatrical re-

leases and a decline in TV revenue

called reasons for a drop of some
$465,000 in the firm's net income

for the 53-week span ended Oct. 3,

1959. Consolidated net for the

firm was $3,400,228 ($2.10 per

share), compared to $3,865,473

($2.51 per share) for the previous

year. The Disney report noted that

"The S'eeping Beauty" yielded a

smaller profit margin, with the

"production cost probably preclud-

ing any profit from its initial three

to five-year world-wide release."

Nat'l Theatres & TV pres. B. Gerald

Cantor noted that both revenue and

net income exceeded those of the

previous year. Consolidated net in-

come for the 52 weeks ended Sept.

29, was $1,497,117 ($.55 per

share), as compared to $1,301,749

($.48 per share).
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S*Fs TAKES ANOTHER LOOK. In its March. 1959. survey

>f the movie industry'. Standard & Poor's reported the opinion

that "the postwar decline in morion picture attendance has

about bottomed out.' And. this usually reliable financial serv-

ice predicted further that boxoffice receipts "seem likely to

irecordjsome improvement in 1959."

\
As a rew ard for the accuracy of its prognostications of a year

ago. we are turning over the balance of this financial Bulletin

co Standard Poor's Tirrent (Jan. ~. I960) analysis of movie
business. It follows:

O

OLTLOOK: Attesting to their confidence that attendance a:

morion picture theatres will continue to recover from the 1958

postwar low. morion picture producers have budgeted S-i29

million for new films in I960, more than 25<~V above the S5-t0

million spent in 1959- Plans also call for stepping up advertis-

ing expenditures on the new pictures to a minimum of S~0

million in I960 from the preceding year's S52 million. Alto-

gether, some 2"0 to 300 feature films probably will be released

in I960, materially above the approximately 250 released

last year.

The long-term down trend in average weekly domestic thea-

tre attendance from 90 million in 1948 to 41.8 million (industry

figures differ) in 1958 was arrested in 1959. when attendance

arobably rose about 10°^. The recovery reflected the industry s

toncentrarion on better quality pictures. In this connection, the

lverage movie in 1959 cost about SI. 5 million, compared yvith

5600.000 in 1950. Additionally, box office receipts were bol-

stered by the January 1. 1959. exemption from Federal taxa-

ion of theatre rickets costing less than SI and by the trend to-

ward limited showings of feature films at first-run theatres

rharging premium prices for reserved seats.

While industry leaders are becoming increasingly confident

that the recent rebound in domestic theatre admissions will

persist over at least the foreseeable future, the earnings experi-

ence of individual morion picture companies will continue to

vary widely in line with the public's response to their film

releases.

In an effort to broaden their earnings bases and to achieve

greater stability of earning power, morion picture companies

have embarked on major diversification moves. They now de-

rive substantial income from such activities as the production

of television film series, the rental or sales of pre- 19-48 film

libraries for showing on teleyision. oil production on stud.o

properties, the disposition of valuable real esrate. phonograph

record sales, and electronics. Unions representing screen actors

and writers currently are attempting to obtain for their mem-

bers a share of the income ultimately to be derived from the

sale or lease by the studios of post-194S feature films. In the

event of a strike, movie companies are expected to shift their

film production to European studios.

Cash generated from film and other acti\ities. and not im-

mediately employable elsewhere, has been used for sizable re-

purchases of stock in a number of instances. Such action not

only enhances per share earnings and the di\idend-pa\ing

ability of the remaining stock, but also increases asset value

per share—ordinarily appreciably abo\e market prices of mo-

tion picture equities.

O

And S & P's analyses of the leading film companies:

COLUMBIA: This company plans to release at least 39 major

films in the 15 months beginning January. I960. While audi-

ence reaction to new pictures will remain largely unpredictable,

fairly sizable earnings seem likelv to be attained in the fiscal

year ending June 50. I960, compared with the S0.05 a common
share (including a S2.10 a share gain from the sale of the film

laboratory ) deficit of fiscal 1958-59-

DISNEY PRODUCTIONS: Due to heavy amortization charges,

profits in the fiscal year ended September 50. 1959. probably

contracted moderately from the record S2.51 a share of fiscal

195~-58. Film operations in fiscal 1959-60 should benefit from

a strong release schedule.

LOEW S INC.: Earnings in the fiscal vear ended August 51.

1959. equalled S2.91 a share, compared with a deficit of S0.45

in the preceding fiscal year. Initial receipts from the S15 mil-

lion movie "Ben-Hur" and a strong line-up of other pictures

scheduled for release should bolster share profits in fiscal

1959-60.

P.ARAMOL NT: Share profits from operations in 1959 seem

likely to approximate the S2.60 earned in 1958. While foreign

receipts from "Ten Commandments ' probably will taper off.

a considerably enlarged release schedule should bolster box

office revenues in I960 and income from non-film activities is

expected to be higher.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX: Profits from operations in

1959 probably fell to around S2-S2.25 a share from 1958 s net

of S5.51: a stronger film release schedule suggests some re-

covery in I960.

UNITED ARTISTS: Reflecting 21.~r> more stock outstanding

as a result of full debenture conversions, profits in 1959 may

have receded to about S2.50 a share from S2.~l in 1958. A
strong lineup of films to be released in coming months and

mounting income from television and record operations enhance

profit prospects in I960.

WARNER BROS.: Much stronger box-office appeal of feature

films and a significantly larger contribution from television

activities lifted profits from operations in the fiscal year ended

August 51, 1959. to S5.91 a share from a deficit of S0.59 in

fiscal 195~-58. Results in fiscal 1959-60 will do well to match

the outstanding showing of the preceding fiscal year.
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II

RACKING UP RECC
ASK THE MAN WHO PLAYED IT I

NEW ENGLAND ...PILGRIM, Boston... LOEW-POLI, New HaveTi...E.

LOEW, Hartford... STRAND, Providence... HIWAY and BEVERLY, Brid|j

port... EMPIRE, Fall River. ..OPERA HOUSE, Newport... UNION SQUAfj

Pittsfield... EMPIRE, Portland. ..WARNER'S EMPRESS, Danbury]

PALACE, Lawrence... FRESH POND D/l, Cambridge... CAPITOL, Lyj

...SALEM, Salem... EMPIRE, New Bedford ... MIDTOWN, Norwich]

CENTRE, Brockton. ..STATE, Waterbury... RKO KEITH, Lowell

EMPRESS, So. Norwalk... PALACE and MIDDLETOWN D/l, Middled

. . . GARDE, New London . . . ADAMS, North Adams . . . STRAND, Manches

FLYNN, Burlington... PALACE, Torrington... ARCADE, Springfield)

FITCHBURG, Fitchburg... BERLIN D/l, New Britain... STRAND, Quirij

GRANADA, Maiden... NORWICH NEW LONDON D/l, Mo

ville . . . CAPITOL, Meriden .. .BIJOU, Bangor . . . CAPITOL, W
cester... STRAND, Pawtucket... STRAND, Holyoke,

BAYLIE'S SQ., New Bedford... PARK, Woonsocket

LELAND, Albany. ..STATE, Schenectady. ..LINCOL

Troy...TRYON, Amsterdam ...TOWN, Waters

...UPTOWN, Utica... STRAND, Manchester

PLAZA, Stamford... EMPRESS, Danbury



S EVERYWHERE IT PLAYS!
IY OF THESE TERRITORIAL SATURATIONS!

MICHIGAN
ALM STATE, Detroit,.. GLADMERE, Lansing... CAPITOL, Jackson ... MICHIGAN, Muskegon...
AMILY, Pt. Huron. ..CAPITOL, Flint. ..MICHIGAN, Battle Creek... FRANKLIN, Saginaw...

iTRAND, Pontiac... REGENT, Grand Rapids ...WASHINGTON, Bay City. ..STATE, Ann Arbor

iiAPITOL, Kalamazoo... STATE, Benton Harbor ... KINGSTON, Cheboygan... PARK, Holland...

YRIC, Cadillac... READY, Niles... BOHM, Albion ... MARTHA WASHINGTON, Ypsilante... MON-
ROE, Monroe... MACOMB, Mt. Clemens... BROADWAY, Mt. Pheasant... P & A, Plymouth
10LLYWOOD, Petosky... STATE, Traverse City...

OHIO

IjIPPODROME, Cleveland... PAE£De! Youngstown ... GRAtfD, Steubenville... PALACE, Canton
HIO, Marion... MORRISON, Alliance...STATE, Findlay... QUILNA, Lima... MADISON, Mans-
eld...LOEW'S, Akron... STATE, Sandusky... RIVOLI, Toledo. ..DANIEL, Warren... WESLIN,
assilon... AMERICAN, E. Liverpool.. ASHLAND, Ashland ... RIVOLI, Elyria . . . SHEA, Ashtabula

UAKER, New Philadelphia. ..CLAZEL, Bowling Green. ..VALENTINE, Defiance... STATE, Fostoria

TEXAS
VACO, Waco...AZ?Ee,

/
SaTn^onVr:.:MAJESTIC, Houston PARAMOUNT, Austin... PALACE,

ft. Worth... TIVOLI, Laredo... PALACE, Bryan. ..STATE, El Paso... WICHITA, Wichita Falls...

PjTATE, Amarillo...SABINA, Pt. Arthur ... LIBERTY, Beaumont. ..SO PARK D/l, Beaumont
hfLER, Tyler... BRUNSON, Baytown...CASA LINDA, CIRCLE, PRESTON ROYAL, TEXAS,
Wallas.. .TOWER, Corpus Christi... RIALTO, Denison... PALACE, Corsicana ...ARCADIA, Temple
IILAZA, Vernon. ..ARCADIA, Harlingen... PALACE, McAllen... GRAND, Paris. ..STRAND, Orange...

MAJESTIC, Eastland... MAJESTIC, Brownsville ... BOWIE, Brownwood... PARAMOUNT, Abilene

WATCH FOR NEW "WARRIOR" AREA SAT-

URATIONS IN PHILADELPHIA, PITTSBURGH,

CHICAGO, ATLANTA, CHARLOTTE, BUFFALO AND

OKLAHOMA... PLUS MORE AND MORE TERRI-

TORIES LINING UP EVERY WEEK! ALL BACKED

BY THAT BIG BRAND OF COLUMBIA SHOW-

MANSHIP!

HE M&RRlOR
V

^

dtheQbve,Gv&
{' CINESCOPE Eastman COLOR • A COLUMBIA RELEASE



Newsmakers

Cinemiracle Buy

Cinerama, Inc., has purchased
all assets of Cinemiracle, in-

cluding the feature, "Wind-
jammer", from National Thea-

tres & Television, Inc., it was
announced jointly by Ciner-

ama head Hazard E. Reeves
and B. Gerald Cantor, presi-

dent of NT&T. Purchase price

was reportedly more than $3
million. Reeves announced
the intention to continue de-

velopment of Cinemiracle. Bids for Post '48 's

Plans for the purchase of post-1948 mo-
tion picture films for distribution to

movie theatres and television by Motion

Picture Investors, Inc., were announced
recently by the board's executive commit-

tee. President Walter Reade, Jr., autho-

rized by the board to negotiate the acqui-

sition of important post-'48's, pointed

out that the number of films slated for

1960 release was not sufficient to serv-

ice the country's 18,000 theatres. Reade
noted that the MPI plan will be co-ordi-

nated and implemented with the plan

suggested by Ben Marcus. Reade and
Marcus have been working out details of

the plan at a series of meetings. Exact
methods of distribution and titles of films

will be revealed in the near future, it was
stated. According to Reade, the distribu-

tion of proven moneymaking pictures is

in line with the objectives of MPI. The
group began active operation last sum-
mer after several years of planning and
organization.

'Page One' Premiere

Twentieth-Fox president Spyros P.

Skouras, center, and Mrs. Skouras
greet Anthony Franciosa, one of

the stars of 20th's "The Story on
Page One," at the recent gala in-

vitational premiere of the Jerry
Wald production on Broadway.
Crowds lined the streets in front of'

the Rivoli Theatre to watch the fes-

tivities and get a glimpse of the
personalities.

Columbia president A. Schnei-

der, left, director George Sid-

ney and Col. first vice presi-

dent and treasurer Leo
Jaffe, right, greet a distin-

guished lady at sneak pre-

view of "Who Was That Lady?"
in New York. She is Mrs.

Marion Javits, wife of U. S.

Senator Jacob Javits, of N.Y.,

who debuts in the film.

Ccmment

.

.

.

CHARLES EINFELD (at 20th-

Fox's 45th anniversary sales

convention): "There are too

many 'mouthers' and not

enough 'doers'. There are

those in the industry who
speak with a partisan point

of view, who rise on soap

boxes to rant against exhibi-

tors, producers and those in

leadership to gain selfish

ends. They do the industry

the greatest possible disserv-

ice. (There are a) few who
wash the industry's linen in

public by criticizing instead of

suggesting—by incentive in-

stead of invention. What good
can come of such attacks?"

JOSEPH R. VOGEL (in Loew's

first-quarter financial state-

ment): "Our prospects for the

balance of the year are . . .

encouraging in light of the

impressive group of pictures

we have for future release.

This is just the beginning of

what is shaping up as a ban-

ner year for MCM."

ABRAM F. MYERS (boards

chairman and general coun-

sel of Allied States): "if is

amazing that (in view of the

pending strike against the

industry by writers' and ac-

tors' guilds) exhibitors are

not rallying around Ben Mar-

cus' plan for acquiring the

outstanding pictures con-

tained in the film libraries,

not for suppression, as gun-

shy individuals have assumed,

but for exhibition as reissues

in the theatres."
* * *

MILTON R. RACKMIL (at Uni-

versal sales executives con-

ference): "Universal' s success

story of the past year, fol-

lowing the drastic re-align-

ment of our production policy

and the strengthening of our

distribution and marketing

forces all over the world, is

a dramatic confirmation to

all sections of our business

that the motion picture has

entered a new and vigorous

era . .
."
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"Scent of Mystery" (Smell-O-Visiun)

%«4i*e44 TRaCtH? Q O O
ay and lively mystery with comic touches makes clever

se of scent gimmick. Should be strong novelty fare.

In launching his career as a producer, Michael Todd Jr., fol-

owing closely in the footsteps of his flambouvant showman

ather, has come up with a thoroughly delightful piece of enter-

ainment in which he introduces an aromatic process known as

mell-O- Vision. "Scent of Mystery,*' a mystery-comedy in the

ue whimsical sense, is the first motion picture to use scents as

vital aspect of the plot, especially in serving as important clues

i solving the mystery of the story. It shapes up as a solid box-

ffice attraction in all markets, certain to delight and entertain

11 tvpes of audiences and destined for extended runs wherever

nown. The addition of aromas surely heightens its boxoffice

otential. Filmed entirely on location in Spain in 70mm Todd

olor, it combines the scope and visual excitement of the

inerama films with the freshness and adventure of "Around

le World in 80 Days." The aroma process was invented by

uiss Professor Han Laube and works like this: while the film

avels through the projector an electric signal triggers the

nell mechanism on the print and a number of aromas are

lected automatically from a circular tray of vials and projected

lto the theatre. Admittedly a gimmick, it's a good one and

uite effective. Thirty scents are introduced in the Todd pro-

uction, including peaches, wood shavings, roses, bananas,

eshly baked bread, wine, peppermint and two important clues:

ipe tobacco and the Scent of Mystery perfume. The viewer is

ivited to partake in a whirlwind chase via taxicab, donkey and

plane through Torremolinos, Madrid, Malaga and Pamp-

)ma, while noted British actor Denholm Elliott, a tourist on

ication in Spain, and Peter Lorre, his philosophical cab driver

ho makes sure his meter is always ticking, attempt to track

own the would-be assassin of a well-built female wearing a

irge picture hat. The motive: to keep her from coming into a

3,000,000 inheritance. The audience can participate in the

unt because the killer can be identified by his pipe tobacco, and

ie intended victim, who remains faceless, by her perfume,

lliott, who does his own stunt work, plays his tourist with

onderful touches of wit, naivete and charm. Lorre is wonder-

al as the unwilling partner. Paul Lukas is the villain who lurks

doorways, attractive Beverly Bentley is the girl of the per-

jme, and as one of the red-flesh-herrings, shapely Diana Dors

lakes a brief appearance in a most revealing Bikini. It's a credit

> the fine direction of Jack Cardiff that the entire film is

rought off in grand comic style. John von Kotze's photography

absolutely breathtaking and Mario Nascimbene's score is

ght-hearted and appropriate. Two of the numbers, "The
hase," and "Scent of Mystery," recorded by Eddie Fisher could

jecome jukebox hits. The William Roos script based on a story

y Kelley Roos with additional situations by Gerald Kersh
as Elliott and Lorre chasing all over Spain in an attempt to

op the murder. Elliott discovers Miss Bentley is not the

itended victim but one of the would-be-killers.

*' T°df Jr. 135 minutes. Denholm Elliott, Peter Lorre, Paul Lukas. Produced
y Michael Todd, Jr. Directed bv Jack Cardiff.

BUSINESS RATING

$$$$ — Tops $$$ — Good
$$ — Average $ — Poor

"The Pushers"

Exploitable meller about dope racket.

"The Pusher" is a standard type police meller about a nar-

cotics ring in New York's Spanish Harlem and a homicide

detective's daughter who gets herself hooked. It also offers

inoffensive moralizing on foreigners in a metropolitan Ameri-

can city and the eternal conflict between parents and their

children. Released by United Artists this quickie production

by Gene Milford-Sidney Katz is being packaged with "Vice

Raid" and should attract fair response from teen-agers and sen-

sation seekers in action and ballyhoo situations. It lacks mar-

quee names, but the title and subject matter offer strong exploi-

tation possibilities. Milford's direction gets the maximum action

and suspense out of Harold Robbins' routine script, although

the climax wherein newcomer Kathy Carlyle experiences a "cold

turkey" cure lacks plausibility. Felice Orlandi gives a chilling

performance as the handsome pusher who gleefully lures his

customers into his narcotic net. Homicide lieutenant Douglas F.

Rodgers and assistant Robert Lansing are searching for the man
who has murdered a Puerto Rican teen-ager by giving him an

overdose of heroine. Miss Carlyle, Rodger's daughter and

Lansing's financee, knows it was Orlandi but cannot say any-

thing for fear he will expose her as a user. Lansing gets a lead

on the dead boy's sister, but Orlandi murders her before she

can talk. Worried about Miss Carlyle's recent behavior, Lansing

follows her, sees Orlandi slip her some dope and is wounded

while trying to make his arrest. Rodgers finally captures the

pusher after forcing Miss Carlyle to undergo the agonizing cure.

Iford and Sidney

"A Dog's Best Friend"

ScuiKCd* IZetfiH? O Plus

Boy-dog yarn mild dualler for family houses.

An embittered orphan who nurses a wounded dog back to

health and aids in the capture of its master's murderer sets the

story line for this low-budget United Artists release. Boxoffice-

wise, the best that can be said for the Premium Pictures produc-

tion is that it offers family audiences, especially the youngsters,

some built-in human interest elements; but lacking marquee

strength it will serve only as a fair supporting dualler. Edward

L. Cahn has directed with full emphasis on sentimental values,

which the Orville H. Hampton script tends to overplav. Bill

Williams and Marcia Henderson turn in good performances as

a rancher and his wife who give young Roger Moblev a home
after his widowed father is executed for killing a man in a

drunken rage. Although they would like to adopt him, they

cannot break through his defensive wall. Williams, heading a

coroner's inquest investigating the murder of an old hermit,

learns that the dead man's Marine-trained ex-war dog has man-

gled the unknown assailant. The sheriff orders the dog shot on

sight. Moblev, unaware of what has happened, finds the dog,

tames him but keeps him hidden for fear Williams will take

him away. When the latter comes across the pair, Moblev

threatens to kill him rather than give up his only friend. All

ends happily w hen boy and dog help capture the murderer and

Moblev finally accepts Williams as his new father.

United Artists. 70 minutes. Bill Williams, Marcia Henderson, Roger Mobley. Pro-
duced by Robert E. Kent. Directed by Edward L. Cahn.

[More REVIEWS on Page 13]
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President Sko addresses meeting.

Nineteen Sixty is being hailed

throughout the industry as The Big

Year of Motion Pictures. No film com-

pany views this trip around the sun in

a more sanguine spirit than 20th Cen-

tury-Fox, for it is a year that promises

to witness an explosive resurgence in

the fortunes of that dynamic organi-

zation.

It was no trade secret that 20th suf-

fered more than its share of disappoint-

ments in the production branch during

the past year or so, with some highly

esteemed properties falling short of

expectations. But the signs now are all

pointing one way — up. Production

chief Buddy Adler told the company's

key sales personnel at the recent 45th

anniversary convention in New York,

that the future looms bright because

"the planning and toil of the last year

and a half, in which we we have been

preparing for a steady flow of pictures

to you, are now paying off." And in

Wall Street, where key analytical ears

and eyes are kept tuned to Hollywood's

portents, the word is out that '60 will

be a big year for 20th. Standard and
Poor's, whose industry surveys are

highly regarded in the financial world,

tells its subscribers this about 20th-Fox

in the current (Jan. 7) movie analysis:

"A stronger film release schedule sug-

gests recovery in I960."

From the words of president Spyros

P. Skouras—and even before that, the

highly optimistic New Year's message

fired off by Adler to the entire com-

pany—to the herculean showmanship
plans of vice president Charles Finfeld,

the past weeks have been echoing with

upbeat talk designed to make not only

Big '60 for 20th

Program Aimed To

Reach Every Type

Of Movie Audience

the whole Fox organization, but the

rest of the industry, as well, sit up take

notice and rejoice.

Immediately after general sales man-

ager Alex Harrison had announced

plans for the 45th anniversary sales

convention at the home office, Adler

wired Skouras, and the world-wide op-

erations of Fox, about what was termed

the greatest lineup of top-budgeted

film production in company history for

the new year—slated to cost $70,000,-

000. Assuring the sales department the

most abundant year in its history, Adler

pointed to the red-hot boxoffice figures

of "Journey to the Center of the

Earth," still drying on the ledgers of

theatremen throughout the country;

the rave reviews and excellent business

chalked up by "Story on Page One,"

following its world premiere engage-

ment in Boston, and the "sensational"

test run of "Dog of Flanders" in Med-

Vice President Einjeld tills Stjnhy-W timer

executives Si Fabian (left) and Sam Rosen
details of 20lh-FoX sboumansbi/) plans.

ADLER

ford, Oregon. The white-thatched

studio boss also paid homage to the

monumental "Can-Can," being pre-

pared for its debut in New York,

March 9, and the upcoming "Seven

Thieves."

In announcing the anniversary con-

vention, Harrison said, "In all the years

I have been with the company I have

never been as elated over present and

future product as I am now." And per-

haps one of the major reasons for the

sales head's exuberant optimism—and,

incidentally, a highly significant fact in

today's atmosphere of more and more

frankly adult pictures—is the widely-

diversified, all-encompassing slate of

films Fox has ready, and is preparing,

for the months ahead. To be sure, the

company is not missing out on the

ever-broadening market for daringly

adult themes—as witness "Story on
Page One," a tale of marital infidelity;

"From the Terrace," based on the

smoky John O'Hara novel; "Crack in

the Mirror," a bold Darryl F. Zanuck
production filmed in France, and Jerry

Wald's production of the D. H. Law-
rence masterpiece, "Sons and Lovers."

By the same token, however, 20th is

reaching out just as boldly together in

the vital family trade. Fox, Skouras

Continued on Page IH
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"Who Was Thai Lady?"

EuUhc** K*u«t O O O
Highly amusing comedy about zany mix-up. It's all

handled with taste as well as zest. Curtis, Martin, Leigh

head topflight cast.

Columbia has a rollicking, rib-cracking comedy hit in this

yarn about what happens when a chemistry professor's wife-

catches him kissing a pretty student and how his best friend

gets him out of that mess and into another by convincing the

wife that hubbie is actually an FBI undercover man who kissed

the girl strictly in line of duty. Merrily performed by Tony

Curtis, Dean Martin and Janet Leigh and zestfully staged by

George Sidney, this Norman Krasna production shapes up as

one of the new season's smash hits. Young and old will find

plenty to howl about because "Who Was That Lady?" has

as many visual show-stoppers as it does zany lines and because

the sexy overtones have been so tastefully handled it will be

suitable for all markets. Curtis, continuing to solidify his

position as one of the top comedians in the business, is a

bewildered delight as the pseudo FBI man who finds himself

at the mercy of his wife, the Bureau and a gang of enemy

agents, not to mention Martin as his carefree, lady-chasing,

TV writer pal, the cause of his predicaments. Miss Leigh turns

in a sparkling performance as the wife who buys Curtis' story

so well, she gets him in even deeper when the FBI rolls around

to investigate. James Whitmore and John Mclntire are superb

as a pair of tormented FBI agents, and comedienne Barbara

Nichols is wonderful in her brief appearance as the entertainer

Martin is trying to make. Sidney has directed strictly for

laughs and has garnished the screen with some hilarious

moments: Curtis and Martin pulling the wool over Miss

Leigh's eyes, their interrogation by the spies in the elevator of

the Empire State Building, and the final scene, in its basement

when Curtis and Martin believing they are entrapped in a

submarine, flood the "ship" and go down singing "God Bless

America." Krasna's script, based on his Broadway play, has

Martin taking advantage of their hoax by forcing Curtis to

go out on an evening on the town as a second man for Miss

Nichols' friend. Miss Leigh and Whitmore follow them to the

restaurant with Curtis' forgotten gun and in the ensuing

melee Whitmore is wounded just as a mobile TV news team

passes by. When Miss Leigh reveals to the public Curtis'

undercover work, the enemy agents contact her and trick the

trio into the Empire State. At the last minute the FBI rushes

in and Miss Leigh forgives Curtis for his deceit.

Columbia. 115 minutes. Tony Curtis. Dean Martin, Janet Leigh. Produced by
I Norman Krasna. Directed by George Sidney.

"A Dog of Flanders"

SuUnete 'Rati*? Q Q PLUS

Heart-warming story of boy and dog. Has elements
that made "Old Yeller" big hit. CinemaScope and color.

This warm and wholesome story about a Flemish lad who
dreams of becoming an artist, the kind and villainous people

he comes into contact with, and the sick dog he finds, nurses

back to health then fights to keep has most of the elements

that made "Old Yeller" such a hit a couple of seasons back.

Despite lack of strong marquee support, this 20th Century-

!

Fox release is loaded with the sentiment and heart-tugging

drama that will attract and entertain the family trade. It could

be one of the season's surprise hits. Young David Ladd brings

off his characterization with sincerity and credulity. Veteran

actor Donald Crisp is fine as Ladd's grandfather who, despite

his personal poverty, endows his grandson with the richness

of life. Versatile Theodore Bikel gives a colorful portrayal as

the temperamental artist who befriends Ladd, and blonde

haired Siohban Taylor is delightful as Ladd's little girl friend.

The dog is the same one seen in "Old Yeller ". Director James

B. Clark has kept the tempo smooth and sentimental, and

Otto Heller's outstanding on location tensing has been hand-

somely framed in CinemaScope and DeLuxe Color. Ted

Sherdeman's script based on the Ouida classic has Ladd and

Crisp earning a meager living by selling their neighboring

farmer's milk in Antwerp. Ladd's life is enriched by his dis-

covery of the wounded cart dog, which he and Crisp nurse

back to health. One day the dog's cruel owner tries to steal

him away, but instead accidentally meets his death. Crisp dies

shortly afterward and when Ladd fails to win the annual

Children's Art Contest, he finds himself unable to support

himself and the dog. He gives it to Miss Taylor then runs

away. All ends happily when Bikel agrees to take Ladd on as

his apprentice and let the youth and his dog come live with him.

20th Century-Fox. 96 minutes. David Ladd, Donald Crisp. Theodore Bikel. Pro-

duced by Robert B. Radniti. Directed by James B. Clark.

"A Touch of Larceny'

Thin comedy starring James Mason OK dualler.

The rather shopworn theme of man going to any extent to

win the woman of his choice has been handled in light but

routine fashion in this Paramount release. The man in question

is James Mason, a rakish, officebound British naval commander

who decides to play a hoax on his government to woo aw aj

lovely Vera Miles from the financial security of stuffy George

Sanders. The screenplay by Roger MacDougall has some whim

sical situations and Guy Hamilton has directed with a deft

hand, but because "A Touch of Larceny" is a one situation

picture, the joke wears quite thin before the deceit is finally

over. Too slender to stand on its own, this will require the

support of a strong co-feature, action or drama preferably.

Prospects are best for the metropolitan markets. The picture is

all Mason's and he parades his knavish commander through

scenes of women-chasing, military brass-baiting and devoted

scheming with carefree urbanity. Miss Miles conveys the right

amount of sophistication to make her an appropriate reformer

for a reformless rogue. Sanders is staunch as the Foreign

Office man to whom she's engaged. The balance of the cast

is predominantly British. When Mason and Sanders acciden-

tally renew wartime acquaintances, the former meets and falls

in love with Miss Miles. To win her over he acts peculiarly

at a Russian Embassy party, hides a top secret file in his office

the day he departs on vacation. He then hides out on an island

off Scotland. His purpose: to have the newspapers brand him

a traitor by claiming he's defected to the Russians with govern-

ment secrets, reappear, prove his innocence, sue for defamation

of character and collect enough money to marry Miss Miles.

A mishap causes him to actually become marooned, but he's

eventually rescued, wriggles out of an attempt by Sanders to

prove him a fraud, wins Miss Miies and discovers how he can

make money legitimately.

Paramount. 93 minutes. James Mason, George Sanders. Vera Miles. Produced
by Ivan Foxwell. Directed by Guy Hamilton.
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"Toby Tyler"

Sutucete Kcitcx? O O Plus

Disney's latest about old circus days should delight the

kids. In Technicolor, it features a smart chimp.

In bringing to the screen James Otis Kaler's classic about a

boy's ten weeks with the circus, Walt Disney once again proves

his ability to come up with the right formula for the young-

sters to enjoy themselves at the movies. This latest Buena Vista

release in Technicolor recounts the good old days when Huck
Finn and Penrod were the closest things to juvenile delinquents,

the Fourth of July was neither safe nor sound, and the coming

to town of the circus was the most exciting event of the year.

It should do well above-average in the family market, in big

cities and small towns alike. Disney has loaded his production

with sparkling performances—including an almost too human
chimp named Mr. Stubbs—blaring bands, multicolored circus

wagons, elephants, trick horses, strongmen and clowns, and

in doing so has whipped up a truly wholesome piece of nos-

talgia. Freckle-faced Kevin Corcoran of "The Shaggy Dog"
and "Old Yeller" fame delightfully portrays the moppet hero

and from Disney's TV "Zorro" series there's king-size Henry
Calvin as the hard-muscled, soft-hearted strong man who makes

himself Toby's protector and Gene Sheldon as head clown and

medic to ailing members of the circus menagrie. Fast-talking

Bob Sweeney delivers a solid performance as the pied piper of

the peanut stands who lures Corcoran down the circus trail, as

does Richard Eastham as the circus owner. And thanks to

Charles Barton's top-notch direction everything is carried off

in appropriate canvas-top cotton candy style. The Bill Walsh-

Lillie Hayward screenplay finds young Corcoran joining the

circus after running away from his guardians. He finds life there

exciting, especially after befriending the mischievious Mr.

Stubbs. On the Fourth of July pandemonium breaks out when
the chimp terrorizes the town with a revolver taken from the

sheriff's office. Corcoran saves the day and Eastham gives him

the chimp. When one of the youthful bareback riders is injured,

Corcoran takes his place, but on the night of his triumphant

debut learns his guardians need him and runs away. Mr. Stubbs

follows and is wounded by a hunter. Sweeney catches Corcoran,

brings him back where he is greeted by his guardians who agree

to let him stay and Mr. Stubbs who was just slightly wounded.

Buena Vista. Walt Disney. 96 minutes. Kevin Corcoran, Henry Calvin, Gene Sheldon,
Bob Sweeney. Directed by Charles Barton.

"Masters of the Congo Jungle"

Fine documentary rates higher for art houses. Good
dualler for the general market.

This 20th Century-Fox release is one of the best documentary

films to come along in some time. Produced by the Belgian

International Scientific Foundation under the auspices of King

Leopold III, "Masters of the Congo Jungle" boasts some thrill-

ing and extraordinary photography beautifully mounted in

DeLuxe Color and Cinemascope. Expertly narrated by Orson

Welles and William Warfield, it shows how nature, animal and

man live and die, side by side, in the heart of the Belgian Congo.

Teeming with primitive excitement, rich in an abundance of

unusual footage depicting animals in their natural habitats, and

informative in its intelligent insight into the lives of the natives

who share this competitive world, this is a strong Academy
Award potential. It is certain to enjoy great success with art

house patrons and should find good response as a supporting

dualler in the general market. Playing down the sensational

and pointing up the unusual and the unknown, the viewer is

permitted an extended peek at man and beast engaged in relaxa-

tion, hunt and ritual. The startling greens, fellow and reds of

the jungle act as background to a multitude of dramatic inci-

dents which include: the creation of a Pygmie village in "no
man's land," the theft of a baby bird from his mother's nest by

a villainous night heron, strange native rites performed over

the shell of an animal believed to be a jungle god, a native-

dance reenactment of white hunters tracking down a group of

elephants, the charge of an angry gorilla and the acquisition of

food by a pack of hungry lions.

20th Century-Fox. 88 minutes. Produced by Henri Storck. Directed by Heini
Sielmann and Henry Brandt.

"Gunfighters of Abilene"

Low-grade western with Buster Crabbe in lead.

This kind of hoss opera is pretty much out of style as theatre

fare. Low-budget, thoroughly familiar and lacking any mar-

quee names, it is destined for the supporting slot only in minor

action houses. Its situations will be all to familiar to even the

most avid tumbleweed devotees—a ruthless landowner squeez-

ing out the small ranchers, the professional gunman who
comes into town to clear the name of his missing brother, the

standard chase and the inevitable gun fight between the good

guys and the bad. The Robert E. Kent production for UA re-

lease is fourth-rate. Buster Crabbe, who seems a bit slow on

the draw for the gunman role, might attract some old-timers

and TV fans, but not many. Ancient Barton MacLane is the

landowner who never lets anyone forget that he built up Abi-

lene with his own two hands and Judith Ames is his daughter,

who is engaged to Crabbe's brother. Edward L. Cahn's direc-

tion is strictly routine and he isn't aided one bit by the hack-

neyed Orville H. Hampton script. Crabbe rides into Abilene

after receiving" a letter from his brother asking for help. He
learns his brother has disappeared with all of the small

ranchers money. After a series of get-out-of-town threats, sev-

eral beatings and a murder frame-up, he locates a witness who
saw his brother lynched. He had been rallying the small

ranchers against MacLane so the latter had him framed and

murdered. Crabbe kills MacLane, clears his brother's name,

turns in his guns and takes over the hand of Miss Ames.

United Artists. 67 minutes. Buster Crabbe. Produced by Robert E. Kent. Di-
rected by Edward L. Cahn.

SWAP YOUR IDEAS,

STUNTS, CAMPAIGNS
WITH OTHER SHOWMEN

FOR BENEFIT OF ALL!
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Contained from Page 5

to be taken into consideration: (1) the

production must have quality and nov-

elty; (2) the merchandising in today's

competitive market must be big league.

Both factors need not always be pre-

sent to win response from The Public,

it seems. "Hercules'' was hardly an

Academy Award contender, yet Joe

Levine's high-powered showmanship

slammed it across as a phenomenal finan-

cial success.

In this regard, a comparison might

be made between the fortunes of two

fine anti-war films, both released by

the same company. This example points

up the enormous importance of turning

the promotion guns on The Public full

blast.

The two films are "Paths of Glory",

a widely acclaimed denunciation of

war. with Kirk Douglas in the starring

role, and "On The Beach", the current

Stanley Kramer film dealing with the

imagined end of the world following

a nuclear war. The first-named, re-

leased without much fanfare, died

quickly and quietly at the boxoffice.

More than one industrvite predicted the

same fate for "On The Beach". But.

supported by one of the most spec-

tacular international campaigns ever

devised, that picture is rolling up smash

grosses throughout the world. In the

latter case, United Artists, through

sheer promotional force, molded public

taste into a vast desire to see the

Kramer film.

What, then, is the answer to the rid-

dle of public taste? Make it good and /or

different, and sell it big. The Public is

out there waiting and willing.

Press vs. TV
As Ad Medium

The time has come, perhaps long

overdue, for a thorough reappraisal of

our industry's relations with the two

major advertising media, newspapers

and television.

We are notoriously slow in breaking

habits, at least until some bold trail-

blazer steps out and proves that the

unusual is a good idea. In the matter

of newspaper vs. television advertising,

some concrete evidence has been turned

in that the press is giving way to the

broadcast media (both TV and radio)

as an advertising force, yet a certain

timidity persists among distributors

and exhibitors to move boldly in the

clearly pointed direction. This appre-

hension undoubtedly springs more from

a fear of the "power of the press"

than from any conviction that it is still

a better advertising medium than vi-

deo, with its newer, broader, more con-

centrated impact.

Why do we still favor the press?

Is it because the press is a valuable

public relations ally? Is it that the

newspapers give movie publicity a

"break" over competitive TV? Is it

because the newspapers present movie
ads in most advantageous positions to

capture the attention of the readers? Is

it that the press affords a more graphic

medium for film ads? One is hard put

to answer affirmatively to any of these

questions.

Our relations with a large portion

of the press seem to have grown stead-

ily worse of late. Newspapers which

seem to have few scruples against gra-

phic reports of love nest murders, dope

addiction, perversion and crimes of

every sort, often rejoice in pointing

their finger at our industry whenever

politicians or psychologists pretend to

find the movies to blame for all sorts

of evil.

Many newspapers throughout the

nation continue to charge premium
rates for motion picture advertising.

Papers that would never dream of

jamming two or three ads by different

department stores or food chains on
the same page do not hesitate to crowd

all the movie ads in a tight clutter in

a segregated "ghetto" section of their

editions.

In some dailies that own their own
television stations, the movie section is

relegated to a secondary position be-

hind the free TV listings, and columns

of publicity about video shows and

personalities has replaced the movie

publicity.

In spite of this step-child treatment,

film companies and exhibitors continue

to pour their money into the press cof-

fers, while, with only rare exceptions,

making minimum use of the proven

TV medium.

Obviously, a certain amount of film

advertising in the newspapers must be

maintained. It is the proportion of the

advertising budget that comes into

question. Why do we put so much of

that budget into newspapers and so

little into television? Why do we spend

so much money developing advertising

art and copy for newspapers and so

little exploring the tremendous visual

potential of television?

Television has been with us for many
years now, and yet few of the major

companies have even begun to try to

develop proper advertising techniques

and budgets for video. It is encourag-

ing to hear 20th Century-Fox vice

president Charles Einfeld announce

that his company will spend S500,000

on TV to exploit several pictures, but

this is the exception. We would like to

see a steady and heavy diet of movie

ads on TV, for that medium has proven

conclusively that it can "move" prod-

ucts and services.

What is needed is some imagination

to make full use of Television's won-

derful visual impact.

Consider, if you will, the familiar

figures of Bert and Harry Piel in East-

ern television—one of the most suc-

cesful advertising campaigns ever put

on by any beer company, and strictly

a television achievement. The same is

true of the Coty girl. Consider what

television has accomplished for Win-

ston cigarettes. Consider, to get right

down to cases, what television has done

for "Hercules" and for Walt Disney's

films.

The time has come to start using

video and video techniques, to develop

advertising experts as gifted in this

area as the men who put together our

movie ads, to explore the economics

of television rate schedules and deter-

mine the best ways to use video as a

paid advertising medium.

We do not know, for example,

whether the best use is purely as a

spot announcement vehicle or through

sponsorship of local, regional or na-

tional shows. We do not know, because

there has not been sufficient trial and

experience, how to tie local bookings

at particular theatres into a distributor's

area commercial.

The best indication of how much

we yet have to learn is the failure of

our industry to take full advantage

of one of the most widely viewed pro-

grams each year, our own Academy

Awards presentation.

Continued on Page 16
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Viewpoints
Continued from Page 15

With the exception of the hard

liquor industry, which isn't permitted

on television by most broadcasters, we

are probably the only major American

business that has been guilty of adver-

tising backwardness by concentrating

on newspaper expenditures in the tele-

vision age.

We all know of particular pictures

which have been advertised extensively

on the home screen; in virtually every

instance these pictures have done well.

But these pictures have been occasional

ventures into video, not a sustained

campaign for a succession of films.

There are those in our industry who
contend that television, because it com-

petes with us for audience, for talent

and indeed for product, should not

receive advertising revenue from us.

But if we want to reach the great

American audience, we must use tele-

vision and use it well.

Plug appearances and publicity stunts

have their place; but we cannot depend

on such television exposure, any more

than we can depend on newspaper pub-

licity alone. When we pay for adver-

tising time or advertising space, we can

deliver our own sales message in our

own way.

And it is entirely possible that if

newspapers find more of our advertis-

ing budgets being allocated to media

in direct competition with the press,

they may discover the wisdom of treat-

ing the movies as desired, perhaps even

preferred, customers, without discrimi-

nation.

Television can help us. Let's revise

our thinking about it.

To the Editor

Dear Sir:

"Are We Making the Most of Our Mar-
ket?" Yes, we are. We definitely are at Col-
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umbia, where we consider each release as a
separate merchandising problem.

In your article you use the book industry,

with its hard covers and paper backs, as a

model to be followed by us. From long expe-

rience in cooperating promotionally with the

publishers, we have learned that they are sev-

eral light years behind us in this area and are

constantly borrowing ideas we have used for

many years.

You ask that we divide our present adver-

tising-publicity staffs into two or double
them, doubling the overhead, too, of course,

in order to handle two types of films. Two
types of films? Why during the year Colum-
bia markets 40 types of films, at least three

different types each month. That's because
every film is a new and different experience

as far as we are concerned.

Your talk about your "class" pictures and
"mass" pictures. Well, we have been success-

fully merchandising both concurrently. Just

this Fall we handled at the same time such
diverse pieces of merchandise as "They Came
to Cordura," "The Tingler," "The Last Angry
Man" and "The Mouse That Roared." This
past Summer we concurrently promoted
"Anatomy of a Murder," "Middle of the

Night," "Have Rocket, Will Travel?" You
mean to say the Three Stooge picture didn't

get its due because of the other two? If you
think so, let me tell you that the exhibitors

who played it and our books say different.

Let me point out that our same advertising-

publicity personnel developed and executed

the campaigns for "The 7th Voyage of Sin-
bad," for "Gidget," and for "The Bridge on
the River Kwai." And in the coming year

they will handle the promotions for such
divergent films as "Song Without End,"
"Gulliver's Travels" and "Strangers When
We Meet." They will handle art house pic-

tures, Music Hall comedies, teen-age attrac-

tions, adult dramas, musicals, what have you,

and where would you draw the line dividing

the responsibility in half?

Another point to consider is that we do
not necessarily have a "national" campaign
for each picture. By that I mean we do not
set hard and fast policy on a picture for

every area. A film may be handled with one
type of release pattern in one exchange area

and another pattern in a second branch, if

we feel that is the way to achieve maximum
results. In those cases, how would you clas-

sify a film for promotional purposes? Again,
I say, we treat each picture individually and
give each more tender, loving care than if

we had two units dividing the pictures on
our schedule under some arbitrary "mass"
and "class" differentiation.

In 1960, Columbia plans to spend virtually

double for advertising space and time what
it spent in 1959. Isn't it better that these

additional expenditures be in areas where
they produce results rather than in the addi-

tional overhead involved in setting up
another unit?

What we do personnel-wise is to augment
our staff whenever it becomes necessary. In

fact, on occasion we even hire entire specialty

organizations to coordinate with our per-

manent staff if we feel it will benefit the

picture. But no matter whether we hire one
extra man or a whole organization the addi-

tional personnel is closely integrated into the

overall workings of the department so that

even in those cases we do not have separate

units but rather an enlarged single staff.

As an example of our willingness to go to

extra expense where it is justified, we cur-

rently have half a dozen individual special-

ists working on as many upcoming films, and
on one picture, "Song ^X/ithout End," two
complete special publicity organizations have
been working for several months on a film

not due for another few months.

Making the most of our Market? Empha-
tically, yes!

ROBERT S. FERGUSON
Columbia Pictures Corporation

To the Editor

Dear Sir:

The article by Clifford R. Bowers on
"What's What in Etobicoke?" in your issue

of January 4th contained several inaccuracies

and misstatements which, had he checked at

the source, would have provided Mr. Bowers
with a correct appraisal of the rapidly de-

veloping Telemeter installation in West
Toronto.

Here are the facts:

Trans Canada Telemeter's initial wiring

of West Toronto provides for 93 miles of

cable, encompassing an area of 13,000 homes.

The system can be expanded to embrace an

additional 27,000 homes in the immediate
vicinity.

As of January 1, the Canadian Bell Tele-

phone Company had completed about 40

miles of cable installation, covering over

5,000 of the 13,000 home area. Mr. Bowers
could easily have ascertained that the work
is proceeding on schedule at a rapid pace.

A sales force of door-to-door solicitors

began knocking on doors of the public about

November 10, covering only those homes in

areas where wire had already been strung.

By early December, 1,000 customers had been

signed, averaging about 250 new customers

per week in a three and a half week period.

This is an amazing show of interest—con-

sidering the fact that no public demonstra-

tions of the system were scheduled until after

the first of the year! No wonder Mr. Bowers
felt compelled to comment that "this cor-

respondent found many who had no idea of

what pay TV is, but those aware of it ex-

pressed approval." We find that those who
are informed about pay TV are generally

glad to sign up for the new service.

Your reporter's view that only 100 drop-

offs had been completed around the first of

the year could have been checked by a tele-

phone call, which would have provided him
with the information that about 400 drop-

offs had already been installed and that suffi-

cient personnel was on the job to assure that

the installation of drop-offs would keep pace

with the growing demand for this service.

With the start of public demonstrations

at the Telemeter studios next week, giving

residents of West Toronto an opportunity to

see and operate the Telemeter system, the

pace of the sales campaign is expected to

go into high gear.

As a striking expression of interest by

residents of West Toronto in Telemeter in

areas where Canadian Bell linesmen have not

yet installed the cable and where no door-to-

door solicitation has yet been started, over

400 residents have taken the trouble to visit

Trans Canada Telemeter's offices on Bloor

Street—unsolicited—signed and paid for the

installation!

WILL BALTIN
International Telemeter Company



The main currents of American retail business in recent years

have all accented expansion. The old fashioned corner grocery

store has been replaced by the supermarket. The cluster of small

hard and soft goods establishments has given way to the huge

shopping center. The gas stations are getting bigger all the time.

The circulation of newspapers seems to be growing contin-

uously (although the mortality rate for the press is also fairly

Steady) and the television audience enjoys similar increments.

Against this tide, however, is the course of theatrical motion

pictures. The grocery stores get bigger and the movie theatres

yet smaller. The audience for other media grows, and the movie

audience more or less maintains the status quo.

None of this information comes as news to the U.S. motion

picture industry. It is now accepted as inevitable that the huge

motion picture palace is doomed and that even in the biggest

citv in the country 3,500 seats are too many for a theatre geared

to present business volume. Sardonically, it is often harder for

the operators of a 3,500 seat theatre to obtain first-run pictures

than for the 1,200 seat house down the street.

0

Motion picture people to whom I have talked recently see this

trend as irrevocable. They think that in terms of our times the

movie industry has simply had too many seats, and that a cut

in the number of seats is the solution.

It is hard to dispute this conclusion when you are told by

exhibitors that they have had to close off the balcony or curtain

off part of the orchestra to avoid giving the paying customers

the impression of being in an empty barn.

|

And yet I find myself wondering whether there is not some

way of arresting an economic trend so largely at variance with

the recent experience of other businesses. Can there not be new

jtypes of theatre or new retailing techniques to reverse this

shrinkage of the market?

0

The one outstanding development of the postwar years in

movie exhibition—apart from new screen sizes—was the

drive-in. Interestingly, at a time when the indoor theatres were

reducing their capacity, bigger and bigger drive-ins were being

built. But the drive-in is already established as a grown rather

than a growing institution, and the indoor theatres keep on

shrinking in capacity. What we need now is an indoor theatre

revolution.

The chances are that if such a revolution occurs it will de-

velop spontaneously. Few industries in this nation can match

the record of the motion picture business for sheer disregard

of economic analysis and long range industrial planning. I

doubt that there is a single business analyst, researcher and

economist on the executive staff of a single major production,

distribution or exhibition company today.

Yet there is a tremendous area for exhaustive and professional

social and economic research on the future of exhibition.

I think it is important to point out that the miracles of science

and engineering which have so brilliantly helped build the

motion picture industry were themselves the products of eco-

nomic situations. Talking pictures were in existence before the

Warners catapulted them into world-wide acceptance. The

Warners needed something new to strengthen their economic

position in the industry; they had the good sense to pick up a

device other, fatter companies had turned down.

Similarly, when Spyros Skouras decided that the economic

climate of standard film production was too weak to withstand

Cinerama and television, he asked Karl Sponable to find him

something with a new type of big screen picture. What Mr.

Sponable found for him, with such spectacular results, was

actually not new at all as a scientific device. It had been avail-

able for years. Mr. Skouras' lasting contribution was that he

not only recognized a need but was also able to define the type

of solution.

0

Many exhibitors today, it seems to me, are not even willing

to recognize the need. They regard the shrinking capacity of

their theatre as inevitable. The major producer-distributors

seem perfectly willing to do likewise, buttressed by the grosses

of some of the recent blockbusters. But the inescapable fact is

that more and more of the industry's box office revenue is

coming from less and less people, and this is hardly a portent

of long range health.

Under such circumstances, there certainly should be a strong

effort made to expore the potential growth factors of the the-

atrical medium. Ours is not the sort of civilization in which we

can progress by standing still.

Some years ago there was a big fight at Montgomery Ward
between the advocates of standing pat and those who wanted

to expand. The stand patters could point to plenty of black ink

on the ledger; but meanwhile the other side was pointing to

the giant strides being taken by competitors with an eye to the

future. Ultimately Montgomery Ward also began to expand in

anticipation of its future market.

What concerns me is that motion picture industry's plans for

the future are apparently non-existent. Apart from possible

diversion of resources to the lure of pay television—w hich could

easily prove a disservice to themselves as well as to the theatrical

market—there seem to be no developing blueprints at all. The

population of the country is going steadily upward; but too

much motion picture thinking seems geared to the idea that

while the population rises all we have to do is make and show

the same old kinds of pictures in the same old kind of way.

Thev are, by and large, good pictures and well shown; but the

wise executive is never convinced that today's success augurs

tomorrow's profits.

The supermarket and the shopping center replaced the old

fashioned stores for a number of reasons. One was greater ease

of parking. Another was greater variety of goods for sale. A
third was more efficient handling of customer traffic. Why not

apply these same subject headings to research for better theatre

business?
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BIG '60 FOR BOTH

Huw the Promotion Tools* Einivld Tells Exhibitors

Continued from Page 12

told the convention, will turn out eight

to ten major productions in I960 espe-

cially tailored for family audiences, and

incorporating elements of children's

appeal as well as adult themes. As

"the leader in presenting this kind of

entertainment," 20th, said Skouras, had

been successful in the past with films

like "Journey to the Center of the

Earth" and "Dog of Flanders," and ex-

pects similar success with "Sink the

Bismarck" and "The Story of Ruth."

The president promised that his firm

"would maintain this leadership and con-

tinue to present attractions that would

appeal to the vast family audience."

Another hope—held out to the as-

sembled sales and promotion personnel

by Adler—lifted the spirits of the con-

ventioneers and the exhibition leaders

who were informed of its import.

"You'll never again get a wet print

from 20th-Fox," Adler told the con-

clave, and to harried promotion staffs

Harrison (I.) and Einfeld land Darryl
Zanuck, whose "Crack in the Mirror" is

one of lOlh's big ones.

everywhere the words must have come

as a beacon in the sometimes dark or

murky pursuit of their hectic jobs.

What this meant, of course, was what

promotion men need so badly—ample

time to saturate trade thinking with the

idea of an upcoming picture before it

is pushed into release. Instead, in all

too numerous instances, pictures have

been rushed out accompanied by only

a hasty— but still costly — campaign,

much in the manner of going to a fancy

dress ball in an ill-fitting and unpressed

tuxedo.

No more of this for 20th Century,

production boss Adler said; his com-

pany is washing its hands of such

wasteful practice. And, as if to accen-

tuate his contention, he invited exhibi-

tors everywhere to demand of the home
office personal appearances by stars and

other personalities. "We at the studio

will do our utmost for you," he said.

Emphasizing that Fox is ready to pro-

mote to the fullest, Adler declared, "I

will send any group of talent that is

not shooting to promote your pictures."

Heavy TV Expenditure
In every facet of showmanship, in

fact, 20th is loaded for I960. So much

so that Einfeld's statement to the

branch managers and regional adver-

tising-publicity directors that the firm

would have "enough tools to do the

job" of promoting the production line-

up was a masterful understatement.

The promotion chief's words were stim-

ulating enough to move several of the

nation's leading exhibitors to ask for

further detailing of Fox's showman-

ship plans. This will be accomplished

by a complete nation-wide series of

area showmanship and local-level sales

meetings this month, it was subse-

quently announced.

Einfeld stressed particularly the deci-

sion to allocate $500,000 for television

campaigns on three films specifically

tailored for family audiences: "Dog of

Flanders," "Masters of the Congo Jun-

gle" and "Sink the Bismarck " The

allocations for the campaigns, aimed at

the widest possible family audience,

"are the largest in our history," de-

clared the Fox vice president. Designed

to break across the networks two weeks

in advance of key city playdates, each

"TV saturation plan" will be shaped

after the highly-successful "Journey to

the Center of the Earth" push. 20th's

regional ad-publicity force will work

with TV stations and personnel sup-

plying them with special "message"

TV trailers, in addition to the regular

series, much the same as theatres use

cross-plugs and standard theatre trailers.

In addition, Einfeld pointed out,

special color Sunday supplements in

newspapers across the country will

carry full pages, in story form, on those

three pictures—and many others—well

in advance of openings. Focusing atten-

tion on a new concept in public intro-

duction, planned for "The Story of

Ruth" and its star discovery Elana

Eden, Einfeld noted that all regional

ad-publicity managers will be equipped

with a special reel of film depicting

scenes from the multi-million-dollar

production, for public and industry

screenings. He also mentioned the con-

tinuing series of national tie-ins, citing

the current five-page layout in Harper's

Bazaar on "Page One" and the current

merchandising tie-in with the world's

largest department store, Macy's, for

"Center of Earth." Other members of

Einfeld's staff told the conclave of their

promotional efforts on behalf of Fox
releases. They included ad director Abe
Goodman, creative ad manager Max
Stein, radio-TV director Martin Michel,

and then publicity manager Ira Tulipan.

And, Einfeld promised in a scathing

denunciation of those industryites whom
he termed "states righters," all of Fox's

showmanship will be aimed at "main-

taining and raising the level of good

taste in motion picture promotion."

Some distributors, the art houses which

show their pictures and other "states

pi

w 1 i«
RKO Theatres president Sol A. Schwartz (I.)

chats with Adler, vice president Joseph

Moskowitz, executive v. p. W. C. Michel.

righters" who "invade the industry

are," according to the 20th vice presi-

dent, "guilty of poor taste in their ad-

vertising, which brings criticism on our

industry as a whole." He added: "The

level of promotion of American pic-

tures today is the highest it has ever

been. But we must constantly raise it

higher to keep our medium in the fore-

front as the greatest form of entertain-

ment."

Twentieth Century-Fox obviously is

determined to make I960 one of the

biggest and most prosperous years in

all its storied history. And it aims to

accomplish it by following a policy of

good taste in both production and

promotion.
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"Trailers brighten

the box office picture.

That's why
I'm putting the spotlight

on trailers

during this

Once-ln-A-Lifetime Tribute."

Ben Marcus

Marcus Theatres Management Co.

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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WHAT'S THE COMPETITION OFFERING THIS SEASON*

THE TV WATCH
9y ZIGGY GERALD

The use of video tape grows and

grows, and the television screen is be-

coming populated with "little" movies.

Less and less of TV reaches the audi-

ence "live." And one viewer, at least,

is convinced that this trend must re-

sult in a dwindling television audience.

Because pre-recording tape has per-

mitted many of the motion picture's

techniques to be adapted to television,

all ends of producing are taking on a

far more glorified air, with tv studios

resembling Hollywood sound stages

and programs bearing much of the

cinematic complexity, in both scheme

and concept, of the vast storehouse of

celluloid ancestry.

As these shows noticeably take on

more of the motion picture's character-

istics, they enter an unfair realm of

comparison, both inevitable and illogi-

cal. The fact that the same techniques

are being applied to the fledgling in-

dustry creates an impression on the

part of producers that similar stan-

dards can serve both. If these tele-

vision shows are worth the time and

expense that went into their making

(what a rare occasion that is!) any

imitative and ill-suited production

methods are apt to be overlooked.

But, when an expensive show is no

better than a comparable and cheaper

one that's "live," it can easily and

justifiably become the recipient of

much harsh but accurate criticism.

With the advent of grand scale pro-

duction, through the innovation of

video tape, the "live" show is becom-

ing the television rarity. Not counting

the copious number of weekly filmed

series, most of the regular variety and

dramatic shows are now being taped

either partially or completely before

broadcasting time. Whenever there is

a "live" show, publicity boasts it eager-

ly—hoping for ingratiation. The re-

cently departed series, Big Party, began

each shindig with the ebullient Barbara

Britton proclaiming proudly in the

most patronizing of all smiles: "This

is the Big Party; brought to you LIVE
from New York."

The distinctive traits of radio and

motion pictures have been carried much
further in television. Whereas radio

stimulated the imagination of each lis-

tener, the movies developed powers of

absorption to unrealized peaks. Televis-

ion has added the vital element of par-

ticipation in home viewing. Audience

enjoyment from many of the shows

presented is derived from a feeling of

closeness and intimicay with what is

taking place on the miniature screen.

This proximity allows for thinking,

along with members of a panel show;

guessing with quiz show contestants;-

discussing all manner of delicious sub-

jects on discussion shows. The direct

connection of both performers and
audience is an equation that can only

work successfully when the shows are

presented "live" and not on tape.

Even the dramatic shows depend on

a connection of sorts—although it isn't

as necessary. In the variety shows, there

is a tremendous consciousness of the

audience on the part of the performers.

Knowing that a show depends on

this kind of audience contact, it would
seem maleficent of the networks to

permit any such "participation" shows

to be taped. Not only is a good bit

of the intrinsic excitement and mystery

of expectation eliminated, but home re-

sponse becomes an artificial thing.

Although video tape is far, far

superior to the old kinescopic means
of recording shows, it is extremely

presumptuous of the networks to pre-

sent a taped program and expect the

degree of audience enthusiasm the same
program would have "live." Sponta-

neity is quickly removed through the

passage of time, no matter how brief.

Watching past history can be most
educational, but not nearly as exciting

as seeing it being made.

The talent to expand on the "now,""

the "present," is one of television's

most remarkable attributes. To know
that the program you watch is being

performed at the same time gives the

medium the vitality and life of the

theatre within the limitations of the

screen. Video tape should be reserved

for the recording of programs that are

technically too hard to be done "live."

The quiz shows, dishonest as they were,

possessed an energy and aura of vica-

rious participation that will probably

go unrivaled in the historic annals of

the entire medium. And for millions

of people the immediacy of a sports

event makes it the most rewarding

attraction offered on TV.

Video tape has brought with it the

censuring device of editing: a tech-

nicality responsible for continuance of

mood and smooth transitions. In the

hands of the television technicians,

editing has ranged from superb (in

Moon and Sixpence and Turn of the

Screw) to scandalously poor. Many a

recent play has been ruined by poor
editing that sopiled the entire contin-

uity of the play. This was particularly

true of the Susskind M-G-M Talent

Associates productions of Mrs. Miniver
and The Philadelphia Story. Both were
faithful film adaptations, literate and
well-cast. They were hindered tremen-

dously by the injurious touches of the

editors who chopped up the plays, dis-

connecting much of the action.

The Startime special, Meet Cyd,

Charisse, was an excellent study in mis-

use of video tape. For months before,

the show had been so carefully "pre-

pared" that there was no question of

it's failure. But, during it's preparation,

all freshness and spontaneity were
squeezed out. The whole soggy affair

seemed to be patched together from
an overabundance of finished pieces.

The marvelous thing about video

tape is its complete indiscernibility

from "live" television when it is used

properly. Many a daytime show, be-

cause of heavy production schedules,

tapes a day before or even earlier the

same day. In certain cases, editing is

not performed. Still, these shows suf-

fer for time has passed and an uncom-

fortable haze of the past covers all.

For a medium whose essential sig-

nificance and importance lies in it's

vitality and immediacy, it seems irra-

tional to concentrate on taped shows.

Video tape may ease the tension of

producer and star, but it also robs the

audience of something very essential to

full enjoyment of television. A "spon-

taneous" show that is void of spon-

taneity is a wasted effort for producer

and viewer.
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Qiltn Companies Reaching Out
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PROMOTION MANPOWER BOOM

A raft of changes in promotion per-

sonnel has swept through the film com-

panies in recent months. Advertising,

publicity and exploitation men on a

wholesale scale have been switching

from company to company, while, at

the same time, some are being elevated

into the higher executive echelons of

their companies. What goes?

This state of flux in the ranks of the

promotion forces points up that the

whole, important task of merchandising

movies—like the rest of our industry

—is undergoing radical changes. The
rising awareness throughout the busi-

ness of just how important showman-

ship is has touched off a flurry of com-

petition among major and independent

companies for the best manpower in

that vital field.

The fact is that in some executive

quarters there was a long lag between

the change-over from the old block-

booking methods to the present single-

picture selling of today. The gap is

now being rapidly drawn tight. The
alert film executive today realizes that

each film in his company's program re-

quires the individual, specialized atten-

tion of a competent, fully-manned staff

of boxoffkers.

IRA TULIPAN

No longer smug and satisfied with

merely an ordinary merchandising job

on pictures of growing importance

—

both in cost and quality-wise—the dis-

tribution (and some production) com-

panies, large and small, find it increas-

ingly advantageous to bolster their

promotion staffs by reaching out and

collaring the right man for the job, and

following that by promotions and cre-

ations of new positions.

Barker Executives

In other ways, too, film firms are

displaying their acute awareness of the

larger role showmanship is playing in

the new industry scheme. Independent

outfits have been hiring top promo-

tioneers as permanent executives of

their organizations, thereby elevating

the busy barker from the rather tenu-

ous position that was his when he

merely was assigned to beat the drums
for a single picture and then released

to sell his services elsewhere. Further

pointing up the esteem in which show-

manship is now held—the majors are

putting additional permanent promo-

tional forces into the field, where they

work hand-in-hand with both the com-

pany's home office staff and the theatre-

MEYER HUTNER

men in getting the story of the film

across to the public. The companies

that are experiencing the most success,

have the largest field forces.

Twentieth-Fox, for its part, has

evolved a system of local autonomy that

has turned over to a full staff of re-

gional promotioneers authority to carry

through the campaigns on their pic-

tures. Whether or not this plan is the

most feasible has in most cases, yet to

be determined, but the fact that this

company is on its promotional toes to

meet today's conditions can hardly be

disputed.

A glance at some of the recent

changes and promotions is sufficient to

point up the added stature showman-
ship has acquired during the past few

months.

United Artists, whose talented team

of show men has gained w idespread rec-

ognition throughout the industry took

steps to effect closer liaison for devel-

oping local and national exploitation

programs by appointing four field rep-

resentatives — Addie Addison, Wallv
Heim, Max Miller and Bill Sholl—to

the newly-created posts of regional field

Continued om P*ge 22

NAT WEISS
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PROMOTION MANPOWER ROOM

Faw of Film Showmunship i htitiyiittf Every Day

UA recently cemented exploitation ties when ad-pub exploitation vice president Roger H.
Lewis and exploitation director Mori Krusben announced appointments of jour field repre-

sentatives—Addie Addison, Wally Heim, Max Miller and Bill Sboll—to newly-created posts

of regional field supervisors. Flanking Lewis, seated, are, I. to r., Heim, Krushen, Addison,
Miller, Sboll and assistant exploitation director Al Fisher.

Continued from Page 21

supervisors, it was announced by Roger

H. Lewis, vice president in charge of

advertising, publicity and exploitation,

and exploitation director Mori Krushen.

Lewis pointed out that "the appoint-

ments are in line with the company's

extended merchandising activities . .
."

Reaching out, as national promotion

chief Robert S. Ferguson put it, to

"facilitate administration of the greatly

expanded national promotion opera-

tion," Columbia scooped up Ira H.

Tulipan, former Fox publicity manager,

for its newly-reinstituted post of assis-

tant director of advertising, publicity

and exploitation. Tulipan takes over

at Columbia Jan. 25. Columbia, of

course, is expanding its ad-pub budget

to a record base of $10,000,000 for

I960.

Fox Promotes

Fox, in addition to its local auton-

omy program, also has been engaged

in a number of personnel changes and

promotions. Nat Weiss, assistant ad

manager since 1957, has been upped

to publicity manager, as of Jan. 25,

vice president Charles Einfeld an-

nounced. Weiss will work under pub-

licity director Edward E. Sullivan.

Other changes saw Edward Schreiber,

veteran industry publicist, named assis-

tant exploitation director, Jack Brodsky

CHARLES COHEN

named Fox press representative, and

Michael Selsman assigned the post of

trade press contact.

Universal, not long ago, also re-

vamped its showmanship staff. Charles

F. Simonelli, moved up from his pro-

motion position to the key post
v
of

assistant to president Milton R. Rack-

mil, while Philip Gerard was upped to

eastern advertising-publicity director.

In addition, Jerome N. Evans was

named eastern promotion manager;

Herman Kass was named executive in

charge of national exploitation; Jeff

Livingston was upped to executive co-

ordinator of sales and advertising, and

Paul Kamey to eastern publicity man-

ager.

Special MGM Force

At MGM, the promotional action for

the big "Never So Few" waxed so hot

and heavy that a special ad-pub task

force was established to swing the

country in advance of holiday bookings

of the film. Eastern ad manager Si

Seadler spearheaded special activity on

behalf of the film, while Al Cohan, of

the publicity department, also covered

special "Never So Few" assignments.

Other recent changes saw Charles

Cohen appointed eastern advertising

and publicity manager for Warner
Bros., and Norman Poller named pub-

licity manager of Buena Vista.

The independent firms, too, have

been dipping their hands in the show-

manship pie and more often than not

coming up with some succulent pro-

motional plums. William Goetz Pro-

ductions, Inc., recently latched on to

the services of ace publicist Meyer M.
Hutner, who assumed the title of vice

president and director of advertising

and publicity. Hutner previously was

national publicity director for Warner
Bros.

Dynamic Levine

The Mirisch Co., also has effected

two personnel changes: Jerry Ludwig
was appointed ad-pub assistant to vice

president Leon Roth, and Guy Biondi

was named eastern advertising, publi-

city and exploitation representative for

the firm.

Perhaps the most showmanship-

minded independent in the business,

however, is dynamic Joseph E. Levine.

His Embassy Pictures organization

reached out to take Eddie Solomon,

one of the top exploitation men in the

field, to carry on Levine's "exploda-

tion" exploits.

But whether it is in the form of

personnel changes and promotions in

the majors, formation of new promo-

tion positions in the independents, or

20th-Fox's novel local autonomy setup,

the face of motion picture showman-
ship is changing—and being enhanced

—from day to day.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCI
All The Vital Details on Current &> Coming Features

(Date of Rim BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

WBBSBSBBBBB
July

BATTLE FLAME Scott Brady, Elaine Edwards, Robert
Blake Producer Letter Samom. Director R. G. Spring-
steen. War, romance in Korea. 75 min.

BIG CIRCUS. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor
Mature, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Irwin Allen. Direc-
tor Joseph Newman. Big time drama of the Big Top.
l08'/2 min. 7/20.

SURRENDER-HELL! Susan Cabot, Keith Andes. Producer
Edmund Golden. Director John Barnwell. Story of Col.
Donald Blackburn, U. S. Army, who organized an army
of guerillas to battle Japanese after fall of Manila
during World War II. 85 min.

August

BAT. THE Vincent Price, Agnes Morehead. Producer
C. J. Tevlig. New version of Mary Robert Rinehart
and Avery Hopwood's world famous mystery tate. 80

FACE OF FIRE Cameron Mitchell, James Whitmore.
Producers Albert Band

t
Louis Garfinkle. Director Band.

Handyman disfigured in fire finally gains friends. 83

m!n.

October

WEB OF EVIDENCE Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Produced
by Maxwell Setton and John R. Sloan. Filmed from
A. J. Crontn's novel "Beyond This Place." Young man
reopens 20 year old murder case to free his father.

88 min.

November

ATOMIC SUBMARINE Arthur Franz, Dick Foran, Brett

Haltey Producer Alex Gordon. Director Spencer G.
Beiuiet. Scr»»ce-ficMon thriller of a Polar sub and its

encounter with unknown enemy. 73 min.

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT, U.S.A. George S. Hamil-
ton, Mary Murphy. Producer Terry Sanders. Director
Denis Sanders. Law-student turns criminal. 80 min.

HOUSE OF INTRIGUE, THE CinemaScope, Color. Dawn
Adctems^ Curt Jurgens, Folco Lull!- Producer-director
Dutlio Colettl. Spies and counter-spies' activities dur-
ing WW II. 90 min.

December

PURPLE GANG, THE Starring Barry Sullivan and Rob-
ert Blake. Produced by Lindsley Parsons. The startling

story of the infamous Detroit mobsters. 83 min.

RAYMIE David Ladd. John Agar, Charles Winninger
and Richard Arlen. Produced by A. C. Lyle. Director
Fred McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant
6 foot barracuda. 73 min.

January

HYPNOTIC EYE, THE Jacques Bergerac, Marcia Hen
derson, Merry Anders and Allison Hayes. Producer
Charles B. Bloch. Director, George Blair. Hypnotist'
assistant, wearing mask, is responsible for disfiguring

pretty faces of hypnosis volunteers. 82 min.

February

BLUEBEARD'S TEN HONEYMOONS George Sanders and
Corinne Calvet. Based on the true-life story of Landru,
infamous French bluebeard. Producer, Roy Parkinson;
Director, W. Lee Wilder.

SEXPOT GOES TO COLLEGE Starring Mamie Van
Doren, Tuesday Weld and Miianou Bardot. Producer
and Director Albert Zugsmith. Shapely blonde pro-

fessor upsets staid college routine.

March

PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine. Producer and director

Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt. Petrosino's war
against the Mafia in the early I900's.

Coming

I PASSED FOR WHITE Sonya Wilde and James Fran-
ciscus. Story of a Negress who passes for white.
Produced and directed by Fred Wilcox.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner and Louis
Jourdan. Producer-director Douglas Si rk . Based on
two books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

THE BIG BANKROLL Fabulous life story of king of the
gamblers Producers, Samuel Bischoff and David
Diamond.

June

DRAG STRIP GIRL Fay Spain, Frank Gorwhwin. Crazed
teenagers thirsting for thrills. 70 min.

REFORM SCHOOL GIRL Edd Byrnes, Gloria Castillo.
Young girl is innocently condemned to prison. 71 min.

July

DIARY OF A HIGH SCHOOL BRIDE Anita Sands, Ron-
ald Foster. The problems of a teenage girl who mar-
ried against her family's wishes. 80 min.

GHOST OF DRAGSTRIP HOLLOW Jody Fair, Russ
Bender. Teenagers invade a haunted house and find
hidden mysteries. 65 min.

September

SIGN OF THE GLADIATOR Color, CinemaScope. Anita
Ekberg. George Marshall. The loves and wars of
Zenobia and her downfall by the Roman Empire. 84

October

BUCKET OF BLOOD. A Barboura Morris, Dick Miller.

A mad artist murders his victims and uses their bod-
ies for statues. 45 min.

LEECHES. THE Ken Clark, Yvette Vickers. Monsters
arise from the swamps of the Florida everglades. 42

December

GOLIATH AND THE BARBARIANS Color. Cine
Scope. Steve Reeves, Bruce Cabot, Chelo Alonso.
young woodsman revenges the death of his fat!
Spectacle. 88 min.

February

EVE AND THE DRAGON Color, Cin

March
GIRL ON DEATH ROW Prison Melodrama. 90 min.

JAILBREAKERS. THE Robert Horton, Mary Castle.
Four escaped convicts try to find a treasure of

$400,000.00 from a bank robbery.

April

MYSTERIOUS HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScooe 4
Color. Vincent Price. Mark Damon, Myrna Fahey.
Producer and Director Roger Corman. Edgar Allen
Poe's classic.

Coming

CIRCUS OF HORRORS CinemaScope am

IN THE YEAR 2889 CinemaScope & Color

SHE H. Ryder Haggard'

TALKING DOG. THE

and Color

Color.

July
ANATOMY OF A MURDER James Stewart. Lee Remick,
Ben Gazzara. Producer-director Otto Preminger. Filmi-
zation of Rebert Traver's best-seller. 160 min. 7/4.

LEGEND OF TOM DOOLEY. THE Michael langon, Jo
Morrow. Producer Stan Shpetner. Director Ted Post.
Plcturization of legend of eternal triangle. 79 min.
4/22.

MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT Kim Novak. Fredric March.
Producer George Justin. Director Delbert Mann. Based
on Paddy Chayefsky's stage success. 118 m'rn. 5/25.

August

HAVE ROCKET. WILL TRAVEL. The Three Stooges
Producer Harry Remm. Director David Lowell Rich.
Space-age comedy. 74 min.

30-FOOT BRIDE OF CANDY ROCK, THE Lou Co, telle
Producer Lewis J. Raehmil. Director Sidney Miller.
Rubbish collector-scientist builds machine which makes
his girl a giant. 73 min. 8/31/59.

October

CRIMSON KIMONO. THE Victoria Shaw, Glenn Cor-
bett. Producer-director Samuel Fuller. Love and mur- I

der on burlesque row. 82 min. 9/14/59.

THEY CAME TO CORDURA CinemaScope. Eastman
Color. Gary Cooper, Rita Hayworth, Van Heflin, Tab ,

Hunter. Producer William Goetz. Director Robert '

Rossen. From the novel by Glendon Swarthout. 123
||

TINGLER, THE Vincent Price, Judith Evelyn. Producer-
director William Castle. Spook show with built-in !

gimmicks. 80 min.

November
BATTLE OF THE CORAL SEA Cliff Robertson, Gia I

Scala. Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director Paul I

Wendkos. Drama set against WW II background. 80
min. 10/24/59.

LAST ANGRY MAN, THE Paul Muni, David Wayne. I

Producer Fred Kohlmar, Director Daniel Mann. Picturi- II

zation of Gerald Green's bestseller. 100 min. 10/12/59.

WARRIOR AND THE SLAVE GIRL SupercineScope.
Eastman color. Gianna Maria Canale, Georges Marchal.
Director Vittorio Cottafavi. Action Spectacle. 89 min.

11/9/59.

MOUSE THAT ROARED. THE Color. Peter Sellers,
Jean Seberg. Producer Walter Shenson. Director Jack

J
Arnold. Satire on relations of countries during Atomic
Age 83 min. 10/12/59.

YESTERDAY'S ENEMY Stanley Baker, Guy Rolfe. Pro- I
ducer Michael Carreras. Director Val Guest. British
and Japs battle in Burma. 95 min.

December
EDGE OF ETERNITY CinemaScope, Color. Cornel
Wilde, Victoria Shaw. Producer Kendrick Sweet. Di-
rector Donald Siegel. Murder and intrigue at Arizona
mine. 80 min. 11/9/59.

FLYING FONTAINES. THE Eastman Color. Michael
Callan, Evy Norlund. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
George Sherman. Life with the circus. 84 min. 12/21.

THOUSAND AND ONE ARABIAN NIGHTS Technicolor.
UPA Cartoon feature. Starring the near sighted Mr.
Magoo. Producer Stephen Bosustow. Director Jack

January
GENE KRUPA STORY. THE Sal Mineo, Susan Kohner.
Producer Philip A. Waxman. Director Don Weis. Pic-

ture of the famed drummer. 101 min. 1/4/40.

SUDDENLY. LAST SUMMER Elizabeth Taylor, Montgom-
ery Clift. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director Joseph L.

Mankiewicz. Based on the controversial Tennessee
Williams play. 114 min. 12/21.

WHO WAS THAT LADY? Tony Curtis. Dean Martin.
Janet Leigh. Producer Norman Krasna. Director
George Sidney. Curtis poses as an F.B.I, agent. IIS

February
BABETTE GOES TO WAR CinemaScope, Color, Brigitte
Bardot, Jacques Charrier, Producer Raoul J. Levy.
Director Christian-Jaque. Bardot helps defeat Germany.

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathews.
Producer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre de Toth.
Hollywood film magnate becomes U.S. counter-spy.

OUR MAN IN HAVANA CinemaScope. Alec Guinness.
Burl Ives, Maureen O'Hara. Producer-Director Carol
Reed.

March
KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO CinemaScope, Color. Rob-
ert Taylor. Anne Aubrey. Producers Irving Allen,
Albert R. Broccoli. Director Richard Thorpe, Engineer
fights slave trade in Africa.

April

BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG Dick Clark. Michael Cal-
lan, Tuesday Weld. Producer Jerry Bresler. Director
Paul Wendkos.

May
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ENEMY GENERAL, THE Jean Pierre Aumont. Dany Car-
i|el. Producer Sam Katiman. Director George Sherman.

Coming

CRESCENDO CinemaScope, Color. Dirk Bogarde Capu-
:ine. Producer William Goeti. Director Charles Vidor.

JEVIL AT 4 O'CLOCK, THE Spencer Tracy. Sidney
'oitier. Marpessa Dawn. Director Peter Glenville.

ilDGET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope, Color. James
|Jsrren. Sandra Dee, Michael Callan. Producer Jerry
|lresler.

GULLIVER'S TRAVELS Super Dynamation, Color. Kerwin
Mathews. Jo Morrow. Producer Charles Schneer. Di-
ector Jack Sher.

> AIM AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw.
I'roducer Charles H. Schneer. Director Lee Thompson.

<IY DOG BUDDY Ken Curtis.

I!EACH FOR TOMORROW Burl Ives. Shelly Winters.
I ames Daren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan. Director
I'hlllp Leacock.

URPRISE PACKAGE Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor.

WO FACES OF DR. JEKYLL, THE Color. Paul Massie.
•awn Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
erence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
on's classic.

INDEPENDENTS

August

FISHERMAN. THE (Buena Vista) Technicolor. How-
rd Keel, John Saxon, Susan Kohner. Producer Rowland

Lee.^ Director Frank Bonage. Biblical drama. 180

AMANGO IHal Roach) CinemaScope, Eastman Color
wothy Dandridge, Curt Jurgens. Director John Berry,
lelodrama of slave trader and his mulatto mistress.

8/31/5?.

September

ACK TO THE WALL I Ellis) Gerard Oury, Jeanne
joreau. Producer Francois Chavane. Director Edooard
lolmaro. French melodrama about husband who black-

trails his cheating wife. 94 min. 8/31/59.

AILOR'S MAID, THE CinemaScope ITransLux) Vittorio
e Sica, Lorella de Luca. Producer Guido Giambarto-
>mei. Director Mario Monlcelli. Italian version of

I arents-children problem. 92 min. 8/31/59.

October

HE 400 BLOWS (Zenith) Jean Pierre Leaud Produced
nd directed by Francois Truffant. French drama of

I oy s unhappy life. 98 min. 9/14/59.

November
HE LOVERS IZenith) Jeanne Moreau Alan Cuny
irected by Louis Malle. French import about illicit

| >ve affair. 90 mm. 9/14/59.

HIRD MAN ON THE MOUNTAIN IBuena Vista) Walt
•isney. Technicolor. Michael Rennie, James Mac-
.rthur Janet Munro. Produced by William H. Ander-
on. Directed by Ken Annakin. Adventure. 100 min

1/14/59.

January
IGER BAY IRank) John Mills. Horst Buckholz. Pro-

ducer John Hawkesworth. Director J. Lee Thompson,
uspense drama involving a murderer a girl who
itnessed his crime, and a brilliant poli<-o Ini^rtnr

1105 min.

February

OBY TYLER (Buena Vista) Technicolor. Kevin Cor-
oran. Henry Calvin. Gene Sheldon. Producer Walt
isney. Director Charles Banton. Circus tale of aJnaway boy's adventures under the Big Top.

April

IDNAPPED (Buena Vista) Technicolor. Peter Finch
ames MacArthur. Producer Walt Disney. Director
obert Stevenson. Adaptation of Robert Louis Steven-
3n s adventure classic.

June
IGN OF ZORRO, THE (Buena Vista). Guy Williams,
lenry Calvin. Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-ts Norman Foster and Lewis R. Foster.

Coming
:

TIME TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co)'m Davis. Don Megowan, Allison Hayes. Producer Pat
«ti Director Oliver Drake.

EHIND THE GREAT WALL (Continental Dist.) Aroma
ama, DeLuxe Color, TotalScope. Producer Leonardo
onzi. Director Sidney Kauffman. Narrated by Chet
luntlev. Story introduces the process and its explana-
ons. 98 min. 12/21.

w

AY OF THE TRUMPET, THE IC. Santiago Film Organi-
,ition Prod.) John Agar, Richard Arl.n, Bill Phipps.
roducer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

DREAM MACHINE, THE (Amalgamated Prods ) Rod
Cameron. Marty Murphy, Peter llling. Producers Rich-
ard Gordon and Charles Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
gomery Tully.

FLESH ANO THE WOMEN (Dominant) Technicolor.
Gina Lollobrigida, Jean-Claude Pascal. Arletty. Direc-
tor Robert Siodmak. Producer Henri Baum. Melodrama
Bankrupt by wife, man retreats into French Foreign
Legion. 102 min. 8/4.

GORGO (King Bros.) Technicolor. Wide screen. Bill

Travers. Vincent Winter. William Sylvester. Producer
Maurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

JUNGLE CAT IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Story of will

animal life along the Amazon River.

LIGHT ACROSS THE STREET. THE IUMPOI Brigitte
Bardot, Raymond Pellagrin, Roger Piquat. Producer
Jacques Gauthier. Director Georges Lacombe. Drama.
A Frenck husband and wife try to live without normal
sex relations, after the husband had a near-fatal acci-
dent. 74 mm.

POLLYANNA IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Richard Eagan. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller.

ROUGE ET NOIR IDCA) Technicolor. Gerald Philip.,
Danielle Darrieux. Directed Claude Autant-Lara. A
provincial nobody conquers a class-conscious society.
137 min. 5/24.

SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON IBuena Vista) Technicolor.
John Mills, Dorothy McGuire. Adaptation of Jchann
Wyss' Adventure classic.

METRO -GO LDWYN -MAYER

August

BIG OPERATOR. THE Mickey Rooney, Steve Cochran,
Mamie Van Doren. Producers Al Zuqsmith, Red Doff.
Director Charles Haas. Topical gangland drama. 91

SCAPEGOAT, THE Alec Guinness. Bette Davis. Pro-

ducer Michael Balcon. Director Robert Hamer. Filmi-

zation of Daphne du Maurier's best-seller. 92 min. 8/3.

September

FOR THE FIRST TIME Technirama. Technicolor. Marie
Lanza, Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer Alexander Gruter
Director Rudy Mate Great singer falls in love with
deaf girl. 97 min. 8/17.

IT STARTED WITH A KISS CinemaScope, Color. Glenn
Ford, Debbie Reynolds. Producer Aaron Rosenberg.
Director George Marshall. Soldier wins bride and car.
104 min. 8/17.

October

GIRLS TOWN Mamie Van Doren. Mel Torme. Maggie
Hayes, Paul Anka. Ray Anthony. Producer Albert
Zugsmith. Director Charles Haas. Drama of a girl

suspected of murder, who proves her innocence after
she is committed to an institution. 92 min.

LIBEL Olivia de Havilland, Dirk Bogarde. Producer
Anatole de Grunwald. Director Anthony Asquith.
Courtroom drama based on London and New York
stage hit. 100 min. 10/24/59.

TARZAN, THE APE MAN Color, Wide Screen. Denny
Miller, Joanna Barnes. Producer Al Zimbalist. Director
Josesph Newman. New adventure of the world-famed
King of the Jungle. 82 min. 10/24/59.

November

HOUSE OF THE SEVEN HAWKS, THE Robert Taylor.
Nicole Maurey. Producer David E. Rose. Director
Richard Thorpe. Suspense drama of the search for

looted iewels hidden by the Nazis in Holland. 92 min.

December

WRECK OF THE MARY DEARE. THE CinemaScope,
Metrocolor. Gary Cooper, Charlton Heston. Producer
Julian Blaustein. Director Michael Anderson. Film ver-

sion of Hammond Innes' best-seller dealing with the
captain of a freighter whose owners conspire to sink

her for the value of her cargo. 104 min. 11/23/59.

January

NEVER SO FEW CinemaScope. Metrocolor. Frank
Sinatra. Gina Lollobrigida. Produced by Edmund
Grainger. Directed by John Sturges. Story of a group
of Kachin queries in Burma during World War II.

based on Tom Chamales' best-selling novel. 127 min.
12/21.

THE GAZEBO CinemaScope. Glenn Ford, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producer Lawrence Weinqarten. Director George
Marshall. Film version of the Broadway mystery-
comedy hit. 102 min. 12/21.

February

THE LAST VOYAGE MetroColor. Robert Stack. Dor-
orthy Malcyie. Producer-Director Andrew L. Stone.
Dramatic story of the events which occur with sinking
of an ocean liner.

March

THE TIME MACHINE Rod Taylor. Alan Young. Pro-

ducer George Pal. Based on H. G. Wells' story of a

man who invents a machine which carries him from
the 19th century into an amazing world of the future.

FEBRUARY SUMMARY
Unless the impending talent strike

in Hollywood should result in a with-

drawal of some announced releases,

February will see the largest number

of features put into circulation in some

months. At this writing, no less than

23 films are listed for release. The

breakdown, company-by-company is as

follows: United Artists, four; 20th Cen-

tury-Fox, Columbia and Paramount,

three each; Universal, Warner Bros.,

Allied Artists and American-Interna-

tional, two each; M-G-M and Buena

Vista, one.

April

PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES CinemaScope. Metro-

Color. DorfT Dav David Nlven. Janis Paige. Producer

Joe Pasternak. Director Cnarles Walters. Comic ex-

periences of N. Y. couple and their children. •

Coming

ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN CinemaScope,
MetroColor. Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges. Producer

Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Michael Curtiz.

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaSc^-
Color. Robert Wagner, Natalie Wood. Susan Koh-

ner. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Michael

Anderson.

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope. MetroColor. Judy

Holliday Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-

tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit.

BEN HUR Panavision. Technicolor. Clorlton Heston.

Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd. Haya Harareet. Pro-

ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. B^>-

lical spectacle. 212 min. 11/23/55.

BUTTERFIELD 8 Elizabeth Taylor. Laurence Harvey.

Producer Pandro S. Berman Director Daniel Mann.

Adaptation of John O'Hara's novel.

CIMARRON (Metrocolor) Glenn Ford, Maria Schell

Anne Baxter. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director

Anthony Mann.

HOME FROM THE HILL CinemaScope. Metrocolor.

Robert Mitchum Eleanor Parker. Producer Edmund
Grainger. Director Vincente Minnelli. Film version of

William Humphrey's novel dealing with conflict be-

tween family.

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter. Pat Crowley.

Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Phil Carson.

PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rqoney, Terry

Moore Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas.

Story of delinquents at an exclusive bays military

academy.

SUBTERRANEANS, THE CinemaScope. Metrocolor.

Leslie Caron, George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed.

Director Ranald MacDougall. Film version of Jack

Kerouac's novel.

TEMPTATION Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde, Joseph

Cotten. Producer Goffredo Lombardo. Director Nun-

nally Johnson.

THE DAY THEY ROtBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray. Elizabeth Sellars, Hugh Griffith. Producer

Jules Buck. Director John Guilleenmin. Suspenseful

action-thriller of a sensational robbery.

PARAMOUNT

August

THE FIVE PENNIES Technicolor. Danny Kaye. Barbara

Bel Geddes, Louis Armstrong Harry Guardino. Pro-

ducer Jack Rose. Director Melville Shjv«lson. Com-
edy-drama. Life story of iazzman Red Nichols. 117

S/ll

September

THAT KINO OF WOMAN Sophia Loren, Tab Hunter,

George Sanders. Producers Carlo Ponti, Marce"o
Girosi. Director Sidney Lumet. Comedy-drama. Rich

man's paramour chooses between financial security and
love of a young paratrooper. 92 min. 8/17.

October

BUT NOT FOR ME Clark Gable. Carroll Baker. Lee J.

Cobb. Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg, George
Seaton Director Walter Lang. Comedy. May-Decem-
ber romance between dynamic Broadway producer and
his actress-secretary. 105 min. 8/17.

JAYHAWKERS. THE Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Fess
Parker, Nicole Maurey. Producers Norman Panama.
Melvin Frank. Director Melvin Frank. Frontier Napo-
hon strives to make pre-Civil War Kansas his empire.
100 min. 10/24/59.
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November
CAREER Dean Martin, Anthony Franciosa, Shirley Mac-
Laine, Carolyn Jones. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Joseph Anthony. Drama. Ambitious young actor, strug-
gling toward stardom, encounters love, hardship frus-
tration. 105 min. 10/12/59.

December
LI'L ABNER Technicolor. Peter Palmer, Leslie Parrish
Stubby Kaye, Julie Newmar, Robert Strauss. Producer
Norman Panama. Director Melvin Frank. Musical-
comedy. Screen version of long-run Broadway show
based on Al Capp's Dogpatch characters. 114 min.
1 1/9/57.

January
A TOUCH OF LARCENY James Mason, Vera Miles.
Producer Ivan Foxwell. Director Guy Hamilton. Comedy
of Naval commander who maps an elaborate fraud
93 min.

February

JACK THE RIPPER Lee Patterson, Eddie Byrne, Betty
McDowall. Producer and Director—Robert S. Baker,
a
"1
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Berman
- Joseph E. Levine exploitation spe-

THE BIG NIGHT Randy Sparks, Dick Foran, Venetia
Stevens, Anna Lee. Producer Vern Alves. Director Sid-
ney Salkow. Story of young people on the loose.

CIRCUS STARS Technicolor. Russian release distrib-
uted by Paramount pursuant to agreement under the
auspices of the State Department. 47 min.

March
CHANCE MEETING Hardy Kruger, Micheline Presle
Producer David Deutsch. Director Joseph Losey. Young
artist, accused of murdering his mistress, attempts to
prove his innocence. 96 min.

HELLER IN PINK TIGHTS (formerly Heller With A
Gun) Technicolor. Sophie Loren, Anthony Quinn Mar-
garet O'Brien. Producers Carlo Ponti and Marcello
Gi Rosi. Director George Cukor. Theatrical troupe's
adventures in the old west.

JOVANKA AND THE OTHERS Van Heflin Silvana
Mangano, Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis.
Director Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Nazis
90 min.

April

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET Jerry Lewis. Joan Black-
nan. Prdoucer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog.
Screen version of (he Broadway hit by Gore Vidal.

Coming
BAY OF NAPLES VistaVision, Technicolor. Clark Gable,
Sophia Loren. Producer Jack Ross. Director Mei
Shavelson.

CINDERFELLA Technicolor, VistaVision. Jerry Lewis
Ed Wynn. Anna Marie Alberghetti. Erin O'Brien. Pro-
ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin.

BREATH OF SCANDAL, A Sophia Loren. Maurice
Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti and
Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtii.

NIGHT WITHOUT END Technicolor. William Holden,
Debbie Reynolds. Producers William Perlberg and
George Seaton.

ONE-EYED JACKS VistaVision, Technicolor. Marlon
Brando, Pina Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-
tor Marlon Brando. Western.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh, Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles,
John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock
Story based on Inner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert
Bloch.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY. THE VistaVision. Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire. Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter.
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-
boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

RAT RACE. THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan.

SAVAGE INNOCENTS Technirama, Technicolor. An-
thony Quinn, Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray.

UNDER TEN FLAGS Van Heflin, Charles Laughton.
Producer Dino DeLaurentis. Directors Duilio Coletti and
Silvio Narinano.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, France Nuyen, Michael Wilding, Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Jean Negulesco. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and hte Broadway play.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

August

BLUE DENIM CinemaScope. Carol Lynley. McDonaia
Carey. Producer Charles Brackatt. Director Philip
Dunne. Based on famous Broadway play. 89 min.

PRIVATE'S AFFAIR. A CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Sal
Mineo, Christine Carere, Gary Crosby. Producer D.
Weisbart. Director R. Walsh. Army comedy. 92 min.
8/3.

RETURN OF THE FLY Cinemascope. Vincent Price,
Brett Halsey. Producer B. Glasser. Director E. Bernds.
Sequel to "The Fly". 80 min. 7/20.

September

BLUE ANGEL, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. May
Britt, Curt Jurgens. Producer Jack Cummings. Director
Edward Dmytryk. Based on novel by Heinrich Mann.
107 min. 8/31/59.

OREGON TRAIL CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Producer
R. Einfeld. Director G. Fowler. Fred MacMurray, Nina
Shipman. Drama of 1844 Oregon dispute. 84 min. 8/17.

October

BEST OF EVERYTHING, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jean Negulesco.
Picturization of Rona Jaffa's best-seller. Hope Lanq.
Stephen Boyd. Suiy Parker. 121 min.

5 GATES TO HELL Cinemascope Patricia Owens,
Neville Brand. Producer-director J. Clavell. Ravaged
women in Indo-China. 98 min. 9/28/59.

MAN WHO UNDERSTOOD WOMEN, THE. CinemaScope,
DeLuxe Color. Henry Fonda, Leslie Caron. Producer-
director Nunnally Johnson. Filmiiation to Romain
Gary's novel. 105 min. 9/28/59.

November

BELOVED INFIDEL CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Greg-
ory Peck, Deborah Kerr, Eddie Albert. Director Henry
King. Producer Jerry Wald. Intimate story of F. Scott
Fitzgerald and Sheilah Graham. 132 min.

HOUND DOG MAN CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Carol
Lynley, Fabian. Producer Jerry Wald. Director D.
Siegel. Story of young love in the remote Kentucky
mountain country. 83 min. 11/9/59.

December

BLOOD AND STEEL RegalScope. Brett Halsey, Ziza
Rodann. Producer G. Corman. Director B. Kowalsky.
43 min. War story in South Pacific.

JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH Cinema-
Scope, Deluxe Color. Pat Boone, James Mason, Arlene
Dahl. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Levin.

Picturization of Jules Verne's novel. 132 min. 12/21.

July

January

A STORY ON PAGE ONE CinemaScope. Rita Hay-
worth, Anthony Franciosa. Producer Jerry Wald. Direc-
tor Clifford Odets. Drama of a woman plotting to

murder her husband. 123 min. 1/4.

ROOKIE, THE CinemaScope. Tommy Noonan, Pete
Marshall, Julie Newmer. Producer Tommy Noonan.
Director George O'Hanlon. Army training. Comedy.

SEVEN THIEVES CinemaScope Color. Edward G. Rob-
inson, Rod Steiger, Joan Collins. Six men and women
successfully rob a Monte Carlo casino.

February

SINK THE BISMARCK CinemaScope. Kenneth -More.
Dana Wynter. Producer and Director J. Bradbourne.

THE THIRD VOICE CinemaScope. Edmund O'Brien,
Julie London. Producer H. Cornfield. Drama of intrique
in a big city police station.

WHEN COMEDY WAS KING Charlie Chaplin, Buster
Keaton, Laurel and Hardy.

March

WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER CinemaScooe, De Luxe
Color. Ernie Kovacs. Margo Moore. Producer Mervyn
LeRoy. GI operates a lavish resort on a Pacific Island.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, Color. Montgomery Clift,

Lee Remick. Producer-director Elia Kazan. An elderly

woman successfully fights the Tennessee Valley

Authority.

April

DOG OF FLANDERS, A CinemaScope, Color. David
Ladd, Donald Crisp. Producer R. Radnitz. Director
J. Clark. 94 min.

MASTERS OF THE CONGO JUNGLE DeLuxe Color,
CinemaScope. Producer H. Storch. Director M. De
Roover.

173 FIGHTING MEN RegalScope.

May
BOBBIKINS Max Bygraves, Shirley Jones. Producer
O. Brodney. Director Robert Day.

CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope Orson Welles,
Juliette Greco. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director

Richard Fleischer.

STORY OF RUTH, THE Deluxe Color CinemaScope
Elana Eden. Stephen Boyd, Peggy Wood. Producer
Samuel G. Engel. Director Henry Koster. Story of a

biblical character.

June

DESIRE IN THE DUST. CinemaScope.

HIGH TIME DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Bing Crosby.
Fabian. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Blake
Edwards.

MURDER, INC. RegalScope. Producer Burt Balaban.

VALLEY OF THE REDWOODS RegalScope

Coming

CAN-CAN ITodd-AI Color. Frank Sinatra, Shirle>

MacLane, Maurice Chevalier. Producer Jack Cum-
mings. Director Walter Lang.

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Walter Warn
ger. Director Rouben Mamoulian.

FROM THE TERRACE DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Paui
Newman, Joanne Woodward. Director-producer Marl
Robson.

LET'S MAKE LOVE Marilyn Monroe, Frank Sinatra

Fred Astaire. Director George Cukor. Producer Jerri

Wald.

SONS AND LOVERS Joan Collins. Wendy Hiller. Fro

ducer Jerry Wald. Director Jack Cardiff.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Ray Stricklyn

Merry Anders. Story of the teenage life of the notor

ious outlaw.

UNITED ARTISTS

August

CRY TOUGH John Saxon, Linda Cristal. Producer
Harry Kleiner. Director Paul Stanley. Drama with

N. Y. background. 83 min. 8/3.

DEVIL'S DISCIPLE. THE Burt Lancaster, Kirk Douglas,
Sir Laurence Olivier. Producer Harold Hecht. Direc-

tor Guy Hamilton. Filmiiation of famous Shaw play.

82 min. 8/17.

RABBIT TRAP, THE Ernest Borgnine. Producer Harry
Kleiner. Director Phillip Leacock. Man realizes he is

caught in economic trap—his job. 72 min. 7/20.

September

INSIDE THE MAFIA Cameron Mitchell. Producer Rob-
ert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn. Action drama.
72 min. 9/28/59.

October

COUNTERPLOT Forrest Tucker. Producer-director Kurt

Neumann. Action drama with Puerto Rican back-
ground. 74 min. 10/24/59.

TIMBUCTU Victor Mature, Yvonne DeCarlo. Director

Jacques Tourneur. Melodrama about adventure in

French Sudan. 91 min. 10/24/59.

WONDERFUL COUNTRY, THE Color. Robert Mitchum,
Julie London. Producer Chester Erskine. Director

Robert Parrish. Film version of Tom Lea's best-seller.

94 min. 10/12/59.

TAKE A GIANT STEP Johnny Nash. Producer Julius

Epstein. Director Phitip Leacock. Drama based on the

Broadway play. 100 min. 12/7.

November

ODDS AGAINST TOMORROW Harry Belafonte, Robert
Ryan, Shelly Winters. Producer-director Robert Wise.

Taut drama of a bank robbery. 95 min. 10/12/59.

SUBWAY IN THE SKY Van Johnson, Hildegarde Neff.

Producer John Temple-Smith and Patrick Filmer-Sankey.
Post-war melodrama. 85 min. 9/14/59.

December

SOLOMON AND SHEBA Color. Yul Brynner. Gina
Lollobrigida. Producer Ted Richmond. Director King

Vidor. Biblical spectacle in SuperTechnirama-70 and

color. 139 min. 1/4/40.

January

DOG'S BEST FRIEND, A Bill Williams, Marcia Hender-
son. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L. Cahn.

Comedy. 70 min.

GUNFIGHTERS OF ABILENE Buster Crabbe, Judith

Ames. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L. Cahn.

Western. 47 min.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY David Niven, Mitzie Gaynor.

!

Producer Ralph Fields. Director David Miller. Roman-
tic Comedy based on Broadway hit. 81 min. 11/23/59.,

February

ON THE BEACH Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner. Fred
{

Astaire, Anthony Perkins. Producer-director Stanjeyj

Kramer. Film version of Nevil Shute's provocative

best-seller. 133 min. 12/7/59.

TAKE A GIANT STEP Johnny Nash, Rudy Dee. Pro-|

ducer Jules L. Epstein. Director Phillip Leacock. Drama
|

of a negro teenager. 100 min. 12/7/59.

THE PUSHER Kathy Caryle, Felice Orlandi. Producers

Gene Milford and Sid Katz, Director Gene Milford.[

Action drama. 81 min.

VICE RAID Mamie Van Doren, Brad Dexter. Producer
Robert E. Kent, Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action drama.
71 min.
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March November
UGITIVE KIND, THE Marlon Brando. Anna Magnani
oanne Woodward. Producer Martin Jurow Director
idnev Lumet. Bated on Tennessee Williams' and Rich-
rd Shepherd's Broadway play.

iKLAHOMA TERRITORY Bill Williams. Gloria Talbot
roducer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. 47

A pril

OY AND THE PIRATE, THE Color. Producer Burt
ordcn. Fantasy-comedy.

HREE CAME TO KILL .Formerly House on Airport
rive). Cameron Mitchell. Steve Brodie. Producer
jobert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action drama

NFORGIVEN, THE Color. Burt Lancaster, Audrey
epburn. Producer James Hill. Director John Huston,
'idescreen Western.

May
AUANT HOURS. THE James Cagney. Producer-Direc-
r Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval hero
klmiral Halsey.

OOSE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis. Ted De Corsia.
oducer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn.

June

IGHTF'IGHTERS, THE (formerly A Terrible Beauty!
ibert Mitchum, Dan O'Herlihy. Anne Heywood. Pro-
icer Raymond Stross. Director Taylor Garnett. Story

ish Rebellion.

Coming
-AMO. THE John Wavne. Richard Widmark Lau-
!nce Harvey. Producer-director John Wayne. Historic
lie Western.

•ARTMENT, THE Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine
ed MacMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder. Ro-
intic comedy.

LOVE POSSESSED Picturiiation of Couiiens' novel.

MER GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster. Jean
inmofis, D»n Ameche. Producer Bernard Smith. Di-
litor Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller.

I
ODUS Paul Newman, Eva Marie Saint. Producer-

kector Otto Preminger. Filmiiation of Leon Uris'
st-seller.

.ADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner.

•ORIOUS BROTHERS, THE From Howard Fast novel.

HERIT THE WIND Spencer Tracy, Fredric March,
Kne Kelly. Producer-director Stanley Kramer. From
oadway play.

IVITATION TO A GUNFIGHT Donna Anderson.

ISFITS, THE Marilyn Monroe. Comedy.
'
"2RATION MURDER Tom Conway. Sandra Dome.

JI'AR LIKE A DOVE Comedy.
<:RGEANT. THE
EY CAN'T HANG ME

'"»ER BY THE TAIL

JUNES OF GLORY Color. Alec Guinness. John Mills.
Inducer Colin Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Com-
'<r"-drama of the British postwar army.

TO FOR THE SEESAW Elbabeth Taylor.

feiST SIDE STORY Producer-director Robert Wi
i-niiation of Broadway musical.

H3MAN CONFIDENTIAL

OMAN LIKE SATAN, A Color. Brigitte Bardot.

UNIVERSAL I NT' L

July

CRN TO BE LOVED Hugo Haas. Carol Morris. Pro-
c:er-director Haas. Unattractive seamstress is re-
ared to beauty by love. 62 min. 4/8.

|RSE OF THE UNDEAD Eric Fleming. Kathleen Crowley,
••ducer Joseph Gershenson. Director Edward Dein.
• rror-western. 7? min. 7/6.

ft MMY, THE Technicolor. Peter Cushing, Christopher
Producer Michael Careras. Director Terrence

• her. Egyptian mummy returns. 88 min. 7/4.

|IS EARTH IS MINE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Rock
fdson, Jean Simmons. Claude Rains. Producers Casey
fsinson, Claude Heilman. Director Henry King. Fam-
I conficts ripen during Prohibition-era on giant Cali-
*nia vineyard. 124 min. 5/11.

October

»LOW TALK Color. CinemaScope. Rock Hudson,
* -

's Day. Tony Randall, Thelma Ritter. Producers
IRs Hunter, Martin Melcher. Director Michael Gor-
B. Song writer interior decorator find romance a
*y business. 9/I4/S9. 102 min.

4-D MAN Color and Wide-Scr.en Robert Lansing.
Lee Mernweather. James Conqdon. Producer Jack H
Harris. Director Irwin S. Yeaworth. Jr. Science-fic-
tion melodrama. 85 min. 10/12/5?.

SAPPHIRE Eastman Color Nigel Patrick Yvonne
Mitchell. Michael Craig. Paul Massle. Producer Michael
Relph. Director Basil Dearden. Mystery dealing w th
racial problem. 92 min. 7/20.

December

OPERATION PETTICOAT Eastman Color. Cary Grant
Tony Curtis. Joan O'Brien. Dina Merrill. Producer Rob-
ert Arthur. Director Blake Edwards Admiral recalls
his hilarious World War II days 120 min. 1 1/9/59

January

OTHELLO Color. Based on Shakespeare's classic which
is being released under the Russian cultural exchange
program. This is the story of the Moor and how his
downfall was plotted. 120 min.

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE. THE Mickey
Rooney. Mamie Van Doren. Fay Spain Mel Torme
Marty Milner. Tuesday Weld. Paul Anka. Cecil Kella-
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith.
Rooney. Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people
on a bus are taken by a parallel to the Garden of
Eden and its temptations. 87 min.

February

FOUR FAST GUNS James Craiq. Mar'hi Vickers. Ed-
gar Buchanan. Producer William J. Hole. Jr. Drama
about the hiring of a town tamer who brought law
and order to the town of Purgatory. 73 min. 11/23/59.

HELL BENT FOR LEATHER Color and CinemaScope
Audle Murphy, Felicia Farr, Stephen McNally. Pro-
ducer Gordon Kay. Director George Sherman. Out-
door adventure. 80 min.

March

HEAD OF A TYRANT Color. Widescreen. Massimo
Girotti. Isabelle Corey Renato Baldinl, Lucia Banti.

Director Fernando Gerghio. Story of the annihilation
of the people of Central Asia in ancient times.

April

SNOW QUEEN, THE Eastman Color. Art Linkletter,

Sandra Dee. Patty McCormack, Tommy Kirk. Producer
Robert Faber. Animal version of Hans Christian Ander-
sen fairy tale. 70 min. 12/7/59.

Coming

LEECH. THE Coleen Gray, Grant Williams. Gloria
Talbot. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving drug
and turns murderess.

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Anthony Quinn. Lana Turner
Producer Ross Hunter, Director Michael Gardor. Adap
tation of Broadway play by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts.

SPARTACUS ITechnirama) . Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Lawrence Olivier, Jean Simmons. Tony Curtis. Charles
Laughton. Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-
tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
his undying love.

WARNER BROTHERS

Julv

HERCULES Dyaliscope, Eastman Color. Steve Reeves.
Producer Federico Teti. Director Pietro Francisci. Ad-
ventures of the Greek god. 107 min. 6/8.

NUN'S STORY, THE Technicolor. Audrey Hepburn.
Peter Finch. Producer Henry Blanke. Director Fred
Zinnemann. Filmiiation of Kalherine C. Hulme's best-

seller. 149 min. 5/11.

August

JOHN PAUL JONES Technirama, Technicolor. Robert
Stack, Bette Davis. Producer Samuel Bronston. Direc-

tor John Farrow. Biography of U.S. naval hero. 124

September

LOOK BACK IN ANGER Richard Burton. Claire Bloom,
Marv Ure. Producer Harry Saltiman. Director Tony
Richardson. Priie-winning drama of an angry young
man. 99 min. 8/31/59.

YELLOWSTONE KELLY Technicolor. Clint Walker, Edd
Byrris, Andra Martin. Director Gordon Douglas. U.S.
cavalry battles Indians. 91 min. 8/17.

October

F.B.I. STORY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart. Vera
Miles. Producer-director Mervyn LeRoy. History of

investigation agency. 149. min. 8/17.

November

A SUMMER PLACE Technicolor. Richard Egan. Dor-
othy McGuire. Sandra Dee. Producer-director. Delmer
Daves. Film drama of Sloan Wilson's best seller. 130

min. 10/12/59.

—30— Jack Webb is star producer, director. News-
paper drama. 94 min. 11/9/59.

December

THE MIRACLE Technirama-Technicolor. Carroll Baker.
Roger Moore Producer. Henry Blanke Director. Irving
Rapper Spectacular romance based on - •

Mai Reinhardt stage production. 121 min. 11/9/59.

January

CASH M' CALL Technicolor James Garner. Natalie
Wood Producer Henry Blanke. Director Joseph
Pevney. Cameron Hewley's best-seller of the world
of high finance. 102 min. 12/21.

February

BRAMBLE BUSH, THE Technicolor. Richard Burton
Barbara Rush Producer Milton Sperling Director
Daniel Petrie. Charles Mergendehl's novel about a

small New England town.

THE RISE AND FALL OF LEGS DIAMOND Ray Danton
Karen Steele. Producer Milton Sperlinq. Director
Budd Boetticher. The life of a notorious qanqster of

the 1920s

March
GUNS OF THE TIMBERLAND Technicolor. Alan Ladd
Jeanne Craln. Frankie Avalon Producer Aaron Spell-

ing. Director, Robert D W*bb An adventure drama
of lumbermen and their women.

April

TALL STORY Technicolor. Anthony Perkins_ Jane
Fonda. Producer-director Joshua Loqan. Romantic com-
edy based on Broadway stage hit by Lindsay and
Crouse.

THIS REBEL BREED Rita Moreno. Mark Damon. Pro-

ducers William Rowland and Robert H Yamin. Direc-

tor Richard L. Bare. A story of iuvenile delinquency.

May
MALAGA IFormerly Moment Of Dangerl Trevor How-
ard, Dorothy Dandridge. Edmund Purdom Producer

Thomas Cly^e. Director. Laslo Benedek. A suspense

drama filmed in European locations.

Coming

CRANES ARE FLYING. THE The first Rus-.iln film tn

der the cultural aareement. Tatyan* S^mi-il""* Al*»j

Batalov Director Mikhail Kalatoiov. Drama of love and
war. 94 min. 12/7/59.

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS. THE Robert

Preston, Dorothy McGuire. Producer Michael Garrison.

Director Delbert Mann.

ICE PALACE Technicolor. Richjrd Burton. Robert R/an.

Carolyn Jones. Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Blanke

Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferbers novel of

Alaska.

OCEAN'S 11 Frank Sinatra Dean Martin S-nn»
Davis. Jr.. Peter Lawford. Director Lewis Milestone.

RACHEL CADE Technicolor. Angie Dickinson. Peter

Finch Roger Moore Director Gordon Douglas. Pro-

ducer Henry Blanke. Charles Mercer's best-selling

novel of Africa.

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy. Producer Dore Schary. Director Vincent J.

Donehue.

THE CROWDED SKY Technicolor. Dana Andrews
Rhonda Fleming. Efrem Zimbalist. Jr. Producer Mi-

chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drama
of modern aviation.

THE SUNDOWNERS Technicolor. Deborah Kerr. Robert

Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of the

Australian frontier.

TRIAL OF SERGEANT RUTLEDGE, THE Iformerly Cap-
tain Buffalo) Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter. Constance
Towers. Producers Pat Ford and Willis Goldbeck.
Director John Ford. An unusual story of justice in the

post-Civil War west.
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Newsmakers
Audiences Ready for

Serious Films—Kramer
Producer-director Stanley Kramer,
speaking to the press in New
York, pointed to the spectacular

boxoffice performance and un-

usual critical and public acclaim

accorded his "On the Beach" as

ample evidence that audiences
around the world are ready for

important and serious pictures.

Kramer disclosed a $1,288,467
gross for the six domestic en-

gagements of "Beach" in just

five weeks since its 18-city global

premiere. "Audiences today,"
said Kramer, (seen at press con-

fab with his publicity aides, Myer
P. Beck, left, and distribution

representative George J. Shaefer)

"are interested in seeing honest,

realistic motion pictures that

have something dramatic and
significant to say about the world

they live in."

Showman of Year

Joseph E. Levine, president

of Embassy Pictures, was
named "Showman of the

Year" by the Variety Club
of New York. The dynamic
New Englander, who set

the industry on its ear with

his vast "Hercules" pro-

motion last year, will be
honored at a special invi-

tational luncheon, Feb. 15,

at the Hotel Astor.

Award to Warner
Milestone Award winner Jack L. War-
ner, president of Warner Bros., re-

ceives plaque from Gary Cooper at

the eighth annual Screen Producers
Guild Awards dinner, in Beverly Hills.

Long Run Set for 'Can-Can'

Twentieth-Fox's "Can-Can" will open at

the Carthay Circle Theatre in Hollywood.
March 10, kicking off one of the longest
theatre leases ever signed—a roadshow
engagement for an anticipated two full

years. At signing of contracts in Holly-

wood: Fox executive producer Buddy Ad-
ler, seated, flanked by, left to right. Spen-
cer Leve, head of Fox West Coast Thea-
tres; Ted Tedford, National Theatres exec-
utive; Shirley MacLaine, one of the sfars
of "Can-Can"; Jack Cummings, producer
of the Todd-AO extravaganza, and Roy
Evans, NT executive.

MPI Negotiating

Exhibition's hope of purchasing top
films in the post-1948 libraries for

distribution to movie houses and,
perhaps, television moved a step
nearer reality recently when repre-

sentatives of Motion Picture Inves-

tors, Inc., opened negotiations with

the major film companies in New
York. The talks had been announced
previously by Ben Marcus (above),

whose plan for the acquisition of

post-'58's had been incorporated

into the one proposed by MPI. The
names of the majors have not as

yet been revealed. Marcus said

that the distributors would make
three times more by selling to MPI
than they would if they disposed of

the films outright to television in-

terests. Marcus suggested that all

product acquired by MPI for release

to theatres be pooled and then
handed out to the various com-
panies for distribution. He expressed
confidence that MPI would be able

to raise $5,000,000 through stock

subscriptions. He said $2,000,000
would come from exhibition, and
the rest from a public offering of

MPI stock by underwriters. He said

another $20,000,000 to $25,000,-

000 could be obtained in loans. He
hoped to see the plan in operation

by the end of the year. And in that

regard, news of over-subscriptions

in two territories came at almost the

same time to bolster his beliefs.

At the stock subscription meeting in

Chicago, over $70,000 was sub-

scribed, with more than $40,000
pledged in future subscriptions. The
Milwaukee area quota of $32,500
also was over-subscribed.

PetAonallif.

Robert S. Benjamin, UA board
chairman, will be honored by

the company's 23-week sales

drive . . . Voting started over

the weekend for nominations
of the five best pictures in the

Academy Awards sweepstakes
. . . Paramount's Telemeter
subsidiary is touting the in-

augural of toll TV in the

Queens section of N. Y. in

1961 . . . Max E. Youngstein
holds kick-off luncheon on
1960 Brotherhood Week drive

Feb. 4 at Astor Hotel, N. .Y.
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Too Muvli of

A Cooti Thing
Theatremen have argued, with merit,

that producers and distributors have

been abusing a good thing in overdoing

the roadshow routine. They can point to

three instances within the past year of

unwise decisions to adopt the hard-

ticket policy for films that would have

fared better for all concerned in gen-

eral release. These were Samuel Gold-

wvn's "Porgy and Bess" and Buena

Vista's two, "Sleeping Beauty" and

"The Big Fisherman".

Two recent Allied States Association

bulletins discuss the roadshow issue,

contrasting United Artists' wise dis-

tribution policy on "Solomon and

Sheba" with the disappointing results

from the two Disney-sponsored films.

The bulletin praises UA's application of

"Solomon's wisdom" in the manner of

releasing its biblical spectacle.

In Detroit, for instance, the bulletin

notes that the picture is showing on a

continuous, non-hard ticket basis and

smashing three-year-old house marks at

the United Artists Theatre. And, as

clinching proof of the efficacy of the

general release pattern in this instance,

the admission prices of SI.65 top are

reaping greater returns than hard-ticket

prices of S2.50-S3.00 ever did.

Another facet of "Solomon's wis-

dom," observes Allied, is the method

United Artists is employing to break the

picture—35 mm—and the number of

prints being made available so that it

"can get out of the way of the many
biblical pictures coming into the market.

"We suggest," continues the bulletin,

"that United Artists keep Solomon on
as adviser for, in his wisdom, he knows
the danger of over-pricing a picture at

the boxoffice, and, it appears, has

warned his associates of the boxoffice

spoilage that will occur if the picture

doesn't flow on down into the market

. . . Some of the other companies might
well use Solomon as an adviser for he

would quickly point out the millions

of dollars lost through exclusive runs,

hard ticket sales, and withholding the

picture from the general public until

old and stale."

The second bulletin by the exhibitor

organization alleges that "Buena Vista

and the industry lost millions of dol-

lars in revenue in the handling of

'Sleeping Beauty . By the time this im-

portant piece of merchandise was put

into general release in 35 mm, spoilage,

due to age, resulted in little public in-

terest in the picture." It might have

been added that Wall Street's cogni-

zance of the pale performance of "Sleep-

ing Beauty" was reflected by a sharp

decline in the market price of the com-

pany's shares. And the Disney financial

statement for last year showed it, too.

As for "The Big Fisherman", this

was generally regarded as a roadshow

flop. We are not second-guessing, be-

cause the Film BULLETIN review in

the issue of July 6, 1959, said this: " The

Big Fisherman' should roll up hand-

some grosses in the mass market.

Whether it has the overall strength to

stand up as a hard-ticket attraction is

questionable. Several faults inherent in

the film figure to mitigate against it in

roadshow engagements, but will be

overlooked in general release."

Subsequent events certainly appear

to support this opinion, and now, the

Allied bulletin contends, Buena Vista

is further impairing the boxoffice poten-

tial of this picture in the subsequent run
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engagements by insisting on week runs

only.

"When will distributors realize", the

bulletin asks, "the fallacy of advertising

pictures, pumping up public interest and

then failing to make the merchandise

available to the public? Until they ac-

cept the principle that picture spoilage-

is a grave source of loss in the industry,

thej will continue to throw awa\ mil-

lions of dollars in revenue."

With communications speeded up to

a dazzling tempo, the public today

rarely has to wait more than a few

hours after an event takes place to wit-

ness it on television. Similarly, jet flights

are cutting travel to a bare minimum,

and credit buying allows people to have

what they want when they want it. If

the public sets its mind on something, it

has grown accustomed to getting it

without delay.

While show business exhibition tech-

niques vary from this principle to some

degree, in that really great attractions

can run on for long periods of time,

and at advanced admission scales, the

less-than-great movies must be handled

more in the jet age manner. In too many
cases they have been presented to the

public in horse-and-buggy style.

if u Siriht* —

W hoi Course
iJ.xh ihiiio#i *?

Both the Screen Actors Guild and

the film companies gained a much-

needed respite when the expiration date

of the present contract between the two

w as extended indefinitely. And although

the board of directors of SAG in pro-

ceeding to ask the Guild membership

for authorization to call a strike if their

terms are not met, the delay affords both

sides invaluable time to negotiate

—

which is all to the good of everyone in

the industry.

This much we must assume: the con-

(Continued on Page 20)
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Liquidation of the Pre-' 48

Feature Libraries— Was It

BOON or BLUNDER?
By LEONARD COULTER 0

No major film company has yet admitted its intention to dis-

pose of the television rights to its post- 1948 features, but the

>dds are ten to one that I960 will be the decisive year.

The talent guilds' demands for a percentage of the revenues

rom such disposals indicate clearly that the boys in the back

oom have more than an inkling of what is afoot.

Exhibitors, too, have been debating the probability of post-

1948 TV deals and wondering what they could do about them

n self-defense.

And down in Wall Street certain financial groups which have

>een combing the stock lists for "bargain buys'' in the low-price

peculative issues have lately been tipping motion picture securi-

ies to those who prefer a Stock Exchange gamble to a couple

»f days with Mabel at Santa Anita or Hialeah. They, too, fore-

ee the likelihood of low-tax revenues during the next eighteen

months accruing to the leading Hollywood companies from

ales of feature films to TV.

It is, therefore, a matter of urgency for all concerned in the

lotion picture industry, be they employees, stock speculators,

ankers, artists, writers or exhibitors, to study as dispassionately

s possible the consequences of the last sell-out to television and

he likely results of another.

The first moves to take Hollywood's old product out of stor-

ge came just before Christmas of 1955 when Thomas F.

)'Neill, a close personal friend of Howard Hughes, decided

lat RKO, which he had bought from Hughes, would be more

aluable dead than alive despite his earlier pronouncements that

e intended to continue in active production of feature films.

,
For some 740 full length pictures and about 1,000 short sub-

Jets he received 515,200,000, and though it seemed a great deal

f money a: the time subsequent events suggest that O'Neill

rove a paltry bargain indeed. But he was in a hurry to liquidate

>KO from the ranks of the major producing studios, as he did

)on afterwards by selling the company's film-making properties

) Desilu.

O'Neill, however, was a johnny-come-latelv in the business

ith no particular loyalties to it, and had it not been for his

agerness to take advantage of the capital gains provisions of

ie income-tax regulations it is doubtful whether Hollywood
ould have so readily unlocked its vaults to TV.

Long before O'Neill put his sell-and-run operation into mo-

(Leonard Coulter, author of this article, was trained on the
iFinoncial Times of London and on the London Economist.
Apart from his editorial contributions to Film BULLETIN, he
'has on international reputation as a writer on financial matters.

tion several companies had been approached, both by TV net-

works and TV distributors; but they had held back from any

commitment. Firstly, they feared to antagonize their exhibitor

customers, without whose goodwill their main business might

suffer seriously. Secondly, movie theatre attendances had been

dropping sharply since the launching of television and it seemed

nonsensical to strengthen, even with old films, a medium which

had become so directly competitive. Thirdly, with no precedent

to rely upon, it was difficult to determine a reasonable price

for the TV rights to a pre- 1948 movie, whether sold or leased

direct or handled by an agent, factor or distributor.

At least one of these objections lost much of its validity as a

result of the RKO transaction, The battlements had been

breached. Television was to offer some of Hollywood's best

vintage product to home viewers for the first time. The com-

pany president who stood idly on the sidelines might find him-

self frozen out—and with various groups of dissident stock-

holders hot on the warpath that was a risk not lightly to be

assumed.

Warners Follows RKO

So one by one the producing companies dusted off their old

pictures and put them on the market. Warner Bros, rather hur-

riedly—and perhaps under the pressure of banker Serge Semen-

enko—dumped its pre-'48 library on the TV market for a mere

21 million dollars. Subsequent backlog sales were for substan-

tially higher figures. As far as can be estimated the total received

to date from all such sales approximates to 5185,500,000.

From the moment these deals were arranged movie attend-

ances across the country began to shrink at a more rapid rate,

just as the televising of baseball games, championship boxing

matches and other spectator sports had affected ticket sales.

From an over-all industry point of view the decline could not

have occurred at a worse time, for it came close on the heels of a

remarkable new series of developments in the film industry,

including wide-screen presentation systems such as Cinerama

and Cinemascope which had, for the first time for several years,

reawakened public interest in moviegoing and unglued a host

of people from their TV screens. A pot of gold which the

industry had spent to recapture the so-called "lost audience''

might as well have been spilled down the nearest drain.

How important have these old feature films been to tele-

vision? A glance at the TV page of any metropolitan news-

paper reveals big advertisements announcing the "premiere"

(or, perhaps, the tenth repeat run) of one or more old fav-

orites. The ads are usually larger than those for any of TV's

(Coiitintwd on Page 10)
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TOP-NOTCH METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Presents

AN ANDREWandVIRGINIA STONE ProdiADVENTURE SUSPENSE."
— Variety

"Hard-hitting. Will appeal to everyone."
-M. P. Herald

"Spine-tingling suspense. Spectacular Metro-

color. Profitable grosser."— Boxoffice

"Audience will sit on edge of their seats.

Masterful."—M. P. Exhibitor

"Superb! Realistic! Fine dramatic entertain-

ment."— Film Daily

"Smashing story, swiftly told."—M. P. Daily

"One of most spectacular ever filmed." Starring

— Hollywood Reporter

"Will probably not be surpassed as pure

excitement for months."— Variety {Daily)

Mamng

ROBERT STACK- DOROTHY MALI
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BIG BOX-OFFICE LAUNCHING!
WATCH SUSPENSEFUL SHOWMANSHIP IN FIRST

ENGAGEMENTS! (Feb. 18th) San Francisco, St. Louis,

Buffalo, Columbus, Toledo, Fresno, Norfolk, Richmond,

Sacramento, Stockton, San Jose. (Feb. l£th) Charlotte.

Los Angeles saturation bookings

start Feb. 24th. Texas saturations

Feb.25th. More to come!

•
Written and Directed by ANDREW L STONE



BOON OR BLUNDER?

Old Features Fitted Void tor TV
(Continued from Page 7)

own original fare. Whereas, in the early days, the movies were

almost all on the "late" or the "late, late" shows, they soon

took over some of TV's choicer viewing hours. The effect on

the theatre boxoffice was devastating.

During the years 1956, 1957 and 1958 movie admissions

reached their nadir. Compilations prepared by the Sindlinger

Research organization show clearly the diminution in boxoffice

business as the televising of old films went its merry way:

Average Weekly Attendance

1955 47,800,000

1956 46,500,000

1957 43,100,000

1958 39,600,000

By 1959, when many of the top-rank films had been played,

replayed and played again and had ceased to be a prime TV
attraction, the motion picture boxoffice started to recover. Simon

H. Fabian, president of the Stanley Warner Corporation, re-

cently estimated the year's admissions at 51,000,000 for a total

of $1,200,000,000. The U. S. Department of Commerce year-end

analysis also quoted 1959 boxoffice receipts at Si.2 billions

—

a 7 per cent increase over the figures for the previous twelve

months.

This, then, is the statistical evidence of the effect of televised

films on theatre business: a clear indication that it was at least as

damaging as exhibitors had predicted it would be. On the one

hand, producing companies had picked up from their backlog

sales perhaps $100,000,000 during the three critical boxoffice

years. On the other, the amount of public money spent on going

to the movies dropped by an estimated $100,000,000 in the same

period, divided between exhibitors and producers. Thus, with-

out taking into account the population increase which had

occurred during the period, or the gain in the nation's dispos-

able income, it is obvious that even if based purely on boxoffice

figures any idea that the producing companies did handsomely

out of their backlog disposals is a myth—especially as they had

deprived themselves of any theatrical re-release incomes from

the features thus sold.

Movies—"Cheap" Buy for TV

What is more, they had turned a revival of moviegoing,

thanks to the new technical developments, into a retrogression.

They had also filled with old films an immense amount of TV
programming time which, in other circumstances, could well

have been occupied with special program material made by the

TV subsidiaries of the motion picture companies. What this

represents in financial loss is well-nigh incalculable.

The nation's TV sponsors were only too glad to have "cheap"

films at their disposal. On an average, an Ed Sullivan, Perry

Como or Steve Allen show costs at least $90,000 per program.

Some of TV's more exotic spectaculars run away with more

than $500,000, as was the case, for instance, with "Wonderful

Time" which cost a reputed $600,000. Even the half-hour estab-

lished "regulars", such as "Father Knows Best", have a

$40,000 budget.

These prodigious expenditures mean that TV stations have

available a vast amount of "filler" time to be used at relatively

low cost. The voracity of television's appetite is astonishing. A
station operating from 7 a.m. to midnight eats up 6,205 hours

a year. This represents a total of 24,820 hours annually in a four-

channel city—an enormous market which, had it not been for

old films, Hollywood may have served with product of the kind

it is particularly well qualified to produce, and which would be

of a non-theatrical nature. All of the companies have been mak-

ing strenuous efforts to produce TV programs. Only Columbia's

Screen Gems and Warner Brothers have succeeded in breaking

into the field to any marked extent. Allowing for their suc-

cesses, however, a computation of network programming shows

that a mere fragment of available time—certainly not more than

10 per cent—is occupied by product emanating from the motion

picture studios. And the reason is obvious: their specially-made

programs have been competing, on unequal terms, with the pre-
(

1948 feature films made in those self-same studios. Hollywood
i

has been battling with itself.

Decline in Profits

Another test of the industry's wisdom in selling full-length

features to TV is its financial experience since Tom O'Neill

opened the floodgates nearly four years ago. How did the major

companies fare in the three crucial years of maximum exposure

of the "oldies" on TV? The five major producers suffered a

combined decline in net profits before taxes during the years
,

1956, 1957 and 1958 of more than $50,000,000 compared with

the three preceding years—even after allowing for TV revenues

—and have since, in four cases, sold or optioned part or whole

of their property holdings in California.

It is difficult, therefore, to escape the conclusion that the

motion picture industry was doing better before the backlog

deals than it was after them.

At the last convention of the Theatre Owners of America

Samuel Rosen, executive vice-president of the extremely pro-

gressive and prosperous Stanley Warner Corporation, put into

angry words what a great many exhibitors have been saying:

"This is what I call the great betrayal, the sale of motion

pictures to television. I know of no other industry since the

beginning of time in which the manufacturer has permitted the '

very same merchanise which he has sold to his regular customers

over a score or more years, to be used to compete against, and

help destroy, those very same customers ... In such a posture I
'

think every exhibitor in this country has a right to tell the dis-

tributors again and again and again that they violate every

canon of business ethics and morality in licensing their films

(and they are our films, too) to television. And we have the

right to tell them this has gone far enough; that it should not

happen again."

Mr. Rosen's indignation is understandable, but the current

situation calls for reason rather than rhetoric; fact rather than

phobia. And the unvarnished truth is that on the basis of the

industry figures for 1956, 1957 and 1958 the companies' sales to

television had a boomerang effect.

They appear, indeed, to indicate lack of good business judg-

ment at the top: yet in fairness it must be said that special cir-
j

cumstances had arisen around the time of Tom O'Neill's pre-
j

cipitate sell-out which made opportunism seem like the right

policy.
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BOON OR BLUNDER?

l*ost-' til Films Pose i'tir iirvtttvr Mt inu

f

Such is the nature of the motion picture business that it can-

not be governed by the standard procedures of industrial logis-

tics or left to the tender mercies of even the ablest management

consultant. It is compounded of a great many uncertainties float-

ing on an ocean of public caprice. All the long-term planning

in the world will not ensure a boxoffice hit, and there is a classic

story in the Warner archives about a trailer made to advertise

an unimportant western which turned out so well that it was

expanded into a full-length and highly profitable picture.

i It is this Reno-esque quality about films which has kept its

stalwarts stubbornly optimistic even in times of direct adversity

and, in the absence of scientific yardsticks with which to gauge

the future, highly susceptible to the unexpected windfall. And

this particular apple fell to the ground at a time when the air

was filled with perplexities. There were rumblings of a "new-

mood" for motion pictures. Gone were the halcyon days when a

company like Universal, for instance, could reap a rich, ripe

harvest from medium-budget, family-type films. Bigger, costlier,

more spectacular features shot on location—often overseas

—

bad captured the public fancy. Established boxoffice stars, the

kind of people needed to bolster such productions, were de-

manding extravagant participation deals or seemingly "impos-

sible" terms and salaries. And yet. every such picture made away

from the Hollywood studio increased, almost to the crippling

point, the overhead costs of maintaining a studio which could

no longer earn its keep.

To reduce the element of risk in what has, even in the best

of times, been a high-risk industry, some companies took refuge

lin financing or co-production arrangements under which inde-

pendent producing companies, mostly controlled by former

contract stars, became responsible for making and delivering a

film, with the Hollywood company finding or guaranteeing part

bf the capital, promoting and selling the finished product under

in exclusive distribution and profit-sharing contract.

The money for this type of operation, film company spokes-

Tien say. came from the proceeds of the backlog sales to TV.

Had it not been for these revenues, the "new" films demanded

jy the public could never have been made and the product short-

age would have been more acute than ever. United Artists, for

instance, has made that assertion that every penny it has earned

from its TV sales has been ploughed back into the manufac-

ture of theatrical motion pictures. It is held, too, that the

exposure of Hollywood films on television—even those of

ancient vintage—helped recreate public interest in this form of

entertainment and contributed to the boxoffice recovery which

manifested itself during 1959

There is possibly merit in these arguments, but so is there in

the belief that indifferent TV programming, the quiz and pay-

ola scandals and the outflow of more adult themes from Holly-

wood resulting from a relaxation of the so-called "morals code"

ia\ e contributed to public disenchantment w ith the home-screen

medium.

Yet the inescapable fact remains that when the Hollywood

companies were supposedly pouring their TV revenues back

into films, audiences were declining. Thus, if there is logic in

the defense put up by the industry's chieftains there is equal

logic, at least, in the assumption that the sale of the post- 1948

backlogs, such as is now in contemplation, \sould almost cer-

tainly bring about a repetition of the audience shrinkage seen

on the previous occasion—probably to a more acute degree.

Because they are less "dated", still fresh in the minds of

younger people, have a higher percentage of A-class to B-class

production, and reflect the vast technical improvements in film

production over the past twelve years, the post- 1948s on TV
would pose a far greater threat to the motion picture industry's

welfare than their vintage predecessors. It does not appear to

be the essence of wisdom to raise cash to pour into new films

for fewer and fewer patrons.

Some astute folk in the motion picture business feel that a

wiser policy for Hollywood to pursue would be to swing back

into the production of more well-made, carefully-engineered

pictures in the non-blockbuster class. They contend that without

the competition of feature films on TV there could be re-estab-

lished a profitable market for such movies. There are others

who think that Hollywood's best chances of survival lie in

diversification into other industries, citing the classic example

THEY'LL DO IT EVERY TIME By Jimmy Hatlo

CHEDDAR IS VERY PICKY AND , 0 - YEAH ? WSLL,THEN,WHATS HE LOOK
CMOOSV ABOUT THE MOVIES HE'LL I AT UNTIL THREE A.M. PRACTICALLY

DEIGN TO SEE— EVERY DAY OC THE WEEK ?

of Stanley-Warner, once a movie theatre enterprise with rela-

tively modest net profit and now a diversified company (ladies'

nether garments) with a net income around the S5.000.000

mark.

It seems to me. however, that in the light of the encouraging

recovery at the boxoffice during 1959, and the prospect of still

further improvement in I960, based on the re-discovery of the

movie theatre by millions of TV-sated Americans, the industry's

biggest opportunity lies in the very field it knows best.

If the post- 1948 backlogs are unleased on television that

chance will vanish—perhaps forever. In effect, Hollywood

would be propping up, at its ow n prodigious expense, a com-

petitive industry whose shortcomings and weaknesses have only

recently been exposed.

The question, then, which faces all film company executives is

simply stated: Is Hollywood going to save TV, or save itself?

It's as simple as that.
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tfrw Outbid*
by ROLAND PENDARIS

These comments are being written in advance of the hearings

of the House subcommittee investigating indecency in the com-

munications media. It would be nice to find that the hearings

did not indict motion pictures or any other communications

medium; but I have a feeling that at least some of the comments

made to and by our legislators will imply that the dramatic and

narrative arts have been captured by Satan.

One of the most unfortunate tendencies of the various world's

of communication is that each adopts a "not me, but you" atti-

tude on questions of indecency. Newspapers adopt a holier-

than-thou attitude toward movie advertising, movie people

point indignantly to newspaper write-ups of sex and murder

cases, the press gets indignant about television programs or

commercials, television's champions accuse Hollywood of aes-

thetic incompetence, and so ad infinitum. What bothers me
about all this is that it always seems to be the obverse of the

same coin, censorship. The proposed solution is always some

type of government interference with freedom of expression.

0

I do not for a moment contend that any of the media are spot-

less and pure. Neither Hollywood nor press row nor broadcast-

ing has or will ever completely rid its ranks of the fast buck

operator who doesn't care how bad the stuff is as long as he can

find a customer. But in all the media the fast buck operator is

a minor fraction of the field; and, more importantly, he can be

dealt with under existing legislation.

If there is fault to be found, the fault is not with the com-

munications industries, but with the enforcement of existing

statutes—not requiring anything more than the regular police

power to move against indecency. This police power, of course,

cannot be invoked to force any communications medium to

interdict coverage of particular subjects, such as dope peddling,

extra-marital relationships or juvenile delinquency. However, it

certainly must operate against indecent or obscene material no

matter how provided.

Obviously, interpretations of indecency vary. It is this writer's

belief that, despite the approval of a Federal court, the unex-

purgated text of "Lady Chatterley's Lover" is indecent and

offensive. A United States Judge thought otherwise. In the last

analysis, every law is subject to judicial interpretation and gov-

ernmental application, and nobody is changing this system in

our country yet.

There is, of course, a thin line between the legally permissible

and the morally questionable. This thin line is the basic issue.

There are those who would muzzle all freedom of expression

to prevent the occasional offense that straddles the line. There

are those who would have the government regulate every movie

because an occasional movie is in bad taste, or who would censor

all books because some books contain deliberately shocking four

letter words.

I hope that the Congressional subcommittee will find some

way to protect freedom while preventing censorship. It worn

be easy.

0 0
Why is it that—
Everybody is so darned interested again in dramatizing tl

j

exploits of the gangsters of the twenties? Is this the avaij

garde of tomorrow's westerns?

So few ticket takers say thank you these days?

People who don't understand French still seem to pref

watching French pictures with English titles, rather than dubbc

into English?

The two hour television show is such a rarity, when so mar
|

movies seem to be getting longer and longer?

There hasn't been anywheres near the excitement about th

year's Oscar nomination races as in the past?

The theatres in my city never seem to know about unusu ,i

school holidays? (A couple of weeks ago, for example, the loci

junior high gave the kids three weekdays off in the middle (

the week, and no local theatre booked an appropriate marine

attraction.)

O O
There has been considerable to-do in the press over a fema

star's use of an unprintable (except in "realistic" novels) wor

on the occasion of the recent Screen Producers Guild aware
j

dinner. This proves a number of things.

First and foremost, it probably goes to show that a mov:

star always needs writers. I have it on excellent authority th;

the line was strictly an ad lib. Secondly, it proves that one wor

can lead to another. The young lady was quoted in the Ne
York Herald Tribune as saying later, after the initial shock ha

subsided, "I probably said the only true thing of the evening.

While the incident was hardly calculated to increase the mor;

stature of either the actress or the occasion, it also serves t

illustrate the magnificent ability of the press to make the mo

of minutia.

0 0

The spectre of strike over Hollywood is not a happy one t

contemplate from any point of view. Certainly the exhibite

who is so vitally concerned over the flow of product is bound t

be affected by anything which serves to diminish the flow t

new films to the ultimate consumer; and while a certain la

between the calling of a strike and the cut in available produi

is likely, it is equally likely that the total availabilities for th;

year, even with increased foreign production, will suffer.

I find myself wondering, nevertheless, whether the interes

of the exhibitors, in the long run, are properly closer to tl

cause of the labor groups than to the producers. On the immed

ate question, sales of films to television, there is little doul

that anything which blocks such sales is of competitive valt

to the theatre owner. At the same time, however, it should b

borne in mind that the labor groups are not out to block sal<

to video. They merely want their cut. Thus a victory for tl

guilds would mean, inevitably, an increase in the total cost e

films; and that in turn would probably mean increased price,

all along the line. The alternative is to have the producers a.cc;

less as their share.

If the experience of the past is any criterion, we can expej

that, while neither side will win a complete victory, the rcsultat|

concessions will, at best, be mildly inflationary. The only in

mediate alternative would seem to be another postponemet

of the whole issue.
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By Philip R. Ward

"LABOR STRIFE —A BIZARRE LITTLE JOKE. In Union

'Leagues, Racket Clubs and elsewhere where the paneling runs

to bleached walnut, they're laughing themselves to sleep.

It started like a bad canard. A trade daily headlined: "Labor

Strife On Way." But the cream of the jest was to come. Re-

ducing the hopelessly involuted whole of the Writers Guild vs

Film Companies contest to its impossibly embrangled parts, you

are left with something like this—and if it comes up like a

wooly pooch in a chewing gum factory, well, it's as tangled

as that.

O

||
The Writers Guild of America, w hich says it is really opposed

;to a sale or syndication of post-1948 films to TV, wants a cut

'of the sw ag because it is sure the backlogs are going.

r The Association of Motion Picture Producers, which acts on

behalf of the film companies, says it, too, is opposed—morally,

that is—to trading off the old films. At the same time it tunes

its hearing aid to zero amplification in all matters of proceeds-

sharing issuing from the Guild. Not only does the AMPP
behave like a seller on the trot, it serves notice it w ould sooner

amputate its ears than countenance one more word on the

subject.

r The Screen Actors Guild, which was expected to join the

authors in a February 1 walkout for similar reasons, ups and

postpones action at the last moment, indicating it had better

hold a referendum of its members—a course that could have

been taken months earlier.

<0

At this point th racy dramaturgy comes full ahead:

r Key stockholders of at least two prime film firms are re-

portedly in twice-a-day long distance contact with management
brass urging early acceptance of cash-for-backlog offers by im-

patient syndicators. As for guild demands, they are telling

company presidents: "Profits? Give them poison."

\
Fdm company presidents caught amidships of four converg-

ing w alls like heroines in Saturday matinee serials are respond-

ing with a shattering silence. Confronting the moguls head-on

is the economic pressure of the craft guilds. Balancing this

force, from the rear, is the less obtrusive but potentially more
dangerous influence of the stockholder element. A third steam-

head imposes itself laterally in the person of the exhibition

branch, whose attendance statistics serve as sorry reminder of

the previous backlog debacle. And from yet another flank re-

mains the crucial task of making do with the resources at hand.

r The issue of morality is reality takes a sudden dip in the pike

with the disclosure that a vaguely knit and even more vaguely

defined exhibition interest proposes buying the libraries forth-

with—but with what and whose money no one appears certain.

Aside from resembling a Texas story, this prospect lacks the

dignity of a resolution, because the problem fails to stop here.

As even the lowliest usher knows, theatres can't stand the gaff.

The proposal imposes a double obligation ad infinitum. Must

exhibition cough up for ever, as fresh backlogs arise with the

span of years? A more urgent question is how to keep going

simply the way things are.

* The real answer rests with the hidden motives of the com-

pany presidents. One guess is that moral suasion aside, the

moguls would as leave trade off the libraries as spit, plowing

the largesse into super-extravaganas that they feel can effective-

ly compete with the home medium. The feeling is heightened

by their implacability in the face of continued guild pres-

sures. The next word of the moguls will very likely take the

form of a public relations barrage maintaining that a sell-off.

rather than subverting exhibitor interests, is actually a boon to

future product. This tune has been heard before, but the lyrics

w ill never appeal to theatremen.

O

r For the time being, circumstance has created a tenuous al-

liance between film companies and theatres. In other fields

buyer-seller comity is customary. In filmdom it is a fortuity

—

arising from the need to fend off third and fourth party inter-

ests. Exhibition's practical statesmen understand their bed

fellows full well. But they, too, are in no less a squeeze. A

settlement with the guilds quite possibly eases the way for

quick TV syndication. Failure to settle for an extended time

runs the risk of reducing already declining product volume to

unsafe numbers. Like tourists at a cock-fight, theatre people

do not quite know w hich way to root.

r In the meantime, striking writers are occupying themselves

as judiciously as they can. They are writing. In the end, their

economic sanctions will be without point. Beyond the pale of

show business their cause lacks a popular sympathy. Champagne

tastes, although labored beyond need, are too quickly indenti-

flable with their class. Although the Writers Guild stresses

that S9,000 is the mean income of its members, this is mislead-

ing. The rank-and-file eschelons may be likened as many film

company officials argue, to draftsmen and designers in the

automotive industry—one creative link in an interminable chain

of creative specialization. The sale or resale of automobiles

fails to qualify its artisans for continued participation. Though

this brief is clearly specious, it promises a re-evaluation of the

traditional code of interests protecting those who w rite for profit.

As for the very high income minority of the Writers' Guild,

some of whom are producers themselves, the enforced vacation

couldn't be more welcome. With settlement their output will

be in greater demand than ever. Theirs is the rawest resource

of all. When the writers go fishing, you may as well dampen

the furnace and nail up the w indows.

Come on fellows. Who's kidding whom?
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"Seven Thieves"

Scouted* IRa&Kf O O O
Surprise hit! Cleverly written, directed, acted crime
melodrama sure-fire to delight and excite all classes

of moviegoers.

In this graphic black-and-white CinemaScope production of

the preparation, execution and ironic aftermath of a $4,000,000

robbery from the Monte Carlo casino, 20th Century-Fox is

offering audiences one of the most exciting and intriguing crime

movies to come along in some time. Reminiscent of "The
Asphalt Jungle" and peppered with some delightful whimsy,

this one shapes up as a stick-out attraction for all markets.

Edward G. Robinson, Rod Steiger, Joan Collins and Eli Wal-
lach provide solid marquee appeal and word-of-mouth will be

a strong asset. The class trade will appreciate its literate ap-

proach and the general audience will be kept glued to their

seats by its throat-clutching suspense. Under Henry Hathaway's
adroit and fast-paced direction the entire cast turns in a collec-

tion of remarkable performances. Robinson is a brilliant ex-

science professor who, having always just missed greatness, be-

lieves this robbery to be his chance to make the world gasp

a little. Steiger is his ex-convict son who keeps the others in

line even though he believes the plan to be insane. Miss Collins

is the bait, a sexy jazz club dancer who lures in Alexander

Scourby, secretary to the director of the casino and the neces-

sary inside man. Wallach is a saxophone-playing, frustrated

actor whose impersonation of an eccentric wheel chair ridden

millionaire helps bring off the theft. As the remaining pair of

essential ingredients there's Michael Dante, an expert safe

cracker and Berry Kroeger, the driver and mechanic. Producer

Sydney Boehm's script based on a Max Catto novel concentrates

on off-beat character development, a thoroughly believable

robbery and an amusing and unexpected ending. On the night

of the governor's ball, Steiger and Dante perilously edge their

way along the outside of the casino, enter the director's apart-

ment and go down to the vault via his private elevator. Mean-
while, at the roulette table, Wallach is given an injection by

his doctor, Robinson, which puts him in a coma. He is wheeled

into the director's apartment and Robinson agrees to take him
out the side door to avoid the casino unpleasant publicity. The
money is slipped into the wheel chair's false seat and all escape

in a fake ambulance driven by Kroeger. Robinson, overcome

by his success, suffers a heart attack and dies, while Steiger finds

the money too hot to spend. How he and Miss Collins return

the money to the casino and depart for a happy life together

forms the surprise climax.

20th Century-Fox. 102 minutes. Edward G. Robinson, Rod Steiqer Joan Collins
Eli Wallach. Produced by Sydney Boehm. Directed by Henry Hathaway.

"The Bramble Bush"

Scoute** *&<ztiHf O ® plus

Promiscuity and mercy killing are subjects of this WB
entry. Looks like good b.o. in metropolitan markets.

The controversial questions surrounding promiscuous sexual

relationships and mercy killing in a New England town have

been given an inconclusive, but probably commercial, going

over in this Technicolor adaptation of Charles Mergendahl's

best-seller which Warner Bros, is releasing. Milton Sperling's

production might have become a fairly important film, but the

rather obvious emphasis on sex and the failure in some crucial

scenes, especially the climactic trial sequence, to dig below the
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surface rob the film of much dramatic potency. Nevertheless

what is presented is certain to evoke interest, curiosity andi

plenty of word-of-mouth, with fairly strong returns certain tc

come in metropolitan markets. Elsewhere, "The Bramble Bush"

will have thorny going. Scriptors Sperling and Philip Yordan
j

have created a reasonably compact screenplay out of the novel's

!

many facets and director Daniel Petrie (making his screen I

debut) has woven the various plots into a cohesive whole,
j

The production is studded with topflight performances: Richard
j

Burton stoically portraying the doctor who returns to his hated

home town to care for his best friend Tom Drake, dying of

Hodgkins Disease; Barbara Rush, compelling as Drake's wife
;

who falls in love with Burton, gives herself to him in a

moment of frantic loneliness and becomes pregnant; Jack Car-

son, appropriately conniving as the lawyer who places political i

gain above human values. There are strong supporting per-

formances by Drake, Angie Dickinson, a nurse in love with
i

Burton, and James Dunn, the town drunk, whose intimacies

with Burton's mother years before drove her husband to suicide.

Upon his return, Burton learns from Miss Rush that it is
[j

Drake's desire the two of them marry once he is dead. Driven

by the hopelessness of Drake's case and unable to bear the
I

sight of his friend's suffering, Burton finally succumbs to the I

dying man's wishes and kills him with an overdose of mor-

phine. Carson, whose political future appears uncertain, learns

the truth and sees Burton's trial as a stepping stone to becom-

ing district attorney. Acquitted, Burton promises the depart-

ing Miss Rush that someday they will be reunited.

Warner Bros. 105 minutes. Richard Burton, Barbara Rush, Jack Carson. Produced I

by Milton Sperling. Directed by Daniel Petrie.

"Pretty Boy Floyd"

Scuute^x 'Rating Q © plus

Lurid, actionful recounting of notorious gangster's ca-

reer. Above average grosses assured if ballyhooed in

action market.

"Pretty Boy Floyd" is a lurid, albeit fast-moving, machine

gun-chattering melodrama about the rise and fall of one of

the Depression's ten most wanted men and one of the most

daring bank robbers of all times. This Continental Distribut-

ing, Inc. release should lure strong boxoffice returns in action

market. Whatever it lacks in marquee strength it makes up

for in exploitation potential. Floyd's life was a violent and '

colorful one and director-scriptor Herbert
J.

Leder has fash- '

ioned a reasonably believable, although a glorified, portrait of

the Sagebrush bandit who gave away much of his loot to pov-

erty stricken farmer friends but whose vanity led eventually to

his death. As played by John Ericson, Floyd is a tense, troubled

youth unable to overcome his ex-convict past and who, in

avenging the murder of his father and getting away with it,

goes on to become a bold and self-confident criminal. Chief

supporting roles are by Joan Harvey, as the wife of a small-time

swindler who falls in love with Floyd, and Carl York, his back-

woods friend killed while attempting a bank hold-up on his I

own. Floyd begins terrorizing a number of mid-western states

and successfully evades a number of police traps and ambushes

and eventually becomes Public Enemy Number One. He turns
J

to more daring crimes, including the Kansas City massacre

which results in a Mafia-type "Kiss of Death" trial amongst

leaders of the underworld. He is released, but becomes too

hot for even his friends and is finally killed by F.B.I, agents. ,

Continental Distributing, Inc. ?4 minutes. John Ericson. Produced by Monroe
j

Sachson. Directed by Herbert J. Leder.



"Our Man in Havana"

&€UiHC44 1Z«UH} GOO
Amusing and suspenseful cloak-and-dagger yarn with

the superb Guinness touch. Good grosser generally;

big in met markets.

i
Here's a top-drawer movie entertainment. Graham Greene's

adaptation of his best-selling novel about an easy-going Havana

, vacuum cleaner salesman who, for his daughter's sake, agrees

, to become a British espionage agent, concocts false reports for

his superiors back home, then finds himself suddenly involved

with the Cuban police and sinister enemy agents contains all

the necessary ingredients that make up a boxoffice success.

i
There's an exciting and amusing plot, a fine cast headed by

Alec Guinness, skillful direction by the talented Carol Reed,

i all authentically framed with plenty of atmospheric on-location

• photography and local music. The overall effect of this Colum-

bia release is a generally brilliant and polished piece of enter-

tainment that just misses the mark of excellence as a result of

i its jolting dramatic ending. Nevertheless, exhibitors can count

on solid returns in metropolitan markets where discriminating

audiences will find much to enjoy, and above average ones

elsewhere. Guinness, as usual, gives a subtle and multi-faceted

i
performance, this time as the bewildered agent. His crowning

i moment comes when he attempts to recruit a sub-agent in the

men's room of the local country club. Burl Ives gives an inter-

esting, if somewhat undeveloped, portrayal of a disillusioned

- doctor who meets a tragic end as a result of Guinness' ruse.

Maureen O'Hara is sympathetic as one of Guinness' fellow

agents and Ernie Kovacs is excellent as the sadistic police cap-

tain who has designs on Guinness' daughter. Noel Coward as

the agent who recruits Guinness and Ralph Richardson as his

'boss are absolutely marvelous spoofing their way through

; British cloak-and-daggery. Newcomer Jo Morrow is appealing

las Guinness' daughter. When Guinness' London superiors be-

gin demanding immediate information, he fabricates a list of

sub-agents from the country club registry and from the bill-

board outside a local strip tease club, and also some mysterious

drawings based on the interior of the vacuum cleaner he sells.

Enemy agents intercept his reports and begin killing the people

bearing the agent names. When Ives is murdered, Guinness

[becomes a one-man avenger and is forced to leave Cuba. In

iLondon, Coward and Richardson, aware of his deceit, save

face by making him an instructor in secret service techniques.

Columbia. 1 07 minutes. Alec Guinness, Burl Ives, Maureen O'Hara, Ernie Kovacs,
Noel Coward, Ralph Richardson. Produced and Directed by Carol Reed.

"The 3rd Voice"

SuUkcm &*tiH$ O O PLUS

Well-made, suspenseful murder-impersonation plot.

Strong exploitation entry. Might be b.o. sleeper where
strongly sold.

20th Century-Fox's "The 3rd Voice'' is an absorbing, seat-

gripping melodrama about the murder of a wealthy business

man, his impersonation by Edmond O'Brien in order to accom-

plish a $250,000 swindle and an ironic double cross ending.

Thanks to the able guidance of scripter, co-producer (with

Maury Dexter) and director Hubert Cornfield, all elements of

this black-and-white CinemaScope suspense thriller are carried

off in topnotch fashion. Grosses should run above average in all

situations, but lack of marquee power requires that it be strongly

sold. W here exploited—and the angles are plenty—this might

be a "sleeper'' attraction. Word-of-mouth will help. O'Brien

turns in one of his best performances to date as he meticulously

prepares for his big moment, then successfully carries it off

despite a series of near fatal traps. Laraine Day, partner in

crime and the jilted mistress of the victim, is believably cold

and ruthless. In a relatively small role, singer Julie London dis-

plays strong dramatic ability as the girl O'Brien squires around

after the murder has been accomplished. Additional strong

points are some excellent photography by Ernest Haller and

a pulsating jazz score by Johnny Mandel of "I Want to Live"

fame. The plot gets underway when Miss Day arrives at a Mexi-

can resort town, kills her employer and ex-paramour, Ralph

Brooks, then returns to Seattle to resume her secretarial duties.

O'Brien disposes of the body, assumes Brooks' identity, then

sets about inaugurating a land development deal with a local

real estate office. He converses daily with Brooks' youthful

fiancee in California, produces the combination of one of

Brooks' safes and completes the transfer of the necessary

land deal money from Seattle to the Mexican bank. In between

he wines and dines Miss London. Miss Day arrives for her split,

O'Brien tries to kill her, but Miss London appears in the nick of

time with the police. She turns out to be Brooks' fiancee who
flew down to Mexico to surprise him and stumbled onto the

impersonation-murder plot.

20th Century-Fo*. 7? minutes. Edmund O'Brien, Laraine Day Julie London. Pro-
duced by Maury Dexter and Hubert Cornfield. Directed by Hubert Cornfield

"Terror is a Man"

Low-budget, but soundly made, horror meller. Bally-

hoo item.

Valiant Films (formerly Hal Roach Distributing Corpora-

tion) has come up with a low -budget Philippine-made shocker

that should "reach" teenagers and horror-buffs. It's a good

dual bill entry for ballyhoo houses. Although the emphasis is

on the bizarre, this Lynn-Romero production has ample sus-

pense and is well acted and intelligently written. It has a highly

exploitable gimmick, the ringing of a bell prior to a certain

scene allowing the squeamish to close their eyes until it sounds

again. Francis Lederer is convincing as the gifted surgeon

obsessed with the belief he can change a beast into a man,

thereby creating a new species of humans. He is not a de-

mented crackpot, but a genius who has overstepped the bounds

of morality. Curvacious Greta Thyssen, Miss Denmark of 1954,

is appealing as his frightened wife, forced to assist during the

operations, and Richard Derr is believable as the shipwrecked

American washed up on their island. Gerry de Leon's direction

is well paced and the creature's make-up is convincing. The

Harry Harber script brings Derr to the island just after the

creature has escaped fom Lederer's laboratory. After its recap-

ture Lederer explains how he is successfully transforming a

panther into a man, although he has still not been able to

eliminate the beast's basic killer instinct. Derr is allowed to

watch one of the operations and is shocked w hen Lederer actu-

ally makes the creature repeat the word "man." It escapes

again, kills Lederer's evil assistant (Oscar Keesee) then carries

off Miss Thyssen whom he will not harm because of her pre-

vious kindness. Lederer is killed by his creation after mortally

wounding it. Derr and Miss Thyssen plan to return to civ-

ilization.

Valiant Films Corp. 8? minutes. Francis Lederer, Greta Thyssen, Richard Derr.

Directed by Gerry de Leon.
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"The Last Voyage"

1RaU*tf O Q Pius

Exciting, tense melodrama aboard a sinking luxury liner.

Robert Stack, Dorothy Malone top well-balanced cast.

Above-average grosser.

From the first exciting moments when fire breaks out in the

boiler room of an overage luxury liner until the final scene when
the once proud ocean queen sinks into the Pacific, this M-G-M
Metrocolor release provides 91 minutes of realistic, suspenseful

sea melodrama. The husband-wife production team of Andrew
and Virginia Stone have guaranteed this by shooting almost the

entire film abroad the French liner "He de France" during its

systematic destruction and the result is solid entertainment for

the family and action markets. The marquee support and excel-

lent performances of Robert Stack (currently riding the popu-

larity crest as a result of TV's "The Untouchables") and Doro-

thy Malone, George Sanders and Edmond O'Brien bolster the

film's boxoffice potential, which will depend a great deal on

the promotional push put behind it. Stone, who also served as

director and writer, has employed a semi-documentary back-

ground of exploding boilers, uncontrollable floods, steadily

mounting panic and unselfish acts of bravery for the develop-

ment of two moving personal conflicts. The first has Stack des-

perately trying to free his wife, Miss Malone, from beneath a

hunk of giant steel, and rescue his young daughter, stirringly

played by newcomer Tammy Marihugh, trapped on an inacces-

sible ledge. The other, that of Sanders, the Captain whose only

thought is to bring his ship to safety in order to save his career

as a future commander of the fleet. O'Brien portrays the second

engineer whose memory of his father going down on the Titanic

drives him to insubordination against Sanders by insisting the

passengers be alerted immediately. After some harrowing mo-
ments, Stack rescues his daughter, but can only find half of the

equipment essential for operating an acetylene torch in order

to free Miss Malone. Hysteria mounts and Sanders finally gives

the orders to abandon ship only to be killed a few minutes later

when one of the ship's funnels topples down on him. One of the

passengers on a departing lifeboat promisees to return with the

missing part of the torch from the approaching rescue ship. At
the last possible minute he returns and with the aid of O'Brien

and a Negro oiler, Woody Strode, Stack frees Miss Malone.
They make it to the waiting lifeboat just before the liner goes

under.

M-G-M. 91 minutes. Robert Stack, Dorothy Malone, George Sanders EdmondO Brien. Produced and directed by Andrew L. Stone.

"Sink the Bismarck!"

^U4tHC^ &c\U*4 O © Plus

Absorbing tale of British pursuit of Germany's prize bat-
tleship. Good entry for class and action markets.

In the Spring of 1941, one of the most dramatic cat and
mouse sea sagas of all time was enacted on the dangerous play-

ing board of World War li s North Atlantic. The mighty
German Bismarck, one of the most heavily armed and elab-

orately protected battleships afloat was attempting to break

out of her hiding place with orders to cripple and possibly

destroy the already badly battered British navy. In London, a

terse order was issued by Prime Minister Churchill: "Sink the

Bismarck!" Now this exciting David and Goliath encountei,

has been suspensefully re-created in John Brabourne's black-

and-white CinemaScope production, which 20th Century-Fox '

is releasing. It ranks with the better action-filled sea pictures
j

and will provide rewarding entertainment for the discrimi-

nating, as well as, other moviegoers. Director Lewis Gilbert

has balanced the combat scenes (many of them newsreel foot-
j

age) with emotionally moving and highly believable personal
j

conflicts: the planners back in London, the personnel aboard

the British ships, and the dedicated Germans manning the Bis-

marck. British actor Kenneth More is splendid as the Director

of Naval Operations who has suffered loss of his wife in a

London bombing and the destruction of his last ship, and who
must now locate and sink the mighty battleship, regardless of

human sacrifice. Dana Wynter as his competent assistant, Carl

Mohner as the Bismarck's captain, and Karel Stepanek as the'

German Commander-in-Chief—all give effective performances.'

The Edmund H. North story based on a C. S. Forester book has

More plotting his various moves to go after the Bismarck. One
j

entails orders for aircraft bombing attacks on the battleship

knowing he is possibly sending his flyer son to his death. The;

Bismarck is eventually trapped, crippled and sunk.

20th Century-Fox. 97 minutes. Kenneth More, Dana Wynter. Produced by John
Brabourne. Directed by Lewis Gilbert.

"Blood and Steel"

Engrossing war drama of invasion party on Jap-held

island. Good dualler for action market.

A grim and gripping vignette about the ironies, frustrations

and waste that go into fighting a war. Modest of budget and

lacking marquee appeal, this 20th Century-Fox release in black-

and-white CinemaScope should serve well as a dualler in action

and ballyhoo houses. Under Bernard L. Kowalski's firm direc-

tion, this Joseph C. Gillette tale about a quartet of Navy

SeaBees surveying a Japanese-held island for a possible U.S.

air base is unfolded against an action-filled background. John'

Lupton gives a strong performance as the lieutenant in charge

with orders to avoid enemy contact, complete the mission un-

noticed and return to a waiting FT boat. But war is not fought

according to rules and their scouting mission becomes one sus-

penseful and bloody encounter with the enemy after another.

James Edwards is compelling as the Negro member whose leg

wounds force Lupton to leave him behind. Brett Halsey if

convincing as the brother of a conscientious objector who con

demns his brother's stand, and John Brinkly is rugged as the

kid who kills because it is his job. While the others are fight

ing off the Japanese, Edwards crawls into the enemy camp

steals an important map, kills most of the inhabitants with a

grenade and rescues Ziva Rodann, a native girl forced to service

the soldiers in the camp. The two of them reach the hidden

raft and when Miss Rodann goes back to get the others, she ii,

mistaken for the enemy and killed by Lupton. Halsey is deac

and Brinkly seriously wounded, but the latter and Lupton make

it to the raft. Edwards begs them to wait for the girl, but

Lupton says there isn't time, then relates the final irony oil

their mission: the ground is too soft for an air base, the islanc 1

will be by-passed, another will have to be surveyed at the nec
|

essary expense of more lives.

20th Century-Fox. 63 minutes. John Lupton, Ziva Rodann, Brett Halsey. Producec
by Gene Corman. Directed by Bernard L. Kowalski.
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U Moves Confidently into

'Vigorous, New Era' Ahead

Operating on the premise that a pro-

duction company must turn out pictures

of quality, size and scope to match the

exacting—and altogether unique—de-

mands of the theatre screens, practical-

minded president Milton R. Rackmil

took a long and penetrating look at

the Universal situation in 1958—and

ordered a radical departure from the

established policy.

This week, displaying a heady brand

of stick-to-it-ivity, Rackmil promised

his firm's sales executives conference in

New York that Universal will aggres-

sively follow the production policy that

had allowed it to achieve a "new

vitality and a new peak of prestige'' in

1959 and will carry it into a "new and

vigorous era which promises great re-

turns for those who provide the kind

of important entertainment that can

reach out and attract all sections of the

great and growing mass movie-going

audience."

What transpired between Rackmil's

original reappraisal of the situation and

his highly encouraging statement of

Universale present prosperity is a

matter of record to those industryites

interested in the reasons behind each of

moviedom's turnabout tales of success.

What Rackmil saw two years ago ran

directly against the grain of his better

business sense: the company had fallen

back almost entirely upon a production

slate composed in large part of second-

rate quickies and cheap melodramas.

This, despite the swelling tide of bigger

and more important pictures then be-

ginning to sweep over the rest of the

industry. Taking firm hold of the reins

and turning the team in the opposite

direction, the Universal skipper made a

bold move, one that was to draw cri-

ticism from all branches of the business.

He engineered the sale of the company

studio to MCA last year, then leased

it back.

Eastern advertising and publicity director Philip Gerard outlines

promotion plans on forthcoming I product at conference.

VresideWi Milton K. Rackmil and (ary

Grant, star of Vi currtnt hit, "Opir-

alion Petticoat." at recent I umr\al
sales execulil t conference.

Universal, its finances bolstered by

the proceeds of the sale, then embarked

upon an impressive, new policy of pro-

duction featuring, in favor of the

quickies, larger, more important dra-

mas, comedies and spectacles. "The

sale and lease-back of our Studio facili-

ties . . . immeasurably strengthens our

financial and competitive position,"

Rackmil noted at the time of the sale,

and shortly thereafter the company be-

gan releasing the big films that were

to validate his contention and zoom the

firm back to the top of the cinema

heap. The amazing success of "Imi-

tation of Life" started the boxoffice ball

rolling, and was followed immediately

by "This Earth Is Mine," another finan-

cial smash. A pair of excellent-grossing

comedies
—

"Pillow Talk" and "Opera-

tion Petticoat"—are presently buoying

Universal fortunes, while "Spartacus,"

a grand-scale spectacle, waits impatient-

ly in the w ings.

'Drastic' Revision

Universale speedy recovery and

amazing success were, of course, the

result of not one, but the cohesive

interplay of a number of factors. As

Rackmil. himself, pointed out. the

"drastic re-alignment of our production

policy and the strengthening of our dis-

tribution and marketing forces all over

the world" all played major roles in

the upturn.

And just as in the case of the new

{Continued on Page 111)
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U MOVES AHEAD

Hepth Sell* Planned Distribution The Bywords

Circuit executives were guests of Universal

at luncheon in connection with sales confab.

Left to right: Metty Polon; George Trilling;

John Murphy; F. }. A. McCarthy, U assis-

tant general sales manager; Ed Rowley; Sol

(Continued from Page 17

J

production setup, the close co-ordina-

tion of merchandising and sales tactics

also will be employed in I960 and be-

yond, vice president David A. Lipton

and Philip Gerard, Eastern advertising-

publicity director representing Lipton,

assured the sales executives conference.

"We propose in I960 to pursue this

proven policy of dynamic selling with

the determination to achieve the maxi-

mum gross potential of every picture

on our schedule," Lipton declared. In

this regard, pre-sell and planned dis-

tribution are the bywords. Gerard an-

nounced plans for a further expansion

of the firm's highly-successful pre-sell

policy employed on "Imitation" and

the comedy hits, among others. Ac-

celerated national pre-selling will be

augmented, according to Gerard, by an

intensification of "depth selling" that

he described as following a film aggres-

sively from premiere to play-off. As a

perfect example of planned distribu-

tion, accomplished through long-range

planing and close co-ordination of mer-

chandising and sales, Gerard outlined

the campaign already underway on

"The Snow Queen," U's Easter release.

Bigger, Quality Films

The Universal policy of getting the

most out of bigger, quality pictures also

was emphasized at the conference by

vice president and general sales man-

ager Henry H. Martin. As Martin

pointed out, four of U's 1959 releases—"The Perfect Furlough," "Imitation

Schwartz; president Rackmil: Eugene Picker;

Harry Mandel; Henry H. Martin, U rice

president and general sales manager; Nat
Fellman; Sala Hannenein. and Frank Mar-
shall. They heard the U product story.

of Life," "This Earth Is Mine" and

"Pillow Talk" — generally accounted

for some 20 weeks playing time in key

houses from coast to coast, thereby con-

firming the importance not of actual

number of films, but of amount of play-

ing time each film can command. Mar-

tin also refuted the contention that long

first-run engagements in key cities gen-

erally reduce a film's potential in its

subsequent runs, citing the record-

smashing sub-run performances of "Imi-

tation" and "Pillows."

There is every indication, too, that

Universal is determined to continue its

forward-thinking motion in another re-

spect. Displaying a keen cognizance of

the importance of promotional man-

power and the need to provide each

film with the fullest showmanship ef-

fort, the firm recently executed a whole-

sale realignment of its executive staff,

including the appointment of Charles

F. Simonelli as assistant to president

Rackmil and Philip Gerard as successor

to Simonelli in the post of Eastern ad-

publicity director.

Universal, under the guiding genius

of skipper Rackmil, has turned full

circle so quickly that it scarcely seems

possible the company had been missing

from the top. U is back up there, and

there it plans to stay.

LIPTON
'Policy of Dynamic Setting

He's been up here

like this ever since

he saw "THE

HYPNOTIC EYE"!

YOU TOO WILL DO STRANGE THINGS WHEN YOU SEE "THE HYPNOTIC EYE"!

— with the exciting new HYPNoJVLa<SIC . . . from ALLIED ARTISTS —

—
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BIG TRAILER TALK-UP

Exhibition lender Ben Marcus, left, serving, us

a "Once-In-A-Lifetime Tribute to Trailers" con-

test judge, looks over contest entires with

Herman Robbins. Sational Screen president.

Trailers, although at times taken for granted

by theatremen, remain in these high-powered

idays of super-showmanship the most effective

and economical single promotion item a thea-

treman can employ to sell his picture. Show-

ing the captive theatre audience, in striking,

abbreviated form what they can expect the

I
next time they come still stands unequaled

among sales weapons. The top brass of National

Screen Service determined to celebrate the com-

pany's 40th Anniversary by restoring to the

I consciousness of the entire industry an appre-

ciation of the importance of trailers.

What president Herman Robbins and the

rest of the NSS family cooked up as an integral

part of the anniversary celebration did, in

fact, whip up refreshed enthusiasm among

theatremen for the potency of movie previews.

Keyed to the anniversary theme, "Once-In-A-

I

Lifetime Tribute to Trailers," a special contest

was devised to stimulate active interest and

I enthusiasm in trailers—and how they serve

the business. To put it mildly, the contest

turned out to be a promotional plum, every

|

bit as significant in showmanship stature as the

trailers it was designed to sell.

J

"We know that many theatremen are cur-

rently engaged in various activities which will

I

serve to dramatize the value of the trailer,"

Herman Robbins said at the outset of the

contest. "The contest w ill undoubtedly serve

to implement that activity." And implement a

flurry of activity it did. Five theatre managers

from widely scattered areas of the country

emerged as the major prize w inners in the con-

! test that drew an unprecedented response of

over 1,000 entires from all sections of the U.S.

and handed out S4,000 in prize money. Entries

consisted of drawings and cartoons, written

statements and testimonials, photos and exploi-

tation stunts, ideas and newspaper items—all

of which contributed to a most impressive por-

trait of American theatremen replacing trailers

upon the promotional throne of the industry.

I First-prize winner Carl Rogers, manager of

the Loew s Theatre in Dayton, Ohio, compiled

a most impressive 21-page picture album, with

each page filled with items pointing up the

significance of trailers. Rogers' effort earned

him S 1,000 in cash. Among the items were a

number of attention-drawing newspaper col-

umns; photos of -40x60 posters Rogers employed
to push trailers; copies of the manager's mes-

sages concerning trailers; a photo of a bulletin

board Rogers posted on the outside lobby wall

in support of trailers; a copy of a marquee an-

nouncement about trailers; information con-

cerning the manager's appearance on a man-

in-the-sireet radio interview, during which he

discussed trailers and their use; a column con-

cerning a trailer contest in a newspaper that

drew 310 entries; a contest initiated by the

manager that solicited audience response to

trailers; details and a copy of the Mayor of

Dayton's proclamation that "This Is Motion

Picture Trailer Month," and numerous other

facts, figures and displays centered around

trailers.

The trio of judges, all top industry execu-

tives, were Al Pickus, head of the Theatre

Owners of America; Ben Marcus, National Al-

lied's member of the triumvir of COMPO, and

Si Seadler, MGM advertising executive current-

ly serving as chairman of the Motion Picture

Association's Advertising and Publicity Direc-

tors Committee. In addition to Rogers, second

prize of S800 was captured by Mrs. Ann De
Ragon, manager of the Strand Theatre, Plain-

field, N. J. George R. Brown, manager of the

Norshor Theatre, Duluth, Minnesota, gained

third prize, S600 cash. Fourth spot and S400

went to Murt F. Makins, manager of the Ad-

miral Theatre, Bremerton, Washington, while

fifth prize of S200 was awarded to drive-in

theatre manager Ed Farmer, of the Avers The-

atre, Corpus Christi, Texas. In addition, ten

honorable mention awards of S100 each were

made in recognition of the efforts expended

by exhibitors and theatre managers in show-

manship campaigns pointing up the importance

of the trailer to theatre operation.

National Screen, to be sure, has not been

resting upon the laurels reaped from the na-

tionwide contest, or the fact that trailers are a

solidly entrenched form cf film showmanship.

The firm's promotional staff is constantly turn-

ing out merchandising missives aimed at the

business heart of every theatreman: his box-

office. One of the key angles, geared to the

40th Anniversary, was the recently-concluded

series of "Tribute" ads, which featured pung-

ently-worded praises to the showmanship value

of trailers signed by the top theatre executives

in the industry. "The trailer is a bright show-

manship star that is seldom eclipsed. That's

why I'm looking up to trailers during this

Once-In-A-Lifetime Tribute," read the statement

over the signature of one famous movieman.

And so the tributes went throughout the anni-

versary celebration.

Another promotional feature whipped up by

NSS boxortu ers—and one that promises to con-

tinue strongly for seasons to come is

—

Screen

Time, the firm's new publication that tells the

NSS story to the industry six times a year. The
issues contain exploitation and sales tips for

all exhibitors, but, above all, they trumpet the

treasures of trailers to all concerned, serving

as a constant reminder that they're still the one

best—and cheapest—way to promote a motion

picture.

NSS vice president and general sales manager
Burton Robbins. flanked by contest judges Si

Seadler. left. MGM advertising director, and
Al Pickens. TOA president, look over entries.

First-prize winner Carl Rogers stands by while

Dayton Mayor R. William Patterson signs the

proclamation that "This Is Motion Picture

Trailer Month." Stunt was one in album that

earned Carl Rogers top-spot award of SI.000.
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Viewpoints

(Continued from Page 5)

tingent strike call will be approved by

the required 75 percent of the more

than 14,000 paid-up Guild members be-

cause so many of that number represent

fringe or part-time, actors, who, not

assured of the steady employment and

high salaries of the big name stars,

stand to gain most from additional pay-

ments if and when post-1948 theatrical

films are sold to television. As yet nei-

ther side has displays a willingness to

bend, but in the three to four weeks

required before a full-membership mail

vote is completed, it is hoped that

reason and level-headedness will prevail.

Despite the threats of the film com-

panies to take their production to for-

eign countries should the actors' strike

materialize, hardly anyone in the busi-

ness seriously regards this as a solution

to the problem. Pictures with foreign

casts can scarcely be considered ade-

quate to replace the American-made fare

that is required to keep boxoffices busy.

Furthermore, the actors in foreign coun-

tries have pledged their cooperation

with the U.S. Guilds. It is, rather, the

hope of those who are close to the situ-

ation that the executives of the major

firms are able, through continued nego-

tiation with the actors, to come to rea-

sonable terms and thereby avoid a crip-

pling strike.

Should the meetings prove fruitless

and a strike materialize, actors and com-

panies will hardly be the only victims.

Exhibition, while it is an innocent by-

stander to the struggle, stands to suf-

fer at least as much as any other branch

of the business. In view of this fact, it

is important that theatremen start plan-

ning now how they might best meet

the situation. There are certain steps

exhibition should consider, which, if

employed judiciously, can offset even a

somewhat lengthy halt in moviemak-

ing. The exhibitor organization should

start a campaign immediately to edu-

cate their members on the importance

of getting the most out of each film

they buy from now on. This can be

accomplished by playing each picture

for as long as it will carry its own
weight, and by providing each one with

a promotional push strong enough to

power it to a maximum run. The
libraries of old films should be fine-

combed for playing features, couplied

in attractive combinations. Of course,

these things are done by individual ex-

hibitors, but we are suggesting that a

program be adopted by ACE or TOA
and Allied on a national scale. It is sim-

ply a case of harboring our resources

for a possible product drought. It may
even become necessary to consider a sys-

tem of staggering one or two day clos-

ings of theatres in each area to conserve

product.

If the strike hits, it will take good

judgment, perspicacity and plain old

hard work to keep theatres open. But

NOW is the time to start planning, and

we urge the exhibitor organizations to

take the iniative without delay.

Let 9
s Show

Our Meart
Show business has a far-flung reputa-

tion for the most rugged brand of in-

dividualism, which sometimes borders

on the cut-throat. Pity it is that another,

more attractive, aspect of our life is not

so well known—the Heart of Show
Business, exemplified by the widespread

charitable and humanitarian deeds of

Variety Clubs International.

That heart—quite a large one with

more than 10,000 members in 46 cities

throughout the world—has been pump-

ing vital good will in the form of com-

fort and medical care to thousands of

children each year since that humble

beginning thirty-two years ago when

Johnny Harris, the founder of Variety,

provided a name, a home and an educa-

tion for a deserted baby girl.

Next week, Variety Clubs opens its

32nd week-long celebration, known as

Variety Week, against the glittering

backdrop of a total of more than

$78,000,000 already expended for the.

active care of thousands of needy chil-

dren regardless of their race, color or

creed.

Every Variety tent, has—in addition

to its general charitable projects—one

main charity that it pledges to support.

From the Mother Tent No. 1 in Pitts-

burgh, to Dublin, to Mexico City, to

San Francisco, to London—and all over

the globe—the roll call of Variety tents,

and their various projects, is eloquent

testimony to the tireless, never-ending

work of dedicated members from every

branch of th entertainment world.

Variety is show business at its best,

its most generous, most appealing. And
it thus has become, by the goodness of

its works, an excellent public relations

instrument that should be appreciated

by all show business people. Variety

deserves the wholehearted support of

the entire film industry—and for its

humanitarian efforts, the co-operation

of the community we serve. Let the

world know about our Heart.

To the Editor:

Dear Sir:

I was very much interested in your

editorial titled The Press vs. TV ads

as an Ad Medium. It contained many
fine points.

However, I would certainly classify

radio as being right up there with news-

papers and television as a major adver-

tising medium.

Several weeks ago we handed out 500

cards to our patrons, requesting infor-

mation as to "which of the following

advertising mediums sold you on the

idea of seeing the picture." We re-

ceived a good portion of the cards

back and radio ran neck-and-neck with

newspaper advertising with television

in third place. As a matter of fact the

television response was very disap-

pointing, however in this instance it

probably was not used well, as we used

ten-second ID card spots instead of tv

trailers which seem to get the best

attention.

Radio has made a great stide forward

and locally at least local news gets a

big play which must cut into the reader-

ship of a newspaper in addition to the

local news play television also gives.

Yet the newspapers encourage readers

to listen and look at these mediums
what with all their free space; much
more generally that accorded motion
pictures.

GEORGIA EXHIBITOR

\While we agree with this correspondent

on the value of radio, the premise of our

Viewpoint was that television promotion
should be on an all-out scale, not merely
by isolated spots. We call the readers at-

tention to the story elsewhere in this issue

on 20th Century-Fox's TV plans for "Dot;

Of rianders."]
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Along Chicago's State Street this town crier

carries full picture credits on costume, her-

alding opening of UA's "Happy Anniversary"

at Roosevelt. Looking on at left is Harry
Odenhaul, house manager.

Street Ballyhoos

Draw the Ayes
Coast-to-coast, summer or winter (provided

the weather is reasonably mild), on-the-street

ballyhoo remains one of the most effective and

eye-catching methods of promoting a picture.

As hefty grosses attest, the three stunts pictured

here paid off handsomely.

These N. Y. models traverse Times Square
with eye-catching sashes plugging opening
'of MGM's "The Gazebo" at Roxy.

A tie-up between Denver Theatre and General
Electric resulted in these models calling

attention to Columbia's "1,001 Arabian
Nights" by passing out entry blanks on down-
town streets for contest co-sponsored by

theatre and General Electric.

Belief in TV Promotion Proclaimed,

20th Sets Video Push for 'Flanders'

Twentieth Cen-

tury-Fox is moving

ahead immediately

to implement its

announced expan-

sion of television

advertising. No
laugers they, the

Fox boxofficers will

lay an unprece-

dented TV red car-

pet for their big

family film, "Dog
of Flanders," due

for a saturation

bow in the Milwaukee area on February 17.

And, announced vice president Charles Finfeld,

the video push will be the most extensive ever

executed in that location.

Another facet of Fox's turn to TV advertising

is the poll currently being taken of exhibitors

by 20th branch managers, in which the theatre-

men are asked to name their choices of TV and

radio stations . . . "if you were to make an ex-

penditure for the purpose of exploiting a forth-

coming production." In addition, 20:h report-

edly is drawing up a list of leading disc jockeys

across the country.

Following on the heels of Einfeld's promo-

tion history-making proclamation at the 45th

Anniversary convention in New York, the firm

has made perfectly clear that it means to live

up to every glittering promise. Flying in the

face of what had come to be looked upon as the

accepted— if short-sighted—procedure of tossing

the advertising leftovers to television, Einfeld

told the conclave that Fox would allocate

$500,000 for TV campaigns on three pictures

tailored for family audiences—among them,

"Dog of Flanders." And already his words are

being translated into ambitious action.

Twentieth plans to employ a triangular pat-

tern on three local TV stations in the Mil-

waukee area, with overlapping spots accounting

for coverage of every audience level, thereby

achieving "blanket coverage" of virtually the

entire viewing audience. "Dog of Flanders,"

•which captured the Parent s Magazine award

for family entertainment, will be pre-sold by

specially designed TV spots in which Joanne

Woodward, speaking as a mother, and David

Ladd, son of Alan Ladd who stars in (he film,

talking to the youngsters of America, describe

the heartwarming story of a boy and his dog.

The television ad layouts, as Finfeld pointed

out, "are the largest in our (Fox) history,"

and should go a long way toward opening up

the hitherto untapped video field to the adver-

tising deparments of the major film companies.

Planned to break across the networks two

weeks in advance of key city playdates, these

"TV saturation plans" all will be patterned after

the powerful push for "Journey to the Center

of the Farth," with Fox's regional ad-publicity

staffs co-operating with TV stations and per-

sonnel to provide them with the "message"

trailers.

Fox thinking regarding the recent surge in

television salesmanship may well have been

conditioned by the amazing grosses rung up by-

individual pictures whenever they have been

promoted extensively on the home screen. A
glance at the Walt Disney successes and show-

man Joseph E. Levine's "Hercules" is sufficient

in that regard. Whatever the reason, however,

20th obviously is intent upon mining the most

from the comparatively virgin—but potentially

golden—lodes of the TV screen.

Fox is by no means, however, limiting itself

strictly to TV promotion in the "Dog of Flan-

ders" Milwaukee campaign. The Robert Rad-

nitz production also will be backed by the

extensive 75 newspaper purchase of full-page

color sections of "Flanders" in reader-form,,

through the Metro and Pu-.k groups, scheduled

to break in the area immediately prior to the

film's debut. 20th, Finfeld added, also will

engage in an elaborate newspaper drive in ad-

vance of, and continuing through, the run of

the film. In addition, Milwaukee branch man-

ager Jack Lorentz and regional advertising-

publicity manager Louis Orlove will work with

TV station personnel on the promotion, estab-

lishing advance local-level exploitation to in-

sure the "Dog of Flanders" campaign complete

area saturation.

20th-Fox showmanship headquarters make it

known that the "Flanders" push is merely the

opening gun in what will turn out to be an

exhaustive exploration of the possibilities of TV
advertising by the ever-energentic Fox promo-

tioneers.
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WHAT'S THE COMPETITION OFFERING THIS SEASON?

THE TV WATCH
By ZIGGY GERALD

The beginnings of mid-semester pro-

gramming alterations have spawned a

variety of new winter diversions. Cer-

tain of them are true to the established

packaged formula; others indicate that

the entire industry is awakening to its

real duties. Valuable time slots have

been allocated to public affairs and

special service shows. These have been

received so favorably on their initial

outings that they give a definite prom-

ise of change in network scheduling

emphasis. It is in this area that tele-

vision does not compete with the mov-

ies as an entertainment form; it serves

the public, emerging as the topical and

fresh, inventive expression of commu-

nication it was destined to be. It's as

if the entire industry were starting

anew. Not only is the no-deception

campaign at white heat but a conscious

integrity is filtering into the commer-

ciallv-oriented milieu of production to

establish itself as a future standard.

0
CBS is leading the field of experi-

mentation. In presenting the excellent

(once monthly) CBS Reports, which

was responsible for the valuable "Pop-

ulation Explosion," and the new docu-

mentary series, FYI (For Your Infor-

mation), which explores a significant

area of American life each week, CBS
has made an admirable start. The new-

est of this networks shows, CBS Tele-

vision Workshop, is a live weekly

original dramatic hour which promises

to fill the gap of challenging drama

missing on the small screen, particu-

larly now since the corruption of Play-

bouse 90. The Workshop employs only

new talent and original approaches to

staging; an aura of expression satis-

factory to television's flexibility. The
network has also reached into its deep

freeze of memories to thaw out the

indefatigable Kate Smith. Equipped

with her moon and mountains she is

at the helm of one of the three new
weekly variety excursions the network

is incubating.

CBS seems rightfully proud of its

present work. Taking full responsibility

for two of the new programs by grac-

ing them with the network trademark,

there is no doubt that CBS is going

to do its best to make these programs
of great importance.

NBC has introduced, as yet, only one

new regular show, World Wide 60.

which has replaced the arthritic Five

Fingers. If the highly auspicious opener,

"Castro's Year of Power," is any ex-

ample of this hour's standard for the

future, success will be unquestionable.

Not only was the accounting of the

Cuban problem accurate, honest, and

enlightening but, also, because of such

an effective use of film editing both

absorbing and entertaining.

A recent special Sunday afternoon

drama, Destiny's Tot. presented by

NBC, was a salve for the current

swastika scourge. It presented an excel-

lent example of what television can

do in correlating topical news and

creative drama. The interpretation of

a true psychoanalytic case history of an

anti-semite gave the network an electric

and socially important drama that uti-

lized every possible facet of dedicated

theatrical technique. Here, television

grasped a modern problem and envel-

oped it in a compelling drama. This is

the real definition of television's pur-

pose, a purpose that is only now com-

ing to be understood. Because the play

was presented with little advance pub-

licity, it probably drew a scant audience,

but it can, and should, be shown again.

ABC, as always, is lagging behind.

This grand harborer of Hollywood's

filmed antiquities has made a few minor

plunges into the realm of public affairs.

Unless these ventures continue to

mount, network's contribution to the

progress of television will be nil. Even

though ABC has always been last in

originality, it could find an oppor-

tunity, during this gradual metamor-

phoses, to plunge gallantly forward as

a harbinger of an optimistic future.

<0

The new offspring are supplemented

by a number of public affairs series that

have gained fine reputations over the

years: Aleet the Press. Fa:e the Nation,

Conquest, Dateline UN—and, inter-

estingly enough, all these shows are

broadcast on Sunday: a day set aside

for the newspaper, family life, and

general cogitation. From ten in the

morning to the early evening hours,

the networks are flooded with thought

and stimulation. At the most, the other

six days conjure up a scant four hours

(approximately) of public service edu-

cational, excepting for the frequent

news reports and the morning lecture

shows.

The lectures comprise the present at-

titude tow ards more higher learning on

the part of the public. In collaboration

with local universities and colleges in

manv cities throughout the nation, the

major networks have scheduled much
morning instruction on the college

level—some of it for academic credit.

University professors are used as are

university textbooks. This entire pro-

gram of endeavor has been extremely

successful. The growing interest in

adult education is indicative of the new

push being given for a more construc-

tive use of the television day.

O
Speaking realistically, no matter what

heights of excellence the public service

shows may attain, they are not going

to be the industry's top-rated darlings.

The mildewed weekly segments pro-

duced strictly for entertainment pur-

poses are going to capture the greatest

audiences. In time, as the information

hours mount in number and begin to

appear in many of the prime time

spots, they will draw larger audiences

and might even gain as much of a

following as the weekly exercises in

collective nausea. This will take more

than time; it will necessitate a dis-

missal of sponsor control and program

selection.

The most annoying feature of the

mid-season jambalaya is that shows

were dropped because of low ratings

and not low quality. This is the area

where networks should start opera-

tions. There are enough western, com-

edy, and detective extravaganzas to

permit a weeding of the bad from the

no:-too-bad. The many citizen com-

plaints concerning an overabundance of

violence and poor taste must eventually

be heeded.

In the few weeks of the new decade,

all the networks have started out to

prove that television is not a "one-eyed

monster." If future plans for correction

are as effective as those already em-

barked upon, television's 'coming of

age' will not be too distant.
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Newsmakers

Vogel Asks M-G-M Nome
"We believe it will have a beneficial effect

upon our marketing and advertising pro-

grams and that it will enhance our rela-

tionships with the public as a whole.
This change will definitely identify the
corporation by the name with which it is

most closely associated." With those
words, Loew's, Inc. president Joseph R.

Vogel (below) asked stockholders, in a

proxy statement, to approve the proposed
change in the corporate name from
Loew's, Inc. to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Inc.

The proposal will be voted on at the an-

nual meeting at Loew's State Theatre,
Feb. 25, at which time stockholders also
will vote on restricted stock options is-

sued to 12 key executives of the firm,

and will elect 15 directors to the board.

Ccmmeht .

U on Rise

Universal reported a consolidated

net profit for the year ended Octo-

ber 31, 1959, of $4,698,453 ($5.02
per share), as compared to a net

loss of $1,220,340 ( $1.53 per

share) for the previous year. The
1959 profit included a special credit

from the profit on the sale of the

studio properties of $3,667,387 net

of Federal taxes. The profit from
operations totaled $1,031,066 ($.95

per share). And the picture looks

equally bright for 1960. In the an-

nual report to stockholders, presi-

dent Milton R. Rackmil estimated

that the first quarter of the new
fiscal year will show a substantial

profit as compared with a loss from
operations in the first quarter of

1959. He also stated that there is

every reason to believe that 1960
will be a profitable and successful

year for Universal.

UA District Sales Sessions

United Artists has launched a series of district sa'es
meetings to develop and implement distribution pat-

terns for its 1960 program, it was announced by vice
president William J. Heineman following the firm's
recent sales conference in Chicago. In the above
group Heineman, at the Chicago conclave, is flanked
(left to right) by v. p. in charge of domestic sales
James R. Velde; William Hames, Southern district

manager; Milton E. Cohen, Eastern and Canadian divi-

sion manager, and Harry Goldman, Chicago branch
manager. The meetings are being skippered by dis-

trict managers in each of UA's six domestic districts,

with regional releasing programs being set for the
company's 1960 slate of 36 to 42 features, including
a hoped-for 24 "A" productions over the year. The
follow-up meetings will detail new local level merchan-
dising methods designed to create the most effective
selling impact and to aid exhibitors and salesmen in

the field.

WB Get Levine

Warner Bros., which released

showman Joseph E. Levine's

boxoffice smash of last year,

"Hercules," will distribute

"Hercules Unchained," the

Embassy Pictures Corp. head's

ambitious follow-up to the

strongman epic. Under the

agreement, jointly announce:)

by Warner's executive vice

president Benjamin Kalmen-
son (above) and Levine, the

new film will be re'ased on or

about July 1, 1960. Like its

predecessor, "Hercules Un-

chained" will enjoy a lavish

promotional build-up, even
greater in size and scope than

the initial drive, according to

Levine and the WB executive.

BEN MARCUS (author of plan
for MPI purchase of post-

1948 film libraries): "We
have 18,000 potential cus-

tomers ready to buy and play
the films, and we should have
no trouble in securing 1 5,000
boo/tings, Exhibitors will get
behind the MPi 100 per cent
in money and effort."

STANLEY KRAMER (producer-
director of "On the Beach" at

a trade press conference):

"Controversy is a strange
thing in films. I did not make
it ("Beach") for controversy's

sake. Guilty! It has provoked
discussion. That's democratic.

That's good. That's an accom-
plishment— to provoke dis-

cussion. In a moving picture,

today, of any power, contro-

versy is built in. There's no
pattern of entertainment."

MILTON R. RACKMIL (at Uni-

versal^ Caribbean Zone sales

conference): "We are going
after and getting the finest

talent available in the world
today."

WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN (United

Artists' 1960 sales meeting in

Chicago): "Our lineup for

1960 and beyond features

the most sought-after proper-

ties of our time—best-sellers

and plays which have been
pre-sold to millions all over

the world."

VERY REV. TIMOTHY J. FLYNN
(director of the Bureau of

Information and of Radio and
Television of the New York

Archdiocese): "Now that TV
has taken over in the area of

mass entertainment, motion
pictures are growing up . . .

But the process is not without

its growing pains. The fact

that theatrical films are no
longer pinned down to a 12-

year-old mentality, has re-

leased the medium and en-

abled it to grow toward a

new and wider niche in the

art world. Unfortunately,
however, many in Hollywood
seem to think that adult is a
short spelling for adultery."
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCI
All Tne Vital Details on Current &> Coming Features

(Date of Rim BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

LLIED ARTISTS Coming

July

BATTLE FLAME Scott Brady, Elaine Edwards, Robert
Blake. Producer Lester Sansom. Director R. G. Spring-
steen. War, romance in Korea. 75 min.

BIG CIRCUS, THE C'nemaScope. Technicolor. Victor

Mature, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Irwin Allen. Direc-

tor Joseph Newman. Big time drama of the Big Top.
I68Vz min. 7/20.

SURRENDER- HELLI Susan Cabot, Keith Andes. Producer
Edmund Go:den. Director Joh.i Barnwell. Story of Col.

Donald Blackburn, U S Army, who organized an army
of guerillas to battle Japanese after fall of Manila
cur.ng World War II. 85 min.

August

BAT, THE Vincent Price, Agnes Merehead. Producer
C. J. Tevlin. New version of Mary Robert Rinehart
and Avery Hopwood's world famous mystery tale. 80

FACE OF FIRE Cameron Mitchell. James Whitmore.
Producers Albert Band^ Louis Garfinkle. Director Band.
Handyman disfigured in fire finally gains friends. 83

October

WEB OF EVIDENCE Van Johnscn, Vera Miles. Produced
by Maxwell Setton and John R. Sloan. Filmed from
A. J. Cronln's novel "Beyond This Place." Young man
reopens 20 year old murder case to free his falhev.

88 mfn.

November

ATOMIC SUBMARINE Arthur Franz, Dick Foran, Brett

Halsoy. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Spencer G.
Bennet. Sclojco-ficHon thriller of a Polar sub and its

encounter with unknown enemy. 73 min.

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT, U.S.A. George S. Hamil-
ton Mary Murphy. Producer Terry Sanders. Director
Denis Sanders. Law-student turns criminal. 80 min.

HOUSE OF INTRIGUE, THE CinemaScope, Color. Dawn
AdctemSj Curt Jurgens, Folco Lulii. Produ<-«r-dire^ for
Duiiio Colettt. Spies and counter-spies' activities dur-
ng WW II. 90 min.

December

PURPLE GANG, THE Starring Barry Sullivan, Robert
Blake. Elaine Edwards. Produced by Lindsley Parsons.
Director Frank McDonald. The startling story of Ih3
infamous Detroit mobsters. 83 min.

RAYMIE David Ladd. John Agar. Charles Winninger.
Richard Arlen. Produced bv A. C. Lyle. Director
Fred McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant
6 foot barracuda. 73 min.

January

HYPNOTIC EYE, THE Jacgues Bergerac, Marcia Hen-
derson. Merry Anders Allison Hayes. Producer.
Charles B Bloch. Director, George Blair. Hypnotist's
assistant wearing mask, is responsive for disfiguring
pretty faces of hypnosis volunteers. 82 min.

Februarv

BLUEBEARD'S TEN HONEYMOONS Georoe Sanders
Corinne Calvet. Producer Roy Parkinson. Director, W.
Lee Wilder. Based on the true-life story of Landru
infamous French bluebeard.

SEXPOT GOES TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren Tues-
day Weld Miianou Bardot. Producer-Director Albert
Zugsmlth. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-
lege routine.

March
I FASSED FOR WHITE S~nva Wi'd-. Jam»< Fr*n-is'us.
Producer-director Fred Wilcox. Story of a Negress
who passes for white.

PAY OR DIE Ernest Boranine Zohra Lamoert. Producer
and director Richard Wilson Story of Police Capt.
Petrosino s war against the Mafia in the early 1900 s

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books. "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter. Vic Damone. Pro-
ducer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson. True
story of U. S. Marine hero Guy Gabaldon.

THE PLUNDERERS Jeff Chandler. Producer-director
Joseph Anthony. Band of young hoodlums intimidate
entire western town.

RECKLESS, PR!DE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

THE BIG BANKROLL Fabulous life story of king of the
gamblers. Producers, Samuel Bischoff and David
D

'
a — : - 3

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

September

SIGN OF THE GLADIATOR Cc :- C
Ekberg George Marshall. Producer
Director Vittorio Musy Glori. The loves and
Zenobia and her downfall by the Roman Empire. 84

nemaScope. Anita
Guido Brignone.

October

BUCKET OF BLOOD, A Barboura Morris, Dick Miller.

Producer-director Roqer Corman. A mad artist mur-

ders his victims and uses their bodies for statues.

65 min.

LEECHES. THE Ken Clark, Yvette Vickers. Producer
Gene Corman. Director Bernard L. Kowalski. Monsters
arise from the swamps of the Florida everglades. 42

November

GIANT GILA MONSTER Don Sullivan. Lisa Simone.

Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg. Giant
gila monsters goes beserk on diet of humans. 75 min.

THE KILLER SHREWS Ingrid Gouds, James Best. Ken
Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg.

Tiny shrews grow to huge proportions. 69 min.

December

GOLIATH AND THE BARBARIANS Color. Cinema-
Scope. Steve Reeves. Bruce Cabot, Chelo Alonso

Producer Eminno Salvi. Director Carlo Campogalliani.

A young woodsman revenges the death of his father.

Spectacle. 88 min.

February

ANGRY RED PLANET Cinemagic. Eastmancolor. Gera'd
Mohr. Nora Havden, Les Tremayne. Producers Sidney

Pink. Norman Maurer. Director lb Melchoir. 83 min.

April

CIRCUS OF HORROS CinemaScope Color. Anton
Diffring. Erika Remburg. Horror Spectacle. 95 mm.

May
GIRL ON DEATH ROW PanaVision. Terry Moore.

Debra Paget. Producer Richard Bernstein. Director

Roy Del Ruth. Prison melodrama. 90 min.

JAILBREAKERS, THE Robert Horton. Marv Castle. Pro-

ducer-director Alexander Grasshoss. Four escaped
convicts try to find a treasure of S400.000.00 from a

bank robbery. 65 min.

June
FALL OF THE HOUSE OF USHE?. CinomaScope. Color.

Vincent Price Mark Damon Myrna Fahey. Producer-

director Roger Corman. Edgar Allen Poe's classic.

Coming

ALADDIN AND THii GIANT CinemaScope and Color.

Action fantasy.

GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON Color. Action fantasy.

80 min.

IN THE YEAR 2389 CinemaScope & Color. Jules Verne.

Science fiction.

KONGA CinemaScope. Color. Producer Herman Cch;n.

SHE H Ryder Haggard's novel-

TAKE ME TO YOUR LEADER CinemaScope. Comedy

July

ANATOMY OF A MURDER James Stewart. Lee Remic
Beo Gazzara. Producer-director Otto Preminejer. Filnv|

zation of Robert Traver's best-seller. 160 min. 7/6.

LEGEND OF TOM DOOLEY, THE Michael Lanejon.
Morrow. Producer Stan Shpetner. Director Ted Pos
Picturization of legend of eternal triangle. 79
6/22.

MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT Kim Novak. Fredric Marcl
Producer George Justin. Director Delbert Mann. Base
on Paddy Chayefsky's stage success. 118 min. 5/21

August

HAVE ROCKET, WILL TRAVEL. The Three Stooqe*
Producer Harry Remm. Director David Lowell Ricll
Space-age cemedy. 76 min.

30-FOOT BRIDE OF CANDY ROCK, THE Lou Coit.lh
Producer Lewis J. Raehmil. Director Sidney Mills
Rubbish collector-scientist builds machine which mak«
his girl a giant. 73 min. 8/31/59.

October

CRIMSON KIMONO, THE Victoria Shaw, Glenn Co
bett. Producer-director Samuel Fuller. Love and mg
der on burlesgue row. 82 min. 9/14/59.

THEY CAME TO CORDURA CinemaScope. EastmJ
Color. Gary Cooper. Rita Hayworth, Van Heflin, Ta
Hunter. Producer William Goetz. Director Robot
Rossen. From the novel by Glendon Swarthout. 12!

TINGLER, THE Vincent Price, Judith Evelyn. ProducaJ
director William Castle. Spook show with built-i 1

gimmicks. 80 min.

November

TALKING DOG. THE

BATTLE OF THE CORAL SEA Cliff Robertson. Gi
Scala. Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director Pat
Wendkos. Drama set against WW II background. K
min. 10/26/59.

LAST ANGRY MAN, THE Paul Muni, David Wayn
Producer Fred Kohlmar, Director Daniel Mann. Pictur!
zation of Gerald Green's bestseller. 100 min. I0/I2/5A

WARRIOR AND THE SLAVE GIRL SupercineScopej
Eastman color. Gianna Maria Canale, Georges Marcha ,

Director Vittorio Cottafavi. Action Spectacle. 89 mir
11/9/59.

MOUSE THAT ROARED, THE Color. Peter Sellers!
Jean Seberg. Producer Walter Shenson. Director Jac
Arnold. Satire on relations of countries during Atomi-
Age. 83 min. 10/12/59.

YESTERDAY'S ENEMY Stanley Baker. Guy Rolfe. Pro]
ducer Michael Carreras. Director Val Guest. Britis
and Japs battle in Burma. 95 min.

December

EDGE OF ETERNITY CinemaScope. Color. Corn*
Wilde Victoria Shaw. Producer Kendrick Sweet. D
rector Donald Siegel. Murder and intrigue at Arizon
mine. 80 min. I 1/9/59.

FLYING FONTAINES, THE Eastman Color. Michael
Callan. Evy Norlund. Producer Sam Katzman. Direct*]
George Sherman. Life with the circus. 84 min. 12/21

THOUSAND AND ONE APABIAN NIGHTS TechnicoloJ
UPA Cartoon feature. Starring the near sighted Mr!
Magoo. Producer Stephen Bosustow. Director Jac
Kinney. 76 min. 12/21.

January

GENE KRUPA STORY, THE Sal Mineo. Susan Kohn.rj
Producer Philip A Waxman. Director Don Weis. Pic;

ture of the famed drummer. 101 min. 1/4/60.

SUDDENLY, LAST SUMMER Elizabeth Taylor. Montgoml
ery Cliff. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director Joseph I
Mankiewicz. Based on the controversial Tennessa>|
Williams play. I 14 min. 12/21.

February

ONCE MORE, WITH FEELING Technirama. Color Yu
Brynner. Kay Kendall. Producer-Director Stanley Donanj
Story about a concert conductor. 92 min.

OUR MAN IN HAVANA CinemaScope. Alec Gu
Burl Ives. Maureen O'Hara. Producer-Director Carol
Reed Drama of a vacuum cleaner salesman in Havana

WHO WAS THAT LADY? Tony Curtis. Dean Martin
Janet Leiqh. Producer Norman Krasna. DirectOfj
George Sidney. Curtis poses as an F.B.J, agent.
min. 1/18/60.

S IS YOUR PRODUCT



March
BABETTE GOES TO WAR CinemaScope, Color. Briqitte

Bardot. Jacques Charrier, Producer Raoul J. Levy.

Director Christian-Jaque. Bardot helpt defeat Germany.
103 min.

COMANCHE STATION CinemaScope, Color. Randolph
Scott, Nancy Gates. Producer-director Budd Boetticher.

swboy out (or revenqe. 74 min.

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borqnine. Kerwin Mathews.
Producer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre de Toth.

Hollywood film maqnate becomes U.S. counter-spy.

April

AS THE SEA RAGES Formerly (Search For Chorefto)
Maria Schell. Cliff Robertson. Producer Carl Sikoll.

Director Horst Hachler. A war amonq fishermen and
islanders. 97 min.

BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG Dick Clark. Michael Cal-
lan, Tuesday Weld. Producer Jerry Bresler. Director
•Paul Wendkos. A teacher fiqhts teenaqe violence.

KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO CinemaScope, Color. Rob-
ert Taylor, Anne Aubrey Producers Irvinq Allen,
Albert R. Broccoli. Director Richard Thorpe, Enqineer
ifiqhts slave trade in Africa. 91 min.

May
ALL THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd. Sidney Poitier.

Producer-director Hall Bartlett. U.N. forces trapped
oehind enemy lines in Korea.

ENEMY GENERAL, THE Jean Pierre Aumont, Dany Car-
[
el. Producer Sam Katiman. Director Georqe Sherman.

MOUNTAIN ROAD, THE James Stewart, Lisa Lu. Pro-
ducer William Goeti. Director Daniel Mann. G.l.'s
Fight across Burma.

Coming

ilDGET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope, Color. James
I Darren, Sandra Dee, Michael Callan. Producer Jerry
Bresler.

GULLIVER'S TRAVELS Super Dynamation, Color. Kerwin
,v1athews, Jo Morrow. Producer Charles Schneer. Di-

|

ector Jack Sher.

AIM AT THE STARS Curt Jurqens, Victoria Shaw,
producer Charles H. Schneer. Director Lee Thompson.
;ilm bioqraphy of brilliant rocket scientist.

vlY DOG BUDDY Ken Curtis.

UEACH FOR TOMORROW Burl Ives, Shelly Winters,
James Daren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan, Director
1'hlllp Leacock.

iONG WITHOUT END Formerly (Crescendo) Cinema-
cope, Color. Dirk Boqarde. Capucine. Producer
•Villiam Goeti. Director Charles Vidor. The story of
Frank Lisit.

I
STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET CinemaScope, Color.

I
Kirk Douqlas. Kim Novak. Ernie Kovacs. Barbara Rush.

SURPRISE PACKAGE Yul Brynner, Mitii Gaynor.

(WO FACES OF DR. JEKYLL, THE Color. Paul Massie,
pawn Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
Terence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
on's classic.

INDEPENDENTS

September

SACK TO THE WALL (Ellis) Gerard Oury, Jeanne
Nrforeau. Producer Francois Chavane. Director Edooard
vtolinaro. French melodrama about husband who black-
hails his cheating wife. 94 min. 8/31/59.

TAILOR'S MAID, THE CinemaScope ITransLux) Vittorio
ie Slca, Lorella de Luca. Producer Guido Giambarto-
omei. Director Mario Monlcelli. Italian version of
loarents-children problem. 92 min. 8/31/59.

October

THE 400 BLOWS (Zenith) Jean Pierre Leaud. Produced
and directed by Francois Truffant. French drama of
.boy's unhappy life. 98 min. 9/14/59.

November
THE LOVERS IZenith) Jeanne Moreau, Alan Cuny.
Greeted by Louis Malle. French import about illicit
ove affair. 90 min. 9/I4/S9.

THIRD MAN ON THE MOUNTAIN IBuena Vista) Walt
Disney. Technicolor. Michael Rennie, James Mac-
Artbur, Janet Munro. Produced by William H. Ander-
son. Directed by Ken Annakin. Adventure. 100 min.
|P/I4/S9.

January
TIGER BAY IRankl John Mills, Horst Buckholi. Pro-
ducer John Hawkesworth. Director J. Lee Thompson,
suspense drama involvinq a murderer, a girl who
witnessed his crime, and a brilliant police inspector.

February

TOBY TYLER IBuena Vistal Technicolor. Kevin Cor-
coran. Henry Calvin, Gene Sheldon Producer Walt
Disney. Director Charles Banton. Circus tale of a
runaway boy's adventures under the Biq Top 96 min
1/18/60.

April

KIDNAPPED IBuena Vistal Technicolor. Peter Finch

James MacArthur. Producer Walt Disney. Director
Robert Stevenson. Adaptation of Robert Louis Steven-
son's adventure classic

June

SIGN OF ZORRO, THE IBuena Vistal. Guy Williams,
Henry Calvin. Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-
tors Norman Foster and Lewis R. Foster.

Coming
A TIME TO KILL I Producers Associated Pictures Co. I

Jim Davis, Don Megowan, Allison Hayes. Producer Pat
Beti. Director Oliver Drake.

BEHIND THE GREAT WALL (Continental Dist.l Aroma
Rama, DeLuxe Color. TotalScope. Producer Leonardo
Bonzi. Director Sidney Kauffman. Narrated by Chet
Huntley. Story introduces the process and its explana-
tions. 98 min. 12/21.

DAY OF THE TRUMPET, THE (C. Santiago Film Organi-
zation Prod.) John Aqar, Richard Arlen, Bill Phipps.
Producer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

DREAM MACHINE, THE (Amalgamated Prods. I Rod
Cameron, Marty Murphy, Perer lllinq. Producers Rich-
ard Gordon and Charles Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
qomery Tully.

GORGO I King Bros. I Technicolor. Wide screen. Bill

Travers, Vincent Winter, William Sylvester. Producer
Maurice and Frank Kinq. Director Euqene Lourie.

JUNGLE CAT (Buena Vista) Technicolor. Story of will

animal life along the Amazon River.

LIGHT ACROSS THE STREET, THE IUMPOI Briqitte

Bardot, Raymond Pelleqrin, Roqer Piquat. Producer
Jacques Gauthier. Director Georqes Lacombe. Drama.
A French husband and wife try to live without normal
sex relations, after the husband had a near-fatal acci-

dent. 76 min.

POLLYANNA (Buena Vistal Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Richard Eagan. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller.

SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON IBuena Vista) Technicolor.
John Mills, Dorothy McGuire. Adapatation of Johann
Wyss' Adventure classic.

METRO- GOLDWYN -MAYER

August

BIG OPERATOR, THE Mickey Rooney, Steve Cochran.
Mamie Van Doren. Producers Al Zuqsmith, Red Doff.
Director Charles Haas. Topical qanqland drama. 91

SCAPEGOAT. THE Alec Guinness, Bette Davis. Pro-

ducer Michael Balcon. Director Robert Hamer. Filmi-

zation of Daphne du Maurier's best-seller. 92 min. 8/3.

September

FOR THE FIRST TIME Technirama. Technicolor. Mario
Lanza, Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer Alexander Gruter.
Director Rudy Mate. Great singer falls in love with

deaf girl. 97 min. 8/17.

IT STARTED WITH A KISS CinemaScope, Color. Glenn
Ford, Debbie Reynolds. Producer Aaron Rosenberg.
Director Georqe Marshall. Soldier wins bride and car.

104 min. 8/17.

October

GIRLS TOWN Mamie Van Doren, Mel Torme Maqgie
Hayes, Paul Anka. Ray Anthony. Producer Albert
Zuqsmith. Director Charles Haas. Drama of a qirl

suspected of murder, who proves her innocence after

she is committed to an institution. 92 min.

LIBEL Olivia de Havilland, Dirk Boqarde. Producer
Anatole de Grunwald. Director Anthony Asquith.
Courtroom drama based on London and New York
stage hit. 100 min. 10/26/59.

TARZAN, THE APE MAN Color, Wide Screen. Denny
Miller, Joanna Barnes. Producer Al Zimbalist. Director
Josesph Newman. New adventure of the world-famed
King of the Jungle. 82 min. 10/26/59.

November

HOUSE OF THE SEVEN HAWKS, THE Robert Taylor.

Nicole Maurey. Producer David E. Rose. Director

Richard Thorpe. Suspense drama of the search for

looted iewels hidden by the Nazis in Holland. 92 min.

December
WRECK OF THE MARY DEARE, THE CinemaScope.
Metrocolor. Gary Cooper, Charlton Heston. Producer
Julian Blaustein. Director Michael Anderson. Film ver-

sion of Hammond Innes' best-seller dealing with the

cap-tain of a freiqhter whose owners conspire to sink

her for the value of her carqo. 106 min. 11/23/59.

FEBRUARY SUMMARY
The February release schedules now

total 22 features, but it should be

noted that this number may yet be de-

creased if the impending talent strike

should be called. Some of the distrib-

utors may hold back presently slated

films. The present list, company by

company: United Artists, four; 20th

Century-Fox, Columbia, Paramount,

three each; Universal, Warner Bros,

and Allied Artists, two each; M-G-M,

American-International and Buena
Vista, will each have one.

January
NEVER SO F'cW CinemaScope. Metrocolor. Frank

Sinatra, Gina Lollobriqida . Produced by Edmund
Grainqer. Directed by John Sturqes Story of a qroup
of Kachin queriHas in Burma durinq World War II.

based on Tom Chamales' best-sellinq novel. 127 min.

12/21.

THE GAZEBO CinemaScope. Glenn Ford, Debbie Rey-

nolds Producer Lawrence Weinqarten. Director Georqe
Marshall. Film version of the Broadway mystery-

comedy hit. 102 min. 12/21.

February

THE LAST VOYAGE MetroColor. Robert Stack. Dor-

orthy Malone. Producer-Director Andrew L. Stone

Dramatic stc\ry of the events which occur with sinkinq

of an ocean liner. 91 min.

March
HOME FROM THE HILL CinemaScope. Metrocolor.

Robert Mitchum, Eleanor Parker. Producer Edmund
Grainger. Director Vincente Minnelli. Film version of

William Humphrey's novel dealing with conflict be-

tween family. 150

April

PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES CinemaScope. Metro-

Color. Dorrt Day, David Nlven. Janis Paige. Producer

Joe Pasternak. Director Cnarles WalVers. Comic ex-

periences of N. Y. couple and their children.

Coming
ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN CinemaScope.
MetroColor. Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges. Producer

Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Michael Curtiz.

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaScope
Color. Robert Wagner, Natalie Wood. Susan Koh-

ner. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Michael

Anderson.

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope. MetroColor. Judy
Holliday, Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-

tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit.

BEN HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston

Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet Pro-

ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Brb-

lical spectacle 332 min. 11/23/59.

BUTTERFIELD 8 Elizabeth Taylor. Laurence Harvey.

Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Daniel Mann.
Adaptation of John O'Hara's novel.

Anthony Mann.

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter, Pat Crowley.

Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Phil Carson.

PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney. Terry

Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military

academy.

SUBTERRANEANS. THE CinemaScope, Metrocolor.

Leslie Caron, George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed

Director Ranald MacDouqa.ll. Film version of Jack

Kerouac's novel.

TEMPTATION Ava Gardner. Dirk Boqarde. Joseph
Cotten. Producer Goffredo Lombardo. Director Nun-
nally Johnson.

THE DAY THEY ROBBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray, Elizabeth Sellars. Huqh Griffith. Producer

Jules Buck. Director John Guillermin. Suspenseful

action-thriller of a sensational robbery.

THE TIME MACHINE Rod Taylor. Alan Younq. Pro-

ducer George Pal. Based on H. G. Welts' story of a

man who invents a machine which carries him from
the 19th century into an amazinq world of the future

PARAMOUNT

August
THE FIVE PENNIES Technicolor. Danny Kaye, Barbara
Bel Geddes. Louis Armstronq. Harry Guardino. Pro-

ducer Jack Rose. Director Melville Shavelton. Com-
edy-drama. Life story of jazzman Red Nichols. 117

min. 5/11.
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September
THAT KIND OF WOMAN Sophia Loren. Tab Hunter
George Sanders. Producers Carlo Ponti, Marcello
Girosi. Director Sidney Lumet. Comedy-drama. Rich
man s paramour chooses between financial security and
love of a young paratrooper. ?2 min. 8/17.

October
BUT NOT FOR ME Clark Gable, Carroll Baker Lee J
Cobb, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg ' George
Seaton. Director Walter Lang. Comedy. May-Decem-
ber romance between dynamic Broadway producer and
his actress-secretary. 105 min. 8/17.

JAYHAWKERS, THE Technicolor. Jeff Chandler Fess
Par

,
' ,

Nlc
?
le Maurey. Producers Norman Panama

Melvin Frank. Director Melvin Frank. Frontier Napo-

November
CAREER Dean Martin, Anthony Franciosa Shirley Mac-Lame Carolyn Jones. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Joseph Anlhony. Drama Ambitious young actor strug-
gling toward stardom, encounters love hardship frus-
tration. 105 min. 10/12/59.

December

^'ku
ABh

J
ER Te

,

cnnlcol °i-. Peter Palmer, Leslie ParrishStubby Kaye, Julie Newmar, Robert Strauss. ProducerNorman Panama. Director Melvin Frank. Musical-comedy. Screen version of long-run Broadway show

l?/9/5?°
n S Dogpatch characters. 114 min.

January

tZOUCH<

OF LARCENY James Mason, Vera Miles.Producer Ivan Foxwell. Director Guy Hamilton. Comedy
93 min** 1/18/60 ^ Wh° maPS a " elaborate fra "d-

February
JACK THE RIPPER Lee Patterson, Eddie Byrne, Betty

j?yal
i- „

Produce '- a "d Director— Robert S. Baker

dal 8°5 min
JoSeph E

'
Levine exploitation spe-

THE BIG NIGHT Randy Sparks, Dick Foran Venetia
Stevens Anna Lee. Producer Vern Alves. Director Sid-

74
V
min '

V °
f V° Jn9 people on the loose -

CIRCUS STARS Technicolor. Russian release distrib-
uted by Paramount pursuant to agreement under the
auspices of the State Department. 67 min.

March
CHANCE MEETING Hardy Kruger, Micheline Presle
Producer David Deutsch. Director Joseph Losey. Young
artist, accused of murdering his mistress, attempts toprove his innocence. 96 min.

HELLER IN PINK TIGHTS Iformerly Heller With A
Technicolor. Sophie Loren, Anthony Quinn, Mar-garet O Brien. Producers Carlo Ponti and Marcello

<=m Rosi. Director George Cukor. Theatrical troupe's
adventures in the old west.

JOVANKA AND THE OTHERS Van Heflin. Silvana
Mangano, Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis

9u
r

min°
r Mdrtin Ritt

-
Yu<3° slav partisans battle Nazis]

April

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET Jerry Lewis, Joan Black-
man. Prdoucer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog
Screen version of the Broadway hit by Gore Vidal.

Coming
BAY OF NAPLES VistaVision, Technicolor. Clark Gable
Sophia Loren. Producer Jack Ross. Director Mei
Shavelson.

CINDERFELLA Technicolor, VistaVision. Jerry Lewis
Ed Wynn, Anna Marie Alberghetti Erin O'Brien Pro-
ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin.

BREATH OF SCANDAL. A Sophia Loren, Maurice
Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti and
Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtii.

G.I. BLUES VistaVision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley. Pro-
ducer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog. Story of
American soldiers in Germany.

NIGHT WITHOUT END Technicolor. William Holden
Debbie Reynolds. Producers William Perlberg and
George Seaton.

ONE-EYED JACKS VistaVision. Technicolor. Marlon
Brando, Pina Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-
tor Marlon Brando. Western.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh, Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles,
John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock'
Story based on Inner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert
Bloch.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY, THE VistaVision, Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire. Debbie Reynolds Tab Hunter
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-
boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

RAT RACE. THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan.

SAVAGE INNOCENTS Technirama, Technicolor. An-
thony Ouinn Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray.

UNDER TEN FLAGS Technirama. Van Heflin, Charles
Laughton. Producer Dino DeLaurentis. Directors Duilio
Coletti and Silvio Narizzano.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, France Nuyen, Michael Wilding, Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Jean Negulesco. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and hte Broadway play.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

September

BLUE ANGEL. THE CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color. May
Britt, Curt Jurgens. Producer Jack Cummings. Director
Edward Dmytryk. Based on novel by Heinrich Mann.
107 min. 8/31/59.

OREGON TRAIL CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Producer
R. Einfeld. Director G. Fowler. Fred MacMurray, Nina
Shipman. Drama of 1846 Oregon dispute. 86 min. 8/17.

October

BEST OF EVERYTHING. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jean Negulesco.
Picturization of Rona Jaffe's best-seller. Hope Lange
Stephen Boyd. Suzy Parker. 121 min.

5 GATtS TO HELL Cinemascope, Patricia Owens,
Neville Brand. Producer-director J. Clavell. Ravaged
women in Indo-China. 98 min. 9/28/59.

MAN WHO UNDERSTOOD WOMEN, THE, CinemaScope,
DeLuxe Color. Henry Fonda, Leslie Caron. Producer-
director Nunnally Johnson. Filmization to Romain
Gary's novel. 105 min. 9/28/59.

November

BELOVED INFIDEL CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Greg-
ory Peck, Deborah Kerr, Eddie Albert. Director Henry
King. Producer Jerry Wald. Intimate story of F. Scott
Fitzgerald and Sheilah Graham. 132 min.

HOUND DOG MAN CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Carol
Lynley, Fabian. Producer Jerry Wald. Director D.
Siegel. Story of young love in the remote Kentucky
mountain country. 83 min. 11/9/59.

December

BLOOD AND STEEL RegalScope. Brett Halsey, Ziza
Rodann. Producer G. Corman. Director B. Kowalsky.
63 min. War story in South Pacific.

JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH Cinema-
Scope, Deluxe Color. Pat Boone, James Mason, Arlene
Dahl. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Levin.
Picturization of Jules Verne's novel. 132 min. 12/21.

January

A STORY ON PAGE ONE CinemaScope. Rita Hay-
worth, Anthony Franciosa. Producer Jerry Wald. Direc-
tor Clifford Odets. Drama of a woman plotting to
murder her husband. 123 min. 1/4.

ROOKIE, THE CinemaScope. Tommy Noonan, Pete
Marshall, Julie Newmer. Producer Tommy Noonan.
Director G°orge O'Hanlon. Army training. Comedy.
86 min. 1/4.

SEVEN THIEVES CinemaScope. Color. Edward G. Rob-
inson, Rod Stsiger, Joan Collins. Produced S. Boe"hm.

February

THE THIRD VOICE CinemaScope. Edmund O'Brien,
Julie London. Producer H. Cornfield. Drama of intrique
in a big city police station.

March

WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER CinemaScope, De Luxe
Color. Ernie Kovacs. Margo Moore. Producer Mervyn
LeRoy. Gl operates a lavish resort on a Pacific Island.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, Color. Montgomery Clift,

Lee Remick. Producer-director Elia Kazan. An elderly
woman successfully fights the Tennessee Valley
Authority.

A pril

CAN-CAN ITodd-A) Color. Frank Sinatra, Shirley

MacLane. Maurice Chevalier. Producer Jack Cum-
mings. Director Walter Lang.

DOG OF FLANDERS, A CinemaScope, Color. David
Ladd, Donald Crisp. Producer R. Radnitz. Director
J. Clark. Story of a boy and his dog. 96 min. 1/18/60.

MASTERS OF THE CONGO JUNGLE DeLuxe Color,
CinemaScope. Narrator—Orson Welles. Producer H.
Storch. Director M. De Roover. Story of life in the
Belgian Congo. 88 min. 1/18/60.

173 FIGHTING MEN RegalScope.

May
BOBBIKINS Max Bygraves. Shirley Jones. Producer
O. Brodney. Director Robert Day'.

CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson Welles,

Juliette Greco. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director

Richard Fleischer.

SONS AND LOVERS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Joan
Collins, Wendy Hiller. Producer Jerry Wald. Director
Jack Cardiff.

STORY OF RUTH, THE Deluxe Color CinemaScope.
Elana Eden. Stephen Boyd, Peggy Wood. Producer
Samuel G. Engel. Director Henry Koster. Story of a
biblical character. 122 min.

June

DESIRE IN THE DUST. CinemaScope.

FROM THE TERRACE DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Paul
Newman, Joanne Woodward. Director-producer Mark
Robson.

HIGH TIME DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Bing Crosby.
Fabian. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Blake
Edwards.

MURDER, INC. RegalScope. Producer Burt Balaban.
VALLEY OF THE REDWOODS RegalScope. Lynn Bernay.
John Huston.

July
ALASKANS, THE CinemaScope, Color. John Wayne,
Robert Mitchum. Gary Crosby. Director Henry Hatha-
way.

Coming

LET'S MAKE LOVE Marilyn Monroe, Frank Sinatra.
Fred Astaire. Director George Cukor. Producer Jerry
Wald.

THE BILLIONAIRE Gregory Peck, Marilyn Monroe.
Producer Jerry Wald. Director George Cukor.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Ray Stricklyn,
Merry Anders. Story of the teenage life of the notor-
ious outlaw.

UNITED ARTISTS

August

CRY TOUGH John Saxon, Linda Cristal. Producer
Harry Kleiner. Director Paul Stanley. Drama with
N. Y. background. 83 min. 8/3.

DEVIL'S DISCIPLE. THE Burt Lancaster, Kirk Douglas,
Sir Laurence Olivier. Producer Harold Hecht. Direc-
tor Guy Hamilton. Filmization of famous Shaw play.
82 min. 8/17.

RABBIT TRAP, THE Ernest Borgnine. Producer Harry
Kleiner. Director Phillip Leacock. Man realizes he is

caught in economic trap— his job. 72 min. 7/20.

September

INSIDE THE MAFIA Cameron Mitchell. Producer Rob-
ert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn. Action drama.
72 min. 9/28/59.

October
COUNTERPLOT Forrest Tucker. Producer-director Kurt
Neumann. Action drama with Puerto Rican back-
ground. 76 min. 10/26/59.

TIMBUCTU Victor Mature, Yvonne DeCarlo. Director
Jacques Tourneur. Melodrama about adventure in

French Sudan. 91 min. 10/26/59.

WONDERFUL COUNTRY. THE Color. Robert Mitchum.
Julie London. Producer Chester Erskine. Director
Robert Parrish. Film version of Tom Lea's best-seller.

96 min. 10/12/59.

TAKE A GIANT STEP Johnny Nash. Producer Julius

Epstein. Director PhiKp Leacock. Drama based on the
Broadway play. 100 min. 12/7.

November

ODDS AGAINST TOMORROW Harry Belafonte, Robert
Ryan, Shelly Winters. Producer-director Robert Wise.
Taut drama of a bank robbery. 95 min. 10/12/59.

SUBWAY IN THE SKY Van Johnson, Hildegarde Neff.

Producer John Temple-Smith and Patrick Filmer-Sankey.
Post-war melodrama. 85 min. 9/14/59.

December

SOLOMON AND SHEBA Color. Yul Brynner, Gina
Lollobrigida. Producer Ted Richmond. Director King
Vidor. Biblical spectacle in SuperTechnirama-70 and
color. 139 min. 1/4/60.

January

DOG'S BEST FRIEND. A Bill Williams, Marcia Hender-
son. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L. Cahn.
Comedy. 70 min. 1/18/60.

GUNFIGHTERS OF ABILENE Buster Crabbe. Judith

Ames. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L. Cahn.
Western. 67 min. 1/18/60.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY David Niven, Mitzie Gaynor.
Producer Ralph Fields. Director David Miller. Roman-
tic Comedy based on Broadway hit. 81 min. 11/23/59.

February

ON THE BEACH Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner, Fred
Astaire, Anthony Perkins. Producer-director Stanley
Kramer. Film version of Nevil Shute's provocative
best-seller. 133 min. 12/7/59.
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TAKE A GIANT STEP Johnny Nash, Rudy Dee. Pro-
ducer Jules L. Epstein. Director Phillip Leacock. Drama
of a negro teenager. 100 min. 12/7/5?.

THE PUSHER Kathy Caryle, Felice Orlandi. Producers
Gene Milford and Sid Katz, Director Gene Milford
Action drama. 81 min. I / 1 6740.

VICE RAID Mamie Van Doren, Brad Dexter. Producer
Robert E. Kent, Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action drama.
71 min.

March

FUGITIVE KIND, THE Marlon Brando, Anna Magnani,
Joanne Woodward. Producer Martin Jurow. Director
Sidney Lumet. Based on Tennessee Williams' and Rich-
ard Shepherd's Broadway play. 135 min.

SUMMER OF THE 17th DOLL Ernest Borgnine, Anne
Baxter Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film version
of Ray Lawler's Broadway and London stage play. 93

OKLAHOMA TERRITORY Bill Williams, Gloria Talbot.
Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. 47
min. Action drama. 47 min.

April

BOY AND THE PIRATE, THE Color. Charles Herbert.
Susan Gordon. Producer-director Bert I. Gordon. Fan-
tasy-comedy.

THREE CAME TO KILL Cameron Mitchell, Steve Brodie.
Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action
drama. 70 min.

UNFORGIVEN, THE Color. Burt Lancaster, Audrey
Hepburn. Producer James Hill. Director John Huston.
Widescreen Western. 130 min.

May
GAUANT HOURS, THE James Cagney. Producer-Direc-
tor Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval hero
Admiral Halsey. 115 min.

NOOSE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis, Ted De Corsia
Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn.

June

MUSIC BOX KID, THE Ronald Foster, Luana Patten.
Grant Richards. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director
Edward L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.

NIGHTFIGHTERS, THE (formerly A Terrible Beauty)
Robert Mitchum, Dan O'Herlihy, Anne Heywood. Pro-
ducer Raymond Stross. Director Taylor Garnett. Story
of Irish Rebellion.

Coming
ALAMO. THE John Wayne, Richard Widmark Lau-
rence Harvey. Producer-director John Wayne. Historic
epic Western.

APARTMENT, THE Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine
Fred MacMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder. Ro-
mantic comedy.

Y LOVE POSSESSED Picturization of Couizens' novel.

ELMER GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster, Jean
Simmons, Dot Ameche. Producer Bernard Smith. Di-
rector Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller.

EXODUS Paul Newman, Eva Marie Saint. Producer-
director Otto Preminger. Filmization of Leon Uris'
bestseller.

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS, THE From Howard Fast novel.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
sion of James Michener's epic novel.

INHERIT THE WIND Spencer Tracy, Fredric March
Gene Kelly. Producer-director Stanley Kramer. From
Broadway play.

INVIT*riON TO A GUNFIGHT Donna Anderson.

MISFITS, THE Marilyn Monroe. Montgomery Clift
Clark Gable. Producer Frank Taylor. Director John
Huston. Comedy.

OPERATION MURDER Tom Conway, Sandra Dome.
ROAR LIKE A DOVE Comedy.
SERGEANT. THE
THEY CAN'T HANG ME
TIGER BY THE TAIL

TUNES OF GLORY Color. Alec Guinness, John Mills.
Producer Colin Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Com-
edy-drama of the British postwar army.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Elizabeth Taylor.

WEST SIDE STORY Producer-director Robert Wise
rilmization of Broadway musical.

WOMAN CONFIDENTIAL
WOMAN LIKE SATAN, A Color. Brigitte Bardot.

July

BORN TO BE LOVED Hugo Haas, Carol Morris,
ducer-director Haas. Unattractive seamstress
stored to beauty by love. 82 min. t/8.

CURSE OF THE UNDEAD Eric Fleming, Kathleen Crowley
Producer Joseph Gershenson. Director Edward Dein
Horror-western. 7? min. 7/4.

MUMMY, THE Technicolor. Peter Cu.hing, Christopher
Lee Producer Michael Careras. Director Terrence
Fisher. Egyptian mummy returns. 88 min. 7 4

THIS EARTH IS MINE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Rock
Hudson, Jean Simmons, Claude Ralni. Producers Casey
Robinson. Claude Heilman. Director Henry King. Fam-
ily conficts ripen during Prohibition-era on giant Cali-
fornia vineyard. 124 min. 5/11.

October

PILLOW TALK Color. CinemaScope. Rock Hudson
Dons Day, Tony Randall, Thelma Ritter. Producers
Ross Hunter, Martin Melcher. Director Michael Gor-
don. Song writer interior decorator find
zany business. 9/14/59. 102 min.

November
4-D MAN Color and Wide-Screen. Robert Lansing
Lee Merriweather, James Congdon. Producer Jack h!
Harris. Director Irwin S. Yeaworth, Jr. Science-fic-
tion melodrama. 85 min. 10/12/59.

SAPPHIRE Eastman Color Nigel Patrick, Yvonne
Mitchell, Michael Craig, Paul Massie. Producer Michael
Relph. Director Basil Dearden. Mystery dealing with
racial problem. 92 min. 7/20.

December

OPERATION PETTICOAT Eastman Color. Cary Grant.
Tony Curtis, Joan O'Brien, Dina Merrill. Producer Rob-
ert Arthur. Director Blake Edwards. Admiral recalls
his hilarious World War II days. 120 min. 11/9/59

January

OTHELLO Color. Based on Shakespeare's classic which
is being released under the Russian cultural exchange
program. Producer Segire Yutkivich. Director M. Itina.
This is the story of the Moor and how his downfall was
plotted. 120 min.

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE, THE Mickey
Rooney. Mamie Van Doren, Fay Spain, Mel Torme,
Marty Milner, Tuesday Weld, Paul Anka, Cecil Kella-
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith,
Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people on a bus
are taken by a parallel to the Garden of Eden and
its temptations. 87 min.

February

FOUR FAST GUNS James Craig, Martha Vickers, Ed-
gar Buchanan. Producer William J. Hole, Jr. Drama
about the hiring of a town tamer who brought law
and order to the town of Purgatory. 73 min. 11/23/59.

HELL BENT FOR LEATHER Color and CinemaScope.
Audle Murphy, Felicia Farr, Stephen McNally. Pro-
ducer Gordon Kay. Director George Sherman. Out-
door adventure. 80 min.

March

HEAD OF A TYRANT Color, Widescreen. Massimo
Girotti, Isabelle Corey, Renato Baldini, Lucia Banti.
Director Fernando Gerghio. Story of the annihilation
of the people of Central Asia in ancient times.

April

SNOW QUEEN, THE Eastman Color. Art Linkletter,
Sandra Dee, Patty McCormack, Tommy Kirk. Producer
Robert Faber. Animal version of Hans Christian Ander-
sen fairy tale. 70 min. 12/7/59.

Coming

LEECH, THE Coleen Gray, Grant Williams. Gloria
Talbot. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving drug
and turns murderess.

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Anthony Quinn Lana Turner.
Producer Ross Hunter, Director Michael Gardor. Adap
tation of Broadway play by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts.

ROMANOFF AND JULIET Color. Sandra Dee. John
Gavin. Producer-director Peter Ustinov.

SPARTACUS (Techniramal. Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Lawrence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-
tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
his undying love.

WARNER BROTHERS

August

JOHN PAUL JONES Technirama, Technicolor. Robert
Stack, Bette Davis. Producer Samuel Bronston. Direc-
tor John Farrow. Biography of U.S. naval hero. 124

September

LOOK BACK IN ANGER Richard Burton, Claire Bloom,
Mary Ure. Producer Harry Saltzman. Director Tony
Richardson. Prize-winning drama of an angry young
man. 9? min. 8/31/59.

YELLOWSTONE KELLY Technicolor. Clint Walker, Edd
Byrns, Andra Martin. Director Gordon Douglas. U.S.
cavalry battles Indians. 91 min. 8/17.

October

F.B.I. STORY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Vera
Miles. Producer-director Mervyn LeRoy. History of
investigation agency. 149. min. 8/17.

November
A SUMMER PLACE Technicolor, Richard Egan. Dor-
othy McGuire, Sandra Dee. Producer-director, Delmer
Daves. Film drama of Sloan Wilson s best-seller 130
min. 10/12/59.

December

THE MIRACLE Technirama-Technlcolor. Carroll Baker.
Roger Moore Producer, Henry Blanke. Director, Irving
Rapper. Spectacular romance based on world-famed
Max Reinhardt stage production. 121 min. 11/9/59.

January

CASH McCALL Technicolor. James Garner. Natalie
Wood. Producer Henry Blanke. Director Joseph
Pevney. Cameron Hawley's best-seller of the world
of high finance. 102 min. 12/21.

February

BRAMBLE BUSH, THE Technicolor. Richard Burton
Barbara Rush. Producer Milton Sperling. Director
Daniel Petrie. Charles Mergendahl's novel about a

small New England town. 103 min.

THE RISE AND FALL OF LEGS DIAMOND Ray Danton.
Karen Steele. Producer. Milton Sperling. Director
Budd Boetticher. The life of a notorious gangster of

the 1920's. 104 min.

March
GUNS OF THE TIMBERLAND Technicolor. Alan Ladd.
Jeanne Crain. Frankie Avalon. Producer Aaron Spell-

ing. Director, Robert D. W-ebb. An adventure drama
of lumbermen and their women. 91 min.

April

TALL STORY Technicolor. Anthony Perkins. Jane
Fonda. Producer-director Joshua Logan. Romantic com-
edy based on Broadway stage hit by Lindsay and
Crouse.

THIS REBEL BREED Rita Moreno, Mark Damon. Pro-

ducers William Rowland and Robert H. Yamin. Direc-

tor Richard L. Bare. A story of juvenile delinguency.

May
MALAGA Trevor Howard. Dorothy Dandridge. Edmund
Purdom. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director, Laslo Bene-
dek. A suspense drama filmed in European locations.

TRIAL OF SERGEANT RUTLEDGE, THE (formerly Cap-
tain Buffalo) Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter, Constance
Towers. Producers Pat Ford and Willis Goldbeck.
Director John Ford. An unusual story of justice in the

post-Civil War west.

Coming

CRANES ARE FLYING, THE The first Russian film un-

der the cultural agreement. Tatyarva Samiolova. Alex!

Batalov. Director Mikhail Kalatozov. Drama of love and
war. 94 min. 12/7/59.

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS. THE Robert
Preston, Dorothy McGuire. Producer Michael Garrison.

Director Delbert Mann.

ICE PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton, Robert Ryan,

Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Blanke.

Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferber's novel of

Alaska.

OCEAN'S 11 Technicolor. Frank Sinatra. Dean Martin.

Sammy Davis, Jr., Peter Lawford. Director Lewis Mile-

RACHEL CADE Technicolor. Angie Dickinson, Peter

Finch, Roger Moore. Director Gordon Douglas. Pro-

ducer Henry Blanke. Charles Mercer's best-selling

novel of Africa.

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy. Producer Dore Schary. Director Vincent J.

Donehue.

THE CROWDED SKY Technicolor. Dana Andrews.
Rhonda Fleming, Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. Producer Mi-

chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drama
of modern aviation.

THE SUNDOWNERS Technicolor. Deborah Kerr. Robert
Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of the

Australian frontier.
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Whaf They'te Talking About

In the Movie Business

REBITLDING STUDIO EMPIRE. One of the major film

plants, its chief executives convinced that the future lies in self-

contained operation, is slowly and steadily rebuilding its rosters

of stars, directors, producers, writers. This company wants as

little as possible of the rat race involving sky-high bidding for

picture-making talent. It is determined to shun the status of

simple distribution agent for a minor percentage of the take,

while others reap the bulk of the income from successes, with

guarantees vouchsafing them against losses. The opinion is

strong in this firm that studios controlling talent and story

properties can, with proper management, hold its own in com-

petition with the independents that now rule the roost in Holly-

wood. One executive of that company expressed it privately in

these terms: "We've become the underlings of the people we
should manage. Of course, there's no denying that abuses by

studios in the past led to this situation, but it has simply gotten

out of hand. We have to earn tremendous grosses, taking it out

of the theatre boxofiice by high terms, to make any profit. There

must be a better way of operating in this business, and we feel

that that way is by studio control—sane, sensible, enlightened,

imaginative control—of our own personnel and properties."

There can be no doubt that exhibition will say a fervent amen
to that.

<0

THE MARKET AND MOVIES. The dizzying plunge of the

stock market in recent weeks has dragged down prices to new

lews in many industries. Surprisingly, and encouragingly, movie

shares have resisted as well, and better, than most. Wall Street

circles appear to be acquiring steadily a better impression of the

industry's stability, the attitude in even more conservative quar-

ters being that, with so much of its excess fat lopped off, a

streamlined film business is not subject to the kind of violent

fluctuations that frighten off investors. The more one reads the

financial analysts the more apparent it becomes that moviedom

has gained stature as a solid business. Contributing to this is the

c manner in which film companies and large theatre circuits have

I stripped themselves of non-productive real estate, their diversi-

I fication into related or even non-related fields, the striking

^1 comeback of Loew's, Inc., the boxoffice improvement in 1959,

the enormous grossing potential of any one important film, and

the revival of general public interest in movie entertainment.

Despite the hammering given the market, a glance at all the

film and theatre stocks listed on the NYSE reveals that every

one is above its 1959 low and the impression prevails that they

would be much higher if it were not for the general sell-off.

OSCAR & ENTERTAINMENT. The industry is looking with

keen anticipation to the night of April 4, when the Academy

Awards telecast should once again draw a record TV audience.

Exhibitors, especially, are hopefully awaiting the big show with

one thought uppermost: a fervent prayer that the hour and a

half format will be employed to best advantage as a constructive

—if soft—sell type of industry promotion. Theatremen have

long been protesting that the invaluable time is used for a mere

succession of walk-ons, catering solely to public curiosity about

film personalities, without any more direct effort to sell the

pleasures of movie-going. Only the more important awards

ought to be weaved into the TV show, they argue, leaving as

much time as possible to a live—and possibly celluloid—pres-

entation of the rewards good films offer. Many industrvites find

it' difficult to understand why the Oscar shows are not designed

in an entertainment format, since it emanates from the enter-

tainment capital of the world.

0

IMPORTANT TOA MEETINGS. The peregrinations of the

Theatre Owners of America top brass in the next few weeks

will take them to two potentially important meetings. During

the course of the board meeting, starting Eeb. 22, in Washing-

ton, D. C, TOA bigwigs will visit their legislators to impor-

tune their support on two crucial issues, the Minimum Wage
bills and the toll-TV problem. Following the capital sessions,

the organization's exhibitor-producer liaison committee will head

for the West Coast and a very important meeting in Hollwood

with a committee from the Screen Producers Guild, March 2.

TOA officials, as well as the rest of the business, hope this

conference will lead to some solutions to the product shortage,

although what could come in the form of concrete improvement

from such a meeting is considered by many a doubtful item at

best. Better relations, eventually leading to a stepped-up pro-

duction slate, rather, is the hoped-for outcome. The TOA group

will be comprised of some top echelon executives, including

Stanley Warner's S. H. Fabian, AB-PT's Sidney M. Markley,

National Theatres' M. Spencer Leve, George G. Kerasotes, Roy-

Cooper and president Albert M. Pickus.

O

THE CATHOLIC VIEW. Prominent Catholic spokesmen have

been lending staunch support of late to the motion pictures

right to express itself as a legitimate art form. Backing the

stand taken by MPAA president Eric Johnston recently, before

the House Post Office subcommittee investigating obscenity,

John E. Fitzgerald, entertainment editor of Our Sunday Visitor.

said: "It isn't what you say. It's how you say it. Am topic cm
be dealt with if it's handled with good taste and serious respon-

sibility. " And from Superior Court Judge Edward F. O'Day,

a prominent San Francisco lay Catholic, came similar encourag-

ing words. "It's up to you," O'Day told Catholics of the indus-

try at the annual Holy Communion Mass Breakfast, "to avoid

arbitrary legal censorship." Hollywood, said the judge, "has

done a good job of self-policing," adding that he hopes this

policy will be continued. Moviemen, said O'Day, touching all

the bases, have thus far kept their product within "divine and

moral and legal" dimensions.
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The Defiant One

The issue of a producer's responsibility for the content of films

produced under his aegis is being weighed in public debate against

the charge that writers with alleged Communist leanings are wag-

ing a "renewed invasion" of the motion picture industry.

Stanley Kramer, a firm holder of the first position, and a pro-

ducer respected in movie circles as one whose words carry weight,

traded blows last week with leveller of the charge, the American

Legion, regarded by the industry at large as an influential wielder

and moulder of public opinion. The stalemate proved, if nothing

else, that Kramer is every bit as jealous of his personal stand-

ards as of the high-quality art he brings to the screen.

The verbal shooting match was given a public air-

ing over the weekend when CBS-TV telecast a taped

and unrehearsed debate between Kramer and Legion
National Commander Martin B. McKneally.

The hostilities were touched off when McKneally
announced that his organization had decided to wage
a "war of information" against the alleged Red infil-

tration. He made it a point to take Kramer to task

for having hired Nedrick Young to write the screen-

play for his forthcoming film, "Inherit the Wind."
Young, who for some years had been unable to obtain

writing employment in the business—presumably be-

cause he once assailed the House Committee on un-

American Activities—won an Oscar in 1958 under the

name of Nathan E. Douglas for his screenplay, "The
Defiant Ones," produced and directed by Kramer.

The producer quickly hurled back a four-pronged

reply: (1) the American Legion is a pressure group

that in its haste to achieve "understandable" ends is

employing "reprehensible" means; (2) the blacklist is

morally wrong; (3) the writers named by the Legion

are free and not legally guilty of any treasonable or

other unlawful acts, and (4) the producer is respon-

sible for his product and willing to be held account-

able for the content of his films.

The TV debate waxed equally warm. In his attack

on hiring suspected Communists, McKneally said:

"What do the Communists believe? They believe the

exact opposite of what you and I do . . . They don't

believe in freedom as we believe in it. They believe

in tyranny." Kramer, in retort, assumed the artistic

stance: "I am in an art form. I think the artist must

have a freedom of expression. Beyond that, as an in-

dividual entrepreneur, I must have the right to hire

and fire according to the dictates of my conscience."

While independent Stanley Kramer was fighting

for his right as an entrepreneur, Paramount Pictures

was studiously avoiding any clash with the Legion.

The company is distributing a British-made film titled

"Chance Meeting," which allegedly was written and

directed by subversives. Following this disclosure,

Paramount announced that it "was unaware of any

alleged political or ideological complications concern-

ing the personnel connected with 'Chance Meeting.'
"

Supporting the Kramer position was another bold

independent producer, Otto Preminger, likewise

under Legion fire for hiring Dalton Trumbo to write

the script for "Exodus." Trumbo, like Young, defied

the House un-American Activities Committee in 1947.

"There is nothing to debate," declared Preminger. "I

am free to act the way my conscience tells me to.

People who disagree have a right to their opinions."

NEWSMAKERS on Page 10]
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iY*>fi• Tit ink iitfj

In a speech before the Texas Drive-in

Theatre convention, National Allied

president Al Myrick declaimed at some

length what he termed the "antiquated

sales system" of distribution's employ-

ment of 70 mm film and "other pre-

meditated delays in behalf of the large

downtown city theatres."

While certain of Mr. Myrick's points

were well taken, we believe it is un-

realistic and hardly constructive to dis-

miss the use of 70 mm and the road-

show release, per se, as detrimental to

the industry. On the contrary, in a num-

ber of instances 70 mm showings of

quality films have raised the prestige

not only of the attractions, but of the

entire movie business, lending it what

might well be considered a "legitimacy"

associated with gilt-edge stage produc-

tions. The size of the picture, its impres-

sive promotion and glittering showcase

often have implanted in the minds of

potential patrons a notion of splendor

and dignity that has powered the film

to excellent boxoffice results throughout

its subsequent run release. It is doubtful

if such productions as "South Pacific"

and "Around the World in 80 Days"

would have approached the success they

enjoyed had they not first been afforded

the image-making qualities of 70 mm.

Although Mr. Myrick also decried

the policy of roadshow ing a big picture,

asserting that it leads to "spoilage" that

costs the industry "millions of dollars,"

it would appear that the roadshow re-

lease of outstanding attractions has,

rather, enhanced their chances for suc-

cess in subsequent-runs. And while such

a policy results in a long lag between
the opening of the picture and its sub-

sequent release, this is how it must be.

It is ridiculous to suggest—as did the

new Allied president—that films like

Ben-Hur" be thrown immediately into

general release. Considering the tre-

mendous cost of turning out such films

and their immense prestige value, it

would be tantamount to asking the

Cadillac interests to price their models

down to the level of a Chevrolet.

Mr. Myrick seemed to be on firmer

ground when he attacked Buena Vista's

handling of "Sleeping Beauty" and

"The Big Fisherman." He explained

that these pictures would have regis-

tered much better business had the com-

pany placed them into general release

immediately. And therein lies the crux

of the situation. The two Disney pic-

tures never merited special handling of

any sort, but to lump them with gilt-

edge spectaculars like "Ben-Hur" in a

mass condemnation of 70 mm and road-

show release is to display a strange

understanding of show business.

Another bone of contention raised by

Mr. Myrick was the question of release

of films to subsequent run houses.

"During the past few years," he de-

clared, "there has been a trend among

sales departments of the motion picture

companies, more especially as to the

bigger pictures, to hold up the normal

flow of these pictures into the general

motion picture market. When these pic-

tures finally reach the general market,"

Mr. Mvrick concluded, "they are old

and stale, spoilage has set in, affecting

the boxoffice value of the pictures."

Just the opposite situation appears to

prevail, from all we can learn. In most

parts of the country, the lag between
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the first and subsequent runs (save for

the roadshow attractions, which proper-

ly have to be handled in slow satura-

tion) has been lessened, with most com-

panies having speeded up considerably

the release of their pictures. We need

hardlv point to the increase in the prac-

tice of saturation first runs, in which

the big downtown houses are bypassed

completely in favor of key neighbor-

hood theatre exhibition and, very short-

Iv thereafter, sub-runs. Both major and

independent distributors have been fol-

lowing this policy with much success.

Surely, we share Mr. Myrick's con-

cern for the fate of the little exhibitor.

These houses have definite obstacles

standing in the path of their survival,

and we have argued at length that their

existence is vital to the future of the

industry. We shall continue to plead

that firm belief.

But, by the same token, the industry

is undergoing changes, and the small

theatres must adjust to means of operat-

ing within the new framework. To
blame their difficulties entirely on the

"machinations" of the film companies

is choosing an easy—and specious

—

way out. We must, rather, acknow ledge

the existence of new circumstances in

the industry, in order to be able to meet

them intelligently and constructively.

Best of '(tO

With this issue Film BULLETIN
inaugurates a series of special supple-

ments highlighting the films we believe

will prove to be The Best of '60. These

sections will bring to our readers a pre-

yue of films which, because of their

intrinsic artistic meri: and boxoffice po-

tential, promise to m ike their marks on

the industry. Our first Best of '60

supplement presents Mervyn LeRoy's

''Wake Me When It's Over," to be re-

leased by 20th Century-Fox, which

augurs a happy addition to the great

movie comedies that have set the nation

to such laughter in recent months.
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You are entitled to your own opinion of the new American

Legion crusade against the "renewed invasion of American film-

dom by Soviet-indoctrinated artists." As one who used to be con-

nected with the movie industry and whose anti-Red credentials

are of long standing, I must admit that my opinion of the cru-

sade is somewhat colored by the statement recently issued by the

national commander of the veterans organization.

The national commander announced the other day that his

outfit was acting "to alert its membership, the general public,

loyal Americans in and out of the film industry and motion pic-

ture exhibitors . .
." He proclaimed that "The moviegoing Amer-

ican public and patriotic motion picture exhibitors will make the

final decision as they did ten years ago when they ended the dis-

grace of a Hollywood then dominated by Red ideology."

Now just one dad-blamed minute, buster. It's one thing to

spotlight Communists and it's something else again to go around

smearing an industry. I'll be horn-tailed, curry combed and dog-

goned if I can recall "a Hollywood then dominated by Red

ideology."

As long as we are so concerned with unAmericanism, we

ought to make it plain that throwing mud at the good name of

a responsible American industry is pretty darned un-un-unAmer-

ican too. The national commander of the American Legion owes

a prompt and forthright apology to the motion picture industry

and to all the fine people in it, from the Warners and Skourases

on down, whose patriotism or whose businesses he has so reck-

lessly and inaccurately impugned.

O 0
I may have mentioned this before, but in the present climate

it should bear repeating. Isn't it about time the motion picture

industry did something about the multiplicity of trade organiza-

tions it supports?

I fail to see the advantages of having two national exhibitor

organizations, plus a third superimposed upon the previous two,

plus independent exhibitor groups in the two prime territories

of the nation, New York and Southern California.

I also fail to see why, in addition to these groups and the

producer-distributor organization, there must be another council

of the various motion picture organizations.

A plethora of charitable or fraternal groups within the film

industry is understandable; but common business interest, as

well as plain ordinary common sense, ought to argue against the

proliferation of industry trade associations. I don't think it is

true any longer, for example, that one exhibitor outfit represents

the big fellows and another represents the little guys. And in

any case, in today's market the interests of all exhibitors are apt

to be the same.

The movie industry speaks with too many voices.

O O
This note may belong in the Department of Lost Causes, or

possibly even in the sorry-too-late category, but I hope it will at

least point a moral.

Every year there are events, scheduled to occur and know

well in advance, which can form the basis for motion pictui

subject matter and exploitation. This year, for example, is th

golden anniversary of both the Boy Scouts of America and th I

Camp Fire Girls. These two organizations have a combine
j

membership today of approximately 5,400,000; in additioi

many millions more are former members. What a nucleus for

pre-sold audience these people and their families would be, i

there were a movie dealing with the Scouts and the Camp Fit

Girls available for booking today!

Nor does the alert moviemaker have to confine himself t

anniversaries in searching for newsworthy pegs. This year w
have the census, the presidential election, the Olympic Game

and many other big news events which can provide exploitatio

angles when properly tied to the subject matter of a picture.

What I am urging in brief is that producers and their pre

motion people check up a little on coming news events an<|

guide their production plans accordingly.

In some instances, this is done. Everybody has some kind o

tie-in working with the Civil War Centennial which begins nex

year (from a reissue of "Gone with the Wind" to one televisioi

series after another about the War between the States.) If w :

can do it with the Civil War Centennial, we ought to be able t>

do something with various other events and celebrations as well

Calendar watchers, the future is yours

!

<0 0
Unless the news dispatches I have been reading are mislead

ing, we seem to be in for a small, modest theatrical buildin:

boom. The theatres in many instances will be combined witl

hotels, office buildings or other structures, and often will re

place existing theatre establishments. All told, however, it seem

as though the decline in theatre construction may well be boi

toming out.

As these lines are written, there is one sad note to be addec

The Roxy Theatre in New York, beautiful flagship of a bygon

era, but still middle-aged at best by Broadway standards, seem

doomed. It takes too much space; it has too many seats; its lam

is too valuable.

Those who seek the real answ er behind the impending pas^

ing of this famous film house can probably find it in the cor

stricted product situation. As much as its size and the decline i

overall movie attendance is the factor of product shortagi

There are simply too few pictures available to keep all theatre

supplied in competitive situations.

0 0

An interesting theatrical angle of the newly announce

thermoplastic recording technique developed by General Electri

is that it is scientifically related to the Eidophor process. Th

Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers Journal fc

January, describing the GE process for electronically embossin

pictures on erasable film, points out that projecting a pictur

through the embossed film is scientifically similar to projectio

through the Eidophor liquid. The Eidophor process is designe

for theatre television.

The question thus is raised as to whether the new GE pr<

cess (GE is also developing Eidophor under license in this cour|

try) may not some day prove to be of value to theatre operator

This of course presupposes that theatre television can still prov

to be a good box office bet. It has proved such with heavyweiglj

championship prize fights, and there is always hope that othe

kinds of premium events will add to this supplementary sourcl

of theatre income.
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JOHNSTON vs. CENSORSHIP

. . It simply doesn't work. It

never has. It never can. What's

wrong with the American people

making up their own minds?"

From the beginning of the recent

three-days of investigation of the mo-

tion picture industry by the House Post

Office subcommittee it was readily

apparent that the industry's spokesmen

came prepared to make a full and deter-

mined defense of self-regulation. Leav-

ing their authorized field of interest

—

mailed obscenity—to delve into film

content and advertising, the lawmakers

concluded their look-see with little more

than a slap on the wrist for the "guilti-

est" of moral violators and a hearty en-

dorsement of the code system.

As for censorship, it was dismissed

coolly by both the subcommittee and the

representatives of the industry. And,
happily, for those anxious to see the

industry do battle with the forces of

censorship, proposals advanced by the

subcommittee in an effort to harness the

business from without were met by a

patient, but firm and often eloquent

rebuttal by Eric Johnston, MPAA presi-

dent. Quite reasonably, Johnston and

Geoffrey Shurlock, administrator of the

Production Code, registered vigorous

puzzlement as to why movie representa-

tives should even have been summoned
to an investigation of obscene and por-

nographic materials being sent through

the mails.

After stating at the outset that the

House subcommittee had no intention

whatsoever of sponsoring Federal film

censorship, chairman Kathryn Grana-
han, D., Pa., called for "serious consid-

eration" of two proposals offered by

subcommittee members during the hear-

ings: (1) "The desirability of adding
public members to the appeals board of

the codes on both production and ad-

vertising", and (2) "Marking ads so

that parents can have ready knowledge
of the content of films improper for

children." These propositions, along

with a third, suggesting that the MPAA
support legislation giving its codes the

force of a Federal law that would make
exhibition of non-code films illegal na-

tionally, were dismissed by MPAA rep-

resentatives as unworkable and devoid

of any chance of success, largely for

technical and practical reasons.

As to the initial suggestion—that of

broadening the board of appeals to in-

clude public members—Johnston noted

that discussion often had been held on
the matter, but public membership was
voted down on the grounds that the

industry should take responsibility for

its own product. The MPAA head
added that decisions are made about

border-line films with the producer ex-

cluded, and are not made in terms of

money invested or boxoffice appeal. In

addition, he pointed out, there would

be major difficulties involved in deter-

mining who would be representative

and meaningful public members. Mrs.

Margaret Twyman, MPAA director of

community relations, agreed whole-

heartedly with Johnston, declaring that

the codes would be diluted if shared

with the public.

OPPOSES CLASSIFICATION

Johnston also offered a rebuttal to the

proposal that ads for a picture be

marked so that the content is classified

as suitable or unsuitable for children.

While admitting that certain films are

improper for children, Johnston saw no

reason for banning or classification.

Either would be unworkable as well as

a serious infringement of freedom guar-

anteed in the first amendment, he de-

clared, adding that responsibility for

keeping youngsters away from inap-

propriate films lies with the parents.

Once again, Mrs. Twyman concurred.

pointing out that were the children to

become familiar with the label, its ab-

sence on films undesirable for children

would serve to lure them to the for-

bidden fruit.

The notion of endowing the codes

with the force of a Federal law was
quickly smothered by both the MPAA
president and Gordon S. White, direc-

tor of the Advertising Code. In answer

to a question about the possibility of

such a law, Johnston said, "That would
substitute censorship and its evils which
the MPA system does not bring into

play. Under the code, a picture may be

extended with or without the seal and
be judged by the public on its merits.

Under censorship," he continued, "there

is suppression; no opportunity for pub-

lic judgment, rather the conflicts and
confusions which questions of taste al-

ways evoke." White, too, argued against

the proposal, but on more technical

grounds. "The great difficulty," he

said, "is that the code requirements are

far higher than any written into the

statutes. Some of these (censorship)

laws have already been invalidated. It's

difficult to see how, in the face of these

decisions, the code, as a Federal law,

would survive court tests."

What, then, Johnston was asked by

the committee, "is the remedy for ob-

jectionable pictures?" His reply proved

to be one of the most concise and prac-

tical statements to emerge from the

three days of questioning: "First of all,

the obscenity laws. If a picture is ob-

scene, the exhibitor can be prosecuted

and punished. Secondly, public taste

itself. If the picture offends public de-

cency, the public reaction will become
manifest, the producer and exhibitor

will be made to realize that their policy-

does not pa\." But to Johnston, of

(Continued on Page 32)
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Newsmakers

Pickus Lauds King
Enthused by the action of the King

Brothers in reserving their older pro-

duct for theatrical re-release, Theatre

Owners of America president Albert

M. Pickus asked the independent firm

to furnish him with a release schedule

of the King product, so that he could

send it to all TOA members and urge
support of the undertaking. In his

letter, Pickus declared he was "pleased"

by the company's decision, adding that

"such a stand merits the support of

exhibitors. I sincerely feel that any
help we can give you and your com-
pany may serve to encourage other

independent producers to follow your
lead." King Brothers previously an-

nounced that they had rejected offers

to buy their backlog for TV, and had
completed arrangements with the Jem
Distrib. Corp. for theatrical reissue

of the films on a national basis.

'Suddenly/ a Planned Hit

"Suddenly, Last Summer" is well on
its way to becoming the biggest box-

office grosser since Columbia's all-time

moneymaker, "Bridge on the River

Kwai," with a good deal of the

impetus being supplied by the firm's

carefully-planned release pattern, ac-

cording to vice president and general

sales manager Rube Jackter. On the

basis of the first 20 engagements, he

said, the film may gross around $10,-

000,000 domestically.

Profit Picture

Operations of Walt Disney Productions

for the 13-week quarter ended Jan. 2,

1960 resulted in a loss of $165,939 ($.10

per share), as compared with a first-

period profit last year of $629,838 ($.40

per share). Film rentals decreased $497,-

112. While management attributed the

decline to the continuing effect of the

low profit margin in recent theatrical

releases, coupled with a loss on the cur-

rent "Walt Disney Presents" show, presi-

dent Roy O. Disney (above) was opti-

mistic concerning the future: "Our up-

coming theatrical product looks very

promising. Folowing 'Toby Tyler,' our

next three new features are finished and

ready for the domestic market . . . These

four pictures will show substantial profits

during our I960 fiscal year."

* * >:-.

Warner Bros. Pictures reported a net

profit of $1,753,000 ($1.16 per share) for

the three months ending Nov. 28, 1959,

compared with $1,922,000 ($1.10 per

share) for the similar span last year.

And based on the operations for De-
cember and January, it is anticipated that

the profit for the second quarter ending
Feb. 27, 1960, will be slightly less than

the profit for the first quarter.

'Can-Can'

Twentieth-Fox vice president Charles

Einfeld, right, outlines world-wide ad-

vertising and exploitation plans for

gala premieres of "Can-Can" in U. S.

and abroad, to Maurice Chevalier, one

of the stars of the forthcoming musical

extravanganza.

f

Dedication to Research
United Artists vice president Max E.

Youngstein, right, unveils plaque dedicating

the new $400,000 research building at the

Children's Asthma Research Institute and

Hospital at Denver, Colo. Laboratory is

dedicated to the memory of his parents.

With Youngstein, hospital regional director

Murray Roman, left, and president Arthur

B. Lorber.

Cwtneht . .

.

SPYROS P. SKOURAS (an-

nouncing 203-h-Fox's plan to

release at least one major

film a month in 1960 geared

to the family audience): "Our

schedule clarifies our stafed

intention to maintain the lead-

ership we have in presenting

this kind of entertainment."

M. J. FRANKOVICH (Columbia

vice president): "We are now
in a battle for the survival of

the fittest. While there are

six or seven majors today,

we're going to wind up with

three—within ten years. And
we (Columbia) will be one of

them."

SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE ED-

WARD F. O'DAY (at Holy

Communion Mass Breakfast):

"It's up to you to avoid ar-

bitrary legal censorship. (Hol-

lywood) has done a good job

of self-policing."

ALLIED MPTO OF MARYLAND
(in a letter of protest to 20th-

Fox head Spyros P. Skouras):

"The members of this asso-

ciation were astounded . . .

when 2 Oth - F ox abruptly
abandoned this court-ap-
proved pattern of distribution

(21 -day clearance in Balti-

more) in favor of highly dis-

criminatory methods which,

"we believe, will inflict losses

on both the company and the

exhibitors."
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You Mean Opera Tan. Bui Movies Can'1

Beat the Bushes To Find New Faces?

LET'S HAVE A TALENT HUNT!
By CARL DUGGAN

Opera, hardly one of the great mass

entertainments of the U. S., neverthe-

less knows the importance of new faces

—forgive it, new voices. The aria in-

dustry is engaged in a diligent, inten-

sive, nationwide search — a carefully-

planned, painstakingly-executed cam-

paign to weed out from the hinterlands

as well as the big cities the "new voices"

of tomorrow. In contrast, the great

motion picture industry, truly a mass

medium, faces its growing talent short-

age without anything resembling a

concerted industrywide pattern.

A recent issue of Today's Living dis-

cussed "The Hunt for Tomorrow's

Opra Stars," a search that practically

guarantees the budding Carusos of

America a sounding board from which

their voices will be heard by listeners

"who know how to appraise their tal-

ents." The Metropolitan Opera House,

reports the article, "is engaged in the

greatest vocal talent hunt in history.

Approximately 1,000 dedicated volun-

teers, organized into committees, are

involved in its effort to reach young

artists in their favorite years, to screen

them according to potential rather than

experience, and to provide moral, artis-

tic and sometimes financial support."

The Met's search for talent is con-

ducted by its National Council. It

started in 1952 with 85 members; it

now boasts 330. Auditions in 13 geo-

graphical regions ferret out promising

contestants from some 2,000 aspirants

from all walks of life. The Boston taxi

driver parks his cab, auditions in a

leather jacket and returns to work; the

Cleveland laboratory technician tries

out during his lunch hour. Finally, one

"new voice" from each region is se-

lected to go to New York, where the

Council has arranged for practice

rooms, opera tickets, invitations to re-

hearsals and parties. Then, the big

moment: the tryout, and for the winner

a Metropolitan contract. The efficacy of

the talent hunt is evident in these fig-

ures: in 1952 there were 310 opera

companies in the U. S.; today there are

727.

If opera, where youth and beauty are

hardly the most vital factors, admits an

urgent need for fresh talent, motion

pictures surely can be said to face a

serious crisis. At no time since the ad-

vent of talkies has that need been more
severely felt.

Many of today's highst paid movie

personalities are grizzled and visibly

wrinkled. True, some of these veterans

still ring a merry boxoffice tune, but

how much of this is due to the fact

that they are handed the best vehicles?

And, beyond that, how much longer

can they go on? Of the male stars now

on view, few are able to count their

birthdays in the thirties and a number

will never see fifty again.

Decline of the 'B'

Why have we come to this fossilized

stage in our supply of talent? The de-

cline of the B picture is, of course, a

principal factor. Another reason lies in

the deterioration of the major studios

as self-sufficient production organiza-

tions. They have given up the reins in

most cases to independents, and in this

metamorphosis has dwindled and al-

most disappeared the old practice of

signing and nurturing stables of poten-

tial new stars. Without the B pictures

in which to test the fresh faces, the

once productive minor league system of

filmdom has gone by the board. Only

rarely will a studio executive gamble on

tyros in costly productions, the excuse

being that exhibitors demand estab-

lished stars. But this is a pretense dis-

puted by the proven willingness of the-

atremen to pay top terms for boxoffice

hits, regardless of who heads the cast.

Truth is the big studios are reluctant

to face up to the altered structure of

movie making. While they plaintively

bemoan the system of independent pro-

duction that has drawn from them their

rosters of marquee names, in too many

cases they sit and wait for the estab-

lished stars to become available, ab-

jectly meeting their exorbitant salary

and percentage demands. This submis-

sion to the tight talent monopoly that

rules the movie industry today is pre-

dicated on the long-standing assump-

tion that star names guarantee a box-

office success. It makes no allowance

for the should-be-obvious fact that to-

dav's discriminating audience is far

more interested in content than stars.

For a quick example, note M-G-M's

"The Wreck of the Mary Deare". boast-

ing two of the hottest marquee names

extant, Gary Cooper and Charlton

Heston, but which is experiencing

tough sledding as an attraction. It will

be far outgrossed by Warner Bros.' "A

Summer Place", featuring players whose

names hardly rank as headliners.

What is the answer to the talent

shortage? There is a need for a com-

prehensive program of "beating the

bushes" to search out the fresh, young

people with talent and the hunger for

fame and fortune. Where to look?

(Continued on Page 27)
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THE BIG BARRAGE OF TOP
ROMOTIONS IS ON ITS WAY!

^BEECH-NUT is high on '

^ABC-TV Network is high on
rchandise Licensees are high on
^COLPIX Records are high on '

I^HIT RECORD is high on
uth opinion makers are high on

;h school newspapers are high on
Ip''Magazines are high on '

'B.T.Y."

'B.T.Y."

'B.T.Y."

'B.T.Y."

'B.T.Y."

'B.T.Y."

'B.T.Y."

'B.T.Y."

^MENDOUS CAMPAIGN BUILDING TO THE WORLD PREMIERE IN APRIL



WHAT'S THE COMPETITION OFFERING THIS SEASON?

THE TV WAT C

H

By ZIGGY GERALD

The advertising of motion pictures on

television is a subject that should be of

vital interest to both media. Unfor-

tunately, this area for selling has re-

mained practically unexplored. Attempts

at publicity on tv have been scant, bland

and ineffectually handled.

A letter came to me recently from one

of Film BULLETIN'S library readers

in a large Eastern city. The writer says:

"Here they talk about movie business

suffering because of television and every-

bodys' crying about it. If movies were

advertised more on television they might

do better. All I know is that the little

publicity I do see for the movies goes

so fast across my set that I can't listen

fast enough to hear it."

He certainly has a point. It's a waste

to flash slides on the screen that are

accompanied by a hurried cataloguing

of the title, stars, theatre where it will

be playing. So often, what is said is

unintelligible and fails to stimulate any

interest—which is, as I understand it,

the purpose of advertising.

This isn't the only method of movie

advertising on television. There are a

few manners of presentation, but all of

them turn out to be generally ineffec-

tive. Sometimes I have noted a fifteen-

second coming attraction that spotlights

one visual highlight, while the an-

nouncer—oblivious to the rate of per-

ception of the human ear—gives a

whirlwind reading of the vital facts.

This was recently employed by the tele-

vision promotion of Solomon and
Sheba. The one strip of film used again

and again was a scene with Gina heav-

ing sensually in Yul's arms. This prom-

ise of vicarious lust was at least partially

successful in enticing a number of men
and women into the theatre, I'm sure.

0

In days of yore, the most popular way

of advertising movies was the "plug."

In spite of technology's advances, this

is still the favored publicity. The star of

a current movie appears as a guest on a

show. The introduction to the audience

consists of "the star of
—

" with possibly

a few vague words about the movie it-

self. This doesn't arouse any particular

interest for the movie, serves merely as
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an appeal to the star's fans, a group

that is hardly the most dependable, di-

versified, or adult.

Another plug method is the recita-

tion during the final credits of a show:
" has appeared to you tonight

through the courtesy of films, pro-

ducers of ." This, too, is usually lost

in the after program din of home chat-

ter or channel turning.

At present, there is a subtle process

of future movie selling going on, the

effects of which cannot be judged imme-

diately. Most of the movie studio pro-

duced shows boast new faces. If an

audience of size can be created for them,

the studios might have a good thing

going. At least, by establishing a fami-

liarity between actor and audience, po-

tential future movie stars can be thus

developed. Warner Bros, has been most

effective in this technique.

For sheer effectiveness of selling

power, none of the motion pictures

advertising devices on television create

anywhere near the national familiarity

with the product as do many of the

inane regular commercials. Television

advertising, a badgered and criticized

phenomenon, has one thing to its credit

—a tremendous fund of inventiveness.

When various products can have an

entire nation humming tunes and recit-

ing jingles, incorporating catch phrases

in their daily speech—credit must be

given to the creators in the advertising

world. With an entirely fertile field

open and a responsive audience waiting,

it is amazing that more has not been

done by the film studios.

Some of the most amusing vignettes

on tv, at present, are the animated car-

toons for Piel's beer. Influenced by the

successful UPA cartoons, these brief

satirical sketches have proven to be one

of the most consistently delightful com-

edy efforts in all of television produc-

tion. Many other products have fol-

lowed this lead with commercials of a

similar nature. The element of self-

satire employed seems to do more than

any bombastic spiel of the hundred and

one virtues of the product. If this ap-

proach to movie advertising were taken,

business might pick up considerably.

A more creative approach to him

motion on tv is what is needed,
j

vision seems to be the ideal outll

a mass saturation, but the form mi

something other than a static ten-l

flash.

As the situation now stands,

movie advertising on tv lacks imi

tion in presentation. It seems so
'

that I almost hesitate to suggesfl||

abbreviated versions of the regulal

atre trailers would be the most exc

commercials presented on tv. Pla

these at strategic times: the mi
and early afternoon for housewivej

late afternoon and dinner time fori

dren, and the evening for the gene

adult faction of the audience—^

surely have the coming or current in

on everyone's tongue.

There are mighty few products'

are able to speak for themselves as
;

matically as a motion picture. Am

advertising medium is as ideally!

to film promotion as that little

in millions of homes throughoj

land. I am quite sure that many]

past year's critical successes whicl

box-office disappointments becad

their subject matter, lack of a goo]

ing name, or high box-office price,]

easily have had their revenues sh^

high by appealing tv advertising

spot commercials or slides. Not on;

tence, obviously insincere plugs
j

riety shows as the star of the I

stands in the audience to salutl

smile to his public, but a real!

selling campaign with a variety cj

ferently pieced prevue films aired iv

prime commercial hours. Teasers If

would illuminate the audience as hi
1

content and tempt them to see the V

In an industry where gimmick.''

the thinr>, it's peculiar that so few

been utilized in this field. The H
Academy Awards show proves the

|

public interest in mov ies, and it is

ply impossible to understand wh

isn't used the year round to I

movie business. And I don't mean

"See-so-and-so-in-blah-blah-nexti

at-the-hmmnn-theatre" type of so-C|

advertising.
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A New Comedy
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Celebrated Films from the Catalogue

of a Preeminent Movie Maker

Quo Vadis The Bad Seed



LeRoy Brings Rare

Talent To His First

For 20th: "Wake
Me When It's Over"
The mad dash to capture high-level produc-

tion talent crescendoes to a feverish pace
throughout the motion picture industry, putting
a premium on skilled film craftsmen. Not to be
outdone, Twentieth Century-Fox has wrapped
up one of cinemaland's prize packages: pro-

ducer-director extraordinaire Mervyn LeRoy.

Based on his more than 30 years of producing

and directing one of the most varied and suc-

cessful film log books in the history of the busi-

ness, including such hilarious comedies set

against military backdrops as "No Time for Ser-

geants" and "Mister Roberts", Film BULLETIN
has unhesitatingly selected his upcoming "Wake
Me When It's Over" as a sure-fire prospect

among The Best of '60.

It is immediately clear from the imposing

array of LeRoy hits on the opposite page that

comedy was not his sole forte, but when he has

turned his fine hand to the light touch the re-

sult has been something exceptional. Perhaps

drawing on his early years in vaudeville, the

gifted producer-director has displayed an un-

canny flair for blending uproarious mirth wich

elements of pathos and human interest. This

has been evident in previous LeRoy comedies;

it can surely be anticipated in "Wake Me When
It's Over," one of Fox's big ones for '60.





LeRoy—Master of Comedy

Comedy, that frantic, yet oftimes thorny

brand of motion picture entertainment, so

difficult for even the most gifted of talents

to handle, requires a master hand such as

LeRoy's. Far more than dramatic fare,

humorous films demand subtlety and full

control of the situations being depicted. If

the slapstick is too heavy, it begins to grate;

if the approach is too obscure, the audience

may stare in unamused puzzlement.

Few movie makers can match Mervyn

LeRoy's sense of comedy balance. And for

his source, in this instance, Howard Singer's

highly amusing novel, "Wake Me When It's

Over,
-

' promises to be the kind of vehicle

he knows best how to handle. It gives all

indications of carrying to new heights the re-

vival of high-quality comedy that has struck

the business during the past year.

No one seems quite sure what set it off,

but movie comedy has certainly made a

smashing comeback. Of a sudden, "Some
Like It Hot" exploded its riotous ingredients

on screens all across the country, and film

audiences were roaring all over the land.

From that point, production slates began to

blossom forth with such hugely funny—and,

not at all incidentally, hugely grossing—at-

tractions as "A Hole in the Head," "It Hap-

pened to Jane," "The Shaggy Dog," "The
Mating Game," and that current pair of hits,

"Pillow Talk" and "Operation Petticoat."

As the newest mirth attraction on the hori-

zon, "Wake Me" emerges not merely as an-

other promising mirth-maker to fill out the

funny list, but as an excellent example of what
can be wrought by a master talent working at

capacity tempo and intent upon employing
every skill at his command—and every out-

side factor—to produce a picture worthy of

his gilt-edge reputation. The astutely far-

sighted Fox promotion department recently

hit the proverbial nail on the head when it

placed an advertisement in the trade papers

devoted to LeRoy and "Wake Me When It's

Over." "Keep Your Eye on This Man," read

the catchy, and quite appropriate, headline.

And if one does follow the master artist's

almost-magical moves, he must emerge over-

whelmingly impressed by LeRoy's painstak-

ing modus operandi, from the start of filming

until the production is ready for the screen.

LeRoy's philosophy of picture-making is

terse, yet highly indicative of the man: "the

play's the thing." His cameras tell the story

of real people, and as a director he has been

first and foremost a humanist, employing the

flexibility and resources of the medium as

honestly as he possibly can. And in "Wake
Me," he has achieved that certain indescrib-

able combination of incongruity and pathos

that makes for gales of laughter and long

lines at the boxoffice.

The production story, perhaps, best illus-

trates LeRoy's meticulousness in shaping an

honest— and extremely funny— portrait of

service life on a Pacific island inhabited by

Japanese. The careful producer-director

wanted authenticity, and this he achieved

—

with, it might be added, a generous dash of

economy. "Wake Me" is unquestionably the

first Hollywood film to be turned out in sets

which were built almost entirely of materials

sold by the Air Force for thirty cents a pound
as junk. The fabulous Shima Hotel, which

figures so importantly in the story, was con-

structed wholly of surplus materials. Dedi-

cated to the premise that the hotel was sup-

posed to have been constructed by GI's with

whatever they could lay their hands on,

LeRoy ordered the set fashioned completely

of surplus equipment that might have been

on an island like Shima just after the Korean

War. Traditional LeRoy—and 20th-Fox

—

accuracy was maintained, in wardrobing the

military personnel, to a humorously exacting

(Continued on next Page
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Meticulous LeRoy— Fi

degree—so exacting that that a visiting Air Force colonel

watching shooting on the set one day was covered with Max
Factor makeup from the eyes down before he was able to ex-

plain to an over-zealous makeup man that he was just a

visitor. One of the high comedy points of the production

—

the sequence in which Ernie Kovacs parachutes onto the hotel

patio and gets hung up on the flagpole—was carried off to

perfection primarily because of the director's intense desire

for accuracy. Kovacs was hauled to a height of 150 feet above

the ground while strapped into a parachute harness attached

to the cable of a giant construction crane. At a given signal,

he was swiftly lowered until the canopy of his 'chute caught

on the flagpole.

The close of the picture, too, offers excellent proof of tht

care with which LeRoy produces a clever comedy scene. A.1

the mayor of the Pacific island receives the keys to the soldier

built note! from Dick Shawn, he proudly unveils a gigantic

Mount Rushmore-type carving of the latter's face in the solic

rock mountainside bordering the hotel. The carving, first con

structed on the ground, weighed nearly two tons befon

mounting and measured just over 18 feet by 14 feet—probablj

the largest actual likeness ever sculpted of a Hollywood actoi

for a film. And one that should get laughs to match its sizt

from audiences everywhere. The light touch, in just the righ

(Continued,

—





vein, also is evident throughout the film. Two dozen signs,

ranging from the Diner's Club to the New York Central Rail-

road—with the Pentagon tossed in for good measure—adorn

each of the shack-type buildings in this most unlikely of all

military installations.

In his choice of actors, LeRoy has outdone himself in acquir-

ing a tastefully funny blend of established comedy stars and

fresh, new funny faces that should tempt the palate of even

the most demanding of film fans. Kovacs, he of the long

cigar and bagful of comic facial poses, is given ample room
to romp as the delightfully zany—yet always warmly human
—Captain Stark. Whether holding a can of beer aloft as a

symbol of triumph after landing his plane on only one wheel,

or lolling lazily about the homemade "officers' club" in Ha-

waiian sports shirt and flamboyantly silly cowboy hat, Kovacs

is the epitome of hilarity. Drunk and pathetically lonely-

looking in the shower, with an empty bottle dangling from

his hand, or painting a canvas while lying on his back with a

beatific smile on his grizzly face, Robert Strauss is perfect as

the first sergeant, Kovacs' right hand man. Add to these sea-

soned actors, two brilliant newcomers, Dick Shawn and Don
Knotts. Shawn steps straight from the television and night

club circuit into the role of Gus Brubaker, the man who longs

to be a civilian, but who stirs up most of the trouble in "Wake
Me When It's Over." Knotts, famous as a regular member of

the Steve Allen TV comedy team, more than capably handles

the role of the "activities" non-com in the film. As a recent

appraisal of LeRoy pointed out, "His concern as a true realist

is with people, their good points and their faults and their

humanness, all presented with wonderful insight." That cer-

tainly holds true in his development of the comedy characters

in his latest production, for 20th-Fox release.

Technically, of course, the producer is an ever-alert dynamo,

whirling about tirelessly even after shooting has been com-

pleted. For "Wake Me," LeRoy has perfected a unique sys-

tem for stopping a film in mid-projection during a comedy
scene, to preserve dialogue ordinarily lost during a laugh. In

all showings of the film, whenever a laugh occurs that is

lengthy enough to drown out the ensuing dialogue, the pro-

jectionist will press a button and the film will stop. When the

laughter subsides, the projectionist will begin the film again.

As LeRoy, himself, so aptly put it, comedy isn't easy; it's

hard work. "An onion can make people cry," he noted, "but

there isn't any vegetable that can make them laugh. There are

no short cuts to comedy." And the prodigious producer-

director has looked for none in the making of "Wake Me
When It's Over," a service comedy that promises to emerge as

one of 20th-Fox's most important pictures of I960.

CAST AND CREDITS

A Mervyn LeRoy Production. Re-

leased by 20th Century-Fox. Cast:

Ernie Kovacs, Margo Moore, Jack
Warden, Nobu McCarthy, Dick
Shawn, Don Knotts, Robert Strauss,

Noreen Nash, Parley Baer, Robert

Emhardt, Marvin Kaplan. Produced
and directed by Mervyn LeRoy.
Screenplay by Richard Breen. Based
on the novel by Howard Singer.

Music by Cyril J. Mockridge. Con-
ducted by Lionel Newman. Director

of photography, Leon Shamroy,
A.S.C. Art direction, Lyle R. Wheeler,

John Beckman. Assistant director,

Stanley Hough. Color by DeLuxe.



The Zany Plot of

"Wake Me When It's Over"

For those who have at one time in their lives run afoul of U. S. Army red tape; for

those who have at one time or another been sent, in military garb, to an outpost that seemed

a million miles away from civilization; in fact, for every wide-eyed citizen with an inevitable

taste for the zany things that can happen only in post-War Army life with all its feckless

foibles, Mervyn LeRoy's "Wake Me When It's Over" is sure to fill the bill.

As the plot opens, Gus Brubaker (Dick Shawn) is still a likable, easy-going owner of

a small bar and grill in Manhattan dreaming of someday building a resort hotel at an old

farm and hot springs he is buying in upstate New York. His fondest memories of an Air

Force tour of duty during World War II are of the few ceremonies that expedited his dis-

charge. When wife, Marge (Noreen Nash) begins to urge him to take out the GI insurance

he had forgotten upon discharge, however, a series of events is touched off that turns Gus'

dream of a resort hotel into reality a lot sooner than expected — but, by the same token, a

good distance from upstate New York. But that's getting ahead of the story.

Coaxed by his wife—to the point of her refusing to come to bed one night—Gus finally

decides to visit the government insurance office. While filling out the required papers, he

runs into trouble. Sergeant: Serial number. Gus: Which one? I've got two. Sergeant (shakes

(Continued on next page)



head): Everybody's got one serial number.

Eisenhower's got one, MacArthur's got one

. . . Gus: I've got two. Sergeant (mutters):

You've got two. There were more than thir-

teen million men in the service . . . Gus (in-

terrupting): I know what you're going to say

. . . but I've still got two serial numbers.

Finally, the sergeant gets only one down on
paper—the one the Air Force issued Gus
when he turned up alive after being listed as

killed-in-action. But the new serial number
lists his hitch in service as only one day. The
inevitable, of course, occurs, and Gus is

drafted for a second time.

Soon he is sent to Shima, a tiny Japanese

village on a Pacific island. A jeep manned
by a strange-looking soldier, Sam Weiscoff

(Robert Strauss), wearing an Hawaiian sport

shirt, meets him in the village. In a building

marked "Pentagon," Gus finds the base doc-

tor, Dave Farrington (Jack Warden). From
doc's description, Gus realizes that the com-

manding officer is Captain Charles Stark

(Ernie Kovacs), Gus' plane commander dur-

ing World War II.

When Stark arrives with a flourish, he

greets Gus warmly, but quashes any notions

the latter may have had about getting out.

Later, Gus meets Ume (Nobu McCarthy), a

Japanese beauty who points out to him the

hot springs nearby. As she talks, Gus gets an

idea: why not the hot springs resort here?

He takes his plan to Stark and Doc Far-

rington. Finally, he convinces them. They
will use surplus material, with every GI a

stockholder in the hotel corporation. Things

being to hum: materials are purchased; a site

is chosen, and construction is launched. There

is, however, one snag: the land is owned not

by the Army, but by the Japenese. Bank offi-

cials turn down their good will offer to open

an account there. The mayor, too, refuses to

see them—that is, until they see Ume, who
turns put to be the mayor's daughter. With
her help, they get him to arrange rent of the

land and use of the bank.

Arrival of beautiful, blonde flight nurse,

Nora McKay (Margo Moore), sent for by
the doc, in search of a woman's touch, livens

things. Stark is love-struck. But Nora is too

busy planning. She hires, in Gus' name, a

fishing fleet (for food) and BUYS (also in

his name) 15 young girls (for service). The
latter, however, is merely an innocent local

custom, . similar to our employment.

In a quest for publicity, doc and Gus go to

Tokyo, where Joab Martinson (Robert Era-

hardt), a medical writer and old friend of

doc's, is speaking before a doctor's conclave

on miracle drugs. Martinson is so taken up
by their story about the "magic" water of

Shima, which allegedly keeps old men virile,

that he volunteers to test it for them and base

his speech on it—and the Shima hotel—if

they will tell him where he can get more.
The speech works, and the guests begin to

arrive at Shima. Martinson, now drunk on
the harmless water—mixed with saki—sees

Stark dancing with Nora, to whom the latter

has just proposed, and tries to cut in. Stark

knocks him into the pool with one punch.



Later, Martinson, now sober and furious,

writes a story for a national magazine en-

titled: "Shima—Sin Center of the Orient."

When the story hits the U. S., all hell

breaks loose. A government team is sent to

Shima to investigate. They learn all—that

Gus owns not only the hotel, but the girls as

well. He is immediately clapped into irons

and banished to the stockade. A court martial

is convened, and Gus asks for the doc as his

defense counsel. Stark is quickly transferred,

and goes only after Nora convinces him.

The trial is going badly for Gus, and the

court has been firmly unimpressed by every-

thing the doctor has said, when all of a
sudden, who should appear outside the hotel-

courtroom window, dangling gracefully from
a snagged parachute, cigar in one hand and
briefcase in the other, but Stark.

But even Stark's testimony is not enough.
Gus is stood up facing the court, and as the

charges are read, his name, rank and SERIAL
NUMBER are called off. Gus whispers to

doc, who immediately stands and calls for a
mistrial. On what grounds? "On the simple

grounds that you've got the wrong man," doc
replies. The court goes wild, and after the
serial number situation is explained—the man
on trial was listed with the first serial num-
ber, so he is officially dead — the court

agrees to declare Gus innocent.

Several days later, when Gus hands the
keys to the hotel to the Mayor of Shima, the
latter uncovers a huge, Mt. Rushmore-type
sculptured head of—Gus Brubaker. By this

time, Stark and Nora are together, and Gus
steps aboard an LCVP on the journey home.



—and funny—faces
Among his many and varied accomplishments is Mervyn

LeRoy's flair for star-making. His record discloses many an

unknown who came under his magic wand and became a

fixture in Hollywood's bright galaxy. For his cast in "Wake
Me When It's Over" he has again reached out for fresh

faces—and we confidently predict that some of these new
personalities will go on to stardom.

Look them over, starting at the top, left:

While trigger-witted Ernie Kovacs is hardly a novice, his

role as the flamboyant, cigar-puffing Captain Stark shapes

up as his best to date. Currently, Kovacs is reaping rave

notices for his work in "Our Man in Havana". To his

right, Margo Moore (nurse Nora McKay) is a bright new-

comer who came to Hollywood for "Hound Dog Man",
after exposure in several good TV roles. Versatile Jack

Warden (Captain Farrington) brings to "Wake Me" a

fresh, new talent. He is well remembered for a moving
mixture of humor and pathos as the bachelor in "Bachelor

Party." LeRoy terms Nobu McCarthy (the 'lovely Ume)
one of the warmest and most talented actresses he has ever

worked with. She was discovered in a Hollywood Japanese

restaurant. Making his movie debut in "Wake Me," Dick

Shawn (Gus Brubaker) has a gilt-edge name on the TV
and night club circuit. Don Knotts (Sergeant Warren) is

the smiling little guy who keeps them laughing as a regular

member of the Steve Allen TV comedy team. Robert Strauss

(First Sergeant Sam Weiscoff) is best remembered for his

hilarious portrayal of "Animal" in another service smash,

"Stalag 17," while Noreen Nash (Marge Brubaker) is

another promising new face on the celluloid scene.
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e are the many fine college theatri-

groups and little repertory com-

es that each year turn out a wide

•tv of plays and thousands of

»rv young artists, some of whom
arc only opportunity. Scholarships

> ted by the major companies, capi-

I umped into financially undernour-

II small theatre groups, eventually,

aps, a svstem patterned after the

dy successful Metropolitan Opera

. h would surely turn up some first-

i talent. And think what a public

I ions boon it could be.

to Source of Talent

en season, too, the off-Broadway

< res in New York uncover at least

1 idful of people who display great

oise. What happens to them? Stage

i minifies being limited, any num-

:i >f gifted people, faced with lack

nployment in the theatrical field,

in up the ghost and turn to some

| mundane, and secure, jobs.

1 need hardly be noted that tele-

s i is a fruitful training ground for

it e cinema celebrities in all the

•a :hes— acting, writing, directing,

( ucing. Video already has contri-

i(l some worthy talents to motion

c res. Yet, despite the similarities of

the two mediums, there is no surefire

formula for discerning the qualities

which make a success in television a

good movie prospect. Even Lucy and

Desi, at the pinnacle of their video

acclaim, proved somewhat less than

earthshaking as movie marquee bait.

But there is no denying that television

must be watched carefully by knowl-

edgeable film scouts in quest of talent,

and that the new medium will turn

up its share of unknowns with real

talent.

The new night club acts occasionally

turn up something promising, and the

peripatetic talent scout who covers the

summer stock companies that dot the

nation's landscape has a fair chance to

find an occasional gem in the haystack.

In this searching out and developing

of new artists, the talent department

must, of course, play the major role.

Sadly, for movie business, few of the

film companies today have sufficient

manpower assigned to talent scouting.

Some, in fact, have practically given up

the hunt entirely. They are interested

only in "ready-made'' performers. It is

only through painstaking search by

keenly attuned scouts that new per-

sonalities can be discovered and built

"from the ground up".

If Hollywood is to turn up a crop of

fresh personalities, it must begin by

reinstituting the talent departments on

a broad scale. And the film companies

must recognize that the competition

for talent today comes not from their

movie competitors alone, but from all

entertainment industries. While there is

hardly an actor, writer or director who

does not yearn to give the movies a try,

they expect more than a poverty row

gamble as an inducement. Like the

science industries that reach into col-

leges to draft their personnel, the movie

companies have to offer a degree of

immdiate security, as well as the prom-

ise of a glamorous future.

This kind of thinking—that talented

manpower is an investment in the fu-

ture—has been lacking in movie plan-

ning for the past decade. Nothing

would revitalize the industry so dyna-

mically, restore the confidence of in-

vestors, and revive public excitement

about the great movie medium as a

broad-scale, intensive, wideh publicized

search for new stars to light the movie

heavens.

Future BEST of '60 Supplements

THE FUGITIVE KIND"

"THE STORY DF RUTH"

"FROM THE TERRAFE"

"THE APARTMENT"

— mid nlliRrs
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"Home From the Hill"

Gu4i*eM Kate*? GOO
Sprawling, overlong tale of Texas family has strong

dramatic points. Mitchum heads cast. C'Scope, color.

William Humphrey's critically acclaimed best-seller about the

public and private tragedies surrounding members of a Texas

dynasty comes to the screen a colorful, sprawling, overlong

tale boasting among its many assets, a collection of topnotch

performances, mood-catching, on-location backgrounds and a

number of highly effective dramatic moments. Unfortunately,

the overall product never quite becomes the emotional power-

house its talented creators had in mind. It is definitely not an-

other "Giant". The plot of this M-G-M Metrocolor, Cinema-

Scope release is a complex one and the characters fascinating

people, but director Vincente Minnelli fails to bring off its

cumulative effect. The tempo is erratic, shifting from scenes

of power to languid, drawn-out sequences, and there are mo-

ments when the central characters struggle to make high trage-

dy out of unjustifiable situations. Much of the blame must fall

on scripters Harriet Frank, Jr. and Irving Ravetch, who failed

to create flesh-and-blood characters, and Minnelli would have

helped the pace by trimming some of the film's excessive 150

minutes. Despite its artistic shortcomings, "Home From The

Hill" has enough good entertainment values and the marquee

appeal of Robert Mitchum and Eleanor Parker to make it a

solid entry in all markets. And because the focus is constantly

shifting from the dreams and disasters of both adult and youth-

ful generations, all segments of the audience will find some-

thing to identify with. Mitchum turns in an exceptionally fine

performance as the lusty landowner who lives by self-created

laws, but Miss Parker as his morally obsessed wife seems mis-

cast. In his screen debut, Broadway actor George Peppard

scores a brilliant triumph as Mitchum's sensitive, illegitimate

son, while George Hamilton as the legal offspring, and Luana

Patten as the girl he loves, register strongly. After their honey-

moon, Miss Parker learns that Mitchum's illegitimate son,

Peppard, is living on their land. She remains his wife only be-

cause he agrees to let her raise Hamilton, but when the lad

falls victim to a local hunting gag, Mitchum takes over. Hamil-

ton falls in love with Miss Patten, but her father's (Everett

Sloane) hatred of Mitchum forces them to meet in secret.

When Hamilton learns the truth about Peppard, he turns

against Mitchum and wants only to make things up to his half

brother. Miss Patten learns she is pregnant and Peppard

marries her. When the baby is born, Sloane, convinced Mitch-

um is the father, kills him, only to be killed in turn by Hamil-

ton. Embittered, he leaves town and Miss Parker goes to live

with Peppard and the baby.

M-G-M. 150 minutes. Robert Mitchum, Eleanor Parker, George Peppard, George
Hamilton, Luana Patten. Produced bv Edmund Grainger Directed by Vincente
Minnelli.

"Tall Story"

2W«fi44 "Rati*? O O Plus

Amusing college campus farce should have strong appeal
for youth element. Tony Perkins, Jane Fonda head cast.

Producer-director Joshua Logan is aiming this wacky Cupid's

arrow of collegiate comedy-romance smack-dab at the youth

market and family house habituates. If campus farces still draw

well, there's every reason to believe this Warner Bros, release

will get its fair share of the boxoffice take around the Easter

holiday season. The frivolous plot concerns the misadventures

of an ace basketball player who unerringly sinks field goals via

the aid of scientific theories and the lass who sets out to trap

him in marriage. Thanks to Logan's well-paced direction of

J. J.
Epstein's script (based on the Howard Lindsay-Russel

Crouse play) "Tall Story" bounces lightly along rarely allowing

audiences to discover that much ado is being made over nothing.

The teaming of Anthony Perkins and the much publicized Jane

Fonda (daughter of Henry) assures "Tall Story" of good re-

sponse from the younger element. The boxoffice question is

this: Is there sufficient adult interest in such a theme to make it

a solid attraction? As the idealistic scholar-athlete, Perkins

lends a strong air of naivete and wholesomeness to his part,

while comely Miss Fonda is certain to become one of the

screen's hottest properties. Throughout her campaign of "Oper-

ation Matrimony" she displays a natural flare for comedy sug-

gesting also an actress of strong dramatic potential. In support-

ing roles, Ray Walston is wonderfully stuffy as the beard-sport-

ing ethics professor who holds Perkins' future, playwright Marc

Connelly is delightful as the science professor not adverse to

making book on the side, and talented Anne Jackson adds urban

froth to the role of Walston's wife. Two sequences in particular

—Miss Fonda trapping Perkins into a conversation on kissing

by discussing the Japanese custom of kissing a girl on the back

of the neck, and Perkins frantically passing a make-up exam

while a championship Russian-Local basketball game rages in

the next room—are highly amusing. After Miss Fonda traps

Perkins, he is offered a bribe to throw the game. Dazed, he

flunks Walston's exam making him ineligible to play. He comes

through at the last moment on the make-up, at the last second

to win the game.

Warner Bros. 92 minutes. Anthony Perkins, Jane Fonda. Produced and Directed by
Joshua Logan.

"Guns of the Timherland"

Routine outdoor metier starring Alan Ladd. Technicolor.

Lumberjack boss Alan Ladd rides the timber trail in this

Technicolorful Northwestern adventure yarn from Warner

Bros. Cut to fit the taste of Ladd fans and action devotees this

Jaguar production shapes up as routine fare strictly for the

action market. A pitch is made, via singer Frankie Avalon, to

entice the teen-agers, but "Timberland" is hardly their territory.

Against a striking California background, director Robert D.

Webb keeps the familiar yarn moving at a fair pace, with Ladd,

stolid as usual. Gilbert Roland turns in a two-fisted perform-

ance as his partner who prefers force, while Jeanne Crain is

spirited as the leader of the rancher opposition. Avalon is ap-

pealing as one of her youthful ballad singing ranch hands. The

Jos. Petracca-Aaron Spelling screenplay finds some of Mj$S

Crain's hands dynamiting the direct road leading from the log-

ging camp. The only other road runs through her ranch and

when she refuses Ladd and Co. permission, Roland decides to

gun his way through. Ladd does it legally by obtaining a gov-

ernment easement but Miss Crain stops them again by chopping

down trees across the road. Roland, convinced Ladd has turned

yellow, blows up the blockade, injuring young Avalon who tric^

to stop him. In a showdown fight, between Ladd and Roland,

the latter, seriously wounded and half-crazed, sets the forest,

ablaze. Roland dies and Ladd joins up with Jeanne.

Warner Bros. 91 minutes. Alan Ladd, Jeanne Crain, Gilbert Roland. Produced by|

Aaron Spelling Directed by Robert D. Webb.
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'Once More, With Feeling"

%CUiHC44 IRtOcKf O O O
High rating is for class houses, but response will be

strong in mass market as well. Superbly played by

<ay Kendall, Brynner. Technicolor.

Here is a first-rate scintillating, sophisticated comedy in the

!>rand sense. Stanley Donen's "Once More, With Feeling" is

i brisk and buoyant yarn, delightfully played, about the do-

nestic complications that arise between a brilliant and ego-

nanical concert conductor and his harpist-wife (in name only)

.vho tires of pulling the diplomatic strings that always ease him

nit of his tempermental difficulties. For 92 wonderful minutes

:he screen is bathed in outbursts of verbal hilarity and a collec-

tion of wackily wonderful people creating an overall effect of

1 room overflowing with bubbling champagne.

Donen has produced and directed these matrimonial mishaps

.vith polished laugh-a-minute stroke appropriately matching

lis lavish Technicolor mounting and Harry Kurnitz's adapta-

tion of his hit Broadway play balances farce and drama in a

Tiost adult way yet allowing hardly a single scene to go by

Without at least a chuckle.

, Columbia is steadily fulfilling its prophecy about I960 being

'The Year of the Big C" and Mr. Donen's contribution shapes

jp as one of its most promising grossers. Certain to be a smash

lit in class houses, this also has the kind of broad comedy that

>vill appeal to the mass market. The risque situations, are so

:astefully handled that there is no reason to anticipate any

problem with the family trade.

Aside from its top-drawer entertainment values—a melodic

nelange of classical music excerpts, striking sets and a fashion

.how of magnificent Givenchy gowns—"Feeling" unites two

.harming personalities, Yul Brynner and the late Kay Kendall,

n a seesaw of acting tour de forces that are nothing short of

>tupendous. This strong star tandem is further insurance of

>olid audience participation and word-of-mouth will definitely

idd to boxoffice returns.

For Brynner, primarily known for his strong dramatic demon-

strations, this marks a decided change of pace and reveals him

Us an actor of great versatility. He seems very much at home
strutting in peacock fashion around his alter ego home com-

plete with mazes of stereo equipment, beds resembling Viking

ships and a collection of oil portraits done in the style of the

^reat masters, and he is the artistic genius personified ripping

>hirts off and smashing violins across the heads of bumbling

orchestra members, insulting the upper echelon of Festival

Drchestra Boards or going into tongue-in-cheek trances before

ie is to perform.

However, to Miss Kendall go hosannas unrestrained. As
3rynner's tactful wife who must pat bald headed patrons on
heir pate, pacify irate violinists by pampering their hands or

aint at appropriate moments, she is magnificent. Here was one
)f the truly great comic talents of our time and with her pass-

ng the entertainment world is minus a sparkling personality.

Bright. Sophisticated Comedy

Kay Kendall and Yul Brymur

She mugs and underplays with the best of them, becomes

enchantingly potted after only one drink and fluctuates be-

tween subtle wackiness and refined glamor without ever once

losing pace. On the basis of her performance alone, "Once

More, With Feeling" merits a Film of Distinction rating.

Gregory Ratoff, that old ham, makes the most of every line

as the manager who ulcerizes himself attempting to keep Bry-

nner and Miss Kendall from verbally and physically ripping

each other to shreds. And the supporting cast — Geoffrey

Toone as the atom scientist Miss Kendall thinks she wants to

marry; Maxwell Shaw as a pair of abused musician brothers;

Mervyn Johns as the bewildered son of the dictatorial orchestra

patroness who agrees to renew Brynner's contract only because

of the charming Miss Kendall—all handle their roles zestfully.

When Miss Kendall catches Brynner in an extracurricular

non musical embrace she finally decides to leave him. Without

her, his conducting career rapidly plummets. He also discovers

that John's mother refuses to renew his contract with the Lon-

don Festival Orchestra until she talks with Miss Kendall.

Brynner and Ratoff locate her teaching at a small college, but

she refuses to help him out. At the last moment, she returns

but only because she wants a divorce in order to marry Toone.

It is revealed, however, that she and Brynner have never

bothered to get married officially and, in order to marry Toone,

she must first wed Brynner to obtain a divorce. Brynner sees

this as his ace in the hole and agrees to marry her if she will

live with him for three days—the period necessary to complete

contract negotiations. During the 72-hour period he rapidly

wins her back, only to have Toone appear to completely upset

matters all over again. In the end Brynner gets his contract

and the legal wife he now wants so much.

Columbia. 92 minutes. Yul Brynner, Kay Kendall. Produced and Directed by Stanley
Donen.
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"Visit to a Small Planet"

Gcititeu 'RcUck? O O PLUS

One of Jerry Lewis' funnier solo comedies.

Although this Hal Wallis production is a far cry from the

satirical Gore Vidal play that enchanted theatre audiences, it

comes off as an amusing movie, a notch above Jerry Lewis' re-

cent solo efforts. "Visit To A Small Planet," impish tale of the

creature (Lewis) from outer space who comes down to earth,

should get its fair share of laughs from the comedian's faithful

followers and other comedy devotees. Director Norman Taurog

has guided Lewis' visit with titillating splashes of tomfoolery

and scripters Edmund Beloin and Henry Garson have given

him a variety of situations to display his comic ability: shocking

his hosts with his ability to read minds, discovering what it's like

to have emotions and fall in love, and proving to a nightclub

full of beatniks that he is really much more "gone" than they are.

During his hectic stay, Lewis encounters a number of talented

earthlings: rising starlet Joan Blackman who finds a new kind of

wooer in the visiting space man, TV westerner Earl Holliman,

her hot-tempered youthful boy friend, Fred Clark, her pompus

TV newscaster father who refuses to believe in space men but

ends up playing host to one, and newcomer Barbara Lawson, a

beatnik who goes for Lewis. The plot has Lewis going AWOL
from his highly advanced planet dressed as a confederate gen-

eral because he believes he will land on earth during the Civil

War. Once this matter is cleared up, he proceeds to mystify

Clark and family with his unusual powers. In the process, he

helps Clark save his job, makes conversational friends out of

a cat and a dog, and because he is not equipped with the emo-

tions of human beings, becomes a fascinated observer to the

love-making of Miss Blackman and Holliman. When Lewis

finds himself falling in love and considering remaining on

earth, his mentor on his native planet takes away all of his

powers. He discovers life on earth is physically and mentally

painful and after being pursued by the police and national

guard, gladly returns to his own planet.

Paramount. 85 minutes. Jerry Lewis, Joan Blackman. Earl Holliman, Fred Clark.

Produced by Hal Wallis. Directed by Norman Taurog.

"Jack the Ripper"

Su4CHCdd Rati*? O O O
Joe Levine's new explodation. A real chiller. Backed by

powerful Levine campaign, this will stack 'em up.

Joseph E. Levine, the exploitation king with the Midas touch

who out-Barnumed the entertainment world with "Hercules,"

is aiming for a boxoffice repeat with this British-made chiller.

Lifted from one of the most horrifying and bloodcurdling chap-

ters in crime history, the body-by-body tale of the night fiend

who stalked London slashing up women of the streets, Jack

the Ripper, it comes through as a real chiller. While his true

identity has never been disclosed, this version ends on a logical

note and theatre-chair detectives will have a field day matching

wits with their counterparts on the screen. Levine's monumental

pre-sell saturation campaign, the everlasting curiosity concern-

ing the case and the title itself should guarantee strong returns

wherever "Jack the Ripper" is shown. This one is a natural for

those who cherish their mystery, mayhem and suspense dished

out in unrelenting scoops. Robert Baker and Monty Berman

collaborated on the production, direction and photography of

this shrewdly contrived shocker and they manage to sustain a

tingling mood drenched in Whitechapel fog and terror from

the moment a shadowy figure lurches out in front of a frigh-

tened woman, asks, "Are you Mary Clarke?" then knifes her to

death, until the final scene when he meets his end beneath a

descending elevator. The performances are commendable all

around: Lee Patterson, the New York policeman who assists

Scotland Yard in its investigation; Eddie Byrne, the dogged

Yard inspector; attractive Betty McDowall, ward of Mercy Hos

pital's chief surgeon; Ewen Solon, its stern surgeon-director

Veteran horror scripter Jimmy Sangster has Patterson and Byrne

running into one dead end after another. Since each murder is

performed with surgeon-like precision, certain hospital staff

members come under suspecion. When a newly-released patient

turns out to be the woman he seeks, the Ripper does her in and

exposes himself. He's Solon, whose son's death was indirectly

caused by the streetwalker, Mary Clarke.

Paramount release. 88 minutes. Lee Patterson, Eddie Byrne, Betty McDowall, Ewen
Solon. Produced and Directed by Robert Baker and Monty Berman.

"This Rebel Breed"

Minor, but actionful, melodrama about racial conflict

dope peddling. Exploitable dualler for action market

William Rowland's low-budget production for Warner Bros

release is a grim and hard-hitting melodrama, unfolded in a

jive-talking and suspenseful manner, about juvenile delin

quency, racial discrimination and dope peddling among a group

of thrill-seeking youths in present day Los Angeles. Lack of

marquee names in the cast will relegate it to the lower half of

double bills in most situations, but its exploitable subject matter

might provoke better boxoffice activity in the ballyhoo-action

markets. Although the Rowland-Irma Berk story suffers from

lack of originality, Richard L. Bare s direction maintains a fast

pace beginning with a shock opener when a gang of Negroes

overturn a white couple's car and proceed to hack away at

with crowbars, continuing through a series of knife fights and

dope induced orgies and ending with a Negro-Mexican-whitt

race riot. The excellent use of on-location street scenes plus

hip David Rose score provide a ring of authenticity. Exotic

Rita Moreno is appealing as the Anglo-Mexican girl who want

acceptance by the whites, while Mark Damon as a Mexican

Negro undercover man, and Douglas Hume as his white com

pion, are convincing. The gang members—Tom Gilson, th

muscleman, Richard Rust, the sadistic and race-hating lead

and Diane Cannon, his girl who is discovered "passing" fo

white—all turn, in exciting performances. Damon and Hume
pose as high school students in an effort to crack a flourishing

dope ring. Hume is eventually accepted in the white gang, buit

Damon, because of his mixture, finds both the Mexican ancj

Negroes against him. Miss Moreno's white boyfriend is killecl

in a fight with Rust and her hot-tempered brother is arrested

When she discovers she's pregnant she becomes more deter

mined than ever to prove Rust guilty. She accompanies him tti

a wild party which turns into a race riot. The police arrive ir

time to arrest Rust and the dope pusher. Miss Moreno nnalblj

accepts Damon's offer of marriage.

Warner Bros. 90 minutes. Rita Moreno, Mark Damon, Gerald Mohr. Produced b !

William Rowland. Directed by Richard L. Bare.
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JOHNSTON vs. CENSORSHIP

(ause of Delinquency J\ot in Movies
(Continued from Page 9)

course, as well as the other MPAA and

industry members who spoke at the

hearings, such remedies remained only

isolated instances in the making, dis-

tributing and advertising of pictures.

The rest of the time, they contended,

the policy of self-regultion would see

them through handsomely.

Johnston expressed special pride and

confidence in the code system. "The

members of our Association," he said,

"do not deal in obscenity or porno-

graphy. They don't make it. They don't

distribute it. They don't condone it."

The freedom enjoyed by the industry,

he added, has been more than respon-

sibility assumed. "Freedom imposes re-

sponsibility. It requires self-discipline.

No other industry has matched us in

fulfilling these obligations." And to

those who claim that the business has

forgotten what the codes stand for, the

MPAA president had this to say: "Our

members are just as strong in adhering

to the codes today as they ever were.

The administrators of the codes today

administer them just as effectively and

just as fairly as they ever have. To those

who say we ought to return to the

codes, I reply: we can't possibly return

—because we've never left."

Getting down to specifics, he de-

bunked further the notion that the code

should guaranty nothing but family

fare: "It was never the purpose or the

function of the code to make every pic-

ture suitable to every person—man,
woman or child—from six to sixteen

to sixty—or any other age. Come to

think of it, could anything be worse

than for any medium of communica-
tions to embark upon such a course?"

It would, Johnston went so far as to

say, "reduce us to the mind and ma:u-

rity level of the dreary drudges in

Orwell's '1984.'" It is not, he con-

tended, a matter of what you film, but

how you film it. "This," Johnston said,

"is the key to the code . . . treatment

. . . how a subject is dealt with on the

screen."

The classification system also came in

for much of Johnston's critical fire. He
quoted a list of recent headlines from
The New York Times, all citing juve-

nile delinquency in foreign countries,

then followed quickly with these effec-

tive words: "It's not a pretty picture,

is it? And what does it have to do with
classification? Just this—in all these for-

eign countries there is classification of
motion pictures . . . The cause of juve-

nile delinquency is not found in the

motion picture theatre."

His parting fire was saved for censor-

ship: "It simply doesn't work. It never

has. It never can. What's wrong with

the American people making up their

own minds? We've been doing it ever

since we began as a nation. It's worked

out better than any other system I

know."

Code administrator Shurlock made
his defense of the self-regulatory instru-

ment in these terms:

Abram F. Myers, chairman of the

board and general counsel of National

Allied, conveyed the same thought in

his speech before the subcommittee.

Myers—who also presented a significant

picture of the problems the small ex-

hibitor has had to face with regard to

morality in films since the product shor-

tage limited severely his choice of pic-

tures—declared: "In deciding what is

proper to go into a picture and what is

not, there is not simple choice between

black and white. Romance is an indis-

pensable ingredient of great stories and

love-making is not carried on by amor-

phous dummies."

Censorship addicts note: neither is

the movie-going public composed of

such unfeeling and unthinking creatures.

"The Code is a set of self-regulations

based on sound morals common to all

peoples and all religions. To put it

simply, it lays down the thesis that the

screen should never be used to make
what is basically wrong appear to be

right. It assumes that the Ten Com-
mandments are as applicable in the field

of the imagination as they are in life

itself.

"As a reasonable document, the Code

presents another reasonable thesis.

When it deals with stories of man's

frailty and sin, it does not demand that

the sinner be painted always in deepest

black. It states quite clearly that we
may sympathize with the sinner while

condemning his sin.

"The Code operation has, of course,

immeasurable advantages over censor-

ship. One great advantage is its affirm-

ative rather than negative effect. Cen-

sorship can only delete material from

an already finished film. By its very

nature, it can only act privatively and

hence negatively. The Code, on the con-

trary, performs while the picture is still

in the script stage. And its approach is

basically constructive instead of priva-

tive.

"We are much happier when, instead

of watering down or weakening a story,

we can direct our efforts towards add-

ing something positive by way of moral

emphasis and elucidation — what we
call "compensating moral values." By

insisting that all stories be told within

a proper moral frame of reference, the

Code can help films take on added di-

mensions, explore deeper phases of life,

and achieve genuine maturity."
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Columbia Promotes Our Man

In Havana' All Over the GlobeBOLD FRONT. Employing its entire front and marquee to the fullest, Miami's
Florida Theatre helped pswer "Suc;Jeniy, Last Summer" to blockbuster business.

Hyman Details Big Push by AB-PT

Showmen To Spark Spring Product

American Broadcasting-

Paramount Theatres enter-

prising vice president

Edward L. Hyman is one

theatreman who is deter-

mined to level out the

high peaks and low val-

leys of film distribution.

Never letting up f or a

moment, the principal

proponent of the system of orderly release once

;
again is hammering away at the industry, in

preparation for the upcoming April-May-June

I
exhibition drive.

Recalling that last June was one of the driest

\
product months in many years, Hyman is setting

out well in advance to spark this coming spring

with a better run of quality films and show-

manship to match. He recently detailed for the

trade plans for what he viewed as "one of the

' most important phases of the April-May-June

exhibition drive being spearheaded by AB-PT
I affiliates."

The vital cog in the drive, according to

Hyman, is the specialized selling attention to be

afforded the quality attractions. And in order

to facilitate the "big sell" of the films, Hyman
noted, he has made arrangements with the dis-

tributors involved to have their advertising

personnel cooperate fully with affiliates of AB-
PT in the creation of advertising and exploita-

tion campaigns for the quality product. The
combination of effort, said Hyman, "will result

in the finest and most comprehensive custom-

built, tailor-made campaigns."

The detailed information on the campaigns
will be made available to AB-PT affiliates as

well as to ever)- exhibitor in the country who
has endorsed orderly distribution, in order that

they may add the local-level touches that spell

success for a nationwide push. Hyman, who
recently completed a series of meetings with all

nine major distributors to map campaign plans,

revealed that the advertising stalls of the firms

showed him their ideas for the project and

that in each case the ideas were different,

thereby assuring no duplication in selling. The

AB-PT executive urged exhibitors everywhere

to pour all their inventiveness and ingenuity

into the campaigns and demonstrate to the

distributors what can be accomplished at the

local level in any season.

Plans call for the following AB-PT affiliates

to work with the advertising manpower of the

companies indicated: Arthur Krolick (Buffalo

Paramount) and Gene Pleshette (Brooklyn

Paramount), Paramount; Don Allen and Don
Knight (Tri-States, Des Moines) and Robert

Shapiro (New York Paramount), 2()th-Fox; John

Krier (Intermountain, Salt Lake City), MGM;
Woody Praught (United Detroit), United Ar-

tists; Henry Spiegel (New York and Brooklyn

Paramount), Columbia; George Aurelius (Ari-

zona Paramount, Phoenix), Universal; Jerry

Zigmond (Los Angeles and San Francisco),

Warner Bros., and Ed Seguin (Balaban & Katz,

Chicago), Allied Artists.

UA Sets Doll' Book Tie-in

United Artists and the New American Li-

brary have set a major movie-book promotion

for "Summer of the Seventeenth Doll," high-

lighted by a Signet edition illustrated with

eight pages of scene stills from the film. Full

cast and credits also appear on the cover. Spe-

cial rack cards and window streamers giving

local playdate information are being distributed

to some 10,000 department stores, book stores

and retail outlets throughout the country'.

[ More SHOWMEN on Page 34
]

Columbia boxofficers here and abroad are

hard at work pushing "Our Man in Havana."

In New York, where the film is currently

enjoying a dual first run, it was backed with a

clever, all-out teaser campaign, while on an

international scale, Columbia and the Hoover

C >mn . vacuum cleaner manufacturers, ar-

ranged the biggest merchandising tie-up in the

movie firm's history.

More than 3^0 teaser radio ads preceded the

Gotham opening of the picture, with teaser ads

also placed in lota! newspapers, mostly off the

amusement pages. The spots feature the names

of the entire cast, asking such questions as

fii Alec Guinness our man in Havana?" Sim-

ilar spots will be employed in local engage-

ments around the country.

The merchandising tie-in is centered around

the vacuum cleaners Guiness sells in the film.

Designed to develop impact and penetration for

both the film and the vacuum cleaner company,

the promotion will be evolved through more

than 22,000 franchised Hoover dealers through-

out the world. Hundreds of cleaners will be

awarded as prizes in contests in 30 major

markets. In the tie-up, Hoover will supply

dealers with promotional material including

one-sheets, dealer advertising with full credits

for the film, direct mail pieces, mats, stills,

window streamers and counter cards.

Chasman Takes Over
UA Ad Manager Spot

David Chasman

is the new adver-

tising manager of

United Artists. His

appointment was
announced by Roger

H. Lewis, UA vice

president in charge

of ad-pub-exploita-

tion. Chasman, who
replaces Joseph

Gould, served for the past five years as special

consultant on advertising campaigns and pro-

motions for UA, Universal and 20th-Fox. Prior

to that, he was with Grey Advertising, Inc.
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'BEACH' EXHIBIT. Wayne Miller photo exhibit

was employed as part of the front display in

connection with the all-around promotional

campaign arranged for "On the Beach," at

Phila.'s Goldman by Joe Elicker, of the Wil-

liam Goldman Theatres advertising depart-

ment, and Morris Yuter, UA field rep.

PINK SUB. Commanding officer of "S. S.

Tiger," in Detroit guides submarine tour for

executives of United Detroit Theatres. Sub
was re-christened, re-painted blushing pink

to coincide with Cary Grant's vessel in "Oper-
ation Petticoat," which played at the Mich-
igan. Viewing the sub are, left to right,

Thomas Byerle, Woodrow R. Praught, Gil

Green and C. E. O'Bryan.

CELEBRATION. This "Happy Anniversary"
girl, selected by Lansburgh's Dept. Store,
Washington, D.C., visited radio. TV and press
to plug film in tie up arranged by UA field

rep David Polland and Ray Gingell, K-B
Theatres publicity mgr., as part of campaign
at Ontario Theatre.

Film Salesmen Enlist

Exhibitor Aid for 'Oscar'

The Academy Awards telecast promotion

push is gaining momentum almost daily, as the

major firms steady to the arduous task of match-

ing—or surpassing—last year's herculean show-

manship effort. The big night is April 4.

The latest development saw the sales man-

agers of all of the major distributing companies

agree to back up the campaign by assigning

their salesmen to enlist the support of every

theatre called upon. The announcement was

made at the national distributors' committee

meeting in the United Artists board room under

the chairmanship of James R. Velde. The new

sales effort—never before employed—is ex-

pected at least to double the number of par-

ticipating houses.

Previously, the publicity coordinating group

of the MPAA advertising and publicity direc-

tors' committee, under the chairmanship of

Philip Gerard, set as its goal a television

audience of 100,000,000 for the big telecast

—

the largest audience ever to view a single TV
program. Gerard pointed out that the key day

for the publicity coordinating group is Feb-

ruary 22, when the nominations will be an-

nounced in Hollywood. Special assignments

were made for each member of the coordinating

group to cover national magazines and sup-

plements, wire services, photo syndicates and

syndicated columnists, all trades, including radio

and TV, the New York dailies and color

supplements, fan magazines, special column

planting and newsreels.

'Sink the Bismarck' Launched
Twentieth-Fox launched "Sink the Bismarck"

ceremoniously last week at four simultaneous

international premieres, in four of the largest

English-speaking cities of the world.

In London the premiere proved a brilliant

social event. Prince Philip, accompanied by

Lord Mountbatten, Admiral of the Fleet, greeted

Fox president Spyros P. Skouras and Mrs.

Skouras in the gaily-decorated lobby of the

Carleton Theatre. A sparkling parade into the

Times Square area led by numerous British

military personnel marked the New York bow,

while in Washington, D.C., and many digni-

taries gathered.

FEM PITCH.

Columbia national director

of advertising, publicity and
exploitation Robert S. Fer-

guson (right) looks over
10,000-mile, 20-city route

of promotion tour aimed to

lure ladies to "Once More,

With Feeling." L. to r.:

Julie Marr, women's con-

sultant and fashion spokes-

man for the Columbia re-

lease who is making tour;

producer's representative

Myer Beck, and Richard

Kahn, exploitation manager.

CHIMP SALESMAN. Raymond Willie,
|

president and general manager of Intersta

Theatres, signs deal for Walt Disney's "To
Tyler," after pitch from Mr. Stubbs, chin

who appears in the film.

Lipton Announces Third

Phase of 'Spartacus' Pre-Sell

Universal has entered the third phase of

gigantic pre-selling campaign on the $10,00(

000 "Spartacus"—the erecting of billboards ar

neon signs throughout the coutnry—vice pre!

dent David A. Lipton announced.

The release of the Super Technirama-7

spectacle still is many many months off, but

is estimated that 1,750,000 people a day cu

rently are being exposed to "Spartacus" bi

boards already erected on some of the nati

busiest highways. The number exposed will

upped to millions more each day by mid-

mer as additional boards are placed in m
other strategic spots. "Spartacus" signs are

on the studio back lot overlooking the Holl

wood Freeway, and on the Chicago-Milwauk

Highway.

In revealing that the billboards are the thi

phase of the pre-sell effort "simply to establi:

the slogan 'I960 is the Year of Spartacus,'

Lipton noted that "the first two steps coven

the most extensive trade paper advertising car

paign we ever have scheduled, aimed at c

hibitors, and the literal 'saturation' of rad

airwaves, to reach the public, with 'Spartaci

spot announcements with the slogan on Nt

Year's Eve."
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current Sd Coming Features

(Date of Rim BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

August

BAT, THE Vincent Price, Agnes Morehead. Producer
C. J. Tevlirj. New version of Mary Robert Rinehart
and Avery Hopwood's world famous mystery tate. 80

FACE OF FIRE Cameron Mitchell, James Whitmore.
Producers Albert Band^ Louis Garfinkle. Director Band.
Handyman disfigured in fire finally gains friends. 83
min.

October

WEB OF EVIDENCE Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Produced
by Maxwell Setton and John R. Slpan. Filmed from
A. J. Cronin's novel "Beyond This Place." Young man
reopens 20 year old murder case to free his fathar.
83 mtn.

November
ATOMIC SUBMARINE Arthur Franz, Dick Foran. Brett
Halsey. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Spencer G.
Bennet. Screace-fictlon thriller of a Polar sub and its

encounter with unknown enemy. 73 min.

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT, U.S.A. George S. Hamil-
ton, Mary Murphy. Producer Terry Sanders. Director
Denis Sanders. Law-student turns criminal. 80 min.

HOUSE OF INTRIGUE, THE CinemaScope, Color. Dawn
Adctoms.^ Curt Jurgens, Folco Lull i . Producer-director
Dulllo Oolettt. Spies and counter-spies' activities dur-
ing WW II. 90 min.

December
PURPLE GANG, THE Barry Sullivan, Robert Blake,
Elaine Edwards. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
Frank McDonald. The startling story of the infamous
Detroit mobsters. 83 min.

RAYMIE David Ladd, John Agar, Charles Winninger,
Richard Arlen. Producer A. C. Lyle. Director Fred
McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant 6
foot barracuda. 73 min.

January

HYPNOTIC EYE, THE Jacques Bergerac, Marcia Hen-
derson, Merry Anders, Allison Hayes. Producer,
Charles B. Bloch. Director, George Blair. Hypnotist's
assistant, wearing mask, is responsible for disfiguring
pretty faces of hypnosis volunteers. 82 min.

February

BLUEBEARD'S TEN HONEYMOONS George Sanders,
Corinne Calvet. Producer, Roy Parkinson. Director, W.
Lee Wilder. Based on the true-life story of Landru,
infamous French bluebeard.

SEXPOT GOES TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren, Tues-
day Weld, Mijanou Bardot. Producer-director Albert
Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-
lege routine.

March
I PASSED FOR WHITE Sonya Wilde, James Franciscus.
Producer-director Fred Wilcox. Story of a Negress
who passes for white.

PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert. Producer-
director Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt. Petro-
sino's war against the Mafia in the early I900's.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

Coming

HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter, Vic Damone. Miiko
Taka. Producer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson.
True story of U. S. Marine hero Guy Gabaldon.

THE PLUNDERERS Jeff Chandler. Producer-director
Joseph Anthony. Band of young hoodlums intimidate
entire western town.

RECKLESS, PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

THE BIG BANKROLL Fabulous lift story of king, of the
gamblers. Producers. Samue; Bischoff and David
Diamond

AfrERjCAN INTERNATIONAL

September

SIGN OF THE GLADIATOR Color, CinemaScope, Anita
Ekberg, George Marshall. Producer Guido Brignone.
Director Vittorio Musy Glori. The loves and wars of
Zenobia and her downfall by the Roman Empire. 84

October

BUCKET OF BLOOD, A Barboura Morris, Dick Miller.

Producer-director Roger Corman. A mad artist mur-
ders his victims and uses their bodies for statues.

65 min.

LEECHES, THE Ken Clark, Yvette Vickers. Producer
Gene Corman. Director Bernard L. Kowalski. Monsters
arise from the swamps of the Florida everglades. 62

November

GIANT GILA MONSTER Don Sullivan. Lisa Simona.
Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg. Giant
gila monsters goes beserk on diet of humans. 75 min.

THE KILLER SHREWS Ingrid Goude, James Best, Ken

Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg.

Tiny shrews grow to huqe proportions. 69 min.

December

GOLIATH AND THE BARBARIANS Color. Cinema-
Scope. Steve Reeves, Bruce Cabot, Chelo Alonso
Producer Eminno Salvi. Director Carlo Campogalliani.

A young woodsman revenges the death of his father.

Spectacle. 88 min.

February

ANGRY RED PLANET Cinemagic, Eastmnncolor. Gerald
Mohr, Nora Hayden, Les Tremayne. Producers Sidnev

Pink, Norman Maurer. Director lb Melchoir. An ad-

venture in the fourth dimension. 83 min.

April

CIRCUS OF HORROS CinemaScope, Color. Anton
Diffring, Erika Remburg. Horror Spectacle. 95 mm.

Mtr

GIRL ON DEATH ROW PanaVision. Terry Moore,
Debra Paget. Producer Richard Bernstein. Director

Roy Del Ruth. Prison melodrama. 90 min.

JAILBREAKERS, THE Robert Hutton, Mary Castle. Pro-

ducer-director Alexander Grasshoss. Four escaped
convicts try to find a treasure of $400,000.00 from a

bank robbery. 65 min.

June

FALL OF THE HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScopa. Color.

Vincent Price, Mark Damon, Myrna Fahay. Producer-

director Roger Corman. Edgar Allan Poe's classic.

Coming

GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON CinemaScope, Color
Steve Reeves. Action fantasy. 80 min.

KONGA CinemaScope, Color. Michael Gaugh. Pro-

ducer Herman Cohen.

SHE Color, CinemaScope. H. Ryder Haggard's novel.

TALKING DOG, THE

August
HAVE ROCKET. WILL TRAVEL. The Three Stooges
Producer Harry Romm. Director David Lowell Rich.

Space-age comedy. 76 min.

30-FOOT BRIDE OF CANDY ROCK, THE Lou Costello.
Producer Lewis J. Rachmil. Director Sidney Miller.
Rubbish collector-scientist builds machine which makes
his girl a qiant. 73 min. 8/31/59.

October
CRIMSON KIMONO, THE Victoria Shaw, Glenn Cor-
bett. Producer-director Samuel Fuller. Love and mur-
df on burlesque row. 82 min. 9/14/59.

THEY CAME TO CORDURA CinemaScope. Eastm
Color. Gary Cooper, Rita Hayworth, Van Heflin, T
Hunter. Producer William Goetz. Director Rob)
Rossen. From the novel by Glendon Swarthout. I

TINGLER. THE Vincent Price, Judith Evelyn. Produc. I

director William Castle. Spook show with built I

gimmicks. 80 min.

November
BATTLE OF THE CORAL SEA Cliff Robertson, G|
Scala. Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director Pa;
Wendkos. Drama set against WW II background.

I

min. 10/26/59.

LAST ANGRY MAN, THE Paul Muni, David Wayn
j

Producer Fred Kohlmar, Director Daniel Mann. Pictuil

zation of Gerald Green's bestseller. 100 min. 10/12/5

WARRIOR AND THE SLAVE GIRL SupercineScop i

Eastman color. Gianna Maria Canale. Georges March:
Director Vittorio Cottafavi. Action Spectacle. 89 mi
I 1/9/59.

MOUSE THAT ROARED. THE Color. Peter Seller
Jean Seberg. Producer Walter Shenson. Director Jac
Arnold. Satire on relations of countries during Atomi
Age. 83 min. 10/12/59.

YESTERDAY'S ENEMY Stanley Baker, Guy Rolfe. Pr<

ducer Michael Carreras. Director Val Guest. Britis

and Japs battle in Burma. 95 min.

December
EDGE OF ETERNITY CinemaScope Color. Corn.
Wilde, Victoria Shaw. Producer Kendrick Sweet. D;
rector Donald Siegel. Murder and intrigue at Arizon
mine. 80 min. I 1/9/59.

FLYING FONTAINES. THE Eastman Color. Michx
Callan, Evy Norlund. Producer Sam Katiman. Directc
George Sherman. Life with the circus. 84 min. 12/21

THOUSAND AND ONE ARABIAN NIGHTS Technicolor
U PA Cartoon feature. Starring the near sighted Mr
Magoo. Producer Stephen Bosustow. Director Jac;
Kinney. 76 min. 12/21.

January

GENE KRUPA STORY. THE Sal Mineo, Susan Kohner'
Producer Philip A Waxman. Director Don Weis. Pic.

ture of the famed drummer. 101 min. 1/4/60.

SUDDENLY. LAST SUMMER Elizabeth Taylor, Montgom
ery Cliff. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director Joseph L

Mankiewicz. Based on the controversial Tennessee
Williams play. 114 min. 12/21.

February
ONCE MORE, WITH FEELING Technirama, Color. Yu
Brynner, Kay Kendall. Producer-Director Stanley Donen
Story about a concert conductor. 92 min.

OUR MAN IN HAVANA CinemaScope. Alec Guinness!
Burl Ives, Maureen O'Hara. Producer-Director Caro
Reed. Drama of a vacuum cleaner salesman in Havana
107 min. 2/1/60.

WHO WAS THAT LADY? Tony Curtis, Dean Martin]
Janet Leiah. Producer Norman Krasna. Director
George Sidney. Curtis poses as an F.B.I, agent. II!

min. 1/18/60.

March
BABETTC GOES TO WAR CinemaScope, Color. Brigitte

Bardot. Jacques Charrier, Producer Raoul J. Levy. 1

Director Christian-Jaque. Bardot helps defeat Germany
103 min.

COMANCHE STATION CinemaScope, Color. Randolph
Scott, Nancy Gates. Producer-director Budd Boefticher
A cowboy out for revenge. 74 min.

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathews
'roducer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre de Toth

Hollywood film magnate becomes U.S. counter-spy. 9J'

April

AS THE SEA RAGES Formerly (Search For Chorefto)
Maria Schell, Cliff Robertson. Producer Carl Szkoll

Director Horst Hachler. A war among fishermen and
islanders. 97 min.

BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG Dick Clark. Michael Cal-

lan, Tuesday Weld. Producer Jerry Bresler. Director!

Paul Wendkos. A teacher fights teenage violence. 07

KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO CinemaScope, Color Rob
ert Taylor. Anne Aubrey. Producers Irving Allen.

Director Richard Thorpe, Engineei

i Africa. 91 min.

May
ALL THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd. Sidney Poitier

Producer-director Hall Bartlett. U.N. forces trapped
behind enemy lines in Korea.
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MOUNTAIN ROAD. THE James Stewart, Lisa Lu. Pro-
duce William Goeti. Director Daniel Mann. G.l.'s
fight across Burma.

June

GULLIVER'S TRAVELS Super Dynamation. Golor. Kerwin
Mathews, Jo Morrow. Producer Charles Schneer. Di-
rector Jack Sher.

July

Coming

ENEMY GENERAL. THE Jean Pierre Aumont, Dany Car-
rel. Producer Sam Katiman. Director George Sherman.

ELECTRONIC MONSTER Rod Cameron. Mary Murphy.
Producer Cohen-Levy. A mind machine in the hands
of a murderer. 72 min.

GIDGET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope. Color. James
Darren. Sandra Dee, Michael Callan. Producer Jerry
Bresler.

I AIM AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens. Victoria Shaw.
.Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director Lee Thompson.
;
Film biography of brilliant rocket scientist.

MY DOG BUDDY Ken Curtis.

REACH FOR TOMORROW Burl Ives. Shelly Winters,
James Daren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan. Director
Phlfip Leacock.

SONG WITHOUT END CinemaScope. Color. Dirk Bo-
garde, Capucine. Producer William Goetz. Director
'Charles Vidor. The story of Frank Liszt.

STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY, THE Guy Rolfe. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Ritual murders

, in India. 81 min.

SURPRISE PACKAGE Yul Brynner. Mitzi Gaynor.

TWO FACES OF DR. JEKYLL, THE Color. Paul Massie,
Dawn Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
,Terence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
son's classic.

NDEPEN DENTS

September

BACK TO THE WALL (Ellis) Gerard Oury, Jeanne
Moreau. Producer Francois Chavane. Director Edouard
Molinaro. French melodrama about husband who black-
mails his cheating wife. 94 min. 8/31/59.

TAILOR'S MAID, THE CinemaScope ITransLux) Vittorio
de Ska, Lorella de Luca. Producer Guido Giambarto-
lomei. Director Mario Monlcelli. Italian version of
Iparents-children problem. 92 min. 8/31/59.

October

THE 400 BLOWS IZenith) Jean Pierre Leaud. Produced
and directed by Francois Truffant. French drama of
|boy s unhappy life. 98 min. 9/14/59.

November
THE LOVERS IZenith) Jeanne Moreau, Alan Cuny.
Directed by Louis Malle. French import about illicit
love affair. 90 min. 9/14/59.

THIRD MAN ON THE MOUNTAIN (Buena Vista) Walt
Disney. Technicolor. Michael Rennie, James Mac-
lArtbur, Janet Munro. Produced by William H. Ander-

9

0
''l4/59

CtSd bV Annakin
-

Advent" r e- 100 min.

January
BEHIND THE GREAT WALL (Continental Dist.) Aroma
Rama, DeLuxe Color. TotalScope. Producer Leonardo
Bonn Director Sidney Kauffman. Narrated by Chet
Huntley Story introduces the process and its explana-
tions. 98 min. 12/21.

PRETTY BOY FLOYD (Continental Dist.) John Ericson
Barry Newman, Joan Harvey. Producer Monroe Sach-
son Director Herbert J. Leder. Story of a killer
based on factual events in the life of Charles Arthur
Floyd. 96 min. 2/1/60.

TIGER BAY (Rank) John Mills, Horst Buckholz. Pro-
ducer John Hawkesworth. Director J. Lee Thompson,
suspense drama involving a murderer, a girl who

"oSmin
crime

.

and a brilliant police inspector.

February
TOBY TYLER (Buena Vista) Technicolor. Kevin Cor-
coran. Henry Calvin. Gene Sheldon. Producer Walt
Disney. Director Charles Banton. Circus tale of a

l/H/bV
adventures under the Big Top. 96 min.

April

KIDNAPPED (Buena Vista) Technicolor. Peter FinchJames MacArthur. Producer Walt Disney. Director
Kobert Stevenson. Adaptation of Robert Louis Steven-
son s adventure classic.

June
SIGN OF ZORRO. THE IBuena Vista). Guy Williams,

HenrV
k,
CalvinV Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-

tors Norman Foster and Lewis R. Foster.

July

POLLYANNA IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Jane Wyman
Richard Eagan. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller.

Coming
A TIME TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim D«vu. Don Megowan, Allison Hayes. Producer Pat
Beti. Director Oliver Drake.

DAY OF THE TRUMPET, THE IC. Santiago Film Organi-
zation Prod.) John Agar, Richard Arlen, Bill Phipps.
Producer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

DREAM MACHINE, THE (Amalgamated Prods.) Rod
Cameron, Marty Murphy, Peter llling. Producers Rich-
ard Gordon and Charles Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-

Tully.

GORGO (King Bros.
I Technicolor. Wide screen. Bill

Travers. Vincent Winter. William Sylvester. Producer
Maurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

JUNGLE CAT (Buena Vista) Technicolor. Story of will
animal life along the Amazon River.

LIGHT ACROSS THE STREET, THE IUMPO) Brigitte
Bardot, Raymond Pellegrin, Roger Piquat. Producer
Jacques Gauthier. Director Georges Lacombe. Drama.
A French husband and wife try to live without normal
sex relations, after the husband had a near-fatal acci-
dent. 76 min.

SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON IBuena Vista) Technicolor.
John Mills, Dorothy McGuire. Adapatation of Johann
Wyss' Adventure classic.

METRO-GOLDWYN -MAYER

August

BIG OPERATOR, THE Mickey Rooney. Steve Cochran,
Mamie Van Doren. Producers Al Zugsmith, Red Doff.
Director Charles Haas. Topical gangland drama. 91
min.

SCAPEGOAT, THE Alec Guinness, Bette Davis. Pro-
ducer Michael Balcon. Director Robert Hamer. Filmi-
zation of Daphne du Maurier's best-seller. 92 min. 8/3.

September

FOR THE FIRST TIME Technirama. Technicolor. Mario
Lanza. Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer Alexander Gruter.
Director Rudy Mate. Great singer falls in love with
deaf girl. 97 min. 8/17.

IT STARTED WITH A KISS CinemaScope, Color. Glenn
Ford. Debbie Reynolds. Producer Aaron Rosenberg.
Director George Marshall. Soldier wins bride and car.
104 min. 8/17.

October

GIRLS TOWN Mamie Van Doren, Mel Torme. Maggie
Hayes, Paul Anka. Ray Anthony. Producer Albert
Zugsmith. Director Charles Haas. Drama of a girl
suspected of murder, who proves her innocence after
she is committed to an institution. 92 min.

LIBEL Olivia de Havilland. Dirk Bogarde. Producer
Anatole de Grunwald. Director Anthony Asquith.
Courtroom drama based on London and New York
stage hit. 100 min. 10/26/59.

TARZAN, THE APE MAN Color, Wide Screen. Denny
Miller, Joanna Barnes. Producer Al Zimbalist. Director
Josesph Newman. New adventure of the world-famed
King of the Jungle. 82 min. 10/26/59.

November
HOUSE OF THE SEVEN HAWKS, THE Robert Taylor,
Nicole Maurey. Producer David E. Rose. Director
Richard Thorpe. Suspense drama of the search for
looted iewels hidden by the Nazis in Holland. 92 min.

December

WRECK OF THE MARY DEARE, THE CinemaScope,
Metrocolor. Gary Cooper, Charlton Heston. Producer
Julian Blaustein. Director Michael Anderson. Film ver-
sion of Hammond Innes' best-seller dealing with the
captain of a freighter whose owners conspire to sink
her for the value of her cargo. 106 min. 11/23/59.

January

NEVER SO FcW CinemaScope, Metrocolor. Frank
Sinatra, Gina Lollobrigida. Produced by Edmund
Grainger. Directed by John Sturges. Story of a group
of Kachin guerillas in Burma during World War II,

based on Tom Chamales' best-selling novel. 127 min.
12/21.

THE GAZEBO CinemaScope. Glenn Ford, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director George
Marshall. Film version of the Broadway mystery-
comedy hit. 102 min. 12/21.

February
THE LAST VOYAGE MetroColor. Robert Stack. Dor-

Mcrch

HOME FROM THE HILL CinemaScope. Metrocolor.
Robert Mitchum, Eleanor Parker. Producer Edmund
Grainger. Director Vincente Minnelli. Film version of
William Humphrey's novel dealing with conflict be-
tween family. 150 min.

MARCH SUMMARY
A survey of the March releasing schedules

reveals a total of twenty features on tap for

the month ahead. This is, of course, subject

to change. Five companies each have three

slated for March: 20th Century-Fox, Colum-

bia, Warner Bros., Allied Artists and Para-

mount. Two films will be forthcoming from

both United Artists and Universal, v/hile

M-G-M has only one on its schedule. March

will hardly be notable for the quality of the

reelase presently listed for release.

April

PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES CinemaScope, Metro-
Color. DorrT Day, David Nlven. Janis Paige. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Cnarles Walters. Comic ex-
periences of N. Y. couple and their children. 1 1 1 min.

May
SUBTERRANEANS, THE CinemaScope, Metrocolor.
Leslie Caron, George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed.
Director Ranald MacDougall. Film version of Jack
Kerouac's novel.

June

ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN. THE Cinema-
Scope, MetroColor. Tony Randall. Eddie Hodges. Pro-

ducer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Michael Curtiz.

July

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope. MetroColor. Judy
Holliday, Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-
tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit.

August

THE TIME MACHINE Rod Taylor. Alan Young. Pro-
ducer George Pal. Based on H. G. Wells' story of a
man who uivents a machine which carries him from
the 19th century into an amazing world of the future.

Coming

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaScope
Color. Robert Wagner. Natalie Wood. Susan Koh-
ner. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Michael
Anderson.

BEN HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston.
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bfb-
lical spectacle. 332 min. II/23/S9.

E UTTER F
I ELD 8 Elizabeth Taylor. Laurence Harvey.

Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Daniel Mann.
Adaptation of John O'Hara's novel.

CIMARRON (Metrocolor) Glenn Ford, Maria Schell
Anne Baxter. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director
Anthony Mann.

GO NAKED IN THE WORLD CinemaScope. MetroColor.
Gina Lollobrigida. Tony Franciosa, Ernest Borgnine.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Ronald Mae Dou-
gall. Film version of a novel by Tom Chamales.

PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney, Terry
Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military

academy.

TEMPTATION Ava Gardner. Dirk 8ogarde. Joseph
Cotten. Producer Goffredo Lombardo. Director Nun-
nally Johnson.

THE DAY THEY ROEBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray. Elizabeth Sellars, Hugh Griffith. Producer
Jules Buck. Director John Guillermin. Suspenseful
action-thriller of a sensational robbery.

THE VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED George Sanders. Bar-
bara Shelley. Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf
Rilla. Suspense drama with a science-fiction basis.

PARAMOUNT

October

BUT NOT FOR ME Clark Gable. Carroll Baker. Lee J.

Cobb, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg, George
Seaton. Director Walter Lang. Comedy. May-Decem-
ber romance between dynamic Broadway producer and
his actress-secretary. 105 min. 8/17.

JAYHAWKERS. THE Technicolor. Jeff Chandler. Fess
Parker. Nicole Maurey. Producers Norman Panama.
Melvin Frank. Director Melvin Frank. Frontier Napo-
leon strives to make pre-Civil War Kansas his empire.
100 min. 10/26/59.
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November
CAREER Dean Martin, Anthony Franciosa, Shirley Mac-
Laine Carolyn Jones. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Joseph Anthony. Drama. Ambitious young actor, strug-
gling toward stardom, encounters love, hardship, frus-

tration. 105 min. 10/12/5?.

December
LI'L ABNER Technicolor. Peter Palmer, Leslie Parrish,

Stubby Kaye, Julie Newmar, Robert Strauss. Producer
Norman Panama. Director Melvin Frank. Musical-
comedy. Screen version of long-run Broadway show
based on Al Capp's Dogpatch characters. 114 min.
11/9/5?.

January

A TOUCH OF LARCENY James Mason, Vera Miles.
Producer Ivan Foxwell. Director Guy Hamilton. Comedy
of Naval commander who maps an elaborate fraud.

February
JACK THE RIPPER Lee Patterson, Eddie Byrne, Betty
McDowall. Producer and Director—Robert S. Baker,
and Monty Berman. Joseph E. Levlne exploitation spe-
cial. 85 min.

THE BIG NIGHT Randy Sparks, Dick Foran, Venetia
Stevens, Anna Lee. Producer Vern Alves. Director Sid-
ney Salkow. Story of young people on the loose.
74 min.

CIRCUS STARS Technicolor. Russian release distrib-
uted by Paramount pursuant to agreement under the
auspices of the State Department. 47 min.

March
CHANCE MEETING Hardy Kruger, Micheline Presle.
Producer David Deutsch. Director Joseph Losey. Young
artist, accused of murdering his mistress, attempts to
prove his innocence. 96 min.

HELLER IN PINK TIGHTS Technicolor. Sophia Loren,
Anthony Quinn, Margaret O'Brien. Producers Carlo
Ponti and Marcello Gi Rosi. Director George Cukor.
Theatrical troupe's adventures in the old west. 100

JOVANKA AND THE OTHERS Van Heflin, Silvana
Mangano, Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis.
Director Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Naiis.
90 min.

April

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET Jerry Lewis. Joan Black-
man. Prdoucer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog.
Screen version of the Broadway hit by Gore Vidal.

May
SAVAGE INNOCENTS Technirama, Technicolor. An-
thony Ouinn. Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray.

UNDER TEN F1AGS Technirama. Van Heflin. Charles
Lauqhton. Producer Dino DeLaurentis. Directors Duilio
Coletti and Silvio Narizzano. Drama of WWII.

June
RAT RACE, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan.

July

CINDERFELLA Technicolor, VistaVision. Jerry Lewis,
Ed Wynn, Anna Marie Alberghetti, Erin O'Brien. Pro-
ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin.

August

BAY OF NAPLES VistaVision, Technicolor. Clark Gable.
Sophia Loren. Producer Jack Ross. Director Mel
Shovelson.

Coming
BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim. Producer Raymond Eger. Direc-
tor Roger Vadim.

BREATH OF SCANDAL, A Sophia Loren. Maurice
Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti and
Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtiz.

G.I. BLUES VistaVision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley. Pro-
ducer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog. Story of
American soldiers in Germany.

NIGHT WITHOUT END Technicolor. William Holden,
Debbie Reynolds. Producers William Perlberg and
George Seaton.

ONE-EYED JACKS VistaVision Technicolor. Marlon
Brando, Pina Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-
tor Marlon Brando. Western.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh, Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles,
John Gavin Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock
Story based on Inner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert
Bloch.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY, THE VistaVision. Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire. Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter.
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-
boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

WALK LIKE A DRAGON Jack Lord. Nobu McCarlhy,
James Shigeta. Producer-Director James Clavell.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG, THE Technicolor. William
Holden, France Nuyen, Michael Wilding, Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Jean Negulesco. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and hte Broadway play.

F I I n

October

BEST OF EVERYTHING. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jean Negulesco.
Picturization of Rona Jaffe'i best-seller. Hope Lange.

Stephen Boyd. Suzy Parker. 121 min.

5 GATES TO HEiL Cinemascope, Patricia Owens,
Neville Brand. Producer-director J. Clavell. Ravaged
women in Indo-China. 98 min. 9/28/59.

MAN WHO UNDERSTOOD WOMEN. THE, CinemaScope,
DeLuxe Color. Henry Fonda, Leslie Caron. Producer-
director Nunnally Johnson. Filmization to Romain
Gary's novel. 105 min. 9/28/59.

November

BELOVED INFIDEL CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Greg-
ory Peck, Deborah Kerr, Eddie Albert. Director Henry
King. Producer Jerry Wald. Intimate story of F. Scott

Fitzgerald and Sheilah Graham. 132 min.

HOUND DOG MAN CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Carol
Lynley, Fabian. Producer Jerry Wald. Director D.

Siegel. Story of young love in the remote Kentucky
mountain country. 83 min. 11/9/59.

December

BLOOD AND STEEL RegalScope. Brett Halsey. Ziia

Rodann. Producer G. Corman. Director B. Kowalsky.
63 min. War story in South Pacific.

JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH Cinema-
Scope, Deluxe Color. Pat Boone, James Mason, Arlene
Dahl. Producer Charles Brackett. Di-ecW H»nry Uvln.
Picturization of Jules Verne's novel. 132 min. 12/21.

January

STORY ON PAGE ONE, THE CinemaScope. Rita Hay-
worth, Anthony Franciosa. Producer Jerry Wald. Direc-
tor Clifford Odets. Drama of a woman plotting to

murder her husband. 123 min. 1/4.

ROOKIE, THE CinemaScope. Tommy Noonan. Pete
Marshall, Julie Newmar. Producer Tommy Noonan.
Director George O'Hanlon. Army training. Comedy.
86 min. 1/4.

SEVEN THIEVES CinemsScope. Color. Edward G. Rob-
inson, Rod Steiger Joan Collins. Prodnced S. Boehm.
Director Henry Hathaway. Six men and a woman suc-
cessfully rob a Monte Carlo casino. 102 min. 2/1/60.

February

SINK THE BISMARCK CinemaScope. Kenneth More.
Dana Wynter. Producer-director J. Bradbourne. Story
of the chase and death of the German juggernaut by
the British Navy. 97 min. 2/1/60.

THE WIND CANNOT READ DeLuxe Color. Dirk Bo-

garde, Yoko Tani. Producer Betty Box. Director R.

Thomas. Drama of taut intrigue and love in Burma dur-
ing WW II.

THREE MURDERESSES DeLuxe Color. AUin Delon,
Mylene Demongeot. Producer P. Gaetz. Director M.
Boisrond.

WHEN COMEDY WAS KING Charlie Chao'in. Buster
Keaton, Laurel and Hardy. Producer Robert Younrson.
A compilation of the screen's best-loved comedians.
81 min.

March

DOG OF FLANDERS, A CinemaScope Color. David
Lfldd, Donald Crisp. Producer R. Radnitz. Director H.
Clark. Story of a boy and his dog. 96 min. 1/18/60.

OFcRATION AMSTERDAM Peter Finrh. Eva Bartok.

Producer M. Cowan. Director M. McCarthy.

THE THI~D VOICE CinemaScope. Fdmund O'Brien,
Julie London. Producer-director H. Cornfield. Drama
of intrigue in a big city police station. 79 min.

2/1/60.

A pril

MASTERS OF THE CONGO JUNGLE DeLuxe Color,

CinemaScope. Narrator—Orson W°lles. Producer H.
Storch. Director M. De Roover. Story of life in th?

Belgian Congo. 88 min. 1/18/60.

WILD RIVER CinemaScooe, Color. Montgomery Clift.

Lee Remick. Producer-director Elia Kazan. An elderly
woman successfully fights the Tennessee Valley Author-
ity.

VALLEY OF THE REOWOODS RegalScope. Lynn Bernay,
John Hudson.

May
CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson Welles,
Juliette Greco. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director

Richard Fleischer. Psychological thriller of dual iden-

tities.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Michael
Craig, Mylene Demongeot. Producer B. Box. Director

R. Thomas.

WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Ernie Kovacs, Margo Moore. Producer-director
Mervyn LeRoy. GI operates a lavish resort on a Paci-

fic Island.

June
SOBBIKINS Max Bygraves, Shirley Jones. Producer O.
Brodney. Director Robert Day. Hilarious family com-
edy. 89 min.

DESIRE IN THE DUST CinemaScope. Passion and c

judice in a small southern town.

FROM THE TERRACE DeLuxe Color, CinemaScoi
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward. Producer-direc
Mark Robson.

STORY OF RUTH, THE DeLuxe Color, CinemaSco
Elana Eden, Stephen Boyd, Peggy Wood. Produ<
Samuel G. Engel. Director Henry Koster. Story o
biblical character. 122 min.

July

HIGH TIME DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Bing Cros
Fabian. Producer Charles Brackett. Director 81,

Edwards.

MURDER, INC. RegalScope. Producer Burt

Director Stuart Rosenberg. Story of famed crime
dicate.

SONS AND LOVERS DeLuxe Color, CinemaS
Joan Collins, Wendy Hiller. Producer Jerry Wa.
Director Jack Cardiff. Drama of passion and love

a Welsh-mining community.

August

CAN-CAN ITodd-AI Color. Frank Sinatra, Shir

MacLane, Maurice Chevalier. Producer Jack Cuj

mings. Director Walter Lang. Adaptation of C
Porter's brilliant musical success.

ALASKANS, THE CinemaScope, Color. John Way
Robert Mitchum, Gary Crosby. Director Henry Hat!

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Ray Str

Merry Anders. Story of the teenage life of the not

ious outlaw.

Coming

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Walter W,
ger. Director Rouben Mamoulian.

FLAME OVER INDIA DeLuxe, CinemaScope. Kenntj

More, Lauren Bacall. Producer M. Hellman. Direc

J. Thompson.

GIRL IN THE RED BIKINI. THE CinemaScope. M,

Stevens, Joanne Dru.

THE BILLIONAIRE Gregory Peck, Marilyn Monre
Producer Jerry Wald. Director George Cukor.

UNITED ARTISTS

October

COUNTERPLOT Forrest Tucker. Producer-director K

Neumann. Action drama with Puerto Rican ba

ground. 76 min. 10/26/59.

TIMBUCTU Victor Mature, Yvonne DeCarlo. Direc

Jacques Tourneur. Melodrama about adventure
French Sudan. 91 min. 10/26/59.

WONDERFUL COUNTRY, THE Color. Robert Mitchi

Julie London. Producer Chester Erskine. Direc

Robert Parrish. Film version of Tom Lea's best-sell

96 min. 10/12/59.

TAKE A GIANT STEP Johnny Nash. Producer Jul

Epstein. Director Philip Leacock. Drama based on

Broadway play. 100 min. 12/7.

November

ODDS AGAINST TOMORROW Harry Belafonte, Rob|
Ryan, Shelly Winters. Producer-director Robert W
Taut drama of a bank robbery. 95 min. 10/12/59

SUBWAY IN THE SKY Van Johnson, Hildegarde Nei

Producer John Temple-Smith and Patrick Filmer-Sank

Post-war melodrama. 85 min. 9/14/59.

December

SOLOMON AND SHEBA Color. Yul Brynner. G,
Lollobrigida. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Ki<

Vidor Biblical spectacle in SuperTechnirama-70 a,

color. 139 min. 1/4/60.

January

DOG'S BEST FRIEND, A Bill Williams, Marcia Hend
son. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L. Cal
Comedy. 70 min. 1/18/60.

GUNFIGHTERS OF ABILENE Buster Crabbe, JudJ
Ames. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L. Ca!
Western. 67 min. 1/18/60.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY David Niven, Mitzie Gaynj
Producer Ralph Fields. Director David Miller. Roml
tic Comedy based on Broadway hit. 81 min. 11/23/3

February

ON THE BEACH Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner 9
Astaire, Anthony Perkins. Producer-director Stanr

Kramer. Film version of Nevil Shute's provocate

best-seller. 133 min. 12/7/59.

TAKE A GIANT STEP Johnny Nash, Rudy Dee P|

ducer Jules L. Epstein. Director Phillip Leacock. Drat

of a negro teenager. 100 min. 12/7/59.

THE PUSHER Kathy Caryle, Felice Orlandi. Producl

Gene Milford and Sid Katz. Director Gene Milfo.

Action drama. 81 min. 1/18/60.
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November January

March

KLAHOMA TERRITORY Bill Williams Gloria Talbot.
lucer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. 47

in. Action drama. 67 min.

JMMER OF THE 17th DOLL Ernest Borgnine, Anne
ixter. Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film version
Ray Lawler's Broadway and London stage play. 93

April

>Y AND THE PIRATE. THE Color. Charles Herbert
isan Gordon. Producer-director Bert I. Gordon. Fan-
sy-comedy.

HREE CAME TO KILL Cameron Mitchell. Steve Brodie.
k oducer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action
ama 70 min.

NFORGIVEN. THE Color. Burt Lancaster. Audrey
lepburn. Producer James Hill. Director John Huston.
I idescreen Western. 130 min.

Max
JGITIVE KIND, THE Marlon Brando, Anna Magnani,

•sanne Woodward. Producer Martin Juros and Richard
#iepherd. Director Sidney Lumet. Based on Tennessee
I'illiams' Broadway play. 135 min.

ALAA NT HOURS. THE James Cagney. Producer-Direc-
ir Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval hero
Idmiral Halsey. 115 min.

OOSE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis, Ted De Corsia.
t-oducer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Ac-
pn drama. 69 min.

June

USIC BOX KID. THE Ronald Foster, Luana Patten.

Jlrant Richards. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director
ydward L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.

IGHTKIGHTERS, THE (formerly A Terrible Beauty)
|>bert Mitchum, Dan O'Herlihy, Anne Heywood. Pro-
ijlicer Raymond Stross. Director Taylor Garnett. Story
|i Irish Rebellion.

Julv

PARTMENT, THE Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine.
[led MacMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder. Ro-
lanric comedy.

.MER GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster, Jean
mmons, D«n Ameche. Producer Bernard Smith. Di-
ctor Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller.

I MER IT THE WIND Spencer Tracy, Fredric March
ii ene Kelly. Producer-director Stanley Kramer. From
i
toadway play.

Coming
LAMO, THE John Wavne. Richard Widmark. Lau-
nce Harvey. Producer-director John Wayne. Historic

wic Western.

I LOVE POSSESSED Picturiiation of Couzzens' novel.

(ODUS Paul Newman. Eva Marie Saint. Producer-
I rector Otto Preminger. Filmiiation of Leon Uris'
>si-seller.

LADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner.

LORIOUS BROTHERS, THE From Howard Fast novel.

AWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
i
bn of James Michener's epic novel.

IVfTATION TO A GUNFIGHT Donna Anderson.

'ISFITS, THE Marilyn Monroe. Montgomery Clift
'lark Gable. Producer Frank Taylor. Director John
uston. Comedy.

PCRATION MURDER Tom Conway, Sandra Dome.

3AR LIKE A DOVE Comedy,

j
iRGEANT, THE

HEY CAN'T HANG ME
GER BY THE TAIL

JNES OF GLORY Color. Alec Guinness. John Mills,
loducer Colin Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Com-
ely-drama of the British postwar army.

VO FOR THE SEESAW Elizabeth Taylor.

'EST SIDE STORY Producer-director Robert Wise.
Umization of Broadway musical.

OMAN CONFIDENTIAL

OMAN LIKE SATAN, A Color. Brigitte Bardot.

UNIVERSAL I NT' L

October

U.OW TALK Color. CinemaSeope. Rock Hudson,
>ris Day, Tony Randall, Thelma Ritter. Producers

.: >ss Hunter, Martin Melcher. Director Michael Gor-
~.1>n. Song writer interior decorator find romance a

ny business. 9/14/5?. 102 min.

4-D MAN Color and Wide-Screen. Robert Lansing.
Lee Merriweather, James Congdon. Producer Jack H.
Harris. Director Irwin S. Yeaworth, Jr. Science-fic-
tion melodrama. 85 min. 10/12/59.

SAPPHIRE Eastman Color Nigel Patrick, Yvonne
Mitchell. Michael Craig. Paul Massie. Producer Michael
Relph Director Basil Dearden. Mystery dealing with
racial problem. 92 min. 7/20.

December

OPERATION PETTICOAT Eastman Color. Cary Grant.
Tony Curtis, Joan O'Brien Dina Merrill. Producer Rob-
ert Arthur. Director Blake Edwards. Admiral recalls
his hilarious World War II days. 120 min. 11/9/59.

January

OTHELLO Color. Based on Shakespeare's classic which
is being released under the Russian cultural exchange
program. Producer Segire Yutkivich. Director M. Itina.
This is the story of the Moor and how his downfall was
plotted. 120 min.

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE. THE Mickey
Rooney. Mamie Van Doren. Fay Spain Mel Torme
Marty Milner, Tuesday Weld. Paul Anka, Cecil Kella-
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith
Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people on a bus
are taken by a parallel to the Garden of Eden and
its temptations. 87 min.

February

FOUR FAST GUNS James Craig, Martha Vickers. Ed-
gar Buchanan. Producer William J. Hole, Jr. Drama
about the hiring of a town tamer who brought law
and order to the town of Purgatory. 73 min. 11/23/59.

HELL BENT FOR LEATHER Color and CinemaSeope.
Audie Murphy, Felicia Farr, Stephen McNally. Pro-
ducer Gordon Kay. Director George Sherman. Out-
door adventure. 80 min.

March

HEAD OF A TYRANT Color. Widescreen. Massimo
Girotti. Isabelle Corey Renato Baldini, Lucia Banti.

Director Fernando Gerghio. Story of the annihilation
of the people of Central Asia in ancient times.

TOO SOON TO LOVE Widescreen. Jennifer West
Richard Evans. Director Richard Rush. Drama of two
teenagers in love and the problem they face.

April

SNOW QUEEN, THE Eastman Color. Art Linkletter,

Sandra Dee, Patty McCormack, Tommy Kirk. Producer
Robert Faber. Animal version of Hans Christian Ander-
sen fairy tale. 70 min. 12/7/59.

June
LEECH, THE Coleen Gray, Grant Williams. Gloria
Talbot. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving drug
and turns murderess.

July

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Anthony Quinn, Lana Turner.

Sandra Dee, John Sa~xon. Producer Ross Hunter, Di-

rector Michael Gardor. Adaptation of Broadway play
by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts.

Coming

SPARTACUS (Technirama). Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Lawrence Olivier, Jean Simmons. Tony Curtis Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-

tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
his undying love.

WARNER BROTHERS

September

CASH MeCALL Technicolor James Garner. Natalie

Wood. Producer Henry Blanke. Director Joseph
Pevney. Cameron Hawleys best-seller of the world

of high finance. 102 min. 12/21.

February

BRAMBLE BUSH. THE Technicolor Richard Burton

Barbara Rush. Producer Milton Sperling. Director

Daniel Petrie. Charles Mergendahls novel about a

small New England town 103 min. 2/1/60.

THE RISE AND FALL OF LEGS DIAMOND Ray Danton

Karen Steele. Producer. Milton Sperling. Director

Budd Boetticher. The life of a notorious qanqster ot

the 1920 s. 104 min.

March
GUNS OF THE TIMBERLAND Technicolor. Alan Ladd.

Jeanne Crain Frankie Avalon Produce* Aaron Spell-

ing. Director. Robert D. Webb An adventure drama
of lumbermen and their women 91 mm.

THE THREAT Robert Knapp, Lydia Lawson. Producer-

director Charles R. Rondeau. Suspense drama.

THIS REBEL BREED Rita Moreno. Mark Damon. Pro-

ducers William Rowland and Robert H Yamin. Direc-

tor Richard L. Bare. A story of iuvenile delinquency

April

TALL STORY Technicolor. Anthony Perkins_ Jane

Fonda Producer-director Joshua Loqan. Romantic com-

edy based on Broadway staqe hit by Lindsay and

Crouse.

May
MALAGA Trevor Howard. Dorothy Dandridge. Edmund

Purdom. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director. Laslo Bene-

dek. A suspense drama filmed in European locations.

TRIAL OF SERGEANT RUTLEDGE. THE Technicolor^

Jeffrey Hunter. Constance Towers. Producers Pat Ford

and Willis Goldbeck. Director John Ford. An unusual

story of iustice in the post-Civil War west.

July

HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Color. Steve Reeves

Sylva Koscina. The new Joseph E. Levine presentation.

August

RACHEL CADE Technicolor. Angie Dickinson. Peter

Finch RocTSr Moore. Producer Henry Blanke. Director

Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer's best-selling no*el

of Africa.

Coming
•RANES ARE FLYING. THE The first Russian filmiun;

der the cultural aareement. Tatya^a Samiolova. Alexj

Batalov Director Mikhail Kalatoiov. Drama of love and

war. 94 min. 12/7/59.

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS. THE Robert

Preston Dorothy McGuire. Producer Michael Garrison.

Director Delbert Mann. Based on William Inge s broad-

way stage hit.

ICE PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton. Robert Ryan.

Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Blanke

Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferber s novel of

Alaska.

OCEAN'S 11 Technicolor. Frank Sinatra. Dean Martin.

Sammy Davis. Jr., Peter Lawford. Director Lewis M.le-

stone. A Las Vegas story.

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy. Producer Dore Schary. Director Vincent J.

Donehue. From Schary's play about Franklin D. Roose-

velt.

THE CROWDED SKY Technicolor. Dana Andrews

Rhonda Fleming. Efrem Zimbalist. Jr. Producer Mi-

chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drama

of modern aviation.

THE SUNDOWNERS Technicolor. Deborah Kerr. Robert

Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of the

Australian frontier.

LOOK BACK IN ANGER Richard Burton. Claire Bloom,

Mary Ure. Producer Harry Saltzman. Director Tony
Richardson. Prize-winning drama of an angry young
man. 99 min. 8/31/59.

YELLOWSTONE KELLY Technicolor. Clint Walker, Edd
Byrns, Andra Martin. Director Gordon Douglas. U.S.

cavalry battles Indians. 91 min. 8/17.

October

F.B.I. STORY. THE Technicolor. James Stewart. Vera
Miles. Producer-director Mervyn LeRoy. History of

investigation agency. 149. min. 8/17.

November

A SUMMER PLACE Technicolor. Richard Egan. Dor-
othy McGuire, Sandra Dee. Producer-director, Delmer
Daves. Film drama of Sloan Wilson's best-seller. 130

min. 10/12/59.

director. News-

December

THE MIRACLE Technirama-Technicolor. Carroll Baker,

Roger Moore. Producer. Henry Blanke. Director. Irving

Rapper. Spectacular romance based on world-famed
Max Reinhardt stage production. 121 min. 11/9/59.
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lH/kft They'te hiking About

In fhe Movie Business

Industry talk these days is as much
about Etobicoke as it is about talent, as

much about Balaban as Brando.

At 73, Barney Balaban might be

entitled to rest on his laurels. They are

many. But he is not content; and as a

result his laurels may well be in danger.

The brief and characteristically mod-
est biography of Mr. Balaban in Who's
W ho in America singles out one speci-

fic accomplishment for mention: "One
of the first to introduce cooling systems

into motion picture theatres." Mr. Bala-

ban is still at it; only now instead of

cooling the theatre he seems to be

aiming to put the theatre in the cooler.

For on the last week-end, in the To-

ronto suburb of Etobicoke, Barney

Balaban's company mounted the great-

est threat yet posed to the motion

picture theatre. And in so doing Barney

Balaban also may be risking to a con-

siderable degree the fortunes of his

own corporation.

0

Barney Balaban is a sort of quiet,

gray omen to movie business. Where
Spyros Skouras exudes charm and by
his flair epitomizes the showman, Bala-

ban keeps the books and plays his cards

close to the vest. He keeps a tighter

rein on company expenses than any

other chief executive in the industry,

and the pay rates at Paramount are not

the industry's pacemakers. It is this

tendency to caution on the president's

part that has made it difficult for Para-

mount to attract more first rate talent

to its banner. A cold, cautious con-

servative is an alien in the dynamic
world of show business. So, most of the

front-rank production people seek out

United Artists, or 20th Century-Fox,
or, perhaps, Columbia or Universal.

There they find kindred spirits in the

exciting business of showmanship.

Until recently, the one thing about
Balaban's Paramount which was not so

conservative was its annual profit. But
this was well understood in the indus-

try. Paramount, after all, had that great

showman, Cecil B. DeMille, and for the
past three and one-half years it was
reaping a harvest with his "Ten Com-
mandments". And when that began to

peter out, there was the backlog sale

to MCA.

But lately things haven't been quite

that lucrative. Since the passing of

DeMille, Paramount hasn't come up
with any real blockbusters, and there

is hardly any evidence that the com-

pany is gambling on any real epics.

Rather, the usually conservative Mr.
Balaban is now engaged in a king-size

gamble. He is tossing a coin, and it

might be for "the works". Heads is the

film business— theatrical motion pic-

tures for exhibition in theatres. Tails

is a new form of competition that

might spell ruination for theatre busi-

ness. Has Paramount called "tails?"

The Telemeter experiment in Etobi-

coke is taking place outside the United

States and under the immediate auspices

of a Canadian subsidiary of Paramount.

Under these circumstances, there is no

record close at hand of the total amount

expended on the Etobicoke effort by

Paramount itself. But there are clues.

Some 100 miles of coaxial cable to

be installed by Bell Telephone Com-

pany of Canada are planned in the

Toronto suburb. The area is described,

undoubtedly optimistically, by Tele-

meter as having a potential of 40,000

homes. Three years ago, Telemeter said

that "the cost of the telemeter device

. . . plus the wiring, plus the installa-

tion, plus a pro-rated share of the

studio cost ... all adds up to approxi-

mately $100 per Telemeter home . . .

none of which is borne by the con-

sumer." In other words, assuming the

maximum potential envisioned by Tele-

meter, toll television in Etobicoke could

call for an initial investment of S4,-

000,000 in this one community. Of this

investment, only $5 is payable by the

subscriber as a general service fee.

In this enterprise Paramount is de-

voting millions of dollars to the pro-

motion of a competitive device. Assum-

ing that on its presently planned scale

the Etobicoke experiment will cost

$4,000,000, this is money which could

raise an ordinary picture to block buster

proportions. This is money which could

help Paramount's customers. Instead,

if Telemeter should achieve some suc-

cess, it is being used to hurt them.

There is no record of the cost of

Telemeter to date—either in dollars

and cents, or in consequences to thea-

trical film production and income

having been given to Paramount'^

stockholders. What is argued by some

is that Paramount has been less ambi-

tious than an) Other major motion

picture company in investing to further

the cause of films for the theatre.

Certainly, theatremen must wonder

whether Balaban has looked at the pub-

licity copy released in New York bj

his company in behalf of this awesome
Pandora's box. Referring to a "new era

of TV entertainment" through "Tele-

meter's new 'theatre in the home' sys-

tem," one Paramount release makes this

chilling claim: "The price of *S1 for an

entire family viewing either picture was
the same as the price of a single admis-

sion ticket to the local theatre."

It was left for Adolf Zukor, the in-

dustry's oldest elder statesman and
Chairman of the Board of Paramount
Pictures Corporation, to sum up the

true intentions of his company. In-

dustryites must note with genuine emo-

tion this distinguished pioneer's vale-

dictory to the sho%v business way of

life which he helped so much to bring

to greatness. "Yes, my Canadian

friends," Mr. Zukor said, "tonight is

an important 'first' for you, and for

everyone in the exciting world of enter-

tainment, and it's also an important one

for me, no longer a young man, who
has seen the motion picture theatre

grow from a little store with hard

wooden benches holding a handful of

people, to an electronic theatre that

tonight begins to stretch its electronic-

arms across the entire length and
breadth of Canada . . . and I am sure

the sofas and easy chairs in your living

rooms in front of your TV sets will

always be the most comfortable and
enjoyable seats in the house."

That about sums up Telemeter.

Maybe this new kind of entertainment

will go down in history as Balaban's

Folly. Maybe it will go down as Bala-

ban's Glory. Meanwhile, those whose
investments and lives of labor are tied

up in the brick and mortar of movie

theatres watch from the wings, the

future murky and precarious.

Barney Balaban has put himself in

the position of the man who is out to

kill the theatres. He may succeed. And,
what exhibitors fear, he may suc-

ceed without creating any lasting new
medium.
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Newsmakers

The atmosphere that Joseph R. Vogel has brought back

to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (nee Loew's, Inc.) is less the

raging tumult that pervaded stockholders meetings in

the recent years when Tomlinson forces sought to take

over the company; more that attitude of traditional

suspicion with which minority stockholders regarded

the M-G-M of the Schenck-Mayer era. Certainly, the

February 25 stockholders meeting provided solid evi-

dence that president Vogel has Leo the Lion eating out

of his hand. He addressed the small shareholders with

the confidence of an executive who has his hip pocket

loaded with all the proxies he needs. But always Joe

Vogel spoke placatingly, almost humbly, even pleading

poverty when one stockholder queried, "Tell the truth,

are you a rich man?" His retort: "I'm as poor as a

church mouse."

He promised the stockholders diversification; he guar-

anteed that "every division of our company is operating

profitably;" he foresaw the "greatest boxoffice record of

all time" for "Ben-Hur," and he even sought to pacify

one aggressive female shareholder by promising to wel-

come a qualified woman to the board of directors. For

the most part, this fancy bit of corporate two-step was

sufficient to keep skipper Vogel well ahead of the thorny

questions that were tossed at him in the Loew's State

Theatre, where these annual shindigs are held.

Fielding the first fly ball from the floor—Mrs. Wilma
Soss wanted to know, among other things, why no

women were represented on the board—Vogel shrewdly

employed it as a springboard to a more vital topic: the

impending actors' strike. While Mrs. Soss considered

aloud M-G-M's position with regard to the strike a most

unrealistic one, the head man thought he was doing

rather well. "It (the strike) comes at a time when every

division of our company is operating profitably," Vogel

declared. "We have," he elaborated, "a broad plan to

minimize the impact of such a strike as much as possible.

In fact, some phases have already been put into action.

The plan includes the reduction of fixed costs, and the

slowdown of our picture release schedule." In addition,

M-G-M has "evaluated our post- 1948 productions, none

of which have ever been released to television, to select

those with the best boxoffice appeal for re-issue to

theaters."

"We would like to head off the (actors') strike," Mrs.

Soss spoke up for the shareholders. "We are not taking

a stubborn stand," replied Vogel, "but we can't give the

company's assets away."

| More NEWSMAKERS
'age 4 Film BULLETIN February 29, I960

On diversification: "Your management believes your

interest would be best served by taking on new activities

which relate to the company's experience in dealing with

the general public—in a business that deals directly with

the great masses of people through sales or services.

Growth, I am convinced, is a factor in our future."

Two matters which stirred considerable minority dis-

content—stock options and cumulative voting—were

steamrollered through as management wanted them. The

perennial brother team of John and Lewis Gilbert spoke

for the opposition. Lewis declared that cumulative vot-

ing should never have been discarded, and promised

that the matter "will be in the next proxy statement."

Beth the Gilberts and Mrs. Soss battled the granting of

stock options to a group of executives, Lewis reading

into the record two letters opposed to the plan, and the

distaff voice expressing concern over the possibility that

the board later might seek to reduce the option price

of $30.25 should the market price remain lower than

that figure.

While the president adroitly fended off the barbs

tossed at him from the floor, he offered little solace to

theatremen who listen eagerly to film executives when

they speak of their post- 1948 film libraries. To this

question, Joe Vogel answered that Metro "has no inten-

tion at this time of selling its post-'48 films to television,

but I can't predict what the situation may be in the next

six months, or a year, or two years."

Perhaps, it was criticism of the firm's manner of pre-

senting the annual report that best capsuled the tenor

of the meeting. Noted in the past for its profligate pro-

motion of matters corporate, the M-G-M report to stock-

holders was termed by David Bell, of Hirschfield &
Stern, stockholders, a poor public relations job. To this

complaint, mollifier Vogel replied that he is not the

"flamboyant" type.

on Page 1 2 ]



Pay-TV
Propayaudit

Already the Paramount propaganda

mills are grinding out a barrage of

ballyhoo heralding the toll-TV opera-

tions in the Toronto suburb of Etobi-

coke. And despite the fact that the

situation up there is quite unclear, you

can count on some extravagant claims

for the "success" of this latest effort to

put over feevee.

For his part, Philip F. Harling, chair-

man of the Theatre Owners of Amer-

ica's anti-toll-TV committee, sees Etobi-

coke as "another Dunkirk for those

supporting this wholesale grab for a

fast buck ... it will end just as

Bartlesville ended, in failure."

Where does the truth lie? Before

going to press, Film BULLETIN
checked the Etobicoke situation by

phone and obtained the following re-

port from a reliable informant on the

scene about the first two days (Feb.

26, 27) of the Telemeter operations

there:

The actual number of installations is

unknown for a certainty, the only

source of information being Trans Ca-

nada Telemeter, and they claim 1,000

paying subscribers.

Dudley Dumond, manager of the

Westwood Theatre, in Etobicoke, which

was running "Journey to the Center of

the Earth" day-and-date with the toll-

TV exhibition, advised that his business

on Friday and Saturday was normal, in

view of a severe snowstorm which re-

stricted the parking area, costing the

house considerable patronage. Mr.
Dumond reported that he finds the

public apathetic about the pay-TV in-

vasion.

Being shown simultaneously on a

second pay channel was "The Nun's
Story." No word was available from
Telemeter as to the number of home
viewers that either film attracted.

The vast majority of Telemeter in-

stallations have been made in the well-

to-do section of Etobicoke—among the

professional class, executives, etc. Some
of these people ascribe their interest in

the toll system to a desire for high

class attractions like ballet and opera.

"Ballet and opera, that's a laugh," said

one of our informants. "I doubt that

much of this will be offered up here."

Contrary to (he claims of Telemeter

that it is moving cautiously with its

promotion campaign, we were told that

the campaign in Etobicoke has been

"enormous." There has been "loads of

ballyhoo" in the newspapers and via

other media to stimulate public interest.

In spite of this, a man who has contact

with a wide segment of the public

stated that "few people in Etobicoke

seem excited about pay-TV." The gen-

eral attitude seems to be what it has

been wherever the toll system has been

tried: "Why pay for what I am now
getting free of charge?"

Our suggestion: take all the Tele-

meter claims with a grain of salt.

Don 9
t

It Happen 1

While negotiations between the

Screen Actors Guild and the Associa-

tion of Motion Picture Producers con-

tinue — and time moves inexorably
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toward the all-important March 7 strike

deadline—one plea makes itself heard

throughout the industry: don't let it

happen.

One of the strongest and most re-

spected voices against a strike was that

of S. H. Fabian, chairman of the

American Congress of Exhibitors, who,

while pointing up the untimeliness and

dangerousness of an actors' walkout,

extended what may well prove to be a

vital helping hand to the participants

in this enormous struggle (see News-

makers in this issue). Fabian warned

that the recent upswing in theatre busi-

ness and the entire two-and-a-half bil-

lion dollar exhibition branch are in

danger of permanent injury, and he

offered the services of ACE to "try to

bring to the conference table construc-

tive suggestions that could result in

maintaining peace in our industry.

The recent agreement between Uni-

versal Pictures and the Writers Guild

of America appeared as one ray of

hope on the gray, seemingly stale-

mated, horizon, and it is likely that

this firm will reach an agreement with

the actors, too, on post-'48 films. But,

if a real catastrophe is to be averted,

some solution must be worked out by

the other film companies.

As Theatre Owners of America presi-

dent Albert Pickus, in calling for at

least a standby settlement with contin-

uing negotiation, so wisely explained:

"All strikes eventually come to a settle-

ment. And it has been proved time

after time that a better settlement for

both sides could have been made before

the strike began than in the embittered

and costly atmosphere of a deal after a

prolonged stoppage."

The time for that "better settle-

ment" is now; and the only way to

reach it is by continuing to negotiate

right up to the March 7 deadline—and

beyond, if necessary. If production

stops, any number of theatres might be

shut down, perhapi never to reopen.

That must not happen.
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By Philip R. Ward

UNIVERSAL RESISTS THE SLIDE. Most movie shares

showed in the first two months of the year only slight resistance

to the general market decline, succumbing to the bearish

influence with losses ranging from 2 to 6 points in key com-

panies. The end of February revealed the Film BULLETIN
Cinema Aggregate down since the year's beginning 6% points

for films firms, 12l/
2 for theatre companies on the NYSE.

One shining beacon in this dim picture was Universal Pictures,

up from a year-end close of 27% to a high of 33% last Friday

(26th). This is a new peak for the past two years. This unique

situation would seem to furnish an answer to those who argue

the necessity for diversification as the solution to movie

industry problems. A run of boxoffice bell-ringers ("Imitation

of Life", "This Earth Is Mine", "Pillow Talk" and "Operation

Petticoat") in the case of Universal appears to provide better

support than any of the crutches recommended for this peren-

nially crippled industry. And with "Spartacus" in the wings,

the upward swing for U bids to continue.

0 0

ANOTHER TEN YEARS. In 1945 it would have amounted

to a dreary platitude. This was the assertion (the place: an

exhibitor's forum; the speaker: a distribution official; the time:

last month)—"There will always be a place for the motion

picture, just as there will always be an appetite for the well

told story. There is a hunger for stories, whether frivolous or

thoughtful, and the most effective instrument for transfering a

story into the simplest perceptual terms is the movie camera

abetted by sound. The place most ideally suited for the recep-

tion of this experience is in the comfort of the motion picture

theatre."

By early I960 this rather affecting little rendering takes on a

deadly, purposeful significance, not unlike benign and infinitely

patient therapists working with eager, though not too respon-

sive limbs. The emphasis is on the basics, on sure-footedness,

on the established values.

f rom the standpoint of basic appeals, the movies are funda-

mentally unchanged through 50 years. Television has not

diminished or robbed the movies of these appeals; TV has

created unique appeals of its own.

0

If filmdom is to grow—and growth means change—what
changes can we look forward to; in short, in what ways will

(he industry seek to broaden its basic appeals in competition

with other entertainments—and remain on sound economic
footing? [n terms of another ten year cycle these influences

—many of them rooted in the late fifties look like the best bets:

' Increased Drive-In Construction. The conclusion is inesca-

pable that the open-air theatre is the honest comer of the

exhibition industry. Even in the pit darkness of the mid-Fifties,

drive-ins held resolutely and swelled in numbers. They exude a |i

fundamental appeal and have proved their mettle against I
trying competition.

H Construction of Bantam Four-Wall Units. Goodby to the I

movie palaces of yore. The atrophication of downtown sec-
\

tors, the rise of suburbia, shifting social and cultural trends are I
pointing to the development of lush, little film houses, bedecked il;

with creature comforts and highlighted with cocktail lounge I

decor. Catering to a hard core audience that may be defined
]

loosely as upper middle class, students, and status seekers, this I

type of unit exhibits specialized—though not necessarily art—

1

films. Lower overall overheads and higher admissions—together J

with the rapid growth of its class of audience—will encourage II i

a heated race into bantam theatres.

11 Higher Production Output. Notwithstanding the dire fore-1

casts, total product figures to rise in the not too distant future.
] i

The reason is implicit in elementary economics. Although!
j

major producers will play safe in filming fewer properties,!;

independents, smelling profits in the product-parched exhibi-jB

tion market, will more than take up the slack. At the samel
time, a half dozen or so disasters involving extravagant!)

budgeted pictures, may convince the major companies it isfl

safer to spread the nut over greater rather than lesser number<|

of films.

H The Demise of Hollywood as a Studio Center. The goocl

results of location filming, plus the rise of eastern sound stageI
facilities, will just about terminate Hollywood's historic valuel

for film producers—with respect to feature theatre films. Ratheiw

than rob film business of an already fading and synthetu|

glamour, the .loss may pave the way for the development of »
new glamour symbol. What this will be, frankly we do noi

know. Its reincarnation is essential. Glamour in all its multi lB

farious images and colors is an indispensable basic appeal oil

the medium.

11 Loss of the Personality. The electric, undulating, magica \m

ingredients that go into memorable personalities seem rathei I
alien in this age of conformity and play-it-safe security. Beyonc I

Brando, Sinatra, Monroe and two or three others, who, it maj 1

be asked, has come along recently to match the charm ant 1

all-around presence of the fading veterans, the Gables, Grants I

Coopers, et al. All this would seem to add up to a growing

emphasis on subject matter, spectacle, shock, controversy anc

other screen attributes in which, for the most part, the player:

are subordinate to their vehicles. The search for talent is aj

crucial now as it has ever been. Efforts must be redoubled

H Film Company Centralization. Stock holder pressures wil 1

eventually force mergers, amalgamations, acquisitions and com

binations among existing film concerns and between indepen

dents. It is unlikely that the next ten years will support thij

same number of separate companies as exists today. At thil

moment two distinct plans are under study involving firms of

the first water. From the viewpoint of economy and function

many Wall Street observers maintain the industry is alreadl

several years late, that combination is the inevitable offspring

of depression.
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The other day I took the family to the movies. It was a Satur-

day matinee, and the picture we went to see was an extremely

popular one. There was a long line at the boxoffice, when we

arrived fifteen minutes before the feature was due to start.

Inside the theatre, by the time the picture began, there was only

a handful of vacant seats. In a matter of minutes, the theatre

was filled to capacity. But when we arrived, while the second

feature was in its last throes, seats were plentiful; and when we

left, as the same second feature was unreeling again, three

quarters of the house left with us.

0
I report this incident with mixed emotions. As a ticket pur-

chaser, I find myself irked by the insistence of theatres on pre-

senting second features that nobody particularly wants to see.

I know the familiar show business belief that "people talk

single features but buy double features." Frankly, I don't believe

this is true. Certainly it was not true of the audience that walked

out with us on Saturday afternoon as soon as the main feature

was completed. More and more of my moviegoing energy

—

and that of most of my friends—seems to be devoted to timing

our theatre visits so as to avoid the lower-billed half of the

double feature.

But, on the other hand, I keep reading about why B pictures

are needed as a training ground for the talent of tomorrow;

and I would hate to see the training ground plowed under. Lord

knows the motion picture industry, like every other entertain-

ment medium, can use all the talent it can possibly develop

these days. Isn't it possible, though, that there is some kind of

middle ground to be found—some category of B picture which

can stand on its own two feet instead of being the means of

emptying the house between performances of the main attrac-

tion?

On the bill I saw the other day, the B spot was occupied by a

western. There was one performer who could be called a new-

comer, versus three or four relatively grizzled veterans. Offhand,

I can't recall whether the director was a new talent or not.

I venture to think that if the picture had had to be sold on

its own, instead of being double-billed with one of the year's

hottest attractions, it wouldn't have been booked in very many

theatres. If it couldn "t attract the interest of people who were

already inside the theatre, how could it possibly hope to attract

any other customers? I venture also to suggest that this par-

ticular picture represents a perfect example of what is wrong

with the standards of entirely too man) modern B pictures.

They are not being made as attractions, but rather as bookkeep-

ing gestures, means of writing off overhead at the studios, even,

if you will, practise exercises for contract talent.

0

That bn'l enough. These are entirely honest reasons for pro-

ducing a B picture, but they are only honest when, as and if

they are accompanied by the main ingredient of any picture,

be it A, B or C. That ingredient is audience interest or box-

office appeal. If a picture isn't capable of attracting any business

on its own, it shouldn't be made. The ideal B film is one which

could merit business on its own, but is infinitely stronger as

a proper double bill.

Admittedly that sets a fairly high standard for the quickies,

but I should say that it is about time the motion picture indus-

try faced up to the fact that it must set fairly high standards.

Putting promising newcomers in absolute junk is certainly not

the best way to advance their careers, or the interests of the

parent studio either for that matter.

Another point which deserves mention is the way second

features are sold to the consumer. Pick up the newspaper and

look at the advertisements by the subsequent run circuits. You'll

find famous films, with which you are familiar and on many

of which you are pre-sold, coupled with unfamiliar titles, per-

formers you may or may not recognize. Your reaction is usually

"Who is she?" or "What the devil is that one about?" You as

a customer are asked to buy this part of the show, blind and

on pure faith or guesstimate. An industry which has spent

perhaps a million dollars or more to make you familiar with a

big picture is now coupling that big picture with a minor

leaguer absolutely lacking in pedigree. Isn't this self contra-

dictory ?

I find myself comparing this strange double bill situation

with the familiar story of the restaurant customer who just

wanted a cup of black coffee. He was told by the waiter he

could have it with either cream or milk. He insisted on having

it black. Only with cream or milk, the waiter maintained. So

the customer ordered tea. By insisting that subsequent run pat-

rons take their movie diet "with" double features, many motion

picture theatres are antagonizing prospective customers.

0 I

I agree that a good double feature will almost always beat a

good single feature in a straight, clean competition. But it has

been my experience that w henever a so-called test has occurred,

the double-bill house has coupled two Grade A attractions

instead of the usual A and B combination, to deliver a strong

one-two punch to knock out the opposition. And I am most

definitely in favor of a double bill when it is a strong one.

It is high time, however, that the idea of double bills was

handled properly as a marketing device, and not merely turned

into a rescue camp for studio misfires. As long as any studio

regards the double bill as a means of forcing bookings of other-

wise unsaleable merchandise, a disservice is being done to the

entire industry. Let's have as many good B pictures as possible,

and a little more forethought to prevent some of the more

obvious boondoggles. We can use all the honest effort and

showcased talent we can get.

As a matter of fact, I rather suspect that when the B picture

is restored to its former proper place we may very likely expe-

rience a renaissance in this medium, just as the off-Broadway I

theatre has sparked a new prosperity for the Broadway stage

Worth a try?

And isn't there also some merit in the thought that if a pic-

ture is worth booking it is worth at least a modicum of promo- I

tion to make the audience familiar with it? Even if the light 1

of a particular B picture is only a few candle power, why hide !

it under a bushel?
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Survey proves it's Heading for NEW Boxoffice Grosses!
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MOONLIGHT SERENADE

The story

Behind the Man

Behind the Music

That Will Live

Forever!

ur market analysis of

hiversal-lnternational's THE GLENN
IILLER STORY shows that the re-release

»n prove profitable for all concerned,
"i the advantage of those U. S. exhibitors

>)o will play this motion picture is the in-

cation that currently 74 out of every hun-

<ed persons, twelve years of age and older,

I ve heard of it. Of equal importance is the

ideation that 60 million persons express

; interest in seeing "THE GLENN MILLER
i'ORY." More realistically, 21,491,000
frsons can be expected to attend if the
< Taction is generally available for attend-

ice throughout the U. S. Furthermore, it

rs a very high appeal in the important
] -24 age group.

i dlinger A Company, Inc. • Business Analysts

STORY EVER TOL.O

JAMES STEWART

JUNE ALLYSON

"THE GLENN MILLER STORY"
COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR

w,th CHARLES DRAKE-GEORGE TOBIAS- HENRY MORGAN

AND THESE MUSICAL GREATS AS GUEST STARS!

FRANCES LANGFORD • LOUIS ARMSTRONG - GENE KRUPA
BEN POLLACK. THE MODERNAIRES

Directed by ANTHONY MANN • Written by VALENTINE DAVIESand OSCAR BRODNEY

Produced by AARON ROSENBERG



A PROMINENT FILM CRITIC WRITES ABOUT THE NEW WAVE OF
MATURE MOVIES AND THE CENSORSHIP PROBLEM THEY CREATE

The

World

Bold and Risky

of 'Adult' Movies

The following article is reprinted, with some
deletions, from the February 29 issue of

LIFE. Mr. Zinsser is the former film critic

of the N. Y. Herald Tribune and author

of "Seen Any Good Movies Lately?"

Fourteen years ago, when movies

were still a national habit and television

was not, Elia Kazan directed one of his

first Hollywood films and worked hard

to make it an artistic success. The pic-

ture, Sea of Grass, starred Katharine

Hepburn, and Kazan was particularly

proud of a mournful scene in which

tears cascaded down the Hepburn cheeks

and her body shook with sobs. His joy

evaporated when Louis B. Mayer,

M-G-M's second "M," commanded that

the scene be cut. "Tell Mr. Kazan," he

sent word, "that he's new here, and he

should realize we're in the business of

making beautiful pictures of beautiful

people."

by WILLIAM K. ZINSSER

This year, in Suddenly, Last Summer,

Miss Hepburn plays a mother whose

attachment to her late son seems to

border on the incestuous. Actually her

function, as the plot treads its way
through various types of insanity, was

to procure young men for him by first

luring them to herself. The film con-

cludes with a scene in which the son is

literally devoured by a pack of boys

whom he tempted too far.

These two episodes tell the difference,

to put it mildly, between the old Holly-

wood and the new. American movies

have ceased to be "family entertain-

ment," and nobody knows it better

than the family that strays into a

theater thinking that we still live in the

age of Andy Hardy and Lassie. Many
parents, for instance, who take their

children to the current hit, Anatomy of

a Murder, are embarrassed to find that

the movie busies itself less with anat-

nO*tgOmery ( lift and Elizabeth Taylor in scene from "Suddenly Last Si

omy than physiology. In its reconstruc-

tion of a rape case it uses words that

are clinical, to say the least. The crucial

clue is nothing so trite as a gun or a

purse but rather a pair of panties that

had vanished from the scene.

The Best of Everything and A Sum-
mer Place deal not only with unmarried
young people faced with pregnancy but

also with their adulterous elders, prov-

ing, if nothing else, that the different

generations have some interests in com-
mon after all. Blue Denim also in-

volves a girl well this side of voting

age who gets with child. As in The
Best of Everything, there is talk of

visiting the kindly old abortionist. //

Started with a Kiss seeks its laughs in

the notion that a bride would hold her

bridegroom at bay for a month to

prove that he did not marry her for the

wrong reason—an embargo that drives

him to cold showers and other des-

perate measures.

CRY OF ALARM

The result of these and other candid

movies has been a cry of alarm heard

round the land. One Protestant leader

deplored Hollywood's emphasis on "sex

for sex's sake," and a Roman Catholic

monsignor chided the film industry for

going on "a sex binge." Citizens assail

the movie capital with huffy letters.

Trade newspapers have fretted over the

problem at great length, and quite a

few state legislatures, for their part, are

pondering stiffer film censorship laws.

But the reaction takes no simple orga-

nized form. It consists, instead, of a

general awareness that American movies

have suddenly become more "frank,''

"adult" or "dirty," that the public

morality may somehow be in danger,

and that perhaps something ought to

be done about it.

But if the populace is aroused now,

( Continued on Page I 3)i
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Newsmakers

Academy
Nominations
Academy Award nominations

in the principal categories

are: BEST PICTURE —
"Anatomv of a Murder"

(Columbia): 'Ben-Hur"

(MGM): The Diary of Anne Frank" (20th-

Fox): "The Nun s Story" (Warners): "Room at

the Top" (Continental). BEST ACTOR—Lau-

rence Harvey ("Room at the Top"): Charlton

Heston ("Ben-Hur"): Jack Lemmon ("Some

Like It Hot"): Paul Muni ("The Last Angry

Man"): James Stewart ("Anatomy of a Mur-

der"). BEST ACTRESS—Doris Day ("Pillow

Talk"); Audrey Hepburn ("The Nun s Story'*):

Katharine Hepburn ("Suddenly, Last Summer"):

Simone Signoret ("Room at the Top"); Eliz-

abeth Tavlor ("Suddenly, Last Summer"). BEST
SUPPORTING ACTOR—Hugh Griffith ("Ben-

Hur"): Arthur O'Connell ("Anatomy of a Mur-

der"): George C. Scott ("Anatomy of a Mur-
der"): Robert Vaughn ("The Young Philadel-

phians'): Ed Vi'vnn ("The Diarv of Anne
Frank"). BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS —
Hermione Baddeley ("Room at the Top"):

Susan Kohner ("Imitation of Life"); Juanita

Moore ("Imitation of Life"): Thelma Ritter

("Pillow Talk"); Shellev Winters ("The Diarv

of Anne Frank"). BEST DIRECTOR—William
Wyler ("Ben-Hur"); George Stevens ("The
Diary of Anne Frank"): Fred Zinnemann ("The
Nuns Story"): Jack Clayton ("Room at the

Top"): Billy Wilder ("Some Like It Hot").
BEST FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM—"Black

Orpheus" (France); "The Bridge" (Germany):
"The Great War" (Italy): "Paw" (Denmark);
"The Village on the River" (The Netherlands).

BEST SONG FIRST USED IN ELIGIBLE
FILM—"The Best of Everything ("The Best

of Everything," music, Alfred Newman, lyrics,

Sammy Cahn): "The Five Pennies" ("The Five

Pennies," music and lyrics, Sylvia Fine); "The
Hanging Tree" ("The Hanging Tree," music,

Jerry Livingston, lyrics, Mack David); "High
Hopes" ("A Hole in the Head," music, James
Van Heusen, lyrics, Sammy Cahn): "Strange
Are the Ways of Love" ("The Young Land,"
music, Dimitri Tiomkin, hrics, Ned Washing-
ton). BEST SCREENPLAY (BASED ON MA-
TERIAL FROM ANOTHER MEDIUM) —
"Anatomy of a Murder" (Wendell Mayes):
"Ben-Hur" (Karl Tunberg): "The Nun's Story"
(Robert Anderson); "Room at the Top" (Neil
Paterson); "Some Like It Hot" (Billy Wilder,
I.A.L. Diamond).

PetJcha/tif...

Mo Rothman, former UA con-
tinental manager, was named to

new executive vice president

post at Columbia International

William G. Rekh appointed
vice president of foreign distri-

bution for AIP . . . Herbert
Jaffey to new post of executive

administrative assistant to Leslie

F. Whelan, 20th-Fox Interna-

tional promotion chief.

ACE on Strike

The following is a statement

on the pending strike by

ACE chairman S. H. Fabian

(above J: "The exhibitors of

America have followed w ith

regret and apprehension the

course of negotiations be-

tween the Producers and the

Guilds which has apparently

led to an impasse over the

post 48 films. Although ACE
as representative of all U.S.

exhibition is not officially

concerned in these negotia-

tions, we know that our two
and a half billion dollar in-

vestment in motion picture

theatres will be irreparably

damaged by the strike pres-

ently called for March 7. We
believe that all elements of

the motion picture industry,

the crafts, production, distri-

bution, etc. vi ill likewise be

damaged, perhaps to a point

beyond repair. We consider

it is doubly unfortunate that

this should occur now, when
for the first time in years,

the industry shows some evi-

dence of moving upwards
after years of decline. In

view of these facts we urge

upon both sides to the dis-

pute that they continue their

negotiations and earnestly

hope that they will have

reached a solution by March
~th. If however, the settle-

ment has not been achieved,

we hope that with the states-

manship and concern for our

industry'! welfare, which

these parties have always

shown in the past, that they

will postpone the strike and

extend the negotiations so

that we may then offer to

participate and try to bring

to the conference table con-

tractive suggestions that

ic>uld result in maintaining

peace in our industry."

'Can-Can' Kicking Up
Telling the trade press of the marvelous advance sales

being chalked up by 20th-Fox's "Can-Can" are Magna
Theatres president George Skouras, left, and Alex Harri-

son, Fox general sales manager. "Can-Can," said Skouras,

already is ahead of such giant grossers as "South Pacific,"

Oklahoma," "Ten Commandments" and "Around the

World in 80 Days," will top S150,000 by opening.

Better Business TOA Aim
"Let our competition . . . take care of its own problems.

Let us concentrate on our own business, on how we can

improve our grosses, build up our attendance and make

the motion picture theatre the place where everybody

wants to go for good entertainment." On that premise,

TOA president Albert M. Pickus (above) touched off the

group's midwinter board meet in Washington, D.C., a

get-together that produced the following: a call upon the

anti-trust arm of the Department of Justice for revisions

in the Paramount decrees permitting theatre mergers and

production, distribution of films with pre-emptive rights

by former affiliated circuits: a request for quick agree-

ment in Guilds-film companies negotiations to avoid a

strike jeopardizing the welfare of the business, and a

promise that more product will be the key aim of the

exhibitor-producer liaison committee of TOA when it

meets with a Screen Producers Guild committee.

Brotherhood
Finalizing plans for New York's I960 Brotherhood Week!

drive at Hotel Astor are, from left: Spyros S. Skouras.'

Brotherhood national exhibitor chairman; Brotherhoool

national distribution chief William J. Heineman: Dr.;

Lewis Webster Jones, president of National Conferencel

of Christians and Jews, and Salah M. Hassanein, chairman

of the Metropolitan N.Y. area drive.
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ADULT MOVIES

A Vhunrv for Movies to 'iirotv # /»*

(Continued from Page 10)

it hasn't seen anything yet. The produc-

tion schedule for the months ahead

bodes a full diet of films that would

not have been permitted even a year

ago. Two of John O'Hara's most libido-

centered novels, Butterpeld 8 and From

the Terrace, are now being shot. Direc-

tor Billy Wilder's new film, The Apart-

ment, is the story of a young man who
rises swiftly in his firm by lending his

apartment to his bosses for their dal-

liance after the working day. Richard

Zanuck's next movie will be The Chap-

man Report, which tells of a team of

researchers investigating the sex habits

of the American woman. Home from
the Hill, Strangers When We Meet and
The Fugitive Kind center on adultery.

Jack Kerouac's The Subterraneans will

paint the many faces of sex among the

beatniks, and even Lolita will go into

production this spring. Stanley Kubrick

will direct the filming of Vladimir

Nabokov's wildly controversial novel

about an older man and a 12-year-old

girl touring the country motels together

—surely the epitome of that ancient

movie blurb, "The Picture They Said

Couldn't Be Made!"

"Why, the times are almost ripe,"

Billv Wilder says sardonically, "for a

movie about a young man who has a

passionate love affair with his mother.

At the end he learns that she is not his

mother and he commits suicide."

The times are not thai ripe, but thev

are riper than ever before, and the cries

of alarm are bound to grow louder in

I960. There will be demands for cen-

sorship and for a system of classifying

movies "for adults only." Neither of

these cures is likely to work. For
though the problem may seem to be a

simple case of morality vs. immorality,

it involves many subtle factors. The
new freedom is more than a revolution

within the film industry itself. It is part

of a change in the entertainment appe-
tites of the nation as a whole.

Obviously the new freedom raises

grave dangers. Liberty breeds license,

and parents will need sharp eyes to

distinguish between mature films and
merely salacious ones. On the other
hand, the new freedom could bring
benefits. It could mean that Hollywood,
long accused of catering to "the 12-

year-old mind," will at last have a
chance to grow up. The American
movie audience, which has sheepishly

accepted 12-year-old fare, may grow up

in the bargain. The aim is laudable.

Whether it can be realized will depend

on the good taste and judgment of

both movie-maker and movie-goer.
* * *

If serious movie-makers are eager to

mature, so are serious movie fans. Mil-

lions of Americans stopped going to

motion pictures in the past decade, not

so much because TV exerted a rival

pull as because what they saw on the

movie screen held no reality. The vapid

old boy-and-girl plots, tailored by habit

to a family trade that no longer existed,

contained few ingredients that people

could either recognize as honest every-

day realism or respond to as stylized

but provocative drama.

KAZAN
Moral Values Oversimplified

"Art should help us digest and

understand our own experience.' says

Elia Kazan. "The issue is not one of

making immoral movies. Our problem

is to prevent moral values from being

oversimplified. People see a film that

has a phony happy ending, and they

get a distorted view which hurts them

later. They expect life to be what it

isn't."

Kazan is right in that movies can

never grow up if they do not mirror

life. If the serious dramatist—and a

good movie writer has as much claim

to the title as a playwright—sets his

mirror at an extreme angle, that is a

convention of his art. The 1959 box-

office figures show that audiences ap-

prove. Some of the biggest hits were

pictures like Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
that discussed adult problems honestly.

Unfortunately, many producers still

confuse honesty with vulgarity. They

are in business to make money, not

good films, and maturity is the last

thing on their mind. The task is to

keep such producers under control and

broaden the tastes of others.

Today in Hollywood, producers are

exhuming many story ideas that they

shelved in the 1950s as too adult or

unusual. Billy Wilder, for example,

hopes to do the life of Nijinsky, a

project he first broached to Samuel

Goldwyn some years ago. "Goldwyn
asked who Nijinsky was." Wilder re-

calls, "and I told him about the great

Russian dancer, about Diaghilev's un-

natural penchant for him, about his

marriage and his final years in an

asylum suffering from the delusion that

he was a horse. 'You think I'm going

to make a picture about a man who
thinks he's a horse?' Goldwyn asked

indignantly. I saw that the game was

up, so I said, 'Well, it comes out all

right. He not only thinks he's a horse,

but in the last reel he wins the Ken-

tucky Derby.'
"

CODE CONTROLS

No such happy ending— for man
and or horse— would have to be con-

fected today. Hollywood movie-makers

feel free to tackle almost any subject,

though their freedom is not absolute.

They are subject to certain obvious con-

trols, such as the laws of obscenity and

libel. Above all, however, they submit

voluntarily to a body of ethics known
as the Production Code of the Motion
Picture Association of America. This

document, more than anything else,

governs what can and cannot be done
on the U.S. movie screen. But its func-

tions are widely misunderstood by the

movie public.

American movies are first submitted

to the Code in script form. If the script

has offensive passages or if a sinner is

not properly chastened, these parts are

rewritten or eliminated before shooting

begins. If the whole theme is deemed
objectionable, the producer may drop

the project altogether. Code officials

also see the finished movie to make sure

that the director and actors have not

been carried away in their pursuit of

realism. In such cases the excess

—

whether of flesh or blood or passion

—

is pruned out.

* * *

One current comedy, Happy Anni-

versary, pivoted on the admission by

David Niven, as a man married 13

years to Mitzi Gayror, that they had
lived as man and wife even before thev

(Continued on Page 14)
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(Continued from Page 13)

were. Worse still, neither had the

tiniest twinge of regret. Such goings-on

are counter to the Code's rule that

"illicit sex" shall never be "made to

seem right and permissible." Accord-

ingly the picture was rejected. But the

Code's board of appeals in New York
reversed the decision, asking only that

the husband deplore his premarital

fling. Because Niven was abroad and
the film was due to open, an actor

named Allen ("Thousand Voices")

Swift was rushed into the breach. Using
his Niven voice, he dubbed into the

movie this ringing declaration: "I was
wrong. I never should have taken Alice

to that hotel room before we were

married. What could I have been think-

ing of?" If the gods of morality can be

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
"What uas I thinking of . .

."

propitiated with such sops as this in the

frank years ahead, Swift should have a

chance to use many of his 999 other

voices.

But the battle will not be won so

easily next time. The Happy Anniver-

sary case not only made the Code look

ludicrous but it gave the public an all

too simple idea of how it works. To
say "the Code" is actually to mean
Geoffrey Shurlock, its 65-year-old ad-

ministrator, a man who occupies one
of the most uncomfortable chairs in

Hollywood but who is widely admired

in that captious colony. Every respon-

sible film-maker is glad that the Code
exists, and although most of them have

argued with Shurlock on specific points,

they agree that he is trying hard to

help American movies become more
realistic. Far from playing the isolated

censor, Shurlock and his assistants work
closely with producers and writers to

make a seemingly insurmountable sub-

ject surmountable.
* * *

Sometimes this calls for so much
legerdemain on the part of the writer

and director that the audience almost

needs footnotes. In Suddenly, hast Sum-
mer, Writers Tennessee Williams and

Gore Vidal circle so far around the

subject of boy-procuring, which is the

crux of the plot, that only a truly alert

movie-goer knows what is going on,

and the son's death by cannibalism is

almost equally beclouded. Yet most

Hollywood folk admire Producer Sam
Spiegel for making such an offbeat pic-

ture, and in its first engagements it has

done well.

CREATORS IN SADDLE

The boom in franker films is often

credited to—or blamed on—the inde-

pendent producers who have multiplied

so rapidly in Hollywood and shifted its

center of gravity. Formerly the big

studios mass-produced movies for the

family trade. Now independent pro-

ducers originate most American films.

A great many of them are directors like

Kazan or stars like Kirk Douglas and

Burt Lancaster who have formed their

own companies and make releasing

deals with firms like United Artists.

In other words the creator instead of

the businessman is now at the helm.

"If there's anything wrong with my
films," says Kazan, "it's my fault."

Unfortunately, for every independent

who wants to make good films, there

seems to be another who wants to make
films that are merely lurid, in order to

take advantage of the new freedom.

When this topic comes up in Holly-

wood, the name of Albert Zugsmith is

never far behind. Zugsmith is a tireless

producer of films on the garish prob-

lems of modern American youth. Be-

fore his The Beat Generation was
released last year, he told a reporter

that it was about a man "posing as a

beatnik to please himself. You see, he

has an obsession: he's a psychopath

who perpetrates criminal rapes, and the

victim he selects becomes pregnant, and
it becomes a problem as to whether or

not the victim should have an abortion,

and she finds out that abortion is

illegal regardless and she decides to

have a little talk with a priest."

ZUGSMITH EXPLAINS

Asked recently where the moral con-

tent of this film might lurk, Zugsmith

said, "Why, it was a terrific expose

against criminal rape. My pictures are

moral essays. I don't take movies with-

out a moral, but you can't make a point

for good unless you expose the evil.

Like my High School Confidential. It

told in terms that kids can understand

why it's bad to smoke marijuana. Kids

should know that marijuana is bad for

them, but they won't listen to long

speeches by teachers and clergymen."

"The worst thing I can be accused

of," Zugsmith concludes, "is giving my
pictures a shock title." But even here

he is sensitive to moral values. There

was a "tremendous adverse reaction,"

he points out, to the title of his new
film, Teacher Was a Sexpot. So he

changed it. It is now called Sexpot

Goes to College.

In Hollywood there is a general

anxiety that sensationalist producers

will push the patience of the public and

the Code too far and thereby kill the

goose that hatched the golden age. For

the Code is by no means the rigid docu-

ment it is usually made out to be. It

loosens and tightens constantly. If, for

example, a producer tried to capitalize

on the success of Suddenly, Last Sum-

mer by making a cheap film on the

same subject, he would be unlikely to

win a Seal, for not every writer is Ten-

nessee Williams, and the imitation is

rarely as tasteful as the original.

This Code censorship which the in-

dustry imposes on itself is the only

effective kind remaining in the country

(Continued on Page 27)
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EACH OWNS AN 'OSCAR'

MARLON BRANDO

"Just the best actor in the world today." That is the judgment
of renowned director Elia Kazan about Brando, an opinion

shared by enough millions to make his name magic at the

boxorfice. Electrifying and always original in his portrayals,

this dynamic actor has long been a favorite of author Ten-

nessee Williams. From his overnight leap to stardom via his

performance as Stanley Kowalski in both the stage and screen

versions of another powerful Williams' creation, A Streetcar

Named Desire, on through his twelve previous screen suc-

cesses which have led to one Academy Award and four nom-
inations, Brando has acquired well-deserved credentials to

make him the prime choice for the exciting role of Val

Xavier, the on-the-road guitarist called "Snakeskin," in The
Fugitive Kind.

ANNA MAGNANI
"Earthy," "explosive," "ebullient," "vivacious," "volcanic"

—

all these and more is Anna Magnani, the only foreign actress

ever to mark her debut in American films with an Oscar-

winning performance (in 1955, for her role in another Wil-

liams screen adaptation, A Rose Tattoo). This lusty, vital

actress has been called on more than one occasion the "dark

Garbo." She has the perfect temperament, both on-screen and

off, for the part of "Lady", restless, emotionally unsatisfied

wife of a brutal, dying man. This volatile personality is above

all a performer dedicated to honesty and realism on the screen.

"I feel from here," she explains, pointing to her heart. "My
acting is spontaneous." Her role in The Fugitive Kind offers

proof positive of this great talent.

JOANNE WOODWARD
Few actresses on the screen today can immerse themselves

quite so completely in a role as Miss Woodward. The Three

Faces of Ere, in which she portrayed three diverse characters,

won her an Oscar at the very beginning of a career that has

gone on steadily to greater things. And she's a gal who knows

exactly what she wants. When producers Martin Jurow and

Richard A. Shepherd bought the Tennessee Williams play,

she told them in terms that would brook no contradiction:

"No one else will play Carol!" Her performance as the dis-

solute, earthy Southern belle makes it clear that no one else

could. Mark the Woodward name as a likely prospect for

Academy Award honors next year.



Performances

that flash

from the screen

like bolts of

lightning

Rarely does the motion picture screen offer the kind of characterizations

that are fashioned by the explosive narrative of Tennessee Williams. And when
the players are of the accomplished stature of Marlon Brando, Anna Magnani
and Joanne W oodward the result is akin to electricity. In 7 be Fugitive Kind
these three superb performers, Academy Award winners all. have roles to

which they can add their individual incandescense.

The casting coup executed in capturing so bright a galaxy of stars for

this tumultuous drama of passion and hate coupled with that nameless element

of excitement that Tennessee Williams invariably stirs into all of his works,

promises to make The Fugitive Kind one of United Artists' most promising

pictures of the year. So perfectly are these stars cast for the movie adaptation

of Williams' stage hit, "Orpheus Descending,'' that when the talented author

penned the play, he had Brando and Miss Magnani in mind for the meat) lead

roles of Val and Lady Torrance. The third member of the film's Oscar trium-

virate, Joanne Woodward, is even -

bit as native Southern as her celluloid

counterpart, Carol Cutrere, but, as Joanne herself points out, the troubled,

amoral belle transcends mere geographical boundaries: "She's southern because

Tennessee writes about the South; but she's universal because that's the kind

of playwright Tennessee is."

The wild, magnetic personality of Maureen Stapleton. who plays the

striking role of Vee, the soft-hearted wife of a brutal, sadistic sheriff, also is

Williams-oriented, for this uninhibited actress portrayed the role of Lady

Torrance in the Broadway version. And Victor Jory, too as Lady's embittered

and dying husband, comes to The Fugitive Kind with impressive Williams

credentials, having toured nationally with Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, in which he

appeared as Big Daddy.

Five stars—three of them Oscar winners and all of them well-schooled

in the audience-captivating lore of Tennessee W illiams—plus an especially

earthy Williams slice of life equals The Fugitive Kind, one of 1960 s important

motion pictures.



BRANDO . . . MAGNANI . . . WOODWARD
THEY CREATE EXPLOSIVE CHEMISTRY

OF BOLD SEX AND EARTHY DRA1VIA

Lady . . . shackled to

a bitter demon, hun-

gering for the young

house.



Carol ... the "lewd vagrant"

they paid to stay out of town.

Vee . . . she visions a

refuge against brutality.

Jabe . . . wolfish, holding

a woman grown cold.

The sheriff ... his

hounds on the hunt.

Uncle Pleasant

. . . the con-

j u r e man.



BEHIND THE CAMERAS

The Midas Touch
Twenty years ago, by his own admission, Tennessee Williams was

"living on stolen eggs and avocados and dried peas.
-

' Today, the pre-

miere plavwright orders a la carte, and every bit of his brilliant work

turns to gold on the silver screen. The man with the Midas touch

has seen his plays turned into some of filmland's greatest successes,

among them A Streetcar Named Desire, The Rose Tattoo, Cat On A
Hot Tin Roof and one that is currently breaking boxoffke records.

Suddenly, Last Summer. The Williams stamp on a picture has come

to mean sizzling adult drama spiced with slice-of-raw-life dialogue to

movie patrons the world over. It was from another of his stage suc-

cesses, Orpheus Descending, that The Fugitive Kind was adapted. But

this time, instead of watching from the wings while his material was

being translated into screen fare, the master playwright offered to col-

laborate on the screenplay, with Meade Roberts. The results, to quote

the usuallv critical Williams, have been excellent: "I think it has made

a good movie, a movie that I, personally, like very much."

United Artists vice president Roger H. Lewis (cen-

ter) discusses the promotion campaign with pro-

ducers Martin Jurow and Richard A. Shepherd.

Director Lumet

Sidney Lumet won an Academy Award nomination

for the direction of his very first film, Twelvt

Angry Men. A recruit from TV, this resourceful

35-year-old director doesn't believe in going far

afield to find actual locations. He filmed The
Fugitive Kind in its entirety near New York City

and on sound stages in the metropolis, perfectly

simulating the atmosphere of the small Southern

town in which the story is laid.

The director sets up a scene

stars Brando and Wood\



LADY (having felt Val's snakeskin jacket): It feels warm all right.

VAL: Its warm from my body, I guess . . .

LADY: You must be a warm blooded boy . . . Well, what are you
lookin' for around here? . . . Boys like you don't work.

VAL: What d'you mean by boys like me?

LADY: Ones that play tK guitar and go around talkin' about how
warm they are . . .

H itliatns* dialogue

...it sizzles I

THE CHARACTERS

Val Marlon Brando

Lady Anna Magnani

Vee Maureen Stapleton

Jabe Victor Jory

Sheriff R. G. Armstrong

1

CAROL: Live, live, live,

live! . . . (she stumbles and
fails to her knees. He tries

to lift her but her arms go

wildly about him and she

tries to pull him down onto

the hillside with her). Oh,
let me, let me . . .

VAL: / don't want love in

a graveyard!

4



SIZZLING DIALOGUE

<

JABE: I know your plans — I

know what your plans are, Lady,
but before I go you will be too

old for a lover. (He suddenly
seizes her wrist and pulls her with
surprising strength down onto the
bed beside him, pushing the robe
away from her shoulder and
squeezing her bare flesh).

LADY: Stop it! Don't do that!

JABE: You're still my wife,

you're not my widow yet!

LADY: Stop it!— It makes my
— skin— crawl!

JABE: Did it used to?

LADY: Yes! It used to. Always!

CAROL: You look hungry.

VAL: / am hungry . . . Move over.

Get your legs on the other side

of the gear-shift. (Carol laughs
lightly and lifts one leg across the

gear-shift). BOTH of 'em!

VAL: Comni' out for fifty! Cover
me, cover me, boys!— Pilin' up a

neat little stake! . . . Cuttin' out of
this countv tonight; need it all!

of it!



LADY: My papa made a mistake. One night one summer he
love, they'd come here to the wine-garden . . . Papa would call

me . . . How could I answer him, when he called "Lady, where
are you?" when where I was—was in the arms of my lover, with
the mouth of my love on mine!

VAL: How did it burn, Lady?

LADY: My papa made mistake. One night one summer he
sold liquor to Nigras. You heard of the vigilantes? They took
action, they rode out here that summer with gallons of coal-oil

and set the whole place on fire . . . My papa, he took a blanket

and run up in the wine-garden to fight the fire, all alone, and
he was burned alive in it— burned alive!

(Val has begun to play

softly on his guitar).

LADY: / would sing with

my father, we'd wander
among the white arbors,

him with a mandolin, and
me singing!— / was beau-

tiful then! I was! And I

sang! (She begins to sing

softly; he plays a hesistant

accompaniment )

.



SIZZLING DIALOGUE

LADY: Why did
you come back here?

VAL: To put back
the money I took,

so you wouldn't re-

member me as not
honest or grateful.

LADY: No, no,
don't go ... I need
you!! To live . . . to

go on living!!

CAROL: I'm an exhibitionist! I want
people to know Vm alive. Don't you
want people to know you're alive? I

want to be noticed, seen, heard, felt! I
used to be what they call a church-bitten
reformer . . . and now I'm not a reformer
anymore. I'm just a "lewd vagrant."
And I'm showing them, showing them
all how lewd a "lewd vagrant" can be if

she puts her whole heart in it like I

do mine.

VAL (throwing the money on her sob-
bing form): I'm quittin', Lady! . . . I see

through you, Lady . . . A not-so-young
and not-so-satisfied woman that hired a
man off the highway to do double duty
without paying overtime for it ... I
mean a store clerk by day, and by
night a—
LADY: No! You— Oh no .

cheap . . .

you



Dynamic Campaign to Match

The Lightning-Bolt Story
In the skilled hands of United Artists' promotion team, headed by

vice president Roger H. Lewis and national director of advertising,

publicity and exploitation Fred Goldberg, The Fugitive Kind will

be powered by a two-pronged global campaign. One phase embraces

the casting of a star trio with the vast international

popularity enjoyed by Oscar winners Brando, Mag-
nani and Woodward. The other stresses global pro-

motion drives and materials to exploit the worldwide

appeal of the UA release. The campaign, both here

and abroad, will place great emphasis on national

magazines and newspaper supplements. Key ele-

ments of the push include: extensive use of off-the-

amusement page advertising in 30 major markets;

three direct mailing campaigns for exhibitors and

media representatives; heavy co-op advertising; special

screenings for opinion-making groups; star tours and

interviews; a major book promotion, and national

and local radio-TV saturations. All in all, a cam-

paign every bit as exciting as the film it will promote.

*
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Bold, Exciting Ads Ke yed to

Three Oscar-Winners, Williams

Keyed to a double-barrelled pitch, the ad*

United Artists has concocted for "The
Fugitive Kind" present all the audience-

attracting aspects of the film in a dynamic

manner befitting so explosive a produc-

tion. .Brando, Magnani and Woodward
emerge as excitingly passionate personali-

ties caught in the stormy turmoil of that

most absorbing of worlds—the decadent

south of Tennessee Williams. And sharing

top-billing with these three Academy
Award-winners is Williams, himself, the

premiere playwright whose every screen

venture means surefire, engrossing drama
to movie patrons the world over. The ad-

vertisements on this page represent but a

sampling of the bold attention-getters that

soon will be selling "The Fugitive Kind"
in newspapers, magazines and, in fact, all

the media everywhere.



ADULT MOVIES

(Continued from Page 14)

at large. Only five states—New York,

Maryland, Kansas, West Virginia and

Pennsylvania—still have boards to pre-

censor movies. Many other states had

such boards in the past but have abol-

ished them. Authorities in certain cities,

empowered by municipal laws to pro-

tect the community from sin, snip capri-

ciously at incoming films. This practice

has resulted in some curious excisions.

Boston's censor cut the word "bawdy-

house" from Laurence Olivier's Henry

V in 1946—but only for Sunday per-

formances and children's matinees.

Lloyd T. Binford, who was nearing 90

when he retired as city censor of

Memphis a few years ago, banned

Ingrid Bergman's movies after she mar-

ried Roberto Rossellini. He also deleted

all train robbery sequences because in

his youth he had been on a train that

was held up. But the citizens of Mem-
phis never seemed to appreciate his

efforts. In huge numbers they surged

across the river to West Memphis, Ark.,

whose theaters found pleasure — and

profit— in playing the many films Bin-

ford banned.

CENSORIAL CONFUSION

This kind of thing has given film

censors a bad name, but they do have

sincere motives: they really believe that

movies cause juvenile delinquency and

other social evils. What they usually do
not have are qualifications for the job.

In many places the police chief is the

censor. In Taunton, Mass., Mayor Ber-

nard F. Cleary recently took on the job

to save the censor's S3,500 salary, and
in Boston the post is now alternated

among the mayor's six secretaries. Good
secretaries, mayors and police chiefs

they may be, but critics of esthetic

values they almost surely are not. Over
the years the municipal censor has

made such a fool of himself that he is

gradually being hooted off the scene.

But it is a far broader concept of the

law, thanks to two recent Supreme
Court decisions, that has been hastening
the fall of censorship. The first of these

rulings, in 1952, dealt with The Mira-

cle, a film that New York State had
banned as "sacrilegious." The Court
overruled the ban, claiming that such

terms as "sacrilege" are too vague to be

enforced. It also ruled—and this was
the revolutionary clause — that the

screen is entitled to all the constitu-

tional freedoms guaranteed to the press

and other communications media.

The second decision, last June, ap-

plied to a film version of Lady Chat-

terley's Lover, which New York State

had banned because it stated the un-

popular idea that adultery under cer-

tain circumstances may be justified.

NEW FILM FREEDOM

With these two decisions the screen

has won almost total freedom, and

from now on state censors will have a

hard time finding legal grounds for

banning a film. This does not mean
that a movie cannot be seized or cen-

sored after it opens if it violates some
existing statute. Nor does it mean that

theater owners are required to book
films of which they disapprove. But
neither of these forms of "delayed"

censorship is very common.

One solution frequently proposed is

"classification," a routine system in

England, France, Italy and other Euro-

pean countries. The British Board of

Film Censors, for example, divides all

films into three categories: "X"—adults

only, "A"—children may attend only if

accompanied by an adult, and "U"

—

suitable for all. In West Germany
roughly 40% of all movies are forbid-

den to children under 16, and in France

the minimum age for seeing many films

is 18. These films generally include the

more amatory French products, like

The Lovers, which the merest toddler

can see legally in the United States.

Would classification work in Amer-

ica? Most realists think that economic

pressure alone would keep the movie

industry from liking it. Nearly half of

all movie-goers in this country are teen-

agers, and to turn them away from a

number of films would be to turn

away millions of dollars. There is also

a feeling that the system is alien to the

democratic ideal, which holds that

every family is entitled to pile into the

car and go see a picture—any picture.

Still another fear is that the producers

of movies "for adults only" would be

tempted to make them as dirty as pos-

sible to make up in adult trade what
they lose in teen-agers.

* * *

Champions of classification say that

it is bound to come. They feel that

there is no other way to let Hollywood
make mature films and still protect the

morals of minors. Perhaps it will come,

but it is not just around the corner.

Meanwhile a few other safeguards

are available to worried parents. Re-

ligious groups wield varying degrees of

control. By far the most effective is the

National Legion of Decency, official

agency of the Roman Catholic Church
in the United States for appraising

moral values of films. The Legion's rat-

ings are published in a biweekly list,

which is posted in all Catholic churches

and schools and is reprinted in most
Catholic papers. The main ratings are:

"A-l" — morally unobjectionable for

all, "A-2" — morally unobjectionable

for adults and adolescents, "A-3" —
morally unobjectionable for adults, "B"
—morally objectionable in part for all,

"C"—condemned.

LEGION MORE LENIENT

Every December, Catholics may-

pledge in church to obey the Legion's

recommendations. But they are not

obliged to take the pledge, nor does a

Legion rating have the weight of eccle-

siastical law, as is commonly supposed.

But, like the Code, the Legion's rul-

ings have become more lenient in the

past two years. "We recognize," says

its director, the Very Rev. Msgr.

Thomas F. Little, "that the public has

matured since the Legion started 25

years ago. People are now seeking the

films that they can get their teeth into.

There is a place for adult stories on the

screen if they are properly treated. We
would like to see a maturing of the

medium for the good of mankind." In

fact, the Legion has considered chang-

ing the pledge so that Catholics will

vow not only to abjure bad films but

(Continued on Page 35)
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The Future Is Staked by

CONFIDENT COLUMBIA

"// is our conviction that there is

unlimited potential in the motion pic-

lure industry. That future belongs to

those who have the courage to face

its fresh requirements, the flexibility to

revitalize its methods of production

and distribution, the foresight to plan

twenty-four to thirty-six months ahead."

It was the president of Columbia

Pictures speaking, at a moment when
his company's position was at its nadir

in a rapidly changing movie business.

But in that statement of March, 1958,

Abe Schneider and his Columbia asso-

ciates mainfested the confidence and

dynamism of which success are born:

"We are creating the Columbia for-

mula which we hope will make our

company the home of leading inde-

pendent film creators who will provide

the exhibitors of the world with an un-

precedented flow of product. This is

Columbia's promise and blueprint for

the future."

Today, less than two years later, the

Columbia blueprint has become a

happy reality—an encouraging beacon

to exhibitors groping in a constricted

product market.

37 Films in I960

This, Columbia proclaims, is "The

Year of the Big C" and supports its

contention with an array of product on

tap that merits some chest expanding.

Having kept one promise, Columbia's

word on the future must be heeded.

No less than 37 pictures will be re-

leased during I960, we are told, with

26 more already scheduled to go into

production in 1961. To power this im-

posing production slate. Columbia

boasts a galaxy of 40 independent pro-

ducers, 64 stars and 10 new home-

developed personalities.

And the impact of the "Big C" pro-

duction program is reverberating, by

natural process, into the distribution

and exhibition branches of the indus-

try. Speaking with the confidence of

a vice president and general sales man-
ager whose product is claiming a

higher percentage of playing time in

the nation's theatres than ever before

in company history, Rube Jackter noted

recently that Columbia was proving:

( 1 ) exhibition can absorb a quantity of

quality films at one time; (2) one com-

pany can successfully merchandise a

number of major releases simultane-

ously; (3) orderly release is a workable

system, particularly as it applies to the

release of major films at traditionally

slack periods, if the films are supported

by aggressive campaigns by distributors

and exhibitors.

"We are demonstrating to the indus-

try," he said, "that our distribution

set-up can keep pace with the com-
pany's potent production schedule, and
we are proving it in a post-holiday

season." Only two seasons back, how-
ever, the distribution set-up had little

in the way of production with which
to keep pace.

For more than three decades prior

to 1958, in fact, the industry looked

to Columbia for only a few outstand-

ing films a year in a program consist-

ing mainly of lower budget efforts.

True, throughout those "good old

days", that kind of operation was prof-

itable for the firm, meeting as it did

the needs of exhibition for its double

features and multiple changes directed

at a "habit" audience. But habits

change, and Columbia management set

out in '58 to meet the challenge.

PRODUCT SOURCE

Executive vice president Abe Montague
proudly surveys an array of best-sellers

on which Columbia films will be based.

To implement the new formula, Co-

lumbia appointed Samuel
J.

Briskin

—

a production executive of extensive ex-

perience—vice president in charge of

West Coast activities at the Hollywood
studio; M.

J. Frankovich, head of the

firm's British subsidiary, was tapped

to coordinate production activities in

England and on the Continent; vice

president Paul N. Lazarus, Jr. assumed
duties of a liaison nature between the

home office and the studio. Columbia
started to function like a well-oiled

machine under the guidance of skipper

Schneider. The new Columbia pattern

apparently appealed to independent
producers, for within a matter of
months, some of the outstanding mo-
tion picture creators in the U. S. and
abroad entered into releasing agree-

ments with the company. And perspi-

cacity of management's judgment soon
was borne out by the manner in which
these producers began to deliver top-

quality product.

Boast Top Producers

The independent producers now on
the Columbia roster comprise a most

illustrious list. William Goetz, Frank

Capra, Carl Foreman, Stanley Donen,
Otto Preminger, Richard Quine, Sam
Spiegel, Carol Reed, George Sidney,

David Susskind, Fred Kohlmar, Nor-

man Krasna, Philip Yordan—all these

exciting talents are—or will be—har-

nessing their efforts to the Columbia

cause. The films, too, paint the firm's

success picture in glowing colors. Slated

for release in the first part of I960 are

such glittering productions as "Who
Was That Lady?", "Suddenly, Last

Summer," "Our Man in Havana,"

"Man on a String," "Babette Goes to

War," "Once More, With Feeling,"

"Killers of Kilimanjaro," "The Moun-

tain Road," "Because They're Young,"

"All the Young Men," "The Enemy

General," "Stranglers of Bombay,"

"Song Without End," "Gulliver's

Travels," "Reach for Tomorrow" and

"Strangers When We Meet."
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Promotion in Depth

Distribution Aims-'

Steady Product Flow.

The stars are among the brightest:

Frank Sinatra, Elizabeth Taylor, Kim
Novak, Brigitte Bardot, Yul Brynner.

Anthony Quinn, Sidney Poitier, Bing

Crosby, Tony Curtis, Dean Martin,

James Stewart, Spencer Tracy, Gregory

Peck, Doris Day and Kirk Douglas.

And carrying the promise of future

stardom are new faces like Michael

Callan, Jo Morrow, Joby Baker and

Evy Norlund.

Now, with the production set-up

burgeoning, Columbia's distribution

policy has approached the ideal in

terms of orderly release and high-

powered total merchandising. Noting
that the increased playing time for

Columbia releases was a result of the

stepped-up orderly release program,

Jackter declared the firm's product was
enjoying the broadest distribution ever,

with films being moved through a wide
variety of different theatres in major
markets across the country. In New
York, he pointed out, Columbia re-

leases currently are playing in seven

different showcase houses.

Orderly Release

Jackter's statement reveals Colum-
bia's bold policy of releasing some of

its top films in what is generally re-

garded as the slack period. The result

has been record-breaking grosses for

"Suddenly, Last Summer,"' "Our Man in

Havana," "Once More, With Feeling."

Jackter said, "the results are a healthy
sign, not only for our company, but for

the entire industry, particularly the ad-

vocates of orderly release."

And more from the sales chief: "We
are offering evidence that we can mer-

chandise these films both to exhibition

and to the public. Because of the long
runs of many of our films, our orderly

release program, of necessity, also be-

comes a simultaneous release program.
In our scheme of things, orderly release

means a steady flow of quality films

each month of the year.

"With our power-packed release

schedule, we have to keep our films

moving through the theatres. A glance

at our schedule for the rest of the year

will show that this situation is going to

be the rule rather than the exception."

Merchandising at Columbia is hard

fact and, above all, total in scope and

depth. It begins with the decision to

finance a production, for management
will not undertake a motion picture

project until it is satisfied that the re-

sultant product is saleable. The same

type of merchandising decisions are

later made for distribution within the

policy framework that major films are

to be released in an orderly fashion in

every month of the year. The pattern

evolved for a particular film takes into

consideration its handling at all stages

of exhibition, not only during its key

first runs. Perhaps, the firm's devotion

to total merchandising is best displayed

in the area of promotion, under the

guidance of Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., exec-

utive in charge of advertising and pub-

licity, and his well-coordinated staff of

experts.

Promotion Powerhouse

From the moment the production de-

cision is made on a film, the promotion

team sets to work. No matter where

the film is being made—Hollywood,

London, Paris or some remote location

site—highly trained personnel imme-

diately begin a dual task: one, conduct-

ing a production publicity campaign

designed to capture immediate public

and trade attention for the project, and

two, gathering and forwarding to the

home office, studio and overseas head-

quarters all material that will be of

value in the subsequent campaigns

through the processing and release

periods. Much of this material has been

ordered in advance by various offices,

where specialists have been studying all

aspects of the production with its

eventual sale in mind. In numerous in-

stances, special writers, artists and pho-

tographers are sent to the studio or

location to work closely with the cast

and crew in developing material that

will later be used around the world in

the final thrust of total merchandising

—the advertising-exploitation-publicitv

campaign designed to lure the patron

to the boxoffice.

'Strangers' Campaign

An excellent current example of the

extensiveness of Columbia's promo-
tional plans is to be found in the re-

cently-engineered 56.500,000 tie-up for

"Strangers When We Meet." Twenty-

one leading homebuilding manufac-

turers are participating in the tie-up

centering around the S250,000 ultra-

modern "dream house" built for the

film. The promotion will include a

huge national advertising campaign in

leading magazines and trade journals,

point-of-sale promotions, mailings, local

advertising and dealers' displays.

Columbia, as president Schneider pre-

dicted, has planned twenty-four months
ahead—so carefully, in fact, that its

promise and blueprint have been fol-

lowed faithfully to the last letter. In

high quality production, carefully

planned and orderly distribution and
all-inclusive, total promotion, I960

truly is "The Year of the Big C."
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"Babette Goes to War'

Sccdutcd^ Rati*? O O ©
Bardot in a delightful and sprightly comedy that sub-

dues sex in favor of laughs. Topflight attraction for all

markets.

Voila! That skinternational eye-opener Brigitte Bardot is

back on these shores again in what is unquestionably her first

real boxoffice coup and—believe it or not—her first film to ever

be granted the Parents Magazine Medal Award of Merit. This

French bomb-bon is not only chockful of rich family enter-

tainment values but shapes up as one of the merriest war

comedies to come along in some time. It could become one of

the season's big grossers. Columbia is releasing it in both

dubbed and French versions and "Babette Goes To War," will

reap a harvest of profits for exhibitors in all situations. La

Bardot has already won for herself a strong reputation in the

metropolitan markets and this time the hinterlands will be

able to share in the pleasure of her talents. In her kittenish

way B.B. is able to pout and radiate seduction with the best

of the screen sirens and in this instance she does it without

once getting undressed. In fact, much of the time, she is loaded

down with heavy military uniform and parachutes, but her

allure shines through it all. As feather-headed Babette, she

uses her wiles to escape from the Germans with a boatload of

prostitutes, win over de Gaulle's Free French Forces Head-

quarters, help postpone the invasion of England and completely

upset the Gestapo in occupied France. Her real-life husband,

Jacques Charrier, gives a pleasant performance as the captain

she falls in love with, and Ronald Howard is highly amusing

as a British explosives agent. But Francis Blanche, as Papa

Schultz the Gestapo head, runs away with all the laugh

honors. Bearing a resemblance to the late Oliver Hardy and

combining rubber-faced contortions with tongue-in-cheek mani-

acal explosions, he's a riot. Director Christian Jaque has kept

Babette's madcap adventures moving at a sprightly tempo and

Raoul
J.

Levy's Eastman Color, CinemaScope production is

smart and snappy throughout. The Levy-Gerard Oury story has

Charrier and Brigitte, who resembles the ex-girlfriend of the

German General, preparing the invasion of England, being

parachuted into France in an attempt to kidnap the General,

making it appear he's double crossing Hitler. When Brigitte

is picked up by Blanche, he also notices the resemblance and

puts her to work for the Gestapo. After many complications

the mission is successfully accomplished.

Columbia. 103 minutes. Brigitte Bardot, Jacques Charrier, Francis Blanche. Pro-
duced by Raoul J. Levy. Directed by Christian Jaque.

"Kidnapped"

SccUkc^ Rati*? O O
Stevenson's classic given fair Disney production. Fair

attraction for family houses.

Robert Louis Stevenson's classic yarn about an 18th century

Scottish lad who is kidnapped and sent to sea by his scheming

uncle is not one of the better live-action Disney efforts. The
main fault with this Buena Vista release is too much talk and

too little action and though the youngsters will be caught up

in the youth's and the rebel's Perils of Pauline adventures, the

grown-ups will find the historical story line hazy and the

various Scottish accents confusing. As a result of the magical

Disney name, "Kidnapped" should enjoy fair response as a

dualler in the family market. On the plus side is a magnificent

Technicolor journey through the Scottish Highlands alive with

purple heather, dour-looking castles, cascading waterfalls and

an authentic musical score complete with bagpipes. The familiar

Disney hero, James MacArthur, gives a sympathetic perform-

ance as the young victim. Peter Finch is the swashbuckling

soldier of fortune. Bernard Lee as the treacherous sea captain,

John Laurie as the wily uncle, and Finlay Currie as a loyal

Jacobite captain lend authenticity to their parts. Director-

scripter Robert Stevenson brings the story to life in those

sequences when MacArthur and Finch find themselves faced

with impending disasters, but things slow down a little too

sharply between their adventures. Enroute to the Carolinas,

where he is to be sold into slavery. MacArthur is befriended by

Finch. The pair ally themselves against Lee and his crew and

force the captain to set them ashore. They are almost drowned

during a terrific storm, barely escape death at the hands of a

detachment of Redcoats, and finally make it to the Lowlands

where Finch succeeds in tricking Laurie into admitting his

guilt in the abduction of MacArthur. The lad takes possession

of the family estate and Finch departs to France and safety.

Buena Vista. Walt Disney. 97 minutes. Peter Finch, James MacArthur, Bernard
Lee, John Laurie. Directed by Robert Stevenson.

"The Wind Cannot Read"

Tragic love story handled sensitively. Deluxe Co/or.

Should appeal to fern trade in better class situations.

A poignant and bitter-sweet love story concerning an R.A.F.

officer enrolled in a Japanese language course in New Delhi and

the sensitive Asian instructress who becomes his wife has been

delicately and expertly woven against the cruel jungle back-

ground of World War II. There are some moments of rare

emotional intensity in this
J.

Arthur Rank presentation being

released by 20th Century-Fox, recalling another great love-in-

war classic, "A Farewell To Arms." From all points "The Wind

Cannot Read" emerges a neatly polished diamond enriched by

flawless performances from Dirk Bogarde and Yoko Tani as

the star-crossed lovers, a haunting background score and a

parade of eye-filling DeLuxe color scenes of India. Ralph E.

Thomas' direction blends all of these ingredients in a leisurely

paced but appealing style. If, at times, he appears to be unfold-

ing his story too slowly, his purpose becomes dramatically

apparent by the time the film reaches its crushing finale. He is

constantly in control of the story's path, building the lover

affair under a cloud of impending doom, then expertly shifting

the focus to a series of brutal and suspenseful battle scenes be-

fore reuniting the lovers in their tragic climax. Mature audi-

ences, and especially the fern trade in better class situations

should welcome this film; elsewhere, due to lack of marquee

names, it stands in need of special exploitation if it is to avoid

relegation to the bottom half of double bills. In supporting

roles, Ronald Lewis, a by-the-books militarist who eventually

saves Bogarde's life and John Fraser as a sympathetic brigadier

are excellent. Richard Mason's literate script finds Bogarde and

Miss Tani married but a short while when he is unexpectantlv

sent on a dangerous jungle mission. Captured and tortured by

the Japanese, he manages a daring escape with the help of

Lewis. He reaches the bedside of Miss Tani, who has undergone

a serious brain operation, just before she dies.

20th Century-Fox. 107 minutes. Dirk Bogarde, Yoko Tani. Produced by Betty E.

Box. Directed by Raoh E. Thomas.
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"Circus Stars"

Russian-made circus film good supporting dualler.

The Russian circus comes to town in this 61 -minute Soviet

Color documentary which Paramount is releasing as part of the

U.S.—U.S.S.R. Cultural Exchange program. It shapes up as

a good supporting dualler for family houses. Because of its

short running time, exhibitors should have no difficult) placing

it in the lower slot of double bill with some length) top attrac-

tion. Under L. Kristy's fluid direction, the various acts as well

as the behind-the-scene preparations come to life with colorful

and exciting rapidity. There are thrills aplenty provided by

Alexandrov-Serzh's dexterous equestrian tricksters, the bareback

riding skill of Boris Manzhelli and his two and a half year-old

granddaughter Natasha, Vladimir Dovaiko*s acrobats including

an almost unbelievable feat accomplished on stilts, the Dyomkin

aerial calisthenics group, the precision-perfect Tsovkra tight

rope walkers, and animal trainer Margarita Nazarova, who not

only has taught a tiger to jump through fire (his greatest fear),

but uses a dog to suckle her baby tiger cubs. In the humorous

vein there's Oleg Popov, world-famous clown, Vladimir Durov

and his miniature railroad of amusing animal passengers,

Valentin Filatov's trained bears and a gargantuan hippopo-

tamus who likes to stroll through the streets of Moscow.

Viewers are also taken on a tour of the Moscow circus school

where the talented performers are trained.

Paramount. 61 minutes. Oleg Popov, Vladimir Durov. Alexandrov-Serzh. Directed
by L. Kristy.

"Bobbikins"

British farce offers little for U. S. audiences.

For a number of reasons, including an excessive running time

for the material at hand, an uninspired script and the usual

difficulties English farce runs into on this side of the ocean,

"Bobbikins" just doesn't come off. The labored yarn deals with

an 18-month old baby who talks as intelligently as any adult,

becomes the lap-sitting companion of England's Chancellor of

the Exchequer and passes on stock market tips to his out-of-

work father, who becomes a millionaire and drastically disrupts

international economy. England's number one comic, Max
Bygraves, tries too hard to imitate Danny Kaye, singing and
sliding his way through occasionally funny moments and some
of the baby's lines are amusing, but for the most part the

chuckles are few and far between. The appearance of Shirley

Jones' name on the marquee won't help this featherweight

20th-Fox import from ending up on the bottom half in the

limited situations that will use it. Robert Day directed producer

Oscar Brodney's original screenplay. When Bygraves ends up
out of work as the result of a generous act on his part tow ards

a widower with three children, Bobbikins becomes so impressed

he starts passing on secret information relating to the stock

market. Bygraves eventually takes his son s advice, becomes
an international financial genius, but discovers his home life

with Miss Jones heading for the rocks. Bobbikins saves the day
with a bad tip which loses Bygraves' his fortune but reunites

him w ith Miss Jones.

20th Century. Fox. 8? minutes. Max Bygraves, Shirley Jones. Produced by Oscar
Brodney. Directed by Robert Day.

Too Sin ii i In Love"

Minor melodrama about youthful couple who get into

trouble. Fair dualler in mass market.

This sometimes provocative meller tells about a teen-age

couple who find their innocent love turning into a nightmare

of clandestine meetings, pregnancy and an attempted abortion

as a result of the girl's fanatically strict father. From an

exploitation standpoint this Universal offering shapes up as a

low-budget "Blue Denim". Lack of marquee appeal will prob-

ably relegate it to the lower half of double bills in the general

market, but where exhibitors give it a bit of extra push grosses

might be better than expected. The younger set can be counted

on to give it strong word-of-mouth. Director Richard Rush,

who co-authored the script with Laszlo Gorog, has tastefull)

handled all of the sensational aspects, making it acceptable

fare for all segments of the audience. There are moments

when the dialogue and situations take on a soap-opera atmos-

phere and in many scenes the players strive too hard to create

realistic reactions. Newcomers Jennifer West and Richard Evans

turn in commendable performances as the frustrated lovers and

show promise. The supporting cast—Warren Parker as Miss

West's father and Ralph Manza as the good natured barber

—

are hampered bv stereotype characteristics. After Parker forbids

Miss West to see Evans again they begin to meet in secret. She

becomes pregnant and fearful of the consequences should their

parents be told, they decide to go to an abortionist. To raise

the S300 fee, Evans attempts to rob his employer, but he's

caught in the act and flees to Mis*, West's home. She becomes

hysterical over the turn of events and tries to commit suicide.

Evans saves her and promises they'll be married as soon as he

clears himself with the police.

Universal-International. 85 minutes. Jennifer West. Richard Evans. Produced and
Directed by Richard Rush.

"Swan Lake"

Russian ballet film strictly for art fans.

This Russian-made film being released by Columbia as part of

the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Cultural Hxchange Agreement is strictly for

ballet devotees. Despite certain flaws—the continual failure of

the camera to concentrate on the footwork, a distracting off-

screen narrator, and a dull Eastman Color print
—"Swan Lake"

will probably have fair success in the art market. Its stars are

the famed corps de ballet of the Moscow Bolshoi Theater and

for those who missed this outstanding group when they were

here last season, or, are desirous of being enchanted by them

again, this haunting tale will prove a moving and satisfying ex-

perience. Dancing the central role is ballerina Maya Plisetskaya

and she is gracefulness personified. Whether she be Odetta,

Queen of the Swans waiting longingly for a true lover to re-

lease her from the spell of the evil magician, or, the tempting,

deceiving Odillia, daughter of the evil magician and the image

of Odetta, her movements are brilliant examples of visual music.

Nicolai Fadeyechev as the Prince who finally frees her displays

outstanding examples of fluency, and Vladimir Levashev is

strikingly villainous as the evil magician. Rising above the

entire production is the magnificent music of Peter Ilvitch

Tchaikowsky superbly played by the Bolshoi Theater Orchestra.

Columbia 81 minutes. Maya Plisetskaya. Nicolai Fadeyechev. Vladimir Lavashev.

Produced by the Central Documentary Film Studio. Directed by Z. Tulubyeva.
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"Vice Raid"

Familiar, but exploitable, crime metier. OK dualler.

This minor United Artists crime melodrama should fill the

bill nicely as a dualler in the action-ballyhoo market. Besides

the subject matter (prostitution) and an exploitable title, it

has enticing Mamie Van Doren as a call girl used to frame a

dedicated vice squad policeman, and TV's Richard "The Cali-

fornians" Coogan as the victim. Although the story line travels

a well beaten path, the pace is fast enough to satisfy patrons

of such fare. Director Edward L. Cahn keeps the beatings,

double crosses and gun fights coming at a rapid rate and draws

some nice performances from Brad Dexter, as the vice king

operating a chain of fake model agencies, Barry Atwater, his

sadistic number-two man, and Joseph Sullivan, as a cop on

the take. The Charles Ellis script finds Coogan dismissed from

the force as the result of a frame-up instigated by Dexter and

carried out by Miss Van Doren. When Mamie refuses to help

Coogan clear himself, the latter convinces his former boss to

help him set up a string of police controlled model agencies to

squeeze the vice king out. Coogan's big break comes after

Atwater brutally rapes Miss Van Doren's kid sister. Dexter

refuses to turn him over to the police, so Miss Van Doren gives

Coogan a list of Dexter's agencies. Mamie agrees to help the

police nab the syndicate by carrying a wire recorder in her

pocketbook. The trap is discovered, but the police arrive in

time. Coogan is reinstated and Miss Van Doren given a break

as a result of her cooperation.

United Artists. 71 minutes. Mamie Van Dorer
Robert E. Kent. Directed by Edward L. Cahn.

Produc

"The Big Night'

WtuitcM "R*Uh<? O plus

Nameless meller can get by in action market.

There are some mild exploitation angles for the exhibitor

in this low-budget meller about a pair of teen-agers who stum-

ble onto a fortune in stolen bank notes, debate whether to

return the money, find themselves caught between the police

and one of the robbers and eventually learn something about

love and human values. Sidney Salkow, who directed this Para-

mount quickie with unknown players has managed to make it

an acceptable fare as a supporting feature for action houses and

drive-ins. The lack of marquee names and skimpy production

values mitigate against its value as an attraction. Randy Sparks

and Venetia Stevenson lend credibility to their roles as the

teen-agers. Dick Foran is good as Sparks' do-as-I-say-not-as-I-do

father, and Jesse White as a crooked ex-cop and Dick Contino

as the killer-robber make interesting heavies. Ric Hardman's

screenplay has Sparks, a minor juvenile delinquent and Miss

Stevenson coming across a brief case containing $200,000 which

has been tossed into a canal by a car load of escaping bank

robbers. Sparks buries the money, refuses to listen to Miss

Stevenson's pleas to return it. White becomes suspicious of

Sparks, visits Contino who has moved into town and sets up a

deal for a split. Sparks finally agrees to return the money but

is caught by White and Contino. The former is killed by the

robber who eventually corners Sparks, but the youth manages
to shove the money sack into a mailbox. The police arrive, kill

Contino, and a reformed Sparks is now ready to marry Miss
Stevenson.

"The Rise and Fall of Legs Diamond"

SuUttM &*tUu} O O Plus

Vintage-type underworld meller. OK for action market.

Warner Bros, has entered the current gangster sweepstakes

with this violent, but corny, melodrama. Dealing with the ex-

ploits of the ruthless killer who, during the 20's and 30's, rose

from a fancy dancer and underworld czar's bodyguard to the

upper ranks of gangdom, this United States Production is rem-

iniscent of the crime films Hollywood churned out 25 years

ago. Laced with enough gun fights and double crosses to sat-

isfy the most avid gangland movie fans, it should do well

enough in that market. Budd Boetticher's direction emphasizes

the visual action. As the psychopathic gangster who maliciously

uses everyone to get to the top and believes the bullet hasn't

been made that could kill him, Ray Danton turns in a dynamic

and cold-blooded portrayal. He is, by degrees, charming, ruth-

less, and, at the end, frantically bewildered at the collapse of

his self-created myth. The principal supporting roles—Karen

Steele as the loyal dance instructress who eventually becomes

his wife, and sultry Elaine Stewart as a vengeful ganglord's

mistress who get even with Diamond by having him killed

—

are handled effectively. Joseph Landon's screenplay has Danton

brashfully pushing himself in as czar Arnold Rothstein's (Rob-

ert Lowery) bodyguard. He miraculously recovers from a

sub-machine gun attack and rises rapidly in the gangster's em-

pire. When Lowery is murdered, Danton eliminates all con-

tenders for the number one spot and moves in himself. He
and Miss Steele take off for Europe, but upon their return Legs

discovers he's been squeezed out by a new crime syndicate. Miss

Stewart, Lowery's ex-mistress, takes this opportunity to set up

the trap that leads to his bullet-ridden end.

ninutes. Ray Danton, Karen Steele, Elaine Stewart. Produced
Directed by Budd Boetticher.

Warner Bros,
by Milton Sper

Oklahoma Territory"

ScuUeu 'Rating O
Quickie western will get limited playoff.

This minor, uninspired frontier yarn is strictly for the lower

half in action sub-runs. Dealing with an impending Cherokee

uprising that hinges on the fate of its Chief, who is on trial

for supposedly murdering the local commissioner, it will

satisfy only the avid sagebrush fans. Minus marquee names,

color or any gimmick, this United Artists release is destined

for a very limited play-off. Director Edward L. Cahn stretches

as much mileage as he can out of Orville H. Hampton's thin

story line and manages to inject a fair amount of action and

intrigue. Bill Williams as the district attorney son of the

legendary Sam Houston and Gloria Talbott as the Chief's

daughter who was educated in the white man's school turn in

adequate performances, but Ted de Corsia is horribly miscast

as the innocent-swearing Chief Buffalo Horn. Williams does

not personally believe de Corsia is guilty, but all available

evidence points to his guilt. In the face of a threatened Indian

uprising if de Corsia is hanged, Williams nevertheless prose-

cutes the case and wins a conviction. Later, new evidence comes

to light proving the Chief was framed in hopes that the

uprising would abrogate the treaty of 1867 giving the railroad

free land grants across Cherokee territory. William unmasks

the real culprits, exonerates de Corsia.

Paramount. 74 minutes. Randy Spa
Alves. Directed by Sidney Salkow.
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Hard, Fast Pitch to Family Trade:

Jniversal Uses All Media for 'Queen'
From coast to coast comes an enthusiastic

•monstration of Universal's profound faith in

s big upcoming "The Snow Queen," full-

ngth animated feature based on the famous

ans Christian Andersen story and aimed direct-

at the family trade, once again returning to

e favor of major movie merchandisers.

In Hollywood, vice president David A. Lip-

n announced details of Universal's unusual

itional advertising campaign for the picture,

hich includes special emphasis on Sunday

•wspaper comic supplements, while in New
ork, Eastern advertising-publicity director

lilip Gerard revealed a $250,000 advance ad-

irtising, publicity and exploitation layout on

e film slated for Easter release.

The campaign, channeled at the family pa-

mage, for whom the film is expected to hold

particularly strong appeal, marks a "first" in

tional movie advertising, according to Lipton.

NOW QUEEN' PUSH. Above, Universal V.P.
avid A. Lipton outlines "Snow Queen" ad
ive to, I. to r., Sid Blumenstock, of Charles
:hlaifer ad agency; Robert Faber, who su-
jrvised reworking of film, and studio promo-
3n execs Jack Diamond, Bob Rains, Archie
erzoff, Jack Granara. Below, U Eastern ad-
Jb chief Philip Gerard presents campaign to
•Y. theatremen. Left to right: Eastern pro-
otion mgr. Jerome M. Evans; executive in
large of national exploitation Herman Kass;
rard; Eastern publicity mgr. Paul Kamey,

id Charles Schlaifer.

It will be divided into two waxes, the first

aimed at initial playdates, the second timed for

subsequent runs. Both major comic supplement

groups, Metro and Hearst, in addition to three

important individual supplements, are being

utilized in the big drive that will see four-color

ads appearing in 80 Sunday newspapers with a

combined circulation of more than 32,000, ()()()

and a readership in excess of 120,000,000.

"We believe we are setting a new industry

precedent with this 'down the line' local theatre

coverage," Lipton declared. "Never before has

a national ad campaign been so pin-pointed to

local playdates."

Gerard explained details of the advance push

to New York territory circuit and independent

theatre representatives gathered at the home
office. Participating in outlining the campaign,

in addition to the Eastern ad-pub chief, were

Charles Schlaifer, head of the Schlaifer adver-

tising agency, representing Universal; Herman
Kass, executive in charge of national exploita-

tion; Paul Kamey, Eastern publicity manager,

Jerome M. Evans, Eastern promotion manager.

Gerard told the almost 50 circuit heads and

their advertising and publicity executives that

his firm will have devoted five months to the

development and execution of its "Snow

Queen" push in advance of the Easter openings

to imprint the picture with the l :niversal "pre-

sold" showmanship trademark.

All in all, Universal is pouring into "The

Snow Queen" the same creative promotional

enthusiasm, well in advance, that powered

"Operation Petticoat" and "Pillow Talk,"

among other recent LT hits, to smashing box-

office success.

Brodsky Asst. Pub. Mgr.

Jack Brodsky
was named assist-

ant publicity man-

ager at 20th- Fox,

publicity director

Edward E. Sullivan

announced. Brod-

sky will work
under publicity

manager Nat
Weiss.

Brodsky, in his new post, will continue to

serve as the firm's New York press representa-

tive, in addition to assuming other responsibil-

ities involving national promotional activity.

[ More SHOWMEN on Page 34 ]
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'WAKE THE PUBLIC. Energetic producer-
director Mervyn LeRoy, center, covers the
script of new exploitation comedy feature for
"Wake Me When It's Over," with film's stars
Ernie Kovacs, left, and Robert Strauss.

LeRoy Develops Comedy

Feature To Promote 'Wake Me'
Add the appelation of showman supreme to

producer-director dynamo Mervyn LeRoy, who
once he starts a picture, never leaves it until

it's in the theatres—and usually doing big busi-

ness at the boxoffices.

LeRoy, who recently completed his first film

for 20th-Fox, "Wake Me When Its Over"
(which, incidentally, will enjoy a special LeRoy-
innovated soundtrack designed to stop, get the

most out of audience laughter, then go on),
now is working on a unique exploitation idea

designed to assure the service comedy extensive

audience saturation in two complete media. The
idea will take life in a special 15-minute short-

subject comedy feature starring the host of top
comedians who also star in "Wake Me When
It s Over."

The subject showcases original material by

Dick Shawn, Ernie Kovacs, Don Knotts, Robert

Strauss and others and will be offered free to

500 television stations around the country long
in advance of key city playdates. The feature

then will be edited down to become the regular

theatre, cross-plug and teaser trailer. In addi-

tion, further editing will transform the footage

into the series of 60 and 20-second TV trailers

and spot sales tools that Fox will employ in its

extensive television campaign for the picture.

With this innovation, LeRoy will have turned
out in one reel a complete pre-sale program for

"Wake Me," practically guaranteeing advance
audience saturation in a' least two areas—and
cementing his position among the most talented

and promotion-conscious of moviemen.
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Schine Theatre Sparks

'Never' with Blood Bank Bow
Angles employed in national promotional

campaigns for a picture don't always carry their

boxoffice weight in local situations. And on

that premise, the Auburn Theatre (Auburn,

N. Y.) managers cooked up a specialized drive

for MGM's "Never So Few," one that packed

them in enough to draw raves from the Schine

publicists as "one humdinger of a campaign."

"In planning our campaign," noted Lou Hart

and Ray Corcoran, of the Auburn, "we were

aware of the fact that selling Frank Sinatra and

Gina Lollobrigida, as a team, would mean little

in this situation. We had to find a gimmick
that would get us the publicity and kind of

promotion befitting a BIG picture."

That gimmick turned out to be a blood bank

premiere involving a great number of potential

patrons and affording the Auburn showmen the

"opportunity to crack the papers and other

media." Steps included a tie in with the City

Veterans' Council, the Red Cross, the radio sta-

tions and the newspapers for the premiere, and
a mayor's proclamation urging everyone to par-

ticipate in the blood bank bow.

As the Schine department so aptly put it,

"Correct us if we're wrong . . . but isn't that

some campaign?"

Strauss Heads SPG
Columbia's Henry Strauss was elected chair-

man of the Screen Publicists Guild, replacing

Fox's Nat Weiss, and George Nelson, Warners,
was selected as vice chairman.

'Sink Bismarck'

Premiere for

Pipes & Drums

Top, British Bag-
pipers Association
perform before en-

trance of digni-

taries to New York
Paramount at
Fox's "Sink the
Bismarck" bow.
Middle, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Beely,

permanent British

representative to

the UN, right, and
British Commo-
dore Noonham.
Bottom, the morn-
ing after the pre-

m i e re , lines
around the block
at the Paramount
to see the film.

MPAA Scores Nominations

Coverage, Readies for 'Oscar'

The MPAA radio and television coordinating

group, greatly disappointed by what it termed

the radio and TV networks' "inadequate cover-

age" of the "Oscar" nominations, wasted little

time in letting the webs know about it.
"

Chaired by Columbia's promotion chief

Robert S. Ferguson, the group directed a letter

to the program directors of all New York
radio and television stations asking why Acad-

emy Award material sent to them in time was

not handled as part of the news Monday eve-

ning. A return postcard was enclosed with the

letter, requesting that the stations indicate when
they first mentioned the "Oscar" nominations

on their news broadcasts.

Showman news on the Academy front was

not, however, all critical. As a followup to the

nominations, the coordinating arm is supplying

further material for radio promotions. A 15-

minute script and recordings of the five nom-
inated songs will be sent to 1,000 disc jockeys,

as well as to field exploitation men and NBC
for planting on their own stations. In addition,

a list of the "Oscar" winning songs for past

years will be supplied, along with lists of nom-
inated scores for musical films, comedies and

dramas.

Obviously, the MPAA promotioneers aren't

letting the temporary radio-TV snag tangle

their "Oscar" promotional lines. They're going

for a record nationwide TV audience bait, and,

from all indications, their chances are as good"

as the sound of their showman drums.

'BOY' OH BOY. UA vice president in chargi

of ad-pub-exploitation Roger H. Lewis, right;

and producer-director Bert I. Gordon discus:

merchandising of "The Boy and the Pirates,' 1

Perceptovision.

Gordon, UA Aim at Teenage

Market with Perceptovision

Neglected for some time, the youthful markel

is getting the big play from producer-directo
j

Bert I. Gordon, who has whipped up Percepto

vision—a process embracing a new concept I
special effects especially tailored for today':|

vast teenage audience. Perceptovision is beinij

introduced in Gordon's "The Boy and H
Pirates," a United Artists Easter release.

UA is backing the picture, featuring a pat|

ented process for creating illusions on the

screen, with a national exploitation push I
advance of key regional bookings, with the in

tention of reaching and penetrating the teenage

audience potential. Main elements of the drivt

include radio-TV saturation, national merchan

dising tie-ins, special teenage previews and pro'

motions for libraries, community and churcl

organizations, grade and high schools in major

markets throughout the country.

Gordon, who is currently participating in ai

intensive promotional schedule for "The Boy

and the Pirates," will embark on a cross-counm'

tour of key cities in advance of regional play

dates.

WHAT A PLANT! Leading Presidential

hopefuls Sen. John F. Kennedy, Mass.,

and Vice President Richard M. Nixon

pause in campaign whirl to talk about

Allen Dairy's best-seller about Washing-

ton politics, "Advise and Consent," there-

by give future United Artists film tremen-

dus plug. Photo drew front page space

in many newspapers.
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"Comanche Station"

gu4iK*u IRatt*? O O Plus

One of Randy Scott's best westerns. Handsomely pro-

duced in CinemaScopc and Eastman Color. Good for

action market.

"Comanche Station" is one of Randolph Scott's best westerns

0 date, and a first rate sagebrusher certain to satisfy all devotees

>f the outdoor melodrama. All of the ingredients that have

»one into this Harry Joe Brown CinemaScope-Eastman Color

)duction, which Columbia is releasing, combine to raise it a

hiche above many of its predecessors. Producer-director Budd

Boetticher has deftly maneuvered the ordeal of Scott's returning

1 white woman who has been abused by a band of savage

Indians to her seemingly cowardly husband by tautly sandwichi-

ng action and suspense in between some poignant personal

:onflicts, and scripter Burt Kennedy has given a number of
:amiliar situations some out of the ordinary twists. Hero Scott

Joes not get the girl, the two youngest of the trio of outlaws

ictually grapple with the problems of good and evil, and a

.urprise ending where the husband turns out to be blind. All

if this has been staged against a canvas of striking exteriors.

Scott is stolid and, as usual, convincing as a loner who has

Jevoted his life to rescuing white women ever since his own
\ife was carried off years before. Nancy Gates is appealing as

he latest victim. Claude Akins gives a solid performance as the

eader of the outlaws and an old foe of Scott's, while Skip

lomeier and Richard Rust prove moving as his two unsure

assistants. Scott saves Akins and gang from the ravaging

lomanches and the outlaw leader decides to accompany the

iair, plotting to kill them both and collect the husband's dead-

>r-alive reward. Enroute, Homeier is killed by an Indian and

\kins kills Rust when the latter refuses to go through with the

nurder. In a climactic gun flight, Scott kills Akin, then returns

vliss Gates to her grateful husband.

udd Boetticher
tes. Randolph Scott, Nanc Produced and Directe

"Chance Meeting"

Engrossing British murder-mystery. Good art house

entry, and OK dualler in general market.

"Chance Meeting" is a first-rate British-made suspense thriller

about an impoverished young artist who finds himself accused

of murdering his wealthy married mistress. Containing some

of the dramatic elements of "Laura", this import, which Para-

mount is releasing, should be an above-average attraction for

art houses; the general market will find it a reasonably good

supporting dualler. Hardy Kruger, a talented German actor

of the Brando school, will stimulate some word-of-mouth re-

sponse. Thanks to the excellent direction of Joseph Losey,

a constantly building atmosphere of frustrating suspense is

maintained throughout as the web of circumstantial evidence is

skillfully woven around Kruger until any chance of establish-

ing his innocence appears impossible. Enhancing this mood

is Losey's skillful use of flashbacks where everything Kruger

tells about his relationship with the deceased is disproved by

his interrogators. Stanley Baker is fine as the Scotland Yard

inspector, who allows an inner social prejudice to convince him

of Kruger's guilt, and lovely Micheline Presle is alluring as

Kruger's mistress. The Ben Barzman-Millard Lampell screen-

play is based on an Inner Sanctum mystery by Leigh Howard.

Kruger, accused of murdering Miss Presle, swears his innocence

and tells in detail of his torrid and disturbing relationship with

her. He describes her as a sophisticated woman who was un-

happily married. Baker proves the deceased was far from

sophisticated and unmarried—the kept mistress of a high-rank-

ing diplomat. When the diplomat returns to London with

his wife (Miss Presle), Kruger swears this is his mistress.

Finally, Miss Presle admits to having been Kruger's paramour

and also the murderer of the deceased.

Paramount. 94 minutes. Hardy Kruger. Stanley Bake
by David Deutsch. Directed by Joseph Losey.

ADULT MOVIES

(Continued from Page 27)

"to promote" those that are "worth-

while."

No such unity binds Protestants or

Jews in America. Protestant ministers

occasionally denounce a movie, but as

a group they are not equipped to scold

bad films or encourage new ones. The
Protestant Motion Picture Council re-

views many movies, and these reviews

appear in some newspapers and church

bulletins. But Protestants are reluctant

to make specific recommendations. "We
don't want to curb artistry in movies by
legislative censorship," says the Rev.
Dr. S. F. Mack, head of the National
Council of Protestant Churches' Broad-
casting and Film Commission. "Any
type of censorship is obnoxious to us.

We much prefer the regulation of self-

choice. It is this human choice, after

all, that is the basis of our religion."

The Jewish faith also does not have a

system for reviewing movies on moral

grounds, though they are equally con-

cerned about the problem. They do

have agencies, such as the Anti-Defa-

mation League, which guard against the

unfavorable depiction of Jewish people

on the screen.

The fact that the Jewish and Prot-

estant churches have no coherent film

policy is both their weakness and their

strength, for it places final respon-

sibility on the individual. Parents often

say that they are at a loss for guidance

on movies, but they are not as bereft

of resources as they think. In the first

place, even the sketchiest review tells

something of a movie's plot. A second

line of defense is cold-blooded apprai-

sal of movie adv ertising. When Happy

Anniversary bills itself as having been

filmed in "Sin-a-Scope," for example, it

tips its hand to all who are sincerely

looking for tips.

With formal censorship reduced to

such a degree, Hollywood enters the

1960s with the best chance it has ever

had to reach maturity. The Code and
the churches are more liberal than ever

before, and so are the times. Film cen-

sorship has been declared largely un-

constitutional, and where censors do
surv iv e, they are regarded as somewhat
un-American. Classification is still only

a distant dream.

This means that the task of policing

American movies in the coming era of

frank expression will lie in two places.

The first is Hollywood itself, for if the

motion picture industry misuses its free-

dom, public opinion will soon snatch

that freedom away. But in the last

analysis there is only one effective film

censor in the L nited States today, and

his job is getting more difficult by the

hour. That censor, of course, is every

parent. True censorship, like charity,

begins at home, the one place where

it incontestable belongs.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current &> Camin* Features

(Date of Rim BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

August
MAT, THE Vincent Price, Agnes Mcrehead. Producer
C. J. Tevlie. New version e>f Mary Robert Rlnehart
and Avery Hopweod's world famous myitery tate. 80

FACE OF FIRE Cameron Mitchell, James Whitmore
Producers Albert Band

L
LouU Garfinkle. Director Band.

Handyman disfigured in fire finally gains friends. 83

min.

October

WEB OF EVIDENCE Van Jahnson Vera Miles. Produced
by Maxwell Setton and John R. Sloan. Filmed from
A. J. Crontn's navel "Beyond This Place." Young man
reea>«ns 20 year old murder case to free his father.
81 rnV

November
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT, U. S. A. George S. Hamil-
ton, Mary Murphy. Producer Terry Sanders. Director
Denis Sanders. Law-student turns criminal. 80 min.

December
HOUSE OF INTRIGUE, THE CinemaScope. Color. Dawn
Addams, Curt Jurgens. Folco Lulli. Producer-director
Dullio Coletti. Spies and counter-spies' activities dur-
ing WW II. 90

January
ATOMIC SUBMARINE Arthur Franz, Dick Foran, Brett
Halsey. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Spencer G.
Benset. Science-fiction thriller of a Polar sub and its

encounter with unknown enemy. 73 min.

PURPLE GANG, THE Barry Sullivan, Robert Blake.
Elaine Edwards. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
Frank McDonald. The startling story of the infamous
Detroit mobsters. 83 min.

February
HYPNOTIC EYE, THE Jacques Bergerac. Marcia Hen-
derson, Merry Anders, Allison Hayes. Producer Charles
B. Bloch. Director George Blair. Hypnotist's assistant
wearing mask, is responsible for disfiguring pretty
faces of hypnosis volunteers. 82 min.

March
I PASSED FOR WHITE Sonya Wilde, James Franciscus.
Producer-director Fred Wilcox. Story of a Negress
who passes for white. 91 min.

April

BLUEBEARD'S TEN HONEYMOONS George Sanders,
Corinne Calvet. Producer Roy Farkinson. Director W.
Lee Wilder. Based on the true-life story of Landru,
infamous French bluebeard. 92 min.

May
PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert. Pro-
ducer-director Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt.
Petrosino's war against the Mafia in the early I900's.
73 min.

RAYMIE David Ladd. John Agar, Charles Winninger,
Richard Arlen. Producer A. C. Lyle. Director Fred
McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant 6
foot barracuda. 73 min.

June
SEXPOT GOES TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren. Tues-
day Weld, Miianou Bardot. Producer-director Albert
Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-
lege routine.

July
HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter, Vic Damone, Miiko
Taka. Producer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson.
True story of U. S. Marine hero Guy Gabaldon.

August
PLUNDERERS. THE Jeff Chandler. Producer-director
Joseph Anthony. Band of young hoodlums intimidate
entire western town.

Coming
DONDI Producer Albert Zugsmith. Story based on
the comic strip character.

RECKLESS, PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."
THE BIG BANKROLL Fabulous He story of king of the
gamblers. Producers, Samuel Bischoff and David
iemond

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

September

SIGN OF THE GLADIATOR Color, CinemaScope, Anita
Ekberg, George Marshall. Producer Guido Brignone.
Director Vittorio Musy Glori. The loves and wars of
Zenobia and her downfall by the Roman Empire. 84

October

BUCKET OF BLOOD, A Barboura Morris. Dick Miller.

Producer-director Roger Corman. A mad artist mur-
ders his victims and uses their bodies for statues.

65 min.

LEECHES, THE Ken Clark, Yvette Vickers. Producer
Gene Corman. Director Bernard L. Kowalski. Monsters
arise from the swamps of the Florida everglades. 42

November

GIANT GILA MONSTER Don Sullivan. Lisa Simone.
Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg. Giant
gila monsters goes beserk on diet of humans. 75 min.

THE KILLER SHREWS Ingrid Goude, James Best, Ken
Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg.

Tiny shrews grow to huge proportions. 69 min.

December

GOLIATH AND THE BARBARIANS Color. Cinema-
Scope. Steve Reeves. Bruce Cabot, Chelo Alonso
Producer Eminno Salvi. Director Carlo Campogalliani.
A young woodsman revenges the death of his father.

Spectacle. 88 min.

February

ANGRY RED PLANET Cinemagic, Eastmancolor. Gerald
Mohr, Nora Hayden, Les Tremayne. Producers Sidney
Pink, Norman Maurer. Director lb Melchoir. An ad-
venture in the fourth dimension. 83 min.

May
CIRCUS OF HORRORS CinemaScope, Color. Anton
Diffring, Erika Remberg. Producers Julian Wintle.
Leslie Parkyn. Director Sidney Hayers. Horror spec-

tacle. 95 min.

GIRL ON DEATH ROW PanaVision. Terry Moore,
Debra Paget. Producer Richard Bernstein. Director

Roy Del Ruth. Prison melodrama. 90 min.

JAILBREAKERS, THE Robert Hutton, Mary Cast[e. Pro-

ducer-director Alexander Grasshoss. Four escaped
convicts try to find a treasure of $400,000.00 from a

bank robbery. 65 min.

June

FALL OF THE HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScope. Color
Vincent Price, Mark Damon, Myrna Fe^ey. Producer-
director Roger Corman. Edgar Allan Poe's classic.

Coming

GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON CinemaScope, Color
Steve Reeves. Action fantasy. 80 min.

SHE Color, CinemaScope. H. Ryder Haggard's novel.

TALKING L>OG, THE

August

HAVE ROCKET, WILL TRAVEL. The Three Sfooges
Producer Harry Romm. Director David Lowell Rich.

Space-age comedy. 74 min.

30-FOOT BRIDE OF CANDY ROCK. THE Lou CoitelU.
Producer Lawii J. Rachmll. Director Sidney Millar.
Rubbish collector-scientist builds machine which makes
his girl a giant. 73 min. 8/31/59.

October

CRIMSON KIMONO, THE Victoria Shaw, Glenn Cor-
bett. Producer-director Samuel Fuller. Love and mur-
der on burlesque row. 82 min. 9/14/59.

THEY CAME TO CORDURA CinamaScope. Eestm.
Color. Gary Cooper, Rita Hayworth, Van Haflin, Ti

Hunter. Producer William Goatz. Director Robe
Rossen. From the novel by Glendon Swarthout. I

,
Judith Evelyn. Produc

Spook show with buill

TINGLER. THE Vincent Pri

director William Castle,
gimmicks. 80 min.

November

BATTLE OF THE CORAL SEA Cliff Robertson, G I

Scala. Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director Pa
Wendkos. ... Drama set against WW II background. I

min. 10/26/59.

LAST ANGRY MAN. THE Paul Muni, David Wayn
Producer Fred Kohlmar, Director Daniel Mann. Pictur I

lation of Gerald Green's bestseller. 100 min. 10/12/5 1

WARRIOR AND THE SLAVE GIRL SupercineScop. i

Eastman color. Gianna Maria Canale, Georges Marcha
Director Vittorio Cottafavi. Action Spectacle. 89 mil

I 1/9/59.

MOUSE THAT ROARED, THE Color. Peter Seller
Jean Seberg. Producer Walter Shenson. Director Jac
Arnold. Satire on relations of countries during Atomi
Age. 83 min. 10/12/59.

YESTERDAY'S ENEMY Stanley Baker, Guy Rolfe. Pre
ducer Michael Carreras. Director Val Guest. Brills'

and Japs battle in Burma. 95 min.

December
EDGE OF ETERNITY CinemaScope, Color. Corm
Wilde, Victoria Shaw. Producer Kendrick Sweet. D
rector Donald Siegel. Murder and intrigue at Ariion
mine. 80 min. 1 1/9/59.

FLYING FONTAINES. THE Eastman Color. Micha.
Callan, Evy Norlund. Producer Sam Katiman. Directo
George Sherman. Life with the circus. 84 min. 12/21

THOUSAND AND ONE ARABIAN NIGHTS Technicolor
UPA Cartoon feature. Starring the near sighted Mr
Magoo. Producer Stephen Bosustow. Director Jac
Kinney. 76 min. 12/21.

January

GENE KRUPA STORY, THE Sal Mineo, Susan Kohn.r.
Producer Philip A. Waxman. Director Don Weis. Pic

ture of the famed drummer. 101 min. 1/4/60.

ery Clift. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director Joseph
Mankiewici. Based on the controversial Tennauti
Williams play. 1 14 min. 12/21.

February

Story about a concert conductor. 92 min. 2/15/60.

OUR MAN IN HAVANA CinemaScope. Alec Guinness
Burl Ives, Maureen O'Hara. Producer-Director Caro
Reed. Drama of a vacuum cleaner salesman in Havana
107 min. 2/1/60.

WHO WAS THAT LADY? Tony Curtis, Dean Martin

Janet Leigh. Producer Norman Krasna. Directoi

George Sidney. Curtis poses as an F.B.I, agent. II!

min. 1/18/60.

March

BABETTE GOES TO WAR CinemaScope, Color, Brigitt.

Bardot, Jacques Charrier, Producer Raoul J. Levy

Director Christian-Jaque. Bardot helps defeat Germany
103 min.

COMANCHE STATION CinemaScope, Color. Randolph
Scott. Nancy Gates. Producer-director Budd Boetticher

A cowboy out for revenge. 74 min.

April

AS THE SEA RAGES Maria Schell. Cliff Robertson.

Producer Carl Sikoll. Director Horst Hechler. A wii

among fishermen and islanders. 97 min.

BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG Dick Clark, Michael Cal-

lan, Tuesday Weld. Producer Jerry Bresler. Director

Paul Wendkos. A teacher fights teenage violence. 102

min.

KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO CinemaScope, Color. Rob-

ert Taylor. Anne Aubrey. Producers Irving Alls".

Albert R. Broccoli. Director Richard Thorpe, Engineer

fights slave trade in Africa. 91 min.

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathews.

Producer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre de Totn.

Hollywood film magnate becomes U.S. counter-spy. 'J

May
MOUNTAIN ROAD. THE James Stewart, Lisa Lu. Pro-

ducer William Goeti. Director Daniel Mann. G.I. I

fight across Burma.

fOUl PRODUCT



June
ALL THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd, Sidney Poitier.

Producer-director Hall Bartlett. U.N. forces trapped
behind enemy lines in Korea.

ELECTRONIC MONSTER Rod Cameron. Mary Murphy.
Producer Cohen-Levy. A mind machine in the hands
of a murderer. 72 min.

STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY, THE Guy Rolfe. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Ritual murders

July

GULLIVER'S TRAVELS Super Dynamation. Golor. Kerwin
Mathews. Jo Morrow. Producer Charles Schneer. Di-

rector Jack Sher.

STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET CinemaScope, Color.
Kirk Douglas Kim Novak Ernie Kovacs. Barbara Rush

Coming

CAVES OF NIGHT CinemaScope. Color. Cornel Wilde.
Jean Wallace. Cliff Robertson. Producer Cornel Wilde.
Director Paul Wendkos.

DEVIL AT 4 O'CLOCK, THE Spencer Tracy. Sidney
Poitier. Marpessa Dawn. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Di-
rector Peter Glenville.

ENEMY GENERAL, THE Jean Pierre Aumont, Dany Car-
rel. Producer Sam Katiman. Director George Sherman.

GIDGET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope. Color. James
lOarren, Sandra Dee, Michael Callan. Producer Jerry
Bratlir.

I AIM AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw.
Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director Lee Thompson.
iFilm biography of brilliant rocket scientist.

REACH FOR TOMORROW Burl Ives, Shelly Winters.
'James Daren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan Director
'PhlKp Leacock.

SONG WITHOUT END CinemaScope, Color. Dirk Bo-
garde. Capucine. Producer William Goeti. Director
Charles Vidor. The story of Frank Lisit.

TWO FACES OF DR. JEKYLL, THE Color. Paul Massie.
Dawn Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
Terence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
son's classic.

NDEPENDENTS

September

BACK TO THE WALL I Ellis I Gerard Oury, Jeanne
Moreau. Producer Francois Chavane. Director Edooard
vlob'nero. French melodrama about husband who black-
mails his cheating wife. 94 min. 8/31/5?.

TAILOR'S MAID, THE CinemaScope ITransLux) Vittorio
it Slca, Lorella de Luca. Producer Guido Giambarto-
omei. Director Mario Monicelli. Italian version of
barents-children problem. 92 min. 8/31/59.

October

THE 400 BLOWS (Zenith) Jean Pierre Leaud. Produced
Bnd directed by Francois Truffant. French drama of
boy's unhappy life. 98 min. 9/14/59.

November
THE LOVERS (Zenith) Jeanne Moreau, Alan Cuny
directed by Louis Made. French import about illicit

(

ove affair. 90 min. 9/14/59.

THIRD MAN ON THE MOUNTAIN IBuena Vista) Walt
J'sney. Technicolor. Michael Rennie. James Mac-
rVtnur Janet Munro. Produced by William H. Ander-
on. Directed by Ken Annakin. Adventure 100 min
l'/l4/59.

January
IEHIND THE GREAT WALL (Continental Dist.) Aroma
Itama, Deluxe Color, TotalScope. Producer Leonardo
lonn. Director Sidney Kauffman. Narrated by Chet
^untley. Story introduces the process and its explana-
ons. 98 min. 12/21.

•RETTY BOY FLOYD (Continental Dist.) John Ericson.
•arry Newman. Joan Harvey. Producer Monroe Sach-
on. Director Herbert J. Leder. Story of a killer
ased on factual events in the life of Charles Arthur
loyd. 94 min. 2/1/60.

IGER BAY (Rank) John Mills. Horst Buckholz. Pro-
ucer John Hawkesworth. Director J. Lee Thompson,
uspense drama involving a murderer, a girl who
'itnessed his crime, and a brilliant police inspector
05 mm.

February
•RISBI (Valiant) Jean Gabin. Jeanne Moreau. Pro-
ucer Robert Dorfmann. Director Jacques Becker.

ant's

00
8S nVn

° f **" Pdr ' S underworld and its inhabi-

ts. FOR A KILLER, A (Valiant) Mylene Demongeot
lenri V,dal Producer Michel Safra. Director Henri

,V-ii

e
' mc

r0m James Hadle V Chase's best-selling
pnller. 105 min.

OBY TYLER IBuena ^Vista) Technicolor. Kevin Cor-
oran. Henry Calvin, Gene Sheldon. Producer Walt
hsney. Director Charles Banton. Circus tale of ajnaway boy's adventures under the Big Top. 96 min

March
EXPRESSO BONGO Continental Dist. I Laurence Har-
vey. Sylvia Syms. Producer-director Val Guest Based
on the hit play by Wolf Mankowitz.

SWORD AND THE CROSS, THE Valiant) CinemaScope
Color. Gianna Maria Canale, Marisa Allasio. Director
Guido Brignone. Story of the Roman persecution of
early Christians.

April

KIDNAPPED (Buena Vista) Technicolor Peter Finch
James MacArthur. Producer Walt Disney. Director
Robert Stevenson. Adaptation of Robert Louis Steven
son's adventure classic.

June

SIGN OF ZORRO. THE IBuena Vista) Guy Williams
Henry Calvin. Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-
tors Norman Foster and Lewis R. Foster.

July

POLLYANNA (Buena Vista) Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Richard Eagan. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller.

Coming
A TIME TO KILL I Producers Associated Pictures Co
Jim Davis. Don Megowan. Allison Hayes. Producer Pat
Beti. Director Oliver Drake.

DAY OF THE TRUMPET, THE IC. Santiago Film Organi
ration Prod.) John Agar, Richard Arlen, Bill Phipps
Producer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

DREAM MACHINE, THE I Amalgamated Prods.) Rod
Cameron, Marry Murphy, Peter llling. Producers Rich-
ard Gordon and Charles Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
gomery Tully.

GORGO (King Bros.) Technicolor. Wide screen. Bill

Travers. Vincent Winter, William Sylvester. Producer
Maurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

JUNGLE CAT IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Story of will
animal life along the Amazon River.

LIGHT ACROSS THE STREET, THE IUMPOI Brigitt.
Bardot, Raymond Pellagrin, Roger Piquat. Producer
Jacques Gauthier. Director Georges Lacombe. Drama
A French husband and wife try to live without normal
sex relations, after the husband had a near-fatal acci-
dent. 76 min.

SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON IBuena Vista) Technicolor.
John Mills, Dorothy McGuire. Adapatatlon of Johann
Wyss' Adventure classic.

METRO -GO LDWYN -MAYER

August

BIG OPERATOR, THE Mickey Rooney. Steve Cochran.
Mamie Van Doren. Producers Al Zugsmith. Red Doff.
Director Charles Haas. Topical gangland drama. 91

SCAPEGOAT, THE Alec Guinness, Bette Davis. Pro-
ducer Michael Balcon. Director Robert Hamer. Filmi-

zation of Daphne du Maurier's best-seller. 92 min. 8/3.

September

FOR THE FIRST TIME Technirama. Technicolor. Mario
Lanza, Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer Alexander Gruter
Director Rudy Mate. Great singer falls in love with
deaf girl. 97 min. 8/17.

IT STARTED WITH A KISS CinemaScope. Color. Glenn
Ford. Debbie Reynolds. Producer Aaron Rosenberg
Director George Marshall. Soldier wins bride and car.
104 min. 8/17.

October

GIRLS TOWN Mamie Van Doren, Mel Torme, Maggie
Hayes, Paul Anka. Ray Anthony. Producer Albert
Zugsmith. Director Charles Haas. Drama of a girl

suspected of murder, who proves her innocence after
she is committed to an institution. 92 min.

LIBEL Olivia de Havilland. Dirk Bogarde. Producer
Anatole de Grunwald. Director Anthony Asquith.
Courtroom drama based on London and New York
stage hit. 100 min. 10/26/59.

TARZAN. THE APE MAN Color, Wide Screen. Denny
Miller. Joanna Barnes. Producer Al Zimbalist. Director
Josesph Newman. New adventure of the world-famed
King of the Jungle. 82 min. 10/26/59.

November

HOUSE OF THE SEVEN HAWKS, THE Robert Taylor.
Nicole Maurey. Producer David E. Rose. Director
Richard Thorpe. Suspense drama of the search for

looted iewels hidden by the Nazis in Holland. 92 min.

December

WRECK OF THE MARY DEARE, THE CinemaScope.
Metrocolor. Gary Cooper, Charlton Heston. Producer
Julian Blaustein. Director Michael Anderson. Film ver-

her for the value of her cargo. 106

MARCH SUMMARY
The release slate for March shows a

total of twenty features for month. The
number must be viewed as tentative,

since distribution plans of the various

companies might be radically altered

if the actors' strike should become ef-

fective on March 7. At any rate, present

plans call for four companies to release

three films each; they are: 20th Cen-

tury-Fox, Universal, Warner Bros, and

Paramount. Two films have been sched-

uled by United Artists and Columbia.

And one will be forthcoming from each

of the following: Allied Artists, M-G-M,

Continental Distributing and Valiant.

January

NEVER SO FeW CinemaScope Metrocolor. Frank
Sinatra. Gina Lollobrigida . Producer Edmund Grainger.
Director John Sturges. Story of a group of Kachin
guerillas in Burma during World War II based on Tom
Chamales' best-selling novel. 127 min. 12/21.

THE GAZEBO CinemaScope. Glenn Ford. Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director George
Marshall. Film version of the Broadway mystery-
comedy hit. 102 min. 12/21.

February
THE LAST VOYAGE MetroColor. Robert Stack, Dorothy
Malone. Producer-Director Andrew L. Stone. Dramatic
story of the events which occur with sinking of an
ocean liner. 91 min. 2/1/60.

March

HOME FROM THE HILL CinemaScope Metrocolor.
Robert Mitchum. Eleanor Parker. Producer Edmund
Grainger. Director Vincente Minnelli. Film version of

William Humphrey's novel dealing wi:h conflict be-
tween family. 150 min. 2/15/60.

April

PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES CinemaScope. Metro-
Color. Dorts Day. David Nlven, Janis Paige. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Cnarles Walters. Comic ex-

periences of N. Y. couple and their children. Ill min.

Coming

ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN, THE Cinema-
Scope MetroColor. Tony Randall. Eddie Hodges. Pro-

ducer Samuel Goldwyn. Jr. Director Michael Curtiz.

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaScope
Color. Robert Wagner, Natalie Wood. Susan Koh-
ner. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Michael
Anderson.

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope, MetroColor. Judy
Holliday, Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-
tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit.

BEN HUR Panavision. Technicolor. Charlton Heston
Jack Hawkins. Stephen Boyd. Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-
lical spectacle. 332 min. 11/23/59.

BUTTERFIELD 8 Elizabeth Taylor. Laurence Harvey.
Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Daniel Mann.
Adaptation of John O'Hara's novel.

CIMARRON Metrocolor) Glenn Ford. Maria Schell
Anne Baxter. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director
Anthony Mann.

GO NAKED IN THE WORLD CinemaScope. MetroColor.
Gina Lollobrigida. Tony Franciosa. Ernest Borgnine.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Ranald MacDou-
gall. Film version of a novel by Tom Chamales.

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter, Pat Crowley.
Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Phil Carson.

PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney. Terry
Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military
academy.

SUBTERRANEANS, THE CinemaScope, Metrocolor.
Leslie Caron. George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed
Director Ranald MacDougaJI. Film version of Jack
Kerouac's novel.

TEMPTATION Ava Gardner. Dirk Bogarde. Joseph
Cotten. Producer Goffredo Lombardo. Director Nun-
nally Johnson.

THE DAY THEY ROBBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray, Elizabeth Sellars Hugh Griffith. Producer
Jules Buck. Director John Guillermin. Suspenseful
action-thriller of a sensational robbery.

THE VILLAGE OF' THE DAMNED George Sanders. Bar-
bara Shelley. Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf
Rilla. Suspense drama with a science-fiction basis.

TIME MACHINE, THE Rod Taylor. Alan Young. Pro-
ducer-director George Pal Based on H. G. Wells'
story of a man who invents a machine which carries
him from the 19th century into an amazinq world of
the future.



PARAMOUN

October
BUT NOT FOR ME Clark Gable, Carroll Baker. Lee J.

Cobb, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg, George
Seaton. Director Walter Lang. Comedy. May-Decem-
ber romance between dynamic Broadway producer and
his actress-secretary. 105 min. 8/17.

J AYHAWKERS, THE Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Fess
Parker, Nicole Maurey. Producers Norman Panama,
Melvin Frank. Director Melvin Frank. Frontier Napo-
leon strives to make pre-Civil War Kansas his empire.
100 min. 10/26/59.

November
CAREER Dean Martin, Anthony Franciosa, Shirley Mac-
Laine, Carolyn Jones. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Joseph Anthony. Drama Ambitious young actor, strug-
gling toward stardom, encounters love, hardship, frus-
tration. 105 min. 10/12/59.

December
LI'L ABNER Technicolor. Peter Palmer, Leslie Parrish,
Stubby Kaye, Julie Newmsr. Robert Strauss. Producer
Norman Panama. Director Melvin Frank. Musical-
comedy. Screen version of long-run Broadway show
based on Al Capp's Dogpatch characters. I 14 min.
11/9/59.

January

A TOUCH OF LARCENY James Mason, Vera Miles.
Producer Ivan Foxwell. Director Guy Hamilton. Comedy
of Naval commander who maps an elaborate fraud.
93 min. 1/18/60.

February
JACK THE RIPPER Lee Patterson, Eddie Byrne, Betty
McDowall. Producer and Director— Robert S. Baker,
and Monty Berman. Joseph E. Levine exploitation spe-
cial. 85 min. 2/15/60.

THE BIG NIGHT Randy Sparks, Dick Foran, Venetia
Stevens, Anna Lee. Producer Vern Alves. Director Sid-
ney Salkow. Story of young people on the loose.
74 min.

CIRCUS STARS Technicolor. Russian release distrib-
uted by Paramount pursuant to agreement under the
auspices of the State Department. 67 min.

March
CHANCE MEETING Hardy Kruger, Micheline Presle.
Producer David Deutsch. Director Joseph Losey. Young
artist, accused of murdering his mistress, attempts to
prove his innocence. 96 min.

FIVE BRANDED WOMEN Formerly (Jovanka And The
Others) Van Heflin. Silvana Mangano, Vera Miles.
Producer Dino De Laurentiis. Director Martin Ritt.
Yugoslav partisans battle Nazis. 90 min.

HELLER IN PINK TIGHTS Technicolor. Sophia Loren,
Anthony Quinn, Margaret O'Brien. Producers Carlo
Ponti and Marcello Gi Rosi. Director George Cukor.
Theatrical troupe's adventures in the old west. 100

April

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET Jerry Lewis, Joan Black-
man. Prdoucer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog.
Screen version of the Broadway hit by Gore Vidal.
85 min. 2/15/60.

May
SAVAGE INNOCENTS Technirama, Technicolor. An-
thony Ouinn, Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray.

UNDER TEN FLAGS Technirama. Van Heflin. Charles
Laughton. Producer Dino DeLaurentis. Directors Duilio
Coletti and Silvio Narizzano. Drama of WWII.

June
RAT RACE, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan.

August

BAY OF NAPLES VistaVision. Technicolor. Clark Gable.
Sophia Loren. Producer Jack Ross. Director Mel
Shavelson.

Coming
BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim. Producer Raymond Eger. Direc-
tor Roger Vadim.

BREATH OF SCANDAL, A Sophia Loren, Maurice
Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti and
Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtii.

CINDERFELLA Technicolor, VistaVision. Jerry Lewis,
Ed Wynn. Anna Marie Alberghetti, Erin O'Brien. Pro-
ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg.
George Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

espionage drama.

G.I. BLUES VistaVision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley. Pro-
ducer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog. Story of
American soldiers in Germany.

ONE-EYED JACKS VistaVision. Technicolor. Marlon
Brando. Pina Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-
tor Marlon Brando. Western.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh. Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles,
John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock
Story bated on Inner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert
Mock.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY, THE VistaVision. Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire, Debbie Reynolds. Tab Hunter.
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.

Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-

boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

WALK LIKE A DRAGON Jack Lord, Nobu McCarthy,
James Shigeta. Producer-Director James Clavell.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG, THE Technicolor. William
Holden, France Nuyen, Michael Wilding, Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Jean Negulesco. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and hte Broadway play.

20TH CENTURY -FOX

October

BEST OF EVERYTHING, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jean Negulesco.
Picturization of Rona Jaffe's best-seller. Hope Lang
Stephen Boyd, Suzy Parker. 121 mm.

5 GATES TO HELL Cinemascope, Patricia Owens,
Neville Brand. Producer-director J. Clavell. Ravaged
women in Indo-China. 98 min. 9/28/59.

MAN WHO UNDERSTOOD WOMEN, THE, CinemaScope,
DeLuxe Color. Henry Fonda, Leslie Caron. Producer-
director Nunnally Johnson. Filmization to Romain
Gary's novel. 105 min. 9/28/59.

November

BELOVED INFIDEL CinemaScope. Deluxe Color. Greg-
ory Peck, Deborah Kerr, Eddie Albert. Director Henry
King. Producer Jerry Wald. Intimate story of F. Scott
Fitzgerald and Sheilah Graham. 132 min.

HOUND DOG MAN CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Carol
Lynley, Fabian. Producer Jerry Wald. Director D.
Siegel. Story of young love in the remote Kentucky
mountain country. 83 min. 11/9/59.

December

BLOOD AND STEEL RegalScope. Brett Halsey. Ziza
Rodann. Producer G. Corman. Director B. Kowalsky.
63 min. War story in South Pacific.

JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH Cinema-
Scope, Deluxe Color. Pat Boone, James Mason, Arlene
Dahl. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Levin.

Picturization of Jules Verne's novel. 132 min. 12/21.

January

STORY ON PAGE ONE, THE CinemaScope. Rita Hay-
worth, Anthony Franciosa. Producer Jerry Wald. Direc-
tor Clifford Odets. Drama of a woman plotting to

murder her husband. 123 min. 1/4.

ROOKIE, THE CinemaScope. Tommy Noonan. Pete
Marshall, Julie Newmar. Producer Tommy Noonan.
Director George O'Hanlon. Army training. Comedy.
86 min. 1/4.

SEVEN THIEVES CinemaScope. Color. Edward G. Rob-
inson, Rod Steiger. Joan Collins. Produced S. Boehm.
Director Henry Hathaway. Six men and a woman suc-
cessfully rob a Monte Carlo casino. 102 min. 2/1/60.

February

SINK THE BISMARCK CinemaScope. Kenneth ~More,
Dana Wynter Producer-director J. Bradbourne. Story
of the chase and death of the German juggernaut by
the British Navy. 97 min. 2/1/60.

THE WIND CANNOT READ DeLuxe Color. Dirk Bo-
garde, Yoko Tani. Producer Betty Box. Director R.

Thomas. Drama of taut intrigue and love in Burma dur-
ing WW II.

THREE MURDERESSES DeLuxe Color. Alain Delon,
Mylene Demongeot. Producer P. Gaetz Director M.
Boisrond.

WHEN COMEDY WAS KING Charlie Chaplin, Buster
Keaton, Laurel and Hardy. Producer Robert Younqson.
A compilation of the screen's best-loved comedians.

March

DOG OF FLANDERS. A CinemaScope. Color. David
Ladd, Donald Crisp. Producer R. Radnitz. Director H.
Clark. Story of a boy and his dog. 96 min. 1/18/60.

THE THIRD VOICE CinemaScope. Edmund O'Brien,

Julie London. Producer-director H. Cornfield. Drama
of intrigue in a big city police station. 79 min.

2/1/60.

April

MASTERS OF THE CONGO JUNGLE DeLuxe Color,

CinemaScope. Narrator—Orson Welles. Producer H.

Storch. Director M. De Roover. Story of life in the

Belgian Congo. 88 min. 1/18/60.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, Color. Montgomery Clift,

Lee Remick. Producer-director Elia Kazan. An elderly

woman successfully fights the Tennessee Valley Author-

May

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Micha.
Craig, Mylene Demongeot. Producer B. Box. Directc
R. Thomas.

WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER CinemaScope. DeLux)
Color. Ernie Kovacs, Margo Moore. Producer-directc
Mervyn LeRoy. GI operates a lavish resort on a Pac
fic Island.

June

BOBBIKINS Max Bygraves, Shirley Jones. Producer C
Brodney. Director Robert Day. Hilarious family con
edy. 89 min.

DESIRE IN THE DUST CinemaScope. Passion and pr<

judice in a small southern town.

FROM THE TERRACE DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward. Producer-directo
Mark Robson.

STORY OF RUTH, THE DeLuxe Color. CinemaScope
Elana Eden, Stephen Boyd, Peggy Wood. Produce
Samuel G. Engel. Director Henry Koster. Story of I

biblical character. 122 min.

July

HIGH TIME DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Bing Crosby
Fabian. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Blak

Edwards.

LET'S MAKE LOVE Marilyn Monroe, Frank Sinatra, Free

Asatire. Producer Jerry Wald. Director George Cukor

MURDER, INC. RegalScope. Producer Burt Balaban

Director Stuart Rosenberg. Story of famed crime syn

dicate.

SONS AND LOVERS DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope
Joan Collins, Wendy Hiller. Producer Jerry Wald
Director Jack Cardiff. Drama of passion and love i

a Welsh-mining community.

August

CAN-CAN ITodd-AI Color. Frank Sinatra, Shirle>

MacLane Maurice Chevalier. Producer Jack Cum
mings. Director Walter Lang. Adaptation of Col.

Porter's brilliant musical success.

ALASKANS, THE CinemaScope, Color. John Wayne
Robert Mitchum, Gary Crosby. Director Henry Hatha

way.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Ray Stricklyn

Merry Anders. Story of the teenage life of the notor

ious outlaw.

Coming

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Walter Wan
ger. Director Rouben Mamoulian.

FLAME OVER INDIA DeLuxe, CinemaScope. Kennetl

More, Lauren Bacall. Producer M. Hellman. Directo

J. Thompson.

GIRL IN THE RED BIKINI, THE CinemaScope. Marlj

Stevens, Joanne Dru.

LOST WORLD, THE CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color. Fer

nando Lamas. Clifton Webb, Orson Welles, Claud.

Rains, Jill St. John.

ONE FOOT IN HELL CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color

Dolores Michaels, Don Murray. Producer Sydne

Boehm. Director James B. Clark.

THE BILLIONAIRE Gregory Peck, Marilyn Monroe

Producer Jerry Wald. Director George Cukor.

UNITED ARTISTS

October

COUNTERPLOT Forrest Tucker. Producer-director Kur

Neumann. Action drama with Puerto Rican back,

ground. 76 min. 10/26/59.

TIMBUCTU Victor Mature, Yvonne DeCarlo. Directo!

Jacques Tourneur. Melodrama about adventure

French Sudan. 91 min. 10/26/59.

WONDERFUL COUNTRY, THE Color. Robert Mitchum

Julie London. Producer Chester Erskine. Directo

Robert Parrish. Film version of Tom Lea's best-sellerj

96 min. 10/12/59.

TAKE A GIANT STEP Johnny Nash. Producer Juliu

Epstein. Director Phirip Leacock. Drama based on th

Broadway play. 100 min. 12/7.

CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson Welles,

Juliette Greco Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director

R'^hard Fleischer. Psychological thriller of dual iden-

tities.
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November

ODDS AGAINST TOMORROW Harry Belafonte, Rober

Ryan, Shelly Winters. Producer-director Robert Wise

Taut drama of a bank robbery. 95 min. 10/12/59.

SUBWAY IN THE SKY Van Johnson, Hildegarde Neft

Producer John Temple-Smith and Patrick Filmer-Sankey

Post-war melodrama. 85 min 9/14/59

December

SOLOMON AND SHEBA Color. Yul Brynner Gin

Lollobrigida. Producer Ted Richmond Director Km
Vidor Biblical spectacle in SuperTechnirama-70 an

color. 139 min. 1/4/60.

January

DOG'S BEST FRIEND. A Bill Williams, Marcia Hende.

son. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L. Cahr

Comedy. 70 min. 1/18/60.



GUNFIGHTERS OF ABILENE Buster Crabbe. Judith

I Ames. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L. Cahn.

|

Western. 47 min. 1/18/40.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY David Niven. Mitzie Gaynor.
Producer Ralph Fields. Director David Miller. Roman-
tic Comedy based on Broadway hit. 81 min. 11/23/59.

February

ON THE BEACH Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner. Fred
Ajtaire. Anthony Perkins. Producer-director Stanley
Kramer. Film version of Nevil Shute's provocative
best-seller. 133 min. 12/7/59.

TAKE A GIANT STEP Johnny Nash. Rudy Dee. Pro-

ducer Jules L. Epstein. Director Phillip Leacock. Drama
ol a negro teenager. 100 min. 12/7/59.

THE PUSHER Kathy Caryle. Felice Orlandi. Producers
Gtne Milford and Sid Kati. Director Gene Milford.
Action drama. 81 min. I/IB/40.

VICE RAID Mamie Van Doren. Brad Dexter. Producer
Robert E. Kent, Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action drama.
71 min.

March

OKLAHOMA TERRITORY Bill Williams. Gloria Talbot.
Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. 47
min. Action drama. 47 min.

SUMMER OF THE 17»h DOLL Ernest Borgnine, Anne
Baxter. Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film version
of Ray Lawler's Broadway and London stage play. 93

April

BOY AND THE PIRATE, THE Color. Charles Herbert,
Susan Gordon. Producer-director Bert I. Gordon. Fan-
tasy-comedy. 82 min.

THREE CAME TO KILL Cameron Mitchell, Steve Brodie
Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action
drama. 70 min.

UNFORGIVEN, THE Color. Burt Lancaster. Audrey
Hepburn. Producer James Hill. Director John Huston
Widescreen Western. 130 min.

May
FUGITIVE KIND. THE Marlon Brando. Anna Magnani
Joanne Woodward. Producer Martin Juros and Richard
Shepherd. Director Sidney Lumet. Based on Tennessee
Williams' Broadway play. 135 min

GAUANT HOURS, THE James Cagney. Producer-Direc-
tor Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval hero
Admiral Halsey. 115 min.

NOOSE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis. Ted De Corsia.
Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Ac-
tion drama. 49 min.

June

MUSIC BOX KID, THE Ronald Foster, Luana Patten
Grant Richards. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director
Edward L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.

NIGHTFIGHTERS, THE Robert Mitchum. Dan O'Herlihy,
Anne Heywod. Producer Raymond Stross. Director
Taylor Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion.

July

APARTMENT. THE Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine
Fred MacMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder. Ro-
mantic comedy.

ELMER GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster Jean
Simmons, D*fi Ameche. Producer Bernard Smith Di-

|

rector Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller.

INHERIT THE WIND Spencer Tracy, Fredric March
,

Gene Kelly. Producer-director Stanley Kramer. Recre-
|

ation of famed Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925.

Coming
ADVISE AND CONSENT Producer-director Otto Prem-
inger. From Allen Drury best-seller about Washington

j
politics.

*L*M°| JHE ITodd-AO) Technicolor. John Wayne
Kichard Widmark. Laurence Harvey, Linda Cristal'

I
Producer-director John Wayne. Historic Western.
APPLE FIE BED Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director
<*5 ?
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TIME ON HER HANDS Ingrid Bergman. Producer-
director Anatole Litvak. Filmization of Francois Sagan's
romantic novel "Do You Like Brahms?"

TUNES OF GLORY Color. Alec Guinness. John Mills.
Producer Colin Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Com-
edy-drama of the British postwar army

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Elizabeth Taylor. Director
Delbert Mann. Based on the Broadway stage

WEST SIDE STORY Widescreen. Color. Producer-direc-
tor Robert Wise. Filmization of Broadway musical
teenagers in love and the problems they face.

October

PILLOW TALK Color. CinemaScope. Rock Hudson
Doris Day, Tony Randall, Thelma Ritter. Producers
Ross Hunter, Martin Melcher. Director Michael Gor-
don. Song writer interior decorator find romance a
zany business. 9/14/59. 102 min.

November
4-D MAN Color and Wide-Screen. Robert Lansing,
Lee Merriweather, James Congdon. Producer Jack H
Harris. Director Irwin S. Yeaworth, Jr. Science-fic-
tion melodrama. 85 min. 10/12/59.

SAPPHIRE Eastman Color Nigel Patrick Yvonne
Mitchell. Michael Craig, Paul Massie. Producer Michael
Relph. Director Basil Dearden. Mystery dealing with
racial problem. 92 min. 7/20.

December

OPERATION PETTICOAT Eastman Color. Cary Grant.
Tony Curtis, Joan O'Brien Dina Merrill. Producer Rob-
ert Arthur. Director Blake Edwards. Admiral recalls
his hilarious World War II days. 120 min. 11/9/59.

January
HELL BENT FOR LEATHER Color and CinemaScope.
Audie Murphy, Felicia Farr, Stephen McNally. Pro-
ducer Gordon Kay. Director George Sherman. Out-
door adventure. 80 min.

February

FOUR FAST GUNS James Craig, Martha Vickers Ed-
gar Buchanan. Producer William J. Hole, Jr. Drama
about the hiring of a town tamer who brought law
and order to the town of Purgatory. 73 min. 11/23/59.

March
HEAD OF A TYRANT Color, Widescreen. Massimo
Girotti, Isabelle Corey. Renato Baldini, Lucia Banti.
Director Fernando Gerghio. Story of the annihilation
of the people of Central Asia in ancient times.

OTHELLO Color. Based on Shakespeare's classic which
is being released under the Russian cultural exchange
program. Producer Segire Yutkivich. Director M. Itina.
This is the story of the Moor and how his downfall was
plotted. 120 min.

TOO SOON TO LOVE Widescreen. Jennifer West,
Richard Evans. Director Richard Rush. Drama of two
teenagers in love and the problem they face.

April

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE. THE Mickey
Rooney. Mamie Van Doren, Fay Spain, Mel Torme,
Marty Milner, Tuesday Weld. Paul Anka. Cecil Kel.a-
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith
Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people on a bus
are taken by a parallel to the Garden of Eden and
its temptations. 87 min.

SNOW QUEEN, THE Eastman Color. Art Linkletter,
Sandra Dee, Patty McCormack, Tommy Kirk. Producer
Robert Faber. Animal version of Hans Christian Ander-
sen fairy tale. 70 min. 12/7/59.

June
LEECH WOMAN, THE Coleen Gray. Grant Williams,
Gloria Talbot. Producer Joseph Gershenson. Director
Edward Dein. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving
drug and turns murderess.

July

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Anihony Quinn, Lana Turner.
Sandra Dee, John Sa'xon. Producer Ross Hunter, Di-
rector Michael Gardor. Adaptation of Broadway play
by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts.

Coming

SPARTACUS (Techniramal . Technicolor. Kirk Douglas.
Lawrence Olivier, Jean Simmons. Tony Curtis Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-
tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
his undying love.

WARNER BROTHERS

October

F.B.I. STORY, THE Technicolor. James Stewart, Vera
Miles. Producer-director Mervyn LeRoy. Hijtory of
investigation agency. 149. min. 8/17.

November
A SUMMER PLACE Technicolor. Richard Egan. Dor-
othy McGuire. Sandra Dee. Producer-director, Delmer
Daves. Film drama of Sloan Wilson's best-seller. 130
min. 10/12/59.

—30— Jack Webb is star, producer director. News-
paper drama. 94 min. 11/9/59.

December
THE MIRACLE Technirama-Technicolor. Carroll Baker
Roger Moore Producer, Henry Blanke. Director. Irving
Rapper. Spectacular romance based on world-famed
Max Relnhardt stage production. 121 min. 1 1/9/59.

January
CASH McCALL Technicolor. James Garner. Natalia
Wood. Producer Henry Blanke. Director Joseph
Pevney. Cameron Hawley's best-seller of the world
of high finance. 102 min. 12/21.

February
BRAMBLE BUSH. THE Technicolor. Richard Burton.
Barbara Rush. Producer Milton Sperling. Director
Daniel Petrie Charles Mergendahl's novel about a
small New England town. 103 min. 2/1/40.

THE RISE AND FALL OF LEGS DIAMOND Ray Danton
Karen Steele. Producer. Milton Sparling. Director
Budd Boetticher. The life of a notorious qanqster of
the I920's. 104 min

March
GUNS OF THE TIMBERLAND Technicolor Alan Ladd.
Jeann* Crain, Frankie Avalon. Producer Aaron Spell-
ing. Director, Robert D. W-ebb. An adventure HrSm a

of lumbermen and their women. 91 min. 2/15/40.

THIS REBEL BREED Rita Moreno. Mark Damon Pro-
ducers William Rowland and Robert H. Yamin. Direc-
tor Richard L. Bare. A story of iuvenile delinquency
93 min. 2/15/40.

April

TALL STORY Technicolor. Anthony Perkins. Jane
Fonda. Producer-director Joshua Logan. Romantic com-
edy based on Broadway stage hit by Lindsay and
Crouse. 91 min. 2/15/40.

May
MALAGA Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge, Edmund
Purdom. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director, Laslo Bene-
dek. A suspense drama filmed in European locations.

TRIAL OF SERGEANT RUTLEDGE. THE Technicolor.
Jeffrey Hunter, Constance Towers. Producers Pat Ford
and Willis Goldbeck. Director John Ford An unusual
story of justice in the post-Civil War west.

July
HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Co'or. Steve Reeves
Sylva Koscina. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director Pietro
Francisci. The new Joseph E. Levine presentation.

August
RACHEL CADE Technicolor. Angie Dickinson, Peter
Finch, Roger Moore. Producer Henry Blanke. Director
Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer's best-selling novel
of Africa.

Coming
CRANES ARE FLYING, THE The first Russian film un-
der the cultural aareement Tatya«-> Samiotova Al»-'
Batalov. Director Mikhail Kalatozov. Drama of love and
war. 94 min. 12/7/59.

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS, THE Robert
Prestpn, Dorothy McGuire Producer Michael Garrison.
Director Delbert Mann. Based on William Inge's broad-
way stage hit.

iCS PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton. Robert-Ryan.
Carolyn Jones, Marthj Hyer. Producer Henry Blanke
Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferbers novel of
Alaska.

OCEAN'S 11 Technicolor. Frank Sinatra. Dean Martin.
Sammy Davis, Jr., Peter Lawford. Producer-Director
Lewis Milestone. A Las Vegas story.

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy. Producer Dore Schary. Director Vincent J.
Donehue. From Schary's play about Franklin D. Roose-
velt.

THE CROWDED SKY Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Rhonda Fleming Efrem Zimbalist, Jr Producer Mi-
chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drama
of modern aviation.

THE SUNDOWNERS Technicolor. Deborah Kerr. Robert
Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of the
Australian frontier.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

CLARK

TRANSFER
Memoer National Film Carriers

Philadelphia. Pa.: LOcait 4-34U

Wathiagton. D. C: DUooat 7-72M
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HO'S RUNNING THIS BUSINESS?
—Management or Stockholders ?



ALL OF ITS Fl

B.O. BELL,
BROOKLYN, New York... Fox Theatre

WACO, Texas... 25th Street Theatre

BALTIMORE, Maryland... Royal Theatre

PONTIAC, Michigan... Oakland Theatre

TUCSON, Arizona... Catalina Theatre

MAYNARD, Mass.... Fine Arts Theatre

MILWAUKEE, Wise.... Strand Theatre

LIMA, Ohio . .
.
Quilna Theatre

FORT WORTH, Texas... 7th Street Theatre

FT. WAYNE, Indiana... Embassy Theatre

BAYSHORE, L. I.... Bayshore Theatre

WASHINGTON, D. C... Republic Theatre

SANTA BARBARA, Calif.... State Theatre

EL PASO, Texas... Pershing Theatre

MUSKEGON, Michigan... Regent Theatre

NEWARK, New Jersey... Adams Theatre

WORCESTER, Mass.... Capitol Theatre

HUNTINGTON, L. I.... Shore Theatre

WICHITA FALLS, Texas . . . State Theatre

ST. LOUIS, Missouri... Esquire Theatre

MEMPHIS, Tennessee . . . Park Theatre

ANN ARBOR, Mich.... Michigan Theatre

AN



ffICE HIT!
' POPULAR-PRICED
DUEL. GOLDWYN'S

RINGS
-

PATCHOGUE, L I.... Patchogue Theatre

PALM BEACH, Fla Paramount Theatre

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. . . . Paramount Theatre

SAN ANTONIO, Texas . . . Broadway Theatre

ALBANY, New York... Ritz Theatre

HANOVER, N.H.... Nugget Theatre

HOT SPRINGS, Arkansas... Malco Theatre

NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.... Albany Theatre

VOUNGSTOWN, Ohio... State Theatre

HARTFORD, Connecticut... Strand Theatre

PORTLAND, Oregon . . . Hollywood Theatre

SEATTLE, Wash. . . . Paramount Theatre

JERSEY CITY, N. J.... State Theatre

CANTON, Ohio... Palace Theatre

HONOLULU, Hawaii... Kiaio Theatre

SOUTH BEND, Indiana... Colfax Theatre

CLEVELAND, Ohio... 105th Street Theatre

GLEN COVE, L. I.... Glen Cove Theatre

FLINT, Michigan... Palace Theatre

PATERSON, N. J.... United States Theatre

STAMFORD, Conn... .Ridgeway Theatre

IIJNDREDS MORE TO COME!
II A COLUMBIA PICTURES RELEASE



The book that

will be a BANK-
BOOK for you!

A MILLION DOLLARS
WORTH OF BUILT-IN

PROMOTION!
125,550,000 READERSHIP!

As a bestseller, as a paper-back, in national magazines (chapters

and excerpts in Reader's Digest, McCall's, Satevepost, Vogue,

Harper's Bazaar, Ladies' Home Journal, N. Y. Times Sunday

Magazine) and as a newspaper serial in 30 key papers.

AND TALK ABOUT PROMOTION!

$500,000 CAMPAIGN!

see DORIS DAY
AND

DAVID NIVEN

"vim DONT

EATTHE DAISIES"

CO-STARRINff JANIS PAIGE

KIDS!
GET FREE

TICKET INSIDE

PACKAGES!

27 million Quaker Oats packages will

contain ticket for "Please Don't Eat

The Daisies" good for one child under

12 if accompanied by paying adult.

•

ADS, TV SPOTS, KEYED TO
EASTER RELEASE!
Life, This Week, Parade, Sunday Supple-

ments, Sunday comics in 35 newspapers,

ads in 45 newspapers in 34 cities, TV
spots on 4 big shows over CBS, ABC.

Plus nationwide store displays.

•

And a special window card wherever

Coca-Cola is sold across the nation. Just

part of the Giant Promotion!

METRci

GOLPWV
MAYeP

presents



in A

IUTERPE
UODUCT/ON

IN

HAPPY
EASTER
AMERICA

The funniest best-

seller in years is the

most hilarious big

picture of the year.

The wonderful
scenes, the riotous

characters, ten
times as funny on
film.

HEAR
DORIS SING!

"Please Don't

Eat The Daisies

Anyway The

Wind Blows"mm
mm

Co tarring

Ji «S IE-IIG Ill-IllI
Screen Play by Associate Producer Directed by Produced by

Book by

MH

Cinemascope and METR0C0L0R

L.



"ADoG ofFLAKDeRS"

First sevente

engagemen

Watch what this great famy

picture does... date by dali!

'DogofFlanders'is a showma,^

best frie/H

...from 20 1!



Whit They'te hiking About

In Hie Movie Basinets

BALABAN BLASTS . There is little doubt
that a host of theatremen regard
Barney Balaban as exhibition's arch
enemy insofar as the threat of toll-TV
is concerned. The remarks in this de-
partment (Feb. 29) about the Paramount
president brought some scathing re-
sponses from readers. One comment:
"Why doesn't Balaban make up his mind
which side of the fence he wants to be
on? He takes money from exhibitors and
pours it into a proposition that will
put them out of business. Hurrah for
you!" Another: "If only the exhibitors
and the people generally would put on
their thinking caps and follow through
like you have, the great controversy
now raging would never have seen the
light of day. You are so right in your
thumbnail about Balaban." Another ob-
servation: "If pay TV succeeds, Barney
Balaban will be guilty of betraying
the customers who supported his com-
pany for its entire existence; if it
fails, he will be guilty of leading
his company up a blind alley."

' CAN-CAN ' CAN . There were misgivings
in some quarters about the road-show
(Potential of 20th-Fox's big musical,
and when a couple of the leading New
York critics received it with a jaun-
diced eye this seemed borne out.
However, the advance ticket sale con-
tinues to run wild at the Rivoli
Theatre, proving what others suspected
—that "Can-Can" is a great mass
audience show , rather than a "Gigi".
Capacity houses have been greeting it
(enthusiastically everywhere,

A SLICE FOR EXHIBITION? While they
hardly expect anything to come of it,
theatremen dream of cutting themselves
in for a slice of the film libraries-

to-TV cake. Why, they muse, if stars,
writers, craftsmen and others—all of
whom were paid handsomely for services
in the making of the films—are stick-
ing their hands into the pot, shouldn't
exhibitors get a share? Allied 's Abram
F. Myers argues that they have a

better case than labor: "If the
theatres had not been there to exhibit
them the pictures would not have been
made." He urges ACE to press the
issue, but few take the idea seri-
ously, realizing that exhibition still
isn't organized solidly enough to make
its influence commanding. Obviously,
they do have a trump card—to close
down their theatres—but that's a
mighty remote possibility.

FEEVEE FLOP. That vision of pie-in-
the-sky has led toll-TV promoters into
making all sorts of wild promises.
None has been quite as extravagant as
the deal Skiatron made with the San
Francisco (former New York) Giants,
pledging the baseball club a reputed
$37,500,000 for the toll rights to its
games. With two full seasons gone and
another about to start, 'tis heard
that Horace Stoneham, owner of the
Giants, is forgetting the pay-TV dream
and turning back to commercial tele-
vision for this season. They say
Skiatron is some $3,500,000 in arrears
in promised payments.

WARNERS ON THE PAN. The recent out-
burst by the Allied Theatre Owners of
Indiana is only one manifestation of
widespread exhibitor disaffection with
Warner Bros, methods of pricing its
product. Many theatremen throughout
the country are beefing about the
terms on Warner product, claiming that
that company is exceeding all others
in taking advantage of the product
shortage . The Indiana group blistered
Warners' Indianapolis branch manager
for "confiscatory film rentals" cal-
culated "to bring the exhibitor to his
knees and price him out of business."
Exhibitors in other territories regret
that one local sales executive took it
on the chin; the "hatchet tactics" are
company policy , they say.
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Astute Maverick
Milton R. Rackmil is viewed by his contemporaries in

movie business through eyes that see him from two sharply

divergent angles. Some regard him as a maverick who split

the united front of the film companies wide open by mak-

ing his private deal with the striking actors and writers.

Others see him as an astute and bold executive whose self-

determined decision will rebound to the benefit of his com-

pany and to the ultimate welfare of the industry at large.

Beyond the immediate realm of the film business, in the

financial community, there seems to be no doubt that the

prestige of the Universal Pictures president has been vastly

enhanced—not alone for his strategic move in settling

the strike before it shuttered the studio, but as much for

the notable achievement of restoring Universal to robust

health after several years of deep depression.

But the hot item of the moment is the agreement Rackmil

personally hammered out with the two key guilds, actors

and writers. For an approximate 3.6 percent of the income

from the sale (if and when) of U s post-1948 films to TV,
payable to the SAG pension fund, and 1.2 percent to the

Writers Guild—plus likely additional payments to other

Hollywood unions that may run the total as high as ten

percent—Rackmil has placed his company in the enviable

position of being able to make and provide product to a

market that already hungers desperately for a supply of

films. He calls this, simply, "good business", and that's

hard to dispute.

From some quarters have come cries of "defection" and

"capitulation." They view his deal as a breaking of the

MPAA ranks, a breach of promise to stand firm against

labor demands. But to the cool, confident U leader, who as

early as 1952 was anxious to insert a TV-sales clause in

guild negotiations, such accusations are "nonsense." He had,

he said, put the company on record last fall with MPAA
head Eric Johnston as ready to negotiate with the guilds.

For their part, exhibitors across the country view Rack-

mil's move as a reprieve, partial though it be, from the

starvation diet they face if the strike continues for any

time. Universal currently has 18 productions rolling or ready

to roll, a figure which has kindled a bright light in the

eyes of product-hungry theatremen. "Why break up the

momentum of the industry's recent recovery?" asked the

U topper at a press conference following the settlement.

And in a wire to the American Congress of Exhibitors,

he said the deal was made "with a sense of responsi-

bility to our exhibitor customers and their $2,500,000,000

investment in motion picture theatres . .
." Topping off

Rachmii's declaration to the theatremen was the announce-
ment by U's production chief, Edward Muhl, that "the

next 12 months will see us starting the largest number of

multi-million dollar productions ever made by Universal

in a single year."

In financial circles, perhaps more than anywhere else,

Universal and president Rackmil are being considered

with the highest of esteem. Wall Streeters are frankly

enchanted with practically every aspect of the firm's opera-

tions, from the spectacular turnabout to the latest deal with
talent, and all the while, the profits continue to zoom.

Certainly, Universale current profit capers are helping

to erect the image of a financially rock-solid organization,

Newsmakers

or what one U executive termed "our New Look to the

financial community." At the annual stockholders meeting,

Rackmil was ever alert to the 25 Wall Street security ana-

lysts and financial publication writers in attendance, invited

by his executive assistant, Charles F. Simonelli. Having said

previously that "Universal stands to make a lot of money
this year . . . Why should I kill off the chance by accepting

a strike that would force us to close down?" . . . the U
topper proudly announced first quarter figures to back up

his contention. The company chalked up first-period earn-

ing of $1,857,039 ($2.03 per share), a tremendous leap

over the loss of $864,575 (-$.98 per share) suffered in the

corresponding span last year. And, Rackmil promised share-

holders, earnings for the second quarter ending April 30

will exceed $1,500,000.

Maverick, then, or practitioner of shrewd executiveship,

Milton R. Rackmil is certain he knows what is best for

Universal. And it might very well be that what is good for

Universal is good for movie business.

Film BULLETIN March 14. I960
[ More NEWSMAKERRS on page 26 ]
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JDE EXHIBITOR SPEAKS!

Muttufivnivni Should Jitutttyi*

To the Editor

Film BULLETIN
Dear Sir:

Who's running our business?

I ask the question because of the

disquieting tendency by some film exe-

cutives to attribute their actions to "the

will of the stockholders".

Don't misunderstand; I've had

enough personal experience in corpor-

ate affairs to have an adequate under-

standing of the obligations managing

executives and directors have to share-

holders. What troubles me is that the

men running some of the film com-

panies seem to be delegating their

duties to others. I believe firmly that

managment has a primary responsi-

bility to the company and to the in-

dustry in which it functions, and that

this precedes any obligation to indi-

vidual stockholders, no matter how

rich or vocal thev mav be. This some-

times takes courage, as well as con-

viction, and I question if our film

leaders are wanting in these essentials.

Don't you agree with me that the

film companies have been weakened

and the soundness of their stocks hurt

by the sale of the film libraries to tele-

vision? I speak, of course, from the

long-range view and the belief that

management must take that view. It

has been much easier to submit to the

desires of stockholders to liquidate

assets for dividends or a quick rise in

stock prices, but management is a trus-

tee pledged to preserve a company,

not to grab for quick coin.

I know from my own experience

tors. I know from mv own experience

and that of many fellow exhibitors

that movie business started a hearten-

ing recovery in 1955, when the wide-

screen started drawing the public back.

W e w ere riding the crest of that come-

back when RKO, with a non-movie

man (O'Neil) in control and facing a

serious money problem, dumped its

backlog on the TV market—and for a

"fishcake". Warner Bros., involved in

a family break-up and buy-out, quickly

followed suit, grabbing a fraction of

what its library was worth.

Granted that these two deals put

pressure on the other companies, it

was a time when real "guts" was

needed to resist the sell! sell! pleas of

stockholders. That's when the men

who manage the affairs of the remain-

ing companies should have stood be-

fore their stockholders and explained

the facts of movie business life to

them. They should have revealed what

a terrible effect it would have on

movie attendance to make thousands

of films available to free exhibition in

the homes of the land. They should

have explained the reviving attend-

ance picture throughout 1955. And

they should have declared, as execu-

tives and trustees of their companies

dedicated to the long-rang welfare of

the whole movie industry, that they

would not sell out to the competition

so valuable an asset, and one so poten-

tially harmful to the entire business.

What would the reaction have been?

The speculators in the ranks of the

shareholders would have raised hell:

the investors would have been satis-

fied. The business would have con-

tinued to recover and probably today
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would be enjoying great prosperity.

Why do I write to you now about

the duties of management? Because

we stand poised today on the brink of

a situation that can be calamitous.

If the major companies again dele-

gate their duty and discretion to the

stockholders who cry for a quick turn-

over, and sell their post-1948 films to

TV, I am convinced that it will be a

death blow to the business in which I

have spent practically all my working

life. And I'm not alone; many fellow

exhibitors and even film men with

whom I have talked express the same

opinion. We sit and wait, hopefully

but with fear in our hearts. What kind

of an atmosphere is this to function in!

I say it is the responsibility of man-

agement to manage, the responsibility

to preserve the industry in which their

companies live. If they turn over their

decision-making power to the stock-

holders, we have anarchy in corporate

management. That, I warn you, can

lead onlv to disorder, debilitation and

the ultimate death of our industry.

I prav this will not come.

Yours hopefully.

JOE EXHIBITOR

itrotherhood

—

A Necessity
The industry's I960 Brotherhood

campaign runs through the end of this

month. The key element of the drive is

a specially prepared kit being distrib-

uted to theatremen throughout the

country. We strongly urge them to put

its content to good use and hope that all

industrvites will cooperate in every way

possible to make this year's effort the

most successful on record.

More than ever, the L'nited States is

in crying need of a common understand-

ing among all peoples. In the words of

chairman Max E. Youngstein: "Brother-

hood is no longer a wish or a dream. It

has become a stern necessity if we are

to win democracy's battle on the ideo-

logical front."
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Let's get a few facts straight about the Telemeter test in that

Toronto suburb. In the first place, it's a darned sight too early

to be labelling the test as either a success or a failure. It is sim-

ply, at this juncture, still a test.

Can it be merely accidental that a cold Northern city in mid-
winter was chosen for the experiment? Remember, the opening
was delayed from its anticipated start; according to the original

schedule it would have been under way practically from the

beginning of the cold weather. As it is, Telemeter has managed
to hit the coldest time of the year. A heavy snow hit the area

as the programming got under way. Thus the Telemeter people
hope to pile up big enough cash-box-in-the-parlor grosses in

the first few months to give their project the apparent sheen
of success.

What bothers me is the way newspaper pundits have already

announced the success of the experiment. Not until the week
of March 14 were the collectors ready to visit homes and start

collecting the tollvision receipts, but somehow or other lots of
newspapermen already know that the project is a "success."

The simple fact is that anything new gets considerable amount
of attention, and Telemeter in Etobicoke is new not only to
neighbors up there but also to the newspapers as well. It will

take many months, after the novelty has worn off and the dent
in the budget has been experienced—and after the cream of
the accumulated stock of pictures has been offered—to deter-

mine whether Telemeter is a success in one Canadian suburb.

O O
The actors' strike reminded me that it is time to take a long,

hard look at the modern performer. His role as a capitalist and
a businessman has been much noted lately, but the remarkable
changes that have come over the wearers of the sock and buskin
go far beyond what can be found on the income tax reports.
The actor today is, generally, more prosperous than in the past.

Thanks in part to union agreements and in part to the scarcity

of real box office names, he often holds the upper hand in salary
negotiations.

If there is any element of show business that is far removed
from the problems of the theatre owner, the actor wins that
dubious honor. He can move more easily than the producer or
distributor into competitive media such as television or the
stage. When he dictates the terms on his own appearances, he
can often profiteer without having to worry about any continu-
ing relationship with the exhibitor. In fairness, we should admit
that he is often also prone to starve. Acting is no profession for
a conservative lover of security.

In terms of boxoffice entertainment, actors are more often
than not the poorest judges of material. Nine times out of ten,

when they go into independent production, they do not do as
well as the professional producer. When he is interviewed, the
actor usually requires the attendance of a press agent to keep
his foot out of his mouth.

He makes more money than a professional in any other field

of activity known to civilized man, but he does so at the sacrifice

of his private life. He runs to extremes; he is either a self con-
stituted authority on virtually all phases of world affairs or a

gay illiterate, and sometimes he forgets which role he is playing.
His fame dwarfs that of world statesmen, but if he has strong

political opinions very much to the left of the twelfth century

he is under some constraint to keep them to himself.

He is an author of and a victim of the greatest inflationary

spiral of our times. He is a pawn of Lady Luck and Dame For-

tune, often the victim of a bad part, often the reason for a

good motion picture.

0 0
Meanwhile, a very adroit job of pre-selling outside Canada

seems under way. The rumors about new feevee activity are at

least as widespread as the announcements of new processes

were in the early days of 3-D. As a matter of fact, 3-D might

well be borne in mind as we consider the still somewhat syn-

thetic phenomenon of subscription television. If you think back

to the early days of three dimensional movies, you will recall

that they were an instant success—for a limited time only.

Nobody in his right mind would have passed lasting judgment

on 3-D's permanent boxoffice value after a few weeks.

Similarly, it might be well to remember that Telemeter in

Etobicoke is chronologically the equivalent of "Bwana Devil"

ii the short-lived 3-D ear. Its future remains to be seen.

0 0
It is my considered opinion that acting imposes certain obli-

gations which many performers fail to honor. High on the list

of such obligations is the responsibility to support and advance

the dramatic medium in which the actor works. Yet screen

actors of stellar stature, blaming the income tax laws, try more

and more to limit their appearances, thereby reducing the total

output of important films.

The actors have been prominent in the espousal of pay tele-

vision, the pie-in-the-sky medium that could wreck the motion

picture theatre without achieving an equally lucrative—for the

actor—replacement.

Obviously, as far as actors are concerned, the motion picture

industry would not know what to do without them. The trouble

is that it is sometimes a puzzlement also what to do with them.

0 0

I see by the papers that the industryites working on the pub-

licizing of the Academy Award nominations have been per-

turbed by the lack of attention on the part of broadcasters.

This is understandable; but it may not be quite as unfair as

in the short-lived 3-D era. Its future remains to be seen,

are hardly the big news that the final Oscar selections always

turn out to be. On a news broadcast, where every item is

reported tei:ely, a recital of all of the nominations would be

dull. A simple announcement of the main nominations is bound

to be brief when heard on the air. Otherwise, it sounds like a

catalogue.

And this reminds me of a turn-of-the-year letter to broad-

casters sent out by a motion picture trade association, which

indicates the attitude that is sometimes mistakenly adopted

toward the broadcast media by film people. Just as the Academy
champions expect particular attention for their preliminary

nominations, so this particular film trade association appar-

ently expected special and unusual courtesies from radio and

television.

That, at least, is the only conclusion to be drawn from the

letter the association issued. The missive suggested to broad-

casters that it might be very nice if they would include institu-

tional promotion messages for the good old-fashioned American

custom of going to the movies in their radio and television

programs. This was not proposed as paid advertising, but as

a sort of public service announcement.

What do you suppose the reaction of the motion picture

industry would be if the National Association of Broadcasters

asked to have a message flashed on the theatre screens of the

nation urging the audience to stay home and watch television?
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By Philip R. Ward

FILM STOCKS IN A STRIKE CLIMATE. A good deal of

ponderous prose is issuing from the nation's newspapers regard-

ing the disastrous implications of the writers-actors sit-down.

Given their heads on a delectable topic, syndicated writers

and columnists are having a burial-field-dav. Evidently en-

thralled at bearing witness to a labor fiasco which pits million-

aire against millionaire, the concocters all seem to converge on

one sweeping conclusion, to wit: barring an immediate and

satisfying settlement, the established Hollywood system, as we
have known it, shall disappear.

O
The impact of this morbidity has not been lost on film stocks,

which promptly deflated like so many punctured tubes. Wall
Street firms, in response to Finan:ial Bulletin queries, anticipate

still more drastic reverses. Asserted one broker, long interested

in film situations, "Strike opens the bear cage. Only it's a bit

more depressing for the movie industry which has been battling

a slump within itself for some time. We're in a bearish market

generally, and that doesn't help anyone, least of all a struck

concern. Personally, I think the big film companies are wrong,

and the timing of this thing makes their position look worse."'

From the entertainment industry analyst of one of the top

investment firms came this surprising broadside: "The real vil-

lain in all this—if I can use the term—are the stockholders,

who initiated the original pressure to sell the film libraries and
w ho have been smelling greenback blood ever since. This should

dispell forever any arguments about the supremacy of the stock-

holder over other corporate interests—so far as management
thinking is concerned. It is apparent that management is reflect-

ing what it imagines is the temper of its shareholders in refus-

ing to grant participations. And they are probably estimating it

correctly. This thing can't do anyone any good . . . and right

now the stockholders appear as vulnerable as anyone."

0
Said a partner of a brokerage firm w hich has constantly sup-

ported Loew's Inc. management: "I have to go along with them

(management) ... It is a matter of economic necessity. Frankly,

if theatre revenues were higher I'd say no, bend a little ... or

better yet—settle and hold back the old pictures . . . Protect

the theatres . . . But right now television income (from the sale

of the post-'48 libraries) is a claim stake on bigger and better

pictures that the theatres can exhibit in the future. I think it's

the best guarantee the theatres can get along these lines . .
."

O
"This will change things considerably, if the strike runs on

and on," said the loan official of a bank with heavy filmdom

affiliations. "I think there is no other way of riding out the

storm, but in disposing of the backlogs in order to supplement

the earning pow er of the shares of the big, corporate companies.

I would not like to be involved in expressing an opinion regard-

ing an apportionment of funds coming from such a disposal

... I will say this: if there w as a choice of whose shoes I would
prefer to be in right now, of course I would choose those of

the strikers rather than any of the struck film companies."

0
On balance, it would appear that film stocks are strung with

a double albatross of strike intransigence and gloomy expecta-

tion—hardly a happy prospectus. On the other hand, no one

dismissed the prospect of an early settlement. Like good com-

petitors, the shut-downs have one weather eye glued to Univer-

sal and its burgeoning stock quotations (three new highs in

one week) arising, in part (from an equally burgeoning prod-

uct roster and a shrewd labor settlement.

Much in the fashion of the steel companies, the key studios

can go fishing as long as there is inventory in the warehouse

and distribution in the field. As the backlog thins the fixed over-

head bears heavily on the structure. Something's gotta give.

We suspect it will be the stockholder as much as anyone who

retrenches. The mess of pottage, about which this disturbed

issue revolves and revolves, is quite appropriately termed.

O O
BOOK VALUE OF LOEW'S THEATRES. Long a topic of

speculation has been the evaluation of Loew's Theatres valuable

real estate. Following are some interesting comments on this

company by Shearson, Hammill & Co. (NYSE), in a bulletin

devoted to a study of stock prices and book values:

"Loew 's present circuit consists of 111 movie theatres, of

which it operates 100 and leases 11. Of the 111 theatre prop-

erties, Loew's owns outright 65 theatres, many of which are

situated on valuable downtown real estate. The majority of

Loew's assets thus consists of land and buildings which have a

book value of S60 million. However, since these assets are

carried either at original cost (less depreciation) or at their

1925 appraisal value, it has been unofficially estimated that the

market value of these fixed assets may be in the neighborhood

of S80 million. Book value of the common on August 31, 1959

was S22.54 per share, about 50^ more than the current market

price of the shares. If land and buildings were carried on the

basis of the S80 million estimated valuation, book value would

be close to S30 per share.

"In the fiscal year ended August 1959, ne: income of Loew's

Theatres amounted to 75c per share, and earnings for the cur-

rent fiscal year are not expected to show significant improve-

ment. Most of these profits were derived from theatre opera-

tions and from the highly profitable radio station WMGM in

New York. Since the growth potential in the operation of movie

theatres is rather limited, the company has taken steps to put

its assets to more profitable use. During 1959 the company sold,

or made arrangements to dispose of eight unprofitable theatres.

While Loew's Theatres incurred a small book loss on these

transactions, it halted a drain on profits that was running at an

annual rate of S 192,000 and converted S3 million from fixed

assets into cash. The company also renovated the Loew's State

and the Capitol Theatre in New York City, and began construc-

tion on a new theatre to replace the 70-year old Columbia The-

atre in Washington, D.C.

"Another event of significance was the recent addition of

Mr. Laurence Tisch to the company's Board of Directors. Mr.

Tisch is a highly successful hotel and real estate operator who,

together with his family and associates, now owns more than

17% of Loew's Theatres' outstanding common stock, and his

interest in the company may speed up the profitable utilization

of Loew's Theatres' real estate assets.

"While the stock is not cheap on current earnings, it repre-

sents an attractive speculation on management's ability to con-

vert the company's assets into earnings."
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REPORT FROM ETOBICOKE: HOCKEY MATCH DRAWS MORE PUBLIC

INTEREST THAN MOVIES DURING FIRST FORTNIGHT OF TOLL-TV

WORLD PREMIERE OF
TELEMETER

THE PAY.AS-YOU-SEE HOME ENTERTAINMENT THAT
PROVIDES QUALITY PROGRAMMING THROUGH YOUR
TV SET ... WITHOUT COMMERCIALS!

Tonight's debut marks the beginning of

regular programs which will include current

motion pictures, sports events and a wide
range of entertainment and educational

programs not available on "free" television.
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FLASH IN THE PAN?
By CLIFFORD R. BOWERS

Pay-TV—trumpeted by its sponsors

as a marriage of motion pictures and
television—is now in the third week of

its 1,100-home Etobicoke honeymoon.
Whether this union was made in heaven
and is destined to last or whether it is a

flash in the pan and will founder on the

rocks of rising costs and waning viewer
enthusiasm is impossible to determine.

In full page advertisements in To-
ronto's three daily newspapers Friday,

March 4, Trans-Canada Telemeter
which launched the commercial-less,

pay-as-you-watch experiment, pro-
claimed that its phones were going
crazy. "We've been overwhelmed,'' the

ads declared. "The Public's response to

Telemeter has been beyond anything
that we had anticipated."

On Feb. 26, when the service started,

it was estimated that 1,100 Etobicoke
homes were equipped to receive Tele-

meter. Spokesmen for the company
claim the demand for coin boxes and
hookups has jumped over 2,000 since

then and the installation crews just can-

not keep up to the orders.

William Crampton, Trans-Canada
Telemeter program director, told Film
BULLETIN that the day following the

Sunday night hockey telecast, inquirers

were lined up at the counter of Tele-

meter's office at Bloor St. W. and Royal

York Rd. "We had to put a man on
duty in our office in the evenings to

handle the flow," he said, adding that

there are about 2,000 orders for instal-

lations waiting to be filled.

But unqualified justification for all

this joy may be more difficult to pin

down than Telemeter's promoters, Fa-

mous Players Canadian Corp. Ltd.

would have us think.

In the first week of the pilot runs in

the better class district of suburban

Etobicoke, Telemeter played such mov-
ies as The Nun's Story, Journey to the

Centre of the Earth, Seventh Voyage of
Sinbad and The FBI Story. Each film,

it was estimated, was viewed by living

room audiences of 4,000 persons.

While the home viewers were watch-

ing The journey to the Centre of the

Earth on their Telemeters at $1 per

household, four Toronto movie houses

were showing the same film and suffer-

ing little from the competition, so they

say. Vital factors are that only two of

these theatres could be said to be within

the Telemeter's competition area—and
the home showings were limited by the

number of Telemeter installations.

Whether commercial-free movies at

$1 a throw — with program changes

every three nights—can hold the audi-

ence it has attracted to date is in doubt.

A survey conducted by Film BUL-
LETIN during the first two weeks after

Telemeter went on the air Feb. 26

showed that most of the viewers live in

the fashionable area of Etobicoke known
as The Kingsway. The working class

areas of Alderwood and Dundas St.

West have not been included in the

initial hookup of about 1,100 homes.

These viewers of Telemeter are not of

the "watch anything" brand of TV ad-

dicts anyway. They have hopes of see-

ing opera and ballet—live preferably

—

not movies; not even recent movies.

More than 50 per cent of the Tele-

meter customers to w hom I talked spoke

with most enthusiasm about the Na-

tional Hockey League game at New
York between Toronto Maple Leafs

and N. Y. Rangers, which they had seen

live and uninterrupted direct from

Madison Square Garden.

The prospect of watching Sunday

night NHL matches for a dollar with-

out having to sit through frequent,

although brief, beer or gasoline com-

mercials seems to be the most engaging

to* the pay-TV customers so far. Com-

(Continued on Page 28)
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KING VIDOR
PRODUCTION

co-starring

GEORGE SANDERS

MARISA PAVAN
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Screenplay by ANTHONY VEILLER.
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Tan-Can" Doh La La Musical

Sentinel IZatiK? O O O O
Lavish, lively Todd-AO version of Broadway hit has all

elements of b.o. success. Sinatra, MacLaine, Chevalier,

Jourdan and the can-can girls. Masses will buy it.

"Can-Can" is a large, lavish, lively musical explosion, so

rich in popular values that it is certain to entertain every

spectator in the theatre. Twentieth Century-Fox's colorful, eye-

filling Todd-AO, Technicolored version of Cole Porter's gay

Broadway smash is as bubbling as a glass of champagne, as

titillating as a Parisian post card, and as rich as a hunk of

French pastry. This is going to have the kind of appeal for

Americans that the famous Folies Bergere has for every tourist.

livery ingredient that has been poured into this Jack Cum-

mings production has been selected with the thought of creat-

ing a gay show excelling in mood, movement, melody and

boxoffice power. First, there's the blockbuster cast consisting

of Frank Sinatra, Shirley MacLaine, Maurice Chevalier and

Louis Jourdan, plus an exciting new dancer named Juliet

Prowse who looks like a combination of Leslie Caron and

Brigitte Bardot. Next, there's the magnificent, melodic magic

of Cole Porter's songs and some eye-dazzling dances dynami-

cally staged by choreographer Hermes Pan. Finally, there are

the dazzling Montmartre sets and the magnificent costumes that

provide an exciting image of the Paris of Toulouse-Lautrec.

And topping it all are those naughty-but-nice can-can dancers

who shocked Soviet premier Khrushchev into giving "Can-Can''

a great publicity "break." While Walter Lang's direction is on

the broad, rather than subtle, side, the cumulative effect is a

bright and breezy film frivolity. For purposes of inevitable

comparison, one might say that it lacks some of the style of

"Gigi"' but has far more mass appeal.

Fox is releasing "Can-Can" on a hard-ticket basis in metro-

politan areas, and in New York public response has already

produced amazing pre-showing sales. When it is finally placed

in general CinemaScope release hinterland audiences should

go for it as eagerly as their big city cousins.

Although the Dorothy Kingsley-Charles Lederer screenplay

adheres to the basic story line of the original—the struggle

to legalize the infamous dance in Paris—a number of roles and

songs have been eliminated and other Porter standards added,

giving the film version a more compact presentation.

The musical gambit runs from such favorites of the stage

hit as "Montmart ," "C'est Magnifigue," "Live and Let Live,"

and "It's All Right With Me," to the all-time favorites, "Just

One of Those Things" and "Let's Do It." Three of the dances

—the wild "Apache" number in which Miss MacLaine is

dragged by her hair and tossed around by five bruisers, the

spectacular "Garden of Eden Ballet," and the immortal "Can-

Can"—are bound to bring audience acclaim. Nelson Riddle's

excellent arrangements deserve a special accolade.

The spirited performances of the stellar quartet are in

rather strange contrast. Sinatra and Miss MacLaine are as

American as apple pie, while Chevalier and Jourdan are oh so

French. Frankie is his own relaxed self as the wise-cracking,

flippant lawyer who spends most of his time out of court and

[ More REVIEWS

Dance highlights: The Can-Can and Garden of Eden Ballet

out of the marital reaches of Miss MacLaine. Chevalier as a

respectable judge with a colorful private life is, as always,

the wonderful Parisian roue. Handsome Louis Jourdan is most

appealing as the young judge who wants to banish the can-can

on one hand, and win Miss MacLaine on the other. He's the

show's heart-throb. But it's Miss MacLaine who runs away

with the picture, stealing even scene she's in, delivering her

most versatile and rewarding performance to date. She's cocky

and spirited as the owner of a Montmartre cafe where the

can-can is illegally performed each night, tender, appealing

and bewildered as the mademoiselle who tries to make a go

of it with the cultured Jourdan and his snooty friends. Her s is

a broad performance definitely aimed at the mass audience

—

and they'll love her.

The plot finds Sinatra paying off policemen and judges to

keep Miss MacLaine's club from being closed. But stickler-

for-the-law Jourdan appears on the scene, proves incorruptible,

and engineers a successful raid. Sinatra has the case thrown

out of court for lack of evidence. Jourdan, in the meantime,

has fallen in love with Miss MacLaine and proposes marriage.

Still in love with Sinatra, she offers him one last chance, but

when he turns her down, she accepts Jourdan's proposal.

Sinatra tricks her into disgracing herself before Jourdan's elite

friends. She breaks the engagement and tricks Sinatra into

becoming temporary owner of her cafe. Then she has it raided.

In the end, she refuses to give testimony to convict him, con-

vincing judge Jourdan that he has lost out. Chevalier suggests

the leaders of the reform element see a demonstration of the

can-can. Thev approve, and the closing scene finds Frankie

grudgingly saying yes to Shirley.

20th Century-Foi. 130 minutes. Frank Sinatra, Shirley MacLaine. Maurice
Chevalier. Louis Jourdan. Produced by Jack Cummings. Directed by Walter Lang.
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"Because They're Young"

Scttuteu IZatiw} Q Q PLUS

Dick Clark makes effective dramatic debut in exploitable

teenage melodrama. Campaign will boost grosses in

general market.

In this sudsy exploration of the problems confronting today's

troubled high school set, teenage idol Dick Clark makes a sur-

prisingly good dramatic screen debut. As a first year instructor

who is constantly going out on a limb for his students, despite

warnings to the contrary by his uncompromising principal, he

manages to convey the feeling of one actually speaking from

experience. He could become as hot a screen property as he is

on television. Effectively surrounded by a group of talented

newcomers, a number of potentially dramatic situations, and

some catchy rock-and-roll melodies, Clark gives this standard,

oversimplified melodrama a definite boxoffice lift. Backed by

Columbia's pre-sell saturation campaign, "Because They're

Young" should bring strong returns in the general market

—

especially from the youth trade. Paul Wendkos' direction is

generally good, especially in the sequences surrounding an

attempted burglary, a youth's discovery of his mother's infideli-

ties, and a switchblade fight in a deserted classroom. Fortunately,

the acting manages to ring true even when the James Gunn
screenplay goes corny. Michael Callan, rapidly becoming one

of the top young names around, delivers an effective portrayal

of a troublesome youth who eventually succumbs to the kind-

ness of others. Almost as impressive are these young players:

lovely Victoria Shaw, who helps Clark solve his own personal

problems; Warren Berlinger, of "Blue Denim" fame, the pop-

ular football hero who catches his mother with a lover; Chris

Robinson, a sinister gang leader. The much publicized Tuesday

Weld displays little talent as Callan's "experience-scarred" ex-

girl friend. Clark needs his job at Harrison High in order to

retain custody of his eight-year old nephew, orphaned in an

automobile accident, which also ended a promising football

career for Clark. He jeopardizes everything by helping Berlinger

overcome his shame over his mother and trying to make a model

student out of Callan. Faced with suspension after being accused

of allowing Berlinger to escape after a fist fight with Callan,

Clark is cleared when Callan admits not only to provoking the

fight, but participating in a local burglary.

Columbia. 102 minutes. Dick Clark, Michael Callan, Tuesday Weld, Victoria Shaw.
Produced by Jerry Bresler. Directed by Paul Wendkos.

"Nude in a White Car"

Sccducetd O O plus

Engrossing suspense melodrama should appeal to art

and general audiences. Has good ballyhoo gimmick.

French and dubbed versions.

"Nude in a White Car," available in both original French and

clubbed versions should attract good grosses in both art and

general markets. Its provocative title, plus a shocker gimmick

for exploitation, make the English language version a strong

prospect for the action and ballyhoo market. In Hitchcockian

fashion, director-scriptcr-star Robert Hosscin unfolds an ironic

mystery melodrama loaded with enough red herrings to keep

audiences guessing from startling beginning to surprising end.

The crux of the puzzle centers around Hossein's attempt to dis-

cover the identity of a young woman who gave him a lift in her

white Cadillac, slipped off her fur coat to reveal nothing under-

neath, drew him into an intimate embrace, then rudely forced

him out at gunpoint. His search leads to a villa near Nice inhab-

ited by two beautiful sisters, Odile Versois and Marina Vlady.

Both women are mystified by Hossein's accusation, especially

Mile Vlady, who has been confined to a wheel chair as a result

of a polio attack years before. Both sisters fall in love with him,

and as Hossein tries to unravel the mystery of the passionate

driver, he becomes involved in a nightmare of confusion as

suspicion shifts back and forth between the two women. Hossein

has skillfully kept the suspense at a maximum and succeeds in

creating a sympathetic portrayal as the bewildered victim. Mile

Versois is coldly appealing as the sister he falls in love with,

while Mile Vlady lends sensitivity to her role of the sulking,

childlike invalid. The ironic ending has Hossein accusing and

losing Mile Versois, only to discover Mile Vlady has been

shamming her illness. She accidentally tumbles down the stairs

in her wheel chair and actually becomes paralyzed.

Trans-Lux Dist. Corp. 87 minutes. Robert Hossein, Marina Vlady Odile Versois.
Directed by Robert Hossein.

"When Comedy was King"

ScuUtete Rati*? O O Plus

High spots of silent comedy compiled into hilarious

laugharama. Sure-fire dual bill attraction in all markets.

Producer Robert Youngson, who delighted audiences a couple

seasons back with "The Golden Age of Comedy," has dipped

once again into the laugh barrel of silent film comedies and

pulled out a melange of nostalgia-evoking memories. Compiled

into 81 minutes of hell-bent-for-laughs entertainment, here is a

film for the entire family, one that will whisk old-timers back

to their youth when laughter was louder and life less compli-

cated, and will open for youngsters a whole new world of mirth.

Exhibitors will find this 20th Century-Fox laugharama a solid

supporting attraction in all situations. The fighting, chasing,

pie-throwing and double dealing unfolds in rapid and hilarious

fashion, and Ted Royal's mood-catching background score

mounts all the nonsense in an appropriate frame. Heading the

parade, is the immortal Charlie Chaplin shuffling along in baggy

pants and doffing his battered derby to a society that often traps

but never defeats him. Following close behind are Buster Kea-

ton and a mob of chasing policemen, Laurel and Hardy proving

their disability as a pair of destructive salesmen, Fatty Arbuckle

and Mable Normand adrift in a floating house, Edgar Kennedy

and Stuart Erwin, turning the simple act of their girlfriends

buying ice cream into a mad house of complications, lovely

Gloria Swanson tied to the railroad tracks by villainous Wallace

Beery, Snub Pollard with his Rube Goldberg contraptions, the

zany antics of the Keystone Cops and the daring Sennett Girls

who refuse to dress warmly, even in the frozen North. It's all

been cleverly recaptured, this period when corned) was king.

20th Century-Fox. 81 minutes. Charlie Chaplin. Buster Keaton, Laurel and Hardy,
Fatty Arbuckle, The Keystone Cops. Produced and Written by Robert Younqson.
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Black Orpheus" (Orpheu Negro)

Scuuteu IZati*? GOG
Fascinating, colorful French version of famous legend.

Top attraction for art houses and good prospect for class

market.

The famous Greek legend of Orpheus and his ill-fated love for

Eurydice has been given a stunning and highly imaginative

screen adaptation by French "new wave" director, Marcel

Camus. He has set his tragedy during carnival time in Rio de

Janeiro, where costumed revelers literally leap out at the audi-

ence, chosen for his characters Brazilian Negroes who let out

their pent up emotions during this once-a-vear festivit\. and

bathed his entire production in brilliant colors and pulsating,

primitive music. Already the recipient of outstanding critical

acclaim, and selected as an Oscar contender for the best foreign

language film of the year, "Black Orpheus" is a must for art

houses and could be used in the class market. Camus creates his

moods through unrelenting cinematic imagery, and if the pres-

entation of the myth suffers by comparison, this is a minor

flaw in an otherwise breath-taking canvas. His early uses of

blues and yellows depict a pre-carnival preparation atmosphere;

he shifts to reds and greens during the sequence where Orpheus

unwittingly causes the death of his beloved, then ends up in a

mood of smokey white as the hero descends into hell to reclaim

her. Marpessa Dawn, with her haunting satan face and graceful

body makes a compelling Eurydice, while Breno Mello, as a

guitar-playing, carefree streetcar conductor, is a charming

Orpheus. Lourdes de Oliveira, as Mello's jilted fiancee, is a

shrieking, chilling third side of the triangle. Jacques Viot's

screenplay has Miss Dawn arriving in Rio a few steps ahead

| of a jealous lover who has threatened to kill her. She meets

Mello and they immediately fall in love. Her ex-lover appears

as Death during the carnival and now Miss Dawn finds her-

self fleeing from Miss de Oliveira as well. She seeks safety at

the end of the trolley line where Mello accidentally brings about

her death. He goes to the morgue to beg for her life, but dis-

obeys an order not to look back and loses her again. In the end

he plunges off a cliff while being pursued by the enraged Miss

de Oliveira.

Lopert. 95 minutes. Breno Mello Marpessa Dawn, Lourdes de Oliveira. Produced
by Sacha Gordine. Directed by Marcel Camus.

"Conspiracy of Hearts"

'Sutuute Rati*? G G plus

Stirring drama about nuns' protection of Jewish children

from Nazi brutality. Strong appeal for all audiences.

Requires exploitation.

This British (Rank) import is a stirring drama about a group

of nuns in a Northern Italy convent who help Jewish children

escape from a Nazi concentration camp. Its cumulative effect is

certain to move and disturb all who see it. If Paramount, which

is releasing it in the U.S. will loosen its purse-strings to give it

a big campaign, "Conspiracy of Hearts" could net above average-

grosses in all situations, because it has something to offer each

member of the audience. There are scenes of tenderness and

sensitivity as the nuns risk death for the children, argue the

validity of their actions, and prepare, under the guidance of

a partisan rabbi, a Yom Kippur service to be held within the

convent walls. These are grimly balanced by acts of Nazi brutal-

ity: an example-setting execution of a local partisan, the beat-

ing-up of a priest, the ripping off of I nun's veil, and the

attempted execution of the Mother Superior and tWO Sisters.

Director Ralph Thomas maintains a good level of suspense and

has guided his excellent cast through a collection of memorable

performances, especially Lilli Palmer, as the brave Mother

Superior. Sylvia Syms, as an unsure novice, and Yvonne

Mitchell, as a cynical Sister, who eventually finds compassion,

are also superb. Ronald Lewis is moving and sympathetic a»

the Italian camp commander who looks the other way during

the nightly escapes, while Albert Lieven, as the self-proclaimed

German humanist who takes over the camp, and Peter Arne,

as his robot-like lieutenant, deliver chilling portraits as aspirant

world supermen. Robert Presnell, Jr.'s script has Lieven insti-

tuting severe disciplinary measures in the camp and eventually

raiding the convent during the Yom Kippur services. The

rabbi is killed and Miss Palmer and two others are brought

before a firing squad after they refuse to divulge the names

of helpful partisans. The Italian soldiers fire over their heads

instead, then turn their guns on Arne. Lewis kills Lieven and

lea\es with the soldiers to join the partisans.

Paramount IRank). Mi minutes. Lilli Palmer. Sylvia Syms. Yvonne Mitchell

Produced by Betty E. Bo*. Directed by Ralph Thomas

"Heller in Pink Tights"

Classy wild west satire shapes up as only fair boxoffice

in general market. Better for art houses. Loren, Quinn

head cast.

The Wild American West of the 1880 s comes colorfully and

amusingly to life in this Ponti-Girosi Technicolor production.

However, despite its virtues, including a cast headed by Sophia

Loren( as a blonde!) and Anthony Quinn, this satire about a

troupe of roving entertainers who survive bill collectors, a

trigger-happy gunman, hostile Indians, and nature at its

worst, figures to draw only fair grosses in the general market.

The title will be no aid, and most situations will probably rele-

gate it to the lower half. And what a pity, for director George

Cukor has deftlv mingled humor and drama with rich, full

strokes, while eye-catching interiors, exteriors and costumes

handsomely capture the flavor of the period. These factors

should give this special appeal for art house patrons. Miss Loren

is delightfully exciting as the hellion star of Quinn's company,

w hile Quinn, in a change-of-pace role as the somewhat cow ardly

owner-manager, once again proves he's one of the best actors

around. They are abetted by former child star Margaret O'Brien,

the troupe's ingenue; Eileen Heckart, her acid-tongue, character

actress mother; Steve Forrest, the gunman who wins Miss Loren

in a card game and finds himself double crossed by town boss

Ramon Novarro, and Edmund Lowe, the company's Shakespear-

ean ham. The Dudley Nichols-Walter Bernstein script has

Quinn's broke troupe arriving in Cheyenne, where, in a very-

short time. Miss Loren wins over the hesitant theatre owner,

wows the blood-and-guts audience w ith an exciting performance,

loses the company's money and herself to Forrest, and forces the

group to the trail again. Forrest catches up with them, saves

them from an Indian attack and leads them safely through a

mountain blizzard. Quinn and Miss Loren break up over For-

rest, but she comes back to him for good after first setting up a

theatre in his name, then helping Forrest collect the money

owed bv Novarro and escape from the latter's henchmen.

Paramount. 100 minutes. Sophia Loren. Anthony Quinn. Produced by Carlo Ponti

and Marcello Girosi. Directed by George Cukor.
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THEY BUY THEM ALL!

By BERNE SCHNEYER

A look at the boxoffice figures, good

and bad, being rung up by theatres

across the country makes it crystal clear

that there is nothing so obscure as the

preferences of fickle ticket buyers.

"What does the public want?" is a

query constantly on the tongues of in-

dustryites seeking a formula for screen

success. Is it comedy . . . or sex . . .

spectacle ... or musical? Don't you

wish you had the answer!

Universal's powerful pair— "Opera-

tion Petticoat" and the earlier "Pillow

Talk"—have been providing conclusive

evidence that it's comedy the public

wants. But hold it—Columbia reports

fat grosses from theatres everywhere on

Tennessee Williams' sex-ridden, dra-

matic bombshell, "Suddenly, Last Sum-

mer". So it's sex they want, but what

about the imposing boxoffice perform-

ance of spectacles, as witness MGM's
gigantic "Ben-Hur," United Artists'

"Solomon and Sheba" and American-

International's "Goliath and the Bar-

barians." And what about musicals?

Twentieth Century-Fox, which enjoyed

a luscious taste of success with "South

Pacific," is aiming for still larger re-

turns from its current giant, "Can-Can,"

which already has rung up a phenom-
enal advance sale at New York's Rivoli

Theatre, the first step on what is ex-

pected to be a staggering worldwide

gross.

FAMILY FARE

Neglected for a number of years,

save for the efforts of the Disney organ-

ization, the family picture lode once

again is being tapped by 20th-Fox. Ac-

cording to president Spyros P. Skouras,

his company will release at least one
production each month during I960

especially geared for the family audi-

ences. And, already, boxoffice results

are bearing out the wisdom in that deci-

sion. "Journey to the Center of the

Farth," a film concerned with science-

fiction—considered by many non-sale-

able in today's market—rung up some
excellent grosses during the Xmas-New
Year's holiday period. "Sink the Bis-

marck" recently bowed for $5,036 at

Boston's Paramount, the greatest single

opening day in the history of the

theatre. And "Dog of Flanders" is turn-

ing in outstanding grosses in its initial

big-city dates. At the Saenger Theatre,

New Orleans, it rolled up $8,957 in

three days, and at Chicago's Garrick,

$4,832 for a similar period.

Who among the screen seers would

have predicted the colossal comeback

of comedy before UA's "Some Like It

Hot" set the stage less than two years

ago. Now it seems that comedy never

left the motion picture scene.

From its initial record-breaking run

at New York's Radio City Music Hall

to smashingly successful subsequent

runs, "Operation Petticoat" has offered

eloquent proof that the public merely

awaits to be sold a funny picture. "Pet-

ticoat" started fast by establishing six

all-time Music Hall marks, among them

a gross of $1,202,294 that topped all

seven-week runs during the 27-year his-

tory of the theatre. And in its first New
York sub-runs "Petticoat" opened the

eyes of the entire industry by reaping

a walloping $860,000 for seven days at

69 houses.

SEX STILL HOT

The Cary Grant-Tony Curtis starrer

currently is running some 55 per cent

ahead of the earlier record pace set by

"Pillow Talk," which, itself, is now
well over the $6,000,000 mark in do-

mestic rentals.

Sex, of course, has never really de-

parted from the center of the movie

stage, but its current high esteem is

evidenced by the tremendous success of

"Suddenly, Last Summer."

In its first 120 engagements, this

Columbia release rolled up a total gross

of $2,600,000, a better performance

than "Anatomy of a Murder," Colum-
bia's best grosser of 1959, managed in

the comparable span. At the Warner-
Beverly, in Los Angeles, it totaled a

fat $161,000 for nine weeks; at Tus-

con's Paramount-Catalina, $18,500 in

three-and-a-half weeks; at the Trans-

Lux, in Washington, D.C., $95,000 for

five weeks, etc., etc., etc.

Like sex, spectacle always seems to

have a movie market. Paced by "Ben-

Hur," the grand-scale film is more pop-

ular than ever. "Solomon and Sheba"
drew the patrons for UA, and where
quality was a minor commodity, show-

Crouds waiting to see "Operation
Petticoat" at Radio City Music Hall

manship more than compensated, a la

Joseph Levine's constant drum-beating

for "Hercules," one of the boxoffice

success stories of 1959. And the market

obviously has yet to be completely satu-

rated. "Goliath and the Barbarians,"

currently between $2,000,000 and $3,-

000,000 in domestic grosses, is fast ap-

proaching an all-time record for Amer-

ican-International.

MUSICALS DRAW

The enormous response to the first

roadshow engagements of 20th-Fox's

"Can-Can" makes it quite evident that

there is a wide, wide market for the

right kind of musical fare. This version

of the Cole Porter stage hit rolled up

an advance sale of over $132,000 at the

New York Rivoli.

What's the answer? Nobody knows.

The ringing boxoffice belie the notion

that there is room for only one type of

morion picture entertainment at a time.

They're laughing at the comedies;

they're being shocked by the adult sex-

films; they're awed by the spectacles,

and they're being regaled by the won-

derful sound of music. All in the same

year on the unpredictable silver screen.
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OF THE YEAR"
(Nominated for the Academy Award. .. Feb. 1QOO)

ELIZABETH KATHARINE
TAYLOR HEPBURN

CURRENTLY THE COUNTRY'S RUNAWAY BOXOFFICE PACEMAKER
EVERYWHERE... AND DUE FOR ADDED WANT-TO-SEE PULL ON
THE IMPETUS OF THESE ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS!

Iso nominated for:

hsi Art Direction (Hack & white)"

OLIVER MESSEL & WILLIAM KELLNER;
Jet Decorations:

?COT SLIMON



Newsmakers

Profit Picture

Columbia Pictures turned in a net

profit of SI, 193,000 ($.85 per share),

for the 26 weeks ended Dec. 26, 1959,

compared to $1,752,000 ($1.29 per

share) for the corresponding period in

1958, it was reported by president

A. Schneider (above). However, the
'59 picture is much brighter in view of

the fact that the 1958 figure included

$2,622,000 representing profit on the

sale of the firm's West Coast laboratory

facilities.

Magna Theatre Corp. chalked up its

first net profit since its founding in

1953—a net in excess of $700,000 for

the fiscal year ended Jan. 31, I960

—

vice president and treasurer A. E. Bol-
lengier announced.

New Picker Post

David V. Picker
(left) was appointed

executive assistant to

United Artists presi-

dent Arthur B. Krim,
the UA topper an-
nounced. Picker, who
has been with UA since

1956, will continue his

duties as V.P. of UA
Records.

Brotherhood Poster

UA Buys Ziv TV
United Artists Television Invest-

ments, Inc., a wholly-owned sub-

sidiary of United Artists Corp.,

purchased all of the stock of Ziv

Television Programs, Inc., it was
announced jointly by UA chair-

man of the board Robert S. Ben-

jamin and president Arthur B. Krim
(above). Ziv is a leader in TV
production and distribution since

1948.
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MPI Bid to U
Motion Picture Investors presi-

dent Walter Reade, Jr. (above)

speaking for the exhibitor stock-

buying company, offered finan-

cing and playdate support to

Universal, at the latter's annual

stockholders'
.
meet, in an at-

tempt to fatten U's production

schedule for the next six months,

got a polite, but firm, no from
U head Milton R. Rackmil.

United Artists vice

president and chairman of

the amusement division of

the National Conference

of Christians and Jews,

Max E. Youngstein (left)

unveils the Brotherhood

poster for the 1960 fund-

raising and membership
drive. Youngstein also is

a member of the National

Brotherhood Week com-
mittee. The campaign con-

tinues thru March 31.

Strike Situation

SETTLEMENT NEARS
The Screen Actors Guild and the AMMP pre-

pared once again to sit down at the negotiating

table on Tuesday (15th) while the industry

watched and waited for a quick settlement of the

talent strike. The first—and, apparently, some-

what successful—meeting between the opposing

sides since the actors walked out March 7 was
arranged last Friday by Federal Mediator Jules

Medoff, and according to Charles S. Boren, chief

negotiator for the producers, "This is the first

time progress has been made."

Previously, IATSE president Richard F. Walsh
(above) marked his organization's entry into the

dispute by asking two independent firms that had

settled with talent for double the total of TV-sale

payments they will pay all other guilds and unions

combined. The IA's demand,s were quickly met

by Frank Sinatra's Dorchester Productions

("Ocean's 11") and George Sidney International

Pictures-Posa Films Internacional S.A. ("Pepe").

The most significant development was the action

by Universal, following up its agreement with

the writers, in coming to terms with the SAG,
thereby allowing its production schedule to con-

tinue unabated (see Newsmakers).
The strike was cause of grave concern to exhibi-

tors—large and small—all across the country as

they contemplated the disastrous effects of an

acute product shortage. One, William Goldman,
operator of 19 houses in Eastern Pennsylvania,

gave two weeks' notice to his 500 employes in

the event the walkout causes a shutdown of his

theatres.

'Wind 1 Promotion
Twentieth Century-Fox's "The Wind Cannot

Read'' was introduced to trade press and news-

critics at a dinner, appropriately enough, at Miya-

ko's Japanese restaurant, New York. Left to right:

Fox vice president Charles Einfeld; Tadashi

Onda, resident vice-consul general of Japan and

guest of honor, 20th publicity mgr. Nat Weiss.



IMPACT and RESULTS... two words that tell the story of how Trailers sell .

IMPACT... Trailers hit your audience at the magic moment - when they 're in

your theatre, eager for your message.

RESULTS... proven by responsible market research surveys... believed in by

exhibitors, the men who really know.



FLASH IN THE PAN?

Who's thv Ticket'-Taker in thv Parlor?

(Continued from Page 12)

merits from hockey fans of varying de-

grees of sports intensity were generally

complimentary. This supports the con-

tention of those who argue that "live"

attractions like championship fights

or other major sports events are what

the mass audience will pay for on TV.

Hockey is the big sport in Canada

and it is on but one night a week.

What happens at playoff time when
Imperial Oil Ltd., whose sponsorship

of the games is traditional in Canada,

takes over? And what is to take

hockey's place when the season ends?

Baseball is a definite question mark
from the viewpoint of the real depth

of public interest in minor leaguers.

Telemeter's attempt at "live" pro-

gramming, apart from hockey, has been

cautious and picayune. A 15-minute re-

port on the work of the Canadian Can-

cer Society in Etobicoke; a 30-minute

variety show featuring Toronto TV star

Cliff McKay and his band, and the first

of a series of Red Cross reports have

been the first live shows on the wired,

subscription medium. These shows were

free. Children's programs, which can

be seen for only 25 cents, are part of

the Telemeter schedule for Saturdays.

A group of Paramount Pictures exec-

utives were in town for the Telemeter

premiere and Adolph Zukor, chairman

of the board of the parent company,

addressed the pay-TV pioneers opening

night. He referred to the Telemeter

opening as an historical first to be

compared with the four-reel epic of

1911, Queen Elizabeth, starring Sarah

Bernhardt, which he produced, and the

first movie premiere with which he

launched it.

Quality of the "live" part of the

opening ceremonies was a little wavy
and the sound ebbed and flowed but

with the appearance of the filmed por-

tions everything smoothed out.

Pay-TV is cited by Ontario boxing

commissioner Merv Mackenzie as the

answer to the problems of promoters

of the squared circle sport in the prov-

ince. Televised bouts at local clubs will

provide boxing with a shot in the arm,

he contends. What he cannot answer,

quite obviously, is how many people

will pay Telemeter for the privilege of

watching local bouts, which would
seem to hold rather limited appeal for

the general public.

The major questions, it would seem,

are these:

Can pay-TV maintain a high rate of

public interest when the novelty wears

thin?

Can it continue to operate at current

prices ?

Are there sufficient attractions to keep

the coin boxes filling up?

Previous experiments in the United

States showed a keen interest on the

part of the public at first. This inter-

est dropped rapidly with the lessening

of novelty. Cost factors and the diffi-

culty of providing the type of program

the public would pay to see were cited

as the reasons. The same reasons might

very well develop in Etobicoke.

For instance, Trans-Canada Teleme-

ter has scored decisively at this stage

with its hockey telecasts from New
York and Boston. But what happens

after the hockey season is ended?

At the moment the feature films

being shown cost the householder $1,

regardless of how many people are

watching it in his parlor. This point

is significant because Telemeter is re-

ferred to as "a boxoffice in every home."

A boxoffice it may be, but a ticket-taker

it is not.

There is no limit to the number of

persons who may sit in a living room
and watch tollvision. The total price

is still just $1 per picture. But, the

householder may spend as much as $8

a week on pay-TV, in theory at least,

and it may be too costly a project for

the Telemeter customer to maintain.

Paramount has spent about $9,000,-

000 in the past 10 years in research on

the Telemeter coin box unit which op-

erates the pay-TV system, provides the

record of money paid in and even keeps

track of the shows watched. The Fa-

mous Players plant in Etobicoke oper-

ated by Trans-Canada Telemeter cost

$3,000,000.

All this money has been expended to

give telemeter a trial in Toronto. It

was not spent haphazardly; it was

spent with a purpose. And that pur-

pose was explained by Eugene E. Fitz-

gibbons, director of the television divi-

sion of Famous Players and son of John

J.
Eitzgibbons, Famous Players presi-

dent. His contention was that the

movie industry's hope in times of fall-

ing revenues is exploration of new pros-

pects for expansion. New fields had to

be found and pay-TV is his firm's an-

swer to the problem.

Telemeter's ultimate potential in Eto-

bicoke has been mooted as 40,000 sub-

scribers and Mr. Fitzgibbons predicted

that by next fall there should be tele-

meter coin boxes in 10,000 Toronto

homes. It costs about $100 to install

telemeter in a house. But increased pro-

duction is expected to reduce that fig-

ure, he said.

The $100 per house installation cost

of Telemeter does not include the costs

of films, studios, cameras, projectors

and other equipment. The subscriber

pays a $5 fee when he signs up for the

service and $1 for each picture.

It has been estimated that at the pres-

ent stage of the trial in Etobicoke, a

minimum of 200,000 subscribers would

be required before any profit is shown

by Trans-Canada Telemeter. This tar-

get appears several years away at least.

There are two movie channels avail-

able to Telemeter viewers in Etobicoke

now, with a third channel for live local

shows and special features. If you want

to switch from pay-TV to a regular

channel it costs you no more. But if

you switch from one pay-TV channel

to another it costs you one dollar to

get there and another buck to get back.

That could run away with plenty of

money and probably will for some, but

generally speaking viewers will stick

with their original choice, unless they

are having a party and there are enough

light-hearted people in the crowd will-

ing to experiment.

One woman who lives on Thorndale

Ave. told the writer it would be easy

to spend $7 or $8 a week on pay tele-

vision and suggested viewers must learn

to be discriminating. She expressed per-

sonal doubts that telemeter could keep

her home if she had something outside

she particularly wanted to do.

There is no doubt that the novelty

of pay-TV intrigues many folks here

for the moment. Complaints I heard

in the past week about tollvision movies

were technical ones primarily. In show-

ing the film Ask Any Girl, which was

produced in Cinemascope, the edges of

the film were cropped to fit the TV
screen, sometimes eliminating players

while they were talking. This is, of

(Continued on Page M)
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'BISMARCK' RIDES HIGH ON
HEAVY TV & RADIO PUSH

,1^ETi
S
M0R«DANA WYNTER ITA,

If proof is still needed that aggres-

sive showmanship—with the emphasis

on television and radio—can do the

trick for films of non-blockbuster cali-

bre, the startling boxoffice performances

turned in by 20th-Fox's "Sink the Bis-

marck" will more than suffice. For while

possessing certain definite audience lures

—action, romance, peril—the film cer-

tainly is no steamroller and is lacking

in marquee bait. If not high-powered

promotion, what else is the answer to

these hot business headlines?

^At New York's Paramount, its re-

sounding $11,500 Washington's Birth-

day take far outgrossed that holiday

for over a quarter century.

rAt Boston's Paramount, it rang up

$5,036, the greatest single opener in

the history of the theatre.

Hn New York, Washington, D. C,
London and Canada, its first four days

outgrossed another of 20th's recent hits,

"Journey to the Center of the Earth."

In the skilled hands of vice president

Charles Einfeld and his aggressive staff

of Fox boxofficers, "Sink the Bismarck"

has been moulded into one of the sea-

son's surprise attractions. Particularly

significant, as noted above, is the fact

that 20th's promotion executive de-

cided to concentrate the bulk of the

campaign in TV and radio, and the

pay-off has been one of the surprises of

early I960.

As Einfeld pointed out to Fox branch

and regional advertising-publicity man-
agers, "Bismarck" is "the perfect pic-

ture for television advertising." And
the Fox fieldmen have followed his ad-

vice to the letter. Devoting 60 per cent

of their total advertising budget to

television, they have hammered the

Morning line greets

'Bismarck' at N. Y.
Paramount Theatre

film's message across to the vast video

audience in many areas where "Bis-

marck has opened. One set of 60, 20 and

10-second TV trailers consisting of

actionful shots from "Bismarck" was

designed for use in or adjacent to chil-

dren's shows. Another set, prefaced and

narrated by Ed Murrow, are available

for use in news shows and during eve-

ning hours. And a third is specially de-

signed for use in women's programs.

The campaigns, thus mapped out, and

containing the proper weapons, to

penetrate all segments of the video

audience, are begun two weeks in ad-

vance, building to a crescendo on open-

ing day.

For the radio phase the Fox promo-

tioneers engineered a shrew d showman-

ship coup by arranging for one of the

nation's hottest recording stars to write

and sing a contagiously snappy title

tune bearing the film's title. "Sink the

Bismarck," sung by Johnny Horton,

of "Battle of New Orleans" fame, is

getting a big play from disk jockeys all

over the country. Alive with dynamic,

infectious rhythm of such previous film

tunes as "Colonel Bogey Song" and

"Children's Marching Song," "Sink the

Bismarck" has become the perfect audio

symbol.

Columbia Records reported that dur-

ing the first week in March its biggest

selling single record was "Sink the

Bismarck"—plugging the picture of the

same name. And 20th regional ad-pub-

bers, working closely with Columbia

Records boosters in local areas are

keeping the fires burning with such fuel

as streamers and counter cards featuring

the Horton hit.

"Bismarck" has the ring of historical

fact, and to build upon this, Fox show-

[ More SHOWMEN on Page 30 ]

men cooked up a four-way international

premiere that was covered by newsreel

cameramen in London, Washington,

D. C, Toronto and New York, with the

film clips rushed into newsreels at the-

atres all across the country in time to

serve as a special advance "trailer" for

the picture. In addition, the four gala

premieres were covered by television

newscasts beamed to viewers every-

where, putting local exhibitors in posi-

tion to kick off the picture a week or

so after the premieres with a "Local

Town Salutes an International Event

Angle."

The advertising whipped up for "Bis-

marck" has been the bold, shock variety

that combines so expertly immediacy

and eye-catching attention. The ads

spell out action, adventure and romance

in a most exciting manner. A special

comic page ad also has been employed

specifically for appeal to kids and to

the adventure fans. Regional playdates

are being listed in these ads.

The name of Ed Murrow, as narrator

of the theatre trailer, immediately sug-

gests wartime drama, epic romance and

important names. The title song, too,

is worked into the trailer.

Strong radio spots also sell the film,

emphasizing the action with exciting

sound effects. Here, once again, Mur-
row's voice narrates, and the song is

played for full effect. A paperback tie-in

has been arranged, with the book ver-

sion of the celebrated C. S. Forester

Saturday Evening Post serial flashing

big credits for the picture to readers

and passers-by newsstands and stores

all across the land. The author's famous

sea-stories background is being ex-

ploited in tie-ins with schools, libraries,

historical associations and bookstores.

Special screenings for military writers,

editorial w riters and other off-the-movie-

page specialists on local papers helped,

too.

By directing its heaviest fire at the

w ide TV and radio audiences, the 20th-

Fox showmen have hit a boxoffice

bull's-eye.
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Tie' Filmland Product to Commercial

Merchandising; It's Now Big Business
Not too long ago, merchandising of theat-

rical properties was merely another weapon

in the crowded promotional arsenals of the

major film companies, employed upon occa-

sion, but lacking the full, important stature

of some of its more proven brethren. Today,

tie-ins with manufacturers have become truly

"big business" in filmland's showman scheme,

with both parties to the effort profiting hand-

somely through hypoed product interest and

resultant increased sales.

Studios have come to look on the mer-

chandising deals with the shoemakers, home
builders and textile concerns (to name a

few), and their widespread retail outlets, as

an excellent method of getting the story of

their pictures across via the mountain of ad-

vertising chalked up by the outside firms.

And manufacturers, too, have discovered that

"cashing in" on the vast publicity accorded

an important film is a valuable stimulant to

their business.

"Merchandising," said Universal vice presi-

dent David A. Lipton recently, "has become

COCOA TIE-UP. Charles Herbert, star of

UA's "The Boy and the Pirates," enjoys
some Cocoa Marsh, one of products tied-

in to its promotion of the picture.

one of the most important facets in the long

range preselling of a big picture. It is ex-

tremely effective as a means of exploiting a

film through the products offered for sale

and the vast accompanying advertising."

In announcing eight national merchandis-

ing promotions blanketing every major mar-

ket of the country for the Easter saturation

release of "The Boy and the Pirates," United

Artists vice president in charge of advertis-

ing, publicity and exploitation Roger H.

Lewis noted: "By concentrating on the film's

natural audience, through promotions such as

this (a Cocoa Marsh tie-up), we hope to in-

sure top boxoffke results and to realize the

greatest grossing potential of (the film)."

Lipton's tribute to merchandising accom-

panied his announcement (hat Harry Sapcr-

stein & Associates had been engaged to han-

dle the commercial merchandising aspects of

the mammoth, long-range campaign for the

firm's 510,000,000 "Spartacus." "Universal,"

according to Lipton, "for years has used mer-

chandising tie-ups in the exploitation of its

pictures, but never before have w e approached

this particular phase of exploitation on the

extremely large scale that we have planned

for 'Spartacus.' " Even at this early date, Saper-

stein noted, manufacturers' interest in engi-

neering "Spartacus" tie-ups has been so great

that he and Universal are approaching the

deals with a keenly selective eye and finalizing

tie-ups only with products of unquestioned

quality.

By next fall, timed to the release of the pic-

ture, "Spartacus" products will begin appear-

ing on display counters and in show windows

of stores throughout the nation. By Christmas

season, still early in the initial reserved-seat

engagements of the film, there will be a full

complement of products, ranging from candy

bars to toys and from household furnishings

to wearing apparel.

Participating in the United Artists advance

exploitation push are Dell Comic Books,

World Wide Watch Company, Victoria Prod-

ucts "T" Shirts, Town and Campus Clothes,

Agency Tile Company, Aurora Plastics Pirate

Ship, Fleers Bubble Gum and the Cocoa Marsh
division of the Taylor Reed Corporation. In

announcing the tie-ins, Lewis explained that

each promotion is tailored to penetrate and

develop a vast children's and teenage market

for "The Boy and the Pirates." In all cases,

extensive use w ill be made of cooperative ad-

vertising, radio and television spot announce-

ments aimed at the family market, store and

theatre displays, contests, giveaways and spe-

cial local level promotions via retail outlets.

The Dell tie-in involves a 36-page comic

book promotion of action drawings and spe-

cially written text to be distributed to some

8500 outlets and newsstands. World Wide
Watch Co. will distribute special window

streamers and store displays with picture of

the cast to its more than 5000 outlets. Victoria

"T" Shirt, releasing through major chain

stores and Five and Dime Stores, is preparing

a special "T" shirt featuring an action scene

from the film. Town and Campus will pro-

mote the film via trade ads, counter cards and

store displays with photos of Charles Her-

bert, the young star, advertising its products.

Agency Tile is preparing special mosaic

"Pirate" tiles for local level theatre exploita-

tion.

From coast to coast, movie merchandising is

growing, keeping pace with the rapid strides

of the ever-increasing public hunger for more

products of all types. It bids to stand soon

among the most effective of industry promo-

tions, a tribute to the tie-ih tenet that two

products sell better than one—prov iding they

are helping to sell each other.

CHALLENGE. Management of Fox Senator ir

Sacramento cooked up this stunt to power its

engagement of Fox's "Seven Thieves." Tied 1

in to picture's storyline, the contest chal

lenged passers-by as well as patrons to oper
the safe and help themselves to silver dol i

lars inside. With theatre staff barking, the;

promotion pulled in plenty of prospective

customers, not to mention a few would-be
safecrackers who couldn't resist it.

HOUSEWORK. Columbia executive in charge

of advertising and publicity Jonas Rosenfield

Jr., show a picture of Kim Novak, star o

"Strangers When We Meet," to Carrol

O'Rourke, advertising manager of Weyer
haeuser Lumber Co. Latter is interested ir

both structures; his firm is among 21 leading

manufacturers that arranged a $6, 500, OCX

tie-up withh Columbia centered around ;

special house built for scenes in the film.

THE UNFORGIVEN'. United Artists national

director of advertising, publicity and exploita|

tion Fred Goldberg (left) and UA exploitation,

director Mori Krushen (right) explain ad cami
paign materials for "The Unforgiven'" t<

Woody Prought, president of United Detroi|

Theatres, at a home office meeting.
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'Oscar' Gets Full-Dress Play

From Industry for Big Night

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and

Sciences, still potentially the most powerful pro-

motional family in moviedom, is readying for

its annual "night on the town," w ith now-fully-

grown son Oscar {jetting the full dress treatment

in an effort to show him off before more peo-

ple than ever before. The publicity coordinating

arm of the MPAA ad-pub committee and the

Academy are aiming at the largest mass audi-

ence in the history of radio and television for

"Oscar" night (April 4), and, with the rest of

the industry pitching in, the showmanship effort

is setting records of its own for scope, satura-

tion and sheer, all-out salesmanship.

It is estimated that more than 100,000,000

viewers will watch the 32nd "big show," with

another 40,000,000 listening over the combined

TV and radio facilities of NBC and its Cana-

dian arm, CBC. To reach out to such a monu-

mental audience—one that will overshadow last

year's total that earned "Oscar" a 57.8 Trendex,

highest in the history of television—a powerful

promotional push must, of course, be expended.

And that is precisely what the I960 Academy
Awards Show is getting, with every communica-

tions media being bombarded and a number of

showmen "firsts" being recorded in the process.

The pre-telecast coverage of the show has been

the most gratifying ever, with estimates ranging

as high as ten to one over last year's figures.

Despite what was termed the disappointing

"inadequate coverage" by radio and television

of the Academy nominations—prompting a blast

at the webs by the MPAA radio-TV coordinat-

ing group—the biggest single movie promo-

tional event is being heralded on screens and

airwaves all across the country. Newspaper
coverage of the event also is establishing rec-

ords, and syndicated material and newsreel

breaks are up over past performances, too.

A brand new sales effort, banking heavily on
the major film companies, also is being em-

ployed to get Academy Awards news to fans

throughout the country. The sales managers of

all the major distributing firms are bolstering

the "Oscar" campaign by assigning their sales-

men to enlist the support of every theatre called

upon, with the result expected to be at least

double the number of participating houses. Thus
far, over seven hundred exhibitors have ordered

Academy Award promotion and publicity kits

from industry salesmen, according to James R.

Velde, chairman of the MPAA sales managers'

committee. This increase in theatre participa-

tion has caused National Screen Service branches,

which service the kits for the business, to in-

crease their orders.

NSS once again is supplying exhibitors with

a cornucopia of promotional material for the

show, including a 27 x 41 one-sheet poster; two

13V2 x 20 full-color posterettes; six 8 x 10 full-

color miniature displays; an all-purpose com-

posite mat, and an invaluable, idea-packed press-

book. The latter covers every facet of the Acad-

emy Awards campaign, with a number of pages

devoted entirely to important aspects of the

over-all push. Prominent theatre admen offer

their suggestions for proven promotions, includ-

ing student drives, lobby displays, telephone

campaigns, song promotion and newspaper edi-

torials. A vital four pages highlights the two

Pepsi-Cola contests which award all-expense-

paid vacations and savings bonds to theatre-

managers staging the best "Oscar" campaigns.

And other sections of the pressbook cover: radio-

TV promotion; a tie-up with Eastman Kodak;

suggestions for tie-ins with department stores;

valuable newspaper publicity, and a "surefire

newspaper 'Oscar' derby," in which the leaders

pick the Academy Award w inners.

The word about "Oscar" also is getting to the

public through the hallowed halls of Congress,

with the venerated gentlemen making a pitch of

their own for the mov ieland show. Sen. Thomas

H. Kuchel noted on the Senate floor: "1 am sure

you will have a great evening if you tune on

your sets and join the audience."

Befitting so widespread a promotion push, the

show will for the first time be treated as a spe-

cial event, thereby allow ing the telecast to con-

tinue beyond its scheduled 90 minutes should

the ceremonies, unlike last year, run long. As

the pressbook so wisely points out, "Oscar, the

world's best known personality, does more to

help motion pictures than any single individual

or event." And, from all indications, the indus-

try is determined to let "Oscar" have his say.

'CAN-CAN' BOW. Top, 20th-Fox president Spy-

ros P. Skouras (right) greets United Artists

topper Arthur Krim and Mrs. Krim at "Can-

Can" premiere at New York's Rivoli. Middle,

Fox vice president Charles Einfeld and Mrs.

Einfeld (center) arrive with international star

Francis Lederer and Mrs. Lederer. Bottom,
20th general sales manager Alex Harrison

and Mrs. Harrison (right), with Max Cohen,
head of Cinema Circuit, and Mrs. Cohen, and
Fox Canadian managing director Peter Myers
(left) arrive for the festivities.

Fox Showmen Kicking Up

Heels for 'Can-Can' Premieres

Twentieth-Fox promotioneers are kicking up

their heels for "Can-Can", the firm's mammoth
musical making gala bows this month in the-

atres throughout the country.

The spectacular Todd-AO production, based

on the Cole Porter stage smash, opened on

Broadway last week to benefit the c'nited States

Olympic Fund, with Fox topper Spyros P. Skou-

ras officially welcoming a host of dignitaries

from the govenment, society, entertainment and

sports worlds. Guest-of honor Carol Heiss, bril-

liant American Olympic Gold Medal winner,

attended with New York's Mayor Robert F.

W agner. A number of other city and state dig-

nitaries converged at the Rivoli, including Com-
missioner of Commerce Richard C. Patterson.

In Los Angeles, too, the gala opening of "Can-

Can" at the Carthay Circle was taped in color

by NBC and shown to 25,000,000 viewers of the

Steve Allen Show. Allen hosted the festivities at

the Carthay, marking the first time that a major

film premiere was captured in its entirety in

color by the TV tape process and telecast across

the nation over the vast NBC network.

'OSCAR' MEETING. Mem-
bers of the MPAA publicity

coordinating committee
map plans for the Academy
Awards telecast promotion.
L. to r.: George Nelson; Hor-
tense Schorr; Jay Remer;
Harold Rand; Taylor Mills;

Philip Gerard, committee
chairman; Harry K. McWil-
iams, campaign coordina-
tor; Paul Kamey; Norman
Poller; Marvin Levy and
Burt Sloane.
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WHAVS THE COMPETITION OFFERING THIS SEASON? FLASH IN THE PAN?

THE TV WATCH
By ZIGGY GERALD

While the actors and writers strike

to receive their just rewards for the

post- 1948 films sold to television, the

majority of viewers are not even watch-

ing at the time late films are shown.

They're all tuned to The Jack Parr

Show. If the actors and writers knew

what they were up against they might

reconsider and see the practical unim-

portance of their battle.

The Jack Paar Show is unquestion-

ably the finest thing the industry has to

offer. Because of this, it is amusing that

the show is not a consciously grown

product of the network, much less the

industry but, instead, a nightly round-

table of healthy length that emerged

gradually and rose to its present

esteemed and controversial position

under the ringleadership of Jack Paar,

a comedian-humorist.

The nightly feast of conversation is

a shishkabab of wit, music, controversy,

and thought—always fresh and topical.

The areas of discussion are limitless,

often bordering on the censorable but

always adult and—what is so rare in

regular evening television viewing—in-

teresting. The many nightly guests are

chosen because of their intelligence

rather than their mass appeal.

For the people who are regular

viewers of the medium, the Paar Show
is one program that is a breath of fresh

air. For the occasional viewer, it is the

most worthwhile show to watch. An
evening's guests may be as varied as

Gypsy Rose Lee, Billy Graham, Dr.

Tom Dooley and hillbilly singer, Min-

nie Pearl—all sprinkled in among Paar's

growing number of "regulars."

To be on the show is a boost to any

young entertainer's career. It presents

him before a strictly adult audience and
lets him prove himself. Many an older

entertainer has lost face on the show

because there was little brain-power

behind his make-up.

0
The show has many moods. There are

serious moments (Congressional inves-

tigator, Robert Kennedy, blasting off

on the labor union investigations),

wildly funny moments (Debbie Rey-

nolds forcibly undressing Paar on the

floor behind his desk), nights of pure

wit (Jack Benny's appearance during
the California trip), times when the talk

flows brilliantly (whenever Alexander
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King, raconteur and writer, is a guest).

Paar has developed his audiences more
than any other entertainer in all of tele-

vision. In creating his audience he raised

the standards of viewers quite a few

notches.

The Jack Paar Show is the one enter-

tainment that the movies can never

hope to duplicate. The fact that it does

compete with the late films—and usu-

ally victoriously—is testimony to sup-

port the contention that television is at

its best when it's itself, and not an

imitation of motion pictures.

Dear Mr. Gerald:

I thought your comments in the Feb. 18

issue of Film BULLETIN on the subject of

tv advertising were very interesting. We have
been using this medium on some occasions,

and have secured results on some occasions,

failed to do so on others. Before tv adver-

tising can really be taken seriously, television

will have to offer theatre rates comparable to

radio and newspaper advertising, as at the

present time television rates are prohibitive,

especially where you expect to get the cov-

erage necessary to show results from this type

of advertising.

Also, we are handicapped in the matter of

time placement. National advertisers have
the best slots covered, and the networks too,

also use a considerable amount of plugs for

their shows, which rules out movie adver-

tising at times when it does the most good.,

Television stations as a rule cannot use

over one minute spots, and many times can-

not use that length trailer, during the best

evening hours, where several spots are put
in between the shows. However, to get full

value from tv advertising, we should use

trailers. I've had little luck with I. D. cards

or telops. You can't get your message across

in Jo seconds.

Theatres will have to work with tv stations

on this, as most of them are willing to co-

operate, and certainly will want to see that

we get results. One minute and twenty-second
condensed versions of the regular National
Screen Service trailers would be great for tv

advertising use, and could be worked into

most campaigns.

1 A RLE M. HOLDEN
Lucas and Avon Theatres

Savannah, Georgia

(Continued from Page 28

)

course, one of the principal causes of

disaffection with movies on TV. When
films are presented on free television,

no one is vocal about it; but when they

pay, look out!

By showing the films for three days

and then changing the program, Trans-

Canada hopes to avoid forcing the

viewer to make a choice which of the

two movie channels he'll watch each

night.

There is another aspect to Trans-

Canada Telemeter operations here w hich

are peculiar to Toronto and might put

a sharp crimp in TCT's expected in-

come. This is the question of Sunday
entertainment. Complaints have been

made by the Lord's Day Alliance about

operation of pay-TV on Sundays. Rev.

A. S. McGrath, a spokesman for the

Alliance, which is behind many of To-
ronto's Sunday Blue Laws, says that

operation of an entertainment for which
admission is charged, such as Teleme-
ter, is a contravention of Ontario's

Lord's Day Act. He said a meeting of

the Alliance and Trans-Canada Tele-

meter officials would be held soon.

What is the attitude of the press?

Dennis Braithwaite, TV critic for the

Toronto Daily Star, had this reaction

to his one night of viewing pay-TV in

Etobicoke: "When I got home my fam-

ily was watching The Guardsman—for

free—with Alfred Lunt and Lynne Fon-

tanne. This was a real oldie (1931)
but more entertaining than anything

you'll find at the centre of the earth."

He also wrote: "If you are fed up
with commercials, pay-TV may be your

dish but it could become a fairly ex-

pensive habit—up to S2 a night, per-

haps more if the service is extended

and the viewer gets 'hooked'."

Alex Barris, entertainment columnist

for the Toronto Telegram, made this

speculation: "If Telemeter catches on,

it will of course be extended to other

Toronto areas. My only hope is that

the company adheres to the policy of

having no commercials during paid-for

programs. I don't mind paying for my
TV entertainment one way or the other

—with commercials or with coins in

a box—but not both."

More than one observer here suspects

that Paramount's multi-million dollar

gamble in the prosperous section of

Etobicoke will fail for either or both

of these reasons: (1) the cost of the

project, or (2) because the larger por-

tion of the population find enough to

their liking on free TV.



IT10UE OF A CAMPAIGN

Dramatize the Characters:

Cue to Campaign for 'Hill'

Hi
m
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vtly anv bastard in this family
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Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has taken two distinct

tacks in its promotional campaign for "Home

from the Hill." One: concentrate on the "big-

ness," the "greatness" of the picture. Two:

stress the fascinating characters who people the

cinema version of Richard Humphrey's rich and

earthy novel. The editors of Film BULLETIN

heartily recommend to exhibitors the latter, and

advise lending it added punch wherever pos-

sible. Recent film successes have indicated the

public has a strong desire for lusty, life-in-the-

raw portrayals, and theatremen everywhere

would do well to keep this trend in mind when
selling "Home from the Hill." The powerful,

robust figures who people the exciting s.ory lend

themselves perfectly to socko-type captions like

the one above this scene, in which George Ham-
ilton rips loose a blistering speech at his father,

Robert Mitchum.

( C outhiiitd ou Ptige 15)
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SEE' BOARD

,RKERSS
HOME FROM THE HILL

EV'Ek'E': iljU;

This "See" board presents to the public eye exciting real

scenes from the picture on a graphically illustrated 40 x 60
board. Such a display can be made easily from a set of the

color stills and a blow-up of the book-cover, as shown. For best

hard-sell results, it should be set up in the lobby or out front

a week before opening.

BOOK TIE-IN

M-G-M has engineered a book tie-in with Pocket Books, Inc.,

ond an extensive and penetrating campaign is the result. Here,

too, the lustiness and high emotional impact of the story and
its characters is brought home to the public, by a campaign
featuring local and regional cooperation by book sellers and
distributors. Rack cards, streamers, posters and window displays

ore important factors.

DRAMATIC SCENES
The set of exciting scene stills is one of the most effective ways of

thrusting "Home from the Hill" into the public limelight. Perfect for

use in a number of ways—from paste-ups on lobby boards to plant-

ing in newspapers—the 8 x 10's below boil the film down to its

raw, earthly elements.



Ads ihai Emphasis** Excit in ?t Stary9 IVolatile

Characters llvst Sttilod tor Hard-Si>ll t 'ampaig

(Continued from Pttge 33)

The advertising that breathes life into the personalities

and the strong plot should be used extensively by theatre-

men. Above are certain of these ads selected deliberately

because of their emphasis on the characters and the moving

storyline. To the right is an excellent example of the stress

on the stars and their meaty roles—a composite of the

principal characters that can be utilized in "home-made"
ads by enterprising exhibitors.

M-G-M also has made available through National Screen

Service two hard-selling trailers. One, planned as a feature

with special effects, emphasizes the dramatic moments and

the exciting characters. The other is an advance trailer

aimed at the public clamoring for new personalities. It high-

lights Hamilton, George Peppard and Luana Patten, quoting

from national magazines such perfectly-suited phrases as

"An emotional tale that starts at fever pitch and never

cools down."

Radio and television promotion, too, is fashioned to give

the public the feel of the players. An open end interview

record presents famed Hollywood columnist Erskine John-

son introducing Mitchum, who, in turn, introduces the three

new star discoveries. Disc jockey contests centered around

such questions as "Why I Like to See a Motion Picture About
Unusual People and How They Affect the Lives of Other

People" cater to the current desire for unique characters.

A tremendous national magazine campaign, supplemented
by a raft of publicity breaks in national publications, is yet

another way in which M-G-M is powering the hard-sell por-

tion of its "Home from the Hill" drive.

Hit 'em hard an keep hitting 'em appears the best way
to sell this powerful film.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current &> Coming Features

(Date of Rim BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

mgEHEEE
August

BAT, THE Vincent Price, Agnes Morehead. Producer

C. J. Tevlio. New version of Mary Robert Rlnehart

and Avery Hopwood's world famous mystery tale. 80

min.

FACE OF FIRE Cameron Mitchell, James Whitmore.
Producers Albert Band Louis Garfinkle. Director Band.

Handyman disfigured in fire finally gains friends. 83

min.

October

WEB OF EVIDENCE Van Johnson Vera Miles. Produced
by Maxwell Setton and John R. Sloan. Filmed from
A. J. Cronln's novel "Beyond This Place." Young man

jns 20 year old murder case to free his father.me
November

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT, U. S. A. George S. Hamil-
ton. Mary Murphy. Producer Terry Sanders. Director
Denis Sanders. Law-student turns criminal. 80 min.

December
HOUSE OF INTRIGUE, THE Cinemascope, Color. Dawn
Addams, Curt Jurgens. Folco Lulli. Producer-director
Dullio Coletti. Spies and counter-spies' activities dur-
ing WW II. 90 min.

January
ATOMIC SUBMARINE Arthur Franz, Dick Foran, Brett
Halsey. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Spencer G.
Benset. Science-fiction thriller of a Polar sub and its

encounter with unknown enemy. 73 min.

PURPLE GANG, THE Barry Sullivan, Robert Blake.
Elaine Edwards. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
Frank McDonald. The startling story of the infamous
Detroit mobsters. 83 min.

February
HYPNOTIC EYE, THE Jacques Bergerac, Marcia Hen-
derson, Merry Anders, Allison Hayes. Producer Charles
B. Bloch. Director George Blair. Hypnotist's assistant
wearing mask, is responsible for disfiguring pretty
faces of hypnosis volunteers. 82 min.

March
I PASSED FOR WHITE Sonya Wilde, James Franciscus.
Producer-director Fred Wilcox. Story of a Negress
who passes for white. 91 min.

April

BLUEBEARD'S TEN HONEYMOONS George Sanders,
Corinne Calvet. Producer Roy Parkinson. Director W.
Lee Wilder. Based on the true-life story of Landru,
infamous French bluebeard. 92 min.

May
PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert. Pro-
ducer-director Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt.
Petrosino's war against the Mafia in the early I900's.
73 min.

RAYMIE David Ladd. John Aqar, Charles Winninger.
Richard Arlen. Producer A. C. Lyle. Director Fred
McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant 6

foot barracuda. 73 min.

June
SEXPOT GOES TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren, Tues-
day Weld. Mijanou Bardot. Producer-director Albert
Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-
lege routine.

July
HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter, Vic Damone. Miiko
Taka. Producer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson.
True story of U. S. Marine hero Guy Gabaldon.

August
PLUNDERERS. THE Jeff Chandler. Producer-director
Joseph Anthony. Band o( young hoodlums intimidate
entire western town.

Coming
DONDI Producer Albert Zugsmith. Story based on
the comic strip character.

RECKLESS, PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."
THE BIG BANKROLL Fabulous Hfe story of king of the

gamblers. Producers, Samuel Bischoff and David
Diamond.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

September

SIGN OF THE GLADIATOR Color, CinemaScope, Anita
Ekberg, George Marshall. Producer Guido Brignone.
Director Vittorio Musy Glori. The loves and wars of

Zenobia and her downfall by the Roman Empire. 84

November

October

BUCKET OF BLOOD, A Barboura Morris. Dick Miller.

Producer-director Roger Corman. A mad artist mur-

ders his victims and uses their bodies for statues.

45 min.

LEECHES, THE Ken Clark, Yvette Vickers. Producer

Gene Corman. Director Bernard L. Kowalski. Monsters

arise from the swamps of the Florida everglades. 62

November

GIANT GILA MONSTER Don Sullivan, Lisa Simone.

Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg. Giant

gila monsters goes beserk on diet of humans. 75 min.

THE KILLER SHREWS Ingrid Goude, James Best, Ken

Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg.

Tiny shrews grow to huge proportions. 69 min.

December

GOLIATH AND THE BARBARIANS Color. Cinema-
Scope. Steve Reeves, Bruce Cabot, Chelo Alonso

Producer Eminno Salvi. Director Carlo Campogalliani.

A young woodsman revenges the death of his father.

Spectacle. 88 min.

February

ANGRY RED PLANET Cinemagic, Eastmancolor. Gerald

Mohr Nora Hayden, Les Tremayne. Producers Sidney

Pink, Norman Maurer. Director lb Melchoir. An ad-

venture in the fourth dimension. 83 min.

May
CIRCUS OF HORRORS CinemaScope, Color. Anton

Diffring, Erika Remberg. Producers Julian Wintle,

Leslie Parkyn. Director Sidney Hayers. Horror spec-

tacle. 95 min.

GIRL ON DEATH ROW PanaVision. Terry Moore,
Debra Paget. Producer Richard Bernstein. Director

Roy Del Ruth. Prison melodrama. 90 min.

JAILBREAKERS, THE Robert Hutton, Mary Castle. Pro-

ducer-director Alexander Grasshoss. Four escaped
convicts try to find a treasure of $400,000.00 from a

bank robbery. 65 min.

June

FALL OF THE HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScope, Color.

Vincent Price, Mark Damon, Myrna Fahey. Producer-

director Roger Corman. Edgar Allan Poe's classic.

Coming

ALADDIN AND THE GIANT CinemaScope and Color.

Producer Herman Cohen. Action fantasy.

GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON CinemaScope, Color.

Steve Reeves. Action fantasy. 80 min.

IN THE YEAR 2809 CinemaScope & Color. Jules Verne.

Science fiction.

KONGA CinemaScope, Color. Michael Gaugh. Pro-

ducer Herman Cohen.

SHE Color, CinemaScope. H. Ryder Haggard's novel.

TAKE ME TO YOUR LEADER CinemaScope. Comedy
science fiction.

TALKING DOG. THE

October

CRIMSON KIMONO. THE Victoria Shaw, Glenn Cor-

bett. Producer-director Samuel Fuller. Love and mur-

der on burlesque row. 82 min. 9/14/59.

THEY CAME TO CORDURA CinemaScope. Eastman
Color. Gary Cooper, Rita Hayworth, Van Heflin, Tab
Hunter. Producer William Goeti. Director Robert
Rossen. From the novel by Glendon Swarthout. 123

min.

TINGLER, THE Vincent Price, Judith Evelyn. Producer-

director William Castle. Spook show with built-in

gimmicks. 80 min.

BATTLE OF THE CORAL SEA Cliff Robertson, Gia
Scala. Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director Paul
Wendkos. . Drama set against WW II background. 80
min. 10/26/59.

LAST ANGRY MAN, THE Paul Muni, David Wayne.
Producer Fred Kohlmar, Director Daniel Mann. Picturi-

xation of Gerald Green's bestseller. 100 min. 10/12/59.

WARRIOR AND THE SLAVE GIRL SupercineScope.
Eastman color. Gianna Maria Canale, Georges Marchal.
Director Vittorio Cottafavi. Action Spectacle. 89 min.

I 1/9/59.

MOUSE THAT ROARED, THE Color. Peter Sellers,

Jean Seberg. Producer Walter Shenson. Director Jack
Arnold. Satire on relations of countries during Atomic
Age. 83 min. 10/12/59.

YESTERDAY'S ENEMY Stanley Baker, Guy Rolfe. Pro-
ducer Michael Carreras. Director Val Guest. British

and Japs battle in Burma. 95 min.

December
EDGE OF ETERNITY CinemaScope, Color. Cornel
Wilde, Victoria Shaw. Producer Kendrick Sweet. Di-

rector Donald Siegel. Murder and intrigue at Ariiona
mine. 80 min. 11/9/59.

FLYING FONTAINES, THE Eastman Color. Michael
Callan, Evy Norlund. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
George Sherman. Life with the circus. 84 min. 12/21.

THOUSAND AND ONE ARABIAN NIGHTS Technicolor.
UPA Cartoon feature. Starring the near sighted Mr.
Magoo. Producer Stephen Bosustow. Director Jack
Kinney. 76 min. 12/21.

January
GENE KRUPA STORY. THE Sal Mineo, Susan Kohner.
Producer Philip A. Waxman. Director Don Weis. Pic-

ture of the famed drummer. 101 min. 1/4/60.

SUDDENLY, LAST SUMMER Elizabeth Taylor, Montgom-
ery Clift. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director Joseph L.

Mankiewicz. Based on the controversial Tennessee
Williams play. I 14 min. 12/21.

SWAN LAKE Maya Plisetskaya, Nicolai Fadeyeche,
Director Z. Tulubyeva. Russian exchange film. 81 min.

2/29/60.

February

ONCE MORE, WITH FEELING Technirama, Color. Yul
Brynner. Kay Kendall. Producer-Director Stanley Donen.
Story about a concert conductor. 92 min. 2/15/60.

OUR MAN IN HAVANA CinemaScope. Alec Guinness.
Burl Ives, Maureen O'Hara. Producer-Director Carol
Reed. Drama of a vacuum cleaner salesman in Havana.
107 min. 2/1/60.

WHO WAS THAT LADY? Tony Curtis, Dean Martin,
Janet Leigh. Producer Norman Krasna. Director
George Sidney. Curtis poses as an F.B.I, agent. IIS
min. 1/18/60.

March

BABETTE GOES TO WAR CinemaScope, Color. Brigitte
Bardot, Jacques Charrier, Producer Raoul J. Levy.
Director Christian-Jaque. Bardot helps defeat Germany.
103 min. 2/29/60.

COMANCHE STATION CinemaScope, Color. Randolph
Scott, Nancy Gates. Producer-director Budd Boetticher.
A cowboy out for revenge. 74 min. 2/29/60.

April

AS THE SEA RAGES Maria Schell, Cliff Robertson.
Producer Carl Szkoll. Director Horst Hechler. A war
among fishermen and islanders. 97 min.

BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG Dick Clark. Michael Cal-
lan, Tuesday Weld. Producer Jerry Bresler. Director
Paul Wendkos. A teacher fights teenage violence. 102

KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO CinemaScope, Color. Rob-
ert Taylor, Anne Aubrey. Producers Irving Allen,
Albert R. Broccoli. Director Richard Thorpe, Engineer
fights slave trade in Africa. 91 min.

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathews.
Producer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre de Toth.
Hollywood film magnate becomes U.S. counter-spy. 92

May
MOUNTAIN ROAD, THE James Stewart, Lisa Lu. Pro
ducer William Goetz. Director Daniel Mann. G.l.'s
fight across Burma.

June

ALL THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd. Sidney Poitier.

Producer-director Hall Bartlett. U.N. forces trapped
behind enemy lines in Korea.
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ELECTRONIC MONSTER Rod Cameron. Mary Murphy.
Producer Cohen-Levy. A mind machine in the hands
of a murderer. 72 min.

STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY. THE Guy Rolfe. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Ritual murders
in India 81 min.

July

GULLIVER'S TRAVELS Super Dynamation. Golor. Kerwin
Mathews, Jo Morrow Producer Charles Schneer. Di-

rector Jack Sher.

STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET CinemaScope, Color.
Kirk Douglas. Kim Novak Ernie Kovacs. Barbara Rush
Producer-director Richard Quine.

Coming

CAVES OF NIGHT CinemaScope Color. Cornel Wilde
Jean Wallace. CI iff Robertson. Producer Cornel Wilde.
Director Paul Wendkos.

DEVIL AT 4 O'CLOCK. THE Spencer Tracy, Sidney
Poitier Marpessa Dawn. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Di-

rector Peter Glenville.

ENEMY GENERAL. THE Van Johnson. Jean Pierre
Aumont, Dany Carrel. Producer Sam Katiman. Director
George Sherman.

GIDGET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope, Color. James
Darren. Sandra Dee, Michael Callan. Producer Jerry
Bresler.

GUNS OF NAVARONE Color. Gregory Peck. David
Niven, Anthony Quinn. Producer Carl Foreman. Direc-
tor Alexander Mackendrick.

I AIM AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw.
Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director Lee Thompson.
Film biography of brilliant rocket scientist.

PEPE CinemaScope, Color. Cantinflas. Dan Dailey,
Shirley Jones. Producer-director George Sidney.

REACH FOR TOMORROW Burl Ives, Shelly Winters.
James Daren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan, Director
PhlHp Leacock.

SONG WITHOUT END CinemaScope, Color. Dirk Bo-
garde. Capucine. Producer William Goeti. Director
Charles Vidor. The story of Frank Liszt.

TWO FACES OF DR. JEKYLL. THE Color. Paul Massie,
Dawn Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
Terence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
son's classic.

WACKIEST SHIP IN THE ARMY, THE CinemaScope,
Color. Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson. Producer Fred
Kohlmar. Director Richard Murphy.

NDEPENDENTS

October

400 BLOWS. THE IZenith] Jean Pierre Leaud. Produced
and directed by Francois Truffant. French drama of
boy's unhappy life. 98 min. 9/14/59.

November
LOVERS. THE IZenith) Jeanne Moreau, Alan Cuny.
Directed by Louis Malle. French import about illicit
love affair. 90 min. 9/14/59.

THIRD MAN ON THE MOUNTAIN (Buena Vista) Walt
Disney. Technicolor. Michael Rennie, James Mac-
Arthur, Janet Munro. Produced by William H. Ander-
son. Directed by Ken Annakin. Adventure. 100 min.
9/14/59.

January

BEHIND THE GREAT WALL (Continental Dist.) Aroma
Rama. DeLuxe Color, TotalScope. Producer Leonardo
Bomi. Director Sidney Kauffman. Narrated by Chet
Huntley. Story introduces the process and its explana-
tions. 98 min. 12/21.

PRETTY EOY FLOYD (Continental Dist.) John Ericson,
Barry Newman, Joan Harvey. Producer Monroe Sach-
son. Director Herbert J. Leder. Story of a killer,
based on factual events in the life of Charles Arthur
Floyd. 94 min. 2/1/60.

TIGER BAY (Rank) John Mills. Horst Buckholz. Pro-
ducer John Hawkesworth. Director J. Lee Thompson.
Suspense drama involving a murderer, a girl who
W
jj*
nes

?
ed his crime, and a brilliant police inspector.

February

GRISSI IValiant) Jean Gabin, Jeanne Moreau. Pro-
ducer Robert Dorfmann. Director Jacques Becker.
Action drama of the Paris underworld and its inhabi-
tants. 85 min.

KISS FOR A KILLER. A IValiant) Mylene Demongeot
Henri Vidal. Producer Michel Safra. Director Henri
Verneuil. From James Hadley Chase's best-selling
thriller. 105 min.

NUDE IN A WHITE CAR (Trans-Lux) Marina Vlady,
Robert Hossein, Odile Versois. Director Robert Hos-
sem Mystery dealing with the nocturnal escapades
ot two beautiful blonde French sisters. 87 min.

TOBY TYLER IBuena Vista) Technicolor Kevin Cor-
coran Henry Calvin, Gene Sheldon Producer Walt
Disney. Director Charles Banton. Circus tale of a
runaway boy s adventures under the Big Top 94 min
1/18/60.

March
EXPRESSO BONGO (Continental Dist I Laurence Har-
vey. Sylvia Syms. Producer-director Val Guest. Based
on the hit play by Wolf Mankowitz. 108 min

SWORD AND THE CROSS, THE IValiant! CinemaScope
Color. Glanna Maria Canale. Marisa Allasio. Director
Guido Brignone. Story of the Roman persecution of
early Christians.

April

KIDNAPPED (Buena Vista) Technicolor Peter Finch
James MacArthur. Producer Walt Disney. Director
Robert Stevenson. Adaptation of Robert Louis Steven-
son's adventure classic. 97 min. 2/29/60.

June

SIGN OF ZORRO. THE IBuena Vista). Guy Williams.
Henry Calvin. Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-
tors Norman Foster and Lewis R. Foster.

July

POLLYANNA IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Richard Eagan. Producer Walt Disney. Director David
Swift. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller.

Coming
A TIME TO KILL I Producers Associated Pictures Co. I

jim Davis, Don Megowan, Allison Hayes. Producer Pat
BeM Director Oliver Drake

DAY OF THE TRUMPET, THE iC. Santiago Film Organi
lation Prod.) John Agar, Richard Arlen, Bill Phipps
Producer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

DREAM MACHINE. THE (Amalgamated Prods.) Rod
Cameron. Marty Murphy, Peter llling Producers Rich-
ard Gordon and Charles Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
gomery Tully.

GORGO I King Bros.) Technicolor. Wide screen. Bill

Travers. Vincent Winter, William Sylvester. Producer
Maurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

JUNGLE CAT (Buena Vista) Technicolor. Story of will

animal life along the Amazon River.

LIGHT ACROSS THE STREET, THE (UMPOl Engine
Bardot, Raymond Pellegrin, Roger Piquat. Producer
Jacques Gauthier. Director Georges Lacombe. Drama
A French husband and wife try to live without normal
sex relations, after the husband had a near-fatal acci-
dent. 76 mm.

SILVER SKATES. THE (Buena Vista) Eastman Color.
Rony Zeander. Carin Rossby. Producer Walt Disney.
Director Norman Foster.

SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON IBuena Vistal Technicolor
John Mills, Dorothy McGuire. Producer William H.
Anderson. Director Ken Annakin. Adaptation of Jchann
Wyss' Adventure classic.

M ET RO -GO LDWYN- MAYER

October

GIRLS TOWN Mamie Van Doren, Mel Torme, Maggie
Hayes, Paul Anka. Ray Anthony. Producer Albert
Zugsmith. Director Charles Haas. Drama of a girl

suspected of murder, who proves her innocence after
she is committed to an institution. 92 min.

LIBEL Olivia de Havilland, Dirk Bogarde. Producer
Anatole de Grunwald. Director Anthony Asquith,
Courtroom drama based on London and New York
stage hit. 100 min. 10/26/59.

TARZAN, THE APE MAN Color, Wide Screen. Denny
Miller, Joanna Barnes. Producer Al Zimbalist. Director
Josesph Newman. New adventure of the world-famed
King of the Jungle. 82 min. 10/26/59.

November

HOUSE OF THE SEVEN HAWKS, THE Robert Taylor,
Nicole Maurey. Producer David E. Rose. Director
Richard Thorpe. Suspense drama of the search for

looted iewels hidden by the Nazis in Holland. 92 min.

December

WRECK OF THE MARY DEARE. THE CinemaScope,
Metrocolor. Gary Cooper, Charlton Heston. Producer
Julian Blaustein. Director Michael Anderson. Film ver-
sion of Hammond Innes' best-seller dealing with the
captain of a freighter whose owners conspire to sink

her for the value of her cargo. 106 min. 11/23/59.

January

NEVER SO FTW CinemaScope. Metrocolor. Frank
Sinatra, Gina Lollobrigida . Producer Edmund Grainger
Director John Sturges. Story of a group of Kachin
guerillas in Burma during World War II. based on Tom
Chamales' best-sellinq rovel. 127 min. 12/21.

THE GAZEBO CinemaScope. Glenn Ford, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director George
Marshall. Film version of the Broadway mystery-
comedy hit. 102 min. 12/21.

APRIL SUMMARY
The early schedule of April releases

numbers nineteen features, with any

possible distribution changes caused

by the talent strike yet to be an-

nounced. Columbia leads the way with

four pictures, while three companies

—

20th Century-Fox, United Artists and
Paramount—are tied for the runnerup

spot with three films each. Universal

has listed two releases, while M-G-M,
Allied Artists, Buena Vista and Warner
Bros, each has one picture ready for

the coming month.

February
THE LAST VOYAGE MetroColor. Robert Stack. Dorothy
Malone. Producer-Director Andrew L. Stone Dramatic
story of the events which occur with sinking of an
ocean liner. 91 min. 2/1/60.

March
HOME FSOM THE HILL CinemaScope. Metrocolor
Robert Mitchum. Eleanor Parker. Producer Edmund
Grainger. Director Vincente Minnelli. Film version of
William Humphrey's novel dealing wi;h conflict be-
tween family. 150 min. 2/15/60.

A pril

PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES CinemaScope. Metro-
Color. DorfT Day, David Nlven. Janis Paige. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Cnarles Waivers. Comic ex-
periences of N. Y. couple and their children. Ill min.

Coming
ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN, THE Cinema-
Scope, MetroColor. Tony Randall. Eddie Hodges Pro-
ducer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Michael Curtiz.
Film version of Mark Twain's classic story of the Mis-
sissippi River.

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaScope
Metro Color. Robert Wagner, Natalie Wood. Susan
Kohner. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Michael
Anderson. Drama involving four young people whose
paths cross in their search to find love.

BATTLE OF MARATHON, THE Widescreen. Color. Steve
Reeves, Mylene Demongeot. Producer Jacques Tour-
neur. Director Bruno Vailati. Action-filled recreation
of the classic battle of ancient Greece.

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope. MetroColor. Judy
Holliday. Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-
tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit.

BEN HUR Panavision, Technico'or. Charlton Heston
Jack Hawkins. Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Brb-
lical spectacle. 332 min. 11/23/59.

BUTTERFICLD 8 CinemaScope, MetroColor. Eizabeth
Taylor. Laurence Harvey. Producer Pandro S. Berman.
Director Daniel Mann. Adaptation of John O'Hara's
novel.

CIMARRON Metrocolor) Glenn Ford. Maria Schell
Anne Baxter. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director
Anthony Mann. Based on Edna Gerber s classic novel.

GO NAKED IN THS WORLD CinemaScope. MetroColor.
Gina Lollobrigida, Tony Franciosa, Ernest Borgnine
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Ranald MacDou-
gall. Film version of a novel by Tom Chamales.

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter, Pat Crowley.
Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Phil Carson.
Story of a man threatened by a gang of hoodlums
after he is witness to a murder.

PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney, Terry
Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military
academy.

SUBTERRANEANS. THE CinemaScope. Metrocolor.
Leslie Caron. George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed
Director Ranald MacDougall. Film version of Jack
Kerouac's novel.

TEMPTATION Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde. Joseph
Cotten. Producer Goffredo Lombardo. Director Nun-
nally Johnson. Drama, during Spanish Civil War, in-

volving a priest and a beautiful dancer.

THE DAY THEY ROBBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray, Elizabeth Sellars, Hugh Griffith. Producer
Jules Buck. Director John Guillermin. Suspenseful
action-thriller of a sensational robbery.

THE VILLAGE OH THE DAMNED George Sanders. Bar-
bara Shelley. Producer Ronald Klnnoch. Director Wolf
Rilla. Suspense drama with a science-fiction basis.

TIME MACHINE, THE Rod Taylor. Alan Young. Pro-
ducer-director George Pal. Based on H. G. Wells
story of a man who invents a machine which carries
him from the 19th cer.tury into an amazinq world of
the future.
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November
CAREER Dean Martin, Anthony Franciosa. Sh'rley Mac-
Lame Carolyn Jones. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Joseph Anthony. Drama Ambitious young actor, strug-
gling toward stardom, encounters love hardship frus-
tration. 105 min. 10/12/5?.

December
U'L ABNER Technicolor. Peter Palmer, Leslie Parrish
Stubby Kaye. Julie Newmos", Robert Strauss. Producer
Norman Panama. Director Melvin Frank. Musical-
comedy. Screen version of long-run Broadway stow

if/l/S?
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s Do,3P at<:n characters. 114 min.

January
A TOUCH OF LARCENY James Mason, Vera Miles.
Producer Ivan Foxwell Director Guy Hamilton. Comedy
of Naval commander who maps an elaborate fraud.
tj mm. I / I 8/60.

February

BIG NIGHT, THE Randy Sparks, Dick Foran Venetia
Stevens, Anna Lee. Producer Vern Alves Director Sid-

"^min 2/
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CIRCUS STARS Technicolor. Oleg Popov Vladimir
Durov. Director L. Kristy. Russian release distributed
by Paramount pursuant to agreement under the aus-
pices of the State Department. 67 min. 2/29/60.

^ACnK T
n
E R ' PPER Patterson, Eddie Byrne, Betty

McDowall. Producer and Director—Robert S Bakerand Monty Berman. Joseph E. Levine exploitation spe-
cial. 85 min. 2/15/60.

March
CHANCE MEETING Hardy Kruger, Micheline Presle
Producer David Deutsch. Director Joseph Losey. Young
artist, accused of murdering his mistress, attempts toprove his innocence. 96 min. 2/29/60.

HELLER IN PINK TIGHTS Technicolor. Sophia Loren
Anthony Quinn. Margaret O'Brien. Producers Carlo
Ponti and Marcello Gi Rosi. Director George Cukor
Hieatncal troupe's adventures in the old west. 100

April

CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS Lilli Palmer. Sylvia SymsYvonne Mitchell. Producer Betty E. Box Director Ralph
Thomas. Story of rescue operations of war orphans
imprisoned in concentration camps. 120 min.

FIVE BRANDED WOMEN Van Heflin, Silvana Mangano
Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis. Director
Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Nazis. 90 min.

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET Jerry Lewis Joan Black-man. Prdoucer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Tauroq
Screen version of the Broadway hit by Gore Vidal
85 mm. 2/15/60.

May
SAVAGE INNOCENTS Technirama, Technicolor. An-thony Ouinn Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray.

UNDER TEN HAGS Technirama. Van Heflin Charles
Laughton. Producer Dino DeLaurentis. Directors Duilio
(-oletti and Silvio Narizzano. Drama of WWII.

June
RAT RACE, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton
Director Robert Mulligan.

August
BAY OF NAPLES VistaVision. Technicolor. Clark Gable
Sophia Loren. Producer Jack Ross. Director Mei
Shavelson.

Coming
BELLBOY, THE Jerry Lewis, Alex Gerry Joan Tabor
Producer-director Jerry Lewis.

BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim. Producer Raymond Eger. Direc-
tor Roger Vadim. Suspense drama based on story by
Paul Gallico.

BREATH OF SCANDAL. A Sophia Loren. Maurice
Cheva ,er John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti and
Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtiz.

CINDERFELLA Technicolor. VistaVision. Jerry Lewis
Ed Wynn. Anna Marie Alberghetti, Erin O'Brien Pro-
ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg
Georqe Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW li

espionage drama.

G.I. BLUES VistaVision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley. Pro-
ducer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog. Story of
American soldiers in Germany.

ONE-EYED JACKS VistaVision. Technicolor. Marlon
Brando. Pina Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-
tor Marlon Brando. Western.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh. Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles
John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock'

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY. THE VistaVisicn. Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire, Debbie Reynolds. Tab Hunter.
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-
boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding

.

TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT Gordon Scott, Jock Ma-
honey. Producers Sy Weintraub, Harvey Hayutin. Di-
rector Robert Day.

WALK LIKE A DRAGON Jack Lord. Nobu McCarihy,
James Shigeta. Producer-Director James Clavell.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, France Nuyen, Michael Wilding, Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Jean Negulesco. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and hte Broadway play.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

November

BELOVED INFIDEL CinemaScope, Deluxe Color Greg-
ory Peck, Deborah Kerr, Eddie Albert. Director Henry
King. Producer Jerry Wald. Intimate story of F. Scott
Fitzgerald and Sheilah Graham. 123 min.

HOUND DOG MAN CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Carol
Lynley, Fabian. Producer Jerry Wald. Director D.
Siegel. Story of ynuna love in the remote Kentucky
mountain country. 87 min. 11/9/59.

December

BLOOD AND STEEL RegalScope. Brett Halsey, Ziza
Rodann. Producer G. Corman. Director B. Kowalsky.
63 min. War story in South Pacific.

JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH Cinema-
Scope, Deluxe Color. Pat Boone, James Mason, Arlene
Dahl. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Levin.
Picturization of Jules Verne's novel. 132 min. 12/21.

January

STORY ON PAGE ONE, THE CinemaScope. Rita Hay-
worth. Anthony Franciosa. Producer Jerry Wald. Direc-
tor Clifford Odets. Drama of a woman plotting to
murder her husband. 123 min. 1/4.

ROOKIE, THE CinemaScope. Tommy Noonan. Pete
Marshall, Julie Newmar. Producer Tommy Noonan.
Director George O'Hanlon. Army training. Comedy.
86 min. 1/4.

SEVEN THIEVES CinemaScope, Color. Edward G. Rob-
inson, Rod Steiger, Joan Collins. Produced S. Boehm.
Director Henry Hathaway. Six men and a woman suc-
cessfully rob a Monte Carlo casino. 102 min. 2/1/60.

February

SINK THE BISMARCK CinemaScope. Kenneth More,
Dana Wynter. Producer-director J. Bradbotirne. Story
of the chase and death of the German juggernaut by
the British Navy. 97 min. 2/1/60.

WHEN COMEDY WAS KING Charlie Chaplin. Buster
Keaton, Laurel and Hardy. Producer Robert Younqson.
A compilation of the screen's best-loved comedians.

WIND CANNOT READ, THE DeLuxe Color. Dirk Bo-
garde, Yoko Tani. Producer Betty Box. Director R.

Thomas. Drama of taut intrigue and love in Burma dur-
ing WW II. 107 min. 2/29/60.

March

CAN-CAN ITodd-AI Color. Frank Sinatra, Shirley
MacLane Maurice Chevalier. Producer Jack Cum-
mings. Director Walter Lang. Adaptation of Cole
Porter's brilliant musical success.

DOG OF FLANDERS, A CinemaScope Color. David
Ladd, Donald Crisp. Producer R. Radnitz. Director H.
Clark. Story of a boy and his dog. 96 min. 1/18/60.

OPERATION AMSTERDAM Peter Finch. Eva Bartok.'
Producer M. Cowan. Director M. McCarthy. Based on
novel by David E. Walker. 97 min.

THIRD VOICE, THE CinemaScope. Edmund O'Brien,
Julie London. Producer-director H. Cornfield. Drama
of intrigue in a big city police station. 79 min.
2/1/60.

April

MASTERS OF THE CONGO JUNGLE DeLuxe Color.
CinemaScope. Narrator—Orson Welles. Producer H
Storch. Director M. De Roover. Story of life in the
Belgian Congo. 88 min. 1/18/60.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, Color. Montgomery Clift,

Lee Remick. Producer-director Elia Kazan. An elderly
woman successfully fights the Tennessee Valley Author-
ity.

May
CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson Welles,
Juliette Greco Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director
Richard Fleischer. Psychological thriller of dual iden-

THIRTEEN FIGHTING MEN RegalScope. Grant Wi
liams. Carole Mathews. Producer Jack Leewood. Di

rector Harry Gerstad. 64 min.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Michael
Craig, Mylene Demongeot. Producer B. Box. Director
R. Thomas. 101 min.

WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER CinemaScooe, DeLuxe
Color. Ernie Kovacs, Margo Moore, Dick Shawn. Pro-
ducer-director Mervyn LeRoy. GI operates a lavish
resort on a Pacific Island.

June

BOBBIKI NS Max Bygraves, Shirley Jones. Producer O.
Brodney. Director Robert Day. Hilarious family com-
edy. 89 min. 2/29/60.

FROM THE TERRACE DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope.
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward. Producer-director
Mark Robson.

STORY OF RUTH, THE DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope.
Elana Eden, Peggy Wood. Producer Samuel G. Engel.
Director Henry Koster. Story of a biblical character.
122 min.

July

HIGH TIME DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Bing Crosby.
Fabian. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Blake
Edwards.

MURDER, INC. RegalScope. May Britt. Stuart Whit-
man. Producer Burt Balaban. Director Stuart Rosen-
berg. Story of famed crime syndicate.

SONS AND LOVERS DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope.
Dean Stockwell, Trevor Howard, Wendy Hiller. Pro-

ducer Jerry Wald. Director Jack Cardiff. Drama of

passion and love in a Welsh-mining community.

August

ALASKANS, THE CinemaScope, Color. John Wayne,
Robert Mitchum, Gary Crosby. Director Henry Hatha-
way.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Ray Stricklyn,

Merry Anders. Producer Jack Leewood. Director Wil-

liam Claxton. Story of the teenage life of the notorious

outlav

Coming

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Walter Wan-
ger. Director Rouben Mamoulian.

FLAME OVER INDIA DeLuxe, CinemaScope. Kenneth

More, Lauren Bacall. Producer M. Hellman. Director

J. Thompson.

GIRL IN THE RED BIKINI, THE CinemaScope. Mark
Stevens, Joanne Dru. Producer Edward L. Alperson

Director Byron Haskin.

LET'S MAKE LOVE Yves Montand, Tony Randall, Marilyn

Monroe. Producer Jerry Wald. Director George Cukor.

LOST WORLD. THE CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color. Fer-

nando Lamas, Clifton Webb. Orson Welles. Claude
Rains, Jill St. John. Producer-director Irwin Allen.

ONE FOOT IN HELL CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

Dolores Michaels, Don Murray. Producer Sydney
Boehm. Director James B. Clark.

November

ODDS AGAINST TOMORROW Harry Belafonte, Robert

Ryan, Shelly Winters. Producer-director Robert Wise.

Taut drama of a bank robbery. 95 min. 10/12/59.

SUBWAY IN THE SKY Van Johnson, Hildegarde Neff.

Producer John Temple-Smith and Patrick Filmer-Sankey.

Post-war melodrama. 85 min. 9/14/59.

December

SOLOMON AND SHEBA Color. Yul Brynner, Gina
Lollobrigida. Producer Ted Richmond. Director King

Vidor. Biblical spectacle in SuperTechnirama-70 and

color. 139 min. 1/4/60.

January

DOG'S BEST FRIEND, A Bill Williams, Marcia Hender-
son. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L. Cahn.
Comedy. 70 min. 1/18/60.

GUNFIGHTERS OF ABILENE Buster Crabbe. Judith

Ames. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L. Cahn.
Western. 67 min. 1/18/60.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY David Niven, Mitzie Gaynor.
Producer Ralph Fields. Director David Miller. Roman-
tic Comedy based on Broadway hit. 81 min. 11/23/59.

February

ON THE BEACH Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner, Fred

Astaire, Anthony Perkins. Producer-director Stanley

Kramer. Film version of Nevil Shute's provocative

best-seller. 133 min. 12/7/59.

PUSHER, THE Kathy Carlyle, Felice Orlandi. Producers

Gene Milford and Sid Katz, Director Gene Milford.

Action drama. 81 min. 1/18/60.

TAKE A GIANT STEP Johnny Nash, Rudy Dee. Pro-

"ducer Jules L. Epstein. Director Phillip Leacock. Drama
of a negro teenager. 100 min. 12/7/59.

VICE RAID Mamie Van Doren. Brad Dexter. Producer

Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action drama.
71 min. 2/29/60.
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March

OKLAHOMA TERRITORY Bill Williams. Gloria Talbot.

Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. 47

min. Action drama. 47 min. 2/29/40.

SUMMER OF THE 17th DOLL Ernest Borgnine. Anne
Baiter Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film version

of Ray Lawler's Broadway and London stage play. 93

April

BOY AND THE PIRATES. THE Color. Charles Herbert.
Susan Gordon. Producer-director Bert I. Gordon. Fan-
tasy-comedy. 82 min.

UNFORGIVEN, THE Color. Burt Lancaster. Audrey
HeDburn. Producer James Hill. Director John Huston.
Widescreen Western. 130 min.

May
FUGITIVE KIND. THE Marlon Brando. Anna Magnani,
Joanne Woodward. Producer Martin Juros and Richard
Shepherd Director Sidney Lumet. Based on Tennessee
Williams' Broadway play. 135 min

GALLANT HOURS. THE James Cagney. Producer-Direc-
tor Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval hero
Admiral Halsey. 115 min.

NOOS£ FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis. Ted De Corsia.
Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Ac-
tion drama. 49 min.

June

MUSIC BOX KID, THE Ronald Foster. Luana Patten.
Grant Richards. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director
Edward L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.

NIGHTFIGHTERS, THE Robert Mitchum. Dan O'Herlihy,
Anne Heywod. Producer Raymond Stross. Director
Taylor Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion. 74 min.

July

APARTMENT, THE Jack Lemmon. Shirley MacLaine
Fred MacMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder. Ro-
mantic comedy.

ELMER GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster, Jean
Simmons. D*n Ameche. Producer Bernard Smith. Di-
rector Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller.

INHERIT THE WIND Spencer Tracy. Fredric March.
Gene Kelly. Producer-director Stanley Kramer. Recre-
ation of famed Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925.

Coming
ADVISE AND CONSENT Producer-director Otto Prem-
inger. From Allen Drury best-seller about Washington
politics.

ALAMO, THE ITodd-AO) Technicolor. John Wayne.
Richard Widmark. Laurence Harvey, Linda Cristal.
Producer-director John Wayne. Historic Western.

APPLE PIE BED Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director
Jean Negulesco. Based on the novel "The Midwife
of Pont Clery" by Flora Sandstrom.

BY LOVE POSSESSED Director Robert Wise. Picturiia-
tion of James Gould Cozzen s Pulitzer Prize winning
novel.

EXODUS Paul Newman, Eva Marie Saint, Peter Law-
ford. Producer-director Otto Preminger. Based on
Leon Uris's novel.

GLADIATORS. THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS. MY Producer-director Stanley
Kramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
sion of James Michener's epic novel.

INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Donna Anderson.
Producer Stanley Kramer. Director Paul Stanley.

MAGNIFICENT SEVEN. THE PanaVision. Color. Yul
Brynner. Eli Wallach. Horst Buchholi. Steve McQueen.
Producer-director John Sturges. Based on the Japanese
film The Seven Samurai."

MISFITS THE Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe. Montgom-
ery Chft Producer Frank Taylor. Director John
Huston. Comedy.

STUDS LONIGAN Christopher Knight. Producer Philip
Yordan Director Irving Lerner. Film version of the
James T. Farrel trilogy.

TIME ON HER HANDS Ingrid Bergman. Producer-
director Anatole Litvak. Filmization of Francois Sagan's
romantic novel "Do You Like Brahms?"

TUNES OF GLORY Color. Alec Guinnsss. John Mills.
Producer Colin Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Com-
edy-drama of the British postwar army.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Elizabeth Taylor. Director
Uelbert Mann. Based on the Broadway stage success.

WAY WEST. THE James Stewart. Kirk Douglas Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

WEST SIDE STORY Widescreen. Color. Producer-direc-
tor Robert Wise. Filmization of Broadway musical,
teenagers in love and the problems they face.

UNIVERSAL INT'L

October

PILLOW TALK Color. CinemaScope. Rock Hudson
Dons Day, Tony Randall. Thelma Ritter. Producers
Ross Hunter. Martin Melcher Director Michael Gor-
don. Song writer interior decorator find romance a
zany business. 9/14/59. 102 min.

November
4-D MAN Color and Wide-Screen. Robert Lansing.
Lee Merriweather, James Congdon. Producer Jack H
Harris. Director Irwin S. Yeaworth. Jr. Science-fic-
tion melodrama. 85 mm. 10/12/59.

SAPPHIRE Eastman Color Nigel Patrick Yvonne
Mitchell. Michael Craig, Paul Massie. Producer Michael
Relph. Director Basil Dearden. Mystery dealing with
racial problem. 92 min. 7/20.

December

OPERATION PETTICOAT Eastman Color. Cary Grant.
Tony Curtis, Joan O'Brien, Dina Merrill. Producer Rob-
ert Arthur. Director Blake Edwards. Admiral recalls
his hilarious World War II days. 120 min. 11/9/59.

January

HELL BENT FOR LEATHER Color and CinemaScope.
Audle Murphy, Felicia Farr. Stephen McNally. Pro-
ducer Gordon Kay. Director George Sherman. Out-
door adventure. 80 min.

February

FOUR FAST GUNS James Craig. Mar»h* Vickers Ed-
gar Buchanan. Producer William J. Hole. Jr. Drama
about the hiring of a town tamer who brought law
and order to the town of Purgatory. 73 min. 11/23/59.

March
HEAD OF A TYRANT Color, Widescreen. Massimo
Girotti, Isabelle Corey Renato Baldini. Lucia Banti.
Director Fernando Gerghio. Story of the annihilation
of the people of Central Asia in ancient times. 102 min.

OTHELLO Color. Based on Shakespeare's classic which
is being released under the Russian cultural exchange
program. Producer Segire Yutkivich. Director M. Itina.
This is the story of the Moor and how his downfall was
plotted. 120 min.

TOO SOON TO LOVE Widescreen. Jennifer West.
Richard Evans. Producer-director Richard Rush. Drama
of two teenagers in love and the problem they face
85 min. 2/29/40.

April

December

MIRACLE. THE Technirama-Technicolor. Carroll Baker.
Roger Moore Producer, Henry Blanke. Director. Irving
Rapoer Spectacular romance based on world-famed
Mai Reinhardt stage production. 121 min 11/9/59.

January
CASH M'CALL Technicolor. James Garner. Natalie
Wood. Producer Henry Blanke. Director Joseph
Pevnev Cameron Hawley's best-seller of the world
of high finance. 102 min. 12/21.

February

BRAMBLE BUSH, THE Technico'or. Richjrd Bjr'cn.
Barbara Rush. Producer Milton Sperling Director
Daniel Petrle Chjrles Mergendahl's novel about a
small New England town. 103 min. 2/1/40.

RISE AND FALL OF LEGS DIAMOND. THE Ray Danton.
Karen Steele. Producer. Milton Sperling. Director
Budd Boettichor. The life of a notorious qangster of
the 1920 s. 104 min. 2/29/40.

March

GUNS OF THE TIMEERLAND Technicolor. Alan Ladd.
Jeanr»e Crain. Frankie Avalon. Producer Aaron Soel'-
inq. Director. Robert D. Webb. An adventii'- ''•arnj

of lumbermen and their women. 91 min. 2/15/40.

THIS REBEL BREED Rita Moreno. Mark Damon. Pro-
ducers William Rowland and Robert H. Yamin. Direc-
tor Richard L. Bare. A story of iuvenile delinquency
93 min. 2/15/40.

A pril

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE, THE Mickey
Rooney. Mamie Van Doren Fay Spain Mel Torme
Marty Milner, Tuesday Weld. Paul Anka. Cecil Kella-
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith
Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people on a bus
are taken by a parallel to 1he Garden of Eden and
its temptations. 87 min.

SNOW QUEEN, THE Eastman Color. Art Linklerter.
Sandra Dee. Patty McCormack, Tommy Kirk. Producer
Robert Faber. Animal version of Hans Christian Ander-
sen fairy tale. 70 min. 12/7/59.

May
COSSACKS, THE Color. Widesscreen. Edmund Purdom,
John Barrymore. Jr. Georgia Moll.

June

BRIDES OF DRACULA, THE Color. Peter Cushing.

LEECH WOMAN, THE Coleen Gray. Grant Williams.
Gloria Talbot. Producer Joseph Gershenson. Director
Edward Dein. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving
drug and turns murderess.

July

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Anthony Quinn, Lana Turner.
Sandra Dee. John Sa~ion. Producer Ross Hunter, Di-
rector Michael Gardor. Adaptation of Broadway play
by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts.

Coming

SPARTACUS (Techniramal. Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Lawrence Olivier. Jean Simmons Tony Curtis. Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-
tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
his undying love.

WARNER BROTHERS

November
A SUMMER PLACE Technicolor. Richard Egan. Dor-
othy McGuire Sandra Dee. Producer-director. Delmer
Daves. Film drama of Sloan Wilson's best seller. 130
min. 10/12/59.

CRANES ARE FLYING, THE The first Russian film un-

der the cultural aareement. Tatyaoa Samiolova. Alex!

Batalov. Director Mikhail Kalatoiov. Drama of love and
war. 94 min. 12/7/59.

BULLETIN — THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT

TALL STORY Technicolor. Anthony Perkins. Jane
Fonda. Producer-director Joshua Logan. Romantic com-
edy based on Broadway stage hit by Lindsay and
Crouse. 91 min. 2/15/40.

Coming

CROWDED SKY, THE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Rhonda Fleming. Efrem Zimbalist, Jr Producer Mi-
chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drama
of modern aviation.

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS. THE Robert
Preston. Dorothy McGuire, Eve Arden. Producer Mi-
chael Garrison. Director Delbert Mann. Based on
William Inge's broadway stage hit.

HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Color. Steve Reeves
Sylva Koscina. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director Pietro
Francisci. The new Joseph E. Levine presentation.

ICE PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton. Robert Ryan.
Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferber's novel of

Alaska.

OCEAN'S 11 Technicolor. Frank Sinatra. Dean Martin
Sammy Davis, Jr., Peter Lawford. Producer-Director
Lewis Milestone. A Las Vegas story.

RACHEL CADE Technicolor. Angie Dickinson. Peter
Finch, Roger Moore. Producer Henry Blanke. Director
Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer's best-selling novel
of Africa.

SUNDOWNERS, THE Technicolor. Deborah Kerr. Robert
Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of the

Australian frontier.

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy. Producer Dore Schary. Director Vincent J.

Donehue. From Schary's play about Franklin D. Roose-
velt.

TRIAL OF SERGEANT RUTLEDGE, THE Technicolor
Jeffrey Hunter, Constance Towers. Producers Pat Ford
and Willis Goldbeck. Director John Ford. An unusual
story of justice in the post-Civil War west.
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MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers
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CLARK
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Member National Film Corner

s
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Opinion of the Industry

MARCH 28. 1960

AFTER THE STRIKE

-WHAT?
The Industry Must Gird

To Resist Pressures To

Sell Off Post-'48 Films

Design for Perpetuity

MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT f

ALL-OUT 'OSCAR' PUSH • PITCH TO KID TRADE



. . . BOSTON - METROPOLITAN . . . PHILADELPHIA - MIDTOWN . . . CLEVELAND - ALLEN . . .W

...PROVIDENCE - ELMWOOD . . . HOUSTON - MAJESTIC. . . DALLAS -CAPRI . . . KANSAS:

SYRACUSE - ECKLES . . . MILWAUKEE - WISCONSIN . . . ALBANY - PALACE . . . WORCESTEF

AUSTIN - PARAMOUNT . . . AMARILLO - PARAMOUNT . . . WACO - ORPHEUM . . . OKLAHO

LOUISVILLE - UNITED ARTISTS . . . NASHVILLE - PARAMOUNT . . . CHARLOTTE - MANOR .

.

. . . MIAMI - MIAMI . . . CORAL GABLES - MIRACLE... JACKSONVILLE-TOWN & COUNTRY...

- GATEWAY . . . STAMFORD - STAMFORD . . . NORWALK - NORWALK . . . KANKAKEE - LUNA..A

COURT . . . MORGANTOWN - WARNER . . . ALTOONA- CAPITOL . . . ASBURY PARK - MAYFAIF.

GLENS FALLS - PARAMOUNT . . . MADISON - CAPITOL . . . NIAGARA FALLS - CATARACT. ..M

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

A STANLEY DONEN PRODUCTION

J

YUL BRYNNER | KAY KENDALL



MORE, WITH FEELING
*S THE NATION'S TOP

OPINION-MAKERS
MING HANDSPRINGS!

"One'of the most hilarious wedding nights of recent film history!" — jime Magazine
"Bright situations... clever dialogue... some marvelous music!" —McCall's Magazine
"Very enjoyable!" — Cue Magazine. "Way ahead of most recent screen comedies!" —
Theatre Magazine. "You miss half the dialogue because of laughter!" —Hedda Hopper.

"Top stars, strikingly handsome settings, gorgeous costumes by Givenchy and jewelry

by Cartier!" — Saturday Review. "Amusing! Yul Brynner and Kay Kendall give excellent

performances!" —New York Daily News. "Gay, witty comedy !" — Houston Chronicle.

"Rollicking! Scintillates all the way!" —Boston Daily Record
"A riot of fun!" —DaUas Morning News

\PRK-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL. ..CHICAGO-ORIENTAL. ..SAN FRANCISCO-ST. FRANCIS

.- ONTARIO . . . PITTSBURGH - PENN . . . BALTIMORE - CHARLES . . . BUFFALO - CENTURY

1IDLAND . . . MINNEAPOLIS - WORLD ... ST. PAUL - WORLD . . . ROCHESTER - LYELL . .

.

I...DES MOINES -PARAMOUNT... EL PASO - ELLANAY . . . FT. WORTH-HOLLYWOOD...

I
E . . . SEATTLE - 5TH AVENUE . . . COLUMBUS - OHIO . . . NEW HAVEN - PARAMOUNT . .

.

0-CENTRE . . .WILMINGTON - COLONY. . . BIRMINGHAM - MELBA . . . MIAMI BEACH - CARIB

NN...ST. PETERSBURG -PLAYHOUSE... PALM BEACH - PARAMOUNT ... FT. LAUDERDALE

-STATE ... SO. BEND - COLFAX . . . PEORIA - RIALTO . . . CANTON - PALACE . . . WHEELING -

6-SAXON . . JOHNSTOWN - EMBASSY . . . TROY- PROCTER . . . SCHENECTADY - PROCTER . .

.

I/JY MORE!

T«rJ Screenplay by
I Produced on the New York Stage by J

Produced and Directed byi Associate Producei „MMmMk
>TOFF| HARRY KURNITZ based on his playj martin gabel and henry margoli^ STANLEY DONEN | paulradin

|
TECHNICOLOR*



ABOUT MERWN LE ROY'S

SELL IT WITH THE!

SENSATION/

REACTION:
SELL IT
with the big array

of free TV and

radio spots!

SELL IT
with the terrific

ANDY WILLIAMS

title recording!

SELL IT
with the smash

theatrical trailer!

SELL IT
with the huge

paperback special.

First printing will be

read by millions!

Hilariously yours /7m from 20th!

DICK

SHAWN:
'This is the

/'est picture /'

ever been in—id

also my first."

1



Whit They'te Talking About

In the Movie Business

»-D COMEBACK . Many exhibitors feel
.here is still plenty of untapped po-
tential in the 3-D process . Interest
las been restimulated by 20th-Fox's
mnouncement that it is planning test
ngagements of a 3-D feature, this
ime in CinemaSsope and color. The
licture is Edward Alperson's "Girl in
he Red Bikini", tentatively slated
or June release. The feeling in some
luarters is that the high costs in-
olved , more than anything els e,
cooled off 3-D enthusiasm during the
'•rief, abortive splurge in the mid-
fifties. With admission prices now at

|
considerably higher level in most

lituations, the cost of double pro-
ection equipment, glasses, etc. will
lot be so vital. And it is reported
'hat huge stocks of glasses are stored
nd will be available at minimum cost.
,f "depthie" releases are widely
paced to make the most of their
ovelty impact , the business might be
iewing them through rose-colored
3-D) glasses come summer.

ARAMOUNT-CBS DEAL . The opinion is, in
oth TV and film circles, that the
egotiations for opening Paramount 's
tudio to the CBS Television Network

—

f consummated—stands to benefit the
ilm company at least as much as the
V firm. True, it is pointed out, the
etwork can make excellent use of the
tudio' s fine facilities, placing it
n position to compete more intensely
ith ABC, which is now profiting hand-
omely via its arrangement with Warner
ros. However, it is regarded as
oubtful that CBS will derive much
rom the contemplated co-production of
tiows for TV, since the Paramount
tudio manpower is probably the
9akest in all of Hollywood. Despite
lowing promises during the past year
iat its production program would be
ilarged and improved, very little of
grit has been coming off the Para-

mount lot. Instead, the company has
been reaching for outside, foreign
films to keep its distribution organi-
zation rolling. The CBS deal will
provide Paramount with some revenue
from its almost-idle plant and might
give it the chance to crack the TV
field, in which it has hitherto had
little success. Some insiders view the
CBS deal as admission by Paramount
president Barney Balaban that he is
finding it too tough to operate in the
theatrical film field in today's
highly competitive market.

COLUMBIA BOOMING. A prominent exhibi-
tor, recently returned from Hollywood,
where he viewed a batch of upcoming
Columbia pictures, confidently pre-
dicts that that company will be rival-
ing Universal in the profits derby by
year's end. He reports that Columbia
has five sure-fire hits on tap .

TOLL-TV PROGRAMMING . While Trans-
Canada Telemeter, the Paramount pay-TV
subsidiary which is wiring the Toronto
suburb of Etobicoke, lays claims to an
overwhelming demand for installations,
the promised word on the number of
coins dropped in the slots during the
first few weeks has not been forth-
coming to date. Some observers suspect
business isn't as good as expected .

Chief problem of the Canadian experi-
ment is the programming. Here's a
typical Telemeter day in Etobicoke :

On Channel C, the free channel, a test
pattern appears at 8 a.m. Hi-Fi music
provides the recorded background,
interrupted at intervals by an an-
nouncer explaining how to insert coins
to pay for programs due on the two pay
channels later. From 5:55 to 6:52,
viewers are offered 15 minutes of news
and sports results, trailers for the
night's movies, a travelogue and a
cartoon. Channel A comes on at 7 p.m.
with a trailer, a cartoon and its
feature presentation, "Gigi", for $1

.

It runs once and is repeated, after a
brief intermission, without additional
payment. B, the second pay channel,
comes on at 7:15 with trailer, cartoon
and its feature offering, "North By
Northwest", also for $1. And a repeat
showing follows at no additional fee.
The program director for Trans-Canada
Telemeter advises that concerts by the
Toronto Symphony Orchestra are in the
planning stage.
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Newsmakers

He Calls for Order

In this day of product stringency,

with theatremen keeping one eye cocked

for possible relief from the shortage

und the other for quick settlement of a

talent strike that threatens to retard the

industry's slow but steady recovery,

search for a system of orderly release

has taken on much of the aspect of the

quest for the Holy Grail. More and

better product spaced evenly through-

out the year is ideal, say exhibitors, but

who's going to turn the dream into

bright boxoffice reality?

The man undoubtedly trying hardest

is Edward L. Hyman. So inextricably in-

tertwined is the theatre executive and

his goal, in fact, that when the name Ed

Hyman is mentioned in movie circles,

the question of orderly release usually

is right behind.

A veteran exhibitor who traces his

theatre lineage back to 1917, when he

managed the Victoria in Buffalo, N.Y.,

Hyman is on intimate terms with every

problem facing today's streamlined ver-

sion of the "chief cook and bottle

washer" who ran the movie house of

yesterday. And while the vice president

of American Broadcasting-Paramount

Theatres, Inc., always can be counted on

to plead the theatreman's case before

the major film companies, exhibitors,

too, have known the sting of his verbal

whip. Telling the film bosses to give the

movie houses an even break or spurring

his fellow theatremen to greater pro-

motional effort—doing both almost in

the same breath, if necessary—Hyman
toils on both sides of the fence with

equal facility and tireless persistence.

One year ago, in his Report from
Hollywood for 1959, the AB-PT execu-

tive noted that "with the effort that has

gone into the orderly distribution plan,

this second quarter (April-May-June)

is slowly but surely improving." Last

week, parting the thick, gray clouds of

gloom hanging over the industry since

the start of the talent strike, the cham-

pion of orderly release declared hap-

pily: "We have the merchandise avail-

able for the (April-May-June) drive

period to justify an all-out effort." And
the man who labored tirelessly, and
almost single-handedly, to secure that
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merchandise for his fellow theatremen

now is demanding from them a promo-

tional backing similarly vigorous, one

that, in Hyman's own words, will "con-

vince the distributors that there is noth-

ing wrong with any alleged 'orphan'

period that a quality attraction, backed

by a custom-built, tailor-m::de campaign

to which local level thinking and effort

has been added, cannot cure."

And if Hyman's requests paint him as

a demanding taskmaster in the eyes of

exhibition, certainly his unbounding

optimism in the face of this dark hour

ought to be a sufficient spur to greater

effort. Pegging his predictions to cur-

rent prospects of product for the rest of

the year and the trend of theatre attend-

ance nationally, the circuit executive

said I960 "will be a better year than any

since 1956." Noting confidently, in the

best General Motors tradition, that "the

trend of business for AB-PT theatres is

usually indicative of the trend for exhi-

bition around the country." Hyman pre-

dicted that the momentum (AB-PT
first-quarter results are "well ahead" of

last year) will carry through the second

quarter. Barring a protracted strike, he

believed "release for the summer
months are little less than sensational,

so we anticipate continued improvement

during the third quarter. Releases to be

available for the last quarter," he

added, "plus exhibition's annual fourth

quarter drive, leaves no question but

that the upward trend will continue."

Getting down to specifics, Hyman
calculates that ten national distributors

will have a minimum of 227 features

available for release this year, footnot-

ing that if the reissues, foreign pictures

and added films are forthcoming, "we

can reasonably assume that the number

of releases for I960 will be closer to

300." Among the spring releases, he

notes, are Columbia's "Mountain Is

Young" and "Because They're Young;"

20th-Fox's "Wild River" and "Crack

in the Mirror;" United Artists' "The
Unforgiven" and "The Fugitive Kind;"

Universal's "The Snow Queen" and

"The Cossacks;" M-G-M's "Please

Don't Eat the Daisies," and Warner's

"Tall Story"—an array of top product.

[ More NEWSMAKERS on Poge 10 ]

Although his words are tempered

somewhat by consideration of the talent

stoppage and its effect on the product

situation, Hyman expresses confidence

in the industry's ability to outlast any

possible drought. "In canvassing the

distributors and producers," he said,

"we are given to understand that most

of them have a reasonable supply of

pictures on the shelves. Naturally there

would have to be a reshuffling of re-

leases, and this is where flexibility and

adaptability in booking will play a vital I

part." If exhibitors and distributors

hope to "weather the storm," he added,

"they will have to cooperate in this

flexibility and adaptability."

As if echoing his words, the Wall
I

Street Journal recently reviewed the

strike situation in almost identical

terms. The financial paper referred to a

backlog of "more than 100 completed

pictures . . . sufficient to carry many of
,

the struck studios up to the Fall of this

year." And with regard to "flexibility

and adaptability," the journal noted:

"Some theatremen say they will likely

play their pictures for longer periods :

than usual . .
."

Exhibition has long been a minor

voice in the affairs of this strange busi-

ness, but it is becoming increasingly

evident that the industry's future wel- ,

fare is hinged to closer collaboration
J

among all its branches. For his part,
j

Ed Hyman is determined to bring some

sense to the oftimes hapless system of

releasing films. For this effort—what-

ever its success—the entire industry

owes him a vote of thanks.



rl €Campaign Against the "inevitable"
After the strike—what?

As this issue went to press, indica-

tions pointed to a settlement of the tal-

ent strike momentarily.

Estimates of the damage already

wrought by cessation of production ac-

tivities range from severe to minimal.

But if the actors and producers come

to terms immediately, any deleterious

effect the one-month hiatus in movie-

making may have had can be overcome

by cooperative flexibility in the deal-

ings of distribution and exhibition.

Instead, what must now loom as the

major problem facing the industry on

its slow, but sure, road to recovery is

the same thorny issue that has kept it

idle for the past month: the sale of

post- '48 film libraries to television. Will

the terms of the settlement, once arrived

at, be regarded as carte blanche for

distribution to sell the backlogs to our

major competitor? That is the vital

question the business prepares to an-

swer as it considers the implications of

a settlement and its possible effects on

the future course of motion pictures.

In the best interests of the industry,

it is hoped that the potential impact of

a sale to TV will be carefully deliber-

ated and weighed with the future of the

business the prime consideration.

Film BULLETIN calls on all the

major film companies, who are certain

to face the temptations of attractive

television offers—if not immediately,

then in the near future—to recall the

background of the sale of pre- 1948

libraries before making a decision on
the disposal of newer pictures. The
seeming fortunes paid by the networks

and video syndicates for the pre- '48

libraries soon turned out to be small

compensation in the light of the rev-

enue lost through competition with

those old films on millions of tele-

vision screens.

As a special survey conducted for the

Theatre Owners of America revealed, in

1957 and 1958 alone film firms lost

more than $73,000,000 in film rentals

because of the sale to TV—not to men-

tion the $20,000,000 drop reportedly

suffered for the same reason by the

theatres.

These facts are well known to indus-

tryites, including the film executives

who now realize that the sale of pre-

y's to TV was a near calamitous mis-

take. While a number of film company

heads have publicly stated that they

have no immediate plan for disposal of

their later libraries, it must be realized

that they are bound to be subjected to

severe pressure from outside sources.

First, of course, will be the tempting

offers for the films from the TV net-

works and syndicators—the latter hav-

ing profited handsomely from their

dealings in pre-'48 product. And the

natural allies of those prospective pur-

chasers of the newer libraries are the

"inside outsiders" of movie business

—
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non-active stockholders and financial

firms with interest in the film companies.

It is essential that these elements be

made fully aware of the dangers to the

industry's perpetuation if a flood of

newer features should be made available

to TV audiences. Exhibition has dis-

played great endurance in resisting as

well as it did the impact of the pre-'48

competition, but many knowledgeable

observers frankly admit that thousands

of theatres—and not merely the sub-

runs—would be washed down the drain

if the latter-day libraries went over to

the living room screens. But this might

be of comparative little concern to out-

side investors who have heard the

oft-repeated premise that the old-picture

libraries are worth more than the com-

panies that hold them.

We recommend that it is the primary

task of the American Congress of Ex-

hibitors, in close collaboration with

TOA and Allied, to defeat the attitude

that the sale to television is "inevitable ".

This can be accomplished, we say, by

an intensive campaign of education and

enlightenment to acquaint every inter-

ested segment, both inside and outside,

of the business with the potential dan-

gers of a further sell-off of our old

product.

Powerful messages, backed solidly by

facts and figures, ought to be dispatched

to stockholders, financial houses and

any other element that may eventually

carry some weight in the question, to

sell or not to sell.

As energetically and ceaselessly as any

promotional campaign waged for a

blockbuster picture, the "Don't Sell

Out! " drive should be conducted until

all areas of interest are saturated with

the truth of the situation. Let's adopt

the attitude that nothing is inevitable in

this matter.
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I see bv the trade papers that Warner Bros, is moving its dis-

tribution headquarters back to New York City after a trial of

Los Angeles as a home office location. That should lick, once

and for all, the idea that the heart of the movie business is any-

where near the corner of Sunset and Vine.

For years some film makers have regarded the distributor as a

pesky and possibly even non-essential element of their business.

They have expressed the opinion that Hollywood had to be the

control center of the major companies as well as the inde-

pendents. But it doesn't work out quite that way. One reason,

of course, is that Hollywood itself is no longer so concentrated

a center for the production of theatrical pictures. Major films

are made all over the world for the American market.

Under such circumstances, Hollywood can no longer claim to

have superseded New York as the true guiding light of the mo-

tion picture industry. But even if Hollywood were producing as

large a proportion of our pictures as in its busiest past, New
York would still have to be the industry's headquarters. And
therein lies a moral.

The theatrical motion picture business depends on having a

supply of movies and having theatres in which to show them.

The theatres are located all over; but most of the circuits are

in the most populous areas of the nation, and New York is the

logical hub. Equally important is the fact that magazines and

other publicity media are mainly edited for the national

audience at offices in New York.

There are many times when exhibitors get the feeling that the

New York offices of the major companies are too far removed

from the grass-roots problems of the subsequent-run house. But

Hollywood is apt to be even further removed from the ex-

hibitor. And a wrong guess about the market these days is soon

translated into red ink.

As these lines were written there was talk that the actors'

strike would soon be settled, which seemed to be a good ide.1
.

for the sake of the Academy Awards presentations, if nothing

else.

There would seem to be something rather strange about a

cozy handing out of Oscars in the midst of a labor-management

situation. But then there are many strange aspects to this strike,

with some of Hollywood's biggest capitalists in the ranks of the

union and nothing as simple as a "living wage" involved.

Incidentally, one point which perplexes this corner is the

status of the talent agencies in the strike issues. If the screen

actors succeed in getting a substantial additional payment to

actors for selling films to television, shouldn't the ten percenters

be collecting their customary percentage from the actors?

And a few words of sympathy should be extended to those

most hard hit by the shut-down of theatrical production in

Hollywood, the movie columnists.

With a national election coming up, I must admit a certain

hungry longing. I would like to see a nominating convention in

which nobody from motion pictures arranged the entertainment

or staged the production. I cherish this wish not because of am
feeling that motion picture people should abstain from politic

They have as much right as any other citizens in that stormt

arena. I merely wish they would not get mixed up in bad show
And the entertainment stuff they put on at political conventior

is bad. The most gripping drama at a political convention is th

campaigning and voting that goes on, not the stilted pageantr

or campaign documentaries in which the film people seem t

specialize.

And if anybody in the entertainment business becomes a cor

vention impresario under the delusion that the publicity is goin

to impress the public, he's sadly mistaken. Probably the mo:

well-known entertainment figure connected with recent politico

campaigns has been Robert Montgomery. I haven't noticed am
tremendous upsurge of boxoffice or telev ision interest as a resu

of his campaign efforts.

Somehow, I have the feeling that entertainers, even tho?'

who take themselves most seriously, are regarded mainly £

court jesters at political conventions, and I'd like to think thl

we were saving the cap and bells for the paying customers.

0 0

You've got to admit that it's a wonderful business when:

A British movie about how a British naval force sank

German battleship is successfully promoted by a hillbilly sonjl

There seems to be more argument about how much a pictui

costs than about how much it grosses.

The president of a company spending a fortune on televisio

launches an economy campaign featuring no publicity depar

ment expense accounts.

When you talk about the boxoffice power of Bergman noboci

knows whether you mean Ingrid or Ingmar.

0 0

In case you haven't noticed, this has hardly been one of tK I
better seasons, aesthetically speaking, in the history of tl

Broadway legitimate theatre. Such a circumstance should be (

concern to the movie industry because so much movie stoi

material comes from Broadway plays.

Of late the film versions of Broadway hits have not been coi

sistently successful, or even come close. One reason, I think,

that the movies have been investing large sums of money in tl

purchase of inferior Broadway properties—not good show)

merely the best of a bad crop.

I find it hard to believe that the Broadway well is runnii

permanently dry, but on the other hand it isn't prov ing to be

gusher either. This suggests that the movie story scouts h;

better step up their scrutiny of magazines, novels and sourc

other than the Great White Way.

Short Ends:

The police in Fort Lee, N.J., insisted on fingerprinting .

exhibitor who wanted to open an art film theatre. Exhihiti

have print problems, but never like this.

Wouldn't it be lip-challenging if "Can-Can" were to be

winner at the Cannes Film Festival in May?
Why is it that the people most anxious to ban particular fill

usually haven't seen them?

(Editor's Sole): Our comments on the Etobicoke feevee

experiment were somewhat scrambled by the printer's

gremlins in this space in the last issue, with the final para-

graph w inding up in the middle of a dissertation about the

folkways of aitors. W hat we had to say about the Tele-

meter trial was that it was entirely too soon to be hailing

the test as a success. We are inclined to think that the only

successful phase of the Telemeter operation in Canada at

this stage has been the public relations campaign.
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By Philip R. Ward

PRODUCTION BEATS DIVERSIFICATION. Decca Records

picked up notably on the big board toward the end of March,

and there was no secret about the reason. The company's domi-

nant holdings in Universal Pictures were becoming more attrac-

tive every day. President Milton Rackmil has guided Universal

along the path of productivity. When the Universal City studio

became a continuing drain on the company's resources, he sold

it and shifted to rental of necessary studio space; when the

actors and writers guilds called a strike against the major stu-

dios, Rackmil kept the production lines open by negotiating his

company's individual settlement. While other companies in the

film industry have been worshipping at the altar of diversifi-

cation. Universal has been sticking to its own last, which hap-

pens to be the production and distribution of motion pictures.

The result is that at a time when some of the other com-

panies are feeling a pinch, which diversification seems to be

doing little to alleviate, Universal is looking forward to a

wonderful fiscal half-year (posting very possibly upwards of

S3,300,000 for the six months ending April 30th.) Smart pro-

duction tactics can be rewarding. When you are in the motion

picture business, to judge by Universale experience, the thing

to do is to make motion pictures. Stick to the main business

at hand. The product is the pay-off.

0

It was recently reported in the New York Times that six

brokerage houses and two investment services have recom-

mended Decca to their clients within the past few weeks, one

of the investment houses being reported as estimating the com-

pany's earnings at S4.50 per share for this year.

In a recent analysis of Decca and Universal, the research

department of Shearson, Hammill & Co. had this to say:

"Recent strength and activity in these two stocks can be traced

to the increasing publicity concerning the sharp improvement in

Universale earnings during the past year. Since Decca owns
88<~

f of Universale outstanding common stock and reports the

earnings of the two firms on a consolidated basis, the purchase

of Decca common in essence represents an investment in Uni-

versal Pictures.

"The turning point in Universale fortunes occurred just

about a year ago, when the film company sold its studio facilities

in Hollywood to the Music Corporation of America for $11,-

250,000. This transaction not only resulted in a capital gain

after taxes of 53,667,000 or S4.08 per share for Universal, but

more importantly, it reduced Universale studio overhead from

S6,000,000 annually to SI,000,000 which it pays to MCA under

a rental arrangement. At the same time, Universal drastically

curtailed its production schedule, which had consisted largely of

lOO'/f studio-produced-and-owned pictures. The company in-

vested the large amount of cash obtained from the sale of the

studio in several independent "blockbuster" productions. This

new policy paid off in a hurry as Universal scored box office suc-

cesses with five pictures in a row during 1959, including "The
Perfect Furlough ", "Imitation of Life", "This Earth Is Mine ",

"Pillow Talk" and "Operation Petticoat". As a result, Universal

was able to report operating earnings of SI,03 1,000 for the

fiscal year ended October 31, 1959, in contrast to an operating

loss of $1,220,000 in fiscal 1958. However, since "Pillow Talk"

and "Operation Petticoat" were not generally released until

after the end of the 1959 fiscal year, the large box office receipts

from these movies will be reflected in fiscal I960 results. Uni-

versale net income for the first fiscal quarter ended January 31,

I960 thus should amount to well over SI,000,000 which would

compare with a loss of S865,000 for the same quarter a year ago.

"Decca reports its earnings on a calendar year basis, so that its

1959 annual report will reflect a good part of the improvement

in Universale first quarter profits. We are therefore estimating

that Decca will report around S 1 .80 per share for all of 1959,

which is about the same amount as the SI.82 per share earned by

Decca in 1958. It should be noted, however, that the 1958 figure

included the capital gain from the sale of the studio, while the

1959 earnings consist entirely of operating profits.

"Current indications suggest that Decca's earnings should rise

to at least S2.50 per share and could reach the S3.00 mark in

I960. These estimates are based on (1) continuing high box

office receipts from "Pillow Talk" and "Operation Petticoat";

(2) the planned re-issue of "The Glenn Miller Story", one of

Universale most successful movies; and (3) a nicely balanced

release schedule of independent productions which includes two

promising low-budget pictures ("Snow Queen" and "Portrait

in Black") as well as Kirk Douglas' Sll-million spectacle,

"Spartacus". Moreover, Universal has already settled the strike

with the Writers Guild of America on favorable terms and will

suffer very few adverse effects from the threatened strike by the

screen Actors Guild against the major studios, since it no longer

owns any studio facilities. Decca pays an annual dividend of

S1.00 on its 1,527,401 outstanding common shares, providing a

yield of almost 5%.

"Decca is currently selling only a little more than three points

above its 1959-60 low of 17, a market level which in our opinion

does not give any recognition to either the decisive recovery of

Universale earning power, or to its bright prospects for I960.

We consider the stock an attractive speculation for the short and

intermediate term and are adding it to Master List II as a BUY."

0 0
CBS AND PARAMOUNT. Late on Friday (25th) afternoon

announcement was made that Paramount Pictures and the CBS
Television Network had "reached an agreement in principle on

opening Paramount's vast Hollywood production facilities to

the Network." Paramount's studio vice president, Jack Karp,

"explained that this arrangement will in no way impair the use

of the studio's facilities for Paramount's expanded program of

theatrical feature production."

The announcement quoted Barney Balaban alluding to "the

beginning of a continuing and growing relationship" between

his company and CBS. James T. Aubrey, Jr., President of the

network, said, "We look forward to a growing volume of

activity at the Paramount facilities, including plans for co-

production of programs for television."

This was the background of news when the New York Stock

Exchange opened for business the following morning. Now you

can interpret the day's financial news for yourself: Paramount,

mildly traded, was off x/2 from Friday's closing; CBS was up y8 .
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Newsmakers

'Idiotic' Strike

Outspoken as ever, producer

Darryl F. Zanuck lashed out at

the talent strike in a talk with

the press at the 20th-Fox home
office. "Ill-conceived . . . idiotic

. . . ridiculous" were the terms

used by Zanuck to describe the

walkout of actors and writers on

films-in-the-making. "What a

time to pick when everybody is

swimming to keep his head

above water," he declared.

Zanuck predicted "radical

changes" for the industry if a

settlement is not reached soon,

starting with, he opined, needed

cuts on Hollywood payrolls and

proceeding eventually to changes

in the whole concept of produc-

tion. "It seems astonishing to

me," he noted, "that a producer

who has gambled, lost and won,

should now be subjected to an

action of this sort. Some com-

panies," he added, "have been

forced to mortgage their entire

post-'48 libraries ... so how
the hell can they make a deal if

they don't even control their

own pictures!"

Harling on Pay-TV
If the government doesn't ban

pay-TV, then regulate it to death.

That was the battle plan outlined

by TOA anti-pay-TV committee

e hairman Philip F. Harling, right,

for the trade press, following his

return from Etobicoke and a first-

hand look at the pay-as-you-see ex-

periment in the Toronto suburb

—

a test, he declared, that will "fall

of its own weight." Harling called

for "complete or strict regulation

so pay TV can't be a profitable

monopoly." In reply, Telemeter

head Louis Novins said Harling's

"one-day survey . . . could have

been expected to be as objective

and unprejudiced as a survey of the

American free enterprise system by

Mr. Khrushchev."

U Sees Gold in Re-Issues

There's money in re-issues, if they're distributed and promoted properly,

Universal executives told a recent trade press conference. And the firm aims

to prove its point with "The Glenn Miller Story." Film did $7,500,000

domestically in first release and should, predicted vice president and general

sales manager Henry H. Martin, ring up $3,500,000 in re-runs. Promotion-

wise, said Eastern ad-pub head Philip Gerard, "Everything is being done on

the basis of the first time, including premieres." Above, seated, left to right:

Martin; Gerard; exploitation chief Herman Kass; standing: Eastern publicity

head Paul Kamey, Eastern promotion chief Jerome M. Evans.

NSS Victory

Closing a case that

had been pending for

11 years, the U.S. Su-

preme Court dismissed

the anti - trust action

brought by Law lor and

Pantzer, poster-renters,

against National
Screen Service and

major film firms. NSS
president Herman Rob-

bins, left, hailed the

decision as a victory

affecting not only his

firm, but the entire

industry.

Profit Picture

Theatre business once again is on the upswing, but the

current talent strike and a decreased demand for telev ision

films may cut the earnings of National Theatres and Tele-

vision, Inc., president B. Gerald Cantor, left, told the

annual stockholders meeting. Cantor attributed the firm's

improvement in theatre operations to the sale of 81

houses in the past 18 months.

Decca Records, Inc., in its first report consolidating the

results of Universal, had a net profit for 1959 of S2.321,-

923 (SI .8 1 per share), as compared to a net of $2,776,382

($1.82 per share) for 1958, president Milton R. Rackmil

announced. Income for 1958 included a non-recurring

capital gain on the studio sale. Rackmil predicted in-

creased earnings for both the record and movie divisions

GUNSBERG

Personally .

.

Sheldon Guns-
berg was named
executive assistant

to president of

Walter Reade, Inc.,

"to aid in formula-

tion and adminis-

tration of over-all

policy" . . . Herbert Schottenfeld is new

assistant to UA general counsel Seymour

Peyser ... Si Fabian to presidency of MP
Pioneers . . . Fox's "Masters of Congo

Jungle'' w ins second pri/c in CCNY compe-

tition . . . Bruce Hells to direct broadcast

station acquisitions for special UA radio-TV

purchase arm . . . Marv Samuelson joined

Oipson as buyer-booker . . . Eastward: Max
E. Youngstein and David A. Lipton, former

to discuss product with UA home office

executives, latter for confab on campaign for

Upcoming Universal films.
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A DISCUSSION DF BD5LEY CHOWTHEH'S STUDY

DF LDUIS B. MAYEH. HIS LIFE AND HIS TIMES

Rajah Come To Judgment

By ROLAND PENDARIS

Even in the midst of such contempo-

rary problems as strikes, advertising

censorship and toll television, a book

about a fallen giant has stirred up con-

siderable commotion in the motion pic-

ture industry.

One reason for the excitement is that

the subject of the book is Louis B.

Mayer, about whose head, during his

lifetime, many a storm raged and roared.

Another reason for the current heat is

that the author of the book, Bosley

Crowther, is one of the nation's most

influential motion picture critics, as well

as the distinguished author of The
Lion's Share, the 1957 volume which

traced the turbulent history of Loew s,

Incorporated.

It was this earlier book which

brought Mr. Crowther into close touch

with the life and times of L. B. Mayer
and thus indirectly led to the 339-page

volume entitled Hollywood Rajah. The
Life and Times of Louis B. Mayer, pub-

lished by Henry Holt and Company,
New York. Hollywood Rajah is priced

at S3. 50, which is a considerable cost

for a book of such size, but well worth
every cent.

Significant Today
What makes this book so fascinating

for everyone involved in motion picture

affairs is the fact that the author has

drawn, within the framework of Mr.
Mayer's life and times, a frequently ex-

citing, kaleidoscopic picture of the in-

dustry during that era when it was
emerging from the nickelodeon days

and burgeoning into the greatest enter-

tainment business ever known to man.
Sketched on Mr. Crowther's canvas are

incidents concerning many of filmdom's

most prominent figures, some now gone,

many still active. And he reveals events

during the Mayer era that have definite

significance to the movie business of

today.

Probably nobody else in the motion
picture industry has ever been scruti-

nized and reported quite as thoroughly.
Even though Louis B. Mayer was world

Louis B. Mayer and Jean Harlow

famous—not only because of his motion

pictures, but also because for many years

he was publicized as the highest paid

man in the United States—he was little

more than a name to most Americans.

He was a major architect in the building

of Hollywood, but until now has been

relatively unmemorialized.

No 'Taffy Pull'

Actually, as Crowther himself com-

ments: "There is a surprisingly meager
body of solid literature on Hollywood
producers, the motley executives who
played roles of clairvoyants and at-

tempted to ride some sort of herd on
much more conspicuous and publicized

writers, directors and stars. There has

been a lot of gossip written and also

fantasy that has oozed from the semi-

clitoral styluses of female columnists.

There have been some good journalistic

pieces, a few bought biographies, and
several respectable novels that have

helped to distinguish the breed.''

Crowther, in telling the story of an

immigrant boy's climb to industrial

power and aesthetic influence, makes it

plain that this climb was no taffy pull.

For those in the motion picture indus-

try who still would like to have the

public believe in the rags-to-riches saga

along Horatio Alger lines, there is no

comfort in a saga that sounds much
more like "What Makes Sammv Run?''

Louis B. Mayer, as limned by Mr.

Crowther, climbed to success without

observing all the Marquess of Queens-

burv rules. As the film critic of The
New York Times for the past twenty

years, Crowther knows his way around
the movie business. He knows the

hangers-on as well as the creators. He
gives Mr. Mayer credit for such intui-

tive brilliance as recognizing the talent

of an obscure Swedish actress named
Cireta Garbo, and for doing so much to

build up the Hollywood star system; but
he also recognizes L.B.'s elemental stub-

bornness, and the strange contradiction
in terms which found L.B.'s screen

product championing the unassailabilitv

of feminine virtue while one of Holly-
wood's most notorious hedonists pro-
vided his social companionship.

Will Irritate Some
The tragedy of Louis B. Mayer—and

Crowther at the outset describes his

story as "a long and lusty drama that

ends in tragedy"—is that in his latter

days L.B. lost the golden touch which
has been really the only justification for
his imperial and sometimes amoral rise.

Much of what is told in this engross-
ing biography will irritate those who
still insist on whitewashing everything
connected with the movies. In com-
menting on the appointment of Will
H. Hays, Crow ther says, "His first qual-
ification to be the 'czar of the movies,"

as he later came to be known, was that

he had helped, as a Republican leader
from Indiana, to accomplish the presi-

dential nomination of Warren G. Hard-
ing in a smoke-filled room. For this

respectable service he was later ap-

pointed Postmaster General in Hard-
ing's cabinet, a post from which he was
able to dispense much Federal patron-
age. This, of course, qualified him as a

man of impeccable prestige. Another
strong recomendation was that he had
high standing in the Presbyterian
church."

Mr. Mayer is painted as a man who
would not hesitate to break a promise,
feign an illntss or raid a competitor;

yet at the same time he invested his

company's films with a very real affec-

tion for and allegiance to the simple,

homely virtues he himself did not al-

ways practice. He set one standard for

( Continued on Page 26

)
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EASTER RELEASE

Hans Christian Andersen's ^

ART LINKLETTER - SANDRA DEE
TOMMY KIRK ess- • PATTY McCORMACK

Cartoons. Animation and Screenplay by SoyuzmultMm Producttons

English Dialogue Version Prologue and Adaptation written by

ALAN LIPSCOTT and BOB FISHER

Produced by ROBERT FABER • A Universal-International Release

LANA TURNER

ANTHONY QUINN

SANDRA DEE

JOHN SAXON
LLOYD NOLAN

as Matthew Cabot

A Ross Hunter Production

Portrait
inBlack

in Eastman Color

..a n8 RAY WALSTON
VIRGINIA GREY ANNA MAY WONG

and also co starnnj

RICHARD BASEHART
rected by MICHAEL GORDON • produced by ROSS HUNTER

screenplay by IVAN GOFF and BEN ROBERTS



TONY CURTIS

"THE GREAT

IMPOSTOR"

DORIS DAY

REX HARRISON

"MIDNIGHT LACE"

ROCK HUDSON

KIRK DOUGLAS

"DAY OF THE GUN"

JOHN HUSTON'S

"THE FREUD

STORY"



CARY GRANT

DEBORAH KERR

OBERT MITCHUM

JEAN SIMMONS

"THE GRASS

IS GREENER"

ICHARD WIDMARK

"SECRET WAYS"

SOSAN HAYWARD

"BACK STREET"

ROCK HUDSON

"THE SPIRAL

ROAD"



GREGORY PECK

"THE

EXECUTIOHER"

PETER USTINOV

SANDRA DEE

JOHN GAVIN

"ROMANOFF

AND JULIET"

ROCK HUDSON

GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA

"COME SEPTEMBER'

JOHN HUSTON'S

"THE MAN WHO

WOULD BE KING"

1—i —



TONY CURTIS

"WINE OF

YOUTH"

_

SANDRA DEE

'1AMMY, TELL

ME TRUE"

MARLON DRANDO

"THE UGLY

AMERICAN"

WILLIAM

WELLMAN'S

"THE S.0.B.'S"

-



LAURENCE OLIVIE

JEAN SIMMON!
CHARLES LAUGHT

PETER USTIN

JOHN GAVII

AND

TONY CURT
as antoninus

Directed by STANLEY KUBg
Music Composed and Conducted by ALEX N
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DAD SHOW ENGAGEMENTS

it>A «TA<M

:ed by EDWARD LEWIS • Executive Producer KIRK DOUGLAS

:olor* Super Technirama— 70* • a Bryna Production • A Universal-International Release



ERIC JOHNSTON TP PARENTS:

Censorship Is Flight

From Freedom of Choice

It is becoming increasingly clear that

the motion picture industry has dis-

carded, once and for all, its timid,

frightened attitude of old toward out-

side pressure groups. We have recently

witnessed outspoken defiance of organi-

zations like the American Legion in the

matter of employment of certain writers

and directors. And, of late, industry

spokesmen are making a frontal counter-

attack on the censorship forces intent

upon imposing their standards on

movie-making and movie advertising.

Foes of censorship are mounting ag-

gressive campaigns of their ow n to get

their message to the public first, force-

fully and convincingly. The tactics em-

ployed to this end include: (1) presen-

tation of facts and figures to prove that

films do not contribute to juvenile de-

linquency; (2) a staunch defense of

self-regulation through the Production

and Advertising Codes; (3) evidence of

the increasing desire of the public for

more mature films, and (4) attacks on

censorship as a violation of Constitu-

tional rights.

Takes Initiative

The industry's current attitude to-

ward the "bluenose" and reform ele-

ments is sharply illustrated by MPAA
president Eric Johnston's recent public

utterances on a particular aspect of the

censorship problem. Speaking recently

in New York at a conference sponsored

by the Child Study Assn. of America,

the MPAA chief took the initiative on

the subject of outside vs. parental con-

trol of film fare for youngsters.

Instead of putting the screws to un-

conscionable producers, he averred,

"censorship would be an open invitation

to the fast-buck producers who cater to

the lowest common denominator of

public taste. It would," said Johnston,

"be an open invitation to them to go as

far as the law allowed."

Aiming his speech at the parents of

America, Johnston placed directly in

their laps the responsibility "to exercise

selectivity and discernment, particularly

in guiding their children to motion pic-

ture entertainment." He called on par-

ents to "help our children choose mo-

tion picture entertainment just as we
help them to discriminate among books

and music and art and all the other

experiences of life."

What has developed, instead, in re-

cent years, Johnston declared, is a

"trend among some parents, doubtless

well-intentioned parents, to engage in

a flight from responsibility, a flight

from freedom. From their activities it

would almost seem as if freedom were

something to be feared, despaired of,

possibly, even despised." Adding that he

didn't think most parents in America

were afraid of freedom, Johnston said:

"It is not enought to be negative. It is

not enough to be passive. It is not

enough to be complacent ... we need

to speak out firmly, to strike the alarm

against defections from freedom. Free-

dom can be lost just as much -from

neglect as from design.

Run From Freedom
"Isn't it an abdication of responsi-

bility," he asked, "when parents would
willingly turn over to the state, to out-

siders, the most significant job of par-

enthood—to help their children distin-

guish between truth and falsehood, be-

tween goodness and evil, between wis-

dom and folly?" According to John-

ston, "We run away from freedom

whenever we run to Washington, or to

Albany, or to Harrisburg, or to any

state capital to demand a censorship

law ... a legislative ukase by which a

state or its appointees may tell the rest

of us what we may . . . see or not see.

The adults who engage in this strange

and hectic pursuit may think they have

the best of motives. Many of them may
see themselves as crusaders, may feel

that they are serving the public interest,

more misconceived, more misconstrued,

more twisted inside out? What kind

of crusade can this be," the MPAA
head wanted to know, "a crusade to

give up the people's cherished rights

and responsibilities ... a crusade for

censorship? A crusade? To my mind,

the only crusade befitting free men is

a crusade for freedom, not against free-

dom," Johnston declared.

The MPAA head also developed a

solid case for movies and their trend

toward "adult" themes: "For this in-

dustry it has been a time of extraordi-

nary challenge, a period of major tran-

sition and exploration and growing up.

I think this will be clear to the coming

generation who will look back to these

days in admiration and respect. I think

they will recognize that in this period

the motion picture was undergoing a

process of growth, that in this process

there were occasional excesses, occasion-

al lapses of taste and discrimination, but

that out of these growing pains the

American motion picture was emerging

as a mature and a great creative art."

Industry Improves
One of the major motivators in the

maturation of movies has been its home
counterpart, television. Came the little

eye-in-the-box, and what transpired?

"Well," said Johnston, "Ma and Pa

Kettle and Dr. Kildare and Andy Hardy

and their serialized successors have

largely gone to television. And tele-

vision inevitably has become the large-

scale entertainer, providing its fare for

all ages, from toddlers of two to their

elders at 80, all gathered around the

home set with no effort, no exertion

. . . and no boxoffice. Thus," he con-

tinued, "television brought change to

the movies and to movie-goers . . .

With this challenge of change, Holly-

wood and the movie theatres could go,

perhaps, in three directions. They could

bemoan and berate their misfortunes.

They could follow old and outuo-n

approaches, leading to oblivion. Or
they could seek the only answer worthy

of a communications medium—to im-

prove the product, to put on a better

and more appealing program than any-

one else.

"Our industry," Johnston declared,
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'Production Co<U> Better Than Censor Lunvs

"took the third course—to improve and

deepen and diversify the motion pic-

ture. It thereby became a more selective

and discerning medium than it had been

in the past. I think," he concluded, "we

shall find the best results if we all under-

stand, and act on the understanding,

that the film of today should be judged

in terms of the culture of today ... of

the conditions actually existing today."

This period of development and

growth, of change, Johnston averred,

has brought with it criticism. "Some,"

he said, "is objective and constructive

. . . There is another form. It is irra-

tional and often irresponsible ... It

seeks to indict a whole industry for the

faults of a few. And it turns invariably

to one end—censorship. It offers cen-

sorship as the panacea to cure all ills

and evils, real and fancied, that might

eixst. But censorship is no answer," as

far as the MPAA topper was concerned.

"It is no answer," he claimed, "because

it doesn't work. It never has. It never

will. Censorship can't give us what we
seek. It is negative. It can't improve

quality. It can't improve taste." In

fact, Johnston opined that "it will ac-

tually degrade and lower taste," because

"responsible producers today maintain

standards that are far higher than could

be written into any censorship law."

And they do this, he said, "under our

Production Code because they feel their

obligation to the public."

As a final warning to parents not to

abdicate their responsibility to help de-

velop their children's tastes, the MPAA
head noted: "In my job I see a good
many letters about motion pictures.

Some are complimentary. Some by no
stretch of the imagination qualify under

that description. The ones that disturb

me are not those which take exception

to certain films. There are certainly

some films that I don't like. The letters

that trouble me are those that sideswipe

and knock down and render senseless

the basic tenets of our democracy. I

should like to read one such letter to

you because it is typical of others. It is

a letter that does frighten me. It comes
from a boy in Maryland. Possibly he

wrote it himself; at least he signed it.

It was sent last year to members of the

Maryland legislature who were then

considering a censorship bill. This is

the letter:

" 'I appeal to you to vote in favor of
a proposed bill to protect myself and
other youth from movies that contain

subject matter harmful to our yet im-

mature minds. I recognize the fact that

God has designed my mind to know the

truth and my will to choose the good.

Unfortunately since my mind is imma-
ture and my will often weak, I am not

able to make a proper evaluation of the

truth and the good.
" 'I realize that my parents have the

primary responsibility to direct me to

what is true and good. Yet I recognize

the fact that because of their limited

ability and power they often have to

depend upon our State and our Religion

to help them to determine what may be

presented to our minds as truth and to

our will as good.
" 'For this reason ... I am hopeful

that the State legislature, in order to

aid both my parents and my Church,

will provide a Law that will prevent

the movie industry and the distributors

of movies from enticing me and my
friends to expose our minds to false-

hood and our wills to evil simply for

their own gain . . .

" 'This letter is in agreement with the

will of my parents. They too hope that

you will favor such a bill.'

"Fortunately," Johnston said, "the

Maryland legislature did not pass that

censorship bill."

In advocating the assumption of film

selection by the parents, and a more

liberal understanding of the new ob-

jectives of the motion picture, Eric

Johnston has struck a convincing blow

on behalf of freedom of movie expres-

sion. Theatremen who face the problem

of censorship in their local communities

would do well to employ Mr. John-

ston's persuasive argument.

from (yjuaQ^nas^QaS
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"Wake Me When It's Over"

Gtui*ete IZtttMf O Q O
LeRoy's Air Force spoof, successor to "Mister Roberts"

and "Sergeants". Madcap comedy big for mass market.

Producer-director Mervyn LeRoy, who gave the Army ("No

Time for Sergeants") and the Navy ("Mister Roberts") a thor-

ough spoofing, now turns his attention to the peacetime Air

Force. Handsomely mounted in DeLuxe Color and Cinema-

Scope and slated as 20th Century-Fox's Easter release, this

merry-go-round of madness about an unhappily reactivated

civilian with two serial numbers who builds a profitable resort

hotel out of surplu* government materials on the most unmili-

tary radar outpost in the Pacific, will certainly be one of the

big comedy treats of the season. It's overflowing with all the

riotous ingredients that spell out solid comedy fare—from

downright burlesque to heart-rending pathos—and this means

big boxoffice returns in the mass market. LeRoy's mirthful

touch keeps the merriment rolling at a laugh-a-minute pace,

and he's loaded his visually smart production with a host of

fresh and funny faces, headed by cigar-puffing Ernie Kovacs.

The latter is a riot as the gruff-and-grumbling-Hawaiian-sports-

shirt-wearing-archery-shooting-screwball commanding officer,

who even manages to get hung up on a flagpole while parachut-

ing onto the hotel's patio. His companions are equally as de-

lightful: TV and night club favorite Dick Shawn, making his

screen debut as the bewildered returnee who finally brings a

Congressional investigating team down on all their heads;

lovely Margo Moore, the flight nurse who sets Kovacs on

course; versatile Jack Warden, the company medic; doll-like

Nobu McCathy, the Japanese girl who helps Shawn set up the

hotel; and veteran comic Robert Strauss, Kovacs' ingenious first

sergeant. Sammy Cahn and James Van Heusen have whipped up

a catchy title song, and scripter Richard Breen has delightfully

embellished Howard Singer's cock-eyed best-seller. After the

hotel is built, Kovacs and Shawn trick a national magazine

writer into believing the island's waters contain certain "mir-

aculous" properties. Business booms, but when the writer dis-

covers the ruse, he exposes the island as the "Sin Center of the

Orient." The investigators descend, nab Shawn and try him for

running a giant sporting house built with government funds.

Kovacs comes to his rescue, Shawn is freed and the hotel is

turned over to the islanders.

20th Century-Fox. 12

McCarthy, Dick Shav
ninutes. Ernie Kovacs, Margo Moore, Jack Warden, Nobu
Produced and directed by Mervyn LeRoy.

"The Chasers" (Les Dragueurs)

&«4t*€44 IRdCCKf O O O
Engrossing French import about youthful women-chasers.

Before French director Jean-Pierre Mocky's bitter-sweet tale of

two Parisian youths chasing through the streets of the city in

search of a night of love reaches its tragic ending, audiences

will be aware that "The Chasers" is one of the most cynical yet

engrossing, efforts of the "new wave" school yet to reach these

shores. Mocky, in 75 minutes of starkly moving vignettes, man-

ages to counteract his story's basic pessimism with touches of

humor and hope, presenting in the end a candid report on the

loss of values plaguing France's young generation. It shapes up

as a good bet for art houses. The youthful director (he collab-

orated on the script with Jean-Charles Pichon and Louis Sapin),

with the aid of the excellent French photographer, Edmond*

Sechan ("The Red Balloon," "The Golden Fish"), deftly trace

the frustrated youth's adventures throughout the city, to th<

top of Montmartre, and finally, into the luxurious apartment

of a group of thrill-seekers where a circus of eroticism unfolds

in frightening dimensions. This last sequence may be consid-

ered a "shocker" by many, but Mocky has handled it with

restrained taste. Jacques Charrier (Brigitte Bardot's husband)

is cast as a handsome Don Juan, already a veteran in the game

of easy love, but searching constantly for his "ideal" woman
It is this inner conflict which makes him more than simply

another boy on the make. His character is revealed through

the women he meets: coldly rejecting a lonely wife for being

too easy; refusing the advances of an eager but terrified bobby

soxer; but unable to hide his disappointment after finding his

"ideal", only to discover she's a cripple. His companion, a timidj

bank clerk, weary of living alone, dedicated to finding one girl.

—any girl—to brighten his life, is touchingly played by Charles

Aznavour. Envious of Charrier's technique, he tags along in,

puppy-dog fashion, but at the end of the hectic night, it's he,,

not his idol, who walks off with the girl of his dreams. Charrier i

is still destined to continue his search, and the film's closing!

scene finds him sadly driving past a group of anxious prostitutes.

,

minutes. Jacque Charrier, Charles Amovour. Directed by Jean-

"Othello"

Russian version, in color, of Shakespeare's tragedy,

should be good attraction in art houses.

There are many creditable things to be said for this Russian-

made, English-dubbed version of Shakespeare's immortal trag-

edy, which is being released over here by Universal-Interna-

tional as part of the cultural exchange program. Unfortunately

there are factors on the debit side which tend to counteract tht

film's strong points. For pure visual grandeur, this Mosfiln-

color production, is as breath-taking and imaginative as an)

screen treatment of the Bard's works to date. A pre-credii

prologue depicting Othello's heroism in battle, the magnificeni

settings, the gorgeous outdoor locations, the costuming and the

background music are absolutely top-drawer, and director

scripter Sergei Yutkevich has staged the drama with excitement

and movement. Every so often, Yutkevich allows his story tt

become lethargic, and the dubbing seems unnecessary and

criminal. Whereas lip synchronization with Romance language

films bears enough similarity to be acceptable, with Russian u

is virtually impossible. Too often voices are heard but lip;

remain perfectly still. Nevertheless, this "Othello" will interesi

Shakespearian devotees and it should be a strong entry for an!

houses. Sergei Bondarchuk delivers a powerful and tragic por

trayal of the brave Venetian Moor who falls prey to the "green!

eyed monsters of jealousy." Irina Skobtseva strikes the righ

note of beauty and righteousness as the unjustly accused Desde

mona, and Andrei Popov, though overly villainous in spots,

creates a sinister Iago. After Othello and Desdemona marry

Iago plots vengeance on the Moor for naming another ,i> iii

personal lieutenant. He successfully plants seeds of Desdemona'

infidelity into Othello's ear which leads the Moor to strangle

her in her bed. LJpon discovering Iago's treachery, Othelk

kills himself.

Universal-International
Popov. Directed by Se

Sergei Bondarchuk, Skobtseva, Andre
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"Please Don't Eat the Daisies" A Spring Delight

&u4i*e*A RatcH? O O O Plus

Highly amusing, madcap comedy hit from best seller.

Sure-fire boxoffice for family trade in all markets. Doris

Day, David Niven star.

Spring I960 will be ushered in officially when "Please Don't

Eat the Daisies'* arrives. For this jolly, frisky entertainment is

the perfect harbinger of the sunny season. Based on Jean Kerr's

best-seller about the trials and tribulations surrounding one of

New York's "Holy Seven" drama critics, his ever-loving wife,

their quartet of juvenile earth-shakers, and what happens when

thev are suddenlv forced to move into the blissful (?) bosom

of suburbia, "Daisies" emerges as a mad and merry mixture of

domestic complications and one of the most rewarding family

entertainments to come along in some time. Slated for Easter

release, this M-G-M offering has all the earmarks of a wal-

loping success.

Contributing to the hilarity are two of filmdom's top mar-

quee personalities—Doris Day, at the height of popularity as

a result of her Oscar nomination, and David Niven, recipient

of last season's Best Actor award, sultry Janis Paige, Spring

iByington and Richard Haydn, plus the four little "monsters"

and one of the laziest, most neurotic dogs to ever waddle across

,
the screen. Producer Joe Pasternak has frosted this madcap

souffle with a rich Metrocolor, CinemaScope coating and a

catchy title song destined for hit parade fame.

The public has clearly registered its taste for comedy by its

response to the likes of "Some Like It Hot", "Pillow Talk"

and "Operation Petticoat", and if audience reaction at a recent

New York sneak is any indication of this one's appeal, M-G-M
can count on having one of this season's top grossers. Guar-

anteed, it will be a sure-fire hit in the family market, and it's

laced with enough sophistication to satisfy the discriminating

class audience. A concentrated promotion campaign, backed

by enthusiastic word-of-mouth, will keep it rolling in all

engagements.

Director Charles Walters and scripter Isobel Lennart are

both well aware of the universal ingredients essential in good

comedy. Walters has directed with broad farcical strokes and

Miss Lennart's situations are stacked with an abundance of

jocularity. For pure slapstick, there's the "little darlings" drop-

ping water bags on unsuspecting pedestrians from the top

floor of their Manhattan apartment; the enslavement of the

tiniest of the brood in a Houdini-like crib because at the age

of one-and-a-half he's already a master at picking locks; and

the various ingenious plagues thought up by the offspring to

harass their mother and destroy any unfortunate baby sitter

nho might pass their way. On another level, there's Niven

intoxication with his own wit and success, the oceans of hot

water he finds himself in as a result of his reviews—especially

after critically destroying best friend Haydn's play and its

star Miss Paige—and the problems of setting up housekeeping

in Commutersville.

The entire cast turn in smart, polished performances. As the

David Siren, Doris Day, Spring Byington

very-much-in-love wife, tormented mother and newly arrived

suburbanite who restores a decaying mansion, pacifies curious

neighbors and participates in a little theater group, Miss Day,

looking lovelier than ever gives a sparkling performance. Niven,

as the critic-husband, who can't believe he's turned into another

person since becoming one of the "Holy Se%en", is appropri-

ately suave and highly amusing. Miss Paige as the insulted

actress who first slaps Niven in public then tries to trap him

in private is all an alluring woman should be. Miss Bvington

is perfect as Miss Day's worldly-wise mother; Haydn is de-

lightful as the vengeful friend, and Jack Weston supplies an-

other degree of humor as a cab driver who aspires to be a

playwrite. Charles Herbert, Stanley Livingston, Flip Mark
and Baby Gellert are a scream as the "darlings."

The minor problems in the Day-Niven household are sud-

denly shoved into the background when they discover their

apartment lease has lapsed and a new tenant is about to move

in. Frantic searching leads them to a rambling wreck "0 miles

outside of New York. In they move and off goes Niven as a

daily commuter. He quickly discovers it's impossible to work

surrounded by carpenters and painters and so he temporarily

sets up quarters in a Manhattan hotel. In the meantime, Miss

Day becomes active in the local drama group, and Haydn, see-

ing a chance to get even with Niven, tricks her into using one

of her husband's bad college plays. When the latter appears

during rehearsals, he recognizes his clinker and refuses to grant

permission. He finally agrees when he learns the play is to be

performed for a hospital benefit, even though he knows it will

lead to professional disgrace. Deciding to beat his fellow

critics to the punch, he prematurely review s the production and

rips it to shreds. But the play turns out to be a success and

everyone's problems are happily dissolved.

M-G-M. Ill minutes. Doris Day. David Niven. Produced by Joe Pasternak.
Directed by Charles Walters.
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"The Mountain Road"

3U44*U4A 'RcUiKf © © PLUS

Some good action, but story misses fire. James Stewart

for b.o. lift, but strong exploitation is needed.

This William Goetz production about an American demoli-

tion team retreating before an advancing Japanese army in

China during World War II generates some good blood-and-

thunder action scenes, but fails as a psychological study of

prejudice and the misuse of unlimited power. James Stewart

provides a marquee lift, but "The Mountain Road" will require

full effort on the part of Columbia's aggressive exploitation

department to net the anticipated action market returns. Major

fault lies with the disjointed Alfred Hayes script, adapted from

Theodore White's novel, which never really gets below the

surface of the dramatic questions raised. The over-all quality

of the acting makes up for the lack of dimensional character

development. Daniel Mann's direction is spotty; certain action

scenes bristling with excitement, especially the climactic destruc-

tion of a large munitions center, while other sequences seem

obviously contrived. Stewart turns in a typical performance as

the American Major who allows his newly bestowed power of

command to drive him to commit a series of atrocious acts. He
is aptly surrounded by newcomer Lisa Lu, the Oriental he unwit-

tingly falls in love with; Glenn Corbett, whose love for the

desolate Chinese ironically brings about his brutal death, and

Henry (Harry) Morgan, a semi-cynical medic. The story fol-

lows Stewart and his men as they attempt to delay the on-

coming Japanese by destroying a 230-mile main mountain road.

He begrudgingly agrees to escort Miss Lu to safety. Enroute,

war-weary Stewart finds himself growing more contemptuous

of the Chinese refugees he encounters, but also falling in love

with his female passenger. His anger mounts to savagery when

Corbett is ripped to pieces while parceling out food to some

starving villagers, and after three other members of his team

are slain by Chinese deserters, he loses all control and mali-

ciously wipes out an entire village to get the murderers. By jour-

ney's end, the advance has been stopped and Stewart finally

discovers compassion—but he has lost the love of Miss Lu.

Columbia. 102 minutes. James Stewart, Lisa Lu, Gle
Morgan. Produced by William Goetz. Directed by Dani

Corbett, Henry IHarryl

"13 Fighting Men"

'8u4i«e44 'Rati** Q plus

Mild Civil War actioner.

"13 Fighting Men" is a low-budget action programmer about

a shipment of Washington-bound gold trapped behind Con-

federate lines during the closing days of the Civil War. A band

of renegade Rebels, led by an unscrupulous Major, learn about

the gold, violate the recent armistice and ambush the 13 Union

soldiers guarding it. Before this Associated Producers, Inc. pro-

duction reaches its anticipated climax, good and evil on both

sides of the Mason-Dixon Line are given a thorough going-over.

Released through 20th Century-Fox in black-and-white and

lacking in marquee names, it is destined only for the lower

slot on dual bills in action situations. Exhibitors might tie-in

"13 Fighting Men" with the forthcoming Civil War Centen-

nial. Director Harry Gerstadt keeps the Gatling gun grinding,

the bodies falling and the double crosses coming at a rapid

though not overly suspenseful pace, but avid six-gun fans will

be satisfied. Grant Williams as the "good" Union Captain and
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Brad Dexter as the "bad" Confederate plunderer deliver credit

able performances, and Carole Mathews provides the sex-angl

as the ambitious wife of a pacifistic ex-Confederate officer. Th<

others handle their familiar roles effectively with Rex Holmar
injecting a refreshing note of originality as a former Anderson
ville inmate. The Robert Hamner-Jack Thomas story has Wil
Hams and his men barricading themselves in Miss Mathews
farmhouse, with the Gatling gun as their prime defense. Both

sides begin to dwindle and Williams' plight is further increasec

by his own gold-hungry men. The gun is destroyed, Mis;

Mathews double crosses Williams, and Dexter and his men take

over. The ending finds Dexter dead, the gold saved and

Williams promising amnesty to the remaining Confederates

20th Century-Fox. 49 minutes. Grant Williams, Brad Dexter, Carole Mathews. Pro
duced by Jack Leewood. Directed by Harry Gerstad.

"The Threat"

Third-rate quickie melodrama. For lower slot in minor
action houses.

This quickie melodrama from Warner Bros, has the ear-

marks of a TV item, rather than theatre fare. In every respect

it's a third-rate programmer destined for the lower slot in onl\

minor action houses and drive-ins. The wordy plot makes allu-

sions to a police detective's reputation for brutality in dealing

with criminals and the various women who help complicate his

life, but nothing really develops concerning either of these

themes. It is devoted to the detective's search for the person

who has sent him a threatening note on his life after he ha?

killed a gang leader in self-defense. Producer-director Charles

R. Rondeau manages to generate only a modicum of excite-

ment and suspense with the loosely-constructed Jo Heims script

The familiar Los Angeles backgrounds and Ronald Stein's jaz2

score give "The Threat" the stamp of all those melodramas thai

crowd the airwaves. Robert Knapp gives a competent perform

ance as the bitter, lone wolf policeman, while Linda Lawson, a i

tavern singer, James Seay, his detective brother, and Lisabeth

Lush, Seay's fiancee, are just adequate. During Knapp's search ,

for the mysterious note writer, Seay is beaten up, and one of the I

new gang leader's henchmen is murdered. Blamed for the hood *

death, Knapp is hunted by the police department. With the aid

of Miss Lush, they trap the note sender and murderer. It's Seay

who has always been jealous of his younger brother. Seay ii

killed during a gun struggle, Knapp is acquitted and decides td

finally marry Miss Lawson.

-t Knapp, Linda Lawson. Produced and Directec'
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REPORT TD EXHIBITION

Design for Perpetuity

Whither exhibition? Storm-tossed and

battered about by dire predictions, the

theatre branch has long been seeking to

assess its future role in movie business.

And, heaped upon the already weighty

burden of a tightly constricted product

bind, the talent strike has added the

accompanying threat of jamming up

even more the once steady flow of pic-

tures. Then, in the wings, there looms

that ominous ogre—toll-TV.

Despite these problems, however,

progressive theatremen look optimistic-

ally to the future. In a number of situa-

tions, modernized houses are going up

to replace the outsized and outmoded
film palaces of yesteryear. Renovations

and reevaluations are signaling the con-

fidence far-seeing exhibitors have in

their business. But most of all, theatre-

men look to the film companies for a

display of their faith in theatre exhibi-

tion.

Certainly, no film executive has been

stauncher in his support of theatres as

the continuing bulwark of the industry

than Spyros P. Skouras. The 20th Cen-

tury-Fox president sums up his attitude

in the current issue of Dynamo, the

company's house organ, with a state-

ment of policy under the inspired title,

"Design for Perpetuity": "The pros-

perity of motion picture theatres—all

of them—is indispensibly and insep-

arably linked with the prosperity of this

ALEX HARRISON

company. We consider exhibitors more

than just customers; we accept them as

partners in a mutual all-out drive to

make the 1960 s the most prosperous

era in the annals of theatre motion pic-

ture presentation."

And Skouras' message held concrete

substantiation of his support. "There

can be no perpetuity," he said, "unless

provision is made for the supply of

means that will enable not only the

larger key-city theatres, but every mo-

tion picture theatre to continue to op-

erate. Twentieth Century-Fox this year

will make available the largest number

of feature attractions it ever has made

bookable in a 12-months' period. We
will positively supply ample product

for every theatre," he concluded.

Operating on the premise that "the

exhibitors of America have a right to

know where they stand," Fox general

sales manager Alex Harrison announced

his firm's special "report to exhibition"

and noted that "exhibition, as our cus-

tomers, is the decisive link between pro-

duction and distribution, and the public.

After reading this information-packed,

88-page edition of Dynamo. " the sales

chief stated, "every exhibitor will know

as much about 20th's production status

as any officer of the company, here or

at the studio."

Harrison listed three good reasons

for exhibitor optimism: (1) "During

I960 no type of motion picture theatre

operation will want for an ample quan-

tity of quality screen entertainments,

insofar as 20th Century-Fox is con-

cerned . . .;" (2) "Our I960 program

provides for satisfaction of every enter-

tainment taste, for each and every

month will bring at least one attraction

of blockbuster proportions, one feature

designed for the so-called family trade,

one out-and-out showmanship picture

and a fourth that will place the stress

on action, science-fiction or topical

themes," and (3) "Each and every re-

lease will be supported with national

and local level promotions utilizing

every segment of communication media,

and exploitation procedures that will

most effectively dramatize to a maxi-

mum ticket-buying potential the enter-

tainment assets of the attraction."

From executive production head

SPYROS SKOURAS

Buddy Adler came this cheery forecast:

"Without any reservations whatsoever I

predict that the thirty attractions that

our studio and independent producers

will deliver this year will, quantitatively

and particularly qualitatively, constitute

the finest mass entertainments created

by any studio. And, I make that state-

ment with boxoffice returns in mind."

Lauding the SQ—Showmanship Quo-
tient—of 20th's far-flung merchandising

force throughout the U.S. and Canada,

vice president Charles Einfeld termed

it an "unbeatable combination of man-
power and know-how ', without peer

in the industry.

Copies of the special issue of Dy-
namo, which is edited by Roger Ferri,

are being distributed to every theatreman

in the U.S. and Canada, as well as to

the entire foreign market, leading news-

papers, syndicates and financial papers.

A mid-western exhibitor recently ex-

pressed his philosophv in a letter to

Film BULLETIN: "I've been around

this business for over 35 years, and I

can say that the past five of those years

have been the toughest of them all. But

I'm not discouraged. If we have man-

aged to live through the rugged com-

petition and tough problems that have

come against us in these five years, I

say we can gc only one way—that's

forward. All I ask for is some encour-

agement from the guys who supply our

product.''

Well, lend an ear to the 20th-Fox

story, Mr. Exhibitor.
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RAJAH COME TO JUDGMENT

I antpie.v Financial Maneuvers
(Continued from Page 1 1

)

the content of M-G-M films and another

for the conduct of Louis B. Mayer. He
was a child of the robber baron era of

motion picture making; but the robber

barons of other great American indus-

tries—mainly died at or near the peak

of their accomplishment. When Louis

B. Mayer died, his sole connection with

the industry was as a part-time official

of a company, Cinerama Productions

Corporation, whose stay in the world of

motion pictures was rendered no less

tenuous by his presence.

Traces Early Days
Crowther traces Mayer's career from

his boyhood in St. John, New Bruns-

wick, to his first theatre venture in

Haverhill, Mass. and on up the ladder

to Hollywood. An interesting clue to

his future idiosyncrasies could be found

in the fact that when he opened a new
theatre in Haverhill, after success with

his first house, he installed a portrait of

himself in the lobby.

Mayer was one of the showmen
whose climb to riches was helped by

The Birth of A Nation. Unlike many
of the others, however, Mayer was able

later to make his own contributions to

the medium as a producer of distinc-

tion. It is interesting to note that al-

though Crowther finds many flaws in

Mayer's character, he makes a careful

distinction between those who, like

Mayer, gave shape and substance to the

modern movie and such as William

Fox, "among the more predatory crea-

tures who had prowled successfully in

the ever-widening jungle of the motion

picture industry."

The author's comments on Marion
Davies ("one whose delicate presence

had a status and distinction all its own
... a very close companion of the

powerful newspaper publisher, William
Randolph Hearst"), Wallace Beery

("petty, testy, and mean"), and many
others are concise, understandable and
not quite what the fan magazines used

to tell us. They add to the zest of the

book.

Also stimulating to thought is the

author's description of the establish-

ment of the old Twentieth Century

Company, financed half by Louis B.

Mayer and half by Nicholas M. Schenck.

Certainly it was a bizarre industry which
could see a new competitor for M-G-M
financed by the two biggest officers of

M-G-M itself. But Crowther spells out

the details.

Indeed, he spells out many details all

the way through the Mayer career, quot-

ing conversations involving characters

long since departed from the movie

scene and re-enacting some of the many
dramas that took place behind the

closed doors of Mayer's office at Culver

City. It can be assumed, on the basis

of Mr. Crowther's long and honorable

record as a truthful reporter, that such

quotations come from either partici-

pants in or witnesses of the incidents.

For example, we are told that Mayer's

reaction to his daughter Irene's keeping

company with David O. Selznick (whom
she married) was, initially, "Keep away

from that schnook. He'll be a bum, just

like his old man!" We eavesdrop on

L.B. telling Gottfried Reinhardt that

Reinhardt deserves more money from

M-G-M, but "Some people have to be

underpaid." We get a quote-by-quote

description of the encounter when
Mayer told Robert Montgomery,
"You're a goddamn liar" and a blow-

by-blow description of his physical at-

tacks on Walter Wanger, Charlie Chap-

lin and others. We are reminded of

his part in the political campaign that

made Frank Merriam Governor of Cali-

fornia, a campaign involving orders to

M-G-M employees to contribute a day's

pay and also a slanted pseudo-newsreel

involving such subtleties as bearded

foreign characters saying they were for

Merriam's opponent, Upton Sinclair.

Mayer vs. Thalberg

After The Lion's Share was published

friends of Mayer complained that

Crowther was prejudiced against L.B.

and in favor of Irving Thalberg. In the

light of that charge, it is worth special

note that the author, speaking of the

phony newsreel, says bluntly, "The re-

sponsible party was Irving Thalberg,

himself a staunch Republican. This was

his only adventure into the realm of

politics. It is odd and significant that

credit for one of the most deceitful

maneuvers of the motion picture indus-

try in public affairs should not be placed

at the door of the man who organized

it but at the door of Mayer."

The relationship of Thalberg and

Mayer is one of the most interesting as-

pects of the book. While Mayer did not

initiate the dickering with Thalberg

(Edwin Loeb, who was the attorney for

both Mayer and Laemmle, was the cata-

lyst), L.B. jumped at the opportunity

to add Thalberg to the M-G-M family,

and gave the younger man generous

THE AUTHOR
Bosley Crowther was born in Lutherville,

Maryland, July 13, 1905. In his senior year at

Princeton, he won a current events contest

that financed a European tour and brought him
to the attention of the New York Times. In

1928, he started his career with that august

publication as a reporter, four years later was
appointed assistant to drama editor Brooks
Atkinson. In 1937, he was transferred to the

movie department, three years later succeeded

Frank Nugent as film critic. Mr. Crowther was
the recipient, in 1953, of the first Critics

Award given by the Screen Directors Guild.

opportunities. The fact that ultimately

Thalberg rose to rival Mayer is depicted

by Crowther as part of the tragedy of

Mayer's life, and also as evidence that

"each had his pride and ambitions, his

professional interests and his greed,

which were thrown into sharp and

shattering conflict by increasing com-

plexities of operations in the studio."

Spread upon the record in Hollywood
Rajah are the details of the profit shar-

ing agreements negotiated by Mayer
and his associates, which cost Loew's,

Incorporated dearly long after the

change of regime at M-G-M, and Crow-

ther also reports quite fully the long

feud between Mayer and Nicholas M.

Schenck, a melodramatic affair that had

three separate climaxes: First, the sale

of control of Loew's, behind Mayer's

back, to William Fox, in a transaction

that ultimately failed; second, the ouster

of Mayer from the studio in favor of

Dore Schary; and third, the machina-

tions in which Mayer became involved

with Stanley Meyer and Joseph Tom-
linson against the presidencey of Joseph

Vogel. Sardonically, when he had'

Loew's set up for the kill, Mayer is

reported by Crowther to have told his

friends he would not accept the presi-

dency of the company. The author

thinks that, despite his failing health,

Mayer's real reason lay elsewhere. He

(Continual oil Page 28)
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WHAT'S THE COMPETITION OFFERING THIS SEASON?

THE TV WATCH
By ZIGGY GERALD

television audi-The vastly ignorant

ence should be pleased with the follow-

ing news. Its overwhelming reception

of the weekly tv compost heap of pro-

grams has been responsible for the com-

plete banishment of all regular weekly

dramatic programs from next season's

schedule. No longer will these audi-

ences be faced with the horrors of Play-

bouse 90 or anything resembling the

long departed, Studio One (may it rest

in peace). The gnomes of destruction

may rest assured that they have done an

admirable job in destroying the last ves-

tige of television dramatic artistry.

Exhibitors and distributors rejoice!

This now leaves the movies a free reign

over any topic that can be considered

adult as they emerge battered but vic-

torious from the recent revolution in

film morals. Certainly there is no com-

petition from the tv rehashing of old

movies or often sloppy adaptations of

literary and theatrical successes. For

emotional stimulation and straight for-

ward excitement, the movies may once

again resume their responsibility.

0
Television, in this season, has pro-

duced less than a handful of good solid

adult dramas comparable to films like

Suddenly Last Summer, The Story on

Page One or Room at the Top. And the

ones it did present were all adaptions

of books. What is left of adult tv drama

relies on the insertion of such words as

"mistress" or "illegitimate" in silly

psychology plays.

The ambitious CBS Television Work-

shop is making attempts to inject vital-

ity to drama but the experimental na-

ture of the show—and its airing time

—

belie overwhelming national acceptance.

All the dramatic shows must have a

gimmick now. They are either ventures

into the occult or the heart of a town.

But there are no straightforw ard weekly

dramatic shows. Sunday morning does

offer a number of religious programs

that do original dramas—but these are

often limited in denominational appeal

—and then, again, the early hour.

The present trend in occasional origi-

nal drama is biography. Whereas, the

movies experienced great success with

this genre, most of the television efforts

have been suited for the soap opera

audiences.

In the mid-fifties, bookstores were

stocked with volumes of television

plays. These anthologies were both

plentiful and first rate. Today, it would

be impossible to fill even one volume

with recent original dramas—good or

bad. The sponsors, rather than present

good plays, prefer to steer away from

anything topical that might cast a

blight on their good name or cut down
their ratings. Instead they flood the net-

works with the legendary situation com-

edies, etc. featuring perky middle-aged

soubrettes bounced from film favor.

Since the turn of the decade, a few

morsels of controversy have popped up

before they could be suppressed: church

protestations banning the airing of a

drama about an adulterous minister;

Mr. Lucky, one of the current staples

of Saturday night viewing—and the

best of all the new series—had to

change his profession from gambling

casino proprietor to restauranteur at

behest of the sponsor; and, of course,

the Jack Paar upheaval. The last was

the most effective in openly exposing

the generally elementary level of most

tv production. These three instances

point up the tendency to whitewash

shows to the point of sterility. Just as

long as the sponsors sell their wares, no

care for reality matters.

There is no problem, either, on finan-

cial loss. The producers can always

recoup through reruns the new televi-

sion wonder that's a second cousin to

the neighborhood movie theatre. The
difference, though, is that you can al-

ways catch a good movie at a theatre.

The reruns which are often more

worthless on a second viewing give an

overall picture of the vapidity and waste

in t\ production.

If you've never sat in front of a tv

set between nine in the morning and

four in the afternoon, I don't advise it

—unless you have an undying love for

Loretta Young, Eve Arden, Gale Storm

and Gracie Allen, currently the queens

of the rerun theatres. It makes one won-
der if there isn't more to this world!

anotherHotone

for summer

from \V)\$]m\M\ZL@J\\L2
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RAJAH COME TO JUDGMENT

Book Will Baisv Blood Pressures

(Continued from Page 26)

quotes L.B.'s testimony in a lawsuit

some years earlier, when the producer

said "I don't want to be a director . . .

just because of what you fellows are

doing in this case. Take the greatest

company that was ever built—it is a

romance. Take a stockholder with ten

or twenty shares compelling you to sit

here and have to answer for everything

that has been built, after you have built

what I have built!"

There have been many movies which

have told the story that Louis B. Mayer

lived, the story of a man who builds a

company and then cannot abide to see

his authority watered down or his re-

sponsibilities narrowly denned. On Oct-

ober 15, 1957, the stockholders of

Loew's voted for Joe Vogel and against

Mayer's allies. On October 29th, after

a lingering blood ailment Louis B.

Mayer was dead. With him an era died,

irrevocably.

Hollywood Rajah is must reading for

everyone connected with the motion

picture industry. If it raises your blood

pressure, this can only be because ig-

norance is bliss.

No Private Lives

Those within the industry who attack

Crowther—and there are some strongly

vocal antagonists—may dispute some of

his minor facts, purely on the basis of

the old "vas you dere, Sharlie" type of

argument. With the main outlines of

his portrait of the birth of an industry

and the life of one of its giants there

can be little dispute.

If some movie people feel a sense of

shame at the revelations in Hollywood
Rajah this is a) wrong, and b) possibly

salutary. There are still, in the ranks

of the film world, some who forget that

we are no longer in an adolescent indus-

try in an adolescent era in an adolescent

nation. The robber barons can't operate

today in a way which was perfectly

ordinary back in 1910. The lessons to

be learned from the life of Louis B.

Mayer are that a nation and a leading

industry cannot build a lasting structure

on the philosophy of the quick buck,

and that people who build a glass house

can't expect their private peccadillos to

be kept private.

Like it or not, today's motion picture

makers must live in the public eye. No-

body expects them to be saints, but

neither do they have any extra privi-

leges as sinners. The Louis B. Mayer

type of personal administration is now
almost as dead as Commodore Vander-

bilt's way of building a railroad empire,

and no point is served by trying to hide

the shortcomings of either.

This is not to say that enemies of

Hollywood will not find ammunition

in Hollywood Rajah. They will. In Mr.

Crowther's vast collection of facts there

are some which are less than compli-

mentary. But, in historical context, even

these facts by indirection contribute to

a greater understanding of how much

the motion picture business has changed.

Today's motion picture industry is

not the industry that Louis B. Mayer

understood. It is as different from the

old days as the Presidency of a Dwight

D. Eisenhower is from the Articles of

Confederation.

Mr. Crowther quotes Rabbi Edgar

Magnin at the Mayer funeral: "This is

the end of a volume, not a chapter."

That is the ultimate truth about it. Men
like Louis B. Mayer clawed and fought

and built the motion picture industry,

and finally the industry just got too

big for them. Without them, there

might have been no industry. They

were, so to speak, the equivalent of the

old Indian fighters who opened the

West. When the West was finally won,

there were no more Indians left to fight,

and a new breed of pioneer took over.

We owe a great debt to the Louis B.

Mayers. We also owe to ourselves, how-

ever, the obligation to understand their

shortcomings as well as their accom-

plishments. Hollywood Rajah will give

us and the American people a better

comprehension of just how far the in-

dustry has come.
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:HAPULTEPEC is the name of

:his character featured—and pro-

noted— in children-aimed
Hound for Hire."

PHOMDTE I
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Sell Kids Now To Get

Future Adult Audience

Long neglec ted by mm iemakers, w hat amounts

to the heart of tomorrow's patronage—the chil-

dren market—once again is getting a big plaj

;from the producers, distributors and theatremen.

Where the Disney organization alone used to

romp and reap the bucks, now emerges a number

of firms banking heavily on the kids for certain

lof their pictures.

Quite naturally, the promotional efforts for

'these films represent a complete saturation of

the younger element via every conceivable

media. And when the roads leading to the chil-

dren are blocked, the enterprising showmen head

straight for an influential segment equally im-

portant: their parents. Here, more often than

not, is created the "family picture" image, there-

[by assuring the proper "want-to-see" in the

.entire household. Between the two, industry

showmen hope to return the children's pic-

ture to its rightful position among the prod-

ucts that serve the invaluable dual purpose of

making money and perpetuating moviegoing

|
interest.

j
Universal has developed a special organiza-

tion and educational campaign for its children's

|attraction, "The Snow Queen," the full-length

feature cartoon based on the famous Hans Chris-

tian Andersen story. According to an announce-

ment by U's Eastern advertising and publicity

chief Philip Gerard, the Federation of Motion
Picture Councils, through its president Mrs. Dan
Gray Edwards, has forwarded a special letter

to its affiliates in the U. S., recommending "The
Snow Queen" as a wholesome film made to

attract not only the kids, but the entire family

.:s well. Local councils are being urged to sup-

DAISIES', TOYS. "Please Don't Eat the
Daisies"—Quality Games tie-in is featured at
March Toy Fair at N. Y.'s Sheraton Atlantic
Hotel. Illustration at top shows four young-
sters in film playing game between takes.

port the film at local theatre showings. Univer-

sal also has prepared a special poster for local

level use featuring the Special Merit award the

film received from Parents Magazine. And a

Photoplay Studios guide well illustrated with

stills from the picture, has been developed on

"The Snow Queen" by an eminent educator and

is being made available for local level use.

Margaret Twyman, community relations head of

the MPAA, has sent out a special letter on the

film to her list of 20,000, including women's

clubs, libraries, schools, Army bases, etc., with

an unqualified recommendation. And an excellent

review from the National Parent-Teachers Assn.

also is being played up properly.

Twentieth-Fox has struck a harmonious chord

with the youngsters via its "Dog of Flanders."

Considered one of the family mainstays in the

current Fox line-up, "Dog" has broken from the

chute in exciting fashion, breaking house rec-

ords in a number of situations. No small meas-

ure of its success, of course, can be attributed to

the special sell the film received through Fox's

steady bombardment of the youthful audience

and their parents via radio and television.

"The Boy and the Pirates," set for an Easter

saturation release by United Artists, is being

brought home to the children via eight national

merchandising promotions covering every major

market of the country—and a radio-TV kids'

push. UA vice president in charge of advertising,

publicity and exploitation Roger H. Lewis is

well aware of the need to direct his firm's pro-

motional fire at the kids. "By concentrating on

the film's natural audience" he said, "through

promotions such as this (the Cocoa Marsh tie-in

illustrated on this page), we hope to insure top

boxoffice results ..."
,

Another firm shooting for the kids is Cine-

magic International, whose president Arthur

Epstein recently revealed plans for a group of

top motion picture and TV comedy writers to

create units for "Hound for Hire," a new car-

toon series. And Cinemagic is wasting little time

in getting to the lads and lassies with its mes-

sage. It is readying a children's record album

based on the songs and characterizations of

"Hound for Hire." The album features five

songs from the new series, plus theme music and

highlights from the units.

And even when the picture is aimed mainly

at a more mature audience, film companies are

going out of their way to capitalize on the

appearance in the story of a couple of smiling,

young faces. M-G-M, for example, has engi-

neered an extensive tie-in with Quality Games,

Inc., for its upcoming "Please Don't Eat the

Daisies," a rollicking Doris Day-David Niven

comedy that just happens also to feature four

children.

MARSH Takes You To The Movies at V2 Price!

COCOA
(HARSH
MAT LOCAL THEATRES NOW!

BOY' PROMOTION. 50.000 of these premium-
offer, tie-in posters are being sent to thea-
tres, food chains and supermarkets through-
out the country by UA, for "The Boy and the
Pirates," set for an Easter saturation.

The children's field, apparently, is opening

wide once again, offering the film companies a

golden opportunity to cash in on a large market

now and, at the same time, cultivate tomorrow's

potential adult audience. Sell them hard now,

and they'll keep coming back seems to be the

basic tenet, and from all indications, no promo-

tional stone is being left unturned in its ardent

pursuit.

SNOW QUEEN'. Universal Eastern ad-pub
head Philip Gerard (left) and Danish Ambas-
sador to the U. S., His Excellency Knuth-
Winterfeldt, set plans for national observance
of Hans Christian Andersen's 155th birthday
in connection with "The Snow Queen."
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JET AGE PROMOTION. Eva Marie Saint and Sal

Mineo, who appear in Otto Preminger's "Exodus" for
United Artists, dedicate El Al Airlines' new jet aircraft

named in honor of the forthcoming film.

YOUNG' ADS. Columbia executive in charge of ad-

vertising and publicity Jonas Rosenfeld, Jr. (center)

discusses ad roughs with teenage idol Dick Clark (sec-

ond from left), who makes his film bow in Drexel's
"Because They're Young," Columbia's Easter release,

Columbia national promotional chief Robert S. Fergu-
son (holding board). Chuck Reeves (left), vice presi-

dent of Drexel Productions, and Arthur Zeiger, Clark's

representative.

TIE-UP WITH FEELING'. Milwaukee's Wisconsin
Theatre tied up with Air France for this crowd-stop-
ping display at opening of "Once More, With Feeling."
Si ii nl included a champagne party for film critics and
a local radio contest. The two men at the Arch de
triumph are house manager Harry G. BoeSel (left)

and James F. Malison, Air France district manager.
Gendarme is the doorman, hostesses are usherettes.

READ IT, SEE IT. Copies of 22 x 17 poster, created

by MPAA members, tieing in with National Library

Week, have been mailed to nearly 6,000 libraries.

Detroit Displays Big-City

Talent for Co-op Campaigning
Cooperative institutional promotion effort

is not confined, as some theatremen believe,

to the small towns. Witness, for example,

the excellent showmanship Metropolitan

Detroit exhibitors garnered in connection

with their "January Is Movie Month in

Detroit" campaign.

With publicity and public relations being

handled under the direction of Bob Solomon,

of Solomon-Sayles Productions, the area the-

atremen pitched in energetically to further

the film cause. Incentive was provided via a

contest to select the best individual publicity

push staged during the month. And the com-

petition among exhibs produced some really

inventive campaigns.

First prize of $100 cash was awarded to

Howard Denial, manager of the suburban

Wyandotte Theatre, who included among
his numerous promotions a flag-flying stunt

that attracted the attention of the entire area.

He arranged to fly a 22-foot "Movie Month"
banner from the 65-foot public flagpole in

the center of the city's business district, with

flag-raising ceremonies attended by the

mayor, city council and other dignitaries.

Local newspapers picked up the story and

carried photographs and follow-ups every

week during the month. In addition, through

the cooperation of the Wyandotte Board of

Education, showman Denial distributed in

the schools 6,000 flyers promoting "Movie
Month Matinees for Children."

The second-prize (S50 cash) winner, sub-

urban Berkley manager Fred Walton, offered

plenty of solid showmanship value of his

own. He arranged for January to be officially

proclaimed "Movie Month" in Berkley, and

photos of Mayor George Kuhn presenting the

proclamation to Walton appeared with ac-

companying stories in the local pape-rs. The
Berkley theatreman also arranged merchan-

dising tie-ins with local Kresge stores where-

by 12-foot "Movie Month" banners were

hung in the store windows and bag stuffers

were distributed plugging "January Is Movie
Month" and containing complimentary state-

ments about current pictures from various

city officials.

Apparently, cooperative institutional show-

manship is far from dated in Detroit—and if

executed as energetically in other areas,

promises to prove itself still very much, alive

and beating the movie drums.

UA Promotes 'Fugitive'

United Artists is going all out to power

"The Fugitive Kind" to boxoffice success,

with merchandising tie-ins, a music campaign,

a special national school drive and giant

subway, bus and railway saturation bidding

to achieve the desired results.

The six national merchandising promotions

will blanket more than 100,000 outlets in

every major market in the U. S., according

to national promotion chief Fred Goldberg.

The music push is pegged to the UA Records

sound track album and a radio and television

saturation timed with key regional openings

in April.

7Vfiat t&e /4ne *DoUy ,

Zanuck Pitches in To Aid

Promotion of His Latest Film

There was a day when the producer, one

he was finished with the production end of

his picture, would sit back and relax between

assignments. Today—out of a pleasant mix

ture of deep pride and a realization that the

big sell never stops—he stays with the film,

promoting it until it hits its opening engage-

ments—and, quite often, even beyond.

Take Darryl Zanuck for instance. Having

completed "Crack in the Mirror," this pre-

mier producer will bring it to the attention

of audiences around the world (save the

Iron Curtain lands) via a unique message

recorded in 19 languages to be broadcast as

radio spots in advance of the film's openings.

Zanuck is convinced that audiences musi

see "Crack in the Mirror" from the verj

beginning to completely appreciate the excit-

ing aspects of the picture. He personally sup-

ervised the waxing of the ambitious trans-

cription before leaving the U. S. to return tc

Paris. And, in addition, 20th-Fox will place

in newspapers all around the world signed

statements from the producer reiterating his

message that "because of the unique concep

tion of the film, and the dual personalities,

at all performances, no one will be admittec

after it begins."

When a producer of the importance of a

Darryl Zanuck puts his own busy shouldei

to the promotion wheel, it offers sharp evi

dence of the increasingly important role

showmanship plays in today's movie opera

:
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TV Sells Movies
Selling pictures on television through

spots and plugs is, of course, fast be-

coming accepted as a good promotional

maneuver. But tieing-in with a televi-

sion dealer in a fancy bit of cooperative

newspaper advertising ranks as some-

thing novel and exciting in film show-

manship. The idea was created by

UA's Max Miller for the Phila. pre-

miere of "Take A Giant Step".
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All Stops Out in 'Oscar' Push, as

Industry Aims for Record Audience

Forget the strike and full promotional speed

'.head!

. Until the "big night " next Monday (April 4),

he onl\ ballots that count to the industry are

khe 2,115 currently being cast to select the Acad-

emy Award winners. "Oscar" still is the best

nstitutiiMi.il ad in the business, and film com-

panies and theatremen all across the country

(ire keeping that thought uppermost as they

(strive to make the 1960 show the biggest and

most skillfully promoted ever.

The shutdown of most of the major studios

may have dampened industry enthusiasm and

•thrown fear into the hearts of every branch, but

they're painting a wide smile on the silver

Screen for the Academy Awards shindig in a

.tremendous, cooperative effort to tell the indus-

try's story to the public in the most glowing,

glamorous and optimistic of terms.

Excitement Grows
Much of the drama and excitement is, of

course, inherent in the character of the awards.

(Expectation and enthusiasm always crescendo to

;a fever pitch about this time of year, with "Who
ido you think will win?" as prevalent on the

tongues of all moviegoers as pebbles on a

beach. But relying on public interest to grow

jand prosper of its own accord is a potentially

fatal mistake the industry is not about to make

as it wages the most ambitious awards push in

the history of the Academy.

Ifoviemen every where are nurturing "Oscar"

! interest until it blossoms forth to the fullest

I next week. The ad-pub arm of the MPAA.
headed by M-G-M's Si Seadler, is pouring it on

in a strenuous stretch drive that has produced

some promotional firsts and a raft of excellent

PEPSI PROMOTION. Plaudits for the special

Pepsi-Cola press book prepared for the Acad-
emy Awards telecast are sketched by Si

Seadler, chairman of the MPAA ad-publicity

directors committee for Norman Wasser, soft

drink firm executive.

methods of directing the limelight on the tele-

cast.

The public is being bombarded by a record

number of radio and television stations carrying

the show. Latest figures indicate that of the

190 radio stations ordered, 155 accepted the pro-

gram, and all but one of the 186 TV stations

ordered will carry the festivities. On-the-air pro-

motion, too, is pacesetting. The MPAA ad-pub-

bers, in an unprecedented show man move,

furnished Ray Johnson, of NBC, w ith 220 16mm
prints of the "Oscar" theatre trailer, which the

latter is sending to every NBC-TV station carry-

ing the show. Three TV promotion film nega-

tives are being supplied to NBC, which also will

employ negatives from last year's film spots fea-

turing eight different stars. Three new radio

spots were supplied this year—the latest, by

Sandra Dee, was secured by Universal's Philip

Gerard and taped through NBC's cooperation.

Salesmen Promote
The MPAA sales managers committee has

proved another new and vital factor in promot-

ing the Academy Awards. Industry salesmen,

working through the sales managers group under

the chairmanship of United Artists' James R.

Velde, have enlisted hundreds of new exhibitors

in the "Oscar" promotional army. As of last

week, 30 of the 32 exchange cities had reported

increases, w ith the total hike in exhibitor par-

ticipants reaching a hefty 50 per cent. Los

Angeles was up a booming 500 per cent, with

250 theatremen enlisted, as compared to 45 last

year. Cleveland was almost tripled and Atlanta

double, while New York was "0 per cent better

fortified with houseowners and managers than

in 1959.

All across the country and even abroad, the

Academy promotion is rolling in higher gear

than ever before. Maury Segal, West Coast pub-

licity coordinator for UA, obtained tape spots

to plug the show on radio. In Worcester, Mass.,

Loew s Theatre managers, working with man-

agers of other houses in the city, waged a cam-

paign to get every radio and TV set there turned

to the show. The local papers, radio stations,

Pepsi-Cola bottler, music stores and even the

Mayor all are pitching in to make "Oscar" night

a success in the town. In the South, Mike Schaf-

fer, publicity director for WAVY-TV, invited

all Norfolk, Va., exhibitors to a cocktail party

to discuss plans for the Academy campaign

there. Kansas City exhibitors are promoting the

show with a mammoth "Guess the Winners"

contest, with cooperation from the NBC radio

and TV station and a special trailer for all

theatres.

As far away as Australia, in fact, the Academy

message is being beamed—and with the desired

results. Tbe Film Weekly, published in Sydney,

sent clippings of its coverage of the nominations

and asked for more news about the show. Our

neighbors to the north also are plugging .i\\u\

for "Oscar." The W innipeg Trittau is the lat-

est among the many Canadian newspapers fea-

turing the Guess the Winner" contest, and 21

television panel shows will discuss the Academ;,

Awards, with exhibitors and other industryites

slated to appear.

Newspaper Art

On other fronts, the "big night" message is

being delivered to millions of newspaper

readers all over the globe. UA's Burt Sloane has

prepared 500 copies for international use of a

special piece of art created by New York Times

illustrator Al Hirschfeld and featuring the

nominated actors and actresses. The art will be

sent to all exploitation men and exhibitor com-

mittees for local planting. In a recent issue of

Loew Down, the Loew's Theatres house organ,

Ernest Emerling informed the firm's managers of

the showmanship activity of many out-of-town

managers and urged those not already develop-

ing their campaigns to get busy. He stressed

their possible personal gain via the S2, 50O

Pepsi-Cola exhibitor's contest.

The industry is aiming at a record-shattering

v iewing and listening figure of over 140,000,000

and the way it is selling "Oscar" through every

media everywhere, it seems certain to get it.

Bv the morning of April 5, the Academy Award

winners won't be the only topic of conversation

all over the world. They'll have to share the

spotlight with the whole institution of movie-

going. And that, after all, is what the "big

night" is all about.

EMERLING
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current &) Conning Features

(Date of Rim BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

August
BAT, THE Vincent Price, Agnes Morehead. Producer
C. J. Tevlin. New version of Mary Robert Rinehart
and Avery Hopwood's world famous mystery tate. 80
min.

FACE OF FIRE Cameron Mitchell, James Whirmore.
Producers Albert Band^ Lou :

s Garfinkle. Director Band.
Handyman disfigured in 'ire finally gains friends. 83

October

WEB OF EVIDENCE Van Johnson. Vera Miles. Produced
by Maxwell Setron and John R. Sloan. Filmed from
A. J. Cronin's novel "Beyond This Place." Young man
reopens 20 year old murder case to free his father.
88 mfn.

November
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT. U. S. A. George S. Hamil-
ton. Mary Murphy. Producer Terry Sanders. Director
Denis Sanders. Law-student turns criminal. 80 min.

December
HOUSE OF INTRIGUE, THE CinemaScope, Color. Dawn
Addams. Curt Jurgens. Folco Lulli. Producer-director
Dullio Coletti. Spies and counter-spies' activities dur-
ing WW II. 90 min.

January
ATOMIC SUBMARINE Arthur Franz. Dick Foran, Brett
Halsey. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Spencer G.
Benset. Science-fiction thriller of a Polar sub and its

encounter with unknown enemy. 73 min.

PURPLE GANG, THE Barry Sullivan. Robert Blake.
Elaine Edwards. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
Frank McDonald. The startling story of the infamous
Detroit mobsters. 83 min.

February
HYPNOTIC EYE, THE Jacques Bergerac. Marcia Hen.
derson. Merry Anders, Allison Hayes. Producer Charles
B. Bloch. Director George Blair. Hypnotist's assistant
wearing mask, is responsible for disfiguring pretty
faces of hypnosis volunteers. 82 min.

March
I PASSED FOR WHITE Sonya Wilde, James Franciscus.
Producer-director Fred Wilcox. Story of a Negress
who passes for white. 91 min.

April

BLUEBEARD'S TEN HONEYMOONS George Sanders.
Connne Calvet. Producer Roy Parkinson. Director W.
Lee Wilder. Based on the true-life story of Landru,
infamous French bluebeard. 92 min.

May
PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert. Pro-
ducer-director Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt.
Petrosino's war against the Mafia in the early 1900 s.

73 min.

RAYMIE David Ladd. John Aaar. Charles Winninger.
Richard Arlen. Producer A. C. Lyle. Director Fred
McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant 6
foot barracuda. 73 min.

June
SEXPOT GOES TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren. Tues-
day Weld, Miianou Bardot. Producer-director Albert
Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-
lege routine.

July
HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter, Vic Damone. Miiko
Taka. Producer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson.
True story of U. S. Marine hero Guy Gabaldon.

August
FLUNDERERS, THE Jeff Chandler. Producer-director
Joseph Anthony. Band of young hoodlums intimidate
entire western town.

Com ing

DONDI Producer Albert Zugsmith. Story based on
the comic strip character.

RECKLESS, PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner. Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."
THE BIG BANKROLL Fabulous life story of king of the
gamblers. Producers, Samuel Bischoff and David
Diamond.

AMERICAN I NTERNATIONAL

September

SIGN OF THE GLADIATOR Color-Scop 5 . Anita Ekberg,
George Marshall. Producer Guido Brignone. Director
Vittorio Musy Glori. The loves and wars of Zenobia
and her downfall by the Roman Empire. 84 4min.

October

BUCKET OF BLOOD, A Barboura Morris. Dick Miller.

Producer-director Roger Corman. A mad artist mur-
ders his victims and uses their bodies for statues.

LEECHES, THE Ken Clark, Yvette Vickers. Producer
Gene Corman. Director Bernard L. Kowalski. Monsters
arise from the swamps of the Florida everg'ades. 62

November

GIANT GILA MONSTER Don Sullivan, Lisa Simone.

Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg. Giant
gila monsters goes beserk on diet of humans. 75 min.

THE KILLER SHREWS Ingrid Goude, James Best. Ken
Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg.

Tiny shrews grow to huge proportions. 69 min.

December

GOLIATH AND THE BARBARIANS Color-Scope. Steve

Reeves, Bruce Cabot. Chelo Alonso. Producer Em-
inno Salvi. Director Carlo Campogalliani. A young
woodsman revenges the death of his father. Spectacle.

88 min.

March

ANGRY RED PLANET Cinemagic, Eastmancolor. Gerald
Mohr, Nora Hayden. Les Tremayne. Producers Sidney
Pink, Norman Maurer. Director lb Melchoir. An ad-

venture in the fourth dimension. 83 min.

May
CIRCUS OF HORRORS Specta-Color. Anton Diffring,

Erika Remberg. Producers Julian Wintle. Leslie Parkyn.

Director Sidney Hayers. Horror spectacle. 95 min.

JAILBREAKERS, THE Robert Hutton, Mary Castle. Pro-

ducer-director Alexander Grasshoss. Four escaped
convicts try to find a treasure of 5400.000.00 'rom a

bank robbery. 65 min.

June

FALL OF THE HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScope. Color.

Vincent Price. Mark Damon. Myrna Fahey. Producer-

director Roger Corman. Edgar Allan Poe's classic.

90 min.

I WAS ON DEATH ROW Iformerly "Girl on Death

Row") PanaVision. Terry Moore, Debra Paget. Producer
Richard Bernstein. Director Roy Del Ruth. Prison melo-

drama. 90 min.

August

Coining

ALADDIN AND THE GIANT CinemaScope and Color.

Producer Herman Cohen. Action fantasy.

GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON CinemaScope, Color.

Steve Reeves. Producer Geoffedo P. Bertolino. Action

fantasy. 80 min.

IN THE YEAR 2889 CinemaScope & Color. Jules Verne.

Science fiction.

TAKE ME TO YOUR LEADER CinemaScope. Comedy
science fiction.

October

CRIMSON KIMONO, THE Victoria Shaw, GUsnn Cor-

bett. Producer-director Samuel Fuller. Love and mur-

der on burlesque row. 82 min. 9/14/59.

THEY CAME TO CORDURA CinemaScope. Eastman
Color. Gary Cooper, Rita Hayworth, Van Heflin, Tab
Hunter. Producer William Goetz. Director Robert
Rossen. From the novel by Glendon Swarthout. 123,

TINGLER. THE Vincent Price, Judith Evelyn. Producer-

director William Castle. Spook show with built-in

gimmicks. 80 min.

November
BATTLE OF THE CORAL SEA Cliff Robertson. Gia
Scala. Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director Paul
Wendkos. Drama set against WW II background. 80

[

min. 10/26/59.

LAST ANGRY MAN. THE Paul Muni. David Wayne.
Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Daniel Mann. Picturi-
zation of Gerald Green's bestseller. 100 min. 10/12/59.

WARRIOR AND THE SLAVE GIRL SupercineScope.
Eastman color. Gianna Maria Canale, Georges Marchal.
Director Vittorio Cottafavi. Action Spectacle. 89 min.
1 1/9/59.

MOUSE THAT ROARED, THE Color. Peter Sellers,
Jean Seberg. Producer Walter Shenson. Director Jack
Arnold. Satire on relations of countries during Atomic
Age. 83 min. 10/12/59.

YESTERDAY'S ENEMY Stanley Baker. Guy Rolfe. Pro-
ducer Michael Carreras. Director Val Guest. British
and Japs battle in Burma. 95 min.

December
EDGE OF ETERNITY CinemaScope Color. Cornel
Wilde, Victoria Shaw. Producer Kendrick Sweet. Di-
rector Donald Siegel. Murder and intrigue at Arizona
mine. 80 min. I 1/9/59.

FLYING FONTAINES, THE Eastman Color. Michael
Callan, Evy Norlund. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
George Sherman. Life with the circus. 84 min. 12/21.

THOUSAND AND ONE ARABIAN NIGHTS Technicolor
UPA Cartoon feature. Starring the near sighted Mr
Magoo. Producer Stephen Bosustow. Director Jack
Kinney. 76 min. 12/21.

January
GENE KRUPA STORY. THE Sal Mineo, Susan Kohner
Producer Philip A. Waxman. Director Don Weis. Pic-

ture of the famed drummer. 101 min. 1/4/60.

SUDDENLY. LAST SUMMER Elizabeth Taylor, Montgom-
ery Clift. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director Joseph L
Mankiewicz. Based on the controversial Tennessee
Williams play. 1 14 min. 12/21.

SWAN LAKE Maya Plisetskaya, Nicolai Fadeyeche
Director Z. Tulubyeva. Russian exchange film. 81 min.

2/29/60.

February

ONCE MORE, WITH FEELING Technirama, Color. Yu>

Brynner. Kay Kendall. Producer-Director Stanley Donen
Story about a concert conductor. 92 min. 2/15/60.

OUR MAN IN HAVANA CinemaScope. Alec Guinness
Burl Ives, Maureen O'Hara. Producer-Director Carol
Reed. Drama of a vacuum cleaner salesman in Havana.
107 min. 2/1/60.

March

COMANCHE STATION CinemaScope, Color. Randolph
Scott Nancy Gates. Producer-director BuHd Boetticher.

A cowboy out for revenge. 74 min. 2/29/60.

WHO WAS THAT LADY? Tony Curtis. Dean Martin,

Janet Leiah. Producer Norman Krasna. Director

George Sidney. Curtis poses as an F.B.I, agent. 115

min. 1/18/60.

April

BABETTE GOES TO WAR CinemaScope. Color, Brigitte

Bardot, Jacques Charrier, Producer Raoul J. Levy.

Director Christian-Jaque. Bardot helps defeat Germany.
103 min. 2/29/60.

BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG Dick Clark. Michael Cal-

lan, Tuesday Weld. Producer Jerry Bresler. Director

Paul Wendkos. A teacher fights teenage violence. 102

min. 3/14/60.

May

KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO CinemaScope. Color. Rob-

ert Taylor. Anne Aubrey. Producers Irving Allen,

Albert R. Broccoli. Director Richard Thorpe. Engineer
fights slave trade in Africa. 91 min.

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathews.
Producer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre de Toth

Hollywood film magnate becomes U.S. counter-spy. 92

STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY, THE Guy Rolfe. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Ritual murders
in India. 81 min.

June

ELECTRONIC MONSTER Rod Cameron. Mary Murphy
Producer Cohen-Levy. A mind machine in the hands

of a murderer. 72 min.

MOUNTAIN ROAD, THE James Stewart, Lisa Lu. Pr<

ducer William Goetz. Director Daniel Mann. G.I.

fight across Burma.

S YOUt PIODUCT



July

STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET CinemaScope, Color.

Kirk Douglas Kim Novak Ernie Kovacs Barbara Rush
Producer-director Richard Quine.

Coming

ALL THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd. Sidney Poitier.

I Producer-director Hall Bartlett. UN forces trapped
behind enemy lines in Korea.

AS THE SEA RAGES Maria Schell, Cliff Robertson
Producer Carl Sikoll. Director Horst Hechler. A war

i among fishermen and islanders. 97 min.

CAV'S OF NIGHT CinemaScope Color. Cornel Wi'de.

Jean Wallace. Cliff Robertson. Producer Cornel Wilde.
Director Paul Wendkos.

n-V'L AT 4 O'CLOCK. THE Spencer Tracy, Sidney
Poitler. Marpessa Dawn. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Di-

Iractc Peter Glenville.

ENiMY GENERAL. THE Van Johnson. Jean Pierre

lAumont, Dany Carrel. Producer Sam Katiman. Director

•George Sherman.

GIDGET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope. Color. James
Darren. Sandra Dee, Michael Catlan. Producer Jerry
'Bresler.

GULLIVER'S TRAVELS SuDer Dynamation. Color. Kerwin
.Malhaws, Jo Morrow. Producer Charles Schneer. Di-

rector Jack Sher.

GUNS OF NAVARONE Color. Gregory Peck. David
Niven, Anthony Ouinn. Producer Carl Foreman. Direc-

tor Alexander Mackendrick.

I AIM AT THE STARS Curt Jo'gens, Victoria Shiw
Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director Lee Thompson
Film biography of brilliant rocket scientist.

MY DOG BUDDY Ken Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis.

Director Ray Kellogg.

PEPE CinemaScope, Color. Cantinflas. Dan Dailey,

Shirley Jones. Producer-director George Sidney.

REACH FOR TOMORROW Burl Ives, Shelly Winters.
'James Daren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan, Director
PhiHp Leacock.

SONG WITHOUT END CinemaScope. Color. Dirk Bo-
qarde. Capucine. Producer William Goetz. Director
'Charles Vidor. The story of Frank Lisit.

itzi Gaynor. Pro-

TWO FACES OF DR. JEKYLL, THE Color. Paul Massie,
Dawn Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
Terence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
son's classic.

WACKIEST SHIP IN THE ARMY, THE CinemaScope,
[Color. Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson. Producer Fred
'Kohlmar. Director Richard Murphy.

NDEPENDENTS

October

400 BLOWS, THE Zenith Jean Pierre Leaud. Produced
and directed by Francois Truffant. French drama of

boy's unhappy life. 98 min. 9/14/59.

November

LOVERS, THE IZenith) Jeanne Moreau, Alan Cuny.
Directed by Louis Malle. French import about illicit

I

love affair. 90 min. 9/14/59.

THIRD MAN ON THE MOUNTAIN IBuena Vista) Walt
Disney. Technicolor. Michael Rennie, James Mac-
Arthur. Janet Munro. Produced by William H. Ander-

I
son. Directed by Ken Annakin. Adventure. 100 min.
19/14/59.

January

BEHIND THE GREAT WALL (Continental Dist.l Aroma
Rama, DeLuxe Color, TotalScope. Producer Leonardo
Bonzi. Director Sidney Kauffman. Narrated by Chet
Huntley. Story introduces the process and its explana-
tions. 98 min. 12/21.

PRETTY EOY FLOYD (Continental Dist.l John Ericson,
Barry Newman. Joan Harvey. Producer Monroe Sach-
son. Director Herbert J. Leder. Story of a ki'ler,
based on factual events in the life of Charles Arlhur
Floyd. 94 min. 2/1/60.

TIGER BAY (Rank! John Mills. Horst Buckholi. Pro-
ducer John Hawkesworth. Director J. Lee Thompson.
Suspense drama involving a murderer, a girl who
witnessed his crime, and a brilliant police inspector.
105 min.

February

BLACK ORPHEUS lOrpheus Negro) ILopert) Breno
Mello, Marpessa Dawn, Lourdes de Oliveira. Producer
Sacha Gordine. Director Marcel Camus. Film version
of the famous Greek legend of Orpheus and his ill-

fated love for Eurydice. 95 min. 3/14/40.

GRIS6I IValiant) Jean Gabin, Jeanne Moreau. Pro-
ducer Robert Dorfmann. Director Jacques Becker.
Action drama of the Paris underworld and its inhabi-
tants. 85 min.

KLSS FOR A KILLER, A (Valiant) Mylene Demongeot.
Henri Vidal. Producer Michel Safra. Director Henri
Verneuil. From James Hadley Chase's best-selling
thriller. 106 min.

NUDE IN A WHITE CAR Trans -Lux Marina Vlady.
Robert Hossein Odile Versois Director Robert Hos-
sein. Mystery dealing with the nocturnal escapades
of two beautiful blonde French sisters. 87 min. 3/14/40.

TOBY TYLER IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Kevin Cor-
coran. Henry Calvin, Gene Sheldon Producer Walt
Disney. Director Charles Banton. Circus tale of a
runaway boy's adventures under the Big Top. 94 min
1/18/40.

March
EXPRESSO BONGO (Continental Dist I Laurence Har-
vey. Sylvia Syms Producer-director Val Guest Based
on the hit play by Wolf Mankowitz. 108 min.

SWORD AND THE CROSS. THE (Valiant) CinemaScope
Color Gianna Maria Canale Marisa Allasio. Director
Guido Brignone Story of the Roman persecution of
early Christians.

April

KIDNAPPED IBuena Vistal Technicolor. Peter Finch
James MacArthur. Producer Walt Disney. Director
Robert Stevenson Adaptation of Robert Louis Steven-
son's adventure classic. 97 min. 2/29/40.

June

SIGN OF ZORRO. THE IBuena Vistal. Guy Williams,
Henry Calvin. Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-
tors Norman Foster and Lewis R. Foster.

July

POLLYANNA (Buena Vista) Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Richard Eagan. Producer Walt Disney. Director David
Swift. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller.

Coming

A TIME TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
jim Davis, Don Megowan Allison Hayes. Producer Pat
Jem. Director Oliver Drake.

DAY OF THE TRUMPET, THE |C. Sarrfiago Film Organi-
tation Prod. I John Agar, Richard Arlen, Bill Phipps
Producer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

DREAM MACHINE. THE (Amalgamated Prods.) Rod
Cameron. Marty Murphy, Peter filing. Producers Rich-
ard Gordon and Chanes Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
gomery Tully.

GORGO (King Bros.) Technicolor. Wide screen. Bill

Travers, Vincent Winter, William Sylvester. Producer
Maurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

LIGHT ACROSS THE STREET, THE (UMPOl Brigittt
Bardot. Raymond Pellegrin, Roger Piquat. Producer
Jacqjes Gauthier. Director Georges Lacombe. Drama.
A French husband and wife try to live without normal
sex relations, after the husband had a near-fatal acci-
dent. 74 mm
SILVER SKATES, THE IBuena Vista) Eastman Color.
Rony Zeander Carin Rossby. Producer Walt Disney.
Director Norman Foster.

SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON (Buena Vista) Technicolor.
John Mills, Dorothy McGuire. Producer William H.
Anderson. Director Ken Annakin. Adaptation of Johann
Wyss' Adventure classic.

METRO-GO LDWYN -MAYER

December

WRECK OF THE MARY DEARE, THE CinemaScope,
Metrocolor. Gary Cooper, Charlton Heston. Producer
Julian Blaustein. Directo r Michael Anderson. Film ver-

sion of Hammond 'nnes' best-seller dealing with the

captain of a freighter whose owners conspire to sink

her for the value of her cargo. 104 min. 11/23/59.

January

GAZEBO. THE CinemaScope. Glenn Ford. Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director George
Marshall. Film version of the Broadway mystery-
comedy hit. 102 min. 12/21.

NEVER SO FcW CinemaScope Metrocolor. Frank
Sinatra. Gina Lollobrigida . Producer Edmund Grainger.
Director John Sturges. Story of a group of Kaehin
guerillas in Burma during World War II, based on Tom
Chamales' best-selling novel. 127 min. 12/21.

February

THE LAST VOYAGE MetroColor. Robert Stack, Dorothy
Malone. Producer-Director Andrew L. Stone. Dramatic
story of the events which occur with sinking of an

ocean liner. 91 min. 2/1/60.

March

HOME F-ROM THE HILL CinemaScope, Metrocolor.

Robert Mitchum. Eleanor Parker. Producer Edmund
Grainger. Director Vincente Minnelli. Film version of

William Humphrey's novel dealing with conflict be-

tween family. 150 min. 2/15/60.

April

PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES CinemaScope. Metro-

Color. Dorflf Day, David Nlven, Janis Paige. Producer

Joe Pasternak. Director Cnarles Walters. Comic ex-

periences of N. Y. couple and their children. Ill min.

APRIL SUMMARY
With the cloud of the talent strike

still hovering over the industry, release

schedules must be regarded as being

tentative. However, at this writing, a

total of 18 pictures is set for April. 20th

Century-Fox holds first spot on the

strength of four films, with United Ar-

tists and Paramount tied for runnerup

honors with three apiece. Columbia and
Universal each has listed two releases,

while four companies — Allied Artists,

Buena Vista, M-G-M and Warner Bros.

—are knotted at one picture each for

the coming month.

May
GIANT OF MARATHON, THE (formerly "Battle of
Marathon. The"! Widescreen, Color Steve Reeves
Mylene Demongeot. Producer Bruno Vailati Director
Jacques Tourneur. Action-fi led recreation o; the classic
battle of ancien; Greece.

PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney. Terry
Moore Producer Red Doff Director Charles Haas
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military
academy. 93 min.

June

ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN, THE Cinema-
Scope MetroColor. Tony Randall Eddfe Hodges. Pro-
ducer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Michael Curtii.
Film version of Mark Twain's classic story of the Mis-
sissippi River. 107 min.

July

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope MetroColor. Judy
Holliday, Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-
tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit

Coming

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaS-ope
Metro Color. Robert Wagner. Natalie Wood. Susan
Kohner. Producer Pandro S Berman. Director Michael
Anderson. Drama involving four young people whose
paths cross in thair search to f nd love. 122 min.

BEN HUR Panavision. Technicolor. Charlton Heston

BUTTERFIELD 8 CinemaScope, MetroColor. Elizabeth
Taylor, Laurence Harvey. Producer Pandro S. Berman
Director Daniel Mann. Adaptation of John O'Hara's

CIMARRON I Metrocolor) Glenn Ford, Maria Schell
Anne Baxter. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director
Anthony Mann. Based on Edna Ferber's classic novel.

GO NAKED IN THE WORLD CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Gina Lollobrigida. Tony Franciosa. Ernest Borgnine
Producer Aaron Rosenberq. Director Ranald MacDou-
gall. Film version of a novel by Tom Chamales.

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter, Pat Crowley.
Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Phil Carson.
Story of a man threatened by a gang of hoodlums
after ha is witness to a murder. 81 min.

SUBTERRANEANS. THE CinemaScope, Metrocolor.
Leslie Caron. George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed
Director Ranald MacDougall. Film version of Jack
Kerouac's novel. 8? min.

TEMPTATION Ava Gardner. Dirk Bogarde, Joseph
Cotten. Producer Goffredo Lombardo. Director Nun-
nally Johnson. Drama, during Spanish Civil War, in-

volving a priest and a beautiful dancer.

THE DAY THEY ROEBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray, Elizabeth Sellars. Hugh Griffith Producer
Jules Buck. Director John Guillermin. Suspenseful
action-thriller of a sensational robbery.

THE VILLAGE OF-1 THE DAMNED George Sanders. Bar-

bara Shelley. Producer Ronald Kinnoch Director Wolf
Rilla. Suspense drama with a science-fiction basis.

TIME MACHINE, THE Rod Taylor Alan Young. Pro-

ducer-director George Pal Based on H. G. Wells'

story of a man who invents a machine which carries

him from the 19th century into an amazing world of

the future. 103 min.

PARAMOUNT

November

CAREER Dean Martin. Anthony Franciosa, Shirley Mac-
Laine, Carolyn Jones. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Joseph \nthony. Drama Ambitious young actor, strug-

alinq toward stardom encounters love hardship, frus-

tration. 105 min. 10/12/59.
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December

LI'L ABNER Technicolor. Peter Palmer, Leslie Parrish,
Stubby Kaye, Julie Newmar, Robert Strauss. Producer
Norman Panama. Director Melvin Frank. Musical-
comedy. Screen version of long-run Broadway show
based on Al Capp's Dogpatch characters. 114 min.
I 1/9/59.

January

A TOUCH OF LARCENY James Mason, Vera Miles.
Producer Ivan Foxwell. Director Guy Hamilton. Comedy
of Naval commander who maps an elaborate fraud.
93 min. 1/18/60.

February

BIG NIGHT. THE Randy Sparks. Dick Foran, Venetia
Stevens, Anna Lee. Producer Vern Alves. Director Sid-
ney Salkow. Story of young people on the loose.
74 min. 2/29/60.

CIRCUS STARS Technicolor. Oleg Popov, Vladimir
Durov. Director L. Kristy. Russian release distributed
by Paramount pursuant to agreement under the aus-
pices of the State Department. 67 min. 2/29/60.

JACK THE RIPPER Lee Patterson, Eddie Byrne, Betty
McDowall. Producer and Director— Robert S. Baker,
and Monty Berman. Joseph E. Levine exploitation spe-
cial. 85 min. 2/15/60.

March
CHANCE MEETING Hardy Kruger, Micheline Presle.
Producer David Deutsch. Director Joseph Losey. Young
artist, accused of murdering his mistress, attempts to
prove his innocence. 96 min. 2/29/60.

HELLER IN PINK TIGHTS Technicolor. Sophia Loren,
Anthony Quinn, Margaret O'Brien. Producers Carlo
Ponti and Marcello Girosi. Director George Cukor.
Theatrical troupe's adventures in the old west 100
min. 3/14/60.

April

CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS Lilli Palmer, Sylvia Syms,
Yvonne Mitchell. Producer Betty E. Box Director Ralph
Thomas. Story of rescue operations of war orphans
imprisoned in concentration camps. 113 min. 3/14/60.

IN THE WAKE OF A STRANGER Tony Wright, Shirley
Eaton, Danny Green. Producer John Penington. Director
David Eady. Suspense drama concerning the dis-
appearance of the body of a murdered bookmaker
69 min.

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET Jerry Lewis, Joan Black-
man, Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog.
Screen version of the Broadway hit by George Vidal.
85 min. 2/15/60.

May
FIVE BRANDED WOMEN Van Heflin, Silvana Mangano,
Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis. Director
Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Nazis. 106 min.

FRISONER OF THE VOLGA Technicolor. John Derek,
Elsa Martinelli, Dawn Addams. Director V. Tour-
ieasky. Historical spectacle.

June
WALK LIKE A DRAGON Jack Lord, Nobu McCarthy,
James Shigeta. Producer-director James Clavell. Drama
set in the Old West dealing with the fight between
an American settler and a Chinese immigrant for the
love of an Oriental slave girl. 69 min.

July

BELLBOY, THE Jerry Lewis, Aiex Gerry, Joan Tabor.
Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of a mute bellboy
at a Florida resort.

RAT RACE, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan. Drama of a career-seeking
saxaphone player and a disillusioned showgirl.

August

IT STARTED IN NAPLES (formerly "Bay of Nap'es"!
VistaVision, Technicolor. Clark Gable Sophia Loren.
Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson. An
American lawyer goes to Italy to get his orphaned
nephew and falls in love with the child's governess.

Coming
BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim. Producer Raymond Eger. Direc-
tor Roger Vadim. Suspense drama based on story by
Paul Gallico.

BREATH OF SCANDAL, A Sophia Loren. Maurice
Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti and
Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtii. A sophis-
ticated story of the make-believe world of the Austro-
Hungarian court around 1906

CINDERFELLA Technicolor, VistaVision. Jerry Lewis,
Ed Wynn, Anna Marie Alberghetti, Erin O'Brien. Pro-
ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin. Modern
version of the Cinderella fairy tale.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR, THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg.
Georq* Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

eipionaqe drama.

G.I. BLUES VistaVision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley. Pro-
ducer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog Story of

American soldiers in Germany.

ONE-EYED JACKS VistaVision. Technicolor. Marlon
Brando, Pina Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-
tor Marlon Brando. Western.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh, Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles,

John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock
Story based on Inner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert
Bloch.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY, THE VistaVision, Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire, Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter.
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.

Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-

boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

SAVAGE INNOCENTS Technirama, Technicolor. An-
thony Quinn, Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray.

TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT Gordon Scott, Jock Ma-
honey. Producers Sy Weintraub, Harvey Hayutin. Di-

rector Robert Day. Famous king of the untamed en-

gages in more adventurous activities.

UNDER TEN HAGS Technirama. Van Heflin, Charles
Laughton. Producer Dino DeLaurentis. Directors Duilio

Coletti and Silvio Narizzano. Drama of WWII.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG, THE Technicolor. William
Holden, France Nuyen, Michael Wilding, Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Jean Negulesco. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and hte Broadway play.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

November

BELOVED INFIDEL CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Greg-
ory Peck, Deborah Kerr, Eddie Albert. Director Henry
King. Producer Jerry Wald. Intimate story of F. Scott
Fitzgerald and Sheilah Graham. 123 min.

HOUND DOG MAN CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Carol
Lynley, Fabian. Producer Jerry Wald. Director D.

Siegel. Story of youna love in the remote Kentucky
mountain country. 87 min. 11/9/59.

December

BLOOD AND STEEL RegalScope. Brett Halsey, Ziza
Rodann. Producer G. Corman. Director B. Kowalsky.
63 min. War story in South Pacific.

JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH Cinema-
Scope, Deluxe Color. Pat Boone, James Mason, Arlene
Dahl. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Levin.

Picturization of Jules Verne's novel. 132 min. 12/21.

January

STORY ON PAGE ONE, THE CinemaScope. Rita Hay-
worth, Anthony Franciosa. Producer Jerry Wald. Direc-
tor Clifford Odets. Drama of a woman plotting to
murder her husband. 123 min. 1/4.

ROOKIE, THE CinemaScope. Tommy Noonan. Pete
Marshall, Julie Newmar. Producer Tommy Noonan.
Director George O'Hanlon. Army training. Comedy.
86 min. 1/4.

SEVEN THIEVES CinemaScope, Color. Edward G. Rob-
inson. Rod Steiger. Joan Collins. Produced S. Boehm.
Director Henry Hathaway. Six men and a woman- suc-
cessfully rob a Monte Carlo casino. 102 min. 2/1/60.

February

SINK THE BISMARCK CinemaScope. Kenneth More,
Dana Wynter. Producer-director J. Bradbourne. Story
of the chase and death of the German iuqgernaut by
the British Navy. 97 min. 2/1/60.

THREE MURDERESSES DeLuxe Color. Alain Delon,
Mylene Demongeot. Producer P. Gaetz. Director M.
Boisrond. Gay Gallic farre of three beauties in love
with the same man. 96 min.

WHEN COMEDY WAS KING Charlie Chaplin, Buster
Keaton, Laurel and Hardy. Producer Robert Younqson.
A compilation of the screen's best-loved comedians.
81 min. 3/14/60.

WIND CANNOT READ, THE DeLuxe Color. Dirk Bo-

garde, Yoko Tani. Producer Betty Box. Director R.

Thomas. Drama of taut intrigue and love in Burma dur-
ing WW II. 107 min. 2/29/60.

March

CAN-CAN ITodd-AI Color. Frank Sinatra, Shirley

MacLane. Maurice Chevalier. Producer Jack Cum-
mings. Director Walter Lang. Adaptation of Cole
Porter's brilliant musical success. 131 min. 3/14/60.

DOG OF FLANDERS, A CinemaScope, Color. David
Ladd, Donald Crisp. Producer R. Radnitz. Director H.
Clark. Story of a boy and his dog. 96 min. 1/18/60.

OPERATION AMSTERDAM Peter Finch, Eva Bartok.

Producer M. Cowan. Director M. McCarthy. Based on
novel by David E. Walker. 97 min.

THIRD VOICE, THE CinemaScope. Edmund O'Brien.
Julie London. Producer-director H. Cornfield. Drama
of intrigue in a big city police station. 79 min

2/1/60.

April

FLAME OVER INDIA DeLuxe. CinemaScope. Kenneth
More. Lauren Bacall. Producer M. Hellman. Director.

J. Thompson.

MASTERS OF THE CONGO JUNGLE DeLuxe Color.

CinemaScope. Narrator—Orson Welles Producer H.

Storck. Director M. De Roover. Story of life in the

Belgian Congo. 88 min. 1/18/60.

VALLEY OF THE REJWOODS RegalScope Lynn Bernay,
John Hudson. Producer Gene Corman. Director Wil-
liam N. Witney. Masterful and ingenious crime drama
set off in northern California. 63 min.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, Color. Montgomery Clift,
j

Lee Remick. Producer-director Elia Kazan. An elderly
woman successfully fights the Tennessee Valley Author-
ity.

May
CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson Welles .

Juliette Greco. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director
Richard Fleischer. Psychological thriller of dual iden- I

tities. 97 min.

THIRTEEN FIGHTING MEN RegalScope. Grant Wil-
liams, Carole Mathews. Producer Jack Leewood. Di-
rector Harry Gerstad. Story of tensions and tragedy

jwhen two rival patrols from North and Soulh meet

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Michael
Craig, Mylene Demongeot. Producer B. Box. Director
R. Thomas. Rowdy, racy, ragout of an impossible
French baby-sitter. 101 min.

WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe >

Color. Ernie Kovacs, Margo Moore, Dick Shawn. Pro-
ducer-director Mervyn LeRoy. Gl operates a lavish
resort on a Pacific island. 132 min.

June

BOBBIKINS Max Bygraves, Shirley Jones. Producer O
Brodney. Director Robert Day. Hilarious family com
edy. 89 min. 2/29/60.

FROM THE TERRACE DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope.
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward. Producer-director
Mark Robson. Inside look at low morals of upper
class.

STORY OF RUTH. THE DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope.
Elana Eden, Peggy Wood. Producer Samuel G. Engel.

Director Henry Koster. Story of a biblical character.
122 min.

July

HIGH TIME DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Bing Crosby,
Fabian. Producer Charles Brackett Director Blake

Edwards. Rich, older playboy goes back to college

and learns a lot.

MURDER. INC. RegalScope. May Britt, Stuart Whit-

man. Producer Burt Balaban. Director Stuart Rosen-

berg. Story of famed crime syndicate.

SONS AND LOVERS DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope.
Dean Stockwell, Trevor Howard, Wendy Hi Her, Heather

Sears. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jack Cardiff.

Drama of passion and love in a Welsh-mining com-
munity.

August

ALASKANS. THE CinemaScope. Discovery of gold

changes men into inhuman wealth-seekers.

LOST WORLD, THE CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color. Fer-

nando Lamas, Clifton Webb, Orson Welles, Claude
Rains, Jill St. John. Producer-director Irwin Allen.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Ray Stricklyn,

Merry Anders. Producer Jack Leewood. Director Wil-

liam Claxton. Story of the teenage life of the notorious

outlaw.

Coming

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Walter Wan-
ger. Director Rouben Mamoulian.

GIRL IN THE RED CIKINI. THE CinemaScope. Mark

Stevens, Joanne Dru. Producer Edward L. Alperson.

Director Byron Haskin.

LET'S MAKE LOVE Yves Montand, Tony Randall, Marilyn

Monroe. Producer Jerry Wald. Director George Cukor.

ONE FOOT IN HELL CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color.

Dolores Michaels, Don Murray. Producer Sydney

Boehm. Director James B. Clark.

November

ODDS AGAINST TOMORROW Harry Belafonte. Robert

Ryan Shelly Winters. Producer-director Robert Wue.
Taut drama of a bank robbery. 95 min. 10/12/59.

SUBWAY IN THE SKY Van Johnson. Hildegarde Neff.

Producer John Temple-Smith and Patrick Filmer-Sankey.

Post-war melodrama. 85 min. 9/14/59.

December

SOLOMON AND SHEBA Color. Yul Brynner, Gina

Lollobriqida. Producer Ted Richmond. Director King

Vidor. Biblical spectacle in SuperTechnirama-70 and

color. 13? min. 1/4/60.

January

DOG'S BEST FRIEND, A Bill Williams, Marcia Hender-

son. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L. Cann.

Comedy. 70 min 1/18/60.

GUNFIGHTERS OF ABILENE Buster Crabbe. Judith

Ames. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L. Cann.

Western. 67 min. I/IB/60.
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HAPPY ANNIVERSARY David Niven, Mitiie Gaynor.

'Producer Ralph Fields. Director David Miller. Roman-

jtic Comedy based on Broadway hit. 81 min. 11/23/59.

February

ON THE BEACH Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner. Fred

Attaire Anthony Perkins. Producer-director Stanley

Kramer. Film version of Nevil Shute's provocative

best-seller. 133 min. I2/7/S9.

PUSHER THE Kathy Carlyle, Felice Orlandi. Producers

Gene Milford and Sid Kati. Director Gene Milford.

Action drama. 81 min. 1/18/40.

TAKE A GIANT STEP Johnny Nash, Rudy Dee. Pro-

ducer Jules L. Epstein. Director Phillip Leacock. Drama
of a negro teenager. 100 min. 12/7/5?.

VICE RAID Mamie Van Doren, Brad Dexter. Producer

IRobert E Kent Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action drama.
71 min. 2/29/60.

March

OKLAHOMA TERRITORY Bill Williams. Gloria Talbot.

Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. 47

min. Action drama. 67 min. 2/29/40.

SUMMER OF THE 17th DOLL Ernest Borgnine, Anne
Baxter. Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film version

of Ray Lawler's Broadway and London stage play. 93

April

BOY AND THE PIRATES, THE Color. Charles Herbert.

Susan Gordon. Producer-director Bert I. Gordon. Fan-

|tasy-comedy. 82 min.

THREE CAME TO KILL Cameron Mitchell. Steve Brodie.

Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action

'drama. 70 min.

UNFORGIVEN, THE Color. Burt Lancaster, Audrey
IHepburn. Producer James Hill. Director John Huston.

Widescreen Western. 130 min.

May
FUGITIVE KIND, THE Marlon Brando, Anna Magnani
Joanne Woodward. Producer Martin Juros and Richard

Shepherd Director Sidney Lumet. Based on Tennessee
[Williams' Broadway play. 135 min

GAJJ.ANT HOURS, THE James Cagney. Producer-Direc-
tor Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval hero
(Admiral Halsey. 115 min.

NOOSE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis, Ted De Corsia.
[Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Ac-
tion drama. 49 min.

June

MUSIC BOX KID, THE Ronald Foster, Luana Patten.

'Grant Richards. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director

j

Edward L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.

NIGHTFIGHTERS. THE Robert Mitchum. Dan O'Herlihy,
I Anne Heywod. Producer Raymond Stross. Director
'Taylor Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion. 74 min.

July

APARTMENT, THE Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine,
Fred MacMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder. Ro-

I mantic comedy.

I
ELMER GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster. Jean
Simmons, D«n Ameche. Producer Bernard Smith. Di-

rector Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller.

INHERIT THE WIND Spencer Tracy, Fredric March,
I
Gene Kelly. Producer-director Stanley Kramer. Recre-
ation of famed Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925.

Coming
ADVISE AND CONSENT Producer-director Otto Prem-

|

inger. From Allen Drury best-seller about Washington
politics.

ALAMO, THE ITodd-AOl Technicolor. John Wayne.
1
Richard Widmark, Laurence Harvey. Linda Cristal.
Producer-director John Wayne. Historic Western.

APPLE PIE BED Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director
Jean Negulesco. Based on the novel "The Midwife
of Pont Clery" by Flora Sandstrom.

BY LOVE POSSESSED Director Robert Wise. Picturiza-
tion of James Gould Coiien's Pulitzer Prize winning

' novel.

EXODUS Paul Newman, Eva Marie Saint, Peter Law-
ford. Producer-director Otto Preminger. Based on
Leon Uris's novel.

FORCE OF IMPULSE Jeff Donnell, Robert Alda. Lionel
Hampton, J. Carroll Naish. Producer Peter Gayle,
Saul Swimmer, Tony Anthony.

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS. MY Producer-director Stanley
Kramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
sion of James Michener's epic novel.

INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Donna Anderson.
Producer Stanley Kramer. Director Paul Stanley.

MAGNIFICENT SEVEN, THE PanaVision. Color. Yul
!
Brynner, Eli Wallach. Horst Buchholi. Steve McOueen.
Producer-director John Sturges. Based on the Japanese

I

'
llrn "The Seven Samurai."

MISFITS. THE Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe, Montgom-
ery Clift. Producer Frank Taylor. Director John
Huston. Comedy.

STUDS LONIGAN Christophar Knight. Producer Philip
Tordan. Director Irving Lerner. Film version of the
James T. Farrel trilogy.

Film

TIME ON HER HANDS Ingrid Bergman Producer-
director Anatole Litvak. Filmnation of Francois Sagan's
romantic novel "Do You Like Brahms?"

TUNES OF GLORY Color. Alec Guinness, John Mills.
Producer Colin Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Com-
edy-drama of the British postwar army.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Elizabeth Taylor. Director
Delbert Mann Based on the Broadway stage success.

WAY WEST. THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas. Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

WEST SIDE STORY Widescreen, Color. Producer-direc-
tor Robert Wise. Filmiiation of Broadway musical,
teenagers in love and the problems they face.

UNIVERSAL INT'L

October
PILLOW TALK Color. CinemaScope. Rock Hudson,
Doris Day, Tony Randall, Thelma Ritter. Producers
Ross Hunter, Martin Melcher Director Michael Gor-
don. Song writer interior decorator find romance a
zany business. 9/14/59. 102 min.

November
4-D MAN Color and Wide-Screen. Robert Lansing.
Lee Merriweather, James Congdon. Producer Jack H.
Harris. Director Irwin S. Yeaworth, Jr. Science-fic-
tion melodrama. 85 min. 10/12/59.

SAPPHIRE Eastman Color Nigel Patrick, Yvonne
Mitchell, Michael Craig. Paul Massie. Producer Michael
Relph. Director Basil Dearden. Mystery dealing with
racial problem. 92 min. 7/20.

December
OPERATION PETTICOAT Eastman Color. Cary Grant.
Tony Curtis, Joan O'Brien. Dina Merrill. Producer Rob-
ert Arthur. Director Blake Edwards. Admiral recalls
his hilarious World War II days. 120 min. 11/9/59.

January
HELL BENT FOR LEATHER Color and CinemaScope.
Audle Murphy, Felicia Farr, Stephen McNally. Pro-
ducer Gordon Kay. Director George Sherman. Out-
door adventure. 80 min.

February
FOUR FAST GUNS James Craig, Martha Vickers, Ed-
gar Buchanan. Producer William J. Hole, Jr. Drama
about the hiring of a town tamer who brought law
and order to the town of Purgatory. 73 min. 11/23/59.

March
HEAD OF A TYRANT Color, Widescreen. Massimo
Girotti, Isabelle Corey Renato Baldini, Lucia Banti.
Director Fernando Gerghio. Story of the annihilation
of the people of Central Asia in ancient times. 102 min.

OTHELLO Color. Based on Shakespeare's classic which
is being released under the Russian cultural exchange
program Producer Segire Yutkivich. Director M. Itina.

This is the story of the Moor and how his downfall was
plotted. 120 min.

TOO SOON TO LOVE Widescreen. Jennifer West,
Richard Evans. Producer-director Richard Rush. Drama
of two teenagers in love and the problem they face.

85 min. 2/29/40.

April

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE. THE Mickey
Rooney Mamie Van Doren, Fay Spain, Mel Torme.
Marty Milner, Tuesday Weld. Paul Anka. Cecil Kella-

way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith,
Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people on a bus
are taken by a parallel to the Garden of Eden and
its temptations. 87 min.

SNOW QUEEN. THE Eastman Color. Art Linkletter,

Sandra Dee, Patty McCormack, Tommy Kirk. Producer
Robert Faber. Animal version of Hans Christian Ander-
sen fairy tale. 70 min. 12/7/59.

May
COSSACKS. THE Color, Widesscreen. Edmund Purdom.
John Barrymore, Jr. Georgia Moll.

June

BRIDES OF DRACULA, THE Color. Peter Cushing.

LEECH WOMAN, THE Coleen Gray, Grant Williams.
Gloria Talbot. Producer Joseph Gershenson. Director

Edward Dein. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving
drug and turns murderess.

July

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Anthony Quinn, Lana Turner,

Sandra Dee, John Saton. Producer Ross Hunter, Di-

rector Michael Gardor. Adaptation of Broadway play

by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts

Coming
DINOSAURUS CinemaScope. Deluxe Color. Ward Ram-
sey. Producer J. H. Harris. Director Irvin S. Yea-
worth, Jr.

ROMANOFF AND JULIET Color. Sandra Dee. John
Gavin. Producer-director Peter Ustinov.

SPARTACUS ITechniramal . Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Lawrence Olivier, Jean Simmons. Tony Curtis. Charles
Laughton. Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-

tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
his undying love.

November
A SUMMER PLACE technicolor. Richard Egan. Dor-
othy McGuire Sandra Dee. Producer-director, Delmer
Daves Film drama of Sloan Wilson's best-seller. 130
min. 10/12/59.

CRANES AHE FLYING, THE The first Russian film un-
der the cultural aareement. Tatyana Samiolova Atari
Batalov. Director Mikhail Kalatoiov. Drama of love and
war. 94 min. 12/7/59.

—30— Jack Webb is star, producer director. News-
paper drama. 94 min. II/9/S9.

December

MIRACLE, THE Tec hnirama-Technicolor. CarroM Baker
Roger Moore Producer, Henry Blanke Director, Irving
Rapper. Spectacular romance based on world-famed
Max Reinhardt stage production. 121 min 11/9/59.

January
CASH McCALL Technicolor. James Garner. Natalie
Wood. Producer Henry Blanke. Director Joseph
Pevney. Cameron Hawley's best-seller of the world
of high finance. 102 min. 12/21.

February

BRAMBLE BUSH. THE Technicolor. Richard Burton,
Barbara Rush. Producer Milton Sperling. Director
Daniel Petrie Charles Mergendahl's novel about a
small New England town. 103 min. 2/1/40.

RISE AND FALL OF LEGS DIAMOND, THE Ray Danton,
Karen Steele. Producer. Milton Sperling. Director
Budd Boetticher. The life of a notorious gangster of

the 1920 s. 104 min. 2/29/40.

March

GUNS OF THE TIMSERLAND Technicolor Alan Ladd
Jeanrre Crain. Frankie Avalon Producer Aaron Spell-

ing. Director Robert D. Webb. An adventure rfama
of lumbermen and their women. 91 min. 2/15/60.

THIS REBEL BREED Rita Moreno, Mark Damon. Pro-

ducers William Rowland and Robert H Yamin. Direc-

tor Richard L. Bare. A story of iuvenile delinguency.
93 min. 2/15/40.

THREAT, THE Robert Knapp. Lydia Lawson. Producer-
director Charles R. Rondeau. Suspense drama. 44 mm

April

TALL STORY Technicolor. Anthony Perkins. Jane
Fonda. Producer-director Joshua Logan Romantic com-
edy based on Broadwav stage hit by Lindsay and
Crouse. 91 min. 2/15/40.

Coming

CROWDED SKY, THE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Rhonda Fleming. Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. Producer Mi-

chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drama
of modern aviation.

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS, THE Robert
Preston. Dorothy McGuire, Eve Arden. Producer Mi-

chael Garrison. Director Delbert Mann. Based on

William Inge's broadway stage hit.

HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Color. Steve Reeves
Sylva Koscina. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director Pietro

Francisci. The new Joseph E. Levine presentation.

ICE PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton, Robert Ryan
Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Blanke

Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferber's novel of

Alaska.

OCEAN'S ELEVEN Technicolor. Frank Sinatra, Dean
Martin, Sammy Davis, Jr., Peter Lawford. Producer-
director Lewis Milestone. A Las Vegas story.

RACHEL CADE Technicolor. Angie Dickinson. Peter

Finch, Roger Moore. Producer Henry Blanke. Director

Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer's best-selling novel

of Africa.

SERGEANT RUTLEDGE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter,

Constance Towers. Producers Pat Ford and Willis Gold-
beck. Director John Ford. An unusual story of iustice

in the post-Civil War west.

SUNDOWNERS, THE Technicolor. Deborah Kerr. Robert
Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of the

Australian frontier.

SUNRISE AT CAMP08ELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy. Producer Dore Schary. Director Vincent J.

Donehue. From Schary's play about Franklin D. Roose-

velt.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

CLARK

TRANSFER
Mzmbsr Rational Film Carriers

Philadelphia. Pa.: LOcust 4-34M

Wasnington, D. C: DUpoot 7-72W
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What Tbey'te Talking About

In the Movie Business

SSIST FROM IATSE . With the actors'
,rike settled, speculation now cen-
hrs on what demands will be made of
le film companies by other talent and
3chnical groups. There is no question
it that the settlement terms with the
srformers guild was a coup for the
.udios, inasmuch as the deal was not
.nged directly to the sale of the
>st-'48 film libraries. The channel-
.ng of payments into guild funds,
roiding any direct relationship to
ials the film companies might con-
lmmate with video on product made
jfore this year, seems to take the
_nd out of the sails of the other
•ganized film workers looking for
lares of the TV pie. Insiders credit
le IATSE with giving the film com-
mies an assist in bringing off the
:tors' settlement. By announcing that
leir huge union would demand twice
le amount granted all the guilds,
ITSE o fficials gave the film execu-
ves a potent weapon in arguing that

; was impracticable to predicate a
ittlement on a percentage of the
"ice existing film libraries might
'ing. The actors became convinced
lat they were barking up the wrong
-ee

.

0
IE STREET AND U. Wall Street hasn't
Jen known to get overly enthused
)out film company stocks in recent
jars, but there is something akin to
>al excitement in financial circles
lese days. It concerns Universal
.ctures and its parent, Decca. The
-lm company shares advanced over
iree points in the past month, while
jcca zoomed up a rousing seven points
i the same period. Both companies are
iing touted from one end of the
:reet to the other, with some of the
wading financial houses joining in
le chorus. The widely held opinion
r analysts is that Universal has
iddenly eme rged as one of the most

soundly operated movie organ izations

,

and that its future is at least as
bright as has been its performance in
the past six months or so.

0

NOT BANKABLE . In answer to all the
grandiose feevee propaganda, money
spoke up not long ago. Its say was
short and, from a Telemeter, et. al .

,

standpoint, not at all sweet. In re-
sponse to a trade paper query, Al H.
Howe, vice president in charge of the
entertainment division, Bank of
America, said: "... pay TV has not
yet reached the point where it is a
bankable proposition .

"

THIS IS PUBLIC RELATIONS ! Industryites
were shaking their heads over the
story by a syndicated, Hollywood-
based columnist who put a big knock on
the Academy Awards show just four days
before the big night. Under the pre-
maturely deleterious heading, "Big
Oscar Show Can Be Dul l?" , this char-
acter devoted his column to an advance
pan of the telecast because "the Oscar
moguls are going with second-flight
players for the most part". Rock
Hudson, Gary Cooper, Doris Day, John
Wayne to the contrary notwithstanding.
Of course, no one expects every sour
note to be stilled, but this is being
cited as another example of the poor
relations movie business "enj oys " with
a large section of the press .

0

BALLET OR BARDOT ! While the Wall
Street Journal wove a yarn on pay-TV
recently under the title, "Officials
of Many Affiliated TV Stations Favor
Pay-TV Tests Opposed by Networks," the
most concisely pertinent quote came
from a midwest station official, who
had this to say: "Ten years in the
theatre and show business convinces
me pay-television would be mighty
profitable—but I don't think it would
improve the ente rtainmen t diet of the
public . When you charge a fee, you
give them what they want . And which do
you think. they ' 11 pay for quickest

—

ballet or Brigitte Bardot!"
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President Krim making UA Progress Report

Newsmakers

Progress Unlimited

A reliable rule of thumb has it that for every popular
trend there can be found a pacesetter who has blazed bold

trails, almost always in the face of adversity, quite often

to the disparaging guffaws of his compatriots. The current

rush in the film industry toward independent production

traces its origin to a company that is still thriving vig-

orously on the ancient formula which was revitalized by
the youthful, skilled management team that took the helm
in 1951. To United Artists, distribution of independently-

made pictures for the past nine years truly has meant
progress unlimited.

The latest step forward, as outlined last week by presi-

dent Arthur B. Krim, testified to the sometimes swift,

[ More NEWSMAKERS
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always steady progress UA has been making since "the

team" took over at a moment when the whole industry

was struggling in a post-war economic crush. World-wide
gross revenues for 1959, Krim announced, amounted to

some $95,000,000, a hefty increase over the $84,000,000

registered for 1958 and worlds of wise executiveship re-

moved from the $20,000,000 gross of 1951. Prospects

were that the net for the past year would exceed $4,000,-

000, equal to almost $2.50 per share.

To Krim and the other "founding executives" (board

chairman Robert S. Benjamin, vice presidents Max E.

Youngstein, Arnold M. Picker, William
J.

Heineman), the

amazing growth of the company must serve as a constant

reminder of the flexibility of movie business. Other film

executives, watching UA's rapid strides since '51 with dis-

belief, are now either operating under the same formula or

seriously considering the move.

But the UA teammates are too busy counting the profits

to say, "I told you so." What Krim did tell a recent press

conference was that "This is the ninth consecutive year in

which the company has reported a progressively larger

gross." The year ahead, he projected, "has begun auspi-

ciously with the outstanding boxoffice grosses registered

by 'On the Beach' and 'Solomon and Sheba.' Returns for

the first quarter of 1960 are ahead of the comparable

period of 1959, and we are confident that our world

gross for 1960 will exceed the gross for all previous years."

First quarter gross this year is expected to run ahead of

the $19,300,000 of the comparable 1959 January-March

span.

For the rest of I960, and beyond, there is lined up what

president Krim calls "the strongest array of theatrical

motion pictures in United Artists 4l-year-history." Lopping

off a number of quickies, the firm will deliver 34 pictures

in I960, with the number of "A" productions doubling

those turned out in 1959.

A recent research report by Francis I. duPont & Co.

paid significant tribute to the sagacity with which Krim

and associates have been steering the UA ship. "This

growth from 1951," the report notes, "stems from the fore-

sight of new management to properly measure the profit-

ability of independent production . .
." And, echoing

Krim's own words: "1960 looms as another record-pacing

year, with rentals, profits and share earnings to record

worthwhile betterment . . . The profit possibilities for UA
are many." With pictures like "Exodus", "The Alamo" and

"Inherit the Wind," on tap this season, industry opinion

has accepted this glowing report from the "outside" with

little surprise.

In this era of agonizing reappraisal for all of moviedom,

Arthur Krim and his associates have furnished fresh

promise and solid proof that the industry's horizons are

as broad as ever.

on Page 20 ]
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A Happy Ending to the Strike
If the illness isn't fatal or too severe,

a stretch of enforced idleness often has

a salutary effect on the victim. Thirty-

three days ought to be ample time for

those who were stricken by the actors'

strike to contemplate and reevaluate

their position in this fast-changing

movie world.

When the cameras stopped grinding

and the talent guilds walked off the sets

at seven major studios last March 7,

the respite afforded film companies,

guilds and exhibitors the opportunity to

study their individual, yet interdepend-

ent, roles in the business, and to con-

sider how they might function in an

atmosphere of mutual interest.

First and foremost, of course, in the

best interest of all, lost time must be

regained through increased effort. And
that effort must start with production.

Until the striking Writers Guild of

America signs a contract, there can be

no complete step-up in production. But

we can presume that some satisfactory

settlement with the writers will be

reached shortly. Under the terms of

the settlement, producers of pictures

stopped by the strike are allowed to

resume work upon application to the

SAG board of governors. No new films

may be started until the contract terms

reached by the negotiators are officially

approved by the AMPP board and rati-

fied by the SAG membership after a

mass meeting in Hollywood, April 18.

To an anxious industry, however,

practical word of the strike's end at

last week-end—after a number of un-

nervingly premature "settlements" —
came as joyous news. Credit must go
to Ronald Reagan and John Dales, of

the SAG, and Charles Boren, of the

AMPP. ^ho maintained negotiations

in the midst of strike-bound turmoil

and confusion.

The terms finally agreed upon appear

fair to both sides. Briefly, the terms of

the three-year pact are these: (1) pro-

ducers will pay S2,250,000 in ten equal

installments over the next decade into

an actors' pension plan (this is viewed

as production's face-saving compensa-

tion to actors for sale of post- 1948

films to television); (2) producers will

establish a health and welfare fund for

actors with an initial payment of $375-,

000 and maintain both that fund and

the pension fund by paying on work

done after Jan. 31, I960, an amount

equal to five per cent of actors' salaries,

up to a maximum of S 100,000 per actor

picture; (3) producers will pay actors

six per cent of receipts, minus 40 per

cent for distribution expenses, if and

when films made after Jan. 31, I960,

are released to TV under a distribution

contract. (The deduction is reduced to

ten per cent in the case of outright

video sales); (4) the contract covers

films made for pay-TV; but should

pay-TV become a reality and have an

impact on the theatrical boxoffice, the

contract may be reopened in its final

year on minimum wage rates; (5) all

classifications of players get increases in

salary minimums, and (6) actors will

get improved working conditions.
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From the long-range view, it is hoped

that the month layoff afforded produc-

tion ample time to reassess its produc-

tion setup with regard to the all-impor-

tant cost factor. With production costs

having kited tremendously in recent

years, cutting heavily into the margin

of profit of both film companies and

exhibitors, it would be a boon indeed

if the majors have been able during the

lay-off to decide what procedures are

vital to production and what mere

wasted motion; what personnel is essen-

tial, what excess baggage. Certainly, a

more streamlined modus operandi, one

that would ease the constant distribu-

tor-exhibitor struggle over terms—and,

quite possibly even allow for the pro-

duction of more films—would be the

ideal end result.

Undoubtedly, the major long-term

factor facing our business is the possible

sale of post- 1948 libraries to television.

Now that the way is seemingly clear for

such a deal, every element in the indus-

try should bend maximum effort to see

that this disaster does not befall us.

As was observed on this page pre-

viously, it is not "inevitable" that the

films will pass to TV; this is a decision

that rests w ith the policy-makers of the

film companies. We have pointed out

that heavy pressures will be exerted on

the owners of the post- '48 libraries to

sell by stockholders, bankers and syn-

dicators. The weight of their influence

can only be counterbalanced by the de-

termination of those who understand

and refuse to accept the dire implica-

tions of flooding television screens with

comparatively new films.

If a happy ending is to be w ritten to

the story of the talent strike, it must

take the form of a firm resolution by

our entire industry that motion pictures

produced for theatres belong to theatres.
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THE WORLD'S
MOST HONORED

PICTURE!

AD

METROGOLDWYN-jmER.
presents

ATale of tke Christ
U GENERAL LEW WALLACE

DIRECTED B>

IV/LLIAtA W(\5&
STARRING

CHARLTON HESTON JACK HAWKINS
HAYA HARAREET STEPHEN BOYD

HUGH GRIFFITH MARTHA SCOTT CATHY ODONNELL SAM JAFFE

KARL niNBERG SAM ZIMBALIST

* NEW YORK FIL
CRITICS AWAR

"Best Picture of the Ye

* BRITISH FILM
ACADEMY AW

"Best Picture of the Yei

* HOLLYWOOD
FOREIGN PRES
GOLDEN GLOBI

"Best Picture of the Yej

* SCREEN PRODI 1

:

GUILD AWARD I

"Best Produced Film of tfl

* SCREEN DIREC
GUILD AWARD

"Best Directed Film of thil

TECHNICOLOR, CAMERA 65



AND NOW ACADEMY AWARD CHAMPION
WINNER OF 1 1 AWARDS, GREATEST IN HISTORY. INCLUDING

BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR"
BEST DIRECTOR

William Wyler

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR
Hugh Griffith

BEST FILM EDITING
Ralph E. Winters, John D. Dunning

BEST SOUND
Franklin E. Milton

BEST SPECIAL EFFECTS
A. Arnold Gillespie,

Robert Mac Donald, visual;

Milo Lory, sound

BEST ACTOR
Charlton Heston

BEST MUSIC SCORE
Miklos Rozsa

BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
(co/orj Robert L. Surtees

BEST COSTUME DESIGN
(co/orj Elizabeth Haffenden

BEST ART DIRECTION
(color) William A. Horning,

Edward Carfagno;

Set direction Hugh Hunt



FINANCIAL
BULLETIN

By Philif) II. Ward

A MERGER OF TWO MAJOR FILM COMPANIES before

the end of I960 is a distinct possibility, according to informa-

tion leaked to financial Bulletin late last week.

A feeler extended by the larger of the two concerns has

been received "with interest" by the other, according to our

source, who discloses that the invitation appealed to the satis-

faction of common goals and the reduction of unit operational

costs in a time when business combinations must be given the

most serious consideration.

Since each of the companies appears to be in comparatively

sound financial health—as indicated by their most recent income

and balance sheet reports—the amalgamation, or at least con-

sideration of this step, must come as a surprise—and may serve

as a precursor of other talks between major film companies.

O

Filmdom's early history was marked with frequent unions

among disparate production and distribution factions. Since

then, surviving firms have conducted business with a fierce

pride of name and have strongly resisted changes which would

diminish their corporate identities. Many observers have pre-

dicted a return to the combining practices of the salad days

as perhaps the only practical way to fend off foreclosure in a

shrinking audience market.

Indeed, more than one high industry official envisions the

day when a mere two or three concerns will comprise the total

film company roster. Coumbia's Mike Frankovich sees three

firms operating ten years from now. A key Wall Street house

says centralization has taken hold everywhere—why not movie

business?

Whether fulfillment of any such trend means total extinction

of the marginal companies, or their ensnarement by larger,

luckier concerns, only time can tell. The economics of the day

would seem to favor any grand design serving to minimize

duplication and excessive individual overheads.

The outcome of present talks involving the two aforemen-

tioned firms may go a long way in holding a looking glass to

the future.

0 0

FILM STOCKS SURPRISE. Industry shares made an engaging

and unexpected showing of strength in March, hoisting the

Film BULLETIN Cinema Aggregate to a new monthly high

for I960, namely 202%. Chief redeemer was Warner Brothers,

up four points on reports that the company would soon ask

for tenders of stock. Both Loew s Theatres and M-G-M showed
narrow g;iins, ,ilong with Universal and Columbia.

It was quite Something else for the shares of leading theatre

companies. The Cinema Aggregate index slumped 10i/
8 points

to seven month low 45'/2 . Sizeable losses resulted in Stanley
Warner, down 5, Glen Alden, down 3'/2 ; National Theatres

slumped moderately. American Broadcasting-Paramount, h

ever, picked up close to three points (see below).

The Cinema Aggregate's Theatre Index poses more and

of a problem as non-theatrical pursuits wield by far the gn

influence in the market behavior of companies trafficking

way or another in picture places. For this reason, the Finan

Editor is designing a new barometer which will gauge
|

greater and more accurate degree the economic climate

theatre business exclusively. The problem in assaying exh

tion's prospects is the sharp trend toward diversification

tendency obviously guided by the indecisive antics of the f

companies in relation to their own future operations.

0 0

AB-PT's TRIPLE A OUTLOOK. American Broadcasting-Ps

mount's classy March splurge, in the throes of an unusu;

sour month for theatre firms, was no accident—not accord;

to the bright intelligence originating in a recent Ira Ha<

& Co. (NYSE) bulletin. It fortifies our earlier comme
indicating the extent to which theatre companies are anymi

anything but—on balance, cash balance, that is. This is w
the Haupt researcher reports:

"Anticipating sharply improved earnings for 1959, soon
\

be reported, and brighter prospects for I960 the stock has be

very buoyant and is approaching its all time high, made \vh

earnings were at these levels previously. A breakout fn}

present levels could carry the stock much higher and based }

our earnings projections for I960, we believe that such a mr.j

is in the making.

"Am-Par Record Corporation, formed in 1955 just complet

its most successful year in both volume and profits and is n\

well established as a successful recording company. Anotl

subsidiary, ABC Films Incorporated has continued to expa|

its film syndication with increasing emphasis on foreign marke

"The company has a promi c"'ng stake in electronics throu

its investment in three companies. Microwave Associates (2 5 r

is engaged in the manufacture and development of microwal

equipment, radar components and magnetrons with substant

application in the missile field. Technical Operations Iij

(26%) is primarily engaged in research and development p.

grams for government agencies and industrial clients. Dyr

metrics Corp. (33%) is active in the fields of instrumental

working for the aircraft industry and the government.

"Far and away the most important segment of operations

TV and radio, representing more than 50% of the compan

gross revenues and accounting for the major portions of profi

In the last two years ABC-TV has made giant strides in catt

ing up with NBC and CBS. Backed by strong, well balanc

programming and the recent inclusion of many big nai

advertisers, the company is aiming at moving into the numr

two spot. Demonstrating their new popularity, ABC h

recently announced orders on hand of $49,000,000 for t

I960- 1961 season starting next fall; never before have they h

such advanced bookings. This is due primarily to the lar

increase in viewing audiences which the company has gain

and the subsequent interest on the part of sponsors to £

aboard."



The Big, Little Gold-Plated Symbol

Finds His Proper Niche in Moviedom

Oscar, 1960
By BERNE SCHNEYER

The April 4 television show that

drew a record-breaking audience of an

H estimated 140,000,000 might not have

i!>l|been everything one desired as enter-

tainment or as a public relations vehicle

'J—but it was definitely a better Oscar

performance.

Two major improvements made the

' I960 Academy Awards telecast note-

worthy from the industry standpoint.

'

! First, the introduction of excerpts from

I the fixe "best film" nominations made

d i this truly a movie event. Second, there

was the pleasant sound of a direct,

I
albeit soft, pitch to the vast audience on

the pleasures of going out to a movie.

Thus, measured by the desirable objec-

tive of promoting movie business, this

Gold To Green

If you have an Oscar, you're quite

naturally a special boxoffice attraction.

But the figures being tossed around

following last week's awards are eye-

opening. At Metro, whose "Ben-Hur"
hurried home with a record 11 tro-

phies out of 12 nominations, they're

reportedly talking in $100,000,000
(worldwide) figures. And that's pretty

good "take-home'' pay, even for a film

with a $15,000,000 production price

tag. It is expected that the number of

"Ben-Hur" engagements will be dou-

bled by July. Lopert Films, distribut-

ing the best foreign language award-
winner, "Black Orpheus," looks for

the Oscar to hypo bookings, gross and
general returns in the U.S. by 50 per

cent. "Room at the Top," for which
Continental predicted a domestic gross
of $1,900,000, is now anticipating a

half-million more.

year's Oscar show was running on the

right track.

By the measure of entertainment, the

festivities at Hollywood's RKO Pan-

tages Theatre passed the public expo-

sure test with star-festooned colors.

Foremost, of course, for the vast major-

ity of that huge audience was the excit-

ing spectacle of all those glamorous

personalities eagerly awaiting the roll-

call of filmdom's honored, fidgeting

nervously, then—for the winners—the

joyous rush to receive the precious gold-

plated statuettes.

Open End Format

And this time around, the winners

were allowed ample time to give vent

and voice to their emotions. As emcee

extraordinaire Bob Hope, himself,

pointed out: "This show has a new pro-

ducer, a new director and a new watch."

The reference, of course, was to the

embarrassing stage lag at the end of

last year's show, avoided this time by

the introduction of an open-end format.

The industry's big night ran 20 minutes

over the allotted hour-and-a-half, but

no one seemed to mind.

And if the entertainment was, gen-

erally, of reasonably good caliber, the

tempo in which it was offered was

snappy enough to avoid any spirit-flag-

ging lulls, neatly paced by producer

Arthur Freed to give the viewers a good
look at their favorites. No small meas-

ure of the credit for the show's smooth

sailing is due the facile Mr. Hope, who,

despite some poor lines, handled the

difficult ringmaster chore with his famil-

iar flair.

But, the most important aspect of

Oscar night, at least from the p.r.

angle, was that forward step in making
an institutional pitch to the TV audi-

ence. Last year. Film BULLETIN urged

the industry to "take the time to drama-

tize . . . the films that have been nom-
inated for the coveted prizes." The film

clips from each of the nominated pic-

tures proved to be one of the high

points of the show. To those who had

seen the films, the clips recalled some
dimly remembered emotions; for those

who had missed them, the scenes might

have inspired a strong desire to see the

pictures when they are shown again.

At least it can be said that no "trailers"

in all history were presented to so vast

an audience.

A recent Film BULLETIN editorial

also asked that the Academy Awards
program be employed "to get across a

message about the pleasures of going

out to a movie." The I960 show tea

tured a perfect example of capitalizing

on a captive audience waiting to be sold

a product. Sponsorless once again, the

show offered two soft-sell spots that

extolled the joys and pleasures of

moviegoing without grating on the

viewers' nerves. Olivia de Havilland,

especially, emerged as a glamorously

gracious saleswoman for filmland.

(Continued on Page 12)
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Here are the five principal talent winners. Left to right: William Wyler, for his direction of "Ben-Hur"; Simone
Signoret, for her leading role in "Room at the Top"; Charlton Heston, for leading role in "Ben-Hur"; Shelley

Winters, for supporting role in "The Diary of Anne Frank"; Hugh Griffith, for supporting role in "Ben-Hur".

OSCAR, 1960

(Continued from Page II)

One spot in the show cried for a dis-

criminating blue pencil. It occurred near

the beginning and the lines, unfor-

tunately, fell from the usually pleasant

mouth of the master of ceremonies.

"Sex, adultery, cannibalism—we'll get

those kids away from the TV sets yet",

Hope barbed. And that was followed by

another bit of scurrilous "humor": "The
only picture with a seal last year was

a Walt Disney short." What a pity that

the seven writers who prepared Hope's

lines couldn't come up with something

less disparaging. Such slurs only feed

fuel to those who would burn the indus-

try in the fires of censorship. And, may
we ask, where was the Academy's edi-

torship?

In considering a guide-line for the

COOL, COOL COLUMNISTS
The comments by a number of prom-

inent newspaper TV columnists on the

Oscar telecast were typically cool,

sometimes snide, although in some in-

stances, criticism seemed somewhat
milder than previous carpings. Some
of the more widely-read opinions

follow:

JAC K COULD (N. Y. TIMES)—
"... A far tidier affair than a year

ago. Yet somehow the excitement

never rose much above the level of an

Arthur Murray party . . . without a

bitch. And also without very much
spirit or substance."

MARI1 TORRE (N. Y. HhRALD
rRIBUNE)—"Thii yearns ceremony,
lik.- .ill other 'Oscar' Academy telc-

isis. provided more for the sight-seer
ill.in ilic entertainment-seeker."

* * *

I VAN HORNE (SCRIPPS
HOWA 1(D)- "Except for the closing

15 minutes, when the most meaningful

Oscars were distributed, it was a bland

and stodgy show."

SIDNEY SKOLSKY (NEW YORK.
POST) — "Not that Ben-Hur s tri-

umph was unexpected. The three-hour

32d annual awards . . . had promised

about as much drama as the Republi-

can nomination for President."

BOB WILLIAMS (SYNDICATED)—
"Academy Award telecasts are noted

for the built-in excitement that offsets

the built-in tedium, and for their un-

predictability. Last night's ceremony
. . . did not vary from the pattern . . .

For the most part, however, the pro-

gram moved fairly smoothly . . . Al-

though five or six writers were cred-

ited with hatching host Bob Hope's
material, they succeeded mostly in

grinding out labored lines . . . The
presentors—Hollywood's most glitter-

ing stars—also fared miserably."

format of next season's spectacular, th

Academy should muffle the type of

poor taste humor that soiled this year's

show and add just a dash more of the

soft sell—even one more spot, subtly

inserted, would be sufficient—to what

last week proved to be a well-seasoned

cinema-flavored concoction.

And, while we're on the subject,

something ought to be done about that

outside-sponsored farcial half-hour of

(Continued on Page 22)

11 Awards for 'Ben riiir

M-G-M's $15,000,000 spectacle cap-

tured the following Academy Awards:

Best Picture of the Year; Best Director;

Best Actor; Best Supporting Actor; Best

Film Editing; Best Sound; Best Special

Effects; Best Music Score; Best Cinema-
tography; Best Costume Design; Best

Art Direction.

Above, left to right, Wyler; Mrs. Sam Zim

balist, wife of the late producer of "Ben-

Hur"; Gary Cooper; Susan Hayward, and

Heston pose for the press cameramen
after the show. Below, Miss Signoret and

Rock Hudson are beseiged by the press

and photography corps backstioe.
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! The Academy Awards presentation was, on the whole, a con-

Iderahle improvement over past years. It even managed to sur-

rlve a half-hour prelude which Harriet Van Home of the

ripps Howard Newspapers described as "an uncleared swamp."

I The Awards show itself, once having survived this prelimi-

|iry misadventure, offered Bob Hope as his usual smooth and

itertaining self, and avoided such pitfalls as the painful "com-

ly" sketches of the past.

The fact that a few of the songs nominated for Oscars had

<>s of a lilt than normal, and that in some instances the singing

iled to surmount this obstacle, was somewhat compensated by

e recognizable merit of the winning chanson and by the inclu-

>n of song numbers by Yves Montand. M. Montand's happy
ipearance on the Academy Awards show was attributable to

e fact that he is making his American film debut in the forth-

ming (strike permitting) 20th-Fox film, "Let's Make Love",

e is, incidentally, the husband of Simone Signoret.

The excerpts from the films competing for the Oscar were

iparently chosen with full recognition of the fact that the late

ening audience doesn't shock quite as easily these days. As a

suit, "Anatomy of a Murder" managed to provide one of the

ost talked about moments of the Oscar ceremonies, without

inning the Oscar for itself.

;It was our impression, incidentally, that the winners were run-

ng breathlessly up to the stage because they wanted the show
move quickly; but some of the musical numbers made us

>nder whether Oscar really was racing the clock at all.

(Now as to the selection of the winners. Isn't it interesting to

fleet that the best picture, best male and female star and best

pporting actor awards, as well as the award for the best live

Ition short subject, went to pictures filmed overseas? In Holly-

pod's own poll, the honors went to non-Hollywood entries.

hether this bespeaks the rise of cosmopolitanism in California

]
merely the decline of the West remains to be seen.

0 0
I The art theatres in New York, which often have a way of

uticipating general audience trends, have been striking gold

ith vintage slapstick comedy material, raising once again the

rennial subject of the decline and fall of slapstick.

:I find it hard to believe that for more than a generation we
i\e been unable to uncover and nurture any great slapstick

mics other than the unique and incomparable Red Skelton.

j'e do have comics today, but for the most part they eschew

ipstick in favor of telling stories, making faces, changing char-

ter from picture to picture and, above all, demonstrating

[eir versatility.

When Lucille Ball gave up her weekly television slapstick

ries, we lost that rarest of all talents, the female comic. And
is was possibly an even more serious loss than that of a single

tertainer. For reasons which escape me, slapstick seems to

largely a masculine form of humor. In almost every family

mow, it is the males who laugh at this kind of physical humor,
lile the distaff side watches in bewilderment. Lucille Ball,

;e the great clowns who preceded her, managed to get the

dies interested along with the men.

Maybe that is what the noble art of slapstick needs today-
little more female interest. Or perhaps, conversely, what it

Uy need is a willingness on 'the part of Hollywood producers

I make a type of comedy whose audience is bound to be pre-

•minantly male. Wc have been so concerned with other frac-

|>ns of the audience that we may have been neglecting the

ile belly laugh fraternity.

And let us not ignore the lesson to be learned from the re-

rgence of the Three Stooges. Their ancient slapstick won a

whole new generation of kids watching them on television. A
new era of pie in the face might possibly bring the movie indus-

try to a new era of pie in the sky.

0 0
I keep waiting to see some big city Moses lead the theatre

business out of its traffic-jammed wilderness into a new land of

plenty. So far, no soap. Surely there must be some new idea

in film retailing comparable in impact and sociological timeli-

ness to the supermarket and the discount store. But all we hear

about are big theatres being torn down and little ones taking

their place.

Isn't there room in a big city for a new concept of movie-

going—perhaps an indoor theatre w hich combines good restau-

rant service with good movies, or a mammoth indoor drive-in,

or a huge leisure center featuring hobby shops as well as films.

I don't know whether any of these suggestions are practical, but

at least they have the merit of adventuresomeness.

Certainly the theatrical motion picture industry is at a stage

when it can use an infusion of experimental zeal in the market-

ing of its product. I haven't noticed Macy's cutting down the

size of its big mid-Manhattan store just because people have

moved to the suburbs, and I do not see why cutting down the

size of big city first-runs should be the industry's sole answer

to the downtown problem. As for the neighborhood houses,

there is no reason why new forms of exhibition should not be

profitable for them as well as for downtown situations.

The motion picture business is not the only enterprise which

faces the challenge of adapting itself to new ways of life. Who
in 1940, for example, would have predicted that the bowling
alley would bulk so large as mechanized leisure in the 1960 s?

Much has been made of the need for the distribution com-
panies to promote their product all along the line. The same
need exists for developmental programs on the exhibition level

as well. It might even be a good idea to devote some of the

funds raised by Motion Picture Investors or other similar groups
to an effort aiming at the creation and trial of new exhibition

concepts.

It is not beyond the realm of possibility that an entirely new
kind of theatre sight line and seating arrangement can heighten

public willingness to buy tickets at the boxoffice; nor is it im-

plausible that a building which manages to be, say, a store by

day and a theatre by night might prove advantageous for

both businesses.

Nobody can predict that a particular idea will be a surefire

success. In many businesses today, the only way to find out

whether you have the right idea is to try it. This means risks.

It means the distinct possibility of impressive losses. But it is

also the way to bring back the excitement, the adventure and

the lines at the boxoffice upon which the motion picture industry

made its mark in the modern world. If the effort isn't made,

then the industry's future must be labeled second class, by default.

Fortunately, there are always showmen around who refuse

to default. Right now, these men can be the motion picture

industry's greatest assets.
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Talent Strike Seen Aid

To Studios by Value Line

With the exception of Universal Pic-

tures (a subsidiary of Decca Records),

major Hollywood studios have halted

their production of feature motion pic-

tures. On March 7th the Screen Actors

Guild, an AFL-CIO union, called a

strike against the major producers.

(The action followed an earlier walk-

out voted by the Writers Guild of

America. Universal settled with both

guilds in February.) The primary issue:

the actors want to participate in the

profits derived from future release to

television of movies made since 1948;

the producers refuse to pay the artists

"twice for doing one job".

Like most Hollywood productions,

this strike contains many unusual fea-

tures. For example, while the two sides

are haggling over the eventual tele-

vision income from the post-1948 pic-

tures, neither party really expects the

films to be sold to TV in the foresee-

able future. Both the union and the

studios realize that release of these

libraries for broadcasting could very
adversely affect the theatrical movie
business.

Other unique characteristics of the

strike: (1) There are no picket lines

in front of the studios. Last week, in

fact, the actors and the producers

worked amicably together in presenting

the Oscar Award telecast. (2) Among
the striking actors are millionaires, such

as Bing Crosby and Marilyn Monroe.
(The union stresses, however, that about

70% of its membership earns less than

$4,000 a year from film acting.) (3)
Many stars are actually striking against

themselves since they also produce pic-

tures. In some other cases, the name
stars have large equities in the net

profits (including TV earnings) of the

pictures in which they acted.

At presstime, rumors were flying that

the strike would soon be settled. Even
if the dispute should not be settled

within the next few days, we doubt if

it will persist for many more weeks.
•Wording to press reports, the SAG
has alread\ backed down somewhat
from its original stand and has made a

compromise offer. The next effort

Hollywood Payroll

When the film actors
went out on strike, it was
reported that the walk-
out was welcomed by
some film executives.
The Value Line Invest-
ment Survey, published
by Arnold Bernhard &
Co., in its current analy-
sis of the motion picture
industry (issued just be-
fore the strike ended),
takes the view that the
studios might seize the
opportunity to cut down
their huge payrolls.

towards compromise will probably be

made by the producers. The union is

not likely to make any further retreat.

Many of the actors who voted for the

strike were unemployed and are likely

to remain so even after film production

is resumed. They have little to lose by

pressing their demands. It is therefore

just a matter of when the producers are

willing to yield their position. While
the principle for which the studios are

fighting may be sound, they may well

decide that whatever money is granted

to the artists could probably be re-

couped from the ultimate TV buyers.

Accordingly, we are inclined to believe

that cameras will be rolling again in

Hollywood by the middle of May, at

the latest.

Probable Effects

Strangely, the current strike may
prove to be a highly favorable develop-

ment for the industry in the long run.

It has enabled the studios to review

their employment situation. In our

opinion, Hollywood has been chroni-

cally burdened by an impractical ly

large payroll. In the Los Angeles area

alone it employed no less than 25,000

people during the month of February,

I960. According to a study recently

prepared by the Security First National

Bank of Los Angeles, total payroll in

the motion picture production and dis-

tribution industry in Greater Los An-
geles amounted to approximately $300
million in 1959. This compares with

$280 million back in 1946, when Holly-

wood was riding the crest of a major

boom. Against the fact that the 1959

revenues of the 6 major studios

(M-G-M, Twentieth Century-Fox, Dec-

ca's Universal, Paramount, Warner
Bros, and Columbia Pictures) totaled

less than $650 million, the $300 million

figure must be considered exception-

ally, and perhaps uneconomically, high.

Since the strike started, the major
studios have laid off, we estimate, per-

haps as many as 8,000 employees. Quite

conceivably, no more than half of those

discharged will be recalled after film

production activities resume. Hollywood
has long wanted to reduce its payroll

and this is just as good a time as any.

The resultant in-pocket savings could

amount to as much as $25 million

annually. Based on the $650 million

total annual volume of the majors,

this would represent an increase in the

average pre-tax profit margin of 3 to 4

percentage points. Put another way,

movies produced in the future will, as a

group, have a considerably reduced

break-even point.

Temporary Shortage

Although the strike cloud has a

silver lining, it has nevertheless dark-

ened near-term industry prospects. Even

if both the actors and the writers

should return to work within the next

few days, most studios would not be

able to resume full-scale production

immediately. It will probably require

several weeks for the writers to turn

out a large number of screenplays.

Although there are several pictures cur-

rently being filmed abroad, a shortage

of new feature movies is likely to de-

velop, especially by the latter part ol

the year.

Nevertheless, the effects of this de-

velopment may not be quite so ser ous

as it may appear. To alleviate the situa-

tion, film distributors will probably

re-issue an increasing number of recent

(Continued on Page 27)
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For that HOT Summer playing time...

starring

PETER CUSHING . freda jackson • martita hunt - yvonne monlaur
Screenplay by JIMMY SANGSTER, PETER BRYAN and EDWARD PERCY • Directed by TERENCE FISHER • Produced by ANTHONY HINDS

Executive Producer MICHAEL CARRERAS • A Hammer Film Production • A Universal-International Picture



"Five Branded Women"

ScuiHC^ &<zti*$ O O Plus

Grim drama of World War II conflict between guerillas

and nazis in Yugoslavia. Requires strong promotion in

general market.

Guerilla warfare and retribution in Yugoslavia in 1942 are

the dominant themes in this grim and off-beat Dino De Lauren-

tiis production which Paramount is releasing. In graphic and

suspenseful fashion, director Martin Ritt and scripter Ivo Perilli

build their story of five attractive women who have their heads

shorn for indulging in affairs with a German sergeant, are run

out of town by the nazis, and are finally accepted to fight along-

side of the very partisans responsible for their humiliating pun-

ishment. Despite its brutal and sometimes unpleasant overtones,

"Five Branded Women" emerges an engrossing drama that

should have its strongest attraction for action fans. If properly

promoted, it figures to draw above average grosses. One of the

picture's most stirring scenes is where a partisan court tries one

of its members and one of the women for a forbidden love

affair, and then executes them. Other dramatic highlights: the

German casanova, castrated by the guerillas, screaming out his

bitterness from a hospital window; another of the branded

women giving birth in a cave; and a climactic gun battle be-

tween the partisans and the enemy. Silvana Mangano, Vera

Miles, Barbara Bel Geddes, Jeanne Moreau and Carla Gravina

give strong and diversified performances as the branded quintet.

Van Heflin, as the stern partisan leader; Richard Basehart, as

an ex-school teacher German prisoner; Harry Guardino, as the

executed resistance man; Steve Forrest, as the Nazi lover, are

also topnotch. After the climactic attack is successfully pulled

off by the partisans, their hideout is spotted by German heli-

copters. They take off for safety in the mountains, while Miss

Mangano and Heflin stay behind to hold off the enemy's ad-

vance with a machine gun.

Van Heflin. Sil

Richard Basehdr
lartin Ritt.

"The Boy and the Pirates"

Gcctuteu Kate*? O G PLUS

Pirate yarn promises to net solid holiday b.o. returns,

thanks to UA's extensive pre-sell. Color, Perceptovision.

Here's United Artists fun-filled Easter gift for all the young-

at heart, a yo-ho-ho-and-a-bottle-of-rum filled adventure on the

bounding main that runs the gamut from pirates and hidden

treasure to saber-clashing sea battles and a genie in a bottle.

Its strictly for the kids, but the adults who go along for the

ride will enjoy it with them, and exhibitors can count of UA's

extensive pre-sell campaign to net them solid holiday returns

at the boxoffice. All of this far-fetched fun has been lavishly

mounted in sparkling Eastman color, and producer-director Bert

I. Gordon takes this occasion to debut Perceptovision, his own

patentel process for creating some highly effective screen illu-

sions. His direction is as tangy and bouncy as a fresh sea breeze,

and he secures from his mixed cast of young and old a collec-

tion of rewarding tongue-in-check performances. Youthful

Charlei Herbert is touching and credible as the boy whose

dreams of pirates and plunder suddenly turn into a frightening

reality, and he's delightfully assisted by golden-haired Susan

Gordon, his non-daydream sister becomes his often-defen

girl friend during the adventure. Murvyn Vye makes a wt

derfully villainous Blackbeard the pirate, while Paul Guilfo

is believable and sympathetic as his first-mate. And Jose

Turkel is all mirth and mischief as the one-foot-tall genie. 1

Lillie Hayward-Jerry Sackheim screenplay has imaginatu

minded Herbert whisked aboard Blackbeard's pirate ship af

releasing Turkel from his two thousand year bottle impris<

ment. But there's a catch: if Herbert fails to return the bo

to exactly where he found it by the end of seven days, he m
then take the genie's place inside. In the ensuing week, Herb

finds himself abused by Vye and his crew, being chased b)

British frigate, battling a Dutch merchant ship and trying

outwit the tricky Turkel. He gets the bottle back in time w
the aid of a faked treasure map, then returns to the land

reality.

"Man on a String"

Gututeu Rati**} © 0 plus

Suspenseful, exciting melodrama about spy-counters

activities between U.S. and Russian agent. Above-av<

age entry.

Louis de Rochemont, of "The House on 92nd Street" fan

has put together with a great deal of excitement and susper

another truth-is-stranger-than-fiction spy yarn. This time he \

centered his production around one-time Hollywood produc

publicist Boris Morros' best-seller "Ten Years A Counterspj

Told in semi-documentary style, crackling with intrigues ai

daring escapes, and enacted against some excellent on-locati<

Berlin and Moscow backgrounds, this Columbia release shap

up as a strong attraction for all age groups in the general mark

Columbia's showmen intend using all their promotional kno

how in selling it to the hilt, giving special emphasis to t

highly interesting footage depicting life in the Kremlin ci

This fascinating tale traces Morros' (called here Boris Mitro!

decade-long double role as a spy for the Russians and an age

for the U.S. Central Bureau of Intelligence, and director And

de Toth keps the espionage rolling at a taut and polished par

Ernest Borgnine is splendid as the confused and frustrat

Russian-born film man who aids the Russians by introducii

them into influential American circles in return for their brin

ing his father out from behind the iron curtain. Kerw I

Mathews a compelling performance as the CBI agent wl'

accompanies Borgnine through his perilous mission. Colle

Dewhurst is an attractive Communist, and Alexander Scour

is chief of Russian espionage for the U.S. The John K
Virginia Shaler screenplay has Borgnine arrested by govern

agents and offered a chance to redeem himself by posing

counterspy. He readily accepts and is sent to West Berlin <>

the pretense of making a movie. After testifying against an o'

friend in an East Berlin court, he is considered "safe" by ti

Russians and ordered to Moscow. He gathers valuable infosn

tion about many of their super-secret spy methods just befc

Miss Dewhurst's husband arrives to expose him. An excitii

chase and gun battle through East and West Berlin finally pi

Borgnine into friendly hands.

Columbia. 92 minutes. Er

Rochemont. Directed by A

Kerwin Mathews. Produced by Loui:
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"Pollyanna" Disney's Wonderh

IRctttKf Q O O O
he heart-warming classic returns, more joyous than

ver. Best Disney "live" film to date. May top all fam-

\y attractions in movie history.

Here is Walt Disney's finest non-cartoon film to date, a family

lockbuster based on Eleanor H. Porter's perennial best-seller

lat created a new word for the English language and a new

hilosoph) for laymen. It's a charming, heart-warming, and

motional ly
moving venture back to that wonderful time around

tie turn of the century when hand-cranked autos were frighten-

ig horses off the streets, women's clothes were high-necked

nd long-skirted, and men were uncomfortably clad in stiff

ollars and tight-fitting coats and trousers.

In returning this touching classic to the screen, Disney has

lied his lavish Technicolor production (Buena Vista release)

ith everything required to make it a top-drawer movie with

normous audience appeal. It shows every indication of turning

ito a box-office bonanza. On top of the magical Disney name,

here's an all-star cast including a trio of Academy Award win-

ers — Jane Wyman, Karl Maiden, Donald Crisp — plus 13-

ear-old Havley Mills, who this reviewer believes, without res-

rvation, is the greatest and most talented child actress of all

ime. "Pollyanna" is slated as the next attraction at the famed

lusic Hall, and this will only be the beginning. Far from

Wing just another picture for the youngsters, it will appeal to

idults of both sexes, and once audiences are exposed to its enor-

nous appeal, it will be revived again and again, capturing and

harming new audiences with each and every showing. It might

erj well become the biggest family grosser ever made.

Surely, this is often unadorned sentiment, but it's dished out

n such a masterful manner that never once during its 134 min-

ites running time does it ever become maudlin. And the clim-

ctic sequence, wherein Pollyanna, having become paralyzed and

lespondent, has her faith restored by an entire community that

here will hardly be a dry eye anywhere in the theatre.

Director-scripter David Swift has neatly combined atmosphere

nd pace, beautifully coordinating the tale of an orphan who
s merely glad to be alive with rich and eye-filling sweeps of

Americana. He has authentically duplicated the period of his

jtory, and from beginning to end the screen comes alive with

gingerbread mansions, Victorian parlors, and kitchens large

nough to hold a dance in, plus street scenes crow ded with 1912

mggies, bicycles and wagons. That nostalgic excursion reaches

brilliant finale in an old fashioned bazaar in which the audi-

nce is whisked back into a world of Castle Walk dances, strings

'f Japanese lanterns, mounds of mouth-watering watermelons

, nd ice cream, vats of golden corn on the cob, the festive beat-

ng of drums, and the barbor shop caroling of "Wait Till The

•un Shines Nellie" and "Good Night Ladies." It's all as corny

i s Kansas, and as American as apple pie and hotdogs, but it's

wonderful fun and entertainment in its grandest sense.

But this is only part of the charm of "Pollyanna"; its strong-

[ More REVIEWS

il VersioE uf Happiness Slm\

Orphaned Pollyanna arrives at the home of her aunt. Jane
Wyman. The maid. Saucy Olson and Rev, Karl Maiden loot on.

point is the gallery of stirring and sterling performances Swift

gathers from his remarkable cast: Jane Wyman, Pollyanaa's

rigid, heritage-conscious, town-ruling aunt; Richard Egan, the

successful Baltimore surgeon who loves her; Karl Maiden, a

"hell-fire-and-damnation" minister who takes orders from Miss

Wyman and not from God (the scene where he drops to his

knees and begs God's forgiveness for misusing his profession

emerges a minor screen masterpiece); Adolphe Menjou, in a

complete change of pace as an unkempt, bearded recluse know n

as "the meanest man in town"; Donald Crisp, the town's mayor

who fights Miss Wyman's hold on the community's social and

civic life; Agnes Moorehead, an embittered hypochondriac;

Nancy Olson, Miss Wyman's sensitive first maid; Kevin ("Tobj

Tyler") Corcoran, Pollvana s mischievous orphan friend.

Rising above all of these splendid performers is young Miss

Mills. There is absolutely no emotion this young charmer can-

not put across, and as she squints her eyes in mirth, scratches

her forehead in confusion, and goes about the town curing

everybody's ills, she never gives the impression of one who is

acting. She makes Pollyanna a truly memorable character.

The story opens with Pollyanna arriving in Harrington to

live with Miss Wyman. Her philosophy is a simple one: every-

one has something to be glad about if they just look for it. She

amazes the town by winning over Menjou and Miss Moorehead,

and shaming Maiden into discarding his violent sermons. When
a bazaar is decided upon to raise money for a new orphanage.

Miss Wyman forbids members of her household to go. Polly-

anna sneaks out and falls from a tree upon her return. She

becomes crippled, and Egan decides to take her to Baltimore

and operate, but he tells Miss Wyman a miracle is needed to

restore her lost faith. It comes in the form of the entire com-

munity of Harrington.

Buena Vista. Walt Disney. 134 minutes. Hayley Mills. Jane Wyman. Richard
Egan Karl Maiden Nancy Olson, Adolphe Meniou. Donald Crisp Aqnes Moore-
head. Kevin Corcoran Directed by David Swift.
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"Operation Amsterdam"

SuUkc^ IZaU*? O O plus

First-rate, war-adventure thriller should do well in all

markets. Big 20th campaign could power it to 'Bismarck'

business.

Here is one of the best war-adventure films to come along

in some time, a first-rate cloak-and-dagger thriller certain to

have audiences glued to their seats from beginning to end.

Based on a true and little known mission enacted on the day

Hitler's forces invaded Holland, this Rank Organization pre-

sentation tells of an exciting race against time by three British

agents to snatch and carry back to England all of Holland's

industrial diamonds, urgently needed to expand German arma-

ments. 20th Century-Fox can be counted on to give it its

usual hard-hitting promotion campaign because it contains

entertainment rewards for all classes of moviegoers. It has, in

fact, all the earmarks of doing "Sink The Bismarck!" business.

Michael McCarthy's direction (he co-authored the screenplay

with John Elridge) is of the highest calibre, surging with

action, intrigue and suspense, creating at the same time many

moving and powerful vignettes: the plight of hysterical Hol-

landers trying to escape to England; Jewish diamond merchants

who know what will happen to them if they hand over their

gems, and the attempt of Dutch Fifth Columnists to prevent

the accomplishments of the mission. The acting throughout is

also top-drawer: Peter Finch, of "The Nun's Story" fame, and

Alexander Knox, a pair of Dutch-civilian diamond experts;

Tony Britton, their stern and seemingly inhuman British

leader, and Eva Bartok, a lovely Dutch patriot who risks her

life to help the trio get the diamonds. Amid bombs and shell

fire, the trio arrive in Holland with only 14 hours to bring of

their coup and return to their waiting ship. They commandeer

Miss Bartok's car and take off for Amsterdam. Finch's diamond

merchant father agrees to the transfer, but many of the others

are helpless since the day is a bank holiday. The only choice

is to blow up the vault and no sooner is this accomplished than

the group is surrounded by Fifth Columnists who engage them

in a savage Tommy gun battle. All escape safely and after

several more delaying complications, the trio depart for

England, with Miss Bartok remaining behind.

20th Century-Fox. 105 minutes. Peter Finch. Eva Bartok, Tony Britton, Alexander
Knox. Produced by Maurice Cowan. Directed by Michael McCarthy.

"The Cossacks"

Mild marquee value, but good action to draw adventure

fans. Saturation push to aim at general market. Color.

If the current trend of lavishly produced "Hercules "-type

spectaculars is still going strong, this Italian import about civil

war in Czarist Russia should pay off nicely at the boxoffice.

American actors Kdmund Purdom and John Drew Barrymore

offer only mild marquee value, but there is a sufficient amount

of pageantry and action, all wrapped up in dazzling Eastman

Color, to satisfy patrons of adventure epics. Universal-Interna-

tional is planning to capitalize on the film's built-in exploita-

tion values—the tempting title, mighty Cossack charges, bar-

baric tortures and daring escapes—with a mass saturation

campaign for the general market. The dubbed-in English '

ranges from poor to adequate but director Giorgio Rivalta
j

makes up for this with his well staged battle scenes and some
i

excellent photographic assistance from Massimo Dallamano.

Purdom is strong enough as a bitter Circassian chief who

wages a relentless war against Alexander li s forces, while

Barrymore is appropriately handsome and sympathetic as his

anti-war son who has been raised as a hostage in St. Peters-

burg's School of Cadets. Georgia Moll plays a beautiful

Russian who falls in love with Barrymore, and Pierre Brice
|

adds moments of humor as a fun-loving, woman-chasing Cadet.

The plot has Purdom breaking a 10-year truce with the Rus-

sians after learning Barrymore has saved the Czar's life.

Barrymore is allowed to return to his homeland and fight by

his father's side, and all efforts to get Purdom to stop the

war prove fruitless. Miss Moll and Brice are captured in an

ensuing battle and sentenced to a horrible death (they are to

be fed to the vultures). When Barrymore tries to save them,

Purdom throws him in prison. He escapes, frees the pair and

rejoins his father at the front. When Barrymore tries to
'

surrender, Purdom kills him, only to realize at last that all his

wars have been in vain.

Universal-International. 113 minutes. Edmund Purdom John Drew Barrymore. Pro-
duced by W. Tourjansky. Directed by Giorgio Kivalla.

"Three Came To Kill"

Suspenseful thriller will draw as action dualler.

This United Artists release is a low-budget thriller about a

family held in terror while a professional assassin waits to mur-

der an international political figure. Cameron Mitchell's por-

trayal of the psychopathic killer-for-hire, some taut direction

by Edward L. Cahn, and some on-location Los Angeles camera-

work help elevate James B. Gordon's screenplay a step above

many of its predecessors. Unfolded in semi-documentary style

and laced with suspense, "Three Came To Kill" should draw

well enough as a dualler for action houses and drive-ins. After

an exciting opener when a young Far Eastern interpreter is shot

down while leaving the United Nations building, the film de-

velops into a tense race between Mitchell and his two accom-
1

plices to get their victim—an ex-premier—and the police, bent

on stopping them. Mitchell is most convincing as the jazz-

spouting killer, a man embittered at the world, proud of his

reputation of being the best in his profession, yet not without

his sympathetic moments. John Lupton and Lyn Thomas lend

good support as Mitchell's prisoners—an airport tower con-

troller and his wife—and Steve Brodie is good as one of the

henchmen. Lupton's home is chosen by Mitchell because it over- 1

looks the airfield where the latter plans to blow up the premier's

plane with phosphorous tracer bullets. To insure success, Mit-

chell threatens to kill Miss Thomas, her sister and a boy friend

if Lupton fails to send a coded message from the tower when

the plane is due to take off. At the last minute, Lupton alerts the

police and the plot is thwarted.

United Artists. 70 minutes. Cameron Mitchell. Produced by Robert E. Kent.
Directed by Edward L. Cahn.
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The Unforgiven' Powerful Uutduur Urania

&«4t*e44 &<ZtiK? GOO
Strong, stirring tale of prejudice and vengeance in fron-

tier days. First-rate direction by Huston. Superbly filmed.

John Huston's "The Unforgiven" is a rousing, fascinating,

intelligently constructed Western produced in the big. colorful

tradition. It emerges as his best film since "Treasure of Sierra

Madre" and offers audiences of all tastes a first-rate package

of stirring entertainment. At times, this drama of frontier strug-

gle and survival in the Texas Panhandle achieves epic stature

which lifts it head and shoulders above the average big western.

\ star-studded cast, headed by the powerful marquee combina-

tion of Burt Lancaster and Audrey Hepburn, shares honors with

the brilliant Technicolor Panavision mounting that's as imagina-

tive and breathtaking as anything seen before.

Where it is backed bv strong promotion, this United Artists

release will pav off handsomely in all situations. Action audi-

ences will find it a must, and the Huston name, plus word-of-

mouth. should give grosses a lift in the class market.

Basically, the story deals with two Texas families — one

headed by Lancaster and Lillian Gish, the other, by Charles

Bickford — their internal and external relationships, and the

ugly spectre of racial prejudice that turns one group against

the other. Huston has unfolded his tale in a rich and unusual

way, meticulously creating separate yet complete moods that

result in a moving canvas alive with interest and excitement.

His opening sequences deal with the two families preparing for

their yearly joint-cattle drive. The gathering of the two clans,

a festive meal, and the demonstrations of young people in love,

fill the screen with moods of friendship and tomfoolery. Slowly

this changes into an atmosphere of terror and suspicion as it

becomes known that Lancaster's half-sister. Miss Hepburn, is

actually an Indian girl raised bv Miss Gish as white. Tolerance

and intolerance spreads within and between the two groups

and shortly all tones of gaiety have completely vanished. The
break occurs, and when Lancaster refuses to sell Miss Hepburn

back to her tribe, the latter swoop down on the once happy

household bent on vengeance and annihilation. Huston estab-

lishes the moods sometimes with his characters, sometimes with

the camera, and Franz Planer's on-location Mexican vistas of

spaciousness, wind-blown tumbleweed and man in the open,

achieve moments of cinemagraphic perfection.

The acting is uniformly excellent, exciting and polished. Lan-

caster, as spokesman of the family, gives a strong performance,

injecting throughout touches of pathos and humor. Miss Hep-
burn manages a range of emotional responses as she passes from
>i gay. carefree white girl into a frustrated and guilt-ridden

Indian woman. Miss Gish is nothing short of magnificent as

the proud matriarch who even murders to preserve her step-

daughter's secret, and Audie Murphy, complete with mous-
tache, has never been better as the Indian-hating, brother who

A tense moment as the men audit another attack by
the Indians, while the women provide some music.

turns against his family. Bickford is excellent as the stern,

aging head of the second family, while June Walker and Albert

Salmi create fine characterizations as his wife and son. In a rela-

tively short role, Joseph Wiseman delivers another memorable

performance as the eccentric stranger who gives away Miss Hep-

burn's secret. John Saxon's sketchy portrayal of a handsome

half-breed leaves something to be desired, for his motivation

in the story never becomes clear.

Ben Maddow's screenplay, adapted from Alan Le May's

novel, concentrates primarily on character development and, for

the most part, he creates flesh-and-blood people who are believ-

able in their conflicts. He also manages the maximum of sus-

pense and excitement with his action scenes: Lancaster and

Murphy hunting down Wiseman, and the climactic attack on

the Lancaster sod house by the fanatical Kiowas.

Dimitri Tiomkin has composed a haunting background score

that captures the full atmospheric flavor of the story.

After Bickford and his family hear rumors of Miss Hepburn's

past, they insist Lancaster return her to her tribe for fear the

Kiowas will destroy them all. Lancaster refuses, and when Salmi

is killed by some prowling Indians. Miss Hepburn is blamed.

Wiseman is finally brought in to tell the truth. The neighbors

believe his story and a panic-stricken Miss Gish deliberately

kills him. Murphy cannot accept his half-sister being an Indian

and leaves the family. The Kiowa war party attack the house

and before the bloody battle is over. Miss Gish is killed and a

drunken Murphy returns to fight with his family. Lancaster and

Miss Hepburn realize they are in love and decide their neigh-

bors will have to accept them as they are.

United Artists. 125 minutes. Burt Lancaster. Audrey Hepburn. Produced by James
Hill. Directed by John Huston.
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Newsmakers

Feevee Fever

Two more entrants in the pay-TV sweep-

stakes—one relatively new, the other a

onetime loser—recently revealed their

plans. Latest firm in quest of living room
coin is Henry Griffing's Video Independ-

ent Theatres Corp. (wires), the same out-

fit that came a cropper in Bartlesville,

Oklahoma, in 1957. The other hopefuls

are Zenith Radio Corp. and RKO General,

Inc. (over-the-air), skippered by former
RKO Radio Pictures head Tom O'Neil
(right). This experiment, too, was tinged

by previous failure, since Zenith drew a

blank in Chicago in 1951 with its over-

the-air Phonevision system. Griffing, head
of some 60 theatres, saw no essential con-

flict between his two enterprises. He
currently is negotiating with Paramount's
International Telemeter Co. for franchises

in 15 cities, already cable-equipped, in the

Southwest. Griffing expressed the view
that he failed in Bartlesville because cus-

tomers were charged a flat monthly fee,

rather than on a per-attraction basis. The
Zenith-RKO General combination, it was
announced jointly by Zenith Radio Corp.
head Joseph S. Wright and O'Neil, will

conduct a three-year trial of subscription
TV in Hartford, Connecticut, pending
FCC approval.

Allied Meet
Despite the absence at

the Allied States spring

meet, in Chicago, of the

two old, withdrawn units

—Western Pa. and New
England—general counsel

and board chairman
Abram F. Myers (right),

said that the sessions pro-

duced "probably a higher
degree of unity and deter-

mination to press for-

ward" than has been seen

in years. The board issued

vigorous protests to the

film firms on issues of

clearance and certain pro-

motion practices.

Trailer by Columbia

As of September 1, it was announced by

the company, Columbia will "create, manu-
facture and distribute its own trailers, posters

and accessories for all its domestic releases."

National Screen Service immediately an-

swered the statement by announcing that as

of Sept. 1, it "will create an entirely nesv

concept in trailers in order to produce and

distribute its own trailers on Columbia Pic-

tures' feature product." First step in setting

up the new Columbia operation was the

appointment by vice president Paul N. Laza-

rus, Jr. (left) of Jack Atlas as head of the

trailer department being established at the

Hollywood studio.

Announcing that earnings
from theatre operations im-
proved last vear, American
Broadcasting- Paramount The-
atres head Leonard H. Gold-
enson (left) revealed 1959
nit earnings for the firm of
S7.967.S71 (SI.87 per share),
an increase of 49 per cent ovet
the $5,S44,010 ($1.21 per
share) of 1958, and the best
ligures lince 1955. AB-PT also
i balked up a record gross of
S28"',957,411.

il II.

EEB
Wild River' Joy

Elated 20th-Fox officials acclaimed
Elia Kazan's "Wild River" as his

finest since "On the Waterfront."
Here, 20th v.p. Charles Einfeld tells

Kazan about promotion campaign
for the film.

'Spartacus' Deal

Whopping $1,000,000 gua
antee for "Spartacus" pr

miere at N. Y.'s DeMille Th
atre is signed by H. Mart
(left), Universal vice pres

dent and gen. sales mgr.,

ter Reade, Jr., head of Walt.

Reade, Inc., DeMille oper

tors. Rear (1. to r.): execute

assistant to Reade, Sheld<

Gunsberg; F. J. A. McCarth
LI assistant general sales he

and "Spartacus" sales din

tor, and Jeff Livingston,

executive coordinator of sale

advertising.

SOLOMON

Eddie Sol*
mon named vice

president in

charge of adver-

tising, publicity

and exploitation

for Embassy,
;

president Joseph
E. Le vine an-

|

nounced . . .

AIP's "world-

wide boxoffice potential will raise for-

eign income a minimum of 200% over

1959," said vice president in charge of

foreign distribution William G. Reich

. . . 20th-Fox officials, led by sales mgr.

Alex Harrison, went to Philadelphia

last week to fight $600,000 damage suit

brought against the firm and William

Goldman Theatres by the D. W. H.

Corp., which claims that "Can-Can''

w as improperly awarded to Goldman's

Midtown. Decision was postponed after

lengthly hearing before Fed. Dist. Court

Judge Kraft . . . MPAA head Eric Johns

ton, overjoyed at death of N. Y. classi-

fication bill in Albany Senate: "(it)

should give renewed heart and courage

to everyone in America who believes

in freedom." . . . Maurice Bergm.tn, foB

meriy public relations director at Uni-

versal, has formed new publicity and

public relations firm, General Projects,

Inc.

i



WHAT'S THE COMPETITION OFFERING THIS SEASON?

THE TV WATCH
By ZIGGY GERALD

This year's Academy Awards telecast

may have been better organized and

genteel than those of preceding years,

but as straight entertainment it was

often deadly. If it was the intention of

the producer, Arthur Freed, to make it

a staid and somber, unexciting affair,

he was totally successful. The array of

starlets, rather than stars, was a big

disappointment to many a viewer. Out-

side of a handful of the industry's big-

gest names to present awards, few in

the audience were caught by the camera.

This vital element of glamour was

sorely missing. What is it about movie

stars that causes them to believe they

are more important than the medium
that made them? Is it the manner in

which the industry pampers its precious

ones?

The popular singers who performed

the generally poor nominated songs

were hampered by pre-recording. The
use of pre-recording is understandable

when a performer may have just com-

pleted a strenuous dance routine, but

when the only job is singing, it's point-

less. Not only does it detract from en-

joyment, but it often makes the enter-

tainer appear stilted and ill at ease as

he or she tries desperately to synchro-

nize lips with music. Ella Fitzgerald

and Yves Montand, performed their

songs "live". Whatever the logic was in

pre-recording the nominated songs, it

spoiled for me the show's occasional

switch from award-giving to musical

entertainment.

The absence of commercials was also

a welcome relief with the exception of a

brief plea from Olivia De Havilland to

visit the movies more often. Was that

necessary in light of the entire function

of the show?-

The presentation of the awards was
reserved and well-handled. However, I

register a viewer's protest against the

long list of minor, technical awards,
which must hold as little interest for

millions of other people as they hold
for me.

0 0
There's been a lot of clamor from

England over the showing of certain

American-made television programs.
British movie and tv technicians have
openly rebelled against the vast amount
of American tv production flooding the
British networks.

An edict came to the British from

the British Broadcasting Corporation to

be used as a code for future produc-

tion. It forbids the showing in any tv

film, British or American, of unnatural

violence; violence that is merely inserted

to shock and horrify. If the violence

arises naturally and is a vital part of

the story then it's permissible. If not,

it can be deleted by the censors.

This isn't meant to imply that the

British are airing dry and pure pro-

grams. They've presented with great

success dramas about homosexuality,

abortion and venereal disease, never

sacrificing the standards of good taste.

These are three subjects which our

movies, much less television, have never

even gone near in any but the vaguest,

most illusive manner.

If our FCC, or even the major net-

works, were to take the same steps as

the BBC, the problems of excessive and

unnatural violence on telviesion could

be curtailed.

0 0

The most delightful light musical

show this television season was the Sun-

day Showcase production of an hour of

music from the movies, appropriately

entitled, Hollywood Sings. Presented

the evening before the awards, it was

a polished and charming appetizer for

the next night's activities.

Centering around the rise of movies

as a creator of popular music, it was a

perfect showcase for the divine Tammy
Grimes. She is one of the freshest and

most distinctive talents of the new
decade.

The second best light variety hour

this season was another spoof with Miss

Grimes, Four for Tonight. The next

time a bewhiskered old sage asks where

the new talent is, just mention Tammy
Grimes.

from. (yjKlQ^gt&gzatLS
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OSCAR mu
Atvtirds Meet Witt*' Public Approval

(Continued from Page 12)

star introductions that preceded the

main show. In the clumsy hands of

Tony Randall and Betsy Palmer, what

might have been a valuable (promotion-

wise) and entertaining (fan-wise) 30

minutes was transformed into a cliche-

tortured series of false starts and tan-

gled wires that detracted from, rather

than built up to, the suspense of the

evening.

As for the columnist-critics who
carped constantly about the lack of

"big-name" stars for the festivities, their

dissatisfaction seemed motivated more

by petulance than perception. Although

there was missing from the list a num-

ber of top marquee attractions—many
left for other countries shortly after

the strike, quite a few already were
abroad filming—any show that boasts

such stellar boxoffice attractions as Rock
Hudson, Gary Cooper, John Wayne
and Doris Day, as did last w eek's Oscar

night, can by no means be considered

to suffer from a second-rate cast.

Only in the musical portions—and

they loomed large in the program—was

the need for more movie-oriented vocal-

ists felt. And even here, it is difficult

to find fault. For although Frank Sin-

atra and his magical personality was

the logical choice to sing "High Hopes,"

Sammy Davis, Jr., belted out the Oscar

winning song with solid showmanship.

The awards, in the main, drew thun-

derous waves of applause from the in-

dustryites gathered in Hollywood and

seemed to be close to the popular

choices. M-G-M's "Ben-Hur," almost

everyone's number one choice, smashed

Academy records by walking off with

11 out of a possible 12 nominations.

And to the obvious joy of the Pantages

audience, British-made "Room at the

Top" (Continental Distrib.) earned its

well-deserved recognition as one of the

finest dramas to come on the scene in

quite some time. The applause greeting

Bob Hope gingerly kisses his Oscar, the

Jean Hersholt Humanitarian Award, as

Academy president B. B. Kahane smiles.

The Award is given for special effort that

brings credit to the industry. The famous

comic has for many years devoted him-

self at Christmastime to touring remote

army bases to entertain servicemen far

from home.

its award for the best screenplay based

on material from another medium was

loud; and the professional community

indicated they were solidly behind

French star Simone Signoret by shak-

ing the rafters with their ovation as

she walked to the stage to accept the

best actress trophy.

Quality product lacking in boxoffice

appeal also had its day. Twentieth-Fox's

"The Diary of Anne Frank", a beauti-

fully-moving tale that didn't draw, won

three Academy Awards, including best

supporting actress laurels to Shelley

Winters, a presentation also greeted

most enthusiastically by the Pantages

audience, and one which moved the

usually volatile blonde actress to tears.

Thrown off stride, too, by receipt of an

award was the usually glib, fork-

tongued Hope. Upon accepting the spe-

cial, surprise, Jean Hersholt Humane
tarian Award, the master of the funny

line, visibly touched, managed: "1 don't

know what to say. I don't have writers

for this sort of work."

In past years, Oscar sometimes seemed

to be wandering aimlessly, not SUB

whether he was an instrument of radio

and television or a minion of the

movies. Let it be noted that the Acid

cmy Awards show of I960 revealed that

the little gold-plated fellow has finally

found his niche. He now knows that

he belongs to us.

for summer

from (y)B3Q^@!a@£\[L8
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(AND THANKS
FILM BULLETIN

FOR A BIG

ASSIST!)

'WISH WE HAD
A LOT OF

OSCARS TO

GIVE YOU!"
You made our job of promoting the

1960 Academy Awards easier. In

behalf of the industry we're grateful.
—MPAA ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY DIRECTORS COMMITTEE

THANKS TO YOU ALL:
The 4,058 Promotion Minded Exhibitors who joined up.

Compo.

TOA.

Allied States Association.

Compo of Canada and many other Exhibitor organizations.

The MPAA Sales Managers' Committee.

The Field Exploiteers of the Industry.

NBC-TV and Radio Promotion and Publicity Staffs, (East and West).

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation TV and Radio Networks.

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences Public Relations Committee.

Advertising agencies serving the industry.

The industry newsreels.

Pepsi-Cola (Exhibitors' Contest).

COOPERATING COMMERCIAL ORGANIZATIONS:

Harshe-Rotman, Inc.

DeLuxe Laboratories.

W. J. German, Inc.

National Screen Service.

Vincent Trotta.

Fred Weidner, Inc.

Ideal Photographers and Engravers.

SPECIAL ART:

Al Hirschfeld.

Julius Kroll.

Stanley Kohn.

Avrom Winfield.

Hennegan Company.

And the nation's mass media, newspapers, magazines, television, radio, outdoor





Planned Attack Can Change Aloof

Papers into Theatreman's Friend

"How do you get cooperation from a

paper that does not consider movies

new s-

to be

news? A newspaper that refuses to run any

itories about your theatre or your industry? That

holds to an ad rate which is higher for theatres

than for other merchants, and offers no rebates

based on lineage?"

Those questions were posed by the Theatre

Owners of America in a recent bulletin that told

the exciting story of how the Walter Reade the-

atre circuit in an East Coast town, faced with

just such difficulties, executed a complete about-

face, turning problems into promotions through

a carefully planned showmanship effort.

Today the newspaper in that (anonymous)

town is running an amusement page. It has

assigned staff members to edit the page. It runs

a daily syndicated movie column and a time

clock. It uses scene mats on forthcoming movies

and prints stories about the activities of the

theatres and the industry. And it has drawn up
a new ad rate card that grants rebates based on
cumulative lineage. Here, step-by-showman-step,

is how the Reade group turned the trick:

Last October, when a Reade theatre played

The Blue Angel," the paper refused to run the

pressbook ad showing actress May Britt in the

stand-up dance costume pose. Instead, it arbi-

trarily censored it by cutting the Britt figure in

half at the hips and eliminating the legs. The
Reade circuit immediately wrote the paper's gen-

eral manager, pointing out that the "Blue Angel"
ad had been approved by the MPAA Advertis-

ing Code Council and that the same art work
had been used by New York newspapers and
prominent national magazines. It asked for clari-

fication of the paper's policy.

This formal protest gained the theatre a meet-
ing with newspaper management at the Reade
home office. At the outset, the paper agreed its

action on "Blue Angel", in view of its passing

rather adult ads on another picture, "Room 43,"

was indefensible and suggested that alternate ads

be submitted on future pictures which might
be questioned. But the Reade representatives

scotched that quickly, saying that it would put
the paper in the all-too-powerful position of

deciding what ads it will accept.

Instead, the theatremen steered the discussion

into the whole subject of movie censorship, cit-

ing the Motion Picture Code, the increased num-
ber of family type films, the changing public
mores, the inequities of arbitrary censorship, etc.

This bit of quick thinking brought about an
agreement whereby the newspaper would advise
the theatres well in advance if they considered
an ad questionable, giving the houses full oppor-
tunity to discuss the problem and effect a solu-
tion.

Turning to the broader question of the paper's
general attitude toward movies, the Reade group

BEFORE AND AFTER. Photo at right shows
amusement page of East Coast town
newspaper before and after Walter Reade
circuit waged campaign for cooperation.

asked the writers to reevaluate their position.

Carry ing the offensive, the theatremen presented

their arguments that film news and columns were

vital services and that an informative movie

page would prove of interest to readers. The
moviemen offered as evidence a prepared folder

to show the film pages run by other papers in

nearby areas where Reade theatres operated,

pointing out the fine editorial cooperation avail-

able there.

The next area of attack was the movie ad rate

schedule. The Reade men displayed a chart show-

ing eight other newspapers in which they adver-

tised, breaking down the circulation, ad rate,

movie columns and publicity and ad acceptance.

The chart indicated the newspaper's rate was

higher for the same circulation in other towns,

with no editorial cooperation, as opposed to

excellent cooperation in other areas.

The overall Reade approach was hinged to the

theory that as businessmen, they had problems

vv ith the paper, and that the paper, as a business

outfit, was not meeting the theatres halfway. The

argument was convincing enough to get the

newspaper people to ask for time to think the

situation over and re-evaluate their policy. They

had come prepared to cooperate on the censor-

ship question, they said, but were not sufficiently-

briefed on the broader scheme of things.

A few weeks later, the paper called the cir-

cuit's advertising director and district manager

to a conference, where the writers announced

the inauguration of a regular movie page and

the assignment of a special editor to handle it.

The newspapermen requested cooperations in

furnishing material for this page, and arranged

for a daily syndicated Hollywood column. And

in that connection, after the meeting, the Reade

men advised all other theatres of the new

arrangement, suggesting that they also start send-

ing newspaper mats, stories and publicity on

their activities and attractions.

On the rate schedule, the paper offered a

sliding scale based on lineage used, paving the

way for sizeable rebates at the end of the year.

What the Reade organization accomplished, in

effect, was an acceptance, v irtually in to:o, of all

its requests. As the TOA bulletin pointed out,

"No theatreman is going to accomplish in one

visit what was secured in this situation. It takes

time and effort to build a relationship with the

newspaper people that will make a productive

meeting possible. However," the report added,

"the fact that a theatre can, on a businesslike,

constructive, candid approach, sell' its story and

its problem to a newspaper, and secure coopera-

tion, illustrates the benefits that can be obtained

by such an effort."

It is more than likely that a good many the-

atres, finding themselves in similar newspaper

binds, have merely written it off as unalterable

misfortune and let it go at that. Let them now

look to the Walter Reade circuit in that Eastern

town for a showman's blueprint that proves once

again a tried and true movie "chemistry" for-

mula: perseverance and imagination will change

seeming misfortune into boxoffice success.

[ More SHOWMEN on Page 26
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TV 'Triangulation' Sells

'Flame Over India'—Einfeld

"Triangulation" by television has captured

the fancy of 20th-Fox vice president Charles Ein-

feld and his staff of boxofficers, and as a result,

three each of three different types of telespots

are being employed to sell more and more of

the company's pictures.

The latest to enjoy the TV push, Einfeld re-

vealed, is "Flame Over India," with the Kenneth

More-Lauren Bacall starrer set to receive the

same pre-sell to the entire nation that powered

"Sink the Bismarck," "Dog of Flanders" and

"Journey to the Center of the Earth" to such

outstanding grosses.

With the picture set for release early next

month, formulation of the unprecedented nine-

different-spot drive is in the books, and Fox

regional ad-publicity managers all across the

country are being alerted to the great grossing

potential inherent in the action-drama through

the saturation TP sale. Designed to draw the

same audiences now flocking to see "Bismarck,"

the telespots—three each of 60-second, 30-second

and l()-second length—represent a novel ap-

proach. One spot opens in the CinemaScope

manner; starting from the middle of the screen,

the horizon stretches across from left to right,

spelling "high adventure," then opens wide, top

to bottom, with "thrills and excitement." The
TV spots stress that "only on the motion picture

screen," can you see in its entirety the full-color,

wide-screen drama of "Flame Over India."

Thanks to such inventive promotional efforts,

today's movie showman calls every available

element fair game in selling his product. And
if you can put your biggest competitor to work
for you, so much the better.

'SERGEANT' REPORT. Jerry Zigmond (left)

West Coast division manager of AB-PT
Theatres, discusses with Warner Bros. Stu-
dio ad director Gil Golden forum con-
ducted on "Sergeant Rutledge" at recent
AB PT convention.

BULLETIN Apr

Andersen's 155th Birthday

Perfect 'Snow Queen' Tie-In

Civic officials, libraries, schools, educational

associations and other cultural groups partici-

pated in special ceremonies April 2 to mark the

155th anniversary of the birth of Hans Christian

Andersen, famous Danish author whose "The

Snow Queen" is being released in a full-length

animated version by Universal.

As highlight of the H. C. Andersen Week in

Washington, D. C, Sen. Frank Church of Idaho

and the Senate Foreign Relations Committee

hosted a screening and reception of "The Snow

Queen" at the Academie Theatre of the Motion

Picture Association, attended by members of the

President's cabinet, foreign dignitaries and mem-

bers of the U. S. Senate and the House of Rep-

resentatives.

Senator Alexander Wiley of Wisconsin, touch-

ing off the national observance, said: "As there

is opportunity, I believe it would be . . . worth-

while for governors and mayors to pay special

recognition on the Anniversary—through, for

example, proclamation of a special Hans Chris-

tian Andersen week."

'GLENN MILLER' SALUTE. As part of kick-

off for re-run of "The Glenn Miller Story," at

N.Y.'s RKO Palace, WRCA's Art Ford (cen-

ter) joins in all-day salute to late musician.
Right is RKO Theatres division head Mike
Edelstein; left, Palace manager Izzy Berger.

UA's 'Exodus' Ad a 'First'

United Artists' ever-alert promotioneers exe-

cuted a showmanship coup recently when they

placed advertisements in 15 major newspapers

in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles an-

nouncing that "Exodus," which went before

the cameras the same day in Israel, would open

in those cities in December. The ads also placed

tickets on sale for the opening engagement

—

the first time in movie history that premiere

ticket reservations were put on sale the same

day that filming of the production began.

The advertisements, three columns by ten

inches and bearing the trademark design of tbe

film (a group of upraised arms, one of which

carries a rifle), reached nearly 30,000,000

families.

'COMEDY' BOW. Top, marquee of N/V

68th St. Playhouse is backdrop for throng
at premiere of Fox's "When Comedy Wa
King." Middle, Fox vice president Charle
Einfeld (left) and Mrs. Einfeld chat wit

producer Robert Youngson. Bottom, tw|

20th lovelies, Margo Moore (left), In

Balin, pose with Keystone Kop.

'Goliath' Gets Radio-TV Push

"Goliath and the Barbarians" will enjoy
j

$30,000 radio and television push preceding it
1

April 20 bow at 130 theatres in the Boston are;)

The 130-house spread is the largest saturatioj

booking in American-International history, vio

president in charge of distribution Leon I

Blender said.

The radio-TV campaign on the Yankee Ne

work station WNCA will employ two specif

teaser trailers to be used simultaneously in th|

130 theatres booking the film. In additioi

exploitation will embrace budgeting for daili

press, outdoor ads and street rally.

'CONGO' DRUMS. "Masters of the Cong
Jungle" producer Henri Storck (left) an

Fox publicity manager Nat Weiss ar

shown at Gotham trade press luncheon fc

film. Storck said he was "impressed" wit

American publicity methods.



VALUE LINE SEES STRIKE AS All!

(Continued from Pdge 14)

hits. With Americans gradually reac-

quiring the theatre-going habit (as in-

dicated by the steady uptrend in thea-

tre attendance since 1958), we believe

there is a satisfactory market for the

quality pictures released during the last

feu vears. First exibited at a time

when most people were captivated by

the novelty of television, those films

were never widely exposed. If presented

again now, they could well be warmly

received. Currently, for example, "The

Glenn Miller Story", a 1954 produc-

tion, is generating larger grosses in

some theatres than new features. Since

the original costs of these films have

long been recouped or written off, much
of the film rental income less dis-

tribution costs would represent pre-tax

income to the studios.

The production shut-down in Holly-

wood has provided the major studios

with a timely opportunity to cut down
their heavy payrolls. Reduced over-

head expenses, coupled with rising the-

atre attendance, should help boost the

movie companies' earnings in the years

ahead. For that reason we project wide

3- to 5-year appreciation potentialities

for most of the motion picture stocks.

To be sure, a temporary shortage of

new features could result in reduced

gross revenues for most of the film

companies by the latter part of this

year. But the re-release of old hit->

could help minimize the effect on net

profits. Meanwhile, Decca Rciorth,

whose subsidiary Universal Pictures is

not affected by the actors' and writers'

strike, may well become a prime bene-

ficiary. By Christmas, it should have

more new important features to release

than any other major studio. The stock

is currently the only issue in the group

that is ranked in Group I (Highest)

both for Probable Market Performance

in the Next 12 Months and for Appre-

ciation Potentiality to 1963-65. It merits

inclusion in risk accounts.

T.J.H.

ANALYSIS OF FILM AND THEATRE COMPANIES

3LUMBIA

I Columbia Pictures may soon resume paying

i sh dividends. After two years of operating

i sses, the company is now expected to show
i bstantial profits for fiscal 1960 (ends June

th).

|
Columbia's film rental income has been

owing marked improvement in recent weeks.
' contrast to the many disappointments of last

ill, Columbia's recent film releases have been

ghly successful at the box office.

ECCA (UNIVERSAL)

This year will be the best year by far in

ecca's history. Earnings are likely to reach
i.50 a share. And 1961 will probably be even
tier. The company's Phonograph Record Di-
sion and the Motion Picture Division (Uni-
rsal Pictures) have been enjoying sharply
lproved business.

Decca's Universal is the only major movie
oducer unaffected by the current actors' and
riters' strikes in Hollywood. In the months
lead, it will start shooting a record number

"blockbusters", including many featuring
>p stars and based on best sellers and Broad-
ay hits. Judging by the enthusiastic reception
irrently accorded quality pictures, we believe
ost of these high budget productions will
rove successful.

1-G-M

, Judged by the box office results of the last

I w months. "Ben Hur" seems certain to become

|
ollywood's largest grossing picture. Over a
sriod of 4 or 5 years this spectacular may
;nerate well over S50 million in film rentals
> M-G-M.

"Ben Hur" notwithstanding, this year's earn-

igs are not likely to be much better than the

2.91 a share total of fiscal 1959. Reasons: (1)
uring the last few months quite a number of

1-G-M releases, for which the company had
uher high hopes, proved disappointing at the

- ax office. (2) For the 1959-60 broadcast sea-
1 >n, the company has failed to sell any series

tt network prime-time presentation.

M-G-M does have many promising pictures,
owever, that will be released in the months
lead.

PARAMOUNT
While we believe some form of pay-television

will eventually develop, we doubt if the Tele-

meter venture will contribute much profit to

Paramount in the foreseeable future. To be

proved successful, the Toronto operation must

enjoy sustained support from subscribers over

a lengthy period of time. It may require many
years to recoup the heavy initial investment

required to manufacture and install the Tele-

meter units.

Meanwhile, Paramount's principal business

—

motion picture production and distribution—has

been unsatisfactory in recent months. Most of

the films it has released have been disappointing

at the box office.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Twentieth Century-Fox has not yet finalized

the previously announced sale of (1) 180 acres

of non-studio property in Los Angeles for

S39.7 million and (2) 75 acres of studio prop-

erty for S16.4 million to a corporation spon-

sored by Webb & Knapp.

There is, to be sure, always the possibility

that the transaction will fall through before

the closing deadline. Barring any unforeseen

development, however, we believe the property

sale will soon be completed.

Meanwhile, I960 earnings should also be

bolstered by improved film rental income. After

a series of box office disappointments, the

company now has a number of movie hits.

WARNER BROS.

Warner's earnings have been drifting down-

ward steadily. Compared to a peak of $1.70 a

share a year ago, net profits in the 3 months

ended Feb. 29th are believed to have fallen

below the SI mark. Movies released by the

company during the last few months have gen-

erally been disappointing at the box office. To

be sure, Warner has some 10 television shows

on the ABC-TV network this year, as against

only 6 shows in the 1958-59 broadcast season.

But because of heavy production costs, earnings

from the first run of these filmed series are

nominal.

ABC-PARAMOUNT THEATRES

On an 18% increase in revenues, American

Broadcasting-Paramount registered a 3_rc gain

in earnings last year. All divisions of the com-

pany participated in the progress.

In the 7 years since American Broadcasting

merged with United Paramount Theatres, ABC-
TV has shown a remarkable growth.

LOEWS THEATRES
Why is Tisch Hotels buying the stock, Is it

planning to merge with Loew's? We think not.

Neither do we believe Mr. Tisch wishes to

convert Loew's into a hotel company eventually.

The recently announced plan by Loew's to erect

a combination motion picture theatre and hotel

in New York City does not, in our opinion,

represent the beginning of a major trend.

Rather, we think Tisch Hotels is accumulating

Loew's stock merely because it visualizes the

enormous earning power inherent in the com-
pany's assets, most of which are currently

yielding but a nominal return.

NATIONAL THEATRES & TV

The much publicized sponsorship of "The
Play of the Week" by Standard Oil of N. J.

on WNTA-TV in metropolitan N. Y. has
helped National Theatres considerably.

Prospects for other sectors of the business

are not so satisfactory, however. True, theatre

business has also been improving. But the

television film syndication business in general

has deteriorated. Wholesale releases of the

MGM and Paramount pre- 1948 libraries to tele-

vision have weakened the feature film market.

To avoid "dumping" its products (movies as

well as TV series) at distress prices, NT&T
has decided to hold back its merchandise until

the market strengthens—probably in a year

or two.

STANLEY WARNER
During the last two years, Stanley Warner

has disposed of a number of unprofitable thea-

tres. The sales of those theatres resulted in

nearly S2 a share of net capital losses but

generated considerable funds for diversification

purposes.

This year, International Latex will probably

continue to expand its business. Improving re-

sults can also be expected from the strengthened

theatre division. A large number of the com-
pany's key theatres have recently been modern-
ized and renovated. With movie attendance

gradually increasing, they should be able to

make handsome contribution to overall earnings

in 1960.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current &) Coming Features

(Date of Him BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

August
BAT, THE Vincent Price, Agnes Morehead. Producer
C. J. Tevlirj. New version of Mary Robert Rinehart
and Avery Mopwood's world famous mystery tafe. 80

FACE OF FIRE Cameron Mitchell, James Whitmore.
Producers Albert Band Lou s Garfinkle. Director Band
Handyman disfigured In fire finally gains friends. 83
min.

October
WEB OF EVIDENCE Van Johnscn, Vera Miles. Produced
by Maxwell Setton and John R. Sloan. Filmed from
A. J. Cronin's novel "Beyond This Place." Young man
reop-ns 30 year old murder case to free his falh&r.
83 mtn.

November
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT. U. S. A. George S. Hamil-
ton, Mary Murphy. Producer Terry Sanders. Director
Denis Sanders. Law-student turns criminal. 80 min.

December
HOUSE OF INTRIGUE. THE Cinemascope. Color. Dawn
Addams, Curt Jurgens, Folco Lu Mi. Producer-director
Dullio Coletti. Spies and counter-spies' activities dur-
ing WW II. 90 min.

January
ATOMIC SUBMARINE Arthur Fram, Dick Foran, Brett
Halsey. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Spencer G.
Benset. Science-fiction thriller of a Polar sub and its
encounter with unknown enemy. 73 min.

PURPLE GANG. THE Barry Sullivan, Robert Blake
Elaine Edwards. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
Frank McDonald. The startling story of the infamous
Detroit mobsters. 83 min.

February
HYPNOTIC EYE. THE Jacques Bergerac, Marcia Hen-
derson, Merry Anders, Allison Hayes. Producer Charles
B. Bloch. Director George Blair. Hypnotist's assistant
wearing mask, is responsible for disfiguring pretty
faces of hypnosis volunteers. 82 min.

March
I PASSED FOR WHITE Sonya Wilde, James Franciscuj.
Producer-director Fred Wilcox. Story of a Negress
who passes for white. 91 min.

April

BLUEBEARD'S TEN HONEYMOONS George Sanders
Corinne Calvet. Producer Roy Parkinson. Director W
Lee Wilder. Based on the true-life story of Landru
infamous French bluebeard. 92 min.

May
PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert. Pro-
ducer-director Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt

I I0

r

m'n°
' against ,he Mafia In *"e early I900's.

RAYMIE David Ladd. John Agar, Charles Winninger
Richard Arlen. Producer A. C. Lyle. Director Fred
McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant 6
foot barracuda. 73 min.

June
SEXPOT GOES TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren Tues-
day Weld. Mijanou Bardot. Producer-director Albert
Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-
lege routine. 93 min.

July
HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter. Vic Damone, Miiko
Taka. Producer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson.
True story of U. S. Marine hero Guy Gabaldon.

August
PLUNDERERS, THE Jeff Chandler. Producer-director
Joseph Anthony Band of young hoodlums intimidate
•ntire western town.

Coming

RECKLESS, PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea
STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."
THE BIG BANKROLL Fabulous Ml story of king of the
gamblen. Producers, Samuel Bischoff and David
Diamond

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

October
BUCKET OF BLOOD, A Barboura Morris. Dick Miller.
Producer-director Roger Corman. A mad artist mur-
ders his victims and uses th sir bodies for statues.
65 min.

LEECHES, THE Ken Clark, Yvette Vickers. Producer
Gene Corman. Director Bernard L. Kowalski. Monsters
arise from the swamps of the Florida everglades. 62

November
GIANT GILA MONSTER Don Sullivan, Lisa Simone.
Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg. Giant
gila monsters goes beserk on diet of humans. 75 min.

THE KILLER SHREWS Ingrid Goude, James Best, Ken
Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg.
Tiny shrews grow to huge proportions. 69 min.

December
GOLIATH AND THE BARBARIANS Color-Scope. Steve
Reeves, Bruce Cabot, Chelo Alonso. Producer Em-
inno Salvi. Director Carlo Campogalliani. A young
woodsman revenges the death of his father. Spectacle.
88 min.

March
ANGRY RED PLANET Cinemagic, Eastmancolor. Gerald
Mohr, Nora Hayden, Les Tremayne. Producers Sidney
Pink, Norman Maurer. Director lb Melchoir. An ad-
venture in the fourth dimension. 83 min.

May
CIRCUS OF HORRORS Specta-Color. Anton Diffring,

Erika Remberg. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn.
Director Sidney Hayers. Horror spectacle. 95 min.

June
FALL OF THE HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScope, Color.
Vincent Price, Mark Damon, Myrna Fahey. Producer-
director Roger Corman. Edgar Allan Poe's classic.
90 min.

JAILBREAKERS, THE Robert Hutton, Mary Castle. Pro-
ducer-director Alexander Grasshoss. Four escaped
convicts try to find a treasure of $400,000.00 from a
bank robbery. 65 min.

WHY MUST I DIE? Terry Moore, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer Richard Bernstein. Director Roy Del Ruth. Prison
melodrama. 90 min.

August

September
MALE AND FEMALE Nadia Tiller, Tony 3ritton, William
Bendix. Producer George Minter. Director Robert
Siddmak. 90 min.

Coming
ALADDIN AND THE GIANT CinemaScope and Color.
Producer Herman Cohen. Action fantasy.

GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON CinemaScope, Color.
Steve Reeves. Producer Geoffedo P. Bertolino. Action
fantasy. 80 min.

October
CRIMSON KIMONO, THE Victoria Shaw, Glenn Cor-
bett. Producer-director Samuel Fuller. Love and mur-
der on burlesque row. 82 min. 9/14/59.

THEY CAME TO CORDURA CinemaScope. Eastman
Color. Gary Cooper, Rita Hayworth, Van Heflin, T*b
Hunter, Producer William Goetz. Director Robert
Rossen. From the novel by Glendon Swarthout. 123
min.

TINGLER. THE Vincent Price, Judith Evelyn. Producer-
director William Castle. Spook show with built-in
gimmicks. 80 min.

November
BATTLE OF THE CORAL SEA Cliff Robertson, Gia
Scala. Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director Paul
Wondkos Drama set against WW II background. 80
Mil, 10/26/59.

LAST ANGRY MAN, THE Paul Muni, David Wa>
Producer Fred Kohlmar, Director Daniel Mann. Pict
lation of Gerald Green's bestseller. 100 min. 10/12;

WARRIOR AND THE SLAVE GIRL SupercineSco
Eastman color. Gianna Maria Canale, Georqes Marcl
Director Vittorio Cottafavi. Action Spectacle. 89 r
I 1/9/59.

MOUSE THAT ROARED, THE Color. Peter Sail,
Jean Seberg. Producer Walter Shenson. Director J,
Arnold. Satire on relations of countries during Atoi
Age. 83 min. 10/12/59.

YESTERDAVS ENEMY Stanley Baker, Guy Rolfe. P
ducer Michael Carreras. Director Val Guest. Bril
and Japs battle in Burma. 95 min.

December
EDGE OF ETERNITY CinemaScope, Color. Cor 1

Wilde, Victoria Shaw. Producer Kendrick Sweet,
rector Donald Siegel. Murder and intrigue at Ariit
mine. 80 min. 1 1/9/59.

FLYING FONTAINES. THE Eastman Color. Mich,
Callan, Evy Norlund. Producer Sam Katiman. Direc
George Sherman. Life with the circus. 84 min. 12/1

THOUSAND AND ONE ARABIAN NIGHTS Technicoli
UPA Cartoon feature. Starring the near sighted I

Magoo. Producer Stephen Bosustow. Director J<
Kinney. 76 min. 12/21.

January
GENE KRUPA STORY, THE Sal Mineo, Susan Kohn.
Producer Philip A. Waxman. Director Don Weis. P|

ture of the famed drummer. 101 min. 1/4/60.

SUDDENLY, LAST SUMMER Elizabeth Taylor, Montgo'
ery Clift. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director Joseph
Mankiewicz. Based on the controversial Tenness
Williams play. 1 14 min. 12/21.

SWAN LAKE Maya Plisetskaya, Nicolai Fadeyecl
Director Z. Tulubyeva. Russian exchange film. 81 m
2/29/60.

February

ONCE MORE. WITH FEELING Technirama. Color. 1

Brynner. Kay Kendall. Producer-Director Stanley Don<
Story about a concert conductor. 92 min. 2/15/60

March
COMANCHE STATION CinemaScope, Color. Randol
Scott. Nancy Gates. Producer-director Budd Boettichi
A cowboy out for revenge. 74 min. 2/29/60.

OUR MAN IN HAVANA CinemaScope. Alec Guinnt
Burl Ives, Maureen O'Hara. Producer-Director Car
Reed. Drama of a vacuum cleaner salesman in Havan
107 min. 2/1/60.

WHO WAS THAT LADY? Tony Curtis, Dean Marti

Janet Leiah. Producer Norman Krasna. Direct

George Sidney. Curtis poses at an F.B.I, agent. I

min. 1/18/60.

April

BABETTE GOES TO WAR CinemaScope, Color, Brigit

Bardot, Jacques Charrier, Producer Raoul J. Lev

Director Christian-Jaque. Bardot helps defeat German,
103 min. 2/29/60.

BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG Dick Clark, Michael C<

Ian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Jerry Bresler. Direct

Paul Wendkos. A teacher fights teenage violence. I'

min. 3/14/60.

May
KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO CinemaScope, Color. Kol

ert Taylor. Anne Aubrey. Producers Irving All*

Albert R. Broccoli. Director Richard Thorpe, Engine*

fights slave trade in Africa. 91 min.

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathew
Producer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre de Tot

j

Hollywood film magnate becomes U.S. counter-spy

STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY. THE Guy Rolfe. Produc
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Ritual

in India. 81 min.

TWELVE TO THE MOON Ken Clark. Producer Fr«

Gebhardt. Director David Bradley. The first

flight. 74 min.

June

ELECTRONIC MONSTER Rod Cameron. Mary Murpht

Producer Cohen-Levy. Director Tully. A mind machifl

in the hands of a murderer. 72 min.

MOUNTAIN ROAD, THE James Stewart, Lisa Lu.Jl
ducer William Goetz. Director Daniel Mann. G,

fight across Burma. 102 min. 2/28.

MY DOG BUDDY Ken Curtis. Producer Ken Curtil

Director Ray Kellogg.

S fOUR PIODUC



July

5TSANCERS WHEN WE MEET CinemaScope, Color.

Ok Douglas Kim Novak Ernie Kovacs. Barbara Rush

•roducer-director Richard Quine.

Coming

XLL THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd. Sidney Poitier.

'roducer-director Hall Bartlett. U.N. forces trapped

>ehind enemy lines in Korea.

kS THE SEA RAGES Maria Schell. Cliff Robertson

'roducer Carl Sikoll. Director Horst Hechler. A war
mong fishermen and islanders. 97 min.

;AVES OF NIGHT CinemaScope Color. Cornel Wi'de.

.•an Wallace. Cliff Robertson. Producer Cornel Wilde,

tirector Paul Wendkos.

IEV11 AT 4 O'CLOCK, THE Spencer Trarv. Sidn»v

,oitUr. Marpessa Dawn. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Di-

lecto' Peter Glenville.

NEMY GENERAL, THE Van Johnson. Jean Pierre

.umont, Dany Carrel. Producer Sam Katiman. Director

»,eorg3 Sherman.

IDGET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope. Color. James
erren. Sandra Dee, Michael Callan. Producer Jerry
-•sler.

UNS OF NAVARONE Color. Gregory Peck, David
iven. Anthony Quinn. Producer Carl Foreman. Direc-

ir Aleiander Mackendrick.

A'M AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw,
-oducer Charles H. Schneer. Director Lee Thompson,
ilm biography of brilliant rocket scientist.

,EPE CinemaScope. Color. Cantinflas, Dan Dailey,

lirley Jones. Producer-director George Sidney.

EACH FOR TOMORROW Burl Ives. Shelly Winters,
ime? Daren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan, Director
MHp Leacock.

3NG WITHOUT END CinemaScope, Color. Dirk Bo-

lrde, Capucine. Producer William Goeti. Director
haries Vidor. The story of Frank Liszt.

JRPRISE PACKAGE Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor. Pro-
cer-director Stanley Donen.

fREE WORLDS OF GULLIVER Super Dynamation.
jlor. Kerwin Mathews. Jo Morrow. Producer Charles
hneer Director Jack Sher.

iO FACES OF DR. JEKYLL, THE Color. Paul Massie,
iwn Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
rence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
In's classic.

ACXIEST SHIP IN THE ARMY, THE CinemaScope.
'lor. Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson. Producer Fred
'hlmar. Director Richard Murphy.

INDEPENDENTS

October

) BLOWS, THE (Zenith) Jean Pierre Leaud. Produced
p directed by Francois Truffant. French drama of
W's unhappy life. 98 min. 9/14/59.

November
VERS, THE (Zenith) Jeanne Moreau, Alan Cuny.
»ected by Louis Made. French import about illicit

le affair. 90 min. 9/14/59.

IRD MAN ON THE MOUNTAIN (Buena Vista) Walt
•ney. Technicolor. Michael Rennie, James Mac-
-Ihur, Janet Munro. Produced by William H. Ander-
I. Directed by Ken Annakin. Adventure. 100 min.

January

MIND THE GREAT WALL (Continental Dist.) Aroma
pa, DeLuxe Color. TotalScope. Producer Leonardo
Elzi. Director Sidney Kauffman. Narrated by Chet
Hitley. Story introduces the process and its explana-
t|s. 98 min. 12/21.

FTTY BOY FLOYD (Continental Dist.) John Ericson,
B-y Newman, Joan Harvey. Producer Monroe Sach-
« Director Herbert J. Leder. Storv of a killer,
feed on factual events in the life of Charles Arthur

Pj'd. 94 min. 2/1/60.

TER BAY (Rank) John Mills. Horst Buckholi. Pre-
"Oer John Hawkesworth. Director J. Lee Thompson.
Spense drama involving a murderer, a girl who
jessed his crime, and a brilliant police inspector.

February

frCK ORPHEUS lOrpheus Neqrol (Lopert) Breno
mo, Marpessa Dawn, Lourdes de Oliveira. Producer
Mia Gordine. Director Marcel Camus. Film version
•Jha famous Greek legend of Orpheus and his ill-

t:d love for Eurydice. 95 min. 3/14/60.

feitt I Valiant) Jean Gabin, Jeanne Moreau. Pro-
fir Robert Dorfmann. Director Jacques Becker,
pjjn drama of the Paris underworld and its inhabi-
tej- 85 min.

Jl FOR A KILLER. A (Valiant) Mylene DemongeotMi Vidal Producer Michel Safra. Director Henri

JJer'l- |n|
rom James Hadley Chase's best-selling

N E IN A WHITE CAR (Trans-Lux) Marina Vlady,M ri Hossein. Odile Versois. Director Robert Hos-B Mystery dealing with the nocturnal escapades
'o beautiful blonde French sisters. 87 min. 3/14/60.

Film

TOBY TYLER Buena Vista) Technicolor. Kevin Cor
coran. Henry Calvin. Gene Sheldon Producer Walt
Disney. Director Charles Banlon. Circus tale of a
runaway boy's adventures under the Big Top. 96 min
1/18/60.

March
EXPRESSO BONGO Continental Dist. I Laurence Har-
vey. Sylvia Syms Producer-director Val Guest. Based
on the hit play by Wolf Mankowiti. 108 min.

SWORD AND THE CROSS, THE (Valiant) CinemaScope
Color. Gianna Maria Canale. Marisa Allasio. Director
Guido Brignone. Story of the Roman persecution of
early Christians.

A pril

KIDNAPPED (Buena Vistal Technicolor. Peter Finch
James MacArthur. Producer Walt Disney. Director
Robert Stevenson. Adaptation of Robert Louis Steven-
son's adventure classic. 97 min. 2/29/60.

June

SIGN OF ZORRO, THE IBuena Vista). Guy Williams.
Henry Calvin. Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-
tors Norman Foster and Lewis R. Foster.

July

POLLYANNA IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Jane Wyman.
Richard Eagan. Producer Walt »isney. Director David
Swift. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller.

Coming

A TIME TO KILL I Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim Davit, Don Megowen, Allison Hayes. Producer Pat
Beti. Director Oliver Drake.

CHASERS, THE Jacque Charrier, Charles Agnovour.
Director Jean-Pierre Mocky. Cynical yet engrossing
French import about youthful women-chasers. 75 min.
3/28.

DAY OF THE TRUMPET, THE IC. Santiago Film Organi-
zation Prod.) John Agar, Ricnard Arlen, Bill Phipps.
Producer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

DREAM MACHINE, THE (Amalgamated Prods.) Rod
Cameron, Marty Murphy, Peter riling. Producers Rich-
ard Gordon and Charles Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
gomery Tully.

GORGO (King Bros.) Technicolor. Wide screen. Bill

Travers, Vincent Winter, William Sylvester. Producer
Maurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

JUNGLE CAT IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Story of will
animal life along the Amazon River.

LIGHT ACROSS THE STREET, THE IUMPO) Brigitte
Bardot, Raymond Pellegrin, Roger Piquat. Producer
Jacques Gauthier. Director Georges Lacombe. Drama.
A French husband and wife try to live without normal
sex relations, after the husband had a near-fatal acci-
dent. 76 min.

SILVER SKATES, THE (Buena Vista) Eastman Color.
Rony Zeander, Carin Rossby. Producer Walt Disney.
Director Norman Foster.

SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON (Buena Vista) Technicolor.
John Mills, Dorothy McGuire. Producer William H.
Anderson. Director Ken Annakin. Adaptation of Johann
Wyss' Adventure classic.

December

WRECK OF THE MARY DEARE, THE CinemaScope.
Metrocolor. Gary Cooper, Charlton Heston. Producer
Julian Blaustein. Director Michael Anderson. Film ver-

sion of Hammond innes' best-seller dealing with the
captain of a freighter whose owners conspire to sink

her for the value of her cargo. 106 min. 11/23/59.

January

GAZEBO. THE CinemaScope. Glenn Ford, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director George
Marshall. Film version of the Broadway mystery-
comedy hit. 102 min. 12/21.

NEVER SO FEW CinemaScope. Metrocolor. Frank
Sinatra. Gina Lollobrigida . Producer Edmund Grainger.
Director John Sturges. Story of a group of Kachin
guerillas in Burma during Wprld War II. based on Tom
Chamales' best-selling novel. 127 min. 12/21.

February

THE LAST VOYAGE MetroColor. Robert Stack, Dorothy
Malone. Producer-Director Andrew L. Stone. Dramatic
story of the events which occur with sinking of an
ocean liner. 91 min. 2/1/60.

March

HOME FHOM THE HILL CinemaScope. Metrocolor.
Robert Mitchum, Eleanor Parker. Producer Edmund
Grainger. Director Vincente Minnelli. Film version of

William Humphrey's novel dealing with conflict be-

tween family. 150 min. 2/15/60.

April

PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES CinemaScope. Metro-
Color. Dorf? Day, David Nlven. Janis Paige. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Cnarles Walters. Comic ex-

periences of N. Y. couple and their children. Ill min.

3/28.

BULLETIN — THIS IS YOUR PROD

MAY SUMMARY
The early May release schedule, as

yet not brightened by a talent strike

settlement, lists a total of 17 films.

Columbia and United Artists are tied

for first place with four pictures each.

Allied Artists, M-G-M and Paramount

share the runnerup spot on the strength

of two releases, while American-Interna-

tional, 20th Century-Fox and Universal

each has slated one picture. Warnsr

Bros, has not as yet scheduled any

product for the coming month.

May
GIANT OF MARATHON. THE Iformerly "Battle of
Marathon. The "I Widescreen, Color. Steve Reeves
Mylene Demongeot. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director
Jacques Tourneur. Action-filled recreation of the classic
battle of ancient Greece.

PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney. Terry
Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boy* military
academy. 93 min.

June

ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN, THE Cinema-
Scope. MetroColor. Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges Pro-
ducer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Michael Curt«.
Film version of Mark Twain's classic story of the Mis-
sissippi River. 107 min.

July

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope. MetroColor. Judy
Holliday, Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-
tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit.

Coming

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaScope
Metro Color. Robert Wagner, Natalie Wood Susan
Kohner. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Michael
Anderson. Drama involving four young people whose
paths cross in their search to find love. 122 min.

BEN HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimballst. Director William Wyler. Bfb-
lical spectacle. 332 min. 11/23/59.

BUTTERFIELD 8 CinemaScope, MetroColor. Elizabeth
Taylor, Laurence Harvey. Producer Pandro S. Berman.
Director Daniel Mann. Adaptation of John O'Hara's
novel.

CIMARRON (Metrocolor) Glenn Ford. Maria Schell
Anne Baxter. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director
Anthony Mann. Based on Edna Ferber's classic novel.

DEVIL IS A WOMAN, THE Ava Gardner Dirk Bogarde.
Joseph Cotten. Producer Goffredo Lombardo. Director
Nunnally Johnson. Drama, during Spanish Civil War,
involving a priest and a beautiful dancer.

GO NAKED IN THE WORLD CinemaScope. MetroColor.
Gina Lollobrigida, Tony Franciosa. Ernest Borgnine
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Ranald MacDou-
gall. Film version of a novel by Tom Chamales.

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter, Pat Crowley.
Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Phil Carson.
Story of a man threatened by a gang of hoodlums
after he is witness to a murder. 81 min.

SUBTERRANEANS, THE CinemaScope, Metrocolor.
Leslie Caron, George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed
Director Ranald MacDougall. Film version of Jack
Kerouac's novel. 89 min.

THE DAY THEY ROEBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray, Elizabeth Sellars, Hugh Griffith. Producer
Jules Buck. Director John Guillermin. Suspenseful
action-thriller of a sensational robbery.

THE VILLAGE OP THE DAMNED George Sanders. Bar-

bara Shelley. Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf
Rilla. Suspense drama with a science-fiction basis.

TIME MACHINE. THE Rod Taylor. Alan Young. Pro-

ducer-director George Pal. Based on H. G. Wells'
story of a man who invents a machine which carries

him from the 19th century into an amazing world of

(he future. 103 min.

November

CAREER Dean Martin, Anthony Franciosa. Shirley Mac-
Laine, Carolyn Jones. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Joseph Anthony. Drama Ambitious young actor, strug-
gling toward stardom, encounters love hardship, frus-

tration. 105 min. 10/12/59.

U C T



December

LI'L ABNER Technicolor. Peter Palmer, Leslie Parrish,

Stubby Kaye, Julie Newmar, Robert Strauss. Producer
Norman Panama. Director Melvin Frank. Musical-
comedy. Screen version of long-run Broadway show
based on Al Capp's Dogpatch characters. 114 min.

11/9/59.

January

A TOUCH OF LARCENY James Mason. Vera Miles.
Producer Ivan Foxwell. Director Guy Hamilton. Comedy
of Naval commander who maps an elaborate fraud.
93 min. 1/18/60.

February

BIG NIGHT. THE Randy Sparks. Dick Foran, Venetia
Stevens, Anna Lee. Producer Vern Alves. Director Sid-
ney Salkow. Story of young people on the loose.
74 min. 2/29/40.

CIRCUS STARS Technicolor. Oleg Popov, Vladimir
Durov. Director L. Kristy. Russian release distributed
by Paramount pursuant to agreement under the aus-
pices of the State Department. 47 min. 2/29/40.

JACK THE RIPPER Lee Patterson, Eddie Byrne, Betty
McDowall. Producer and Director— Robert S. Baker,
and Monty Berman Joseph E. Levine exploitation spe-
cial. 85 min. 2/IS/40.

March
CHANCE MEETING Hardy Kruger. Micheline Presle.
Producer David Deutsch. Director Joseph Losey. Young
artist, accused of murdering his mistress, attempts to
prove his innocence. 94 min. 2/29/40.

HELLER IN PINK TIGHTS Technicolor. Sophia Loren,
Anthony Ouinn. Margaret O'Brien. Producers Carlo
Ponti and Marcello Girosi. Director George Cukor.
Theatrical troupe's adventures in the old west. 100
min. 3/14/40.

April

CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS Lilli Palmer, Sylvia Syms,
Yvonne Mitchell. Producer Betty E. Box Director Ralph
Thomas. Story of rescue operations of war orphans
imprisoned in concentration camps. 113 min. 3/14/40.

IN THE WAKE OF A STRANGER Tony Wright, Shirley
Eaton. Danny Green. Producer John Penington. Director
David Eady. Suspense drama concerning the dis-
appearance of the body of a murdered bookmaker.

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET Jerry Lewis. Joan Black-
man. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog.
Screen version of the Broadway hit by George Vidal.
85 min. 2/15/40.

May
FIVE BRANDED WOMEN Van Heflin, Silvana Mangano,
Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis. Director
Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Naiis. 104 min.

FRISONER OF THE VOLGA Technicolor. John Derek.
Elsa Martinelli. Dawn Addams. Director V. Tour-
ieasky. Historical spectacle.

•June
WALK LIKE A DRAGON Jack Lord, Nobu McCarthy,
James Shigeta. Producer-director James Clavell. Drama
set in the Old West dealing with the fight between
an American settler and a Cninese immigrant for the
love of an Oriental slave girl. 49 min.

July

BELLBOY. THE Jerry Lewis. Aiex Gerry. Joan Tabor.
Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of a mute bellboy
at a Florida resort.

RAT RACE, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan. Drama of a career-seeking
saxaphone player and a disillusioned showgirl.

August

IT STARTED IN NAPLES (formerly "Bay of Naples"!
VistaVision. Technicolor. Clark Gable. Sophia Loren.
Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelscn. An
American lawyer goes to Italy to get his orchaned
nephew and falls in love with the child's governess.

Coming
BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama. Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer. Aanette Vadim. Producer Raymond Eger. Direc-
tor Roger Vadim. Suspense drama based on story by
Paul Gallico.

BREATH OF SCANDAL. A Sophia Loren. Maurice
Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti and
Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtii. A sophis-
ticated story of the make-believe world of the Austro-
Hungarian court around 1906.

CINDEBFELLA Technicolor. VistaVision. Jerry Lewis
Ed Wynn. Anna Marie Alberghttti. Erin O'Brien. Pro-
ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin. Modern
version of the Cinderella fairy tale.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holdtn Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg
George Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

• ip onaqe drama

G.I. BLUES VistaVision. Technicolor. Elvis Presley. Pro-
ducer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog. Story of
American soldiers in Germany.

ONE-EYED JACKS VistaVision Technicolor. Marlon
Brando. Pina Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg Direc-
tor Marlon Brando. Western.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh, Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles.
John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock
Story based on Inner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert
Bloch.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY, THE VistaVision, Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire. Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter.
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-
boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

SAVAGE INNOCENTS Technirama, Technicolor. An-
thony Ouinn. Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray.

TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT Gordon Scott, Jock Ma-
honey. Producers Sy Weintraub, Harvey Hayutin. Di-

rector Robert Day. Famous king of the untamed en-

gages in more adventurous activities.

UNDER TEN FLAGS Technirama. Van Heflin. Charles
Laughton. Producer Dino DeLaurentis. Directors Duilio

Coletti and Silvio Narizzano. Drama of WWII

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG, THE Technicolor. William
Holden. France Nuyen, Michael Wilding, Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Jean Negulesco. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and hte Broadway play.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

November

BELOVED INFIDEL CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Greg-
ory Peck, Deborah Kerr, Eddie Albert. Director Henry
King. Producer Jerry Wald. Intimate story of F. Scott
Fitzgerald and Sheilah Graham. 123 min.

HOUND DOG MAN C'nemaScope. DeLuxe Color. Carol
Lynley, Fabian. Producer Jerry Wald. Director D.
Siegel. Story of youna love in »he remote Kentucky
mountain country. 87 min. 11/9/59.

December

BLOOD AND STEEL RegalScope. Brett Halsey. Ziza
Rodann. Producer G. Corman. Director B. Kowalsky.
43 min. War story in South Pacific.

JOURNEY TO THE CSNTER OF THE EARTH Cinema-
Scope, Deluxe Color. Pat Boone, James Mason. Arlene
Dahl. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Levin.

Picturiiation of Jules Verne's novel. 132 min. 12/21.

January

STORY ON PAGE ONE, THE CinemaScope. Rita Hay-
worth, Anthony Franciosa. Producer Jerry Wald. Direc-
tor Clifford Odets. Drama of a woman plotting to
murder her husband. 123 min. 1/4.

ROOKIE, THE CinemaScope. Tommy Noonan Pete
Marshall, Julie Newmar. Producer Tommy Noonan.
Director George O'Hanlon. Army training. Comedy.
86 min. 1/4.

SEVEN THIEVES CinemaScope. Color. Edward G. Rob-
inson, Rod Steiger, Joan Collins. Produced S. Boehm.
Director Henry Hathaway. Six men and a woman suc-
cessfully rob a Monte Carlo casino. 102 min. 2/1/60.

February

SINK THE BISMARCK CinemaScope. Kenneth More.
Dana Wynter Producer-director J. Cradbourne. Story
of the chase and death of the German juggernaut by
the British Navy 97 min. 2/1/60.

THIRD VOICE, THE CinemaScope. Edmund O'Brien,
Julie London. Producer-director H. Cornfield. Drama
of intrigue in a big city police station. 79 min.
2/1/60.

THREE MURDERESSES DeLuxe Color. Alain Delon,
Mylene Demongeot. Producer P. Gaeti. Director M.
Boisrond. Gay Gallic farce of three beauties in love
wHh the same man. 96 min.

March

CAN-CAN ITodd-A! Color. Frank Sinatra. Shirley
MacLane Maurice Chevalier. Producer Jack Cum-
mings. Director Walter Lang. Adaptation of Cole
Porter'« brilliant musical success. 131 min. 3/14/60.

DOG OF FLANDERS, A CinemaScope. Color. David
Ladd. Donald Crisp. Producer R. Radnitz. Director H.
Clark. Story of a boy and his dog. 96 min. 1/18/60.

WHEN COMEDY WAS KING Charlie Chaplin, Buster
Keaton. Laurel and Hardy. Producer Robert Younason.
A compilation of the screen's best-loved comedians.
81 min. 3/14/60.

WIND CANNOT READ, THE DeLuxe Color. Dirk Bo-
garde Yoko Tani. Producer Betty Box. Director R.

Thomas. Drama of taut intrigue and love in Burma dur-
ing WW II. 107 min. 2/29/60.

.4 pril

FLAME OVER INDIA D-Luxe CinemaScope. Kenneth
More Lauren Bacall. Producer M. Hellman. Director
J Thompson.

MASTERS OF THE CONGO JUNGLE DeLuxe Color,
CinemaScope. Narrator—Orson Welles. Producer H
Storck. Director M. De Roover. Story of life in the
Belgian Congo. 88 min. 1/18/60.

THIRTEEN FIGHTING MEN RegalScope. Grant
liams. Carole Mathews. Producer Jack Leewood
rector Harry Gerstad. Story of tensions and trag.i

when two rival patrols from North and South mi.

69 min. 3/28.

VALLEY OF THE REDWOODS RegalScope. Lynn Ber

John Hudson. Producer Gene Corman. Director \

liam N. Witney. Masterful and ingenious cri

set off in northern California. 63 min.

WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER CinemaScooe De
Color. Ernie Kovacs, Margo Moore, Dick Shav.

ducer-director Mervyn LeRoy. Gl operates a la

resort on a Pacific island. 126 min. 3/28.

May
CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson We
Juliette Greco. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Dire

Richard Fleischer. Psychological thriller of dual ic

tities. 97 min.

June

BOBBIKINS Max Bygraves, Shirley Jones. Producer
Brodney. Director Robert Day. Hilarious family c

edy. 89 min. 2/29/60.

DESIRE IN THE DUST CinemaScope. Stark, roma
drama in cattle town.

OPERATION AMSTERDAM Peter Finch, Eva Bar

Producer M. Cowan. Director M. McCarthy. Basec

novel by David E. Walker. 102 min.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, Color. Montgomery C

Lee Remick. Producer-director Elia Kazan. An eld

woman successfully fights the Tennessee Valley Aut

July

HIGH TIME DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Bing I

Fabian. Producer Charles Brackett Director B

Edwards. Rich, older playboy goes back to col

and learns a lot.

MURDER. INC. RegalScope. May Britt. Stuart V
man. Producer Burt Balaban. Director Stuart Ro

berg. Story of famed crime syndicate.

SONS AND LOVERS DeLuxe Color, CinemaSc

Dean Stockwell. Trevor Howard, Wendy Hiller, Hea
Sears. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jack Car

Drama of passion and love in a Welsh-mining

munity.

STORY OF RUTH. THE DeLuxe Color. CinemaSc

Elana Eden Peggy Wood. Producer Samuel G. Er

Director Henry Koster. Story of a biblical chara<

122 min.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Mid
Craig. Mylene Demongeot. Producer B. Box. Diretr

R Thomas. Rowdy, racy, ragout of an impos it-

French baby-sitter. 101 min.

August

ALASKANS, THE CinemaScope. Discovery of d

changes men into inhuman wealth-seekers.

FROM THE TERRACE DeLuxe Color, CinemaSc 3. I

Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward. Producer-dire*
-j

Mark Robson. Inside look at low morals of »k
class.

LOST WORLD, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.1
nando Lamas. Clifton Webb, Orson Welles. CIMi
Rains, Jill St. John. Producer-director Irwin Allen,

j

i

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Rav Strich,

Merry Anders. Producer Jack Leewood. Director .1-

liam Claxton. Story of the teenage life of the notoW

outlaw.

Coming
CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Walter V
ger. Director Rouben Mamoulian.

GIRL IN THE RED BIKINI. THE CinemaScope.
J*

Stevens, Joanne Dru. Producer Edward L. Alpe*.

Director Byron Haskin.

LET'S MAKE LOVE Yves Montand, Tony Randall. Majft

Monroe. Producer Jerry Wald. Director George Ci*.

ONE FOOT IN HELL CinemaScope. DeLuxe Or.

Dolores Michaels, Don Murray. Producer 5y|»»

Boehm. Director James B. Clark.

November

ODDS AGAINST TOMORROW Harry Belafonte, R
'

**

Ryan Shelly Winters. Producer-director Robert
f*-

Taut drama of a bank robbery. 95 min. 10/12/1

SUBWAY IN THE SKY Van Johnson, Hildegarde «

Producer John Temple-Smith and Patrick Filmer-Salf-

Post-war melodrama. 85 min. 9/14/59.

December
SOLOMON AND SHEBA Color. Yul Brynner.

Lollobrigida. Producer Ted Richmond. Director

Vidor Biblical spectacle in SuperTechnirama-70

color. 139 min. 1/4/60.

January

DOG'S BEST FRIEND. A Bill Williams, Marcia H
son. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed

Comedy. 70 min. 1/18/60.

GUNFIGHTERS OF ABILENE Buster Crabbe
Ames. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed

Westtrn. 67 min. 1/18/60.

3
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ANNIVERSARY David Niven. Mitzie Gaynor
r Ralph Fields. Director David Miller. Roman-
ledy based on Broadway hit. 81 min. 11/23/59.

February

THE BEACH Gregory Peck. Ava Gardner. Fred
re, Anthony Perkins. Producer-director Stanley
er. Film version of Nevil Shute's provocative
seller. 133 min. 12/7/59.

ER, THE Kathy Carlyle. Felice Orlandi. Producers
Milford and Sid Kati, Director Gene Miltord

n drama. 81 min. 1/18/40.

A GIANT STEP Johnny Nash, Rudy Dee. Pro-
Jules L. Epstein. Director Phillip Leacock. Drama

negro teenager. 100 min. 12/7/59.

RAID Mamie Van Doren, Brad Dexter. Producer
t E. Kent, Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action drama,
n. 2/29/60.

March

OHHOMA TERRITORY Bill Williams, Gloria Talbot.
•Vucer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. 67
Bit Action drama. 67 min. 2/29/60.

April

»f AND THE PIRATES, THE Color. Charles Herbert,
Sun Gordon. Producer-director Bert I. Gordon. Fan-

:AME TO KILL Cameron Mitchell Steve Brodie
I Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action

UIORGIVEN, THE Color. Burt Lancaster Audrey
«*ourn. Producer James Hill. Director John Huston.
W-screcn Western. 125 min.

May
FlITIVE KIND, THE Marlon Brando, Anna Magnani
Jcne Woodward. Producer Martin Jurow and Richard
Sh-herd. Director Sidney Lumet. Based on Tennessee
warns' Broadway play. 119 min.

GJ.ANT HOURS, THE James Cagney. Producer-Direc-
tc, Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval hero
piiral Halsey. 115 min.

N)SE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis, Ted De Corsia
Pducer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Ac-
in drama. 69 min.

S IMER Of THE 17th DOLL Ernest Borgnine, Anne
•jer. Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film version
o'.ay Lawler s Broadway and London stage play. 93

June
< SIC BOX KID, THE Ronald Foster, Luana Patten
tnt Richards. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director
t ard L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.

N HTFIGHTERS, THE Robert Mitchum Dan O'Herlihy
fle Heywod. Producer Raymond Stross. Director
i|or Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion. 74 min.

July
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TIME ON HER HANDS Inqrid Bergman. Producer-
director Anatole Litvak. Filmization of Francois Sagan s

romantic novel "Do You Like Brahms?"

TUNES OF GLORY Color. Alec Guinnsss. John Mills
Producer Colin Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Com-
edy-drama of the British postwar army.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Elizabeth Taylor. Director
Delbert Mann. Based on the Broadway stage

WEST SIDE STORY Widescreen. Color. Producer-direc-
tor Robert Wise. Filmization of Broadway musica
teenagers in love and the problems they face.

UNIVERSAL INT'L

October
PILLOW TALK Color. CinemaScope. Rock Hudson,
Dons Day, Tony Randall, Thelma Ritter. Producers
Ross Hunter, Martin Melcher Director Michael Gor-
don. Song writer interior decorator find romance a
zany business. 9/14/59. 102 min.

November
4-D MAN Color and Wide-Screen. Robert Lansing,
Lee Merriweather, James Congdon. Producer Jack H
Harris. Director Irwin S. Yeaworth, Jr. Science-fic-
tion melodrama. 85 mm. 10/12/59.

SAPPHIRE Eastman Color Nigel Patrick, Yvonne
Mitchell, Michael Craig, Paul Massie. Producer Michael
Relph. Director Basil Dearden. Mystery dealing with
racial problem. 92 min. 7/20.

December
OPERATION PETTICOAT Eastman Color. Cary Grant.
Tony Curtis, Joan O'Brien, Dina Merrill. Producer Rob-
ert Arthur. Director Blake Edwards. Admiral recalls
his hilarious World War II days. 120 min. 11/9/59.

January
HELL BENT FOR LEATHER Color and CinemaScope.
Audie Murphy, Felicia Farr, Stephen McNally. Pro-
ducer Gordon Kay. Director George Sherman. Out-
door adventure. 80 min.

February
FOUR FAST GUNS James C'aig, Mar'hi Vicker< Ed-
gar Buchanan. Producer William J. Hole, Jr. Drama
about the hiring of a town tamer who brought law
and order to the town of Purgatory. 73 min. 11/23/59.

March
HEAD OF A TYRANT Color, Widescreen. Massimo
Girotti, Isabelle Corey Renato Baldinl, Lucia Banti
Director Fernanda Gerqhio. Story of the ann^'at^n
of the people of Central Asia in ancient times. 102 min.

OTHELLO Color. Based on Shakespeare's classic which
is being released under the Russian cultural exchange
program. Producer Segire Yutkivich. Director M. Itina.
This is the story of the Moor and how his downfall was
plotted. 120 min. 3/23.

TOO SOON TO LOVE Widescre»n. Jennifer West,
Richard Evans. Producer-director Richard Rush. Drama
of two teenagers in love and the problem they face.
85 min. 2/29/60.

A pril

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE. THE Mickey
Rooney, Mamie Van Doren, Fay Spain Mel Torme
Marty Milner, Tuesday Weld, Paul Anka. Cecil Kel a
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsnrth
Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people cn a bus
are taken by a parallel to the Garden of Eden and
its temptations. 87 min.

SNOW QUEEN. THE Eastman Color. Art Linkletter,
Sandra Dee, Patty McCormack, Tommy Kirk. Producer
Robert Faber. Animal version of Hans Christian Ander-
sen fairy tale. 70 min. 12/7/59.

May
COSSACKS. THE Color. Widesscreen. Edmund Purdom,
John Barrymore, Jr. Georgia Moll.

June

BRIDES OF DRACULA, THE Color. Peter Cushing

LEECH WOMAN. THE Coleen Gray, Grant Williams.
Gloria Talbot. Producer Joseph Gershenson. Director
Edward Dein. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving
drug and turns murderess.

July

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Anthony Quinn. Lana Turner,
Sandra Dee, John Sa"xon. Producer Ross Hunter, Di-
rector Michael Gardor. Adaptation of Broadway play
by fvon Goff and Ben Roberts.

Coming
DINOSAURUS OnemaScope Deluxe Color. Ward Ram-
sey. Producer J. H. Harris. Director Irvin S. Yea-
worth, Jr.

SPARTACUS ITechniramal . Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Lawrence 04ivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-
tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
his undying love.

WARNER BROTHERS

December

MIRACLE. THE Technirama-Technicolor. Carroll Baker,
Roger Moore Producei. Henry Blank*. Director. Irving
Rapper. Spectacular romance based on world-famed
Max Relnhardt stage production. 121 min 11/9/59.

January
CASH McCALL Technicolor. James Garner. Natallt
Wood. Producer Henry Blank*. Director Josept
Pevney. Cameron Hawley'j best-seller of lh* world
of high finance. 102 min. 12/21.

February

BRAMBLE BUSH, THE Technicolor. Richard Burtcn
Barbara Rush. Producer Miltcn Sperling. Director
Daniel Petrie Charles Mergendahl's novel about a
small New England town. 103 min. 2/1/60.

RISE AND FALL OF LEGS DIAMOND, THE Ray Danton.
Karen Steele. Producer. Milton Sperling. Director
Budd Boetticher. The life of a notorious gangster of
the 1920s. 104 min. 2/29/60.

March

GUNS OF THE TIM8ERLAND Technicolor. Alan Ladd.
Jeanree Crain, Frankie Avalon Producer Aaron Spell-
ing. Director, Robert D. Webb. An adventure r*'»ma
of lumbermen and their women. 91 min. 2/15/60.

THIS REBEL EREED Rita Moreno. Mark Damon. Pro-
ducers William Rowland and Robert H. Yamin. Direc-
tor Richard L. Bare. A story of iuvenile delinquency
93 min. 2/15/60.

THREAT, THE Robert Knapp, Lydia Lawson. Producer-
director Charles R. Rondeau. Suspense drama. 66 min
3/28.

A pril

TALL STORY Technicolor. Anthony Perkins Jane
Fonda. Producer-director Joshua Logan. Romantic com-
edy based on Broadway stage hit by Lindsay and
Crouse. 91 min. 2/15/60.

Coming

CROWDED SKY. THE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Rhonda Fleming. Efrem Zimbalist. Jr Producer Mi-
chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drama
of modern aviation.

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS. THE Robert
Preston. Dorothy McGuire, Eve Arden. Producer Mi-
chael Garrison. Director Delbert Mann. Based on
William Inge's broadway stage hit.

HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Coor. Steve R»ev = s

Sylva Koscina. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director Pietro
Francisci. The new Joseph E. Levine presentation.

ICE PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton. Robert Ryan
Carolyn Jones. Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Blanke
Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferber's novel of

Alaska.

OCEAN'S ELEVEN Technicolor. Frank Sinatra. Deen
Martin. Sammy Davis, Jr., Peter Lawford. Producer-
director Lewis Milestone. A Las Vegas story.

RACHEL CADE Technicolor. Angie Dickinson, Peter
Finch, Roger Moore. Producer Henry Blanke. Director

Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer's best-selling novel

of Africa.

SERGEANT RUTLEDGE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter
Constance Towers. Producers Pat Ford and Willis Gold-
beck. Director John Ford. An unusual story of justice

in the post Civil War west.

SUNDOWNERS. THE Technicolor. Deborah Kerr, Robert
Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of the

Australian frontier.

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy. Producer Dore Schary. Director Vincent J.

Donehue. From Schary's play about Franklin D. Roose-
velt.
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EPBURN NOT TO BE MISSED!'
- Beckley, N. Y. Herald Tribune

Vivid, crackling action .. .John

Huston made one of the greatest

of all westerns, The Treasure of

Sierra Madre." He has placed the

same masterful craft into The
Unforgiven'!'"

- Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram

Actively paced. ..fine perform-

ances, exceptional photography!"
— Masters, N. Y. Daily News

Special Merit Medal Award!"
- Parents'

Solid boxoffice! Something to

please every motion picture taste!

"

— Film Daily

Variety

"A major boxoffice attraction!

Bursting with action, mystery

and romance!"
— Hollywood Reporter

''Breathtaking! Credits to load

any theatre marquee!"
-M. P. Daily

A BLOCKBUSTER IN EVERY
SENSE OF THE WORD!"

— Boxoffice

play by

WISH JOSEPH WISEMAN

tpl| JUNE WALKER

ons. inc. picture
|
TECHNICOLOR"

Produced by

BEN MADDOW JAMES
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What Tkey'te hiking About

In the Movie Bu$ine$t

toppers are confident that this will
be the biggest summer for 20th in at
least five years.

/ARNING FROM ETOBICOKE . A close ob-
server of the proceedings in the
'oronto suburb dispatched the follow-
.ng intelligence from the scene of
'aramount's toll-television experi-
lent: "The film executives who have
iieen led to believe that pay-TV is
;oing to be the happy solution to all
heir problems had better wake up. Un-
ess everything I hear is all cock-
yed, the biggest—by far—drawing
ard presented by Telemeter up here
hus far has not been a movie , but the
ockey match broadcast from Madison
quare Garden. The general consensus
f those I talk to shows a decided
[reference for 'live' events, like
ports, over films, which, they say,
lire dwarfed too much by the small
preen. It is my considered opinion
pat movies will be an also-ran in the
.bllvision sweepstakes, if it ever
bmes to realization."

0

FICTION . A rift has developed in the
bp executive echelon of one of the
fijor film companies, hitherto noted
[br its harmony. Thus far, everybody
jivolved is pretending that everything
f rosy, but insiders anticipate the
csignation of at least one key execu-
Ave , and~~a very valuable one, if the
fiction is not eased before long.

0

U'BEAT OUTLOOK AT 29TH . The hue of
3'th-Fox's production status has
lightened considerably as a result of
Mat home office executives saw at the
Sudio on their recent visit. High
expectations are held for the box-
Icfice prospects of "From the Terrace "

,

Ascribed as another "Peyton Place";
te big biblical spectacle, "The Story
E Ruth "

. and the exploitation special,
''he Lost World" . The company's

0

THE TALENT AGENTS . While exhibition
circles were upset over the adverse
public relations aspect of the recent
editorial in the New York Daily News
blasting the high cost of movie talent
as the cause of high admission prices,
it was generally agreed that the news-
paper made a stron g point . Much of the
blame is placed by industryites on the
mink-lined doorsteps of the agents,
who, having no direct connection with
the industry and lacking any sense of
loyalty to it, appear to care not a
whit if their demands freeze out ex-
hibitors and distributors . Jerry Wald,
the astute producer, recently said
that the studios realize that "if our
business is to be healthy five and ten
years from now, a certain amount of
today's profits must be plowed back
into the effort to replenish and de-
velop talent pools." Certainly, this
is a dire need of the business, but it
can be accomplished only if the ma.j or
studios exercise a greater degree of
control over their operations than is
now the case.

0

BUSINESS . Theatre business is in the
doldrums at the moment, a not unusual
situation at this time of year when,
in the first blush of Spring, people's
thoughts turn to parks and lakes and
the open road. Reports indicate: The
two roadshows, "Ben Hur " and " Can
Can", continue handsomely in their
limited number of engagements. "Please
Don't Eat the Daisies" gives further
credence to the opinion that the
public hungers for something to laugh
at, and this is further borne out by
some nice reports on "Wake Me When
It's Over", despite a cool critical
reception. Contrariwise, Warners'
"Tall Story" is disappointing, and
Paramount 's "Heller in Pink Tights" is
laying an egg. "The Fugitive Kind" is
OK in New York, but less so elsewhere.
"Visit To A Small Planet" tailed off
sharply after the Easter holiday.
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Newsmakers \

A Boxoffice Dream

Barney Balaban has been described as

the "best bookkeeper in movie busi-

ness", and Paramount's financial state-

ment for 1959 would seem to bear out

his facility in keeping black ink on the

company's ledger—despite a lustreless

production performance. Whether it was

accomplished with mirrors, or by grace

of the farflung grossing remnants of

Cecil B. DeMille's last great contribu-

tion, "The Ten Commandments", Para-

mount reported for last year consoli-

dated net earnings "from ordinary oper-

ations" of S4,410,000, plus $3,109,000

from "disposal of films and invest-

ments". These figures compare thusly

with the 1958 report: 54.567,000 from
ordinary operations and $7,987,000

from disposals of films and investments.

Whatever the explanation for the wide
disparity between the '58 and '59 spe-

cial items category, the new earnings

report confirms the opinion that what
Balaban lacks as a production executive

he makes up in financial dexterity.

Never noted for the bravura style in

showmanship, he is today feeling the

pinch of the talent shortage at the stu-

dio—and the reason might very well be
his reputation for tightening purse
strings. Top-drawer producers, directors

and stars, so much sought after by all

film firms, seem purposefully to avoid
the Paramount lot, and it must be pre-

sumed that they feel their product will

profit better in other hands. In this in-

tensely competitive market, the more
openhanded, enterprising, promotion-
minded companies .ire bound to attract

the cream of the prized movie talent,

and e:onomy-minded Paramount has
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been finding the going tough. Perhaps it

is this frustration—the incapability to

cope with such aggressive outfits as

United Artists, 20th Century-Fox, and

the resurging Universal and Columbia

—

that is responsible for driving Balaban

into the toll-television adventure that

now absorbs him so deeply. One thing

is certain, this gamble has cast him in

the role of a nemesis to many of Para-

mount's long-time customers.

In the ranks of exhibition, the presi-

dent of Paramount Pictures has some

supporters. At a recent press conference,

Henry S. Griffing, the Bartlesville, Okla-

homa, entrepreneur who shares that

dream of a Utopian day when there will

be a movie boxoffice in every living

room in the land, expressed his view

that the American people "owe a great

debt of gratitude to Barney Balaban and

Paramount Pictures for having the

vision and the courage to invest time,

talent and substantial sums of money
to bring this new communications and
entertainment system into being."

But it is doubtful that the Oklaho-

man's glowing opinion is shared by

many of his fellow theatremen. A ma-

jority, it would seem, take the view that

while Balaban spreads wide his arms
in a benevolent offer to exhibitors to

join in the purchase of feevee franchises,

he is, with each step forward in the

Telemeter experiment, slowly but inex-

orably constructing a frankenstein that

must, by its very nature, eventually de-

vour the theatre exhibition industry.

Balaban's present position is ironic,

in view of the fact that he had his roots

deep in the exhibition field for the

f More NEWSMAKERS on Page 17
]

greater part of his half-century-plus

career in movie business. When the

bankers who held the reins at Para-

mount in the depression years called on

the Chicago theatreman to take charge

of the financially mired film company,

they turned over to him the keys to one

of the premier film studios and the

largest chain of theatres then extant.

While Paramount remained in exhibi-

tion, Balaban was as much exhibitor as

he was film man, but, as is well known,

the courts in United States vs. Para-

mount, et al., eventually decreed that

the film companies relinquish their the-

atre holdings. It has been suggested by

an anti-Balaban industryite that perhaps

a psychiatrist could fathom the relation-

ship between the divorcement decree

and Balaban's latter-day plunge into the

home boxoffice adventure.

Whatever the motivation that drives

him, the 73 year-old Paramount boss is

pouring plenty of his company's money
into the latest of a series of efforts to

put its Telemeter toll-TV system across.

In Etobicoke, the Toronto suburb, Tele-

meter has just completed the first two

months of its current experiment. While
nothing but enthusiasm issues from all

the Paramount sources, there is as yet

no concrete evidence that the Canadian

"guinea pigs" are filling the Telemeter

coin boxes for the diet of movies-via-

wire being fed into their homes at the

fee of one dollar per household.

Will Etobicoke be the fulfillment of

that dream of fifty million boxoffices,

or will it turn out to be a slice of poi-

soned pie-in-the-sky? Whatever time

proves, Barney Balaban wins the brass

ring as the big Newsmaker of early I960.
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.l#or«* Pictures*
More Pnirons
The United States Census is not go-

ing to come up with final figures for

quite a few months, but already we can

discern certain significant population

trends; and it is to be hoped that the

planners of the motion picture industry

are paying attention.

In I960 it is estimated that the larg-

est age bracket is the middle-aged, from

40 to 59, of whom there are a shade

more than there are children under ten.

A decade from now, children under

ten will be the largest age group, with

the middle-aged still in second place.

By L970, the 10-19-year-olds will have

replaced the middle-aged as the second

largest population group.

In the next ten years, the largest per-

centage of growth will be scored bv the

20-29-year-olds, the only age group

which diminished between '40 and '60.

For all the emphasis on the growing

number of older people, it is therefore

truer than ever that motion pictures

must cater to a relatively young audi-

ence. The 20-29-year-olds are the clue.

What kind of pictures over the next

ten or twenty years will best serve to

attract this audience? There are two

obvious answers. The first is that we
must have pictures which appeal to the

children, so as to inculcate the movie-

going habit—and also because there are

so many children. The second is that

we must appeal to the young adults.

Now it is not our intention in this

space to get into any discussion of

themes, styles in stardom or exploita-

tion techhniques. We want to make a

much simpler point.

First as regards pictures for young
children. There just aren't enough of

them. Just look at what was available

this past Easter and compare it to

twenty years ago. And when we start

considering the supply of films for

young adults, we find the same situa-

tion. Bear in mind that young adults

are impulse buyers. They shop. They
like to pick and choose. But how much
picking and choosing can they do, when
less and less pictures are being fashioned

for their tastes. So in both instances,

the children's market and the young

adults', the two most important future

sales areas of the theatrical motion pic-

ture, we are running low. We do not

have enough merchandise on display.

There are more books than ever, more

leisure activities than ever, more vaca-

tion resorts and more toys and parlor

games than ever. In the competition for

the attention of the paying customers,

ours is about the only industry which

has cut down multiple selection.

If we want to interest more people,

we need more pictures.

*Itisina ret*
*

Makes A
Sotiit Point
The labors of Hercules back in an-

cient times produced miracles, and so

did the labors in behalf of "Hercules''

by promotion-minded Joe Levine just a

short time back.

But, if you remember your mythol-

ogy, you will recall that, after the

twelve heroic labors of Hercules, the

legendary strong man fell once more

on evil days. And the same thing hap-

pened to the strong reputation of pro-

motion after "Hercules" was succeeded
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by "Jack the Ripper." Despite all Joe

Levine's dynamic efforts, "Jack" was no

"Hercules"—the fault being not lack of

effort, but the picture's lack of appeal.

Tightening their purse-strings, the

promotion-knockers said there was no

point in devoting too much money or

too much effort to promotion unless

you had a gilt-edged attraction. The

promotion, they said, is only as good as

the picture—forgetting the long list of

mediocre fare that was made profitable

by dint of showmanship.

We are happy to salute another film

whose marketing to the American audi-

ence is certainly a labor of Hercules.

Charles Einfeld and his 20thh Century

Fox promotional aces have not only

enriched Fox's coffers but have also

proved once again that promotion pays

off big. They have taken a film of un-

certain U.S. appeal, a British picture

about a British epic, with no major U.S.

names in the cast, and made it a box-

office winner. The reference, of course,

is to "Sink the Bismarck," which is do-

ing amazing business, thanks in immense

measure to the Finfeld chorus.

Other pictures have been ballvhooed

with campaigns that cost as much or

more than the "Sink the Bismarck"

push. Offhand, we can't think of any

film, though, where the money \\a>

more adroitly used. And that is the

point. You've got to spend money when

you promote a film, but you've got to

know how to spend it.

There probably has never been a tele-

vision-radio advertising campaign as

potent as this one. For TV", there were

separate sets of trailers specially pre-

pared for children's programs, prime

time and news show hours, and finally

for use in women's programs. We don't

know how Fox was able to obtain the

services of Ed Murrow to narrate some

of these, but that was certainly an addi-

tional master stroke in appealing to the

vast television audience.

And we v. onder how many promo-

tion experts would have seen much value

(Continued on Pttge 12)
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The Character of A Theatre

When I was active in the motion picture business, the owner
of an important downtown theatre called to ask me how I

would go about ascertaining the public reputation and char-

acter of his theatre. He explained that he wanted to have this

information as a guide in booking pictures.

The sad fact was that this particular theatre had no character

whatsoever. It was not known for a particular type of picture

or a particular type of clientele. Its policy had been changed so

many times that it had no regular patrons at all, merely what-

ever customers the current picture happened to attract.

It seems to me that in today's market this lack of character

poses a serious problem for more and more of our theatres.

(The house I've mentioned in the preceding paragraphs has

since ceased to exist, which is perhaps the ultimate reward for

its failure to register on the consciousness of the community.)

There is no question in my mind about the difficulty of main-
taining the character of a theatre when product is in short

supply. There was a time when an exhibitor could choose to

play only adult pictures, only family shows and so forth. Now,
in many instances, he must play whatever he can get.

Nevertheless, I think that many theatres can still take steps

to establish and maintain a very special identity with their

potential customers. They can, for example, set aside specific

nights of the week on which action pictures or foreign films

will be shown. They can have children's shows on a regular

afternoon and Saturday morning schedule. And they can, wher-
ever possible, see that their double bills have the right kind
of combinations of pictures.

This latter is a very real problem. Time and again I have
seen cases of double features where, for example, one film was
perfect for children in a family group while the other was an
adult drama I would not care to have my youngsters see.

0

I think it is also important t ) bear in mind that an exhibitor
should be aware of the character of his patronage. If his theatre
is fi'led night after night with teenagers, he must recognize
that this will ultimately keep out many of the older people.
If he can keep the teenagers as steady patrons, that's fine. In
such a case he has established the character of his theatre
without harm to the boxoffice.

But if he books his theatre and runs it so that you never
can tell what kind of audience you'll find inside, he is going
to disenchant part of his audience. If you don't believe this,

ask the people of the Paramount Theatre in New York how
long it took them to conquer the impression that this theatre
was the hang-out of the adolescent jivesters.

The character of a theatre is also established, it seems to me,
by the atmosphere of the theatre. A clean, orderly, well-kept
house is apt t„ attract clean, orderly people. A joint attracts
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the kind of trade it deserves. And if you are operating a joint,
j

it's pointless to book the best pictures.

O

Everybody these days talks about the "image." Major cor-

porations spend millions of dollars to establish and preserve

the proper public "image." Grocery chains and department

stores constantly check on the courtesy of their clerks toward

customers. Gasoline companies are forever giving hints to their
i

filling stations about how better to provide the customer service

that builds brand loyalty.

Today all the sales emphasis is on selling the picture rather

than the individual theatre. We are constantly told that we

are in a selective market and that, therefore, we cannot count
j

on regular customers. I do not believe this for an instant.

I contend that in this selective market the customer not only

makes his selection on the basis of the picture, but also on

the basis of the theatre. Where I live, I usually can find the

same picture playing at two or three theatres about equally

distant from my home. It is not accidental that I invariably

pick the same one of these houses. I pick the theatre which

seems to cater to my kind of trade. I pick the theatre I happen

to like.

That is the basic point. Even in the midst of the paucity of

film attractions, there are certain theatres I like and certain

theatres I dislike and certain theatres which I can take or

leave alone. It would take a mighty good picture to bring me
into one of the theatres I dislike, and only a fair film to attract

me to the house I prefer.

O

Why do I like one theatre and dislike another? I can be

specific. I like one theatre because the show always starts at

an hour that is convenient for me. I like another theatre because

the seats are uncommonly comfortable, the view is fine from

every seat in the house and I have never been bothered by

the unruly behavior of other patrons. I somehow get the feeling

that no unruly patron would be tolerated in this theatre,

whereas in one of the houses I dislike I have met up with

disagreeable company on each of the few occasions I have

been there.

When I speak of disagreeable company I am not talking

about teen-age hoodlums or anything so obviously objection- t

i

able. I am referring to kids noisily eating popcorn through

the show, or a dirty lobby, or a consistently inefficient cashier

in the box office. I am talking about one big theatre where

they have apparently completely eliminated the ushers. I am u

talking of one theatre where they go in for lurid displays even

when they have .completely respectable attractions, to the point I

where you find it embarrassing standing at the ticket window. I

I am talking about another theatre where they have no standard

evening ticket price, but seemingly operate on the basis of

whatever the traffic will bear.

Certainly some of these theatres, as far as I am concerned,

have a very definite character. Their character happens to be

offensive to me. In practically every instance, the theatre could

do something about its character if it wanted to. Perhaps

at this stage of the game the amount of effort and expenditure

required would be too late. But it gets later with every day :

.

that passes.

I would certainly suggest to every theatre manager that he

try to determine for himself what the character of his theatre 1

is, and how it relates to the general character of his community

and his competition. The time is long past when any theatre

could operate in a vacuum.
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By Philip R. Ward

MOVIE STOCKS BAROMETER SHOWS CLOUDY. "Al-

though the long-term downtrend in motion picture theatre

attendance appears to have terminated (allowing for the impact

of adverse weather), prospects of motion picture producers over

the balance of I960 are somewhat uncertain, in view of the

strike of the Screen Actors Guild against seven major studios

and the indeterminate effects on picture releases. A constructive

factor is the increasing stress on non-film activities. Theatre

chains face steadily rising operating costs and their equities

should be judged primarily on the potentials of operations in

other fields."

So speaks Standard & Poor's most recent Amusement indus-

try survey, a generally well reasoned estimate of filmdom's

metabolism of the moment.

0

! S & P, no unseasoned scanner of industrial physiology, is not

taken in by token evidences of cheer, nor, conversely, by super-

ficial symptoms of gloom. Much has been made of soaring

attendance, but, without proper perspective, gains of this kind

can be misleading. On the other hand, heed is paid to the in-

creasing diversity of non-theatrical activities by exhibitor chains

and S & P clearly views income from these sources as vital. In

all, filmdom represents a mixed baggage of ascending promise,

disquieting portents, illusion and reality and a host of reserva-

tions.

1 In line with existing uncertainties, the response of industry

stocks has been classically indecisive. It is a vague and a mud-

dled time, though not necessarily a worrisome time. On balance,

things are not bad. There is an absence of pain. This can be

both pleasing and irksome.

H A kind of dialectical climate has descended over the trade.

[IFor every high hope, one finds an opposing counterpart. And
»ice versa. Observes Standard and Poor's: "Movie attendance

.ontinued to improve in the first two motnhs of I960, but eased

n March because of adverse weather. Because of the strike . . .,

i subnormal release schedule later in the year could adversely

tffect theatre attendance.

[
"Box offic receipts will derive continued support from the

•eduction in Federal admission taxes effected January 1, 1959,

is well as from the trend toward quality pictures which com-

nand premium admission charges. Nevertheless theatre com-

>anies are becoming increasingly dependent on outside activities.

"Producers generally expanded output and invested more
noney per film prior to the strike, to capitalize on the public's

•reference for higher quality pictures. Revenues from television

ctivities should continue to expand in I960, but uncertainties

bout film releases caused by the actors' strike prohibit precise

960 earnings estimates. UNIVERSAL and MGM are expected
' b show the sharpest profit gains this year."'

Apparently impressed with the pre-walkout planning of the

production community, S & P says: "Prior to the strike, motion

picture producers budgeted S429 million for new films in I960,

more than 25% above the S340 spent in 1959. Plans also called

for stepping up advertising on the new pictures to a minimum
of S70 million in I960 from the preceding year's S52 million.

This increased confidence reflected the gain in average weekly

domestic theatre attendance in 1959 to an estimated 45 million

from 41.8 million (industry figures differ) in 1958, although

last year's figure is still only half of 1948 s 90 million average

weekly attendance. The improvement in theatre attendance con-

tinued in the first two months of I960, with the year-to-year

gain estimated at 10%."

Nothing since the settlement of actors' strike serves to upset

the foregoing ambitions. Several companies have indicated

broader filming programs than earlier announced. This alone

should roll up points for filmdom, if not full into I960, sub-

stantially so in '61.

Standard & Poor concludes its analysis with capsule surveys

of leading amusement companies. The following abridged ver-

sions deal with S & P recommendations:

Columbia Pictures: "The leading financier and distributor of

independently produced motion pictures also is a major factor

in the television field . . . The common is a speculation on the

growing stake in television and the success of management "s

efforts to revitalize earning power."

Loew's Inc. (Theatres): "Benefits from the theatre moderni-

zation program enhance fiscal I960 prospects . . . Initiation of

cash dividends is not in early prospect. The shares are essentially

a speculation on the outcome of acquisition effort in new field."

Metro-Golduyn-Mayer: "Initial receipts from the SI 5 mil-

lion movie 'Ben-Hur' and further gains in television and rec-

ord income should bolster share profits in the fiscal year ending

August 31, I960, although the recent actors' strike makes any

precise estimate of earnings at this time impractical. The stock

warrants speculative retention at present."

Paramount Pictures: "Also controls the leading Canadian

movie theatre chain, has representation in color and closed cir-

cuit subscription television and owns stock in DuMont Labora-

tories . . . The nature of operations makes for earnings uncer-

tainties, but in view of diversification efforts and the high asset

value of the stock, commitments may be maintained."

Twentieth Century-Fox: "This leading producer of motion

pictures expanded its activities in recent years to include the

lease and sale of films to television . . . Some gain seems pos-

sible in I960 . . . Expanding non-film interests and prospective

sizable income from the sale of land makes the shares worth

holding."

United Artists: "The actors' strike should have little effect on

film rentals, which are expected to benefit from greater empha-

sis on more expensive movies. Reflecting this fact and the Ziv

acquisition, earnings in I960 seem likely to compare favorably

with the S2.50 a share estimated for 1959. Speculative retention

is justified."

Warner Brothers: "Apart from actors' strike impacts and

despite fewer common shares outstanding, share profits in the

fiscal year ending August 31, I960, would do well to match the

record S5.91 (excluding a S4.10 a share capital gain from the

sale of a ranch) of fiscal 1959. The shares may be held on a

speculative basis."
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"SMALL WORLD", PRESENTED BY EDWARD R. MURROW, ON CBS TELEVISION NETWORK

A Discussion of Movie

CONTROLS
CENSORSHIP, CLASSIFICATION

This is the text of the
Small World" telecast of

April 10, via CBS Network

ANNOUNCER: "Small World" is a four

way transoceanic conversation filmed and

edited by Murrow and Friendly. This is

Deborah Kerr, speaking from Klosters, in

Switzerland. This is Otto Preminger, in

Rome. This is Father McClafferty, at the

Catholic University of America, Washing-

ton, D. C. This is "Small World," and

this is Ed Murrow in Hong Kong,

is Ed Murrow in Hong Kong.

MR. MURROW: Good evening. Today, on

"Small World" movies and censorship

—

or perhaps I should say classification. From

Washington, Monseigneur John J.
Mc-

Clafferty of the Catholic University of

America, former head of the Legion of

Decency. Monseigneur, may I present that

very fine actress, Miss Deborah Kerr. We
all remember her in "Tea and Sympathy"

and "From Here to Eternity"—two movies

that are perhaps bench marks in the con-

tinuing controversy as to what the general

audience should and should not see. Miss

Kerr is in Klosters, Switzerland, tonight.

Deborah, how's the snow?

MISS KERR: Lovely, thank you. I understand

from the skiers, it's great.

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: How do you do,

Miss Kerr?

MISS KERR: How do you do, Monseigneur?

MR. MURROW: Our third guest ought really

to be in Israel tonight, because he is filming

"Exodus" there, but he's flown to Rome
because the circuits from there are a bit

more reliable. Otto Preminger, produced

"Anatomy of Murder" and "The Moon is

Blue." Both of those pictures brought him

into very considerable controversy with the

Legion of Decency and other organizations.

Mr. Preminger, I'm delighted that three

people of such differing views have agreed

to appear on "Small World" and disagree

agreeably about the subject of censorship

and movies.

MR. PREMINGER: I am happy to be here

and I can add to the conversation about

the weather—the weather in Haifa, in Tel

Aviv, and in Rome, today, is delightful

and very warm.

MR. MURROW: Well, since we are going to MSGR. JOHN J. McCLAFFERTY

talk about censorship or classification, I

suggest we begin by trying to define it.

MR. PREMINGER: I think that censorship is

an evil institution, where the State or other

authorities, try to impose their will on peo-

ple who otherwise should enjoy the free

expression of a medium of communication.

I think that censorship is the first step to

totalitarian government, regardless whether

the government is from the right or from

the left, and therefore, I call it evil. When
we speak about censorship, today, we
speak mainly about pre-censorship—it is

submission of some work or expression

that we want to put into communication,

like books, newspapers, or a speech—radio

or a motion picture—to submit it before

we show it to the public for permission to

be shown.

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: Yes. I gather, then,

that Mr. Preminger, you make a distinction

between censorship in respect to pri

restraint and censorship in respect to p
restraint.

MR. PREMINGER: Naturally, I think th

the laws of the United States give t

police, in every State, the right if some

body shows something obscene—whether

is in a magazine, in a book, or on the

screen, to confiscate it, and to start crim-

inal procedure.

MISS KERR: It s not done enough then-
is it?

MR. PREMINGER: Huh?
MISS KERR: That's not done enough. I'm

always astounded at how many obscene

magazines there are.

MR. PREMINGER: Well, I am there with

you as far as the magazines are concerned,

because I have suffered, personally, prob-

ably as much as you, Deborah, but I must

say that the freedom of the press is prob-

ably worth while taking a little abuse,

personally.

MISS KERR: Yes, I agree with you there

but it's so difficult this whole business of

censorship. Isn't it? I feel like the Li

bran that I am, on the scale between

you, Otto, and you, Monseigneur, in thai,

I alway see both sides of the questior

and . . .

MR. PREMINGER: Well, I don't think it';

really so difficult, because at least in th<|

United States, the Supreme Court has ver\

often, in almost all cases, expressed as fail
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as the movies go, the opinion that pre-censorship is illegal,

and whenever the Supreme Court was asked, it had declared

censorship unconstitutional.

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: I think I would differ with you with

regard to that, because as far as I know, the Supreme Court

has not definitely determined, up to the present time, with

regard to the constitutionality, per se, of censorship.

MR. PREMINGER: That is true—because the Supreme Court

tries to avoid making laws. But you must admit, Monseigneur,

that in no case has a Censorship Board won in front of the

United States Supreme Court—at least not since 1923, since

the Supreme Court has made it clear that motion pictures are

a means of communication.

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: In a ruling of the Supreme Court,

fairly recently, in KINGSLEY vs. BROWN, the Court held

that prior restraint should be considered in the case of the

particular analvsis of each film, and in the case of ROTH and

in the case of ALBERTS, the Supreme Court has undertaken

to define rather precisely, what obscene, is, in terms of a regu-

lation or a control with regard to the exhibition of films.

MR. PREM1NGER: There is, of course, in the United States,

another unofficial censorship. There are private groups which

I may call pressure groups, which have never been very suc-

cessful with books, magazines, or newspapers, but have been

very successful with—with the motion pictures during the

last thirty years, telling them what they may and may not

show on the screen. I don't want to seem or sound like a

crusader, and I would like to keep the perspective of good

humor in this, but I made a small comedy called "The Moon
Is Blue,

-

' md both the Code Administration in Hollywood

and the Legion of Decency declared that this cannot be

; shown on the screens of the United States. In the United

States, there was a great, great, tremendous publicity cam-

paign against the picture, and I was told by many people,

the picture will never be shown.

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: May I make . . .

MR. PREMINGER: So I played the picture anyway and the

picture was a very big success all over the world, and par-

ticularly in the L'nited States in spite of being banned by both

the Motion Picture Code Adminstration in Hollywood and

the Legion of Decency, and I really don't think that any-

body's character has been corrupted by seeing this rather

harmless, little comedy.

MORAL VALUES...

MSGR McCLAFFERTY: We have to enter at this point a dis-

cussion of fundamental, moral values, and also make a con-

sideration of the nature of the film as a medium of entertain-

ment in terms of theme and thesis, but before entering into

that . . .

MR. PREMINGER: But films are not a medium of entertain-

ment. They are mediums of communication.

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: That it is.

MR. PREMINGER: In fact, the theatre is the same medium or

I very similar medium, and why does nobody object to people

seeing the same comedy in the theatre, and why should it be

sinful to see in the movies?

MISS KERR: Isn't it because there are so many more people

involved ?

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: Yes—definitely.

MR. PREMINGER: Why shouldn't the people—this is a very—
I am surprised, Deborah, this is a rather—a rather snobbish

and rather reactionary point of view.

MISS KERR: No. No.

MR. PREMINGER: Why shouldn't many people see the same

thing as a few?

MISS KERR: Well, I don't mean many people. I think there

are more children involved.

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: Yes, and adolescents.

MISS KERR: And I ... I am with you entirely, Otto. I have

suffered, myself, from a very lovely play. It was "Tea and

Sympathy''—being censored as far as the movie is concerned,

of and consequently it being ruined as a movie, and yet its

message that it carried, was one of great, great compassion

and tenderness, and really a message for the world, put

through perhaps rather startling means. So, I am with you

on that, but I have to say that I do see both sides of the ques-

tion. I can see that in a mass medium—which television is

—

and movies are, I think you've got to have some form of con-

trol—should I say control rather than censorship.

MR. PREMINGER: But, darling, who should control it?

RESPONSIBLE CONTROLS...

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: Now, a State, and this is true, his-

torically, has the right of self-protection and self-preservation.

It must exercise certain kinds of responsible controls, whether

it be in the field of public safety; whether it be in the field

of public health, or whether it be in the field of public morals.

But in the United States, with our cherished tradition, and
thanks be to God for this tradition, the tradition of freedom,

the central issue is the right balance between freedom and
restraint.

MR. PREMINGER: Well, there is no . . .

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: Now, this freedom must be a respon-

sibly exercised freedom with due cognizance taken of the

social and moral welfare of the community: with due cogni-

zance taken of the impressionable young people who view

films, whose lifes' habits and attitudes are being formed and

shaped for their own welfare and for society's well being.

These considerations should counsel us to be socially and

morally responsible in this exercise of one of the most pre-

cious freedoms that we have.

MR. PREMINGER: Monseigneur, your speech would have con-

verted me if it had been necessary. I agree with you in

everything you said, but it does not touch the real, practical

problem that we are trying to discuss here.

MISS KERR: No, I don't think either . . .

MR. PREMINGER: In almost all cases I would say of politi-

cal questions and a political football, that is the danger. Now,
I must say that I, personally, think that no grow-up man or

woman should be told what they can see. There is another

question that Deborah has brought up before about children.

Now, strangely enough, as much as I am against any kind of

censorship, particularly private censorship by pressure groups,

I am very much for self-classification of pictures, and wher-

ever I can, I classify my own pictures and ask the exhibitors

to, in their publicity, have a warning to parents . . .

MISS KERR: Yes, Well . . .

MR. PREMINGER: Because I feel that parents should have

(Continued on Page 26

)
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(Continued from Page 7)

in a strictly American hillbilly-type

theme song bearing the unlikely title,

"Sink the Bismarck". Einfeld did. He
wound up with one of the nation's top

records, garnering precious radio plugs

steadily all over the nation.

We would like to suggest that the

example of "Sink the Bismarck" be

especially noted by the penny-pinchers,

for future reference the next time they

start calling promotion wasteful. It is

high time we stopped blowing hot and

cold. For a change, let's judge promo-

tion by its batting average, and not by

an isolated strike-out. 20th Century-

Fox's latest grand-slam homer proves

once again that promotion's batting

average can be summed up this way:

long hits, long runs, few errors. Where

would our business be without sluggers

like Charlie Einfeld!

Alert Feevee m
s

Attturn I Foes
The planned invasion of Hartford,

Connecticut, by the Zenith-RKO Gen-

eral pay-TV forces is the opening wedge

in another attempt to win government

OK for cash registers on the airlanes.

This is a matter of real urgency for

all who will be adversely affected by

the stay-at-home, coin-consuming im-

pact of feevee—and this does not apply

to theatremen alone; not by any means.

Every industry and every merchant

whose business depends for sales on

direct public contact is endangered by

this threat. However, since movie ex-

hibitors are much more keenly aware of

the menace, they should take the lead

in acquainting industry at large with

the significance of the Hartford experi-

ment. Every individual theatreman

should consider it a personal obligation

to inform local merchants in his area

and to urge them to make their views

known to their legislators.

The Federal Communications Com-
mission and members of Congress un-

doubtedly will be subjected to plenty

of pressure from those who hope to

realize enormous profits by making the

public pay a fee for TV, and the only

antidote for their campaign will be a

COunter-campaigD by the powerful forces

of informed industry and the voice of

an enlightened public.

Despite all the propaganda to the

effect that the pay-as-you-see system is

bound to come, it is not inevitable. It

Hollywood unions have been com-

plaining that American producers are

deliberately shifting production abroad.

Simultaneously, the same Hollywood

unions have been asking for higher

wages and stricter labor conditions here.

They have sought to create a prejudice

against imported films and urged Con-

gress to pass laws requiring that the

country of origin be specified on the

screen for each film.

While it would be rash to blame all

the woes of our industry on labor, it is

a striking fact of the current situation

that while production costs continue to

skyrocket, both distributors and exhibi-

tors are occupied with the desperate

problem of extracting sufficient revenue

from their markets to meet these costs.

The economic imbalance that exists to-

day between production, on the one

hand, and distribution and exhibition,

on the other, smacks very much of the

condition that drove vaudeville to its

doom when it was caught in a similar

bind back in the twenties. The feather-

bedding tactics of the stagehands and

musicians locals of that day never gave

vaudeville a chance to keep its head

above water when competitive factors

started to lap at the line between profit

and loss. Movie business faces much the

same situation today.

The Hollywood labor unions seem to

continue to believe that as long as they

can get higher wages and more feather-

bedding from the producers they are

doing the right thing. Actually they are

doing a disservice to themselves and the

industry. For one thing, they are con-

stricting the amount of product pro-

duced; for another, they are forcing up

the price of film to the breaking point.

And they are helping to drive produc-

tion overseas.

From their own selfish position, the

union policy is unwise. Producing a pic-

ture overseas takes longer usually than

in Hollywood, but it still costs less. And
in an industry in the cash position of

the movies, it is always more attractive

to spend time than to spend money.

can be stopped. It is up to exhibition

to bring the facts to those who will be

hurt and to enlist their support. And
the campaign should start now.

Obviously labeling pictures as having

been made abroad isn't going to hurt

them at the boxoffice. It's hardly a secret

that "Ben Hur" was filmed overseas,

and that doesn't seem to be keeping

many customers away. "Room at the

Top", "Sink the Bismark" and many
other recent releases provide ample evi-

dence that the country of origin in no

deterrent to a film's success in the U.S.

market.

Instead of making production in Hol-

lywood more attractive, the labor

unions seem to be determined to seek

roadblocks against production overseas.

At the same time, they put up their own
economic roadblocks right at the corner

of Sunset and Vine.

In the new Screen Actors Guild con-

tract, for example, the salary minimum
for free-lance players goes up 16.6 per

cent and for term contracts (extremely

important in the development of the

new talent Hollywood so desperately

needs) the salary increase ranges from

17.6 to 35 per cent.

This is just one union, but it is typ-

ical. The cost of making pictures in

Hollywood is being raised and raised

and raised. That means that Hollywood

cannot afford to make as many pictures.

It's just that simple. So the would-be

producer has his choice; make the films

abroad or make less of them. Of some

33 pictures started since the first of the

year, eight are being filmed by Amer-

ican companies abroad. It looks very

likely that the percentage of overseas

shows will continue to rise markedly.

And it isn't just overseas production

that is the target of Hollywood unions.

Ask any producer who has tried to make

a picture partly on location in New
York and partly in Hollywood. He gets

loaded with double crews because the

Hollywood and New York locals so

zealously protect their overlapping juris-

dictions. So, if New York is essential to

his film, he kisses Hollywood goodbye

and tries to make the whole production

in the big city.

And what of the small pictures—the

is Hollt§troo€l labor
Pricing Itself Idle?
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Hollywood equivalent of off-Broadway

theatre, where the stars, directors and

^writers of tomorrow are developed and

trained? The unions seem to have for-

gotten this area completely, or rather

"upgraded" it to the point where it no

longer exists. The Broadway unions

have made intelligent concessions to

enable the off-Broadway movement to

keep financially solvent; and the result

has been a lifesaver for the legitimate

theatre (which otherwise would have

strangled to death or, more literally,

been feiitherbedded into oblivion.)

The clothing unions were faced with

a similar situation years ago; they met

it by cooperating with employers in

figuring out ways to save money on

other production costs while raising the

salaries of the workers. But when was

the last time you ever heard a Holly-

wood labor group worrying about pro-

duction costs? The movie industry

should be no different from other

American industries in being able to

obtain better per capita productivity as

wages go up. Instead, productivity goes

down (shorter hours, more people in

the crew, etc.) This is sheer economic

suicide.

Distributors, like exhibitors, must be

concerned primarily with having enough

films to sell. Producers must be con-

cerned with leaving a margin for profit;

and no labor union ever helped its

members by driving employers out of

business.

Hollywood labor likes to refer to

films made overseas as "fugitive" pro-

ductions. Perhaps the labor leaders

should reflect on what these fugitives

are running away from. If producing

films in Hollywood were not infinitely

more expensive than producing the

same films abroad, there would be few

fugitives. Location filming or working

with foreign crews is usually no bed of

roses; its main virtue is that it is cheaper.

Obviously, some productions such as

"Exodus" demand a great deal of over-

seas shooting. But it must be remem-

bered that studios have been condi-

tioned in recent years to regard overseas

shooting as often an advantage, so they

have been attracted to properties which

have that foreign flavor. It should also

be remembered that with so large a pro-

portion of Hollywood's revenues now
coming from outside the United States

it is important for films to have set-

tings, themes, performers and produc-

tion backgrounds that have interna-

tional appeal.

Given these necessities of the modern

film world, one would think that Holly-

wood labor and Hollywood producers,

instead of lending themselves to an in-

flationary spiral far beyond the rise in

the cost of living, would be bending

over backwards to match and outdo the

budgetary inducements of foreign

climes.

And when reference is made to Hol-

lywood labor, it includes, of course, the

most gilded employees in the history

of human employment, the stars who
seem to engage in a fantastic competi-

tion for seven figure salaries even

though most of the loot ends up in

Uncle Sam's pocket.

It is, as a matter of fact, interesting to

note that the stars were among the first

to recognize that there was more profit

in working abroad, because of tax con-

siderations and because of what foreign

exchange can buy in its home territory.

The Hollywood producers were often

pushed into overseas production because

of the wishes of their high priced stars.

It was an advantage to the producer

to film abroad, even at the star's price,

however, because other costs were so

much less than in Hollywood. Now,
with the differential certainly undimin-

ished, Hollywood labor is seeking to

rally under the banner of patriotism.

If it is unpatriotic to make American

films abroad, isn't it equally unpatriotic

to limit the making of American films

in Hollywood?

The trouble is that the unions and the

Hollywood producers have operated on-

the theory that they could always pass

the increased costs on to that dwindling

middleman, the exhibitor.

It hasn't worked out quite that way.

Hollywood may have thought it had a

golden goose, but the goose has laid an

egg of fool's gold.

Long ov erdue by the workers of Hol-

lywood is a practical approach to the

new- competitive situation in which our

industry functions today. If the retailers

and the customers are priced out of

existence, where will the jobs be?
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"Expresso Bongo"

Lively, amusing adult comedy. Strong for art houses.

OK for duals. Stars Laurence ("Room at Top") Harvey.

Here is a hot art house entry from England, a sometimes

hilarious, sometimes stinging, sometimes ribald venture through

the "lower depths" of Soho—London's version of Times Square

and Greenwich Village. Into this neon-cluttered hustler's jungle

of blaring jazz joints, overflowing expresso bars and shabby

strip clubs, scripter Wolf Mankowitz has poured a collection of

lovable but unscrupulous British guys and dolls who spend their

entire lives living on the brink of success. With broad, satirical

strokes, he has painted a witty portrait of a slick, fast-buck

agent, his warm-hearted stripper girlfriend, the naive teenage

bongo-player he catapults into rock-and-roll fame, and the

record, television and newspaper personalities he uses to accom-

plish his money-hungry ends. Laurence Harvey, a strong

marquee name over here as a result of "Room at the Top," gives

this Continental Distributing, Inc. release a lift in the class

market, and such exploitable items as the rock-and-roll songs

and the snappy burlesque atmosphere should make it a profit-

able dualler in other metropolitan situations—but not for the

kiddies. Harvey is delightful as the promoter who fast-talks his

way in and out of a hundred different situations, and accepts

success or failure as simply part of the game, while Sylvia Syms

brings pathos and humor to her portrayal of the stripper who

would rather be a legitimate singer and wife. Yolande Donlan

is appropriately hard-boiled as the American singer who upsets

Harvey's game, and Cliff Richard is appealing as the teenage

meal ticket. Producer-director Val Guest has guided the garish

doings in a deft and fast-moving manner. Harvey's dubious live-

lihood takes a sudden upturn after he illegally talks Richard

into a 50-50 deal, then builds him into a national figure through

a series of tricky maneuvers. The bubble bursts when Miss Don-

lan takes a personal interest in the young idol and turns him

over to a less unscrupulous agent. Harvey shrugs off his dis-

appointment, even promises to marry Miss Syms, then sets off

to make her a singing star.

Continental Distributing. Inc. 108 minutes. Laurence Harvey, Sylvia Syms, Yolande
Donlan. Produced and Directed by Val Guest.

"Sergeant Rutledge"

%U4tKe44 RaUKf 6 O PIUS

John ford turns in off-beat sagebrusher with racial

prejudice angle. Above-average grosser, if exploited.

Once again director John Ford reaffirms his ability to take

the standard ingredients of a sagebrush saga, pepper it with a

dash of originality, and serve up an exciting dish of Western

fare. This time, he's added racial prejudice to Indian attacks

and cavalry charges, and comes up with an offbeat mystery-

post-Civil War yarn centering around a Negro sergeant charged

with the murder of his white commanding officer, and the

rape-murder of the officer's 16-year-old daughter. Although

the James Warner Bellah-Willis Goldbeck screenplay barely

skims the surface of its basic problems, their story offers more
than routine melodrama. Of course, the strongest appeal is

to action fans, but if Warner Bros, takes advantage of the

film s many exploitation angles, "Sergeant Rutledge" should

attract above average grosses in the general market. With a

strong sell, it will be able to hold the top half of double bills,

despite lack of marquee names. Ford deftly balances an abun-

dance of action with suspense, and beautifully captures in

Technicolor the Arizona territory where lynch mobs and

marauding Apaches do their utmost to return lawlessness to

the land. His camera also manages to create stimulating the-

atrical effects during the trial, developed through the use of

flashbacks, and audience sympathy for the defendant via full-

screen close-ups and angle shots. Jeffrey Hunter as the defense

counsel, and Constance Towers as the defense counsel, and

Constance Towers as the defendant's strongest character-ref-

erence witness give convincing performances, but Woody
Strode as the unjustly accused Sergeant Rutledge, gives the film

its strongest moments of credibility; he defends himself with

dignity and conviction. The strongest evidence against Strode

is the fact that he fled the post following the killings. When
captured, he offers as his excuse that no one would believe the

story of a Negro. At the trial, Hunter credits Strode with

saving Miss Towers from savage Apaches and proves his hero-

ism in battle. Strode finally agrees to testify and tells, how,

when he entered the house of the deceased, he found the girl

already dead. Her father suddenly appeared and fired at him

and he killed the other in self-defense. A lustful shop keeper

ends the trial by admitting his guilt.

Warner Bros. Ill minutes. Jeffrey Hunter, Constance Ford, Woody Strode.
Produced by Willis Goldbeck and Patrick Ford. Directed by John Ford.

"Valley of the Redwoods"

Minor crime melodrama for action sub-runs.

Although the title of this low-budget Associated Producers

Inc. entry may lead audience to believe they're about to wit

ness a tale of the outdoors, they're actually in for a standarc

crime meller about two men and a woman who plan an ingen

ious lumber mill payroll robbery. As suspense thrillers go, thi 1

20th Century-Fox black-and-white CinemaScope release has it
s

share of exciting moments, but, for the most part, it follow

a course familiar on both cinema and 21" screens. The best tha

can be expected of this minor item is to serve as a supporting

filler in action sub-runs. Director Wiliam N. Witney ha

whipped up a few suspenseful sequences, especially during th

enactment of the robbery and the obstacle-ridden get-awa\

But even in its short, 63-minute running time, things slo\

down too often, and Buddy Bregman's excessively used jaz

score proves to be more disconcerting than effective. Lyn 1

Bernay as a trusted, but money-hungry, company secretary, an

John Hudson as her accomplice-lover, turn in competent pe>

formances, while Ed Nelson creates an interesting charactei

ization of a hardened safecracker. The screenplay by product

Gene Corman has Miss Bernay smuggle her two accomplice

into the mill where everything goes smoothly until one of ht

employers appears and inv ites her out to lunch. While they ai

out Hudson and Nelson complete the robbery, only to r

trapped by an unsuspecting watchman. They knock him ou

steal his car, and shoot it out with a policeman, who woun;

Hudson. The trio are reunited and Nelson decides he wan|

all the money for himself. Miss Bernay finally kills him, an'

then she and Hudson wait for the police to lind them.

20th Century. Fox. 63 minutes. John Hudson, Lynn Bernay, Ed. Nelson. Produc

by Gene Corman. Directed by William N. Witney.
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"The Fugitive Kind" Another Powerful Williams' Drama

"gcui«M4 7£«ti«? O O O
Great cast—Brando, Magnani, Woodward bring Ten-

nessee Williams' searing play to dramatic fulfillment.

Strong adult draw.

Tennessee Williams* powerful, disturbing Broadway stage

hit
(
Orpheus Descending' ) about a wild itinerant guitarist who

sets off a chain reaction of brutality and violence with his arrival

.
in a hot-tempered southern town has been turned into one of

the boldest and earthiest screen dramas of the year. Much in the

vein of Williams' other current film success, "Suddenly, Last

Summer," this is an absorbing tinder box of high-voltage enter-

tainment, loaded with the kind of motion picture chemistry that

definitely guarantees explosive boxoffice business.

W illiams' tale is not necessarily a pretty one, and, although

,
he tells of lust, dissipation and sadistic revenge, his themes are

not presented merely to shock, but rather, to explore the moti-

vations of troubled and destructive people. True, these are

strange, not commonplace, characters, but their frustrations and

conflicts are no less valid. They are a society comprised of the

lonely and the bitter, tormented in their search for values, beg-

ging for understanding and love, yet tragically cursed by unde-

fined and unrealized emotions. They are the physically ill and

the mentally disturbed, who seek escape in romantically con-

cived existences. In the end, they are destroyed, either through

irony or their own inability to honestly grasp the reality of life,

i
It's a strong and searing tale, sometimes savage, sometimes

tender. Recent boxoffice returns have proven American audi-

jences are desirous of provocative themes intelligently handled,

and "The Fugitive Kind" has the potential to become one of the

iseason's top attractions. It looks surefire for adult, class audi-

ences in the metropolitan markets, and since Williams, as a

result of "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof" and "Suddenly, Last Sum-

mer," has established himself as a potent marquee personality,

iresponse in the general market should also be good. If United

Artists backs this one with the familiar brand of hard-hitting

promotion, business might soar into the top-grossing range.

In order to infuse these violent, fascinating people with a

naximum of credulity, producers Martin Jurow and Richard A.

Shepherd have gathered together a truly outstanding and elec-

rifying blockbuster cast in Oscar winners Marlon Brando,

Anna Magnani and Joanne Woodward. Each produces a power-

icting tour de force. Brando is superb as the guitarist called

Snakeskin" who wants to leave his ugly, dissolute past behind

linn and turn over a new leaf. Against his will he becomes

nvolved in the personal lives of others, and in doing so, brings

bout the death of Miss Magnani and himself. He is the cata-

vst in this stirring drama and his range of emotional levels

eaffirms his position as one of the finest actors of the day.

^liss Magnani, one of the screen's premiere actresses, surpasses

ier performance in "The Rose Tattoo, creating a character that

s nothing short of magnificent. As the embittered, emotionally

insatisfied wife of a cruel, dying man, she seeks vengeance for

he men who burned down her father's wine-garden because he

old liquor to Negroes, and comes to life as a woman again,

^hen she falls in love with Brando. Her sense of controlled fury

Brando. Wooduard, Magnani

and violent verbal explosions are without compare. Miss Wood-
ward also turns in an extraordinary performance as the bizarre,

outcast daughter of the best family in town who is paid to stay

away. A one-time street corner religion spouter, she is now,

minus all moral values, a lewd vagrant. The supporting roles

are likewise impressive; the outstanding ones being Maureen

Stapleton as the sad, frightened wife of the sadistic sheriff;

Victor Jory as Miss Magnani's evil, cancer-doomed husband,

who was responsible for her father's death, and R. G. Arm-

strong, as the sheriff.

Academy Award nominee Sidney Lumet has guided this

gripping black-and-white journey into doom with unrelenting

time-bomb precision. From its opening moments, "The Fugitive

Kind" seethes with invisible rumblings which grow in intensity

with Brando's arrival in the town, reaching the height of their

explosive force in a climax that is absolutely hair-raising. There

is virtually no relief from the heavy dramatic atmosphere,

except, perhaps, in certain of the love scenes w hich will remain

with the viewer long after the theater lights go on. One of these

is the sensual duel between Brando and Miss Woodward in a

cemetery at midnight. Other deeply affecting scenes are the

violent love clashes between Brando and Miss Magnani, and

the horrifying finale when Brando is trapped in an inferno.

The Williams-Meade Robert script has Brando going to work

in the Magnani-Jory mercantile store. Both Miss Magnani and

Miss Woodward are attracted to him, but he falls in love

with the former. On the night her eagerly-awaited confectionery

is to open, Brando is unjustly accused of fooling around with

Miss Stapleton and ordered out of town. He begs Miss Magnani

to go with him, especially when he learns she is pregnant. But

Jory sets fire to the confectionery, shoots Miss Magnani, and

a cruel mob, led by sheriff Armstrong, force Brando into the

flames and death.

United Artists. II? minutes. Marlon Brando Anna Magnani, Joanne Woodward.
Produced by Martin Jurow and Richard A. Shepherd. Directed by Sidney Lumet.

[ More REVIEWS on Page 16
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''Rosemary"

Scuinet* TR*CcKf O O O
Engrossing, true story of famed post-war German

prostitute who "made if". Strong art house entry.

The modes and morals of Germany's post-war millionaire

industrial class undergo a caustically satirical inquisition in

this first-rate import being released by Films-Around-The-

World, Inc. Exhibitors operating art and class houses can count

on strong returns at the boxoffice. Skillfully conceived and

executed, "Rosemary" tells the true and fascinating story of the

remarkable Frankfurt prostitute who rose from street-walking

and singing obscurity to confidante of the nation's most power-

ful industryites, only to meet a brutal and still unsolved end

after embarking upon the hazardous road of blackmail. This is

sordid subject matter to be sure, but director Rolf Thiele

accomplishes the rare feat of combining strong drama with

wily humor and making it palatable. This he achieves via

some almost ludicrous portraits of the Mercedes-loving, girl-

chasing businessmen at work and play, with emphasis on the

latter, and through the Greek chorusing of a pair of street

singing ne'er-do-wells whose lyrical social comments recall

another potent German classic, "The Threepenny Opera." In

the tile role, enticing Nadja Tiller creates a stirring study of

a scheming courtesan. On her rise to the top, she is beautiful

and carefree, incapable of fathoming the dangerous waters she

is skirting. The last half of the film marks her for immediate

stardom as she finally realizes she has bitten off more than she

can chew and rapidly sinks into recklessness, drunkeness and

hysteria. Peter Van Eyck, as the French industrialist who shows

her the way to a luxurious life; Carl Raddatz, as a sympa-

thetic social lord; Mario Adorf and Jo Herbst, as her earlier

musician accomplices, are likewise qiute effective. After Rad-

datz gives Miss Tiller her first financial break, Van Eyck shows

her how they can both get rich by taping top industry secrets

her "customers" are more often than willing to talk about.

The Germans discover her scheme, offer to buy back the tapes,

but Miss Tiller refuses. She recklessly taunts them in front of

their wives and friends and is finally murdered by an unknown
assailant.

Films-Around-The-World, Inc. 105 minutes. Nadia Tiller, Peter Van Eyck. Produced
by Luqgi Waldleitner. Directed by Rolf Thiele.

"Flame Over India"

Gcuuum 'geUiHQ O O PLUS .

Suspenseful, actionful period melodrama laid in India.

Color, C'Scope. Backed by strong promotion campaign.

Action-packed, suspense-filled, and unreeled in breath-tak-

ing Peri I s-of- Pauline fashion, "Flame Over India" shapes up

as a top-notch adventurama certain to satisfy action lovers of

all ages. The Fox showmen are planning another huge satura-

tion-promotion campaign, the kind that has recently paid off

so well. The visually exciting on-location De Luxe Color and
CinemaScope lensing is a further plus factor. Religious civil

war in turn-of-the-century India and a hazardous 300-mile

railroad flight across rebel-infested territory make up the meaty

backbone of this first-rate Rank production which 20th-Fox is

releasing. Although the journey takes 130 minutes to unfold,

the screen continuously crackles with dangers and intrigues as

a 5-year-old religious and political Hindu leader is carried to

safety. Along the way, the entourage of protectors find them-

selves ramrodding their train through rebel-held wooden

gates, forced to witness the aftermath of a refugee train mas-

sacre, dizzily tightrope walking across a partly destroyed can-

yon bridge, constantly under attack by Moslem tribesmen, and

suddenly aware that one of them is actually a hired assassin.

J. Lee Thompson has directed with the scope and flow essen-

tial in outdoor drama, and engendered solid performances

from his entire cast: Lauren Bacall, the prince's outspoken

American governess; Kenneth More, the tough British Army
captain who must get them to safety; Herbert Lorn, the half-

breed journalist and assassin; Wilfrid Hyde White, the timid

Colonial secretary; Ursula Jeans, the fearless and blatantly

patriotic Governor's wife; Eugene Deckers, the ranting arma-

ment salesmen who sells rifles to both sides; and I. S. Johar,

the humorous and philosophical train driver. The Robin Est-

ridge screenplay has More and the others almost to safety

when Lorn gets control of a machine gun and tries to kill the

young prince. Timid White saves the day, and after a thrill-

ing roof top struggle, Lorn tumbles to his death. A final rebel

attack is thwarted and the prince and party safely reach their

destination.

20th Century-Fox. 130 minutes. Lauren Bacall, Kenneth More, Herbert Lorn. Pro-

duced by Marcel Hellman. Directed by J. Lee Thompson.

"Killers of Kilimanjaro"

Mildly exciting yarn of African mission. Taylor and color.

This Warwick production for Columbia is a standard African

adventure about a race between two rival engineering com-

panies to complete the first East African railroad. With

Robert Taylor supplying fair marquee support, "Killers" fig-

ures to serve as an adequate dualler in the action market.

Director Richard Thorpe manages to whip up some excitement

as Taylor, attractive Anne Aubrey, and a Chaplinesque English-

man, Anthony Newley, make their way through the African

underbiush fighting off man-eating game and eventually win-

ning over, through the use of some black magk, a savage

native tribe. There's some colorful on-location lensing in East-

man Color and CinemaScope, including a glimpse of Heming-

way's famed mountain, a band of treacherous Arabs, and some

exciting animal footage which should surely please the action

fans. The John Gilling-Earl Fenton story has Taylor and

Miss Aubrey setting out to find out what happened to her

father and fiance who disappeared while working on the

railway. The father is found dead, while her fiance has turned

into a raving alcoholic. They push on, escaping jungle dangers

and overcoming the traps set by the rival outfit. The party is

captured by the blood-thirsty WaArusha's, but after Taylor

convinces them of his magical might, they promise protection

while the survey is completed. The villains are finally done

away with and Taylor gets his railroad and Miss Aubrey.

Columbia. 91 minutes. Robert Taylor, Anne Aubrey. Produced by Irving Allen and
Albert R. Broccoli. Directed by Richard Thorpe.
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Newsmakers

Warners Production Up
\\ arner Bros., following the end fo

the talent strike, resumed the produc-

tion of feature films, with four top

properties going before the cameras,

president Jack L. Warner (above) an-

nounced. Stating that the studio's

schedule calls for continuing produc-

tion of important films, Warner said

his firm "looks forward with extreme
enthusiasm and confidence to the

months and the years ahead."

$3,000,000 'Pocketful 1

United Artists board chairman Rob-
ert S. Benjamin looks on while Frank
Capra signs deal to produce and direct

for UA "Pocketful of Miracles," a

$3,000,000 film.

Profit Picture

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Inc., earned

for first half of this fiscal year

$3,739,000 ($1.47 per share), a big

drop from the $4,798,000 (S1.80 per

share) for the first half of 1959, presi-

dent Joseph R. Vogel (above) an-

nounced. Second quarter (ended March

17) earnings were S.76 per share.

The earnings of American Broadcast-

ing- Paramount Theatres for the first

quarter of this year were $3,336,000

(S.80 per share), a new quarterly rec-

ord for the firm, president Leonard H.

Goldenson announced. AB-PT earned

$2,313,000 ($.54 per share) in the first

1959 span.

Consolidated profit of Stanley War-
ner Corp., for the six months ended

Feb. 27, 1960, totalled $2,075,900

($1.02 per share), as compared to

$2,253,700 ($1.11 per share) for the

1959 span, president S. H. Fabian said.

Decca Records, parent firm of Uni-

versal, for the first quarter ended

March 31, will report earnings of

$1.50 to $1.60 per share, or a net of

some $2,000,000, president Milton R.

Rackmil said. In the same 1959 quarter

Decca made $197,560 ($.13 per share).

Record Fox Schedule

Twentieth-Fox production now is hitting on all cyl-

inders. President Spyros P. Skouras, in an announcement
immediately after the settlement of the talent strike,

revealed that the company was embarking on a crash pro-

duction schedule that will see the four multi-million dol-

lor pictures interrupted by the walkout ready for

exhibitors by this summer. That piece of good news was
followed by general sales manager Alex Harrison's decla-

ration that Fox "has assembled the greatest 26-week

release schedule in its history." Fifty-five top-budget pro-

ductions, representing a $63,000,000 outlay, will be

turned out in I960, he noted, three more than the origi-

nally planned 52. Harrison pointed out that five, and in

many cases six, big attractions will be available to exhibi-

tors of the world each month from May to December, pay-

ing tribute to the vision and foresight demonstrated by

Skouras in setting up the unprecedented card. The four

multi-million dollar pictures announced bv the Fox topper

are "Let's Make Love," "The Lost World," High Time"
and "One Foot in Hell." Harrison said the pictures will

be backed by the usual hard-hitting global campaigns

developed by vice president Charles Finfeld and his staff

of boxofficers.

'Fugitive' Talk

"Fugitive Kind" producer Martin Jurow (cen-

ter) discusses filming of picture at trade press

confab, while L'A national promotion chief Fred

Goldberg (left), publicity manager Burt Sloane

Royal Performance

M. J. Frankovich (center), board chairman
of Columbia Pictures Ltd. of Great Britain

and Ireland and vice president of Columbia
Pictures, and Mrs. Frankovich (left) greet

Kim Novak at recent royal film performance
in London of "The Last Angry Man." Prince

Philip, the Duchess of Kent and Princess

Alexandra also attended.

Mead/inert

Columbia's first vice president and

treasurer Leo Jarfe (background) took

daughter Andrea (left), classmate

Robvn Rothafel, grand-daughter of the

late Roxv, on Easter holiday tour of

nation's capital, where they met Chief

Justice Earl Warren . . . Universal head

Milton R. Rackmil in Tokyo and Far

East on third of series of global sales

and publicity confabs . . . Fox v. p.

Charles Einfeld back from West Coast

conferences on important product . . .

A IP executiv es James H. Nicholson,

Samuel Z. Arkof'f called meeting of

field and home-office staffers late last

week to screen, discuss sales, exploita-

tion ideas on company's new product

lineup . . . Three Columbia regional

saies meetings set for next month, vice

president and general sales chief Rube
Jackter revealed . . . UA board chair-

man Robert S. Benjamin to be hon-

ored by Brandeis University, June 7.
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AN ANNOUNCEMENT I

OF IMPORTANCE TO YOU
from COLUMBIA... about TRAILERS,

!

POSTERS and ACCESSORIES!

idddadddadddddddddddridddaaaaaE

Effective September 1, Columbia Pictures will create,

manufacture and distribute its own trailers, posters and accessories for

all its domestic releases.

Because of the investment in and the quality of the product Columbia

is now releasing, we feel it is in the best interest of our affiliated inde-

pendent producers, our exhibitor customers and our company itself to

assume direct control of these extremely important advertising and

promotion tools.

This new move is a logical step in keeping with the "Columbia formula"

of supplying independent producers with as many company services as

practicable. We feel the creation and handling of such important sales

aids should receive the same individual care that goes into the production

and distribution of the feature films themselves.

The sales and distribution of the trailers, posters and accessories will be

handled through our regular exchanges through-

out the country. Please note that only trailers made
and sold by Columbia will include film scenes from

Columbia releases.

Your Columbia representative will shortly contact you

to fill you in on the complete details covering this new
Columbia operation.



Big Promotion Push Is On

With the actors' strike no longer a

stumbling block, production schedules

being rapidly augmented, and the sum-

mer boom coming on, the promotion

departments of the film companies are

rolling up their sleeves for an all-out

push on current and upcoming product.

It is quite evident that there is going

to be intensive competition among the

aggressive distributors for the lion's

20th Century-Fox is so (irmly set on radio

nd its self-fashioned TV "triangulation" (three

lypes of TV spots) that it will lavish the

,)iggest radio-video saturation campaign in com-

pany history—$1,000,000 worth—on "The Lost

fiHrid," Conan Doyle's adventure thriller that

iwws in mid-July. The record-breaking radio-

TV push is the natural extension of 20th's con-

iction that television is a potent sales weapon,

: theory that received solid backing from the

[Dog of Flanders" and "Sink the Bismarck"

juccesses and one that was gavelled into top-

level policy at recently-concluded West Coast

onferences. There, president Spyros P. Skouras,

Itudio chief Buddy Adler, vice president Charles

:infeld and vice president and general sales

nanager Alex Harrison decided to shoot the

jvorks on radio-TV for "The Lost World," the

ipcoming adventure-into-the-unknown spectacle.

Even now, while the picture is shooting,

producer Irwin Allen is filming a single, sep-

tate TV subject on "The Lost World" that

]vill be employed to promote it prior to its

!>pening. Fox boxofncers also are trying to

btain Ronald Howard, son of Leslie Howard,
|nd the man who plays Sherlock Holmes on

rV, for a video spot. The thinking is that since

jhe actor's face is familiar to living room
iewers, coming from him, a mysterious pitch

or the picture would create a highly effective

|Tjage. According to a Fox spokesman, the

share of the boxoffice take.

While the showmanship of the various

companies is all-encompassing to a de-

gree, each promotion department, it

develops, has marked out a particular

section of the field in which it is con-

centrating the heftiest portion of its

energies, skills and expenditures. Let's

fake a look below at WHAT THE
SHOWMEN ARE DOING.

firm also plans to increase its use of radio to a

great degree in selling "World". The pitch

will be patterned after that for "Journey to the

Center of the Earth," another mysterious adven-

ture film that was rocketed to top grosses

mainly by the high-powered fuel of an exten-

sive TV push. But now, with the warm days

of packed roads and crowded beaches having

replaced the desolate cold of w inter, more stress

will be placed on the medium that can reach

the listener while he travels from place to place.

Twentieth is moving ahead promotionally on

all fronts. The May re-release of "David and

Bathsheba," its famous biblical spectacle, will

be backed by the largest promotional push for

a super-budget company production since "The

Robe." "There is an entire generation of mov ie-

goers who have never seen this great film fare,

and an entire generation who have and want

to see it again," advertising director Abe
Goodman said while revealing plans at a special

press confab in the home office. "We have

found," he continued, "that there is an un-

tapped audience potential of over 35 million

who will respond to the specific campaign we
have budgeted at nearly twice the cost of the

original, a record at that time."

Chief among the sales efforts, again, will be

Fox's radio push and TV "triangulation" pat-

tern. Martin Michel, Fox radio-TV director,

presented to the trade press the new video

BIGGEST YET. Most extensive and expensive
($1,000,000) television and radio push will

precede July Warner (N.Y.) bow of "The Lost
World." Talking over debut are, I. to r.: Fox
N.Y. branch manager Abe Dickstein; Stanley-

Warner v.p. Sam Rosen, and Nat Feldman, of

Stanley-Warner.

trailers that will be used in the across-the-board

campaign to pre-sell "David and Bathsheba."

Radio-wise, some 15,000 disc jockeys each will

be serviced through the combined facilities of

the film company, Decca Records (which is re-

cording the title song by Dick Haymes) and

the Lion Music Company of New York City

(which is publishing the sheet music), with

the exploitation package in connection with a

huge radio spot campaign accompanying the

series of openings in key cities. Playings of the

title song will coincide with airings of the

radio spot advertising.

Newly-developed sales-promotion ads, part of

the full-color campaign outlined by creative

advertising director Max Stein, and a national

publicity attack, described by publicity director

Edward E. Sullivan, and encompassing all-media

newspaper, magazine, trade and local-level ex-

ploitation through Fox's regional ad-publicity

managers across the country, also will help

sell the film.

Fox's recent Easter campaign for "Dog of

Flanders" in the New Jersey area offered an

excellent example of its radio-TV sell at work

on the local level. With the territory already

thoroughly covered by opinion-makers' advance

(Continued on Page 21

J

RADIO-TV FOR DAVID'

BIGGER PROMOTION. Fox will

back re-release of "David and
Bathsheba" with bigger pro-

motion than first run enjoyed.
Discussing radio-TV campaign
for film are, I. to r.: advertis-

ing director Abe Goodman;
creative ad manager Max
Stein; radio-TV director Mar-
tin Michel, and publicity man-
ager Nat Weiss. Picture is go-

ing into big saturation engage-
ment in Los Angeles.

Fox Goes All-Out

On TV Campaigns
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UA Sells Big Ones

Via Radio & Splash
At I nited Artists, radio is the key to a num-

ber of extensive promotions on important prod-

uct. Most novel—and potential—of the recent

projects is the special aired program designed

to promote the firm's current and coming films

and record releases. The first step was the pur-

chase of a half hour of radio time on station

WADO in New York devoted to presenting

dramatic highlights from two of the company's

current powerhouses, "The Unforgiven" and

"The Fugitive Kind.'' Spot announcements, rec-

ords, open-end interviews with the stars and

producers and running commentary b WADO';
Johnny Holiday were featured. UA vice presi-

dent in charge of advertising, publicity and

exploitation Roger H. Lew is pointed out that

this marked the first time tha: a radio program

had been used exclusively to promote company

product, adding that the drive was part of UA's

.ontinuing search to develop new techniques

ind merchandising methods for reaching the

iroadest possible audience potential. Lewis said

that programs of this type are planned for
ruture projects. It is expected that such upcom-

ng L A films as "The Gallant Hours," "Inherit

he Wind," "Elmer Gantry," "The Apartment"

ind, for the fall, "The Alamo" and "Exodus"

vill be backed by radio on a similar contin-

ling basis.

The radio push went arm-in-promotional-arm

with a double-barrelled, penetration-in-depth

campaign that powered "The Unforgiven" and

"The Fugitive Kind" to excellent boxofhee re-

sults in their Easter Gotham openings. Both

drives placed special emphasis on the star power

of each film. Teamed with around-the-clock

radio and TV saturation over 1-4 local and

network stations were a major music push, a

giant subway poster campaign blanketing the

greater New York area and a book promotion

—

all of which created a tremendous "want-to-see"

for "The Unforgiven." UA applied similar hard-

sell techniques to its city-wide "Fugitive Kind"

drive, including: around-the-clock radio pene-

tration sustained for a two-week span and cov-

ering 14 networks and local stations in the New
York, New Jersey and Connecticut area; a

music and book drive; ten blue-chip merchan-

dising promotions; a huge display sign—re-

portedly the world's largest—above the Astor

and Victoria Theatres on Broadway, and an

invitational premiere of the film at the Astor

that was covered by an international press corps

representing 1 1 nations. The boxoffice results

paid a glowing tribute to UA's driving show-

manship. "The Fugitive Kind" rolled up a tre-

mendous S7 2,4()6 for the first week of its dual

premiere engagement, according to vice presi-

BROADWAY ABLAZE
NEW YORK 'FUGITIVE'. At

left, the world's largest bill-

board trumpets the world pre-

miere of UA's "The Fugitive

Kind" above the Astor and
Victoria Theatres, in New York
City. Tremendous advance
promotional drive created
"want-to-see" for film, drew
thousands of curious onlookers
to bow, where police barriers

were erected to contain the
throng. Highlights of the gala
event were broadcast to mil-

lions as part of UA's publicity

push. Other aspects of New
York campaign included sub-
way ads; usual UA radio

saturation.

JURT LANCASTER-AUDREYHEPBURN rffikf
N THE HEROIC STORY THAT STANDS

ALL AND PROUD AMONG
HE SCREEN GIANTS! '

~r~

DYNAMIC ADS
UNFORGIVEN.' United Artists

promotioneers backed their

other Easter blockbuster, "The
Unforgiven," with, among
other powerful weapons, a

dynamically exciting set of

advertisements. Bold figures

outlined against vast stretches
of western land convey the
stature of the story, while the
copy, terse but full of impact,
hammers home to the reader
the thrilling entertainment of

the picture. Guns levelled at

reader are aimed directly at

the action fans, while star

names, "Heroic Story" stress
is out to capture class patrons.

XM/tt/

OS0 JOKE!

BOY' PROMOTION. Top, Susan Gordon, star

of UA's "The Boy and the Pirates," makes
special appearance on Casey Jones Twin
Cities TV show. Bottom, she is guest model
at Minneapolis fashion show.

dent W illiam J. Heineman, chalking up one of

the biggest Easter holiday weeks in the history

of either theatre.

While radio is accounting for an increasing

amount of company merchandising money, UA's

sell is a most flexible one. When the market

demands it—as in the lase of "The Boy and

the Pirates," aimed primarily at the youthful

trade—the UA staff moves quickly and most

penetratingly into the TV field and other val-

uable areas. In St. Louis, one of the highlights

of Harry Fender's Captain Eleven Show, on

KPLR-TV, was the presentation daily for one

week of "Boy Pirate Hats" to all children who
attended his program. The promotion was in

connection with the opening of the film at the

Loew's Orpheum.

Imaginative showmanship was the order of

the day, as "The Boy and the Pirates" was

(Continued on Pjge 22

)

FOX HIGH ON TV

(Continued from Page 19)

showings, 68 one-minute promotional spots over

radio station W'N'TA and 24 more TV spots

over WNTA-TV were set up for ten days in

advance of the local bow. News of a pet show

tie-in contest was carried over all Vi'NTA
newscasts for the time period. Movietonews

covered the entire event, and footage was in-

cluded in all Movietonews playing Eastern

theatres the following week.

Twentieth-Fox obviously is thinking more
and more in terms of radio-television salesman-

ship as a major part of its ever-increasing

overall promotion. Coupled as it is with the

recently-announced ambitious Fox release sched-

ule (55 top-budget productions for I960), Fox

showmanship ought to provide exhibitors with

a power-laden pitch to the public from every'

spot on the cinema scene.
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BrahoqMagnaniWoodward
i at TENNESSEE WILLIAMS

'STAR' ADS. Three star names of film share
top billing with powerful storyline in effective
ads for "The Fugitive Kind."

UA USES RADIO

(Continued from Page 21

)

launched in a Midwest saturation. Susan Gor-

don, one of the three stars of the film, partici-

pated in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area pro-

motion, her activities including an interview on

the top-rated kids' show in the Twin Cities by

Clancy the Cop (WCCO-TV); a guest appear-

ance with Casey Jones, on the popular Twin

Cities TV show presented by WCCN, participa-

tion as a "guest" model in the Donaldson's

department store— Parent's Magazine Easter

children's fashion show, and appearances at

invitational screenings.

Dynamic still is the word for United Artists

showmanship, and chances are that whatever

media you're exposed to this summer—espe-

cially if you're listening to the radio—the UA
message will hit you with the full force and

impact that has helped the company to suc-

cessively larger profits year after year.

Columbia Takes To

Road To Hit Public
Columbia is going "on the road" to promote

many of its impressive slate of coming releases.

Premieres, personal appearance tours and on-

the-street ballyhoo are pegged to the great

READY FOR TOUR. Columbia executive in
charge of ad-publicity Jonas Rosenfield, Jr.,
r., Boris Morros, author of book on which
"Man on a String" is based, look over
espionage equipment which latter will demon-
strate on his promotional tour.

DOOR TO DOOR. "Who Was That Lady?"
star Tony Curtis (3rd from left), who went
on door to door tour in 'Frisco, looks over
film's pressbook with, I. to r.: Charles Pincus,
East Bay district mgr., Blumenfeld Theatres;
L. E. Tillman, Columbia Northwestern district
mgr., and Earl W. Long, 'Frisco district head
for California Paramount Theatres.
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mass of potential patrons now streaming out-

of-doors, with the result thus far a pleasant

jingle of coin at the turnstiles.

"Killers of Kilimanjaro," one of the upcoming

gimmick pictures, currently is being touted on

the streets of Charlotte, N.C., where a land

rover safari wagon is traveling through town

with an eye-catching message. The exploiteer

manning the wagon—he's dressed to the teeth

like an authentic explorer—is in great demand

there for kiddie shows and radio and TV
appearances.

Plans are in the works, too, for similar

promotion on "The Stranglers of Bombay,"

which will be sold by a series of locally con-

structed floats on flat-bed trucks in each of the

saturation territories. Three-dimensional cut-

outs and an amplifier will be included in the

individualized tours that, according to a com-

pany spokesman, should achieve excellent results

at the boxoffice without the expensive price tag

usually borne by a float tour of national scope.

"Because They're Young," the Dick Clark

starrer, custom-tailored as is its storyline for

gay, flashy premieres, is enjoying openings that

are attracting the teenagers all across the land.

World premiere festivities, for instance, had
Phoenix, Ari/., agog with the glitter. Fourteen-

year-old Richard Griffin, of that city, won a

national "Name the Mascot" contest which

earned him the right to have the world's

premiere of the film in Phoenix. Clark and

many of the other stars of "Because They're

Young" arrived in the Arizona town for the

event. A parade, a gala banquet and a 75-piece

Indian School Band helped usher in the film,

to the obvious merriment and enthusiasm of

thousands in the busy downtown area.

The very mystery in the title of "Who Was
That Lady?" has led to some extremely eye-

Ciluhmg on-thc-street stunts in numerous cities.

•YOUNG' PROMOTION. Top, Columbia exe
in charge of ad-publicity Jonas Rosenfiel
Jr., I., national promotion chief Robert
Ferguson, r., discuss "Because They
Young" promotion with star Dick Cla
Middle, Stars of film are greeted on arriv

in Phoenix, Ariz., for premiere. Key to ci

was presented by Carolyn O'Neil, I., to ti\

and Mrs. Warren Berlinger, Clark, Rober
Shore, producer Jerry Bresler, Mr. and M
Michael Callan. Bottom, thousands gather
downtown Phoenix for premiere. Clark
shown leading 75-piece Indian School Ba
of Phoenix. Other pre-bow activities includ

a parade and a gala banquet.

Fetching female models in frilly black mas

and, in some cases, brief attire, are drawing i

male double-takes and stares. Star Tony Curl

a favorite among the distaff fans, pitched

with a one-day tour of San Francisco to h<

promote the picture. In addition to making

round of press, radio and TV appearances,

knocked on the doors of residents, in typi

political candidate fashion, to ask people to

"Who Was That Lady?"

"Man on a String," the chiller based on i

Boris Morros autobiography, "My Ten Yej

as a Counterspy," currently is being heral<|

by the author, himself, who is well into

advance promotion tour that w ill last until \
20 and cover the cities of five AB-PT circt

1

set to play the film in the South and Southw

Columbia vice president in charge- of advertis

and publicity Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., in I

nouncing the tour, pointed out that it \|

enjo) the special Markley Plan salesmansfl

(Continued on Pas



:dlumbia on the road
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"LADY" WALKS
'WHO'S' THAT? Left, four
masked models paraded
through downtown Cincinnati
prior to "Who Was That Lady?"
playdate. They carried signs
with title and call letters of

tied-in radio station. Right,

Marylou Weston, chosen as
"Who Was That Lady?" girl,

spent two days walking up and
down Hollywood Blvd., plug-

ging film's opening at Grau-
man's Chinese Theatre.

Pre-Sell Is Byword of

Universal Long-Range Push
At Universal, the emphasis is on the pre-sell.

iree phases of the gigantic campaign on the

0,000,000 production, "Spartacus", already

ve been completed, and the film is not due

r release until the fall. In announcing the

ird phase—erection of billboards and neon

signs throughout the country—vice president

David A. Lipton stated the purpose of the pre-

sell precisely and effectively: "simply to estab-

lish the slogan 'I960 is the Year of Spartacus.'
"

The Universal executive added that "the first

two steps covered the most extensive trade

(Sidney K. Markley, AB-PT vice president, de-

veloped the brand of promotion bearing his

name). Pictures are selected for promotion

under the plan; then about one month before

their distribution, the lircuit representatives

see them, with each creating its own adver-

tising, publicity and exploitation campaigns

suitable for its particular area.

The summer period should find Columbia

capturing plenty of customers for its films

through active salesmanship that promises to

encompass every area of the country in a wide

variety of patterns.

LIPTON

paper advertising campaign we ever have sched-

uled, aimed at exhibitors, and the literal 'satura-

tion' of radio airwaves, to reach the public,

with 'Spartacus' spot announcements with the

slogan on New Year's Eve."

The July release, "Portrait in Black", also

is slated for the big pre-sell, with a series of

teaser ads in the trade papers already having

kicked off the proceedings. The plan is to pene-

trate public interest in the same manner, slowly

and deeply, for this suspense melodrama.

The impressive Easter and general holdover

business being rung up by "The Snow Queen"

also validates the worth of the emphasis (J has

placed on pre-sell. As a climax to a record

five-month advance pre-selling campaign that

began last November, the picture set a record

in the final day of its six-day Easter engagement

at some 90 theatres in the greater New York

territory; and at its American bow at the Colfax

Theatre, South Bend, Indiana, it established a

Universal house standard on its first week.

That, say U officials, is sufficient results for

them to continue to pursue the long-range mer-

chandising of their product.

The Easter opening of "The Snow Queen" was

backed by an unusual advertising drive in the

Sunday comic sections of some 80 newspapers

with a combined circulation of 32,000,000 and

an estimated readership in excess of 120,000,-

000. That followed a full-page ad in both

Look and Parents Magazine. Records provided

a big push in the latter stages of the drive,

with Decca Records and Coral Records, both

of which recorded stings from the film, setting

a large number of music and record store

windows in New York and other key cities

(Continued on Page 24)
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PRE-SELL AT UNIVERSAL
(Continued from Page 23)

around the land to help launch the picture.

Observance of the 155th birthday of Hans
Christian Andersen also aided in the advance

promotion in numerous cities, with mayors and

other government officials proclaiming the date

a holiday and otherwise plugging the produc-

tion based on the Danish author's famous tale.

Personal appearance tours by stars Sandra Dee,

Patty McCormack and Tommy Kirk in advance

of openings; a "Snow Queen Winter Carnival"

at Grossingers, covered by many network radio

SNOW IS HOT
'SNOW JOB. Left, star San-
dra Dee, r., Sherry Jackson
pose with snow man prior to

special kids' premiere of "The
Snow Queen" at Beverly Hills'

Fox Wilshire. Right, U studio

publicity director Jack Dia-

mond chats with Miss Dee
before the special showing of

the picture, which drew a

packed audience. Some of the
children can be seen lined up.

and TV shows; merchandising tie-ins with stores

throughout the country, and special invitational

showings in more than 30 key cities since last

November and December all powered the pic-

ture to its excellent opening.

Promotion touched off long in advance of a

film's release and continued constantly straight

through to the opening dates now is the byword

at Universal, where the big pre-sell is being

calculated to guarantee important productions

a ready audience before they reach the market.

Extensive Tie-Ins

Key to MGM Sell

Not content merely to ride the "Ben-Hur"

success chariot, M-G-M has grasped upon mer-

chandising tie-ins as the best ride to a "want-

to-see", and, operating on that premise, the

Metro boxofficers are engineering cooperative

deals with as many reputable companies as will

buy the idea. Latest picture to enjoy this kind

of build-up is "Please Don't Eat the Daisies,"

whose family theme is readily accessible to

tie-ins ranging from breakfast food to children's

games.

Most significant of the deals is the ticket

tie-in with Quaker Oats, whereby some 27,000,-

000 tickets (good for children with adult paid

admissions) are being distributed in food stores

nationally in Quaker and Mother Oats packages.

To back this, Quaker Oats Co. is spending

S5()(),()()() on magazine, newspaper and television

advertising, and is distributing over 125,000

posters and other point-of-sale accessories for

display by the retailers.

A Coca-Cola tie-in also is selling the film,

with a full color, 17 x 20-inch display card

being distributed nationally by regional bottlers

to retail outlets. In addition, 900 radio stations

programming the weekly Coca-Cola "Hi-Fi"

show for teenagers will play the Doris Day
recording of the title song. Another tie-in is

aimed at the children's market, with a photo

showing four of the screen children of Miss

Day and David Niven playing a children's game
between takes of the film. Quality Games, Inc.,

is arranging full cooperation between local

stores and theatres to coincide with playdates.

Additional tie-ins include: Columbia Records'

designation of April as Doris Day Month; an

extensive campaign for the Crest paperback

movie edition of "Please Don't Eat the Daisies;"

a national tie-in with North American Van
Lines, and a special promotion planned by the

National Lamp Foundation.

Other facets of showmanship have not, how-
ever, been overlooked by any means. News-
paper advertising has been most effective, and

the radio and TV ads, including some catchy-

spots and special video trailers stressing the

FREE

MOVIE

TICKET
INSIDE PACKAGES r>

OATS SELL 'DAISIES'

'EAT' THE OATS. This eye-
catching store-window display
is designed to sell Quaker
Oats and "Please Don't Eat
the Daisies," in merchandis-
ing tie-in engineered by M-G-M
with food firm. The film com-
pany is backing the tie-in with
a major advertising and pub-
city campaign.

THEBRiDESoF

This Suspensetul Novel Is Based On The Universal-International

Technicolor Film

SWEET 'DRACULA.' This unusual, perfumj
scented cover adorns pocket edition of "Tf|

Brides of Dracula," published by Monarc
Books, Inc., in connection with film.

comedy aspects of the film, should pack plen-

of promotional wallop, too. Screenings are cot

sidered a must by M-G-M promotioneers. E

hibitors are urged to arrange viewings f(

newspaper people, radio station personnel ar

any other merchants who tie-in on the pictur

Civic leaders, club presidents and opinic

makers in the community should be shown tl

film well in advance of playdate. In additio

a special teenage preview can be worked 0

with all the disc jockeys in town.

Metro has indeed tied its merchandising fu

tunes to the increasingly popular tie-in, ar

based on its latest all-out effort, chances

hitting the boxoffice jackpot look might) goo

FOR THE PAUSE /SX^^M
THAT REFRESHES (£^(PM0

For Bright Entertainment

SEE MGM'S

PjLEASE
jOON'T eat
THE DAISIES

Soon at your Favorite Theatre

COKE TIE-IN. This 17 x 20-inch display cat

in full color, is being distributed nationally

Coca-Cola regional bottlers to retail outlc

as part of tie-in with the picture.
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What's the competition offering this season?

Tjj £ TV WATCH
By ZIGGY GERALD

Television has discovered the world!

The wild west is no longer the focus

of television production; a number of

weekly shows have tripped across

oceans recently for backgrounds. This

is a trend which Hollywood started

and exploited early in the fifties. Thus,

it's natural that television has been in-

fluenced, particularly in the case of the

shows produced by movie studios.

What has happened though is that

many of these allegedly foreign pro-

duced programs have been faking it

and using backdrops of distant seas and

palmed islands to glamourize their ac-

tion. Such series as Advenittres in Para-

dise and Hawaiian Eye, two of the

grander one hour voids in tv pro-

gramming, might as well have been

filmed in tinted fish bowls for all the

Pacific reality they possess. Along with

a growing number of syndicated show s

that take place outside of our bound-

aries, these are becoming the new-

trend in television, but the total foot-

age of most of these shows could have

been gathered in a cameraman's fifteen

minute coffee break. Next season prom-

ises many new series in this vein.

Yet, foreign locales have been and
are being used successfully. Programs
headed by pacesetters like Paar, Garro-

way and Murrow and his staff have

branched out. They have traveled with

their production staffs to England.

Italy, India, Africa and many other less

tourist-like lands to compile through
interviews and outdoor camerawork a

representative picture of the world to-

day.

Even musical stars like Boone and
Como are travelling internationally,

hoping to perk up their listless formats.

And when Jack Paar was in tem-
porary exile, he was still on the job

photographing, if sketchily. The Orient.

His contribution to his films was his

own brand of enchantment.

O 0
The best of the Easter holiday tele-

casts was a nationally local showing of
1 the silent film classic, King of Kings.
1 It's presentation on Easter Sunday is

becoming as much of a tradition as

Antabl and the Night Visitors at

Christmas time.

This raises a question: Why aren't
more silent films shown on television?

There are so few opportunities to see

these early film classics. Admittedly,
they do appear on museum and art

theatre film schedules periodically, but

most people aren't accessible to either

one.

King of Kings is an excellent glimpse

into moviemaking at its peak just be-

fore talkies obliterated the silent films.

It is a terribly expressive, absorbing and

impressive production, completely dif-

ferent in technique from anything ex-

tant today; and, in many ways, more
entertaining. This inherent contrast in

production alone makes it fascinating

to see. The absence of dialogue is a

pleasure, too, when one recalls many
of the verbalized inanities hurled at

audiences today in all the entertainment

media.

I must admit, though, that the musi-

cal soundtrack was abominable, much
too dramatic and distracting. After the

first few minutes, I turned off the vol-

ume and sat in silence enraptured with

a really silent movie.

Four years ago, a television landmark

was made with the presentation on

Playhouse 'JO of the first original ninety

minute play written expressly for tele-

vision. Requiem for a Heat ) H eight.

One lost Friday, a few weeks back,

the usually undistinguished Desilu

Playhouse distinguished itself in the

presentation of The Man in the Vunuy

Suit, a drama by the director of Re-

quiem about the "behind the scenes"

story.

For years now the backstage tale has

been driven to hell and back by Holly-

wood scripters, but it seemed new and

fresh in the presentation of a simple

uncomplicated tale of a man who's

reached an impasse in a lifelong career

at a time when most men are planning

the size of their burial plots.

Aside from the fact that this hour

was good drama, it was rewarding for

another reason: it was strictly a tele-

vision success. It was created by artists

who achieved their greatest recognition

in TV and, of course, the play was

presented on television and not in

another medium. Those connected have

a right to be smug; their achievement

is something rare.

from [UJKIQ^Sag^tLg
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TALK OF CONTROLS

Discussion of 'Itiffhi" and Responsibility*

(Continued from Page 1 1

)

a right to bring up their children in their own way, and if

they don't want them to see pictures of some kind, they

shouldn't see them.

MISS KERR: But think about—think—there are too many par-

ents that don't seem to have enough control over their chil-

dren to stop them going to these pictures.

MR. PREMINGER: But this cannot be helped by motion pic-

ture producers.

MISS KERR: This is . . . this is the trouble. Isn't it?

MR. PREMINGER: I mean, there must be somebody else help-

ing these parents. You cannot blame everything on motion

pictures. If parents cannot control their children, then the

motion picture censorship certainly won't help it, because

there are many, many other areas where these children prob-

ably will be sinning and doing very bad things, regardless

of motion pictures.

MISS KERR: Yes, I agree. After all, we can—we all—we don't

have to—we can censor ourselves. We don't have to buy a

newspaper if we find its policy offensive to us.

MR. PREMINGER: That's right.

MISS KERR: And we could just as well, you know, not go into

the cinema if we don't like the subject.

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: I like very much, Miss Kerr, what
you say about the individual having a responsibility to choose

well and to not choose that which he may deem to be morally

harmful to himself. I think that you can conceive of these

ways of controls in a series of expanding concentric circles.

The first control, of course, is the control by the individual,

according to the light of his conscience, and according to

the information which he has at hand about the particular

film in question. Then, of course, there is the area of parental

control and the area of the council of voluntary associations.

I don't term such council censorship or pressure.

QUESTION OF BOYCOTT...

MR. PREMINGER: No. I agree with you—as long as the

Legion of Decency would tell only their members what to

see and what not to see, I would never object to it. But when
the Legion of Decency threatens theatres with boycott if they

play certain pictures, then I think they go beyond what
should be permissible.

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: Yes. The Legion of Decency coun r

sels its own members in exercising its right of free associa-

tion and free expression and free communication—makes
known to its followers what its moral estimate of a given

film is, but again, may I backtrack in the discussion, to some-

thing—or rather two things that you said, Mister Preminger.

First of all, you indicated that you felt you had a right to

produce and exhibit vvhate\er you wished. I do not think

that that is an absolute right. I think that that is a right that

must be exercised in a morally and socially responsible

way . . .

MR. PREMINGER: That's right—but I must be the sole judge
of what is morally responsible.

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: Yes. And secondly, you said that

each adult has the right to see what he wishes. Again, I do
not think that that is an absolute right. I think that that is a

right which must be exercised intelligently, prudently and
wisely by the individual.

MR. PREMINGER: But, Monseigneur, why should the censor's

character not be corrupted when he sees these things, in order

to tell people not to see them? And why should any other

adult be corrupted when he sees them?

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: Well, I . . .

MR. PREMINGER: What makes the censor so special?

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: I do not wish to be put into any posi-

tion of advocating or sustaining, necessarily, official censor-

ship. My own personal opinion is this—and I want to make

it clear that I am not speaking for any group or any organi-

zation, when I say it. My own personal opinion would be

against Federal censorship of motion pictures. I would like

to . . .

MR. PREMINGER: Well, I am all for that.

MISS KERR: Otto, I am dying to ask you something.

MR. PREMINGER: Yes.

MISS KERR: What happens if you abolish censorship?

MR. PREMINGER: But we don't have censorship in the

United States, Deborah.

TASTE THE KEYNOTE...

MISS KERR: No. What I was going to say, Otto, what 1

really wanted to ask you about, which was always bothered

me—it's all to do with censorship. If you have no censorship

or even if you have it in a very strict form, how can you—
you are a sincere person—when you make your film, you dc

it with sincerity and you do it with taste, and I think taste

is probably the keynote of this whole thing. I mean, anything

—any message can be given and point made if it's done

with taste, but we are so wide open in—in our medium, anc

certainly in—in television, it seems to me, or perhaps les;

at the moment, I don't know, to the unscrupulous, half-tal

ented person who sees in the making of a movie a great dea

of money.

MR. PREMINGER: Deborah, may I say that I personally be

lieve in the good taste of the great masses. I have nevei

heard of anybody becoming rich because he sold dirty book:

or dirty postcards, and I don't think anybody has ever becomi

rich by making really dirty or obscene motion pictures.

MISS KERR: Well, not rich—shall we say done rather well

MR. MURROW: Monseigneur McClafferty, is it admissible tha

any group should attempt to control or influence what thus*

who are not members of that group should see or hear?

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: Well, it would be my thought tha

the voluntary group, exercising its right of free commen

and moral evaluation, ought to communicate that mora

evaluation to those who follow it, and communicate it like

wise, to the media of communication, so that that opinioi

may be communicated to the public at large. I do no

think . . .

MR. PREMINGER: I must say that I would not object to i

at all.

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: I just wanted to make this point—

|

do not think that voluntary groups would wish to exercis|

coercive methods, rather that they would wish to exercis

persuasive methods.

MR. PREMINGER: May I repeat my question which you di

not answer, Monseigneur, before? Then why does—then thj

Legion of Decency, when it condemns a picture also threate
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TALK DF CDNTHULS

#>o#*v Aof Approve 'Coercive Methods

the theatres that play, with boycott, for their next pictures.

Do you think this is right?

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: First of all, I am not here as the

spokesman of the Legion.

MR. PREMINGER: No, but—but you are familiar with the

practices of the Legion.

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: I want to clarify the position in

which I express myself. I express myself as an individual.

MR. PREMINGER: I realize this—but I still, for information,

would like to ask you this question: What your personal

opinion about it is.

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: The Legion does not go, according

to my recollection of its operation, to a motion picture com-

pany, and make demands that this or that be done—or that

this or that not be done.

MR. PREMINGER: But it's my own picture, "The Moon is

Blue," where both Archbishops of New York and Philadelphia

publicized letters in the newspapers, threatening theatres

which played the picture, to be boycotted by the members of

the Legion of Decency also for future exhibitions which bv

themselves were not condemned.

LEGION POLICY...

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: The action of the Legion, under the

leadership of such spiritual leaders that you mention, was in

furtherance of the pastoral Ministry of the Church, namely, the

. spiritual well-being of those who are members of the church,

, and those and others who follow the Legion classifications.

I do not know of any central policy of the national office of

the Legion which imposes any boycott or abstention for a

j

period of time. There may be efforts on the local level for

such supplementary action, but that is within the discretion

I

and within the freedom of those subsidiary local efforts,

because the national office of the Legion would give to those

local efforts the freedom which all of us would like to see

observed in all of the sectors of society, namely, a respon-

sibly-used freedom.

MR. PREMINGER: Do you, personally, Monseigneur, approve

i

of such actions?

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: Well, I don't explicitly understand

;

what you mean by "such action." You mean by boycott?

MR. PREMINGER: Yes.

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: I, personally, would prefer that such

voluntary associations utilize persuasive and interpretative

methods rather than coercive methods, but it may be that in

the judgment of prudent men on the . . .

MR. PREMINGER: I am very glad to hear that.

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: On the local level—that they have the

high responsibilities and the highest within a given territory,

to see to it that their people are protected morally and spiritu-

ally, and that the people not be roadblocked in their progress

towards spiritual perfection—roadblocked by any such thing

as a film that might be immoral or obscene.

>IR. PREMINGER: You agree though that this should only be

> done to members or by members of a certain group, and should

I not extend to people who do not belong to the same creed,

the same Legion, or the same group of people.

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: Well, we must remember this—that
just as the Code is based upon generally accepted moral stand-

ards, so too, the work of the Legion, generally, is based upon

the fundamental Ten Commandments which should guide our

relations to our neighbor in terms of rights and duties, and

our relation to God in terms of our rights and duties. I

believe, Mr. Preminger, that a great majority of the pictures

which have been deemed worthy of receding a so-called

Oscar, have been rated in the A category bv the Legion of

Decency. I think this is a tribute not only to the good judg-

ment of the Legion, but also to the good judgment of the

audience, in having such a coincidence of opinion with

respect to films that are judged to be worthwhile and out-

standing.

MR. PREMINGER: I want to state here, that neither Greta

Garbo nor Ernest Lubitsch, nor Chaplin ever received an

Oscar, and these certainly are three geniuses of the motion

picture business.

MISS KERR: Hear! Hear!

MR. PREMINGER: Or does anybody disagree?

MISS KERR: No—not me.

SOCIAL COMMENTS...

MR. PREMINGER: I think a producer has a right to make social

comments, and it still can be very entertaining. As for in-

stance, recently, a picture "On the Beach" has proved

—

which made considerable social comments and still seems to

be doing very, very well at the box office—and I do feel that

pictures can be controversial and attack certain principles

that might be very dear to certain segments of the popula-

tion, without really insulting those segments of the popu-

lation, if they are done in good taste and with the right

feeling for drama.

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: There is also the hazard, I believe,

that when certain subject materials are shown on the screen,

certain impressionable and perhaps unstable audience members
may be tempted toward an experimental adoption of such a

way of life.

MISS KERR: Yes.

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: Or toward an experimental use in

such a way of life.

MR. PREMINGER: But that is always true. We live in a very

hazardous world.

MISS KERR: That's w hy—that's why I say do away w ith horror

films. I think they are much worse.

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: Yes.

MISS KERR: But all these dreadful tortures they practice and

horrible things they do to people—ugh

!

MSGR. McCLAFFERTY: When the Senate was investigating

juvenile delinquency, a number of clinical experts testified, and

in their opinion, there was a likely connection, a presumed

connection between the amount and character of violence and

horror on the screen, and the rising tide of juvenile delin-

quency, and I believe that this rising tide of juvenile de-

linquency is one of the reasons why there has been some

resurgence of opinion and pressure within the population for

some forms of control on the mass media of communication.

MISS KERR: Yes.

MR. MURROW: I'm sorry. Monseigneur McClafferty—Miss

Deborah Kerr— Mr. Otto Preminger— thank you all very

much, indeed.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current &> Coming Features

(Date of Rim BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

August
BAT, THE Vincent Price, Agnes Morehead. Producer
C. J. Tevlin. New version »f Mary Robert Rlnehart
and Avery Hopwoods world famous mystery tate. 80
min.

FACE OF FIRE Cameron Mitchell, James Whitmore.
Producers Albert Band^ Louis Garfinkle. Director Band.
Handyman disfigured in fire finally gains friends. 83
min.

October
WEB OF EVIDENCE Van Johnson Vera Miles. Produced
by Maxwell Setton and John R. Sloan. Filmed from
A. J. Cronln's novel "Beyond This Place." Young man

sns 20 year old murder case to free his father.ra
November

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT. U. S. A. George S Hamil-
ton. Mary Murphy. Producer Terry Sanders. Director
Denis Sanders. Law-student turns criminal. 80 min.

December
HOUSE OF INTRIGUE, THE CinemaScope, Color. Dawn
Addams. Curt Jurgens. Folco Lulli. Producer-director
•

u"w„S0
,.

'• Spies and counter-spies' activities dur-
ing WW II. 90 min.

January
ATOMIC SUBMARINE Arthur Franz, Dick Foran Brett
Halsey. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Spencer G
Benset. Science-fiction thriller of a Polar sub and its
encounter with unknown enemy. 73 min.

PURPLE GANG, THE Barry Sullivan, Robert Blake,
blame Edwards. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
Frank McDonald. The startling story of the infamous
Detroit mobsters. 83 min.

February
HYPNOTIC EYE, THE Jacques Bergerac Marcia Hen-
derson Merry Anders, Allison Hayes. Producer Charles
B. Bloch. Director George Blair. Hypnotist's assistant
wearing mask, is responsible for disfiguring pretty
faces of hypnosis volunteers. 82 min.

March
I PASSED POR WHITE Sonya Wilde, James Franciscus
Producer-director Fred Wilcox. Story of a Nearesswho passes for white. 91 min.

April
BLUEBEARD'S TEN HONEYMOONS George Sanders.

. w*, J
Cdlvet

-
Produ <:<»- Rov Parkinson. Director WLee W.lder. Based on the true-rife story of Landru,

infamous French bluebeard. 92 min.

May
PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert. Pro-
ducer-director Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt
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June
SEXPOT GOES TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren. Tues-day Weld, Miianou Bardot. Producer-director Albert
/.ugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-
lege routine. 93 min.

July
T
p°r

E"RNITY Jeffrey Hunter. Vic Damone, Miiko
rodu

«

c
?r

' rvl "? H
-
Le™- Director Phil Karlson.True story of U. S. Marine hero Guy Gabaldon.

August

li
UN

?
E
A
E^S '

™ E
D

J
!,
ff Cha "dler. Producer-director

Joseph Anthony. Band of young hoodlums intimidate
entire western town.

Coming
DONDI Producer Albert Zugsmith. Story based onthe comic strip character.

Wnm SS
A
P
?
,DE

?
F

THE MARINES Producer LesterSansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse whichserved as an ammunition carrier in Korea
STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner. Louis Jour-

tZi.
Pr°ducer - d'/«t°r Douglas Sirk. Based on two

Drama " Montmartre" and "The Valadon

THE BIG BANKROLL Fabulous life story of king of the
gambler,. Producers. Samuel Bischoff and David
Diamond.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONA

October
BUCKET OF BLOOD, A Barboura Morris, Dick Miller.
Producer-director Roger Corman. A mad artist mur-
ders his victims and uses their bodies for statues.

LEECHES, THE Ken Clark, Yvette Vickers. Producer
Gene Corman. Director Bernard L. Kowalski. Monsters
arise from the swamps of the Florida everglades. 42

November
GIANT GILA MONSTER Don Sullivan. Lisa Simone.
Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg. Giant
gila monsters goes beserk on diet of humans. 75 min.

THE KILLER SHREWS Ingrid Goude, James Best. Ken
Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg.
Tiny shrews grow to huge proportions. 69 min.

December
GOLIATH AND THE BARBARIANS Color-Scope. Steve
Reeves, Bruce Cabot, Chelo Alonso. Producer Em-
inno Salvi. Director Carlo Campogalliani. A young
woodsman revenges the death of his father. Spectacle.
88 min.

March
ANGRY RED PLANET Cinemagic, Eastmancolor. Gerald
Mohr, Nora Hayden, Les Tremayne. Producers Sidney
Pink, Norman Maurer. Director lb Melchoir. An ad-
venture in the fourth dimension. 83 min.

May
CIRCUS OF HORRORS Specta-Color. Anton Diffring,

Erika Remberg. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn.
Director Sidney Hayers. Horror spectacle. 95 min.

June
FALL OF THE HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScope. Color.
Vincent Price, Mark Damon. Myrna Fahey. Producer-
director Roger Corman. Edgar Allan Poe's classic.

90 min.

JAILBREAKERS, THE Robert Hutton, Mary Castle. Pro-

ducer-director Alexander Grasshoss. Four escaped
convicts try to find a treasure of $400,000.00 from a

bank robbery. 65 min.

WHY MUST I DIE? Terry Moore, Debra Paget. Pro-

ducer Richard Bernstein. Director Roy Del Ruth. Prison

melodrama. 90 min.

August

September
MALE AND FEMALE Nadja Tiller, Tony Button, William
Bendix. Producer George Minter. Director Robert
Siddmak. 90 min.

Coming
ALADDIN AND THE GIANT CinemaScope and Color.
Producer Herman Cohen. Action fantasy.

GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON CinemaScope, Color.
Steve Reeves. Producer Geoffedo P. Bertolino. Action
fantasy. 80 min.

TAKE ME TO YOUR LEADER CinemaScope. Comedy
science fiction.

October

CRIMSON KIMONO, THE Victoria Shaw, Glenn Cor-
bett. Producer-director Samuel Fuller. Love and mur-
der on burlesque row. 82 min. 9/14/59.

THEY CAME TO CORDURA CinemaScope. Eastman
Color. Gary Cooper, Rita Hayworth, Van Heflin, Tab
Hunter. Producer William Goeti. Director Robert
Rossen. From the novel by Glendon Swarthout. 123

TINGLER, THE Vincent Price, Judith Evelyn. Producer-
director William Castle. Spook show with built-in

gimmicks. 80 min.

November
BATTLE OF THE CORAL SEA. Cliff Robertson, Gia'
Scala. Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director Paul
Wendkos. .. Drama set against WW II background. 80
min. 10/26/59.

LAST ANGRY MAN. THE Paul Muni, David Wayne.
Producer Fred Kohlmar, Director Daniel Mann. Picturi-
lation of Gerald Green's bestseller. 100 min. 10/12/59.

WARRIOR AND THE SLAVE GIRL SupercineScope
Eastman color. Gianna Maria Canale, Georges Marchal. I

Director Vittorio Cottafavi. Action Spectacle. 89 min.
1 1/9/59.

MOUSE THAT ROARED, THE Color. Peter Sellers,
!

Jean Seberg. Producer Walter Shenson. Director Jack
Arnold. Satire on relations of countries during Atomic
Age. 83 min. 10/12/59.

YESTERDAY'S ENEMY Stanley Baker, Guy Rolfe. Pro-
ducer Michael Carreras. Director Val Guest. British
and Japs battle in Burma. 95 min.

December

EDGE OF ETERNITY CinemaScope, Color. Cornell
Wilde, Victoria Shaw. Producer Kendrick Sweet. Di-
rector Donald Siegel. Murder and intrigue at Arizona
mine. 80 min. I 1/9/59.

FLYING FONTAINES, THE Eastman Color. Michael
Callan, Evy Norlund. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
George Sherman. Life with the circus. 84 min. 12/21.

THOUSAND AND ONE ARABIAN NIGHTS Technicolor.
UPA Cartoon feature. Starring the near sighted Mr.
Magoo. Producer Stephen Bosustow. Director Jack
Kinney. 74 min. 12/21.

January

GENE KRUPA STORY, THE Sal Mineo, Susan Kohner.
Producer Philip A. Waxman. Director Don Weis. Pic-

ture of the famed drummer. 101 min. 1/4/60.

SUDDENLY, LAST SUMMER Elizabeth Taylor, Montgom-
ery Clift. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director Joseph L.

Mankiewicz. Based on the controversial Tennessee
Williams play. 114 min. 12/21.

SWAN LAKE Maya Plisetskaya, Nicolai Fadeyeche,
Director Z. Tulubyeva. Russian exchange film. 81 min.

2/29/60.

February

ONCE MORE, WITH FEELING Technirama, Color. Yul

Brynner, Kay Kendall. Producer-Director Stanley Donen
Story about a concert conductor. 92 min. 2"/l5/60.

March

COMANCHE STATION CinemaScope, Color. Randolph
Scott. Nancy Gates. Producer-director Budd Boetticher.

A cowboy out for revenge. 74 min. 2/29/60.

OUR MAN IN HAVANA CinemaScope. Alec Guinness.

Burl Ives, Maureen O'Hara. Producer-Director Carol
Reed. Drama of a vacuum cleaner salesman in Havana.
107 min. 2/1/60.

WHO WAS THAT LADY? Tony Curtis, Dean Martin,

Janet Leigh. Producer Norman Krasna. Director

George Sidney. Curtis poses as an F.B.I, agent. IIS

min. 1/18/60.

April

BABETTE GOES TO WAR CinemaScope, Color, Brigitte

Bardot, Jacques Charrier, Producer Raoul J. Levy.

Director Christian-Jaque. Bardot helps defeat Germany
103 min. 2/29/60.

BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG Dick Clark, Michael Cal-

lan, Tuesday Weld. Producer Jerry Bresler. Director

Paul Wendkos. A teacher fights teenage violence. 102

min. 3/14/60.

May
KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO CinemaScope, Color. Rob-

ert Taylor, Anne Aubrey. Producers Irving Allen,

Albert R. Broccoli. Director Richard Thorpe, Engineer
fights slave trade in Africa. 91 min.

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathews.
Producer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre de Toth.

Hollywood film magnate becomes U.S. counter-spy. 92

STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY, THE Guy Rolfe. Producer

Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Ritual murders

in India. 81 min.

June

ELECTRONIC MONSTER Rod Cameron. Mary Murphy.
Producer Cohen-Levy. Director Tully. A mind machine

in the hands of a murderer. 72 min.

MOUNTAIN ROAD, THE James Stewart, Lisa Lu. Pro-

ducer William Goetz. Director Daniel Mann. G.I. I

fight across Burma. 102 min. 2/28.

TWELVE TO THE MOON Ken Clark. Producer Fred

Gebhardt. Director David Bradley. The first lunar

flight. 74 min.
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July

STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET CinemaScope, Color.
Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak Ernie Kovacs. Barbara Rush.
Producer-director Richard Quine.

Coming

ALL THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd. Sidney Poitier.
Producer-director Hall Bartlett. U.N. forces trapped
behind enemy lines in Korea.

AS THE SEA RAGES Maria Schell. Cliff Robertson.
Producer Carl Sikoll. Director Horst Hechler. A war
among fishermen and islanders. 97 min.

CAVES OF NIGHT CinemaScope Color Cornel Wi'de
Jean Wallace. Cliff Robertson. Producer Cornel Wilde.
Director Paul Wendkos.

DEVIL AT 4 O'CLOCK. THE Spencer Tracv. Sidney
"oifler, Marpessa Dawn. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Di-
-ecto<- Peter Glenville.

ENEMY GENERAL, THE Van Johnson. Jean Pierre
Aumont, Dany Carrel. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
George Sherman.

5IDGET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope Color. James
)arren, Sandra Dee, Michael Callan. Producer Jerry
Jresler.

SUNS OF NAVARONE Color. Gregory Peck. David
,>liven, Anthony Quinn. Producer Carl Foreman. Direc-
tor Alexander Mackendrick.

AIM AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens. Victoria Shaw,
'roducer Charles H. Schneer. Director Lee Thompson^
: ilm biography of brilliant rocket scientist.

•*Y DOG BUDDY Ken Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis.
.Director Ray Kellogg. A boy and his dog are parted.

'EPE CinemaScope. Color. Cantinflas. Dan Dailey,
ihirley Jones. Producer-director George Sidney.

JEACH FOR TOMORROW Burl Ives. Shelly Winters
'lame? Daren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan, Director
"hlMp Leacock.

iONG WITHOUT END CinemaScope. Color. Dirk Bo-
jarde, Capucine. Producer William Goetz. Director
Charles Vidor. The story of Frank Liszt.

1URPRISE PACKAGE Yul Brynner, Mitii Gaynor. Pro-
lucer-director Stanley Donen.

I WORLDS OF GULLIVER Super Dynamation. Color,
.erwm Mathews. Jo Morrow. Producer Charles Schneer
)irector Jack Sher.

WO FACES OF DR. JEKYLL, THE Color. Paul Massie,
)awn Addams. Producer Michael Correras. Director
erence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
on s classic.

WACKIEST SHIP IN THE ARMY. THE CinemaScope,
^olor. Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson. Producer Fred
Cohlmar. Director Richard Murphy.

October

00 BLOWS, THE (Zenith) Jean Pierre Leaud. Produced
>nd directed by Francois Truffant. French drama of
iov $ unhappy life. 98 min. 9/14/59.,oy

November
OVERS, THE (Zenith) Jeanne Moreau, Alan Cuny.
Erected by Louis Malle. French import about illicit
pove affa'r. 90 min. 9/14/59.

HIRD MAN ON THE MOUNTAIN IBuena Vista) Walt
I'isney. Technicolor. Michael Rennie James Mac-
;vrthur Janet Munro. Produced by William H. Ander-

I
"1 4/59

eC 'ed l'V Ken Annak ' n
- Adventure. 100 min.

January
EHIND THE GREAT WALL (Continental Dist.) Aroma
ama, DeLuxe Color. TotalScope. Producer Leonardo

lonii Director Sidney Kauffman. Narrated by Chet
ifuntlev. Story introduces tha process and its explana-
|ons. 98 min. 12/21.

3ETTY BOY FLOYD (Continental Dist.) John Ericson
arry Newmon, Joan Harvey. Producer Monroe Sach-
on. Director Herbert J. Leder. Storv of a killer
lased on factual events in the life of Charles Arthur
loyd. 94 min. 2/1/60.

IGER BAY IRank) John Mills. Horst Buckholi. Pro-
ucer John Hawkesworth. Director J. Lee Thompson
uspense drama involving a murderer, a girl who
ntnessed his crime, and a brilliant police inspector.

February

LACK ORPHEUS (Or P h3us Negro) (Looortl Breno
lello, Marpessa Dawn, Lourdes de Oliveira. Producer
acha Gordine. Director Marcel Camus. Fi!m versi-n
F.Ha famous Greek legend of Orpheus and his Mi-
nted love for Eurydice. 95 min. 3/14/60.

•RISBI I Valiant) Jean Gabin. Jeanne Moreau. Pro-
ueer Robert Dorfmann. Director Jacques Becker,

intf" ts*™*
°' Par ' S underworld and i,s inhabi-

|ISS FO« A KILLER. A (Valiant) Mylene Demongeot
enri V,dal Producer Michel Safra. Director Henri

PIT '

I05
r<"71 JameS Hadlev Cnases best-selling

NUDE IN A WHITE CAR (Trans-Lux Marina Vlady,
Robert Hossein, Odile Versois. Director Robert Hos-
sein. Mystery dealing with the nocturnal escapades
of two beautiful blonde French sisters. 87 min. 3/14/60.

TOBY TYLER IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Kevin Cor
coran Henry Calvin. Gene Sheldon Produrer W a lt

Disney. Director Charles Banton. Circus tale ol a
runaway boy s adventures under the Biq Top. 96 min
1/18/60.

March
EXPRESSO BONGO (Continental Dist I Laurence Har-
vey Sylvia Syms. Producer-director Val Guest Based
on the hit play by Wolf Mankowiti. 108 min.

SWORD AND THE CROSS, THE I Valiant I CinennScope
Color Gianna Maria Canale Marisa Allaslo. Director I
Guido Brignone. Story of the Roman persecution of I
early Christians.

A pril

KIDNAPPED IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Peter Finch I

James MacArthur. Producer Walt Disney. Director I
Robert Stevenson. Adaptation of Robert Louis Steven- I
son s adventure classic. 97 min. 2/29/60.

June

SIGN OF ZORRO. THE IBuena Vista). Guy Williams.
Henry Calvin. Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-
tors Norman Foster and Lewis R. Foster.

July

POLLYANNA IBuena Vistal Technicolor. Jane Wyman.
Richard Eagan. Producer Walt Disney. Director David
Swift. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller.

Coming

A TIME TO KILL IProducers Associated Pictures Co.

I

Jim Davis. Don Megowan, Allison Hayes. Producer Pat
Berz. Director Oliver Drake.

CHASERS, THE Jacque Charrier, Charles Agnovour.
Director Jean-Pierre Mocky. Cynical yet engrossing
French import about youlh'ul women-chasers. 75 min.
3/28.

DAY OF THE TRUMPET, THE !C. Santiago Film Organi-
zation Prod.) John Agar. Ricnard Arlen, Bill Phipps.
Producer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

DREAM MACHINE. THE (Amalgamated Prods.) Rod
Cameron. Marty Murphy, PeTer llling Producers Rich-
ard Gordon and Charies Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
gomery Tully.

G03GO IKing Bros.) Technicolor. Wide screen. Bill

Travers, Vincent Winter, William Sylvester. Producer
Maurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

JUNGLE CAT IBuena Vistal Technicolor. Story of will

animal life along the Amazon River.

LIGHT ACROSS THE STREET, THE IUMPOI Brigitte

Bardot Raymond Pellogrin. Roger Piquat. Producer
Jacqjes Gauthier. Director Georges Lacombe Drama.
A French husband and wife try to live without normal
sex relations, after the husband had a near-fatal acci-
dent. 76 mm
SILVER SKATES. THE IBuena Vista) Eastman Color.
Rony Zeander. Carin Rossby. Producer Walt Disney.
Director Norman Foster.

SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON IBuena Vista) Terhnicolor.
John Mills. Dorothy McGuire. Producer William H.
Anderson Director Ken Annakin. Adaptation of Jchann
Wyss' Adventure classic.

December

W*'CK Or THE MARY DEA3E, THE CinemaScope,
Metrocolor. Gary Cooper, Charlton Heston. Producer
Julian Blaustein. Directo-- Michael Anderson. Film ver-

sion of Hammond mnes' best-seller dealing wi;h th?
captain of a freighter whose owners conspire to sink

her for the value of her cargo. 106 min. 11/23/59.

January

GAZEBO. THE CinemaScope. Glenn Ford. Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director George
Marshall. Film version of the Broadway mystery-
comedy hit. 102 min. 12/21.

NEVER SO FcW CinemaScope. Metrocolor. Frank
Sinatra. Gina Lollobrigida . Producer Edmund Grainger.
Director John Sturges. Story of a group of Kachin
querillas in Burma during World War II. based on Tom
Chamales' best-selling novel. 127 min. 12/21.

February

THS LAST VOYAGE MetroColor. Robert Stack, Dorothy
Malone. Producer-Director Andrew L. Stone. Dramatic
story of the events which occur with sinking of an
ocean liner. 91 min. 2/1/60.

March

HOME F-ROM THE HILL CinemaScope. Metrocolor
Robert Mitchum, Eleanor Parker. Producer Edmund
Grainger. Director Vincente Minnelli. Film version of

William H'jmph-ey's no»»' H»*ling with confiict be-

tween family. 150 min. 2/15/60.

MAY SUMMARY
The talent strike may be over, but re-

lease schedules still are awaiting the

"shot-in-the-arm" that will come with a

step-up in production. As of this date,

the May card totals 18, with United

Artists in first place on the strength of

four pictures. Columbia and 20th Cen-

tury-Fox are tied for second spot with

three films apiece, while three firms

—

Allied Artists, M-G-M and Paramount

—

are deadlocked at two releases each.

American-International and Universal

each has listed one film, and Warne.-

Brcs. has not scheduled any pictures

for May.

April

PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES CinemaScope. Metro-
Color. DorP5 Day, David Nlven. Janis Paige. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Cnarles WalVers. Comic ex-
periences of N. Y. couple and their children. Ill min.
3/28.

May
GIANT OF MARATHON. THE (formerly "Battle of
Marathon. The" I Widescreen. Color. Steve Reeves
Mylene Demongeot. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director
Jacques lourneur. Action-filled recreation of the classic
battle of ancient Greece.

PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney. Terry
Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military
academy. 93 min.

June

ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN. THE Cinema-
Scope. MetroColor. Tony Randall Eddie Hodges Pro-
ducer Samuel Goldwyn Jr Director Michael Curti-z

Film version of Mark Twain's classic story of the Mis-
sissippi River. 107 min.

July

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope Metre-Color Judy
Holliday, Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-
tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit.

Coming

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaS-ope
Metro Color. Robert Wagner. Natalie Wood. Susan
Kohner. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Michael
Anderson. Drama involving four young people whose
paths cross in their search to find love. 122 min.

BEN HUR Panavision. Technicolor. Chirlton Heston
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet Pro-
ducer Sam Zimballst. Director William Wyler. Bib-
lical spectacle. 332 min. 11/23/59.

BUTTERFIELD 8 CinemaScope. MetroColor. E izabeth
Taylor. Laurence Harvey. Producer Pandro S. Berman
Director Daniel Mann. Adaptation of John O'Hara's
novel.

CIMARRON Metrocolor) Glenn Ford. Maria Schell
Anne Baxter. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director
Anfhony Mann. Based on Edna Ferber's c.assic novel.

DEVIL 13 A WOMAN, THE Ava Gardner Dirk Bogcrde.
Joseph Cotten. Producer Goffredo Lombardo. Director
Nunnally Johnson. Drama, during Spani:h Civil War,
involving a priest and a beautiful dancer.

GO NAKED IN THE WOSLD CinemaScope. MetroColor.
Gina Lollobrigida. Tony Franciosa, Ernest Borgnine
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Ranald MacDou-
gall. Film version of a novel by Tom Chamales.

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter. Pat Crowley.
Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Phil Carson.
Story of a man threatened by a gang of hoodlums
after he is witness to a murder. 81 min.

SUBTERRANEANS. THE CinemaScope. Metrocolor.
Leslie Caron. George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed
Director Ranad MacDougall. Fiim ver:icn of Jack
Kercuac's novel. 87 min.

THE DAY THEY ROEBED THE CANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray. Elizabeth Sellars. Hugh Griffith. Producer
Jules Buck. Director John Guillermin. Suspenseful
action-thriller of a sensational robbery.

THE VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED George Sanders. Bar-
bara Shelley. Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf
Rilla. Suspense drama with a science-fiction basis.

TIME MACHINE. THE Rod Taylor Alan Young. Pro-
ducer-director George Pal. Based on H. G. Wells'
story of a man who invent-, a machine which carries
him from the 19th century into an amazing world of
the future. 103 min.
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PARAMOUNT

November
CARTER Dean Martin, Anthony Franciosa, Shirley Mac-
Laine, Carolyn Jones. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Joseph Anthony. Drama. Ambitious young actor, strug-
gling toward stardom, encounters love, hardship frus-
tration. 105 min. 10/12/59.

December
LI'L ABNER Technicolor. Peter Palmer, Leslie Parrish,
Stubby Kaye, Julie Newmar, Robert Strauss. Producer
Norman Panama. Director Melvin Frank. Musical-
comedy. Screen version of long-run Broadway show
based on Al Capp's Dogpatch characters. 114 min.
1 1/9/59.

January

A TOUCH Or LARCENY James Mason. Vera Miles.
Producer Ivan Foxwell. Director Guy Hamilton. Comedy
of Naval commander who maps an elaborate fraud
93 min. 1/18/60.

February

BIG NIGHT, THE Randy Sparks, Dick Foran, Venetia
Stevens, Anna Lee. Producer Vern Alves. Director Sid-
ney Salkow. Story of young people on the loose.
74 min. 2/29/60.

CIRCUS STARS Technicolor. Oleg Popov, Vladimir
Durov. Director L. Kristy. Russian release distributed
by Paramount pursuant to agreement under the aus-
pices of the State Department. 67 min. 2/29/60.

JACK THE RIPPER Lee Patterson, Eddie Byrne Betty
McDowall. Producer and Director— Robert S. 'Baker
and Monty Berm*n Joseph E. Levine exploitation soe-
cial. 85 min. 2/15/60.

March
CHANCE MEETING Hardy Kruger, Micheline Presle
Producer David Deutsch. Director Joseph Losey. Young
artist, accused of murdering his mistress, attempts to
prove his innocence. 96 min. 2/29/60.

HELLER IN PINK TIGHTS Technicolor. Sophia Loren
Anthony Quinn, Margaret O'Brien. Producers Carlo
Ponti and Marcello Girosi. Director George Cukor.
Theatrical troupe's adventures in the old west 100
min. 3/14/60.

April

CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS Lilli Palmer, Sylvia Syms
Yvonne Mitchell. Producer Betty E. Box Director Ralph
Thomas. Story of rescue operations of war orphans
imprisoned in concentration camps. 113 min. 3/14/60.

IN THE WAKE OF A STRANGER Tony Wright, Shirley
Eaton, Danny Green. Producer John Penington. Director
David Eady. Suspense drama concerning the dis-
aDP

m
ariinCe °f 'he body of a murdered bookmaker.

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET Jerry Lewis Joan Black-
man. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog.
Screen version of the Broadway hit by George Vidal
35 min. 2/15/60.

May
FIVE BRANDED WOMEN Van Heflin, Silvana Mangano
Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis. Director
Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Naiis. 106 min.

PRISONER OF THE VOLGA Technicolor. John Derek
Elsa Martinelli, Dawn Addams. Director V Tour-
leasky. Historical spectacle. 102 min.

June
WALK LIKE A DRAGON Jack Lord. Nobu McCarthy
James Shigeta. Producer-director James Clavell. Drama
set in the Old West dealing with the fight between
an American settler and a Cninese immigrant for Ihe
love of an Oriental slave girl. 69 min.

July

BELLBOY. THE Jerry Lewis. Aiex Gerry, Joan Tabor.
Producer-director Jerry Lewis Story of a mute bellboy
at a Florida resort.

RAT RACE. THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan. Drama of a career-seeking
saxophone player and a disillusioned showgirl. 105 min.

TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT Eastman Color. Gordon
Scott, Jock Mahoney. Producers Sy Weintraub Harvey
Hayutin. Director Robert Day. Famous king of the
untamed engages in more adventurous activities.

August
IT STARTED IN NAPLES (formerly "Bay of Naples"!
VistaVision. Technicolor. Clark Gable, Sophia Loren.
Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson. An
American lawyer goes to Italy to get his orphaned
nephew and falls in love with the child's governess.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh. Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles
John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock'
Storj< based on Inner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert

Coming
BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer. Annette Vadim. Producer Raymond Eger: Direc-
tor Roger Vadim. Suspense drama based on story by
Paul Gallico.

BRfATH OF SCANDAL. A Sophia Loren, Maurice
Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti and
Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtii. A sophis-
ticated story of the make-believe world of the Austro-
Hungarian court around 1906.

CINDERFELLA Technicolor, VistaVision. Jerry Lewis,
Ed Wynn, Anna Marie Alberghetti, Erin O'Brien. Pro-

ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin. Modern
of the Cinderella fairy tale.

April

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR, THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,
George Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

espionage drama.

GJ. BLUES VistaVision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley. Pro-
ducer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog. Story of

American soldiers in Germany.

ONE-EYED JACKS VistaVision Technicolor. Marlon
Brando, Pina Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-
tor Marlon Brando. Western.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY, THE VistaVision. Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire. Debbie Reynolds. Tab Hunter.
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a day-
boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

SAVAGE INNOCENTS Technirama, Technicolor. An-
'hony Ouinn. Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray.

UNDER TEN FLAGS Technirama. Van Heflin, Charles
Laughton. Producer Dino DeLaurentis. Directors Duilio

Coletti and Silvio Narizzano. Drama of WWII.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG, THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Nancy Kwan, Michael Wilding, Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Richard Ouine. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and the Broadway play.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

November

BELOVED INFIDEL CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Greg-
ory Peck, Deborah Kerr, Eddie Albert. Director Henry
King. Producer Jerry Wald. Intimate story of F. Scott
Fitzgerald and Sheilah Graham. 123 min.

HOUND DOG MAN CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Carol
Lynley, Fabian. Producer Jerry Wald. Director D.
Siegel. Story of youna love in the remote Kentucky
mountain country. 87 min. 11/9/59.

December

BLOOD AND STEEL RegalScope. Brett Halsey. Ziza
Rodann. Producer G. Corman. Director B. Kowalsky.
63 min. War story in South Pacific.

JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH Cinema-
Scope, Deluxe CoJor. Pat Boone, James Mason, Arlene
Dahl. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Levin.
Picturization of Jules Verne's novel. 132 min. 12/21.

January

STORY ON PAGE ONE, THE CinemaScope. Rita Hay-
worth, Anthony Franciosa. Producer Jerry Wald. Direc-
tor Clifford Odets. Drama of a woman plotting to
murder her husband. 123 min. 1/4.

ROOKIE, THE CinemaScope. Tommy Noonan. Pete
Marshall, Julie Newmar. Producer Tommy Noonan.
Director George O'Hanlon. Army training. Comedy.

SEVEN THIEVES CinemaScope, Color. cJward G. Rob-
inson, Rod Stciger, Joan Collins. Produced S. Boehm.
Director Henry Hathaway. Six men and a woman suc-
cessfully rob a Monte Carlo casino. 102 min. 2/1/60.

February

SINK THE BISMARCK CinemaScope. Kenneth More,
Dana Wynter Producer-director J. Bradbourne. Story
of the chase and death of the German juggernaut by
the British Navy. 97 min. 2/1/60.

THIRD VOICE, THE CinemaScope. Edmund O'Brien,
Julie London. Producer-director H. Cornfield. Drama
of intrigue in a big city police station. 79 min.
2/1/60.

THREE MURDERESSES DeLuxe Color. Alain Delon,
Mylene Demongeot. Producer P. Gaetz. Director M.
Boisrond. Gay Gallic farce of three beauties in love
with the same man. 96 min.

March

CAN-CAN ITodd-AI Color. Frank Sinatra, Shirley
MacLane, Maurice Chevalier. Producer Jack Cum-
mings. Director Walter Lang. Adaptation of Cole
Porter's brilliant musical success. 131 min. 3/14/60.

DOG OF FLANDERS, A CinemaScope, Color. David
Ladd, Donald Crisp. Producer R. Radnitz. Director H.
Clark. Story of a boy and his dog. 96 min. 1/18/60.

WHEN COMEDY WAS KING Charlie Chaplin, Buster
Keaton. Laurel and Hardy. Producer Robert Youngson.
A compilation of the screen's best-loved comedians.
81 min. 3/14/60.

WIND CANNOT READ, THE OeLuxe Color. Dirk Bo'-

garde, Yoko Tani. Producer Betty Box. Director R.

Thomas. Drama of taut intrigue and love in Burma dur-
ing WW II. 107 min. 2/29/60.

MASTERS OF THE CONGO JUNGLE DeLuxe Colo
CinemaScope. Narrator—Orson Welles. Producer M
Storck. Director M. De Roover. Story of life in thjl

Belgian Congo. 88 min. 1/18/60.

THIRTEEN FIGHTING MEN RegalScope. Grant Wi I

Mams, Carole Mathews. Producer Jack Leewood. D
rector Harry Gerstad. Story of tensions and traged
when two rival patrols from North and South mee '

69 min. 3/28.

WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER CinemaScooe, DeLuxJ
Color. Ernie Kovacs, Margo Moore, Dick Shawn. Pr<

ducer-director Mervyn LeRoy. Gl operates a lavisil

resort on a Pacific island. 126 min. 3/28.

May
CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson Welle
Juliette Greco Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Directc

Richard Fleischer. Psychological thriller of dual ideiii

titles. 97 min.

FLAME OVER INDIA DeLuxe, CinemaScope. Kennel
More, Lauren Bacall. Producer M. Hellman. Directc!

J. Thompson.

VALLEY OF THE REJWOODS RegalScope. Lynn Bernavl

John Hudson. Producer Gene Corman. Director Wi
liam N. Witnev. Masterful and ingenious crime dramj
set off in northern California. 63 min.

June
BOBBIKINS Max Bygraves, Shirley Jones. Producer CI

Brodney. Director Robart Day. Hilarious family conl

edy. 89 min. 2/29/60.

OPERATION AMSTERDAM Peter Finch, Eva Bartolj

Producer M. Cowan. Director M. McCarthy. Based o-

novel by David E. Walker. 102 min.

STORY OF RUTH, THE DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope|

Elana Eden, Peggy Wood. Producer Samuel G. Enge I

Director Henry Koster. Story of a biblical charactei|

122 min.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, Color. Montgomery Clif
|

Lee Remick. Producer-director Elia Kazan. An elderl,

woman successfully fights the Tennessee Valley Authoi

ity. I

July

HIGH TIME DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Bing Crosby

Fabian. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Blak.

Edwards. Rich, older playboy goes back to collegl

and learns a lot.

LET'S MAKE LOVE Yves Montand, Tony Randall, Marily'

Monroe. Producer Jerry Wald. Director George Cukor

MURDER. INC. RegalScope. May Britt, Stuart Whil

man. Producer Burt Balaban. Director Stuart Roserj

berg. Story of famed crime syndicate.

SONS AND LOVERS DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope.

Dean Stockwell, Trevor Howard, Wendy Hitler, Heathe

Sears Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jack Cardiff

Drama of passion and love in a Welsh-mining corr

munity.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Micha<

Craig Mylene Demongeot. Producer B. Box. Directc

R. Thomas. Rowdy, racy, ragout of an impossibll

French baby-sitter. 101 min.

August

FROM THE TERRACE DeLuxe Color, CinemaScop.;

Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward. Producer-directc

Mark Robson. Inside look at low morals of uppe

class.

LOST WORLD, THE CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color

M

nando Lamas, Claude Rains, David Hedison, Jill

John. Producer-director Irwin Allen.

ONE FOOT IN HELL CinemaScope. DeLuxe Coloil

Dolores Michaels. Don Murray. Producer Sydne

Boehm. Director James B. Clark.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Rav Stricklv'i

Mary Anders. Producer Jack Leewood. Director Wi

liam Claxton. Story of the teenage life of the notonoi,

outlaw.

December

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Walter Waij

ger. Director Rouben Mamoulian.

Coming
DESIRE IN THE DUST CinemaScope. Stark, romai

drama in cattle town.

SEPTEMBER STORM CinemaScope. Mark Stevens,

anne Dru. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Direc

November
ODDS AGAINST TOMORROW Harry Belafonte, Robtij

Ryan Shelly Winters. Producer-director Robert Wisfl

Taut drama of a bank robbery. 95 min. 10/12/59.1

SUBWAY IN THE SKY Van Johnson, Hildegarde Net

Producer John Temple-Smith and Patrick Filmer-SanMlJ

Post-war melodrama. 85 min. 9/14/59.

December
SOLOMON AND SHEBA Color. Yul Brynner, Ginfl

Lollobrigida. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Kini

Vidor. Biblical spectacle in SuperTechnira -

color. 139 min. 1/4/60.
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January
JOG'S BEST FRIEND, A Bill Williams, Marcia Hender-
Ion. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L. Cahn
Comedy. 70 min. 1/18/40.

iUNFIGHTERS OF ABILENE Buster Crabbe Judith
Vmes. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L Cahn
Western. 67 min. 1/18/40.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY David Niven Mitzie Gaynor
'roducer Ralph Fields. Director David Miller. Roman,
'ic Comedy based on Broadway hit. 81 min. 11/23/59.

February

5N THE BEACH Gregory Peck. Ava Gardner Fred
Vstaire. Anthony Perkins. Producer-director Stanley
(ramer. Film version of Nevil Shute's provocative
>est-seller. 133 min. 12/7/59.

'USHER, THE Kathy Carlyle, Felice Orlandi Producers
ene Milford and Sid Katz, Director Gene Milford

l\ction drama. 81 min. 1/18/60.

AKE A GIANT STEP Johnny Nash, Rudy Dee Pro-
ducer Jules L. Epstein. Director Phillip Leacock Drama
if a negro teenager. 100 min. I2/7/S9.

'ICE RAID Mamie Van Doren. Brad Dexter Producer
'

,:
°b
m-m

E

2/29/60
D ' reCt0r Ed

'

L Cdhn
'

Actlcn drama.

March
OKLAHOMA TERRITORY Bill Williams Gloria Talbot
'roducer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. 67
mn. Action drama. 67 min. 2/29/60.

April

OY AND THE PIRATES. THE Color. Charles Herbert
usan Gordon. Producer-director Bert I. Gordon Fan-
,asy-comedy. 82 min.

HREE CAME TO KILL Cameron Mitchell Steve Brodie

™ma
er
70 min

rt E
'

Ken
'' Director Ed

-
L Cann

-
Ac,ion

INFORGIVEN, THE Color. Burt Lancaster Audrey

teee/w^t^n'Tjrmln
1

-

Dh^°' J °'° Huston.

May
UGITIVE KIND THE Marlon Brando. Anna Magnani
oanne Woodward. Producer Martin Jurow and Richard
hepherd. Director Sidney Lumet. Based on Tennessee
IVilliams Broadway play. 119 min.

,AU
D
ANT H

°.V
RS

'
THE James Cagney. Producer-Direc-

fdmira
0

! Hllse'y
0"^-:: ^ °

f NaVal ^
IOOSE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis, Ted De Corsia
roducer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L Cahn Ae-
on drama. 69 min.

UMMES OF THE 17th DOLL Ernest Borgnine, Anne
|axter. Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film version
t Kay Lawler s Broadway and London stage play. 93

June
1USIC COX KID, THE Ronald Foster, Luana Patten

HwVrH i r
rds

-
Roducer Robert E. Kent. Directoraward L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.

IGHT FIGHTERS, THE Robert Mitchum. Dan O'Herlihynne Heywod. Producer Raymond Stross DirectorMylor Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion 74 min

July

red
RT
M
ME

!i
T

'

THE
„
J« k l-enmon. Shirley MacLainered MacMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder Ro-pannc comedy.

LME3 GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster Je=nimmons Dean Jagger. Producer Bernard Smith. Di-fcdor Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller.

In"*
1 .,™^ ^IND S ° encer Tracy

'

Predrlc M «eh
ISS „f /• ^ducer-director Stanley Kramer. Recre-jiion of tamed Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925.

Coming
DVISE AND CONSENT Producer-director Otto Prem-

olftics
V bes, - seller about Washington

ictXS'
IT°dd

,-
A°l Technicolor. John Wayne'cnard Widmark, Laurence Harvey, Linda Crista!roducer-d, rector John Wayne. Historic Western

.

P
r„
LE
M
P,E

,

BED M *" r '«* Chevalier. Producer-director

' pn„?
e& 6S

"-u
B
c
d

,

Sed on ,he novel " Th « Midwife
' Pont Clery" by Flora Sandstrom.
Y LOVE POSSESSED Director Robert Wise. Picturiza-

°vel
OU 'd Co"en s Pulitzer Prize winning

C
D
>l0

L-
Pi:u

' ^- v"rten
-
Eva Marie Saint Poter

,Z ii
• •

Produ"r-d, rector Olto Preminger. Based onOn Uns s novel.

amnt
° F 'MPULSE Je'f D.nnell, Robert A'da. Lionelampton, J. Carroll Naish. Producer Peter Gaylehul Swimmsr. Tony Anthony.

V
'

LADIATORS. THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

LORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanleyamer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

jAWAII Producer-director Fred Zir
Ian of James Michener's epic novel

IVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Donna Anderson,
ooucer Stanley Kramer. Director Paul Stanley.

MAGNIFICENT SEVEN, THE PanaVision. Color. Yul
Brynner. Eli Wallach, Horst Buchholi. Steve McQueen
Producer-director John Sturges. Based on the Japanese
film "The Seven Samurai."

MISFITS. THE Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe, Montgom-
ery Clift. Producer Frank Taylor. Director John
Huston. Comedy.

STUDS LONIGAN Christopher Knight. Producer Philip
Yordan Director Irving Lerner. t-ilm version of the
James T. Farrel trilogy.

TIME ON HER HANDS Ingrid Bergman Producer-
director Anatole Litvak. Filmization of Francois Sagan's
romantic novel "Do You Like Brahms?"

TUNES OF GLORY Color. Alec Guinness. John Mills.
Producer Colin Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Com-
edy-drama of the British postwar army.

TWO FOR THE SEJSAW Eliube'h Tay'or. Director
Delbert Mann. Based on the Broadway stage success.

WAY WEST. THE James Stewart. Kirk Douglas. Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

WEST SIDE STORY Widescreen, Color. Producer-direc
tor Robert Wise. Filmization of Broadway musical,
teenagers in love and the problems they face.

UNIVERSAL INT'L

Coming

October
PILLOW TALK Color. CinemaScope. Rock Hudson.
Doris Day, Tony Randall. Thelma Ritter. Producers
Ross Hunter, Martin Melcher Director Michael Gor-
don. Song writer interior decorator find romance a
zany business. 9/14/59. 102 min.

November

4D MAN Color and Wide-Screen. Robert Lansing,
Lee Mer riweather, James Congdon. Producer Jack H.
Harris. Director Irwin S. Yeaworth, Jr. Science-fic-
tion melodrama. 85 mm. I0/I2/S9.

SAPPHIRE Eastman Color Nigel Patrick, Yvonne
Mitchell. Michael Craig. Paul Massie. Producer Michael
Relph. Director Basil Dearden. Mystery dealing with
racial problem. 92 min. 7/20.

December
OPERATION PETTICOAT Eastman Color. Cary Grant.
Tony Curtis, Joan O'Brien, Dina Merrill. Producer Rob-
ert Arthur. Director Blake Edwards. Admiral recalls
his hilarious World War II days. 120 min. 11/9/59.

January

HELL BENT FOR LEATHER Color and CinemaScope.
Audie Murphy, Felicia Farr, Stephen McNally. Pro-
ducer Gordon Kay. Director George Sherman. Cur-
door adventure. 80 min.

February

FOUR FAST GUNS James Craig, Mar'ln Vickers. Ed-
gar Buchanan. Producer William J. Hole. Jr. Drama
about the hiring of a town tamer who brought law
and order to the town of Purgatory. 73 min. 11/23/59.

March

HEAD OF A TYRANT Color. Widescreen. Massimo
Girotti, I sa belle Corey Renato Baldlni. Lucia Banti.
Director Fernand-i Gerghio. Story of the ann ; tvlation

of the people of Central Asia in ancient times. 102 min.

OTHELLO Color. Based on Shakespeare's classic which
is being released under the Russian cultural exchange
program. Producer Segire Yutkivich. Director M. Itina.

This is the story of th= Moor and how his downfall was
plotted. 120 min. 3/23.

TOO SOON TO LOVE Widescreon. J<-nni'r r West,
Richard Evans. Producer-director Richard Rush. Drama
of two teenagers in love and the problem they face.
85 min. 2/29/60.

April

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE. THE Mickey
Rooney. Mamie Van Doren Fay Spain. Mel Torme.
Marty Milner, Tuesday Weld. Paul Anka, Cecil Kel a-
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zug:mith.
Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people on a bus
are taken by a parallel to thj Garden of Cdcn and
its temptations. 87 min.

SNOW QUEEN, THE Eastman Color. Art Linkletter.
Sandra Dee, Patty McCormack, Tommy Kirk. Producer
Robert Faber. Animal version of Hans Christian Ander-
sen fairy tale. 70 min. I2/7/59.

May
COSSACKS. THE Color, Widesscrecn. Edmund Purdom,
John Barrymore, Jr. Georgia Moll.

June

BRIDES OF DRACULA. THE Color. Peter Cushing.

LEECH WOMAN, THE Coleen Gray. Grant Williams.
Gloria Talbot. Producer Joseph Gershenson. Director
Edward Dein. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving
drug and turns murderess.

July

DINOSAURUS CinemaScope. Deluxe Color Ward Ram.
sey. Producer J H. Harris. Director Irvin S. Yea-
worth, Jr

SPARTACUS ITechniramal. Technicolor. Kirk Douglas.
Lawrence Olivier. Jean Simmons. Tony Curtis. Charles
Laughton. Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-
tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
his undying love.

WARNER BROTHERS

December

MIRACLE, THE Technirama-Technicolor. Carroll Baker.
Roger Moore Producei. Henry Blanke Director Irving

Rapper. Spectacular romance based on world-famed
Max Reinhardt stage production. 121 min II/9/S9.

January
CASH McCALL Technicolor. James Garner. N*tali«
Wood. Producer Henry Blanke. Director Josept
Pevney. Cameron Hawley's best-seller of the world
of high finance. 102 min. 12/21.

February
BRAMBLE BUSH. THE Technicolor. Richjrd Burton
Barbara Rush. Producer Miltcn Sperling Director
Daniel Petrie Charles Mergcndahls novel about a

small New England town. 103 min. 2/1/60.

RISE AND FALL OF LEGS DIAMOND, THE Rjy Danton,
Karen Steele. Producer. Milton Sperling. Director
Pudd Roettichnr The life of a notorious gangster of

the 1920 s. 104 min. 2/29/60.

March
GUNS OF THE TIMSERLAND Technicolor. Alan Ladd.
Jeanr>e Crain. Frankie Avalon. Producer Aarcn Spell-

ina Director RoS«-» D. Webb. An futvn"'"'" ^-ama
of lumbermen and their women. 91 min. 2/15/60.

THIS REBEL CREED Rita Moreno. Mark Damon Pro-

ducers William Rowland and Robert H. Yamin. Direc-
tor Richard L Bare. A story of iuvenile delinguency.
93 min. 2/15/60.

THREAT. THE Robert Knapp. Lydia Lawson. Producer-
director Charles R. Rondeau. Suspense drama. 66 min.
3/23.

April

TALL STOilY Technicolor. Anthony Perkins Jens
Fonda. Producer-director Joshua Loqan Romantic com-
edy based on Br-^Hw^v stage hit by L'nds-y and
Crouse. 91 min. 2/15/60.

Coming
CROWDED SKY, THE Technicolor. Dana Andrews.
Rhonda Fleming, Efrem Zimbalist, Jr Producer Mi-
chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drar-.a

of modern aviation.

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS. THE Robert
Preston. Dorothy McGuire, Eve Arden. Producer Mi-
chael Garrison. Director Delbert Mann. Based on
Wiliiam Inge's broadway stage hit.

HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Co or. Stcv- R-.ves.
Sylva Koscina. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director Pietro
Francisci. The new Joseph E. Levine presentation.

IC3 PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton, Robert Ryan
Carolyn Jones. Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Bianke
Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferbers novel of

Alaska.

OCEAN'S ELEVEN Technicolor. Trank Sinatra Dean
Martin, Sammy Davis. Jr., Peter Lawford. Producer-
director Lewis Milestone. A Las Vegas story.

RACHEL CADE Technicolor. Angie Dickinson. Peter
Finch, Roger Moore. Producer Henry Blanke. Director
Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer's best-selling novel
of Africa.

SERGEANT RUTLCDGE Technico'or. Jeffrey Hunter.
Constance Towers. Producers Pat Ford and Willis Gold-
beck. Director John Ford. An unusual story of justice

in ths post-Civil War west.

SUNDOWNERS, THE Technicolor. Deborah Kerr, Robert
Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of the

Australian frontier.

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy. Greer Garson. Producer Dore Schary. Director
Vincent J. Donehue. From Schary's p'ay ibout Franklin
D. Roosevelt.

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Anthony Quinn. Lana Turner
Sandra Dee, John Sa"xon. Producer Ross Hunter. Di-
rector Michael Gardor. Adaptation of Broadway play
by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts.
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Vltei They're Talking About

In Hie Movie Bujinett

gUMMER GOODIES. Exhibitors are looking
forward eagerly to the top product
that looms on the summer horizon, and
Bnany are encouraged to the belief that
this can be the biggest warm-season
msiness oeried ir. :" i v e years or .

)utstanding in a host of good-looking
films are the following: 20th-Fox's
•The Story of Ruth;" the Bing Crosby-
jtarrer "High Time;" Marilyn Monroe's
'Let's Make Love," and "From the
Terrace;" United Artists' "The Apart-
pent;" "Elmer Gantry," and "Inherit
the Wind;" from Columbia, "Song With-
>ut End" and "Strangers When We Meet;"
Jniversal's "Portrait in Black," and
the powerful "Spartacus" waiting in
the wings; M-G-M's "The Adventures of
ftickleberry Finn" and "Bells Are
Unging;" Frank Sinatra's "Ocean's 11"

from Warner Bros., and from the in-
iependents, American-International is
reported to have an exploitation lulu
In "Circus of Horrors."

riSCH CONTROL . While it's a foregone
sonclusion that the May 26 special
Loew's Theatres stockholders meet will
3ee control of the board pass from
present management to the heavily-in-

I nested Tisch interests, no radical
V :har.ze is ant ici o ate d ir. the : : : v. ~ 1

"
. t

:

r : .: e r a t i : r. ma r.a Werner, a by the
Eugene

-
Picker group. It is understand-

Inble, in the light of current trends,
Hthat finance committee chairman Larry
Tisch (also president of Tisch Hotels)
»ill continue to lop off unprofitable
theatres in favor of other, more
promising, real estate developments,
3ut observers close to the scene feel
that the hotelier-showman plans to
pump even more life into movie houses
that now are earning their keep.

^OR PARAMOUNT QUARTER . Although Para-
nount turned in a surprisingly re-

spectable profit statement last year
in the face of a weak slate of pic-
tures, no such paradox is expected in
industry circles for the first quarter
of 1960. Anticipation is that Par's
lack of first-rate pictures will catch
up with the bookkeepers, and that
president Barney Balaban will have to
announce that his firm's profit for
the first three months has dipped well
below the $i.3 million chalked up in
the similar 1959 span.

' OSCAR ' SHOPPING ? The Academy Awards
show, which smashed all records for
size of listening and viewing audience,
may be broadcast-telecast over an-
other network next year , according to
inside reports, although rumors that
the industry may relinquish sponsor-
ship of the affair have been generally
discounted in informed circles. ABC,
it is said, is anxious to get the gala
productuon, and toward that end has
offered to accept a substantially
lower figure than the estimated
S225,000 now being paid NBC. Member
companies of the MPAA are reported
using the 1960 show's Trendex (83.6
sets out of 100) rating as a strong
talking point in obtaining a better
deal with one of the webs. But per-
haps an even more significant MPAA
argument thar. the ratings, in negotia-
tions with the networks, ought to be
the almost-public service aspect of
the big night. Filmland, in presenting
the "Oscar" festivities, is providing
the viewing public with two hours of
popular entertainment that is, above
all, unfettered by an incessant bar-
rage of commercials. Such a program
borders so closely on the public serv-
ice level, claim industryites , that
the film firms deserve a better fi-
nancial arra ngement—possibly a tab
covering only the actual network carry-
i ng cost—than they are now getting.
It is also this public acceptance of
the commercial-less aspect of the
show, say insiders, that will prove it
impractical for the MPAA to turn
sponsorship over to outside interests.
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ACE executive committee members (I. to

Fabim, Max A. Cohen, Harry Arthur, Jr

.): Albert M. Pickus. Al Myrick, Irving Do/linger, Philip Hading, S. H.
Sol A. Schwartz. Merlin Lewis, administrative secretary, in foreground.

Exhibition Plays Its ACE
The American Congress of Exhibitors

had not met for a full year, but the

hopes of theatremen hinged on their

ACE in the hole to meet head on the

most significant problems facing the

business in many seasons. The talent

strike having just been settled, product

is still a precious commodity, and the

threat of a selloff of post- 1948 libraries

to TV remains one of the most im-

minent dangers. But in the very fore-

front of the issues exhibition faces—as

the result of recent events in a Canadian
town—is the rising tide of pay-TV.

Before the two-day session opened at

New York's Park-Sheraton on April

25, a special committee had been dis-

patched to Washington to present exhi-

bition's case against feevee to Robert

Bicks, acting head of the anti-trust divi-

sion of the Justice Department. Amid
rumors that at least two major com-
panies—M-G-M and Twentieth-Fox

—

were negotiating with Skiatron, Matty
Fox's financially-struggling, but still-

alive, pay-as-you-see firm, the group cap-

tained by RKO president Sol Schwartz

reiterated the ACE opinion that the film

companies would be guilty of anti-trust

law violations if they ventured into

home exhibition via toll-TV—not to

mention a grave threat to the continu-

ing operation of America's 18,000 the-

atres. It was clear that the nation's

exhibitors were girding for a showdown.

As an immediate follow-up of the

meetings, Philip F. Harling, head of

the industry's anti-toll-TV forces, em-
barked on a grass roots tour to line up

support for House Bills No. 130 and

6245, sponsored by Rep. Harris, both

of which seek to regulate cable-TV.

The ACE meeting, itself, produced a

plan designed to forestall, to some de-

gree, the competition of newer films on
TV. Action was taken to establish an

agency to negotiate with the film com-
panies for a number of post- 1948

"blockbusters" for re-release to theatres.

Chairman S. H. (Si) Fabian promised
that steps would be taken to "organize

all exhibitors" to guarantee enough
playdates for the film firms to make
deals for the all-important product. A
few days later, Ben Marcus, chairman
of the ACE subcommittee on post-'48

films to TV, announced that the presi-

dents of two major firms had expressed

"enthusiastic interest."

The program for acquisition of post-

'48 features includes these features: (1)

fdqo 6 BULLETIN Mo

Subcommittee Chairman Marcus

[More NEWSMAKERS on Page 17]

the film packages for re-issue will be

selected by an ACE committee; (2) ACE
will be guaranteed by the majors that

films they buy will be exclusively theirs

for a specified number of years; (3)

exhibition will guarantee the distribu-

tors minimum revenue for each film;

(4) the film companies will distribute

the films chosen by ACE and receive

a normal distribution percentage; (5)

after ACE recoups its guarantee, plus

cost of distribution, advertising and

prints, the film companies will receive

50 percent of the net revenue accruing

from the re-issued films, the ACE agency

taking the other half, and (6) the film

packages will be merchandised as "new"
product, with new ad material.

It was apparent from the tone of the

New York meetings that ACE is hope-

ful of winning the cooperation of film

executives in solving exhibition's prob-

lems. Irving Dollinger, member of the

producer-distributor-exhibitor relations

committee, referring to the failure of

conciliation, expressed the hope that

meetings between film company presi-

dents and the ACE committee "will re-

sult in some method of rapid easement

of local problems ". But there was also

evidence that ACE will not sit back

and allow exhibition to be shunted aside

in any blueprinting of the industry's

future. Chairman Fabian put it this way:

"Despite the mirage of pay TV mil-

lions, the economics of Hollywood re-

quire the theatre customer and the

theatre revenue. We are willing to co-

. operate, hid we are determined to have

a voice in our own future."
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The ACE Phut
The plan evolved by the American

Congress of Exhibitors for re-release of

top post- 1948 pictures appears to pro-

vide a partial answer, at least, to two

of exhibition's major problems: (1) it

promises to ease the constricted prod-

uct situation; (2) it offers the film

companies some of the coin being

dangled before them by TV syndicators.

Motion Picture Investors, Inc. already

has negotiating machinery in motion

with the express purpose of implement-

ing the ACE, or Ben Marcus, plan.

But, before hopes rise too high and

before the project is hailed as a panacea

for our ills, a close look at the cloudy

re-issue situation is in order.

It must be acknowledged at the out-

set that the market for reissues is not

the vast, wide-open lode it once was.

It is unquestionably more difficult to

sell vintage product today than it was

in years past because of a number of

difficulties that have cropped up in the

re-run path.

For one, the broad audience base is

presently about half of what it once

was. We must assume that the poten-

tial for reissues is considerably less than

half of what that was ten or fifteen

years ago, since it is established beyond

question that our more limited audi-

ence has been highly selective in recent

years. This means, most important pic-

tures have been seen by a larger per-

1 1 ntage of the moviegoing public, leav-

ing fewer people for re-run viewing.

Beyond that factor lies the even more

critical one involving the impact on pub-

lic thinking about movies-on-television.

We must face up to the realization

that a public psychology has been cre-

ated implying that all "old" films, no

matter how recent their theatrical re-

lease, will soon be available on the

little living-room screen. This impres-

sion breeds a widespread reluctance to

go out and spend money at the theatre

for something that people will be able

to see, if patient, free at home.

There has been some speculation, too,

as to the importance of timing in re-

leasing re-issues. But this accepts, to

some degree, the theory that a definite

pattern of public taste can be formu-

lated that reveals during which season

the patrons want to see each type of

motion picture fare. That theory thus

far has remained mere conjecture—and,

from numerous recent boxoffice results,

dangerous guessing at that. Paramount'-.

"The Greatest Show on Earth" reap-

peared in Philadelphia to extremely

poor grosses. Universale "The Glenn

Miller Story'' also is doing below-expec

tation business. On the other hand. Uni-

versal^ combination of rib-ticklers, "Pil-

low Talk" and "The Perfect Furlough,''

comparatively recent releases, are per-

forming very well as a dual bill.

If any successful re-releasing pattern

is to be gleaned from these results it is

that two important pictures, properly

matched, can rack up excellent business,

if sold properly. The selling of the

paired pictures may be keyed to the

same pitch delivered for the original

release, or, as was pointed out in the

ACE plan, it might require an entirely

new promotional approach—including

all new material—tailored to fit the

changing times.

Despite the imponderables in re-

issues, the ACE plan merits the prompt

and wholehearted cooperation of the
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film companies and exhibitors. It is a

constructive idea. If the choice post-'48

films are made available, and if they

are judiciously paired for strongest au-

dience appeal, the re-release scheme

might become a valuable asset to the

entire industry—for exhibitors, an ex-

pedient to help meet the current prod-

uct shortage; for distribution and pro-

duction, a source of revenue that can

exceed what those pictures will bring

from the competition.

We would only caution that no one

should set his sights too high, that

this is a stop-gap program, not a per-

manent solution. In that framework, a

minor success can become a major stra-

tegic triumph.

Telemeter m
s

Telltale

Dossier
It is now well over two months

since the Telemeter invasion of Etobi-

coke, Canada, was launched with fabu-

lous fanfare. After some ten weeks, the

television and motion picture industries

are still waiting for the facts to back up

the repeated claims by Telemeter pro-

ponents that the system is a great

success.

A recital of the chronological history

of the great Etobicoke finesse may be

enlightening, particularly in view of the

absence of concrete and accurate facts.

March 5: United Press International

says "money deposited by viewers in

coin boxes in their homes won't be col-

lected for another month."

March 7: A television trade paper

reports that there are 1,000 subscribers,

an additional 2,000 who have paid the

installation charge and are awaiting

installation. "Rate of installation is 300

a week."

March 8: A show business weekly

says "coin-collecting crews . . . will

start in a week."

(Continued on Pjge 19)
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THUNDERHEADS ABROAD, A CHANGING FACE AT
HOME. The disclosure by Twentieth Century-Fox ih its annual

report that overseas rentals in 1959 dipped from $53 to $48

million poses another growing problem for the industry. Once

the swooning toady for even indifferent U.S.-made product,

the foreign market, notably Western Europe, has stiffened per-

ceptibly in recent years in the face of mass TV saturr..'„n, plus

the rise of its own film industries.

Twentieth-Fox is not the first concern to feel the sting, nor

will it be the last. In all probability, overseas income will con-

tinue to dwindle as the spectre of the impact of further TV
penetration creeps inexorably abroad. Travelers from the Con-

tinent maintain added bite will come from pressures by foreign

moviemakers on their governments to protect local film

industry investments.

0

For many years in the nineteen-fifties, foreign revenues

represented the saving grace for a majority of domestic com-

panies—providing, in some instances, half or more of the total

income from production operations. While this did not always

furnish cash, it provided for foreign production.

If this once vital contributor to the U.S. industry fades

appreciably, Hollywood could be placed in a woefully strait-

ened position. For this reason, hard-eyed officials of most film

companies are continually surveying investment opportunities

in a wide range of industries, as well as considering liquidation

of unneeded, unproductive assets.

It has been learned that a committee has been formed within

one of the industry's most august companies for the avowed

and exclusive purpose of sifting corporate situations worthy of

acquisition—or, at the least, some manner of combination.

Another top film firm is interested in "leisure time'' activities

and is examining firms committed to the production of recrea-

tional equipment. We understand a "target" company has

been marked out and discussions are ostensibly under way.

Avid study is given varied TV pursuits. Studios already

supplying the medium with fodder will markedly step up their

activities. The more intriguing side of this field of course, is

subscription TV. Most of the industry's top executives are

very much in the dark about the potential of the toll system,

but they are avidly observing the Etobicoke venture. Un-

doubtedly, they want a living room boxoffice.

The interest is not academic. Our industry is evolving into

something of unforeseen shape and dimension. Economic

necessity is speeding Darwin's natural selection. Twenty years

from now could come a sight which would have caused the

Moguls of yore to blink. There are surprises in store. Pay-TV

may not be the least of them.

0 0

THE SURGE OF "LEISURE STOCKS ". Highlighting this

category is Brunsw ick-Balke-Collender, the leading manufac-

turer of bowling alleys and supplies (balls, pins, lifters, shoes,

etc., as well as billiard tables. Selling at a 1959 high of 99%,

its stock was split three-for-one in November, 1959. It is

currently selling around 68, following a snappy 25 point rise'

mustered in the time it takes to roll a fat girls' tournament.

Likewise benefitting in the bowling field is American Machine

& Foundry. Polaroid, up better than 11 points in one early I

May session, has gained close to 80 points in a comparably
1

narrow term. While Polaroid is lengths ahead—on the strength

of speculative conditions—the photography-photo processing

industry is a quickening one.

The Growth Stock Letter, published by the Danforth-Epply

Corporation, long-time advocate of leisure-time stocks, cites!

the 1955 consent decree against Eastman Kodak, enjoining

it from selling color film with the processing fee built into

sale price, as opening the field to a number of other com-i

panies. In a recent report, The Growth Stock Letter professes

high hopes for Dynacolor Corp. (Over-the-Counter), currenth

selling around 45; for Perfect Photo, Inc. (American Ex-|

change), currently around 48; and for Cher-O-Kee Photofin-

ishers (O-T-C), currently around 13.

0 0

HIGH SALARIES. It was interesting to observe that film I

industry executives failed again to make the list of the top-paid'
'j

men in industry for 1959. In a breakdown prepared by U.S.Ij

News & World Report, based on company reports filed with

the S.E.C., not one of the 24 beefiest pay envelopes in America

went to a film man. It is a commentary on the changing nature

of our business that only the movie stars could make that

best-paid list in this day. Where are the dynamic movie moguls

of old. Oh, for the days when Louie Mayer would win by <

default and the world thought it only right and proper.

0 0

UA LIKED. One of the most popular film stocks of recent I

months, from the standpoint of investment firm analysis, is I

United Artist. The recent acquisition of the Ziv Television

unit, provides impetus for an even more upbeat outlook, as I

noted in the following study by Hayden, Stone & Co. (NYSE):

"Revenues from United Artists' operations thus far this year I

are running ahead of a year ago. A very substantial increase I

in revenues is expected as a result of the acquisition of Ziv

Television Programs last month. Ziv is a relatively large

producer of films for television, with 1959 revenues estimate*

at around $25 million. United Artists paid $16,750,000 in the

form of instalment notes and debentures for Ziv and, it

addition, assumed $14 million of the company's bank debt'
j

Although United Artists will not comment on earning; i

achieved by Ziv in 1959 or its earnings prospects for this vear

it should be noted that United Artists did not issue an\
|

common stock in making this acquisition. The interest expense t

after taxes, on, the debentures and noted issued for Ziv . anc

Ziv's bank debt, is approximately $950,000. Thus, any Zn

earnings above that amount would accrue directly as increase*

per share earnings for United Artists.

"With movie attendance generally on the rise since Feb

ruary, 1959, and Linked Artists' television revenues also likel;

to rise sharply this year as a result of the Ziv acquisition

it appears that I960 earnings may rise to around the S3.00 pe 1

share level, up from $2.47 in 1959. Likelihood of higher earni

ings provides United Artists with appreciation potential ove

the next several months. The yield on the current $1.60 div: I

dend is 5.7%. Should earnings rise as anticipated, some con I

sideration could be given to increasing the dividend rate. Th<|

shares can be purchased both for the attractive yield and capita I

appreciation possibilities."
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MOVIES-A
TRIANGLE OF

RESPONSIBILITY

The road to belter motion pictures can be

charted on a triangle of responsibility, the

thru sides being tbt producer, the exhibitor

and the public. This formula was presented

to the sixth annual conference of the Federa-

tion of Motion Picture Councils by Mrs.

Roderic B. Thomas, chairman of the Texas
Motion Picture Board of Review. Each side

of the triangle, declared Mrs. Thomas, has its

own problems in maintaining, a share of the

responsibility in helping movies "tell the

American story to the world." The text of

her speech follows:

"First of all, let's consider the Pro-

ducer side of the Triangle of Responsi-

bility. Without question the responsible

men who head up the producing and

promotion divisions for all major
movie companies are intent upon pre-

serving good taste and integrity in mo-
tion picture merchandising. But despite

the splendid public service rendered

daily by this overwhelming majority of

movie executives, a small group of op-

portunists have smeared the industry

immeasurably. It is important that those

responsible members of the motion pic-

ture industry, and I reiterate, they are

in the large majority, search among
themselves for those opportunists who
would undermine their business.

"Producers have in their hands the

motion picture, a tool of great power.
Like a beautiful fountain pen it is cap-

able of saying great things when in the

hands of those who respect it, and it

certainly goes without saying that a

fountain pen should never be used
simply to pry open a piggy bank.

"The responsible members of the in-

dustry, and they are the first to admit
it, have been negligent in letting a

very few of the so-called "quick buck
boys" give them a bad name. Unfortu-
nately, a few producers still confuse

honesty with vulgarity and the task

then is to keep such producers under

control.

"A little concrete action must be used

by producers to discover what makes a

film immoral or distasteful. Sex for in-

stance is not a vulgar thing, but em-

phasis must not be placed on sex simply

for the sake of sex. If certain themes

are to be handled, the movie maker

must handle them with artistic taste

and moral responsibility. The producer

must understand that indeed yes,—sen-

sationalism, violence and sex are ele-

ments of life, and should be a part of

our movies, but should be handled with

great discretion. It would also be very

wrong for the producer to portray a

world that contained no evil. It would
be very wrong because it is very untrue.

NO PABLUM DIET

"Hollywood enters the 1960 s with

the best chance it has ever had to reach

maturity for the public has matured in

the last ten years and are now seeking

films that they can get their teeth into

and there is a place for adult stories on

the screen if they are properly treated.

The adult film can be a blessing to

adults who want something a little dif-

ferent. Just because the infant can't eat

meat is no reason for all of us to go

on a diet of pablum.

"What, then, is the answer for the

producer in this Triangle of Responsi-

bility for making the movie master-

pieces which we hope to see made in

the future? Should they make more

adult films in the future? No, I do not

believe that is the answer. The answer

is, let's have more good adult films.

They might also ask, should they make

more family films? And, again, the

answer would be no, give us more good
family films? And as we ask for these

good films, we must be ready to say,

'Do this for us and we will do all that

we can to support you'.

"The American film industry under-

stands that it must live up to its respon-

sibilities to the American public, it

realizes that it must not confuse license

with liberty, and I for one do not be-

lieve that it will misuse its new freedom

if we are willing to hold out our hands

to it with understanding and an offer

of cooperation.

"And now for the second side of the

Triangle of Responsibility—the exhibi-

tor—the man who shows the film, and
I don't know how you ladies feel about

it, but as for me, this man has my
deepest sympathy.

"The motion picture exhibitor in

your town may never be a candidate

for anybody's roster of screen lumi-

naries, but you should know more
about him for he is the man that you
are more apt to come in contact with

in your w ork. Let's take a look at him.

First of all, he is a retail business man,
and like other merchants, he has a

weekly payroll to meet, and machinery

and equipment to maintain and replace.

Like other retail merchants he is a

client at the bank. He advertises his

wares in the local press, he worries

about the influences of the weather on
his patronage, and he hopes that his

ledgers will show a profit at the end
of the year.

"But unlike his colleagues in com-
merce, the merchandise he has to offer

can't be stored in pantries, in freezers,

in refrigerators or in garages. What he

sells is glamour, and drama, excitement

(Continued on Page 10)
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TRIANGLE OF RESPONSIBILITY

(Continued from Page 9)

and thrills, laughs and tears. He never

has an inventory or a stockpile of mer-

chandise, but he does have a fabulous

turnover. If your exhibitor changes his

feature twice a week, you see 104 pic-

tures. The packages are never the same

and their contents are as diverse as life

itself.

"But have you ever stopped to think

that your exhibitor actually has very

little, if any, opportunity to express

himself about what goes into those 104

packages of film which he must play in

order to keep the doors of his theatre

open, and thus meet his payroll at the

end of the week? Yes, this man is in

the middle and under pressure and,

therefore, deserves our understanding.

"Just how important is your theatre

owner to your town? Well, for an

answer, try to imagine what your town

would be like without its motion pic-

ture theatre. Your exhibitor operates a

glittering library of textbooks— ani-

mated textbooks that show you how
and where your neighbors in near and
distant lands live and play. Your ex-

hibitor operates a market place display-

ing the wares of the world, a style

center, an opera house, a travel agency,

a sports arena and a concert hall.

"The big heart of show business is

exemplified every time your exhibitor

donates his theatre and his screen to

help raise funds for some worthy

charity, and you will generally find

your exhibitor taking a prominent part

in all sorts of endeavors that concern

civic betterment and this is the reason

that I believe you can count on your

exhibitor to be aware of his part in the

Triangle of Responsibility.

PROFIT ENTERPRISE

"First of all, if he is to fulfill his part

of the responsibility he must be reason-

ably selective in the films which he

shows. Most exhibitors are, for most of

them do not play films that do not have

a code seal. No responsible theatre op

erator should condone the showing of

lewd or obscene films by any other ex-

hibitor, and this is one of those places

where I believe we the councils come
in with courage, for the responsible

theatre operator would need our help

with this problem, for indeed, it is a

headache and a problem.

"The responsible theatre man must

be willing to police the films which

are shown in his town just as we must

be willing to police our homes and

lives. I believe it was Cecil B. DeMille

who said that dirt is not necessarily

'pay dirt.'

"However, the theatre business like

any other business is a legitimate profit

enterprise and is not obligated to con-

sistently lose money by providing enter-

tainment that the public will not buy.

We the public must be willing to pay

to see the kind of films we wish to see.

Your exhibitor cannot stay in business

long if he books the best pictures in the

world and no one comes to see them.

So much for the man who shows the

films.

"And now for the third side of the

Triangle of Responsibility—and this is

vour side of the triangle. Are you be-

ginning to see perhaps that good In-

dustry-Council Relationships depend on

your assuming your side of the Triangle

of Responsibility? Well, it is just as

simple as that. We admit in our own
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definition for a motion picture council

that, quote, 'The responsibility for bet-

ter pictures lies with the public as well

as the producers,' unquote.

"Keeping this responsibility in mind

at all times, we must also accept the

further responsibility of pointing out

to parents that they cannot expect the

state, the church, the school or some
kindly neighbor to take over their

responsibility as parents. We must as

councils urge parents to know what
their youngsters are seeing by reading

the reviews and ratings in newspapers
and magazines so that they will be in

a position to choose. We must urge

parents to help their children develop

good taste. We must have the courage

to point out to parents that evil can

never be completely stamped out, for

indeed it is a part of life, but that they

can limit it and fortify themselves and
their loved ones against it with proper

values that will enable them to be selec-

tive in their actions. Maybe we've all

been negligent in refusing to take our

entertainment a bit more seriously and
make our choices a bit more selectively.

"Continuing in our responsibility,

we must urge parents to know where

their children arc when they go out for

entertainment. Theatres get reputations

for the type of entertainment they sell.

And while it's the picture and not the

place that's of primary importance,

nevertheless it's pretty sure that you
won't get the best entertainment from
a theatre that consistently runs tasteless

junk.

"We have two or three such spots in

Dallas that are doing a great injustice

to the remainder of the responsible ex-

hibitors. We must use some of that

courage I spoke about and assume the

responsibility of urging the movie-

going public to stay away from such

theatres and to keep their children out
of them.

COMMEND GOOD' ONES

"Also I must point out to you that it

will indeed be a great day when we
as councils, and churches and youth

leaders spend as much time in com-

menting on good films as we do in

condemning bad ones. Let's accentuate

the positive by going all out for the

hind of movies we like and we will get

more of that kind of movies. W hy

shouldn't we assume as we go out for

an evening's entertainment at the

movies that if bad movies can harm us,

maybe the good can help us.

"Also remember this, that the energy

you use in protesting loudly about a

questionable film will probably Wind
up giving a shoddy and often dull little-

piece of cinema junk more publicity

and patronage than it deserves. Practic-

ing the positive outlook and supporting

the good movies by paying your aclm's-

sion fee at the boxoffice will give your
exhibitor encouragement to play more
such films, and at the same time fulfill

your side of the Triangle of Responsi-

bility.

"And, so here is the Triangle of Re-

sponsibility cooperating together on
behalf of a great form of art—the

motion picture.

"It is my hope and my prayer that

this triangle will not only feel its re-

sponsibility as artists, but as molders of

thought and that they will, working

together, make the motion picture a

great power for good, for truth, for

beauty and for freedom".

V
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The Tollvision Hoax
Unless I miss my guess, we are witnessing the growth of one

of the great hoaxes of show business history, and a good many
show people are among the victims.

The great hoax of our times involves feevee. The idea of sell-

ing television programs for cash in the home is not itself a

phony; mechanically it works. But the contents of feevee pro-

grams of the future—if there is any future for this commercial

medium—will be the proof of the hoax used in promoting the

cashbox in the parlor.

As reported in recent weeks—still unofficially because the

promoters haven't chosen to make any grosses public—movies

apparently are not proving to be the strongest attractions in the

Etobicoke Telemeter operation. Athletic events seem to be the

big gate attractions, and other non-movie entries figure promi-

nently in the toll box promotional pitch. Baseball, of course,

has long been a professed prime target of the tollsters.

Discounting the cultural undertakings, which must be viewed

as public relations sops, there is little doubt that tollvision will

go where the dollars are. There is also little doubt that, since

it uses the same television set, tollvision's subject matter will

be apt to follow some of the same lines as ordinary free video.

The bulk of network time is not devoted to theatrical movies.

Why then should anybody expect that the bulk of tollvision

time would be devoted to such material? The big crowd pleasers

for television, free or fee, are either items specially tailored for

TV, such as the half hour comedies, Westerns and panel shows,

major news events, sports and specials. TV will take a great

old movie and redo it as a Show of the Month, but the old

movie itself is saved for the Late, Late (and local, local) show.
No television station has ever stayed on the big time with a

steady diet of Hollywood theatrical films, in prime evening
hours. The feevee people by now are undoubtedly well aware
of this. That's why they are seeking to line up so many other

kinds of attractions. And this brings us to the subject of hoaxes.

The hoax is that feevee will be a form of motion picture

entertainment. Exhibitors in many instances are falling for this

line—not so much by support of Telemeter as by willingness to

discuss tollvision as purely a movie medium. The fact is that

movies on feevee show all the signs of being the judas goats

—

the bellwethers that lead others to the slaughter. Movies are

important to tollvision only long enough to provide a supply
of routine programs until other material can be developed.

I do not say this in disparagement of theatrical motion pic-

tures. What I am frankly disparaging is theatrical motion pic-

ture material on the home screen—and my disparagement is not
on the basis of quality but rather on the basis of boxoffice.

0

Where have the tollvision promoters looked for future pro-
gram sources, other than movies? They have, of course, looked
all over the place. They have made it quite plain that movies
are only a fraction of their program sources. They also made it

plain that—so far, at least—they are not planning any breath-

taking new avenues of exploration. They are confining them-

selves to more or less proven TV types of attraction. What the

feevee people are aiming for, in the long run, is to charge people

for things that are now available free on regular home televi-

sion. Movies are strictly the come-on.

Consider baseball as an example. The idea of charging home
viewers for watching ball games they might otherwise see at

no cost was dangled as a mighty potent lure when the New
York Giants moved to San Francisco. And you can bet your

bottom dollar that if the Giants ever go to pay TV the other

major league clubs will be watching very carefully to see

whether this brings in more money to the club coffers than the

present system of sponsored telecasts. (Incidentally, the Giants

kept their games off free television to save the San Francisct

market for feevee.)

Tollvision isn't intended basically as a replacement for the

theatre, although that effect is inevitable. It is intended as a rival

to free television. It seeks to use movies as, so to speak, intro-

ductory loss leaders. Assuming that feevee were to be accepted,

the major selling emphasis would be on the special events, from

prizefights to concerts, from wrestling to ballet (and you can|

figure out from simple economics how high a level of subject

matter would be maintained when the only measurement was

the number of dollars the program grossed.)

I wouldn't be surprised to see the feevee pople, if ever the}

got their system established broadly, go in for telecasts of tht

daily horse races or the ball games, out-bid free television foi

top shows like Ed Sullivan, and just use movies when the\

couldn't find anything else. But in the meantime they woulc

have administered the coup de grace to the movie theatre.

The feevee people have been striving desperately to mak(

their cause seem to be a battle against "greedy" theatre ow ner

and purveyors of shoddy television entertainment. It seem

incredible that they could sell anybody the bill of goods tha

more money, far from being the root of evil, is actually th

'

wellspring of great good.

What is needed right now is a steady stream of publici

aimed at telling the public exactly what Telemeter has augu

promises of culture, while they continued to vend second-

movies, some sports events and visions of pie-in-the-sky.

0 0

I wonder whether we are not standing on the threshold

a new crisis. Drive-in theatre business is not necessarily fated

go up year after year without hard, consistent and expert p
motion. And the time to do that kind of promotional job is n

if not sooner. This is particularly true in a big city such as N
York, where outlying drive-in theatres ordinarily are

pletely unfamiliar to the city population. Today, city fami

have cars and could certainly be tempted on a hot summer

ning to go out to a suburban drive-in if only they were prop

tempted.

Make no mistake about it; the competition for the drive-is

going to be rougher than ever. Even if television hits the ic-

doldrums, there will still be two political conventions plus

Olympic Games. And there are more amusement parks, as not

than ever before, more kids in summer camps than ever bef

more people traveling than ever before. This doesn't mean

customers' dollar^ aren't available; it just means there are

awful lot of outstretched hands, besides those of your boxoffi

cashier.
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(tart decorating now for

DECORATION DAY

!

SE THE TRICK TEXT TRAILER!
*" AR THE FREE INTERMISSION RECORD!
SE THE TRICK TV SPOTS! HEAR THE TRICK RADIO SPOTS! SEE THE PRESSBOOK RIGHT AWAY!

(And screen it. screen it, screen it!)
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"The Rat Race"

SudiHC44 Rati*? O O O
Engrossing story of two young people who find each

other in New York. Tony Curtis, Debbie Reynolds top

cast. Good for met markets.

The seamy underside of New York's jazz and dance hall

world and the dreams of success and disappointments that exist

side by side in its many cheap boarding-houses has been given

a colorful, and, at times, highly absorbing treatment in this

Technicolored Perlberg-Seaton production of Garson Kanin's

Broadway comedy-drama. With Tony Curtis and Debbie Rey-

nolds furnishing marquee power, and the presence of popular

jazz personalities (Gerry Mulligan, Joe Bushkin, Sam Butera)

sprinkled throughout the story, this Paramount release gives

every indication of rolling up above-average boxoffice returns

in metropolitan markets. It does not figure so strong in the

hinterlands. In a complete reversal of their usual screen types,

Curtis sympathetically portrays a naive and ambitious saxo-

phone player with an undying faith in his fellow man, while

Miss Reynolds comes across as a hardened and disillusioned

dime-a-dance hostess. For a while, the rat race of the city almost

defeats them—Curtis is duped out of his beloved musical

instruments and Miss Reynolds finds herself financially at the

mercy of her sinister employer—but the finale sees them still

willing to continue the struggle together. Both are moral

and likeable people, and thanks to Robert Mulligan's sensitive

direction, strong audience sympathy is established for them.

Deftly handled is the situation, reminiscent of "It Happened
One Night", where Curtis and Miss Reynolds are forced to

share a rented room divided by a curtain and personal ethics.

Veteran comedian Jack Oakie as a philosophic bartender, Kay
Medford as a cynical landlady and Don Rickles as Miss Rey-

nolds sadistic boss contribute rich supporting performances.

Elmer Bernstein's furious jazz score adds to the atmosphere.

Kanin's script finds Curtis arriving in New York and agreeing

to share his room with penniless Miss Reynolds. Success

doesn't come his way immediately and his instruments are

stolen. When he is offered a six-months cruise job, Miss Rey-
nolds borrows money from Rickles to buy him a saxophone.
Curtis returns in time to save Miss Reynolds from a terrible

beating by Rickles, who has come to collect, and they decide

to face the "rat race" together.

Paramount. 105 minutes. Tony Curtis, Debbie Reynolds. Produced by William
Perlberg and George Seaton. Directed by Robert Mulligan.

"Prisoner of the Volga"

Italian import has good action, broad scope, color.

This adventure-charged, English-dubbed, Italian import about

life in feudal Russia has much to recommend it from a

standpoint of visual splendor, although the plotting is quite

dated. The sweeping panorama of the limitless broad steppes,

the opulence of life within the palaces, and the misery of the

subjugated serfs suffering physical torture while pulling the

giant barges up and down the Volga have been effectively

captured in eye-filling Eastman Color. The story follows an
old-fashioned pattern, but contains enough excitement to

satisfy action and adventure fans. It traces the ordeal of an

ex-cavalry officer who is banished to a far-off disciplinary camp i

by his vicious general, manages to escape, joins up with the

boatmen of the Volga, and eventually redeems himself. If

Paramount, which is releasing this import, gives it strong
jj

promotional backing, "Prisoner of the Volga" should do fairly lj

well in the action market. John Derek is appealing as the
j

hero, while Elsa Martinelli, as his new bride who is made

pregnant by his general and Dawn Addams, as the fiery river

girl he falls in love with after his wife is killed, turn in com-

petent performances. Charles Vanel is appropriately villainous

as the general. W. Tourjansky has directed the spectacle with

fine touches of vigor and verve. On his wedding night, Derek

learns of Vanel's treachery, attacks the general and is imme-

diately imprisoned. Miss Martinelli helps him to escape, but she

is killed by pursuing Cossacks. Derek is befriended by the

Volga boatmen and Miss Addams, and after a number of near

captures and a climactic battle between the Cossacks and the

boatmen, Vanel is killed and Derek is returned to his rank.

Paramount. 102 minutes. John Derek, Elsa Martinelli, Dawn Addams. Directed
'

by W. Touriansky.

"My Dog, Buddy"

OK for the kids and family trade in hinterlands.

"My Dog, Buddy" is a canine cliffhanger about a dog's

unrelentless search for his beloved 10-year-old master who

'

has been left orphaned and speechless in a metropolitan hos-

pital after a horrible automobile accident. Dished out with

generous scoops of sentimentality and frustrating dead ends,

this Columbia release should attract fair response from family'

audiences, especially the youngsters. It can be a dual bill topper

in the hinterlands. Lack of marquee strength will relegate it to

the bottom half generally, but the built-in human interest

angles offer strong exploitation possibilities. Director-scripter

Ray Kellogg has kept the emphasis on Buddy's numerous
''

adventures, and he doesn't miss a heart-tugging trick. And just

when it seems dog and master will be reunited, a half dozen

more obstacles are tossed in before the happy finale. Top!

billing is given to the dog, London, and he is certainly a
(

worthy successor to such canine favorites as Lassie and Rin

Tin Tin. He can turn on water faucets, move ladders, open;

doors, and perilously balance himself on a steel girder hun-

dreds of feet above the ground. As the freckled-faced master,

young Travis Lemmond is speechless throughout most of the

film, forced to communicate with the audience via facial ex-

pressions. Some local Texas personalities add a refreshing touch

of naturalism and Jack Marshall has whipped up a bouncy

musical score. After the accident, Buddy drags Lemmond from

the burning car only to be thrown out of the ambulance that

rushes the lad to the hospital. With the sound of the siren as

his only clue, Buddy chases each one he hears, enduring hunger,

abuse and narrow escapes along the way. When Lemmond
still in a state of shock, finally responds to a drawing of a

dog, he is taken to a dog show where Buddy is on display

A siren sends Buddy off again and after a harrowing chase

through a stone quarry being dynamited, boy and dog are

happily reunited.

Columbia. 77 minutes. London, Travis Lemmond. Produced by Ken Curtis
Directed by Ray Kellogg.
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The Adventures of Huckleberry

Satined* &<zU«? OOO
Twain's classic now a movie classic for the family trade.

Great, of course, for kids. Handsome production in

Z Scope, color.

Mark Twain's immortal classic about the adventure-hungry

run from Hannibal, Missouri and the runaway slave who
Accompanies him on his journey down the Mississippi has been

returned to the screen as a warmly human and deeply reward-

ing motion picture. An ideal summer offering, this Samuel

Goldwyn, Jr., production glows with the kind of entertainment

values that make it a surefire attraction for the family market,

especially the youngsters.

I
The atmosphere and feeling of Twain's innocent 19th Cen-

tury world along the river has been magnificently brought to

life, as has its entire cast of lovable and mischievous inhabi-

tants. The fast-talking Huck, who prefers rogues and bare

feet to learning table manners and going to school; the ever-

faithful slave Jim, torn between his almost realized dream of

freedom and his role of watchdog over the boy; Huckleberry's

ne'er-do-well alcoholic father; the greatest pair of con men
(ever to travel the Mississippi, The King and The Duke; the

item and moralizing Miss Watson; the kindly Widow Douglass

—they're all there and they've never seemed more real. The

ireason is Goldwyn's cast of thoroughly delightful performers,

leaded by Eddie "Hole in the Head" Hodges as Huck, and

light-heavyweight boxing champ Archie Moore, making his

screen debut as Jim. They are given top-notch assistance by

Tony Randall, Patty McCormack, Neville Brand and Mickey

IShaughnessy.

Goldwyn has provided these characters with a first-rate pro-

duction, a lush and stimulating Metrocolor CinemaScope

mounting that beautifully brings to life the Mississippi rolling

under skies of pink, gold and black, the plush riverboats that

traveled her waters, and the Victorian homes and one-night

circuses that dotted her shores.

Twain was more than just a chronicler of amusing events.

He was a great humorist who knew how appropriately to cloak

his ideas in rich robes of mirth and frivolity. This is the appeal

of his works, this is the appeal of the film. Younger audiences

will rapidly identify with Huck, a Peck's bad boy, wild,

imaginative and full of glib confidence, but strongly endowed
with a code of moral principles. Adults will be exposed to

Twain's viewpoints on slavery and abolition, plus the dignity

and shortcomings that make up human beings. It's these uni-

versal ingredients that will insure "Huckleberry Finn" the

wide audience response it so rightly deserves.

• The title itself will prove a powerful boxoffice magnet, and

the presence of Hodges and Moore will stimulate added

curiosity. Word-of-mouth is bound to keep it before the pub-

lic's eye for years to come.

I It is to the credit of director Michael Curtiz that the suspense

'3f the escapes from slave hunters, the thwarting of The King
ind The Duke's unprincipled schemes, and the success of

Huck's mercury-like tongue flow across the screen with the

swiftness of the Mississippi itself. The various escapades are

Finn" Delight for Family

welded together into a compact and colorful narrative. The

movie opens with Huck standing on the wharf of the Missis-

sippi dreaming of the exciting adventures it holds, and closes

with he and Jim parting company—Huck to continue following

his wanderlust star, the latter to try his luck as a free man.

This has been their dream and goal throughout, and Curtiz

has never once lost sight of it. There are many memorable

sequences in between—Huck unwillingly becoming the tool

for one of The King and Duke's hustles; his attempt to get

Jim to freedom in a circus owned by Andy Devine, who paints

mules to look like zebras, and starring Buster Keaton as a

fearless lion-tamer; and his impersonation of a little girl who
is asked to thread a needle by sheriff's wife Judy Canova

—

but it's always the river that carries the intrepid adventurers on.

Youthful Hodges continues to prove why he is one of the

most desirable young talents around. His naturalness and verve

will have audiences falling in love with him the minute he

opens his mouth. He can lie like a trooper, wangle his way

out of the most impossible situations and still ponder the

morality of aiding a runaway slave. Hodges on the screen is

what Huck Finn has been to millions of readers through the

years. Moore gives a humane and believable portrayal of Jim,

opening for himself a definite career as a screen personalia.

Tony Randall is superb as The King, bandying a carnival

barker's charm when it suits him, or turning evil and deadly

when he has been crossed. Mickey Shaughnessy is wonderful

as his dumb but lovable partner. Neville Brand creates a

sinister father Finn, and young Patty McCormack is good as

an almost victim of one of the con men's many schemes.

James Lee's adaptation has Huck escaping from his father's

clutches with everyone believing he has been murdered bv Jim.

The two set off down the Mississippi on a raft. Enroute, Huck

incurs the wrath of Randall and Shaughnessy by upsetting one

of their money-mad schemes, learns that his father is dead,

and becomes a cabin boy on Finlay Currie s riverboat. Jim is

eventually caught but Huck uses his wits to free him.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 107 minutes. Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges, Archie Moore.
Produced by Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Directed by Michael Curtii.
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"Jazz on a Summer's Day'

StUCH€4d RattHQ O © plus

Interesting documentary, in color, for art, music fans.

"Jazz on a Summer's Day" is a brilliant compilation of sights

and sounds recorded during a long summer's day and night at

the 1958 Newport, R.I., annual Jazz Festival. Jazz buffs will have

a field day as the procession of musicland's greats file by, and

shutter bugs will turn green with envy at the highly imaginative

and visually stimulating lensing of photographer Bert Stern.

This off-beat documentary, which marks Stern's debut as a pro-

ducer-director, is an auspicious start to a new and important

career. The appeal of this item is strictly to art house patrons.

The jazz, some of the finest ever recorded on film, travels the

gamut from such standards as "Sweet Georgia Brown," imag-

inatively interpreted by songstress Anita O'Dav, "Saints Go
Marching In," belted out by trumpeter Louis Armstrong, and

"Rockin' Chair," dueted by Armstrong and Jack Teagarden, to

the cool sounds of the present day, expertly rendered by such

favorites as pianist Thelonious Monk, the George Shearing

Quintet and the Gerry Mulligan Quartet. But it's Stern's in-

satiably curious DeLuxe Color camera eye, constantly on the

move, skillfully blending color with subject matter, that gives

the film its memorable moments: the glaring light of early after-

noon playing on the face and clarinet of Jimmy Giuffre; the

brown-yellow hues of a boarding house's inside backgrounding

Chico Hamilton and his Quintet playing through the hours of

late afternoon; the frantic carnival atmosphere of night as rock-

and-rollers Chuck Berry and Big Maybelle send the crowd

stomping and whirling; the respectful moment of finale as

gospel singer Mahalia Jackson delivers "The Lord's Prayer."

Galaxy Attractions. Inc. 85 minutes. Louis I

Shearing, etc. Produced and Directed by Ber
istrong, Gerry Mu

"Noose for a Gunman"

Su4t4t€44 IRctU*? ©PLUS

Routine sagebrusher has plenty of action.

This United Artists sagebrush quickie tells a familiar yarn

about a one-time gun-slinger who returns to his home town

where he is remembered as a murderer who ran away, saves

its inhabitants from a band of ruthless bandits, and eventually

clears himself of his earlier crime. L'nfolded along standard

lines, director Edward L. Cahn has managed to provide plenty

of action, romance and intrigue. Light on any known marquee

names but heavy on gunplay and suspense, "Noose for a

Gunman" should serve adequately as a supporting dualler in

the action market and drive-ins. Jim Davis is rugged enough

as the top gun who killed two brothers after they shot down
his own marshal brother and Barton MacLane is the tyrannical

land baron and father of the dead boys. Lyn Thomas is con-

vincing as Davis' pretty fiancee. Ted de Corsia creates a

believable portrayal as the renegade bandit leader. James B.

Gordon's script brings Davis back to Rock Valley to warn the

townspeople that de Corsia plans to rob the stage of a large

amount of cattle money and kill everyone on board, including

Miss Thomas. When one of MacLane's henchmen tries to

kill him, Davis is jailed for his own protection. Davis offers

proof that MacLane is in with the bandits. When De Corsia

and his gang attack, kill the marshal and take over, the fright-

ened townsfolk beg Davis to become marshal and in a clever

maneuver he wipes out the gang and MacLane.

"Twelve Hours to Kill"

&«4i*C*4 1Rcltt*4 © PLUS

Low-calibre crime meller for minor action spots

drive-ins.

This minor melodrama deals with an attempt to eliminate

the only witness to a gangland slaying. From time to time

the emphasis shifts to some dirty work afoot in the uppei

echelon of the New York police department, but, for the mosl

part, none of these elements actually jell to generate the nec

essary suspense. Lacking marquee power and hampered bi

Edward L. Cahn's ponderous direction, this 20th Century-Fojl

release is suited only to the supporting slot in action situation:

and drive-ins. Nico Minardos, as the unfortunate witness

Barbara Eden, as the girl who helps him, and Grant Richards

as a police lieutenant with a reputation for losing witnesses

do the best they can with Jerry Sohl's uninspired screenplay!

Two fairly exciting scenes—the beating up of Miss Eden ancl

a gun crackling finale—help liven things up a bit. In ordei

to keep Minardos alive so he will be able to identify the killer:

when they are caught, Richards decides to send him into hidint

in upstate New York. His superior, Russ Conway, finally agree

to the plan after reminding Richards about the death of a pre

vious witness entrusted to his care. Minardos reaches the towr

of Denton and discovers the two killers are already therel

With the help of Miss Eden, a game of hide-and-seek ensues

Minardos eventually reveals himself to save Miss Eden's life

but Richards arrives in time, captures the killers, and reveal:)

Conway's long association with the crime mob.

20th Century-Fox. 83 m
Healy. Directed by Edv

inardos, Barbara Eden. Produced by Joh

"In the Wake of a Stranger'

Routine British-made meller. For lower half of dual

Everything about this British-made crime meller centeri

around a missing body and the complications that ensue is

tine from beginning to end. Fortunately, its short running

will make it easy to place on the bottom half of dual bills. Th

production values are fourth-rate and the story fails to generat

either interest or suspense under David Eady's stilted direction

The acting is generally adequate but the cast of British

knowns won't help matters any. Tony Wright as an on-leav

sailor who stumbles across the body in a drunken stupor am

believing the dead man to be a comrade-in-arms in need of hel

carries him into an abandoned house, and Willoughby Goddan

as the victim's corpulent business partner, manage to pump som

life into their weakly-written roles. The romance angle is sup

plied by Shirley Eaton, who is pleasant enough to look at. Jol

Tully is responsible for the screenplay, based on an Ian Stuar

Black novel. Wright awakens the following morning with onl

a vague recollection of what happened. When he finds bloo

on his raincoat he becomes worried, and with the help of Mis>

Eaton—whom he also stumbled into the night before—he trie

to retrace his tracks. The murderers come across the search:

pair and eventually convince Goddard that Wright is the cu

prit. While being questioned by Goddard, Wright suddenl

remembers what happened and races to the deserted house. 1

a climactic struggle, one of the murderers is killed, and God

dard hauls the other off to justice.

United Artists. 69 minutes. Jim Day
K.nt. Directed by Edward L. Cahn

Barton MacLane. Prodi. Paramount. 49 minutes. Tony Wright, Shi
Directed by David Eady.

roduced by John Pe
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Newsmakers

ox Sets 'Greatest'

Fox president Spyros P. Skouras (right),

iroducer-di rector George Stevens set final

ietails for "The Greatest Story Ever Told,"

it home office luncheon meet.

Co/. Sell Means $
Promotion of major releases simultan-

eously is, in this product-starved market, the

ndeal method of movie merchandising. This

theory, said vice president Paul N. Lazarus,

[Jr., (above) has powered Columbia to more
than an estimated Si 1,000,000 in domestic

killings for the first three months of the

|iear. This multi-pronged promotion, noted
Lazarus, is part of his firm's "Big G"

Big AA Plans

Allied Artists is netting com-

pletion of its transition to a

big-picture policy, president

Steve Broidy tells the company's

national sales convention in

Chicago. Also pictured on tin

dais are (I. to r.)i ad-publicity

head Sandy Abrahams; vice-

president Ed Morey, v ice presi-

dent and general sales manager

Morey R. Goldstein. The pic-

tures now on our planning

boards are all important prop-

erties," Broidy said, adding that

"the only future exceptions to

this format will be unusual sub-

jects in the medium budget cate-

gory, but whose strong show-

manship qualities offer promise

of wide audience appeal." He
listed as proof such upcoming

productions as "Billy Budd,"

"The Plunderers," "Streets of

Mo.ntmartre" and "Hell To
Eternity."

AIP Promotes
American International "will spend

a minimum of $3,500,000 in all forms

of advertising to promote its product

for the coming year," president James

H. Nicholson (above) and vice presi-

dent-secretary Samuel Z. Arkoff an-

nounced at firm's recent national sales

and advertising conference in Holly-

wood.

Horns 20th G.S.M.

In a sudden move, C. Glenn Norn's (above)

was named general sales mgr. of 20th Cen-

tury-Fox following the unexpected resigna-

tion of Alex Harrison. The announcement

terminating the latter's 25-year association

with the company was made by president

Spyros P. Skouras, who made no mention of

a reported conflict that led to Harrison's

replacement. Norris, a member of 20th's

sales staff since 192S, stated that he would

continue the practice of having branch man-

agers participate in top level sales policy

meetings. Skouras pledged Norris the or-

ganization's

support."

complete and wholehearted

Levine in London
Embassy Pictures president Joseph E.

Levine (center) discusses "Hercules Un-

chained" promotion in London with Warner
Pathe Circuits chief C. Gingell (left), Joint

Circuits mgr. S. Vegoda.

Dinner Talk

The Brandeis University dinner honoring

Robert S. Benjamin, United Artists board

chairman, is the topic. Left to right: UA
vice presidents Arnold M. Picker and Roger

H. Lewis; David V. Picker, and RKO Thea-

tres president Sol Schwartz. The affair will

be held June 7 at the Waldorf Astoria.
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Viewpoints

(Continued from Page 7)

March 29: A motion picture daily

sa\s "a little over 300" tapes have been

collected, with indications that 90r r of

the subscribers watched on opening

night. "With the crew now being used,

Telemeter figures 50 to 60 tapes can

be taken from the attachments daily.''

April 6: A show business weekly re-

ports on "first partial pickup by Tele-

metter coin-collectors.'" The weekly says

Telemeter's publicity director reports

"it is too early vet to judge the success

of the experiment.'' The publication

Says "10,000 subscribers have paid the

S5 installation fee . . . but only some

1,500 are being serviced" because of

lack of machines; however, 6,000

American-made units are "being cur-

rently rushed into the homes of wait-

ing subscribers."

April 11: Telemeter's president is

quoted in a motion picture daily as say-

ing first results of collections will be

reported "at the proper time . .
."

April 15: A motion picture daily

refers to "early returns from Tele-

meter" as indicating that customers are

selective, and that returns "have been

slowed up by the lack of a proper tote

machine" which would be supplied

shortly. The publication adds: "Tele-

meter officials hadn't anticipated start-

ing their collections and thus are being

caught short-handed in making avail-

able returns." One distributor "had fig-

ures based on 200 boxes . . . 'But you

could juggle the figures' meaning in

any way,' he said."

May 3: An Associated Press dispatch

printed in Chicago says "The system

now includes 2,500 homes, with about

300 more each week." Eugene E. Eitz-

gibbons of Famous Players, Telemeter's

Canadian sponsors, cays ".
. . it may

take a year of study before we know
the full results." The AP goes on to

report that "Telemeter officials say the

intake must amount to about 2 a week
for each participant. This is needed to

pay for the initial investment of the

company in the intricate coin boxes,

the trunk cables and the operations cen-

ter as well as day-to-day operating

costs. So far only a few coin boxes

have been opened."

This is the record. If it doesn't quite

match the roseate reports of fantastic

success it at least illumines the flexible

standards of the experiment.

On March 5 we were told that the

coin boxes would be collected—and,

presumably, the grosses tabulated—in

"another month." On March 29, some

300 tapes were reported as having been

checked (we presume that the checking

of tapes and the collection of coins are

closely linked, since both apply to the

tabulation of revenue.) On April 11 it

was indicated that the first results

would be announced "perhaps in a few

weeks." On April 14 we are told that

officials "hadn't anticipated starting

their collections," and on May 3 we

learn that "only a few coin boxes have

been opened."

Probably the most complete reversal

of form can be found in the May 3

comment of Telemter's Canadian fac-

totum that "it may take a year of study

before we know the full results." Up to

that point everybody had been assured

that Telemeter was a proven success.

On the record, it seems fair to state

that the Telemeter story to date has

been one of inaccurate and insufficient

data, of postponed reports and en-

demic vagueness. It also seems fair to

state that an astonishing degree of

patience seems to have been exercised

by the distributors who have provided

the pictures for the noble experiment.

Unless they are all providing films at

flat rental, they are amazingly complai-

sant about the lack of reports.

Free Tivket
Gimmick

Allied questions the wisdom, propri-

ety and efficacy of M-G-M's children's

free ticket tie-up with Quaker Oats for

"Please Don't Eat the Daisies."

In a recent bulletin, the exhibitor

organization calls the deal "a measure

of coercive control over other people's

theatres." If the theatreman doesn't

want the deal, says Allied, he can (1)

play the picture and refuse to honor

passes, thereby incurring the wrath of

his patrons; (2) refuse to play the film,

thereby depriving himself of a good

picture in this tight product market.

There also is opposition in some quar-

ters to any type of "free" ticket deal,

which, it is claimed, would tend to

cheapen the prestige of the industry.

Wc would be interested in what our

readers think.

COMPO Earns
Its Ki><*p

The Council of Motion Picture Or-

ganizations once again has proved its

usefulness as an agency representing the

industry at large.

COMPO presented the case for ex-

emption of theatres from the proposed

new minimum wage bill so impressively

that reports from Washington indicate

a sympathetic response from the sub-

committee of the House education and

labor committee, which conducted the

public hearings. No other industry

seeking similar exemption, in fact, was

reported to have created so favorable an

impression as the COMPO delegation.

COMPO spokesmen flatly told the

subcommittee that unless they receive

complete exemption from the proposed

SI.25 per hour minimum wage bill,

"several thousand" theatres will be

forced to shut down. The major presen-

tations were made by LaMar Sarra, of

Jacksonville, Ela., who read from a

COMPO survey showing that the new

minimum would increase payrolls to the

point of erasing the profit margin, and

revealing that 70 percent of theatre help

is employed on a part-time basis; and

C. Elmer Nolte, Jr., of Baltimore, Md.,

national co-chairman of the COMPO
minimum wage committee, who pointed

out that a high percentage of theatre

employes are "persons for the most part

unable to compete for standard em-

ployment at standard w ages." He argued

effectively that giving these people part-

time w ork is "a public service."

One of the most significant factors

operating in COMPO's favor at the

hearings was its "grass roots" represen-

tation. In a number of cases, the witness,

a small theatreman, was speaking before

his own Congressman on the subcom-

mittee rostrum. The COMPO members

told their story in a straight-forward

manner, with the effective air of sim-

plicity appropriate to the businessman

in search of governmental assistance.

By its exhaustive planning in advance

of the hearings and its intelligent pre-

sentation in Washington last week,

COMPO may well have saved thousands

of theatres from extinction. Surely, the

organization earned its keep.
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Columbia World Promotion

Under One Banner—Rosenfield

M4

TRAVELING PROMOTION. This rough sketch is an advance look at the eye-catching Colurr
bia float planned for the late-May Cincinnati playoff of "The Stranglers of Bombay.

Special 20th-Fox Planning Sessions

Develop 4-Pronged 'Ruth' Campaign
The special planning sessions of top-level

20th-Fox executives at the studio produced some

of the most impressive promotional activity in

the company's recent history. Hot on the heels

of the record $1,000,000 "triangulation" TV
campaign for the upcoming "The Lost World"
(mapped at the studio by the big brass) came
the announcement by president Spyros P. Skou-

ras of "the most daring and unprecedented

series of gala premieres in the history of the

company," set to launch 2()th's multi-million-

dollar biblical spectacle, "The Story of Ruth."

Master plans for a number of expensive Fox

productions were blueprinted in Hollywood

from revolutionary new concepts introduced by

the executive team headed by Skouras, pro-

duction chief Buddy Adler, vice president

Charles Einfeld, producer Sam Engel, studio

publicity head Harry Brand and a handful of

selected branch managers flown in from all sec-

tions of the country. The decision to include the

firm's branch managers in top-level meetings is

a decidedly fresh idea devised by Skouras. The
results, in his own words, have been "intrin-

sicallj perceptive and valuable," with the branch

toppers contributing ideas and suggestions that

have augmented and reinforced the experience

and know-how of the executives.

Thirty-nine individual and separate gala bene-

fit premieres, one in each branch office city

across the nation and Canada, (starting June 17,

in Chicago) will touch off the $5,000,000 "Story
of Ruth" in the brief period of 13 days—

a

saturation of glamorous events heretofore un-

tried in cinema history. Each bow will be for

a charity; each will be attended by social and
civic leaders of each city, and each premiere
will be bolstered by a four-pronged exploitation

pusfa thai is expected to dwarf any previous Fox
campaign.

Producer Engel and director Henry Rosier

are ready for a IS-city tour as the vanguard of

a nationwide trek by new-star discovery Elana

Eden and her co-stars Stuart Whitman, Ziva

Rodann, Tom Tryon and John Gabriel. In pur-

suance of Fox's "triangulation" theme, "Story

of Ruth" openings will enjoy concentrated

three-pronged radio-TV drives two weeks in

advance of first dates, and extended newspaper

activity.

Underlining the importance of the premiere

campaign are the telegrams president Skouras

has dispatched to each exchange post, marking

the first time that the Fox topper has personally

taken the time to address the firm's field rep-

resentatives on such a topic. Branch meetings

currently are under way to coordinate further

the series of openings, the first conclave having

been chaired recently in Chicago by vice presi-

dent Einfeld.

Quite obviously, promotion at 20th-Fox has

reached such significant stature that it now
commands the careful and intense planning of

the firm's top executives. With such novel and

exciting showmanship backing it, Fox is being

looked to as the dynamic company of I960.

COLLEGE 'COMEDY'. These SMU students in

early 1900's finery piled into Ford of that

era to tour downtown Dallas streets, shopping
centers for Fox's "When Comedy Was King."
Stunt was arranged by Trans-Texas Fine Arts

acting manager, Malcolm J. Thomson.

"To develop a better interchange"

Promotion of Columbia product the world

over now is running smoothly and efficiently

under one banner.

The company has integrated its international

and domestic merchandising facilities into a

single global department—for economy reasons

and because of the growing importance of the

foreign market—executive in charge of adver-

tising and publicity Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., an-

nounced. The move, several years in the plan-

ning, places promotional activities for Columbia
Pictures International under the direction of

the parent firm's ad-publicity division. Rosen-

field will head the global operation with his

present title.

The Columbia executive listed the following

objectives under the reorganization: (1) "To

make directly available to all its overseas of-

fices the creative manpower, ideas and resources

of a combined department ... in New York

and Hollywood; (2) To strengthen the au-

tonomy of public directors and branches

throughout the world and to create a flexible

and unified operation of autonomous units . . .;

(3) To develop and maintain a better inter-

change of showmanship information, ideas and

planning."

Planning of material for world-wide promo-

tion will be done under the leadership of

national promotion chief Robert S. Ferguson.

And at the studio, Ely Levy, of the foreign

publicity department, will work more closely

with John C. Flinn, studio ad-publicity director.

According to Rosenfield, "The centralization

of the advertising and publicity functions is a

natural outgrowth of this jet age when com-

munications media are able to cross all boun-

daries at missile speed. To continue separate

domestic and overseas operations would be a

throwback to paddle-wheel steamers and the

Iron Horse."
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Detroit: Prime Example at

Happy Press-Pix Relations

What's Detroit got that so

am cities lack in movie-

ess relations?

With the current stance of

any newspapers toward mo-

i>n pictures a cooly guarded

le, at best (last year, Edi-

r and Publisher reported,

ipers in 23 cities published

iticism of movie ads), the

ose collaboration between

droit's most important

lily and the film business

ands as a prime example of the worth of the

operative attitude—to both press and movies,

he special COMPO committee currently-

arching for the key to better rapport with

le Fourth Estate might profitably turn its

ttention to the Motor City, with an eye toward

wsible adaptation in other situations.

In the tenth annual "New Faces—Going

laces" project, the Detroit Free Press, work-

ig in conjunction with more than 70 area

leatres, reached a new peak in movie pub-

iity and public interest among Detroiters.

he feature that through the years has helped

unch the careers of some of the biggest

imes among today's film stars dramatically

WARD. Detroit Free Press critic Helen Bower
resents Annette Funicello with "New Faces"
ward on Broadway Capitol stage, while
nited Detroit v. p. Gil Green looks on.

iemonstrated its star-building ability recently

hen a throng of 3,000 screaming fans turned

ut to welcome Annette Funicello, winner this

•ear over 20 other nominees picked a year ago

y Helen Bower, Free Press critic, as the most

romising new players on the cinema scene.

Notified only a few days in advance of

liss Funicello's visit, United Detroit Theatres

osted a "coke and chip" party for her fans at

i auditorium in the city's Veterans' Memorial
uilding. But the hall was so quick to be filled,

nth an overwhelming turnout that the whole
jffair had to be moved to one of the circuit's

learby downtown theatres, where the starlet

iet her admirers and was presented with the

hnual Free Press New Faces award.

Annette having appeared in but one motion

CROWD packs Memorial Bldg. to greet star

picture ("The Shaggy Dog"), the tremendous

turnout was a shining tribute to the drawing

power of the three front-page announcements in

the daily that heralded her personal visit.

The Free Press has been displaying just such

crowd-pulling strength ever since the "New-

Faces" inception ten years ago as a measure

of movie industry support. The project involves

the selection by the paper's critic of some 20

new screen personalities each year whom she

believes to possess the qualities of future star-

dom. Readers are then made acquainted with

each of them through a series of daily movie

page features. Each "new face" is pictured and

described in one day's story, with the series

running over a three-week span. Readers are

invited to select the outstanding "new face"

for that year, with balloting done at theatres.

And already plans are forming for a dazzling

"New Faces" event in 1961. It is planned that

the affair will involve the personal appearances

of not only the winning 1960 personality, but

also of a large slate of 1961 nominees.

Frank Angelo, managing editor of the Free

Press, who has taken a personal interest in

the promotion since its beginning, values it

as a means of giving movies valuable support,

while at the same time offering his readers an

otherw ise not available serv ice. Quite obviously,

theatremen in Detroit feel likewise. Scribes and

exhibitors in other areas would do well to sit

down and map out similar promotions. After

all, anything that offers newspaper cooperation

—and stimulates the public—a la Detroit, ought

to be worth a showman's try .

KIPS! SEE YEAR'S FUNNIESTMOVIE
/<S~~E£\ -DORIS DAY i DAVID NIVEN i^f^i^^j 1
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UA Ties ln With Stores

For 'Alamo,' 'Apartment'

United Artists is tieing-in with department

stores, retail outlets and real estate developers

in all sections of the country to promote two

of its important upcoming productions
—"The

Alamo" and "The Apartment."

The "Alamo" deal links Producer John

Wayne and the film with a lather's Day •True

Magazine merchandising campaign. A com-

plete list of the stores and outlets cooperating

in the program will appear in a series of

magazine ads giving full credits for the pic-

ture. Each of the outlets will receive a kit

containing ad mats, radio copy, photographs of

Wayne, window display suggestions and other

similar material.

Timed with regional June bookings, the

"Apartment" tie-in is pegged to an "ideal"

bachelor's apartment to be displayed by depart-

ment stores and real estate offices. Newspaper

ads and special heralds will announce the tie-in

and invite the public to submit their names on

key-shaped entry blanks. Winners will receive

prizes ranging from apartment supplies to six

months free rent in key situations.

MPAA 'Take Him Out' Ad

Possible Big Business-Builder

Summer is upon us, and with it has come

another attempt by the industry to get America

to "go out to a movie." This time, the MPAA
has made a somewhat limited, although effec-

tive, pitch to women's club members to partake

of the healthful pleasures of moviegoing with

their mates.

While previous business-building campaign

failures to get off the ground still loom large

in movie memory, this latest piece of institu-

tional advertising, extolling the therapeutic

values of the silver screen, if teamed with suf-

ficient imaginative and lively promotional

schemes, may offer the long-sought stimulus

for a b.o. boom.

"Life Is No Bed of Roses ... So Take Him
Out to the Movies!" reads the headline of the

MPAA member company ad in the May-June

annual edition of the Federation CLUB-
WOMAN, the magazine published by the Na-

tional Federation of Women's Clubs. Si Seadler,

chairman of the MPAA advertising and pub-

licity directors' committee, prepared the ad:

"Ladies, there's no tonic like a good film to lift

the spirit and dispel worry and weariness.

Plenty to choose from for every taste on the

big motion picture theatre screen."

FREE! FUNNY TIE-IN. This color
comic advertisement appeared
nationally, with hundreds of

thousands of impressions in

the Puck group of Sunday
comic supplements, as part of

M-G-M's huge merchandising
tie-in program for "Please
Don't Eat the Daisies." Offer

of free pass to kids accom-
panied by paying adults drew
packed houses.
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GALLANT' PROMOTION

United Artists vice president in charge of ad-pub-
licity-exploitation Roger H. Lewis (right), national

promotion chief Fred Goldberg (left) flank producer-

director Robert Montgomery at trade press confab re-

vealing campaign plans for "The Gallant Hours." Film

will receive national push tied in with U. S. Navy.
MACY'S 'CAN-CAN'

Pretty model mans Macy's colorful, eight

high ticket booth in shape of kiosk impo

from Paris, to sell reserved-seat ducats to 2((-

Fox's "Can-Can." Tie-in, featured in all six Macs

stores, was announced by Fox publicity dire

Edward E. Sullivan, Morris Rosenbloom, Ma
ad director. Each booth has direct wire to Ri

Theatre, and customers get their reservati

confirmed immediately. Full-page ads appeal

in the three most widely-circulated Gothij

papers; full-length windows in all six stores H
decorated with actual costumes from film, J

multi-colored posters and stills, and Macy's II

bulletin and mailing list is calling tie-in to atli-i

tion of its 28,000 charge customers, shopp'

.

HI

r

i

COLUMBIA'S 'SONG'

Columbia exec, in charge of ad-publicity Jonas
Rosenfield, Jr. (left), v.p. Paul IM. Lazarus, Jr., watch
as Ivan Davis (2nd from right), winner of Franz Liszt
Diano competition at N.Y.'s Town Hall, is congratulated
by conductor Dimitri Mitropoulos, chairman of judges.
Winner received $500, Town Hall recital donated by
William Goetz, producer of "Song Without End," the
cinema biography of the famed composer.

BV'S DOLL

This Pollyanna doll, in-

spired by Walt Disney's

"Pollyanna," next attrac-

tion at N.Y.'s Radio City

Music Hall, is being dis-

played in the theatre's

Grand Foyer and Grand
Lounge, where it has been
placed on sale. Standing 32
inches high, the doll is

manufactured by the
Uneeda Doll Co., Inc., rep-

resents a perfect tie in.

'FUGITIVE' BOARD

This special illuminated set-piece, with flasher,

was used for advance lobby and as part of front

display for United Artists "The Fugitive Kind,"

at Philadelphia's Randolph. Joe Elicker, of Wil-

liam Goldman Theatres, employed copy from
recent Film BULLETIN supplement on the film.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current &) Coming Features

(Date of Rim BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

August
BAT. THE Vincent Price, Agnes Morehead. Producer

C. J. Tevlin. New version of Mary Robert Rinehart

and Avery Hopwood's world famous mystery tate. 80

min.

FACE OF FIRE Cameron Mitchell, James Whitmore.
Producers Albert Band^ Louis Garfinkle. Director Band.

Handyman disfigured in fire finally gains friends. 83

min.

October

WEB OF EVIDENCE Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Produced
by Maxwell Setton and John R. Slpan. Filmed from
A. J. Cronln's novel "Beyond This Place." Young man
reopens 20 year old murder case to free his falher.

88 min.

November
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT, U. S. A. George S. Hamil-
ton. Mary Murphy. Producer Terry Sanders. Director
Denis Sanders. Law-student turns criminal. 80 min.

December
HOUSE OF INTRIGUE. THE CinemaScope, Color. Dawn
Addams, Curt Jurgens. Folco Lulli. Producer-director
Dullio Coletti. Spies and counter-spies' activities dur-
ing WW II. 90 min.

January
ATOMIC SUBMARINE Arthur Franz. Dick Foran, Brett
Halsey. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Spencer G.
Benset. Science-fiction thriller of a Polar sub and its

encounter with unknown enemy. 73 min.

PURPLE GANG. THE Barry Sullivan, Robert Blake,
Elaine Edwards. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
Frank McDonald. The startling story of the infamous
Detroit mobsters. 83 min.

February
HYPNOTIC EYE. THE Jacques Bergerac, Marcia Hen-
derson, Merry Anders. Allison Hayes. Producer Charles
B. Bloch. Director George Blair. Hypnotist's assistant
wearing mask, is responsible for disfiguring pretty
faces of hypnosis volunteers. 82 min.

March

I PASSED FOR WHITE Sonya Wilde, James Fr

Producer-director Fred Wilcox. Story of a Negr
who passes for white. 91 min.

April

BLUEBEARD'S TEN HONEYMOONS George Sanders.
Corlnne Calvet. Producer Roy Parkinson. Director W.
Lee Wilder. Based on the true-life story of Landru,
infamous French bluebeard. 92 min.

May
PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert. Pro-
ducer-director Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt.
Petrosino's war against the Mafia in the early 1900 s.

1 10 min.

RAYMIE David Ladd. John Agar. Charles Winninger.
Richard Arlen. Producer A. C. Lyle. Director Fred
McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant 6

foot barracuda. 73 min.

June
SEX KITTENS GO TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren, Tues-
day Weld, Mijanou Bardot. Producer-director Albert
Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-
lege routine. 93 min.

July
HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter, Vic Damone. Miiko
Taka. Producer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson.
True story of U. S. Marine hero Guy Gabaldon.

August
PLUNDERERS. THE Jeff Chandler. Producer-director
Joseph Anthony. Band of young hoodlums intimidate
entire western town.

Coming
DONDI Producer Albert Zugsmith. Story based on
Ihe comic strip character.

RECKLESS. PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner. Louis Jour-
dan Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books. "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama ."

THE CIG BANKROLL Fabulous life story of king of the
"mbliri Producers Samuel Bischoff and David
Diamond.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

October

BUCKET OF BLOOD. A Barboura Morris, Dick Miller.

Producer-director Roger Corman. A mad artist mur-
ders his victims and uses their bodies for statues.

THE GIANT LTECHES Ken Clark, Yvette Vickers. Pro-

ducer Gane Carman. Director Bernard L. Kowalski.
Monsters arise from the swamps of tha. Florida ever-

November

GIANT GILA MONSTER Don Sullivan. Lisa Simone.
Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kelloga. Giant
gila monster goes beserk on diet of humans. 75 min.

THE KILLER SHREWS Ingrid Goude, James Best, Ken
Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg.
Tiny shrews grow to huge proportions. 69 min.

December

GOLIATH AND THE BARBARIANS Color-Scope. Steve
Reeves, Bruce Cabot, Chelo Alonso. Producer Em-
inno Salvi. Director Carlo Campogalliani. A young
woodsman revenges the death of his father. Spectacle.
88 min.

March
ANGRY RED PLANET Cinemagic, Eastmancolor. Gerald
Mohr. Nora Hayden, Les Tremayne. Producers Sidney
Pink, Norman Maurer. Director lb Melchoir. An ad-
venture in the fourth dimension. 83 min.

May
CIRCUS OF HORRORS Specta-Color. Anton Diffring,

Erika Remberg. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn.

Director Sidney Hayers. Horror spectacle. 95 min.

June

JAILBRCAKERS Robert Hutlon, Mary Castle, Producer-
director Alexander Grasshoff. Four escaped convicts

try to find a treasure of $400,000.00 from a bank rob-

WHY MUST I DIE? Terry Moore, Debra Paget. Pro-

ducer Richard Bernstein. Director Roy Del Ruih. Prison
melodrama. 90 min.

July

HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScope, Color. Vincent Price,

Mark Damon, Myrna Fahey. Producer-director Roger
Corman. Edgar Allan Poe's classic. 90 min.

August

KONGA Color. Michael Gough, Margo Johns. Pro-

durpr Herman Cohen. Director John Lomount. Monster
gorilla rampages through Piccadilly Circus.

September

MALE AND FEMALE Nadja Tiller, Tony Britton, William
Bendix. Producer George Minter. Director Robert
Siodmak. 90 min.

Coming

ALADDIN AND THE GIANT Dynamagic and Color.
Producer Herman Cohen. Action fantasy.

GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON CinemaScope, Color
Steve Reeves. Producer Geoffedo P. Bertolino. Action
fantasy. 80 min.

COLUMBIA

October
CRIMSON KIMONO. THE Victoria Shaw, Glenn Cor-
bett. Producer-director Samuel Fuller. Love and mur-
der on burlesque row. 82 min. 9/14/59.

THEY CAME TO CORDURA CinemaScope. Eastman
Color. Gary Cooper, Rita Hayworth, Van Heflin. Tab
Hunter. Producer William Goetz. Director Robert
Rossen. From the novel by Glendon Swarthout. 123

TINGLER. THE Vincent Price, Judith Evelyn Producer-
director William Castle. Spook show with built-in

gimmicks. 80 min.

November
BATTLE OF THE CORAL SEA Cliff Robertson. Gi
Scala. Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director P< I

Wendkos. Drama set against WW II background.
'

min. 10/26/59.

LAST ANGRY MAN. THE Paul Muni, David Wayrl
Producer Fred Kohlmar, Director Daniel Mann. Pictul
zation of Gerald Green's bestseller. 100 min. I0/I2/!:|

WARRIOR AND THE SLAVE GIRL SupercineScoi
Eastman color. Gianna Maria Canale, Georges March!
Director Vittorio Cottafavi. Action Spectacle. 89 m 1

11/9/59.

MOUSE THAT ROARED. THE Color. Peter Selle

.

Jean Seberg. Producer Walter Shenson. Director Ja
Arnold. Satire on relations of countries during Atonl
Age. 83 min. 10/12/59.

YESTERDAY'S ENEMY Stanley Baker, Guy Rolfe. B
ducer Michael Carreras. Director Val Guest. Brit I

and Japs battle in Burma. 95 min.

December

EDGE OF ETERNITY CinemaScope, Color. Con'
Wilde, Victoria Shaw. Producer Kendrick Sweet,
rector Donald Siegel. Murder and intrigue at Arizcj
mine. 80 min. I 1/9/59.

FLYING FONTAINES. THE Eastman Color. Mich
Callan, Evy Norlund. Producer Sam Katzman. Direc

|

George Sherman. Life with the circus. 84 min. 12/1

THOUSAND AND ONE ARABIAN NIGHTS Technicol'
UPA Cartoon feature. Starring the near sighted (
Magoo. Producer Stephen Bosustow. Director Jij

Kinney. 76 min. 12/21.

January

GENE KRUPA STORY. THE Sal Mineo, Susan Kohn

,

Producer Philip A. Waxman. Director Don Weis. F!

ture of the famed drummer. 101 min. 1/4/60.

SUDDENLY, LAST SUMMER Elizabeth Taylor. Montqcl
ery Clift. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director Joseph
Mankiewicz. Based on the controversial Tennesa;
Williams play. 114 min. 12/21.

SWAN LAKE Maya Plisetskaya, Nicolai Fadeyec
Director Z. Tulubyeva. Russian exchange film. 81 B
2/29/60.

February

ONCE MORE. WITH FEELING Technirama, Color. .

Brynner. Kay Kendall. Producer-Director Stanley Don,
Story about a concert conductor. 92 min. 2/15/60.

March

COMANCHE STATION CinemaScope, Color. Randol
Scott. Nancy Gates. Producer-director Rudd Boettich
A cowboy out for revenge. 74 min. 2/29/60.

OUR MAN IN HAVANA CinemaScope. Alec Guinnii
Burl Ives, Maureen O'Hara. Producer-Director Cat
Reed. Drama of a vacuum cleaner salesman in Haval
107 min. 2/1/60.

WHO WAS THAT LADY? Tony Curtis, Dean MarJ
Janet Leiah. Producer Norman Krasna. Direc

George Sidney. Curtis poses as an F.B.I, agent.
min. 1/18/60.

April

BABETTE GOES TO WAR CinemaScope. Color. Brigi

Bardot, Jacques Charrier, Producer Raoul J. Lei

Director Christian-Jaque. Bardot helps defeat Germa
103 min. 2/29/60.

BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG Dick Clark, Michael 1
Ian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Jerry Bresler. Direct

Paul Wendkos. A teacher fights teenage violence. I

min. 3/14/60.

May
ELECTRONIC MONSTER Rod Cameron. Mary Murpl
Producer Cohen-Levy. Director Tully. A mind macr^
in the hands of a murderer. 72 min.

KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO CinemaScope, Color. R

ert Taylor, Anne Aubrey. Producers Irving Alij,

Albert R. Broccoli. Director Richard Thorpe. Enginjr

lights slave trade in Africa. 91 min. 4/25/60.

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathe.
Producer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre do HJ
Hollywood film magnate becomes U S counter-spy. K

STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY. THE Guy Rolfe. Prodi*

Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Ritual murcfc

in India. 81 min.

June
CATTLE IN OUTER SPACE Co'or. Producer Tomoyl
Tanaka. Director Inoshiro Honda.

BULLETIN YOU* PRODUCT

1



OUNTAIN ROAD, THE James Stewart. Lisa Lu. Pro-

car William Goetz. Director Daniel Mann. G.l.'i

jht across Burma. 102 min. 2/28.

IY DOG. BUDDY Ken Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis,

rtctor Ray Kellogg. A boy and his dog are parted.

VELVE TO THE MOON Ken Clark. Producer Fred
•bhardt Director David Bradley. The first lunar

ght. 74 min.

July

-RANGIUS WHEN WE MEET CinemaScope, Color,
rk Douglas, Kim Novak. Ernie Kovacs. Barbara Rush,
'oduce r-director Richard C*uine.

Coming

KISS FOR A KILLER, A (Valiant) Mylene Demongeot
Henri Vldal Producer Michel Safra. Director Henri
Verneuil. From James Hadley Chase's best-selling
ttiriller. IK min.

NUDE IN A WHITE CAR ITrans-Luxl Marina Vlady.
Robert Hossein. Odlle Versois. Director Robert Hos-
sein. Mystery dealing with the nocturnal escapades
of two beautiful blonde French sisters. 87 min. 3/ 1 4/60

.

TOBY TYLER IBuena Vista] TecKnicolor. Kevin Cor-
coran. Henry Calvin. Gene Sheldon Producer Wait
Disney. Director Charles Banton. Circus tale of a

runaway boy's adventures under the Big Top. 96 min
1/18/40.

LL THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd. Sidney Poitler.

Voducer-director Hall Bartlett. U.N. forces trapped
ehind enemy lines in Korea.

S THE SEA RAGES Maria Schell. Cliff Robertson,
-oducer Carl Sikoll. Director Horst Hechler. A war
-;pq fishermen and islanders. 97 min.

AVES OF NIGHT CinemaScope. Color. Cornel Wilde,
•an Wallace, Cliff Robertson. Producer Cornel Wilde,
freeror Paul Wendkos.

EVIL AT 4 O'CLOCK, THE Spencer Tracy. Sidney
oitfer. Marpessa Dawn. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Di-
ctor Peter Glenvtlle.

NEMY GENERAL, THE Van Johnson, Jean Pierre
umont, Dany Carrel. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
eorge Sherman.

IDGET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope Color. James
arren, Sandra Dee, Michael Callan. Producer Jerry
(resler.

..UNS OF NAVARONE Color. Gregory Peck. David
[liven, Anthony Quinn. Producer Carl Foreman. Direc-
3r J. Lee Thompson.

> AIM AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw.
Iroducer Charles H. Schneer. Director J. Lee Thompson,
ilm biography of brilliant rocket scientist.

ET NO MAN WRITE MY EPITAPH Burl Ives. Shelley
Vmters. James Darren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan. Direc-
lor Philip Leacock.

EPE CinemaScope, Color. Cantinflas. Dan Dailey,
hirley Jones. Producer-director George Sidney.

'ONG WITHOUT END CinemaScope, Color. Dirk Bo-
arde, Capucine. Producer William Goeti. Director
Partes Vidor. The story of Frank Lisit.

O* PRISE PACKAGE Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor. Pro-
lucer-director Stanley Donen.

WORLDS OF GULLIVER Super Dynamation, Color,
erwfn Mathews, Jo Morrow. Producer Charles Schneer.
pirector Jack Sher.

WO PACES OF DR. JEKYLL, THE Color. Paul Massie,
>awn Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
erence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
on's classic.

VACKIEST SHIP IN THE ARMY. THE CinemaScope,
polor. Jack Lemmon. Ricky Nelson. Producer Fred
(ohlmar. Director Richard Murphy.

INDEPENDENTS

November
-OVERS. THE (Zenith) Jeanne Moreau, Alan Cuny.
Directed by Louis Malle. French import about illicit
|ov« affair. 90 min. 9/I4/S9.

THIRD MAN ON THE MOUNTAIN IBuena Vista) Walt
Disney. Technicolor. Michael Rennie, James Mac-
Artbur. Janet Munro. Produced by William H. Ander-
son. Directed by Ken Annakin. Adventure. 100 min.

January

THE GREAT WALL (Continental Dist.) Aroma
Rama, DeLuxe Color, TotalScope. Producer Leonardo
Bonii. Director Sidney Kauffman. Narrated by Chet
Huntley. Story introduces the process and its explana-
tions. 98 min. 12/21.

PRETTY BOY FLOYD (Continental Dist.) John Ericson,
Barry Newman, Joan Harvey. Producer Monroe Sach-
son. Director Herbert J. Leder. Story of a killer,
based on factual events in the life of Charles Arthur
'Floyd. 94 min. 2/1/40.

TIGER BAY (Rank) John Mills. Horst Buckholz. Pro-
ducer John Hawkesworth. Director J. Lee Thompson.
Suspense drama involving a murderer, a girl who
witnessed his crime, and a brilliant police inspector.
105 min.

February

BLACK ORPHEUS (Orpheus Negro) (Lopert) Breno
Mello, Marpessa Dawn, Lourdes de Oliveira. Producer
Sacha Gordine. Director Marcel Camus. Film version
of the famous Greek legend of Orpheus and his ill-

fated love for Eurydice. 95 min. 3/14/60.

GRISBI I Valiant ) Jean Gabin, Jeanne Moreau. Pro-
dueer Robert Dorfmann. Director Jacques Becker.

| Action drama of the Paris underworld and its inhabi-
tants. 85 min.

March

EXPRESSO BONGO (Continental Dist.) Laurence Har-
vey. Sylvia Sytns. Producer-director Val Guest Based
on the hit play by Wolf Mankowitz. 108 min. 4/25/40.

SWORD AND THE CROSS, THE (Valiant) CinemaScope
Color. Gianna Maria Canale, Marisa Allasio. Director
Guido Brignone. Story of the Roman persecution of

early Christians.

April

KIDNAPPED IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Peter Finch

James MacArthur. Producer Walt Disney. Director
Robert Stevenson. Adaptation of Robert Louis Steven-
son's adventure classic. 97 min. 2/29/40.

ROSEMARY ( Films-Around-the-World. Inc.) Nadja Tiller,

Peter Van Eyck Producer Luggi Waldleitner. Director
Rolf Theile. True story of post-war German prostitute

who "made it." 105 min. 4/25/60.

June

SIGN OF ZORRO, THE IBuena Vista). Guy Williams.
Henry Calvin. Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-
tors Norman Foster and Lewis R. Foster.

July

POLLYANNA (Buena Vista! Technicolor. Jane Wyman.
Richard Eagan. Producer Walt Disney. Director David
Swift. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller.

Coming

A TIME TO KILL IProducers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim Davit, Don Megowan, Allison Hayes. Producer Pat
Bati. Director Oliver Drake.

CHASERS, THE Jacque Charrier, Charles Agnovour.
Director Jean-Pierre Mocky. Cynical yet engrossing
French import about youthful women-chasers. 75 min.
3/28.

DAY OF THE TRUMPET, THE IC. Santiago Him Organi-
zation Prod.) John Agar, Richard Arlen, Bill Phipps.
Producer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

DREAM MACHINE. THE (Amalgamated Prods.) Rod
Cameron, Marty Murphv, Pater filing. Producers Rich-
ard Gordon and Charles Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
gomery Tully.

GORGO (King Bros.) Technicolor. Wide screen. Bill

Travers, Vincent Winter, William Sylvester. Producer
Maurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

JUNGLE CAT IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Story of will

animal life along the Amazon River.

LIGHT ACROSS THE STREET. THE IUMPO) Brigitte

Bardot, Raymond Pellagrin, Roger Piquat. Producer
Jacques Gauthier. Director Georges Lacombe. Drama.
A French husband and wife try to live without normal
sex relations, after the husband had a near-fatal acci-

dent. 76 min.

SILVER SKATES, THE IBuena Vista) Eastman Color.

Rony Zeander, Carin Rossby. Producer Walt Disney.

Director Norman Foster.

SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON (Buena Vista) Technicolor.

John Mills, Dorothy McGuire. Producer William H.

Anderson. Director Ken Annakin. Adaptation of Johann
Wyss' Adventure classic.

METRO -GO LDWYN -MAYER

December

WRECK OF THE MARY DEARE, THE CinemaScope,
Metrocolor. Gary Cooper, Charlton Heston. Producer
Julian Blaustein. Director Michael Anderson. Film ver-

sion of Hammond Innes' best-seller dealing with the

captain of a freighter whose owners conspire to sink

her for the value of her cargo. 106 min. 11/23/59.

January

GAZEBO. THE CinemaScope. Glenn Ford. Debbie Rey-

nolds. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director George
Marshall. Film version of the Broadway mystery-

comedy hit. 102 min. 12/21.

NEVER SO FEW CinemaScope. Metrocolor. Frank

Sinatra Gina Lollobrigida . Producer Edmund Grainger.

Director John Sturges. Story of a group of Kachin

guerillas in Burma during Wprld War 11, based on Tom
Chamales' best-selling novel. 127 min. 12/21.

MAY SUMMARY
With the talent strike over, produc-

tion schedules are being stepped-up at

most companies, and the result is a

hefty, early May slate of 21 pictures.

Columbia and United Artists are tied

for first place with four films apiece.

20th Century-Fox holds the runnerup

position on the strength of three re-

leases, while four companies — Allied

Artists, M-G-M, Paramount and Univer-

sal — are deadlocked at two pictures

each. American-International and War-

ner Bros, each has listed one film

for May.

March

HOME FROM THE HILL CinemaScope Metrocolor

Robert Mitchum, Eleanor Parker. Producer Edmund
Grainger. Director Vincente Minnelli. Film version of

William Humphrey's novel dealing with conflict be-

tween family. 150 min. 2/15/40.

April

PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES CinemaScope, Metro

Color. DorfS Day^ David Nlven. Janis Paige. Producer

Joe Pasternak. Director Cnarles Walters. Comi<
periences of N. Y. couple and their children.

3/28.

I I mm.

May
GIANT OF MARATHON, THE (formerly "Battle of

Marathon, The") Widescreen. Color Steve Reeves

Mylene Demongeot. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director

Jacques Tourneur. Action-filled recreation of the classic

battle of ancient Greece. 92 min.

PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney. Terry

Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Hais
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military

academy. 93 min.

June

ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN, THE Cinema-

Scope MetroColor Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges. Pro-

ducer' Samuel Goldwyn. Jr. Director Michael Curtn.

Film version of Mark Twain's classic story of the Mis-

sissippi River. 107 min.

July

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope. MetroColor. Judy

Holliday, Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Dtrec

tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit.

Coming

February

THE LAST VOYAGE MetroColor. Robert Stack, Dorothy

Malone. Producer-Director Andrew L. Stone. Dramatic

story of the events which occur with sinking of an

ocean liner. 91 min. 2/1/40.

ULLETIN — THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaScope
Metro Color. Robert Wagner. Natalie Wood. Susan

Kohner. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Michael

Anderson. Drama involving four young people whose

paths cross in their search to find love. 122 min.

BEN HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston

Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-

ducer Sam Zimballst. Director William Wyler Brfe-

lical spectacle. 332 min. 11/23/59.

BUTTERFIELD 8 CinemaScope, MetroColor. Elizabeth

Taylor, Laurence Harvey. Producer Pandro S. Berman

Director Daniel Mann. Adaptation of John O'Hara s

novel.

CIMARRON I Metrocolor) Glenn Ford. Maria Schell

Anne Baxter. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director

Anthony Mann. Based on Edna Ferber s classic novel.

GO NAKED IN THE WORLD CinemaScope. MetroColor.

Gina Lollobrigida, Tony Franciosa, Ernest Borgnine.

Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Ranald MacDou-
gall. Film version of a novel by Tom Chamales.

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter, Pat Crowley.

Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Phil Carson

Story of a man threatened by a gang of hoodlums

after he is witness to a murder. 81 min.

SUBTERRANEANS. THE CinemaScope, Metrocolor.

Leslie Caron George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed

Director Ranald MacDougaJI. Film version of Jack

Kerouac's novel. 89 min.

TEMPTATION Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde, Joseph Cot-

ten Producer Goffredo Lombardo. Director Nunnally

Johnson. Drama, d.ring Spanish Civil War, involving a

priest and a beautiful dancer.

THE DAY THEY ROBBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray Elizabeth Sellars, Hugh Griffith. Producer

Jules Buck. Director John Guillermin. Suspenseful

action-thriller of a sensational robbery.

THE VILLAGE OP THE DAMNED George Sanders. Bar-

bara Shelley. Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf
Rilla. Suspense drama with a science-fiction basis.



TIME MACHINE, THE Rod Taylor. Alan Young. Pro-
ducer-director George Pal. Based on H. G. Walls'
story of a man who invents a machine which carries
him from the 19th century into an amazing world of
the future. 103 min.

PARAMOUNT

December

LI'L ABNER Technicolor. Peter Palmer. Leslie Parrish,
Stubby Kaye. Julie Newmar, Robert Strauss. Producer
Norman Panama. Director Melvin Frank. Musical-
comedy. Screen version of long-run Broadway show
based on Al Capp's Dogpatch characters. 114 min.
1 1/9/59.

January

A TOUCH OF LARCENY James Mason, Vera Miles.
Producer Ivan Foxwell. Director Guy Hamilton. Comedy
cf Naval commander who maps an elaborate fraud.
93 min. 1/18/60.

February

BIG NIGHT, THE Randy Sparks, Dick Foran, Venetia
Stevens. Anna Lee. Producer Vern Alves. Director Sid-
ney Salkow. Story of young people on the loose.
74 min. 2/29/60.

CIRCUS STARS Technicolor. Oleg Popov, Vladimir
Durov. Director L. Kristy. Russian release distributed

-by "Paramount pursuant to agreement under the aus-
pices of the State Department. 67 min. 2/29/60.

JACK THE RIPPER Lee Patterson, Eddie Byrne, Betty
McDowall. Producer and Director— Robert S. Baker,
and Monty Bernwi Joseph E. Levine exploitation spe-
cial. 85 min. 2/15/60.

March
CHANCE MEETING Hardy Kruger, Micheline Presle
Producer David Deutsch. Director Joseph Losey. Young
artist, accused of murdering his mistress attempts to
prove his innocence. 96 min. 2/29/60.

HELLER IN PINK TIGHTS Technicolor. Sophia Loren,
Anthony Quinn, Margaret O'Brien. Producers Carlo
Ponti and Marcello Girosi. Director George Cukor.
Theatrical troupe's adventures in the old west. 100
min. 3/14/60.

April

CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS Lilli Palmer, Sylvia Syms
Yvonne Mitchell. Producer Betty E. Box Director Ralph
Thomas. Story of rescue operations of war orphans
imprisoned in concentration camps. 113 min. 3/14/60.

IN THE WAKE OF A STRANGER Tony Wright, Shirley
Eaton, Danny Green. Producer John Penington. Director
David Eady. Suspense drama concerning the dis-
appearance of the body of a murdered bookmaker.

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET Jerry Lewis. Joan Black-
man. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog.
Screen version of the Broadway hit by George Vidal.
85 min. 2/15/60.

May
FIVE BRANDED WOMEN Van Heflin, Silvana Mangano,
Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis. Director
Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Nazis. 106 min.

PRISONER OF THE VOLGA Technicolor. John Derek.
Elsa Martinelli, Dawn Addams. Director V. Tour-
ieasky. Historical spectacle. 102 min.

June
WALK LIKE A DRAGON Jack Lord, Nobu McCarthy,
James Shigeta. Producer-director James Clavell. Drama
set in the Old West dealing with the fight between
an American settler and a Chinese immigrant for tha
love of an Oriental slave girl. 69 min.

July

BELLBOY, THE Jerry Lewis. Aiex Gerry. Joan Tabor.
Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of a mute bellboy
at a Florida resort.

RAT RACE, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan. Drama of a career-seeking
saxophone player and a disillusioned showgirl. 105 min.

TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT Eastman Color. Gordon
Scott, Jock Mahoney. Producers Sy Weintraub. Harvey
Hayutin. Director Robert Day. Famous king of the
untamed engages in more adventurous activities.

August

IT STARTED IN NAPLES (formerly "Bay of Naples"!
VistaVision, Technicolor. Clark Gable, Sophia Loren.
Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson. An
American lawyer goes to Italy to get his orphaned
nephew and falls in love with the child's governess.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh. Anthony Perkins. Vera Miles.
John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock
Story based on Inner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert
Bloch.

Coming
BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim. Producer Raymond Eger. Direc-
tor Roger Vadim. Suspense drama based on story by
Paul Gallico.

BREATH OF SCANDAL, A Sophia Loren. Maurice
Chavalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti and
Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtiz. A sophis-

ticated story of the make-believe world of the Austro-
Hungarian court around 1906.

CIND"~ELLA Technicolor, VistaVision. Jerry Lewis,

Ed Wynn, Anna Marie Alberghetti. Erin O'Brien. Pro-

ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin. Modern
version of the Cinderella fairy tale.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,
George Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

espionage drama.

G.I. BLUES VistaVision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley. Pro-

ducer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog. Story of

American soldiers in Germany.

ONE-EYED JACKS VistaVision. Technicolor. Marlon
Brando, Pina Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-
tor Marlon Brando. Western.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY. THE VistaVision, Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire. Debbie Reynolds. Tab Hunter.
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-

boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

SAVAGE INNOCENTS Technirama, Technicolor. An-
thony Ouinn, Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray.

UNDES TEN FLAGS Technirama. Van Heflin, Charles
Laughton. Producer Dino DeLaurentis. Directors Duilio

Coletti and Silvio Narizzano. Drama of WWII.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Nancy Kwan, Michael Wilding, Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Richard Ouine. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and the Broadway play.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

January

ROOKIE. THE CinemaScope. Tommy Noonan. Pete
Marshall, Julie Newmar. Producer Tommy Noonan.
Director George O'Hanlon. Army training. Comedy.
86 min. 1/4.

SEVEN THIEVES CinemaScope, Color. Edward G. Rob-
inson, Rod Steiger, Joan Collins. Produced S. Boehm.
Director Henry Hathaway. Six men and a woman suc-
cessfully rob a Monte Carlo casino. 102 min. 2/1/60.

STORY ON PAGE ONE. THE CinemaScope. Rita Hay-
worth, Anthony Franciosa. Producer Jerry Wald. Direc-
tor Clifford Odets. Drama of a woman plotting to
murder her husband. 123 min. 1/4.

February

SINK THE BISMARCK CinemaScope. Kenneth More,
Dana Wynter. Producer-director J. Bradbourne. Story
of the chase and death of the German juggernaut by
the British Navy. 97 min. 2/1/60.

THIRD VOICE. THE CinemaScope. Edmund O'Brien,
Julie London. Producer-director H. Cornfield. Drama
of intrigue in a big city police station. 79 min.
2/1/60.

THREE MURDERESSES DeLuxe Color. Alain Delon,
Mylene Demongeot. Producer P. Gaetz. Director M.
Boisrond. Gay Gallic farce of three beauties in love
with the same man. 96 min.

March
CAN-CAN ITodd-A) Color. Frank :inatra. Shirley
MacLane, Maurice Chevalier. Producer Jack Cum-
mings. Director Walter Lang. Adaptation of Cole
Porter's brilliant musical success. 131 min. 3/14/60.

DOG OF FLANDERS. A CinemaScope, Color. David
Ladd, Donald Crisp. Producer R. Radnitz. Director H.
Clark. Story of a boy and his dog. 96 min. 1/18/60.

WHEN COMEDY WAS KING Charlie Chaplin, Buster
Keaton, Laurel and Hardy. Producer Robert Youngson.
A compilation of the screen's best-loved comedians.
81 min. 3/14/60.

WIND CANNOT READ. THE DeLuxe Color. Dirk Bo-
garde, Yoko Tani. Producer Betty Box. Director R.

Thomas. Drama of taut intrigue and love in Burma dur-
ing WW II. 107 min. 2/29/60.

A pril

MASTERS OF THE CONGO JUNGLE DeLuxe Color,
CinemaScope. Narrator—Orson Welles. Producer H.
Storck. Director M. De Roover. Story of life in the
Belgian Congo. 88 min. 1/18/60.

THIRTEEN FIGHTING MEN RegalScope. Grant Wil-
liams, Carole Mathews. Producer Jack Leewood. Di-
rector Harry Gerstad. Story of tensions and tragedy
when two rival patrols from North and South meet.
69 min. 3/28.

WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER CinemaScooe, DeLuxe
Color. Ernie Kovacs, Margo Moore, Dick Shawn. Pro-
ducer-director Mervyn LeRoy. Gl operates a lavish
resort on a Pacific island. 126 min. 3/28.

May
CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson Welles,
Juliette Greco. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director
Richard Fleischer. Psychological thriller of dual iden-
tities. 97 min.

FLAME OVER INDIA DeLuxe, CinemaScope. Kennei
More, Lauren Bacall. Producer M. Hellman. Direct i

J. Thompson. 130 min. 4/25/60.

VALLEY OF THE REJWOODS RegalScope. Lynn BernaJ
John Hudson. Producer Gene Corman. Director W
liam N. Witney. Masterful and ingenious crime drar
set off in northern California. 63 min. 4/25/60.

June
BOBBIKINS Max Bygraves, Shirley Jones. Producer
Brodney. Director Robert Day. Hilarious family co
edy. 89 min. 2/29/60.

OPERATION AMSTERDAM Peter Finch. Eva Bartd
Producer M. Cowan. Director M. McCarthy. Based

'

novel by David E. Walker. 105 min.

SEPTEMBER STORM CinemaScope. Mark Stevens, jl
anne Dru. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Direct}
Byron Haskin.

STORY OF RUTH. THE DeLuxe Color, CinemaS-oJ
Elana Eden, Peggy Wood. Producer Samuel G. Eng.
Director Henry Koster. Story of a biblical charactd

July

FROM THE TERRACE DeLuxe Color, CinemaScop'
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward. Producer-direct]
Mark Robson. Inside look at low morals of uppl
class.

LOST WORLD. THE CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color. F.

nando Lamas, Claude Rains, David Hedison, Jill i

John. Producer-director Irwin Allen.

ONE FOOT IN HELL CinemaScope. DeLuxe Cole
Dolores Michaels, Don Murray. Producer Sydn||
Boehm. Director James B. Clark.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, Color. Montgomery Cli

Lee Remick. Producer-director Elia Kazan. An elder

(

woman successfully fights the Tennessee Valley Autl

August

LET'S MAKE LOVE Yves Montand, Tony Randall, Maril 1

Monroe. Producer Jerry Wald. Director George Cuk

MURDER, INC. RegalScope. May Britt, Stuart Wh

!

man. Producer Burt Balaban. Director Stuart Rose|
berg. Story of famed crime syndicate.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. R*v Stricklvj

Mary Anders. Producer Jack Leewood. Director W
liam Claxton. Story of the teenage life of the notorioj
outlaw.

September
HIGH TIME DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Bing Crosb
Fabian. Producer Charles Brackett. Director
Edwards. Rich, older playboy goes back to collei

and learns a lot.

SONS AND LOVERS DeLuxe Color, CinemaScop
Dean Stockwell, Trevor Howard, Wendy Hiller, Heath
Sears. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jack Cardi
Drama of passion and love in a Welsh-mining coi

munity

.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Micha
Craig, Mylene Demongeot. Producer B. Box. Direct

R. Thomas. Rowdy, racy, ragout of an impossib

French baby-sitter. 101 min.

October

Coming
CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Walter Wa
ger. Director Rouben Mamoulian.

UNITED ARTISTS

January
DOG'S BEST FRIEND, A Bill Williams, Marcia Hende
son. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L. Can
Comedy. 70 min. 1/18/60.

GUNFIGHTERS OF ABILENE Buster Crabbe, Judi

Ames. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L. Can
Western. 67 min. 1/18/60.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY David Niven, Mitzie Gayno
Producer Ralph Fields. Director David Miller. Roma
tic Comedy based on Broadway hit. 81 min. 11/23/5

February

ON THE BEACH Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner, Fr

Astaire. Anthony Perkins. Producer-director Stanl

Kramer. Film version of Nevil Shute's provocati

best-seller. 133 min. 12/7/59.

PUSHER. THE Kathy Carlyle, Felice Orlandi. Produce
Gene Milford and Sid Katz. Director Gene Milfop

Action drama. 81 min. 1/18/60.

TAKE A GIANT STEP Johnny Nash, Rudy Dee. Pr

ducer Jules L. Epstein. Director Phillip Leacock. Dran
of a negro teenager. 100 min. 12/7/59.

VICE RAID Mamie Van Doren, Brad Dexter. Produc«

Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action dram.

71 min. 2/29/60.

March

OKLAHOMA TERRITORY Bill Williams. Gloria Talbo

Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn
min. Action drama. 67 min. 2/29/60.
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April

)Y AND THE PIRATES, THE Color. Charles Herbert,
san Gordon Producer-director Bert I. Gordon. Fan-
sv-comedy. 82 min.

CAME TO KILL Cameron Mitchell, Steve Brodie.
oducer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action
jma. 70 min.

IFORGIVEN. THE Color. Burt Lancaster. Audrey
pburn. Producer James Hill. Director John Huston,
descreen Western. 125 min.

May
GITIVE KIND, THE Marlon Brando, Anna Magnanl
anne Woodward. Producer Martin Jurow end Richard
epherd. Director Sidney Lumet. Based on Tennessee
Warns' Broadway play. 119 min. 4/25/60.

HOURS, THE James Cagney. Producer-Direc-
Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval hero

fmiral Halsey. 1 15 min.

30SE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis Ted De Corsia
oducer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Ac-

drama. 69 min.

4MER OF THE 17th DOLL Ernest Borgnine, Anns
iter. Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film version
Ray Lawler s Broadway and London stage play. 93

June

ACUMBA LOVE Co
as Fowley.

Producer-Director

USIC BOX KID, THE Ronald Foster, Luana Patten
ant Richards. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director
ward L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min

July

ARTMENT, THE Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine
ed MacMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder Ro-
ntlc comedy.

4GE OF EVIL Ronald Forster, Pat Blair. Producer
bert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn.

August

GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster Je*nmmons Dean Jagger. Producer Bernard Smith Di-
ctor Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller.

RAN ALL THE WAY Producer Robert E. Kent. Di-
(ctor Edward L. Kahn.

September
IGHT FIGHTERS, THE Robert Mitchum, Dan O'Herlihy

dor r?
W
°» cr

r0duC
x^ Kovmond Stross. Director

jiylor Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion. 74 min.

rt,„
L°NIGAN Christopher Knight. Producer Philipbrdan_ Director Irving Lerner. Film version of thepmes T. Farrel trilogy.

October

ic^?' W
HU\°dd

:
AO) Tech " ;" 1 ^- John Wayne,.chard W.dmark Laurence Harvey, Linda Cristal

,roducer-d, rector John Wayne. Historic Western.

November
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Fredri < March
itil ;t «

^"cer-d, rector Stanley Kramer. Recre-non ot tamed Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925.

'AGNIFICENT SEVEN. THE PanaVision Color Yulynner. Eh Wallach, Horst Buchholz, Steve McQueen
oducer-director John Sturges. Based on the Japaneseim The Seven Samurai."

December
EXODUS Color. Paul Newman, Eva Marie Saint Peter
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BED M turic5 Chevalier. Producer-director
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B
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,

Sed ?" ,he novel " Th « Midwife>t Pont Clery by Flora Sandstrom.

1Y LOVE POSSESSED Director Robert Wise. Picturiza-moi James Gould Cozzen's Pulitzer Prize winning

Hamnt
° F

,

IMP
i"-SE Jeff Donnell. Robert Alda LionelHampton, J. Carroll Naish. Producer Peter GayleSaul Swimmer. Tony Anthony.

^ayie,

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

Kram1'r
OU

|
BR°THERS. MY Producer-director StanleyKramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

'tion
W
o1

l

J,
P
n
r0d
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r
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dire<:
.

f0r
?red *"»•"»•". Film ver-Sl°n of James Michener's epic novel.

pffi«°« 1° ,
A GUNFI«HTER Donna Anderson,producer Stanley Kramer. Director Paul Stanley.
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Comedy.
UCer ^ TaV '° r
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Director Joh "

Film

TIME ON HER HANDS Ingrid Bergman. Producer-
director Anatole Litvak. Filmization of Francois Sagan's
romantic novel "Do You Like Brahms?"

TUNES OF GLORY Color Alec Guinness. John Mills
Producer Colin Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Com-
edy-drama of the British postwar army.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Elizabeth Taylor. Director
Delbert Mann. Based on the Broadway stage success

WEST SIDE STORY Widescreen. Color. Producer-direc-
tor Robert Wise. Filmization of Broadway musical,
teenagers in love and the problems they face.

UNIVERSAL I NT" L

December
OPERATION PETTICOAT Eastman Color. Cary Grant.
Tony Curtis, Joan O'Brien, Dina Merrill. Producer Rob-
ert Arthur. Director Blake Edwards. Admiral recalls
his hilarious World War II days. 120 min. 11/9/59.

January

HELL BENT FOR LEATHER Color and CinemaScope.
Audie Murphy, Felicia Farr, Stephen McNally. Pro-
ducer Gordon Kay. Director George Sherman. Out-
door adventure. 80 min.

February

FOUR FAST GUNS James Craici, Mar'hi Vickers. Ed-
gar Buchanan. Producer William J. Hole. Jr. Drama
about the hiring of a town tamer who brought law
and order to the town of Purgatory. 73 min. 11/23/59.

March
TOO SOON TO LOVE Widescreen. Jennifer West.
Richard Evans. Producer-director Richard Rush. Drama
of two teenagers in love and the problem they face.
85 min. 2/29/60.

April

SNOW QUEEN, THE Eastman Color. Art Linkletter,
Sandra Dee, Patty McCormack, Tommy Kirk. Producer
Robert Faber. Animal version of Hans Christian Ander-
sen fairy tale. 70 min. 12/7/59.

May
COSSACKS, THE Color, Widesscreen. Edmund Purdom,
John Barrymore, Jr. Georgia Moll.

OTHELLO Color. Based on Shakespeare's classic whi-h
is being released under the Russian cultural exchange
program. Producer Segire Yutkivich. Director M. Itina.

This is the story of the Moor and how his downfall was
plotted. 120 min. 3/28.

June

BRIDES OF DRACULA, THE Color. Peter Cushing.

HEAD OF A TYRANT Color, Widescreen. Massimo
Girotti, Isabelle Corey Renato Baldini. Lucia Banti.
Director Fernando Gerghio. Story of the annihilation
of the people of Central Asia in ancient times. 102 min.

LEECH WOMAN, THE Coleen Gray, Grant Williams.
Gloria Talbot. Producer Joseph Gershenson. Director
Edward Dein. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving
drug and turns murderess.

July

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Anthony Quinn. Lana Turner.
Sandra Dee, John Sa~xon. Producer Ross Hunter, Di-

rector Michael Gardor. Adaptation of Broadway play
by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts.

Comini

WARNER BROTHERS

January

CASH McCALL Technicolor. James Garner, Natalie
Wood. Producer Henry Blank*. Director Josepr
Pevney. Cameron Hawley's best-seller of the world
of high finance. 102 min. 12/21.

February

BRAMBLE BUSH, THE Technicolor. Richard Burton.
Barbara Rush. Producer Milton Sperling Director
Daniel Petrle Charles Mergendahl's novel about a
small New England town. 103 min. 2/1/60.

RISE AND FALL OF LEGS DIAMOND. THE Ray Danton.
Karen Steele. Producer. Milton Sperling. Director
Pudd B"ettich»r The lif« "f a notorious qangster of
the I920's. 104 min. 2/29/60.

March

GUNS OF THE TIMBERLAND Technicolor. Alan Ladd
Jeanne Crain. Frankie Avalon. Producer Aaron Spell-
ing. Director. RobeM D Webb. An adventure drama
of lumbermen and their women. 91 min. 2/IS/60.

THIS REBEL EREED Rita Moreno. Mark Damon Pro-
ducers William Rowland and Robert H. Yamin. Direc-
tor Richard L Bare. A story of juvenile delinquency.
93 min. 2/15/60.

THREAT, THE Robert Knapp, Lydia Lawson. Producer-
director Charles R. Rondeau. Suspense drama. 66 min.
3/28.

A pril

TALL STORY Technicolor. Anthony Perkins. Jane
Fonda. Producer-director Joshua Logan. Romantic com-
edy based on Broadway stage hit by L'ndsay and
Crouse. 91 min. 2/15/60.

May
SERGEANT RUTLEDGE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter
Constance Towers Producers Pat Ford and Willis Gold-
beck. Director John Ford. An unusual story of justice

in tho post-Civil War west. 4/25/60.

Coming

CROWDED SKY, THE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Rhonda Fleming, Efrem Zimbalist, Jr Producer Mi-
chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drama
of modern aviation.

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS. THE Robert
Preston. Dorothy McGuire. Eve Arden Producer Mi-
chael Garrison. Director Delbert Mann. Based on
William Inge's broadway stage hit.

HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Color Steve Rreves
Sylva Koscina. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director Pietro
Francisci. The new Joseph E. Levine presentation.

ICE PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton. Robert Ryan
Carolyn Jones. Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferbers novel of

Alaska.

OCEAN'S ELEVEN Technicolor. Frank Sinatra, Dean
Martin, Sammy Davis, Jr.. Peter Lawford. Producer-
director Lewis Mi!estone. A Las Vegas story.

RACHEL CADE Technicolor. Angie Dickinson, Peter
Finch, Roger Moore. Producer Henry Blanke. Director
Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer's best-selling novel
of Africa.

SUNDOWNERS, THE Technicolor. Deborah Kerr, Robert
Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of the

Australian frontier.

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy, Greer Garson. Producer Dore Schary. Director
Vincent J. Donehue. From Schary's play about Franklin

D. Roosevelt.

COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL Steve Allen. Jayne Meadows.
Walter Winchell, Mickey Shaughnessy, Cathy Crosby,
Conway Twitty. Producer-director Albert Zuasmith.
Story of college prof's survey of tennagers with sur-
prising results.

DINOSAURUS CinemaSccpe. Deluxe Color. Ward Ram-
sey. Producer J. H. Harris. Director Irvin S. Yea-
worth, Jr.

GRASS IS GREENER, THE Technico'or and Technirama.
Cary Grant. Djborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum, Jean
Simmons. Producer-Director Stanley Donen.

MIDNIGHT LACE Color. Doris Day. Rex Harrison, John
Gavin, Myrna Lov. Producers Ross Hunter. Mar'in Mel-
cher. Director David Miller. Mystery set in England.

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE. THE Mickey
Rooney. Mamie Van Doren. Fay Spain. Mel Torme
Marty Milner. Tuesday Weld. Paul Anka. Cecil Kel a-
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith
Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people on a bus
are taken by a parallel to the Garden of Eden and
its temptations. 87 min.

SPARTACUS 'Technirama'. Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Lawrence Olivier Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-
tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
his undying love.
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*'PAY OR DIE' the Borgnine-starre

will be another money-maker for

Allied Artists !
]

IT COMBINES THE HEART

OF 'MARTY' AND THE GUTS

OF 'AL CAPONE!'...and introes

a new star, Zohra Lampert...**
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Whit They're UMn% About

In the Movie Businea

More Big Theatres Must Go

Press Pressure Grows for Feevee

FILM OF DISTINCTION

THE APARTMENT"
OTHER REVIEWS:

CRACK IN THE MIRROR • CIRCUS OF HORRORS
STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY • THE GALLANT HOURS

HEAD OF A TYRANT • THE LEECH-WOMAN
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Wtet They'te Mini About

In the Movie Business

IG BROADWAY HOUSES . The impression is
rowing that more and more of the big
ovie palaces on Broadway are going by
he board. Hardly anyone will be sur-
rised to see the Paramount and
apitol follow the Roxy into oblivion
s film houses. Here's the script that
ells the story of the demise of such
eluxers: With the really big movies
armarked for roadshow engagements and
he constriction of product generally,
here are not enough important pic-
ures to feed the big first-run opera-
ions. This is true in all metropoli-
an cities that have more than three
r four theatres of this type. Beyond
he supply factor is this: the film
ompanies are finding that the over-
ead of the big houses eats up their
evenue, so they are turning more and
ore to smaller, art-style theatres as
irst-run outlets. In these situa-
ions the advertising expenditure and
verhead is far less , the run longer

.

he latter factor makes it a much more
mpressive engagement for both the
ublic and subsequent run exhibitors,
n New York, the distributors have
ately taken to the practice of dual
irst-runs, one in a Broadway house,
he other in an art spot. Almost in-
ariably the latter has been the far
ore profitable engagement. That's the
heme.

0
I'RESS PRESSURE . Newspapers and maga-
zines are pitching harder and harder
''or a pay system to replace free TV.
Engaged in a knock-down-drag-out fight
rith the television networks for ad-
vertising revenues, an increas ing
l
umbe r of press elements are plumping
1th increased vigo r for toll-TV

.

Leaders Digest has already coupled
harp criticism of current television
'1th an appeal for establishment of
'eevee. Many newspapers play up
ollster propaganda handouts like it
'as hot news. And the Luce publica-

tions have described pay-TV as a
"solution" to all the ills they see in
commercial TV. In a recent issue, Time
carried a story on the Etobicoke ex-
periment that repeated every line con-
tained in the handouts from Telemeter.
The story stated as fact that instal-
lations of new coin boxes "are going
on at the rate of 100 a day." With
absolutely no official announcement as
to Telemeter's collections at the time
the magazine went to press (two months
after the experiment began), Time
nevertheless reported, "stay-at-home
patrons are happily shelling out for
first-run movies . . . Father is stay-
ing home for sports events he cannot
tune in free, and during the day Tele-
meter broadcasts music free." If
Time's report on installations was
correct, there should already be about
7000 sets in operation in Etobicoke,
but the latest available report from
Telemeter itself claims only some
3000. The Time story went on to say
that "the networks are facing up to
the probability that they will lose"

.

This is a rather neat bit of disto r-
tion . What they have said is that, if
Congress, the FCC and the public de-
cide in favor of the pay system, the
networks will be fo rced into it. The
Luce publication's report stated,
"Affirmative results are piling up" in
Etobicoke—and that was written before
any concrete evidence was made known
about how readily the subscribers up
there were shelling out. It's impor-
tant, then, to keep in mind that the
press and free TV are arch rivals for
the advertising dollar.

BOON FOR TOLL-TV. The pay-to-see
project in Etobicoke, Canada, gets a

real break with the opportunity to
bring the forth-coming heavyweight
championship fight to its customers.
While theatres hooked in on the closed
circuit telecast of the June 20
Johansson-Patterson scrap will be
charging $4 and up per seat, the Tele-
meter subscribers in Etobicoke will be
getting it for $2 per houseful.
There's not much doubt that practically
every one of the wired homes (Tele-
meter claims 3000) will pull in the
fight, and it's a safe bet that every
one of them will be filled with free-
loaders .
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#.v Toll-TV an #,

Irresistible Force'? Ti

The announcement by Spyros P.

Skouras to 20th Century-Fox stock-

holders that his company is negotiating

for a possible entrance into the toll tel-

evision field came as no surprise. It

had been generally known that both

20th and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have

been in contact with Skiatron of Amer-

ica, the feevee outfit that is presently

trying to bail itself out of a mess of

financial troubles.

Mr. Skouras, with his long-estab-

lished, characteristic loyalty to exhibi-

tion, made the recommendation that

legislation be sought to keep feature

films from pay-TV for a period of five

to seven years following their first

showing in theatres. "It can be a most

useful instrument for the advance of

our industry" on that basis, he de-

clared. Failure to thus protect exhibi-

tion would "destroy" the industry as

we now know it, he warned.

Admitting the possible advantages of

the Skouras plan over untrammeled

toll-TV, it still remains clear that ex-

hibition must gird itself to combat fee-

vee in any form. Whatever the pallia-

tives offered by the toll proponents,

this remains a battle for survival, and

heaven help the laggards.

Exhibition must sound the warning

to not only the retailers, but to whole

salers and manufacturers, as well. All

branches of business will suffer as the

result of the disastrous chain-reaction

fall-off in sales that is inevitable if the

grandiose expectancy of the toll-TV

system is realized. Once alerted that

this is not strictly a movieman's fight,

all industry might be counted on to aid

in getting the story to their legislators

in Washington. And that, after all, is

where all restrictive action against slot-

TV must originate.

No quarter can be shown the oppo-

sition in this contest, for it is, at its

very base, a competition for the leisure

dollars of the American public. This

should be exhibition's hard-nose ap-

proach to the issue, and it must be the

straightforward pitch to those whose

cooperation has to be enlisted in the

battle. The competition, as a matter of

fact, is for more than the public's enter-

tainment spending money— it is for un-

told millions that will be drained out

of the American economy at all retail

levels, making it a crucial issue to all

industries.

Mr. Skouras told his stockholders

that "no power on earth can stop the

development of toll television." If this

premise is accepted by exhibitors, they

might as well start running for cover

right now. We suggest, on the other

hand, that opinion can stop any human

force, and if sufficient people can be

convinced that feevee is not to their

advantage, the "inevitability" of toll-

TV will vanish like the myth it is.

A significant step in the right direc-

tion already has been taken by ACE, in

authorizing the joint committee against

toll-TV to build a war chest for this

fight. But more than money is needed

to implement the drive against feevee

—spirit and confidence are essentials.

We believe toll television can be

stopped. We urge our readers to be-

lieve that.
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Ketieve

Shortage
The major circuits of the nation are

reported to be organizing a new film

production company, and all exhibitors

will be asked to participate in the finan-

cing of this new undertaking. The idea

is a good one. It deserves the considera-

tion of every theatreman who under-

stands the product problem and wants

to help solve it. Financial participation,

however, is not the whole story.

First off, this endeavor must win the

approval of the Department of Justice.

And, although there is every indication

that the acting head of the division

Robert Bicks, is sympathetic, there also

is the important job of enlisting the

Department's cooperation in clearing

any roadblocks—such as the restriction

that precludes the divorced circuits from

getting preferential booking rights to

the films in which they are heavily

invested.

It is pointless to sit and wait for the

major companies drastically to reorgan-

ize their production quotas. They
frankly state that various factors pre-

clude enlargement of their programs at

this time. They cite the tightness of

cash—especially of risk capital—and the

rise in production costs as built-in limi-

tations on any increased volume of pro-

duction. While there are some com-

panies which are committed to quantity

output for theatres, most of the major

concerns today aim for diversification

that will make theatrical film produc-

tion and distribution a steadily decreas-

ing fraction of corporate operations.

It is the conviction of these compan-

ies that the potential profit of one suc-

cessful big picture can be so tremendous

that it far outweighs the minor profits

possible on a string of little pictures.

Obviously, the S4,000,000 basic fund

envisioned for the exhibitor-backed film

(Continued on Page 0)
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Newsmakers

Exhibition's Friend

In the midst of delivering a highly

luminous Twentieth Century-Fox finan-

cial report, and revealing a new pur-

chaser for the firm's studio property,

president Spyros P. Skouras touched

on exhibition's most troubling problem

— pay-as-you-see television. And, al-

though his announced intention to lead

his company into the feevee arena v/as

bound to rankle theatrcmen, it is safe

to assume they will weigh carefully the

words of the dynamic, ebullient movie

man who has often been called exhibi-

tion's best friend.

Fox, Skouras told the 18th annual

stockholders' meeting he has addressed

since assuming its presidency, had con-

solidated net earnings of $1,602,282

($.69 per share) in the first quarter of

I960, a handsome increase over the

$930,000 ($.41 per share) recorded in

the first quarter last year. Sufficiently

handsome, in fact, to warrant this opti-

mistic prediction: "With the product

wc have in sight and barring any na-

tional economic upset, our I960 profits

will be among our best years." The
20th Century chief, obviously sorely dis-

appointed at the drop in earnings shown
in the last annual report, promised a

better showing in the production divi-

•.ion, whose $5,000,000 loss last year, he

declared, was entirely responsible for

Paic 6 Film RULLCTIN M.iv 21 I960

the firm's sub-par performance. Assum-

ing full blame, Skouras said: "This re-

sponsibility places me in a position to

guide the affairs of the corporation

more effectively in the future."

Under terms of the pending new deal

for a large section of the studio, 20th

will receive $43,000,000 in cash from

the Kratter Corp., which purchased the

contract held by Webb & Knapp (orig-

inally set to buy the land for $56,000,-

000, payable over a ten-year period).

The film company, Skouras revealed,

will lease back the 75 acres that include

the main studio buildings at an annual

rental of $1,500,000 for 50 years, with

an option for an additional 25 years.

While pleased with his upbeat pro-

duction message, exhibitors focused

their attention, for the most part, on

Skouras' toll-TV talk. Despite their in-

tense opposition to the system, knowl-

edgeable theatrcmen have been aware

for some time of the pressures that

constantly are being exerted on film

company executives by stockholders and

financial interests ever since Paramount

plunged headfirst into the feevee field

through its Telemeter experiment in the

Canadian suburb of Etobicoke. The

"pie-in-the-sky" propaganda about pay-

TV has ensnared movie investors and

the cry is to get on the bandwagon.

Spyros Skouras, like his fellow film

executives, is determined to be in posi-

tion to take advantage of the feevee

potential, if it becomes an actuality.

Skouras, for his part, now believes

that "no power on earth can stop the

development of toll television." But as

one might expect, after even a cursory

glance at his background, the Fox presi-

dent, in obvious contrast to Paramount

boss Barney Balaban's headlong rush

to obtain first-run films for his pay-TV

system, has a proposal designed to pro-

tect theatres from the tollvision threat.

Long regarded by exhibitors as their

most devoted friend in the production-

distribution field, Skouras maintains

close contact with theatrcmen, who do

not hesitate to bring their problems to

|
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|

his attention and to be guided by his

advice. In a recent production announce-

ment, he noted that "the prosperity of

motion picture theatres—all of them

—

is indispensibly and inseparably linked

with the prosperity of this company."

And it was the sagacious Skouras who
was the major moving force behind the

establishment of the American Congress

of Exhibitors. Now, even when he in-

sists feevee is inevitable, the Fox topper

evinces his concern about the future of

theatre business.

Confirming reports that he was nego-

tiating with Matty Fox's still-flounder-

ing Skiatron of America firm—consid-

ering all the "ifs" of pay-TV and

Skiatron's present murky financial posi-

tion, a deal that may never be consum-

mated—Skouras said: "I sincerely be-

lieve that toll television can be the most

useful instrument for the advancement

of our industry . . . provided that legis-

lation can be enacted to restrict films

from playing on toll television until

five to seven years have elapsed from

their release date in first-run theatres.

If toll television will be permitted to

show first-run films, the motion picture

industry will be destroyed, because all

the theatres will close." Insisting that

"only legislation can give the industry

the protection needed," Skouras warned

that without such protection the indus-

try, "as it is known today, will become

a thing of the past."

The 20th-Fox president offered this

argument for his plan: "Toll-TV will

prosper through the showing of films

five to seven years after their first-run,

because only a small percentage of the

population see American films today."

The audiences for these films, in fact,

"are practically untapped," he declared.

While the Skouras plan unquestion-

ably is far more desirable for the na-

tion's theatres than Paramount's "let-

the-devil-take-them" attitude, it is un-

likely to appease exhibitor leaders, who

are determined to combat slot-TV as an

awesome danger to their continued exist-

ence in movie business.



Movie Business Finds How To

Live with TV— Business Week

Business Week, the financial publication,

lakes a look at today's motion picture in-

dustry and appraises bow it is learning to

lire with TV. This article is reprinted from

the May 7 issue of Business Week by spe-

cial permission of the McGraw-Hill Pub-

lishing Company. Inc.

In its palmy days, the U.S. movie in-

dustrv reaped profits as dazzling as the

lights on the palaces where its products

were shown. When television began

converting film fans into stay-at-homes,

though, many movie houses were dark-

ened—and as their lights dimmed, so

did the movie makers' profits.

Recently, the balance sheets have

been making it look as if the worst

were over. The return of profits sug-

gests that the motion picture industry

] has found a way to live w ith TV and

make money, too. Its new ways include

unreeling fewer pictures than before,

but on bigger budgets and often with

' the help of independent combines of

producers and stars hired for the occa-

sion. The features enjoy longer runs

and, in many cases, pile up profits be-

side which the investment in the films

I looks puny.

Hollywood's new course has been

charted by a group of top executives,

many of them stationed in New York,

who have taken to more businesslike

methods of running the industry —
largely because of recent economic ad-

versities. Prominent among the brass

are the company presidents pictured on

the cover and on these pages: Joseph

R. Vogel of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,

Inc.; Arthur B. Krim of United Artists

Corp.; Milton R. Rackmil of Universal

Pic:ures Co., Inc., and Barney Balaban

of Paramount Pictures Corp.

• Worried Weeks—Earlier this year,

there were some fears that strikes would
reverse the industry's climb back to

roseate good health. But members of

the Screen Actors Guild went back to

j

work last month after settling the main

issue — payment of royalties if the

studios sell to TV post- 1948 movies in

which they appear. The actors waived

claims on films made between 1948

and Jan. 31, I960, in return for a S2.5-

million industry contribution to their

pension fund. On movies produced

after the I960 date, they will receive

6% of net receipts from TV sales.

The issue of TV royalties still has

screen writers on strike, but production

schedules have resumed.

REAL ESTATE AND OIL

Perhaps the crucial question for the

industry's future is something quite

different. In its difficulties of the last

several years, Hollywood has resorted

to various expedients to supplement its

income — chiefly, selling its pre- 1 948

output to TV and cashing in on assets

such as real estate and oil buried be-

neath studio lots. By now, it has pretty

well exhausted the possibilities of big

income from these sources, and in the

future it will be increasingly dependent

on what, after all, has historically been

its main line of business—producing

and distributing filmed entertainment.

« Turning Point—A turn from loss to

profits came last year for many of

Hollywood's major movie producers.

M-G-M, for example, which tradional-

ly had been the fattest in the industry,

had watched its profits shrink from

1948 on, and in 1958 it lost S1.2-mil-

lion. But last year it netted a tidy $7.7

million. Other significant 1959 show-

ings:

• Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., re-

ported a profit of S15.8-million—S6.5-

million of it from sale of property

—

instead of 1958 s Sl-million loss.

• Universal earned S4.7-million —
S3.7-million of the total from property

sales—against a loss of 51.2-milIion

the year before.

• Columbia Pictures Corp. came out

5151,000 to the good, in contrast to a

S5-million deficit in 1958.

In addition, companies that had man-

aged to show a profit in 1958 either

held their own or improved last year.

United Artists, with a S4.1 -million ne:,

increased its take for the ninth con-

secutive year. Paramount made S7.5-

million, S4.4-million of it from pictures.

• At the Box Office—One reason for

the sprightlier behavior was an upturn

in movie-going—7.3r ^- over 1958, ac-

cording to one survey. Last year's aver-

age weekly attendance was 42.5-million,

an improvement from the previous

year's 39.6-million, and this year's over-

all figures are oustripping 1959's.

Some of the industry's brass—among
them Buddy Adlcr, executive head of

production at Twentieth Century-Fox

Film Corp.—think people can be in-

duced to go to the movies habitual Iv

again, the way they did before TV.

Bat others—for example, Robert Blum-

ofe, vice-president of United Artists

—

counter that there's too much competi-

tion for leisure time these days. Even

so, Blumofe believes that individual

tailoring and promotion of each fea-

ture will increase the number of pic-

tures the average person sees in a year.

(Continued on Page / 2 )

UA's ARTHUR KRIM
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A Steady Diet

A little simple arithmetic can explain why the motion picture

business fluctuates the way it does these days, and the same arith-

metic indicates a solution. Throughout its history, the motion

picture business has been a story of hits and misses. There almost

always are more misses than hits, but the hits do so well that

they bring in more than enough to make up for failures.

Recently, however, the arithmetic has changed. The average

company used to release perhaps forty pictures per year. If they

batted only .250, which is hardly a robust batting average, they

had ten hits for the year. Today some companies are releasing

half as many pictures, which means that with the same batting

average they would have only five hits. The difference, of

course, has been that some of today's hits are absolutely gigantic.

Paramount's ledgers for almost four years now have been enjoy-

ing the black ink benefits of "The Ten Commandments", while

dozens of lesser pictures fell by the wayside. "The Robe" alone

brought more profit to Twentieth Century Fox than the total of

an entire season's profits from average entertainment.

So what has happened, to pursue the baseball analogy, is that

the batting order has been rearranged. Everybody is swinging

from the heels, trying for a home run; nobody is interested in a

single any more. And you know what happens when you keep

swinging for home runs. You hit home runs, but you also raise

your strikeout rate.

0

If there is a law of diminishing returns with regard to motion

pictures, such a law is certainly operative now. We have reached

the point of diminishing returns with our multi-million dollar

productions. We are now spending more money to make less.

This is not said in disparagement of such mammoth attractions

as "Ben Hur" or the like. It is said on the basis of arithmetic.

The industry used to be able to make a picture for a million

dollars which would net a million dollars in profits. Now it

seems that to net a million dollars you have to spend four mil-

lion on the production in the first place. If this is progress I will

eat my straw skimmer. Certainly inflation is a major factor in

this situation. The costs of film production have risen out of all

proportion to the general rise in the cost of living. The salaries

demanded by name players are positively incredible. The costs

of promotion have skyrocketed because of the competition from

well-heeled advertisers in other industries. But even with all

these extra expenses, there could be a bigger supply of pictures

(more times at bat, so to speak) than we are currently enjoying.

What happens when you tie up, say eight million dollars in

one big picture? You don't get it back fast. You make a fine

profit, if the film is a hit, but you make that profit over a

lengthening period of years. In other words, you are using one

picture as a relatively long term investment.

Suppose, however, that you made four pictures for two mil-

lion dollars each, instead of the one big one. You have now
spread your investment over four gambles instead of merely one.

You may not get as big a total return; on the other hand, L

may be protected against one mammoth failure. And
y jr

revenues are apt to come in quicker, because your smaller U

tures will play off far more rapidly than an $8,000,000 roadsh '•.

There's another point and an important one. When the -i

hibitor is trying desperately to redevelop steady patronage, e

needs an equally steady supply of films. He can't operate el.

lessly on a feast or famine basis, booking a string of weak att -

tions in between the multi-million dollar specials. He nt s

enough strong program changes to provide a consistent die f

solid entertainment.

The secret of success in every industry in America, from $

automobile factory to network television, has been mass procU

tion. Television, for example, keeps its huge viewing audie e

by maintaining a steady flow of programs day and night, '

e

specials are important, of course, but TV's regular daily ,1

weekly programming provides the bread and butter. The mo-Is

need the same kind of regularity.

0 0

I see where Jerry Wald has expressed concern over the lit

that there are less top female stars in the movies than there ud

to be. The gals aren't doing much better in television, but thi s

are certainly different on the Broadway stage.

As I write these lines I am looking at the ads for the Bro •

way stage shows. There are 23 shows advertised. In three f

these shows the stars are exclusively female; in two others tb e

are more women than men starred above the title; in four otl s

men and women have equal stellar billing. Eight of the she s

have no stars at all. So the ladies are getting a fair shake on e

Broadway stage.

But the movies and television are something else again, '.e

top TV stars these days are practically all of the mascule

gender. And in the movies the few top actresses seem to be ci •

manding the kind of prices which suggest that there an t

enough of them to go round.

Offhand, I would assume that one reason for the greater e

of feminine stars on the Broadway stage is that on the st e

there are no close-ups. This may sound unkind, but the Ift

remains that many of the Broadway stage greats are gals vo

appeared in the movies some years ago, though never with e

same success that has attended their stage efforts. Right now I

Broadway you can see Ethel Merman and Mary Martin, r

example, in starring vehicles which presumably will one day >

onto the screen. On the screen, judging by past performai:,

they will have other stars in the leads.

Looking back to the days of Hollywood's great movie queo,

I seem to detect one important point which is largely missing

the current crop. With the notable exception of Doris Day, e

current distaff stars are hardly the type with whom a womam
the audience might identify herself. Elizabeth Taylor ;|i

Marilyn Monroe exude sex, but not audience identification V

few years ago, the average lady moviegoer could cry over *

troubles of Joan Crawford or Barbara Stanwyck and someln

picture herself in the same situations as these two ladies. Sn

is not the case today. The result, in my opinion, is that mtfj

women are less interested in going to the movies. They do t

feel the same closeness to people they see on the screen.

As for television, this is a medium with a continuous mati 6

performance every weekday and Loretta Young and June A|-

son, among others, to provide the women's dramas when 1

1

evening sun goes down. If there is a shortage of other femfi

video stars, there are at least these familiar feminine rally g

points. In the movies, the rallying points for the ladies are IV

and far between.
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Viewpoints
(Continued from Page 5>

• company pales in comparison to the

, production budgets of the majors, but

> in this connection it is fair to point out

that a picture currently playing a first-

1 run engagement at the swank Paris

Theatre in New York, "Private Prop-

erty,'' was made for only S6(),000. Ad-

mittedly, this is an unusual case, but we

cite it as evidence that you do not have

to spend half a million dollars to make

a feature film.

We must face the fact that most of

the industry's prime suppliers are fol-

lowing the policy of keeping the mar-

ket tight and selective. This does, of

course, maintain a sellers' market that

1
is just cozy for the film companies, but

it is unhealthy for exhibition and, we

firmly believe, for the whole industry.

The best way to build a bigger audi-

• ence for motion pictures is to give the

audience a bigger selection of motion

pictures from which to choose. We can-

I not conceive of the book business pros-

pering if the number of book titles

issued each year were to be halved. By

the same token, the motion picture busi-

ness cannot prosper when fewer and

fewer films are produced.

The potential movie audience has a

I

wide, wide range of tastes. By restrict-

|

ing its range of selectivity, we are not

giving the public sufficient opportunity

to exercise its choice and thereby are

dulling its appetite for our form of en-

tertainment. This, added to the basic

factor that there simply are not enough

films to keep the nation's theatres oper-

ating, makes it essential that properly

priced merchandise be manufactured to

fill the needs of the market. Where is

it to come from?

It is up to exhibition—since the pro-

ducers have made it clear that they will

not provide sufficient product—not only

to find capital for additional produc-

tion, but also to persuade the anti-trust

authorities in Washington to permit

such undertakings to function with the

most liberal possible interpretation of

governing regulations and decrees. This

may take some doing, but it must be

done.

But even before they approach Wash-

ington, theatremen must marshal their

forces in unanimous agreement on the

question of booking the "home-

financed'' films. We urge non-circuit

exhibitors to be practical and not insist

on blocking pre-emptive rights for the

financing circuits. Any additional prod-

uct—no matter who plays it first—will

help to relieve the squeeze.

Sito tt niait sit ip

Unfettered
In this day of conservatism and econ-

omy in showmanship, the dynamic Joe

Levine glows like a roman candle. The

latest sample of his bright flair for bal-

lyhoo is the mammoth pressbook being

issued by his burgeoning Embassy or-

ganization for the upcoming "Hercules

Unchained ".

Every bit as bold and herculean as the

central character, the huge showman-

ship manual must serve as a shot in the

arm to all exhibitors anxious for

product that is sold powerfully all the

way to the boxoffice. It has the sweep

and scope to surround the reader and

capture his attention. In full-color and

die-cut, the manual was printed at a

cost of S25,000, and features the offer

of a nine-foot, animated, double flasher

standee and such free accessories as

radio spots, filmed TV trailers and

flashy, colorful 24-sheets.

No one can predict with certainty

that this latest Levine enterprise will

enjoy the fabulous success achieved by

the original "Hercules", but one thing

is certain: he deserves such success. For

Mr. Levine, like the Barnums and Todds

before him, is a showman star shining

in a movie heaven that has been

dimmed of late.

To the Editor

Film BULLETlis

Dear Sir:

I am a reader of your interesting pub-

lication at our Public Library, and am
writing you on a related subject, which

I believe might be of interest to you.

The other day I took the family to

see a movie and shelled out SI 3.75 for

five seats at an Easter matinee. The pic-

ture, as far as my family was concerned,

was sheer horror. But the point of my
recital is to try to describe what may be

a common reaction to an unhappy

moviegoing experience.

First and foremost, my wife's anger

and mine seems to be directed at the

critics who gave this particular offering

rave notices. We were not aware at all,

from reading the various reviews, that

the picture w as not suitable for children.

(But I can tell you right now that it

certainly was not suitable for my chil-

dren, whose reactions ranged from bore-

dom to extreme disgust).

Our resentment at the critics was, to

a certain extent, based on the fact that

thej raved about a picture we found to

be bad. But what particularly offended

us was the gore and brutality which we
found far worse than anything we had
ever seen, and the fact that the critics

had given us little or no warning.

What I find interesting is that my
wife and I have been much more re-

sentful of the critics than of the com-

pany which made the picture. This may
mean that the advertising was more
truthful than the reviews. It may mean
that we simply pay more attention to

the reviews.

As a result of our experience, my wife

and I will pay less respect to favorable

reviews. Our whole attitude toward

criticism of motion pictures will be

more skeptical. We will figure that if

Mr. Reviewer gave this picture a favor-

able review, then his favorable reviews

are worthless as recommendations to

us. We will assume that he just likes

the movies more than we do, and that

therefore when he says a picture is

good it is probably mediocre, when he

says it is mediocre it is probably im-

possible. When he says a picture is bad,

we will believe him. What we end up

with, therefore, is an unfortunate situ-

ation where dissatisfaction with the

critics is going to keep us from movies.

Now, admittedly, we happen to live

in a city where there are influential

critics. Many cities have no such ani-

mals. My point is that where critics are

influential it is in the industry's interest

to hope that they are good critics, good

in the sense of being independent. The
captive critics have little value; the in-

dependent, sensible and uncontrolled

critic can be a major movie salesman.

I am distressed because I no longer

have faith in the judgments of my city's

movie critics. Just as it is wrong for

critics to have too much influence, it is

wrong for them to have too little. And,

for me, they too must be judged.
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"Crack in the Mirror"

ScuUc^i *&*ti*t? GOO
Engrossing adult drama of murder and infidelity. Leads

Wells, Greco, Dillman each play dual roles. Exploitable

attraction for metropolitan markets.

Darryl Zanuck's "Crack in the Mirror" is unique motion pic-

ture entertainment. A stimulating and creative suspense murder

drama, it is certain to capture audiences with its unusual opening

and hold them spellbound until the ironic climax. Backed by a

clever and intriguing 20th-Fox promotion campaign, this should

attract well above average grosses in the metropolitan markets.

It is strictly adult fare. This study of murder, love and revenge

emerges a near-flawless production boasting profound and sensi-

tive performances on the parts of Orson Welles, Juliette Greco

and Bradford Dillman—made all the more difficult by the fact

tha: each is required to portray dual roles of conflicting per-

sonalities—skilled and tasteful direction by Richard Fleischer, a

literate and engrossing screenplay by Mark Canfield and graphic

on-location Parisian background expertly captured by William

C. Mellor's discerning camera eye. Adultery and violence are the

two major themes. As the two stories unfold—the first dealing

with three members of the Parisian lower class, the second with

their refined society counterparts— it becomes apparent why

Zanuck wanted his three stars to portray six different roles. The

eternal male-female triangle, the dreams and schemes of all

human beings manifest themselves in the same way regardless

where in society the people come from. It is the intermingling

of these two stories that gives the film its appealing original

flavor. And to top all of this off, Zanuck has added a thrilling

courtroom finale. Zanuck sets the stage for his drama immedi-

atelv. Two elderly men (a slovenly, brutish laborer and a

wealth), distinguished lawyer) are being deceived by a pair of

attractive women (a penniless mother with two children and a

beautiful, sultry mistress). The third leg of the triangle consists

of a pair of handsome men (a poor construction worker and an

ambitious, sophisticated lawyer). The stories merge after the

mother and young worker kill the laborer and the two lawyers

take on their defense. For Welles, the handling of the laborer

and lawyer represents one of the most challenging portrayals of

his talented career. As the drunken brute who forces his woman

to his bed he is repulsive and sinister. As the cultured lawyer

who loves his mistress tenderly and sincerely, he is magnificent,

and in his final courtroom plea for justice he attains new

heights. Dillman, as the young worker, creates a minor but stir-

ring portrait of a handsome young man who knows how to win

women to his ways. As the ambitious lawyer, he is almost rep-

tilian stacking the decks of justice and love to suit his personal

ends. But Miss Greco literally steals the picture twice, proving

herself an exciting talent. Her portrayal of the bitter mother

who kills her despised means of support in cold blood and then

hacks up his body with a saw is etched with compassion and

understanding. As the lawyer's beautiful and restless mistress,

who slowly evolves her own code of personal justice, she is

nothing less than great. Strong support is delivered by Alex-

ander Knox as the judge of the trial and Catherine Lacy as a

Mother Superior who unwittingly becomes a pawn against

justice in Dillman's hands.

20th Century-Fox. 97 minutes. Orson Welles Juliette Greco Bradford Dillman Pro-
duced by Darryl F. Zanuck. Directed by Richard Fleischer.

"Head of a Tyrant"

Italian import in color. Fair entry as supporting duallei

This Italian-made biblical spectacle, which Universal-Interna

tional is releasing, tells the story of a cruel Assyrian gcnen

intent on conquering all of Asia Minor and the beautiful Judea

girl who sets out to kill him when he invades her city bt

instead falls deeply in love with him. It has more pageantr

than action, but there is plenty of excitement in the form o

personal conflicts, acts of cruelty on the part of the invader;

and daring feats of bravery to make it an acceptable dualle

in the action market. The kiddies will find it more to th

liking than the grown-ups. Scripter-director Fernando Cerchi

has made full use of his Technicolored screen and has evoki

some strong performances from his large cast. The dubbin

is satisfactory. Massimo Girotti makes a forceful Holopherne

the tyrannical general with a reputation of invincibility , am

Isabelle Corey is most appealing as Judith, the girl torn betweei

the safety of her people and the urgings of her heart. As

Bethulien renegade, Gianni Rizzo is effective. After Girott

seizes the city of Bethulie, he establishes his iron-clad laws an

orders the populace to bow down to the statue of Azzur instea

of their own God. When many of the residents refuse, he h

them massacred. An uprising follows and Girotti orders th

conspirators to give themselves up, or he will destroy the cii

and all inhabitants. When Miss Corey discovers her fo

brothers are the instigators of the uprising, she decides to worl

her way into the palace and kill Girotti. Instead, they fall ii

love. She begs him not to raze the city, and when he refuse

she kills him. She carries his head to his army, who flee.

"The Leech-Woman"

IZmtiHt O plus

Minor horror-science melodrama for lower half.

This Universal-International item, to be released generall;

with "The Brides of Dracula", is a minor shocker about a

aging scientist and his once-beautiful wife who journey to Afric

in quest of the secret of perpetual youth. This is accomplished

by mixing certain powders with hormones from a live male

a process that kills the man. There are some exploitable

quences: an African tribe transforming a wizened woman int(

a beautiful maiden, and Coleen Gray changing back and fort

between a rapidly aging woman and a gorgeous young charme

Aside from these few interest holders, the tepid story line

unfolded in a tedious manner. Edward Dein is responsible fo

the direction and David Duncan for the screenplay. Miss Gra

manages to bring a certain amount of life to her role, anc

Phillip Terry is good as her husband. Grant Williams is

handsome attorney, Gloria Talbott his fiancee. Terry and MS
Gray are captured by natives and permitted to watch the trar

formation rituals. Miss Gray begs to be made young again am

offers Terry as the sacrificial victim. Back in America, she poll

as her beautiful young cousin and forces Williams to fall

love with her. When she discovers the drug lasts onlv for shor

periods, she picks up strange men and kills them. Another 0

her victims is Miss Talbott. In the end, she administers Mis

Talbott's hormones, accidentally killing herself.

Gray, Phillip Terry. Produce
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The Apartment" Top-Dr

&tt4iHC44 GoO*? O O OPIus

ic "Some Like It Hot" team delivers again. Topflight

mcdy with some throat-clutching moments. Jack Lem-
on, Shirley MacLaine great. Excellent for all types of

idiencc. UA promotion will boost grosses.

The versatile trio (producer-director-scripter Billy Wilder,

ipter I.A.L. Diamond, and actor Jack Lemmon) responsible

r last season's hilarious boxoffice triumph "Some Like It Hot,"

ve done it again with another fun-filled package of top-

awer entertainment. If audience response at a recent New
>rk sneak is any indication of the boxoffice potential of this

mantic-comedy, then United Artists and exhibitors can expect

strike it rich in '60 with "The Apartment."

Primarily a comedy, and a very funny one at that, "The

,partment also boasts moments of pathos and near-tragedy,

ius a number of perceptive and biting observations of life in

>e aspirin age, with the emphasis on the pursuit of money and

x. Adult and frank in concept and presentation, its appeal will

rtainly reach out to discriminating moviegoers.

The story centers around Lemmon, a naive yet ambitious

,'ung insurance company employee who works his way out of

c sterile office pool into an executive position by lending his

'est Side apartment to his department heads for trysts with

eir girl friends. Wilder and Diamond deftly use this theme as

[c spring board for many delightful sequences, while, at the

me time, creating moments of high drama with their satirical

mmentaries on the modern jungle world. When it comes time

r Lemmon's superiors to throw him to the dogs, they do so,

ithout any hesitation.

The presence of Lemmon and Shirley MacLaine on the mar-

lee guarantee solid returns in all situations. Wilder's sensitive

indling of the subject matter should evoke good word-of-

outh outside of the metropolitan markets and this will be a

rther boxoffice plus. UA's ambitious promotional campaign

ould boost profits even higher.

Although all of the acting is first-rate, Lemmon dominates

e picture with a standout performance. He possesses that rare

polity of combining pathos with comedy making of his ideal-

tic lonely bachelor a universal symbol of one caught up in the

echanics of the modern day society. The people around him

insider him a "shnook" and tolerate his idiosyncrasies until his

.efulness runs out. And as Lemmon brings broad touches of

amor, dignity and humility to his role, he emerges a Madison

venue Chaplin. He is hilarious as he frantically rearranges the

hedule for his apartment after a severe cold forces him to

ncel out one of his bosses, mildly heroic as he willingly ac-

>ts the wolf-seducer mantle handed down by his neighbors in

•der to protect his superiors, and attains a high degree of

imic-pathos after undergoing a beating by an infuriated

other-in-law.

Miss MacLaine also brings many moments of depth to her

irtrayal of an elevator operator madly in love with married

iacMurray. The high point of her performance comes in the

'st half of the film after Lemmon saves her from an almost-

iccessful suicide. She makes their relationship a tender and

oving one, regreting only the fact that she cannot return his

>ve. MacMurray is splendid as her selfish-heel lover who uses

[More REVIEW

]\- Comedy with Pathus

Shirley MacLaine and Jack Lemmon

people in the same way he uses the key to the executive bath-

room.

The supporting cast are equally as impressive: Ray Walston

and David Lewis, two of Lemmon's "tenants," Jack Kruschen,

Lemmon's philosophical-doctor neighbor. Edie Adams, Mac-

Murray's vengeful secretary, and Hope Holiday, a lonesome

married woman Lemmon almost has an affair with on Christmas

Eve.

Admittedly, "The Apartment" is a single theme film, but

because of Wilder's fine directorial handling, the audience is

rarely allowed to realize this during its long 125-minute run-

ning time. In addition to the triangular doings of his three

stars, he has created a series of vivid and satirical comments on

the metropolitan world around us. Long lines of identical desks

in the giant office pool; the gloomy intimacy of a bachelor's

apartment; the pulsating night-beat of New York City with its

bars, Chinese restaurants and Broadway; and a wild and free-

for-all office Christmas party where pretty girls are pursued,

pinched and sometimes cornered by executives and office-bovs

alike, climaxed by an impromptu strip-tease performed by a

liquored-up secretary.

Joseph LaShelle's moody black-and-white photography is cf

fective as is Adolph Deutsch's background score.

At the Christmas party, Lemmon discovers that MacMurr.n

has been taking Miss MacLaine to his apartment and he decides

to drown his sorrows in a bar. Upon returning home, he finds

Miss MacLaine unconscious on the bed, a victim of too many
sleeping pills. She had just been informed by Miss Adams that

MacMurray has no intentions of divorcing his wife. Lemmon
and Kruschen bring her around and during her recovery Lem-

mon falls in love with her all over again. He decides to marrv

her and take her off MacMurray's hands, but this dream ex-

plodes when MacMurray tells him he and his wife have sep-

arated. When MacMurray tells Miss MacLaine that Lemmon
won't let him use his apartment any more and has quit his job,

she realizes this is the man she wants to marry.

United Artists. 125 minutes. Jack Lemmon. Shirley MacLaine, Fred MacMurray
Produced and Directed by Billy Wilder.
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LIVING WITH TV
(Continued from Page 7)

• Bigger Than Ever—The better profits

also stem from the industry's discovery

that one fabulous hit can make up for

several misses. As a result, it is pro-

ducing fewer pictures but on bigger

budgets. Last year, it turned out 67

films costing more than $1.5-million

each—the highest category in Variety's

compilation of movie budgets. This

year, it looks as if there may be 100

to 110 movies costing that much or

more.

G PROFITS

Unlike a conventional manufacturing

industry, movie producing can return

profits that bear no necessary relation

to costs. Twentieth Century-Fox spent

only $800,000 to make Blue Denim and
took in $5-million on it. Universal's

Pillow Talk cost $1.8-million and is

expected to gross $l6-million. Around
the Word in 80 Days has already

brought in $32-million to United
Artists on an original investment of

S6-million. And M-G-M is predicting a

gross of $50-milion on its $15-million

production of Ben-Hur. (M-G-M ex-

ecutives, incidentally, were frankly sur-

prised that Ben-Hur was so well re-

ceived by the critics; they say London
reviewers lavished praise in terms their

own writers wouldn't have dared use.)

• Millions and Millions— Robert H,

O'Brien, vice-president and treasurer of

M-G-M, sums up the change this way:

"A movie of 12 to 15 years ago re-

turned a maximum of $2-million at the

box office. With higher profits today,

say $15-million on a single picture, you
can afford to lose $1 -million each on
the next 10 pictures and still have an

over-all profit of $5-million." He is

echoed by Blumofe of United Artists.

"If we hit the jackpot with some, avoid

losses (big losses, anyway) on others,

we have a profitable business," he says.

In line with this thinking, this year's

film crop will cost even more than the

last. M-G-M will remake Mutiny on

the Bounty for $8-million, and John
Wayne's United Artists production of

The Alamo may cost $12-million.

• Strong Stories— Hollywood's titans

agree that big budgets alone don't in-

sure success, though. The industry must

find a strong story, and in the "block-

busters" costing $5-million and up it

must add great showmanship and mass

appeal—in the words of one observer,

the circus, Fourth of July parade, and

Elks smoker all rolled into one. But

story is rated as more important than

spectacle.

MONEYMAKER HUNTER

Ross Hunter, who has produced 22

pictures for Universal and had a money-

maker every time but twice (two recent

successes: Imitation of Life, Pillow

Talk), says he looks for a good story

with humor or emotion ("so women
can have a good cry"). He also applies

glamor—in the case of a melodrama

now being filmed, by translating it

from its original depressing setting in

England to high society in San Fran-

cisco.

Often the story comes from an al-

ready popular novel or play, and then,

in effect, the picture is "pre-sold" to

the public. Chmn. Robert S. Benjamin

and Pres. Krim of United Artists cite

in this category God's Little Acre,

which cost only $600,000 to make but

has grossed $6-million. "It was just

LANA TURNER • ANTHONY QUINN • SANDRA Dt

J
AND ALSO STARRING

LLOYD NOLAN • RAY WALSTON RICHARD BASEH
as "Matthew Cabot"



Sgiroud of the I nited Artists System
waiting around to be made into a

movie," they say. Universal adds a

marketing touch to this. Promotion

and advertising based on previews in

selected cities, precede national release

to build attendance.

• Independents Sprout—As the trend

toward bigger pictures has developed,

so has a trend to independent produc-

tion by groups of actors, directors, and

producers.

United Artists has operated this way

ever since its inception in 1919. But

the practice didn't begin to spread un-

til the last decade or so, when the in-

dustry started cutting down on its out-

put because of two factors—first, the

antitrust settlement that divested it of

its theaters and relieved it of the need

to keep these outlets constantly sup-

plied with new products, and second,

the biting competition from TV that

reduced attendance. As it made fewer

movies, it found it harder and harder

to meet overhead, and so it cut loose

contract actors, directors, and such.

Once on their own, these people set

up independent movie-making groups

and gradually made deals with the

major studios for financing, distribu-

tion, and use of their facilities.

• Institutionalized—Because such deals

help the producers pay their overhead,

they have become increasingly popular.

Although the studios are still making
pictures of their own, all of them deal

with independents, too. At M-G-M,
only 10% of the year's output was in-

dependently produced in 1956, but

now the proportion is around 85%.
The trend, now firmly established, has

probably gone about as far as it will

go; with health returning, the studios

will continue to use independents but

w ill play an active role themselves.

SHARING DEALS

In the deals with independents, the

producers and others usually shared

with the studio in profits. Some of the

established stars were able to demand
huge sums during the industry's trou-

bles, because it was slow to develop

new talent then—last year, for instance,

Marlon Brando and Klizabeth Taylor

each got SI -million for a single picture.

In the case of Paramount's To Catch a

Thief, the studio had only S 150.000

left for itself after giving Cary (irant a

$750,000 share in the gross and Alfred

Hitchcock another slice. Now the com-

panies arc cutting the percentages out

of the net instead of the gross. And
thej have groomed new talent.

• Business Savvy—The companies have

also conducted cost-cutting programs,

pruned excess personnel off, and

strengthened management. In learning

to live with TV, they have found ways

to profit from the new rival by filming

shows for it, renting it production fa-

cilities, and, of course, selling its pre-

1948 films. But it seems unlikely at the

moment, despite the fuss during the

actors' strike, that it will soon be re-

leasing post- 1948 features to TV—at

least in TV's present form. With audi-

ences apparently returning, it wants

the profit potential to itself. Executives

say revenues from the pre- 1948 sales

really only made up for the recent

losses.



"Circus of Horrors"

Su4i*c44 IRattKf OOO
Thrills and chills galore in highly effective horror entry.

If properly exploited, it should rank with top grossers

of type. In color. Loaded with gimmicks.

"Circus of Horrors" is an absolutely topnotch shocker, one

of the best thrills-and-chills horror items to date. American-

International, an outfit fully aware of strong exploitation values,

is releasing this British import, which is loaded with a three-

ring circus of mayhem and murder with every ingredient an

exhibitor or viewer could demand: suspense, endless spine

tinglers, the pageantry and excitement of the on-location big top

backgrounds filmed in Specta-Color, plus an off-beat plot which

raises it high above many of its terror-for-terror's sake prede-

cessors. If strongly promoted, it should be one of the most

sensational horror money earners of all time. The built-in

exploitation allurers could fill this entire review, but there's

everything from horribly disfigured women and serpents set

loose on unsuspecting bathers, to a rampaging gorilla, thrilling

chases, and suspense-ridden murders committed during dare-

devil circus acts. A jarring opener — when the credits are

abruptly interrupted to show a hysterical and scarred woman
wildly smashing mirrors — sets the mood for the entire film.

These shockers, which director Sidney Hayers deftly throws at

the audience, come fast and furious, but in his capable hands
they become an intrinsic part of the story. Frankly, this reviewer

feels "Circus of Horrors" is a bit too strong for the kiddies.

Anthony Diffring gives a chilling performance as a brilliant

plastic surgeon so obsessed with beauty that he becomes a cold

and cunning murderer, and there are also first-rate jobs turned
in by Erika Remberg, a scarred murderess who submits to his

scalpel and becomes a famed high wire star, and Yvonne Mon-
laur, his adopted niece. Trevor Crole-Rees' make-up is superb.

George Baxt's script has Diffring and his enslaved assistants

hiding from the police in a derelict circus. He allows the circus

owner to die, then turns it into a big success, building his

troupe out of disfigured female low lifes he has transformed
into beautiful women and talented artists. Whenever one of
them tries to leave he has her accidentally killed. Before his

own grisly end, brought about by a former patient, he does
away with Miss Remberg and his assistants.

American-International release. 88'/; minutes. Anton Diffring, Erika Remberg,Yvonne Monlaur. Produced by Julian Wintle and Leslie Parkyn. Directed bySidney Hayers.

"The Gallant Hours"

GtuiKeM, IZtxtiHQ O Q plus

Subdued, but effective biography of Admiral Halsey.

Better suited for discriminating audiences than action

fans. No battle scenes. Cagney splendid.

Those who expect a rousing, actionful picturization of the gal-

lant Fleet Admiral William F. ("Bull") Halsey are going to be

disappointed. While "The Gallant Hours" has its share of sus-

pense, it lacks action and has too much talk. For discriminating

audiences who desire mature and penetrating characterization,

this United Artists release will prove more satisfying than to

action fans. Because of producer-director Robert Montgomery's
unusual approach to a war film, the absence of false heroics

or a single battle sequence, response in the mass market will

probably he disappointing. The horrors of war are presented

in subtle and subdued ways. Montgomery has told his story in

documentary style and the result is a film that bears the stamji

of authenticity. James Cagney is splendid as "Bull" Halsey

Not only does he physically resemble the Admiral, he manage!

to create a man and a leader of many levels and many moodsi

Here is a man responsible for the gruesome mechanics of warj

and as Cagney reveals layer after layer of Halsey's personality

—visiting the troops on Guadalcanal, using his charm anci

honesty to win over the other service leaders, strategically duel

ing with his Japanese counterpart, Admiral Yamamoto, ancj

sending others out to almost certain death with the knowledge
that his own son is missing in action—a strong, understanding

yet not-above-erring human being emerges. A series of minor
vignettes, a collection of impressive supporting performance;)

(Dennis "Gunsmoke" Weaver, Ward Costello, Richard Jaeckel

Les Tremayne, Carl Benton Reid, and James T. Goto as Yama-
moto), a literate Beirne Lay-Frank Gilroy screenplay, and Joe

MacDonald's top-drawer black-and-white photography are all

plus factors. As the showdown for Guadalcanal comes, the

Japanese code is broken, Yamamoto is shot down on a secret

morale-building mission, and the enemy fleet is defeated.

United Artists. 115 minutes. James Cagney, Dennis Weaver, Ward Costello
Richard Jaeckel, Les Tremayne. Produced and Directed by Robert Montgomery.

"Stranglers of Bombay"

GcC4iHC44 KctiUQ O © PLUS

Exploitable melodrama import OK for ballyhoo houses.

This Hammer production made in England for Columbia re-

lease is loaded with built-in exploitation angles, and the dis-

tributor's showmanship department can be expected to back it

with an all-out promotion campaign. On this premise, "Stran-

glers of Bombay" looks certain to bring in better-than-avcrage

business in the ballyhoo market of action houses and drive-ins.

An enticing title, barbaric tortures and murders (cutting off of

hands, piercing of eyes, etc.) plus a truth-is-stranger-than-fiction

flavor will delight the fans of such fare. David Z. Goodman's

script starts out telling the strange history of a religious murder

cult called the Thugs, responsible for thousands of murders in

India during the early 1800's. Somewhere along the line, the

plot turns into another period melodrama about stuffy British

colonizers and traitorous local supporters. Director Terence

Fisher has managed to squeeze enough excitement into the 81

minutes to counteract the dull middle portion. The pulsating

opener depicting the savage initiation rites of native neophytes,

a suspenseful sequence showing a man tied to the ground inches

from a slithering cobra, and an exciting caravan massacre at

the end should satisfy the action fans. The cast is competent:

Guy Rolfe, an East India Company officer who almost loses his

life trying to expose the cult; Allan Cuthbertson, his bored

superior; Andrew Cruickshank, the skeptical commanding offi-

cer; George Pastell, the fanatical High Priest of the Thugs;

Jan Holden, Rolfe's attractive and understanding wife. As

Rolfe begins to pile up evidence against the murderous Thugs

he runs into opposition from the doubting Cuthbertson and

Cruickshank, and attempts on his life ordered by Pastell. When
Rolfe finally comes across the Thugs' secret hideout he is cap-

tured and left to the mercy of a deadly cobra. His pet mon-

goose kills the snake, a bad omen, and Rolfe is released. He

arrives too late to prevent the annihilation of Cuthbertson and

the caravan, but finally manages to kill Pastell and help break

up the Thug scourge.

Columbia. 81 minutes. Guy Rolfe, Allan Cuthbertson, Andrew Cruickshank. Pro-

duced by Anthony Hinds. Directed by Terence Fisher



>rofit Picture

I Paramount, with Barnes Balaban

I jbon ) at the helm, reported estimated

lotal consolidated income for the lirst

liuarter of 1960 of $1,699,000 (S1.02

her share), a better than 50 percent

flrop from the $3,645,000 (S2.ll per

hare) for the similar 1959 span.

, Warner Bros, and its subsidiaries re-

lorded a net profit of S3,422,000 (S2.2--

j>er share) for the six months ended

Feb. 27, I960, as compared to $4,626,-

)00 (S2.91 per share) for 1959's cor-

responding period.

i Walt Disney and its domestic sub-

sidiaries for the six months ended

Hpril 2, 1960, reported a loss of

1590,485 (—$.06 per share), a steep

(decline from the net profit of S906,485

($.57 per share) for the same span a

Lear ago.

I * * *

Magna Theatre Corp. earned a net

»or the year ended Jan. 31, 1960, of

6820,913 (S.35 per share), as compared

La loss of $196,172 (—$.08 per share)

American Broadcasting - Paramount

Theatres, Inc. expects to do better in

the second quarter of 1960 than last

year*s first-period income of SI,573,000

($.36 per share), president Leonard

Goldenson said, adding, however, that

theatre business is "somewhat softer"

than 1959 because of the talent strike

and a dearth of top attractions.

Consolidated net of Decca Records,

including operations of its subsidiary

Universal Pictures, for the three months
ended March 31, I960, totaled S 1,989,-

775 (Si. 54 per share), a tremendous

jump over the S 197,560 (S.13 per

share) for the similar 1959 span.

Newsmakers

DGA Signs

The Directors Guild of America and

the AMPP and the Alliance of TV
Film Producers signed a new four-year

contract covering motion pictures and

television, thus bringing to an end a

length) strike, and leasing the Writers

Guild the lone talent union still on

strike against the movie producers.

Among the chief points covered in the

pact are a general increase in mini-

mums, a pension plan and payment for

post- 1960 theatrical films to TV. The
pension plan is based on five per cent

of salaries paid, up to a maximum of

$100,000 for a single picture. For po5t-

'60 pictures to TV, directors will get

two per cent of the receipts, after de-

duction of 40 per cent for expenses.

Pay-TV War Chest

Pay-TV's peripatetic foe, Philip F.

Marling (above) will have a war chest

to call on in his relentless battle. ACF
recently authorized the all-industrv

joint committee against toll-TV, of

which Harting is chairman, to "build

a war chest to hire legal, public rela-

tions, engineering and economic help."

At grass-roots level, Marling also is

traveling from coast to coast to enlist

exhibitor aid for passage of Mouse Bills

No. 130 and 6245, which would regu-

late cable-TV. In recent weeks. Mar-

ling has: (1) prepared a report on

pay-TV for a meeting in New Haven
that touched off the Connecticut ex-

hibitors' campaign against the Zenith-

RKO General experiment in Hartford;

(2) conferred with West Coast exhibi-

tor leaders on California Mouse Reso-

lution No. 358, which would ban for

another year any form of toll-TV in

that state. And he is scheduled to

speak to a toll-TV meet of Allied

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Western Pennsvh ania.

New U Champ
Vice President Henry H. Martin

(above) announced that "Operation

Petticoat" has reached $7,300,000 in

domestic rentals to dethrone "The

Glenn Miller Story"' (S~,2()5,000) 33

the all-time record Universal grosser.

/Movie Business Up
Substantial gains over 1959 figures in bo.h

domestic and foreign markets highlighted

movie business for the first quarter of the

current year, according to MPAA president

Eric Johnston (left)- The gains have made
the cinema outlook considerably brighter

than it has been for the past two seasons

he added. Domestic business has increased

seven per cent over last year, the MPAA
topper noted, bringing the average weekly

theatre attendance to 4^,000,000.

Vogel Visits King'

M-G-M president Joseph R. Vo-el (3rd from li ft) visits

Samuel Bronston's filming of "King of Kings" in Rome
with (left to right): Bronston studio publicity head Harry

K. McWilliams; Bron:ton; M-G-M v.p. in charge of

Europe David Lewis, and Jaime Prades, assoc. producer.

'Congo' Premiere
At premiere of Fox's "Masters of the Congo Jungle ":

vice president and Mrs. Charles Einfeld (left). Fox stars

Tom ("Story of Ruth") Tryon, Ina ("From the Terrace")
Balin. Festivities marked opening of picture.
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By Philip R. Ward

Diversification: British Style

In line with this department 's examination of diversifi-

cation in the movie industry, we direct your attention to

the following from The London "Times Review of Indus-

try" on such moves by the Rank Organization, written by

it's vice chairman John Davis. P.R.W.

Basic changes are taking place in the film industry and mate-

rial ones in the structure of the Rank Organisation to meet the

new conditions. An individual or an organization has on occa-

sion to face the problem that a great change in the conditions

in which he or it exists has arrived. To anticipate such a change,

however, and to take steps to meet it often involves unpopu-

larity and criticism from others in similar circumstances.

The Rank Organisation and I, as its managing director, were

faced with a problem in 1956 when we believed we saw indica-

tions of material change developing in the film industry, in

which this company had such a large investment. In fact, by that

time, national annual attendances had only fallen from the 1948

peak of 1,600 to 1,100 million. (They are now less than 600

million.)

By 1957, we had taken a firm view that the shape of the indus-

try would change: its points of exhibition and distribution

would be reduced, and associated with this there would be new

film production requirements. The decline in attendances has

been influenced not only by the advent of television but also by

the social and economic revolution from 1945 onwards.

The cinema has been in direct competition for the public's

leisure pound and leisure time, not only with entertainment

inside and outside the home but also with the demand for dom-

estic appliances, motor cars and so on, which became easily

obtainable from 1957 onwards.

We explained our views on the future of the industry and

endeavoured to persuade it (through the trade associations) to

sit down and work out a planned rationalization scheme for the

industry. Unfortunately, our views were not accepted, with the

result that declining attendances have continued without a

planned scheme to deal with the situation. We decided that this

organization would face up to these problems and rationalize its

own activities, so that we could do so on a planned and logical

basis and not be forced to do so haphazardly.

Having made this decision, it raised a fundamental issue as

to the future shape of the Group's activities. Two courses were

open to us: to rationalize our film activities, dispose of surplus

properties and remain within an industry which was contracting,

or, in the alternative, to use our experienced manpower and

valuable knowledge and techniques which we had acquired in

a world operation, and enter into new fields of activity, so

broadening the basis of operation. We decided, I believe wisely,

to do both, and quietly began to diversify, while at the sarrj

rationalizing our film activities.

Rationalization and diversification could not be easy, as II

large proportion of the Group's capital is tied up in sp< N
cialized property—cinemas. In the normal course of event:

redevelopment of property takes time. We had therefore t

exercise great care not to "rock the boat" while carrying oui

simultaneously the two policies which I have outlined. Thougl

we have not yet achieved our objectives, we have made mud I

progress.

One of our problems is carrying through the cinema rational

ization scheme was the necessity to protect the position of th

outside shareholders, both Preference and minority Ordinar

shareholders, in the subsidiary companies of the Rank Organisa

tion. In 1948, we had taken the first step to deal with this situa

tion by the creation of Circuits Management Association, whicl

undertook the operation of all Group theatres in Britain, th<

profts being shared among the constituent companies on ar I

agreed formula. Thus all shareholders participated in grout

benefits arising from management decisions taken for the grout

of theatres as a whole.

In 1959, I was of the opinion that we could not achieve

our objectives equitably without carrying still further the
'

principle of protecting the interests of all shareholders in I

Group companies and eliminating the possibility of a conflict

of interests. With the valuable help of our associates and

advisers, we worked out schemes extending the life of Circuits s

Management Association for 50 years, and in addition pro-
j

vided that all Group activities be split as between Gaumont

and its subsidiaries and the Rank Organisation and its sub-

sidiaries on a 43.5 per cent/56.5 per cent basis. This, in my'I

view, was a further big step forward . . .

It was further agreed that this formula should be applied f

to all new activities or acquisitions and thus avoid for all time

conflict of interest within the Group.

IN RELATED FIELDS

It is my considered opinion that diversification in itself is

not necessarily the answer to a problem similar to the one we

had to face. My colleagues and I hold the view that diversi-

fication should be related in the broadest sense to the accepted

activities of a group so that its management "know-how" and

experience can be utilized to the best advantage: not to extend

into fields which have no connexion with its previous activities.

In broad terms, the Rank Organisation had, in the past, been

one of the largest suppliers of entertainment to meet the de-

mands of leisure time and needs of the great mass of the

people. We had created a world sales organization with its

own offices in most important countries and important agency

connexions in others.

We had had an interest in Rank Cintel and Bush Radio for

many years. These interests we have consistently developed to

meet the growing demand for television and radio equipment

and we have carried out material resarch in the specialized

fields of Rank Cintel.

Rank Precision Industries, another important section of the

group, had for many years been primarily a manufacturer and

supplier of equipment to the film industry. Accepting our

view as to the future of that industry, here again rationaliza-

tion and diversification were necessary. We had entered already

(Continued on Pagi 19)
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Exhibition Must Contribute To

Development of New Talent—Lipton
In light of the recent spate of Madison Ave.

•copy pegged to and directed at the "thinking

man," it becomes almost too convenient to pin

[that label on a truly astute executive. At the

(risk of belaboring a once-novel phrase, however,

f let it be noted that Universale constantly cere-

brating vice president David A. Lipton was East

llast week for home office conferences and had

;so.-ne extremely pertinent and quite bold com-

ments to make about the industry, with especial

.emphasis on its dire need for new faces.

I
Lipton also found time to announce one of

his company's biggest magazine advertising

I budgets for its upcoming "Portrait in Black."

The keen movieman was firm in his conten-

tion that a flow of new talent ranks near the

top of the industry's requirements to continue

thriving prosperously. "New faces are needed,"

declared Lipton, "if only to replace producers,

directors, players and others who must pass with

the years. Producing companies are conscious of

this," he added, "and are making such contribu-

tions as they can." But the major portion of the

responsibility for filling the cinema heavens w ith

new luminaries lies, according to Lipton, with

the exhibitors whose houses they eventually

will fill.

Before theatremen begin to raise howls of

protest, however, let them lend an ear to Lip-

ton's quite sensible explanation—one which, not

ide capitiil"

so incidentally, is Strikingly similar to a plan

being considered for adoption by the American

Congress of Exhibitors. Exhibition, he said,

must be ready to provide the necessary risk capi-

tal for a step-up in production, or, as he put it:

"There is no shortage of new talent; there is

shortage of opportunity for that talent. So let

exhibitors provide the risk capital for more

pictures in which new faces have an opportun-

ity." The Universal executive did not go so

far as to suggest that theatremen produce or

distribute the pictures they finance, but, he be-

lieved, they "should contribute to their proper

promotion and merchandising."

'SPARTACUS' ADS

Universal, Bryna executives
map record U ad push for

"Spartacus." L. to r.: Sid Blu

menstock, v. p. of Charles
Schlaifer Co., U's ad agency
Universal v. p. David A. Lipton

Bryna executives Stan Mar
gulies, president Kirk Douglas
and Edward Lewis, and Unive
sal exec coordinator of sales

and ads Jeff Livingston. The
$12,000,000 Bryna Production
is scheduled for fall roadshow
release.

More SHOWMEN on Page 18]

Lipton quickly discounted other sources for

increased production financing. The major stu-

dios are out, he claimed, because, "first, they are

making fewer pictures, and secondly, they can-

not risk unknowns in the important pictures."

Ditto for the independents, he added, pointing

out that they hesitate to use their pictures—each

one's boxorfice performance counting so heavil)

in inde profit or loss— to develop the majors'

new faces. Lipton also debunked the notion

that a pool of young talent formed by the

studios and drawn upon as needed would solve

the problem. "It simply would not work," he

said. "Studios with players under contract find

it difficult to find outside work for them as it is.

If they try to interest inde producers working

on their own lot, they find themselves no differ-

ent really than established talent agencies . .
."

As for his own firm's promotional activity,

Lipton was expansive about "Portrait in Black,"

which, happily, for exhibitors, boasts two youth-

ful names—Sandra Dee and John Saxon—who
appear headed for sure stardom. Following the

ambitious pre-selling pattern mapped out for

such past U successes as "Operation Petticoat,"

"Pillow Talk" and "Imitation of Life," the firm

has allocated one of the biggest ad budgets in

its history to the national magazine advertising

push on Ross Hunter's "Portrait."

Aimed at capturing all segments of today's

audience, ads have been placed in 21 national

publications having a combined circulation of

over 35,000,000 and a readership of more than

140,000,000. The picture, said Lipton, "in addi-

tion to being an outstanding attraction for the

regular movie-goers also will have a strong

appeal for the occasional patron. To this end,"

he added, "we have selected magazines reaching

all segments of the public and have designed

ads aimed directly at the readers of the respec-

tive publications." They include such household

words as Life, Look. Redbook. McCall's and

Good Housekeeping, and 12 fan publications.

Using a sprinkling of imagination, one could

almost picture David Lipton being interviewed

on a cigarette commercial. "Oh, then what do

you really do?" asks the announcer. Provide

Universal—and the rest of the motion picture

industry—with a seemingly endless stream of

freshly constructive ideas on the promotional

phase of its operations, would be the perfect reply.
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'Story of Ruth' To Be Backed by

Biggest Sell Drive since The Robe'

Remember the way 20th-Fox went all out to

smash across its first big CinemaScope special,

"The Robe"? Well, look for just as intensive a

celling job for the firm's multi-million-dollar

summer attraction, "The Story of Ruth."

The picture, vice president Charles Einfeld

told a home office press conference, is being pre-

sold via the most far-reaching and intensive all-

media push to grace a Fox production since an-

other of its religious spectacles, "The Robe."

Finfeld painted a dazzling showmanship portrait

of the global promotional campaign for "Ruth"

capped by an unprecedented series of 39 pre-

mieres in each branch city in the United States

and Canada.

The entire Fox promotional department was

out in force, and each department chief told of

ambitious activity in his field. Advertising direc-

tor Abe Goodman outlined, among other inno-

vations, the ten-city Sunday pictorial group tie-in

with Hearst advertising, which was explained in

further detail at the conference by Hearst vice

president Jim Getterman. Goodman also dealt

with the extensive religious publication cam-

paign, the largest in Fox history, with Schlaifer

ad agency account executive Christy Wilbert

providing additional information along that line.

(A few days later, Finfeld revealed that the

mou intensive ccreening schedule for religious

groups in the company's history was under way
for "Ruth".)

Fox radio-television director Manin Michel

presented his side of the storj—the all-important

i

'UNCHAINED' PROMOTION. Embassy presi-

dent Joseph E. Levine displays one of na-
tional magazine ads in campaign for "Hercules
Unchained." Levine will spend 20 per cent
more on film than the $1,000,000 he shelled
out for "Hercules" sell.

'RUTH' TALK. Fox
vice president
Charles Einfeld
(center) addresses
trade press at
"Story of Ruth"
press conference
in company's
board room. Ein-

feld, rest of pro-

motion depart-
ment outlined
impressive cam-
paign for film.

airwave sell—informing the group that the firm

has ready six different TV trailers to be put

into operation in the famous "triangulation"

pattern three weeks in advance of opening dates

in each location. In addition, he added, Fox has

developed, for the first time, a special set of 30-

sccond TV trailers especially for "Ruth."

Publicity manager Nat Weiss revealed that

Dell Comic Co. is in the process of publishing

a four-color comic book based on the attraction,

similar to the one for "A Dog of Flanders,"

which, according to Weiss, "contributed greatly

to the film's overall excellent business." The

publicity manager added that the "Ruth" book

w ill hit the nation's newsstands in a first printing

of over 50,000 copies around June 15, and will

be distributed throughout the U.S. by a vast

network of dealerships.

Exploitation director Rodney Bush delineated

the spectacular star tours now under way by

Flana Eden ("Ruth"), her co-stars and producer

Sam Engel. "Never before," said Bush, "has the

nation been so thoroughly saturated down to its

grass-roots to introduce a major motion picture."

The meet was brightened considerably by the

surprise appearance of Miss Eden, who had just

arrived in New York to begin her 15-city trek.

The conference left little doubt that the hot-

test romance in the industry can't be found in

the gossip columns. By now everyone knows

that 2()th-Fox and "Ruth" are a sizzling item

that doesn't figure to cool off for quite a while.

Join Navy . . . See 'Gallant

Hours' Features UA Tie-Up

Change that familiar military recruiting copy

to read: "Join the Navy and See 'The Gallant

Hours'."

That's the thinking at United Artists, where

the tie-up with the U.S. Navy for the cinema

story of Admiral Halscy's World War II victory

at Guadalcanal is being called "the most com-

prehensive motion picture promotion campaign

ever developed by a film company in conjunction

with a branch of the armed forces."

Producer-director Robert Montgomery, James

Cagney, who portrays Admiral Halsey in the

film, and UA's energctii promotion team, under

the skilled leadership of vice president Rogec

II. Lewis and national promotion chief Fred

JOIN «*
THE .

navy I

"
1

NAVY ASSIST. UA vice president
Lewis (left), national promotion chief Fr

Goldberg join Chief Petty Officer Jack M,

zinke in displaying special recruiting post

for "Gallant Hours."

Goldberg, are lending full support to the pi

gram that enjoys the backing of the Navy in :

major markets throughout the country. Na
participation, in fact, includes a national recru

ing drive in some 234 cities keyed to loc

playdates.

Opening gun in the attack was the Navy-spo

cored invitational opening at Washington's Kei

Theatre, which also kicked off the Navys' eel

bration of Armed Forces Week. The maj

events of the festivities were presented on tl

Dav Garroway "Today" show over NBC. Oth

network promotions developed by UA pub!

cists included Montgomery's appearance on

Jack Paar show and the guesting of Montgomi

and Cagney on the Ed Sullivan show. Both

tended gala regional premieres of the film

San Diego's Fox and the Sanger in Pensacola

NSS Has Art-House Trailers

With the art film rush on, what more logic;

development than special promotional materi;,

tailored for the art theatre?

That is the thinking of National Screen Ser

ice, whose vice president in charge of saf

Burton E. Robbins announced completion of

duction in New York of two specially designe:

trailers for two British pictures being ref

on these shores by Continental. They are "Battl

of the Sexes" and "Expresso Bongo."

FOR KIDS. National Screen Service has crei

ated this five-color, 40 x 60 poster for year

round exploitation of children's shows. Largf

drum provides enough room for local pasting

down of snipes and for plugging merchant

tie-ins.
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DIVERSIFICATION

. ( omlinued from Page 16)

Into valuable arrangements with Bell & Howell of Chicago for

he manufacture under licence of their products of cine and

photographic equipment.

We decided some four years ago that the activities of the

LP.I. Group would have to be broken down into three main

Mdivisions and that the development of new products (not for

i the film industry) would involve capital expenditure of well

iver Elm.

We have more recently entered into an arrangement with

Haloid Xeros Inc. to cover the development of xerography for

markets outside the United States and Canada. Moreover the

: development of xerography—the remarkable dry electrostatic

|
(process for document copying—is a case in point, where the

manufacturing and marketing resources of the Rank Organi-

sation are employed on a world-wide basis.

ACCELERATED PACE

Thus on the industrial side, diversification has been pro-

ceeding for some years. The pace is now accelerating. Elec-

tronics, for example, is one field to which many companies

within the Group arc applying their experience following the

principle of extending established skills and managerial tech-

niques which have been associated with each company's tradi-

tional activities.

! One of the new activities was in the standard gramophone

record market, both at home and abroad. We are creating origi-

nal material in the United States and in England, and have set

up associations with record distributors throughout the world,

which facilitate the selling of our product, and in addition open

up to us the supply of product which is created in these coun-

tries: our efforts are meeting with a measure of success.

In parallel with this activity we acquired a major wholesale

gramophone record and equipment distributor, including the

manufacture of hi-fi equipment, etc., to facilitate our marketing

organization in Britain. We have acquired interests in line

audio and television operations, having franchises covering 2"

towns, which we are actively developing.

It is a short step further to the retailing and renting of dura-

i

ble goods (including television, radio, washing machines, spin

dryers, refrigerators, record players, &c.) where our expert

knowledge of exploitation and marketing is proving a valuable

factor. All these activities are long-term projects which are not

immediate contributors to profits but year by year they will

become of increasing importance.

We have a 37.5 per cent interest in Southern Television

Limited, which paid its maiden dividend a few weeks ago.

All these activities are within the field of the supply of

entertainment and the satisfaction of the demand of leisure-

money and leisure time.

Early last year we raised £lm. to help in financing thece

ventures, particularly in line television. Part of the additional

finance for the whole programme will come through the de-

velopment in association with experienced developers, of cine-

ma properties which are surplus to rationalization. The Group
retains an interest in the properties when developed, but in

the meantime receives cash equal to their current market value.

Long-term property development will become of increasing

importance to the Group. It is our belief that in addition to

developing redundant properties, it will be necessary to re-

develop many of our key theatres to provide the most modern

entertainment facilities and, at the same time, make full use

of the important sites which we own.

In the case of Rank Laboratories, which operates modern,

well equipped processing laboratories at Denham and Acton,

while the demand from the television industry went some way

to offset the loss of process work arising from the contraction

of production and distribution of film,, we had to consider

how we could build up and maintain our revenue . . .

We are in the process of laying down a modern amateur

colour processing factory (30,000 ft.) at Park Royal, installing

the latest electronic printing equipment which not only pro-

vides speed of service but quality of work, and this will be

ready to operate this summer. Again, while not being a con-

tributor to this year's results, we believe that within a short

time this plant will be a useful source of revenue to our

laboratory division.

A large and vital organization has a better trading position

in the world today than a small one. Our form of diversifica-

tion will enable us to take full advantage of this: to use our

established name and trade mark—The Man With The Gong

—

to find wider acceptance for the skills of our employees and

management. Working within an integrated group, each com-

pany is able to pool its technical "know-how" and knoweldge

of world markets for the common good, and to share a trade

mark of accepted standing.

There is, moreover, an important corollary to this: a foreign

corporation owning a process it wishes to exploit overseas will

be likely to turn to a Group with established world outlets to

arrange a world association, and we have much to offer in this

connexion which we intend to exploit fully.

FURTHER EXPANSION

Our existing business proves this. Rank Cintel, for example,

has the licence to exploit Ampex video and audio tape record-

ing equipment in the United Kingdom: Rank-Xerox exploits

and develops the Haloid Xerox process in five continents; the

Cine and Photographic Division of Rank Precision Industries

does the same for the patents of Bell & Howell of Chicago:

and J.
Arthur Rank Overseas Film Distributors handles the

product of a number of British and American producers

throughout 50 territories.

So far this statement has covered what we have already

done. In all these activities there is still much to do before

the full benefit of our efforts will accrue, but we have made

good progress during the last two years. We are looking

further ahead and planning further expansion. We have found

potential new fields by sending teams of experts overseas to

some of the great marketing countries of the world, where we

believe there is opportunity and which will need our manu-

facturing and sales organizations. Because of the state of our

investigations and negotiations, it is not possible to be more

specific but I hope this sentence will indicate that it is not the

view of the management of this Organisation that it can stand

still. We must move forward as I think it is fair to say that

the Rank Organisation, through its film and industrial activi-

ties, has been for many years a Group of international import-

ance and it intends to maintain and improve its position. The

coming years will show consolidation in established activities

and imaginative growth in many commercial and technical

fields to which the Group's experience enn be applied.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current &) Coming Features

I Dare of Rim BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

August
AT, THE Vincent Price, Agnes Morehead. Producer
C. J. Tevlin. New veriion of Mary Robert Rinehart

and Avery Hopwood's world famous mystery tate. 80

min.

FACE OF FIRE Cameron Mitchell, James Whitmore.
Producers Albert Band Louis Garfinkle. Director Band.
Handyman disfigured in fire finally gains friends. 83

min.

October

WEB OF EVIDENCE Van Johnson Vera Miles. Produced
by Maxwell Setton and John R. Sloan. Filmed from
A. J. Cronln's novel "Beyond This Place." Young man

ns 20 year old murder case to free his father.
SH3K

November
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT, U. S. A. George S. Hamil-
ton, Mary Murphy. Producer Terry Sanders. Director
Denis Sanders. Law-student turns criminal. 80 min.

December
HOUSE OF INTRIGUE, THE CinemaScope, Color. Dawn
Addams, Curt Jurgens. Folco Lulli. Producer-director
Dullio Coletti. Spies and counter-spies' activities dur-
ing WW II. 90 min

January
ATOMIC SUBMARINE Arthur Franz, Dick Foran, Brett
Halsey. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Spencer G.
Benset. Science-fiction thriller of a Polar sub and its

encounter with unknown enemy. 73 min.

PURPLE GANG. THE Barry Sullivan. Robert Blake.
Elaine Edwards. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
Frank McDonald. The startling story of the infamous
Detroit mobsters. 83 min.

February
HYPNOTIC EYE. THE Jacques Bergerac, Marcia Hen-
derson, Merry Anders, Allison Hayes. Producer Charles
B. Bloch. Director George Blair. Hypnotist's assistant
wearing mask, is responsible for disfiguring pretty
faces of hypnosis volunteers. 82 min.

March
I PASSED FOR WHITE Sonya Wilde, James Franciscus.
Producer-director Fred Wilcox. Story of a Negress
who passes for white. 91 min.

April

BLUEBEARDS TEN HONEYMOONS George Sanders,
Corlnne Calvet. Producer Roy Parkinson. Director W.
Lee Wilder. Based on the true-life story of Landru,
infamous French bluebeard. 92 min.

May
PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert. Pro-
ducer-director Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt.
Petrosino's war against the Mafia in the early 1

900
' s

.

I 10 min.

RAYMIE David Ladd, John Agar. Charles Winninger.
Richard Arlen. Producer A. C. Lyle. Director Fred
McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant 6

foot barracuda. 73 min.

June
SEX KITTENS GO TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren, Tues-
day Weld. Mijanou Bardot. Producer-director Albert
Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-
lege routine. 93 min.

July
HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen, Vic
Damone. Patricia Owens, Sessue Hayakawa, Miiko
Taka. Producer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson.
True story of U. S. Marine hero Guy Gabaldon.

August
PLUNDERERS. THE Jeff Chandler. Producer-director
Joseph Anthony. Band of young hoodlums intimidate
entire western town.

Coming
Story based onDONDI Producer Albert Zuc

the comic strip character.

RECKLESS. PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner. Louis Jour-
dan Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama "

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

October

BUCKET OF BLOOD. A Barboura Morris. Dick Miller.
Producer-director Roger Corman. A mad artist mur-
ders his victims and uses their bodies for statues.

THE GIANT LEECHES Ken Clark, Yvette Vickers. Pro-

ducer Gene Corman. Director Bernard L. Kowalski.
Monsters arise from 1he swamps of thaj Florida ever-
glades. 62 min.

November

GIANT GILA MONSTER Don Sullivan. Lisa Simone.
Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg. Giant
gila monster goes beserk on diet of humans. 75 min.

THE KILLER SHREWS Ingrid Goude, James Best, Ken
Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg.
Tiny shrews grow to huge proportions. 69 min.

December

GOLIATH AND THE BARBARIANS Color-Scope. Steve
Reeves, Bruce Cabot, Chelo Alonso. Producer Em-
inno Salvi. Director Carlo Campogalliani. A young
woodsman revenges the death of his father. Spectacle.
88 min.

February
ANGRY RED PLANET Cinemagic, Eastmancolor. Gerald
Mohr, Nora Hayden, Les Tremayne. Producers Sidney
Pink, Norman Maurer. Director lb Melchoir. An ad-
venture in the fourth dimension. 83 min.

May
CIRCUS OF HORRORS Specta-Color. Anton Diffring,

Erika Remberg. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn.
Director Sidney Hayers. Horror spectacle. 95 min.

June

JAILBREAKERS Robert Hutton, Mary Castle, Producer-
director Alexander Grasshoff. Four escaped convicts
try to find a treasure of $400,000.00 from a bank rob-
bery. 65 min.

WHY MUST I DIE? Terry Moore, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer Richard Bernstein. Director Roy Del Ruth. Prison

July

HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScope, Color. Vincent Price
Mark Damon, Myrna Fahey. Producer-director Roge
Corman. Edgar Allan Pce's classic. 90 min.

August

KONGA Color. Michael Gough, Ma.go Johns. Pro-
ducer Herman Cohen. Director John Lamount. Monster
gorilla rampages through Piccadilly Circus.

September

MALE AND FEMALE Nadja Tiller, Tony Britton, William
Bendix. Producer George Minter. Director Robert
Siodmak. 90 min.

Coming
ALADDIN AND THE GIANT Dynamagic and Color.
Producer Herman Cohen. Action fantasy.

GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON CinemaScope, Color
Steve Reeves. Producer Geoffedo P. Bertolino. Action
fantasy. 80 min.

sScope & Color. Jules Verne.

TAKE ME TO YOUR LEADER CinemaScope. Comedy

COLUMBIA

October
CRIMSON KIMONO. THE Victoria Shaw, Glenn Cor-
bett. Producer-director Samuel Fuller. Love and mur-
der on burlesque row. 82 min. 9/14/59.

THEY CAME TO CORDURA CinemaScope. Eastman
Color. Gary Cooper, Rita Hayworth, Van Heflin Tab
Hunter. Producer William Goeti. Director Robert
Rossen. From the novel by Glendon Swarthout. 123

TINGLER. THE Vincent Price, Judith Evelyn. Producer-
Hirector William Castle. Spook show with built-in
gimmicks. 80 min.

November
BATTLE OF THE CORAL SEA Cliff Robertson J
Scala. Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director P,

Wendkos. Drama set against WW II background,
min. 10/26/59.

LAST ANGRY MAN. THE Paul Muni. David Way.
Producer Fred Kohlmar, Director Daniel Mann. Pieti
lation of Gerald Green's bestseller. 100 min. 10/12/,

WARRIOR AND THE SLAVE GIRL SupercineScoi
Eastman color. Gianna Maria Canale, Georges March
Director Vittorio Cottafavi. Action Spectacle. 89 m
I 1/9/59.

MOUSE THAT ROARED. THE Color. Peter Sella I

Jean Seberg. Producer Walter Shenson. Director Ja
Arnold. Satire on relations of countries during Aton
Age. 83 min. 10/12/59.

YESTERDAY'S ENEMY Stanley Baker, Guy Rolfe. Pi,

ducer Michael Carreras. Director Val Guest. Brltll
and Japs battle in Burma. 95 min.

December

EDGE OF ETERNITY CinemaScope, Color. Con'
Wilde, Victoria Shaw. Producer Kendrick Sweet,
rector Donald Siegel. Murder and intrigue at Ariic
mine. 80 min. 11/9/59.

FLYING FONTAINES, THE Eastman Color. Michel
Callan, Evy Norlund. Producer Sam Katiman. Direct'
George Sherman. Life with the circus. 84 min. 12/;]

THOUSAND AND ONE ARABIAN NIGHTS Technicoh;
UPA Cartoon feature. Starring the near sighted
Magoo. Producer Stephen Bosustow. Director Ja
Kinney. 76 min. 12/21.

January

GENE KRUPA STORY, THE Sal Mineo, Susan Kohn.;
Producer Philip A. Waxman. Director Don Weis. Pi
ture of the famed drummer. 101 min. 1/4/60.

SUDDENLY. LAST SUMMER Eliiabeth Taylor, Montoo!
ery Clift. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director Joseph
Mankiewici. Based on the controversial Tennen
Williams play. 114 min. 12/21.

SWAN LAKE Maya Plisetskaya, Nicolai Fadeyech'
Director Z. Tulubyeva. Russian exchange film. 81 m
2/29/60.

February

ONCE MORE, WITH FEELING Technirama, Color, t

Brynner, Kay Kendall. Producer-Director Stanley Done
Story about a concert conductor. 92 min. 2/15/60.

WHO WAS THAT LADY? Tony Curtis, Dean Marti

Janet Leiqh. Producer Norman Krasna. Direct
George Sidney. Curtis poses as an F.B.I, agent. I

min. 1/18/60.

March

COMANCHE STATION CinemaScope, Color. Randol[
Scott. Nancy Gates. Producer-director Budd Boettiche

A cowboy out for revenge. 74 min. 2/29/60.

OUR MAN IN HAVANA CinemaScope. Alec Guinne*
Burl Ives, Maureen O'Hara. Producer-Director Car
Reed. Drama of a vacuum cleaner salesman in Havan
107 min. 2/1/60.

April

BABETTE GOES TO WAR CinemaScope, Color. Brigit

Bardot, Jacques Charrier, Producer Raoul J. Lev

Director Christian-Jaque. Bardot helps defeat German
103 min. 2/29/60.

BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG Dick Clark. Michael C<

Ian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Jerry Bresler. Direct

Paul Wendkos. A teacher fights teenage violence. II

min. 3/14/60.

Mav
ELECTRONIC MONSTER Rod Cameron. Mary Murph
Producer Cohen-Levy. Director Tully. A mind machn
in the hands of a murderer. 72 min.

KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO CinemaScope, Color. toj

ert Taylor, Anne Aubrey. Producers Irving Alia I

Albert R. Broccoli. Director Richard Thorpe, Engine

lights slave trade in Africa. 91 min. 4/25/60.

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathewj
"roducer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre de Tot,

Hollywood film magnate becomes U.S. counter-spy. I

STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY. THE Guy Rolfe Proddd
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Ritual murde.

in India. 81 min.

June
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mJnTAIN ROAD, THE James Stewart. Us* Lu. Pro-

aJ- William Goetz. Director Daniel Mann. G.I. i

£3 across Burma. 102 min. 2/28.

MDOG. BUDDY Ken Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis.

BHtor Ray Kellogg. A boy and his dog are parted.

July

ST.NGERS WHEN WE MEET ClnemaScope. Color.

O Douglas. Kim Novak Ernie Kovacs. Barbara Rush
tt uc*r-dir«ctor Richard Quine.

Coming
aJ THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd, Sidney Poitier.

I^ucar-director Hall Bartlett. U.N. forces trapped
bend enemy lines in Korea.

A IA OF BROOKLYN CinemaScope. Color. Glna Lollo-

z :a Dale Robertson. Producer Milko Skofic. Di-

lenr Reginald Denham.

A THE SEA RAGES Maria Schell. Cliff Robertson.
Prucer Carl Szkoll. Director Horst Hechler. A war
ir,ig fishermen and islanders. 97 min.

C ES OF NIGHT CinemaScope. Color. Cornel Wilde
Ji Wallace. Cliff Robertson. Producer Cornel Wilde.
LMctor Paul Wendkos.

ft L AT 4 O'CLOCK, THE Spencer Tracv. Sidney
Pier, Marpessa Dawn. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Di-

rax Peter Glenvtlle.

II MY GENERAL. THE Van Johnson. Jean Pierre
A ont. Dany Carrel. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
6'ge Sherman.

6 SET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope Color. James
j en Sandra Dee, Michael Callan. Producer Jerry

b!S OF NAVARONE Color. Gregory Peck, David
Nln, Anthony Quinn. Producer Carl Foreman. Direc-
kjJ. Lee Thompson.

I !M AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw.
Pfiucer Charles H. Schneer. Director J. Lee Thompson.
FJ biography of brilliant rocket scientist von Braun.

II NO MAN WRITE MY EPITAPH Burl Ives. Shelley
Alters, James Darren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan. Di-
wor Philip Leacock.

KE CinemaScope. Color. Cantinflas, Dan Dailey,
51 ey Jones. Producer-director George Sidney.

5 IG WITHOUT END CinemaScope, Color. Dirk Bo-
(He, Capucine. Producer William Goetz. Director
Cries Vidor. The story of Franz Liszt.

5 PRISE PACKAGE Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor. Pro-
J?r-director Stanley Donen.

i VORLDS OF GULLIVER. THE Super Dynamation.
Car. Kerwin Mathews. Jo Morrow. Producer Charles
Sheer. Director Jack Sher.

[5 FACES OF DR. JEKYLL. THE Color. Paul Massie.
*n Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
Fbnce Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
Ms classic.

IrCKIEST SHIP IN THE ARMY. THE CinemaScope.
Opr. Jack Lemmon. Ricky Nelson. Producer Fred
Wlmar. Director Richard Murphy.

NDEPENDENTS

November
UERS, THE IZenith) Jeanne Moreau, Alan Cuny.
tscted by Louis Malle. French import about illicit

affair. 90 min. 7/14/59.

1RD MAN ON THE MOUNTAIN IBuena Vista) Walt
iiey. Technicolor. Michael Rennie. James Mac-
Jhur, Janet Munro. Produced by William H. Ander-
» Directed by Ken Annakin. Adventure. 100 min.

January
MIND THE GREAT WALL (Continental Dist.) Aroma
|na, DeLuxe Color. TotalScope. Producer Leonardo
J.

ii Director Sidney Kauffman. Narrated by Chet
litley. Story introduces the process and its explana-
• is. 98 min. 12/21.

rrTY BOY FLOYD (Continental Dist.) John Ericson.
\ry Newman, Joan Harvey. Producer Monroe Sach-
j. Director Herbert J. Leder. Storv of a killer,
•ed on factual events in the life of Charles Arthur
lyd. 94 min. 2/1/40.

iER BAY IRank) John Mills, Horst Buckholi. Pro-
per John Hawkesworth. Director J. Lee Thompson.
pense drama involving a murderer, a girl who

'"m**^
Crime

'
and a or '"' ant police inspector.

February
ACK ORPHEUS 'Orpheus Negro) ILopert) Breno

l^llo, Marpessa Dawn, Lourdes de Oliveira. Producer
|:ha Gordine. Director Marcel Camus. Film version
the famous Greek legend of Orpheus and his ill-

ed love for Eurydice. 95 min. 3/14/40.

USW IValiant) Jean Gabin, Jeanne Moreau. Pro-
Mr Robert Dorfmann. Director Jacques Becker,
ion drama of the Paris underworld and its inhabi-
ts. 85 min.

KLSS FOR A KILLER. A IValiant) Mylene Demongeot.
Henri Vidal Producer Michel Safra. Director Henri
Verneuil. From James Hadley Chase's best-selling
thriller. 1*6 min.

NUDE IN A WHITE CAR Trans-Luxl Marina Vlady.
Robert Hossein, Odile Versois. Director Robert Hos-
sein. Mystery dealing with the nocturnal escapades
of two beautiful blonde French sisters. 87 min. 3/14/40.

TOBY TYLER Buena Vista, Technicolor Kevin Cor-
coran Henry Calvin, Gene Sheldon Producer Walt
Disney. Director Charles Banton. Circus tala of a
runaway boy's adventures under the Biq Top. 94 min.
1/18/40.

March

EXPRESSO BONGO (Continental Dist.) Laurence Har-
vey Sylvia Syms. Producer-director Val Guest Based
on the hit play by Wolf Mankowitj. 108 min. 4/2S/40.

SWORD AND THE CROSS. THE Valiant CinemaScope
Color Gianna Maria Canale. Marisa Allasio. Director
Guido Brignone. Story of the Roman persecution of
early Christians.

April

KIDNAPPED IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Peter Finch
James MacArthur. Producer Walt Disney. Director
Robert Stevenson. Adaptation of Robert Louis Steven-
son's adventure classic. 97 min. 2/29/40.

ROSEMARY I Films-Around-the-World, Inc.) Nadia Tiller,

Peter Van Eyck Producer Luggi Waldleitner. Director
Rolf Theile. True story of post-war German prostitute
who "made it." 105 min. 4/25/40.

June

SIGN OF ZORRO, THE (Buena Vista). Guy Williams.
Henry Calvin. Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-
tors Norman Foster and Lewis R. Foster.

July

POLLYANNA IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Jane Wyman.
Richard Eagan. Producer Walt Disney. Director David
Swift. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller.

Coming

A TIME TO KILL IProducers Associated Pictures Co.

I

Sim Davis, Don Megowan, Allison Hayes. Producer Pat
Ben. Director Oliver Drake,.

CHASERS, THE Jacque Charrier. Charles Agnovcur.
Director Jean-Pierre Mocky. Cynical yet engrossing
French import about youthful women-chasers. 75 min.
3/28.

DAY OF THE TRUMPET, THE !C. Santiago Film Organi-
zation Prod.) John Agar, Richard Arlen, Bill Phipps.
Producer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

DREAM MACHINE. THE lAmalgamated Prods.) Rod
Cameron, Marty Murphy, Pe'er Mling. Producers Rich-
ard Gordon and Charles Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
gomery Tully.

GORGO IKing Bros.) Technicolor. Wide screen. Bill

Travers. Vincent Winter, William Sylvester. Producer
Maurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

JUNGLE CAT (Buena Vista) Technicolor. Story of will

animal life along the Amazon River.

LIGHT ACROSS THE STREET, THE IUMPO) Brigitte

Bardot, Raymond Pellegrin, Roger Piquat. Producer
Jacques Gauthier. Director Georges Lacombe. Drama.
A French husband and wife try to live without normal
set relations, after the husband had a near-fatal acci-

dent. 74 min.

SILVER SKATES. THE IBuena Vista) Eastman Color.
Rony Zeander. Carin Rossby. Producer Walt Disney.
Director Norman Foster.

SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON Buena Vista I To' hnicolor.

John Mills, Dorothy McGuire. Producer William H.
Anderson. Director Ken Annakin. Adaptation of Jchann
Wyss' Adventure classic.

MET RO-GOLDWYN -MAYER

December

WRECK OF THE MARY DEARE, THE CinemaScope,
Metrocolor. Gary Cooper, Charlton Heston. Producer
Julian Blaustein. Director Michael Anderson. Film ver-

sion of Hammond Innes' best-seller dealing with the

captain of a freighter whose owners conspire to sink

her for the value of her cargo. 104 min. 11/23/59.

January

GAZEBO, THE CinemaScope. Glenn Ford. Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director George
Marshall. Film version of the Broadway mystery-

comedy hit. 102 min. 12/21.

NEVER SO FEW CinemaScope. Metrocolor. Frank
Sinatra, Gina Lollobrigida . Producer Edmund Grainger.
Director John Sturges. Story of a group of Kachin
guerillas in Burma during Wprld War II, based on Tom
Chamales' best-selling novel. 127 min. 12/21.

February

JUNE SUMMARY

The early June release schedule lists

20, with Columbia and 20th Century-

Fox sharing first place on the strength

of four pictures. Universal is next with

three films, and American-International

and United Artists are knotted at two

releases each. Five companies—Allied

Artists, Buena Vista, M-G-M. Paramount

and Warner Bros.—all have slated one

film apiece.

March

HOME FROM THE HILL CinemaScope. Metrocolor
Robert Mitchum, Eleanor Parker. Producer Edmund
Grainger. Director Vincente Minnelli. Film version of

William Humphrey's novel dealing with conflict be-
tween family. ISO min. 2/15/40.

April

PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES CinemaScope. Metro-
Color. DortT Day^ David Nlven. Janis Paige Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Cnarles Wal»ers. Comic ex-

periences of N. Y. couple and their children. Ill min.

May
GIANT OF MARATHON. THE (formerly "Battle of
Marathon, The") Dyalscope, Color. Steve Reeves
Mylene Demongeot. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director
Jacques Tourneur. Action-filled recreation of the elastic
battle of ancient Greece. 92 min.

PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney. Terry
Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military

academy. 93 min.

June

ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN, THE Cinema-
Scope. MetroColor Tony Randall. Eddie Hodges Pro-

ducer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Michael Curt'n
Film version of Mark Twain's classic story of the Mis-

sissippi River. 107 min.

July

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope MetrrColor. Judy
Holliday. Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-

tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit

Coming

THE LAST VOYAGE MetroColor. Robert Stack. Dorothy
Malone. Producer-Director Andrew L. Stone. Dramatic
story of the events which occur with sinking of an

ocean liner. 91 min. 2/1/40.

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaScope
Metro Color. Robert Wagner Natalie Wood. Susan
Kohner. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Michael
Anderson. Drama involving four young people whose
paths cross in their search to find love. 122 min.

BEN HUR Panavision. Technicolor. Charlton Heston
Jack Hawkins. Stephen Boyd. Hava Harareet. Pro-

ducer Sam Zimballst. Director William Wyler. Bib-

lical spectacle. 332 min. 11/23/59.

BUTTERFIELD 8 CinemaScope. MetroColor. Elizabeth

Taylor. Laurence Harvey. Producer Pandro S Berman
Director Daniel Mann. Adaptation of John O Hera's

CIMARRON CinemaScope. MetroColor. Glenn Ford.

Maria Schell. Anne Baiter. Producer Edmund Grainger.
Director Anthony Mann. Based on Edna Ferbers classic

novel.

GO NAKED IN TH2 WORLD CinemaScope. MetroColor.
Gina Lollobrigida. Tony Franciosa. Ernest Borgnine
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Ranald MacDou-
gall. Film version of a novel by Tom Chamales.

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter, Pat Crowley.
Producer Kalhryn Hereford. Director Phil Carson. Story

of a man threatened by a gang of hoodlums after he

is witness to a murder. 81 min.

SUBTERRANEANS. THE CinemaScope. Metrocolor.

Leslie Caron, George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freeo
Director Ranald MacDougall. Film veriicn of Jack
Kerouac's novel. 89 min.

TEMPTATION Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde, Joseph Cot-
ten. Producer Goffredo Lombardo Director Nunnally
Johnson. Drama, during Spanish Civil War. involving a

priest and a beautiful dancer.

THE DAY THEY ROBBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray. Elizabeth Sellars. Hugh Griffith. Producer
Jules Buck. Director John Guillermin. Suspenseful
action-thriller of a sensational robbery. 85 min.

TIME MACHINE, THE Rod Taylor. Alan Young. Pro-

ducer-director George Pal. Based on H. G. Walls'

story of a man who invents a machine which carries
him from the 19th century into an amazing world of

the future. 103 min.
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VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED George Sanders, Bar-
bara Shelley. Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf
Rilla. Suspense drama wilh a science-fiction basis.

PARAMOUNT

December
LIL ABNER Technicolor. Peter Palmer. Leslie Parrish,
Stubby Kaye, Julie Newms*

, Robert Strauss. Producer
Norman Panama. Director Melvin Frank. Musical-
comedy. Screen version of long-run Broadway show
based on Al Capp's Dogpatch characters. 114 min.
1 1/9/59.

January

A TOUCH OF LASCENY James Mason Vera Miles.
Producer Ivan Foxwell Director Guy Hamilton. Comedy
of Naval commander who maps an elaborate fraud.
93 min. 1/18/60.

February

BIG NIGHT. THE Randy Sparks. Dick Foran. Venetia
Stevens Anna Lee. Producer Vern Alves. Director Sid-
ney Sal!:nw. Story of young people on the loose
74 min. 2/29/40.

CIRCUS STARS Eastman Color. Oleg Popov, Vladimir
Durov. Director L. Kristy. Russian release distributed
by Paramount pursuant to agreement under the aus-
pices of the State Department. 67 min. 2/29/60.

JACK THE RIPPc?. Lee Pat'erson, Eddie Byrne Betty
McDowall. Producer and Director— Robert S. 'Baker,
and Monty Berman Joseph E. Levine exploitation spe-
cial. 85 min. 2/15/60.

March
CHANCE MEETING Hardy Kruger, Micheline Presle
Producer David Deutsch. Director Joseph Losey. Young
artist, accused of murdering his mistress attempts to
prove his innocence. 96 min. 2/29/60.

HELLER IN PINK TIGHTS Technicolor. Sophia Loren
Anthony Quinn, Margaret O'Brien. Producers Carlo
Ponti and Marcello Girosi. Director George Cukor.
Theatrical troupe's adventures in the old west. 100
min. 3/14/60.

April

CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS Lilli Palmer, Sylvia Syms
Yvonne Mitchell. Producer Betty E. Box Director Ralph
Thomas. Story of rescue operations of war orphans
imprisoned in concentration camps. 113 min. 3/14/60.

IN THE WAKE OF A STRANGER Tony Wright, Shirley
Eaton. Danny Green. Producer John Penington. Director
David Eady. Suspense drama concerning the dis-
appearance of the body of a murdered bookmaker.

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET Jerry Lewis Joan Black-
man, Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Tauroa.
Screen version of the Broadway hit by Gore Vidal
85 min. 2/15/60.

May
FIVE BRANDED WOMEN Van Heflin, Silvana Mangano.
Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis. Director
Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Nazis. 106 min.

PRISONER OF THE VOLGA Eastman Color. John Derek
Elsa Martmelli, Dawn Addams. Director V Tour-
leasky. Historical spectacle. 102 min.

June
WALK LIKE A DSAGON Jack Lord, Nobu McCarthy,
James Shigeta. Producer-director James Clavell Drama
set in the Old West dealing with the fight between
an American settler and a Chinese immigrant for the
love of an Oriental slave girl. 69 min.

July

BELLBOY, THE Jerry Lewis, Aiex Gerry, Joan Tabor.
Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of a mute bellboy
at a Florida resort.

RAT RACE, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton
Director Robert Mulligan. Drama of a career-seeking
saxophone player and a disillusioned showgirl. 105 min.

TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT Eastman Color. Gordon
Scott, Jock Mahoney. Producers Sy Weintraub Harvey
Hayutin Director Robert Day. Famous king of the
untamed engages in more adventurous activities.

August
IT STARTED IN NAPLES (formerly "Bay of Naples"!
VistaVision, Technicolor. Clark Gable. Sophia Loren
Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson. An
American lawyer goes to Italy to get his orphaned
nephew and falls in love with the child's governess.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh. Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles
John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock'

Bl I
00 ,nner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert

Coming
BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim. Producer Raymond Eger. Direc-
tor Roger Vadim. Suspense drama based on story by
Paul Gallico.

BREATH OF SCANDAL, A Sophia Loren. Maurice
Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti and
Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtiz. A sophis-
ticated story of the make-believe world of the Austro-
Hungarian court around I9C6.

CINDERFELLA Technicolor, VistaVision. Jerry Lewis,
Ed Wynn, Anna Marie Alberghetti, Erin O'Brien. Pro-
ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin. Modern
version of the Cinderella fairy tale.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR, THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,
George Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

espionage drama.

G.I. BLUES VistaVision Technicolor. Elvis Presley,
Juliet Prowse. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman
Taurog. Story of American soldiers in Germany.

ONE-EYED JACKS VistaVision. Technicolor. Marlon
Brando. Pina Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-
tor Marlon Brando. Western.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY, THE VistaVision, Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire. Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter.
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-
boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

SAVAGE INNOCENTS Technirama, Technicolor. An-
thony Ouinn. Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray.

UNDER TEN FLAGS Technirama. Van Heflin, Charles
Laughton. Producer Dino DeLaurentis. Directors Duilio
Coletti and Silvio Narizzano. Drama of WWII.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG, THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Nancy Kwan, Michael Wilding, Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Richard Ouine. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and the Broadway play.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

January

ROOKIE, THE CinemaScope. Tommy Noonan. Pete
Marshall, Julie Newmar. Producer Tommy Noonan.
Director George O'Hanlon. Army training. Comedy.
86 min. 1/4.

SEVEN THIEVES CinemaScope, Color. Edward G. Rob-
inson, Rod Steiger, Joan Collins. Produced S. Boehm.
Director Henry Hathaway. Six men and a woman suc-
cessfully rob a Monte Carlo casino. 102 min. 2/1/60.

STORY ON PAGE ONE, THE CinemaScope. Rita Hay-
worth, Anthony Franciosa. Producer Jerry Wald. Direc-
tor Clifford Odets. Drama of a woman plotting to
murder her husband. 123 min. 1/4.

February

SINK THE BISMARCK CinemaScope. Kenneth More,
Dana Wynter. Producer-director J. Bradbourne. Story
of the chase and death of the German juggernaut by
the British Navy. 97 min. 2/1/60.

THIRD VOICE, THE CinemaScope. Edmund O'Brien,
Julie London. Producer-director H. Cornfield. Drama
of intrigue in a big city police station. 79 min.
2/1/60.

THREE MURDERESSES DeLuxe Color. Alain Delon,
Mylene Demongeot. Producer P. Gaetz. Director M.
Boisrond. Gay Gallic farce of three beauties in love
with the same man. 96 min.

March
CAN-CAN (Todd-A) Color. Frank Sinatra. Shirley
MacLane, Maurice Chevalier. Producer Jack Cum-
mings. Director Walter Lang. Adaptation of Cole
Porter's brilliant musical success. 131 min. 3/14/60.

DOG OF FLANDERS, A CinemaScope, Color. David
Ladd, Donald Crisp. Producer R. Radnitz. Director H.
Clark. Story of a boy and his dog. 96 min. 1/18/60.

WHEN COMEDY WAS KING Charlie Chaplin. Buster
Keaton, Laurel and Hardy. Producer Robert Youngson.
A compilation of the screen's best-loved comedians.
81 min. 3/14/60.

WIND CANNOT READ, THE DeLuxe Color. Dirk Bo-
garde, Yoko Tani. Producer Betty Box. Director R.

Thomas. Drama of taut intrigue and love in Burma dur-
ing WW II. 107 min. 2/29/60.

A pril

MASTERS OF THE CONGO JUNGLE DeLuxe Color,
CinemaScope. Narrator—Orson Welles. Producer H.
Storck. Director M. De Roover. Story of life in the
Belgian Congo. 88 min. i/18/60.

THIRTEEN FIGHTING MEN RegalScope. Grant Wil-
liams, Carole Mathews. Producer Jack Leewood. Di-
rector Harry Gerstad. Story of tensions and tragedy
when two rival patrols from North and South meet.
69 min. 3/28.

WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER CinemaScooe. DeLuxe
Color. Ernie Kovacs, Margo Moore, Dick Shawn. Pro-
ducer-director Mervyn LeRoy. Gl operates a lavish
resort on a Pacific island. 126 min. 3/28.

May
CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson Welles,
Juliette Greco. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director
Richard Fleischer. Psychological thriller of dual iden-
tities. 97 min.

FLAME OVER INDIA DeLuxe, CinemaScope. Ken
More, Lauren Bacall. Producer M. Heliman. Dire :

J. Thompson. 130 min. 4/25/60.

VALLEY OF THE REJWOODS RegalScope. Lynn Ber
John Hudson. Producer Gene Corman. Director
liam N. Witney. Masterful and ingenious crime dr.
set off in northern California. 63 min. 4/25/60.

June
BOBBIKINS Max Bygraves, Shirley Jones. Produce
Brodney. Director Robert Day. Hilarious family
edy. 89 min. 2/29/60.

OPERATION AMSTERDAM Peter Finch, Eva Bar
Producer M. Cowan. Director M. McCarthy. Base
novel by David E. Walker. 105 min.

SEPTEMBER STORM CinemaScope. Mark Stevens,
anne Dru. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Dire
Byron Haskin.

WILD RIVE3 Cin3maScope, Color. Montgomery C
Lee Remick. Producer-director Elia Kazan. An eld.
woman successfully fights the Tennessee Valley Autl
ity.

July

FROM THE TERRACE DeLuxe Color, CinemaSc
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward. Producer-dir
Mark Robson. Inside look at low morals of up
class.

LOST WORLD, THE CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color,
nando Lamas, Claude Rains, David Hedison, Jill

John. Producer-director Irwin Allen.

ONE FOOT IN HELL CinemaScope. DeLuxe Co
Dolores Michaels. Don Murray. Producer Syd
Boehm. Director James B. Clark.

STORY OF RUTH, THE DeLuxe Color, CinemaSco
Elana Eden, Peggy Wood. Producer Samuel G. En
Director Henry Koster. Story of a biblical charac
122 min.

August

LET'S MAKE LOVE Yves Montand. Tony Randall, Mari
Monroe. Producer Jerry Wald. Director George Cu

MURDER, INC. RegalScope. May Britt, Stuart
man. Producer Burt Balaban. Director Stuart Ros
berg. Story of famed crime syndicate.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Ray Strickl

Mary Anders. Producer Jack Leewood. Director
liam Claxton. Story of the teenage life of the notori
outlaw. 73 min.

September
HIGH TIME DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Bing Cros
Fabian. Producer Charles Brackett. Director
Edwards. Rich, older playboy goes back to colle

and learns a lot.

SONS AND LOVERS DeLuxe Color, CinemaSco
Dean Stockwell, Trevor Howard, Wendy Hiller, Hea
Sears. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jack Cardi
Drama of passion and love in a Welsh-mining
munity.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Mich
Craig, Mylene Demongeot. Producer B. Box. Direc

R Thomas. Rowdy, racy, ragout of an impossi

French baby-sitter. 101 min.

October

DESIRE IN THE DUST CinemaScope.
drama in cattle town.

Coming
CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Walter W
ger. Director Rouben Mamoulian.

UNITED ARTISTS

January
DOG'S BEST FRIEND, A Bill Williams, Marcia Hende
son. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L. Cah
Comedy. 70 min. 1/18/60.

GUNFIGHTERS OF ABILENE Buster Crabbe. Jud
Ames. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L. Cah
Western. 67 min. 1/18/60.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY David Niven, Mitzie Gayno
Producer Ralph Fields. Director David Miller. Roma
tic Comedy based on Broadway hit. 81 min. 11/23/5

February

ON THE BEACH Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner,
Astaire, Anthony Perkins. Producer-director Stan]

Kramer. Film version of Nevil Shute's provocati

best-seller. 133 min. 12/7/59.

PUSHER, THE Kathy Carlyle, Felice Orlandi. Produce
Gene Milford and Sid Katz. Director Gene Milf

Action drama. 81 min. 1/18/60.

TAKE A GIANT STEP Johnny Nash. Rudy Dee.
ducer Jules L. Epstein. Director Phillip Leacock. Dra

of a negro teenager. 100 min. 12/7/59.

VICE RAID Mamie Van Doren, Brad Dexter. Produc
Robert E. Kent, Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action dram
71 min. 2/29/60.

March

OKLAHOMA TERRITORY Bill Williams. Gloria Tal

Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn.
min. Action drama. 67 min. 2/29/60.
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April

1 AND THE PIRATES, THE Color. Charles Herbert.
i,an Gordon. Producer-director Bert I. Gordon. Fan-

fy-comedy. 82 min.

'REE CAME TO KILL Cameron Mitchell. Steve Brodie.

jducer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action
ima. 70 min.

FORGIVEN, THE Color. Burt Lancaster, Audrey
pburn. Producer James Hill. Director John Huston,
descreen Western. I2S min.

May
GITIVE KIND, THE Marlon Brando, Anna Magnani,
inne Woodward. Producer Martin Jurow and Richard
'jpherd. Director Sidney Lumet. Based on Tennessee
r lliams' Broadway play. II? min. 4/25/60.

OAANT HOURS. THE James Cagney. Producer-Direc-
Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval hero

miral Halsey. 115 min.

>OSE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis. Ted De Corsia.
>ducer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Ac-
n drama. 49 min.

MMER OF THE 17»h DOLL Ernest Borgnine, Anne
uter. Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film version

|
Ray Lawler's Broadway and London stage play. 93

June

VCUMBA LOVE Color. Ziva Rodann. Producer-Director
,uglas Fowley. 86 min.

JSIC BOX KID. THE Ronald Fester, Luana Patten,
ant Richards. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director
ward L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.

July

ARTMENT, THE Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine,
?d MacMurray. Producer-Director Biily Wilder. Ro-
ntfc comedy.

August

MER GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster. Jean
jnmons Dean Jagger. Producer Bernard Smith. Di-
!:tor Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller.

September

SHT FIGHTERS, THE Robert Mitchum. Dan O'Herlihy,
ine Heywod. Producer Raymond Stross. Director
plor Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion. 74 min.

JDS LONIGAN Christopher Knight. Producer Philip
Vdan. Director Irving Lerner. Film version of the
pes T. Farrel trilogy.

October

AMO, THE (Tedd-AO) Technicolor. John Wayne.
j:hard Widmark, Laurence Harvey, Linda Cristal.
Jducer-director John Wayne. Historic Western.

November
HERIT THE WIND Spencer Tracy. Fredric March
ne Kelly. Producer-director Stanley Kramer. Recre-
|on of famed Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925.

4GNIFICENT SEVEN. THE PanaVision Color. Yul
lynner, Eli Wallach, Horst Buchholi Steve McQueen
sducer-director John Sturges. Based on the Japanese
I"* The Seven Samurai."

December
ODUS Color. Paul Newman. Ev? Marie Saint Peter
wford. Producer-director Olto Preminger. Based on
|on Uris's novel.

Coming
'VISE AND CONSENT Producer-director Otto Prem-

nltei
m A "en DrUrV best- seller about Washington

'PLE P| E BED Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director
an Negulesco. Based on the novel "The Midwife
Pont Clery ' by Flora Sandstrom.

LOVE POSSESSED Director Robert Wise. Picturiia-
j" ot James Gould Coizens Pulitier Priie winning

>*CE OF IMPULSE Jeff Donnell, Robert A!da Lionel
jirnpton, J. Carroll Naish. Producer Peter Gayle
|ul Swimmer. Tony Anthony.

-ADIATORS. THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

•ORIOUS BROTHERS. MY Producer-director Stanley
amer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

IXWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
ot James Michener's epic novel.

VITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Donna Anderson,
saucer Stanley Kramer. Director Paul Stanley.

THE Clark Gable. Marilyn Monroe. Montgom-

'ston Comed
0
y

dUCer Frank Tavlor
'

Doctor John

ONCE A HERO Color. Alec Guinness John Mills Pro-
ducer Colin Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Comedy-
drama of the British postwar army

TIME ON HER HANDS Ingrid Bergman. Producer-
director Anatole Litvak. Filmiiation of Francois Sagan s

romantic novel "Do You Like Brahms?"

TWO FOR THE SEESAW EiWibeih Tay'or. Director
Delbert Mann. Based on the Broadway stage success.

WZST SIDE STORY Widescreen. Color. Producer-direc-
tor Robert Wise. Filmiiation of Broadway musical,
teenagers in love and the problems they face.

UNIVERSAL INT'L

December
OPERATION PETTICOAT Eastman Color. Cary Grant.
Tony Curtis, Joan O'Brien. Dina Merrill. Producer Rob-
ert Arthur. Director Blake Edwards. Admiral recalls
his hilarious World War II days. 120 min. 11/9/59.

January

HELL BENT FOR LEATHER Color and CinemaScope.
Audie Murphy, Felicia Farr, Stephen McNally. Pro-
ducer Gordon Kay. Director George Sherman. Out-
door adventure. 80 min.

February

FOUR FAST GUNS James Craig, Mar'ha Vickers, Ed-
gar Buchanan. Producer William J. Hole, Jr. Drama
about the hiring of a town tamer who brought law
and order to the town of Purgatory. 73 min. 11/23/59.

March

TOO SOON TO LOVE Widescreen. Jennifer West
Richard Evans. Producer-director Richard Rush. Drama
of two teenagers in love and the problem they face.
85 min. 2/29/60.

A pril

SNOW QUEEN . THE Eastman Color. Art Linkletter,
Sandra Dee, Patty McCormack, Tommy Kirk. Producer
Robert Faber. Animal version of Hans Christian Ander-
sen fairy tale. 70 min. 12/7/59.

May
COSSACKS, THE Color. Widesscreen. Edmund Purdom,
John Barrymore, Jr. Georgia Moll.

OTHELLO Color. Based on Shakespeare's classic which
is being released under the Russian cultural exchange
program. Producer Segire Yutkivich. Director M. Itina.

This is the story of the Moor and how his downfall was
plotted. 120 min. 3/28.

June

BRIDES OF DRACULA, THE Color. Peter Cushing.

HEAD OF A TYRANT Color. Widescreen. Massimo
Girotti. Isabelle Corey Renato Baldini. Lucia Banti.

Director Fernanda Gerghio. Story of the annihilation

of the people of Central Asia in ancient times. 102 min.

LEECH WOMAN. THE Coleen Gray. Grant Williams,
Gloria Talbot. Producer Joseph Gershenson. Director
Edward Dein. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving
drug and turns murderess.

July

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Anlhony Quinn, Lana Turner,
Sandra Dee, John Sa~xon. Producer Ross Hunter. Di-

rector Michael Gardor. Adaptation of Broadway play
by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts.

Coming

COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL Steve Allen, Jeyne Meadows,
Walher Winchall, Mickey Shaughnessy. Cath/ Crosbv,
Conwav Twitty. Producer-director Albert Zua>mith.
Story of college prof's survey of tennagers with sur-
prising results.

DINOSAURUS CinemaSccpe. Deluxe Color. Ward Ram-
sey. Producer J. H. Harris. Director Irvin S. Yea-
worth, Jr.

GR A3; IS G3EENER. THE Technicolor end Tech-i:r£n»
Cary Grant. Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum. Jecn
Simmons. Producer-Director Stanley Donen.

MIDNIGHT LACE Color. Doris Day. Rax Harriscn. Joh-i
Gavin, Myrna Lov. Producers Ross Hunter. Mar'in Mel-
cher. Director David Miller. Mystery set in England.

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE. THE Mickey
Rooney Mamie Van Doren. Fay Spain Mel Torme
Marty Milner. Tuesday Weld. Paul Anka, Cecil Kel a-
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith
Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people on a bus
are taken by a parallel to the Garden of Eden and
its temptations. 87 min.

SPARTACUS ITechniramal. Technicolor. Kirk Douglas.
Lawrence Olivier. Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis. Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-
tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
his undying love.

WARNER BROTHERS

January

CASH McCALL Technicolor. James Garner. Natalie
Wood. Producer Henry Blanke. Director Josept
Pevney. Cameron Hawley's best-seller of the world
of high finance. 102 min. 12/21.

February

BRAMBLE BUSH. THE Technicolor. Richard Burton
Barbara Rush. Producer Milton Sperling Director
Daniel Petrie Charles Mergendahl's novel about a
small New England town. 103 min. 2/1/60.

RISE AND FALL OF LEGS DIAMOND, THE Ray Danton,
Karen Steele. Producer. Milton Sperling. Director
Budd Boetticher. The life of a notorious gangster of
the 1920 s. 104 min. 2/29/60.

March

GUNS OF THE TIMSERLAND Technicolor. Alan Ladd
Jeann* Crain. Frankie Avalon Producer Aaron Spell-

ing. Director. Robert D Webb An adventure drema
of lumbermen and their women. 91 min. 2/15/60.

THIS REBEL EREED Rita Moreno Mark Damon Pro-

ducers William Rowland and Robert H Yamin. Direc-
tor Richard L Bare. A story of iuvenile delinguency.
93 min. 2/15/60.

THREAT, THE Robert Knapp. Lydia Lawson. Producer-
director Charles R. Rondeau. Suspense drama. 66 min.

3/28.

A pril

TALL STORY Technicolor. Anthony Perkins Jane
Fonda. Producer-director Joshua Logan. Romantic com-
edy based on Broadway stage hit by L'ndsay and
Crouse. 91 min. 2/15/60.

May
SERGEANT RUTLEDGE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter.

Constance Towers. Producers Pat Ford and Willis Gold-
beck. Director John Ford. An unusual story of justice

in ins post-Civil War wast. 4/25/60.

June

HANNIBAL Technicolor. Victor Mature. Rita Gam.
Producer Ottavio Poggi. Director Edgar G. Ulmer.
Adventure spectacle of the exploits of the celebrated
Carthagenian hero.

July

HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Color Steve Reeves
Sylva Koscina. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director Pietro

Francisci. The new Joseph E. Levine presentation.

ICE PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton. Robert Ryan.
Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Blanke
Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferber's novel of

Alaska.

August

OCEAN'S ELEVEN Technicolor. Frank Sinatra. Dean
Martin. Sammy Davis. Jr.. Peter Lawford. Producer-
director Lewis Milestone. A Las Vegas s'ory.

Coming

CROWDED SKY, THE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Rhonda Fleming. Efrem Zimbalist Jr Producer Mi-

chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drama
of modern aviation.

DARK AT THE TOP Or THE STAIRS. THE Technicolor.

Robert Preston. Dorothy McGuire. Eve Arden. Producer
Michael Garrison. Director Delbert Mans, Based on
William Inge's broadway stage hit.

RACHEL CADE Technicolor. Angie Dickinson, Peter
Finch, Roger Moore. Producer Henry Blanke. Director

Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer s best-selling novel

of Africa.

SUNDOWNERS. THE Technicolor. Deborah Kerr, Robert
Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of the

Australian frontier.

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy, Greer Garson. Producer Dore Schary. Director
Vincent J. Donehue. From Schary's play about Franklin

D. Roosevelt.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!
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Skiatron Stymie... Star Values

He Fights
Feevee Fever
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1-FAMOUS PROPERTY!

2-STAR APPEAL!

3-SUNDAY SUPPLEMENTS!
In Pictorial Review cities and

supplements in many othercities.

4-FAN MAGAZINE ADS!

5-RADIO-ACTIVE!
Big local radio campaigns in

key markets. (Capitol Records

Sound-Track Album.)

6-NATIONWIDE ANSWERING
SERVICE IN 900 CITIES!

A million calls a day answering

"See Bells Are Ringing!"

7-TWO AD CAMPAIGNS

!

Different angles for every

theatre need.

8-"PICTURE OFTHE MONTH!"
Selection by "Good Housekeep-

ing"; "Seventeen."Just the start!

9-PREVIEW FORECAST!
Enthusiastic sneak theatre-

previews set new all-time high

in audience surveys.

10-RING THAT "BELL"

!

Get busy! Get noisy! Use the

press-book. A money-show!

y



IRWIN ALLEN'S production

SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYI

FROM THE COMPANY

THAT GAVE YOU

JOURNEY

TO THE

CENTER
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What Jhey'te hiking About

In the Movie Business

ASH RUNNING LOW ? Paramount ' s seem-
ingly bottomless pot of gold might be
^unning low. For some time, especially
Hhrough the lush years of "The Ten
Commandments" , the company was the
jollar-richest in the industry,
flillions were expended to buy up its
jwn stock in the open .market, tighten-
ng the Balabari control and reducing
ihe dividend outlay. Reports have it
ow that the stock purchases have
eased in recent months. Factors are
he sharply reduced cash flow from
Commandments", poor product and the
osts involved in the Telemeter toll-
V experimentation. With Paramount'

s

ash reserve running down, some ob-
ervers anticipate a possible cut in
he $2 annual dividend rate

.

0

UMMER HOPES. Theatre business con-
inues in the doldrums, making this
ne of the most depressing- Springs in
ome years. Exhibitors attribute the
lump more to the generally poor
uality of product than to any com-
etitive factors. With TV expe riencin g,

ne of its' worst seas ons , movie busi-
ess passed up a golden opportunity to

I

raw people out of their homes, say
heatremen. They now look hopefully to
he summer months to bail them out,
greed that the product si tuation will
r ight

e

n sharply come July 4th . But
xhibition's plaint is that it cannot

Iperate successfully with only a three
onths profit period to meet twelve
onths overhead.

0 .

JKIATRON STYMIE . Latest word is that
(he negotiations by 20th-Fox and M-G-M
lith Matty Fox for an interest in the
matter's Skiatron pay-TV company have
iun afoul of complications. Interest
if the film companies reportedly has

£°oled, although it is understood they
are continuing to investigate the pos-
sibility of working out a deal.

DIVIDEND INCREASE . Riding the crest of
huge earnings from "Ben Hur" and^with
some other highly promising product in
the offing, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer earn-
ings this year are expected to reach a
new high. Since plenty of overhead fat
has been lopped off operations, too,
it is likely that the company will
feel secure enough to increase its
dividend before the end of '60.

DELAY IN ETOBICOKE. Is there or is
there not a mouse in the Telemeter
computing equipment? And if there
isn't, what's holding up announcement
of the results of the Canadian feevee
experiment ? These are the questions
being bruited about following a report
that all's not well with International
Telemeter. A subsequent denial by
Louis A. Novins, head of the pay-TV
firm, and a declaration that the
equipment is working "magnificently"
have set interested heads to bobbing
in puzzlement. Quite a few, however,
are convinced that Novins is right.
The results are in, they suspect, but
not as rosy as predicted . Consequently
the delay, in hopes that things will
improve before the test "take" is
made known.

0

STAR VALUE. While it's still true that
exhibitors demand star values, they
are accumulating an increasing amount
of evidence that marquee names are not
a guarantee of boxof

f

ice succ ess .

Latest example is the once-magic James
Stewart, whose current release, "The
Mountain Road" , is drawing only the
mildest kind of grosses. A few months
ago, another old-time boxof fice power-
house, Gary Cooper, couldn't lift
Metro's "Wreck of the Mary Deare"
above the level of a mediocre grosser,
and Charlton Heston was his co-star in
that one. These are but two cases in
point that in today's selective market
the picture, itself, has to have what
the public wants—star names not-
withstanding .

i
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Newsmakers

He Fights

Feevee Fever

Like a creeping, infectious fever,

propaganda spreads across the land that

pay television is coming—so run for

cover! After idling along for about a

decade, the contagion has in recent

months started to move with a decep-

tively rapid glide from area to area,

city to city, and across the border.

Canada was marked for invasion when
Barney Balaban, having allies there,

conceived the idea of circumventing the

opposition that stymied his pay-TV
ambitions in the U. S. by conducting a

controlled "experiment" in Etobicoke,

the placid suburb of Toronto.

Spurred by the ballyhoo issuing from

Telemeter headquarters in the north,

would-be tollsters in -the States now
promise to bring pay-TV to various

sections of this country. Hartford,

Connecticut; Bartlesville, Oklahoma;

Rego Park, New York; San Francisco
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—the populace of these areas are being

infected with the propaganda that "cul-

ture" and all sorts of wonders not

available on free television will soon

be brought to their homes by the mir-

acle of a coin slot on their TV sets.

Can the spread of feevee fever be

checked? There are those who say no,

pointing to the propelling power of

profit. Despite all the hogwash about

the benefits it will bring to the public,

pay-TV proponents admit confiden-

tially that what fuels the idea is the

pie-in-sky. Among those who believe

the toll bandwagon can be stopped,

none is more alert to its dangers or

more active in opposing it than one

Philip F. (for Fisbie) Harling, spokes-

man for the movie theatremen who see

toll-TV as a disease that will kill

them all.

In perpetual motion with a handful

of industry titles in his fist (assistant

to the president of the Theatre Ow ners

of America; chairman of TOA's anti-

toll-TV committee; chairman of the

industry's joint committee against toll-

TV; chairman of TOA's Small Business

Administration committee), Harling

currently is implementing one of the

basic theories in his struggle against

the tollsters: "The only way to defeat

the pay-TV interests is to tell the story

to the grass roots." The peripatetic

theatre industry spokesman already has

presented his convincing case to exhibi-

tors in California, western Pennsyl-

vania and Connecticut—where, in each

instance, subsequent campaigns were

undertaken to stop the toll-TV tide

—

and his present itinerary calls for a

speech at the Maryland TOA conven-

tion, June 29, and an appearance before

a group of Montana theatremen shortly

thereafter.

After 20 years of work in the busi-

ness (he was hired by Fabian Theatres,

by which he still is employed as execu-

tive in charge of real estate and labor,

activities), Harling is understandably

cognizant of the facts of entertainment

[More NEWSMAKERS on Page 17]

business life. "We're up against one of

the finest public relations machines

now operating, in the pay-TV compan-

ies," he warns, "but I feel exactly as

I did six years ago; they can be beaten

—because they are, after all, waging

only a battle of words, not action.

What we have to do is get our mes-

sage to all the people who stand to

be affected by pay-TV— the house-

holders, the parent-teachers associa-

tions, the businessmen—and from there

see that it is carried to the legislators

who vote in their interest."

Harling comes well equipped for this

plan of battle. Three years ago, he

fought and won for the industry valu-

able Small Business Administration

benefits they had been sorely lacking,

going about it in almost the same way

he plans to get slot-TV permanently

legislated out of business. "I feel cer-

tain," he stated recently, "that a major-

ity of House members are in favor of

passage of Resolutions 130 and 6245

(which would ban all forms of the pay

system, and have been residing in com-

mittee for about a year).

"Just a look at the situation indicates

that, if informed, no one will buy the

pay-TV story. Its premise is so vague

and indefinite, that its claims are really

a travesty. The advertisers are begin-

ning to see the light, and for the first

time since the pay push started, they're

casting doubt on its sustaining ability.

And as for the newspapers," he de-

clared firmly, "they think the system

will help them by sending their way

the advertising that was on free TV.

Well, they're crazy. Because if pay-TV

does succeed, the advertisers will be

right there putting their business where

the money is. And you can be sure the

pay-TV people won't turn it down.

"And, of course," Phil Harling con-

cluded, "there's the vast public. You
can bet that they won't pay for the

same thing they're now getting free of

charge, and that's all pay-TV will offer.

We're banking on that."
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J\ee€le€l: A Uesiyn for the Future
The murky pall that hangs

over our industry these days is

not due alone to the seasonal

depression that besets the box-

office. It is attributable as much
to the melancholy impression

pervading the ranks that we
are a ship adrift, without a

chart, without a course, with-

out a skipper.

How can this happen, one

imust ask, to an industry in

which the principal suppliers of

product each gross one hun-

dred million dollars, or better,

annually? An industry in which

the total investment runs into

billions of dollars? An industry

patronized, even in these de-

clined years, by a weekly audi-

ence of some 45 million people?

Hard as it is to believe, the

truth must be accepted that

this business is drifting down-
stream—without a plan, with-

1 out a purpose, without leader-

ship.

Here and there is an isolated

island of aggressive activity, of

progressive executiveship that

conceives motion picture busi-

ness as a continuing, enduring

institution. But in too many
quarters whence leadership

should be forthcoming, one wit-

nesses, rather, a dwindling de-

votion to the form of this in-

dustry as it now exists.

Consider, please, the demor-
alizing impact on exhibition as

it watches the erosion of the

industrial structure in which
theatres function, as more and

more film companies utilize the

dollars drawn from the theatre

market for investments else-

where and for the purchase of

their own stock. And consider,

if you will, how utterly deva-

stating to the morale of every-

one in exhibition, and to many
in distribution, as well, is the

headlong plunge of a Barney

Balaban into the pay-TV field,

with the destructive implica-

tion that holds for theatremen!

What is the future to be like?

If we continue to drift, while

some men at the top chase the

toll television will-o'-the-wisp,

there will be no future for our

industry. The cycle of constric-

tion and deterioration already

is vicious and will become more

so. As fewer films are made,

more theatres will be forced

out of business; as fewer thea-

tres remain, less product will

be made; thus to the end.

Is there an alternative to this

disheartening prospect?

Moviedom's urgent need is

to believe in itself and to design
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a program for the future. The
heads of the film companies

should stop thinking in terms

of discarding a $100,000,000

per-year income and turn their

whole-hearted efforts toward re-

building and perpetuating the

exhibition market.

It has frequently been said

that if the film companies had

not been divorced from their

theatre holdings exhibition

would not be in its present

plight. The issue is academic,

although it might, conceivably,

condition the attitude of some
film executives toward the thea-

tre branch. There is no place

for such prejudice, conscious or

subconscious, in the industry's

thinking today. We urge the

leaders of production and dis-

tribution to embrace exhibitors,

not only as customers, but as

allies who must be supported.

The first, essential step in

this direction should be the re-

activation by all the studios of

full-scale production, backed by

full-scale promotion. Such a

program, we say, would restore

our industry's confidence and

rebuild its earning power. The
effect on the public, itself,

would be electric. The word
would be that movies are on

the rise again.

We call on the industry's

leaders to fashion a Design for

the Future. In the fabric of

that design we foresee the pat-

tern of moviedom's rebirth

—

MO WAX
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More howls . . . more hysteria . .'itmorerjhilarity than

'HAVE RifibKET, WILL TRAVEL'itWyhniest of the

funnymen are on the loose again!

with JERRY MAHONEYand KNUCKLEHEAD SMIFF

featuring

THE
OFFICER JOE BOLTON • Cinderella sequence Directed

Produced and Written by SID KULLER • PAUL WINCHELL SEQUENCES Din

Astociste Producer, martha vera romm • Produced by HARRY ROMM • Directed!)/' JULES WWTE

A HARRY ROMM PRODUCTION

Get this summefsimerty maker.

BOOK IT IN. ..WHILE SCHOOL IS OUTI



re We Chasing Away the Kids?

Two recent events, one overseas and the other in the United

S tes, focused attention on a growing crisis for the motion pic-

t e industry. The first of these portents was the Cannes Film

f.tival. Most reports from the Festival were in agreement

; t the trend, particularly in foreign motion pictures, is defi-

nelv in the direction of what is often euphemistically called

gater frankness. In the words of an American observer on

m scene, the product on view at the French Riviera shindig

tis year ranged "from the adult to the adulterous and from

vhistication to sodomy." The second event was the issuance

othe report of a study commission of the National Council of

turches on the mass media. The New York Times headlined

ii front page account with these words: '"Sex and Crime on

Seen Assailed in Church Report."

['he church commission refers to "pathological preoccupa-

tn with sex and violence" in radio, television and motion pic-

es, ilthough giving all three media credit for considerable

Urthwhile effort. With specific regard to motion pictures, the

sidy commission says that the Production Code has "become

nreasingly ineffective" and it assails those who justify circum-

\ ition of the Code on the excuse that the P.C.A. is "restrictive

0 dramatic and artistic integrity." The commission also cites

dipprovingly the argument of Code evaders "that the public

Iready for a more 'realistic' depiction of life than the code

Che significance of the National Council report lies particu-

laly in the fact that the Council also speaks out with great

finness and vigor against censorship, with specific reference

U "intolerant and dogmatic group judgments . . . and . . .

eiorcing these judgments by authoritarian methods." The

Iltional Council of Churches is really saying to the motion

flture industry, physician, heal thyself. As a great instrument

ot communication, the motion picture commands a market

vjich has always spanned the generations. It has been family

ejertainment—But now there is a trend in another direction.

Compared to the motion pictures of yesteryear, many of

play's films, especially those imported from abroad, are some-

tnes suggestive and even carnal. This is not a situation unique

tjthe movies. Books, advertisements, magazine articles, news-

fher headlines and the like are all making hay with subject

fitter that, only a few years ago, would have been considered

iftt for publication.

0

it is probably wrong to say that the movies or the press or

1 <»ther media are leading people astray. One could say with

Rial accuracy that the people are leading the media astray, by

premizing that which is shoddy and failing to give sufficient

§>port to the eminently worthwhile. But this too is a super-

nal point of view.

I he main clement of hazard in the emphasis on sensational

ti mes and scenes is a loss of perspective. The motion picture

i lust\ must preserve its "mix," its balanced diet of enter-

enment for the entire family. Unlike television, where you

<h put on one type of program for the 5 P.M. audience and

1 entirely different, more adult type of chow at 10 P.M., our

'he Via

rem OuUiJe
by ROLAND PENDARIS

present motion picture concept gives a theatre only one bill pel

day. Many theatres, recognizing this fact, have chosen to spe-

cialize. An art house, for example, plays a steady diet of adult

films and doesn't care about the children's trade at all. But

the average subsequent run theatre finds itself in the position

of catering to an audience of all ages. When it presents onlj

"frank" films for an adult audience, it cannot expect to have

children continue attending. And when this discouragement of

children's attendance becomes widespread, fear ye for the

patronage of the day after tomorrow.

I believe that this is exactly what is happening. The industry

is making too many pictures which, while attracting a "daring"

adult audience, have the effect of keeping the kids away. And

I believe that every time we keep the kids away, we lose more

of them as permanent customers. Most children in the forma-

tive pre-teen years are not interested in psychological sex

dramas or the like; and most conscientious parents these days

try to exercise at least a modicum of control over pre-teen

moviegoing. In my own case, this has meant time after time

that my children, anxious to go to the movies, have found

nothing worth seeing.

0

As I write these paragraphs I glance at the advertisements

for the subsequent run double bills in my community. 1 find an

adventure spectacle—which would be fine for the youngsters

—

teamed with a minor league sexpose; a western shares a double

bill with one of Tennessee Williams' steamier studies. And so

it goes. Of course, I could cite a number of extremely success-

ful recent films w hich have been ideal for children to see, maybe

there ought to be more of these films.

My major point, however, is that there is a sort of self-

strangulating process going on in the movie business. At one

and the same time the total number of pictures is being reduced

and the number of pictures not good for children is being in-

creased. In some instances, this has been what I am convinced

is a deliberate policy, embarked upon by producers or dis-

tributors because today's moviegoers are more selective and it

is usually easier to sell a "hot" film than a kiddie classic. Such

a policy, in my judgment, is penny wise and pound foolish. It

is turning a whole generation of kids away from moviegoing.

I do not speak here of the teenagers, whose standards of

taste in every era have defied either description or analysis.

Actually, so much is oriented toward the teen-age market that

perhaps the older folks are getting as bad a shake as the little

kids in the moviegoing department.

Perhaps there is no necessity to inculcate the moviegoing

habit in youngsters. After all, children learn to smoke and

drink coffee when they grow up, so they can also learn to go

to the movies. But meanwhile, just think of all those extra

tickc: calc3 tha: the theatres may be losing right now.
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By Philip R. Ward

THE CONFUSING WORLD OF CORPORATE MOVIE-
DOM. Mike Sorrentino (the name is fictitious, the facts true)

is harrassed, not unpuzzled and, to a great degree, mighty

chary of movie stocks. But Mike's not selling.

Mike, a former exhibitor, who writes that his sole affiliations

with his once-loved industry is an expiring subscription to

Film BULLETIN and odd shares in 20th-Fox, Loew's Thea-

tres, MGM and Universal, renders this not entirely biased

opinion of the current moil: "If the stock market reacts to

product, I'm dead. Even if it reacts to what the public thinks

about a good deal of the trash that is being turned out, I'm

dead, too. But for one reason or another, the stock market is

reacting to something far, far removed from the standards I

would set in determining value. I've even made a few points

this year, here and there. So who am I to complain. Maybe
I never belonged in the business . .

." And so on.

a

Sonar soundings to the depths of things, turn up surprising

shock waves. For instance, Spring boxoffice is disappointing.

So, also, is product. Indeed, the I960 year has provided little

in the way of distinction. Yet, the few fly-specks of top calibre

work the industry has managed is pulling weight—and then

some. Of course, the hard-ticket shows, "Ben Hur" and "Can

Can" have been superb. Bread and butter fare has been notably

lacking. We've had some successes like "Operation Petticoat ",

"Please Don't Eat the Daisies", "Suddenly Last Summer" (in

selected spots), but this class of audience-pulling middle-budget

product has run in desperate quantity. In answer to this void

in generally gratifying entertainment, the market in movie

shares has responded diffidently but not downwardly. One
explanation must certainly be the surprisingly robust recent

profit reports of key firms, plus a roseate outlook for the

summer ahead.

20th-Fox, recovering from a year, or more, of disappointment,

reported a solid spurt in earnings for the first quarter of its

current fiscal year as against the corresponding period last year.

Per share income rose from $.41 to $.69. All indications point

to continuation of the pace.

Universal, as super-charged as film companies can get in these

times, is preening itself for comeback firm-of-the-year honors

—and deservedly. With a hot profits record immediately be-

hind it and "Spartacus" to come, UI is a name to be reckoned

with—and will be for some time to come. The momentum is

great and is growing.

M-G-M is pure Horatio Alger. Not only does the Joe Vogel

operation figure to top its superlative 19*>9 performance, it

figures, too, to lead in (a) gross, (b) profits, (c) cash posiiin

and (d) potential stock appreciation. With the full disclove

of its mighty rejuvenation (it will be impressive to the t-

treme), M-G-M shares, now irritably docile, will take ful o

flight. Packing emphasis is the fact that up-coming prom
is the best in years. And the "Ben Hur" gross will astoil

Columbia Picture, a comparative laggard of late, is undia

young and aggressive management, making of a show of rs-

sertion. Impending product, by all reports, is topnotch d

boxoffice-worthy. Slowed by the transition from one-man dqi-

nation to rule-by-team, Columbia has shifted, too, from a r|i-

men of do-it-yourself studio operations to the distribution »f

independently made film. In this vein, some of the best In

makers in the business, are finding the Columbia aegis frier
y

sanctuary. We look for stock market recognition shortly. I

United Artists, as ever, wearing well in the Profit & 1^

sheets, entered I960 as the most consistent growth concerr n

the trade. UA may, however, come a cropper the latter pori n

of this year, owing to what, for UA at least, seems a mil y

sub-par product line-up. A bonanza of more representa e

UA product is on tap—but too far ahead to be entered in 1
(

).

Warner Brothers, having scaled its summit about one ur

ago, is in slight decline—but only from a relative point if

view. After reaching a peak last year, the road has been do i-

hill of late, a spate of unsuccessful films being the clue.

Paramount, it would seem, requires an Eleventh Comma 1-

ent. Interminably wrapped up in the other ten, the compa s

fortunes appear bereft without them. Declining revenues d

profits from film production makes Paramount a question; le

entry in the recovery sweepstakes seen elsewhere. Howeveia

continuing sound cash position and the potential in pay-as-'U

TV bolsters its standing.

For these reasons, as we see them, selected film shares
-

e

resisting a decline which current conditions would seem o

impose. If anything, a fair number of companies cited eai-'r

in this report may be viewed—in speculative terms only-u

undervalued situations. If we were holding much of what Nw

Sorrentino is holding, we wouldn't sell either—confusion orp.

A a H

PROOF POSITIVE that film shares may be nobody's patsy b

balance of this year, comes from the Film BULLETIN CiniM

Aggregate. In May Film Company shares zipped to 209 ,

/
4,|k

10% point from the preceding month. This is the second h

>

est reading in the six-year history of the Cinema Aggrege-

Leaders of the uprising: 2()th-Fox and Universal. Theatre shjes

were down 3 1
/, points.
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No problems concern exhibitors more

than the dwindling product supply

and the ominous threat of toll tele-

vision. TOA president Albert M.

Pickus dealt candidly and construc-

tively with both issues in a recent

speech before a joint convention of

the Alabama, Georgia and Tennessee

TOA units. His remarks are pre

sented below.

These have been busy days for our

industry and particularly for TOA. It

has been six months since I assumed

the Presidency of National TOA. Since

last November I have traveled over

18.000 miles, and addressed many state

units. Everywhere I have been struck

by the mounting determination of ex-

hibitors to work together to solve their

own problems. I am also happy to

report that in all my contacts with the

film companies and with the Producers

in Hollywood, I have found a growing

i respect for TOA.

I should like to report to you today

on the program of TOA, and some of

the major problems and projects facing

exhibition. But I should like to con-

fine the greater portion of what I have

to discuss with you to the one item I

consider most critical and vital to our

survival—and that is Product.

When I assumed the TOA Presi-

dency on Nov. 10th, and delivered my

acceptance speech, I used these words:

"I believe in and I dedicate myself

to bringing more playable product into

the market place."

This continues to be my prime goal.

I I am convinced there would be few un-

i solvable problems today facing the mo-

i don picture theatre industry, if we had

an adequate supply of good, market-

able product from Hollywood.

With enough film, theatres could

plan, book and merchandise their wares

aggressively and intelligently, instead

of operating on a day-by-day basis,

never knowing what next week's film

will be. They could pass up the ques-

tionable film, or the exorbitantly priced

j

ones. They could select those films

they believe best suited for their situa-

tions, and go a long way towards re-

instilling the movie habit in their com-

munity. They could earn a reasonable

profit, and plow part of this money
back into modernization. They could

pay a greater total gross film rental,

thanks to increased patronage, to the

film companies, and thus encourage

. even more production.

With more pictures and renewed

, public support, they would be in a far

better position to withstand any future

release of old pictures to free television

or pay television, and the income they

Two Key Issues—

PRODUCT SUPPLY

TOLL-TV THREAT

could furnish to the film companies

would make these distributors re-evalu-

ate the theatre market and be less prone

to listen to the blandishments of TV
film buyers and Pay-TV advocates. Yes,

more pictures would bring a revolution

in our industry.

Just two decades ago, back in 1940.

Hollywood gave us 473 feature films.

One decade ago, in 1950, they gave us

425 releases to work with. Last year,

in 1959, we had an all-time modern

low of 224 new Hollywood pictures.

MORE IMPORTS

This year, we will be lucky if we get

the same 224 total. When the Screen

Actors strike stopped production for

33 long days, the film companies

padded their release schedules with

foreign-made and foreign-produced pic-

tures, many of which will reach your

screens with dubbed English sound

tracks. Some will make money; many

are of questionable boxoffice value to

ALBERT PICKUS

the average theatre. Of the 138 pic-

tures which the 10 major film compan-

ies will release through July 31st, 37

or 25% will be of foreign origin. And
that 138 total, incidentally, is nine pic-

tures less than we got through July

31, 1959. Hollywood rushed back into

production after the strike, but I re-

peat what I said a moment ago—we
will be lucky to get as many pictures

in I960 as we got in 1959, and many
of those we get because of their alien

origin and unknown names, will do

little for us.

Confirmation of this prediction

comes from Hollywood's own produc-

tion statistics. As of May 15th of this

year, the major companies in Holly-

wood had put only 40 pictures before

their cameras since the first of the year,

and 23 of these films are still in pro-

duction. A year ago, in May 1959,

Hollywood had started 48 pictures.

Two years ago, on May 15, 1958, the

major companies had started 94 pic-

tures—more than twice as many as this

year.

You well know that the average

theatre, playing a double-feature two-

change-per-week policy, needs 208 pic-

tures just to operate each year. Draw-

ing on a 224-picture supply, and par-

ticularly in competitive situations where

product must be split or shared through

bidding, the harshness of the picture

shortage becomes crystal clear. Why
right here in Atlanta, with some 10

first-run houses, that 224 total means

only 22 pictures per theatre if all were

playable in premiere houses.

We need at least 300 pictures a year

for the average theatre to have a fight-

ing chance to operate aggressively,

sensibly and profitably. A total of 350,

made with the same quality of current

(C ontinued on Piigc I i)
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PRODUCT AND PAY-TV

^Vo Product lnrren.se by lingers Foreseen
Continued from Page 1

1

Hollywood, would enable us to turn

the corner and literally put some flesh

on the theatre bones.

And where are we going to get the

additional pictures?

I would answ er you rhetorically, and

quite candidly, that under present con-

ditions, I do not believe that we will

get them from the existing film com-

panies.

I have great respect for the sincerity

of the heads of our film companies. I

am convinced they would like to keep

e\ery theatre operating, and know a

healthy theatre industry is necessary for

their future.

I have checked their annual state-

ments, and their gross incomes. Of
their total S~81-million dollar gross, "5

per cent of it came from theatres. The
other 25 per cent came from television,

from real estate, from records, and

from lesser side activities. You would
think that if they received 75 per cent

of all their income from one class of

customers they would do everything

within their power to insure the health

and continuance of this market. But,

the movie business is a strange business.

STOCKHOLDERS RULE

Overriding all the responsibilities of

the film company presidents is their

obligation to their stockholders to

make money. They themselves no
longer have theatres of their own w hich

they must keep supplied. Every one of

them except Disney is currently making
a profit; record profits for some of

them. From their point of view, the

present total output of between 200
and 250 pictures a year is sound busi-

ness. Why should they make more,
and risk dilution of their profits.

And because all fear criticism from
disgruntled stockholders, all undoubt-

edly are weighing the cash value of

their libraries. I am certain all are pre-

pared for the day when business condi-

tions dictate a need for quick cash, to

dispose of a portion of these libraries

to free television. There are current

unsubstantiated rumors in the industry

that at least two of the major compan-
ies have earmarked some of their films

for TV packages. The only slightly

mitigating feature is my personal be-

lief that all the companies were so

burned in their current release revenues
by their dumping of pre-48 product on
TV back in 1954 and 1955 that any

future sales will be on a limited, con-

trolled basis of a relatively few pictures

a year.

And I am sure you read in the trade

papers just a few weeks ago of reports

that 20th Century-Fox and MGM were
contemplating association with the

Matty Fox Skiatron Pay-TV system,

which would have involved their Post-

48 libraries. A committee of exhibitors,

including from TOA past president

George Kerasotes, Assistant to the Pres-

ident Sumner Redstone, our treasurer

S. H. Fabian, our Decrees Revision

Committeeman Stuart Aaron, and our
General Counsel Herman M. Levy, met
quickly in Washington with Acting

Assistant Attorney General Robert A.

Bicks, head of the Department of Jus-

tice's Anti-Trust Division, to acquaint

him with these reports. Perhaps the

revelations of Mr. Matty Fox's financial

dealings reported by the Securities and

Exchange Commission may have taken

some of the aura of glamor off a deal

with him for the film companies. None-
theless, I am certain every film com-

pany is weighing the possible potential

of Pay-TV as a source of income.

It would appear that with good cur-

rent profits, and with a Free TV and

Pay-TV picture sales possibility, none

of the film companies are taking the

current long-range look at our industry,

to appreciate the fact that theatres, fed

a healthy, nourishing diet of enough

pictures, could return profits at least

equal, if not far exceeding, the pie-in-

the-sky million-dollar promises of tele-

vision, be it Free or Pay.

No, I don't believe the present film

companies will give us any appreciable

increase in pictures. Where then, will

they come from?

I maintain no one is going to help

exhibition but the exhibitor. Only w hen

the exhibitor digs down in his pocket

and comes up with cash to finance

more pictures, w ill he get more pictures.

I firmly believe the time has arrived

when exhibitors must act in unity to

form some sort of a company capable

of financing additional product. A
company w hich can go to the w onder-

ful creative talent in Hollywood—and

believe me I know first-hand that there

are men ready and able to make more

good pictures if the financing could be

arranged—with the money to start ad-

ditional cameras turning. Only then

will w e get more pictures.

And I don't think it will require

many pictures. Such a company would
probably finance a few pictures the first

year; thereafter, perhaps one picture a

month. They would be good pictures,

but not necessarily very expensive pic-

tures. Many would earn a profit.

And what would happen? I think

two immediate results would be: (1)

realization by the film companies that

they no longer hold a monopoly on the

source of fare for our screens; and (2)

the film companies would find they still

will earn good theatre profits despite

the introduction of this new compe-
tition.

And if I know Hollywood, and after

35 years in this business I think I have

a fair feeling for it, as soon as the film

companies see the exhibitor's organiza-

tion turning out film, they will step up
their own release schedules appreciahly.

I foresee a snow-balling effect.

UP TO EXHIBITORS

You may have read in the trade

papers that the major theatre com-

panies are planning to put up money
to organize such a company to make
more movies. If the money is forth-

coming there would be a war chest of

approximately S2,000,000 initially. The
major theatre companies then hope in-

dependent exhibitors would invest in

this company. I hope this will come to

pass, and come quickly, and if it does,

we will support it.

If, for any number of reasons, this

plan does not get going quickly I am
convinced the impetus must come from

you and from me—the smaller theatre

operators, and the smaller circuits. We
must embark on a program of getting

more pictures for ourselves; I know of

no way exhibition can do it other than

to do it itself.

There have been some current efforts

in exhibition circles to buy up the

"blockbusters'" in the Post-48 libraries

of the major film companies as a means

of keeping these films in theatrical re-

release circles. It is felt that these are

the only films that would mean any-

thing if presented on television; the

run-of-the-mill product offers less of a

threat to current theatre grosses. I

cannot argue with this thinking, but I

do not think buying Post-48s is the

answer. We nted more product; more
new product.

We must stop working day-by-day

and plan long range to protect our-

Conlinued on Page 21
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"Strangers When We Meet"

Su4CHC44 IRcU&K? O O O
Glossy production, good marquee names, but unconvinc-

ing story of sex in suburbia. Douglas, Kim Novak head

cast. O.K. grosser, especially in mass market.

Sex in suburbia comes in for another view in this study of

unfulfilled emotional desires and infidelity in a seemingly nor-

mal California community. With Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak

and Ernie Kovacs offering a solid marquee line-up, "Strangers

When We Meet" shapes up as a pretty good commercial

property, especially in the mass market. Discriminating audi-

ences are apt to be disappointed, for few of the characters

achieve real stature and the story fails to be convincing. Pro-

ducer-director Richard Quine has done a first-rate job of mount-

ing his story in as visually appealing way as possible, but his

Eastman Color CinemaScope production does not compensate

for the slow moments and implausibility of Evan Hunter's

screenplay, based on his best-selling novel. Douglas strives with

only fair success to bring credibility to his role of the talented

and idealistic architect who turns to Kim Novak as a result of

his wife's constant nagging. Kim is lovely to look at and under-

plays his beautiful neighbor, neglected once too often by her

inattentive husband. During most of the 117 minute running

time, the story follows their hesitant attraction for each other,

their clandestine meetings, and their major and minor quar-

rels. In between, a collection of colorful suburbanites parade

back and forth at cocktail parties, in kitchens, and in the com-

munity shopping area. Kovacs plays the rather straight role of

a successful novelist who commissions Douglas to build him a

house. Good support comes from Barbara Rush as Douglas'

strong-willed wife and Walter Matthau as a prying neighbor

who uncovers the affair and unsuccessfully tries his own luck

with Miss Rush. A high moment comes when an enraged Doug-

las knocks down Matthau, who asks, "Tell me how I'm any

worse than you are!" When Douglas is offered a "dream oppor-

tunity" to create a model city in Hawaii, he tells Miss Novak

he is willing to give it up and start life anew with her. After

his encounter with Matthau, Miss Rush reveals that she knows

all, then begs him not to desert her and their sons. The ending

finds Douglas and Miss Novak parting for good.

Columbia. 117 minutes. Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak, Ernie Kovacs. Produced and
directed by Richard Quine.

"Hercules Unchained"

ScuUteu. IZttUf Q Q Q
Successor to "Herco/es". Italian-made spectacle in color

has plenty of saleable ingredients. Levine ballyhoo will

sell it. Looks good for general market.

This is a lavish, action-filled, Italian-made sequel to last sea-

son's spectacular boxoffice blockbuster "Hercules." It has the

same promotional strong points and the same dramatic weak-

nesses as its predecessor. With Steve Reeves cast once again as

the physically-impressive Greek god, and Joseph E. Levine

backing this Warner Brothers release with all his vaunted bally-

hoomanship, exhibitors in the general market can look for-

ward to another boxoffice winner. In this installment of th

strong man's adventures, Hercules is called upon to defeat th
jj

son of the earth goddess, the giant Antaeus (Primo Camera)
1

1

escape from the seductive clutches of the sadistic Queen Orr! h
phale Sylvia (Lopez), singlehandedly destroy a pack of man l;

eating tigers, and save his beautiful bride Iole (Sylvia Koscina I

and his beloved city of Thebes from the hands of a pair oH
greedy brothers. Director Pietro Francisci has placed the err) I

phasis on exciting spectacle sequences rather than story credi >

bility, and he rarely allows the adventure to suffer a dul MJ

moment. The Eastman Color Dyaliscope screen is continuallM"

charged with chariot races, dancing girls, acts of violence, feat I

of daring, and the climactic battle fought on the plains o II

Thebes. Reeves is at his muscular best in the title role, Misi

Koscina and Lopez are delightful to look at, and Gabriel

Antonini is fine as the young, but wise, Ulysses. The English i

dubbing is good. Enroute to Thebes, Hercules comes upon it! I

blind and exiled King who recounts how his two sons, Eteocle

and Polynices have broken their vows to share the kingdom an

plan to battle for control. Hercules sets out as a peacemaker, bu

near the island of Lydia, he drinks the waters of forgetfulnes

and becomes the prisoner of Queen Omphale who, when sh

tires of her lovers, has them killed and preserved in life-lik

form. He eventually regains his memory and escapes. In Thebe;

he rescues Iole, about to be thrown to the tigers, and saves th
!

city after Polynices and Eteocles slay each other in combat.

Warner Brothers. 101 minutes. Steve Reeves. Produced by Bruno Vailati. Directe

by Pietro Francisci.

"The Electronic Monster"

%U4CHe44 IRaUt? © plus

Routine science-horror item. Fair supporting dualler.

The electronic monster in this Columbia release is neithe

a monster nor a man-made robot, it's a tranquilizing machin

in the hands of an evil and egomaniacal scientist obsessed wit

mastering the minds of the patients in his psychotherapy clink
(

Strictly standard laboratory hocus-pocus, it should serve as

dualler in action sub-runs and drive-ins. An assortment of mui|

ders, sexy dance-dream sequences and "electronic" music bi

Soundrama provide mild exploitation angles, and avid thril

fans may overlook Charles Eric Maine's laborious screenpla\

Director Montgomery Tully gets the most out of the slim stor

doings. Rod Cameron is stolid as the adventurous insuranc

investigator sent to Europe to look into the mysterious deat

of a famous movie star, and Mary Murphy pleasantly supplie

the lady-in-peril ingredient. Meredith Edwards, a duped scien

tist, and Peter Illing, his sadistic counterpart contribute goo

support. Shortly after arriving in France, Cameron meets th

dead star's publicity agent and learns that the latter's client ha

been a patient at Illing's clinic. A few hours later the agent i

found murdered. Cameron visits Edwards who reluctantly di;

closes that the treatment administered at the clinic is in th

form of electronic hypnosis to relax the minds of neurotic pes

sons. Cameron tells Edwards of his suspicions and Edwards beg

Illing to stop the treatment until they can prove its results u

not fatal. Illing refuses and later kills Edward's wife when sh

uncovers proof of Illing's mad scheme. Cameron and Edward

raid the clinic, kill Illing, and destroy the lethal equipment.

Columbia. 72 minutes. Rod Cameron, Mary Murphy. Produced by Alec C. Snov

den. Directed by Montgomery Tully.
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"Wild River"

gW<rj4 "R*u*t O O ©
ating is for class houses, rates lower in general mar-
et. Strong Kazan drama with social significance.

Producer-director Elia Kazan, a man whose name has long

een associated with first-rate stage and screen entertainment,

,as produced a significant motion picture dealing with the

tilings, dignity and strengths of human beings. A potent and

Dsorbing study of proud, depression-weary Tennessee folk

>rced to give up their land in order that the Tennessee Valley

uthority can inaugurate its mammoth dam-building projects,

Wild River" emerges a film with quality written all over it.

he boxoffice performance of this DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope

3th Century-Fox release should be good in class situations, but

rosses in the general market will depend on the promotional

Jort put behind it. Montgomery Clift and Lee Remick, who
:ored so memorably in "Anatomy of a Murder," provide fair

larquee power. Word-of-mouth concerning Jo Van Fleet's

erformance (one which might net her an Oscar) will be a fur-

ler plus factor. Kazan and scripter Paul Osborn have built

leir story from the novels of William Bradford Huie ("Mud

p the Stars") and Bordon Deal ("Dunbar's Cove") and the

;sult is a literate and visually effective drama centering around

)-year-old matriarchal Miss Van Fleet, whose refusal to sell

er island farm to the government stalls the final stages of the

nd-fiooding program. With the coming of the TVA's dams,

le rampaging Tennessee River can be checked, devastation

iminated, and progress, in the form of electricity and other

ersonal comforts, instituted. But Miss Van Fleet holds out,

?r refusal to capitulate being not so much the result of ignor-

lt stubborness as it is a sense of inner pride and dignity, a deep
•ve for the land she has worked for a lifetime. Running paral-

11 to her fruitless struggle is the conflict of Clift, a young dedi-

ited TVA agent who refuses to allow his compassion to oblit-

ate the importance of the flood-controlling project. His job is

!> get Miss Van Fleet off her land before the valley is com-

letely flooded, but he wants to do it by reason, not by force,

is love for Miss Remick, Miss Van Fleet's widowed grand-

lughter, and his own strong convictions, allow him to retain

Is

own dignity in the face of insurmountable odds, including

beating at the hands of a vicious mob. In supporting roles:

lbert Salmi, leader of the bullies, Jay C. Flippen, one of Miss
an Fleet's not-so-bright sons, and Barbara Loden, a local TVA
'orker, all contribute splendidly. Photographer Ellsworth Fred-

jCks has made full use of the authentic Tennessee locales,

enyon Hopkins' music is most effective.

Ih Century-Fox. 110 minutes. Montgomery Clift, Lee Remick, Jo Van Fleet. Pro-
ced and directed by Elia Kazan.

"Michael Strogoff

smoke of adventurous classic a strong action import,
color, C'Scope. Curt Jurgens stars. Good dualler.

"Michael Strogoff," French-made, English-dubbed Cinema-
ope Color adventure drama about one of fiction's most dash-

g and heroic figures, is one of the best of recent spectacle

iports to land on these shores. Based on Jules Verne's classic

le about the perilous journey of a Russian captain traveling

cognito across four-thousand miles of revolt-torn Siberia to

deliver a secret message, and starring handsome Curt Jurgens

and lovely Genevieve Page, this Continental Distributing, Inc.

release shapes up as good entertainment for action and adven-

ture fans. As an attraction, it should be rated a fair dualler

for the general market. Director Carmine Ciallone has loaded

his adventure package with exciting ingredients of striking

scenic effects chases, intrigue, suspense and romance. The ob-

stacles confronting Jurgens on his mission never cease. He is

beset by spies, gypsies and hostile tribesmen, and forced to

wrestle a bear to the death, undertake a daring river escape

under enemy fire, and watch his mother being publicly whipped.

Finally captured, a brutal Tartar Chief orders his eyes put out

by a red-hot sword. Jurgens is well cast as the fearless courier

and Miss Page supplies a strong love angle as the woman
assigned to travel with him as his wife. Henri Nassiet is good

as the traitorous ex-Army Colonel who brings about Jurgen s

capture. Although Miss Page is violently opposed to traveling

with Jurgens, she does so in return for the release of her im-

prisoned father. Eventually, she falls in love with him. After

his capture and blinding she learns his true identity and helps

him complete his journey. The ending finds Nassiet dead, the

Tartars defeated, and Jurgen's eyesight restored (the execu-

tioner had been bribed not to press the sabre on his eyes).

Continental Distributing, Inc. 115 minutes. Curt Jurgens, Genevieve Page. Pro-
duced by John Spigler. Directed by Carmine Gallone.

"Walk Like A Dragon"

ScuiKcu 'Rating O plus

Off-beat period western deals with early days of Chi-

nese immigration in Cal. Good racial angle. Fair dualler.

The little publicized plight of Chinese immigrants seeking a

better life in 19th Century California form the basis for this

minor outdoor film. It can be best described as a racial-western

about an intolerant white gunslinger and a proud Chinese im-

migrant, both vying for the love of an Oriental slave girl. Un-

fortunately, producer-director-writer James Clavell and co-

scripter Daniel Mainwaring have placed too much emphasis on

sermonizing—slavery of either body or soul has no place in a

free society—and not enough on action. Nevertheless, this Para-

mount release, while lacking any marquee names, is laced with

a number of exploitable items (girls for sale in a San Francisco

slave market, singer Mel Torme, cast as a bible-quoting gunman,

some minor vignettes on intolerance, and several good gun

fights) which, if properly promoted, should make it a fair sec-

ond feature in action houses and drive-ins. Jack Lord's portrayal

of the man who finally overcomes his prejudices is a controlled

study of outer ruggedness and inner confusion, and James Shi-

geta is effective as the immigrant who resents his countrymen

groveling in front of whites. Nobu McCarthy is appealing as

the ignorant slave girl who blossoms into a mature and under-

standing woman. Shocked at seeing Miss McCarthy about to

be sold into prostitution, Lord buys her and then sets her free.

When she refuses to leave him, he is forced to take her home.

The citizens refuse to accept her as an equal and because they

fear Lord's prowess with a gun, strike back at him economically.

Lord soon falls in love with her and asks her to marry him.

Meanwhile, Shigeta gets Torme to teach him how to shoot and

unwillingly kills his teacher in a fair fight. He then challenges

Lord. Miss McCarthy is forced to choose between them to avoid

bloodshed. She chooses Shigeta.

Paramount. 95 minutes. Jack Lord, Nobu McCarthy, James Shigeta. Produced
and directed by James Clavell.
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"The Brides of Dracula"

fttXtUf O O PLUS

Another Hammer thriller, in Technicolor. Backed by

strong exploitation, it should draw well in action market.

The horror-makers from England (Hammer) who raised

goose bumps on audiences and profits for exhibitors ("Horror

of Dracula," "Blood of the Vampire," etc.) have conjured up

another installment of the vampire series. This episode emerges

somewhat tamer than some of its predecessors, but it still has

ample graveyard gimmicks to make it an enticing entry for the

horror addicts. Bats whisk through eerie looking castles and

deserted windmills, coffins creak open, terrified coachmen race

their black steeds through bleak and wind-swept forests, crosses

appear, and the "undead" return to their resting places at the

first sign of dawn. All of this has been smartly produced in

mood-setting Technicolor and cleverly directed by Terence

Fisher who achieves an appropriate balance between the gro-

tesque and the believable. The Universal-International show-

men are planning to back their release with a hard-hitting

exploitation campaign which should roll up above-average

grosses in the action and ballyhoo houses. David Peel is the

current descendant of the notorious Count Dracula and while

he is slightly less frightening than many of his predecessors,

he still manages to stir up some chilling moments draining

blood from his young female victims who immediately grow

fangs and become obedient members of his cult. Peter Cushing

is stolid as the doctor who does in the vampire, and Yvonne
Monlaur gives a convincing performance as one of the fiend's

intended brides. Martita Hunt as the vampire's mother and

Freda Jackson as his demented helper add to the ghoulish

atmosphere. The Jimmy Sangster-Peter Bryan-Edward Percy

screenplay has Peel tricking Mile Monlaur into setting him free.

Cushing finally traps him in a burning windmill.

Universal-International. 85 minutes. Peter Cushing. Martita Hunt. Yvonne Mon-
laur. Freda Jackson. Produced by Anthony Hinds. Directed by Terence Fisher.

"The Giant of Marathon"

'8CUCHC44. &«UHf © ®
Italian-made spectacle in color should satisfy in action

market. Returns depend on strength of promotion
campaign. Steve Reeves supplies marquee strength.

Here's another of those splashy Italian-made spectacles in

the style of "Hercules", and the question exhibitors must ask

is this: Will M-G-M back it with a Joe Levine type of cam-

paign? The boxoffice performance depends on the answer. War
and peace in ancient Greece, plus feats of great physical skill

set the storyline for this dubbed import. With Steve ("Her-

cules") Reeves supplying brawny marquee strength, alluring

French star Mylene Demongeot the beauty, and the Eastman

Color Dyalscope screen overflowing with vigorous Olympic
games, sensuous dancing girls, invading Persian armies and
mighty on-land-and-sea battles, "The Giant of Marathon" will

satisfy the undiscriminating adventure-action fans and the kid-

dies. It's definitely not for the class trade. Director Jacques

Tourneur hasn't spared the chariots or the calamities, although

the film has its share of dreary moments. Reeves looks every

bit the Olympic hero he's supposed to be and Mile. Demongeo:
is a picture of beauty as the girl who loves him. Sergio Fantoni

is fine as her traitorous fiance. The plot finds a massive Persian

army preparing to attack defensively weak Athens. Fantoni,

desiring Reeves on his side, tries to trap him through his beai

tiful mistress. When this fails, he kidnaps Mile. Demongeo
As the enemy moves nearer, the Athenian Senate dispatche

Reeves to Sparta for help. After several hand-to-hand encour

ters with Fantoni's henchmen, he gets the Spartans to agrel

but only when the Gods say they should. The battles go again:

the Athenians, but Reeves and 100 loyal guardsmen hold o

the Persians until the Spartans finally arrive. The enemy
:

driven into the sea, Fantoni is killed, and Mile. Demongeot an
j

Reeves look forward to a life of peace.

M-G-M. 92 minutse. Steve Reeves, Mylene Demongeot. Produced by Brur
Vailati. Directed by Jacques Tourneur.

"Macumha Love"

GcuUeu TZcxUHf O PLUS

Bizarre gimmick film has exploitables. In color.

This minor item offers showmen some bizarre exploitatio)

opportunities. Made in Eastman Color, it deals with barbari

voodoo rites, gruesome murders and tropical romance. Again;

some luscious, on-location Brazilian backgrounds, produce)

director Douglas Fowley parades a collection of shrunken head

primitive sex dances, screaming women, pulsating calypso nurr

bers and an assortment of killings which include death by giar

hat pins and poisonous snakes. In short, this United Artisl

release is a gimmick film from beginning to end, which should

satisfy those susceptible to ballyhoo. Lacking marquee strengt

and hampered by amateurish acting and an erratic script, it i

suited only to the lower half of duallers in the minor actio!

and drive-in markets. Norman Graham's script has Walter Ree

gathering information for a book he hopes will expose mysteri

ous voodoo practices. When he comes across a mutilated bod]

he visits the high priestess of the voodoo cult, who warns hir

to leave the island before tragedy befalls himself, his daughtei

June Wilkinson, and her husband, William Wellman,
J:

Things come to a head when Wellman is kidnapped by som,

natives and carried off into the jungle as a voodoo sacrifice, an

Reed discovers Ziva Rodann, a wealthy divorcee, has becom

the mindless instrument of the priestess. Miss Rodann is aboi

to do Wellman in with a poisoned hatpin when Reed and th

police arrive. The priestess is killed and Miss Rodann is n
leased from her spell.

United Artists. 86 minutes. Walter Reed, Ziva Rodann. William Wellman, J-

June Wilkinson. Produced and Directed by Douglas Fowley.
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Newsmakers

Product Hopes Brighten

Exhibition's hopes for obtaining more product were given

fl last week by developments on two fronts. In the held of

new production, rive of the nation's leading theatre circuits

deposited $2,000,000 to start a production company, as sug-

gested by ACE. The circuits—American Broadcasting-Para-

mount, Loew s, National Theatres and Television, Inc., RKO
and Stanley Warner—said the money is the nucleus of a planned

national fund which will be augmented by the participation of

independent exhibitors. It was reported that substantial addi-

tional sums already have been promised by other theatre firms.

Presidents S. H.' Fabian (SVC ), left, Leonard Goldenson
(AB-PT), Eugene Picker (Loew s), B. Gerald Cantor (NT&T)

and Sol A. Schwartz (RKO) represented their

tirms at the finalizing meeting. As for the ACE
•jj^fc pl ;ln '0 acquire post- 1948 films for theatrical re-

issue, that will get financial backing from MPI, if

a proposal remov ing the 15 per cent limitation on

»tfjt 'he mutual investor group's spending is approved
at its upcoming stockholders' meet. According to

the MPI proxy statement, the lifting of the limita-

» tion is needed to consummate deals like the one

f^ with 20th-Fox currently under consideration. The
deal was engineered by an ACE-MPI committee

—

including Ben Marcus, chairman of the ACE com-
mittee on post-'48 product; H. E. Jameyson, chair-

man of MPI, Inc., and the Commonwealth Thea-
tres, and Richard Orear, president of Common-
wealth—meeting with a Fox group headed b\

president Spyros P. Skouras. Under terms of the

deal, MPI would select 12 films a year from Fox
product ( 19-49-1958), with distributor guaranteed
a reported $80,000 on each one, after expenses of

distribution, sales, prints and ads. Net rentals

over S80,000 per picture would be shared on a

basis yet to be reached. The ACE-MPI group also

was negotiating with Columbia for a similar deal.

*rofit Picture

Allied Artists Pictures Corp. and its sub-

diaries made a net profit of Sl,005,955

11.03 per share) for the 39 weeks ended
larch 26, 196(1, as compared to a net loss

f S190.424 (—$.25 per share) for the

imilar period last year, it was announced

y president Steve Broidy (above).

First-quarter business for RKO Theatres.

IK., a division of Glen Alden Corp., was
a little better'' than in the corresponding

959 span, but was held down somewhat b\

he talent strike, RKO president Sol A.

chvvart/ said.

Decca Records, Inc.. parent company of

niversal, increased the regular quarterly

ividend from S.25 to $.30 per share on
apital stock payable June 29, I960, to

tockh«.!ders of record at close of business
unc 15, I960.

Loew s Ups Board
Loevv's Theatres stock-

holders increased the mini-

mum number of directors

from six to nine, maximum
from 10 to 15, then elected

five new board members.

They are: Charles Benenson,

James Bruce, Lewis Gruher,

Preston R. Tisch and Jay

Wells—all reportedly mem-
bers of majority 'holder

Laurence A. Tisch's camp.

President Eugene Picker.

(left). L. Tisch said the firm

planned expansion in theatre-

held, other areas.

New Production Team
I'nited Artists vice president Roger

H. Lewis, (right) and national pro-

motion chief Fred Goldberg flank

new production team of actor Don
Murray (2nd from lift) and producer

Walter Wood, who announced forma-

tion of Murrav-Wood Productions to

turn out three features annually, the

first to be "The Hoodlum Priest",

for L;A release.

Skouras Upbeat
"Although the movies have been faced

with an unnatural competitor (TV), thev

are surviving, and getting stronger, and arc-

now over the hump." That decidedly up-

beat message was delivered by 20th-Fox

president Spyros P. Skouras (above) to a

gathering of Detroit exhibitors, and his

words made front-page banner headlines and

pictures in the Detroit Free Press. Skouras

also declared that TV would regret it if

first-run films were shown on the small

screen, because it would lead to the down-
fall of theatres, the whole movie industry.

O'Donnell Memorial
Discussing plans for Robert J. O'Donnell

Memorial Research Laboratories, so be built

at Saranac Lake as a tribute to the late-

chairman of the Will Rogers Memorial Hos-

pital and Research Laboratories, (left to

right): Dr. Edgar Mayer, medical adviser

to the board; president A. Montague: finance

chmn. Eugene Picker, V P. Richard F. Walsh.

Headliners . . .

More than 400 entertainment indus-

try leaders honored RKO Theatres

chieftain Sol Schwartz at movies' an-

nual l :JA luncheon . . . Martin Brown
named treasurer of AB-PT after year

in assistant post . . . Industry mourn-
ing pioneer exhibitor Gus Kerasotes

. . . Joseph Decker to AIP treasurer

post . . . MPAA's Mrs. Margaret
Tvvyman, veteran movie public rela-

tions expert Maurice Bergman to

speak at first Maryland TOA meet.





AD TALK. Embassy's version of P. T. Barnum, president Joseph E.

Levine (left) discusses "Hercules Unchained" ad with vice president

Eddie Solomon. Film is due for July saturation bow.

Levine Hailed as Filmdom's Barnum;

He Labors, Spends to Merit Moniker

Through the years, a sufficient num-

ber of free-wheeling film showmen
have been canonized in the press as

reincarnations of the fabled P. T. Bar-

num to dilute the praise into ordinary

journalistic comparison. But when the

staid, respected New York Times is

moved to compare Embassy Pictures'

dynamic president Joseph E. Levine to

the storied barker, then it's time to sit

up and take notice.

Noted the Times recently: "Spend-

in money like a Croesus on a binge,

he plows roughly ten times the pur-

chase figure (of a film) in to con-

centrated advertising and promotion

campaigns ... It has never been done

quite this way before in the history of

the motion-picture business. The fuss,

the hoopla and the ballyhoo are some-

what reminiscent of Phineas Taylor

Barnum." And Levine is calling on

everything in his promotional arsenal

for his latest picture, "Hercules Un-
chained," in an attempt to live up to

his reputation.

The follow-up to the equally power-

fully-sold "Hercules" is being released

by Warner Bros, and Warner-Pathe
Ltd., in the U.S. and the British Isles

via mass saturation bows in July.

Embassy's latest promotional ex-

plosion was touched off in Atlanta,

where vice president Eddie Solomon
expounded on one of his company's
basic showmanship theories before the

Southeast Theatre Owners convention.

Embassy, declared Solomon, "is deter-

mined to put motion into motion pic-

ture merchandising, and wherever pos-

sible will include animated and three

dimensional effects in theatre promo-
tion of all its future attractions." The
well-prepared Embassy executive, it de-

veloped, just happened to have at his

side a perfect example of movie mer-

chandising in motion—a nine-foot tall,

animated, double flasher, full-color

lobby standee on "Hercules LInchained."

"For a product which itself depends

on motion to attract and interest the

customer," said Solomon, "it is un-

reasonable that we should sell this

merchandise in a static and life-less

manner. We, therefore, have instructed

our accessory designers to investigate

all types of animated merchandising

pieces to give 'Hercules L'nchained' and

our future product the proper appeal."

Levine, himself, has rarely been

found of late sitting still for any

longer than it takes to give a writer a

well-timed interview. Not long ago, he

was touring the United Kingdom cities,

stumping for his forthcoming picture.

"The only w ay to meet the competition

of television," he told a gathering of

some British theatremen, "is by utiliz-

ing television itself." With TV, he

added, "you can visually capture the

potential audience with action-filled

scenes from the production which in-

variably make regular television fare

look small by comparison." Of course,

Levine informed the exhibitors that he

will spearhead what he termed the

most extensive use of television ever

undertaken in the LTnited Kingdom for

"Hercules LTnchained."

Talking to a collection of tradition-

ally conservative Scottish theatre man-

agers a dav later, Levine tossed this

shocking fact at his audience: he will

increase by 10,000 pounds (S28.000)

his already record promotional budget

for the film. Originally earmarked for

a 50,000-pound push in the British

Isles, "Hercules Unchained" will enjoy

an additional 3,000 pounds for outdoor

poster advertising; other campaign in-

creases include extensive radio and TV
spots, lobby displays and full-page

newpaper and magazine ads.

Levine's widespread campaign is em-

bracing almost every conceivable show-

man area to get the "Hercules Un-
chained" message to as great a portion

of the population of the U.S. and the

LTnited Kingdom as possible. His over-

powering S25.000 pressbook and the

appointment of toastmaster George Jes-

sel as special worldwide emissary for

the picture are but two of the pre-

viously announced aces the Embassy

topper has pulled from his bag of

showman's tricks. In fact, in super-

stitious Hollywood, this bit of logic

may vet become a closely followed

maxim: stick with Joe Levine's method

of selling, he's the P. T. Barnum of

today.

•HERCULEAN' TOAST. Levine is tendered a

toast by Warners gen. sales mgr. Charles

Boasberg, while executive v. p. Benjamin
Kalmenson (left) joins in at special "Her

cules Unchained" dinner in N.Y.
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Columbia Shows How To Build

A BETTER MOUSE-TRAP
A film that draws a mere S2,000.000

in the U. S. market might hardly be ex-

pected to cause a ripple in this day of

such fantastic grossers as "Ben Hur"

and "The Ten Commandments". Ye:

Columbia Pictures has created quite a

stir with that kind of a gross on one

of its recent releases.

The picture in question is "The

Mouse That Roared ", an unlikely piece

of merchandise, one might imagine, for

the American market. Considering that

British farce is hardly the cup of tea of

American moviegoers and that the star

was a then-little-known English comic,

Peter Sellers, "Mouse" obv iously lacked

built-in appeal elements over here.

This, however, did not deter the aggres-

sive showmen who direct the promo-

tion of Columbia Pictures. They set

about the task of creating a market for

the picture, and that is precisely what

thev did. "The Mouse That Roared",

it is estimated, will achieve a S2 mil-

lion-plus gross in the U. S.—and that

ain't hay.

Columbia's every step in handling

"Mouse" was unstinting and most

imaginative—in fact, showman-sized in

even respect. The results speak for

themselves, a coin-jingling tribute paid

at the cash register to a pattern that

commands industry attention.

A specialized distribution plan and

a highly ambitious and clever promo-

tional campaign built almost entirely

on a hoax that is the crux of the amus-

ing yarn were responsible for this

Highroad Production's surprising suc-

cess. The results have been so good, in

fact, that Columbia is repeating the

process with another Sellers starrer.

"I'm All Right. Jack!", and, according

to home-office word, the latter is doing

fine at its N. Y. opening.

In Gotham, at the Guild Theatre.

"Mouse" ran for six months, turning

in a total gross of S272.OO0, an excel-

lent figure for the 450-seat house. It

could be said that cosmopolitan New
York might be the one place where a

film of this type might click; but in

Chicago, too, it grossed $61,100 in four

weeks of a locked-in date at the Fs-

quirc, then, mov ing over to the smaller

Carnegie, totalled $45,600 in six weeks.

The story was the same elsewhere.

The distribution phase of this success

Story should b; related. First came

C irefully-seleaed art-house openings,

where the picture's prospects were

the brightest, then "Mouse" was plaved-

off slowly and carefully in better-class

subsequent runs.

The promotion of the film is the

story of a unique publicity stunt that

became the framework for an entire

campaign. The plot of the film is by

now well known: a highly satirical

fantasy concerning the smallest princi-

pality in the world and its "successful"

war with the United States.

The three-fold aim of the overall

stunt, Columbia executive in charge of

advertising and publicitv Jonas Rosen-

field. Jr.. noted, was to launch a pro-

motion that would create news, be in-

ternational in scope and have sustain-

ing value. And that the firm achieved

by creating the legend that "there

really is a Duchy of Grand Fenwick."

The big push was kicked off with a

spectacular screening for diplomats and

press at the foreign ministers' confer-

ence in Geneva last summer. Publicity

on the screening was carried by thou-

sands of newspapers around the world.

The hoax was started on its U.S. tour

with the establishment of an embassy

in Washington and the selection of

MUUSE HUAA BE IS

BIG PRESS BREAK
Winftlti limit tub , OCT. «,iW-

MYSTERY MAN

Envoy Big Splash in

a Grand (Duchy) Way
BT ROBERT T. HABTHANN
Timet WuhlnfteB Bsmm Chief

WASHINGTON. Oct. 5—1 His excellency also a-

In this city of some four- plained the Fenwleklan

score foreign embassies, one coat of arms which festursl

more ambassador usually a mouse and the English

doesn't make much splash, words "Yea" and "Nay"

But today when a shining (representing the long-

Mercedes convertible llmou- standing foreign policy of

sine pulled up in front of thejGrand Fenwick).

Shor. ham Hotel and a white Some of those present may
banner with a strange device have heard, ha remarked

fluttered to the top of the'casually. of the new Fen-

VIP flagstaff it was clear the wickian film titled with thii

new arrival was no ordinaryjmouo, 'The Mouse Thai

envnv extraordinary and Roared" (This reporter in-

plenipotentiary, deed remembers the satiric

Wearing a magnificent fantasy written by Leonard

gold-trimmed white uniform Wibberley. former Los An-

with gold epaulets and a pale gelea Times staff writer for

blue nhhon sash rather re- the editorial feature page

fr-mhlmg a hnqe bonbon, his Wibberley later expanded
rveeiienrv. the ambassador! this idea into a full-length

of the Duchy of Grand Fen-ibook in which a tiny country

wick strode inside. Isjeks to solve Its financial

Tr.ii.^ in nnor difficulties by declaring war
Trailed I. Dm I ^ suu^^

reporters trailed him to a b^o^g eligiWt for Tsjt
door bearing the coat of aJTnsj^,,,,,^,,,

,M^
of his country and a neatly

, Hm, #vtM it, defeated
lettered sign IjtaB*^ Unfortunately, how-
Grand Fenwick. Wtthto Grand Fmwici woo
they found the ambassador war ^

alreadv seated before a pic- Tht
ture window of his pink and 1

still
looking like someone I'd

In Fort Worth. Texas, phony consul tours

town as representative of "Grand FenwickA

press agent James Sterling Moran as

the Grand Fenwick Ambassador to this

country (a piece of fancy footwork that

cost an estimated S20,000). All man-

ner of press and TV "breaks" followed,

including what amounted to a "20-

minute commercial" on the Paar show.

But it was down at the grass-roots

level that the staying-power and wide-

spread appeal of the campaign were

really demonstrated. In small towns

everywhere, stunts patterned after the

Washington hoax were carried off.

Special invitations for screenings

and parties were issued from Columbia

exploiteers all around the country. A
Denver Post newspaperman declared

war on the U.S. and outlined his gen-

eral strategy by showing a print of the

picture following a party. In Dallas,

Bill Lewis tied in with the first jet

flight from Los Angeles by means of a

promotion in which the "Fenwickian

Consular General" arrived from an

"inspection tour" of Calif, vineyards.

Advertising and a merchandising

tie-in for "Mouse" hewed wisely to the

same hoax line that made the Ambas-

sador a much-talked-about item every-

where. National promotion chief Rob-

ert S. Ferguson notes that the ads,

integrated with both the film and the

vital stunt, were run in a distinctive

banker's script fitting for the actual

existence of the Duchy of Grand Fen-

wick. The tie-in, an extensive deal with

the Cresta Blanca Wine Company, re-

sulted in the production and distribu-

tion of 50.000 bottles of a special w ine.

By pouring such a great deal of

effort and ingenuity into the release

and promotion of "The Mouse That

Roared." a picture that bv any standard

did not stack up in advance as a big

money-maker. Columbia has proved

once again the maximum that the mak-

ing of hits doesn't stop with produc-

tion. Distribution and promotion, prop-

erh applied, are indispensable elements

of movie business.
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PRDDUCT AND PAY-TV

(Continued from Pj^i It)

selves against those dangerous things

that can happen to our industry. We
must also work for the development

of new projection and presentation

methods for our films that can never

be duplicated or presented on television

with the impact of motion picture the-

atre presentation. Then we will be in a

really strong health to withstand any

competition.

I have mentioned, several times, the

television problem. All our efforts to

ease the film squeeze would be worth-

less if we closed our eyes to what a few

people are attempting to do in Canada

and in Connecticut, and by our lack of

action, helped it to succeed. Without a

doubt, a strong Pay-TV operation any-

where in the country would quickly put

many of us out of business; if it ever

spread nationally, Pay-TV could wipe

out the entire motion picture theatre

business. While building our own fu-

ture bv creating our own supply of

screen product, we must also fight the

impending threat of Pay-TV, as raised

by Paramount Pictures in Canada, and

the Zenith and RKO General people in

Hartford, Conn.

There is no Pav-TV in the United

mi

States today, and for this fact. TOA, as

the leader in exhibitor effort, may take

most of the credit. Our efforts, spear-

headed so effectively by Phil Harling.

chairman of our Anti-Pay-TV Commit-

tee, provided the rallying point for all

exhibition to plan, launch and conduct

the campaign that has, for the past six

crucial years, prevented any Pay-TV
proponent from foisting his coin box

on the public anywhere in our country.

It is TOA's avowed intention of con-

tinuing to provide this leadership and

this axis for exhibitor action.

PAY-TV THREAT

It is a serious problem. Zenith, cre-

ator of the Phonovision broadcast sys-

tem, and RKO General have announced

they are ready to spend S40.0D0.000

for their test in Hartford. Barney Bala-

ban has already spent at least S 10.000.-

000 in preparing for and launching his

Telemeter cable system in Canada. His

company is now talking about another

test near New York City within a year,

and Henrv Griffing is seeking to sal-

vage his disastrous Bartlesville experi-

ment of a few years ago by using Mr.

Balaban's Telemeter system.

Ye:, as certain as I am that Pay-TV

will never succeed because I can't

imagine the American public paying

for something it is now getting free, I

am concerned about these tests. Even in

failure, these tests could hurt, if not

close, many theatres in the areas of the

experiments. I feel we must protect our-

selves by fighting these tests where\er

they are announced, and before they

can do any harm. I feel we have a

potent weapon with which to fight

—

that of telling the public what it will

have to pay; and that the public will

then reject Pay-TV in all its forms.

Before discussing the tests in a bit

more detail, may I first explain to you

jus: what Pay-TV is. Pay-TV programs

may be transmitted in two ways—over

the air, in the same manner as radio

and free television systems operate; or

bv a direct cable or wire from the point

of origin of the program direct to the

consumer's television se:. Both systems

require the subscriber to insert a coin

or push a button which will activate

billing mechanism, before he can see

an intelligible picture on his TV set.

The over-the-air system is commonly
called "broadcast Pay-TV" and this is

(Continued on Page 22)
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the system Zenith-RKO General pro-

poses to use in Connecticut. The by-

wire system is commonly called "Cable

Pay-TV", and this is the system Para-

mount's Telemeter is using in Canada.

Cable Pay-TV is far more expensive to

install than broadcast Pay-TV because

running hundreds of miles of wire is a

multi-million dollar operation. Broad-

cast Pay-TV is cheaper, but it runs im-

mediately afoul of the American tradi-

tion that the airwaves are public prop-

erty and therefore free to all.

In our campaign to date we have

found a powerful ally in the Interstate

and Foreign Commerce Committee of

the United States Congress, of which

Representative Oren Harris is chairman.

Mr. Harris believes Pay-TV is not in

the public interest, and to this end has

introduced two Bills which would ban

all forms of Pay-TV, cable as well as

broadcast; House Joint Resolution 130,

and House Resolution 6245.

Through his efforts, the FCC has

issued stringent testing regulations for

Broadcast Pay-TV; rules under which

Zenith-RKO General must abide in its

Hartford test. Cable TV is under no

such immediate restrictions. The FCC
has been reluctant to assume control

over it because it is not certain Cable-

TV is in interstate commerce. Congress-

man Harris, through his two Bills, says

Cable-TV is definitely in interstate

commerce because the programming it

will utilize— mainly movies— are in

themselves interstate product. He there-

fore maintains the FCC has jurisdiction,

and asks the FCC to set up testing reg-

ulations for Cable-TV similar to Broad-

cast Pay-TV. Cable systems are like

brush fires; they can spring up any-

wheres in the U.S., particularly with

community antenna systems currently

in operation and all wired to accom-

modate a Cable-TV system. We have

successfully fought such brush fires

—

attempts to Pay-TV systems to get fran-

chises to operate locally—in Los An-
geles, in San Francisco, in Dallas, and
in Austin, because exhibitors there,

aided by us nationally, rallied public

opinion to slap down such attempts. If

the two Harris Bills were passed, we
would have no such problems. This is

why we, of National TOA, have urged

you to write your Congressmen and
Senators to work for passage of House
Hills 130 and 6245, and why Mr. Har-

ling is now engaged in a fund-raising

campaign and a grass-roots effort to

enlist, through theatremen, public sup-

port for these Bills.

But what about the two present ex-

periments?

On Paramount's Canadian test, the

best information we have is that the

system has only about 3,000 current in-

stallations (in an area of 40,000 homes)

and its programming is almost exclu-

sively current (but not first run) and

old movies. Paramount has been prom-

ising to release figures on the coins

being pushed into the toll box, but con-

tinually postpones this public account-

ing—which is the only accurate barom-

eter of the health of the experiment.

I cannot see how the system can succeed

on such programming.

The start of the Connecticut experi-

ment is still at least a year away. First

the FCC has to approve Zenith-RKO's

purchase of the station; only then can

Zenith-RKO file for a Pay-TV test per-

mit. Then the equipment will have to

be manufactured and installed. All this

takes time.

One thing must be remembered about

Hartford. The FCC has said the test

must last three years. Then, at the end

of the three years, the FCC will turn to

Congress and ask Congress to deter-

mine if Broadcast Pay-TV is in the

public interest. Congress then must

legislate on the matter, and I just can-

not believe our Congressmen will ap-

prove anything of this sort that will

cost their constituents money. However,

if the test should be successful, Zenith-

RKO could petition for a shorter test

period—as little as six months—and

the ultimate Congressional decision

could be upon us faster than we had

expected.

How do we meet such a problem?

With two weapons—money and public

relations.

FACTS TO PUBLIC

I am happy to report that in my
home state of Connecticut, all exhibi-

tors have rallied, organized, and started

to raise funds. They intend to wage a

public relations campaign to give the

public the facts where the people hurt

most easily—in their pocketbooks.

Telemeter in Canada is charging $1

for every movie it presents. Zenith-

RKO General has announced in Hart-

ford that its movies will be in that

same price range. If Mr. John Q. Publio

watches just a movie a night, he'll

shove $7 a week into the box on his

TV set—or $364 a year. If he watches

two shows a night, just three nights a
|

week, he'll still pay more than $300.

This is something the public doesn't

know; this is the message we in Con-

necticut will carry to our citizens; this I

is the message all of us, nationally,

must carry to our public to seek passage

of the Harris bills. We have powerful

allies in the major Free-TV networks;

we will, as in the past, have equally

potent helpers in the women's clubs,

PTA, unions, veterans organizations;

in everyone who has an interest in the

limited income group, the older people

with little money, the infirmed, the

shut-ins. Can these people pay that sort

of money? I don't think so.

We must point out to the public that

all they will get on Pay-TV initially is

free television without commercials

—

and this won't last for long because if

Pay-TV gets circulation, the Pay-TV

operations will quickly take advertising.

The public will be getting movies—per-

haps a little more recent than they are

seeing now, but of no better quality

than the mechanical limitations of their

17-inch screen. They will see a few spe-

cial shows, but mighty few, because big

live shows are expensive. But, should

Pay-TV ever grow to the point of hav-

ing millions instead of a few thousand

receiving sets, the public will pay for

the same live shows it now sees for

free. There is just so much creative

talent, and that talent will go to whom-
ever pays the most. If Pay-TV can out-

bid free-TV, free-TV must die too. Free

and Pay-television cannot co-exist.

We have a tremendous public educa-

tion job to do. I hope you here in the

South will also pitch in, as exhibitors

are all over the country. Rampant first-

run Pay-TV could put us all out of

business. For your own safety, you must

roll up your sleeves to battle this hoax-

upon-the-public that Paramount, Ze-

nith-RKO and Matty Fox's Skiatron

would perpetrate upon our country.

But please, do not let us relax in try-

ing to devise ways and means to protect

ourselves and meet any competition

that might come—from Post-48 films or

Pay-TV. Let us always prepare for the

worst; let us act in our quest for more

product as though Pay-TV were here

and free television were flooded with

Post-48 films. Only in this way can we

meet the competition of come what

may.
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'Pay or Die' Made To Pay

By Bang-up Ballyhoo in N.Y.

These 14-foot high letters spell out title

of film on special sign of Stanley Warner
bldg., at Broadway and 47th St., N. Y.

The boxoffice toast of Broadway last

week was a documented drama about

New York's dedicated detectives, the

world premiere of Allied Artists' "Pay

or Die." Certainly, Ernest Borgnine
and a storyline tailored for Gothamites

and the current craze for Prohibition-

era gangsterism were vital plus factors.

But knowledgeable industryites were
pointing, instead, to a solid showman-
ship duet by AA and Stanley Warner
as the difference between a good per-

formance and one of the best opening
weeks in several years at the Warner
Theatre.

Every gimmick containing even the

slightest selling material was turned to

excellent advantage to create advance
interest, and the impetus was sustained

after the opening to the tune of a

whopping estimated S42,000 first

round. On a couple of days, in fact,

"Pay or Die" emerged the strongest

grosser on the Great White Way, save
for the hard-ticket attractions and the

tourist-baited Music Hall.

The push was a most impressive dis-

play of the might of movie merchan-
dising, with every Allied and SW
showman bending to the effort. The
whole show assumed national propor-
tions with the arrival from the West
Coast of national promotion chief
Sandy Abrahams to supervise launch-
ing operations. Film advertising, Abra-

hams said during his stay, must tell the

public what the production is about if

it is to have an effect at the boxoffice.

And his admen hewed closely to that

line by letting New Yorkers know the

highly dramatic facts behind the mak-

ing of "Pay or Die," discarding tricky

visual effects in favor of a straight-

forward pitch that carried terse, excit-

ing Copy accompanied by self-explana-

tory art.

The rest of the campaign was equally

effective, balancing off the directness of

the ads with a variety of curiosity-

arousing stunts. One thousand subway
posters were employed two weeks in

advance of opening with nothing save

the title, "Pay or Die." Needless to

say, this stunt stirred up a commotion

—to the extent that irate straphangers

began inquiring about new methods of

extracting a fare raise. A day after the

bow, however, everything was smoothed

down with the placement of snipes call-

ing attention to the fact that the at-

traction was now at the Warner. The
patron interest was still there, of

course, and was merely directed from

subway fares to movie tickets.

Some 500 window cards were used

in the midtown area about a week

prior to opening, and about 1,000 in-

vitations to see the film were sent to

the beauty salons and barber shops in

all five boroughs. With each letter was

a single pass, the idea being that a

second ducat would be paid for by an

accompanying guest.

A series of attention-getting ideas

were put to work to get the "Pay or

Die" message to as many Gothamites

as possible. Several models were used

two weeks in advance for distribution

of 10,000 1 X 3 cards and 5,000

buttons with only the title appearing

on them. Queries of what it was all

about were met with the answer that

the film was opening at the Warner.

One hundred aprons were distrib-

uted to news dealers and shoe shine

boys in the Times Square area ahead of

opening. Grabbing considerable atten-

tion in front of the theatre, itself, for

two weeks in advance of the bow was

a 40 X 60 blowup of a reprint of the

Walter Winchell syndicated column
devoted entirely to the research that

went into the making of "Pay or Die.

Tele-A-Story machines were placed in

several windows along Broadway show-

ing 12 highlights from the actionful

film. Full window letters spelling out

"Pay or Die" on the windows of Allied

Artists' home office created plenty of

talk on Broadway. The lettering was

in dayglo, easily seen day or night, and

appeared for more than a week. Sim-

ilarly, 14-foot letters of the title ap-

peared on the special sign of the Stan-

ley Warner Building at 47th St. and
Broadway for several days before open-

ing and through the run of the picture.

Recognized within the industry as i

superb showmanship effort, the "Pay

or Die" push waged by Allied Artists

and Stanley Warner created sufficient

word-of-mouth to carry the story to

promotion-minded executives every-

where. Both companies still are get-

ting pats on the back from all across

the country, but the best ones of all

are the New York grosses—and the

ones that wait in other towns for a

similarly powerful drive to start them
rolling in.

Above, models with 1x3 cards and buttons

heralding picture stand against background
of special truck with 30 x 40 sheets and
bumper strips that toured New York. Below,

shoe shina boys display "Pay or Die"

aprons worn in advance of opening.
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THIS IS YO IIR PR(JDUC

I

All The Vital Details on Current &> Coming Features
(Date of Rim BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

August
SAT, THE Vincent Price, Agnes Morehead. Producer
C. J. Tevliq. New version of Mary Robert Rinehart
dnd Avery Hopwood's world famous mystery fate. 80

FACE OF FIRE Cameron Mitchell, James Whitmore.
Producers Albert Band^ Louis Garfinkle. Director Band.
Handyman disfigured in fire finally gains friends. 83

min.

October
WEB OF EVIDENCE Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Produced
by Maxwell Setton and John R. Slpan. Filmed from
A. J. Cronln's novel "Beyond This Place." Young man

20 year old murder case to free his father.

November
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT. U. S. A. George S. Hamil-
ton, Mary Murphy. Producer Terry Sanders. Director
Denis Sanders. Law-student turns criminal. 80 min.

December
HOUSE OF INTRIGUE. THE Cinemascope, Color. Dawn
Addams, Curt Jurgens. Folco Lull!. Producer-director
Dullio Coletti. Spies and counter-spies' activities dur-
ing WW II. 90 min.

January
ATOMIC SUBMARINE Arthur Franz, Dick Foran, Brett
Halsey. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Spencer G.
Benset. Science-fiction thriller of a Polar sub and its

encounter with unknown enemy. 73 min.

PURPLE GANG. THE Barry Sullivan. Robert Blake.
Elaine Edwards. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
Frank McDonald. The startlinq story of the infamous
Detroit mobsters. 83 min.

February
HYPNOTIC EYE, THE Jacques Bergerac, Marcia Hen-
derson, Merry Anders, Allison Hayes. Producer Charles
B. Bloch. Director Georqe Blair. Hypnotist's assistant
wearing mask, is responsible for disfiguring pretty
faces of hypnosis volunteers. 82 min.

March
I PASSED FOR WHITE Sonya Wilde, James Franciscus.
Producer-director Fred Wilcox. Story of a Negress
who passes for white. 91 min.

April

BLUEBEARD'S TEN HONEYMOONS George Sanders.
Corinne Calvet. Producer Roy Parkinson. Director W.
Lee Wilder. Based on the true-life story of Landru.
infamous French bluebeard. 92 min.

May
PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert. Pro-
ducer-director Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt.
Petrosino's war against the Mafia in the early 1 900' s.

I 10 min.

RAYMIE David Ladd. John Aoar. Charles Winninger,
Richard Arlen. Producer A. C. Lyle. Director Fred
McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant 6
foot barracuda. 73 min.

June
SEX KITTENS GO TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren, Tues-
day Weld. Mijanou Bardot. Producer-director Albert
Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-
lege routine. 93 min.

July
HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen, Vic
Damone, Patricia Owens, Sessue Hayakawa, Miiko
Taka. Producer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson.
True story of U. S. Marine hero Guy Gabaldon.

August
PLUNDERERS. THE Jeff Chandler, Dolores Hart. Pro-
ducer-director Joseph Anthony. Band of young hoodlums
intimidate entire western town.

Coming
DONDI Producer Albert Zugsmith. Story based on
the comic strip character.

RECKLESS, PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books. "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."
THE BIG BANKROLL Fabulous life story of kihg of the
oambler* Producers, Samuel Bischoff and David
Diamond

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

October

BUCKET OF BLOOD, A Barboura Morris. Dick Miller.

Producer-director Roger Corman. A mad artist mur-
ders his victims and uses their bodies for statues.

65 min.

THE GIANT LECCHES Ken Clark, Yvette Vickers. Pro-

ducer Gene Corman Director Bernard L. Kowalski.
Monsters arise from the swamps of th» Florida ever-
glades. 62 min.

November

GIANT GILA MONSTER Don Sullivan. Lisa Simone.
Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg. Giant
gila monster goes beserk on diet of humans. 75 min.

THE KlLLER SHREWS Ingrid Goude, James Best, Ken
Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg
Tiny shrews grow to huge proportions. 69 min.

December

GOLIATH AND THE BARBARIANS Color-Scope. Steve
Reeves, Bruce Cabot, Chelo Alonso. Producer Em-
inno Salvi. Director Carlo Campogalliani. A young
woodsman revenges the death of his father. Spectacle.
88 min.

February
ANGRY RED PLANET Cinemagic, Eastmancolor. Gerald
Mohr, Nora Hayden, Les Tremayne. Producers Sidney
Pink, Norman Maurer. Director lb Melchoir. An ad-
venture in the fourth dimension. 83 min.

May
CIRCUS OF HORRORS Specta-Color. Anton Diffring,

Erika Remberg. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkvn.
Director Sidney Hayers. Horror spectacle. 95 min.

5/23/60.

June

JAILBREAKERS Robert Hutton, Mary Castle, Producer-
director Alexander Grasshoff. Four escaped convicts

try to find a treasure of $400,000.00 from a bank rob-
bery. 65 mm.

July

HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScope, Color. Vincent Price,

Mark Damon. Myrna Fahey. Producer-director Roger
Corman. Edgar Allan Poe's classic. 90 min.

August

KONGA Color. Michael Gough, Margo Johns. Pro-
ducer Herman Cohen. Director John Lamount. Monster
gorilla rampages through Piccadilly Circus.

September

MALE AND FEMALE Nadja Tiller, Tony Britton, William
Bendix. Producer George Minter. Director Robert
Siodmak. 90 min.

Coming

GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON CinemaScope Color.
Richard Harrison, Debra Paget. Producer Geoffredo P.

Bertolino. Action fantasy. 80 min.

COLUMBIA

October
CRIMSON KIMONO, THE Victoria Shaw, Glenn Cor
bett. Producer-director Samuel Fuller. Love and mur-
der on burlesque row. 82 min. 9/14/59.

THEY CAME TO CORDURA CinemaScope. Eastman
Color. Gary Cooper, Rita Hayworth, V*n Heflin, Tab
Hunter. Producer William Goetz. Director Robert
Rossen. From the novel by Glendon Swarthout. 123

TINGLER, THE Vincent Price, Judith Evelyn. Producer
director William Castle. Spook show with built-ii

yimmicks. 80 min.

November
BATTLE OF THE CORAL SEA Cliff Robertson, G
Scala. Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director Pa
Wendkos. Drama set against WW II background,
min. 10/26/59.

LAST ANGRY MAN. THE Paul Muni, David Wayrtl
Producer Fred Kohlmar, Director Daniel Mann. Pictu

|

zation of Gerald Green's bestseller. 100 min. 10/12/51

WARRIOR AND THE SLAVE GIRL SupercineScop

,

Eastman color. Gianna Maria Canale, Georges March.l
Director Vittorio Cottafavi. Action Spectacle. 89 ml

I 1/9/59.

MOUSE THAT ROARED. THE Color. Peter Seller
Jean Seberg. Producer Walter Shenson. Director Ja<

Arnold. Satire on relations of countries during Atom!
Age. 83 min. 10/12/59.

YESTERDAY'S ENEMY Stanley Baker, Guy Rolfe. Pr

ducer Michael Carreras. Director Val Guest. Briti
[

and Japs battle in Burma. 9i min.

December

EDGE OF ETERNITY CinemaScope, Color. Coi
Wilde, Victoria Shaw. Producer Kendrick Sweet,
rector Donald Siegel. Murder and intrigue at
mine. 80 min. I 1/9/59.

FLYING FONTAINES. THE Eastman Color. Mich
Callan, Evy Norlund. Producer Sam Katiman. Diree
George Sherman. Life with the circus. 84 min. 1 2/2

THOUSAND AND ONE ARABIAN NIGHTS Technicol
UPA Cartoon feature. Starring the near sighted
Magoo. Producer Stephen Bosustow. Director
Kinney. 76 min. 12/21.

January

GENE KRUPA STORY. THE Sal Mineo. Susa
Producer Philip A. Waxman. Director Don Weis. Pi

ture of the famed drummer. 101 min. 1/4/60

SUDDENLY, LAST SUMMER Elizabeth Taylor, Mont
ery Gift. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director Josei
Mankiewicz. Based on the controversial Tenntisi
Williams play. 114 min. 12/21.

SWAN LAKE Maya Plisetskaya, Nicolai Fadeyech
Director Z. Tulubyeva. Russian exchange film. 81 mi

2/29/60.

February

ONCE MORE, WITH FEELING Technirama, Color. Y

Brynner. Kay Kendall. Producer-Director Stanley Done
Story about a concert conductor. 92 min. 2/15/60.

WHO WAS THAT LADY? Tony Curtis. Dean Marti 1

Janet Leioh. Producer Norman Krasna. Direct

George Sidney. Curtis poses as an F.B.I, agent. I I

min. 1/18/60.

March

COMANCHE STATION CinemaScope. Color. Randoli

Scott, Nancy Gates. Producer-director Budd Boettiche

A cowboy out for revenge. 74 min. 2/29/60.

OUR MAN IN HAVANA CinemaScope. Alec Guinnes,

Burl Ives, Maureen O'Hara. Producer-Director Cu'
Reed. Drama of a vacuum cleaner salesman in Havan,

107 min. 2/1/60.

April

BABETTE GOES TO WAR CinemaScope, Color, Briqit

Bardot, Jacques Charrier, Producer Raoul J. Lev

Director Christian-Jaque. Bardot helps defeat German
103 min. 2/29/60.

BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG Dick Clark. Michael C.

Ian. Tuesday Weld. Producer Jerry Bresler. Direct

Paul Wendkos. A teacher fights teenage violence. I

min. 3/14/60.

May

ELECTRONIC MONSTER Rod Cameron, Mary
Producer Cohen-Levy. Director Tully. A mind macK
in the hands of a murderer. 72 min.

KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO CinemaScope, Color. Ro

ert Taylor, Anne Aubrey. Producers Irving Allt

Albert R. Broccoli. Director Richard Thorpe, Er

tights slave trade in Africa. 91 min. 4/25/60.

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borgnine, Kerv
"roducer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre de To

Hollywood film magnate becomes U.S. counter-spy.

STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY. THE Guy Rolfe. Produe

Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Ritual murdi

in India. 81 min.

June
CATTLE IN OUTER SPACE Color Producer
Tanaka Director Inoshiro Honda

YOUR PRODUC



CHAIN ROAD, THE Jamci Stewart, Lit* Lu. Pro-
William Goeti Director Daniel Mann. G.l.'l

icross Burma. 102 min. 2/28.

Itj'OG DUDDY Ken Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis.

Ray Kellogq. A boy and his dog are parted.

VE TO THE MOON Ken C'ark. Producer Fred
fcrdt. Director David Bradley. The first lunar

July

riMGERS WHEN WE MEET CinemaScope, Color,
ir Jouglas. Kim Novak Ernie Kovacs. Barbara Rush
o cer-director Richard Quine.

Coming
LITHE YOUNO MEN Alan Ladd. Sidney Poitier.

.cer-director Hall Bartlett. U N forces trapped
Id enemy lines in Korea.

NX OF BROOKLYN CinemaScope. Color. Gina Lollo-

pita, Dale Robertson. Producer Milko Skofic. Di-

iC' Reginald Denham.

I HE SEA RAGES Maria Schell. Cliff Robertson.

f cer Carl Sikoll. Director Horst Hechler. A war
Big fishermen and islanders. 97 min.

I S OF NIGHT CinemaScope Color. Cornel Wilde,
II Wallace. Cliff Robertson. Producer Cornel Wilde,
fctor Paul Wendkos.

r. AT 4 O'CLOCK, THE Spen-er Trar-v. Sidney
(Ir, Marpessa Dawn. Producer Fred Kchlmar. Di-

Kr Peter Glenvilie.

NIY GENERAL. THE Van Johnson. Jean Pierre
tint, Dany Carrel. Producer Sam Katiman. Director
rtge Sherman.

Ma GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope Color. James
S/n, Sandra Dee, Michael Callan. Producer Jerry

IS OF NAVARONE Color. Gregory Peck. David
rn. Anthony Quinn. Producer Carl Foreman. Direc-
If. Lee ih-mpson.

M AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw.
r"u"er Ch"-r(es H. Srhneer. Director J. Lee Thompson.
II biography of brilliant rocket scientist von Braun.

E NO MAN WRITE MY EPITAPH Burl Ives. Shelley
1 ers, James Darren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan. Di-r Philip Leacock.

E CinemaScope, Color. Cantinflas, Dan Dailey,
Ipy Jones. Producer-director George Sidney.

C& WITHOUT END CinemaScope. Color. Dirk Bo-
•je, Capucine. Producer William Goetz. Director
Wles Vidor. The story of Frani Lisit.

U'RISE PACKAGE Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor. Pro-
wr-director Stanley Donen.

I'OaLDS Or GULLIVER. THE Super Dynamation,
I(,r. Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow. Producer Charles
cleer. Director Jack Sher.

VI FACES OF D3. JEKYLL. THE Color. Paul Massie,
w> Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
eice Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
M classic.

VpKIEST SHIP IN THE ARMY. THE CinemaScope,
!dr. Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson. Producer Fred
clnnar. Director Richard Murphy.

NDEPENDENTS

November
<ERS. THE (Zenith) Jeanne Moreau, Alan Cuny.
' ctea by Louis Malle. French import about illicit
o', affair. 90 min. 9/14/59.

'IID MAN ON THE MOUNTAIN IBuena Vista) Walt
> ey. Technicolor. Michael Rennie. James Mac-
ur Janet Munro. Produced by William H. Ander-
I Directed by Ken Annakin. Adventure. 100 min.

January
IIIND THE GREAT WALL (Continental Dist.) Aroma

a, DeLuxe Color, TotalScope. Producer Leonardo
K. Director Sidney Kauffman. Narrated by Chet
I Hey. Story introduces the process and its explana-
" • 98 min. 12/21.

"rn BOY FLOYD (Continental Dist.) John Ericson,
y Newman, Joan Harvey. Producer Monroe Sach-

f Director Herbert J. Leder. Story of a killer,
I'd on factual events in the life of Charles Arthur
• d. 94 min. 2/1/60.

[(ER BAY (Rank) John Mills, Horst Buckholi. Pro-
(j»r John Hawkesworth. Director J. Lee Thompson.
>>«nse drama involving a murderer, a girl who
» essed his crime, and a brilliant police inspector.

February
CK ORPHEUS (Orpheus Negro) (Lopert) Breno
o. Marpessa Dawn, Lourdes de Oliveira. Producer
ha Gordine. Director Marcel Camus. Film version
he famous Greek legend of Orpheus and his ill-
d love for Eurydice. 95 min. 3/14/40.

S6I (Valiant) Jean Gabin, Jeanne Moreau. Pro-
»r Robert Dorfmann. Director Jacques Becker,
on drama of the Paris underworld and its inhabi-
s. 85 min.

KISS FOR A KILLER. A IValiant) Mylene Demonqeot.
H«nri Vidal Producer Michel Safra. Director Henri
V«rneuil. From James Hadley Chase's best-sellinq
thriller. 1 05 min.

NUDE IN A WHITE CAR ITrans-Luxl Marina Vlady,
Robert Hossein, Odile Versois. Director Robert Hos-
sein. Mystery dealing with the nocturnal escapades
of two beautiful blonde French sisters. 87 min. 3/14/40.

TOBY TYLER IBuena Vista] Technicolor. Kevin Cor-
coran. Henry Calvin. Gene Sheldon Produrer w a <t

Disney. Director Charles Banton. Circus tale of a
runaway boy's adventures under the Big Top. 94 min.
1/18/40.

March

EXPRESSO BONGO (Continental Dist.) Laurence Har-
vey. Sylvia Syms. Producer-director Val Guest. Based
on the nit play by Wolt Mankowiti. 108 min. 4/25/40.

SWORD AND THE CROSS. THE IValiant) CinemaScope
Color. Gianna Maria Canale. Marisa Allasio. Director
Guido Brtgnone. Story of the Roman persecution of
early Christians.

April

KIDNAPPED IBuena Vista) Technicolor Peter Finch
James MacArthur. Producer Walt Disney. Director
Robert Stevenson. Adaptation of Robert Louis Steven-
son's adventure classic. 97 min. 2/29/40.

ROSEMA3Y ( Films-Around-the-World, Inc.) Nadja Tiller,

Peter Van Eyck Producer Luggi Waldleitner. Director
Rolf Theile. True story of post-war German prostitute
who "made it." 105 min. 4/25/60.

June

SIGN OF ZORRO, THE (Buena Vista). Guy Williams.
Henry Calvin. Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-
tors Norman Foster and Lewis R. Foster.

July

POLLYANNA (Buena Vista) Technicolor. Jane Wyman.
Richard Eagan. Producer Walt Disney. Director David
Swift. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller.

Coming
A TIME TO KILL I Producers Associated Pictures Co. I

Jim Davit, Don Megowan, Allison Hayes. Producer Pat
Betr. Director Oliver Drake

CHASERS, THE Jacque Charrier, Charles Agnovour.
Director Jean-Pierre Mocky. Cynical yet engrossing
French import about youlhful women-chasers. 75 min.
3/28.

DAY OF THE TRUMPET, THE iC. Santiago Film Organi-
za'ion Prod.) John Agar, Ricnard Arlen, Bill Phipps
Producer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

DREAM MACHINE, THE (Amalgamated Prods.) Rod
Cameron. Marty Murphy. Peter llling. Producers Rich-
ard Gordon and Charies Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
gomery Tully.

GORGO (King Bros.) Technicolor. Wide screen. Bill

Travers, Vincent Winter, William Sylvester. Producer
Maurice and Frank Kinq. Director Eugene Lourie.

JAZZ ON A SUMMER'S DAY (Galaxy Attractions. Inc.

I

Louis Armstrong, Gerry Mulliqan, Georqe Shearing.
Producer-director Bert Stern. Sights and sounds of the
Newport, R. I. annual jail festival. 85 min. 5/9/60.

ill

LIGHT ACROSS THE STREET. THE IUMPO) Brigitte
Bardot. Raymond Pellegrin, Roger Piquat. Producer
Jacqjes Gauthier. Director Geo.-qes Lacombe. Drama.
A French husband and wife try to live without normal
sex relations, after the husband had a near-ratal acci-
dent. 76 mm.

SILVER SKATES. THE (Buena Vista) Eastman Color.
Rony Zeander. Carin Rossby. Producer Walt Disney.
Director Norman Foster.

SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON IBuena Vista) T" hnicolrr.
John Mills. Dorothy McGuire. Producer William H.
Anderson. Director Ken Annakin. Adaptation of Johann
Wyss' Adventure classic.

METRO-GO LDWYN -MAYER

December
WRECK OF THE MARY DEARE, THE CinemaScope,
Metrocolor. Gary Cooper, Charlton Heston. Producer
Julian Blaustein. Director- Michael Anderson. Film ver-
sion of Hammond innes' best-seller dealing wrlh the
captain of a freighter whose owners conspire to sink

her for the value of her cargo. 106 min. 11/23/59.

Januarv
GAZEBO, THE CinemaScope. Glenn Ford. Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director George
Marshall. Film version of the Broadway mystery-
comedy hit. 102 min. 12/21.

NEVER SO FTW CinemaScope. Metrocolor Frank
Sinatra, Gina Lollobrigida. Producer Edmund Grainger
Director John Sturges. Story of a group of Kachin
guerillas in Burma during Wprld War II, based on Tom
Chamales' best-selling novel. 127 min. 12/21.

February
THE LAST VOYAGE MetroColor. Robert Stack, Dorothy
Malone. Producer-Director Andrew L. Stone. Dramatic
story of the events which occur with sinking of an
ocean liner. 91 min. 2/1/60.

JUNE SUMMARY

Twenty-one releases are scheduled

for June, with Columbia and 20th Cen-

tury-Fox heading the list with four

apiece. Universal follows with three pic-

tures, while American-International,

M-G-M and United Artists each has

slated two films. Four firms—Allied

Artists, Buena Vista, Paramount and

Warner Bros.— all have scheduled one

release for June.

March
HOME FS.OM THE HILL CinemaScope. Metrocolor
Robert Mitchum, Eleanor Parker. P-rodu:er Edmund
Grainger. Director Vincente Minnelli. Film version of
William Humphrey's novel dealing wih conflict be-
tween family. 150 min. 2/15/60.

A pril

PLEASE DON'T CAT THE DAISIES CinemaScope. Metro-
Color. Dorft Day, David Niven, Janis Paige. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Cnarles Walters. Comic ex-

periences of N. Y. couple and their children III min.
3/28.

May
GIANT O? MARATHON. THE (formerly "Battle of

Marathon. The") Dyalscope, Color. Steve Reeves.
Mylene Demongeot. Producer bruno Vailati. Director
Jacques lourneur. Action-filled recreation or the classic

bat.le of ancient Greece. 92 min.

PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney, Terry
Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military

academy. 93 min.

June

ADVENTURES Or HUCKLEBERRY FINN, THE Cinema-
Scope. MetroColor. Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges. Pro-

ducer Samuel Goldwyn. Jr Director Michael Curtiz

Film version of Mark Twain's classic story of the Mis-
sissippi River. 107 min. 5/9/60.

SUBTERRANEANS, THE CinemaScope, Metrocolor.
Leslie Caron, George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed
Director Ranald MacDougall. Film version of Jack
Kerouac's novel. 89 min.

July

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope. MetroCoW Judy
Holliday, Dean Martin Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-

tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit.

127 min.

THE DAY THEY RO:B rD THE TANK OF EIIGLAflD
Aldo Ray. Elizabeth Sellars. Hugh Grit'filh Producer
Jules Buck. Director John GuiHermin Susoenseful
action-thriller of a sensational robbery. 85 min.

Coming

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaS'ope
Metro Color. Robert Wagner, Natalie Wood. Susan
Kohner. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Michael
Anderson. Drama involving four young people whose
paths cross in their search to find love. 122 min.

BEN HUR Panavlsion. Technicolor. Charlton Heston

lical spectacle. 332 min. 11/23/59.

BUTTERFIELD 8 CinemaScope. MetroColor. Elizabeth

Taylor, Laurence Harvey. Producer Pandro S Berman.
Director Daniel Mann. Adaptation of John O'Hara's
novel.

CIMARRON CinemaScope. MetroColor. Glenn Ford.

Maria Schell, Anne Baxter. Producer Edmund Grainger.

Director Anthony Mann. Based on Edna Ferber's classic

novel.

GO NAKED IN THE WORLD CinemaScope. MetroColor
Gina Lollobrigida, Tony Franciosa. Ernest Borgnine

Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Ranald MacDou-
gall. Film version of a novel by Tom Chamales.

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter, Pat Crowley.
Producer Kathryn Hereford. Director Phil Carson. Story

of a man threatened by a gang of hoodlums after he

is witness to a murde.'. 81 min.

TEMPTATION Ava Gardner. Dirk Bcgarde. Joseph Cot-

ten. Producer Goffredo Lombardo. Director Nunnally
Johnson. Drama, during Spanish Civil War, involving a

priest and a beautiful dancer.

TIME MACHINE, THE Rod Taylor. Alan Young. Pro-

ducer-director George Pal. Based on H. G. Wells'

story of a man who invents a machine which carries
him from the 19th century into an amazing world of

the future. 103 min.
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VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED George Sanders, Bar-

bara Shelley. Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf
Rilla. Suspense drama with a science-fiction basis.

PARAMOUNT

December

LI'L ABNER Technicolor. Peter Palmer, Leslie Parrish,

Stubby Kaye, Julie Newmar, Robert Strauss. Producer
Norman Panama. Director Melvin Frank. Musical-

comedy. Screen version of long-run Broadway show
based on Al Capp's Dogpatch characters. 114 min.

1 1/9/5?.

January

A TOUCH OF LARCENY James Mason. Vera Miles.

Producer Ivan Foxwell. Director Guy Hamilton. Comedy
of Naval commander who maps an elaborate fraud.

February

BIG NIGHT, THE Randy Sparks, Dick Foran, Venetia
Stevens. Anna Lee. Producer Vern Alves. Director Sid-

ney Salkow. Story of young people on the loose.

74 min. 2/29/40.

CIRCUS STARS Eastman Color. Oleg Popov, Vladimir
Durov. Director L. Kristy. Russian release distributed
by Paramount pursuant to agreement under the aus-
pices of the State Department. 67 min. 2/29/60.

JACK THE RIPPER Lee Patterson, Eddie Byrne, Betty
McDowall. Producer and Director— Robert S. Baker,
and Monty Berman. Joseph E. Levine exploitation spe-
cial. 85 min. 2/15/60.

March

CHANCE MEETING Hardy Kruger, Micheline Presle.
Producer David Deutsch. Director Joseph Losey. Young
artist, accused of murdering his mistress, attempts to
prove his innocence. 96 min. 2/29/60.

HELLER IN PINK TIGHTS Technicolor. Sophia Loren.
Anthony Quinn, Margaret O'Brien. Producers Carlo
Ponti and Marcello Girosi. Director George Cukor.
Theatrical troupe's adventures in the old west. 100
min. 3/14/60.

April

CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS Lilli Palmer, Sylvia Syms,
Yvonne Mitchell. Producer Betty E. Box Director Ralph
Thomas. Story of rescue operations of war orphans
imprisoned in concentration camps. 113 min. 3/14/60.

IN THE WAKE OF A STRANGER Tony Wright, Shirley
Eaton, Danny Green. Producer John Penington. Director
David Eady. Suspense drama concerning the dis-
appearance of the body of a murdered bookmaker.
69 min. 5/9/60.

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET Jerry Lewis, Joan Black-
man, Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog.
Screen version of the Broadway hit by Gore Vidal.
85 min. 2/15/60.

May
FIVE BRANDED WOMEN Van Heflin. Silvana Mangano,
Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis. Director
Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Nazis. 106 min.

FRISONER OF THE VOLGA Eastman Color. John Derek,
Elsa Martinelli, Dawn Addams. Director V. Tour-
ieasky. Historical spectacle. 82 min. 5/9/60.

June
WALK LIKE A DRAGON Jack Lord, Nobu McCarthy,
James Shigeta. Producer-director James Clavell. Drama
set in the Old West dealinq with the fight between
an American settler and a Chinese immigrant for the
love of an Oriental slave girl. 95 min.

July

BELLBOY, THE Jerry Lewis. Aiex Gerry, Joan Tabor.
Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of a mute bellboy
at a Florida resort.

RAT RACE, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan. Drama of a career-seeking
saxophone player and a disillusioned showqirl. 105 min.
5/9/60.

TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT Eastman Color. Gordon
Scott, Jock Mahoney. Producers Sy Weintraub. Harvey
Hayutin. Director Robert Day. Famous king of the
untamed engages in more adventurous activities.

August

IT STARTED IN NAPLES (formerly "Bay of Naples")
VistaVision. Technicolor. Clark Gable Sophia Loren.
Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson. An
American lawyer goes to Italy to get his orphaned
nephew and falls in love with the child's governess.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh, Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles,
John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock'
Story based on Inner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert
Bloch.

Coming
BLOOD AND ROSES Tochnirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim Producer Raymond Eger. Direc-
tor Roger Vadim. Suspense drama based on story by
Paul Gallico.

BREATH OF SCANDAL, A Sophia Loren, Maurice
Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti and
Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtiz. A sophis-

ticated story of the make-believe world of the Austro-
Hungarian court around 1906.

CINDERFELLA Technicolor, VistaVision. Jerry Lewis,

Ed Wynn, Anna Marie Alberghetti, Erin O'Brien. Pro-

ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin. Modern
version of the Cinderella fairy tale.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,

George Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

espionage drama.

G.I. BLUES VistaVision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley,

Juliet Prowse. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman
Taurog. Story of American soldiers in Germany.

ONE-EYED JACKS VistaVision. Technicolor. Marlon
Brando, Pina Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-
tor Marlon Brando. Western.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY, THE VistaVision. Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire. Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter.
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-

boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

SAVAGE INNOCENTS Technirama, Technicolor. An-
thony Quinn, Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray.

UNDER TEN FLAGS Technirama. Van Heflin, Charles
Laughton. Producer Dino DeLaurentis. Directors Duilio

Coletti and Silvio Narizzano. Drama of WWII.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Nancy Kwan, Michael Wilding, Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Richard Quine. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and the Broadway play.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

January

ROOKIE, THE CinemaScope. Tommy Noonan, Pete
Marshall, Julie Newmar. Producer Tommy Noonan.
Director George O'Hanlon. Army training. Comedy.
86 min. 1/4.

SEVEN THIEVES CinemaScope, Color. Edward G. Rob-
inson, Rod Steiger, Joan Collins. Produced S. Boehm.
Director Henry Hathaway. Six men and a woman suc-
cessfully rob a Monte Carlo casino. 102 min. 2/1/60.

STORY ON PAGE ONE, THE CinemaScope. Rita Hay-
worth, Anthony Franciosa. Producer Jerry Wald. Direc-
tor Clifford Odets. Drama of a woman plotting fo
murder her husband. 123 min. 1/4.

February

SINK THE BISMARCK CinemaScope. Kenneth More,
Dana Wynter. Producer-director J. Bradbourne. Story
of the chase and death of the German juggernaut by
the British Navy. 97 min. 2/1/60.

THIRD VOICE, THE CinemaScope. Edmund O'Brien,
Julie London. Producer-director H. Cornfield. Drama
of intrigue in a big city police station. 79 min.
2/1/60.

THREE MURDERESSES DeLuxe Color. Alain Delon,
Mylene Demongeot. Producer P. Gaetz. Director M.
Boisrond. Gay Gallic farce of three beauties in love
with the same man. 96 min.

March
CAN-CAN ITodd-A) Color. Frank Sinatra, Shirley
MacLane, Maurice Chevalier. Producer Jack Cum-
mings. Director Walter Lang. Adaptation of Cole
Porter's brilliant musical success. 131 min. 3/14/60.

DOG OF FLANDERS, A CinemaScope, Color. David
Ladd, Donald Crisp. Producer R. Radnitz. Director H.
Clark. Story of a boy and his dog. 96 min. 1/18/60.

WHEN COMEDY WAS KING Charlie Chaplin, Buster
Keaton, Laurel and Hardy. Producer Robert Youngson.
A compilation of the screen's best-loved comedians.
81 min. 3/14/60.

WIND CANNOT READ. THE DeLuxe Color. Dirk Bo-
garde, Yoko Tani. Producer Betty Box. Director R.
Thomas. Drama of taut intrigue and love in Burma dur-
ing WW II. 107 min. 2/29/60.

A pril

the

MASTERS OF THE CONGO JUNGLE DeLuxe Colo
CinemaScope. Narrator—Orson Welles. Producer r

Storck. Director M. De Roover. Story of life

Belgian Congo. 88 min. 1/18/60.

THIRTEEN FIGHTING MEN RegalScope. Grant Wil-
liams, Carole Mathews. Producer Jack Leewood. Di-
rector Harry Gerstad. Story of tensions and tragedy
when two rival patrols from North and South meet.
69 min. 3/28.

WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER CinemaScooe, DeLuxe
Color. Ernie Kovacs, Margo Moore, Dick Shawn. Pro-
ducer-director Mervyn LeRoy. Gl operates a lavish
resort on a Pacific island. 126 min. 3/28.

May
CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson Welles,
luliette Greco. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director
Kichard Fleischer. Psychological thriller of dual iden-
tilies. 97 min. 5/23/60.

F1AME OVER INDIA DeLuxe, CinemaScope. Ken
More, Lauren Bacall. Producer M. Hellman. Dire •

J. Thompson. 130 min. 4/25/60.

VALLEY OF THE REJWOODS RegalScope. Lynn Ben
John Hudson. Producer Gene Corman. Director '

liam N. Witney. Masterful and ingenious crime dr.
set off in northern California. 63 min. 4/25/60.

June
BOBBIKINS Max Bygraves, Shirley Jones. Producer!
Brodney. Director Robert Day. Hilarious family c
edy. 89 min. 2/29/60.

OPERATION AMSTERDAM Peter Finch, Eva Bar
I

Producer M. Cowan. Director M. McCarthy. 8ased
novel by David E. Walxer. 105 min.

SEPTEMBER STORM CinemaScope. Mark Stevens,
anne Dru. Producer Edward L. Alperson. DireJ
Byron Haskin.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, Color. Montgomery C
Lee Remick. Producer-director Elia Kazan. An eld<
woman successfully fights the Tennessee Valley Autl
ity. I 10 min.

July
FROM THE TERRACE DeLuxe Color, CinemaSc
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward. Producer-dir<
Mark Robson. Inside look at low morals of u

LOST WORLD. THE CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color. I

nando Lamas, Claude Rains, David Hedison, Jill

John. Producer-director Irwin Allen.

ONE FOOT IN HELL CinemaScope. DeLuxe Co
Dolores Michaels, Don Murray. Producer Syd

'

Boehm. Director James B. Clark.

STORY OF RUTH, THE DeLuxe Color, CinemaScoi
Elana Eden, Peggy Wood. Producer Samuel G. Enc!

Director Henry Koster. Story of a biblical characil
132 min.

August
LET-S MAKE LOVE Yves Montand, Tony Randall, Mari)
Monroe. Producer Jerry Wald. Director George Cuk

MURDER, INC. CinemaScope. May Britt, Stuart W
|

man. Producer Burt Balaban. Director Stuart Ros

:

berg. Story of famed crime syndicate.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. R*v Strict!

<

Mary Anders. Producer Jack Leewood. Director Vj

liam Claxton. Story of the teenage life of the notorii,

outlaw. 73

September
HIGH TIME DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Bing Crosl

Fabian. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Bi

Edwards. Rich, older playboy goes back to colleij

and learns a lot.

SONS AND LOVERS DeLuxe Color. CinemaScoi'
Dean Stockwell, Trevor Howard, Wendy Hiller, Heatl'

Sears. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jack Cardifl

Drama of passion and love in a Welsh-mining cc

munity.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Mich.

Craig, Mylene Demongeot. Producer B. Box. Direc

R. Thomas. Rowdy, racy, ragout of an impossii:

French baby-sitter. 101 min.

October

Coming
CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Walter W,|

ger. Director Rouben Mamoulian.

TWELVE HOURS TO KILL Nico Minardos, Barbara Ed.

Producer John Healy. Director Edward L. Cahn. Cn
melodrama. 83 min. 5/9/60.

mnnsn-MssiHm
January

DOG'S BEST FRIEND, A Bill Williams, Marcia Hend.,

son. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L. Cat

Comedy. 70 min. 1/18/60.

GUNFIGHTERS OF ABILENE Buster Crabbe, Jud

Ames. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed L. Call

Western. 67 min. 1/18/60.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY David Niven, Mitzie Gayn.

Producer Ralph Fields. Director David Miller. Rom;

tic Comedy based on Broadway hit. 81 min. ll/23/i|

February

ON THE BEACH Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner, Fr

Astaire, Anthony Perkins. Producer-director Stanl

Kramer. Film version of Nevil Shute's provocati

best-seller. 133 min. 12/7/59.

PUSHER, THE Kathy Carlyle, Felice Orlandi. Produc«|

Gene Milford and Sid Katz, Director Gene MiHor

Action drama. 81 min. 1/18/60.

TAKE A GIANT STEP Johnny Nash, Rudy Dee. Pr

ducer Jules L. Epstein. Director Phillip Leacock. Dran

of a negro teenager. 100 min. 12/7/59.

VICE RAID Mamie Van Doren, Brad Dexter. Product

Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action dram

71 min. 2/29/60.

March
OKLAHOMA TERRITORY Bill Williams, Gloria Talbc

Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn.

min. Action drama. 67 min. 2/29/60.
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April

i AND THE PIRATES, THE Color. Charles Herbert.
Ssn Gordon. Producer-director Bert I. Gordon, Fan-

t.
1 -:omedy 82 m!n.

T :EE CAME TO KILL Cameron Mitchell. Steve Brodie.
Pducer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action
ema. 70 min.

L
:ORGI VEN, THE Color. Burt Lancaster. Audrey

> -bum Producer James Hill. Director John Huston.
Vlescreen Western. 125 min.

May
FUTIVE KIND, THE Marlon Brando. Anna Magnani.
Jnne Woodward. Producer Martin Jurow and Richard
Spherd. Director Sidney Lumet. Based on Tennessee
\liams' Broadway play. I If min. 4/25/60.

CJ.ANT HOURS, THE James Cagney. Producer-Direc-
i Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval hero
/niral Halsey. 115 min.

t>OSE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis, Ted De Corsia.
*ducer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Ac-
t drama. 69 min.

S4MER OF THE 17th DOLL Ernest Borgnine, Anne
ter. Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film version
ejlay Lawler's Broadway and London stage play. 93

June

rCUMBA LOVE Color. Ziva Rodann. Producer-Director
C glas Fowley. 66 min.

»SIC BOX KID, THE Ronald Foster, Luana Patten.
Cfnt Richards. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director
E'ard L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.

July
MRTMENT, THE Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaineH MacMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder. Ro-
nitic comedy. 125 min.

August
EIER GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster Jear
Simons. Dean Jagger. Producer Bernard Smith. Di
r*or Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller

September
•HT FIGHTERS. THE Robert Mitchum, Dan O'Herlihy

*e Heywod. Producer Raymond Stross. Director
Tlor Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion. 74 min.

SDS LONIGAN Christopher Knight. Producer Philip
TJdan. Director Irving Lerner. Film version of the
J|ies T. Farrel trilogy.

October

,
JHE ITodd-AO) Technicolor. John Wayne,

lard Widmark. Laurence Harvey, Linda Cristal.
ducer-director John Wayne. Historic Western.

November
MERIT THE WIND Spencer Tracy. Fredric March
tie Kelly. Producer-director Stanley Kramer. Recre-*n of famed Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925.

JjGNIFICENT SEVEN, THE PanaVision, Color. Yul
Biner, Eli Wallach, Horst Buchholi. Steve McQueen.
Mucer-director John Sturges. Based on the Japanese
'! The Seven Samurai."

December
E>DUS Color. Paul Newman. Eva Marie Saint Peter
L tord. Producer-director Otto Preminger. Based onLn Uris s novel.

Coming
"ISE AND CONSENT Producer-director Otto Prem-

rjties
m A "en DrUrV best-seller about Washington

'IE PIE BED Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director

«LrA B
-
ased on ,he novel " The Midwife

o ont Clery by Flora Sandstrom.
B LOVE POSSESSED Director Robert Wise. Picturiia-
J^of James Gould Coiien's Pulitier Priie winning

FiCE OF IMPULSE Jeff Donnell, Robert Alda Lionel
^npton, J. Carroll Naish. Producer Peter

'

Gayle
:> Swimmer, Tony Anthony.

CkDIATORS. THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

K^'r
0"! BR<"HERS. MY Producer-director Stanley

*T«er. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

[WAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
N ot James Michener's epic novel.

PwJIO
c
N TO

„A GUNP'GHTER Donna Anderson,nucer Stanley Kramer. Director Paul Stanley.

^
F| TS. THE Clark Gable. Marilyn Monroe. Montgom-

ht«- r
rr
?ducer Franl< Taylor. Director Johnnton. Comedy.

ON HER HANDS Inqrid Bergman. Producer-
Ictor Anatole Litvak. Filmiiation of Francois Sagan's
jantic novel "Do You Like Brahms?"

MES 0f- GLORY Color. Alec Guinness, John Mills.Mucer Colm Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Com-arama of the British postwar army.

Film

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Elizabeth Taylor Director
Delbert Mann. Based on the Broadway stage success.

WEST SIDE STORY Widescreen. Color. Producer-dir
tor Robert Wise. Filmiiation of Broadway musical,
teenagers in love and the problems they face.

UNIVERSAL I NT' L

December
OPERATION PETTICOAT Eastman Color. Cary Grant
Tony Curtis, Joan O'Brien Dina Merrill. Producer Rob-
ert Arthur. Director Blake Edwards. Admiral recalls
his hilarious World War II days. 120 min. 11/9/59.

January

HELL BENT FOR LEATHER Color and CinemaScope.
Audle Murphy, Felicia Farr, Stephen McNally. Pro-
ducer Gordon Kay. Director George Sherman. Out-
door adventure. 80 min.

February

FOUR FAST GUNS James Craig, Martha Vickers. Ed-
gar Buchanan. Producer William J. Hole, Jr. Drama
about the hiring of a town tamer who brought law
and order to the town of Purgatory. 73 min. 11/23/59.

March

TOO SOON TO LOVE Widescreen. Jennifer West.
Richard Evans. Producer-director Richard Rush. Drama
of two teenagers in love and the problem they face.
85 min. 2/29/60.

April

SNOW QUEEN, THE Eastman Color. Art Linkletter,
Sandra Dee, Patty McCormack, Tommy Kirk. Producer
Robert Faber. Animal version of Hans Christian Ander-
sen fairy tale. 70 min. 12/7/59.

May
COSSACKS, THE Color. Widesscreen. Edmurd Purdom,
John Barrymore, Jr. Georgia Moll.

OTHELLO Color. Based on Shakespeare's classic which
is being released under the Russian cultural exchange
program. Producer Segire Yutkivich. Director M. Itina.

This is the story of the Moor and how his downfall was
plotted. 120 min. 3/28.

June

BRIDES OF DRACULA, THE Color. Peter Cushlng.

HEAD OF A TYRANT Color. Widescreen. Massimo
Girotti. Isabelle Corey. Renato Baldini, Lucia Banti.
Director Fernando Gerghio. Story of the annihilation
of the people of Central Asia in ancient times. 102 min.

LEECH WOMAN, THE Coleen Gray. Grant Williams.
Gloria Talbot. Producer Joseph Gershenson. Director
Edward Dein. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving
drug and turns murderess.

July

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Anthony Quinn, Lana Turner,
Sandra Dee. John Sa>on. Producer Ross Hunter, Di-

rector Michael Gardor. Adaptation of Broadway play
by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts.

Coming

COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL Steve Allen. Jayne Meadows,
Walter Winchsll. Mickey Shaughnessy. Cathy Crosby.
Conway Twitty. Producer-director Albert Zuasmith.
Story of college prof's survey of tennagers with sur-
prising results.

DINOSAURUS CinemaScope. Deluxe Color. Ward Ram-
sey. Producer J. H. Harris. Director Irvin S. Yea-
worth, Jr.

GRASS IS GREENER, THE Technicolor and Technirama.
Cary Grant. Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum, Jean
Simmons. Producer-Director Stanley Donen.

MIDNIGHT LACE Color. Doris Day, Rex Harrison, John
Gavin, Myrna Loy. Producers Ross Hunter. Martin Mel-
cher. Director David Miller. Mystery set in England.

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE. THE Mickey
Rooney. Mamie Van Doren. Fay Spain. Mel Torme
Marty Milner, Tuesday Weld, Paul Anka. Cecil Kella-
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith.
Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people on a bus
are taken by a parallel to the Garden of Eden and
its temptations. 87 min.

SPARTACUS ITechnirama). Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Lawrence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis. Charles
Laughton. Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-
tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
his undying love.

WARNER BROTHERS

January
CASH MeCALL Technicolor. James Garner. Natal!*
Wood. Producer Henry Blanke. Director Josepr
Pevnev. Cameron Hawley's best-seller of the world
of high finance. 102 min. 12/21.

February

BRAMBLE BUSH. THE Technicolor Richard Burton
Barbara Rush. Producer Milton Sperling. Director
Daniel Petrie. Charles Mergendahl's novel about a
small New England town. 103 min. 2/1/40.

RISE AND FALL OF LEGS DIAMOND, THE Ray Danton.
Karen Steele. Producer. Milton Sperling Director
Budd Boetticher. The life of a notorious qanqiter of
the I920's. 104 min. 2/29/40.

March
GUNS OF THE TIM3ERLAND Technicolor Alan Ledd.
Jeanr>e Crain. Frankie Avalon Produce* Aaron Spell-
ing. Director. Robert D Webb An adventur. drama
of lumbermen and their women. 91 min. 2/15/40.

THIS REBEL BREED Rita Moreno. Mark Damon Pro-
ducers William Rowland and Robert H Yamin. Direc-
tor Richard L. Bare. A story of iuvenile delinquency.
93 min. 2/15/40.

THREAT, THE Robert Knapp Lydia Lawson. Producer-
director Charles R. Rondeau. Suspense drama. 44 min.
3/28.

A pril

TALL STORY Technicolor. Anthony Perkins. Jane
Fonda. Producer-director Joshua Logan. Romantic com-
edy based on Broadway stage hit by Lindsay and
Crouse. 91 min. 2/15/40.

May
SERGEANT RUTLEDGE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter
Constance Towers. Producers Pat Ford anil Willis Gold-
beck. Director John Ford. An unusual story of iustice
in the post-Civil War west. 4/25/40.

sr. Jeffr
ord anil

June

HANNIBAL Technicolor. Victor Mature, Rita Gam.
Producer Ottavio Poggi. Director Edgar G. Ulmer.
Adventure spectacle of the exploits of the celebrated
Carthagenian hero.

July

HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Color Steve Reeves
Sylva Koscina. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director Pietro
Francisci. The new Joseph E. Levine presentation.

ICE PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton. Robert Ryan.
Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferber's novel o'

Alaska.

August

OCEAN'S ELEVEN Technicolor Frank Sinatra, Dean
Martin. Sammy Davis. Jr., Peter Lawford. Producer-
director Lewis Milestone. A Las Veg;>s story.

Coming

CROWDED SKY. THE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Rhonda Fleming. Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. Producer Mi-
chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drama
of modern aviation.

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS, THE Technicolor.
Robert Preston. Dorothy McGuire, Eve Arden. Producer
Michael Garrison. Director Delbert Mann. Based on
William Inge's broadway stage hit.

RACHEL CADE Technicolor. Angle Dickinson. Peter
Finch, Roger Moore. Producer Henry Blanke. Director
Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer's best-selling novel
of Africa.

SUNDOWNERS, THE Technicolor. Deborah Kerr, Robert
Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of the

Australian frontier.

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy, Greer Garson. Producer Dore Schary. Director
Vincent J. Donehue. From Schary's play about Franklin
D. Roosevelt.
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What Uey'ts Jalking About

la the M«vi« Basir.ea

U. S. SUBSIDIES ? In view of the cur-
rent flight of production from the
U. S., the suggestion is being made
again that film-makers seek govern-
mental support similar to the handsome
grants that are bolstering production
in Europe and elsewhere. The question
of a federal subsidy has arisen numer-
ous times in the past, but has been
dismissed as undesirable because of a

reluctance to have the government
involved in any way in movie business
affairs. But now, with Hollywood's
preeminence as the film capital of the
world seriously threatened, the idea
of federal assistance is sure to en.j oy
a thorough re-examir.ation and con-
sideration. Seme, in fact, see it as
the only practical way to halt the
production hegira and as a means of
enticing some of the transplanted Yank
producers back home.

EINFELD FUTURE . There is little doubt
that 20th-Fox president Spyros P.
Skouras will do everything in his
power to keep v. p. Charles Einfeld,
whose contract expires June 30, in the
firm's fold. Speculation has been rife
recently that Einfeld, one of the
vital cogs in the Fox machine, might
decide to step out of promotion to re-
enter the independent production
field . If the former head of Enter-
prise Productions (1946) were to turn
to movie-making, he could be expected
to cut a wide swath in this current
inde-dominated era. But it looks like
Skouras will make the question an
academic one when Einfeld returns from
his present European tour next week
and sits down to discuss the matter.

LOOK FOR M-G-M MOVE . Some leading
financial houses are getting on the
M-G-M bandwagon, one confirming the
report on this page recently that a
step-up in the company's dividend rate
might become fact before '60 expires.
Shearson, Hammill & Co. is anticipat-
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ing a net of at least $3.50 per share
for this year. For some unknown reasoi
and despite its strong performance
last year, M-G-M shares have not yetl
caught the fancy of the buying public
The move might come in the second hal

of I960.

20TH & MPAA . Despite its recent six-
months notice of intention to do so,
20th-Fox will not withdraw from the
MPAA . Tnat is the definite feeling o
one top industry executive who shoulJ
knew. He believes that while Spyros
Skouras has every reason to be miffei
at production infringement by some
member companies and the laxity of tl

MPAA in preventing the practice, the
20th-Fox president has achieved his
purpose merely by making the resigna -

tion announcement—that being to sha
up the other companies and the MPAA,
itself. Our informant points to
Skouras' record as a staunch advocat
of industry harmony. He is expected
bend over backwards to resolve the
problem within the Association.

0
j

PARAMOUNT ' S RISE . The sudden and sha;

rise in the price of Paramount stock
(over 15 points whithin 10 days) may
have startled the trade, but it came
as no surprise to the Wall Streeters
who have known that a merger between
Ampex Corp . and Telemeter Magnetics ,

Inc. , a Par subsidiary, is on the
verge. Negotiations between the two
firms had been kept a dark secret, b

word leaked to this department last
week. It is to this proposed deal,
rather than Paramount 's motion pic-
tures, that the stock upswing must t

attributed.

0

LABOR VS. FEEVEE. Phil Harling's rur

ning battle against the pay-as-you-£
forces is gaining momentum as his
.1 oint committee against toll-TV keei
wooing—and winning—the labor camp
It's just one short step from con-
vincing some of the big unions that
pay-TV is harmful to stirring the
legislators in Washington. Recent
reports from informed circles in th<

capital have indicated a swing towa
pay-TV by some key legislators. How-

ever, support of the anti position 1

labor undoubtedly would cause many «

vote to be switched.



We have seen THE STORY OF RUTH.

We are happy to say that every expectation has been

more than fulfilled.

We saw the panorama of antiquity come alive — an

unparalleled era of biblical times. We witnessed the great

conflicts between the believers in graven images and the

followers of one God. We shared moments of overwhelming



spiritual impact, as the romance of Ruth unfolded across th

CinemaScope screen.

The transformation of Ruth from pagan Moabite priestess wh1

believes in human sacrifice and worships at the altar of a fire-breatr

ing idol into a woman of boundless love and devotion, comes off a

one of the most exciting and inspiring events to be portrayed on filn

In a time when religious feeling is growing at an increasing rati



cwhen dramas of biblical days continue to become ever

L popular, it would seem the perfect moment to bring

I story of unquenchable love and faith to the screen.

HE STORY OF RUTH is a motion picture to rank

i|i the finest biblical dramas this industry has ever

cluced, an entertainment for everyone in the family and

tvery family in the land. 20th Century-Fox

JTH J
To be

backed by

the most

extensive

promotion

campaign

in the

history

of 20th

Century-Fox

!

Available

for prime

summer
time...



Some Pet 'Beefs'

Now is as good a time as any for your humble servant to

attack a few of the shibboleths of the motion picture industry.

Summer is a good season for shibboleth destruction. The sun is

shining, the birds are singing and the people are coming back

to the movies. What better time for an interested bystander to

rise up against outworn fetishes and idols with feet of clay? So,

let us take typewriter in hand and strike out against some pet

"beefs".

The most aggravating shibboleth of all, as far as I am con-

cerned, is the eternal cry that high-priced stars are essential to

the boxofHce success of a film. There are a handful of top stars

who are worth hundreds of thousands of dollars towards a

film's gross, but there are darned few of them. Millions of dol-

lars each year are being paid in undeserved premium salaries

to "name" performers who are only as good as the pictures in

which they appear. I do not contend that the over-priced stars

actually keep people away from a movie. The opinion is merely

that they do not attract enough people—over and above the

intrinsic appeal of the picture—to justify paying them half a

million dollars or more. I think that if that same amount of

money were to be devoted to publicizing and developing a new
star the funds would be far more productive.

My objection to the over-priced star is based on two factors.

In the first place, such a star kites the cost of a picture to the

point where it reduces the capacity or desire of a producing or

distributing company to make a greater number of films. In the

second place, the over-priced star usually causes an over-priced

film which squeezes the exhibitor.

Part and parcel of the problem of the over-priced star is the

strange dominance which so many stars seem to exercise over

the fate of the industry which made them. We have reached the

stage where the major producers are too often the servants of

the stars.

Usually, the great star has reached the pinnacle of his pro-

fession on the basis of performances, not on ability to pick mag-
nificent vehicles. Yet when he has attained eminence, he be-

comes, by virtue of his ability to dictate terms, a producer, a

director, an impresario. And more often than not he lacks the

essential talents in those areas.

The producers claim that they are helpless—that their pic-

tures need stars and the stars insist on ruling the roost. Assum-
ing this is currently true, it still must not become an eternal way
of life for film production.

The industry got into this sorry state by failing to build a

sufficient supply of new stars, despite the obvious encroachment
of age on the roster of established stars. But the supply of new

stars is only part of the problem. There must also be a coi

tinuous supply of new talent behind the cameras. There is ju

as much need for new ideas as for new faces.

0

I come now to another pet "beef", which isn't as strong

fetish as the others, but nevertheless manages to exercise a ce

tain wrongful influence on motion pictures. This shibboleth h;

to do with the apparent belief that the way to make a good an

important picture is to make it as long as possible.

I refuse to believe that sheer length is or should be a cr'l

terion. Indeed, I think that the zeal to have a longer pictui

is one of the more wasteful aspects of some present-day movn
making. The same is of course true of present-day books. Mo:)'

of the 1,000-page volumes tell perhaps 400 pages worth c!

story. Perhaps this kind of verbosity is merely a symbol of th!

over-anxiety of the times. But whatever its derivation, it is har ; I

on my sitzplatz and I would appreciate a bit more moderatiotl

Associated with the shibboleth of length is the shibboleth ol

quantity. Where you don't have a three-hour feature, you at

apt to have a double bill that runs even longer. Sometimes

double bill is a good idea, but not always; and I do wish, as

had occasion recently to note, that more care could be exercise!:

in the pairing of films.

0

We come now to a couple of minor shibboleths which, whill i

hardly earth-shaking, nevertheless deserve a line or two. Oni'

is the belief of some movie publicists that once you place

movie personality on a TV interview show it doesn't matte!

what said personality says or does on the show as long as th

plug for the picture is there. Time after time my wife and

have watched one of these TV appearances and been so di:j

enchanted that we decided not to see the movie. For examph'

I recall one aggressive foreign female who devoted most of he

time to explaining what was wrong with Americans of boti

sexes and how intelligent she herself happened to be. She mad
a spectacle of herself, with the encouragement of the TV hosn

even though she plugged her movie to a fare thee well. But

would imagine she kept more people away from the boxoffic

than she attracted.

I always find it funny that a company which will spend thou

sands of dollars worrying over its advertising copy and hirin:

the right writers for its publicity stories will send a performe

out without a script to make the most important sales pitch

To sum up, I strenuously oppose the shibboleth that every per

former is a fountainhead of charm when left to his or he,

own devices.

And in conclusion I would like to level a few rounds at th

proposition propounded by the motion picture industry tha

today's audience is so much more selective. It seems to me tha

the moment block booking went out the window—and e\et

before then—there were plenty of pictures that turned out t(

be boxoffice turkeys. Usually, what they mean today when the;

say the public is more selective is that we aren't going to a

many movies as before. But there aren't as many movies t(

go to, these days. Who's being selective—the public or thi

producers?
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Hainbun flakes The Challenge Clear

Barney Balaban, in his long tenure

as president of Paramount Pictures, has

never been afraid to make his position

crystal clear. His statement to the

stockholders at Paramount's recent an-

nual meeting was to the point

But even while Mr. Balaban was so

speaking, he was raising additional

questions for which, unfortunately, his

speech provided little answer.

Mr. Balaban reviewed, with under-

standable pride, the past decade's rec-

ord of Paramount management from

the point of view of protection of the

stockholder's equity. He used a rather

similar yardstick in analyzing the mo-

tion picture business generally, how-

ever, and here is where many exhibitors

will find it difficult to agree with him.

Citing the fact that "only a small

percentage of pictures are seen by as

many as 12 to 15 million theatrical

viewers in the United States and Can-

ada," Mr. Balaban said that "the extent

of the untapped audience, therefore,

becomes a most decisive factor in our

future." If we could build a 20% big-

ger audience, "such an increase in reve-

nue to the motion picture producers

would go a long way to providing the

additional risk capital necessary to

make more pictures of quality to fill

the great need for more product . . .

As more pictures are produced, exhibi-

tors must benefit along with us," de-

clared the Paramount president, as he

issued the first public report on the

progress of the Telemeter experiment

in Etobicoke. But the fact is that Para-

mount envisions Telemeter as the basic

"potential expansion of the motion pic-

ture market" which Mr. Balaban pre-

dicts. This exercise in logic confuses

us. As we interpret it, Mr. Balaban

proposes to raise more money for

financing more pictures, so as to give

theatres more product, by building a

"theatre-in-the-home" market in direct

competition with the theatres.

Mr. Balaban seems to have been on

the horns of a dilemma in reporting to

his stockholders about Etobicoke. Thus,

early in his speech, he commented, "It

must be obvious to any realistic person

that definitive answers on public ac-

ceptance will require a longer period

of trial than a few months that have

elapsed since the opening of Tele-

meter." Only five sentences later in the

very same speech, he told the stock-

holders that "public acceptance of the

principle of paying for television pro-

grams was endorsed in unmistakable

terms when we inaugurated Telemeter

in Toronto, and during the period that

followed." What happened to the

"longer period of trial"?

He was careful to report also that

Telemeter units have been installed in

3,700 homes, many of these being very

recent installations; yet, in an area

which is part of a city of hundreds of

thousands of homes, he finds great sig-

nificance in the lack of "any adverse

effect by Telemeter viewing on local

theatre attendance." Actually, the pro-

portion of Telemeter homes is even

less than that of television homes in
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the U.S. in 1948, the year of the real

birth of modern commercial video. In

case the point needs further emphasis,

let us note that in 1948 motion picture

attendance was just about at its all-time

peak in the U.S. Telemeter in Etobi-

coke, in terms of the total size of the

potential market available in Toronto,

is still a drop in the entertainment

bucket, just as television was in the

U.S. as 1948 dawned. The television

networks in 1948 could have insisted,

as Mr. Balaban does now, that the mo-

tion picture attendance for the year

proved that TV was absolutely no threat

to the movie theatre. Mr. Balaban will

have to forgive our skepticism about

his insistence that "Telemeter movie

viewing is a supplement to theatre at-

tendance." The television people gave

that one up years ago.

Mr. Balaban's figures about the audi-

ences achieved for various movies on

Telemeter were extremely interesting.

They ranged from a low of 22% (i.e.,

the film was bought by 22% of all sub-

scribers) to a high of 50%, the latter

for Paramount's proudest film, "The

Ten Commandments." The average per-

centage of audience achieved by the ten

pictures—according to our own com-

putation—is 32.2%.

Mr. Balaban compared his percent-

ages to television ratings. The televi-

sion rating services provide a figure of

the percentage of the total television

audience achieved by a show. A weak-

ness in the argument is that Mr. Bala-

ban is comparing repeated Telemeter

performances with a single television

showing. His Telemeter films play

three or four days. The percentages he

reports are cumulative. The average of

32.2% could be the result of showing

the same picture to the Telemeter audi-

ence four days running. Assuming only

one performance per day, this would

mean that the average daily audience

(Continued on Page 11)
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By Philip R. Ward

MOVIE-MAKING GOES ABROAD. There can be little

doubt, as put by The New York Times' Bosley Crowther, that

the U.S., and Hollywood in particular, is in grave danger of

losing its premier position as the seat of film production. His

observations, made upon his return from a recent tour of

foreign film capitals, merit the reader's attention.

"A continuing shift in the center of motion-picture produc-

tion, away from the familiar American facilities into the boom-

ing European studios, is a well-nigh inevitable occurrence

within the next few years, if conditions continue to prevail and

develop in the way they are going today. So don't say we didn't

warn you, if, five or so years from now, you will find that the

majority of movies shown in this country have been made

abroad.

"This is the startling conclusion your humble observer brings

back from a tour of European film centers and a knowledge of

conditions in Hollywood. It is not a very hopeful conclusion

for a number of reasons but, most of all, because the factors

compelling this transition are not generally considerations of

better films. They are factors of economics, of financial advan-

tages to be had from subsidies provided by other countries and

from savings in certain production costs. Thus the art of mo-

tion pictures, which has seldom been paramount in tthe minds

of the men who run the business, will be further made sub-

servient to The Deal.''

"The Deal" Mr. Crowther describes is that neat bit of co-

production legerdemain by which an American producer and a

foreign producer combine to meet the requirements needed to

stamp the picture a product of the foreign country. In this

manner, they garner the subsidies and preferential treatment

films of the native industry enjoy in the export market.

Mr. Crowther continues:

"On top of this trend to European centers there is also the

factor of the films being made there by Europeans on budgets

that are fantastically low in comparison with those of Holly-

wood. For instance, $200,000 is a normal cost for a French

or an Italian film that could not be made for five times that

amount of our facilities and salaries on the Coast.

"At present the majority of pictures made in Britain, France,

Italy, and also Germany (which is the only major country in

Europe that does not provide subsidies) are aimed mainly at

the home market. But, more and more, covetous eyes are being

cast by European producers at the American possibilities. When
they finally get on to using more "international" stars in their

films and preparing Knglish-dubbed versions, which they cer-

tainly will do, then the flow of European pictures to this

country undoubtedly will increase and thus tend further to

overbalance the decreasing flow from Hollywood.

"There are many facets to the prospect that present possibili-

ties of peril. The compromises to be made for co-productions

may inhibit the free flow of art. Illogical locales and

may be used to advance a deal. Financiers rather than

people may command the character of films. This, of co

can be disastrous to the advancement of cinema art. Bu
making of movies is such a business that economics a«

ruling force.

"Of course, things could happen in the setup that nil

change the whole picture overnight. Tax arrangements nil

be altered in this country. Foreign subsidies might be redi|J

Television, still growing in Europe, might yet kill the ma
over there, so that Government inducements to make pic

would be of little avail.

"But, as things stand now, the magnetism of the Euro

centers has strong pull and the balance is shifting in

direction. It looks bad for Hollywood."

Indeed, the Hollywood picture is not a bright one. Bi

must be borne in mind that the expatriation move is, for

most part, voluntary and quite within the intent of Amet

movie moguls. True, the enticements of foreign subsidies

foreign locales are factors, but the flight of production f

our shores is due much more, this department believes t

the unwillingness—or the inability—of our production ex

tives to come to grips with the two-headed ogre that pla.

them. On one side is skyrocketing costs; on the other,

dwindling talent supply.

The American film companies—and this goes for the i

pendent producers, as well—seem disinclined to meet t

problems, which, let it be noted, are inextricably intertwi

Figures on the expense sheets have been kited beyond rea

able limits largely because of the demands of the tight tan

monopoly that now rules this industry. And the monopoly rfl

because the industry lacks a program for replenishing its sujl]

of talent. The American companies merely drift in an atrw

phere of stagnation and sterility, doing little or nothing ij

broad, industrywide level toward enlarging that small, In

core of movie people whose gifts entitle them to be seated >tl

the mighty.

From the scarce talent sources derive the power poten I

of film making and its real economics. By reason of

demands of this clique of personalities—the huge salaries,

ticipating percentages and collateral benefits—the cost of m
production in the U. S. is overtaxed and groaning und(

burden that is pinching most of the film companies and cnli

ing many exhibitors.

How could movie business deal with this situation? We 5

other industries coping with their manpower problems?]

engaging constantly in organized search for fresh talent. T;j

reach into schools for young people, provide them with tr.R

ing courses, develop them into valuable additions to t

forces. This has become the familiar procreative process

any business that regards itself as a going—and growin

enterprise. It is suggested to the American film companies t|t|

instead of fleeing abroad to escape the frankenstein mon:

they have created, the talent clique, they organize a positive

gram for developing their own "new wave" of talent. In

absence of such a program, the dire prediction made by Bo:

Crowther about Hollywood's future may come about.
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tewpomts
(Continued from Page 9)

per picture could have been only 8^
of the total subscribers.

Bearing in mind that Telemeter sub-

scribers are, as the word subscriber im-

plies, pre-sold customers to begin with,

this does not sound like a tremendously

impressive sales performance.

However, Mr. Balaban is undoubted-

ly correct when he points out that the

best way to get more customers is to

have more pictures. The trouble is that

this is as true of Telemeter as it is of

any other film medium. Telemeter will

need more pictures — indeed, needs

them already. Thus, the suggestion that

Telemeter revenues can provide the

money to make more pictures for

theatres has a basic fallacy. It must be

assumed that these additional pictures

will all be Telemeter attractions.

Telemeter is the most direct competi-

tion the theatre will ever have. Free

television at least shows its own wares;

Telemeter shows new theatrical movies

in prime showgoing time.

What we come down to is that while

Mr. Balaban believes that Telemeter

can give great additional revenue to

the producers of theatrical films, he

appears to promise that all this addi-

tional revenue will not in the least dis-

turb the present revenues of motion

picture theatres. His contention is that

Telemeter's movie audience will be

mainly people who do not now go to

the movies.

In his remarks to the Paramount

stockholders, Mr. Balaban pointed out

that "The motion picture industry gen-

erally closed its eyes to the develop-

ment of radio, and later, television."

He expressed the opinion that "When
the right time comes, every segment of

the motion picture industry will avoid

the short-sightedness they used with

respect to radio and television." This

would seem to suggest that exhibitors

ought to give up operating theatres

and get aboard the Telemeter band-

wagon. In other words, "You can't lick

us, so join us."

Whether Telemeter is that potent

certainly remains to be seen. Mean-
while, it is hard to find any logic in

urging exhibition to help drive itself

out of the theatre business.



Newsmakers

Lederer Replaces Golden
Richard Lederer (above), staff pro-

ducer at Warner Bros. Burbank stu-

dios, was named director of advertis-

ing and publicity for the company,

it was announced by executive vice

president Benjamin Kalmenson. Led-

erer, replacing national ad manager

Gilbert Golden, who resigned after

35 years with the firm, will headquar-

ter in N. Y. Eastern ad-publicity

director Charles Cohen was named

executive assistant to Lederer.

Krim Heads UAA
UA president Arthur B. Krim

(above) was named head of United

Artists Associated, UA's television

film distributing subsidiary, replac-

ing Elioi Hyman, who resigned.

Alicoate Dead
John (Jack) Alicoate, 70,

publisher of The Film Daily
and Radio-Television Daily,
died last week in Tenafly, N. J.,

of a coronary thrombosis. Among
the survivors is his brother,

Charles A., executive publisher

of the two dailies.

Mochrie Sales Chief

Robert Mochrie (above) was named general

sales manager for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, suc-

ceeding Jack Byrne, who resigned earlier, it

was announced by president Joseph R. Vogel.

Mochrie, with the firm for the past three years

—for the past year working on domestic distri-

bution of "Ben-Hur"—had been assistant gen-

eral sales chief.

Fox Exits MPAA
Twentieth-Fox presi-

dent Spyros P. Skouras

(left) made produc-

tion news on two
fronts: (1) he an-

nounced that the firm

will release 23 films

costing $40,000,000 in

the next five months,

and (2) gave six

months' notice of Fox's

resignation from the

MPAA because of what he said were "differ-

ences of opinion within the membership."

Skouras reportedly was miffed by the fact that

several planned 20th films—especially the multi-

milion-dollar "The Greatest Story Ever Told"
—were threatened by similar features from other

companies (M-G-M's "King of Kings").

Hassanein President
Salah M. Hassanein (above) was named pres-

ideni of Skouras Theatres- Corp., succeeding

Spyros S. Skouras, elected chairman of the board.

Cwnteht . . .

ROBERT S. BENJAMIN (at UA
stockholders' meet): "If pay-

TV is successful, we'll supply

pictures to it."

SOL C. SIEGEL (MGM produc-

tion chief): "No industry has

fought off the challenge that

we have had to in the past

decade. The public has been
given free entertainment on

television which affected our

boxoffice seriously."

BILLY WILDER (at "Apart-

ment" press confab): "Every-

body spends more time get-

ting the best deal, and too

little time getting the best

picture . . . There are no

trends in films. The only trend

is, is it good or is it bad?"

SAMUEL PINANSKI (veteran

exhibitor hailing launching of

exhibitor-financed production

firm): "The most important

diversification for the thea-

treman ... in order that we
might preserve our business

against all kinds of competi-

tion for the amusement dollar,

seems to be to provide for a

subsidy of financing motion

picture product."

JOSEPH SATINSKY (independ-

ent producer): "I feel distrib-

utors, whose very existence

stems from theatrical exhibi-

tion, cannot morally or eco-

nomically join forces with the

opposition. I shall not sell our

product to pay-TV, no matter

how alluring the price."

JOHN E. FITZGERALD (colum-

nist for national Catholic Ac-

tion weekly): "The movies

aren't the only ones who of-

fend. Why not criticize some
of the other phenomena on

our American scene? Com-

pared to some of the other

ads around today, the movies

are far from the greatest of-

fenders in truth, in quality

and in quantity."
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SUMMER, 1960

PRODUCT

PROSPECTUS H
Releases

Summer is traditionally the season of promise for motion picture business.

This year is no exception, although some of the bounties that should have

brightened the period a.e being deferred as we feel the impact of the re-

cent talent strike. Several top attractions that were expected during the

Summer will not be available until the Fall or Winter, cheering the prospects

for those seasons, as far ahead as next year.

Meanwhile, distributors are putting their best available product forward

through this season, giving exhibitors some highly promising films to offer

the public. The calendar of releases (see Page 34) reveals a total of 85 fea-

tures already on the Summer schedules; more undoubtedly will be added.

On the following pages, we have surveyed the announced programs of all

national film companies, and pointed up those releases that appear to be

outstanding exploitation attraction for energetic showmen.



flnalifAti c$ the

SUMMER PRODUCT

United Artists

THE APARTMENT

Speaking recently before the annual

stockholders' meeting, United Artists

president Arthur B. Krim forecast

"continuing growth based on our great-

est inventory of completed pictures

and those in advance state of prepara-

tion." And even a cursory glance at

UA's impressive Summer lineup will

bear out his contention.

Of the nine pictures set for release

from June to September, two appear

to be surefire blockbusters, while three

others must be ranked among the sea-

son's better prospects. Certainly, this

line-up from UA spells good news to

exhibitors hungry for quality product.

Just exploding on the market as one

of the biggest hits of the year is Billy

Wilder's "The Apartment." Backed by

one of the most extensive and ingen-

ious promotional campaigns whipped
up by any company in quite some
time, the picture is a combination of

named pair being about as hot a com-

bination as is now extant. Wilder, him-

self, enjoys a vast fandom, thanks to

a long line of previous successes, in-

cluding "Sabrina," "The Lost Week-

end," "Sunset Boulevard," "Witness

for the Prosecution," "Some Like It

Hot." If such an artistic achievement is

in the realm of possibility, Wilder, it

appears, has blended a little of every-

thing into "The Apartment." Romance,

pathos, satire, adult sex, near-tragedy

—not to mention comedy, the real

forte of the star trio—all mesh into a

cinema treat in his latest production.

Scarce will be the patrons who are not

captured by at least one of the strains

numerous sure-fire boxoffice elements,

all blended carefully to insure sale-

ability at almost every level of patronage.

On the marquee shine the luminous

names of Jack Lemmon, Shirley Mac-

Laine and Fred MacMurray—the first-

running through the film, and it is safe

to assume that at least a few of the

highly memorable scenes will remain

in the thoughts—and on the lips—of

moviegoers for some time to come.

Word-of-mouth, especially, will be put

to work via such moments as: Lemmon
straining spaghetti through a tennis

racket; Lemmon, again, plastered at a

bar with a sadly funny tramp on New
Year's Eve; Miss MacLaine falling,

rather pathetically, time and again, for

MacMurray's phony line, and the latter

delivering it with just the right amount

of grating, cold-hearted glibness. Mark

"The Apartment" as one of the very

best in the months ahead.

"Sinners! Elmer Gantry is coming!"

—in August. And on that slogan

United Artists is making certain that

the entire country will wait in eager

anticipation for the film version of

Sinclair Lewis' celebrated novel. Burt

Lancaster and Jean Simmons are teamed

in this electric tale of sin and a many-

sided clergyman who lives it and bat-

tles it. That the man of the cloth more

often than not emerges a loser with

feet of a decidedly clay-like material

should evoke almost as much contro-

versy as Lewis' novel when it appeared

in 1927. It is safe to assume the enter-

prising UA promotioneers will see to

that. Lewis, on the strength of

"Gantry," was awarded the first Nobel

Prize for literature ever to go to an

American, and ever since Hollywood

has entertained, quite desirously, the

notion of bringing its dramatic story

to the screen. Richard Brooks, writer-

director of "Blackboard Jungle," "The

Brothers Karamazov" and "Cat on a

Hot Tin Roof," finally has turned the

trick, and, it appears, in masterful

fashion.

Advance reports say Lancaster is

ideally cast as the spellbinding Evan-

gelist-sinner with the crude, yet win-

ning, ways, and opposite him, Jean

Simmons steps from a previous role

as Sarah Brown of the Salvation Army

("Guys and Dolls") into Evangelist

Sharon Falconer. Providing solid sup-

port are Dean Jagger, Arthur Kennedy

and Shirley Jones, while songstress

Patti Page has her first screen role.

UA has two promising, if not top-

(Continued on Page M)
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THE APARTMENT
starring JACK LEMMON SHIRLEY MacLAINE

FRED MacMURRAY
Directed by Billy Wilder

A Miriseh Company Picture

Released thru United Artists



ANALYSIS OF SUMMER PRODUCT

20th Centuru-Fox

Summer, I960, should mark the re-

turn to form of 20th Century-Fox.

This company's production perform-

ance over the past year or so has been

desultory and disappointing, an ad-

mission frankly made by president

Spyros Skouras to the stockholders re-

cently. However, the company promises

that the second half of this year will

see "the greatest 26-week release sched-

ule" in 20th's history, and the array of

product slated for release between June

and September certainly gives sub-

stance to that claim.

No less than 19 features will issue

from the Fox exchanges during the

THE STORY OF RUTH

Summer sc-sot: at least a quartet of

which reach or approach blockbuster

proportion*.. In this category are found

the following: the biblical spectacle,

"The Story of Ruth"; the picturization

of John O'Hara's sizzling best-seller,

"From the Terrace"; the Marilyn Mon-
roe-Yves Montand starrer, "Let's Make
Love", and the Bing Crosby-Fabian

musical, "High Time". In the exploita-

tion field, 20th also seems to have one
of the Summer's best, "The Lost

World".

The cornucopia of quality product

covers almost every conceivable cate-

gory, from the bold, adult drama cur-

rently so widely accepted to lavish

biblical spectacle; from highly popular

entertainment delivered by some of the

biggest names in show business to

startling fantasy of the most highly

exploitable nature.

One of the powerhouses of the early

Summer figures to be "The Story of

Ruth," the multi-million- dollar bibli-

cal epic that has been backed by the

most comprehensive campaign Fox has

whipped up since another of its bible

offerings, "The Robe". Relying on the

widespread appeal of the story and the

scope of the production, Fox is putting

on display in this one a handful of

new, young faces: Stuart Whitman,

Tom Tryon, Jeff Morrow—and, intro-

ducing Israel's new contribution to the

American screen, Fhna Eden, in the

title role. Sidestepping the sex element

usually in evidence in tales of the Old

Testament, this Samuel G. Engel pro-

duction concentrates, instead, on a de-

lineation of the character of Ruth and

on the romantic, political and religious

conflicts of the day.

Diametrically opposite in tenor to

"Ruth" is another July release, "From

the Terrace." Earmarked for some kind

of "special" release, as yet undisclosed,

this highly-rated production lays claim

to some vital plus factors: the fame of

O'Hara's novel, the explosive adult

story and the dynamic star duo of

Paul Newman and Joanne Woodward,
backed by veterans Myrna Loy and

Leon Ames and newcomer Ina Balin.

Extra-marital sex among the upper

class and behind-the-scenes big business

dealings should make this picture a

much-talked-about item once the pub-

lic gets a look at it. 20th executives

are extremely high on the film's pros-

pects. Typically O'Hara, the plot is

quite involved, but advance reports

have it that the pace is fast, the

characterizations powerful.

September might very well be the

big month for Fox; that's when the

two "M's"—Monroe and Montand

—

are due to hit the screen in "Let's

Make Love," the comedy with music,

delayed by the actors, strike, is being

touted as the firm's biggest attraction

of the season. Marilyn, making her

LET'S MAKE LOVE

first appearance since the smash suc-

cess, "Some Like It Hot", has another

sweet-hot role that should set her fans

a-twitter. Yves Montand, who won the

hearts of all the Academy Award tele-

cast viewers last April with his Gallic

grace and charm, plays a billionaire in

disguise who gets mixed up in an off-

Broadway satire of himself and other

celebrities. Tony Randall and Britisher

Frankie Vaughan provide additional

merriment in supporting roles.

Another September release is the

musical, "High Time". This one is

bolstered by the top popular vocal

personalities from two different eras:

for the oldsters, Bing Crosby; for the

coke set, Fabian. Tuesday Weld, the

teenager who looks like a grown
woman, provides the distaff punch in

a giddy tale of a millionaire restauran-

teur who decides to enroll in the fresh-

man class of Pinehurst College. It has

elements that should capture the fancy

of all types of moviegoers.

Jerry Wald has what shapes up as

a corker in his dramatization of the

D. H. Lawrence classic, "Sons and

Lovers," slated for August release. A
perfect boxoffice follow-up to the

author's controversial "Lady Chatterly's

Lover," this autobiographical story of

warped, intense, devouring mother love

is brilliantly played by a largely British

cast, the lone American being young

Dean Stockwell. Trevor Howard,

Wendy Hiller and Mary Ure are

among the talented cast that should

make its strongest impression on the

class market. 20th's promotion force is

planning a special campaign, pegged

to the strange desires and overpower-

ing love angles, that should do the

trick generally.

Currently in release is Elia Kazan's

excellent drama of the post-Depression

South, with the b.o. elements of race

prejudice, sex and an old woman's
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ubbornness. Montgomery Clift and

.ee Remick present a strangely con-

sisting star combination that somehow
' lends nicely to tell a moving and, at

imes, touching love story. Especially

nportant is a stellar performance by

0 Van Fleet, who is being touted for

supporting Oscar for her stirring

ortraval of an 80-year-old woman

ho would rather die than give up her

cloved land to the TV A.

"The Lost World" and "Murder,

nc", both set for July, loom as two

if the strongest exploitation pictures

If the entire season. Accompanied by

n appropriate promotional push, "Lost

X'orld" should hit the adventure fans

nd vacationing kids right in their

uriositv. It may top last winter's sur-

>rise grosser, "Journey To the Center

>f the Earth". Jurassic monsters from

50,000,000 B.C. roaming in a lost

iouth American jungle: suave Claude

(ains as a zoology professor who dis-

overs the area; handsome Fernando

|.amas and lovely, young Jill St. John

11 represent plus production values,

put in the long run, it will be an

lready-begun strong Fox selling job

bat will power "Lost World".

FROM THE TERRACE

"Murder, Inc.," starring a pair of

bright faces, Stuart W hitman and May
Britt, should also hit the ballvhoo mar-

ket with strong impact. Based on the

exploits of the notorious syndicate,

this smartly made exploitation film

looks good enough to stand on its

own; with a good sell, it will sizzle.

Shaping up as a fair program entry

for August is "One Foot in Hell,"

starring Alan Ladd and Don Murray

and a good supporting cast that in-

cludes Dan O'Herlihv, Dolores

Michaels and Barry Coe. This outdoor

meller is the tale of a man's desire for

revenge against an entire town.

One family picture per month ap-

pear to be the formula at Fox, in line

with president Skouras' announced

effort to increase this type of film. In

addition to "Ruth" and "High Time,"

others with a wide audience appeal

include "Bobbikins," a comedy-ro-

mance with music, scheduled for June;

and "For the Love of Mike," a teary

tale of an orphaned Indian boy, set

for August.

The remainder of the 20th Summer

program shapes up thusly: June—two

melodramas, one ("Operation Amster-

dam") concerned with wartime spying;

the other ("12 Hours To Kill ") high-

lighting gangland warfare. July — a

sluggish meller, "Trapped in Tangiers.

"

August
—

"39 Steps," a remake of the

Hitchcock suspense classic; "Young

Jesse James," just another Western;

"The Idiot," a stodgy version of

Dostoievsky's masterpiece that Fox is

distributing at the request of the State

Dept. September—a mystery, "High-

Powered Rifle," and an Italian import,

"Goddess of Love."
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OW BOOKING LIKE WILD FIRE!
'ime Machine" goes into high gear as saturation
okings are set across the nation. High-powered
flG-M showmanship swings into action with
iltiple runs backed by newspapers, TV and radio
fjall top markets.

TRIPLE
TERRIFIC!
All the fascination of

science -fiction at its

GREATEST!
All the chill-thrills of

a masterpiece of

horror!

Not since H. G. Well's

"War of the Worlds"
(also a George Pal Creation

)

has the screen seen
anything like it!

[«

Based on the Novel

by H.G.WELLS

METR0C010R

Win 6



ANALYSTS nF SUMMER PRODUCT

Universal

PORTRAIT IN BLACK

The emphasis in this quarter for the

Summer season will be on exploitation.

Universal has been zooming along at

a fantastic success pace during the past

year, turning out surprise hits with

such regularity as to convince the in-

dustry and Wall Street that it is truly

a company with the magic touch. Now,
while awaiting the Fall arrival of the

heralded "Spartacus", one of the most

lavish films of all time, U reveals a

June - September slate, which, while

lacking anything of true blockbuster

proportions, is crowded with exploita-

tion specialties. At least one, and per-

haps two, of the Summer releases

boasts the elements to develop into an-

other of those Universal "surprises".

Topping the schedule is "Portrait in

Black". The potential in July release is

stocked in a powerful cast, headed by

Lana Turner, Anthony Quinn, Sandra

Dee and John Saxon (the latter two

representing the youth wave), and a

most adult-oriented, adulterous, not to

mention murderous, theme. Doctor

Quinn and unfaithful wife Turner

DINOSAURUS!

conspire to do away with her ailing

hubby, Lloyd Nolan, but it doesn't

stop there for the unfortunate pair,

who are forced by a mysterious black-

mailer into further homicide. Planned

distribution and promotion ought to be

sufficient to provide the impetus to

justify the faith Universal has placed

in this suspense melodrama.

If "Portrait" pays off and just one

of the handful of exploitables on tap

makes a hit, U's Summer happiness

will be assured. Most likely of the gim-

mick pictures to do it is "Dinosaurus!",

slated for a July saturation bow.

An American construction engineer

building a new harbor on an isolated

tropical island accidentally blasts a

brontosaurus, a tyrannosaurus rex and

a prehistoric cave man up from the

depths. They are discovered under-

water by the comely daughter of an

island scientist, and there you have the

basis for the fantastic yarn that makes

"Dinosaurus." tick. Producer Jack H.

Harris, whose "The Blob" and "The

4-D Man" were moderate successes is

aiming a little higher this time out

(a rather lavish color and CinemaScope

production) and Universal is staying

with him, promotionally, all the way.

Harris has brought a couple of new-

comers—Ward Ramsey and Kristina

Hanson—to the screen in this one, but

they have to share top billing with a

prehistoric man and two giant mon-

sters that bridge a span of 130,000,000

years as if it were a mater of hours,

thanks to the magic of photographic

effects. "Dinosaurus!" will provide fun

and excitment for the family trade, as

well as for thrill addicts.

A terror filled tale of the undead,

"Brides of Dracula," starring Peter

Cushing, adds a spicy note to the solid

boxoffice appeal of the infamous vam-

pire and his thirst for blood. This time,

Dracula has a couple of women, one'

a lovely young Eastern European vill-

ager, assisting him in his villanous

deeds. A wide variety of promotional

activity already has preceded "Brides

of Dracula" and, doubtless, much of

the business it is chalking up, (it's

teamed with "The Leech Woman")
is attributable to this aggressive show-

manship.

The August schedule includes an-

other saleable entry, "College Confi-

dential." This is a novelty—decidedly.

The cast is composed in the main of

TV personalities, a number of famous

guest stars and a host of Hollywood
scribes, all playing themselves. It ex-

ploits a theme that figures to be a hot

topic: sex life in the colleges, and all

those surveys that try to shed some
light on it. On the basis of its off-beat

nature, this farce has a good chance of

becoming a real money-maker, provid-

ing producer-director Albert Zugsmith

comes up with a sufficiently entertain-

ing film. It should prove a real twist

for moviegoers to see Steve Allen, as a

professor conducting the controversial

survey, and his offscreen spouse Jayne

Meadows, as an inquisitive newshen

who comes to write about the campus

scandal and remains to pitch some woo
with Steve. Joining movie folk Mamie
Van Doren, Mickey Shaughnessy,

Cathy Crosby and newcomer Ziva

Rodann in the film are a legion of

celebrities, including former heavy-

weight boxing champ Rocky Marciano

and columnists Earl Wilson and Sheilah

Graham.

Two young stars, Molly Bee and

Ben Cooper, and a cute little story of

an eloping couple and a chartreuse-

colored railroad caboose form the nu-

cleus of "Chartroose Caboose," an

August entry earmarked for the family

trade. "Between Time and Eternity,"

starring Lilli Palmer, also is set for

August.

"Seven Ways from Sundown," a Sep-

tember release starring Audie Murphy

and Barry Sullivan, rounds out Univer-

sale Summer card.



ANALYSIS OF SUMMER PRODUCT

BELLS ARE RINGING

The bells will be ringing at Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer this summer.

At the home of "Ben-Hur" the top

brass might have decided to sit back

and devote full time to counting re-

ceipts from the Academy Award champ.

Time—and successful film companies

—

ho\\e\er, don't stand still, and the Joe

Vogel organization is very much on the

move.

Over-all, for the June-September

period, Metro has scheduled a total of

only seven films, but they comprise one

of the most impressing Summer line-

ups under consideration. All could

prove substantial moneymakers.

Heading the M-G-M list is "Bells

Are Ringing". This gay musical com-

edy should belt out a merry boxoffice

tune when given the green light in

July. It has practically everything one

might desire in entertainment values

and looms as one of the biggest hits of

the entire summer. Combining the best

of Hollywood and Broadway talent,

"Bells" boasts these tasty ingredients:

two huge star names in Judy Holliday

and Dean Martin; of the Betty Com-
den-Adolph Green Broadway smash

(in which Miss Holliday also starred);

Jule Styne's musical score of 15 hit

tunes; a Hollywood production in the

best style of producer Arthur Freed

and director Vincente Minnelli.

Collecting rave reviews wherever it

has been previewed, "Bells" recorded

the highest rating in the 21 -year his-

tory of Film Research Surveys when

shown at Loew s ^2nd St., N.Y. As one

M-G-M executive put it: "We believe

that this will be the blockbuster of the

summer of I960."

The firm s September release prom-

ises to perform better than capably for

a number of reasons, all catering to

present-day trends. Even the title, "All

the Fine Young Cannibals," is aimed

at shocking potential patrons into buy-

ing tickets. The storyline certainly is

tailored to fit today's seemingly in-

satiable market for sophisticated sex.

Teamed in this adult tale of love

among the smart set, are two popular

young stars, Natalie Wood and Robert

Wagner. Backing up the starring duo

are two names rising speedily to the

top: Susan ("Imitation of Life") Koh-

ner and George ("Home from the

Hill") Hamilton, with the lone estab-

lished figure Pearl Bailey, as a lonely

blues singer drinking herself to death.

To catch the millions of youngsters

freed from school, Metro's family-sized

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS

adaptation of Mark Twain's classic,

"The Adventures of Huckleberry

Finn." goes into release at the end of

June. It already has been selected as

"Picture of the Month" by Good

Housekeeping" and is the recipient of

a special medal from Parents' Maga-

zine. Starring Tony Randall and offer-

ing little Eddie Hodges (as "Huck")

for the younger set and old boxing

titlist Archie Moore for sports enthusi-

asts, this Metro-Color film figures to

grab off gobs of family trade through-

out the summer.

Into the current whirl of spectacles

on the market MGM has tossed "Giant

Marathon." Early turnstile reports indi-

cate this splashy Italian-made tale of

war and peace in ancient Greece is

holding its own in saturation runs.

Strongman Steve (Hercules) Rceses,

Olympic games, sensuous dancing girls,

invading Persian armies and plenty of

battle scenes are factors to attract thrill

fans and the kids.

The company offers mystery in Julv

in the form of a suspenseful melodrama

titled "The Day They Robbed the Bank
of England," and patterned after the

vastly successful "Rififi. " Aldo Ray
heads the cast in a yarn based on the

actual attempt to burgle a million

pounds of gold from that seemingly in-

vulnerable fortress, the Bank of Eng-

land, at the turn of the century. "Bank"
will have to rely on its interest-stirring

title and a strong promotion push pre-

dicated on the suspenseful elements, if

it is to rise out of the ordinary grossing

category.

For August release there will be a

highly exploitable startler in H. G.

Wells' "The Time Machine. Five-time

Academy Award - winning producer

George Pal is said to have created some

unusual and exciting effects for this

trip into the far-distant future via the

fourth dimension: time. Promotion

executive Si Seadler expressed Metro's

faith in "Time Machine" in these

words: "We are spending a young for-

tune on it in TV promotion in connec-

tion with saturation bookings. We ex-

pect this to be an important boxoffice

attraction, suited to the summer vaca-

tion season when schools are out."

Grow n-up science-fictioners, too, should

go for this one. The novel has sold well

over a million copies since its first pub-

lication in 1895.

A novelty, but regarded as the least

promising of Metro's summer releases

is "The Subterraneans." A Cinema-

Scope-MetroColor version of beat novel-

ist Jack Kerouac's rambling little novel,

it tells about life among the bearded

set in San Francisco. Leslie Caron and

the fast-rising George Peppard, who

got his break in "Home from the Hill,"

provide fair marquee strength, but the

real impetus will have to come from an

intensive sell centered around the cur-

rent interest in the beatniks.
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Columbia

SONG WITHOUT END

Hewing to a production formula that

proved highly successful at the box-

office last year, Columbia once again is

pinning its Summer hopes on a few big

ones and a hatful of exploitable items.

This company's showmen have dis-

played an uncommon facility for put-

ting over films of moderate merit, and

they can be counted on to endow some

of Columbia's Summer releases with un-

expected boxoffice power.

The company's top-masters are, of

course, "Strangers When We Meet," a

July release, and "Song Without End,"

making its initial bow at the Radio City

Music Hall later in the season.

A shade below the two big ones, pro-

ductionwise, is the more modestly

budgeted "All the Young Men." It

holds much promise and, storywise,

might be the best of all.

The second line of Columbia offer-

ings represents a highly heterogeneous

screen lineup, ranging from science-fic-

tion thrillers, to spooky, tongue-in-

cheek chillers, from slapstick comedy,

to space-age documentary.

"Strangers When We Meet" must

fulfill Columbia's hopes on the basis of

two powerful elements: a can't-miss cast

headed by Kirk Douglas and Kim
Novak, and a storyline that had follow-

ers of popular fiction grabbing hungrily

for the controversial Evan Hunter novel

from which it has been adapted. Doug-

las, is a talented, and married, young

architect who has an affair with married

and frustrated suburbanite Miss Novak.

Krnie Kovacs plays a cynical playboy-

novelist, while Barbara Rush, as Doug-

las' wife, rounds out this stellar cast.

"Song Without End" may prove a

more difficult fit for widespread, pop-

ular appeal. A lavish showcase for the

biography of famed composer Franz

Liszt, this handsome production must

rely on the public's acceptance of a cos-

tume romance with ample piano play-

ing. Aside from Liszt's music, Columbia

is banking on the fan-appeal effect of

the creation of a "new face." This one

is the somewhat mysterious, rather

exotic Capucine, a young lady bearing

a marked resemblance to Ingrid Berg-

man. Columbia is launching what it

hopes will be a bright, new star. Capu-

cine plays Liszt's last and lasting love,

one that inspires him to his memorable

compositions. "Song" is a class produc-

tion all the way; the boxoffice perform-

ance it may give is a question mark.

Strikingly reminiscent of another in-

terracial drama ("The Defiant Ones")

that walked off with a fistful of "Oscar"

ALL THE YOUNG MEN

nominations, "All the Young Men"
also delves into race prejudice evoked

under extreme tension—this time in a

small, battered Marine platoon strug-

gling to stay alive in the bleak and bit-

ter Korean winter of 1951. Again, Sid-

ney Poitier is one of the protagonists,

opposite Alan Ladd and a host of fresh

names, including James Darren, Mort

Sahl and ex-heavyweight boxing champ

Ingemar Johansson. With a little sales-

manship, this August release could

prove to be a boxoffice "dark horse".

Backing up Columbia's prestige prod-

uct is a variety of releases that covers

almost every conceivable market. The
company is particularly high on an-

other William Castle spine-tingler, "13

Ghosts." A producer-director who al-

ways plays his horror tongue-in-cheek.

Castle can always be depended upon for

a gimmick picture with a touch lighr

enough to make it fun as well as excit-

ing. And he is a film man who person-

ally plunges into the promotion of his

films. Set for release in July, "13

Ghosts" is being touted as stronger than

last year's Castle success, "The Tingler."

Balancing that bit of ghostly fare is

a Three Stooges comedy, "Stop! Look!

& Laugh!" Aimed at the vacationing

school children, who have enjoyed the

funnymen all winter on TV, the picture

also features another pre-sold TV act,

Paul Winchell, Jerry Mahoney and

Knucklehead Smiff.

Particularly timely, although it won't

be ready until September, is "I Aim at

the Stars," the Wernher von Braun

story. Curt Jurgens, playing the German
scientist, will draw the ferns, but, for

the most part, the Columbia campaign

will be on the serious side of space

activity as a vital part of today's life.

Additional Columbia Summer releases

include the current "The Mountain

Road," starring James Stewart; "My
Dog, Buddy," a dog yarn that should

attract the kids; "Battle in Outer

Space", Japanese-made science-fiction

thriller, and its co-feature "12 to the

Moon"; "The Enemy General," a war

film with Van Johnson; "The Nights

of Lucretia Borgia," an imported piece.

"Fast and Sexy" is a Gina Lollo-

brigida starrer that has been tabbed a

"sleeper '. and with the alluring Italian

actress and so intriguing a title, this

should earn its share of b.o. receipts.

"As the Sea Rages" has a Greek back-

drop and stars Maria Schell, which

place it in the limited class category.
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11 ttrinvr Bros.

Warner Bros, continues to stick to

a low-quantity release schedule, with a

lonely four films slated between June

and September. Three of them are suf-

ficiently impressive—for one reason or

another— to brighten the company's

horizon.

Most important of the top trio is

"Ocean's Eleven," an August release,

starring marquee-magic Frank Sinatra

and several illustrious members of his

famous "rat pack" (Dean Martin, Sam-

my Davis, Jr., Peter Lawford). Add to

the star-studded cast a suspenseful and,

at the same time, amusing, storv with

a glamorous Las Vegas background,

and you have what shapes up as a

first-class entertainment.

The title stems from the principal

character, Danny Ocean, (Sinatra) a

former World War II Commando w ho

masterminds a wholesale holdup of five

Vegas gambling casinos on New Year's

Eve. Aiding and abetting him in the

caper are ten of his former war bud-

dies, who, with Sinatra, comprise

"Ocean's Eleven." Dean Martin is a

cocktail lounge piano player: Sammy
Davis, a former professional baseball

player whose loss of one eye in the war

has forced him to drive a garbage

truck for a living; Peter Lawford, a

playboy who lives like a millionaire

on his mother's money; Richard Conte,

a master electrician just released from

a short prison term, Angie Dickinson,

an eyefull who made an impressive

cinema debut last year in "The Hang-

ing Tree," appears as Sinatra's estranged

wife. In addition, Red Skelton and

George Raft make camera appearances.

The unexpected turn of events that

provides a most unusual surprise end-

ing should make for most valuable

word-of-mouth. On-the-spot filming in

Las Vegas, a name that means a sort

of mystical romance to most of the pub-

lic, will help, too.

Mid-July, as almost everyone with a

radio or a TV set know s by now , marks

the mass saturation debut of Joseph

E. Levine's ambitious sequel to last

year's smash success, "Hercules." The

new one, titled "Hercules Unchained,"

the spectacle is being sent out to do

battle with a spate of other spectacles,

and if it executes boxoffice feats even

approaching its predecessor, the ac-

complishment will be attributed to the

strongman showmanship of Levine. He
is the Hercules among today's show-

men and can be counted on to create

a strong want-to-see for his film. War-

ner Bros, are fortunate to have him

in their midst.

Starring Steve Reeves in the title

role, "Hercules Unchained" chronicles

more of the fabled feats of the Greek

tower of strength, accompanied by the

appropriate bevy of beautiful ladies,

furious beasts and mighty battles. This

time, the matinee idol is provided with

a lovely wife and a young friend named

Ulysses, who helps him overcome the

wicked lures of the seducer Omphale.

This charmer entices her lovers then

kills them and has their bodies em-

balmed and mummified in a gruesome

hall of statues.

Warners is guilty of a distribution

faux pas in releasing "Hannibal,"

another imported spectacular, a scant

month before "Hercules Unchained" is

due to appear. "Hannibal", starring

Victor Mature and Rita darn, is a

travesty on the mighty conqueror's

reputed career as a fighter and a lover.

It should do fairly well in the action

and drive-in markets, but audience re-

sponse will be down-beat, our reviewer

reports.

Far afield from the heat of historical

battle is Warners early July release,

"Ice Palace." A slick Technicolor ver-

sion of Edna Ferber's novel of the

taming of Alaska and its struggle for

HERCULES UNCHAINED

statehood, this saga should reap above-

average profits for a number of reas-

ons: a pre-sold novel that was pub-

lished originally as a serial in Ladies

Howe journal: a natural public inter-

est in Alaska since its admission as the

49th state of the Union, and a talented

cast featuring Richard Burton, Robert

Ryan, Carolyn Jones, Martha Hver

and Jim Backus.

Summing up, Warners Summer per-

formance appears to hinge on the antic-

ipated success of "Ocean's Eleven" and

the Levine ballyhoo of "Hercules Un-

chained ", with "Ice Palace" holding

forth some fair promise. This company

has a way of extracting maximum re-

turns from its limited product and can

be expected to do the same with this

small output. However, Summer, I960,

does not shape up on paper as a par-

ticularly strong one for Warner Bros.
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Allied Artists

A few months back, Allied Artists

president Steve Broidy announced that

his company was nearing completion

of its transition to a big-picture policy.

"The pictures now on our planning

boards," he noted, "are all important

properties. The only future exceptions

to this format," Broidy added, "will

be unusual subjects in the medium

budget category, but whose strong

showmanship qualities offer promise of

wide audience appeal."

A look at AA's Summer product list

offers firm confirmation that the tran-

sition has been accomplished. Of the

nine films ready for release between

now and September, at least four pos-

sess full-fledged possibilities of emerg-

ing as important money-earners.

In terms of potential, Allied Artists

officials predict that "Hell to Eternity,"

set for August, will be "our biggest

grosser since "Friendly Persuasion."

PAY OR DIE

Following a rough-cut screening, it wa~>

described by some top exhibitors as

"sensational" and "terrific." It is the

story of U.S. Marine hero din Gabal-

don, who single-handedly captured over

1,000 Japanese on Saipan in June, 1 944.

But it is more, detailing in dramatic

(ernis the struggle of the 2nd Marine

Division in the war-torn South Pacific,

to live and love, all in a moment of

history.

A large battery of cameras and tech-

nical crews shot scenes on location on

Pacific terrain. Combat-trained Marines

and former soldiers of the Imperial

Japanese Army play their real-life roles

in the background. Save for veteran

Sessue Hayakawa, best remembered for

his role in "Bridge on the River Kwai".

the cast is composed of fresh, young

faces with one presold quality or

another to load the marquee arsenal.

Jeffrey Hunter stars as hero Gabaldon;

David Janssen (TV's "Richard Dia-

mond") is another Marine, singer Vic

Damone registers as a Leatherneck;

Patricia Owens is sexy in an "off limits"

love affair (she lost her man in "Sayo-

nara"), and Miiko Taka enacts the part

of a Nisei girl caught between two

warring nations (she won the man in

Sayonara").

Already established in initial runs as

one of the season's top grossers is

"Pay or Die." A hard-hitting promo-

tion campaign pushed this powerful

melodrama into the top brackets. It

tells the story of a New York detec-

tive's battle against the Mafia, starring

Ernest Borgnine as Lt. Joseph Petro-

sino, the dedicated cop who uncovered

the "Black Hand" boys in "Little Italy"

in 1908 and battled them until he was

murdered. "Pay or Die" figures to roll

along as one of the early Summer's

strongest grossers.

For September, there is 'The Plun-

derers " a promising mood western in

the vein of "High Noon." With an

above average cast and a story that

sounds "different", this one looks like

a good prospect. Jeff Chandler (whose

own August Productions turned out

the film) plays the lead role of a

rancher with a paralyzed right arm,

who at first is reluctant to become in-

volved when four young cowboys take

over his town, but finally faces the

challenge, with the help of his love,

THE PLUNDERERS

Dolores Hart. Handsome John Saxon

is the leader of the gunmen.

Producer-director in "Sex Kittens Go

to College," a gimmick item that is

played for laughs. A July release, it

deals with sexploits on the campus.

Mamie Van Doren is a college pro-

fessor who possesses 13 degrees and

speaks 18 languages — in addition to

owning a fancy set of anatomical fig-

ures—on a campus that is peopled by

the lovely likes of young Tuesday Weld

and Mijanou Bardot (BB's sister), and

one THINKO, a giant electronic brain.

You can take the plot from there, and

so will penty of fans, if promoted

properly.

A good prospect for the family trade

"Raymie," a boy-meets-fish yarn star-

ring young David Ladd. Ready for the

end of June, the picture will be intro-

duced via multiple runs. Julie Adams

and John Agar provide the love inter-

est, while "Raymie" is in constant pur-

suit of an almost legendary giant bar-

racuda named Old Moe.

Currently in release and, reportedly

doing some lively business, is "I Passed

for White." Exploiting the racial

theme to the fullest, this meller is a

fair-plus exploitation item.

"Tormented," described as a

"shocker", is set for August release,

and is to be teamed with an as-yet-

unnamed science-fiction entry. Septem-

ber will find two additional pictures:

"Serengeti," an African jungle docu-

mentary in color, and "The Bloody

Brood," a melodrama about the mod-

ern generation.
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Six pictures comprise the Paramount

Summer program, two of them shaping

up fairly strong. However, at this writ-

ing, there is no projection of the sched-

ule into the month of September.

Both of the company's toppers
—

"It

Started in Naples" and "Psycho"—are

slated for release in August. "Naples"

appears to be cast in the "Houseboat"

mold—but without Cary Grant as a

lure. Sophia Loren this time plays gov-

erness to Clark Gable's orphaned

nephew. The usual chemical attraction

ensues. The starring duo give the film

initial boxoffice impetus, but there is

no information on how strong the

story is.

"Psycho" is Hitchcock's latest, and

it is a piece of gruesomeness that

should give a good account of itself for

a number of reasons: a more-than-usual

shocking Hitchcockian plot, with suffi-

cient gore and homicide and the pa-

tented twist ending; a cast of Anthony

Perkins, Vera Miles, John Gavin and

Janet Leigh; the ever-interesting ele-

ment of sex, and a campaign featuring

a no-seating-after-start-of-show policy.

Another above-average grosser, cur-

rently in release, is "The Rat Race,"'

starring Tony Curtis and Debbie Rey-

nolds. This yarn about a pair of storm-

tossed lovers in the wicked city of

New York already has rung up some

pretty good grosses and figures to hold

its own in general release.

"The Bellboy," also a July entry, is

another Jerry Lewis showcase. The

yockster's marquee power, while dwin-

dling of late, should help bring "Bell-

boy" to about the second or third floor

of grosses.

"Tarzan the Magnificent" is due for

July, too, with Gordon Scott in the

title role. This time the jungle hero

dresses up, and those who remember

may find him a far cry from the Tarzan

of Johnny Weismuller's day.

A minor June entry is "Walk Like a

Dragon," concerned with the struggle

in the Old West between an American

settler and a Chinese immigrant for the

love of an Oriental slave girl. Three

new faces—Jack Lord, Nobu McCarthy

and James Shigeta—are featured in this

lower-half dualler.

1mvrivntt-internati&naI

American-International is registering

less interest in cheap quickies, more in

productions that, which of the exploi-

tation type, are increasingly ambitious

in storyline, slick in appearance and,

more often than not, rather well made.

AIP has scheduled eight releases for

the June-September period, and four

of them shape up as better-than-aver-

age films that could easily become

good grossers.

The push is on for the July bow of

the firm's most impressive offering to

date, a chilling adaptation of Edgar

Allan Poe's classic, "House of Usher."

This slick Roger Corman production,

mounted in CinemaScope and color,

comes off as a great deal more than

just a well-made chiller. Poe's patented

atmosphere that so captivated readers

—and, for that matter, still does today

—is translated faithfully. Cast well in

the role of the deranged master of

The House of Usher is Vincent Price.

Myrna I
;ahey, as his tormented sister,

and Mark Damon, her fiance, deter-

mined to save her from her impending
'loom, offer a youthful counterbalance.

"House of Usher" appears to be the

WHY MUST I DIE?

usual, run-of-the-castle horror fare, so

carefully made, that it may well prove

a success as an art film if presented

properly to that fast-growing segment

of patronage. As a straight dose of

shock and mystery, it ranks with the

best of the Summer. AIP has a big

money-maker in this one. Already

tested most successfully in a number of

engagements, "Circus of Horrors" is a

British import that might, if heavily

promoted, turn into one of the biggest

terrorizers of the season. It is a June

release. The Film BULLETIN reviewer

termed it an "absolutely topnotch

shocker, one of the best thrills-and-

chills horror items to date." "Circus"

boasts of almost every imaginable hor-

ror ingredient in color, from rampag-

ing gorillas to murders committed dur-

ing daredevil circus acts, and, accord-

ing to our critic, "should be one of the

most sensational horror money earners

of all time."

"The Rough and the Smooth," a

September release, is an offbeat treat-

ment of the male-female relationship,

with some interesting, highly exploit-

able insights into the sex drive and

all its complex components. William

Bendix and some young "new faces"

head the cast.

Young archaeologist Britton is drawn
\

into a turbulent affair with Miss Tiller.
|

Overriding the natural objections of his I

socialite girl friend Miss Parry, Britton

continues the relationship even after

(Continued on Page M)
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UNITED ARTISTS

(Continued from Page 14)

THE NIGHT FIGHTERS

drawer, prospects for September: "The

Night Fighters" and "Studs Lonigan."

Filmed entirely on location in Ireland

and starring Robert Mitchum, "The

Night Fighters" has the husky actor's

marquee power and the romance and

violence to make it a solid entry, but

special selling will be required. Against

the background of Irish countryside is

unfolded the actionful story of under-

ground warfare of the outlawed Irish

Republican Army against the British

during World War II. Mitchum should

be at home in the role of a man who

must fight for an army for reasons

other than patriotism, a man not con-

vinced of the cause which he is forced

to further by illegal means.

Those who were moved by James

T. Farrell's highly acclaimed "Studs

Lonigan" trilogy may be disappointed

by Philip Yordan's jazzed-up version

of life in the slums during the de-

pression years, but it appears to have

the elements of both an important so-

cial document and hard-hitting melo-

drama. "Lonigan" lacks marquee names,

but UA is counting on the fame and

universality of the novel and the im-

pact of the film to turn it into a

substantial grosser. Newcomer Chris-

topher Knight is "Studs," projecting

the poignant futility of a boy trying

to become a man in a lonely, im-

poverished slum world. Two selling

factors are immediately apparent: the

current interest in juvenile delinquency

and the Prohibition-era revival now in

vogue.

Swinging into full general release

this month, the James Cagney-Robert

Montgomery production of "The Gal-

lant Hours," stirring story of Admiral

William F. (Bull) Halsey, is reported

to be rolling up some surprising

grosses. Promotion-wise, UA has se-

cured full Navy support on a national

scale that has aided the selling of the

picture. U.S. military valor always has

proved top-grade film material, and

this cinema version of Admiral Hal-

sey's famous victory at Guadalcanal is

no exception.

UA appears to have a surprise bally-

hoo package in its July splash. "The

Last Days of Pompeii", while admit-

tedly no artistic triumph, is one of the

most promising among the sin and

blood spectacles imported from abroad,

dubbed and readied for American

audiences this summer. Powered by the

currently recognized spectacle strong-

man, Steve Reeves, who is fast develop

ing "herculean" marquee muscles, this

Italian-made scoper in Eastman Color

figures to overwhelm the mass au-

diences with its vastness and numerous

gimmicks and lures: Vesuvius erupting,

lavish sex, gobs of gore, lions, croco-

diles and armed warriors. Our reviewer

ELMER GANTRY

ranks "Pompeii" with the best of the

splash spectacles. Heavily promoted, it

should be a click in action, drive-in

markets.

Also for June release, UA has a

couple of exploitation duallers. "Ma-

cumba Love," a voodoo-type vehicle

starring young actress Ziva Rodann,

has chalked up some fair-plus engage-

ments, mainly because of some offbeat

promotional activity at the local level.

"The Music Box Kid," is another Roar-

ing Twenties drama, with a cute title

twist: the "music box" in question is

a machine gun that rat-tat-tats the tune

of death until its owner, a young hood

with a lust to kill, is done in a tele-

phone booth. Ronald Foster and Luana

Patten, a pair of newcomers, essay the

major roles. "Cage of Evil," in July,

and "He Ran All the Way," in August,

round out United Artists' Summer
schedule.

The latter minor items aside, LJnited

Artists' summer schedule shapes up as

one of the very best.

AMh'HICAN-lNT'L

(Continued from Page M))

discovering that his innamorata is

rooming with her loud-mouthed, but

warm-hearted boss, William Bendix.

A final violent twist finds Miss Tiller

returning to a former lover, Bendix

committing suicide, and Britton taking

up once again with Miss Perry.

Ready for release in June is a prom-

ising exploitation melodrama of crime

iikI violence. "Why Must I Die?" has

ilie kind of elements that made UA's

"I Want To Live" a b.o. sock two

years ago.

Two sexy sizzlers, Terry Moore and

Debra Paget, who, while they have

been rather inactive of late, still wield

a fair marquee punch, are cast as a

couple of female criminals. There is,

however, one major difference: Miss

Moore is going straight, or trying to,

while Miss Paget still is very much
taken with the crooked path. And
therein lies the crux of the story; Miss

Paget does the killing, and Miss Moore

gets the blame—and a death sentence.

She asks the title question, but, just

as in "Live," the switch is pulled be-

fore real justice can be done. The plot

offers obviously strong exploitation

elements that could push the film to a

good performance.

Another June release, "Jailbreakers"

is a third-rate dualler for action houses.

Rounding out the AIP card are:

"Amazing Transparent Man" and "Be-

yond the Time Barrier"—July, and

"Journey to the Lost City"—August.

All appear to be nothing more than

routine duallers.
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Released thru United Artists



ANALYSIS OF SUMMER PRODUCT

Buena Vista

Two pictures are forthcoming for

the Summer from Buena Vista. One is

"Pollyanna", a family blockbuster, if

ever we saw one. The other is a

"cheater", the composition of several

Disney TV items titled "Sign of Zorro".

"Pollyanna," now at Radio City

Music Hall, is the heart-warming Elea-

nor H. Porter classic, this time brought

to the screen by Walt Disney in brilliant

Technicolor hues. Called by many the

finest Disney non-cartoon offering in

cinema history, "Pollyanna" has left

few dry-eyed in its previews to date

and promises to have the same effect

on audiences everywhere when it is re-

leased in July.

The Disney name; an all-star cast

that includes three Academy Award

dinners (Jane Wyman, Karl Maiden

and Donald Crisp) and 13-year-old

Hayley Mills, a treasure of a child

actress with none of the disturbing

characteristics usually associated with

that breed of talent; a moving story for

fans of all ages, one that made Polly-

anna a household word—all these sure-

fire elements should help make this

offering one of the biggest family pic-

tures of all time. If sophisticated critics

are moved to jibe at this as a five-

hanky film, there remains but one

answer: the haberdashers are in for a

busy Summer.

The kid picture, "The Sign of

Zorro," currently in release, is nothing

more than a number of TV programs

strung together to form a warm
weather attraction for the out-of-school

trade. The dashing, masked hero on

horseback should draw enough to hold

his own with the youngsters. But the

word for the Summer at Buena Vista

is "Pollyanna," plain and simple.

C^afendar ummer easeA

SUBJECT TO REVISION AND AUGMENTATION

ALLIED ARTISTS

I PASSED FOR WHITE
RAYMIC

AMERICAN-
INTERNATIONAL

JAILBRC AKERS
WHY MUST I DIE?

BUENA VISTA

THE SIGN Of ZORO

COLUMBIA
BATTLE IN OUTER SPACE
THE MOUNTAIN ROAD
MY DOG, BUDDY
J 2 TO THE MOON

M-G-M
ADVENTURES OF

HUCKLEBERRY FINN
THE GIANT OF MARATHON
THE SUBTERRANEANS

PARAMOUNT
WALK LIKE A DRAGON

20TH-FOX
BOBBIKINS
OPERATION AMSTERDAM
TWELVE HOURS TO KILL

WILD RIVER

UNITED ARTISTS

MACUMBA LOVE
THE MUSIC BOX KID

UNIVERSAL
THE BRIDES OF DRACULA
HEAD OF A TRYANT
THE LEECH WOMAN

WARNER BROS.
HANNIBAL

ALLIED ARTISTS
PAY OR DIE

SEX KITTENS GO TO COLLEGE

AMERICAN-
INTERNATIONAL

.AMAZING TRANSPARENT MAN
BEYOND THE TIME BARRIER
HOUSE OF USHER

BUENA VISTA
POLLYANNA

COLUMBIA
STOP! LOOK! & LAUGH!
STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET
13 GHOSTS

M-G-M
BELLS ARE RINGING
THE DAY THEY ROBBED

THE BANK OF ENGLAND

PARAMOUNT
THE BELLBOY
THE RAT RACE
TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT

20TH-FOX
FROM THE TERRACE
THE LOST WORLD
MURDER, INC.

THE STORY OF RUTH
TRAPPED IN TANGIERS

UNITED ARTISTS
THE APARTMENT
CAGE OF EVIL
THE LAST DAYS OF POMPEII

UNIVERSAL
DINOSAURUS
PORTRAIT IN BLACK

WARNER BROS.
HERCULES UNCHAINED
ICE PALACE

ALLIED ARTISTS

HELL TO ETERNITY
THE TORMENTED

AMERICAN-
INTERNATIONAL

JOURNEY TO THE LOST CITY

COLUMBIA

ALL THE YOUNG MEN
THE ENEMY GENERAL
THE NIGHTS OF

LUCRETIA BORGIA

M-G-M
THE TIME MACHINE

PARAMOUNT
IT STARTED IN NAPLES
PSYCHO

20TH-FOX

FOR THE LOVE OF MlfCE

THE IDIOT
ONE FOOT IN HELL
SONS AND LOVERS
THE 39 STEPS
YOUNG JESSE JAMES

UNITED ARTISTS

ELMER GANTRY
HE RAN ALL THE WAY

UNIVERSAL

BETWEEN TIME AND ETERNITY
CHARTROOSE CABOOSE
COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL

WARNER BROS.

OCEAN'S ELEVEN

SEPTEMBER

ALLIED ARTISTS

THE BLOODY BROOD
THE PLUNDERERS
SERENGETI

AMERICAN-
INTERNATIONAL

THE ROUGH AND
THE SMOOTH

COLUMBIA

AS THE SEA RAGES
FAST AND SEXY
I AIM AT THE STARS

M-G-M

ALL THE FINE YOUNG
CANNIBALS

20TH-FOX

GODDESS OF LOVE
HIGH POWERED RIFLE

HIGH TIME
LET'S MAKE LOVE

UNITED ARTISTS

THE NIGHT FIGHTERS
STUDS LONIGAN

UNIVERSAL

SEVEN WAYS FROM
SUNDOWN
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STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET
starring KIRK DOUGLAS KIM NOVAK

ERNIE KOVACS BARBARA RUSH
Produced and Directed by Richard Quitie

CinemaScope & Bastman Color

Released by Columbia Pictures
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MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT f

SUMMER'S BIG BALLYHOO PUSH
Get ready for the big exploitation push. The

Summer season being the ideal time for large-

scale out-of-door ballyhoo, the schedules of

almost every company feature at least one

—

and, in most cases, two or three—splashy gim-

mick features. The kids are out of school for

the season waiting to be sold; the TV watchers

are beginning to yawn and leave their living

rooms in search of something different, and the

action and drive-in fans are lining up to be

counted—and sold. To that potentially lucra-

tive end, the industry's boxomcers are bending

their utmost efforts.

Subject matter ideally suited for flashy mer-

chandising ranges from horror chillers to space

fantasies, from prehistoric-monster films to

crime melodramas—and, of course, the spate of

spectacles. All are slated for the specialized

showmanship treatment. Below are detailed

the outstanding Summer ballyhoo entries.

HERCULES UNCHAINED
Few, if any, of the Summer exploitation

pictures can match "Hercules Unchained*'

for sheer promotional power. In every re-

spect, this Warner Bros, release is getting

NOW
FOR THE FIRST TIME

FLOODING THE NATION'S SCREENS!
JOSEPH E. LEVINE pmswk

-SYLVAKOSCINA PRIMO CARNERA SYLVIA LOPEZ —".'BRUNO VAILATI

-7PICTR0FRANCISCU0.^^.0. .usm* COLOR -pat* dywjscope

mmun,m WARNER BROS $1

a masterful push from Joseph E. Levine

and his energetic Embassy Pictures crew.

From the overpowering pressbook, printed

at a reported cost of $25,000, to the paten-

tedly lavish Levine hard-sell banquet, the

mythical strongman's message is being de-

livered all across the nation preceding a

mass saturation bow next month.

Everything being done to sell the pic-

ture is on the grand scale. The full-page,

full-color newspaper and national maga-

zine ads, of course, stress the scope and

spectacle of story; the television campaign

wisely hammers home the fact that only

on the theatre "big screen" can the public

watch the excitement of "Hercules Un-
chained"; even the parties Levine is throw-

ing are bigger and better (he is tossing "A
Night with the Gods" soirees in both Los

Angeles and New York to promote the

film).

Whatever success "Hercules Unchained"
achieves, the credit must go to the main
source of the mighty one's strength:

Levine-styled showmanship.

PAY OR DIE!

Allied Artists already has displayed what
it is going to do with its crime exploitation

picture, "Pay or Die." This dramatic story

of a dedicated N.Y. detective who fights

the Mafia was backed by a tremendous
campaign in Gotham, and the results was-

one of the best opening weeks in several

years at the Warner Theatre. Similar pro-

motion has been productive elsewhere.

The company is turning every conceiv

bly related gimmick to excellent advantag

to plug the picture. The formula is simpl

employ the controversial title to attrac

interest via teaser ads, then sustain tha

interest with a straightforward, hard-hit

ting push that tells the story.

These are but some of the stunts tha

can be used locally to exploit the curren

craze for Prohibition-era crime: a subway

or similar vehicular poster campaign, firs

with just the title, then an adequate ex

planation as to where the film is playing

on-the-strec: models; window cards anc

bumper strips; shoe shine boys and news-

hawks equipped with aprons lettered "Paj;

or Die," and, of course, a special showing

for the local police department.

(Continued on Page 38)
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From Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's fonfasfic Story

ith Michael RENNIE • Jill ST. JOHN • David HEDISON

Claude RAINS • Fernando LAMAS

Produced and Directed by Irwin Allen

Deluxe Color and CinemaScope

Presented by 20th Century-Fox
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SUMMER'S BIG BALLYHOO PUSH
Get ready for the big exploitation push. The

Summer season being the ideal time for large-

scale out-of-door ballyhoo, the schedules of

almost every company feature at least one

—

and, in most cases, two or three—splashy gim-

mick features. The kids are out of school for

the season waiting to be sold; the TV watchers

are beginning to yawn and leave their living

rooms in search of something different, and the

action and drive-in fans are lining up to be

counted—and sold. To that potentially lucra-

tive end, the industry's boxofncers are bending

their utmost efforts.

Subject matter ideally suited for flashy mer-

chandising ranges from horror chillers to space

fantasies, from prehistoric-monster films to

crime melodramas—and, of course, the spate of

spectacles. All are slated for the specialized

showmanship treatment. Below are detailed

the outstanding Summer ballyhoo entries.

HERCULES UNCHAINED
Few, if any, of the Summer exploitation

pictures can match "Hercules Unchained"
for sheer promotional power. In every re-

spect, this Warner Bros, release is getting

NOW
FOR THE FIRST TIME

FLOODING THE NATION'S SCREENS!
JOSEPH E. LE VINE wswts

nim

'
<inquests of th(

brld's Mightiest Man! <fr

STEVE REEVES
as HERCULES

—SYIVA KQSClNA PRIMO CARNfRA
-V'PIETROFRANM

a masterful push from Joseph E. Levine

and his energetic Embassy Pictures crew.

From the overpowering pressbook, printed

at a reported cost of S2 5,000, to the paten-

tedly lavish Levine hard-sell banquet, the

mythical strongman's message is being de-

livered all across the nation preceding a

mass saturation bow next month.

Everything being done to sell the pic-

ture is on the grand scale. The full-page,

full-color newspaper and national maga-

zine ads, of course, stress the scope and

spectacle of story; the television campaign

wisely hammers home the fact that only

on the theatre "big screen" can the public

watch the excitement of "Hercules Un-
chained"; even the parties Levine is throw-

ing are bigger and better (he is tossing "A
Night with the Gods" soirees in both Los

Angeles and New York to promote the

film).

Whatever success "Hercules Unchained"
achieves, the credit must go to the main
source of the mighty one's strength:

Levine-styled showmanship.

PAY OR DIE!

Allied Artists already has displayed what
it is going to do with its crime exploitation

picture, "Pay or Die." This dramatic story

of a dedicated N.Y. detective who fights

the Mafia was backed by a tremendous
campaign in Gotham, and the results was
one of the best opening weeks in several

years at the Warner Theatre. Similar pro-

motion has been productive elsewhere

The company is turning every conceiv

bly related gimmick to excellent advanta

to plug the picture. The formula is simpl

employ the controversial title to attra

interest via teaser ads, then sustain t

interest with a straightforward, hard-hi

ting push that tells the story.

These are but some of the stunts th

can be used locally to exploit the curre

craze for Prohibition-era crime: a subwa

or similar vehicular poster campaign, fi

with just the title, then an adequate e*

planation as to where the film is playingT

on-the-strec: models; window cards ancl

bumper strips; ^hoe shine boys and news'

hawks equipped w ith aprons lettered "Pa;|

or Die," and, of course, a special showinj

for the local police department.

(Continued on Pdgc 381
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(Continued fro>n Page 18)

THE LOST WORLD
"Wait for The Lost World," Fox is tell-

ing exhibitors, and you'll have a really

solid exploitation thriller. To tha! end,

the company's promotioneers have set in

motion an all-out, record TV and radio

campaign. A cool $1,000,000 has been al-

lotted for the dual-media drive in an at-

tempt to bring the adventure-into-the-un-

known message to as great a mass audience

as possible, preceding its July opening.

Much of the promotion is pegged to

likening the film with last year's Fox ex-

ploitation hit, "Journey to the Center of

the Earth," which was rocketed to hit

status by a similar TV launching.

A separate video subject prepared by

producer-director Irwin Allen also is set to

plug "The Lost World" prior to its bow.

Radio-wise, the Conan-Doyle adventure

thriller will enjoy the same treatment ac-

corded "Journey"; in fact, with the warm
weather here, the talking-box sell is being

stepped up to reach the legion of auto

S» ARTHUR Rjje
CONAN POMS filC _

travelers and beachgoers. Featured promi-

nently in the ad art is the giant prehistoric

monster which provides the majority of

the thrills Fox figures will draw the public.

THE LAST DAYS OF POMPEII

Tabbed as one of the really hot spec-

tacles of the season is United Artists' fiery

version of "The Last Days of Pompeii."

This one has a myriad of audience-attract-

ing angles, and the UA showmen are mak-
ing sure they all get a thorough show-

casing.

Steve Reeves, the young veteran of spec-

taculars, gets big billing, of course, but

even more prominent are a horde of at-

tacking armies and ferocious lions; lava-

spitting volcanoes, and voluptuous dancing

girls. All of which makes for most effec-

tive display advertising.

UA, well-recognized as the showman
company, can be counted upon to extend

this splashy sort of sell to all the other

promotional areas. Sex and sin against the

horrifying backdrop of a doomed city is

the keynote, with the publicity and exploi-

tation fields wide open for the taking.

Look for a great deal of radio selling, too,

since it's warm-weather time, and that's

UA's forte, anyway.

THE NIGHT FIGHTERS

United Artists has mapped a campaign

for "The Night Fighters" that hits the

public hard and fast in a multitude of

ways. There are at least a dozen exciting

promotional weapons in the UA arsenal

for this actionful film, and every one is

pegged to the drama-after-dark theme.

The advertising is scorchingly pervaded

by star Robert Mitchum triggering oui

red-hot burst of machine-gun fire; smallli

but also prominent is the love interest.

The UA pressbook offers these invaj

able showmanship tips: a title-selling mJ\

hunt, featuring newspaper sponsorship'

a search for "The Night Fighter," a ml

terious man dressed in trench coat a|

slouch hat; a number of interesting

tests; a teaser post-card stunt with lettj

ing, "The Night Fighters Are Looking 1

You!"; police safety flyers urging the pil

lie to "Be a Night Fighter! Help Prev<|

Crime In Your Community!"; radio

lobby spots; a book tie-in, and effect;!

ideas for a "see" board.

DINOSAURUS!

Universal has latched on to the latest I

Jack Harris' exploitation efforts in "Dirl

saurus," and it is certain will expend a t[

mendous promotional effort to put \

across to the public.

Mechanical monsJ^Vs. primevalbe^?

Robert

mitchum
Strikes

Under

Cover of

Night...

And Lives

Under

Sentence

of Death!

co stamnj ANNE

HEYWOOD O'HERLIHY
CYRIL also Daring

(

CUSACK HARRIS

I a JALK H HAKK1S production of M

Since Harris is no exponent of sex ail

violence—his picture is described as exciil

ment & fun for the family—the advert!

ing has been directed at that level, wif

less than the usual quotient of terror ail

shock in evidence. Astonishing adventui

rather, is the theme, and backing it i

visually are some eye-opening portraits

gigantic prehistoric animals squaring <

against one another and a massive mal

made machine, with tiny, human-sized fil

ures included to offer the startling contra

Certain, also, to come in for plenty

bally is the fact that in the film a litd

boy befriends the prehistoric beasts.

"Dinosaurus" presents plenty of posJ

bilities for eye-catching exploitation—frol

men in monster costumes, perhaps riddiT

by a small boy, all the way to the historic!

approach that might feature a pictoril

and display-heavy trip into the cave-m^

epoch. The film's world premiere in Nei

Orleans, for instance, was enlivened by

"Cave Man Costume Party." In additioi

the Dellcomic book on "Dinosaurus" w;

tied-in with the bow.

( ( ontlnm d on P.r^( f
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HOUSE OF USHER
From Edgar Allan Poe's Clonic

starring VINCENT PRICE

Executive Producer James H. Nicholson

Produced and Directed by Roger Corman
CinemaScope A Color

American-International Release
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13 GHOSTS
Ghosts can be funny is the way producer-

director William Castle views his latest

effort, "13 Ghosts." And Columbia's pro-

motion follows that tack to the letter, at-

tempting to frighten with a shout and

tickle with a poke in the ribs, all in the

same motion.

The picture has a head start with a built-

in gimmick called "Illusion-O" (a special

two-color "ghost viewer and ghost re-

mover"—it all depends on how you look

through it—to be distributed free to ex-

hibitors). Then, too, there will be ample

merry-making of the grisly variety, a good-

ly portion out-of-doors, since that is Col-

umbia's promotional forte. Also on the

road plugging the film is Castle, himself,

who is engaged in a six-weeks around-the-

country personal appearance tour.

In line with the out-of-school patronage,

much of the sell is keyed to the younger

set, with special advertising emphasis

placed on the little boy in the picture who
is constantly seeing ghosts. Additional

aids include: a most effective set of teaser

ads; a handful of suggested ghost stunts;

a "horror-scope"; a variety of radio spot

announcements; TV trailers; two telops,

and plenty of flashy displays.

BHWsmtan jcj mohrow m*riin mmnir

RKIKAHf (jfitMP ut D0NAIO WOODS

. R0B6 WHITl

pttutmmi : ."WILLIAM CASK!

I WILLIAM USUI MOOIOON A COLUMBIA PICTURE

MURDER, INC.

"Murder, Inc.," the gripping story of
the infamous crime syndicate, appears

ideally suited for special exploitation treat-

ment and that is exactly what the energetic

20:h-Fox promotion department is giving

this July release.

TheKngs ofCrmeandTheirRhgn ofTerror!

THE NAME
THAT
MADE
THE

UNDER-
WORLD
SHAKE
AND A
NATION
QUAKEI

.HENRY MORGAN -PETER FALK

Twelve TV trailers are available for the

picture in a variety of time sequences. The
authenticity that is the keynote of "Mur-

der, Inc." also is the hallmark of the

trailers. Newsreel clips, taken during the

late '30's, when the syndicate had begun

to crack, are combined most effectively

with action shots from the picture. Avail-

able, too, are a dozen radio spots, blending

the savagery aspect with the realistic ele-

ment. The tender love story, acted by

Stuart Whitman and May Britt, is played

here against the brutal and vicious crimes

of the mob.

A best-seller in hard cover, "Murder,

Inc." has been reprinted in paperback by

Bantam Books, with the first printing of

200,000 copies receiving prime shelf space.

Exhibitors are urged to contact their area

book stores, newsstands in air, bus and rail

terminals and other book outlets and

cement the promotion by providing win-

dow cards, posters, stills, etc., with theatre

playdate time properly displayed. In ad-

dition, special newspaper features playing

up the crime-fighting angle are offered.

HOUSE OF USHER

"House of Usher," which American-In-

ternational terms its "most important pic-

ture in the history" of the company, is a

horror film of exceptional exploitation

values that should appeal to discriminating

audiences, as well. In line with the an-

nounced step-up in AIP promotion, look

for the firm to give this chiller all tl

backing it needs to make it a good gross>j

Based on Edgar Allan Poe's class

"Usher" is loaded with eerie angles taile I

made for showmanship. Crypts and coffir

dark and gloomy staircases, sinister figur ;

—all these can be made to pay off at tl!

boxoffice via heavy advertising and explc!

tation aimed at the general patronagfl

Along these lines, plenty of display m
terial seems in order.

"House of Usher" appears a sufficient I

faithful version of Poe's tale to warrarj

in addition, a specialized selling pu;j

aimed at the more selective moviegoei

Here, of course, the literary approach

best, with the art houses coming in f<j

some prestige-type promotion that stress!

the "important" angle.

THE TIME MACHINE
M-G-M soon will take the public onj

trip in "The Time Machine" that pror

to be one of the weirdest experiences

the Summer.

H.G.WELLS
thegreafest

II BOM lit

ROD TAYLOR

JUAN YOUNG - YVOTE MIMKUX

SEBASTIAN CABOT TOM HELMORE I
i» m e t r o c o l o r

,
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,nything but strange, however, is the

1*5 multi-faceted salesmanship for this

:ma adaptation of the famous H.G.

lis thriller. Metro is seeing to it that

i>hock is left to the imagination, no hor-

e creature is forgotten in an extensive

nedia push.

. ticket-selling TV trailer; a giant, two-

ir, tabloid herald patterned to create

.ation; eye-stopping lobby standees; a

1 comic book co-op deal; an M-G-M
ords tie-in; a coloring contest; a Cop-

tone suntan lotion merchandising deal;

nce-fiction club co-operation; a jeweler's

n—all these are at work to sell'The

ne Machine." Keyed to the Summer out-

flr rush, an ambitious radio campaign,

louring exciting, 50-exciting transcrip-

i is. also is slated to promote the picture.

rE GIANT OF MARATHON
iigness is the keynote to M-G-M's pro-

rrion of its latest spectacle, "The Giant

HMarathon." Every aspect of the cam-

y.>n is over-sized to match the title and

Ipe of the production.

Tie advertising, of course, plays up the

trnendous physique of star Steve Reeves,

IE dramatically against the busy back-

THE GIANT
OFMARATHON
JYLENEDEMONGEOT«S
— .BSUNOVAILATI JACQUES TOURNEUR SSSSSUSSL

g und of warships and armies. And al-

I s pictured clutching passionately to his

N is beautiful Mylene Demongeot.

hree vital factors in the "Giant" push
»i special TV trailers to launch a massive

national viedo campaign: a giant tabloid

herald, and a huge lobby standee to be

composed of either of two point-of-sale

ingredients (a big blowup of Reeves or a

headless muscleman placed before a mirror

so patrons can see how thev would look as

the film's star). Exploitation-wise, there

are a "Mr. Marathon" contest and a hand-

ful of other physical fitness contests; tie-up

stills, and school and library promotions.

Plenty of street ballyhoo and local Olym-
pic Games also will be at work to plug

the picture.

It is crystal clear that "Brides of Dracu-

la" is loaded with built-in exploitation

lures. And Universal's boxofficers aren't

letting a selling trick escape them.

The check list in the gimmick-packed

pressbook reads like a showman's bible:

street stencils—blood-red sidewalk signs

reading, "All streets lead to The Brides of

Dracula '; heralds—stress is on the horror

aspect; first aid stations—a cabinet set up

in the lobby in advance, adjacent to dis-

play board, featuring smelling salts, pep

pills, aspirin, etc., with a card stating

they'll be available to the faint-hearted

during showing; sound effects—recording

of screams of fright, eerie sounds on a p.a.

set in front of theatre.

And: theatre front—six and three-sheets

and other paper and stills present excel-

lent opportunity to make a solid front;

newspaper identification contest—readers

will identify screen monsters of the past,

with guest tickets as prizes; lobby dressing

—for advance showing, eerie lighting ef-

fects, cut-outs of bats floating from ceiling

and an over-sized cut-out of the Dracula

vampire; "Brides of Dracula" contest

—

the inevitable search for the ideal "brides ".

sponsored by theatre, playground, com-

munity club groups; window displays

—

eye-catching photos make for good mer-

chant co-operation, and a midnight show
— special post-midnight performances

("Dracula" prowls only after 12 o'clock).

The ads are especially weird and eerie,

with plenty of b.o. lure in the figures of

Dracula and his curvaceous, yet ghoulish,

helpmates. Other promotional items in-

clude teaser classified ads; stagecoach street

bally; record plugs; a perfume-scented

paperback book tie-in, and free radio and

TV spots.

HANNIBAL
Brute strength—in the arms of a mighty

warrior and the tremendous size of his

elephant army—is the touchstone of the

Warner Bros, campaign for Hannibal."

The rock-like muscles of the fabled Car-

thaginian general, one arm drawn back

ready to sweep down with a sword, the

other gripping an impenetrable shield, are

present in everv ad, and right behind him

are his mammoth mastadons uprooting

entire cities in crazed terror. It is, to be

sure, the straight, hard sell from the

teaser ads straight through the whole en-

gagement.

Most important stunt plugging "Hanni-

bal" was the recently-concluded nation-

wide contest based on a circus elephant's

march from Carthage to Rome — New
York, that is. The prize was a sleeK

foreign car, and all the winner had to do

was guess how long it would take Jumbo
to cover 60 miles full of bridge weight

limits and traffic hazards. All along the

way, of course, the elephant—and "Hanni-

bal"—enjoyed tons of free publicity. Simi-

lar stunts, on a smaller scale, naturally,

could be employed locally.

BRIDES OF DRACULA
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"The Story of Ruth"

G*4t*C44 000
Good biblical entry done with style. Handsome color,

C'Scope production. Lacks names, action, but ranks with

better summer attractions.

Producer Samuel G. Engel and director Henry Koster, old

hands at creating religious films designed to educe strong

emotional appeal ("A Man Called Peter," "The Robe"), have

turned to the biblical heroine Ruth, and molded around her

life an exceptionally poignant and intimate study of personal

devotion. Filmed in striking DeLuxe Color and CinemaScope

screen, this 20th Century-Fox release about a woman's inner

struggle to come to religious peace with herself should rank with

the better moneymakers of the summer season. Spectacle for

spectacle's sake has been minimized, and the human qualities

of its people have been emphasized. This makes for a slower

pace than spectacle devotees prefer. However, there are

elements of pageantry and excitement in Norman Corwin's

Actionized screenplay—the colorful and inhumane rites of

child sacrifice, the plight of prisoners condemned to hard

labor in a mammoth stone quarry, the elements of escape and

pursuit, and the gay, carefree atmosphere of festive celebra-

tions—but these scenes become essential backdrops to the

human dramas being developed. Family audiences, in par-

ticular, will find "The Story of Ruth" extremely satisfying,

and despite a lack of marquee names, it will prove to be a

solid boxoffice attraction. Religious and charity groups are

backing it with strong word-of-mouth and this will add to the

grosses. The general pedestrian pace will detract from its value

in the action market. Koster has directed his story with skill

and sensitivity and has blended the more difficult theme of

belief with touches of humor and suspense. To portray his

many characters, he has selected a cast of fresh and versatile

performers. The lovely Israeli actress, Elana Eden, makes her

American screen debut in the title role, and she gives outward

validity to the character. As the two men in her life, Tom
Tryon gives an impressive performance as her first husband,

a young Jewish goldsmith who disapproves of human sacrifice

and slavery, and Stuart Whitman is excellent as the handsome,

headstrong Judean who learns tolerance through Ruth and

eventually becomes her second husband. Peggy Wood creates a

memorable Naomi. Strong support also comes from Viveca

Lindfors, the Moab High Priestess, Jeff Morrow, Miss Wood's
kinsman, and Thayer David, the Moab Priest. Ruth begins to

question the religion of the Moabs after several conversations

with Tryon, and on the day of the sacrificial rites flees from
the ceremony in horror. Tryon's family, with the exception

of Miss Wood, are killed, and Tryon is sentenced to the

quarries for life. Ruth spends six months in solitude and upon
her release helps Tryon escape. Fatally wounded, he lives long

enough to marry her. Ruth and Miss Wood journey to

Bethlehem, where Ruth works in the fields. Miss Wood's two
kinsmen, Whitman and Jeff Morrow, become interested in

Ruth. When a terrible drought falls across the land, the

BUSINESS RATING

$$$$ — Tops $$$ - Good

$$ — Average $ — Poor

townspeople blame it on Ruth and insist she go before

Council of Elders. A pair of Moab pursuers, posing as Isj

ites, testify that she is still worshipping idols, but II

manages to clear herself. Morrow claims his right as the i

of kin and insists Ruth marry him, but with the heir.

Miss Wood, they trick him into denouncing her. Accon
to law, Ruth is now free to have the man of her ch<

and she and Whitman marry.

20th Century-Fox. 132 minutes. Elana Eden. Stuart Whitman Tom Tryon, f\ u
Wood, Viveca Lindtors, Jeff Morrow. Produced by Samuel' C. Engel. Dir I

r

by Henry Koster.

"Ice Palace"

GcUiHCte 'RdtcH^ 0 0 0
Big, colorful production of Ferber novel. Story lc\

conviction in some aspects, but is well acted. If p

mated, should be good summer grosser.

Edna Ferber's novel about the taming of Alaska and
/

great northern wilderness' fight to become America's A

state comes to the screen tailored for audiences who pr i

their entertainment in the big, colorful, melodramatic v

While this Warner Brothers release cannot boast any I

marquee names, it does have a cast of talented perforr i

(Richard Burton, Robert Ryan, Carolyn Jones, Martha Hi

Jim Backus), some exciting man-versus-the-elements sequeil

and a handsome Technicolor mounting. Other plus factors]

the popularity of the novel, which was also serialized in i

Ladies Home Journal, and the current interest over Ala ;

Unfortunately, however, a basic uneveness in the story
j

vails throughout its long 143-minute running time. Scrip

Harry Kleiner has failed to develop strong character moti

tion and growth over the tale's 40-year period or get below
j

surface of the film's many potentially dramatic situation:!

ruthless rags-to-riches power climb, a tragic love trian:

Eskimo-white intermarriage and the struggle for statehd

If backed by strong promotion, this could be one of the si

mer's better grossers. Vincent Sherman has directed with oi

petent glossy strokes and elicited effective performances, ij

ton, a bit unsure while portraying a poor, but ambitii

cannery worker, develops a strong character as he becomes i

industrial czar. Ryan turns in one of his best jobs to dam
the one-time fishing boat captain, one-time friend of Burl

who leads Alaska to statehood. Miss Jones brings depth to :

role of the girl both men love, and Miss Hyer regis"

strongly as Burton's married-for-money wife. Jim Bad

gives a humorous interpretation of his assistant-friend. Ai

World War I, Burton and Ryan become friends in Alaska,
j

end up bitter enemies when Ryan learns Burton is in love vJ

his fiancee, Miss Jones. Burton becomes ruthless after marr)
j

wealthy Miss Hyer, and Ryan marries an Eskimo girl, who •(

giving birth to their son. Burton's marriage collapses and i

daughter elopes with Ryan's Eskimo son. They have a chi

granddaughter of Burton and Ryan, but the young couple i

in the winderness, Miss Hyer dies of a heart attack. By IS'

Ryan is battling for statehood and powerful Burton trie:

political marriage between his granddaughter and Backus' il

a successful lawyer. Miss Jones prevents it. When Ryan J

forced down in a plane crash, Burton saves his life. Alan

becomes the 49th state, Ryan its First Citizen.

Warner Brothers. 143 minutes. Richard Burton, Robert Ryan, Carolyn jJ
Martha Hyer, Jim Backus. Produced by Henry Blanke. Directed by VirM

Sherman.
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"Bells Are Ringing" Will

-ipp/esf musical hit in an age. Great fun, lively songs,

\3-drawer production. Judy Holliday, Dean Martin

ire. B.O. smash. MetroColor, CinemaScope

.

'Bells Are Ringing" is unquestionably the brightest, hap-

st, most entertaining musical comedy to prance onto the

een in an age. Business prospects are enormous. With

ented Judy Holliday and popular Dean Martin as its marquee

d
^ers, it is certain to become one of the BIG entertainment

I

s of the summer. The Betty Comden-Adolph Green (lyri-

ts)—Jule Styne (composer) Broadway smash has been given

)ig and beautiful cinematic overhauling by Metro-Goldwyn-

^ lyer, and Arthur Freed's crackerjack production is so loaded

th rib-tickling escapades, catchy and witty songs, colorful

? d imaginative dances, tha: it would be hard to imagine any-

e leaving the theatre without a grin from ear to ear.

f

Director Vincente Minnelli, who brought home an Academy

vard with "An American In Paris," has once again taken

ll advantage of the motion picture medium and given "Bells

e Ringing" the eye-filling, smart MetroColor CinemaScope

essing it so richly deserves. His comedy scenes whip along at

lilarious clip, his energetic production numbers literally light

the screen, and his more serious moments contain the proper

lount of sentimentality without mawkishness.

Exhibitors can count on "Bells" to keep their cash registers

lging, for this is a socko boxoffice attraction that will be

ibraced and applauded from the biggest cities to the smallest

hamlets. Audiences of all tastes will be shouting its praises.

Standout moments abound during this wild and fun-filled

ek into the zany interior of a metropolitan answering service,

it it's the versatile Miss Holliday's vehicle from start to finish,

le recreates her Broadway role of Ella Peterson, the big-

arted switchboard operator wo can't help getting involved in

e personal problems of her subscribers. For example, she's

lien madly in love with Plaza 0-4433, a playboy playwright

jho places his typewriter second to the world of dollies and

>ttles, and she's also befriended a singing dentist who com-

>ses music on his air hose, and a young, would-be actor who
fuses to leave the School of Method Mumbling. To each of

j:r problem children, Miss Holliday becomes more than just

voice on the other end. To the playwright, she is kindly old

om; to little Junior, she is Santa Claus; to Madame Grimaldi,

e opera singer, she is an authoritative medicine man. To each
r

her many portrayals, Miss Holliday brings all the warmth
id comic talent in her possession, and she's equally at home

luting out a song, a dance, or an insult.

Dean Martin turns in another free and easy-going perform-

,ice as the writer, probably his best to date. He is especially

lpressive crooning the smile-contagious "Hello" to a mob

i

dour-faced pedestrians at a traffic signal. Strong support is

so supplied by comic Eddie Foy, Jr., a gambler using the

lowering service as a bookmaking front; Fred Clark, Martin's

irassed producer; Jean Stapleton, Miss Holliday's cousin

.irtner and Foy's financial love; Frank Gorshin, the Brando-

pe actor, and Bernie West, the frustrated dentist.

Set Ticket Machines Afire.

Dean Martin serenades mop-adorned Judy Holliday

Andre Previn has adapted and conducted the score with style

and zest, and it's certainly refreshing to find the words and

music skillfully becoming an essential part of the story. Miss

Holliday kicks up a storm learning to dance to "Mu Cha Cha,"

knocks a bunch of theatrical name-droppers on their ears with

"Drop That Name," beautifully puts across the film's top

ballad, "The Party's Over," and brings everything to a rip-

roaring conclusion with "I'm Goin' Back to the Bonjour

Tristesse Brassiere Company." Martin does a first-rate job forc-

ing himself to work with "Do It Yourself." A trio of show-

stoppers are the opening number explaining why every girl

needs an answering service, Foy's riotous explanation to his

operators of his phony set-up, "It's A Simple Little System,"

and a leg-kicking costume-glittering girlie number.

The Comden-Green script finds the Hollidav-Stapleton

answering service being monitored by a police inspector who is

convinced 'he girls are giving away more than telephone sen ice.

Under all their noses, Foy sets up his bookmaking concern.

Miss Holliday refuses to heed her cousin's warning to keep out

of other people's affairs, gets West an interview to show his

songs, and convinces Gorshin to drop his beat accent and take

on a more polished air. When she discovers Martin is about to

lose his job, she appears in his apartment under an assumed

name and inspires him to work. Martin immediately falls for

her and takes her to a party given by Clark. Disturbed because

he is being lionized by all the women present, Miss Holliday

disappears. The ending finds Miss Holliday turning Foy over

to the police, all her subscribers appearing in person to shower

her with praise, and Martin carting her off to become his wife.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 124 minutes. Judy Holliday. Dean Martin. Produced by
Arthur Freed. Directed by Vincente Minnelli.
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"Portrait in Black"

Rati*? O O ©
Powerful cast, resplendent color production bolster dis-

appointing story about illicit love, murder. Strong pro-

motion will help.

Ross Hunter's "Portrait in Black" is a psychological murder

melodrama about a pair of illicit lovers and their almost-perfect

crimes. It is endowed with practically every asset to make it a

boxoffice success: a potent marquee combination (Lana Turner,

Anthony Quinn, Sandra Dee, John Saxon, Richard Basehart,

Lloyd Nolan), plus a smart and polished Eastman Color mount-

ing sparkling with handsome sets, mood-catching on-location

San Francisco backgrounds and resplendent gowns. Despite

these factors, however, this Universal entry is going to require

all the powerful exploitation know-how the company's aggres-

sive promotion force is putting behind it to realize the antici-

pated grosses. The weak point is Ivan Goff and Ben Roberts'

cumbersome screenplay (based on their Broadway play), which

is lacking in convincing character motivation, plausible situa-

tions, and is furthered hampered by the essential element of

surprise. Best returns will come in general market. Discrimi-

nating audiences will be disappointed. Director Michael Gor-

don manages to create a few dramatic sequences (Miss Turner

and Quinn driving through a rainstorm to unload their second

victim, Quinn trying to convince Miss Dee that her stepmother,

Miss Turner, is not a murderess, and Quinn chasing Miss Dee
across a gabled roof), and he elicits some good performances

from his cast. As the wife of a tyranical invalid shipping ty-

coon, Miss Turner is lovely to look at, and Quinn is convincing

as her physical-lover-turned-murderer. Miss Dee and Saxon,

her tugboat skipper boyfriend, supply a youthful romance
angle. Standout performances come from Nolan, the bed-ridden

husband (victim one) and Basehart, Nolan's cold-blooded

lawyer (victim two). The Turner-Quinn affair reaches such

an emotional peak that they plot and successfully carry out

Nolan's murder. They appear safe until a mysterious letter

arrives congratulating Miss Turner on the success of the crime.

Evidence points to Basehart and he is disposed of. The lovers

begin quarreling, and after a second letter arrives, Quinn dis-

covers Miss Turner is the sender. It is her device to avoid

losing him. Quinn tumbles to his death chasing Miss Dee, who
had discovered the truth.

Universal-International. 112 minutes. Lana Turner, Anthony Quinn, Sandra Dee
John Saxon, Richard Basehart, Lloyd Nolan. Produced by Ross Hunter. Directed
by Michael Gordon.

"Dinosaurus"

Su4iHC4A &<Zt£*<? O O Plus

Exciting and amusing gimmick show that should be fun
for young and old alike. Solid exploitation entry.

The exploitable and the unusual, two boxoffice ingredients

that have marked Jack H. Harris' career as a producer ("The
Blob," "4D Man") turn up again in a most colorful and excit-

ing way in his latest entry being released by Universal-Interna-

tional. Backed by a first-rate U-I promotional campaign, and
loaded with the ingredients that beget strong word-of-mouth,
this DeLuxe Color CinemaScope adventure spectacle should
prove a solid programmer for adult adventure fans and the

younger set during the coming summer months. Harris' gim-
mick is the bringing of a pair of prehistoric monsters (a 60-

foot tyrannosaurus and a 45-foot brontosaurus) and an AllW

Oop cave man into a modern day setting highlighted by spe [l

effects provided by Tim Baar, Gene Warren and Wah Ch<g

that are terrific. There are thrills-a-plenty as the ancient i|)

wander across an isolated tropical island, the monsters leavk

death and destruction in their wake, the cave man fumbl |>

hilariously with the complexities of the modern world (an elj-

tric dishwasher, a refrigerator full of food, and a full len:h

mirror). Highlights of the film occur during the monsij-

versus-monster, man-versus-monster battles, and the sequens

devoted to the relationships between the cave man and a vol I

boy and a beautiful woman. Co-producer-director Irvin S. Y-
worth, Jr. has capably combined humor with excitement, a|i

Stanley Cortez' on-location Virgin Islands photography is 1

eye-pleaser. The cast of unknowns perform competently: Will

Ramsey, the construction engineer who unwittingly blasts ij;

prehistoric trio up from their watery depths; Kristina Hansc,,

pretty daughter of an island scientist; Fred Engelberg, th

treacherous island manager. But the star of the show, surpi-

sing even the gigantic monsters, is Gregg Martell, as ij

Neanderthal with a heart of gold. The prehistoric creatures ;l:

brought to dry land prior to examination by anthropologic,

and come back to life during a freak lightning storm. T|j

islanders set about defending themselves and Ramsey destrci

the tyrannosaurus with gasoline bombs and sends the bron •

saurus back into the sea. Martell dies while helping Miss Hi-

son escape from a collapsing cave.

Universal-International. 85 minutes. Ward Ramsey Kristina Hanson. Produ.l
by Jack H. Harris and Irvin S. Yeaworth, Jr. Directed by Irvin S. Yeaworth.

"And Quiet Flows the Don"

Fair Russian import. OK for art houses.

Cossack village life along the River Don shortly before ai

immediately after the outbreak of World War I is the basis f

this latest U.S.-U.S.S.R. Cultural Exchange film being releas

in Color and with English sub-titles by United Artists. Illi*

love and the undercurrent of political unrest which will lead

the Russian Revolution are its two main themes, but becau

this Gorky Film Studio production is only the first of a trilo;

based on the massive novels of Mikhail Sholokhov, a defini

sense of incompletion hangs over the panoramic doings. A;

house patrons may give it their attention, but it offers litt

for the general market. Director-scripter Sergei Gerasimov hi

colorfully recreated the atmosphere of pre-Communist Russi

and coupled with the adulterous relationship between a he

tempered young Cossack and his earthy married neighbor, a

splendid sequences devoted to the villagers at work in the field

boisterously enjoying their moments of leisure, and obedient

defending their Motherland once the war begins. Ellii'

Bystritskaya and Pyotr Glebov begin their affair while her hu

band is off on Cossack army maneuvers. Upon his return, 1

learns of his wife's unfaithfulness and beats her savagely. Di

graced by his son's actions, Ilchenko forces Glebov to man!

Zinaida Kirienko, but the marriage fails and Glebov and Mi

Bystritskaya run off together. A child is eventually born. Whe
World War I breaks out, Glebov leaves with his regiment an

proves himself in battle. On furlough, he comes back to fin

his daughter dead and Miss Bystritskaya carrying on with ai

other. He leaves her to return to the faithful Miss Kirienko.

United Artists. 107 minutes. Ellina Bystritskaya, Pyotr Glebov. Directed t

Sergei Gerasimov.
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Psycho

GcuiKtM IZeUU? ©GO
tifchcock pot aside subtle suspense for gruesome shock

tffects. Not for kids, but looks like good grosser in

general market.

Alfred Hitchcock, undisputed master of suspense, the whim-

ical and the macabre, has gone in for the gruesome in this

hiller. Definitely not for the kiddies, but it should prove a

trong grosser in the adult markets. A fair marquee cast (An-

honv Perkins, Vera Miles, John Gavin, Janet Leigh) an abun-

dance of sex, terror, mayhem and some touches of sardonic

4itchcockian wit are the plus factors. On the debit side is a

supposed surprise ending that will be too transparent for

• eteran mystery fans. The famed director employs shocker

effects and weird camera angles for effect, rather than his more

,ub:le suspense technique as the events in an isolated motel un-

fold with manv twists and turns. Perkins delivers an off-beat

(for him) performance as a strange young taxidermist who

runs the isolated motel and lives in a sinister-looking Victorian

mansion with his possessive mother. Miss Leigh registers sensi-

tivelv as a runaway woman who has stolen S40,000 from her

boss, and ends up slashed to death in a bathtub in Perkins'

'motel. Gavin and Miss Miles are good as Miss Leigh's boy-

friend and devoted sister. In a supporting role, Martin Balsam

is superb as a private investigator, especially during his inter-

rogation scene with Perkins. Joseph Stefano's literate scrip:,

from a novel bv Robert Bloch, the angular black-and-white

John L. Russell photography and Bernard Herrmann's effective

music add to the eerie atmosphere. After Miss Leigh is mur-

dered bv Perkins' maniacal mother, Perkins disposes of body,

monev and car in a nearby swamp. When Balsam comes to

investigate, he meets the same knife-slashing end and swampy

burial. Gavin and Miss Miles are saved from a similar fate in a

terrifying, but not very surprising, ending.

Paramount. 109 minu'es. An'honv Pe-kins Janet Leigh, Vera M^les. Jchn Gavin.
Produced and Directed by Alfred Hitchcock.

'Tarzan The Magnificent"

Modernized version lacks fun and excitement of others.

Devotees of Tarzan, the Jungle Man, are doomed to disap-

pointment; he's gone modern—and lots of the fun's gone out

of him. The famous Edgar Rice Burroughs stongman, in this

Eastman Color film released by Paramount has been updated

and he rarely swings from trees or grapples with beasts of prey.

It makes for fewer thrills and less excitement. However, the

popularity of the series still gives this fair boxoffice value. An
exciting opener has John Carradine and his sons holding up a

native bank and shooting dow n anyone w ho gets in their way.

The rest of the film deals with Tarzan's (Gordon Scott) attempt

to take one of the sons (Jock Mahoney) back to civilization

and justice. Among the obstacles: Carradine and Mahoney's

brothers are not far behind, Tarzan is furthered burdened by

three male and two female city dwellers, and there is an occa-

sional peril in the jungle. Director Robert Day keeps the action

rolling at a fairly good pace. Scott makes a physically impres-

sive Tarzan and Mahoney is quite good as his prisoner. Carra-

dine turns in a fine performance as the bitter and villainous

father. Berne Giler's script has Tarzan capturing Mahoney,

but forced to return him to the police via the jungle after Carra-

dine and Mahoney's brothers blow up the river boat. Five of

the passengers accompany Tarzan. During the trip, Betta St.

John falls in love with Mahoney, and helps him escape. But he

leaves her and she is killed by a lion. Mahoney is recaptured

by Tarzan, and they safely pass through a savage village after

one of the passengers, an ex-doctor, saves the life of the chief's

wife. Carradine is finally killed, Mahoney is turned over to

the police, and Tarzan returns to his jungle.

Paramount. 88 minutes. Gordon Scitt. Jock Mahoney. Betta St. John. Jchn Carra-
dine. Produced by Sy Weintraub. Directed by Robert Day.

"Battle in Outer Space"

Above-par science-fictioner in color.

Science-fiction fans and the younger set are in for an exciting

"out of this world" treat with this imaginative import from

Japan, which Columbia is releasing. Filmed in Eastman Color,

sporting an exploitable title and loaded with splendid special

effects goodies, "Battle in Outer Space," properly promoted,

should give a good account of itself in action and ballyhoo

houses. It seems that space men from the planet Natal have set

up an advance base on the moon and are planning to invade the

earth via flying saucers. The Earth Defense Force decides to

send two A-power rockets to the moon to destroy them. What
happens during the first trip to the moon by humans and after

they arrive, forms the basis of Shinichi Sekizawa's screenplay.

Direction by Inoshiro Honda is keyed to the thriller market,

providing a maximum of interplanetary excitement to compen-

sate for the thinness of plot. Freighters passing through the

Suez Canal are mysteriously lifted into the air, the canals in

Venice suddenly shoot up into the sky, flying saucers battle

space ships and ray guns zip on and off with great rapidity. To
complicate matters, the Natalians have made slaves of several

of the Earth Defense spacemen. After a number of mishaps on

the moon, the enemies headquarters is destroyed. The Defense-

men return with a warning that the earth will still probably

be invaded. A thrilling climax finds Earthmen fighting Space-

men. Before the Iatter's defeat. New York, San Francisco and

Tokyo are destroyed.

Columbia. 90 minutes. Ryo Ikebe. Kyoko Anzai. Leonard Stanford. Produced by
Tomoyuki Tanaka. Directed by Inoshiro Honda.
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The Last Days of Pompeii"

Rating is for mass market. One of best among spate

of spectacle imports. In color and starring Reeves.

From a standpoint of sheer spectacle and excitement, "The

Last Days of Pompeii" towers above most of the other dubbed

imports of the season. The standard storyline runs a pale

second in this action-loaded Eastman Color wide-screen saga

of Christian persecutions and Roman orgies, but devotees of

spectacle fare will have a field day watching whippings and

tortures doled out alongside of individual murders and mass

slaughters. In addition, there are gladiator battles and Chris-

tians sentenced to die by lions in the arena, climaxed by a

rip-roaring 20-minute sequence depicting the eruption of

Vesuvius and the total destruction of Pompeii. An exploitable

title, Steve (Hercules) Reeves' name on the marquee, plus an

all-out United Artists promotional campaign should generate

solid returns in the mass market. Reeves once again proves

himself physically adept as the brave Roman Centurion who
must battle lions and crocodiles, as well as evil male and
female conspirators. A trio of beauties—Christina Kauffman,
daughter of Pompeii's weak ruler; Barbara Carroll, her devoted

Christian maid; Anne Marie Baumann, the ruler's evil and
Christian-Roman hating mistress—supply the romantic angles.

Mario Bonnard has directed the entire production with verve

and gusto, especially the destruction scenes. Reeves returns to

Pompeii from the wars and discovers his father murdered, his

home burned and sacked. He is informed by Fernando Rey,

the High Priest, that the Christians are responsible for the

recent rapes, robbings and burnings, and should be brought
to justice. Roman soldiers arrest a group of Christians meeting
secretly in the catacombs, and they are sentenced to death in

the arena. Reeves discovers Miss Baumann and Rey are behind
the raids, but he is captured and thrown into prison on false

charges. Miss Kauffman comes to his defense, avows her
sympathy for the Christians, and she and Reeves are also

sentenced to the arena. Reeves makes a brave showing just

before Vesuvius erupts and the city is destroyed. He and
Miss Kauffman escape to the sea.

United Artists. 103 minutes. Steve Reeves Christ!
Paola Moffa. Directed by Mario Bonnard.

iffman. Produced by

"Hannibal"

Heavy-handed, unconvincing spectacle import in color.
Mild entry for action market. Mature in lead.

The heroic and romantic exploits of the Carthaginian

general who led an army of elephants and men across the

Alps in 218 B.C. to battle the Roman legions has been given

heavy-handed, sometimes ludicrous, thoroughly unconvincing
treatment in this partially-dubbed Warner Brothers release.

Filmed in Technicolor and Supercinescope on locations in Italy

and Yugoslavia, starring muscular Victor Mature and loaded
with thousands of foot-soldiers, horsemen, and a horde of
elephants, "Hannibal" stacks up as only a fair entry for the
mass, action-minded audience. Mortimer Braus' screenplay
follows well-traveled ground and lacks a semblance of authen-
ticity. Director Fdgar G. Ulmer strives to keep events moving

and manages to work up some action. There's Hannibal ai

his men braving the treacherous winter climb through t

Alps, bitter debates in the Roman Senate, and a couple

battle scenes topped off with the Carthaginians defeat of t

Romans at Cannae. Where promoted, "Hannibal" will g

fair grosses in the general market. Mature is physically belie\

able as Hannibal, while Rita Gam is totally unbelieveable as

Roman Senator's niece. Gabrielle Ferzetti delivers strong su

port as Miss Gam's uncle, the man who starts Hannibal

the road to defeat. Marching towards Rome, Hannibal kidna

Miss Gam, shows her his powerful army, then frees her kno

ing she will report what she has seen to his enemies. Aft

another victory, Hannibal sends her a message that he

marching on Rome. Moved by love for her country, Miss Ga
tells Ferzetti everything and is blamed for consorting with tl

enemy. She then meets secretly with Hannibal, but they a

surprised by a Roman patrol. Hannibal escapes and Miss Ga
is placed under arrest, but she escapes and rejoins her lovi

Meanwhile, Ferzetti assumes command of the Roman arr

and prepares to march against Hannibal. When Hanniba

wife arrives unexpectedly from Carthage, Miss Gam ru

away. In Rome, she is tried for treason and sentenced to deat

Hannibal's forces are defeated by Ferzetti.

Warner Brothers. 103 minutes. Victor Mature, Rita Gam, Gabriele Ferze
Produced by Ottavio Poggi. Directed by Edgar G. Ulmer.

"Chartroose Caboose"

'Su4tH&i4 'Rati*? O Q
Amusing, homespun family fare will draw good wort

of-mouth response. Strong for hinterlands. In color.

"Chartroose Caboose" is a gay and wholesome slice

homespun family entertainment about a kindly old retin

railroad conductor who resides in a chartreuse-colored caboo

on an unused railroad siding, and the assortment of strange

who suddenly enter his life. Lack of marquee strength wi

relegate it to the lower half of dual bills in the metropolis

market, but word-of-mouth could inspire some surprising bo

office returns. Certainly, it will register strongly in the hinte

lands. The appeal of this Universal-International relea

emanates from a trio of fresh and youthful faces (Molly Be

Ben Cooper and a charming youngster, Mike McGreevey

a pair of veteran screen humorists (Edgar Buchanan, Sli

Pickins), an assortment of breezy songs and a handsome Eas.

man Color mounting. The entire cast turn in appealing pe

formances, with Buchanan waggishly stealing most of the sho>

and director William "Red" Reynolds keeping plot intere

and laughs moving at a pleasant pace. Rod Peterson's boum

screenplay has elopement-bound Miss Bee and Cooper fleeir

from her marriage-frowning father and McGreevey runnir

away from home to see the jets at a nearby air base. They a:

befriended by Buchanan and invited to spend the night i

his caboose. O. Z. Whitehead, a legendary millionaire railroa

hobo also wanders onto the scene. All are jolted from the

sleep by Pickins, a not-really-so crotchety brakeman, who hi

orders to return the caboose to the company. At their destin

tion, Whitehead arranges for Buchanan to get his home bac

and although Miss Bee's father appears for the return trij

the wedding is performed while the caboose rolls merri

along the track..
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"PAY OR DIE" PAYS OFF BIG

UNION

MOREY "*«?• GOLKST«N

GENERAL SALES MANAGER

ALLIED ARTISTS PICTURES

1S5 W. A6TH ST.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK

OR DIE" VKIC* n««» "S FIRST WEEK AT OUR

NEW YORK IS WILD ABOUT "PAY
^

. ^ ATTENDANCE RECORD

•

WAP.R THEATRE ON BROADWAY ^ TRE WONDERS

CRITICS AND PATRONS ARE GREATLY
lAMPERT WHO IS

performance op ernest „ ^ w0 had a rand in

-7^a^
"PAY OR DIE •

NAT EELLMAN

STANLEY-WAPNER
THEATRES

and J^RIETY too tells the
Blockbusting news!
'Real phenom, 'PAY OR DIE' soared toil

mighty $41,500 in its opening round a^
the Warner, Sunday hitting an almost
unbelievably high $11,000!"

P.S. The Warner Theatre New York City has 1416 se

ALLIED ARTISTS Prese„ts"PAY OR DIE" stam „g ERNEST BORGNINE
m* ZOHRA LAMPERT-Mtq ALAN AUSTIN •m* a»ddm t» RICHARD WILSON •mm *mmam mmmmm '



mum
Opinion of* the Industry

20th's Convention TV Pitch

The Big "Gantry' Tease

Party-Giver Levine

FILMS OF DISTINCTION

"Elmer Gantry"

"From the Terrace"

Other Reviews:

THE LOST WORLD MURDER, INC.

SONS WITHOUT END



UNIVERSAL announces

PETER USTIN
SANDRA DEE
JOHN GAVIN

Screenplay by Peter Ustinov, based on his

A Pavor, S. A. Production • A Universal-InternI

t

1



eduction has started in Rome

ROMANOF
AND JULIET 99

In Eastman COLO

D-starring

\KIM TAMIROFF

duced and Directed by Peter Ustinov

ase

. . . from the beginning



20th CO-SPONSOR
BOTH DEMOCRAT!

starting July 11 th

AND REPUBLICA1
starting July 25th

CONVENTIONS
ABC TO PRE-SELL

44. AND

CDNAN TJE
DOYLE'S IHE

WoRiP

TO THE GREATES1
TV AUDIENCE I

EVER ASSEMBLED!

1
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Whaf They'te hiking About

I* Hie Movie Business

EATRE DIVERSIFICATION . A most inter-
ting observation is made by a reader
oout the diversification potentials
f individual movie theatres. This is
keen idea that should stimulate some
hought on the part of exhibitors in
arch of added revenue to bolster
heir boxof fice returns .

"The largest amusement park in the
ountry opened in the northern reaches
f New York City. They advertised ex-
ensively, and were the beneficiaries
f outstanding publicity work. They
lso made little or no effort to hide
!he fact that when you started shell-
ing out for various rides, etc., your
rip could end up costing you a pretty
enny. And the people came in droves,
oney, it seems, is really no object
hen folks go out to have a good time.

"In the same city of New York,
here is a whole new breed of restau-
ants these days—eating places whose
lajor reputation is not the elegance
f the cuisine, although elegance is
ertainly part of their stock in
rade, but rather the size of the
rices.

0
"Now perhaps it seems funny for a

heatreman to be discussing amusement
larks and fancy restaurants, but there
s actually a lesson for our business
o consider in the price and per-
ormance pattern of these other
eisure activities. That being, you
an't judge any price in the abstract,
here is no such thing as a standard
ight price for the movies, any more
han there is a standard right price
or a fancy restaurant. Equally, there
s no need for low prices to handcuff
he ingenuity of the entrepreneur in
inding ways to coax dollars from the
ustomers. The cost of the amusement
ark to the patron is not merely what
e pays to get in. Once he gets in, he
s the world's greatest impulse buyer,
nd there are plenty of things there
or him to buy—rides, souvenirs, re-
reshments. Similarly, as drive-in

owners can testify, getting the cus-
tomer to buy a ticke t to the movies is
only the beginning of the business you
hope to derive from him.

"One of the interesting develop-
ments of recent years has been the
evolution of some art theatres into a
sort of swank neighborhood house. They
show subsequent run movies, carefully
selected. They serve coffee in the
lounge and have usherettes to show you
to your seat. And they generally limit
the length of the show to a maximum of
three hours. For this they charge, on
the average, 25 to 50 per cent more
than the larger subsequent run houses
which play the pictures sooner. Their
customers, however, gladly pay the
premium for such creature comforts as
the usher service, the sensible pro-
gram length, the easy screen visibility
and so forth. Already, some of the
forward-thinkers among us have dis-
covered other things they can sell to
the public: paperback books, drinks in
a bar or clubroom in some carefully
selected spot. I would be inclined to
place a small wager that if in the
lobby of a well-patronized theatre you
placed a machine which would, like a
jukebox, show you a great scene from a
great movie of the past for, say, a
dime, and you could have your choice
of a hundred movies, you would find
plenty of people putting the dimes
into the box.

"Now obviously when you go to the
movies, you go to see a specific
picture or double bill; once inside
the theatre, you don't have much
choice in this respect. But if, in
addition to the pictures, you have a
choice of perhaps half a dozen other
attractive ways to spend your money
inside, even the prospect of browsing
will seem more attractive. There is a
great challenge here to the ingenuity
of today's showmen. They should not be
deterred by the sneering of the stand-
patters. It wasn't so long ago that
the drive-ins were being called
"passion pits" and painted as dens of
iniquity. But respectability builds
its own reputation, and the scoffers
of today will be in business them-
selves tomorrow.

"The important thing is to take a
good long look at the movie market and
realize to the full j ust how willing
these customers a re to buy anything
worthwhile you have to sell .

"
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Newsmakers

Retiring Champion

One of the movie industry's favorite

indoor sports of the last decade has

been to blame most of its ills on U.S.

vs. Paramount, et al., the anti-trust suit

that separated production-distribution

from exhibition. And no single indivi-

dual has been held more responsible for

instituting and pursuing that litigation

than Abram F. Myers.

Now, after 31 years of unflagging

service to Allied States Association of

Motion Picture Exhibitors (as its board

chairman and general counsel), the

white-thatched independent leader is

ready to retire. His followers hail him

as a tireless crusader for the rights of

the small theatreman. Through the

years, unmindful of vitriolic attacks on

his aims and motives, Myers has re-

mained staunch in his attitude that the

little exhibitor has a place in this busi-

ness.

Glossed over by critics of Myers are

the inexorable factors that over the past

ten seasons have influenced the movie

slump. For the past decade, television

has had a most profound effect on the

theatre boxoffice. The entire entertain-

ment face of the nation has been

changed by a mass wave of new leisure

pursuits. But these trends seem to hold

less import in some quarters than the

oft-mentioned decree.

Short, too, are some memories of the

conditions that 12 years ago impelled a

large segment of the exhibitor body to

demand governmental action to restrain

the film companies from engaging in

practices that were, or surely bordered

on the, monopolistic. It is not so long

ago, many exhibitors will recall, that a

P«q. * Film BULLETIN July II, I960

film firm, unable to sell its product on

its terms in a small town, rented a

large, vacant lot and erected on it a

sign reading: "A theatre soon will be

constructed on this space by Portentous

Pictures." The town's theatre owner

quickly fell in line.

And block-booking, in that era when

40 to 50 features were sold en masse,

was found intolerable by exhibitors,

who complained that often they had

nothing more than an artificially-created

title to guide them.

The dimming effects of time have

clouded the portrait of Myers to make

him appear obdurate and insular in his

reasoning on industry affairs. True, it

cannot be denied that had film com-

panies retained their theatre holdings,

they undoubtedly would have today a

greater kinship to the exhibitor and his

problems. For one, sales of film back-

logs to television probably would have

been conditioned by the majors' theatre

ownership. But it is clear that a great

deal of the abuse heaped upon the Al-

lied founder has been undue. If fault is

to be found with Myers' decisions and

policies in recent years, it must be in

the degree of his inflexibility, a stance,

to be sure, hardened by many long

years of fighting tooth and nail for the

little exhibitor.

Myers' somewhat uncompromising

position must, in any analysis, be linked

inseparably with that of National Al-

lied, so closely have the two become as-

sociated with each other over the years.

The problems of the small theatre,

through the heavy economic pressures

of the present day, have become the

7

problems of every theatre; small houses

are more and more collaborating on

numerous important issues with their

circuit brethern, and all exhibitor ele-

ments have banded together to form

the American Congress of Exhibitors

In this tide of progress, National Allied!

has been caught up and swept alon^

with the rest, and whatever resistance i;

and its dedicated leader have displayed

can most likely be attributed to a feat;

of being engulfed by the larger organ,

izations.

In the midst of these troubled anc

changing times, Myers steps down as ar

exhibitor leader whose long tenure ha>

been marked by one challenging issiu

after another. In 1941, he spearheadei

the movement that started the Unitec*

Motion Picture Industry; in 1950, hi

was a sponsor of the Council of Motior

Picture Organizations, and as chairmai

of COMPO's taxation committee, in thi

same year, he was in the forefront ol

the tax repeal campaign.

Whatever his detractors might lay or 1

his doorstep, none can charge Abr::

Myers with lack of sincerity or princij

pie. The record shows three decades oi

firm and honest devotion to the caus<|

of independent exhibition. He has beer

its champion. He has been a leader

none of this breed is without foe.
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The Mareus-COMPO l'h,„ Slum s H»tv
This story is told about Milwaukee

exhibitor leader Ben Marcus and his

unceasing efforts to keep showmanship

alive in his branch of the industry.

Mr. Marcus dated a certain picture

into five or six theatres in different

towns in Wisconsin. He liked the film,

but since he had heard some poor re-

ports on it from other areas, he at-

tempted to interest the film company

in a specialized, stepped-up type of

campaign. When the local branch man-

ager turned him down (because the

picture was a "natural" for Marcus'

small-town houses), the enterprising

theatreman decided to strike out pro-

motionally on his own. He instructed

the manager of one theatre to conduct

an over-the-budget drive along special

lines, while the other theatres were

ordered to employ a normal campaign.

The specialized campaign resulted

in a sensational gross; in the other

situations, returns were just so-so.

When the branch manager learned of

the results, he arranged for every suc-

ceeding Marcus playdate to receive a

special campaign, the extra cost to be

shared fifty-fifty between the film com-

pany and the theatre.

The plan, of course, now is referred

to all across the country as the Marcus

promotion plan— and COMPO has

alertly grasped it and is sponsoring it

on an expanding plane. Aside from the

impact of the idea on theatre grosses,

the Marcus-COMPO plan has inspired

exhibition to believe in itself, no small

accomplishment in this downbeat day.

The showmanship formula will be

tested in Pittsburgh in mid-summer,
with the feeling almost unanimous
among exhibitors there that results will

be no less spectacular. Following one

of the largest exhibitor gatherings ever

held in the Pittsburgh area, which

voted unanimous approval of the Mar-

cus plan, George Stern, president of

MPTOA of Western Pa., began formu-

lating plans to translate it into action.

Lending valuable aid to implementa-

tion of the promotion is COMPO field

liaison Alec Moss.

The Marcus plan has been tested in

all types of theatres and is designed

basically to do a job at the box-office

for all runs that follow the key-city

first run in an exchange area. It does

not envision the campaigning of pic-

tures in the blockbuster class, but,

rather, those modest-budget attractions

that, today, do not usually receive the

full-muscled support of distributors.

Overall, a campaign committee su-

pervises all aspects of the push in the

entire area. Consisting of representa-

tives of area exhibitors and the ex-

changes, the committee arranges with

the exchange manager to see that prints

of the campaign picture will be avail-

able for all participating runs as re-

quired. A screening committee also is

set up to view pictures and decide what

is suitable for the program. Once the

product is selected, an advertising arm
is formed to develop the type of push

that will be the most dynamic.

In order to obtain the benefits of a

continuous drive, all participants in the

Marcus plan are urged to underwrite

it for a minimum of 13 weeks. Exper-

ience in Wisconsin has shown that this

period is sufficient for a fair test of the

plan, allowing for any kinks that may-

need ironing out. Financing is assumed
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jointly by exhibitors and distributors,

with over-the-budget expenses shared

generally on a fifty-fifty basis. Extra

costs \arv from picture to picture, rang-

ing, in some instances, from $800 to

SI, 500, with the figure determined by

the campaign committee at least 14

days prior to the film's opening.

In line with the continuous aspect

of the plan, is the most vital field of

institutional promotion, at its best

when interspersed with individual film

drives. Sell the public the idea—repeti-

tively—of going out to a new movie,

where they will enjoy comfortable

seating, good projection, attractive rest

rooms and courteous employees, and

you have the groundwork for better

business, Mr. Marcus believes.

A typical distributor response to

Marcus plan results is that of 20th-Fox

branch manager
J.

H. Lorentz, who,

after "The Sad Horse" had played off

in the Milwaukee area with the aid

of the special campaign, said: "You
will note that in practically every in-

stance, 'The Sad Horse' outgrossed

some of our biggest pictures, which

proves that the right kind of campaign

can do wonders for a picture." The
"right kind of campaign," of course,

requires a great deal of diligent effort

and the cooperation of the best exhi-

bition and advertising-publicity brains

in each territory. It takes time for the

push to register its effect on the public.

But register it will, as Ben Marcus and
COMPO have proved beyond a doubt.

But, even more important, the idea of

exhibitor-sponsored promotion brings

a vigorous new outlook to the movie

theatre field. The program encourages

the belief that exhibition has in its own
hands the wherewithal, the power and

the imagination to conquer the adver-

sities that beset it. If that belief is fur-

ther translated into action on the pro-

duction front by an exhibitor-owned

company, exhibition might be well on

its way to solving its own problems.
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FINANCIAL
BULLETIN
JULY 11, 1960

By Philip R. Ward

SUDDENLY THIS SUMMER. The big news in Wall Street is

a dynamic rekindling of interest in key film shares. Researchers

of leading brokerage firms are issuing a locust swarm of bul-

letins, surveys and analyses heralding the rising moviemanship

of this company and that. What distinguishes this outpouring

from others, aside from pure volume, is the underlying convic-

tion and emphasis of the language. The guarded optimism

which generally characterizes filmdom investment reports has

given way to assured, confident prognoses.

0

M-G-M, subject of several noteworthy studies, including a well

done job by Shearson Hammill & Co., has not waited long to

sustain its supporters. At a press conference last week, President

Joseph Vogel foretold a substantial profit gain for the fiscal

I960 year. Emphatically putting at rest any suspicion of losses

arising from the recent actors' strike, Mr. Vogel declared that

earnings will run more than 30% ahead of the previous year

and that "every single one" of M-G-M's divisions are making

money.

Notwithstanding hindrance of the strike, it is regarded pos-

sible that Metro will approach earnings of $4.00 per share for

the full year. Stockholders can look forward to the happy pros-

pect of more dividends from the company, either in the form of

an extra payment, or an increase in the regular quarterly rate

of 30c. In any event Mr. Vogel asserted that he will recommend

"additional" dividend action to his directors. This confirms

earlier Film BULLETIN predictions dealing with the growing
strength of the M-G-M cash position at the conclusion of its

fiscal year. If anything, the outlook grows brighter and brighter.

0 0

"THE MOVIE MAKERS" BY BACHE. The research depart-

ment of Bache & Co. delves into the factors that are making the

film companies a romantic prospect for investors. Following are

the Bache vie* s:

"One of the prime attractions of these stocks has always been
their hidden asset values. These are in the form of movie
libraries carried on the books at nominal values, since their

costs were amortized over the period since initial release of the

pictures. Only a handful of films made by major producing
studios since 1948 have appeared on TV because the studios

had not solved the question of distribution of the proceeds of

any sale to TV.

"Now that management is free to make deals for sellout of

the post-48's, several producers have already started negotiating,

with the most likely candidate for a sellout being Warner
Brothers. F.ventually, we expect all the film libraries to find

their way to television, although some of the producers may
hold out to await bigger profits from pay-TV when it gets

under way.

"In examining the position of the movie world, we must visu-

alize it as lying between its heyday of the 1930's and the future,

which may well take the form of Pay-TV. Box-office attendance

has fallen steadily for many years and, though some improve-

ment has taken place in the past year or two, it is doubtful if

movies for theater exhibition will ever again regain their former

stature. Pay-TV, however, could greatly enlarge the potential

market for the filmmakers, distributors and financing firms.

"Though interest in the filmland stocks has been sparked in

recent weeks by rumors of library sellouts or developments in

diversified interests of producers, their basic business and, in-

deed, earning power still stems from producing pictures. This

year, three companies stand out in terms of current product and

earning power—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, (30l/
2 )> Decca Records

(thru Universal Pictures), (30l/
2 ), and United Artists, (27%).

These three stocks have the least downside risk in the group,

are selling at reasonable earnings multiples, and are attractive

speculative commitments.

"M-G-M's earning power has, of course, been spearheaded by

"Ben Hur," which has brought in $10 million to date and is

just beginning to tap its vast potential. The company's cash out-

lays for this film, which exceeded S20 million, should be re-

couped within a year from the picture's initial release. Added to

the revenues from this impressive blockbuster are those from

the current success, "The Bells Are Ringing," plus an ambitious

schedule of pictures planned for release next year including

"Mutiny on the Bounty" and "The Winning of the West."

"The shares of Decca are an attractive speculation based on

its 87% ownership interest in Universal Pictures, which is now
enjoying a revitalization of earnings with their pockets bulging

from several hit boxoffice successes. With prospects of earnings

around the $4.50 level this year and further earnings potential

in sight for DKA in 1961 resting on the outcome of Universale

biggest blockbuster "Spartacus," the shares, though up substan-

tially from an earlier recommendation, are still speculatively

attractive.

"United Artists affords the least speculative investment medi-

um in the group due to the nature of its operations. The com-

pany has been diversifying itself in to other branches of the

entertainment industry. Ziv Television Company, a major pro-

ducer and distributor of films for television, was acquired earlier

this year. Backed by such box-office attractions as "The Apart-

ment" and soon-to-be-released "Elmer Gantry," I960 could

bring record profits to this firm.

"Three other firms with speculative interest include Para-

mount Pictures (59VJ, Warner Brothers (50), and Twentieth

Century-Fox (37 1/?). which we would continue to hold."
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Theatremen are taking up arms

against the sea of troubles

besetting them. Trapped be-

tween declined attendance, the

inroads of television, product

shortage and the threat of pay-

TV, they are displaying grim de-

termination to fight for their

existence against these odds.

How will they meet the prob-

lems? On this and following

pages, leaders of exhibition dis-

cuss the issues they face and

offer a variety of solutions.

Witat is

The Solution?

EXHIBITOR

PROBLEMS

A. F. MYERS PHILIP F. HARLINGS. H. FABIAN
Chairman of ACE in an address to the

Maryland Theatre Owners Association

I know that on every theatre owner's

lips these days, be he the operator of

a single small theatre, the executive of

a small independent chain, or the head

of a major theatre circuit, is the burning

question about product. What can he

book next week? How can he get more
pictures? Isn't there something that can

be done about the product shortage?

Product—both the lack of it and the

desperate need for more—is the num-
ber one problem today for the theatre

owner.

Hollywood—and by that I mean the

major film producing and distributing

companies—has completel) committed

itself to a policy of making less pictures

better, and therefore making more
money even though there are fewer

theatre outlets. This has driven their re-

lease schedules for new pictures down
near the 200 feature-per-year level. It

is a policy, which, if it continues un-

abated, could well mean that within a

(Continued on Page 17)

Board Chairman and General Counsel of

Allied States Association, in a recent bulletin

In common with most persons who
are interested in motion pictures, I am
concerned about the business. Naturally.

I am especially concerned about the

future of exhibition. While some of my
contemporaries profess to see things

clearlv. I find that my crystal ball has

become opaque and is no longer re-

vealing.

When I speak of the motion picture

business, I mean the business as now
organized and conducted. That is, pro-

duction, distribution and exhibition

—

especially exhibition. That the produc-

tion of motion picture films will con-

tinue. I have no doubt. Show business

has come down to us through the cen-

turies, and the movies are decidely show

business. But how and by whom will

thev be exhibited to the public? Th.u'->

the rub.

A casual reader of the trade paper

headlines might gain the impression

that the business is on Easy Street. Un-
(Conlinued on Page 1H)

Chairman of the joint committee against

loll TV and the anti-pay Tl' arm of

TOA. in address to Maryland TOA

You may recall it was just about a

year ago, at one of your first conven-

tions, when you asked me to talk to you

about Pay-TV, and I took up your

dais more than an hour answering your

questions. It was a pleasure for me:

but I thought you had undoubtedly

seen and heard enough of me to last

you for a long, long while. Conse-

quently, it was a most pleasant sur-

prise for me to receive your invitation

to come back to bring vou up to date

on the Pay-TV situation. This I am
happy to do, but will promise you that

this time I will make my remarks brief.

With Paramount Pictures putting its

Telemeter cable system into operation

in Canada last February, and Zenith

and RKO General Companies just a

few days ago applying to the FCC for a

permit with an 80-page application to

run an over-the-air Pay-TV test in

Hartford, Conn., and with Congress

(Continued on Page 20)
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VOICE DF EXHIBITION

#.v #*•!/ to Steffi's* — ltftlsiinn>Enthusiasm

SUMNER REDSTONE
Keynote Address to Maryland

Theatre Owners Convention

In recent years on those few occa-

sions when I have been called upon

to express my thoughts about the con-

dition and the future welfare of the

motion picture industry, I have often

taken to task—indeed severely criti-

cized—two vociferous elements in our

business, the rabblerousers and the pes-

simists. As you well know, the pessi-

mists and the rabble rousers among us

have had us dead for a decade, weak-

ened by the assertedly exorbitant de-

mands of motion picture producers,

starv ed by inadequacy of supply of high

quality motion picture film, and finally

battered to destruction by the com-

petitive impact of television. Well, you

will still hear no prophecy of doom
from me. But I tell you sincerely,

humbly and very candidly, that disaster

may be waiting for you.

DISASTER WAITS

Do you know where disaster waits

for you? If you know where it is, per-

haps if you have the brains and the

energy enough, you can avoid it, but

if you can't even find it, it may over-

come you while you are still confused

and idle. You can find disaster in the

balance sheets, in the profit and loss

statements, in the stockholders' meet-

ings of the motion picture producers

—disaster for you, not necessarily for

them. In a recent financial report of a

major supplier of motion pictures, only

three out of some fifteen pages of the

report were devoted to the sale of

motion pictures to motion picture ex-

hibitors. And in the same company's
stockholders' meeting, the stockholders

were hardly interested in either the

revenue or the profits from the sale of

motion pictures to motion picture ex-

hibitors. Study these reports, gentle-

men, for there you will find disaster's

domicile. The reports vividly demon-
strate growing interest and growing
profits from the production and dis-

tribution today of pictures and series

of pictures made specifically for tele-

vision, from the sale of old pictures to

television, from the manufacture and
distribution of records, from the devel-

opment and exploitation of mineral re-

sources such as oil—but not generally

from the sale of motion pictures to

motion picture exhibitors. These re-

ports, the stockholders' meetings and

the action of the executives of the

motion picture companies further dem-

onstrate a growing interest in the fu-

ture sale of current pictures to your

competitor—television—via some sys-

tem of Pay TV.

And yet can any one of us in good
conscience criticize the motion picture

distributor for doing what is in his

own economic interest? Hypocrisy pro-

vides no answers and weeping, while

providing temporary solace, will get

us exactly the same place—nowhere.

But to intelligently evaluate our prob-

lems we must recognize that they all

revolve around the disunity of interest

between exhibition and production.

Perhaps no single event in the recent

history of the motion picture business

has had such dramatic economic effect

National Allied President Al Myrick,

speaking before the annual convention

of Allied Theatre Owners of Wiscon-

sin, took up the cudgels for the small

exhibitor, citing seven major issues

they face. He called on distribution to

join theatremen in implementing a

program to correct the problems.

Myrick' s seven points: (l) "There

cannot be two classes of exhibitors,

the 'haves' and the 'have nots'." (2)

"Pictures must be played in all classes

of theatres while new and fresh if our

industry is to prosper." (3) "Our

merchandise is fresh today and stale

tomorrow." (4) "The 70mm gimmick

is one of the most destructive devices,

as now utilized, that has ever come

into our industry." (5) "Distribution

in setting film prices must take into

consideration house overhead." (6)

"Film rental should not be floored at

25 per cent, to say nothing of 35 per

cent and 40 per cent." (7) "The mo-

tion picture industry cannot survive

without the important revenue from

small-town, small-city and subsequent

runs."

The Allied leader pointed out (hat

while "distribution is exploring pay

TV in search for increased revenue,"

it is overlooking "important theatre

revenue by using unrealistic sales

policies."

as the imposition of the decrees in

United States v. Paramount. The re-

vision of those decrees would of course

not solve all of the ills of motion pic-

ture exhibition, but the relationship be-

tween those decrees and the ills from
which we suffer cannot be denied. Do
you think for one moment that we
would have been faced with the impact

of motion picture films on television

if the producers of motion pictures had

a vast and immediate stake in motion
picture theatres throughout the United

States? Do you think for one moment
that we would even have to consider

the spectre of first run pictures sold to

the public via a system of Toll TV if

theatre producers were theatre owners?
Do you think for one moment that we
would have the poverty of motion pic-

tures which has consistently confronted

us in recent years if the motion picture

producers had a stake in motion picture

theatres throughout the United States?

Our problem lies not only in the fact

that there is thus this disunity between

the interest of motion picture produc-

tion and motion picture exhibition. We
are in the relatively unique position as

a result of these decrees where ex-

hibitors, as suppliers of a product to

the public, have been—up until now

—

restricted from correcting inadequacies

of that supply by producing it them-

selves.

PRODUCER POLICIES

Let us turn for a moment to our re-

lationship with the producers of mo-

tion pictures. There is probably not one

among us who has not at times felt

outrage at some policy or policies of

the producers of motion pictures. The
failure to produce the required num-

ber of pictures, the disorderly manner
of release, the exacting of excessive

terms — these complaints have been

bruited about so long and so vocifer-

ously as to warrant no reiteration here.

And more than all of this, the cata-

sale of the pre-l°48 libraries to tele-

vision could not have failed to fill us

with dismay and resentment. How
many thousands of theatres were closed

as a result of this single economic

event we will never know. But we can-

not allow our perspective to be limited

by this betrayal, regardless of the justi-

fication or strength of our feelings. The
primary tragedy in connection with the

sale of the pre- 1 948 libraries to tele-

vision was that the ultimate effect of

(Continued on Page 26)
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LOVE-HUNGRY YOUNG MODERNS! THEY SMASH ALL
RULES-THEY KNOW NO LIMITS!

Torn between the urgency to

love . . . and the desire to hurt!

METRO -GOLDWYN- MAYER presents

Brilliantly acted by

FOUR TOP YOUNG
STARS! A super de-

luxe color production

from M-G-M! Sure-

fire for your biggest

audience potential...

YOUTH!

NOW BOOKING FOR
AUGUST!

NATALIE WOOD ROBERT WAGNER
AN AVON PICTURE ^

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS
CO^tarring

SUSAN KOHNER GEORGE HAMILTON -PEARL BAILEY
m Mill RIM SINK Ml o,W IUII ANDERSON A 11$ HH PHI- . Cinemascope*, METR0C0L0R



Some Random Thoughts

There is always time for new innovations in the movie busi-

ness, and Otto Preminger is not a man to avoid trying some-

thing new. Although "Exodus" will not be showing for many
months, he has already advertised the film extensively and

made a forthright bid for advance ticket reservations. I don't

have any figures about how the advance sale is going, but I

would imagine it is rather phenomenal, judging by the number

of my own acquaintances who have mentioned that they are

ordering tickets; and I do know that numerous organizations

have already made arrangements for theatre parties.

This advance sale is itself unusual, but what I find even more
interesting is the effectiveness of the early advertising as a gen-

eral attention getter for the picture. Apparently everybody

and his brother saw the ads or heard about them and, as a con-

sequence, is well aware of the fact that "Exodus" is soon com-

ing to the screen.

Of course such advertising campaigns cost plenty of money,

btu I would imagine that money has rarely been better spent.

When you have a strong boxoffice attraction, there is really

no such thing as being too early to let the people know about it.

0 0

There comes a time of year when the sky is blue, the trees are

green, the girls are all at their prettiest and only a churl could

possibly devote his time to finding things wrong with the movie

business. Such a time is upon us. The kids are off to camp, the

bills have let up for a moment, the good pictures are here now
instead of merely coming. So let us in this peaceful moment
(which, heaven forfend, may have gone by the time these words

raise our voice in praise of the good things of filmdom.

It's a fine industry which can provide such excellent oppor-

tunities for actors as talented as Jack Lemmon and Peter Sellers.

' When they talk about influences for better understanding

among nations, what other medium can come even close to mo-
tion pictures? In the U. S. today, movies made in Italy, Sweden
and England, to name only three of many countries, are impor-

tant box office attractions, and hundreds of millions of for-

eigners learn about America from the motion picture screen.

The greatest amusement bargain in the United States today

for the average family is the drive-in movie with its playground

for the children. That's amusement away from home, of course.

Otherwise you'd have to give the nod to television.

' No other medium builds a star as high as motion pictures.

Or pays a star as much, come to think of it.

' No other medium has less unanimity about where it is going.

If you are looking for an example of an industry still composed
of rugged individualists, look no more. You've found it.

' Troubles? Sure, there have been plenty and there will be

plenty more. But it's still as true as ever that there's no busi-

ness like movie show business.

0 0
Sociologists of my acquaintance have observed ruefully that

100 years from now the records and pictures of Franki

Avalon, Fabian, et al. will be part of the folk history of Amei;

ica. To some, this may be a fine reason not to live anothe;

100 years. At any rate, it raises a question which deserves som
pugnacious attention.

How often have you heard somebody talk about the goo
old days, when they really had he-man actors who could at

and singers who could belt a song and so forth, far into th

night? How often have you wondered out loud what th

younger generation was coming to, when you looked at theij

strange idols? Well, if you want to be brought up short witj

a vengeance, take a look at some of the movies of thirty year

ago. You'll be surprised.

The movies have come a long way in a generation. Actin

that we used to think was superb looks ridiculous today. Style;

of singing have changed; so have styles in make-up and co«j

tume. The fact is that as a result of the continuous improve

ment of techniques most of yesterday's triumphs simply couldni

succeed today. Let's exempt masterpieces, however. Chaplinl

"Modern Times" may have lost much of its bite, but the keei

edge of his slapstick remains. "All Quiet on the Wester;

Front" may be stereotyped by now, but viewed in historical cor

text it still makes its point.

These lines are not being written to suggest that the peculia;

varieties of modern singing idols deserve to be regarded a

gifted professionals. All we are suggesting is that some c

these youngsters are going to learn along the way, and whc
they get through learning they are going to be pretty darne

good. If you could compare the Sinatra of 1944 with the cu

rent model you would see exactly what we mean. There

simply no substitute for the knowledge of timing, pace an

acting deportment that comes from years of work.

So there is still hope for the new boys.

0 0
A long time ago the political pundits and the fashion exper,

made a common discovery. The discovery was trimmed with iv

and lined with gold.

The pundits and the fashion people found that the shape
(j

the future could be discerned on the college campus. Tod<

the student population is tremendously influential in settir

style trends and in shaping our political attitudes (as witne

the youth of so many of the workers in behalf of the varioi

political candidates.)

It is therefore highly encouraging to note that colleges a

over the country are nurturing film societies, staging speci

film programs, encouraging students to work creatively bchir

the camera and in the editing rooms.

While much of this activity is focused upon the documenta

field, it is bound to "rub off" onto the entertainment indust

as well. The avant garde arties of one year are apt to be cor

mercial successes later on.

And apart from immediate boxoffice results, there is anoth

important dividend flowing from the campus enthusiasm. Th
is the fact that newspapers are often happy to print stori'

about college film projects, film societies and the like. Su»

coverage becomes increasingly significant when the motion pi

ture industry is competing with a growing variety of other lei

ure time activities. Additionally, we must remember that froi

the ranks of today's college students will come the film makei

of tomorrow. The more enthusiasm on the campus, the mo|

talent available to build a bigger and better motion pictui

industry in the future.
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Elmer Gantry" Powerful, Colorful, Provocative

GtuiHtM 1R<tft«? O O OPIus

Exciting film version of Sinclair Lewis novel about a reli-

gious faker. Superbly acted by Lancaster and great

cast. Certain to rank with year's top grossers.

"Elmer Gantry" is an outstanding motion picture. Put to-

gether with taste and power, enriched with performances mas-

terful and memorable and charged with many disturbing levels

of emotional conflicts, it will remain imprinted on the minds

of audiences long after they have left the theatre. Heated dis-

cussions, pro and con, are bound to follow in its controversial

wake, and it will certainly be up there when Oscar time rolls

around next Spring.

The man mainly responsible for this provocative motion pic-

ture is director Richard Brooks, who also wrote the screenplay.

He has skillfully refashioned Sinclair Lewis' rambling and

multi-plotted novel about human beings adrift in a world of

hypocrisy, adultery and ignorance, into a film with a definite

point of view, one that is created immediately and never

allowed to falter during its 145-minute running time. The

movie "Elmer Gantry"' is unquestionably better than the book.

Brooks has brilliantly captured and dramatized Lewis' world

of revival meetings, his colorful depiction of the Roaring

Twenties, and his whiskey-drinking, women-loving, mercury-

tongued salesman who elevates himself into a roaring, fist-

pounding, itinerant preacher. His Gantry is still the tramp in

the silk shirt, the ever-grinning clown, the con man who turned

religion into his own private three-ring circus. But he is now

also an individual capable of honestly loving a lovely young

evangelist, a man who believes in God in his own strange way,

a person of some conscience who is eventuallv made aware of

the Frankenstein monster he had created and unleashed. From
beginning to end. Brooks' story moves with such pin-point pre-

cision and his Eastman Color screen reverberates with such

excitement and power, that its impact will be felt by even-

type of audience.

United Artists, recognizing the importance of this release,

is backing it with one of their most extensive exploitation and

promotional campaigns. And they also recognize its contro-

versial nature by giving it an "adults only"' classification. Movie-

goers in all situations will register strong approval at the box-

office, catapulting it into one of the top grossers of the season.

Discriminating viewers will laud its intelligent approach, and

the mass audience will become entranced with the provocative

happenings before them.

Rarely has a motion picture been blessed with such talented

personalities. Burt Lancaster delivers the finest performance of

his career as Gantry. He can be highlv amusing when joking

with fellow salesmen in a bar, tender, and appealing while

entrapping members of the opposite sex, downright sinister

when he finds himself backed into a wall. And his scenes before

the crowds—believers and disbelievers—when he preaches his

hypnotic gospel, reveal a depth of character understanding and

projection that is nothing short of magnificent. As the sweet

and saintly unordained evangelist who believes in Lancaster

and eventuallv falls in love with him, Jean Simmons is thor-

oughly convincing. Two scenes in particular show her emo-

[ More REVIEWS

Burt hitnc iisl t r and Jean Simmons

tional range; facing a crowd of disenchanted believers who.

having learned of Lancaster's past, bombard her with arm loads

of fruits and vegetables, and her deep belief that she really

speaks for God after healing a deaf man. The supporting cast

is superb: Dean Jagger, business manager of Miss Simmons'

organization and a sincere believer; Arthur Kennedy, the cyni-

cal newspaper man who exposes Lancaster; Shirley Jones, the

prostitute who frames Lancaster with some suggestive photo-

graphs; Patti Page, one of Miss Simmons' singers; Edward

Andrews, who will undoubtedly become the definitive George

Babbitt with his never-ceasing string of cliches and his en-

trenched beliefs in conservatism with a capital C.

Brooks has colorfully recreated the rollicking I-Don't-Care

period of the Roaring Twenties with its booze, brawls and

bedlam, peppered his scenes with faces that could easily have

been lifted from revival meetings and brothels and climaxed

the entire production with a hair-raising fire that destroys Miss

Simmons' long-awaited tabernacle and finds her being trampled

to death by her panic-stricken worshippers.

The story has Lancaster conning his way into Miss Simmons'

organization, building it into a highlv profitable concern, then

winning over Andrews and all the important townfolk in Zen-

ith, the most influential and conservative city in mid-western

America. Their meetings are fantastic successes, the money

rolls in, and they become national figures. All is lost, however,

when Miss Jones, jealous of Miss Simmons, tricks Lancaster

into posing for some compromising pictures. Later she recants

in Kennedv's paper and the tabernacle is built. A carelessly

tossed cigarette ignites the blaze that destroys it.

Produced by Ber
ns. Dean Jaqge

Ith Directed by
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"The Lost World"

Exciting and amusing adventure. Loaded with eye-

popping effects for kids and grown-ups. Color, C'Scope.

Producer-director-scripter Irwin Allen has fashioned a thrill-

ing adventure-fantasy spectacle based on Sir Arthur Conan

Doyle's imaginative tale concerning a group of modern-day

explorers who travel to the wilds of the Amazon jungle and

discover a lost continent still in its dinosaur age. A FUN picture

from beginning to end, this CinemaScope-DeLuxe Color release

by 20th Century-Fox is so loaded with exploitation goodies that

it's bound to become one of the summer's hottest boxoffice

attractions. It figures to bring in bigger returns than Fox's smash

winter grosser, "Journey to the Center of the Earth." From a

standpoint of pure entertainment—and that's exactly what "The

Lost World" is—it contains all the ingredients essential to lure

moviegoers into the theatres and to amuse them: adventure, sus-

pense, romance and some truly outstanding special effects.

While certain aspects of the Allen-Charles Bennett script are

not up to the film's colorful and imaginative production values,

youngsters are sure to marvel at the weird world that exists

atop an isolated plateau and gasp in fearful delight at the

assortment of prehistoric monsters from 150,000,000 B.C.

Adults who accompany them will also find the off-beat doings

highly diverting. Even the sophisticates will enjoy the tongue-

in cheek happenings. 20th's promotion department is launching

this release with a saturation TV campaign guaranteed to reach

millions during the Democratic and Republican conventions.

The L. B. Abbott-James B. Gordon-Emil Kosa, Jr. special effects

team and photographer Winton Hoch have done a superb job

making all this as breath-taking and danger-filled as possible.

Especially outstanding is a magnificent battle between two Dino-

saurs. Veteran actor Claude Rains walks off with honors as the

eccentric zoology professor. His flaming red beard, ever-present

umbrella and sardonic comments to the incompetents he has

been saddled with give the picture a lot of its charm and appeal.

Another humorous portrayal is delivered by Richard Haydn, a

fellow scientist long critical of Rains. Michael Rennie makes a

good playboy and big game hunter responsible for the death of

another group of explorers three years before, and Fernando

Lamas is cast as a handsome helicopter pilot whose brother died

as a result of Rennie's carelessness. One of the romantic angles is

supplied by Jill St. John, daughter of the American newspaper

executive who finances the trip, and David Hedison, a reporter.

20th Century-Fo*. 98 minutes. Michael Rennie. Jill St. John, David Hedison,
Claude Rains, Fernando Lamas, Richard Haydn. Produced and Directed by
Irwin Allen.

"Song Without End"

'8«4iH€44 R*tt*f O O plus

Handsome musical biography of Franz Liszt. Fine for

music lovers, but doubtful attraction for general market.

Producer William Goetz has tastefully put together a visually

attractive film dramatization of the tormented life of the Nine-

teenth Century pianist genius Franz Liszt, but "Song Without

End" will require the utmost effort of Columbia's aggressive

promotion staff. The EastmanCoIor CinemaScope production

dazzles the eye with its sumptuous sets, breath-taking costumes

and on-location lensing of Europe's numerous concert halls,

theatres, palaces and cathedrals, and it is further enriched by

the thrilling music of Liszt, Chopin, Wagner and Bach. It

boasts an outstanding performance by Dirk Bogarde and for
j

mer Parisian fashion model Capucine lends beauty and new
|

face value to the promotion angles, while talented Genevieve:

Page turns in an effective portrayal as his possessive mistress

and mother of his two children. The question is: How well will!

the general public receive this musical biography. Discriminat

ing audiences and classical music lovers will find it a must, bui

"Song Without End" does not appear to be the dish foi

younger moviegoers. Where it fails to satisfy is in Oscar Mil-

lard's oftimes ponderous and inconclusive screenplay. Liszt is

presented as a flamboyant personality, a man with gypsy tastes

[

and priesthood aspirations, a genius at interpreting the works

of others, but burning with the desire to compose great works?

of his own. The transformation at the end from interpreter tc

composer and his decision to give up wine, women and his'

wanton ways to enter a monastery lacks proper motivation and

just doesn't come off. And there are disturbing contrasts in
(

many of the performances. Bogarde is superb as the egotistical,

impudent genius, and the matching of his keyboard fingerwork

with the playing of pianist Jorge Bolet is almost flawless. Miss!

Page is excellent as his irreligious mistress, as is Martita Hunt

as a Grand Duchess. Capucine, on the other hand, is mortj

physically appealing than verbally compelling. Under the dual

direction of the late Charles Vidor and George Cukor, the filrri

fluctuates between moments of high dramatic impact and over

long recital sequences. Bogarde and Capucine meet and fall ir

love and he realizes he has at last found a woman who can

inspire him. She is confident she can get a divorce from hei

cold, arrogant husband. The divorce is agreed to after financial

concessions on Capucine's part, but on the eve of the wedding

the Vatican refuses its consent. She refuses to live as his mis

tress and Bogarde finally turns to the church for consolation

Columbia. 141 minutes. Dirk Bogarde, Capucine, Genevieve Page. Produced b<

William Goeti. Directed by Charles Vidor.

"Murder, Inc."

3u4i*€44 IZ+tiH* O O PLUS

Honest/ hard-hitting story of murder-for-hire syndicat.

of the ?930's. Will gross hondsomely in action houses

Producer-director Burt Balaban deserves an E for effort foi

attempting an honest, non-heroizing account of the infamou

murder-by-contract crime syndicate that operated out of Brook

lyn's Brownsville section with such terrifying efficiency durinj

the 1930's. Under his and co-director Stuart Rosenberg's guid

ance a number of exciting moments and several unusual per

formances are created in this 20th-Fox release. Crime and actioi

fans should turn out in large numbers for this one. TV sta

Peter Falk is outstanding. His chilling portrayal of the maniacal

cold-blooded killer-for-hire Abe Reles, who mysteriously "fell'

from a hotel window before he could testify against the organ

ization, is one patrons will remember. The Irve Tunick-Mel Ban

screenplay based on the Burton Turkus-Sid Feder book allow]

its stars Stuart Whitman and May Britt to give only a sketchy

accounting as a young married couple who become unwillinj

accomplices of the mob, and comedian Henry Morgan por

trays Brooklyn D.A. Turkus in a rather stolid manner. More;

Amsterdam has a bit part as a nightclub-owner victim and Saral

Vaughan sings a couple of songs. The story traces the body-by

body rise of Murder, Inc., until Morgan takes over and start

cracking down. Whitman finally sends the leaders to the chai

after Miss Britt is murdered.

20th Century-Fox. 103 -minutes. Stuart Whitman, May Britt, Henry Morgan. Pre

duced by Burt Balaban. Directed by Burt Balaban and Stuart Rosenberg.
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"From The Terrace" Strong Drama For Adult Audiences

&9Ul*€H 1£*U#f O O O Plus

Strong version of O'Hara novel of success-driven hero.

Discusses sex frankly. Newman, Woodward top cast.

> John O'Hara's explosive best-seller about the price an ambi-

tious young man is forced to pay while voraciously climbing

the spiked ladder of success comes to the screen a colorful and

'engrossing drama. Loaded with frank situations involving

faithful and unfaithful men and women, plus some satirical

insights into the private lives of the financial and social leaders

of American society, "From The Terrace" has the elements to

entertain adult audiences. It has been professionally produced

and directed by Mark ("Peyton Place") Robson, expertly acted

by a first-rate cast headed by Paul Newman and Joanne Wood-

'ward, and deftly constructed by scripter Ernest Lehman. And
it introduces an exciting new female personality, Ina Balin.

1

20th Century-Fox plans to make the entire nation aware of

this important summer release via a television promotional cam-

paign geared to the forthcoming Democratic and Republican

conventions. This, coupled with the marquee power of its two

stars, the popularity of the novel and the assured word-of-

mouth concerning the subject matter, augurs strong boxoffice

returns in the metropolitan markets. The marital infidelity

angle will not further its boxoffice chances in the hinterlands.

Lehman's script is an ambitious and complex affair, probing

into the lives of the upper crust of Philadelphia society, the

playboys-and-girls of Manhattan's champagne and caviar set

and the financial wizards who direct the nation's economy from

their offices on Wall Street. It speaks openly, but inoffensively,

about sex in general and the disintegration of one marriage in

particular, and offers some witty and candid observations on

many people moving through this power-happy world.

Primarily, Lehman is concerned with success-obsessed New-
! man, a returning World War II veteran, who walks out on his

Joanne Woodward and Paul Newman

drunken and unfaithful mother and domineering father, and

eventually becomes the youngest man this side of 40 ever to

be made a full partner in a powerful New York investment

house. During his rise he loses his identity, the respect of his

wife and friends, and almost all of his beliefs. Running coun-

terpoint, is the plight of Miss Woodward, Newman's beautiful,

wealthy, restless wife. As the result of her husband's business-

first inattentiveness, she becomes an unfaithful Jezebel.

Sharing kudos with Lehman's script is Robson's direction.

The story he spins is filled with numerous sub-plots, but he

always manages to keep his focus centered on the Newman-
Woodward deterioration. His vignettes of family relationships,

society folk at leisure and striving for success all add to the

film's total impact. The CinemaScope-DeLuxe Color lensing

excitingly captures the mansions of the rich, the steel mills of

Newman's father, the austerity of Wall Street and the serenity

of the small town where Newman meets and falls in love with

Miss Balin. It sums up to a professional job of moviemaking.

The production is studded with topflight performances.

Newman is a disturbing complexity of ambition, callousness

and warmth. His tender love scenes in the beginning with Miss

Woodward, and later with Miss Balin, are just as effective as

his firm refusal to give into his father's domination and his

fury when he confronts his wife with her libertine ways. Miss

Woodward once again proves why she is one of the most tal-

ented actresses around. Her change from a spoiled society girl

to a muture young woman in love and finally to a cold and

calculating hussy is superb. Myrna Loy tends to overplay her

small role of Newman's alcoholic mother, but Leon Ames is

fine as Newman's up-by-his-ow n-bootstraps father, as is Felix

Aylmer, a cynical but worldly-wise Wall Street tycoon who

gives Newman his big break. Miss Balin's sensitive portrayal

of the small-town girl who forgoes all her moral upbringing

to give herself to the man she loves makes a pow erful impression.

Her dark beauty and haunting eyes create an image of stardom.

Newman sets up bachelor quarters with wartime buddy

George Grizzard, and meets Miss Woodward, who is engaged

to successful psychiatrist Patrick O'Neal. He woos and wins her,

but soon begins devoting most of his time to his airplane busi-

ness with Grizzard. Discovering he cannot rise fast enough

where he is, Newman goes to work for Aylmer. Obsessed with

reaching the top, he gives himself completely to his job, which

often takes him out of town. Driven by loneliness and neglect,

Miss Woodward takes up with O'Neal. When Aylmer finally

tells him of his wife's unfaithfulness, Newman realizes the

scandal of a divorce would ruin him with the firm. Their rela-

tionship becomes a series of arguments and insults. During one

of his trips he meets and falls in love with Miss Balin. She

comes to see him in New York and they are caught in a hotel

room by a photographer sent by one of Newman's jealous

business associates. He agrees not to publish the pictures if

Newman plays ball on a major negotiation. With the partner-

ship in his lap, Newman walks out on job and Miss Woodward

to start over again with Miss Balin.

20th Century-Fox. 144 minutes. Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Myrna Loy, Ina

Balin. Produced and Directed by Mark Robson.
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Newsmakers

Pa7he Production Plan
A new company has been estab-

lished to finance the production pro-

gram presented by Pathe Laboratories

to Theatre Owners of America and

announced by TOA chief Albert M.
Pickus (above). Disclosure of the new
firm, Producers and Distributors Fi-

nance Co., was made by Gordon K.

Greenfield, head of America Corp.,

parent of Pathe. The plan was pre-

sented at a recent meeting among
Pathe officials and TOA leaders Pickus,

George G. Kerasotes and Walter Reade,

Jr. Pickus said that Pathe was ready

to wholly finance the program in ex-

change for TOA cooperation in assur-

ing theatre bookings, and would use

scripts and film packages from inde-

pendent producers.

Youngstein Honored
United Artists vice president Max

E. Youngstein accepts plaque naming
him honorary chairman of Children's
Asthma Research Institute and Hos-
pital at Denver from Nola Thorpe.

Profit Picture

M-G-M earnings in fiscal year end-

ing Aug. 31, will be more than 30

per cent ahead of last year, president

Joseph R. Vogel (above) said. He de-

clared he will recommend to the board

that "additional dividend action be

taken," noted that for fiscal 1960 profit

will "exceed" S3.75 per share, well

above last year's $2.91. Earnings for

the first nine months of the current

year represented a 12-year high —
$7,317,000 ($2.92 per share), as com-
pared to $6,157,000 ($2.31 per share)

for the like span last year.

* * *

Rivaling the M-G-M jump, on a

smaller scale, was the announcement
by Allied Artists president Steve

Broidy that his firm earned over $1.25

per share in the year ended June 30,

I960. Net income totalled about

$1,200,000, as compared to last year's

net loss of $262,500 ($—.35 per share).

Consolidated operating profit of

Stanley Warner Corp., for the 39
weeks ended May 28, I960, totalled

$2,530,300 ($1.25 per share), as com-
pared to $3,591,300 ($1.77 per share),

for the same period last year, presi-

dent S. H. Fabian announced. Profit

for the 13 weeks ended May 28, I960,

was $454,300 (S.22 per share), far

below last year's $1,337,600 ($.66).

Lazarus on CoastHeadliners . . .

Mr. and Mrs. Roger H. Lewis cele-

brating birth of their second child,

Joshua Hill . . . Greater research lab,

program, $1,000,000 I960 goals of

Will Rogers Hospital, says president

A. Montague . . . A1P execs Nicholson
and Arkoff touring Far East, Europe.

Columbia Pictures vice

president Paul N. La/arus,

Jr. (above) completed a

week of top-level West Coast
talks with studio executives,

headed for San Francisco to

address the Newspaper Ad
Executives Assn.

Gerard-Carreras
On recent visit to London, Universal Eastern ad-pub-

licity director Philip Gerard (left) meets at Bray Studios

with Hammer Film production head Michael Carreras on
the British firm's upcoming screamie, "The Werewolf."

Schine Tribute

Schine Enterprises founder and board chairman J. Myer
Schine pays tribute to veteran Schine Circuit employees

at recent dinner and cocktail party in Glens Falls, N. Y.,

honoring more than 1,000 years of service. Listening:

at left, Mrs. J. Myer Schine; Donald Schine, v.p. of Schine

Enterprises and general mgr. of the Circuit, and his wife.

Cmmeht . .

.

JOSEPH R. VOGEL (at press

luncheon): "M-G-M is in close

touch with a certain develop-

ment in the field of pay-TV

and intends to play a part in

this field if such activity can

be shaped up significantly

and profitably."

EUGENE PICKER (on razing of

two Loew's Theatres in New
York): "There have been im-

portant changes in the hotel

and apartment house busi-

nesses, changes that promise

increased revenues which

even highly popular movie

houses cannot match. Times

change; we are merely keep-

ing step. We have no inten-

tions of liquidating our thea-

tre business. In fact, we think

in terms of expansion, if and
where the opportunity arises."
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Exhibition .Must Ens*' I'rntlurt Bind — Fabian
(Continued from Puge l

))

short time, as many as a thousand the-

atres are going to close, squeezed out

of business because of a lack of mer-

chandise.

It is a policy that is changing our the-

atre structure. Big houses—the movie

palaces of a few decades ago—are clos-

ing down as unprofitable; the Roxv of

New York City and the Mastbaum of

Philadelphia are two typical ones that

have disappeared. Other big theatres

are scaling down their seating capaci-

ties; I might cite the Capitol, the State

and the Astor in New York City. The
mammoth theatre is going; and, unfor-

tunately, so are many of our smaller

theatres, which, if adequately supplied

with good film, should by every rule

and equation, be profitable.

Frankly and candidly, this policy of

product shortage, this new method of

doing business which the film com-

panies have established, means eventual

destruction for most exhibitors if un-

checked.

SMALL FILMS OK

The history of our business since tele-

vision became a nation-wide competi-

tive factor, has been that if a motion

picture has sufficient attraction for the

public, it will make money regardless

of what the other leisure-time competi-

tion might be. I am not talking about

the blockbusters which are in a class by

themselves, though we know that some
so-called blockbusters—made at great

expense by the film companies—have

failed miserably. I mean ordinary good
pictures, made at relatively modest pro-

duction costs, such as "Summer Place,"

"Bramble Bush," "Al Capone," and
"Pay or Die" w hich have had something

the public wants, and have been great

grossers for most of us. Some of these

pictures didn't even have the so-called

"insurance" of big name actors. Yet
they did fine business. They prove to

me that the theatre business can be a

good business, if the right kind of mer-

chandise is available—and in sufficient

quantity.

The success of pictures like these also

means to me, that hit pictures can be

made without the investment of multi-

millions of dollars. It also means to

me that if more pictures were made,
we would have more of this class of

good hits.

It is an economic law that the per-

centages of achieving hits are all in the

FABIAN

favor of both the exhibitor and film

company, if more pictures were made.
The gamble, the risk, the odds become
smaller for success, if the film com-
panies would try more often, by making
more pictures. Every picture is a gam-
ble, but the more throws of the dice

that are made, the greater the chance of

turning up the "point."

And what can we, as exhibitors, do
about it?

In the light of all that has happened,

and is happening today, and for the

actual purpose of survival, a plan has

been conceived to organize a company,

by and for exhibitors, to cause more pic-

tures to be made, either by financing or

actually making them, or by buying

good European films satisfactory* for the

American market.

At this very moment there is S2.000,-

000 lying in the bank, as the nucleus of

a fund to form such a company. This

money was set up by the five former

affiliated theatre circuits—my own com-

pany, Stanley Warner, by RKO The-

atres, by Loew's Theatres, by American

Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, and

by National Theatres.

We five companies have agreed we
will not manage any part of this new
company. We will not have a vote in

the operation of this new company.

We will get no interest or dividend

from it until all other moneys invested

in it by exhibitors and anyone else

gets paid first. We have agreed we will

have no equity in it, nor will we be

represented on its governing board. In

fact, the S2,000,000 we have advanced

for it might be called "bottom money";

it is in fact a loan only, with no priority

of any kind.

Why, you may ask, are the five for-

mer affiliates so magnanimous. We are

altruistic because, even though we oper-

ate many theatres, we need more pic-

tures just as badly as the man who runs

only one or only a few theatres. As I

said once before, there are no longer

any "haves" and "have nots" in the

theatre business; we are all "have nots."

We feel that because we are the biggest

companies in our business, we must take

the lead for all exhibition; we must
utilize our greater means and capacity

to start the effort by which exhibitors

will cause more pictures to be made for

our screens.

I want to emphasize, most impor-

tantly, that this is not an attempt to

solicit nor sell stock or subscriptions in

any company that may be formed. I am
giving you this information today only

so you will know what we, as exhibi-

tors, are trying to do, and intend to do,

if we are to survive.

JAN. 1 DEADLINE

This new company, to which the five

major companies have subscribed, to

which many of the larger independent

circuits are currently subscribing, and to

which I hope all exhibition will even-

tually support financially, is no open end

proposition. As a matter of fact, unless

all the money is obtained by January 1,

1961, no operational plan for the com-

pany will be developed and all the

moneys that have been given will be

returned.

This is a company wherein the inde-

pendent exhibitors who invest in it, will

run it, manage it, be on the board, deter-

mine polio, and do everything that is

necessary to run such a company.

These are our plans. This is, in our

opinion, the best way available to us

now, today, to plot our own survival

by causing a new source—exhibition's

own source—for the making of more

movies.

I have told you briefly what we are

attempting to do. The Government has

given us permission to do what we pro-

pose. I hope when the proper time

comes, you as exhibitors, will be quick

to support this means for your own sur-

vival. The cure to the product situation

rests in your hands—the independent

theatre owners of our country. I hope

you will be ready for it.
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Late Releases Hurt Small Theatres — Myers
(Continued from Page 9)

doubtedly some of the big pictures, now

on exhibition in a limited number of

big city first-run theatres, are doing

well. But the information coming to my
office from the subsequent-run and

small-town exhibitors is to the effect

that business still is very bad.

Thinking solely in terms of dollars

and cents, the film companies hold the

small exhibitors in low esteem. Yet

they are numerically greater than any

other class in the industry; and when

the human factor is regarded, they are

the most important. And with some

encouragement they could provide vastly

more revenue than they are now pro-

viding.

What can be done to protect the

owners and operators of the thousands

of small theatres who have been re-

duced to a hand-to-mouth existence?

Virtually all small-town and subse-

quent-run exhibitors ascribe their dif-

ficulties to their inability to obtain an

adequate supply of suitable films. By

"suitable" they do not refer merely to

subject matter. The adjective covers

freshness as well. Time was when the

distribution of films was governed by

reasonable clearances and prompt avail-

abilities. Under that system the sub-

sequent-run and small-town theatres re-

ceived the pictures while recollection

of the pre-selling campaigns and first-

run exploitations still lingered in their

customers' minds.

LATE PICTURES

Now they are compelled to operate

with pictures that come to them so late

that, in order to realize on their full

potential, they would have to duplicate

in their respective communities the

kind of exploitation that was given the

pictures prior to and coincident with

their first runs.

Even if it were possible for such

exhibitors to revive the advertising on

an adequate scale, it would be mani-

festly unjust to expect them to do so.

The so-called pre-selling campaigns are

paid for by the film companies and
should insure to the benefit of all their

Customers. Also, it is well-known that

the big-city first-runs receive advertis-

ing allowances from the film companies

which are denied the subsequent-run

and small-town houses.

However, it is idle to moan over the

MYERS

injustice of compelling the smaller ex-

hibitors to breathe new life in pictures

that are dead so far as the public is

concerned. Anyone with knowledge of

the current state of the business will

realize that those exhibitors cannot do

the job singlehanded. It is doubtful if

even the film companies could afford

to grant adequate allowances in the

thousands of situations needing help.

There just isn't enough money to give

every picture a big boost in every com-

munity.

A moderate exception would be in

large communities where, under the

Marcus Plan, a considerable number of

exhibitors join with the film companies'

regional representatives for the co-op-

erative exploitation of a picture or

pictures.

It seems to me that the most direct

and effective help the film companies

can render to the worthy cause of sav-

ing theatres is to sell to them seas-

onably and to restore reasonableness to

clearances and availabilities. I realize

that this clashes with the current pop-

ular theory among top executives that

it is only by granting exclusive runs to

a limited number of big-city theatres,

for the exhibition of blockbusters on a

long-term, high-admission policy, that

they can recoup their heavy costs and
make a profit. But I insist that the

smaller exhibitors have sound argu-

ments and a lot of equity on their side.

So far as I am aware, no serious

effort has been made to compare the

increased revenues, thought to be de-

rivable from current marketing methods

with the losses attributable to the in-

ability of thousands of the smaller thea-

tres to play pictures while their pro-

spective customers are still interested

in them. The alleged gains from road-

shows and special handling cannot be

proven until the losses resulting from

such methods have been ascertained

and taken into account.

Another measure of self-help is for

exhibitors to cooperate locally in ad-

vertising and otherwise exploiting pic-

tures. If I were not certain that Ben

Marcus has addressed you, or will do

so, on this subject, I would take time

to enthuse over it. But that is his ter-

ritory by right of discovery and con-

quest and I will not invade it.

You are aware of my deep conviction

that many of the ills now afflicting the

exhibitors could be cured or, at the

very least, eased by the proper observ-

ance or enforcement of the decrees in

the Paramount Case.

CITES WHITE PAPER

This view was shared by the board

of directors of National Allied which,

by unanimous action, has repeatedly

approved the White Paper Campaign

to induce Congress to nudge the De-

partment of Justice into recognizing its

duty to enforce those decrees according

to their wording and intendment.

Under the most favorable circum-

stances the quest for Congressional ac-

tion is a long and tortuous trail. Allied

always has preferred to settle intra-

industry issues by negotiation and

agreement whenever possible. In that

spirit Allied has taken an active part

in all the great industry conferences

beginning with the 5-5-5 Conference in

1930. Consequently, when the Ameri-

can Congress of Exhibitors came along

Allied's board voted unanimously to

join it, although it was recognized by

some, at least, that this would probably

slow-up and possibly defeat the White

Paper Campaign. Some even thought

that might have been in the minds of

those who first conceived and pro-

moted ACE. Certainly, it has had the

effect to hold up Congressional action.

It is well-nigh impossible to convince

busy Senators or Representatives that

they should inquire into the complaints

set forth in the White Paper when

others are assuring them that the same

issues are the subjects of negotiation
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between exhibitors and distributors

through ACE.

Movements such as ACE, which in-

volve the participation of many people,

are understandably subject to delay. I

know that it is the hope of yourselves

and of all other independent exhibitors

that ACE's Committee on Producer-

Distributor - Exhibitor Relations will

press for early conferences with the

corresponding committee of Motion

Picture Association of America, so that

you may know once and for all what

measures of relief, if any, will be forth-

coming from that source.

Pays-TV by broadcasting (air) is the

most serious threat now facing the

exhibitors. This is not merely because

of its tendency to encourage people to

Hew motion pctures in their homes in-

stead of the theatres. If the people

show that preference their wishes will

be supplied regardelss of whether pays-

tv by air is permitted by the Govern-
ment. The real danger to be appre-

hended if this kind of television ever

comes to pass is that it will result in a

gigantic monopoly inimical to all

amusements enterprises and to the gen-

eral public.

ENORMOUS POWER

The latest estimate of the number of

television sets in the United States to

come to my attention is 52,000,000.

Consider what it would mean if, say,

one-half of the set owners paid $1.00 to

see a program broadcast by one of the

big networks. The production cost of

BEN-HUR, plus a handsome profit,

could be recovered in a single night

with no distribution cost.

Pays-tv by air inevitably would result

in the amassing of enormous power
and resources in a few hands. Those
controlling the medium could outbid

the largest circuit for films—and all

exhibitors put together, for that matter.

It could outbid all others for sporting

events, for dramatic and operatic per-

formances, for all program material

suitable for public exhibition. Exhibi-

tors should not slacken their efforts to

prevent this menace to their welfare

and to the walfare of the country from
coming into being.

As matters now stand, toll-tv by
broadcasting cannot be established on a

permanent basis until Congress has

passed appropriate legislation. But the

Federal Communications Commission
can authorize toll-tv by broadcasting on
an experimental basis in a limited num-
ber of areas. Exhibitors in affected areas

had better arouse the public to the

danger to all if this camel ever gets its

head under the tent.

It is important that exhibitors under-

stand clearly the differences between

broadcasting-tv and cable-tv. Efforts

have been made to lump them together

but it cannot be done. Not only are

there mechanical differences, but there

are also important differences in their

legal status.

While the Federal Communications
Commission has stalled broadcasting

pays-tv except for authorized tests, the

Commission has no power to authorize

or forbid pays-tv by cable. The Patter-

son-Johansson fight was telecast to

many theatres in all parts of the coun-

try by cable- tv, referred to as a closed-

circuit operation.

CABLE DIFFERENT

Of course, Congess can, if it sees fit,

enact regulations governing cable-tv

when it crosses state lines. The states

and possibly even the municipalities

can regulate closed-circuit operations

that are purely intrastate. Exhibitors

who regard pays-tv by cable as inimical

to their business are warranted in op-

posing it in Congress, in the State

Legislatures and in City Councils.

You are reminded, however, that

cable-tv does not make use of the pub-

lic domain, by which I mean the free

airways. All that is involved is the use

of private property. Therefore, in op-

posing cable-tv exhibitors will be de-

prived of the argument on which they

pin their hopes to beat broadcasting

pays-tv.

While I have my views on the law,

firm ones, this is not the place for a

disquisition on legal matters. I merely

want to interest exhibitors in studying

cable-tv with open minds, so that they

may decide on purely business reasons

whether it is altogether a menace or

whether it affords a ray of hope to at

least some of them, in case their is a

demonstrated public demand for mov-

ies in the home.

It must be remembered that the ex-

periments in Bartlesville and Etobicoke

involved cable-tv. Also that both were

conducted by exhibitors. The Bartles-

ville test was made by an independent

exhibitor. The one in Etobicoke is

being conducted by a Canadian theatre

affiliate of Paramount.

So far there has been no successful

test of pays-tv by broadcasting. Zenith,

owner of a pays-tv system, has applied

to the F.C.C. for permission to conduct

experiments in Hartford, Connecticut.

Paramount is said to be planning ex-

periments with its Telemeter system.

An exhibitor has only to read the front-

page story in The Wall Street Journal

for June 23rd to realize the plans that

are now afoot for pays-tv by air, all of

them based on the expectation that

fresh movies will be available.

FIGHT AIR FEEVEE

This raises an important question. Is

it wise for exhibitors to wage war on

both methods of pays-tv at this time?

Would it not be wiser to concentrate

on pays-tv by broadcasting, which is by

far the greater menace and against

which they have much stronger argu-

ments? It is going to be difficult to

maintain a stand of opposition to all

forms if there shall emerge a public

demand to see pictures in the home.

This possibility that such a demand

may emerge troubles me profoundly.

If the transmission of movies into the

homes can be (a) confined to pays-tv

by cable and (b) the transmission and

reception localized, it might prove a

boon to the exhibitors who are enter-

prising enough to get in on it. If I

were an independent exhibitor in a

town of some size, I think I would be

sounding out my fellow exhibitors

about forming a syndicate to exhibit

pictures by cable-tv, in case tests show

that such a venture can succeed. And
if I were the chief executive of a movie

company I would do all I could to

encourage exhibitors—my old custom-

ers—to take over this new business.

The exhibition of motion pictures,

whether in the theatres or in the homes,

must be conducted by the established

theatre owners. It must not be gobbled

up by the divorced circuits and it must

not be permitted to pass into the hands

of interests alien to the motion picture

business.
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I Can Be Defeated, — Marling
(Continued from Page 9)

about to adjourn without taking any

action on Bills which would outlaw

Pay-TV, the entire coin-in-the-slot tele-

vision situation is at a much more criti-

cal stage today than it was when I

spoke to you last.

Due to the recency of its application,

Mr. Zenith and Mr. RKO General have

focused the eyes of the entertainment

world on Hartford. There they have

declared they are going to spend

FORTY MILLION DOLLARS to make
a test of Pay-TV thru the air. I will not

minimize that FORTY MILLIONS will

be spent, nor will I minimize that a

test can be made.

It might appear to an outsider that

the mere spending of the money would
insure success of the test. I do not be-

lieve this. I have always maintained and
will maintain that Pay-TV is not inevi-

table, as some proponents claim. I fur-

ther maintain that with our proper

diligent and sincere efforts, Pay-TV
will never become a success, and that

we will continue to have a very fine

motion picture industry.

Paradoxically, if an application for a

test is granted, and Pay-TV should

prove economically profitable to its

backers, it must then follow that Pay-

TV will not be in the public interest,

because Pay-TV will deprive the public

of the right for Free TV which has

been in existence since the invention of

television.

mmBEBSBaam
Let me emphasize with all the sin-

cerity at my command that the fate of
Pay-TV now lies in the hands of the

Interstate and Foreign Commerce Com-
mittee of the House of Representatives,

chaired by Oren Harris of Arkansas.
This House Committee is the root, the
source, the fountain, for the salvation

of our Motion Picture Industry. This
Committee has lent a willing and sym-
pathetic ear to our problems, and sees

eye to eye with us that Pay-TV is not
in the public interest.

Never forget, my friends, that it is

legislation backed up by public opin-
ion, wherein laws come to be enacted.
It is through this democratic American
way of doing things that we may effect

our salvation, and it must be through
these means that all our efforts must
be directed in our fight against Pay-TV.

The late Justice Brandeis of the

United States Supreme Court laid down
a principle that no group or individual

had the right to destroy or obliterate

an industry if such destruction opposed

the public interest. These words should

be of great comfort to us, because they

point up that it is the public who are

the final arbiters in the matter of Pay-

TV, and if the public feels that the de-

struction of Free-TV, which must occur

if Pay-TV succeeds, is contrary to its

interests, Pay-TV cannot endure.

While I am not minimizing the dan-

ger that lies before us, let the record

indicate that as of today there is no
television operating in the United States

with a Pay-TV system. This is a fact.

If we are diligent and persevering in

our efforts, this condition can remain.

It was my pleasure, just two months
ago, to be in the home state of our
good friend, and very able Congres-

sional Representative, Harris, of Ar-
kansas. I feel personally that in Con-
gressman Harris, our nation has a

Legislator who is making a tremendous
contribution to the welfare of our
country. In Mr. Harris I feel that all of

us in the motion picture theatre indus-

try, are immensely lucky to have such a

sincere friend, so genuinely interested

in and attentive to our problems, and
having a keen desire to do something
constructive for the common good. This
is real statesmanship, and is something
rather rare in these trying times. I

believe it will be only a matter of time
before he drops the title of "Mr. Con-
gressman" for even more important

things. It is to him, and his Committee,

that we must direct our efforts.

I am firmly convinced that were

not for Exhibition's efforts on a na-

tional scale, the spectacular support

given by Parent-Teacher, labor, educa-

tional, religious, free TV, and other

interests, plus the enlightened leader-

ship which Congressman Harris has

furnished in Washington, Pay-TV

would be established in the United

States today. Certainly if it were not

for these factors, Paramount's Tele-

meter system would not have gone

across the border, into Canada, to test

its costly coin-in-the-slot Pay-TV;

would have run the test right here

the United States. But Paramount

wouldn't take that chance, because

knew it could be knocked right out

the box by legislation.

Jack Gould of the New York Times

to the contrary: I still maintain that the

American public will never allow itself

to be forced to pay for entertainment

it now receives free of charge. I am
equally certain, however, that if Pay-

TV were ever tested on a broad scale

in our Country, literally thousands

theatres would be put out of busine

before Pay-TV itself was proved un

economical. This is why our Committ

has worked so hard for so many year

to oppose these impractical,

grandiose schemes to try and put

motion picture boxoffice in every living

room.

CANNOT CO-EXIST

I have never minimized the value o

statistics. Let me cite some very impor

tant figures indicative of the fact tha

Pay-TV and Free-TV cannot live

gether, and why I say that Pay-

would destroy Free TV.

In the LJnited States today there

124 cities which still have only or

television channel. What would happ

if Pay-TV were introduced in the

cities? In the United States today the:

are only 67 cities which have

channels. There are 59 cities havir

three channels—just enough for eac

one of the coin-box operators—Par

mount, Zenith and Skiatron—to cut u

evenly. There are 12 cities which hav

four channels, and only two, Los Ar

geles, and New York, which ha\

seven. Although there are today 51

stations in 264 cities, nearly one half—

the one-channel communities could lc

Free TV if Pay-TV took over.

ild
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Not only could Pay-TV wipe half our

Free TV stations off the map, but be-

cause talent is limited, and will go to

whomever pays the most, it would so

sop up available talent that the Free

TV stations would be severely if not

fatally crimped for lack of program-

ming. I would emphasize this is what

could happen if Pay-TV succeeds;

something I don't believe will ever hap-

pen unless by our lack of effort, we
permit it to succeed by default.

I was in Etobicoke in Canada just a

few months ago, when the Telemeter

system was first launched. I have seen

for myself how it works. It is free TV
without commercials, and if it would

ever gain subscribers in appreciable

numbers, mark my words that the com-

mercials will come in due time. I have

sensed for myself—despite the elabo-

rate and unsubstantiated claims from

Paramount— the public antipathy to

Pay-TV. I came back from Canada

feeling that it was only a matter of

time before Etobicoke will follow

Bartlesville and Palm Springs into

limbo.

ETOBICOKE BALLY

The Pay-TV system in Canada was

launched with the greatest parade of

bally-hoo that country ever witnessed.

It compared with the visit of Queen
Elizabeth and Prince Phillip. The people

who subscribed did not realize that thev

were being hood-winked into paying

[
for something which they have been,

and are now, getting for free. Canada's

situation is even more dangerous than

ours. In most of Canada today there

are a series of Community Antenna sys-

tems which were constructed so that

free TV signals could be brought to

the home television sets which ordi-

narily would not receive them because

of topographical or electronic obstruc-

tions or deficiences. As science advances

and deficiencies are overcome, there

would be no need for any community
antenna system to bring in the signal.

It was because the people in some dis-

tricts of Canada have been indoctri-

nated to pay for a signal itself that

Telemeter felt that Toronto was fertile

ground to launch the slot-machine

gadget.

The Etobicoke experiment was to

start with 14,000 subscribers; after

months and months of delay it finally

|

got underway with—to use their own
figures—a thousand. It promised first

run movies; the best it has been able

to do is present subsequent run pic-

tures. It promised concerts, spectacu-

lars, sports; it settled for out-of-town

games of the Toronto hockey team

brought in by ordinary telephone line.

It said its programming would cost

subscribers only a few coins a day;

thus far programs have been SI each,

and if a person wanted to see a hockey

game and a movie on the same night,

be pays S2—or if he tried to switch

back and forth from one to the other,

he paid SI each time he switched. How
long will the public stand this sort of

tariff? They proved on Monday, June

21, that the Telemeter, with all of its

promises could not bring the greatest

out-door fight attraction to its sub-

scribers. Why? Because the fee was

too high.

Pay-TV, just like Free TV, is an

insatiable ogre. Insofar as the average

viewing hours are concerned, whether

in this country or elsewhere, we have

been advised by survey and research

organizations that the average home
looks at TV for fire hours a day. Of
course this means that some look at it

more or less, but if you translate five

hours a day into dollars, it means that

where you have Pay-TV and want to

continue your view ing habits, you will

spend a minimum of S3 per day or S21

per week or SI,092 per year for the

privilege of looking at motion pictures

and sporting events which, from the

inception of television, have always

been free, and will continue to be so

when the cost factors are indelibly

impressed upon those w ho will have to

bear the toll.

However the Etobioke experiment

has provided a service for us. It has

drawn and dramatized the new battle

lines, just as the threat of the Pay-TV

test in Hartford is doing, and from

this we can expect to gain much knowl-

edge.

Etobicoke is presenting films from

most of the major companies. If we
ever needed proof of the extent that

some branches of our Industry will go

for a quick buck regardless of the con-

sequences, we have it in Etobicoke.

We know now without question that

we exhibitors alone in our industry are

the only ones combatting Pay-TV; that

we must carry the load, just as we
have for these many past years; just

as you here in Maryland so eloquently

demonstrated a few years ago when you

deluged Washington with thousands

of protests against Toll TV testing.

In our Country, Pay-TV through the

air was effectively delayed thanks to

public hearings held by Congressman

Harris. The FCC issued what is known
as its Third Report, dated March 23,

1959, which sets forth the conditions

under which over-the-air tests of sub-

scription television may be made. This

Third Report in effect summarizes all

the elements of Rep. Harris' Bill, HJR
— 130. When the Third Report was

adopted, Mr. Harris appeared before

the entire House of Representatives and

made the following statement:

"Under no circumstances, can the

action of the Federal Communications

Commission and the action of the Com-
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Com-
merce be construed to place a stamp of

approval on subscription television as

a permanent service. All that is author-

ized is a conduct of limited tests suffi-

cient to determine the feasibilin of

subscription television, but not so ex-

tensive that it would permit, without

further action by Congress and the

Commission, the development of a new

subscription television service on a per-

manent basis."

HARTFORD PROMISE

When Zenith and RKO General first

announced their plans for Hartford,

they, in their first ad, stated what ap-

pears to be a violation of the terms of

the Third Report. They said "The costs

will be modest." They said they will

charge a few dollars for installing their

coin and decoding equipment, which

will not be sold to the subscriber, but

placed in his home on the same basis

as his television. The FCC Third Re-

port specifically says all installation

costs must be borne bv the Pay-TV
system, not the subscriber. The Zenith-

RKO ad continued: "the cost of the

individual programs will vary, but will

approximate that of a single admission

to a first-run film. The subscriber will

know in advance what each program
will be and how much it will cost.

Subscribers will pay only for programs

viewed." End of quote.

This is merely an indication of the

aggressive disregard the proponents

have for the official mandates of the

United States. They have flouted the

official report of the FCC which says

(Continued on Page 2 7 )
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I may not know everything but I'm sure of this. The theatre that

shows trailers regularly gets more traffic, sells more candy and does

a bigger gross. I ought to know. I do the cleaning regularly... and this

theatre uses trailers with every show.

SERVICE
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Millions of Convention Viewers

Will Get 20th's Message via TV

EINFELD

What many
consider the

coup cle show-

in an ship of

the season is

being credited

to 20th Cen-

tury-Fox.

With count-

ess millions

of Americans
looking in on the Democratic and Re-

publican political conventions via tele-

vision, two of the company's upcoming

releases
—"From the Terrace" and "The

Lost World"—will enjoy what may
well be the most glittering important

showcase in movie promotional history.

Everywhere, the word is out that Fox,

in purchasing this prime TV time to

plug its product, has scored a startling

beat. Reaction to the deal—brainchild

of president Spyros P. Skouras and
vice president Charles Einfeld — has

been typically one of excited admiration.

"Everybody's using TV as a selling

aid now," said one film executive, "but

this is a real national sweep. The idea

was there waiting to be tapped. You've
got to give 20th credit for exploiting

it." • v

One extremely happy exhibitor de-

clared: "I'm glad to see one of the film

companies finally grab off some national

network time. And the conventions to

boot! I think it's a sign that showman-
ship is still very much alive in our in-

dustry."

Perhaps, it was this comment from

a top official in an entirely unrelated

business field that best capsuled the

response to Fox's big video purchase:

"You've got to hand it to those movie

people. They're real showmen."

What stirred up all the fuss was an

announcement by 20th-Fox that "for

the first time in history," it would pre-

sent to the largest American audience

ever assembled two of its boxoffice at-

tractions. The deal represents the first

national TV buy by a film company on

record—the Democratic and Republican

national conventions telecast over the

full facilities of the ABC network—al-

most at the time the two pictures are

placed into national saturation release.

Over 100,000.000 people are expected

to watch the big shows.

TOP ECHELON PLAN

The impressive figures were revealed

at a meeting between Skouras; 20th-

Fox TV head Peter G. Levathes; Ein-

feld; ABC-Paramount topper Leonard

Goldenson; ABC-TV network chief

Oliver Treyz; ABC-TV programming

vice president Thomas Moore, and ABC
Western division sales boss Slocum

Chapin.

The Fox purchase also marks another

"first", in that two-minute spots, in-

stead of the usual one-minute-or-less

announcements, will promote the films.

Three commercials will be presented

each hour, and ABC estimates a mini-

mum of 40 hours on the air for both

conventions. For this most prime of

times, it is reported 20th shelled out a

cool S250,000. The anticipated record

audience is based on a network guaran-

tee that 87 per cent of the nation's TV
"sets turned on" will catch the Eox ads

over the course of the broadcast.

Statistics aside—although in this case,

they point up clearly the scope of Fox's

promotional coup—the two pictures are

ideal for the convention-TV sell. Mark
Robson's "From the Terrace", a sizzling

cinema version of John O'Hara's red-

hot novel, seems a perfect piece of mer-

chandise to promote to such a mass

audience. Likewise, Irwin Allen's "The
Lost World," an ambitious screen treat-

ment of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's

thriller that should capture hundreds of

thousands of vacationing kids watching

the all-pervading telecast. Few should

be the TV watchers who haven't heard

Fox's message by the time the parties

have chosen their candidates.

The enterprising film firm isn't stand-

ing still on other advertising fronts, of

course, hammering away as it has been

at the public via newspaper, radio and
the trade press, to name a few . But 20th

toppers are firmly convinced that big

national TV deals such as the conven-

tion buy, are one of the most potent

weapons in their entire arsenal. Already,

in fact, the negotiating w heels are spin-

ning furiously for Fox to sponsor the

election night coverage on ABC, Nov-
ember 8, with another top attraction

enjoying the most spectacular of all

video showcasing.

Having taken the big step in the field

of TV advertising, Fox obviouslv is de-

termined to maintain its record pace.
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JOE LEVINE TOSSES ANOTHER PARTY

Hercules Unchaint d"

y,ood-u ilI anibassudor

G< orgit fessel presents

strongman to New
gay party.

Mesta and Maxwell* Beware!
York'

What's your pleasure, sir? Golden

peacock, molossol caviar or, perhaps,

trout in eruscan wine jelly?

Served up by lovely Grecian maidens

at the side of a luxurious swimming

pool and amid the splendor of a world-

famous restaurant, they were some of

the delicacies offered to his guests re-

cently by Embassy Pictures president

Joseph E. Levine. Not that the show-

man in perpetual motion is a dedicated

epicure anxious to share his sumptuous

repast; he's merely a promotion genius

who is overlooking nothing in launch-

his "Hercules Unchained" with a

smash.

The parade of rare treats, featuring

more than 200 varieties of food and

Embassy bead Joseph E. Levine proved an ami-
able host on both Coasts. Above, be and Mrs.
Levine greet Warner general sales mgr.
( harks lioasherg (le\t) in New York. Below,
hi tt tic onus Rossano Brazzi and Milzi

Gaynot to the Beverly Hills soiree.

wines flown in from the four corners of

the world, highlighted parties tossed by

Levine for the film on both East and

West coasts. Members of the press and

entertainment worlds and international

dignitaries comprised the influential

guests list. The Boston sparkplug called

them "A Night with the Gods", and

both—at poolside of the Beverly Hills

Hotel (June 22) and at the Forum of

the Twelve Caesars, in New York

(June 28)—came off as splendiforous

promotional affairs for "Hercules Un-

chained", which took its bow the day

after the Gotham bash, in Brooklyn,

Los Angeles, Wisconsin and New Eng-

land.

The Beverly Hills wingding was held

in authentic Grecian style, with more

than 300 guests reclining on velvet

setees and pillows around the pool.

Grecian maidens swam for the pleasure

of the invited, while still other lovelies

assisted the celebrants in enjoying the

rare foods and wines. Plenty of press

and magazine photographers and news-

reel cameramen ground out the high

points of the affair, while Hercules-type

musclemen attired in Grecian battle

clothes, posed for pictures and helped

the hand maidens with their duties.

In New York, an elaborate group of

journalists and theatrical world celebri-

ties gathered at the Forum for a mid-

night festival tribute to "Hercules Un-
chained." Restaurant Associates, opera-

tors of the renowned establishment, dis-

played the finest of foods buffet style

along an 18-foot table, while a replica

of the "Fountain of Forgetfulness," as

depicted in the film, poured forth cham-

pagne continuously all evening. .

Outside the restaurant, a 250-pound

African lioness, chained to its trainer,

officially greeted guests and additionally

attracted large crowds to the scene,

while newsreel, press and television

photographers snapped away. As in Los

Angeles, musclemen and beautiful ladies

handled the hosting chores inside. And

From left, Levine, Mrs. Levine, Dorothy Kit-

gallen and Johnny Ray make overtures to a

250-pound lioness named Hercules in New
York, while her trainer holds her.

standing high above the heads of the

assembled on a pedestal, while two slave

girls fanned him, was a giant-sized

human Hercules centerpiece, gilted in

gold.

The festivities in New York enjoyed

network, local and international pro-

gram coverage, with NBC Radio's

"Monitor", Fred Robbins, host of his

own ABC network radio show, and Al

Collins, of station WINS, all broad-

casting from special booths. The British

Broadcasting Company also beamed the I

event to its vast audience throughout

Great Britain (the picture bows in the i

British Isles this month).

In addition, NBC-TV's "Today" and
\

"Tonight" shows telecast the proceed-

ings the following day, and CBS-TV's

"Eye on New York" devoted a large

portion of its time to a filmed report

of the goings-on.

The parties marked the second sue-
j

cessful year Levine has tossed mam-
moth eat-and-drink fests to help rocket

his "Hercules" films into strong open-

ings.

It may be some time before he de-

thrones the Maxwells and Mestas as

world's champion party-giver, but it's

a cinch he's already got the showman
crown all sewed up.
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E.G.'s Here!

And UA's

Sold Him!

If it should escape the notice of any-

one that "Elmer Gantry" is coming, let

no fault be laid at the doorstep of the

irrepressible United Artists showmen.

Their campaigns in the two cities that

recently premiered the film provide a

classic example of hard-hitting, deep-

seated penetration via a provocative

teaser line.

"Sinners! Elmer Gantry is coming!"

was the caution emblazoned all over

town for weeks prior to the openings

in Los Angeles and New York. The
message was hammered home inces-

santly to the people in those two cities,

and, indirectly, to the entire nation.

Already, reports have it, in Los An-

geles, the picture is doing record box-

office business. Its 525,192 first week
at the Hollywood Paramount was the

house's highest opening-week gross in

the past year.

Mapped out by vice president Roger
H. Lewis and national promotion chief

Fred Goldberg, the mammoth cam-

paign had one major purpose: to alert

the public and exhibitors, via a vast

network of teaser and other promo-
tions, to the fact that "Elmer Gantry is

coming!" "This," Lewis had noted, "is

our basic message and w e intend to use

every imaginable showmanship promo-
tion to generate the proper intensity of

audience interest and awareness in our
film."

The "Gantry" push in Gotham fea-

tured a three-pronged attack on the

public. Radio-TV, display advertising

and city-wide exploitation all were har-

nessed to toil for the picture.

Five hundred spot announcements on
seven radio and three television stations

all were keyed to the slogan, "Sinners!

Elmer Gantry Is Coming!" In addition,

UA prepared radio spots featuring star

voices in climactic scenes from the mo-

tion picture and a series of three special

teaser trailers, at the New Loew's Capi-

tol, programmed at three different in-

tervals during the showing of the pre-

ceding attraction.

A teaser ad campaign in all leading

New York newspapers also focused

vital word-of-mouth attention on the

film and its premiere engagement. Em-
ployed, too, was a full-page "Fair Play"

ad, admonishing readers to withhold

judgment until after having seen "Elmer

Gantry;" this ad, capitalizing on the

excitement and controversy stirred by

the film, formed the basis of a national

drive, in addition to being employed
as a herald and for theatre display in

advance of playdates.

Exploitation-wise, over 250,000 pos-

ters, displays, sidewalk stencils, subway

posters, teaser ads, stickers, heralds,

buttons, streamers and the like were

employed to pave the way for the

"Gantry" opening in New York. All,

of course, delivered the "Coming" mes-

sage. A huge, 40-feet-wide-by-l 1-feet-

high teaser banner was placed on dis-

play in the Long Island level of Penn-

sylvania Station. More than 1,000,000

the "Elmer Gantry" message was ham-
mered borne on both Coasts. From left,

(I) signs alert crouds in downtown Los

Angeles: (2) Sew Yorkers waiting for

traffic lights see pole poster; (1) Gotham
street-crossers are stopped by this warn-

ing, and (4) L.A. Dodger fans get the

via this banner at the Coliseum.

This 40-feet-wide-by-l I -feet-high teaser ban-

ner drew stares of more than 1,000,000 com-
muters each week in S. Y.'i Penna. Station.

commuters saw it each week over a

four-week period. The message also

was glimpsed at subway terminals, on
buses, trains, sidewalks, windows, in

bars and on the streets.

In Los Angeles, too, the story was

virtually the same. A widespread ex-

ploitation push preceded the world

bow of the picture at the Hollywood
Paramount. For the opening engage-

ment, UA exploiteers developed a net-

work of street bally—including bands,

marchers, posters, signs, banners and
displays—that rivaled anything in the

showman department seen on the Coast

for some time. It was hard, in fact, to

find one public area in L.A. that had

not been covered.

Noyv that the film has opened on

both Coasts amid a barrage of ballyhoo,

UA is counting on its quality and con-

toversial theme to sustain the momen-
tum. But showmen well-schooled in the

art of stirring public interest remain

firm in their belief that the lion's share

of the credit should go to the teaser

campaign that kicked the whole thing

off. Certainly, theatremen planning to

play "Elmer Gantry" in the near future

ought to consider a similar campaign

for their local situations. It should pay

off handsomely.

GANTRY
1 CDAf'tA/G!
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VOICE DF EXHIBITION II

Rviistone Tolls Exhibition: Help Yaursolvvs
(Continued from Page 10)

this sale was destructive not only of

theatres but of the producers' own
revenues. In the last analysis we must

expect others to do what is in their own
selfish economic interest; but it is tragic

that motion picture exhibition was crip-

pled by an act which has since been

proven to have had a disastrous long

range economic effect on the producers

themselves. This failure, nonetheless, is

not solely one of the film companies,

but also of the exhibitors who appar-

ently were either not well enough or-

ganized or not sufficiently persuasive in

bringing home to the producers the

potential consequences of these sales.

And our failure in this regard has con-

tinued. Post- 1948 films have already

been sold and are going to continue to

be sold to television. Regardless of the

long range effect of these sales, they

mean immediate dollars in the registers

of the motion picture producers and in

the pockets of their stockholders.

COOPERATION VITAL

Notwithstanding this, you may as

well cast aside any resentments you

have against the motion picture pro-

ducers. Until very recently, several of

the producers of motion pictures ap-

peared themselves to be upon the brink

of financial disaster. So that, if we
allow our perspective to be blinded bv

our complaints, we will put ourselves

upon a course which is both irrational

and self destructive. This is not to say,

particularly now that times appear bet-

ter for several of the motion picture

producers, that we should not aggres-

sively and intelligently pursue our

efforts to bring about changes in pro-

duction, sales and distribution policies

which appear to us to be contrary to

our economic interest. But our job must
be to demonstrate to the producers that

as our health depends upon theirs, so

theirs depends upon ours. And our

approach must be well reasoned and
dignified but never arrogant or exces-

sive. Furthermore, we must not fail to

consider the most serious problems of

producers themselves. At least one ma-
jor motion picture producer today is

facing hard times, and this company
was one which more than any other

only a few years ago was responsible

for the survival of motion picture ex-

hibition through its most trying days.

Are we as motion picture exhibitors

doing our share to support the efforts

of this producer and have we done our

share in times gone by when others

were in similarly straitened situations?

If such a producer has appeared to

miscalculate the psychology of the

American public to the tune of many
millions of dollars, are we too ready to

write off the playability of its product?

When a picture has opened with a few

unsatisfactory first run engagements,

have we been too reluctant to share

some of the risk, thus depriving the

picture of a chance for success in sub-

run engagements? And while we have

constantly criticized the motion picture

producers for failing to develop new
personalities and for continuing to pay

exorbitant fees to established stars

—

ultimately passing the cost on to us

—

have we really supported to the extent

that we should have pictures of high or

at least satisfactory artistic quality but

lacking the glamour of established

stars?

Ladies and gentlemen, I have talked

about these problems, I have talked

about "this disaster", I have even tried

to tell you where I think disaster lives;

and now I suppose it behooves me to

face that very "simple' problem, what
are we going to do about it. Our great-

est new potential competitor is Pay TV.
Our greatest immediate threat is the

dwindling supply of motion pictures.

It was only two years ago in Miami
Beach when our national convention set

about seriously to consider the potential

impact of Pay TV and to do something
about it. In what turned out to be a

statesmanlike act, TOA invited to the

convention in Miami the proponents of

Toll TV and we were afforded an

opportunity to learn of their plans and
to subject ourselves to their propa-

ganda. It was apparent that the prin-

cipals in the companies involved in Toll

TV were going to exert their utmost

efforts to further their own economic
interests, and w ith this we could hardly

argue. But you may recall that they

attempted to insult our collective intel-

ligence when, in an attempt to seduce

exhibitors in this country into coop-

erating with them so that their first

in- roads might be easier in local com-
munities, they told us that Toll TV
was good for us. This, of course, was
like telling us that suicide was good
for us.

We may have been insulted but we
were not confused. With a dynamic
resolution unanimously approved bv

that convention to. oppose Toll TV in

every form—nationally and locally

—

in the halls of Congress, before th

administrative agencies and, if nece

sary, before the courts, at meetings c

labor unions, before the churches, an

in every available public forum, th

committee representing exhibition i

this major campaign did one of th

most inspiring jobs in the history c

our industry. Their function was t

hammer home forcefully to our repn

sentatives not that Toll TV was ba

for the motion picture industry, bti

that it was bad for the America

people—which is the truth. We are s

fortunate in that Phil Harling is her

to address you on this general subje<

matter, but I ask you whether you ar;

contributing your abilities, your powe

and resources as exhibitors to the battl

against Pay TV. I am not interested ij

your tears, but in your efforts. Perhap

Pay TV is inevitable. I don't know. Bt

I will not accept the philosophy of it

inevitability. I will rather fight for m
own economic preservation.

NEW HORIZON

In the matter of production, a ne\

horizon now awaits you. Don't let i

slip away from your vision. For whil

we must bend our every effort to er

courage and stimulate the productio

of the motion pictures by the preser

distributors of motion pictures, we havl

now an alternative — a supplement

should say—to the efforts of the pre?

ent motion picture distributors. Fiv

major circuits have contributed tw

million dollars to create once mor

unity between production and exhib

tion. This means production by motio

picture exhibition, for motion pictur

exhibition. This means self-help, i

means self-preservation. But as sureli

as we gather here, the success of thi

great undertaking will depend ult:

mately not on the major circuits, bu

on us for support, not only financia

but for our leadership resources. Thi|

is a great plan, a great opportunity-

in a sense it is a dream that can com
true. Don't let it slip away. It may b!

your last chance.

And now let us focus—even mor

intensely—the spotlight upon ourselve

and return for a moment to that magi

key of success. The sales policies of th

producers, the restrictions of the fed

eral decrees, the competitive impact o

television all make easy whipping boy

in rationalizing the economic impaii

(Continued on Page 27
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VUICE DF EXHIBITION

HARLING

(Continual from Piigc- 21)

"There can be no installation charge

to a subscriber". This is not the only

defect.

And now, you may well ask, with a

test in progress in Canada, and a test

looming in Connecticut, what is to be

done ?

In Connecticut, all exhibitors have

banded together. They have assessed

themselves 10c per seat for conventional

theatres, and 10c per speaker for drive-

in theatres. They will use this money
to hire legal counsel in Washington to

oppose the Zenith-RKO application for

a test permit, both on legal and on

moral grounds. They will hire a public

relations expert to help them tell the

public the true costs of Pay-TV, and
the effects of Pay-TV on their pocket-

books. If they need more money to

carry on the fight, I know they will

raise it, because they realize that if

Pay-TV succeeds in Hartford, they will

go out of business.

In this effort they will receive the

full support of our National Commit-

tee.

And on a national scale, it is the

opinion of your committee that our

only aggressive practical offensive

against Pay-TV must be a grass roots

campaign to ban all forms of Pay-TV.

This we—you and I and exhibitors

all over the country—must do. It will

take money—we must continue to have

the best legal counsel in Washington,

we will need a public relations expert,

we will need an economist and we will

need an engineer. This is why all of

you have received a request to contri-

bute to the Joint Committee Campaign
Fund. If your theatre has under 500

seats, we have asked you to give $5.

If it is under 750, $10; if under 1000

SI 5; up to 2500 seats $20; and over

2500 seats, S25 per theatre. For drive-

ins, we have asked for a S5 contribu-

tion if your drive-in holds less than

300 cars; $10 if it holds under 500;

SI 5 if under 600 cars, and $25 for all

drive-ins with a more-than-600 car ca-

pacity. This is a relatively small pay-

ment to help you to insure yourself

against business failure due to Pay-TV.

REDSTONE

(Continued from Page 26

)

meat of the motion picture business.

But 1 ask you whether or not among
the thousands of theatres that closed

in recent years there were not at least

some that could have been saved had

there been a proper use of that exploi-

tation ingenuity which is supposed to

be characteristic of our business and

had there been a little more enthusiasm

and energy devoted to their salvation.

There are those among us who are

going to utilize our every energy to

make come true this dream of new pro-

duction by exhibition and for exhibi-

tion. There have always been men in

our industry who have been filled with

the zest of living, in love with the

motion picture business, undaunted by

its challenges and its hazards, indeed

stimulated and invigorated by the world

of motion picture entertainment. They
have felt and they have lived the ro-

mance of the motion picture industry.

And therein, ladies and gentlemen, lies

their key to success.

ALLIED THEATRE OWNERS
of New Jersey

ANNUAL CONVENTION

MOJVDAY thru THURSDAY
JULY 25-26-27-28

ONCE AGAIN RETURNS TO THE FABULOUS

CONCORD HOTEL
KIAMESHA LAKE, NEW YORK

(AT THE HEIGHT OF THE SEASON)

3V2 DAYS — ONLY $80.00 (Tips Included)

SEND RESERVATIONS: MISS KAY — CONCORD HOTEL

KIAMESHA LAKE, N. Y. ATTN. — ALLIED THEATRE OWNERS OF N. J.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current &D Coming Features

(Date of Rim BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

October

WEB OF EVIDENCE Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Produced
by Maxwell Setton and John R. Sloan. Filmed from

A. J. Cronln's novel "Beyond This Place." Young man
reopens JO year old murder case to free his falhor.

88 min.

November
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT, U. S. A. George S. Hamil-
ton, Mary Murphy. Producer Terry Sanders. Director

Denis Sanders. Law-student turns criminal. 80 min.

December
HOUSE OF INTRIGUE. THE Cinemascope, Color. Dawn
Addams, Curt Jurgens. Folco Lulli. Producer-director
Dullio Coletti. Spies and counter-spies' activities dur-

ing WW II. 90 min.

January

ATOMIC SUBMARINE Arthur Frani, Dick Foran, Brett

Halsey. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Spencer G.
Benset. Science-fiction thriller of a Polar sub and its

encounter with unknown enemy. 73 min.

PURPLE GANG. THE Barry Sullivan, Robert Blake.
Elaine Edwards. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
Frank McDonald. The startling story of the infamous
Detroit mobsters. 83 min.

February

HYPNOTIC EYE. THE Jacgues Bergerac, Marcia Hen-
derson, Merry Anders, Allison Hayes. Producer Charles
B. Bloch. Director George Blair. Hypnotist's assistant
wearing mask, is responsible for disfiguring pretty
faces of hypnosis volunteers. 82 min.

April

BLUEBEARD'S TEN HONEYMOONS George Sanders,
Corlnne Calvet. Producer Roy Parkinson. Director W.
Lee Wilder. Based on the true-life story of Landru,
infamous French bluebeard. 92 min.

June

I PASSED FOR WHITE Sonya Wilde, James Franciscus.
Producer-director Fred Wilcox. Story of a Negress
who passes for white. 91 min.

RAYMIE David Ladd. John Agar, Charles Winninger,
Richard Arlen. Producer A. C. Lyle. Director Fred
McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant 6
foot barracuda. 73 min.

July

PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert. Pro-
ducer-director Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt.
Petrosino's war against the Mafia in the early I900's.
I 10 min.

SEX KITTENS GO TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren, Tues-
day Weld, Mijanou Bardot. Producer-director Albert
Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-
lege routine. 93 min.

August

HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen, Vic
Damone, Patricia Owens, Sessue Hayakawa, Miiko
Taka. Producer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson.
True story of U. S. Marine hero Guy Gabaldon.

TORMENTED, THE Shocker.

September

PLUNDERERS. THE Jeff Chandler, Dolores Hart. Pro-
ducer-director Joseph Pevney. Band of young hoodlums
intimidate entire western town.

SERENGETI Color. African jungle documentary

Coming
DONDI Producer Albert Zugsmith. Story based on
the comic strip character.

RECKLESS, PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books. "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

THE BIG BANKROLL Fabulous life story of king of the
gambler. Producers. Samuel Bischoff and David
Diamond,

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

November

GIANT GILA MONSTER Don Sullivan. Lisa Simone.
Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg. Giant
gila monster goes beserk on diet of humans. 75 min.

THE KILLER SHREWS Ingrid Goude, James Best, Ken
Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg.
Tiny shrews grow to huge proportions. 69 min.

December

GOLIATH AND THE BARBARIANS Color-Scope. Steve
Reeves, Bruce Cabot, Chelo Alonso. Producer Em-
inno Salvi. Director Carlo Campogalliani. A young
woodsman revenges the death of his father. Spectacle.

February

ANGRY RED PLANET Cinemagic, Eastmancolor. Gerald
Mohr, Nora Hayden, Les Tremayne. Producers Sidney
Pink, Norman Maurer. Director lb Melchoir. An ad-
venture in the fourth dimension. 83 min.

May
CIRCUS OF HORRORS Specta-Color. Anton Diffring,

Erika Remberg. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn.
Director Sidney Hayers. Horror spectacle. 95 min.
5/23/60.

June

JAILBREAKERS Robert Hutton, Mary Castle, Producer-
director Alexander Grasshoff. Four escaped convicts
try to find a treasure of $400,000.00 from a bank rob-
bery. 65 min.

WHY MUST I DIE? Terry Moore, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer Richard Bernstein. Director Roy Del Ruth. Prison
melodrama. 86 min.

July

AMAZING TRANSPARENT MAN Marguerite Chapman,
Douglas Kennedy, James Griffith. Producer Lester D.
Guthrie. Director Edgar G. Ulmer. 60 min.

BEYOND THE TIME BARRIER Robert Clarke, Darlene
Tompkins, Arianne Arden. Producer Robert Clarke.
Director Edgar B. Ulmer. A journey to the world of
tomorrow. 80 min.

HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScope, Color. Vincent Price,
Mark Damon, Myrna Fahey. Producer-director Roger
Corman. Edgar Allan Poe's classic. 85 min.

August

JOURNEY TO THE LOST CITY Color. Debra Paget,
Paul Christian. Director Fritz Lang. 95 min.

September

ROUGH AND THE SMOOTH, THE Nadja Tiller, Tony
Britton, William Bendlx. Producer George Minter.
Director Robert Siodmak. 90 min.

November
KONGA Color. Michael Gough, Margo Johns. Pro-
ducer Herman Cohen. Director John Lamount. Monster
gorilla rampages through Piccadilly Circus. 90 min.

Coming
ALADDIN AND THE GIANT Dynamagic and Color.
Producer Herman Cohen. Action fantasy.

GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON CinemaScope Color.
Richard Harrison, Debra Paget. Producer Geoffredo P.
Bertolino. Action fantasy. 80 min.

iScope. Comedy

COLUMBIA

January

GENE KRUPA STORY. THE Sal Mineo Susan Kohn.r.
Producer Philip A. Waxman. Director Don Weis. Biog-
raphy of the famed drummer. 101 min. 1/4/60.

SUDDENLY. LAST SUMMER Eliiabeth Taylor, Montgom-
ery Cliff. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director Joseph- L.
Mankiewicz. Based on the controversial Tennessee
Williams play. 114 min. 12/21.

SWAN LAKE Maya Plisetskaya, Nicolai Fadeyec
Director Z. Tulubyeva. Russian exchange film. 81 it

2/29/60.

February

ONCE MORE, WITH FEELING Technirama. Color.
Brynner, Kay Kendall. Producer-Director Stanley Don

|

Story about a concert conductor. 92 min. 2/15/40

WHO WAS THAT LADY? Tony Curtis, Dean Mar l

Janet Leigh. Producer Norman Krasna. Direcj
George Sidney. Curtis poses as an F.B.I, agent. (

min. 1/18/60.

March

COMANCHE STATION CinemaScope, Color. Randoj
Scott, Nancy Gates. Producer-director Budd Boettich
A cowboy out for revenge. 74 min. 2/29/60.

OUR MAN IN HAVANA CinemaScope. Alec Guinni'
Burl Ives, Maureen O'Hara. Producer-Director C<|
Reed. Drama of a vacuum cleaner salesman in Hava'
107 min. 2/1/60.

April

BABETTE GOES TO WAR CinemaScope, Color, Brigi

Bardot, Jacques Charrier, Producer Raoul J. Le
Director Christian-Jaque. Bardot helps defeat Germ*
103 min. 2/29/60.

BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG Dick Clark, Michael C

Ian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Jerry Bresler. Direc

Paul Wendkos. A teacher fights teenage violence. I

min. 3/14/60.

May
ELECTRONIC MONSTER Rod Cameron. Mary Murp
Producer Cohen-Levy. Director Tully. A mind machi
in the hands of a murderer. 72 min. 6/6/60.

KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO CinemaScope, Color. R

ert Taylor, Anne Aubrey. Producers Irving All',

Albert R. Broccoli. Director Richard Thorpe. Engine-

fights slave trade in Africa. 91 min. 4/25/60.

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Math* .

Producer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre de Tc.

Hollywood film magnate becomes U.S. counter-spy. !

min. 4/11/60.

STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY. THE Guy Rolfe. Produr
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Ritual murois

in India. 81 min. 5/23/60.

June

BATTLE IN OUTER SPACE Color. Ryo Ikebe, Leon f

Stanford. Producer Tomoyuki Tanaka. Director InoslJ

Honda. 90 min. 6/27/60.

MOUNTAIN ROAD, THE James Stewart, Lisa Lu. I
ducer William Goeti. Director Daniel Mann. G I

fight across Burma. 102 min. 3/28/60.

MY DOG. BUDDY Ken Curtis. Producer Ken Cur
1

.

Ray Kel

77 min. 5/9/60.

12 TO THE MOON Ken Clark. Producer Fred G

I

hardt. Director David Bradley. The first lunar fli'

July

Wincll
78 mill

STOP! LOOK! & LAUGH! Three Stoones, Paul

& Jerry Mahoney. Producer Harry Romm

STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET CinemaScope Co]
Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak. Ernie Kovacs. Barbara Ri.

Producer-director Richard Quine. 117 min. 6/6/60.

August1

ALL THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd, Sidney Foil]'.

Producer-director Hall Bartlett. U.N. forces trapld

behind enemy lines in Korea. 86 min.

ENEMY GENERAL. THE Van Johnson, Jean Pil
Aumont, Dany Carrel. Producer Sam Katiman. Dire ir

George Sherman.

NIGHTS OF LUCRETIA BORGIA Color. Belinda I

Jacques Sernas. Producer Gianni Hecht Lucari. |
:tor Pietro Fran

September

AS THE SEA RAGES Maria Schell. Cliff Robert >•

Producer Carl Sikoll. Director Horst Hechler. A ft

among fishermen and islanders. 97 min.

I AIM AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shi
Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director J. Lee Thomp >

Film biography of brilliant rocket scientist von Br I.

FAST AND SEXY Gina Lollobrigida.
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Coming

,NNA OF BROOKLYN CinemaScope. Color. Gina Lollo-

rrqid«. Dale Robertson. Producer Milko Skofic. Di-

ector Reginald Denham.

SAVES OF MIGHT CinemaScope. Color. Cornel Wilde,

•an Wallace, Cliff Robertson. Producer Cornel Wilde,

•{rector Paul Wendkos.

IIVIL AT 4 O'CLOCK, THE Spencer Tracy Frank

.inatra Marpassa Dawn. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Di-

ector Peter Glenville.

iIDGIT GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope, Color. James
larren. Sandra Dee, Michael Cailen. Producer Jerry

reiler.

iUNS OF NAVARONE, THE CinemaScope, Color,

iregory Peck, David Niven. Anthony Ouinn. Producer

;arl Foreman. Director J. Lee Thompson.

ET NO MAN WRITE MY EPITAPH Burl Ives Shelley

Winters, James Darren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan. Di-

ector Philip Leacock.

•fPf CinemaScope, Color. Cantinflas. Dan Dailey,

Shirley Jones. Producer-director George Sidney.

,APPHO. VENUS OF LESBOS CinemaScope, Color,

(erwin Mathews, Tina Louise.

iONG WITHOUT END CinemaScope, Color. Dirk Bo-

iarde, Capucine. Producer William Goetz. Director

iharles Vidor. The story of Frani Lisit.

,U*PRISE PACKAGE Yul Brynner. Mitzi Gaynor. Pro-

jucer-director Stanley Donen.

I WORLDS OF GULLIVER. THE Super Dynamation
Color. Kerwin Mathews. Jo Morrow. Producer Charles

Schneer. Director Jack Sher.

rWO FACES OF DR. JEKYLL, THE Color. Paul Massie,

)iwn Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director

Terence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-

ton's classic.

WACKIEST SHIP IN THE ARMY. THE CinemaScope,
Color. Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson. Producer Fred
Kohlmar. Director Richard Murphy.

INDEPENDENTS

February

BLACK ORPHEUS lOrpheus Negro) lLopert) Breno
Mello. Marpessa Dawn, Lourdes de Oliveira. Producer
Sacha Gordine. Director Marcel Camus. Film version

of the famous Greek legend of Orpheus and his ill-

fated love for Eurydice. 9S min. 3/14/60.

GRIS6I (Valiant) Jean Gabin, Jeanne Moreau. Pro-

ducer Robert Dorfmann. Director Jacques Becker.
Action drama of the Paris underworld and its inhabi-

tants. 35 min.

KISS FOR A KILLER. A IValiant) Mylene Demongeot.
IHenri Vidal. Producer Michel Safra. Director Henri
>V«rnenil. From James Hadley Chase's best-selling

thriller. IK min.

NUDE IN A WHITE CAR (Trans-Lux) Marina Vlady,
Robert Hossein, Odile Versois. Director Robert Hos-
sein. Mystery dealing with the nocturnal escapades
of two beautiful blonde French sisters. 87 min. 3/14/60.

TOBY TYLER (Buena Vista) Technicolor. Kevin Cor-
coran. Henry Calvin, Gene Sheldon Producer Walt
Disney. Director Charles Banton. Circus tale of a

I runaway boy's adventures under the Big Top. 96 min.

1/18/60.

March

EXPRESSO BONGO (Continental Dist.) Laurence Har-
vey, Sylvia Syms. Producer-director Val Guest. Based
on the hit play by Wolt Mankowitz. 108 min. 4/25/60.

SWORD AND THE CROSS, THE (Valiant) CinemaScope.
| Color. Gianna Maria Canale. Marisa Allasio. Director
Guido Brignone. Story of the Roman persecution of
early Christians.

April

KIDNAPPED IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Peter Finch.
James MacArthur. Producer Walt Disney. Director
Robert Stevenson. Adaptation of Robert Louis Steven-

i son's adventure classic. 97 min. 2/29/60.

ROSEMARY [Films-Around-the-World, Inc.) Nadja Tiller,

Peter Van Eyck Producer Luggi Waldleitner. Director
r Rolf Theile. True story of post-war German prostitute
who "made it." 105 min. 4/25/60.

June
SIGN OF ZORRO, THE IBuena Vista). Guy Williams,

I Henry Calvin. Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-
tors Norman Foster and Lewis R. Foster. Swash-
buckling hero saves old Los Angeles from tyrannical

1 commandante. 91 min.

July

POLLYANNA IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Richard Eagan. Producer Walt Disney. Director David
Swift. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller. 134 min. 4/11/60.

Coming
LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Altred R. Milton, Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

CHASERS. THE Jacque Charrier, Charles Agnovour.
director Jean-Pierre Mocky. Cynical yet engrossing

3/w
' mf>or * ab°ut youthful women-chasers. 75 min.

Film

DAY OF THE TRUMTtT. THI IC. Santiago Him Organ,
ration Prod. I John Agar, Rickard Arlen, Bill Phipps
Producer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

DREAM MACHINE. THE (Amalgamated Prods.) Rod
Cameron, Marty Murphy, Pater tiling. Producers Rich
• rd Gordon and Charles Vefter, Jr. Director Mont
gomery Tully.

GORGO (King Bros. I Technicolor. Wide screen. Bill

Travers. Vincent Winter. William Sylvester. Producer
Maurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

JAZZ ON A SUMMER'S DAY IGalaiy Attractions. Inc.)
Louis Armstrong. Gerry Mulligan, George Shearing
Producer-director Bert Stern. Sights and sounds of the
Newport, R. I. annual jam festival. 85 min. 5/9/60.

JUNGLE CAT IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Story of
animal life along the Amazon River.

LIGHT ACROSS THE STREET. THE IUMPO) IrigrHa
Bardot, Raymond Pellagrin, Roger Piquat. Producer
Jacques Gauthier. Director Georges Lacombe. Drama
A French husband and wife try to live wPthout normal
sei relations, after the husband had a near-fatal acci-
dent. 76 min.

MICHAEL STROGOFF Color. CinemaScope. Curt Jur-
gens. Genevieve Page. Producer John Spiglcr. Direc-
tor Carmine Gallone. Adventure classic. IIS min.
6/6/60.

SILVER SKATES. THE IBuena Vista) Eastman Color.
Rony Zeander. Carin Rossby. Producer Walt Disney.
Director Norman Foster. Romantic fairy-tale taking
place by the Zuider Zee in 1850.

SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON IBuena Vista) Technicolor.
John Mills. Dorothy McGuire. Producer William H.
Anderson. Director Ken Annakin. Adaptation of Johann
Wyss' Adventure classic.

METRO-GOLDWYN -MAYER

February

THE LAST VOYAGE MetroColor. Robert Stack, Dorothy
Malone. Producer-Director Andrew L. Stone. Dramatic
story of the events which occur with sinking of an
ocean liner. 91 min. 2/1/60.

March

HOME FROM THE HILL CinemaScope. Metrocolor.
Robert Mitchum. Eleanor Parker. Producer Edmund
Grainger. Director Vincente Minnelli. Film version of
William Humphrey's novel dealing with conflict be-
tween family. 150 min. 2/15/60.

April

PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES CinemaScope, Metro-
Color. Dorfl Day^ David Nlven, Janis Paige. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Cnarles Walters. Comic ex-
periences of N. Y. couple and their children. Ill min.
3/28.

May
PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney, Terry
Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military
academy. 93 min.

June

ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN. THE Cinema-
Scope. MetroColor. Tony Randall. Eddie Hodges. Pro-
ducer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Michael Curttz.
Film version of Mark Twain's classic story of the Mis-
sissippi River. 107 min. 5/9/60.

GIANT OF MARATHON, THE Dyalscope. Color. Steve
Reeves, Mylene Demongeot. Producer Bruno Vailati.

Director Jacques Tourneur. Action-filled recreation of
the classic battle of ancient Greece. 92 min. 6/6/60.

SUBTERRANEANS. THE CinemaScope, Metrocolor.
Leslie Caron. George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed
Director Ranald MacDougall. Film version of Jack
Kerouac's novel. 89 min.

July

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope. MetroColor. Judy
Holliday, Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-
tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit.

127 min. 6/27/60.

THE DAY THEY ROEBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray, Elizabeth Sellars, Hugh Griffith. Prcdacer
Jules Buck. Director John Guillermin. Suspenseful
action-thriller of a sensational rabbery. 85 min.

August
TIME MACHINE, THE Rod Taylor, Alan Young. Pro-
ducer-director George Pal. Based on H. G. Wells'
story of a man who invents a machine which carries
him from the 19th century into an amazing world of

the future. 103 min.

September
ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaScope
MetroColor. Robert Wagner Natalie Wood. Susan
Kohner. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Michael
Anderson. Drama involving four young people whose
paths cross in their search to find love. 122 min.

Coming
BEN HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-

ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-

lical spectacle. 332 min. 11/23/59.

AUGUST SUMMARY
The early August release schedule

totals 21, with 20th Century-Fox far

out in front on the strength of six

pictures. Columbia and Universal share

the runnerup spot with three films

apiece, while A.'lied Artists, Paramount

and United Artists each has slated two

releases. American-International, M-G-M

and Warner Bros, round out the card,

each having scheduled one picture for

the coming month.

BRIDE WORE RED. THE Ava Gardner Dirk Bogarde.
Joseph Cotten Producer Goffredo Lombardo. Director
Nunnally Johnson. Drama, during Spanish Civil War.
involving a priest and a beautiful dancer.

BUTTERFIELD 8 CinemaScope. MetroColor. Elizabeth
Taylor, Laurence Harvey Producer Pandro S Berman
Director Daniel Mann. Adaptation of John O Hara s

novel.

CIMARRON CinemaScope. MetroColor. Glenn Ford,
Maria Schell, Anne Baiter. Producer Edmund Grainger
Director Anthony Mann. Based on Edna Ferber's classic

GO NAKED IN THE WORLD CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Gina Lollobrigida, Tony Franciosa. Ernest Borgnina
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Ranald MacDou-
gall. Film version of a novel by Tom Chamales.

GORGO Eastman Color. Bill Travers. Will Sylvester.
Vincent Winter. Producers Frank and Maurice King.
Director Eugene Lourie. Adventure story of a monster
that virtually destroys London to rescue its off-spring
from captivity.

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter, Pat Crowley.
Producer Kathryn Hereford. Director Phil Carson. Story
of a man threatened by a gang of hoodlums after he
is witness to a murder. 81 min.

LAW. THE Gina Lollobrigida. Yves Montand. Pro-
ducer-director Jules Dassin. From Roger Vailland's
best-selling novel of smoldering violence among people
of primitive morals living in an isolated Adriatic
village.

MAGIC BOY, THE Eastman Color. Animated cartoon
depicting adventures of a little Japanese boy and girl

and their animal friends in ths mountain district of
Japan. 83 min.

VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED George Sanders, Bar-
bara Shelley. Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf
Rllla. Suspense drama with a science-fiction basis.

PARAMOUNT

February

BIG NIGHT. THE Randy Sparks. Dick Foran. Venetia
Stevens Anna Lee. Producer Vern Alves. Director Sid-
ney Salkow. Story of young people on the loose.
74 min. 2/29/60.

CIRCUS STARS Eastman Color. Oleg Popov. Vladimir
Durov. Director L. Kristy. Russian release distributed
by Paramount pursuant to agreement under the aus-
pices of the State Department. 67 min. 2/29/60.

JACK THE RIPPER Lee Patterson. Eddie Byrne. Betty
McDowall. Producer and Director— Robert S. Baker,
and Monty Berman. Joseph E. Levine exploitation spe-
cial. 85 min. 2/15/60.

CHANCE MEETING Hardy Kruger, Micheline Presle.
Producer David Deutsch. Director Joseph Losey. Young
artist, accused of murdering his mistress, attempts to
prove his innocence. 96 min. 2/29/60.

March
HELLER IN PINK TIGHTS Technicolor. Sophia Loren.
Anthony Ouinn, Margaret O'Brien. Producers Carlo
Ponti and Marcello Girosi. Director George Cukor.
Theatrical troupe's adventures in the old west. 100
min. 3/14/60.

April

CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS Lilli Palmer, Sylvia Syms,
Yvonne Mitchell. Producer Betty E. Box Director Ralph
Thomas. Story of rescue operations of war orphans
imprisoned in concentration camps. 113 min. 3/14/60.

IN THE WAKE OF A STRANGER Tony Wright. Shirley
Eaton. Danny Green. Producer John Penington. Director
David Eady. Suspense drama concerning the dis-
appearance of the body of a murdered bookmaker.
69 min. 5/9/60.

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET Jerry Lewis, Joan Black-
man Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Tauroa.
Screen version of the Broadway hit by Gore Vidal.
85 min. 2/15/60.
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May
FIVE BRANDED WOMEN Van Heflin. Silvana Mangano,
Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis. Director
Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Nazis. 104 min.
4/1 1/60.

PRISONER OF THE VOLGA Eastman Color. John Derek,
Elsa Martinelli, Dawn Addams. Director V. Tour-
jeasky. Historical spectacle. 82 min. 5/9/60.

•June
WALK LIKE A DRAGON Jack Lord, Nobu McCarthy,
James Shigeta. Producer-director James Clavell. Drama
set in the Old West dealing with the fight between
an American settler and a Chinese immigrant for the
love of an Oriental slave girl. 95 min. 6/6/60.

July
BELLBOY, THE Jerry Lewis, Aiex Gerry, Joan Tabor.
Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of a mute bellboy
at a Florida resort. 82 min.

RAT RACE. THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan. Drama of a career-seeking
saxophone player and a disillusioned showgirl. 105 min.
5/9/60.

TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT Eastman Color. Gordon
Scott, Jock Mahoney. Producers Sy Weintraub, Harvey
Hayutin. Director Robert Day. Famous king of the
untamed engages in more adventurous activities. 88
min. 6/27/60.

August
IT STARTED IN NAPLES VistaVision, Technicolor. Clark
Gable, Sophia Loren. Producer Jack Rose. Director
Mel Shavelson. An American lawyer goes to Italy to

get his orphaned nephew and falls in love with the
child's governess. 100 min.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh, Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles,
John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock
Storv based on Inner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert
Bloch. 109 min. 6/27/60.

Coming
ALL IN A NIGHT'S WORK Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Shirley MacLaine. Cliff Robertson. Producer Hal Wal-
lis. Director Joseph Anthony. Pretty research assistant
for publishing empire suspected of blackmail plot
involving late boss.

BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim. Producer Raymond Eger. Direc-
tor Roger Vadim. Suspense drama based on story by
Paul Gallico.

BREATH OF SCANDAL, A Sophia Loren, Maurice
Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Cario Ponti and
Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtiz. A sophis-
ticated story of the make-believe world of the Austro-
Hungarian court around 1906.

CJNDE3FELLA Technicolor, VistaVision. Jerry Lewis,
Bd Wynn. Anna Marie Alberghetti, Erin O'Brien. Pro-
ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin. Modern
version of the Cinderella fairy tale.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,
George Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

espionage drama.

G.I. BLUES VistaVision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley,
Juliet Prowse. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman
Taurog. Story of American soldiers in Germany.

OiJE-EYED JACKS VistaVision, Technicolor. Marlon
Brando, Pina PeHicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-
tor Marlon Brando.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY, THE VistaVision, Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire, Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter.
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-
boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

SAVAGE INNOCENTS Technirama, Technicolor. An-
thony Ouinn. Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray.

UNDER TEN FLAGS Technirama. Van Heflin, Charles
Laughton. Producer Dino DeLaurentis. Directors Duilio
Coletti and Silvio Narizzano. Drama of WWII.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Nancy Kwan, Michael Wilding. Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Richard Ouine. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and the Broadway play.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

January
ROOKIE, THE CinemaScope. Tommy Noonan. Pete
Marshall, Julie Newmar. Producer Tommy Noonan.
Director George O'Hanlon. Army training. Comedy.
86 min. 1/4.

SEVEN THIEVES CinemaScope, Color. Edward G. Rob-
inson. Rod Steiger. Joan Collins. Produced S. Boehm.
Director Henry Hathaway. Six men and a woman suc-
cessfully rob a Monte Carlo casino. 102 min. 2/1/60.

STORY ON PAGE ONE, THE CinemaScope. Rita Hay-
worth, Anthony Francioia. Producer Jerry Wald. Direc-
tor Clifford Odets. Drama of a woman plotting to
murder her husband. 123 min. 1/4.

February
SINK THE BISMARCK CinemaScope. Kenneth More.
Dana Wynter. Producer-director J. Bradbourne. Story
of the chase and death of the German juggernaut by
the British Navy. 97 min. 2/1/60.

THIRD VOICE, THE CinemaScope. Edmund O'Brien,

Julie London. Producer-director H. Cornfield. Drama
of intrigue in a big city police station. 79 min.

2/1/60.

THREE MURDERESSES DeLuxe Color. Alain Delon,

Mylene Demongeot. Producer P. Gaetz. Director M.
Boisrond. Gay Gallic farce of three beauties in love

with the same man. 96 min.

March

CAN-CAN (Todd-AO) Color. Frank Sinatra, Shirley

MacLane, Maurice Chevalier. Producer Jack Cum-
mings. Director Walter Lang. Adaptation of Cole

Porter's brilliant musical success. 131 min. 3/14/60.

DOG OF FLANDERS, A CinemaScope. Color. David

Ladd, Donald Crisp. Producer R. Radnitz. Director H.

Clark. Story of a boy and his dog. 96 min. 1/18/60.

WHEN COMEDY WAS KING Charlie Chaplin, Buster

Keaton, Laurel and Hardy. Producer Robert Youngson.

A compilation of the screen's best-loved comedians.

81 min. 3/14/60.

WIND CANNOT READ, THE DeLuxe Color. Dirk Bo-

garde Yoko Tani. Producer Betty Box. Director R.

Thomas. Drama of taut intrigue and love in Burma dur-

ing WW II. 107 min. 2/29/60.

April

MASTER OF THE CONGO JUNGLE DeLuxe Color,

CinemaScope. Narrator—Orson Welles. Producer H.

Stock. Director M. De Roover. Story of life in the

Belgian Congo. 88 min. 1/18/60.

THIRTEEN FIGHTING MEN RegalScope. Grant Wil-

liams, Carole Malhews. Producer Jack Leewood. Di-

rector Harry Gerstad. Story of tensions and tragedy
when two rival patrols from North and South meet.
69 min. 3/28.

WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Ernie Kovacs, Margo Moore, Dick Shawn. Pro-

ducer-director Mervvn LeRov. Gl operates a lavish

resort on a Pacific island. 126 min. 3/28.

May
CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson Welles,
Juliette Greco. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director
Richard Fleischer. Psvchological thriller of dual iden-
tities. 97 min. 5/23/60.

DAVID AND BATHSHEBA Technicolor. Gregory Peck,
Susan Hayward. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. 116 min.

FLAME OVER INDIA DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Ken-
neth More Lauren Bacall. Producer M. Hellman. Di-
rector J. Thompson. Suspense melodrama set in India.
130 min. 4/25/60.

VALLEY OF THE REDWOODS CinemaScope. Lvnn
Bernay, John Hudson. Producer Gene Corman. Di-
rector William N. Witney. Masterful and ingenious
crim° drama set off in northern California. 63 min.
4/25/60.

June

BOBBIKINS CinemaScope. Shirley Jones, Max Bvnr-->yes.

Producer O. Brodney. Director Robert Day. Hilarious

family comedy. 89 min. 2/29/60.

OPERATION AMSTERDAM Peter Finch Eva Bartok.

Producer M. Cowan. Director M. McCarthy. Based on

a novel by David E. Walker. 105 min. 4/11/60.

TWELVE HOURS TO KILL CinemaScope. Nico Minar-
dos Barbara Eden. Producer John Healy. Director

Edward L. Cahn. Crime melodrama. 83 min. 5/9/60.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Montaomery
Clift, Lee Remick, Jo Van Fleet. Producer-Director
Elia Kazan. An elderly woman successfully fights Ihe

Tennessee Valley Authority. 110 min. 6/6/60.

July

FROM THE TERRACE CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color.
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Myrna Loy. Pro-
ducer-Director Mark Robson. Inside look at low morals
of upper class. 144 min.

LOST WORLD, THE CinemaScoDe, DeLuxe Color. Fer-

nando Lamas, Claude Rains. David Hedison, Jill St.

John. Producer-Director Irwin Allen.

MURDER. INC. CinemaScope. May Britt, Stuart Whit-
man. Producer Burt Balaban. Director Stuart Rosen-
berg. Story of famed crime syndicate. 107 min.'

STORY OF RUTH, THE CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color.
Elana Eden, Peggy Wood, Stuart Whitman. Producer
Samuel G. Engel. Director Harry Koster. Story of the
biblical character. 132 min. 6/27/60.

TRAPPED IN TANGIERS CinemaScope. Edmund Pur-
dom, G = nevieve Page. 74 min.

August

IDIOT, THE Russian exchange film in cooperation with
the State Department, based on Dostoievsky's novel.

FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE CinemaScooe, DeLuxe Color.
Richard Basehart, Stu Erwin, Rex Allen.

ONE FOOT IN HELL CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Dolores Michaels, Don Murray, Alan Ladd. Producer
Sydney Boehm. Director James B. Clark.

SONS AND LOVERS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Dean
Stockwell, Trevor Howard, Wendy Hiller, Heather
Sears. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jack Cardiff.
Drama of passion and love in a Welsh mining com-
munity.

39 STEPS. THE Kenneth More, Taina Elg. The cultural
exchange production with the U.S.S.R.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Ray Strickl
Mary Anders, Willard Parker. Producer Jack L
wood. Director William Claxton. Story of the teen.

I

life of Ihe notorious outlaw. 73 min.

September

GODDESS OF LOVE Color. Belinda Lee, Jacq
Sernas.

HIGH POWERED RIFLE CinemaScope. Willard Pari
Allison Hayes. 60 min.

HIGH TIME CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Bing Cros

,

Fabian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Charles Brack
Director Blake Edwards. Rich, older playboy goes b
to college and learns a lot.

LET'S MAKE LOVE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Yj
Montand, Tony Randall, Marilyn Monroe. Produ 1

Jerry Wald. Director George Cukor.

Coming

AUSTERLITZ Leslie Caron, Jack Palance, Gina Lot
brigida, Rossano Brazzi, Vittorio De Sica, Marti
Carol. Director Abel Gance.

BIG GAMBLE, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Co
Stephen Boyd, Juliette Greco, David Wayne. Produ.
Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Richard Fleischer.

CAPTAIN'S TABLE, THE John Gregson, Peggy c|
mins. Donald Sinden, Nadia Gray. Producer Jos'

Janni. Director Jack Lee. Delightful comedy abi-

life aboard a pleasure cruiser.

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Walter W-.
ger. Director Rouben Mamoulian.

FERRY TO HONG KONG Curt Jurgens, Orson Well
Sylvia Syms. Producer George Maynard. Direc|*

Lewis Gilbert. Offbeat comedy-drama about a I
tured tramp, a scheming captain, and their strai*

alliance.

GO NORTH CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. John Way.
Stewart Granger, Ernie Kovacs, Fabian, Capucine. I-

rector Henry Hathaway. Mail-order bride is brou t

to Alaska in gold rush days.

LEGIONS OF THE NILE Linda Cristal. Director j-

torio Cottafavi. Spectacular historical melodrama, i

MILLIONAIRESS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Col
Sophia Loren, Peter Sellers, Alastair Sim. Produr
Carlo Ponti. Director Anthony Asquith. Bernard Sha ;

famous comedy.

SALAMMBO CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color. Jacques 5j-

nas, Edmund Purdom. Colorful panorama based >

Flaubert's famous story.

SEPTEMBER STORM CinemaScope, 3-D. Joanne a
Mark Stevens. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Direcr

Byron Haskin. Unique underwater drama.

UPSAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Myle
Demongeot, Michael Craig, Anne Heywood. Produr
Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Rowdy. r£

,

ragout of an impossible French baby-sitter. 101 rj.

UNITED ARTISTS

February

ON THE BEACH Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner, Fjd

Astaire, Anthony Perkins. Producer-director Staiy

Kramer. Film version of Nevil Shute's provoca;e

best-seller. 133 min. 12/7/59.

PUSHER. THE Kathy Carlyle, Felice Orlandi. Produ.,1

Gene Milford and Sid Katz, Director Gene Mild .

Action drama. 81 min. 1/18/60.

TAKE A GIANT STEP Johnny Nash, Rudy Dee. H
ducer Jules L. Epstein. Director Phillip Leacock. Dr.

a

of a negro teenager. 100 min. 12/7/59.

VICE RAID Mamie Van Doren, Brad Dexter. Produjr

Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action dra,i.

71 min. 2/29/60.

March

OKLAHOMA TERRITORY Bill Williams, Gloria Talk
Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn.]7
min. Action drama. 67 min. 2/29/60.

April

BOY AND THE PIRATES, THE Color. Charles Herbjt.

Susan Gordon. Producer-director Bert I. Gordon. II

tasy-comedy. 82 min. 4/11/60.

THREE CAME TO KILL Cameron Mitchell, Steve Bre'i.

Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Ac*
drama. 70 min. 4/11/60.

UNFORGIVEN, THE Color. Burt Lancaster, Aut V

Hepburn. Producer James Hill. Director John Husp.

Widescreen Western. 125 min. 4/11/60.

May
FUGITIVE KIND, THE Marlon Brando, Anna Magr >.

Joanne Woodward. Producer Martin Jurow and "• c
,

a

Shepherd. Director Sidney Lumet. Based on Tennen
Williams' Broadway play. 119 min. 4/25/60.

GAU.ANT HOURS, THE James Cagney. Producer-Dp

tor Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval o

Admiral Halsey. 115 min. 5/23/60.

NOOSE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis, Ted De Co i.

Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. c-

tion drama. 69 min. 5/9/60.
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MMER OF THE 17th DOLL Ernest Borgnine, Ann*
t*r. Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film version
Ray Lawler's Broadway and London stage play. 93

June

LOVE Color. Ziva Rodann, William Well-
In, Jr., June Wilkinson. Producer-Director Douglas
vley. Voodoo and tropical romance in Brazil. 86

| 6/6/60.

SIC BOX KID, THE Ronald Foster, Luana Patten,
int Richards. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director
vard L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.

July

4RTMENT. THE Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine,
d MacMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder. Ro-
ntic comedy. 125 min. 5/23/60.

5T DAYS OF POMPEII. THE Color. Steve Reeves,
•istina Kauffman. Producer Paolo Moffa. Director
rio Bonnard. 103 min. 6/27/60.

August
4ER GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster, Je^n
imons. Dean Jagger. Producer Bernard Smith. Di-
tor Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller

February

September

iHT FIGHTERS, THE Robert Mitchum. Dan O'Herlihy,
le Heywod. Producer Raymond Stross. Director

:
lor Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion. 74 min.

IDS LONIGAN Christopher Knight. Producer Philip
dan. Director Irving Lerner. Film version of the

,nes T. Farrel trilogy.

October

1MO, THE ITodd-AO) Technicolor. John Wayne,
lard Widmark, Laurence Harvey, Linda Cristal
ducer-director John Wayne. Historic Western.

November
1ERIT THE WIND Spencer Tracy, Fredric March

•|ie Kelly. Producer-director Stanley Kramer. Recre-
'in of famed Scopes "Monkey Trial" of I925.

GNIFICENT SEVEN, THE PanaVision, Color. Yul
nner, Eli Wallach, Horst Buchholz, Steve McQueen.
ducer-director John Sturges. Based on the Japanese
) 'The Seven Samurai."

December
>DUS Color. Paul Nawman, Eva Marie Saint Peter
'ford. Producer-director Otto Preminger. Based on
•n Uris' novel.

Coming
VISE AND CONSENT Producer-director Otto Prem-
fr. From Allen Drury best-seller about Washington

tics.

*LE PIE BED Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director
n Negulesco. Based on the novel "The Midwife
Pont Clery" by Flora Sandstrom.

I LOVE POSSESSED Director Robert Wise. Picturiia-

e|

of Jamas Gould Cozzen's Pulitier Prize winning

OF IMPULSE Jeff Donn-ll, Robert A da, Lionel
ippton, J. Carroll Naish. Producer Peter Gayle

I Swimmer. Tony Anthony.

4DIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

5RIOUS BROTHERS. MY Producer-director Stanley
'
mer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

'WAN Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
of James Michener's epic novel.

ITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Donna Anderson,
aucer Stanley Kramer. Director Paul Stanley.

'
FI
"i THE Clark Gable. Marilyn Monroe, Montgom-
Cliff. Producer Frank Taylor. Director John

' ton. Comedy.
' E ON HER HANDS Ingrid Bergman. Anthony Per-

• Producer-director Anatole Litvak. Filmization of
icois Sagan's romantic novel "Do You Like Brahms?"

'IES OF GLORY Color. Alec Guinnes, John Mills.
aucer Cohn Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Com-

• -drama of the British postwar army.
' 3 POR THE SE-SAW Elizabeth Taylor. Director
Jert Mann. Based on the Broadway stage success.

' Y WEST. THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas, Burt
'caster. Producer Harold Hecht.

' >T SIDE STORY Widescreen, Color. Producer-direc-
Kobert W.se. Filmization of Broadway musical.

' 'agers m love and the problems they face.

January

FOUR FAST GUNS Jam.s Craig, Martha Vicktrs. Ed-
gar Buchanan. Producer William J. Hole, Jr. Drama
about the hiring of a town tamer who brought law
and order to the town of Purgatory. 73 min. II/23/59.

March
TOO SOON TO LOVE Widescreen. Jennifer West,
Richard Evans. Producer-director Richard Rush. Drama
of two teenagers in love and the problem they face.
85 min. 2/29/60.

April

SNOW QUEEN. THE Eastman Color. Art Llnkletter.
Sandra Det, Patty McCormack. Tommy Kirk. Producer
Robert Faber. Animal version of Hans Christian Ander-
sen fairy tale. 70 min. I2/7/59.

May
COSSACKS, THE Color, Widescreen. Edmund Purdom.
John Barrymore, Jr. Georgia Moll. Producer W.
Tourjansky. Director Giorgio Rivalla. II3 min. 4/II/60.

OTHELLO Color. Based on Shakespeare's classic which
is being released under the Russian cultural exchange
program. Producer Segire Yutkivich. Director M. Itina.
This is the story of the Moor and how his downfall was
plotted. I20 min. 3/28.

June

BRIDES OF D3ACULA, THE Color. Peter Cushing, Mar-
tita Hunt, Yvonne Monlaur, Freda Jackson. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Horror
thriller. 85 min. 6/6/60.

HEAD OF A TYRANT Color, Widescreen. Massimo
Girotti, Isabel I e Corey Renato Baldini, Lucia Banti.
Director Fernanda Gerghio. Story of th» ann'h :l atl<-n

of the people of Central Asia in ancient times. I02 min.
5/23/60.

LEECH WOMAN, THE Coleen Gray. Grant Williams.
Gloria Talbot. Producer Joseph Gershenson. Director
Edward Dein. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving
drug and turns murderess. 77 min. 5/23/60.

July

DINOSAURUS CinemaSccp 5
,
Deluxe Color. Ward Ram-

sey. Producer J. H. Harris. Director Irvin S. Yea-
worih, Jr. Adventure spectacle of pre-historic mon-
sters. 85 min. 6/27/60.

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Eastman Color. Anthony Quinn,
Lana Turner, Sandra Dee, John Saxon. Producer Ross
Hunter, Director Michael Gardor. Adaptation of
Broadway play by Ivon Goff and Ben Roborts. 1 12

min. 6/27/60.

August

CHARTROOSE CABOOSE Eastman Color. Molly Bee,

Ben Cooper, Edgar Buchanan. Producer Stanley W.
Daugherty. Director William Reynolds. Comedy cen-

tered around a chartreuse caboose used for a home.
75 min. 6/27/60.

COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL Steve Allen, Jayne Meadows,
Walter Winchall, Mickty Shaughnessy, Cathy Crosbv,
Conway Twitty. Producer-director Albert Zuosmith.
Story of college prof's survey of tennagers with sur-

prising results.

September

BENT FOrt LEATHER Color and CinemaScope.
V* M<"\Dhy. Felicia Farr, Stephen McNally. Pro-
i-r fcordon Kav. Directcr George Sherman.
V adventure. 80 min.

Cut-

SEVEN WAYS FROM SUNDOWN Color. Audie Murphy,
Barry Sullivan, Venetia Stevenson, John Mclntire. Pro-

ducer Gordon Kay. Director Harry Keller.

Coming

DAY OF THE GUN Color. Rock Hudson. Kirk Douglas,
Dorothy Malone, Joseph Cotton and Carol Lynley.
Producers Eugene Frenke, Edward Lewis. Director
Robert Aldrich.

GRASS IS GREENER, THE Technicolor and Tech.oirama.
Cary Grant. Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum, Jean
Simmons. Producer-Director Stanley Donen.

GREAT IMPOSTER, THE Tony Curtis, Edmond O'Brien,
Arthur O'Connell, Garry Merrill, Joan Blackman,
Raymond Massey. Producer, Robert Arthur. Director,
Robert Mulligan. Based on the life of Ferdinand
Demara.

MIDNIGHT LACE Color. Doris Day. Rex Harrison, John
Gavin, Myrna Lov. Producers Ross Hunter, Martin Mel-
cher. Director David Miller. Mystery set in England.

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE. THE Mickey
Rooney. Mamie Van Doren. Fay Spain, Mel Torme,
Marty Milner, Tuesday Weld, Paul Anka, Cecil Kel'a-
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith.
Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people on a bus
are taken by a parallel to the Garden of Eden and
its temptations. 87 min.

SPARTACUS Technirama, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Lawrence OJivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-
tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
his undying love.

WARNER BROTHERS

February
RISE AND FALL OF LEGS DIAMOND, THE Ray Danton.
Karen Steel*. Producer. Milton Sperling Director
Budd Bo*ttlcher. The lif* of a notorious ganq-.tar of

the 1920s. 104 min. 2/29/60.

March
GUNS OF THE TIMBERLAND Technicolor. Alan Ladd.
Jianm Crain. Frank!* Aralon Producw Aaron So*
ing. Director. Rob*rt D W»bb An *dv«n».ir. -'-•m*
of lumbermen and their women. 91 min. 2/15/60.

THIS REBEL BREED Rita Mor.no. Mark Damon Pro
ducers William Rowland and Robert H Yamin D rhe-
tor Richard L. Bar*. A story of iuv«nil* d*linqu*ney
93 min. 2/15/60.

THREAT, THE Robert Knapp, Lydia Lawion. Producer-
director Charles R. Rondeau. Suspense drama. 66 min.

3/28.

A pril

TALL STORY Technicolor. Anthony P*rkins. Jan*
Fonda. Producer-director Joshua Logan. Romantic con-
fdv bas«d on Br-»'J >".w staqe hit by Linduy «nj
Crouse. 91 min. l/K/LQ.

May
SERGEANT RUTLTDGE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter.

Constance Towers. Producers Pat Ford and Wil ls G"Md-
beck Dire't~r John Ford An unusul >'" -f iustico

in the post-Civil War west. Ill min. 4/25/60.

June
HANNIBAL Technicolor. Victor Ma'ure, Rita Gam
Producer Ottavio Poggi. Director Edgir G. Ulmer.
Adventure spectacle of the exploits of the celebrated
Carihagenian h 2 ro. 103 min. 6/27/60.

•July

HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Co'or. Stove Reeves
Sylva Koscina. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director Pi*tro

Francisci. Sequel to "Hercules ". 101 min. 6/6/60.

ICE PALACE Technicolor. Richsrd Burtcn. Robert Ry*n,

Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Blank*.

Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferber's novel of

Alaska. K3 min. 6/27/60.

August
OCEAN'S ELEVEN Technicolor. Frank Sinatra, De-n
Martin, Sammy Davis, Jr., Peter Lawford, Angie
Dickinson. Producer-director Lewis Milestone. A La;
Vegas story.

Coming
CROWD2D SKY, THE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Rhonda Fleming, Efrem Zimbalist, Jr Producer Mi-

chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drama
of modern aviation.

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS, THE Technicolor.
Robert Preston. Dorothy McGuire. Eve Arden. Producer
Michael Garrison. Director Delbert Mann. Based on
William Inge's Broadway stage hit.

GIRL OF THE NiGHT Anne Francis, John Kerr, Lloyd
Nolan. Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Cates. From Dr. Harold Greenwald's social and psy-
choanalytical study "The Call Girl".

RACHEL CADE Technicolor. Angie Dickinson. P*»*r
Finch, Roger Moore. Producer Henry Blanke. Director
Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer's best-selling novel
of Africa.

SUNDOWNERS. THE Technicolor. Deborah Kerr, Robert
Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of th*
Australian "out back country."

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy, Greer Garson. Producer Dore Schary. Director
Vincent J. Donehue. From Schary's play about Franklin
D. Roosevelt.

To Better Serve You . . .

Oftlc* & Terminal Combined At

1018-26 Wood St. N*w Phonct

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

CLARK

TRANSFER
Member National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-34*8

Washington. D. C: DUcoot 7-72SO
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ALL WRAPPED

OTTO PREMINGER HAS COMPLETED FILMING OF 'EXODUS.' ALL THE SHOOTING TOOK PLACE IN ACTUAL LO(

HAIFA, ACRE, NAZARETH, CAESAREA, KAFR KANA, ATLIT AND JERUSALEM IN ISRAEL AND FAMAGUSTA, NICC

CARAOLOS ON THE ISLE OF CYPRUS. NOW 'EXODUS' ENTERS THE FINAL STAGES OF MUSICAL SCORING AND

'EXODUS' STARS PAUL NEWMAN, EVA MARIE SAINT, RALPH RICHARDSON, PETER LAWFORD/ LEE J. COBB, SA

JOHN DEREK, HUGH GRIFFITH, GREGORY RATOFF, FELIX AYLMER, DAVID OPATOSHU & JILL HAWORTH. SCREEN

DALTON TRUMBO FROM THE BEST-SELLING NOVEL BY LEON URIS. PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY OTTO PREMI

OR - A UNITED ARTISTS RELEASE.

'EXODUS' WILL OPEN AT THE WARNER THEATRE IN NEW YORK ON DECEMBER 15, 1960, THE CINE-STAGE THE

PHirAHO ON DFPFMBER 16 THE FOX WILSHIRE THEATRE IN BEVERLY HILLS ON DECEMBER 21. AND AT THE S
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Was the Talent Strike

toon to Film Studios ?

VALUE LINE SAYS YES

FILM OF DISTINCTION

Inherit The Wind
Other Reviews:

THUNDER IN CAROLINA • SONS AND LOVERS
SCHOOL FOR SCOUNDRELS • S.O.S. PACIFIC

HOUSE OF USHER • 13 GHOSTS
HIROSHIMA, MON AMOUR • THE TIME MACHINE

STUDS LONIGEN • IT STARTED IN NAPLES
ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS
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LANA TURNER ANTHONY QUINN

SANDRA DEE JOHN SAXON

SEATTLE, WASH., Music Hall . .

.

BIGGER than Imitation of Life

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF., Golden Gate...
BIGGER than Imitation of Life and Pillow Talk

LOS ANGELES, CALIF., Multiple Run . .

.

BIGGER than Imitation of Life and Pillow Talk

CLEVELAND, OHIO, Hippodrome...
As BIG as Pillow Talk

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Multiple Run...
BIGGER than Imitation of Life and Pillow Talk

CHARLOTTE, N.C., Manor...
BIGGER than Imitation of Life

CHICAGO, ILL., Roosevelt...

As BIG as Pillow Talk

PORTLAND, ORE., Multiple Run . .

.

BIGGER than Imitation of Life and Pillow Talk

TULSA, OKLA., Delman...
BIGGER than Imitation of Life and Pillow Talk

MILWAUKEE, WISC, Towne . .

.

As BIG as Imitation of Life

GALVESTON, TEXAS, Martini . .

.

BIGGER than Imitation of Life and Pillow Talk

SPARTANBURG, N.C., State...

BIGGER than Imitation of Life

ST. JOSEPH, MO., Missouri...

BIGGER than Imitation of Life

KANSAS CITY, MO., Roxy...

As BIG as Imitation of Life

ASHEVILLE, N.C., Plaza...

BIGGER than Imitation of Life and Pillow Talk

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., Keiths...

As BIG as Imitation of Life

LOUISVILLE, KY., Kentucky...

BIGGER than Imitation of Life and Pillow Talk

SYRACUSE, N.Y., Paramount...
BIGGER than Imitation of Life

LONG BEACH, CALIF., Rivoli & Towne . .

.

BIGGER than Imitation of Life and Pillow Talk

PITTSBURGH, PA., Fulton...

As BIG as Imitation of Life

TUCSON ARIZONA, Cactus Drive In...

BIGGER than Imitation of Life

RIVERSIDE, CALIF., De Anza...
BIGGER than Imitation of Life and Pillow Talk

CINCINNATI, OHIO, Grand . .

.

As BIG as Imitation of Life

TOPS PILLOW TALK AND IMITATION OF
LIFE IN THESE WEST COAST TOWNS:
FRESNO, CALIF., Wilson • CHICO, CALIF.,

Senator • REDDING, CALIF., Cascade •

SANTA ROSA, CALIF., California • ANTI-

OCH, CALIF., Stamm • SACRAMENTO,
CALIF., Esquire & Del Paso • OAKLAND,
CALIF., T & D

LLOYD NOLANS;

RAY WALSTON

ANNA MAY WONG VIRGINIA GREY
AND ALSO CO STARRING

RICHARD BASEHART

*Bfa*
Directed by MICHAEL GORDON Screenplay by IVAN GOFF and BEN ROBERTS

Produced by ROSS HUNTER • A univexsal international picture

in Eastman COLOR
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theatre. ..hit after solid hit!
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haS 'em hanging from the ratters

in its opening engagements !

Check: SAN FRANCISCO, paramount.;1

:

Phone: PITTSBURGH, j.p.harris...

ontact: DETROIT, broadway capitol.
Buzz:MINNEAPOLIS, pan... K
Call:SAN ANTONIO,texas...

Dial: DALLAS, capri...

*C Wire: FLINT, palace...

Ring: LANSING, gladmere...
md watch

v
^@ffl®©

c

Ef

I© Ci7
go...go...go inLOSANGELI

CLEVELAND,DENVER and other top dates

!

->:• BREAKS every HOUSE RECORD !

PLAY ^©KlQgUg^
and play to
packed houses. ..from COLUMBIA

!

SO THAT AUDIENCES
CAN SEE THE GHOSTS

IN ECTOPLASMIC COLOR..



Wfot Jhey'te hiking About

In the Movie Butinest

jUMMER BUSINESS ROLLING. After a slow
etaway, the boxof fice is perking at
ligh steam in a goodly number of in-
stances. The interesting aspect of
;his season's b.o. performance is that
some of the strongest grosses are
)eing rolled up by pictures that did
lot receive critical acclaim . Of
:ourse, "The Apartment", which was
tell received, is a very hot item in
ill situations, and "Bells Are Ring-
mg' is showing handsome returns in

the metropolitan market (although a

)it soft in the hinterlands). On the
)ther hand, the highly-regarded
'Pollyanna" has been disappointing in
some of its early runs. No critical
lats were tossed in the air for d

Columbia's "Strangers When We Meet" or
Jniversal's "Portrait in Black," yet
sarly returns have been very strong on
>oth these films. The same goes for
Joe Levin's "Hercules Unchained," the
new Jerry Lewis comedy, "Bellboy," and
Utchcock's "Psycho," which was not
critically regarded as one of the
suspense master's best. "Elmer Gantry,"
off to a surprisingly slow start in
the gaping Capitol on Broadway, has
been doing much better outside of
Gotham. 20th»s "The Lost World" is off
to a quick start, but the impression
prevails that this is going to be a
much heavier grosser in the subsequent
runs; the same company's "From the
Terrace" shapes up powerfully for
metropolitan areas. The season's big-
Rest disappointment thus far has been

! Warner's "Ice Palace." The poor per-
formance by this one is being attri-
buted as much to the distributor's
lack of promotional push as to any
other factor. In the terms of one
prominent exhibitor: "The picture
sneaked into our city!"

.ZANUCK AND FOX. The annc incement by
J rt Goldstein
1 • Lef executive
(

~\^v M Mf% 4~ c*
1 a M

temP° r~

iiff IfjU'x/oBcu uy insiders as an
indication that the company president
still harbors the fond hope that
Darryl Zanuck might yet be lured back
to take charge . There is no doubt that
20th misses Zanuck' s firm hand and
imaginative mind at the helm of the
studio. Skouras is known to believe
that the famed production executive
will one day tire of his activities

j

abroad and return to the company in
which he is still the largest single
stockholder

.

0

DISNEY 'S DECLINE . Industry showmen are
firmly convinced that the decline of
Walt Disney product during the past
year is attributable directly to th e
dropping of two of his valuable TV
shows by the ABC network. The vast
saturation impact on the kids of the
nation used to make walking billboards
of them all. Theatremen are hopeful
that Disney will be back on the air by
the end of this year with a full com-
plement of his highly popular TV
shows, which have been such a tremen-
dous exploitation factor for his
theatre fans.

0

TV IN THE FALL . Although the webs
still are scurrying in an effort to set

up more specials, reports are that the

new television season will look like a

non-sanforized dress after a bout with
the rain. No new sponsors have ap-
peared on the video horizon, and the

old standbys have turned to smaller
formats. The result: look for about
half as many specials as in th e season
past . This play-it-safe-and-small TV

tendency can be turned to the cinema
industry's advantage—if both film
company and exhibitor alike let the

public know that for the really big,

impressive entertainment fare, the

only place to go is "out to a movie."

Film BULLETIN July 25, I960 Page 7



Busy Producer

"My function, as I see it, is to keep

the 20th-Fox studio real busy." The
stimulating words were delivered by

Robert Goldstein, new production boss

of the 20th Century-Fox studio.

Introduced by president Spyros P.

Skouras as a "temporary" replacement

for the late Buddy Adler, this husky,

57-year-old former independent pro-

ducer is talking wtih the firm self-con-

fidence of a man who expects to stay

around for a long time—or, at least,

leave the imprint of his policies on the

Hollywood scene.

In line with the powerful Fox or-

ganization, Goldstein is a devout advo-

cate of the big studio method of opera-

tion. But the former head of Fox for-

eign production is unwilling to buy the

currently popular practice of putting all

production eggs in one, or two, ex-

pensively wrapped baskets. "Major stu-

dios here do not have to be uneconomic

operations," he declares. "The more
pictures that are made on a lot, the

lower the studio overhead. I am con-

vinced there is a lot of money to be

made in this business."

And while the appointment was

termed an "interim" one, Skouras prom-

ised the studio "complete freedom" of

operation. In view of Fox's already

itepped-up schedule, and off Goldstein's

past performance chart and log of ex-

perience, the "free hand" should allow

Hollywood's newest executive sufficient

room in which to maneuver 2()th back

to its former premiere production posi-

tion in the industry.

Much the same as his predecessor, he

brings to his post an administrative

ability tested under business fire and
blended, quite happily, with a flair for

showmanship. Following his early days

as a radio programmer, he entered the

movie field as a member of Fox's talent

department. From there, he worked for

I Universal, both in New York and at the

Poto 0 Film BULLETIN July 25, 1940

studio, before striking out with his

brother on a joint production venture

that saw him turn out films for United

Artists between 1953 and 1955. Five

years ago, he returned to Fox as chief

of foreign film-making.

The increasingly important function

of the overseas branch undoubtedly con-

fronted Fox's new studio chief with

the need to make numerous, far-reach-

ing decisions; his previous experience

with the intricate mechanism known as

the Hollywood studio equipped him
with the proper Coast credentials, and,

while he can boast of no such personal

achievements as Adler's "From Here to

Eternity" and "South Pacific," he has

produced pictures of his own. Whether
Goldstein has that certain indefinable

ability to anticipate public taste—if, in-

deed, there is such a human quality

—

is a question that will have to wait

until his policies are translated into

action.

Industryites— and especially exhib-

itors, anxious to ease the product bind
— already are looking forward with
eager anticipation to the implementa-

tion of his announced plans.

"We don't need these stages if they

are going to be empty," he says. "If

they want empty stages they don't need
me. I intend to follow a policy of using

the sound stages here. I consider it

foolish," notes the production chief,

whose thinning gray hair belies his

youthful exuberance, "to have a big,

well-equipped studio and not make use

of it."

Speaking softly, but determinedly, at

a press conference, Goldstein made his

position lucid on other aspects of pro-

duction.

"How many movies have you seen,"

he asked reporters, "where you would
never recognize that the movie came
from the book? A good script can be
written from a story in a newspaper."

[ More NEWSMAKERS, Pago 25 ]

How remindful of another Fox produc-

tion boss, Darryl F. Zanuck, in his

prime

!

"There is not one actor or actress,"

the studio chief noted in touching on

the vital question of new faces, "who
can insure a picture. Get young talent

and give them good parts and they can

become stars. All the big names, so-

called, have grown old together. I

don't say they are not good. But if our

business is to survive we have to have

someone warming up in the bullpen."

In the light of those sentiments, it is

safe to assume that Robert Goldstein

will be paying special attention to Fox's

new Talent School, founded by his pre-

crcssor, Adler.

"Money alone cannot guarantee a

successful picture," according to the

production boss. "If it could," he ob-

served wryly, pale blue eyes twinkling,

"the studios would never make a bad

picture."

By the admission of 2()th-Fox presi-

dent Skouras himself, the company'!

production picture has not been too

oright in the past year or two. He
recently told stockholders he would as-

sume full responsibility for setting

things right. In calling on Robert Gold-

stein to take charge of studio affairs,

he may very well have taken a long step

in that direction.
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thv Show — Not the Sponsor — Counts!
The decision by the MPAA

not to continue sponsorship of

the annual Academy Awards
telecast should not, as it ap-

parently is doing, cause a great

deal of concern in industry

circles.

There is no question that a

show sponsored entirely by the

industry would be preferable.

But we feel that the insertion

of an occasional commercial is

neither disastrous nor demean-

ing to Oscar night.

The significant factor ought

not to be, as we have stated

previously on these pages, the

question of sponsorship, but,

rather, of what is being spon-

sored. As long as the commer-
cials are inoffensive and rela-

tively unobtrusive, it matters

little that an "outside" industry

is selling its wares on movie

time. What does matter is that

every minute of the movie time

be the best entertainment that

our business can offer the pub-

lic. Instead of bemoaning a

rather unimportant change in

the planning of the big night,

the Academy of Motion Picture

Arts and Sciences and ail those

who play a part in the proceed-

ings, would do well to try to

jknproyc the quality of the show
itself.

What are the fears that are

causing the hue and cry among
those who disapprove of an out-

side-sponsored Academy show?

Is it loss of prestige? If the

entertainment quality of the

program is of the first order,

there will be ample prestige re-

dounding to the benefit of the

industry, with enough left over

to benefit the sponsor whose

automobile or soap commercials

will occupy a minute portion of

the proceedings.

Are they concerned with the

production of the show itself?

The format and the presenta-

tion, we presume, will remain

solely in the hands of the Aca-

demy. The industry should

realize that it is in a position

of great strength to insist that

the entire event be under the

aegis of movie people. Offering,

as our industry does, the lure

that draws one of the largest

TV-radio audiences throughout

the year, we should be able to

determine the terms upon
which the show is conceived

and presented.

Is it the length or content of

the commercials that creates

doubts? Let's face the facts of

life of this question. The aud-
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ience that will be watching or

hearing the Oscar show have

grown quite accustomed to

commercials. If they are intri-

guingly done, they will hold the

audience at their sets; if poorly

done, they will provide a wel-

come beer break. We suggest

again that the Academy should

regard itself as being in a posi-

tion to decide, within its good

judgment, how much time

should be allotted for the spon-

sor's sales pitch.

The one overriding problem,

as we see it, is the possible con-

flict engendered by the talent

agencies' control of the person-

alities required to make the

show as great and glamorous

as it should be. There has been

a reluctance on the part of some
agents to permit their clients

to appear on any sponsored

shows without the usual, rather

high, fees commanded by top-

ranked performers. We say the

Oscar show is an event that de-

serves the whole-hearted sup-

port of everyone deriving his

livelihood from motion pictures.

The industry has been most
generous to the personalities

whose names glitter on the

marquees of theatres through-

out the world, and it has a right

to ask this of them. A resound-

ing success for Oscar will offer

glory enough for all in this bus-

iness. Let a sponsor pick up the

tab; filmdom's task is to make
the show the thing.
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FINANCIAL
BULLETIN
JULY 25, 1960

By Philip R. Ward

THE NEW ART OF SURVIVAL (Part One). For those who
may have wondered just what it is that keeps some film firms

afloat in the heavy seas of the TV age—how it is that Company
A reports a rising cash position and Companies B, C and D
gains in net profits when annual product output is at an all

time low—and for those who are blinking in amazement at the

surging stock values of recent weeks, we dedicate this forum,

a compost of quotations from one discerning source: the G. M.
Loeb Client's Letters of E. F. Hutton & Company. These dis-

patches contain some of the best writing seen here on the sub-

ject of industrial survival, the gropings and grapplings of hard

and active minds against a hostile environment—in essence, the

story of how some film companies are emerging victorious

against total liquidation and disaster. Today's forum deals with

one Survival Technique. It holds little comfort for exhibition.

It is a tale to stir stockholders alone. It is a recital of purely

fiscal meanderings. As one reads on, he may be struck by the

lack of emphasis placed on movie-making as a decisive factor

in the combat. This is true in the instance of the company
under examination; in other cases, as we shall see in subsequent

issues, picture-making is the vital factor. But in this particular

situation (Paramount), the major weapons are asset values, and
sometimes liquidations are victories. It is a strange, new and
sometimes baffling business. But it is representative of the New
Shift in some quarters of filmdom.

"With the advent of television and the anti-trust actions

against the integrated motion picture producers, the motion
picture stocks lost, to a great degree, their speculative follow-

ing. The long decline in theater attendance and the simul-

taneous increase in operating costs sharply reduced profit mar-

gins and net after tax income. The public, however, appears

to have overlooked the counter measures taken by the various

motion picture managements.

"Paramount is an outstanding example in offensive reaction,

employment of assets, prudent investing and foresight. Cash
was generated by reduction of operating costs and sale of

assets. Investments were made not only in their own stock

through open market purchases but in such diversified fields as

records, electronics and television itself through the develop-
ment of a system for Pay-TV.

"As of January 2, I960, the company had outstanding 1,683,-

598 shares of common stock. At its current price of approxi-

mately $59, the market is appraising Paramount's equity at

$99,332,282. As of January 2, I960, the company reported i

working capital per share of $42.70 and a depreciated book
value of $46.20.

"The above depreciated book value is grossly understated in

relation to the fair market price odver the book value price of
Paramount's investments and assets.

"Paramount's various holdings as listed below indicate the

book value, market or estimated price and excess over book
value.

Quoted Investments

Book
Value

Fairchild Camera & Instru. $ 600,000

Famous Players 11,800,000

Telemeter Magnetics 500,000

Totals $12,900,000

Non-Quoted Investments

International Telemeter $ 4,000,000

Autometric 250,000

Real Estate 29,428,000

Future Film Receipts for Sale

of Pre-1948 Film Library

Post- 1948 Film Library 225

Market
Value

$ 7,500,000

20,000,000

11,000,000

Excess

$ 6,900,0(

8,200,0(

10,500,01

$ 38,500,000 $ 25,600,01

$ 10,500,000 $ 6,000,0(1

12,000,000 11,750,0(

49,428,000 20,000,0(
j

31,000,000 31,000,0(

50,000,000 50,000,0(

Totals $33,678,000 $152,928,000 SI 18,750,01

Grand Totals $46,578,000 $191,428,000 $144,350,0(

(The above assigns no value to Chromatic T.V. Laboratories except ,

reflected in the books of Paramount.)

Excess over book value per share $ 85X
Book value plus excess 131.2

"Based on merely the reported figures and assets of the con

pany and estimates of the actual market worth of their sul

sidiaries, the more realistic book value of Paramount Pictures

approximately $131 per share, or more, vs. the current markt

price of approximately $59 and its reported book value of $4(

"The above $85 excess is before payment of capital
§

taxes at the rate of 25%. Even after such payout, however, th

net excess would be $64 per share and the total net value woul

be $110. Although market price and book values should oc

necessarily be the same, the 46% discount from the minimal

net value appears to be excessive.

"It is realistic to assume that Paramount will maximize it

asset potential. The management has been moving quickl

toward turning its non-quoted assets into quoted or mor
(

quotable ones. The merger of Dumont with Fairchild Camer.

the just announced Telemeter Magnetics-Ampex deal, and th

possible sale of their post- 1948 film library are current illi!! 5

trations.

"Like many of the other motion picture companies, Par.

mount has in the past ten years reduced its outstanding stoc

through open market purchases—in Paramount's case the redut

tion has meant the retirement of approximately 50% of thi

common stock. This has tended to increase the book value an

remaining per share earnings. Although the company may con

tinue to purchase additional stock on the open market, it i

believed that the cash needs of their relatively new ventures-

particularly in the field of Pay-As-You-See-TV will prevent th

company from making any further substantial purchases d

their outstanding shares.

"In addition to its asset value, Paramount offers a very inteij

esting potential in its International Telemeter, or Pay-As-Yoi

See-TV. Paramount's system, now being tested in Canada, ha

to date received great public acceptance. The company expect

to test their system in the United States within the next tweh

months. The only system to date which is outside the domai

of the F.C.C., FeeVee and Paramount's system could be

dominant factor in the entertainment and television industr

in the next decade.

"The company's basic motion picture business has been in

decline for some years. In 1955, they earned $4.49 per shar,'

vs. $2.62 per share in 1959. The loss of Cecile B. DeMillc an

problems in the studio management have had a substantia

impact on the company. Through such investments as Inteij

national Telemeter the company expects to at least regain itj

former earning power."

How other film firms are meeting the Survival crisis on thei

own terms, will be the subject of future Financial Bulletins. ;
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Talent Strikes Seen Boon to

Earning Potential of Studios

The strike of Hollywood's actors and writers

early this year, viewed with such foreboding

by the industry, may very well prove to be a

boon in disguise for the film companies. This

is the view of The Value Line Investment

Survey, the service published by Arnold

Bernhard & Co. In its current study of enter-

tainment business, Value Line says the talent

strike afforded the studios an opportunity

Strange though it may sound, the recent 1 -month screen

,actors' strike and the 5-month screen writers' strike against

most major studios were, in our opinion, among the more

favorable developments that have happened to Hollywood in

recent years. (Universal Pictures, a subsidiary of Decca Records,

was not affected by the strikes, having settled with both guilds

earlier.) They have strengthened the earning potential of all

the Hollywood studios.

i
To be sure, the actors and the writers did win many conces-

sions from the film producers. Among other things, the studios

have agreed to increase minimum salary scales, and to pay the

artists small percentages of revenues from free TV exhibition

of theatrical films made from now on. Also, immediately

before and during the strikes, most producers stretched out the

release of their feature films, holding back many of their prom-

ising pictures to assure a continuing supply in the event of a

prolonged walkout. As a result, second quarter earnings of

some of the movie companies, the theatre circuits in particular,

were adversely affected.

Nevertheless, despite the wage concessions, indications are

that the studios' payroll costs will henceforth be appreciably

reduced. Until the strikes, the Hollywood producers had on

their payrolls hundreds of actors and writers who were, for

one reason or another, no longer productive. But because of

long-term contracts negotiated years ago, the producers had

to continue paying millions of dollars in wages to them every

year. The contracts generally included a clause giving the

studios the right to break the employment agreements in the

event of a strike. The producers have exercised those rights.

STUDIO STAFFS CUT

While picture shootings were disrupted, the movie com-
panies also laid off a large number of other workers, such as

stage hands and film technicians. Only a portion of those dis-

charged have since been rehired. The reduction in work forces

I

has actually enhanced operating efficiency.

The signing of the new labor contracts has settled the issue

of whether or not employee personnel would be entitled to

share in the revenues accruing from the release of post- 1948

to rid themselves of unessential personnel

and to cut their overheads, thus increasing

their earning potential.

Reprinted below, by permission of the pub-

lisher, is the Value Line appraisal of the

motion picture industry, and excerpts from

its analyses of the individual motion picture

companies and theatre firms.

films to television; such royalty payments will be limited to

pictures produced subsequent to mid-1960. As a result of this

agreement, the studios are now in a position to utilize more
effectively their vast libraries of films made since mid-1948.

Judged by the prices commanded by the pre- 1948 pictures,

the TV values of the films produced in the past 12 years are

enormous indeed. It is reasonable to estimate that the post- '48

film libraries of M-G-M, Paramount and Twentieth Century-

Fox was worth more than $50 million each, while those of

Universal, Warner Bros., and Columbia, no less than $25 mil-

lion each. Yet, in almost all cases, these theatrically exposed

film libraries are carried on the producers' books at a nominal

$1 per picture.

SLOW RELEASE TO TV

It should be noted, though, that not all studios want to

release their old films, to television in the near future. Several

factors indicate that, in the long run, it may be more advan-
tageous to proceed slowly rather than to rush in for the fast

profits. (1) Presenting these relatively new pictures on tele-

vision could adversely affect theatre attndance. (2) Television
has not yet fully absorbed the pre-'48 pictures. Demand for the

post-'48's is apt to become stronger a few years from now. (3)
Should pav-TV materialize on a large scale, the better pictures

would be worth substantially more than they are now.

Nevertheless, at least two companies are expected to cash in

their windfalls before the end of this year. Warner Bros, is

already reported to be the first one to break the dike. Due to

a lack of recent film successes, the earnings reports to be re-

leased by the company in the next few months are likely to

show very unfavorable comparisons. But, the funds to be
realized from the sale of its post-'48 film library should enable

the company to resume buying back its own shares.

Following Warner Bros.' lead will probably be Columbia Pic-

tures. Heavy operating losses in the last few years have seri-

ously weakened Columbia's financial position. It appears that

the company will soon find it necessary to do some public

financing. Realizing some immediate profits from the sale of

(Continued on Page 27)
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A Motion Picture Executive

Asks U.S. Newspapermen: Why

Premium Rate for Film Ads?

Why Are Movie Ads Censored?

Why Are Newspapers Losing

Movie $$ To TV and Radio?

The

Amusement Page

— Is It Losing Out ?

An address by Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., vice-

president of Columbia Pictures, at the an-

nual convention of the Newspaper Adver-

tising Executives Association, at the St.

Francis Hotel, San Francisco, July 12, I960.

I am honored to be the only repre-

sentative of the motion picture industry

at so distinguished a gathering of news-

paper executives. It is indeed a privilege

to have, for just a few moments, a

captive audience to whom I may pre-

sent my own thoughts and those of my
industry on a few matters of—I hope

—interest. I'll tell you a secret. We've

been trying to talk to you for a long

time. We have tried to corner some of

you in your native habitats but you

have proven too elusive or too smart.

Some of you have even adopted pro-

tective coloring so that you have

blended in with the Sunday supple-

ments. Now that we have you in the

land of Fisherman's Wharf and the

Golden Gate and the S.F. Chronicle,

I hope the doors are locked and the

windows barred.

Strange Relationship

I want to belabor this morning just

a couple of items of concern to both

of us — like the national and local

amusement rate structures—the amuse-

ment page itself— TV and what the

newspapers are doing to and for TV

—

and censorship. This is roughly four

bouts of subject matter which will be

covered in twenty minutes.

* * *

You know, our two industries have

a strange relationship. On one side

—

the editorial—our minions court and
woo and occasionally seduce your stal-

warts into giving us space and reviews

and photographic coverage. On the

Other side—the business side—you and
your cohorts plead and cajole and de-

mand advertising space from us in a

very typical buyer-seller relationship.

This makes for an ambivalent wedding

—the bride is both the pursuer and the

pursued. And so is the groom.

I want to treat of both bride and

groom today. And I come to you hop-

ing to convince you that the lack of

coordination, the lack of communication

between the two sides of your business

may well represent the most short-

sighted, improvident operation since

Ingemar Johansson decided that it was

more fun to train in engagement rings

than in boxing rings.

Let's start with a few facts . . . Our
industry has recently completed a sur-

vey of newspapers—we received reports

on 160 newspapers in 91 towns and

cities representing every major market

area. These reports were filed by more

than one hundred members of a public

relations network formed by represen-

tatives of COMPO, the Council of Mo-
tion Picture Organizations. These are

experienced, knowledgable and public-

spirited members of our industry who
have reported without bias or prejudice

on the newspapers which publish within

their sphere of operations.

PAUL N. LAZARUS, JR.

Rati 1 no source of amusement

The survey developed a number of
I

interesting conclusions — and a few
j

frightening ones. We learned, for in-

stance, that 84% of the newspapers

had amusement pages or sections; only !

12% didn't. Three out of every four 1

carried at least one Hollywood column;

eight out of ten used mats or stills of

motion picture stars or scenes.

Uncooperative Attitude

We learned that 35% of the papers

had increased their movie coverage in

the past two years and another 40%
had made no change during that period.

* * *

But we also learned that more than

one out of every five newspapers adopts

a definitely uncooperative attitude

towards motion pictures! 33% of the

papers checked do not even review new

movies for their readers!

Why does this disturb us? First, be-

cause it hurts our business, and we're

reasonably sure that this is not the in-

tent of your publishers. Second, we be-

lieve that such an attitude is unrealistic

and contrary to the public interest. You
see, we know through Starch reports,

fan magazine sales and the public sup-

port of films, how high the reader in-

terest is in this subject matter. We
know that motion picture copy, per-

sonality stories, gossip, reviews all rate

at the pinnacle of readership figures.

And we believe, therefore, that it is

good business for every newspaper in

the land to develop a sound motion

picture page. What do I mean by n

"sound" page? I mean one which is

well-balanced between motion picture

advertising, editorial comment, illus-

trations, Hollywood columns, reviews,

drawings or art work — and please,

please, please, no outside ads on the

page. That's a "sound" movie page.

(Continued on P./^< / h
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AMUSEMENT PAGE

Movie Ad Rates 23% Higher

( Continued from Puge 12)

And our industry will support it in a

style to which you'd all like to become

accustomed.

Which brings us, in logical suc-

cession, to the question of amusement

rates . . .

Do you know how the amusement
rate came into being? Do you know
why the theatre has a different rate than

the grocer or the department store or

the TV station? It goes back to the

days of the traveling road-show, the

one-night stand, and the advance man
who came into town, set up a campaign,

and took off into the night leaving a

trail of broken hearts, deflowered far-

mers' daughters and unpaid newspaper
bills.

Because the newspapers found that

the shows—and the movies—were buy-

ing directory space and not display

—

and because, on more than rare occa-

sions, there was an uncollectible bill

. . . and because a certain amount of

free editorial space was given to the

theatrical attraction, a premium rate

was charged. And because it was an
infant, struggling, speculative business,

show business held still for the "amuse-
ment rate".

But gentlemen, we no longer find

"the amusement rate" a source of

amusement. The motion picture dis-

tributors and exhibitors—we who dis-

tribute the film and the theatre opera-

tors who play it—are no longer fly-by-

night operations. We are sound, stable,

publicly-held stock corporations who
can and do pay our bills promptly. We
are purchasers of major display space
in quantities comparable to department
stores or any national advertiser.

And yet — on an average — local

amusement rates run about 25% higher

than local retail rates. Why, gentlemen,
why (his discriminatory rate structure?

It is based neither on the logic or linage

nor on the tradition of insolvency. No,
it is an archaic, vestigial remnant of the

past, as dated and as unsafe as a Kitty

Hawk airplane.

I mentioned a moment ago that the

local amusement rates run higher than
local retail rates. Just so that we may
establish consistency, let me point out

that the national amusement rates run

from 10% to 21% higher than rates in

other categories. That gives us a full

set of inequities . . .

It may be that certain misconceptions

have been allowed to grow. I notice,

for example, that Media Records, Inc.

has reported that the motion picture

industry purchased only $238,000 of

national newspaper space during the

year 1959. They compared this with

$2,127,000 spent nationally by radio

and television. It would thus appear

that our industry spent slightly more

than 10% of the total of radio and

TV. It would also appear justifiable to

treat the motion picture as a second

class customer.

But, what are the facts? The facts

are that of 120 key cities, we place our

ads on the national rate in only 7.

Yes, in one hundred and thirteen out

of 120 cities, it's cheaper for us to buy

at the local rate—even at the ridiculous

premium we are charged.

$2 Million From Columbia

Another fact you ought to know. The
figures released by Media Records tell

only a fraction of the story. You see,

as we release our pictures in each of

the major markets of the country, we
set coop campaigns with the theatre

owner who first plays the attractions

—and, in many cases, with the theatres

that later play subsequent runs. Do you

know what my company's share of co-

operative newspaper advertising expen-

ditures was during the first nine months

of this fiscal year? A mere $2,000,000!

In other words, just one motion picture

company in nine months spent almost

as much in cooperative newspaper ad-

vertising as the entire radio and TV
industries combined spent in national

newspaper advertising! And we at

Columbia have no patent on money-

spending; to find out what the in-

dustry spent you would have to add

the expenditures of Warner Bros., Para-

mount, MGM, Twentieth Century-Fox,

Universal, Allied Artists, and United

Artists. Our figures indicate that com-

bined newspaper cooperative expendi-

tures would run close to $22,000,000!

Add to this some $500,000 in national

newspaper advertising and an estimated

$12,000,000 of theatre advertising ex-

penditures and the total hits a tremen-

dous $35,000,000.

And I submit that this is a sum
which merits attention, consideration

and even, in isolated instances, sym-

pathy.

The time has come, I think, when
attention, consideration, yes, even sym-

pathy must be given to the logic of the

arguments against the discriminatory

amusement rate. How long must we
live with the unrealistic fiction of local

and national rates? Your space rates,

gentlemen, are attuned to the Dark

Ages; let us move forward; let us make

the space rates fit the Space Age.

Which brings us, in logical succes-

sion, to television and radio . . .

Why should I, as a practitioner of

motion picture advertising, bring up

the subject of a competitive medium?
Simple. Because it is competitive.

44% of the nation's major news-

papers are giving more editorial cover-

age to TV than they are to movies.

32% emphasize motion pictures over

TV in their pages. And what about the

advertising volume? Only 51/2% °f the

papers checked carried more TV adver-

tising than motion pictures. And 63%
carried more picture advertising than

TV.

I realize that editorial space is not

awarded on the basis of advertising

volume. I know full well that public

interest is the primary criterion. But,

given two entertainment media of equal

public appeal, does it seem right that

the lesser advertiser should receive the

greater attention? Particularly when it

is an advertising medium competing

fiercely with you for the motion picture

dollar.

Let me tell you a story. Do you re-

member, about Xmas time of 1958,

when all the newspapers of New York
went on strike? Xmas is a big season

for us. We had a picture scheduled to

open at the Roxy Theatre called "The

Seventh Voyage of Sinbad." And sud-

denly, there were no newspapers! Panic

reigned. Strong executives wept like

babies. Media men had nervous break-

downs.

But we gritted our teeth and went

ahead.

We spent somewhat less money than

we had planned—and we spent it all on

TV and radio and posting. Not one

cent went into newspapers because there

were none. Do you know what hap-

pened? We broke every record in the

history of the theatre!

We learned a lesson from this. And
the newspaper industry should learn

something, too.

Here's another story. Last summer

our industry was thunderstruck by the
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merchandising given a picture called

"Hercules." This summer, the same

lavish handling will be given another

Hercules epic and a number of similar

sprawling sex-and-sand spectaculars.

This involves saturation radio and tele-

vision supplementing big newspaper

displays. No one is quite sure which

medium is bringing in the cash cus-

tomers but there is a strong suspicion

that the eye-and-ear appeal of radio

and TV is earning the bulk of the

load. In any event, the cash customers

come arunning with their hands full

of nice, green money.

We've learned a lesson from this.

And the newspaper industry should

learn something, too.

* * *

Yes, your industry must wake up to

the fact that you're going to have to

fight to keep your share of the motion

picture advertising dollar. The assured

budget is a thing of the past. Certain

pictures cry for radio and TV coverage

. . . and based on our experience of

recent years—thev're going to get it

even if the newspaper schedules have

to suffer.

Is there something you can do about

it? Yes, there is. There are areas of

promotion, of contests, of tie-ups w hich

will indicate the good will of the papers

toward the motion picture industry.

Radio and TV find no moral problem
in cooperation; why should the daily

press? And why should 22% of the

nation's press be labelled uncooperative

toward the screen?

Something you can do about it? The
rate structure could stand a bit of cor-

rection. The national-local rate structure

could bear a bit of soul-searching. As a

matter of fact, we're damned tired of

being a whipping boy of both the edi-

torial and business departments of the

press.

And this, dear friends, brings us in

truly logical succession to the question

of censorship . . .

Now, you know and I know that

censorship is a dirty word. Except for

a few choice epithets written on back
fences, censorship is one of the dirtiest

words of our time. VX
r

e of the cinema
fight it. You of the press fight it. W e

stand four-square against censorship
and in favor of freedom of speech. We
do. And you do. And so does everv

red-blooded American boy.

I want you to understand at the very

outset that I believe it is the right and

the dun of every newspaper to check

even ad submitted for publication for

salaciousness, obscenity, offensiveness,

or anything else contrary to the public

good. But as an industry whose adver-

tising is submitted to self-regulatory

control before it ever reaches the news-

paper, we take a rather dim view of

newspaper censors.

Are there many? You'll probably be

amazed to learn that almost 60% of the

newspapers we've checked exercise cen-

sorship in some degree over motion

picture advertising! Three out of even-

five papers sit in judgment on our ad-

vertising, copy and art. To be fair, I

must state that that 60*",- ranges the

full spectrum from minor suneillance

to vicious, unreasonable censorship.

I must digress for a moment to tell

you that I hold the average newspaper

liable, not alone for the act of censor-

ship, but also for the kind of censor

appointed. Censorship can never be

accepted but it is more palatable in the

hands of a responsible, mature execu-

tive. Judging by the reports, it is usually

the least active, the least successful

classified salesman who is given the

job, because, it's felt, he'll do less harm

to the paper censoring movie ads than

he will on the street. So, with his

double burden of incompetence and

lack of equipment, he goes to work on

the ads. In a moment, I'll give you some

examples of his work.

Let me first tell you, in all honesty,

that when we have protested some par-

ticularly idiotic piece of censorship to

the publisher of an individual paper,

we have found sympathy and under-

standing. We have found that the pub-

lisher agrees with us—in most cases

—

and either has replaced the appointed

censor w ith some responsible Cub Scout

of comparable IQ or has countermanded

the ruling. Seriously, and bv-passing for

the moment the philosophical implica-

tions of censorship, the knowledge and

character of the censor becomes an all-

important factor.

* * *

You know, it's not as if we were a

free, untrammeled, undisciplined me-

dium of mass communication. We're

not. Thirtv years ago, in 1930, our

industry adopted a system of self-reg-

ulation of both production and adver-

tising. The Production Code and the

Advertising Code are the industry's ac-

ceptance of its ethical and moral respon-

sibility to the vast world-wide public

it senes.

All pictures made by members of the

M.P.A.A. are made in accordance with

the Code and are granted a seal. All

advertising prepared by members of the

M.P.A.A. is submitted to the Code

Administrator and approved, rejected

or modified to fit the Code.

Last year 169,000 separate pieces of

advertising w ere checked ! Even one of

103,000 still photographs was viewed

and the few violations were made to

conform to the Code. Some 40,000 ads

and posters were individually inspected

by a staff whose training and back-

ground qualifies them to pass judg-

ment.

This self-regulation is neither new

nor defensive. It is not the result of

present pressures. The procedures, be-

gun 30 years ago, have been sharpened

and polished by the years so that they

fit today's problems and needs.

Our Code is a dynamic, growing one,

recognizing the changes in public taste

and the maturing of adult audiences.

It is conscientiously administered with

a view to the mores of the times.

Why then the need for double cen-

sorship by the press of motion picture

advertising?

It's Not Needed

In the first place, we don't need it.

It's presumptuous and inimical and su-

persedes our own self-regulatory action.

In the second place, I submit that

some of the trigger pictures—the ones

that start the conflagration—are not

Code-approved pictures and are not

made or distributed by any of the com-

panies belonging to the M.P.A.A.

There's a fringe group in any industry.

Thev're not represented at this meeting

any more than the fringe film distribu-

tors are included in meetings of the

M.P.A.A. As responsible members of a

national and world community , the ma-

jor motion picture companies recognize

their obligations and duties. It's the

quick-buck operators, the fish-peddlers,

the irresponsible fringe who often light

the spark which flames into the forest

fire of censorship.

* * *

Mind you, we are not wholly inno-

cent. There are times when we trv to

beat the rap just a little bit. But it's

not too often. Sometimes, too, we find

that some newspaper censors our adver-

(Continued on Page if>)
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Cites Silly Censorship

(Continued from Page 15)

tising because they don't approve of

the film. Does that sound a little silly?

It isn't. My own company has dis-

tributed two important and successful

pictures in the last year which are cases

in point.

"Anatomy of a Murder" was a best

seller, brought to the screen intact.

Its clinical investigation of rape, its use

of words like "contraceptive," its pain-

fully human drama was neither tem-

pered nor watered down in its move-

ment to the screen. The advertising

campaign, however, was as pure as the

drifted snow. It featured an impress-

ionistic title treatment, an innocent stiH

and an innocuous catchline. And yet,

we had censorship problems on the

ads . . .

Another picture of the last year

—

"Suddenly, Last Summer," one of Ten-
nessee Williams' happy little vignettes

of family life. The ads featured just

one line

—

"Suddenly, Last Summer,"
Cathy knew she was being used for

something evil." Censorable? Hardly.

And yet, a large number of papers

throughout the country found cause to

criticize and to try to change the ads.

There was nothing salacious with the

ads on either "Anatomy" or "Suddenly,

Last Summer." Both campaigns were
submitted to and approved by the Code
Administrator. The subject matter of
both pictures came under sharp scrutiny

of many organizational reviewers. There
was the muted threat of public criticism

—so the enlightened press of our coun-
try censored the ads. They couldn't,

wouldn't and probably would have
fought the censoring of the pictures.

But they censored the ads—and that's

equally wrong—in my opinion.

* * *

I believe that every newspaper has
every right, yes, every responsibility to

fight for decency in its community, to

be a watchdog, a beacon, a guardian.
But I believe that every newspaper also

has the responsibility to exercise that
right with the greatest of care and fore-

bearance. The Watch and Ward Society
is not the criterion. Nor is the local

beatnick group. It is up to the paper
and the individuals who run it to ex-
ercise their authority as responsible,
adult citizens.

I promised you some examples of
the censor at work. So that you don't
think I'm making this up, I'll tell you

in advance that the paper in question

is a Minneapolis paper, one of the most

highly respected,-most stimulating dail-

ies in this country.

Theatre advertising is censored by

this Minneapolis paper. I don't know
who does the actual censoring but the

result is some of the most ludicrous,

irrational behavior since Kruschshev

hit the Summit.

Example: an ad on Marilyn Monroe
in "Bus Stop." The censor states that

the position of waist, hips and legs

indicates that she is doing the bumps
and grinds. The date is August 10th.

On August 12th in the Sunday section,

the same costume, the same pose is fea-

tured in the editorial columns. On Aug-
ust 13th, the next day, practically the

same publicity still as the one rejected

is run in the theatrical column of the

paper. What price censorship? What
price paid space? What makes the still

acceptable in the amusement page edi-

torial columns and censorable in the

display ads?

Example: A picture called "A Cer-

tain Smile," not one of my company's.

The Minneapolis censor didn't like

some of the copy in the ad. Rossano
Brazzi was described by the copywriter,

for starters, as the "husband with the

wandering eye." This was censorable.

It was changed, by request, to "The
husband with the gleam in his eye."

Joan Fontaine was billed as "the wife

who never suspected her best friend."

Now, there's a real dirty line! The
Minneapolis censor insisted that she be
billed only as the "unsuspecting wife."

That cleans it up, doesn't it? And the

headline which read "A young girl's

love affairs with a boy . . . and a mar-
ried man!" Well, the censor decided

that the word "married" had to go . . .

So the line read, "A young girl's love

affairs with a boy . . . and a man!"
Thus, is the world made safe for

morality . . .

Example: A picture now in the mar-
ket called "Five Branded Women.''
Some poor undernourished copywriter

wrote this piece of limpid prose: "Now
all the savage ravaging passions of war
. . . in the drama of five women . . .

their only sin the desire for love!" Do
you know what's wrong with that for

Minneapolis? Do you know what had
to be censored? The words "ravaging"
and sin"! These are too tough, too

coarse, too outspoken for the citizen*!

of the Gopher State. "Ravaging" and!

"Sin". You hear worse language in

church on Sunday—and yet these words

were cut out of motion picture ads in

Minneapolis.

Example: In Louisville, a Brigitte!

Bardot advertisement was submitted

with the line "Her new film is more

than a peep show." This was altered,

emasculated if you will, to "Her new

film is more than a mere show."

Example: In Akron, Elizabeth Tay-J

lor in "Suddenly. Last Summer" had toi

wear a black bathing suit. Papers

throughout the country ran the ads

showing her in the costume she wears)

on the screen, a white bathing suit. In

Akron, the newspaper readers see thei

bathing suit in black in the ads; she!

still wears white on the screen.

* * *

Please understand that the great bulk

of the country's press is not guilty of

this attitude. But if the protest is not

made early, loud and clear, the infec-

tion of censorship can spread and the

anti-biotic of sanity cannot stop it. I
1

have brought with me copies of the l

motion picture industry's self-regulating

code of advertising. If a local code is

necessary, I propose that this be used.

Then we will be operating with the

same criteria, with a single standard

—

and without the individual discretion

of ill-equipped, unqualified censors.

The Sins of Others

Another safeguard available to you.

'

You may not be aware that all ad-

vertising approved by the M.P.A.A.

authorities and satisfactory to the Code

will have that approval indicated on

the proof. This, like the Good House-

keeping seal of approval, is your assur-

1

ance of conscientious observance of the 1

Code. Ads submitted by the fringe ele-

ment, the irresponsible few, will not I

and cannot have that seal.

Ads prepared by local theatres may

not have the seal but if they are adapted

from company-prepared ads, the ori-

ginal proof-sheets will be available for

inspection and comparison.

In this way, the press has the pro-

tection of our self-regulation and our

industry has the solace of not being

damned for the sins of others.

I don't want to create the impression

that censorship is general. It is not. But i

I do want to create the positive impress-
|

ion that censorship in any form is

repugnant and reprehensible.

(Continued on Page 26)
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Inherit the Wind" Powerful Provocative Drama
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Stirring adaptation of hit play about famous Scopes

"monkey trial" and its great protagonists. Superb Stan~

ley Kramer production. Outstanding performances by

Spencer Tracy, Frederic March. Strong b.o.

Here is a powerful, searching and provocative drama. Based

on the internationally famed 1925 Scopes "monkey trial" when

the brilliant lawyer Clarence Darrow and the equally distin-

guished orator and thrice-defeated presidential aspirant, Wil-

liam Jennings Bryan, locked horns in a Tennessee courtroom
' over the right to teach Darwin's theory of evolution, this is an
' outstanding adult attraction. For producer-director Stanley

Kramer, this stirring examination of religious dogmatism marks

another milestone in the courageous career of a man who has

tackled such controversial subjects as racial intolerance ("Home
of the Brave", "The Defiant Ones") and the aftermath of

nuclear war ("On The Beach").

Kramer and scripters Nathan E. Douglas and Harold
J.

Smith

i
have intelligently expanded the Jerome Lawrence-Robert E.

Smith play into an explosive movie entertainment about pride-

ful men, and a deeply moving tribute to the individual's right

to think and speak. They have fashioned a film rich in enter-

tainment values, as well as an important and engrossing ex-

ploration of courage, bigotry and tolerance. Unfolded on both

the intellectual and human levels, "Inherit the Wind" will

appeal to and have meaning for every type of moviegoer.

The tense and exciting courtroom contest — comprising

roughly half of the film — is filled with emotionally-charged

oratorical outbursts and skillful insertions of comic relief. But

Kramer has not stopped his story at the confines of the court-

room walls, or limited it to only the major characters involved.

He has carried it outside and beyond, and created a far-reaching

drama of ideas — the right of inquiry, the rights of the indi-

vidual to challenge dogmatic authority and the rights of the

individual to be wrong in a free society.

With Spencer Tracy, Frederic March and Gene Kelly offering

blockbuster marquee strength, and as a result of the heated

word-of-mouth that will be created over the frank handling of

the religious issue, this United Artists release has assets to make
it a powerful grosser. London critics have already hailed it .is

Kramer's greatest film, and the Berlin Film Festival honored it

with dual awards (Youth Festive Award and Best Actor,

March). LTnquestionably, "Inherit the Wind" requires maxi-

mum promotional effort, such as was put behind "On the

Beach". If UA gives it such a campaign, this could be one of

the season's top boxoffice bets.

Kramer has given his story a dramatic air of authenticity by
capturing the flavor of the period that played such an important

background role to the trial. The time is the Twenties when
in a carefree America anything could be turned into a sideshow.

The city of Dayton became just such a hippodrome. While the

verbal battle rages inside the overcrowded courtroom, Kramer's
screen springs alive with hot dog vendors, jeering crowds wav-
ing pro-Darwin or pro-Bible placards, torchlight processions

and eager-beaver radio announcers anxiously waiting to flash

the verdict to an expectant nation. Ernest Gold has musically

set the tempo of the picture with such spiritual standards as

"Old Time Religion" and "Battle Hymn of the Republic."

Spencer Tracy and Frederic March

But towering above everything are the dynamic performances

of its stars, Tracy (Darrow) and March (Bryan). This verbal

battle of giants will evoke lasting memories from all who wit-

ness it, and both performances are of Oscar calibre. Tracy- as

the complex, self-styled agnostic and one of the leading legal

minds of the century, offers a briliant balance between restraint

and explosion, adding dimension to his delineation with some

magnificent character-revealing facial interpretations. March as

the champion of the Fundamentalists, displays a gamut of

emotions as he falls from an arrogant, self-assured biblical

expert, to one who weakens under Tracy's constant badgering

and fanatically insists that only his interpretation of the Scrip-

tures is correct. His breakdown scene and unsuccessful speech

of justification is a moving experience. Kelly comes off well as

the cynical newspaper man H. L. Mencken who covers the trial.

The supporting roles are equally as impressive: Florence

Eldridge, March's wife who understands his greatness and his

failures; Dick York, as John T. Scopes, the instructor defend-

ant; Donna Anderson, a minister's daughter and York's fiancee,

and Harry Morgan, the judge.

Scopes is brought to trial for teaching his students that the

biblical account of the creation of man should not be taken

literally. L'nder Bryan's leadership, Darrow is stopped at even-

turn and not even allowed to introduce testimony from scien-

tists about the theory of evolution. He finally calls Bryan to

testify as an expert on the Bible and forces him to admit that

he believes only in his own interpretation. The jury finds

Scopes guilty, but the judge, advised that the state feels there

has been enough unfavorable publicity, imposes only a token

S25 fine. When the outraged Bryan tries to protest to the

people, he dies of a heart attack. Darrow angrily tells news-

paperman Mencken that, like all men, Bryan had the right to

be wrong.

United Artists. 127 minutes. Spencer Tracy, Frederic March, Gene Kelly. Produced
and Directed by Stanley Kramer.
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"The Time Machine"

3cui**u 0 0 0
Science-fiction thriller based on H. G. Wells tale. Plenty

of special effects. For adventure, fans, kid market.

Producer-director George Pal (five-time Oscar winner) has

whipped up an unusual and suspenseful science-fiction entry

based on H. G. Wells' thrilling novel about a turn-of-the-

century man and his exciting trip through time in a home-

made Time Machine. It's an action-packed, exploitation-loaded

journey, to the year 802,701, being released by M-G-M in Metro-

color, and they're backing it with the kind of high-powered

promotional campaign destined to have moviegoers in all mar-

kets panting to come along. The perfect summer offering for

vacationing youngsters and adventure-happy adults alike. Em-

phasis is on the impossible, the colorful and the spectacular,

and Pal, along with special effects man Gene Warren and

Wah Chang, have created some top-notch showstoppers, rang-

ing from the bizarre to the romantic, that will produce box-

office-profitable word-of-mouth. Most noteworthy: the weird

Time Machine itself; a 1966 atomic attack, and an exotic

Paradise of the future inhabited by beautiful young girls and

handsome young men (Elois), and sinister, flaming-eyed can-

nibalistic monsters (Morlocks). TV star Rod Taylor emerges

a most appealing time traveller, demonstrating a charming

manner that could turn him into a popular screen personality.

Petite Yvette Mimieux, a golden-haired Gallic lovely, displays

a quiet sensuousness as the Eloi he falls in love with, and
comedian Alan Young adds pathos and humor as the only

one who believes his far-fetched story. David Duncan's script

has inventor Taylor setting off to prove man can travel through

the fourth dimension: time. He witnesses World Wars I and II,

becomes engulfed in frozen lava after the atomic attack and
finally lands in the beautiful and apparently carefree land of

the lovely Elois. After saving Miss Mimieux's life, he learns

the Morlocks, who live underground, feed and clothe the Elois,

and bring them down to their underground world to be
destroyed. When Miss Mimieux is summoned below, he finds

a way down, rouses the Elois to fight back, and the Morlocks
are destroyed. Taylor returns to 1899, but when his story is

ridiculed by his friends, he returns to Miss Mimieux.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 103 minutes. Rod Taylor
Produced and Directed by George Pal.

Young. Yvette

"It Started In Naples"

'Sc^Uhou 'gatin? O O O
Romantic comedy with Gable-Loren for marquee. Should
click in metropolitan market.

A charming romantic comedy seasoned with the right amount
of sentiment, sarcasm and sex to make it nicely naughty and
naughtily nice, this Paramount offering is best suited for the

metropolitan market. The powerful marquee presence of Clark

Gable and Sophia Loren, the introduction of an engaging

nine-year-old, pocket- picking- wine-drinking- tourist-hustling-

wolf-uhistling Italian urchin, Marietto, some splendid techni-

colored, picture-postcard camerawork covering Naples and Capri

add up to one of the pleasant boxoffice offerings of the sum-
mer. The plot is strictly a single joke affair—American lawyer

Gable comes to Naples to settle his deceased brother's estate

and falls under the spell of the brother's son (Marietto) and

sensuous sister-in-law (Miss Loren)—but director-scripter Mel

ville Shavelson has generally managed to keep the pace breez
|

and the dialogue amusing. There's also some satire on stuff-

Americans abroad and several leg-kicking, torso-shaking rod!

and roll numbers energetically delivered by Miss Loren. Gabl:

and Miss Loren come off well as a comedy team; the forme

blustering along with staunch Yankee indignation, the latter no

really the sinful honky tonk singer she appears to be. Mariettc

is a scene-stealing moppet. The support is good: Vittorir

De Sica, a suave Neapolitan lawyer; Giovanni Filidoro, hi

facially hilarious aged assistant; Paolo Carlini, Miss Loren'

guitar-playing suitor. Co-scripters Jack Rose (he also produced

^

and Suso Cecchi d'Amico have Gable anxious to return homii

and marry his impatient fiancee, but disturbed over Marietto

who prefers night life to school. When he tries to reform thi

lad, Miss Loren turns the neighborhood against him. A\
romantic interest develops, but collapses with Miss Loren':

discovery that Gable is more interested in gaining custody oii

the boy than taking her as his bride. He takes her to court
j

but loses the case. The ending finds the trio united permanently

Paramount. 100 minutes. Clark Gable, Sophia Loren, Vittorio De Sica Marietta
Produced by Jack Rose. Directed by Melville Shavelson.

"Studs Lonigan"

%U4*H444 1G*U«f O O plus

Melodrama based on Farrell trilogy. Good for action

market. Promotion must offset weak marquee.

Producer-scriptor Philip Yordan has fashioned a gripping

melodrama out of James T. Farrell's grim trilogy about a

tough and embittered Chicago slum youth entering manhooc

during the frantic Twenties and fearful Thirties. While noi

the bottom-of-the-barrel world Farrell originally penned, thi*

United Artists release shapes up as a graphic study of con

fusion, frustration and fright. Studs is no longer all-bum, bui

a very uncertain young man desirous of making something oui

of his life, but more content to be with his gang, idling hi*

time away getting drunk, going to burlesque houses. Rapt

and pregnancy are frankly discussed, but they are intrinsic

parts of the "Lonigan" story. Lacking marquee names, it will

need a strong promotional push, but popularity of the novels,

current interest in juvenile delinquency will net above-average,

returns in the action market. Word-of-mouth will help boost

profits. Irving Lerner's direction is well-paced and inventive

as he plays out his story against a background of speakeasies.;

wild parties and Irish wakes. Arthur H. Feindel's moody lensing

and Gerrald Goldsmith's period-capturing background score

add dramatic dimensions. The film's major weakness is new-

comer Christopher Knight, who lacks conviction as the con-

fused Studs in numerous vital scenes. Fine support is rendered

by Helen Westcott, a lonely school teacher with whom Studs

has an affair, Carolyn Craig, her sensitive niece who falls in love

with him, Dick Foran, his stern, hard-working father, and!

Robert Casper, Jack Nicholson and Frank Gorshin—members

of his gang. Studs' bitterness towards the world begins when

his "nice girl" love (Venetia Stevenson) leaves him for a better

life. His security begins to crumble when Casper is killed and

Nicholson is sent to jail for rape. He starts dating Miss Craig'

and she becomes pregnant. Confused by this latest threat and'

the sudden stock market crash, Studs seeks guidance from hisi

priest (Jay C. Flippen). He realizes he has almost wasted hisi

life away and pleads with Miss Craig to marry him.

United Artist. 95 minutes. Christopher Knight. Frank Gorshin. Venetia Stevenson,!
Carolyn Craig. Produced by Philip Yordan. Directed by Irving Lerner.
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"All The Fine Young Cannibals"

'SutiKeu 'Rati*? Q O ©
love-among-sophisticates theme will draw in met. mar-

ket. Title, Wagner-Wood duo b.o. aids.

"All The Fine Young Cannibals" is an unusual, interesting

'and, at times, fascinating attempt to explore, in adult terms,

some of the problems connected with the wild romanticism

\>f today's younger generation. Although not completely sue-

c sful, this M-G-M release is still a moving document about

'four troubled, rebellious youths whose search for love and

'security ends in hast) and unhappy matrimony. A number of

solid exploitation factors make it a potentially strong boxofhee

contender: an off-beat title, adequate marquee power in Robert

Wagner, Natalie Wood, Susan ("Imitation of Life") Kohner,

George ("Home From The Hill") Hamilton and blues song-

stress Pearl Bailey, a lush Metrocolor. CinemaScope mounting

and such controversial themes as sex among the sophisticated

>et, illegitimate children, lack of communication between

parents and their off-spring and a curious, though strictly sex-

dess, relationship between Negress Bailey and Hamilton. If

M-G-M decides to back it with a strong promotion push, "Can-

nibals" will prove a sturdy attraction in all markets, especially

metropolitan areas. The younger set will certainly be attracted

by problems and people they can readily identify with (the

search for understanding, the difficulties that come with adult-

hood and parenthood). Weak points of this Pandro S. Berman

production are an inability on the part of several of the cast to

create the dramatic and touching characterizations the story

calls for, and the failure of director Michael Anderson to keep

his various storylines flowing smoothly. Wagner lacks convic-

tion as the confused trumpet player who loses Miss Wood,
the only woman he has ever loved, and finds in dipsomaniacal

Miss Bailey, a mother and a father. Miss Wood scores more

effectively, but still, erratically as the mother of Wagner's

illegitimate child who chooses financial security in Hamilton.

Miss Kohner and Hamilton are splendid as spoiled, restless

children of wealthy parents, and Miss Bailey, drinking herself

to death over a disappointed love affair, registers strongly.

Robert Thorn's frank and literate screenplay, suggested by

Rosamond Marshall's novel, has Miss Wood rejecting Wagner's

offer of marriage and choosing Yale student Hamilton. Their

marriage is complicated by the arrival of bored, jealous Miss

Kohner, who has run away from school. Wagner is befriended

by Miss Bailey and finds fame as a trumpet player in New York.

To spite Miss Wood, he marries Miss Kohner. In a fit of anger,

he tells his wife he is the father of Miss Wood's child, and
Miss Kohner attempts suicide. Miss Wood also tells Hamilton
the truth. The ending finds Wagner and Miss Wood discover-

ing they no longer love each other each rejoining their mates.

M-G-M. 122 minutes. Robert Wagner, Natalie Wood. Susan Kohner George

Ande''

t0n
'

Peai"' Bailey
'

produced b V Pandro S. Berman. Directed by Michael

"Hiroshima. Mon Amour"

Po/gnanf, experimental French import about love and
war. Perfect for art market, possible class dualler.

Here is one of the most poignant, unusual and impressive

French imports yet to reach these shores—a poetically-haunting

love story unfolded in unique style against the horror and

shame of war. Already the recipient of outstanding critical

acclaim and enthusiastic boxoffice results in New York, this

Zenith International release is a must for art house patrons and

could sene as a dualler in certain class situations, Experimental

in concept, provocative in theme and stimulating in presenta-

tion, "Hiroshima, Mon Amour" is a tribute to the cinematic

genius of producer-director Alain Resnais. He has painstak-

ingly related through flashback, imagery and superimposition,

the passionate love affair between a French actress who has

come to Hiroshima to make a peace film, and a lonely Japanese

architect. Both are haunted by their troubled pasts. Both are

married and realize a permanent life together is impossible.

But, for this one night, these two former enemies find tem-

porary peace. Shocking newsreel clips depicting the ex-

plosion and its aftermath underscore the architect's story. The

camera, acting as the actress' conscience, reveals her head-

shaving and cellar imprisonment by her parents. They part the

next day with the knowledge that their night spent together

will soon be of no importance since people forget their first

love in the same way man rapidly forgot Hiroshima. There are

moments when this film teeters on the brink of unbearable

placidity, and there are others when its impact hits one squarely

in the face. Rarely have the themes of love and total destruction

been presented with such effectiveness. Emmanuelle Riva's per-

formance as the actress is a masterpiece of understated pathos,

and Eiji Okada, as the architect, is fine as a war victim.

Zenith International. 88 minutes. Emmanuelle Riva, Eiji Okada. Produced and
Directed by Alain Resnais.

"13 Ghosts"

Gcuuteu Ratine O O plus

Spooky spoof loaded with exploitation values. Ghost

Viewer is gimmick. Light touch makes it fine for kids.

Gimmick-minded William ("The Tingler") Castle's latest

offering for Columbia release is an exploitation-loaded spook-

spoofer about a typical American family who suddenly find

themselves in possession of a ramshackle haunted house. The

boxoffice come-on this time is a red-and-blue celluloid Ghost

Viewer handed out free to each person who purchases a ticket.

The red window enables spectators to see the ghosts whenever

they appear; the blue one removes the apparitions for the more

squeamish. It's actually not very frightening, but it does add

up to a lot of fun for family audiences, especially the kiddies,

and above-average returns for exhibitors in the general market.

Castle's direction is strictly tongue-in-sheet, and Butler-Glouner.

Inc. have whipped up some good word-of-mouth, if somewhat

fuzzy, spirits-from-the-other-world special effects. The film has

been shot in black-and-white with the exception of an imagi-

native Eastman color opener and the various ghost cameos.

Castle's cast join in the fun with a collection of competent

performances: Donald Wood, a rather forgetful museum cura-

tor who inherits the house from an eccentric scientist uncle;

Rosemary De Camp, his ever-loving wife; Charles Herbert,

their 10-vear-old, ghost-happy son; Jo Morrow, their attractive

teen-age daughter; Martin Milner, their nefarious lawyer in

search of the deceased uncle's hidden fortune; and Margaret

Hamilton, the sinister housekeeper. Robb White's script has

Woods and family discovering their house inhabited by a

dozen ghosts anxiously searching for a 13th to join their clan.

A ghostly seance conducted by Miss Hamilton brings the dead

uncle back to explain the mysteries and leads to the discovery

of the money. Milner's treachery is uncovered and he unwit-

tingly becomes the 13th ghost.

Columbia. 88 minutes. Charles Herbert Jo Morrow. Martin Milner. Rosemary

De Camp. Donald Woods. Produced and Directed by William Castle.
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"Sons and Lovers"

GOO
Powerful adaptation of D. H. Lawrence's adult novel

should gross well in class, metropolitan markets. Fox

will provide strong promotional help.

Producer Jerry Wald has turned D. H. Lawrence's memorable

classic about a son's slavish devotion to his possessive and jeal-

ous mother, and his troubled search for pure love and personal

fulfillment into a poignant and powerful screen drama. Cer-

tainly one of the most adult dramatizations of the current sea-

son, this 20th Century-Fox black-and-white CinemaScope release

promises to roll up handsome grosses in the class and metropoli-

tan markets. Fox intends backing its release with a strong pro-

motional campaign, and word-of-mouth, plus the recent contro-

versy over Lady Chatterly's Lover" will prove additional profit

boosters. In remaining true to the spirit of the novel, scripters

Gavin Lambert and T. E. B. Clarke have woven a bold and

uncompromising study of the beauties and tragedies of love.

Ther people are proud, cruel and confused, reacting to love with

moral, religious and emotional fervor. Jack Cardiff's direction

is a first-rate combination of sensitivity and cinemagraphic

know-how. He elicits brilliant and stirring performances from

his entire cast while simultaneously capturing the bleakness of

the story's setting through Freddie Francis' expert English Mid-

lands lensing. Trevor Howard is superb as the once-proud coal

miner who has been reduced to mediocrity and drunkenness by

his no-longer-loving wife; Wendy Hiller, magnificent as his

wife who viciously fights to keep her sensitive young son from

ever leaving her; Dean Stockwell, splendid as the tormented son

who wants to become an artist; Heather Sears, moving as the

sex-frightened girl who tries to keep him by giving herself to

him; and Mary Ure, appealing as the warm-hearted older

woman, separated from her husband, with whom Stockwell

enjoys a brief, passionate relationship. After witnessing a hor-

rible fight between a drunken Howard and Miss Hiller, Stock-

well realizes he cannot leave his mother to go and study art in

London. He takes a job in a neighboring town. His relationship

with Miss Sears becomes one of misery, and he abandons her for

Miss Ure. Their short-lived happiness ends when she returns to

her husband, and after Miss Hiller's death, Stockwell, no longer

wanting to belong to anyone, sets off for London alone.

20th Century-Fox. 103

Mary Ure. Heather Se*

"House of Usher"

'Butitet* ft*tof Q O O
AlP's most impressive film to date. Suspense-loaded
version of famous Poe horror classic headed for big

business in both action and art houses. Color.

Here is American-International's most ambitious and impres-

sive entertainment offering to date. It's evil-filled, suspense-

loaded Hastman Color, CinemaScope adaptation of Fdgar Allen

Poe's shocker classic. Although geared to the taste of mystery

and action fans, "House of Usher" is more than just another

horror quickie. The film's been skillfully and imaginatively

produced, intelligently written and capably acted, and it appears

headed for big Summer boxoffice business. A potent attraction

for action and ballyhoo houses, it will, if properly promoted,

prove itself an above-avemge grosser in the more discriminating

art market. Producer-director Roger Corman has chillingly re-

tained Poe's sinister atmosphere of evil, one that should keep

his viewers glued to the edge of their seats. Particularly throat-

clutching is the sequence where Myrna Fahey, buried alive byl

her insane brother, scratches, screams and claws her way out|

of her coffin. Dan Haller's sinister re-creation of the once-

splendid Usher mansion, rapidly decaying 'midst fog and fun-

gus, is a striking combination of elegance (sumptuous rooms,

resplendent costumes) and evil (clammy, rat-infested, cobweb-

1

shrouded basement crypts and chapels). And Pat Dinga's special!

effects—a terrifying dream sequence when the portraits of the I

evil Usher ancestors come grotesquely to life, and the climactic

fire and storm that destroy the house—are nothing short ofl

sensational. Vincent Price is splendid as the tormented UsherLj

who buries his sister to keep her from marrying and passing on >

the family evil to another generation, and Miss Fahey is impres-

sive as the ill-fated sister who changes from a sweet loving girl A

to a destruction-bent madwoman. Mark Damon is good as the' j

young stranger who loves her and wants to take her away, and

Harry Ellerbe is fine as the ancient family servant. Richard i ,

Matheson's script finds Price obsessed with destroying the house '

and the Usher line because he believes both are tainted with

evil. He buries Miss Fahey and orders Damon out. She escapes
i

and tries to kill them both. A violent storm brings the house l

down on all but Damon.

"S.D.S. Pacific"

Plenty of suspense in this expertly made British thriller.

Here is an exceptionally well-made British suspense-thriller.

It is being released by Universal-International and should fare

well and prove successful in the action market as well as art

houses. The literate Robert Westerby screenplay has two excit-

ing episodes: the first centers around a crippled seaplane, peo-

pled with a colorful assortment of characters, this is forced

down on a deserted Pacific island, the second deals with a frantic

race against time to prevent the island from being exploded in

an H-bomb test. It also introduces a new screen tough guy,

Eddie Constantine, a popular star in France, who could become

just as popular over here. Tensely directed by Guy Green, and

expertly acted, "S.O.S. Pacific" is one of the most interesting

and attention-holding mellers to come along in some time. Con-

stantine is good as the tough American ex-Navy man, under

arrest for smuggling, and Pier Angeli is appealing as the stew-

ardess who falls in love with him. Strong support comes from

Richard Attenborough, a crafty police informer, John Gregson,

the alcoholic owner-first pilot, Eva Bartok, a cynical goodtime

girl and Jean Anderson, a prim English woman. At the height

of a storm, the plane catches fire and Gregson is unable to land

it. Constantine makes a forced landing in the ocean and the

passengers make it to shore on rubber rafts. When they realize

the island is about to be destroyed by an H-bomb, Constantine

swims four miles to another island to disconnect the fuse of

the bomb. He is saved from sharks when Gregson gives up his

own life, and battles it out with Attenborough, who has escaped

to the other island in one of the rubber rafts. The fuse is dis-

connected at the last second, and Constantine is free to marry

Miss Angeli.

Universal-International. 92 minutes. Eddi,
Attenborough. Produced by John Nasht. Dir
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jlarit's anil Books —

A HAPPY MARRIAGE
by BERNE SCHNEYER

More people are reading books today than ever before, the

publishers tell us. But instead of causing frowns in movie

circles, this hypoed interest in a competitive art is the subject

of hurrahs in every branch of the cinema business.

The answer to the seemingly paradoxical film stance is a

simple one: the mutually beneficial book-picture tie-in. The
more new readers lassoed by the publishing houses each year,

the more potential targets for concentrated read-the-book-see-

the-movie drives that are fast becoming an accepted promo-

tional weapon in the arsenals of both industries.

And there is no doubt that books currently are held in a

public esteem fast approaching the carnivorous. So rapaciously
are people gobbling up all types of printed matter—from
juvenile books to religious tracts—that, according to one promi-
nent investment house, book printing receipts have zoomed
from SI 59 million in 1947 to SI billion last year. Sales of the
currently widely acclaimed paperback editions—the tvpe most
often available in movie tie-ins—have leaped 75 per cent in the

hist seven years. As one Wall Street firm so succinctlv puts it:

"The book publishing business is booming."

Moviemen always have kept a close watch on book-buying
preferences and the performances of various titles on the best-

seller charts. From the top-level lists come more and more hit

pictures each season. But of prime significance to the film com-
panies now are the specialized printings of these books and,
of course, the classics, after they have been transformed into

movies, to help boost both film and book receipts: and, in mam-
instances, editions created solely from the movie script. It is

ihcse facets of the burgeoning book business that are most
attractive to the showmen of our industry.

United Artists, for example, is one film company that has

become extremely book "conscious." Not long ago, vice presi-

dent Roger H. Lewis revealed that a record total of 19 book
tic-ins had been set for current and forthcoming UA releases.

"Publication of the book is only the beginning of the joint

promotions," notes the UA executive. "We follow up with an
intensive program of cooperation between UA at the home
office and in the field, and the sales and promotion men of the

various publishing houses. We strive," he adds, "to get a

maximum point-of-sale impact for the motion picture in the

book itself, via credits and photographs, and wherever the

books are sold, using displays."

The 19 books arc being published by eight houses. Included

among the titles are such important UA productions as: "The

Alamo" (Avon); "Exodus," "Inherit the Wind," "Judgment

at Nuremberg" and "Two for the Seesaw" (Bantam); "Some-

thing Wild" (Belmont); "By Love Possessed" (Crest); "Elmer

Gantry" (Dell); "Studs Lonigan" (The New American Li-

brary); "The Facts of Life," "The Magnificent Seven" and

"A Matter of Conviction" (Pocket Books), and "Force of

Impulse" (Popular Library).

To Company of Artists president Jerry \\ aid's w ay of think-

ing, "Today's producers are just beginning to realize that an

enthusiastic book publisher can also be a great salesman for

pictures." And, he adds, an excellent example of the producer-

publisher collaboration currently is in work for his upcoming
"Sons and Lovers," for 2()th-Fox release.

While the 30-year-old D. H. Lawrence novel is regarded as

a classic, it requires, Wald believes, "courage and vision to

bring it out in a paperback edition of one million copies as

virtually a brand new book and, in addition, expend many
thousands of dollars ballyhooing it." That is exactly what The
New American Library is doing for "Sons and Lovers." The
movie edition carries complete credits on its covers as well as

such bally lines as "The new Academy Award winner" and

"By the author of 'Lady Chatterly's Lover.' " Special boxes for

the shipment of the books to the over 150,000 NAL retail

outlets also bear printed plugs for the book and the picture.

In addition, two sizes of rack display cards containing pro-

vocative movie copy have been shipped to all book outlets so

that "Sons and Lovers" will be separated from other titles on

display. Window streamers are being provided these outlets

and a well-designed announcement will be sent to them from

NAL's New York headquarters giving information concerning

the pla.dates and theatres in which the picture will show.

From the Fox side, general sales chief C. Glenn Norris has

arranged for all branch managers and exploiteers throughout

the firm's world exchanges to hold screenings for the managers

(Continued on Page 22)
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( Continued from Page 21

)

of book stores in their areas well in advance of the film's

release. There will be new editions of the book published in

Portugal, Holland, Spain, Italy, Japan, Germany and Denmark.

With the picture due to open in four test locations—New
York, Miami, Chicago and Los Angeles—in August, books and

accessories now are on their way to these points.

Befitting so mammoth an attraction as Universal's "Spar-

tacus," waiting to be unleashed in the Fall, Bantam Books is

embarking on a push that is fortified by what its president

Oscar Dystel calls the greatest point-of-sale stockpile of pro-

motional arms in the history of the company.

The central piece of the drive will be a 1 6-page souvenir

insert on the film appearing in copies of the paperback edition

of "Spartacus," to be published in late Summer. The insert

also will be included in an estimated 1,500,000 copies of other

Bantam books. The two-color, offset job, prepared by Universal

under the guidance of Bantam, consists of an art layout cover-

ing the highlights of the production and reproducing key

scenes from it. Dystel says the insert will be distributed to

"the entire world paperback trade," with additional copies

going to the press and schools all over the country.

A "Spartacus" film ad in color designed to sell both the

movie and the book will appear in copies of other Bantam
reprints scheduled to appear late this Summer. Other point-

of-sale plans call for the use of 11 X 14 posters, 25,000 of

which will be distributed to paperback sellers working closely

with exhibitors and Universal field men at the local level;

special displays prepared locally; rack cards, and tack posters.

In the heat of the big publishing push, Columbia may well

have come up with the most advanced plan for book promotion.

The enterprising film company, ever on the alert for fresh,

new showmanship ideas, recently turned to the publishing

source, itself, for creative talent, hiring former editor-in-chief

of Bantam Books Saul David. According to vice president in

charge of West Coast activities Samuel J. Briskin, who made
the announcement, David will be responsible for the develop-

ment, creation and ultimate publication in book form of prop-

erties slated for eventual release by Columbia.

Hiring an editor to produce original books that will help
promote pictures, while it is a long step forward in this special-

ized region of showmanship, will be, in the main, an extension
of Columbia's extensive book tie-in program.

Pocket Books and the film firm are collaborating on the
preparation and distribution of display material on "Strangers

"Surprise Package"

AN
AMERICAN
CLASSIC

When We Meet," "All the Young Men,'
and "The 3 Worlds of Gulliver." Columbia is involved in „
big promotion with the New American Library on "Let No
Man Write My Epitaph," and NAL also has just purchased
American distribution rights to the paperback edition of "I'm
All Right Jack" and is rushing it out on the market to coincide
with Columbia's release of the comedy. Pyramid Books has
published the paperback of "The Enemy General"; Monarch
Hooks, a scented paperback edition of "The Stranglers of
Bombay", and Dell has issued a paperback "Man on a String."

On the basis of current figures alone, it is safe to assume
that book sales will continue to soar, movies will draw thou-
sands of fans from the increased readership—and everybody
will be highly pleased by the results. It looks like the marriage
of movies and books is indeed a happy one.

THREE GREAT 800KS IN ONE VOLUM

Two of United Artists forthcoming films cur-

rently are being promoted by extensive book tie-

ins. The covers of "Studs Lonigan" and "Inherit

the Wind" (above) provide the screen versions

with invaluable cast and credits and visual plugs.

The ambitious "Sons and Lovers" (Fox) movie

edition (below) features vital ballyhoo lines.

(EAT MOVIE

SONS AND LOVERS
O
<

0 II. LAWRENCE

SONS

LOVERS
Lady Clutterlevs Lover

SIGNU ROOK A NO UNAIKIDGIO
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HOWARD FAST'S
MAGNIFICENT NOVEL
OF THE GLADIATORS'
REVOLT AGAINSTft R BL ;S ft fc

x 0* ! KEVOLT AGA1JNST
JilL m£ !L« V Q IMPERIAL ROME

MOVIES AND BOOKS

MlWEI

Bantam Books and UA have tied-in for "Exodus."

The rack card shown here tells the public about

the picture via an announcement box.

A tremendous stockpile of promotional arms will

back the cinema edition of "Spartacus," which

includes a 16-page souvenir insert on the Univer-

sal production and is due in late Summer.

Saul David (left), former editor-in-chief of Bantam Books,

now is handling book publication of films set for Columbia
release. At right, walking book girl wearing enlarged copy

of "Man on a String", tied-in with Columbia film at Boston's

Pilgrim, covered downtown area, issuing lucky no. cards.

Too young to marry,

they surrendered to

the force of impulse

L

One of UA's 19 book deals is set for the screen

adaptation of Art Buchwald's "A Gift from the

Boys." "Surprise Package" is the title, and the

cover is loaded with movie references.

THE FORCE OF IMPULSE

A most provocative cover, designed to create

want-to-see, is selling the movie original of

"Force of Impulse", set for UA release.

Rack cards, mailing pieces and posters are part

of the promotional arsenal for the UA version

of Sinclair Lewis' "Elmer Gantry."
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rm.TlMBIA SHOWMEN IN 'SUMMIT CONCLAVE

Ballyhoo Goes International

Item: Columbia will convene a "sum-

mit meeting" of the heads of its world-

wide organization this week in Holly-

wood.

Item: Executive in charge of ad-pub-

licity Jonas Roscnfield, Jr., currently is

in London mapping out the firm's mer-

chandising plans for promotion and

sales executives from England and the

Continent.

Item: The Columbia trailer depart-

ment is producing a special short sub-

ject promoting one of its upcoming big

ones, "Pepe," in five languages.

As the above activity suggests, the

marshalling of Columbia's showman-

ship forces under one worldwide ban-

ner is being accomplished speedily, effi-

ciently and all-inclusively. No ounce of

administrative savvy nor imagination is

being spared in the drive to make Co-

lumbia promotion "international" in

every respect.

The unprecedented two-day "summit

meeting" brings together the top-level

executives of Columbia's far-flung film

empire for the express purpose of plan-

ning the global sales and promotional

policy for "Pepe." The global gathering

will be headed by president A. Schnei-

der and hosted by vice president in

charge of West Coast activities Samuel

J.
Briskin and producer-director George

Sidney. The film's star, Cantiflas, and

"Pepe" associate producer Jacques Gel-

man, a partner with the actor in Posa

Films Internacional, also will take part.

From New York will come Columbia

executives A. Montague, Leo Jaffe, Paul

N. Lazarus, Jr., Rube Jackter, Mo Roth-

man, Lacy Kastner and Robert S. Fer-

guson. Flying in from London will be

vice president and head of European

production M. J.
Erankovich. The Stu-

dio will be represented at the confer-

ences by vice presidents B. B. Kahane

and Irving Briskin, Arthur Kramer,

Gordoo Stulbcrg, Lillian Burns, Dor-

othy Kingsley, lid
J.

Fisher, John C.

Flinn, Bob Goodfried and Atlas.

Roscnfield is affectuating the firm's

SHOWMAN ROSENFIELD

"integration" plan abroad by turning

one of its previously stated objectives

into reality. The objective is to "de-

velop and maintain a better interchange

of showmanship information, ideas and

planning," and he is in London per-

sonally seeing to it that the "inter-

change" is carried out without a hitch.

From there, he will head for Paris and

Rome and similar meetings with Co-

lumbia publicity representatives there.

Primary purpose of his overseas trek

is to deliver a special presentation out-

lining the blockbuster, worldwide pro-

motional designs for three forthcoming

multi-million dollar releases — "Song

Without End," "Pepe" and "The Guns

of Navarone." The Columbia execu-

tive's message includes color footage of

the three films—trailers, teasers and fea-

turettes— color slides, tapes, records,

advertising campaigns and other ad-

vance promotional material. It is the

feeling at Columbia that such early de-

livery of these key selling aids will give

Stars of "Pepe"—from left, Dun Dailey, Mau-
rice Chevalier and Canliftfias—perlarm in

Special short promoting the film in file

languages.

its European promotional forces .)

healthy jump in the grueling merchan-

dising race.

Rosenfield already has met with

Frankovich and some of Columbia's af-

filiated independent producers based in

London to discuss the merchandising

of their forthcoming productions. He
is conferring with Carl Foreman on

"Navarone;" Charles H. Schneer on

"Mysterious Island," "I Aim at the

Stars" and "The 3 Worlds of Gulliver;"

Stanley Donen on "Surprise Package,"

and with James Carreras on Hammer
Films' extensive slate for Columbia

release. Rosenfield also is holding con-

ferences with Sam Spiegel on "Law-

rence of Arabia."

The special short subject is being

turned out under the supervision of

trailer department head Jack Atlas and

is titled, "Pepe Presents George Sidney."

Noteworthy is the fact that the film,

designed to launch the long-range pro-

motion activities for "Pepe," empha-

sizes the global aspect of Columbia's

sell by presenting producer-director Sid-

ney on-camera speaking five languages

—English, French, Italian, Spanish and

German.

The short marks a first, in that it

is specifically designed for exhibition

among exhibitors only and motion pic-

ture press. Release is set for the end

of this month—five months ahead of

the picture's opening. Content of the

special showmanship tool includes an

introduction by Sidney and specially

filmed teaser trailer material highlight-

ing Chevalier and Cantinflas.

Columbia is constantly making

known the pride it takes in having a

distinguished line of producers all over

the world united under its "Big C"

trademark. To keep all of them creat-

ing industriously — and happily — the

film company promised recently it

would seek every possible way of pro-

viding greater service to its stable of

talent. Certainly, in the field of global

promotion Columbia is living up to

that pledge.
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Newsmakers

Warners Sells To TV

Warner Bros,

became the first

major film com-

pany to sell its

post- 1948 pic-

tures to televi-

sion when it

granted to Crea-

tive Telefilms &
Artists, Ltd., of

Toronto, a

seven-year li-

cense to distrib-

ute on free TV
in the U.S. and Canada 122 of its newer

features. Deal was announced by W'B execu-

tive vice president Benjamin Kalmenson

(above) and David B. Stillman, president of

Creative. For the license, film firm will re-

ceive SI 1,000,000 no later than Sept. 1, plus

50 per cent of net receipts from distribution

of films after Creative recoups the purchase

price. Sale could net W'B about S2 1,000,000,

the same price it got for its pre- 1948 backlog

of 750 features and 1,500 shorts. Package

includes "A Star Is Born,'" "Battle Cry,"

"East of Eden" and "The James Dean Story."

A leading investor in Creative is Louis Ches-

ler, Canadian industrialist who provided

financing for the purchase of the pre- 19-i8

Warners library. Eliot Hyman, at one time a

member of Associated Artists Productions,

which distributed the earlier W'B films, also

is connected with Creative.

Talent Costs Plan

A plan designed to solve the problem of

talent costs was submitted last fall to MPAA
head Eric Johnston by Trueman T. Rembusch
(above), chairman of National Allied's Emer-
gency Defense Committee, the exhibitor offi-

cial said. Latter noted that the plan, titled

Motion Picture Talent of America, received

"sympathetic" reception from Johnston, "but
in the end nothing happened. Basically," said

Rembusch, "the plan envisaged . . . introduc-
tion of competition into the talent agency
field which does not now exist, elimination of

the burdensome tax load imposed by the
present talent-pricing system."

MPAA Drops 'Oscar'

The Academy Awards telecast

will not be sponsored by the

industry next year, Academy of

Motion Picture Arts and Sci-

ences president B. B. Kahane
announced. Kahane said that

MPAA chief Eric Johnston

(above) reported to him that

the member company heads had

decided not to participate in

sponsorship of "Oscar" night.

The cost of the show—about

S600,0()0 yearly—was reportedly

the reason for the MPAA deci-

sion. "Unfortunately," said Ka-

hane, "this means that the
Academy will now be compelled

to accept a commercial sponsor

for its 33rd Awards show in the

Spring of 1961. It is regret-

table," he added, "that our show
—which consistently enjoys the

largest world-wide listening ind

viewing audience of any com-
parable program—will not con-

tinue to be sponsored by the

industry." The "Oscar" show
will be the object of bidding by

the three major networks—ABC,
CBS and NBC—one of which
has indicated it would handlc-

the telecast as a public service

program.

Profit Picture

Six-months and second-

quarter operating profits

of American Broadcasting-

Paramount Theatres, Inc.,

were the highest in com-
pany history, president

Leonard H. Goldenson

(left), reported. First-half

net jumped 45 per cent to

$6,981,000 (SI.67 per
share) from S3.886.000

(S.90 per share) in last

year's like period. Figures

include capital gains from

recent sale of AB-PT's in-

terest in Disneyland for

$7,500,000. Second-quarter profits totalled S2,3 17,000

(S.55 per share), as compared to $1,573,000 (5.36 per

share) last year.

Loews Theatres, Inc., net for the 40 weeks ended

June 9, 1960, totalled $1,633,300 ($.61 per share),

president Eugene Picker announced. Third-quarter net

was $636,700 (S.24 per share), as compared to S3"5,100

($.14 per share) last year.

1

The Feevee Fight

The joint committee against pay-TV
will seek 30,000,000 signatures, start-

ing Aug. 1, on petitions protesting

the slot system and calling upon Con-

gress to outlaw it, committee chairman

Philip F. Harling (above) announced.

Rothman Replaces Kastner
Mo Rothman (above), executive vice presi-

dent of Columbia Pictures International, was

promoted to chief executive officer of the

firm, assuming the practical duties of presi-

dent Lacy Kastner, resigned because of ill

health. A. Schneider, Columbia head, took

over presidency of the foreign arm.

Centwent . .

.

C. GLENN NORRIS (in announc-

ing Fox "challenge of abun-

dance" sales drive): "The time

has come when the industry

can no longer sit by and do
nothing about exhibitors' cries

that their operations are
stunted because of a lack of

product."

CHARLES SCHNEE (scriptor):

"7he European theatre opera-

tor is far more inventive and
on-the-ball than are most U.S.

exhibitors."
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"School for Scoundrels"

British comedy. Solid art entry, possible met. dualler.

With British comedies currently enjoying profitable stays on

these shores, this bright and scintillating Continental Distri-

buting release (based on the "Gamesmanship," "Lifemanship,"

"Oneupmanship" books of Stephen Potter) should certainly

come in for an above-average share of the boxoffice business.

One of the funniest of recent imports, this hilarious lesson in

how to win in life without actually cheating is a solid entry

for the art house circuit, especially since it stars Ian Carmichael

and Terry-Thomas ("I'm All Right, Jack"). It might also serve

as a dualler in other metropolitan situations. The School is the

College of Lifemanship, where the winners (one-uppers) are

separated from the losers (one-downers) in life's game via courses

on how to impress at social gatherings (Partymanship); how to

beat a good tennis player (Gamesmanship); how to seduce an

attractive woman (Woomanship). It's presided over by Alastair

Sim who is as delightful an intellectual rogue as has come

along in some time. Carmichael is the prototype of all one-

downers: scorned by his employees; victimized by waiters and

crooked car dealers; unable to keep the woman of his choice

(charmingly played by Janette Scott). Thomas makes the per-

fect villain, a toothy man-of-the-world who wins Miss Scott

with his knowledge of food and wine, his magnificent sports

car and his ability to trample Carmichael on the tennis court

(by forcing the latter to play with the sun in his eyes). Robert

Hamer's direction is well-paced tongue-in-cheekmanship, as is

the Patricia Moyes-Hal E. Chester script. Carmichael enrolls

in Sim's school, proves to be an apt pupil, and eagerly returns

to the outside world. He tricks the car dealers into buying back

his wreck, gaining a new sports car and cash in the deal, reduces

Thomas to an infuriated bundle of nerves on the tennis court

and refuses to seduce Miss Scott after successfully luring her

to his apartment because sincerity and love have triumphed.

"Thunder in Carolina"

Dualler for car-racing, action fans in general marke

"Thunder in Carolina" is a low-budget action film about th

thrills and excitement of stock car racing and the lives an

loves of the drivers and their women. Filmed in pleasa

Eastman Color and wide-screen, containing a sufficient amou

of spills, explosive personal relationships and romanti

intrigues, this Howco International release shapes up as

natural dualler for racing-buffs and action fans in the gene

market. In certain situations, it could top the bill. Rory (TV
"The Texan") Calhoun and Alan Hale lend some strength

the marquee, but profits will depend on a strong exploitatioi

push and word-of-mouth among the teenagers. Scripte

Alexander Richards has attempted an authentic study of th

superstitions and codes adhered to by the men of the tra

but his characters and situations end up traveling overl

familiar ground (a veteran racer breaks a leg, becomes friend!

with an ambitious young mechanic and his attractive wif

and turns the youngster into a crack driver while striking ou

with his pretty missus). The insertion of actual racing cli

in addition to the pageantry and excitement of pre-race pre

arations, help make up for Paul Helmick's generally torp

direction. Calhoun is competent as the free-living ex-moonshine

turned racing ace, and Hale offers humorous assistance as

one-armed mechanic. John Gentry and Connie Hines a

attractive as the young couple. Calhoun proves more successfu

turning Gentry into a top-flight driver than winning over Misij

Hines. As success begins swelling Gentry's head, Miss Hin

finds herself drawing closer to Calhoun. On the day of th

"500," Gentry breaks with Calhoun, and the two find them

selves pitted against one another on the track. With victo

assured, Calhoun deliberately crashes to save Gentry's lif

allowing the latter to win the race. Gentry and Miss Hin
are reconciled and Calhoun, leg broken, takes to the road.

. 94 minutes. Irma Carmic
5d by Hal E. Chester. Dii

,
Terry-Thomas

sd by Robert
Howco Intern
Gentry. Prodi

tional 92

ed by J.

nutes. Rory Calhoun Alan Ha
ncis White. Directed by Paul r

Connie Hines, Joh
mick.

AMUSEMENT PAGE

(Continued from Page M>)

Censorship is not general in your in-

dustry—but where it exists, it's still

offensive!

I do want to create the very definite

impression that I, as an individual, my
company and my industry will fight

censorship by any other medium of

mass communication. We accept our re-

sponsibility to live as decent members

of the world communtiy. We are pre-

pared to regulate ourselves so that de-

cency and good taste are observed both

on the screen and in all our contacts

with the public.

But we will not accept the criteria

or the pressures of others. We demand
the same responsibility from the press,

from radio and from TV that we de-

mand of ourselves. We will not tolerate

wilful and capricious censorship.

The motion picture industry has

come a long way from the day of the

one-night stand and the itinerant press-

agent. It is no longer the nickelodeon;

it is recognized art-form and a major

industry. There are many, many thou-

sands of solid, stable citizens who earn

their living in the manufacture, dis-

tribution and exhibition of motion pic-

tures. There are Countless millions, here

and abroad, who derive their major

source of pleasure and relaxation from

attendance at the movies.

This is why I have not spent these

moments this morning to tell you how
wonderful you are. As a representative

of an important industry and an impor-

tant customer of yours, I have taken

unto myself the privilege of telling you

why I think you're wrong and what

has to be done about it.

Maybe nothing will happen. Maybe
my words will fall on deaf ears. Or
maybe a few of the truths I've spoken

will flourish and grow in the fertile

climate of this meeting—and our two
great businesses will share ever more
closely the community of interest which
they have known so long.

In the area of mass media, the news-

papers and the motion picture have

always been allies and rivals, confed-

erates and competitors. There has al-

ways been a wholesome respect, one
for the other, a respect which I feel

deeply and with admiration. That's

what prompted my visit here today

—

so that the area of peaceful co-existence

may be extended and perpetuated for

our mutual good and the good of all

America.

Whatever happens, may I, in closing,

voice the briefest of prayers which ex-

presses so well our predicament: "Oh,
Lord, give us the serenity to accept

what cannot be changed . . . the courage
to change what should be changed . . .

and the wisdom to distinguish one from
the other."
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VALUE LINE SURVEY

(Continued from Pi/^c II

)

its old films would help strengthen the balance sheet and in-

come statement, paving the way for such a trip to the capital

market.

Whether or not the other film studios will follow suit shortly

cannot be foreseen at this time. But in any event, their libraries

of fully amortized feature films represent major "hidden"

assets that could be developed into added per share earning

power over a period of time.

By the mid-Sixties, most of the film companies will probably

be benefiting appreciably from the TV release of their old

features. A number of the companies may also have converted

part of their other idle assets into extra earning power. Among
such assets are excess real estate properties and investments in

electronics companies. Twentieth Century-Fox' Los Angeles

properties, for example, are worth nearly S45 million, and
Pliramount's holdings in non-entertainment electronics stocks

are estimated to have a value of about S30 million. According-

ly, the movie stocks reviewed herein are generally ranked high

for Appreciation Potentiality to 1963-65. Among the movie
producers, Decca Records and M-G-M are also ranked in Group
I (Highest) for Probable Market Performance in the Next 12

Months, because of their excellent current earnings prospect!!

These issues merit inclusion in diversified accounts at this time.

ANALYSIS OF FILM & THEATRE COMPANIES

AMER. BROADCASTING-PARAMOUNT
Prospects for the theatre division are bright.

1 During the second quarter, theatre earnings

were indirectly affected by the film actors' and

| writers' strikes against the major studios. An-

ticipating a lengthy disruption of their produc-
' tion activities, most producers held back the

j
release of some of their more promising pic-

j tures during the Spring months. In the second

I

half, however, an increasing number of good

pictures will flow from Hollywood to the

I theatres.

COLUMBIA PICTURES

Due to a lack of working capital, Columbia
I appears to have abandoned its previously an-

il nounced plan to produce, or finance the inde-

pendent production of, high-budget movies.

'I Also, competitive market conditions have halted

the growth of its TV subsidiary, Screen Gems.
\\ ithout an appreciable increase in gross reve-

nues, net income in the year ahead will proba-

blj continue to be depressed by heavy overhead

I expenses.

To improve its cash position, we believe Co-
lumbia will probably (1) bypass its own tele-

vision subsidiary and sell a portion of its post-

1948 feature films to outside TV interests for

about S10 million.

DECCA (UNIVERSAL PICTURES)

The superior market performance given by
. Decca in the past 6 months will probably be

I extended through the coming year as further

I
strikingly favorable earnings comparisons de-

I velop.

Decca's Universal Pictures Div. has another

major film hit. Introduced in late June, the

latest Lana Turner picture, "Portrait in Black",

has generated "smash" business in virtually

every city where it has so far opened.

DISNEY

Largely because of removal of the "Zorro"
and "Mickey Mouse Club" shows by ABC-TV
from its network programming in the 1959-60
season, television revenues in the current fiscal

year (ending Oct. 1st) are expected to decline
b\ more than $6 million. Concurrently, the dis-

appointing showings of "Third Man on the

[

Mountain" and "Kidnapped" sharply penalized
earnings from the motion picture division in

the first half.

A turn for the better in both the movie and
I
TV activities is in prospect. Released about 2

months ago, "Pollyanna", Disney's latest feature

i film, has been quite successful at the box office.

LOEW S THEATRES
Through systematic conversion of idle assets

into profitable undertakings, Loew's Theatres
will probably be able to show increasing earn-

ings and cash flow in the next few years.

The construction of a new hotel represents

just another step in the company's long-range

program to broaden its earnings base. Loew's

has been selling many of its unprofitable or mar-

ginal theatres, especially those in New England.

The proceeds, together with cash flow of more
than S5 million a year from operations, will

enable the company to diversify into growth

fields through corporate acquisitions.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
The striking earnings improvement now un-

derway is expected to remain in force over the

coming year. The stock appears undervalued at

present.

Introduced late last year, M-G-M's "Ben-Hur"
has been a striking success. There is little doubt

that this film will contribute strongly to earn-

ings in the next few years.

In the second fiscal period, "Ben-Hur" earn-

ings were partly absorbed by disappointing

showings of other film releases and special ex-

penses resulted from the recent actors and

writers strikes.

Prospects for the second half of fiscal I960

are quite the opposite. The profits from "Ben-

Hur" will be supplemented by those of other

hits.

NATIONAL THEATRES & TV

Seemingly an ideal merger at the time, Na-
tional Theatres' acquisition of National Telefilm

Associates last year has turned out to be an

untimely venture. The TV film syndication mar-

ket suddenly collapsed late last year, and station

WNTA-TV in Metropolitan New York, al-

though the recipient of many awards for "cre-

ative" programming, has failed to create profits.

PARAMOUNT
If Paramount should succeed in earning a

reasonable return on its assets, which are esti-

mated to be worth over S100 a share, its net

income and cash flow would increase signifi-

cantly from the current depressed level over the

next 3 to 5 years. Investors are cautioned, how-
ever, that should the company's accelerated ac-

tivities in wire pay-TV prove unsuccessful,

many million dollars of investment might be

lost. At present, the stock is overpriced in terms

of its current operating results.

Is Paramount turning into a holding com-
pany? Since management has been far more suc-

cessful in its investment undertakings than in

the motion picture business, at least in the last

few years, this possibility cannot be ruled out.

But we think it more probable that the company
will devote an increasing amount of its efforts

and resources to the development of its sub-

sidiary, International Telemeter, a leading pro-

ponent of wire pay-TV. The installation of the

cables and coin-boxes necessary to further this

experiment, will require many, main millions

of dollars, however.

STANLEY WARNER
In our opinion, Stanley Warner's earnings

have reached the end of their decline and are

likely to turn upward in the months ahead.

The decline in operating earnings so far in

fiscal 1960 (ending Aug. 2^th) is attributable

to 2 major factors: (1) The introduction of an

entirely new line of foundation garments in-

volved unusually large promotional expenses.

(2) Theatre attendance in the May quarter was
adversely affected by a lack of good movies

from Hollywood.

The pictures scheduled for distribution in the

months ahead look highly promising. Stanley

Warner's earnings can reasonably be expected

to point upward from this point on.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
Twentieth Century-Fox is an interesting com-

mitment for investors stressing superior 3- to 5-

year Appreciation Potentiality.

Whether Webb & Knapp will close the deal

to buy Fox's studio property in Los Angeles
remains a big question mark.

While consummation of the real estate sale

will provide Fox with substantial funds that

could be converted into future earning power,

the transaction will have little effect on current

operating results. Nevertheless, prospects for

the next 12 months are bright. The company
entered the second half with a large number of

promising films. Bookings already on hand sug-

gest that revenues and earnings, after a prob-

able dip in the second quarter, will advance
sharply at least over the next few months.

WARNER BROS.

With few of its recent movie releases par-

ticularly successful, Warner Bros, is expected to

report unfavorable year-to-year earnings com-
parisons for the May and August quarters.

Warner Bros, is about to sell more than 100

of its post- 1948 feature films to television. The
sale price, we estimate, will exceed S10 million.

After the sale of this first package of post-1948
pictures, the company could probably generate

at least S15 million more by selling, or borrow-
ing against, the remainder of its film library.

With S25 million-plus in cash, Warner might
then duplicate its action of 1956, when it in-

vited stockholders to tender shares to the com-
pany. It could afford to buy back as many as

350,000 shares at prices up to S55 a share. If

the company should indeed reduce the number
of its outstanding shares by 350,000 to only
about 1,150,000, the earning power of each of

the remaining shares would be increased by
some 30%.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCI
All The Vital Details on Current &) Coming Features

(Date of Rim BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synapsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

October
WED OF EVIDENCE Van Jor.Tscn, Vera Miles. Produced
by Maxwell Setton and John R. Sloan. Filmed from
A. J. Cronin's novel "Beyond This Place." Young man
reonpns 30 year old murder case to free his falhar.

88 min.

November
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT, U. S. A. George S. Hamil-
ton, Mary Murphy. Producer Terry Sanders. Director
Denis Sanders. Law-student turns criminal. 80 min.

December
HOUSE OF INTRIGUE, THE CinemaScope, Color. Dawn
Addams. Curt Jurgens. Folco Lulli. Producer-director
Dullio Coletti. Spies and counter-spies' activities dur-
ing WW II. 90 min.

January
ATOMIC SUBMARINE Arthur Franz, Dick Foran, Brett

Halsey. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Spencer G.
Benset. Science-fiction thriller of a Polar sub and its

encounter with unknown enemy. 73 min.

PURPLE GANG. THE Barry Sullivan, Robert Blake.
Elaine Edwards. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
Frank McDonald. The startling story of the infamous
Detroit mobsters. 83 min.

February
HYPNOTIC EYE. THE Jacgues Bergerac, Marcia Hen-
derson, Merry Anders, Allison Hayes. Producer Charles
B. Bloch. Director George Blair. Hypnotist's assistant
wearing mask, is responsible for disfiguring pretty
faces of hypnosis volunteers. 82 min.

April

BLUEBEARD'S TEN HONEYMOONS George Sanders
Corinne Calvet. Producer Roy Parkinson. Director W.
Lee Wilder. Based on the true-life story of Landru,
infamous French bluebeard. 92 min.

June
I PASSED FOR WHITE Sonya Wilde, James Franciscus
Producer-director Fred Wilcox. Story of a Negress
who passes for white. 91 min.

RAYMIE David Ladd. John Agar. Charles Winninger,
Richard Arlen. Producer A. C. Lyle. Director Fred
McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant 6

foot barracuda. 73 min.

July

PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert. Pro-
ducer-director Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt.
Petrosino's war against the Mafia in the early I900's.

I 10 min.

SEX KITTENS GO TO COLLEGE Mimie V™ Doren, Tues-
day Weld, Mijanou Bardot. Producer-director Albert
Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-
lege routine. 93 min.

August

HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter. David Janssen, Vic
Damone, Patricia Owens, Sessue Hayakawa, Miiko
Taka. Producer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson.
True story of U. S. Marine hero Guy Gabaldon.

TORMENTED, THE Shocker.

September

PLUNDERERS, THE Jeff Chandler, Dolores Hart. Pro-
ducer-director Joseph Pevney. Band of young hoodlums
intimidate entire western town.

SERENGETI Color. African jungle documentary.

Coming
DONDI David Kory, David Janssen, Patti Page, Walter
Winchell, Mickey Shaughnessy. Producer-Director
Albert Zugsmith. Story based on the comic strip
character.

RECKLESS, PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner. Louis Jour-
dan Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

THI BIG BANKROLL Fabulous life story of king of the
ajmbUr,. Producers. Samuel Bischoff and David
Diamond

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

November

GIANT GILA MONSTER Don Sullivan, Lisa Simone.
Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg. Giant
gila monster goes beserk on diet of humans. 75 min.

THE KlLLER SHREWS Ingrid Goude. James Best, Ken
Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg.
Tiny shrews grow to huge proportions. 69 min.

December

GOLIATH AND THE BARBARIANS Color-Scope. Steve
Reeves, Bruce Cabot, Chelo Alonso. Producer Em-
inno Salvi. Director Carlo Campogalliani. A young
woodsman revenges the death of his father. Spectacle.

February

ANGRY RED PLANET Cinemagic, Eastmancolor. Gerald
Mohr, Nora Hayden, Les Tremayne. Producers Sidney
Pink, Norman Maurer. Director lb Melchoir. An ad-
venture in the fourth dimension. 83 min.

May
CIRCUS OF HORRORS Specta-Color. Anton Diffring.

Erika Remberg. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn.
Director Sidney Hayers. Horror spectacle. 95 min.

5/23/40.

June

JAILBREAKERS Robert Hutton, Mary Castle. Producer-
director Alexander Grasshoff. Four escaped convicts
try to find a treasure of $400,000.00 from a bank rob-

WHY MUST I DIE? Terry Moore, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer Richard Bernstein. Director Roy Del Rulh. True
story of an innocent girl on "Death Row."

July

AMAZING TRANSPARENT MAN Marguerite Chapman,
Douglas Kennedy, James Griffith. Producer Lester D.
Guthrie. Director Edgar G. Ulmer. 60 min.

BEYOND THE TIME BARRIER Robert Clarke, Darlene
Tompkins, Arianne Arden. Producer Robert Clarke.
Director Edgar G. Ulmer. A journey to the world of
tomorrow. 80 min.

HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScope, Color. Vincent Price,
Mark Damon, Mvrna Fahey. Producer-director Roger
Corman. Edgar Allan Poe's classic. 79 min.

September

October

TOUGH AND THE SMOOTH, THE Nadja Tiller, Tony
Rniton, William Bendix. Producer George Minter.
Director Robert Siodmak. Story of a turbulent love
triangle. 90 min.

November
KONGA Color. Michel Gough, M.irgo Johns. Pro-
ducer Herman Cohen. Director Jchn Lamount. Monster
gorilla rampages through Piccadilly Circus. 90 min.

Coming
ALADDIN AND THE GIANT Dynamagic and Color.
Producer Herman Cohen. Action fantasy.

GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON CinemaScope. Color.
Steve Reeves. Richard Harrison. Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer Geoffredo P. Bertolino. Action fantasy. 80 min.

MASTER OF THE WORLD Color. Vincent Price. Mark
Damon, Charles Bronson. Jules Verne tale of one' man's
scheme to eliminate war.

COLUMBIA

January

GENE KRUPA STORY. THE Sal Mineo Susan Kohn.r
Producer Philip A. Waxman. Director Don Weis. Biog-
raphy of the famed drummer. 101 min. 1/4/60.

SUDDENLY, LAST SUMMER Elizabeth Taylor. Montql
ery Cliff. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director Josepl!
Mankiewicz. Based on the controversial Tenne ti

Williami play. 114 min. 12/21.

SWAN LAKE Maya Plisetskaya, Nlcolai Fadeye
Director Z. Tulubyeva. Russian exchange film. 81
2/29/60.

February

ONCE MORE. WITH FEELING Technirama, Color. U
Brynner Kay Kendall. Producer-Director Stanley Do*.
Story about a concert conductor. 92 min. 2/15/4'

WHO WAS THAT LADY? Tony Curtis, Dean Mali,
Janet Leigh. Producer Norman Krasna. DireV
George Sidney. Curtis poses as an F.B.I, agent. 5

min. 1/18/40.

March
COMANCHE STATION CinemaScope, Color. RandWi
Scott. Nancy Gates. Producer-director Budd BoetticJ-..

A cowboy out for revenge. 74 min. 2/29/40.

OUR MAN IN HAVANA CinemaScope. Alec Guinrjs.

Burl Ives, Maureen O'Hara. Producer-Director Cbl
Reed. Drama of a vacuum cleaner salesman in Hav&.
107 min. 2/1/40.

April

BABETTE GOES TO WAR CinemaScope. Color. Bric'e

Bardot, Jacques Charrier, Producer Raoul J. Lj(.

Director Christian-Jaque. Bardot helps defeat Germ'/.
103 min. 2/29/40.

BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG Dick Clark. Michael I
Ian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Jerry Bresler. Direbr

May
ELECTRONIC MONSTER Rod Cameron Mary Mur /.

Producer Cohen-Levy. Director Tully. A mind maoe
in the hands of a murderer. 72 min. 4/4/40.

KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO CinemaScope, Color.
ert Taylor, Anne Aubrey. Producers Irving An,
Albert R. Broccoli. Director Richard Thorpe. EngiW
tights slave trade in Africa. 91 mm. 4/25/40.

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Math s

Producer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre da lh.

Hollywood film magnate becomes U.S. counter-spy 12

min. 4/11/40.

STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY, THE Guy Rolfe. Prodtr

Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Ritual murri
in India. 81 min. 5/23/40.

June

BATTLE IN OUTER SPACE Color. Ryo Ikebe, Leo d

Stanford. Producer Tomoyuki Tonaka. Director lno:ro

Honda. 90 min. 4/27/60.

MOUNTAIN ROAD, THE James Stewart. Lisa Lu. o

ducer William Goetz Director Daniel Mann. C.'l

fight across Burma. 102 min. 3/28/60.

MY DOG BUDDY Ken Curtis. Producer Ken CiU,
Director Ray Kellogg. A boy and his dog are pa i

77 min. 5/9/60.

12 TO THE MOON Ken Clark. Producer Fred b-

hardt. Director David Bradley. The first lunar flit.

July

STOP! LOOK' & LAUCH! Three Stooges Paul WSll
& Jerry Mahoney. Producer Harry Romm. Dir#
Jules White. Funny men romp. 78 min.

STRANGERS V/HEN WE MEET CinemaScope, (J
Kirk Douglas. Kim Novak, Ernie Kovacs Barbara W
Producer-director Richard C"' n e. Love triangle in jl

urbia based on Evan Hunter's best-seller. 117 I

6/6/60.

Prod !

August

NIGHTS OF LUCRETIA BORGIA Color. Belinda <*.

Jacques Sernas. Producer Gianni Hecht Lucari.pr

rector Pietro Francisci.

September

ALL THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd, Sidney P

Producer-director Hall Bartlett. U.N. forces tr.

behind enemy lines in Korea. 86 min.

AS THE SEA RAGES Maria Schell, Cliff Robe
Producer Carl Szkoll. Director Horst Hechler. >

among fishermen and islanders. 97 min.
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AUGUST SUMMARY
The August release slate has dropped

down to a rather sparse 19, but 20th

Century-Fox keeps right on going— it

now has seven films ready, to account

for almost half of next month's prod-

uct. Universal is second, with three

pictures, and Allied Artists, Paramount

and United Artists are tied at two re-

leases apiece. Columbia, M-G-M and

Warner Bros, each has slated one pic-

ture, while American-International has

not scheduled anything for August.

EMY GENERAL, THE Van Johnson. Jean Pierre

| nont. Dany Carrel. Producer Sam Katiman. Director

srqe Sherman.

}T AND SEXY CinemaScope. Color. Gina Lollo-

I g!da, Dale Robertson. Producer Milko Skofic. Di-

\ tor Reginald Denham.

Coming

VES OF NIGHT CinemaScope. Color. Cornel Wilde

n Wallace. Clif* Robertson. Producer Cornel Wilde,

tctor Paul Wendkos.

fIL AT 4 O'CLOCK, THE Spencer Tracy. Frank

atra. Marpassa Dawn. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Di-

tor Mervyn LeRoy.

>«IT GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope. Color. James
ren. Sandra Dee, Michael C*JI»n. Producer Jerry

tier.

NS OF NAVARONE. THE CinemaScope. Color,

•gory Peck, David Niven. Anthony Quinn. Producer
r\ Foreman. Director J. Lee Thompson.

VIM AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens. Victoria Shaw,
•ducer Charles H. Schneer. Director J Lee Thompson,
n biography of brilliant rocket scientist von Braun.

NO MAN WRITE MY EPITAPH Burl Ives. Shelley

inters, James Darren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan. Di-

Itor Philip Leacock.

t CinemaScope. Color. Cantinflas, Dan Dailey,

fflty Jones. Producer-director George Sidney.

PPHO. VENUS OF LESBOS CinemaScope, Color,
-win Mathews. Tina Louise.

NG WITHOUT END CinemaScope. Color. Dirk Bo-

de, Capucine. Producer WHIiam Goetz. Director
'dries Vidor. Musical biography of Franz Liszt. 141

K 7/11/60.

UPRISE PACKAGE Yul Brynner. Mitzi Gaynor. Pro-
'.er-director Stanley Donen.

WORLDS OF GULLIVER. THE Super Dynamation.
lor. Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow. Producer Charles
ineer. Director Jack Sher.

0 FACES OF DR. JEKYLL. THE Color. Paul Massie,
on Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
jenee Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
's classic.

ICKIEST SHIP IN THE ARMY, THE CinemaScope,
jlor. Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson. Producer Fred
tilmar. Director Richard Murphy.

December
SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON Buena Vistal Technicolor
John Mills Dorothy McGuire Producer William H
Anderson. Director Ken Annakin. Adaptation of Johann
Wyss Adventure classic.

Coming
LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim Davis Dan Magowan Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton, Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

CHASERS. THE Jacque Charrier. Charles Agnovour.
Director Jean-Pierre Mocky. Cynical yet engrossing
French import about youthful women-chasers 75 min
3/28.

DAY OF THE TRUMPET. THE [C. Santiago Film Organi-
ration Prod. I John Agar, Richard Arlan, till Phipps.
Producer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

DREAM MACHINE, THE (Amalgamated Prods.) Rod
Cameron, Marty Murphy. Peter tiling Producers Rich-
ard Gordon and Charles Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
gomery Tully.

GORGO (King Bros.) Technicolor. Wide screen. Bill
Travers, Vincent Winter. William Sylvester. Producer
Maurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

JAZZ ON A SUMMER'S DAY IGalaxy Attractions Inc.)
Louis Armstrong, Gerry Mulligan, George Shearing
Producer-director Bert Stern. Sights and sounds of the
Newport, R. I. annual iazz festival. 85 min. 5/9/40.

JUNGLE CAT IBuena Vistal Technicolor. Story of
animal life along the Amazon River.

LIGHT ACROSS THE STREET. THE IUMPOI Brigitte
Bardot, Raymond Pellegrin, Roger Piquat. Producer
Jacques Gauthier. Director Georges Lacombe. Drama.
A French husband and wife try to live without normal
sex relations, after the husband had a near-fatal acci-
dent. 76 min.

MICHAEL STROGOFF Color. CinemaScope. Curt Jur-
gens, Genevieve Page. Producer Jonn Spigler. Direc-
tor Carmine Gallone. Adventure classic. 115 min
6/6/60.

SILVER SKATES, THE (Buena Vista) Eastman Color.
Rony Zeander. Carin Rossby. Producer Walt Disney.
Director Norman Foster. Romantic fairy-tale taking
place by the Zuider Zee in 1850.

METRO-GOLDWYN -MAYER

September

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNI8ALS CinemaScope
MetroColor. Robert Wagner Natalie Wood Susan
Kohner. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Michael
Anderson. Drama involving four young people whose
paths cross in their search to find love. 122 min.

Coming

ANGEL WORE RED, THE Ava Gardner. Dirk Bogarde,
Joseph Cotten Producer Goffredo Lombardo. Director
Nunnally Johnson. Drama, during Spanish Civil War,
involving a priest and a beautiful dancer.

BEN HUR Panavision. Technicolor. Charlton Heston
Jack Hawkins. Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-

ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-

lical spectacle. 332 min. 11/23/59.

BUTTERFIELD 8 CinemaScope. MetroColor. Elizabeth
Taylor, Laurence Harvey. Producer Pandro S. Berman
Director Daniel Mann. Adaptation of John OHara's
novel.

CIMARRON CinemaScope. MetroColor. Glenn Ford
Maria Schell. Anne Baxter. Producer Edmund Grainger
Director Anthony Mann. Based on Edna Ferber's classic

novel.

GO NAKED IN THE V/ORLD CinemaScope. MetroColor.
Gina Lollobrigida, Tony Franciosa. Ernest Borgnine
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Ranald MacDou-
gail. Him version of a novel by Tom Chamales.

GORGO Eastman Color. Bill Travers. Will Sylvester.

Vincent Winter. Producers Frank and Maurice King.
Director Eugene Lourie. Adventure story of a monster
that virtually destroys London to rescue its off-spring

from captivi'.y.

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter. Pat Crowley.
Producer Kathryn Hereford. Director Phil Carson. Story
of a man threatened by a gang of hoodlums after he
is witness to a murder. 81 min.

MAGIC EOY. THE Eastman Color. Animated cartoon
depicting adventures of a little Japanese boy and girl

and their animal friends in 1ha mountain district of
Japan. 83 min.

VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED George Sanders. Bar-
bara Shelley. Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf
Rilla. Suspense drama with a science-fiction basis.

WHERE THE HOT WIND ELOWS Gina Lollobrigida.
Yves Montand. Producer-director Jules Dassin. From
Roger Vailland's best-selling novel of smoldering vio-

lence among people of primitive morals living in an
isolated Adriatic village.

PARAMOUNT

February

BIG NIGHT, THE Randy Sparks. Dick Foran. Venetia
Stevens. Anna Lee. Producer Vern Alves. Director Sid-
ney Salkow. Story of young people on the loose.

74 min. 2/29/60.

CIRCUS STARS Eastman Color. Oleg Popov. Vladimir
Durov. Director L. Kristy. Russian release distributed
by Paramount pursuant to agreement under the aus-
pices of the State Department. 67 min. 2/29/60.

JACK THE RIPPER Lee Patterson. Eddie Byrne. Betty
McDowall. Producer and Director— Robert S. Baker,
and Monty Berman. Joseph E. Levine exploitation spe-
cial. 85 min. 2/I5/60.

CHANCE MEETING Hardy Kruger. Micheline Presle.
Producer David Deutsch. Director Joseph Losey. Young
artist, accused of murdering his mistress, attempts to
prove his innocence. 96 min. 2/29/60.

March

HELLER IN PINK TIGHTS Technicolor. Sophia Loren.
Anthony Quinn. Margaret O Brien. Producers Carlo
Ponti and Marcello Girosi. Director George Cukor
Theatrical troupe's adventures in the old west. 100
min. 3/14/60.

NDEPENDENTS

February

ACK ORPHEUS (Orpheus Negro) (Lopert) Breno
llo, Marpessa Dawn. Lourdes de Oliveira. Producer

':ha Gordine. Director Marcel Camus. Film version
I the famous Greek legend of Orpheus and his ill-

led love for Eurydice. 95 min. 3/14/60.

JSBI IValiant) Jean Gabin, Jeanne Moreau. Pro-
»er Robert Dorfmann. Director Jacques Becker,
tion drama of the Paris underworld and its inhabi-
ts. 85 min.

S FOR A KILLER, A IValiant) Mylene Demongeot.
nri Vidal. Producer Michel Safra. Director Henri
tiewil. From James Hadley Chase's best-selling
liar. IK min.

|lDE IN A WHITE CAR ITrans-Lux) Marina Vlady.
loert Hossein. Odile Versois. Director Robert Hos-
n. Mystery dealing with the nocturnal escapades
two beautiful blonde French sisters. 87 min. 3/14/60.

BY TYLER (Buena Vista) Technicolor. Kevin Cor-
•an. Henry Calvin, Gene Sheldon. Producer Walt
ney. Director Charles Banton. Circus tale of a
[<away boy's adventures under the Big Top. 96 min.
18/60.

March
PRESSO BONGO [Continental Dist.) Laurence Har-
'. Sylvia Syms. Producer-director Val Guest. Based
the hit play by Wolf Mankowitz. 108 min. 4/25/60.

'ORD AND THE CROSS, THE IValiant) CinemaScope
lor. Gianna Maria Canale. Marisa Allasio. Director
ido Brignone. Story of the Roman persecution of
ly Christians.

April

)NAPPED IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Peter Finch,
nes MacArthur. Producer Walt Disney. Director
3*rt Stevenson. Adaptation of Robert Louis Steven-
's adventure classic. 97 min. 2/29/60.

SEMARY (Films-Around-the-World. Inc.) Nadia Tiller,
ter Van Eyck Producer Luggi Waldleitner. Director
If Theile. True story of post-war German prostitute
o made it." 105 min. 4/25/60.

June
VN OF ZORRO, THE IBuena Vista). Guy Williams
nry Calvin. Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-
ts Norman Foster and Lewis R. Foster. Srvash-
ckling hero saves old Los Angeles from tyrannical

Jnte. 91

Julv

February

THE LAST VOYAGE MetroColor. Robert Stack. Dorothy
Malone. Producer-Director Andrew L. Stone. Dramatic
story of the events which occur with sinking of an
ocean liner. 91 min. 2/1/60.

March
HOME F'ROM THE HILL CinemaScope. Metrocolor.
Robert Mitchum, Eleanor Parker. Producer Edmund
Grainger. Director Vincente Minnelli. Film version of
William Humph—v't nov.i ^=*ling with conflict be-
tween family. 150 min. 2/15/60.

April

PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES CinemaScope. Metro-

periences of N. Y. couple and their children. Ill min.
3/28.

May
PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney, Terry
Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military
academy. 93 min.

June

ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN, THE Cinema-
Scope. MetroColor. Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges. Pro-
ducer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Michael CurtVz.
Film version of Mark Twain's classic story of the Mis-
sissippi River. 107 min. 5/9/60.

GIANT OF MARATHON, THE Dyalscope. Color. Steve
Reeves. Mylene Demongeot. Producer Bruno Vailati.
Director Jacques Tourneur. Action-filled recreation of
the classic battle of ancient Greece. 92 min. 6/6/60.

SUBTERRANEANS, THE CinemaScope. Metrocolor.
Leslie Caron. George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed
Director Ranald MacDougall. Film version of Jack
Kerouac's novel. 89 min.

July

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope. MetroColor. Judy
Holliday, Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-
tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit.

127 min. 6/27/60.

THE DAY THEY ROEBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray. Elizabeth Sellars. Hugh Griffith. Producer
Jules Buck. Director John Guillermin. Suspenseful
action-thriller of a sensational robbery. 85 min.

August

LLYANNA (Buena Vista) Technicolor. Jane Wyman
hard Eagan. Producer Walt Disney. Director David
Swift. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller. 134 min 4/11/60

TIME MACHINE. THE Color. Rod Taylor, Alan Young.
Producer-director George Pal. Based on H. G. Wells'
story of a man who invents a machine which carries
him from the 19th century into an amazing world of

the future. 103 min.
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April

CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS Lilli Palmer, Sylvia Syms.
Yvonne Mitchell. Producer Betty E. Box Director Ralph
Thomas. Story of rescue operations of war orphans
imprisoned in concentration camps. 113 min. 3/14/40.

IN THE WAKE OF A STRANGER Tony Wright, Shirley

Eaton, Danny Green. Producer John Peninqton. Director
David Eady. Suspense drama concerning the dis-

appearance of the body of a murdered bookmaker.
49 min. 5/9/40.

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET Jerry Lewis, Joan Black-
man, Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog.
Screen version of the Broadway hit by Gore Vidal.

85 min. 2/15/40.

May
FIVE BRANDED WOMEN Van Heflin. Silvana Mangano,
Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis. Director
Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Nazis. 104 min.

4/1 1/40.

PRISONER OF THE VOLGA Eastman Color. John Derek,
Elsa Martinelli, Dawn Addams. Director V. Tour-
ieasky. Historical spectacle. 82 min. 5/9/40.

June
WALK LIKE A DRAGON Jack Lord, Nobu McCarthy,
James Shigeta. Producer-director James Clavell. Drama
set in the Old West dealing with the fight between
an American settler and a Chinese immigrant for the
love of an Oriental slave girl. 95 min. 4/4/40.

July

BELLBOY, THE Jerry Lewis. Aiex Gerry, Joan Tabor.
Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of a mute bellboy
at a Florida resort. 72 min.

RAT RACE. THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan. Drama of a career-seeking
saxophone player and a disillusioned showgirl. 105 min.
5/9/40.

TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT Eastman Color. Gordon
Scott, Jock Mahoney. Producers Sy Weintraub, Harvey
Hayutin. Director Robert Day. Famous king of the
untamed engages in more adventurous activities. 88
min. 4/27/40.

August
IT STARTED IN NAPLES VistaVision, Technicolor. Clark
Gable, Sophia Loren. Producer Jack Rose. Director
Mel Shavelson. An American lawyer goes to Italy to

get his orphaned nephew and falls in love with the
child's governess. 100 min.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh, Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles,
John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Story based on Inner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert
Bloch. 109 min. 4/27/40.

Coming
ALL IN A NIGHT'S WORK Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Shirley MacLaine, Cliff Robertson. Producer Hal Wal-
lis. Director Joseph Anthony. Pretty research assistant
for publishing empire suspected of blackmail plot
involving late boss.

BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim. Producer Raymond Eger. Direc-
tor Roger Vadim. Suspense drama based on story by
Paul Gallico.

BREATH OF SCANDAL, A Sophia Loren. Maurice
Chevalier John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti and
Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtiz. A sophis-
ticated story of the make-believe world of the Austro-
Hungarian court around 1904.

CINDERFELLA Technicolor, VistaVision. Jerry Lewis,
Ed Wynn, Anna Marie Alberghetti, Erin O'Brien. Pro-
ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin. Modern
version of the Cinderella fairy tale.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,
George Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

espianage drama.

G.I. BLUES VistaVision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley,
Juliet Prowse. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman
Taurog. Story of American soldiers in Germany.

ONE-EYED JACKS VistaVision, Technicolor. Marlon
Brando, Pina Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-
tor Marlon Brando.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY, THE VistaVision, Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire. Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter.
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-
boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

SAVAGE INNOCENTS Technirama, Technicolor. An-
thony Ouinn, Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray.

UNDER TEN FLAGS Technirama. Van Heflin. Charles
Laughton. Producer Dino DeLaurentis. Directors Duilio
Coletti and Silvio Narizzano. Drama of WWII.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Nancy Kwan, Michael Wilding, Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Richard Qulne. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and the Broadway play.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

February
SINK THE BISMARCK CinemaScope. Kenneth More.
Dana Wynter. Producer-director J. Bradbourne. Story
of the chat* and death of the German juggernaut by
the British Navy. 97 min. 2/1/40.

THIRD VOICE, THE CinemaScope. Edmund O'Brien,

Julie London. Producer-director H. Cornfield. Drama
of intrigue in a big city police station. 79 min.

2/1/40.

THREE MURDERESSES DeLuxe Color. Alain Delon,

Mylene Demongeot. Producer P. Gaetz. Director M.
Boisrond. Gay Gallic farce of three beauties in love

with the same man. 94 min.

March

CAN-CAN ITodd-AO) Color. Frank Sinatra, Shirley

MacLane, Maurice Chevalier. Producer Jack Cum-
mings. Director Walter Lang. Adaptation of Cole

Porter's brilliant musical success. 131 min. 3/14/40.

DOG OF FLANDERS, A CinemaScope, Color. David

Ladd Donald Crisp. Producer R. Radnitz. Director H.
Clark. Story of a boy and his dog. 94 min. 1/18/40.

WHEN COMEDY WAS KING Charlie Chaplin, Buster

Keaton, Laurel and Hardy. Producer Robert Youngson.

A compilation of the screen's best-loved comedians.
81 min. 3/14/40.

WIND CANNOT READ, THE DeLuxe Color. Dirk Bo-

garde, Yoko Tani. Producer Betty Box. Director R.

Thomas. Drama of taut intrigue and love in Burma dur-

ing WW II. 107 min. 2/29/40.

April

MASTER OF THE CONGO JUNGLE DeLuxe Color,

CinemaScope. Narrator—Orson Welles. Producer H.

Stock. Director M. De Roover. Story of life in the

Belgian Congo. 88 min. 1/18/40.

THIRTEEN FIGHTING MEN RegalScope. Grant Wil-
liams, Carole Mathews. Producer Jack Leewood. Di-

rector Harry Gerstad. Story of tensions and tragedy
when two rival patrols from North and South meet.
49 min. 3/28.

WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Ernie Kovacs, Margo Moore, Dick Shawn. Pro-
ducer-director Mervyn LeRoy. Gl operates a lavish
resort on a Pacific island. 124 min. 3/28.

May
CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson Welles,
Juliette Greco. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director
Richard Fleischer. Psychological thriller of dual iden-
tities. 97 min. 5/23/40.

FLAME OVER INDIA DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Ken-
neth More. Lauren Bacall. Producer M. Hellman. Di-
rector J. Thompson. Suspense melodrama set in India.
130 min. 4/25/40.

VALLEY OF THE REDWOODS CinemaScope. Lynn
Bernay, John Hudson. Producer Gene Corman. Di-
rector William N. Witney. Masterful and ingenious
crime drama set off in northern California. 43 min.
4/25/40.

June

BOBBIKINS CinemaScope. Shirley Jones, Max Bygraves.
Producer O. Brodney. Director Robert Day. Hilarious
family comedy. 89 min. 2/29/40.

OPERATION AMSTERDAM Peter Finch, Eva Bartok.
Producer M. Cowan. Director M. McCarthy. Based on
a novel by David E. Walker. 105 min. 4/11/40.

TWELVE HOURS TO KILL CinemaScope. Nico Minar-
dos, Barbara Eden. Producer John Healy. Director
Edward L. Cahn. Crime melodrama. 83 min. 5/9/40.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Montgomery
Clift, Lee Remick, Jo Van Fleet. Producer-Director
Elia Kazan. An elderly woman successfully fights the
Tennessee Valley Authority. 110 min. 4/4/40.

July

FROM THE TERRACE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Myrna Loy. Pro-
ducer-Director Mark Robson. Inside look at low morals
of upper class. 144 min. 7/1 1/40.

LOST WORLD, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Fer-
nando Lamas, Claude Rains, David Hedison, Jill St.

John. Producer-Director Irwin Allen. Adventure-fantasy
spectacle. 98 min. 7/1 1/40.

MURDER, INC. CinemaScope. May Britt, Stuart Whit-
man. Producer Burt Balaban. Director Stuart Rosen-
berg. Story of famed crime syndicate. 107 min. 7/1 1/40.

STORY OF RUTH, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Elana Eden, Peggy Wood, Stuart Whitman. Producer
Samuel G. Engel. Director Harry Koster. Story of the
biblical character. 132 min. 4/27/40.

TRAPPED IN TANGIERS CinemaScope. Edmund Pur-
dom, Genevieve Page. 74 min.

August

IDIOT. THE Y. Yakovlev. J. Borisova, N. Podgorny.
Director Ivan Pyriev. Russian exchange film in coop-
eration with the State Department, based on Dostoiev-
sky's novel. 122 min.

LET'S MAKE LOVE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Yves
Montand, Tony Randall. Marilyn Monroe. Producer
Jerry Wald. Director George Cukor.

ONE FOOT IN HELL CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Dolores Michaels, Don Murray, Alan Ladd. Producer
Sydney Boehm. Director James B. Clark.

SONS AND LOVERS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Ded
Stockwell. Trevor Howard, Wendy Hiller, Heathc
Sears. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jack Cardifl
Drama of passion and love in a Welsh mining cor
munity.

39 STEPS, THE Kenneth More, Taina Elg. The cultur

exchange production with the U.S.S.R.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Ray Stricklyi

Mary Anders, Willard Parker. Producer Jack Lei
wood. Director William Claxton. Story of the teenacj
life of the notorious outlaw. 73 min.

September

HIGH POWERED RIFLE CinemaScope. Willard Parke
Allison Hayes. 40 min.

October

AUSTERLITZ CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Lesli

Jack Palance, Gina Lollobrigida , Rosanno Brazzi, Vi

torio De Sica, Martine Carol. Director Abel Ganc

HIGH TIME CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Bing Crosb'
Fabian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Charles Bracket
Director Blake Edwards. Rich, older playboy goes bac

to college and learns a lot.

November

GO NORTH CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. John Wayn
Stewart Granger, Ernie Kovacs, Fabian, Capucine.
rector Henry Hathaway. Mail-order bride is brougl

to Alaska in gold rush days.

Coming

BIG GAMBLE, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Colo
Stephen Boyd, Juliette Greco, David Wayne. Product

Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Richard Fleischer.

CAPTAIN'S TABLE, THE John Gregson, Peggy
mins Donald Sinden, Nadia Gray. Producer Jose

Janni. Director Jack Lee. Delightful comedy abo
life aboard a pleasure cruiser. 90 min.

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Walter Wa
ger. Director Rouben Mamoulian.

FERRY TO HONG KONG Curt Jurgens, Orson Welle

Sylvia Syms. Producer George Maynard. Directc

Lewis Gilbert. Offbeat comedy-drama about a ei

tured tramp, a scheming captain, and their stran

alliance.

LEGIONS OF THE NILE Linda Cristal. Director Vi

torio Cottafavi. Spectacular historical melodrama.

MILLIONAIRESS. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Colo

Sophia Loren, Peter Sellers. Alastair Sim. Produce

Carlo Ponti. Director Anthony Asquith. Bernard

famous comedy.

SALAMMBO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Jacques Se

nas, Edmund Purdom. Colorful panorama based

Flaubert's famous story.

SEPTEMBER STORM CinemaScope, 3-D. Joanne Dr

Mark Stevens. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Directc

Byron Haskin. Unique underwater drama.

UPSAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Mylei

Demongeot, Michael Craig, Anne Heywood. Produc

Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Rowdy, rac

ragout of an impossible French baby-sitter. 101 mi

UNITED ARTISTS

February

ON THE BEACH Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner, Fr«

Astaire, Anthony Perkins. Producer-director Stanlf

Kramer. Film version of Nevil Shute's provocate

best-seller. 133 min. 12/7/59.

PUSHER, THE Kathy Carlyle, Felice Orlandi. Produce

Gene Milford and Sid Katz, Director Gene Milfor

Action drama. 81 min. 1/18/40.

TAKE A GIANT STEP Johnny Nash, Rudy Dee. Pr

ducer Jules L. Epstein. Director Phillip Leacock. Dran

of a negro teenager. 100 min. 12/7/59.

VICE RAID Mamie Van Doren. Brad Dexter. Produc

Robert E. Kent, Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action dranr

71 min. 2/29/40.

March

OKLAHOMA TERRITORY Bill Williams, Gloria Talbo

Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn.

min. Action drama. 47 min. 2/29/40.

April

BOY AND THE PIRATES, THE Color. Charles Herbei

Susan Gordon. Producer-director Bert I. Gordon. Fa

tasy-comedy. 82 min. 4/11/40.

THREE CAME TO KILL Cameron Mitchell, Steve Brodi

Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. ActK

drama. 70 min. 4/1 1/40.

UNFORGIVEN, THE Color. Burt Lancaster, Audr«

Hepburn. Producer James Hill. Director John Husto

Widescreen Western. 125 min. 4/11/40.

May
FUGITIVE KIND, THE Marlon Brando, Anna Magnan
Joanne Woodward. Producer Martin Jurow and Richaii

Shepherd. Director Sidney Lumet. Based on Tenness<

Williams' Broadway play. 119 min. 4/25/40.
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> 1AANT HOURS. THE James Cagney. Producer-Direc-

f Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval hero

Uniral Halsey. 115 min. 5/23/40.

OSE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis. Ted De Corsla

ducer Robert E. Kent Director Ed. L. Cahn. Ac-

4i drama. 49 min. 5/9/40.

MMER OF THE 17»h DOLL Ernest Borgnine, Anne
Jrter. Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film version

Ray Lawler's Broadway and London stage play. 93

June

kCUMBA LOVE Color. Ziva Rodann. William Well-

,kn, Jr.. June Wilkinson. Producer-Director Douglas

wl'ey. Voodoo and tropical romance in Brazil. 84

4/4/40.

JSIC BOX KID. THE Ronald Foster. Luana Patten,

ant Richards. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director

ftward L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.

July

ARTMENT, THE Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine.
'(d MacMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder. Ro-

.ntic comedy. 125 min. 5/23/40.

iGE OF EVIL Ronald Forster, Pat Blair. Producer
,bert E. Kent. Director Edward L Cahn. 70 min.

ST DAYS OF POMPEII, THE Color. CinemaScope.
teve Reeves Christina Kauffman. Producer Paolo

Mia. Director Mario Bonnard. 103 min. 4/27/40.

August

MER GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster. Jean
fnmons. Dean Jagger. Producer Bernard Smith. Di-

<ctor Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller.

E min. 7/11/40.

J PLACE TO RUN Producer Robert 6. Kent. Director

(ward L. Kahn.

September

GHT FIGHTERS, THE Robert Mitchum. Dan O'Herlihy.

.ine Heywod. Producer Raymond Stross. Director

Lylor Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion. 74 min.

UDS LONIGAN Christopher Knight, Venetia Steven-

rn. Producer Philip Yordan. Director Irving Lerner.

Ilm version of the James T. Farrel trilogy.

October

.AMO, THE ITodd-AO) Technicolor. John Wayne,
chard Widmark, Laurence Harvey. Linda Cristal.

'oducer-director John Wayne. Historic Western.

November

IHERIT THE WIND Spencer Tracy, Fredric March,
ene Kelly. Producer-director Stanley Kramer. Recre-
jion of famed Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925. 127

AGNIFICENT SEVEN, THE PanaVision, Color. Yul

ynner, Eli Wallach, Horst Buchholi, Steve McQueen.

j
oducer-director John Sturges. Based on the Japanese

|lm "The Seven Samurai."

December

(ODUS Color, PanaVision. Paul Newman. Eva Marie
bint, Peter Lawford. Producer-director Otto Premin-
er. Based on Leon Uris' novel.

Coming

DVISE AND CONSENT Producer-director Otto Prem-
ger. From Allen Drury best-seller about Washington

lolitics.

PPLE PIE BED Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director
lean Negulesco. Based on the novel "The Midwife
f Pont Clery" by Flora Sandstrom.

Y LOVE POSSESSED Director Robert Wise. Picturiza-

on of James Gould Cozzen's Pulitzer Prize winning
hvel.

ORCE OF IMPULSE Jeff Donnell, Robert Alda, Lionel

lampton, J. Carroll Naish. Producer Peter Gayle.
aul Swimmer. Tony Anthony.

LAD1ATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

LORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
ramer From Howard Fast's best-seller.

IAWAM Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-

on of James Michener's epic novel.

CITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Donna Anderson.
roducer Stanley Kramer. Director Paul Stanley.

IISFITS. THE Clark Gable. Marilyn Monroe, Montgom-
ry Clift. Producer Frank Taylor. Director John
luston. Comedy.

IME ON HER HANDS Ingrid Bergman. Anthony Per-

int. Producer-director Anatole Litvak. Filmization of

rancois Sagan's romantic novel "Do You Like Brahms?"

UNES OF GLORY Color. Alec Guinnes. John Mills,

roducer Colin Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Com-
dy-drama of the British postwar army.

WO FOR THE SEESAW Elizabeth Taylor. Director

•elbert Mann. Based on the Broadway stage success.

VAY WEST, THE James Stewart. Kirk Douglas. Burt

[ancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

VEST SIDE STORY Widescreen, Color. Producer-direc-
or Robert Wise. Filmization of Broadway musical,
eenagers in love and the problems they face.

UNIVERSAL I NT' L

January
HELL BENT FOR LEATHER Color and CinemaScope.
Audie Murphy, Felicia Farr, Stephen McNally. Pro-
ducer Gordon Kay. Director George Sherman. Out-
door adventure. 80 min.

February

FOUR FAST GUNS James Craig. Martha Vickers, Ed-
gar Buchanan. Producer William J. Hole, Jr. Drama
about the hiring of a town tamer who brought law
and order to the town of Purgatory. 73 min. 11/23/59.

March

TOO SOON TO LOVE Widescreen. Jennifer West
Richard Evans. Producer-director Richard Rush. Drama
of two teenagers in love and the problem they face.

85 min. 2/29/40.

April

SNOW QUEEN, THE Eastman Color. Art Linkletter,

Sandra Dee, Patty McCormack. Tommy Kirk. Producer
Robert Faber. Animal version of Hans Christian Ander-
sen fairy tale. 70 min. 12/7/59.

May
COSSACKS, THE Color, Widescreen. Edmund Purdom.
John Barrymore, Jr. Georgia Moll. Producer W.
Touriansky. Director Giorgio Rivalla. 113 min. 4/11/40.

OTHELLO Color. Based on Shakespeare's classic which
Is being released under the Russian cultural exchange
program. Producer Segire Yutkivich. Director M. Itina.

This is the story of the Moor and how his downfall was
plotted. 120 min. 3/28.

June

BRIDES OF DRACULA, THE Color. Peter Cushing, Mar-
tita Hunt, Yvonne Monlaur, Freda Jackson. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Horror
thriller. 85 min. 4/4/40.

HEAD OF A TYRANT Color, Widescreen. Massimo
Girotti. Isabelle Corey Renato Baldini, Lucia Banti.
Director Fernando Gerghio. Story of the annihilation
of the people of Central Asia in ancient times. 102 min.

5/23/40.

LEECH WOMAN, THE Coleen Gray, Grant Williams.
Gloria Talbot. Producer Joseph Gershenson. Director
Edward Dein. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving
drug and turns murderess. 77 min. 5/23/40.

July

DINOSAURUS CinemaScope. Deluxe Color. Ward Ram-
sey. Producer J. H. Harris. Director Irvin S. Yea-
worth Jr. Adventure spectacle of pre-historic mon-
sters. 85 min. 4/27/40.

FORTRAIT IN BLACK Eastman Color. Anthony Quinn,
Lana Turner, Sandra Dee. John Saxon. Producer Ross
Hunter, Director Michael Gardor. Adaptation of
Broadway play by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts. 112
min. 4/27/40.

August

BETWEEN TIME AND ETERNITY Lilli Palmer. Director

Arthur Maria Rabenal.

CHARTROOSE CABOOSE Eastman Color. Molly Bee,

Ben Cooper. Edgar Buchanan. Producer Stanley W.
Daugherty. Director William Reynolds. Comedy cen-

tered around a chartreuse caboose used for a home.
75 min. 4/27/40.

COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL Steve Allen, Jayne Meadows,
Walter Winchell. Mickey Shaughnessy. Cathy Crosby
Conway Twitty. Producer-director Albert Zuasmith.
Story of college prof's survey of tennagers with sur-

prising results.

September

SEVEN WAYS FROM SUNDOWN Color. Audie Murphy,
Barry Sullivan, Venetia Stevenson. John Mclntire. Pro-

ducer Gordon Kay. Director Harry Keller.

Coming

DAY OF THE GUN Color. Rock Hudson, Kirk Douglas,
Dorothy Malone, Joseph Cotton and Carol Lynley.
Producers Eugene Frenke, Edward Lewis. Director
Robert Aldrich.

GRASS IS GREENER, THE Technicolor and Technirama.
Cary Grant Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum, Jean
Simmons. Producer-Director Stanley Donen.

GREAT IMPOSTER, THE Tony Curtis, Edmond O'Brien,
Arthur O'Connell, Garry Merrill, Joan Blackman.
Raymond Massey. Producer. Robert Arthur. Director,
Robert Mulligan. Based on the life of Ferdinand
Demara.

MIDNIGHT LACE Color. Doris Day Rex Harrison. John
Gavin, Myrna Loy. Producers Ross Hunter Martin Mel-
cher. Director David Miller. Mystery set in England.

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE, THE Mickey
Rooney. Mamie Van Doren Fay Spain. Mel Torme.
Marty Milner, Tuesday Weld. Paul Anka, Cecil Kella-
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith.
Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people on a bus
are taken by a r>ar<»llel to the Garden of Eden and
it; t3r-,p 'aliens. 87 min.

ROMANOFF AND JULIET Color Sandra Dee John
Gavin. Producer-director Peter Ustinov.

SOS PACIFIC Pier Angeli. Richard Attenborough Eva
Bartok.

SPARTACUS Technirama Technicolor. Kirk Douglas.
Lawrence Olivier. Jean Simmons. Tony Curtis Charles
Laughton. Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis Direc-
tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
his undying love.

WARNER BROTHERS

February
RISE AND FALL OF LEGS DIAMOND. THE Ray Danton.
Karen Steele. Producer. Milton Sperling. Director
Budd Boetticher. The life of a notorious gangster of
the 1920 s. 104 min. 2/29/40.

March
GUNS OF THE TIMBERLAND Technicolor. Alan Ladd.
Jeanne Crain, Frankie Avalon Producer Aaron Spell-
ing. Director. Robert D Webb. An adventure drama
of lumbermen and their women. 91 min. 2/15/40.

THIS REBEL BREED Rita Moreno. Mark Damon Pro-
ducers William Rowland and Robert H. Yamin. Direc-
tor Richard L. Bare. A story of iuvenile delinquency.
93 min. 2/15/40.

THREAT, THE Robert Knapp, Lydia Lawson. Producer-
director Charles R. Rondeau. Suspense drama. 44 min.
3/28.

April

TALL STORY Technicolor. Anthony Perkins Jane
Fonda. Producer-director Joshua Logan. Romantic com-
edy based on Broadway stage hit by Lindsay and
Crouse. 91 min. 2/15/40.

May
SERGEANT RUTLEDGE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter,
Constance Towers. Producers Pat Ford and Willis Gold-
beck. Director John Ford. An unusual storv of iustice
in the post-Civil War west. Ill min. 4/25/40.

June

HANNIBAL Technicolor. Victor Mature. Rita Gam.
Producer Ottavio Poggi. Director Edgar G. Ulmer.
Adventure spectacle of the exploits of the celebrated
Carthaginian hero. 103 min. 4/27/40.

July

HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Color. Steve Reeves
Sylva Koscina. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director Pietro
Francisci. Sequel to "Hercules". 101 min. 4/4/40.

ICE PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton. Robert Ryan.
Carolyn Jones. Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferber's novel of
Alaska. 143 min. 4/27/40.

August

OCEAN'S ELEVEN Technicolor. Frank Sinatra. Dean
Martin, Sammy Davis, Jr.. Peter Lawford. Angie
Dickinson. Producer-director Lewis Milestone. A Las
Vegas story.

September
CROWDED SKY. THE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Rhonda Fleming. Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. Producer Mi-
chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drama
of modern aviation.

Coming
DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS, THE Technicolor.
Robert Preston. Dorothy McGuire, Eve Arden. Producer
Michael Garrison. Director Delbert Mann. Based on
William Inge's Broadway stage hit.

GIRL OF THE NIGHT Anne Francis. John Kerr, Lloyd
Nolan. Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Cates. From Dr. Harold Greenwald's social and psy-
choanalytical study "The Call Girl".

RACHEL CADE Technicolor. Angie Dickinson. Peter
Finch, Roger Moore. Producer Henry Blanke. Director
Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer's best-selling novel
of Africa.

SUNDOWNERS, THE Technicolor. Deborah Kerr, Robert
Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of the
Australian "out back country."

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-
lamy, Greer Garson. Producer Dore Schary. Director
Vincent J. Donehue From Schary's play about Franklin
D. Roosevelt.
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SCARLET DRESS

A WOMAN WHO
MIGHT BELONG
TO ANY MAN . .

.

but now she

alone held the
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city's hope and

a people's faith

. . . and the only

price she asked

was LOVE!
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Wkt Hey'te hiking About

In Hie Movie Business

' THE ALAMO* . John Wayne's mammoth "The
Uamo", which opens as a hard-ticket
ittraction in the Fall, was termed by
:he Film BULLETIN correspondent as
'definitely of roadshow calibre . " The

: first sneak of the sprawling produc-
tion (preview print ran 3 hours, 20
Qinutes) was held in Denver last
"riday before a host of United Artists
officials, Hollywood personalities and
nembers of the press. Some slow spots
nar the first half, but the film leads
ip steadily to the tremendous , cli-
nac tic battle sequence of approxi-
mately 40 minutes duration that was
described as being of "truly epic
proportions. " Producer-director-star
flayne indicated that he may cut about
15 minutes to tighten up the early
portions

.

0

DID MPAA RENEGE ? Reports have it that
(Pennsylvania exhibitors are miffed by
ithe failure of the MPAA to come up
with its share of the expenses in-
curred in the fight against the cen-
sorship law in that state. While the
[Johnston Office enthusiastically
'hailed the court decision, it is said
to have reneged on the $7500 promised
to the Pa. Association of Amusement
Industries

.

0

PHE ELECTIONS . How will the national
elections affect the motion picture
industry? A liberal, spending Demo-

cratic Administ ration is seen as a
boxof fice boon , as a possible source
of production subsidies, as sympathetic
to relaxation of the restrictive pro-
vision in the consent decrees against
theatre circuits entering production

—

all factors favorable to exhibition.

The film companies would prefer a

Republican Administration for the
simple reason that they would be safer
from any interference via anti-trust
actions

.

0

POST-' 48 SALE. Exhibitor feeling about
Warners' sale of post-'48 films to TV
generally is one of resignation rather
than alarm. It was regarded as a fore-
gone conclusion in knowledgeable
circles that, with the question of
talent participation in the proceeds
out of the way, the film companies
would open their post- '48 vaults.
Unable to stop the inevitable, exhibi-
tors are now hopeful for the lesser of
the evils—that the newer libraries
will be released to TV in a trickle ,

rather than as the pre-1948 product,
in a flood. For their part, the film
companies definitely incline toward
the gradual release pattern. They
learned a bitter lesson in dumping
their old oldies on the market in

wholesale lots, taking as little as an
average of $14,000 per picture. This
time most of the companies will keep
their own hands in the distribution to

TV, doling out the films to extract
maximum returns from the broadcasters.

0

WALD FUSS . The furore stirred up by
volatile producer Jerry Wald over
office space at the 20th-Fox Studio
will be smoothed over when Spy ros
Skouras arrives on the Coast this
week. Both men hold each other in high
esteem, and Wald, despite occasional
flare-ups, is basically happy in his
Fox association, which allows him free

production rein plus solid financial
backing.

0

DISNEY SWITCH . When Walt Disney's con-
tract with ABC expires next season it

is likely that he will switch to NBC,

and his programming on that network
will include showings, in color, of

old Disney features and sho rts .
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Newsmakers

WILLIAM GOLDMAN

He Whipped the

Censorship Forces

The censorship law enacted by the

Pennsylvania Legislature last year was

one of the most ominous and onerous

ever put on the statute books in the

U. S. It posed a serious threat to the

very existence of movie business in the

state.

While moans rose in some places, one

strong hand was lifted in Philadelphia

to strike down the punishing, inequit-

able measure that was hastily passed by

the nervous lawmakers last September to

appease the "blue nose" elements who
still control many ballots in the Penn-

sylvania hinterlands. That was the hand
of William Goldman, whose diligence

and acumen have stamped him as one
of the most respected theatremen in the

country. As he had done two years be-

fore in masterminding the successful

campaign for repeal of Philadelphia's

long-standing tax on movie admissions,

Goldman took the fight to the enemy.
He marshalled forces of the Pennsvl-

vania Association of Amusement Indus-

tries, of which he is president, employed
the law firm headed by Phila. Mayor
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Richardson Dilworth to forestall the

laws enforcement, and publicly de-

nounced censorship as an infringement

of the liberty and the property of the

motion picture industry. Twentieth

Century-Fox Corporation filed a similar

suit.

After lengthy deliberation— it took

Judge Walter R. Sohn three months

to write the 100-page opinion — the

Dauphin County Court last week hand-

ed down a decision so sweeping that it

not only killed the law, but may well

have established a powerful precedent

for other state courts now considering

similar pending bluenose legislation.

St. Louis-born Bill Goldman's rise in

the movie business offers ample indica-

tion of his tireless drive and determina-

tion, qualities that have lifted him to

the position of spokesman for all the

varied amusement businesses of an en-

tire state. It was from that vantage point

that he helped administer so severe a

thrashing to the censorship forces.

Goldman's theatrical venture, at the

age of 20, was an open-air theatre

under a circus tent, where he showed
one-reel films at an admission charge

of five cents. From that inauspicious

beginning, with no place to go but up,

up he went. He became associated with

the Skouras brothers, steadily expand-

ing his personal enterprises until, in

1927, Warner Bros. — then in theatre

business — persuaded him to take over

the operation of their large chain in

Fastern Penna., New Jersey and Dela-

ware. He worked for Warners as gen-

eral manager for six years, then struck

out on his own again. Starting with one

small house in Pottstown, Pa., in 1935,

independent Goldman withstood the

trials and travails of his trade and

slowly built up his organization. Today,

he owns 20 motion picture theatres in

Eastern Pennsylvania and two of the

Quaker City's most commodious legit-

imate showplaces.

Having poured so much of his en-

ergy and skills into a solid foundation

for his enterprise, Goldman was not

about to stand by and watch its very

| More NEWSMAKERS on Poge 18]

existence threatened by what he — and

his fellow exhibitors — considered

would be arbitarily administered con-

trol over his product. He called upon
the law firm of Dilworth, Paxon,

Kalish, Kohn and Dilks to hammer
away at the obviously vulnerable points

in the law that established a censor code

and created a three-member control

board to impose its judgment on what

Pennsylvanians shall see in movies.

The attack was most effective: the

entire court concurred in Judge Sohn's

opinion that the statute was uncon-

stitutional and inoperable. Employing

terms almost identical to those appear-

ing in the plaintiffs' briefs, Judge Sohn
noted, among other things, that the law

"seriously inhibits freedom of expres-

sion . . . establishes a prior restraint"

and is too vague.

Despite a seemingly relaxed stance on

the part of some interested parties—the

American Civil Liberties Union views

the decision as having nipped in the

bud a nationwide censorship trend —
the struggle is by no means over. One
vital test case, on "Don Juan", brought

by a Chicago exhibitor, is soon to be

argued before the U.S. Supreme Court.

In a recent telegram to Allied MPTO
of Western Pennsylvania, Lester Krie-

ger, secretary of the amusement indus-

try organization, cautioned against

regarding the case as "final victory",

in light of the "pressure for enactment

of a new censorship bill in the next

session of the legislature as well as the

probability of an appeal . .
" Already,

Attorney General Anne X. Alpern has

declared her intention to appeal the

county ruling to the state's appellate

courts, and higher, if necessary.

Eric Johnston terms the Dauphin

Court ruling "a most significant ad-

vance in the continuing fight to main-

tain freedom of the screen". No one

realizes the need to keep fighting

against censorship more than that

doughty battler who helped win the

crucial first round in Pennsylvania,

William Goldman. He will be found

in the center of the ring during the

entire fight.
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Ted Leitzell, the indefatigable prop-

agandist for Zenith's over - the - air

Phonevision system of subscription

television, has just sent out a booklet

entitled "Eighteen Questions and

Answers about Subscription TV in

Hartford." The Connecticut city is to

be the location of a feevee experiment.

The Leitzell booklet is a collector's

item. Rarely have the true aims of toll-

vision been more explicitly stated, and

rarely has the phony feevee pitch been

more obvious.

The first question, for example, asks

what feevee will mean for the sub-

scriber. The answer is that he will

"see premieres of Class A Hollywood

motion picture features now seen only

in theatres," as well as first nights of

new Broadway productions, "experi-

ence the excitement of the opening of

a grand opera season" and so forth.

You may wish to ask Mr. Leitzell at

this point whether he wants to bet on

it, particularly on that grand opera bit.

But wait. In the next answer, we are

told that "Arrangements are now being

considered by Hollywood's top studios

for bringing to Hartford via subscrip-

tion TV the best of new, motion pic-

tures—feature films of the calibre of

'Ben Hur,' 'Can-Can,' and 'From the

Terrace.' Broadway producers of musi-

cals, and serious dramatic offerings be-

lieve that subscription television can

bring about a new era for theatre lovers

and are currently making plans to bring

Broadway shows—productions of the

quality of 'Sound of Music' and 'Ander-

sonville Trial' — to Hartford sub-

scribers." And so forth.

The phrasing of these "promises" de-

serves attention. Note that they talk

about films "of the calibre" of "Ben

Hur" and stage shows "of the quality"

of "Sound of Music." If this isn't a

deliberate effort to mislead people into

thinking "Ben Hur" and "Sound of

Music" are already scheduled for Hart-

ford feevee, it is certainly careless

phrasing.

It is worth pointing out that the toll-

vision test in Etobicoke, Canada, is

offering a rather steady diet of second-

run movies, incidentally, although it

too was full of the same kind of ad-

vance visions of "premieres" and "first

nights."

Movie men may also be somewhat

puzzled as to how a spectacle like

"Ben Hur" will look on a 21 -inch

screen; but then the Phonevision book-

let didn't say they would play "Ben

Hur" at all.

It is when we get to the question

and answer about program costs,

though, that the full import of Phone-

vision's golden vision becomes discerni-

ble. "Even those with a minimum bud-

get for entertainment can afford sub-

scription TV," says the booklet, "since

it would enable families of moderate

means to enjoy more quality entertain-

ment than is now feasible at high box

office rates." Comparing feevee's pro-

jected rate schedule with the cost "when

a family with two children attends a

downtown first-run movie theatre in

Hartford . . . including transportation

and parking," the feevee booklet says

that "With subscription TV, this family

could enjoy as many as four movies at

home for the cost of one evening out."
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That's the pitch. Don't go to the

movies; patronize the cash box in your

liv ing room.

Compare this with the comment
about existing free television. "Sub-

scription programming will be in addi-

tion to what you already see in Hart-

ford . . . Subscription TV will make
your television set more valuable by

bringing you the economy and con-

venience of great box office entertain-

ment in your home."

In other words, you can always switch

to the free channels; you just don't

have to go out to the movies any more.

To spell out this point, the last para-

graph in the booklet says that while

feevee will be broadcast "for a few

hours each day, "when we go on the

air with subscription programming, we
will continue to devote the major share

of our broadcasting day to sponsored

and sustaining non-subscription pro-

grams at no cost to the viewer."

Here we have it. While Telemeter

has been claiming that feevee has had

no effect and will have none on theatre

business, Phonevision is telling its po-

tential customers they won't have to

go to the box office any more—"four

movies at home for the cost of one

evening out."

While Telemeter has been running

sub-run movies, Phonevision is promis-

ing premieres of films "like" the unique

"Ben Hur" and stage shows "like" the

equally unique "Sound of Music."

Hartford is not too far from another

Connecticut city named Bridgeport.

Bridgeport is famous as the home of

P. T. Barnum, to whom is ascribed the

immortal saying that "There's a sucker

born every minute." If, in his abode

of eternal rest, Phineas T. Barnum
could read the Phonevision booklet, he

would doubtless feel that he had died

too soon. Feevee must certainly be

counting on the accuracy of Mr. Bar-

num's sucker count.

Who you kidding, Mr. Leitzell?

| More VIEWPOINTS on Page 12]
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By Philip R. Ward

THE NEW ART OF SURVIVAL (continued). The economic

renaissance of the film companies, a small but widening patch

of light against the long shadow of the past ten or more years,

owes itself to four main causes:

a) Explosive reassertion of marked-down assets.

b) Reduction of shares through open market purchases.

c) Active diversification within and without entertainment.

d) Success of the so-called "hard ticket" shows.

Asset values have become a present day shibboleth. In assess-

ing a given motion picture situation, investment theorists now

incline toward dismissing the profit sheet almost entirely. Show

me the balance sheet and I will show you the way, say they.

In film libraries and real estate holdings, long carried on the

books at minimal sums, appears to dwell the hidden molecular

energy to power a film firm half way to Golconda. In Holly-

wood's industrial cemeteries the dead, dry bones of hundreds of

unremembered films are dancing like quicksilver. In all com-

merce, there has seldom been anything to match the Second

Life earnings potential that Hollywood's total output, from the

very advent of talkies, bids to realize.

0

Warner Brothers is a prime exponent of the survival tech-

nique, based on the dramatic regeneration of absurdly but

properly marked down asset values. So, too, is Paramount

Pictures (discussed in the preceding issue). The idea is to engi-

neer a marked contrast between depreciated book value of assets

and fair market value. This comes about, in the instance of

the old films, as a result of TV's lip-smacking appetite for the

celluloid. Helping brighten the already delicious prospect

are the low capital gains rates.

Sometimes, asset explosions are based on diversification

activities, i.e. Paramount practice of showing non-theatrical

holdings and acquisitions at figures far less than real value.

As a consequence, a huge excess builds inexorably as between

reported book value and reasonable or actual market value.

Couple this stratagem with the repurchase of shares in the

open market, a program designed to tighten the capital base

and thus spread equal or higher earnings over fewer shares,

driving up per share earnings, increasing book value and hypo-

ing stock prices through open market operations or tenders.

This for the most part is a capsule survey of the Non-Opera-

tional Survival Technique. For a more balanced approach to

the same end, namely a design to stay afloat, employing opera-

tional procedures—that is to say, utilizing film production

activ ities which, it is said, is the basic business of the film com-

panies—we cite a case study from a recent Investment Letter

of Sutro Bros. & Co. (NYSE). The discussion concerns M-G-M:

"Sparked by the overwhelming acclaim accorded its Academy
Award winning 'Ben Hur,' earnings currently are in a pro-

nounced uptrend, which should continue well into 1961. For

the year ending August 31, I960 it is estimated that profits of

$3.75 per share or more will be reported, and tentative pro-

jections place the following fiscal year's results in the vicinity

of $5.00. Television activities, which include the licensing of

pre- 1949 MGM feature pictures and short subjects, along with

production and sale of TV filmed programs and commercials,

are also important. For example, during the 40 weeks period

ended this past June 9th, MGM grossed slightly more than $9

million from the leasing of pre-1949 feature films and shorts;

to TV stations, and approximately $1.9 million for filmed

shorts and commercials produced directly for television.

"At present, the company's pre-1949 inventory includes

about 700 films; in addition, there are about 400 post- 1949

films in the library valued at $25 million, which have not yet

been released.

"Not to be overlooked in terms of the benefits on per share

statistics is the trend within the industry to purchase in the

open market its own shares in recognition of the undervalua-

tion given in many cases to going market prices versus real

book value. In MGM's case, it is significant to note that

160,000 shares of common have been repurchased during the

last twelve months, with the current number of common shares

outstanding now totaling approximately 2.5 million.

"On the basis of current earning power, Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer at present price levels appears to represent attractive

value and in view of its leading position offers, in our opinion,

the best means of representation in the industry on a film pro-

duction basis. Adding to the nearer term appeal of this issue

is the probability that some increase in the present 30c quarterly

dividend rate will be forthcoming shortly."

0

And it may be added that contributing to the stock's near,

and long term appeal is the $50 million which management has

earmarked for the year's production slate of 22 films, some of

which, two or three perhaps, may be in the hard ticket cate-

gory; they will be spectaculars at the very least. These include

"Mutiny on the Bounty," "Cimarron," "King of Kings," "The

Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."

It should be asserted that the M-G-M Survival Plan does not

overly indorse TV traffic in post-1949 films. In fact, most

indications point to the contrary. From a purely investment

standpoint, however, the mere existence of the backlog, coupled

with an earnings projection of between $50 to $60 million for

its pre- 19^9 inventory, fortifies Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as stout-

l\ is any filmdom eritry on the board.
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HIGHTIME

MAN • JOANNE WOODWARD in FROM THE

o-starring MYRNA LOY featuring Ina Balin

and Directed by Mark Robson • Screenplay

Lehman • CinemaScope • Color by DeLuxe

BING CROSBY • FABIAN • TUESDAY WELD • NICOLE

MAUREY in HIGH TIME • Produced by Charles Brackett

Directed by Blake Edwards • Screenplay by Tom Waldman

and Frank Waldman • Based on a story by Garson Kanin

CinemaScope '• Color by DeLuxe

SONS AND LOVERS starring TREVOR HOWARD • DEAN

STOCKWELL • WENDY HILLER • MARY URE • HEATHER

SEARS • Directed by Jack Cardiff • Screenplay by

Gavin Lambert and T.E.B. Clarke • Cinemascope

Go-Round

orth
TO ALASKA

' • DON MURRAY • DAN O'HERLIHY in ONE
ELL co-starring DOLORES MICHAELS • BARRY

jced by Sydney Boehm • Directed by James B.

eenplay by Aaron Spelling and Sydney Boehm

>e • Color by DeLuxe

SUSAN HAYWARD • JAMES MASON • JULIE NEWMAR in

MARRIAGE-GO-ROUND • Produced by Leslie Stevens and

Stanley Colbert • Directed by Walter Lang • From the

Broadway comedy hit by Leslie Stevens • CinemaScope

Color by DeLuxe

JOHN WAYNE • STEWART GRANGER • ERNIE KOVACS

FABIAN also co-starring CAPUCINE in NORTH TO

ALASKA • Produced and Directed by Henry Hathaway

CinemaScope Color by DeLuxe

S rollmJWIhrough '60 and '61!



Hard To See

The other week-end my wife and I went to a vacation area

drive-in to see a picture generally considered one of the best

of current vintage. It is in black-and-white, usually. The night

we saw it, it was in black and gray.

The management of the drive-in took cognizance of this fact.

Right before the feature went on, a voice on the p.a. system

told the audience that unfortunately the print the theatre had

received was "rather dark" and that therefore some sequences

of the picture might be hard to see. This was the understate-

ment of the year.

What interested me about this occurrence was that the theatre

did not receive a single complaint. Nobody left during the

show. Nobody apparently felt sufficiently let down to demand

their money back. And yet, to be blunt about it, they were

cheated. When you pay money to see a picture and you cannot

see it properly you are being rooked. The theatre had said

nothing about a bad print until the patrons were inside, money

paid, and their appetites had been whetted with a parade of

short subjects. But the customers remained. The pulling power

of a good picture, even with poor visibility, is an awesome

thing. I find myself wondering, nevertheless, whether in the

long run this kind of thing is good for the industry. Won't
these patrons, if bad pictorial quality continues at the drive-in,

become somewhat disenchanted?

It seems to me that now—not tomorrow but now—is the

time for a major industry effort to improve outdoor projection

quality. I do not mean to imply that the fault or the responsi-

bility is exclusively the drive-in's. The distributor who serviced

this particular print to the theatre was at least as culpable as

the exhibitor. And I would go so far as to suggest that the

producer and director who chose the extreme low key for the

photography might well have given some thought to the diffi-

culties their dark scenes were going to create.

0 0

It becomes increasingly clear when you speak to the produc-

tion executives of Hollywood that they are determined, in the

words of one notable leader, "not to make the same mistake

twice about television." It is the almost unanimous scuttlebutt

in the film capital that every company, without exception, is

poised to jump into pay television with both feet. "If we
don't," said one would-be jumper to this columnist the other

day, somebody else will. We can't stop Pay TV by refusing
to sell it pictures, even if we were so inclined; they'd just buy
product elsewhere and we'd be left out."

This is the kind of thinking that raises as many dangers as

it seeks to prevent, I believe. It is a menace because it is incom-
plete. What the tollsters want to do is to take theatrical pic-

tures and sell them on the home tube, in direct competition
with theatres which offer the same run of product. As far as
I can gather, nobody in Hollywood is trying to devise a dijjtr-

etrt kind of product for Pay TV, which might supplement rather
than directly compete with theatre material.

There is, of course, a major flaw in the Hollywood thinking

This flaw is the assumption that Pay TV can succeed withoi

them anyway, so they might as well join it.

Pay TV, if it ever does succeed, will depend on Hollywocl

for the routine fare between its lucrative special presentatiotl

—a week of movies to keep the lines alive until the big priz

fight, for example. Without that week of movies, Pay T
would be forced to try to sell exactly the same kind of pr»j

grams people now get free on existing television.

What Hollywood ought to be thinking about is how it ca
;

protect its existing markets while developing new market

Its existing markets happen to be the two areas most grave!

threatened by tollvision, theatres and free television.

Maybe Pay TV could succeed without Hollywood. I doul

it. Hollywood has proven it can succeed without Pay TV. Bi

if, nevertheless, Hollywood chooses to become the chief su]

plier for a vast coin-box-in-the-parlor network, there is n

reason why theatre films should be the ingredients. Let tr|

creative minds of the film capital come up with a new motio

picture form for Pay TV, different in length and in substanc;

and in technique from the theatre film. They ultimately di

this in free television; they have the know-how.

And above all, let Hollywood remember that there is nothin
j

sillier than killing a golden goose just to make room for ajl

uncertain egg to hatch.

0 0
As I write these lines I am looking at an advertisement ft l

the saturation booking of "Hercules Unchained" in the Ne !

York area. It is a hard-sell ad and a good one. Joe Levir

certainly cannot be accused of sneaking the picture in. Bi

what puzzles me is that a "2nd new hit" is also on the bil

You have to look closely to notice the fact, but it's there.

Now, what in the name of tarnation is that second featur I

doing on the program? Certainly it isn't there to attract cu t

tomers. If it had any draw at all, it would be more prom

nently mentioned. Is it merely cheaper to book a second featui

than to offer selected short subjects? Why must a pictui

which needs no partner be dualed with a weak little offering •

Why are we still in the hitchhiking age? In my own famil

which may not be typical but certainly reflects the tastes < 1/

many moviegoers of my acquaintance, the weak little secon I

feature acts as a deterrent.

I am not arguing against all double features. Often two pi' ijh

tures complement each other and add additional marque h
value. But if "Hercules Unchained" needed that kind of hel]

it certainly wouldn't get it from the kind of film with whic |i

it has been booked in the New York area.

Everybody in the film business knows about the all toII

common practise of pairing a strong film with a bottom-oil^

the-barrel offering as a means of getting some revenue for th
j

latter. That kind of practise may appeal to an accountant, bi ..

it certainly should be anathema to the showman. It serves :|l v

a reckless kind of "insurance" that no matter how bad a pii I

ture may be, it can always be foisted on an uninterested publ

as the lower half of a double bill. Nobody stops to think th; 1

1

while the good picture brings people into the theatre, the ba

picture may be keeping other people out.

The movie business is not exactly like the glove business, l!

you buy a good pair of gloves and a cheap pair comes aloni I

with them at no extra charge, this is no imposition on the On!
tomer. You can keep the cheap gloves, tbrow them away d

j

do what you like with them, without inconveniencing yoursel

in the least. But when you buy a ticket to a good picture-i <

one you want to see—and have to sit through another pictur:

that you have no desire to see, then your time is being wastet

The "2nd new hit" thrown in is not a bonus, but a penalty.

Let's have a little more confidence, fellows. If a picture is

strong attraction on its own, why not sell it on its own?
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In a devastating decision, the three

judges of Dauphin County Court

blasted Pennsylvania's new motion

picture censorship law off the state's

statute books, declaring it "so vague

and indefinite as to be inoperable and

therefore invalid". Following are the

highlights of the decision in the suit

brought by William Goldman Theatres,

Inc. and 20th-Fox Film Corporation.

On March 13, 1956, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania held

to be unconstitutional the Motion Picture Censorship Act of

May 15, 1915, P.L. 534, as amended by the Act of May 8, 1929,

P.L. 1655. After that date and until September 17, 1959 Penn-

sylvania had no Motion Picture Censorship Act. On that date

the Governor of the Commonwealth approved Act 538 of the

1959 Session of the Legislative which was entitled

"An act relating to motion picture films, reels, or stere-

opticon views or slides; providing a system of listing the first

showing of each film reel or view and a system of registration

of exhibitors, sellers, lessors and users of films, reels or views;

disapproval of films, reels or views which are obscene or

unsuitable for children and of advertising matter used in con-

nection therewith; imposing powers and duties upon the

Pennsylvania State Board of Motion Picture Control; and pro-

viding penalties for the violation of this act."

On November 9, 1959 William Goldman Theatres, Inc., and

Pennsylvania Association of Amusement Industries, by William
GoldmanTheatres, Inc., Trustees Ad Litem, as plaintiffs, filed a

Complaint in Equity against Peter T. Dana, Mae M. Bergin and
Ira C. Sassaman, individually and as members of Pennsylvania

State Board of Motion Picture Control, defendants, seeking to

have said Act declared to be unconstitutional and void on its

face in that it deprives the plaintiffs, and all others in the class

affected along with the plaintiffs, of their rights of freedom
of expression and communication contrary to the provisions of

the First and Fourteenth Amendments of the Constitution of

the United States and Article I, Section 7 of the Constitution of

of Pennsylvania. The complaint also asks us to find the Motion
Picture Control Act to be unconstitutional and void on its face

because it deprives the plaintiffs of their liberty and propertv

without due process of law contrary to the provisions of the

Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States and of their inherent and indefeasible rights of enjoying

liberty and of acquiring, possessing and protecting property

contrary to the provisions of Article I, Section 1 of the Consti-

tution of Pennsylvania.

FROWN ON CENSORSHIP

In approaching a decision in this case it must be said that no
matter what our sympathies or personal feelings may be toward
the purpose of the framers of the Motion Picture Control Act.

and that recognition of the protection of the public, and espe-

cially children, must always be deemed one of our paramount
considerations, nevertheless, we are likewise bound by the

decisions of our Pennsylvania appellate courts and the highest

court in the land, the United States Supreme Court. The tend-

ency of all the recent decisions is to frown on censorship of

COURT

EXPLODES

MOVIE

CENSORSHIP

LAW
PENNA. MEASURE CALLED

INOPERABLE' AND INVALID'

practically even kind and description. We must examine the

terms of the Act, therefore, in the light of these decisions.

We will now discuss the constitutional background of this

case.

In Burstyn v. Wilson, 343 U. S. 495, 502 (1952), the

United States Supreme Court held that:

".
. . Expression by means of motion pictures is included

within the free speech and free press guarantee of the First

and Fourteenth Amendments."
In addition to this the Court also said, at page 502:

"It cannot be doubted that motion pictures are a significant

medium for the communication of ideas. They may affect pub-

lic attitudes and behavior in a variety of ways, ranging from
direct espousal of a political or social document to the subtle

shaping of thought which characterizes all artistic expression.

The importance of motion pictures as an organ of public

opinion is not lessened by the fact that they are designed to

entertain as well as to inform."

Following the Hallmark decision, the Supreme Court of the

United States, in two criminal obscenitv prosecutions. Roth r.

United States and Albert v. California, 354 U. S. 476 (1957),

held that obscenity, which was conceded to exist by the appel-

lants in those cases, was not constitutional!) protected. How-
(Continued on Page 19)
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Censorship
Wounded - -

But Not Dead!
The industry must regard the sweep-

ing court decision on the Pennsylvania

censorship law not as a final victory,

but as merely the first round in what

promises to be a bitter struggle.

There is little doubt that, predicated

on this ruling, the censor forces will

regroup their efforts in an attempt to

circumvent the legal obstacles thrown

in their path by the Dauphin County

Court. The law establishing a censor-

ship code and a control board was, in

the court's opinion, "so vague and in-

definite as to be inoperable and there-

fore invalid." Yet already the state's

Attorney General has promised to take

an appeal as high as the U.S. Supreme

Court, if necessary.

What fosters this bold assurance in

the face of so devastating a defeat is

the knowledge that the "bluenoses" are

an extremely powerful force in Penn-

sylvania politics. There was little doubt

in legal circles even when the bill was

being drafted that it was one of the

most poorly constructed measures ever

offered up by lawmakers anywhere. But

it passed through the state legislature

with only one dissenting vote! Censor-

ship, it seems, will always be a political

football.

With that jolting bit of history to

serve as a warning, it is quite obvious

that the industry must remain ever

alert to the dangers inherent in the

concept of censorship. Measures to

control movies are slated for considera-

tion in other states, and if they also

are to be defeated, we all must be on

constant guard.

As Charles E. McCarthy, executive

secretary of COMPO, put it: "While

everybody in the industry has reason

to be delighted by the court's decision.

the case does not end there . . . Exhibi-

tors should be on the watch for such

activity and be ready to fight all pro-

posed legislation that has for its ob-

jective any curtailment of the screen's

freedom of expression."

Censorship may have been wounded

by the Pennsylvania decision—but it's

far from dead.

Two Osvav
Proposals

Allied Theatre Owners of New Jer-

sey made two proposals at its annual

convention concerning the Academy

Awards show—one deserving of seri-

ous consideration, the other extremely

fallacious in its reasoning.

The organization suggested that if

the industry maintains its decision to

discontinue sponsorship of the telecast,

producers "individually purchase" the

television times for their own use. They

could, it was offered, advertise their

current and futue releases, thereby

taking advantage of a "golden oppor-

tunity to reach the millions of people

who watch this program."

This idea is basically a sound one, in

that it recognizes the fact that nowhere

else will so vast an audience be avail-

able for the selling of motion pictures.

As we have recommended on this page

in the past, the industry has been over-

looking an excellent showcase in not

showing trailers of upcoming films on

Oscar night. MPAA's cancellation of

sponsorship may very well prove the

necessary spur to producers to pitch to

the biggest trailer audience of them all.

The second New Jersey resolution

called upon the Academy of Motion

Picture Arts and Sciences "to change its

qualifications for the Academy Awards

so that only pictures in general release

will be eligible." Hard-ticket, or road-

show, attractions would be considered

ineligible. The reasoning behind the

suggestion — the general moviegoing

public do not get to see many of the

reserved-seat pictures nominated for

Awards until after a long first run—is

specious because the purpose and intent

of the Academy Awards is to give

Oscars for quality—and nothing else.

The prestige of the entire industry

would suffer if the Jersey plan were to

be adopted. If a deserving picture is

bypassed for an Award because it is

not in general release, and a second-

best film chosen, the public will lose

its faith in the validity of the Awards.

The winning film should be the best

film.

Hetp Out*

Hospital
A strong effort is being made this

year to enlist the participation of 8,000

theatres and drive-ins in the annual

Will Rogers Memorial Hospital and

Research Laboratories drive. According

to fund raising and finance chairman

Eugene Picker, "It is imperative that

we have the help of that many theatres,

for our goal this year must necessarily

be one million dollars."

Some S600,000 is needed, and already

committed for the new R.
J.

O'Don-

nell Memorial Laboratories and for

new housing for the residential staff.

The remaining S400,000 is for regular

operating costs. The distributor and

exhibitor chairmen in the exchange

cities are off to a fast start in the audi-

ence collection and Christmas salute

campaign. They deserve all the finan-

cial assistance every member of our

industry can afford to give.

The Hospital and Laboratories are

devoted to the movie people. One mil-

lion dollars is reasonable acknowledg-

ment for iuch tireless service.
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"Ocean's 11" Tailoi

&U4iHC44 IZoUh? GOO PIUS

Sinatra tops blockbuster cast in this fast-moving comedy
melodrama that should roll up big grosses everywhere.

Warner Brothers' "Ocean's 11" is an entertainment block-

buster of the first order. Loaded with one of the most talented

and marquee-powerful casts of all time and running the gamut

from broad to tongue-in-cheek humor to drama and suspense,

this Dorchester production gives every indication of becoming

one of the colossal moneymakers of the season. It just can't

miss piling up tremendous grosses in all markets.

Moviegoers of all tastes will be attracted, primarily because

of its stellar cast, headed by Frank Sinatra, one of the most

potent audience inducers of our day. He is adventurous Danny

Ocean, an ex-World War II Commando who lives and loves

by his wits, and successfully pulls off the masterful caper of

holding up five famous Las Vegas gambling casinos on New
Year's Eve. Assisting him in the operation and on the marquee

are ten of his former war buddies, the most notable being,

Dean Martin, Sammy Davis, Jr., Peter Lawford and Richard

Conte. Also involved in the heistful doings are suave Cesar

Romero, comedian Joey Bishop and character actor Akim Tam-

iroff. The diverse female roles are handled by Angie Dickinson,

Sinatra's estranged wife, Patrice Wymore, one of his attractive

girl friends and Ilka Chase, Lawford's oft-married millionairess

mother. And to top things off, there are cameo appearances by

Red Skelton, George Raft, Shirley MacLaine and veteran cow-

boy star Hoot Gibson.

The production itself is equally as impressive. A plush, lush

and dazzling on-location Technicolored-Panavision tour of

glamorous, romantic, mystical Las Vegas, the famous never-

go-to-sleep wonderland of beautiful women, hustling men,

glittering neon, champagne-loaded nightclubs and get-rich-

quick casinos. Nelson Riddle has composed a light and breezy

backgrcund score quite in keeping with the happenings, and

Sammy Cahn and James Van Heusen have w hipped up a couple

of plea,ant songs delightfully crooned by Martin and Davis.

Finally, there's the Harry Brown-Charles Lederer screenplay,

a cleverly written, though not very deep affair, enhanced bv

sparkling dialogue, a host of personality conflicts and a sus-

pensefully executed robbery complete with an ironic and sur-

prise ending.

Exhibitors can count on all the above factors plus energetic

word-of-mouth as guarantees for solid boxoffice returns.

Producer-director Lewis Milestone has done a masterful job

keeping his large and colorful cast of exciting and versatile per-

sonalities in check, while guiding his story along with a fine

touch of the satirical and the dramatic. The 127-minute run-

ning time could have benefitted from some prudent scissoring,

but thanks to Milestone's slick and agile handling nothing ever

really bogs down. He uses his camera colorfully, sweeping the

viewer in and out of famous casinos and hotels, bowling alleys

and burlesque palaces, while skillfully integrating each of the

performers into his or her essential slot in the scheme. The

[More REVII

d To Popular Taste

Sinatra's II Plan Las Vegas Caper.

robbery itself is a wonderful combination of seat-gripping ex-

citement and comic relief.

Sinatra is as cocky and cool as he can be in a role audiences

have come to identify him with. The danger-lover who maps

out the perfect crime, he can brush off a dame, toss down a

glass of whiskey and fast-talk his way out of any situation with

equal agility. Martin provides the perfect touch of carefree

charm as a cocktail lounge piano player who hesitantly goes

along with the caper; Lawford is all playboy; Conte adds a note

of seriousness as a master electrician recently released from

prison because of an incurable illness; and Davis is splendid as

a cynical fun-loving former professional baseball player whose

loss of one eye in the war has reduced him to driving a garbage

truck. Although she only appears in a few scenes, Miss Dickin-

son is most impressive. Standout support is supplied by Romero,

a shrewd racketeer about to become Miss Chase's sixth husband,

and Tamiroff, a nervous racketeer who thinks up the robbery.

Sinatra rounds up all of his war buddies and fast-talks them

into participating in the hold-ups. They are to be executed

simultaneous!} at the stroke of midnight and without gunplav.

A two-man demolition team, headed by Davis, blows up a

power tower and blacks out the city. Conte crosses the emer-

gency light circuits in the casinos so the doors of the money

vaults automatically open. The five hold-ups come off without

a hitch and the money is carried beyond the arms of the law

in Davis' garbage truck. The bad luck begins w hen Conte drops

dead of a heart attack in front of one of the casinos. Then
Romero puts two and two together and threatens to betrav

Sinatra and his men unless he is cut in. In an attempt to

double-cross Romero, the money is transferred to Conte's coffin

which is about to be flown back to California. In a last minute

switch his widow decides to have the body cremated in Vegas.

The body, the millions and the perfect crime go up in smoke.

Warner Brothers. 127 minutes. Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin. Sammy Davis, Jr.,
Peter Lawford. Angie Dickinson, Richard Conte. Cesar Romero. Produced and
Directed by Lewis Milestone.
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IMP
N.S.S. POLICY ANNOUNCEMENT
CONCERNING OUR TRAILERS ON

COLUMBIA PICTURES

Columbia Pictures Corp. has publicly announced its decision tot

handle its own trailers and accessories on all features released on
and after September 1, 1960. This decision by Columbia automatic
ally will affect both the exhibitors of the United States and Nationali

Screen Service, and has therefore necessitated the formulation by us;

of the following policy, which we must bring to your attention.

We have already announced our intention to create and produce our
own trailers on Columbia Pictures feature product. These trailers will;

in no way whatsoever contain any copyright material of Columbia
Pictures. Our trailers will have novelty appeal — animation and
unique treatment that will intrigue and have impact on your audi t

ence and we are supremely confident that they will stimulate your
box office on Columbia pictures.

Our decision to create, produce and distribute our own trailers on
Columbia product was mandatory, since in excess of 70% of our ac-

counts are served on a "weekly service plan", which includes the

service of trailers on Columbia product. The weekly service plan,

as you know, costs less per trailer to the exhibitor than on an individ-

ual trailer basis. Similar to the nationally established policy of table
d'hote meals costing less than on an a la carte basis.

Since we have the necessary creative and production talent to make
our own trailers, it would be unconscionable that we not do so, and
thus be guilty of not fulfilling our obligation, which unquestionably
would not be in the best interest of our customers.

Columbia has announced that they will charge exhibitors for the use
of their trailers. For the 70% of the nation's exhibitors being served
by us on a weekly service plan, Columbia's announced intention
means that those exhibitors who elect to use Columbia trailers will

increase their trailer costs, for just as we shall fulfill our contractual
obligation to exhibitors—we shall both expect and require that they
likewise fulfill their contractual obligation to us.



We cannot, and shall not permit any deduction to be made from our

weekly service charges by those exhibitors who for any reason what-

soever voluntarily elect to use Columbia trailers.

It is of course the prerogative of any exhibitor to use Columbia's

trailers but any exhibitor electing to do so, as already stated, must
do so at his own expense— not at the expense of National Screen

Service.

There exists therefore no requirement or obligation to use Columbia's

trailers, a fact which is substantiated by the following clause in Co-

lumbia's own trailer license agreement:

"DISTRIBUTOR HEREBY NOTIFIES EXHIBITOR THAT EXHIB-
TOR MAY LICENSE ONE OR MORE TRAILERS DISTRIBUTED
BY DISTRIBUTOR AND THAT EXHIBITOR IS NOT REQUIRED
TO LICENSE ANY TRAILER OR TRAILERS DISTRIBUTED BY
DISTRIBUTOR AS A CONDITION OF OBTAINING ANY
OTHER TRAILER OR TRAILERS OR ANY OTHER MOTION
PICTURE DISTRIBUTED BY DISTRIBUTOR."

Thus any exhibitor who contracts with Columbia for use of their

trailers, clearly does so of his own volition and must accordingly

do so at his own expense— not ours.

In closing I wish to state that we regret exceedingly the decision

made by Columbia to handle their own advertising materials, be-

cause we intensely feel that it will impose additional hardships to

exhibitors at a time when they are faced with many other serious

difficulties. We shall, however, as we have always done, do every-

thing within our ability to meet the situation in such a manner as is in

the best interest of our exhibitor customer and our company.

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE CORP.
PRESIDENT



The Nights of Lucretia Borgia"

Exploitable Italian import. Action and sex aplenty in

this Eastman Color spectacle. For action market.

For devotees of the swashbuckling costume melodrama who

like their swordplay fast and furious, their females large of

bosom, and their historical facts watered down to meet the

requirements of exciting screen entertainment, this Italian-

made, English-dubbed spectacle about the infamous Renais-

sance family, the Borgias, should adequately fill the bill. Despite

a screenplay not too unlike a series of Saturday matinee serials

strung together, and a hero and heroine noted more for their

physical attributes than their acting ability-, director Sergio

Grieco has managed to fill his Eastman Color wide-screen, rich

in on-location lensing, with plenty of romance, tortures, sex

and intrigues. Belinda Lee, as the power-mad, nymphomaniacal

Lucretia, displays plenty of cleavage and seductive heaving, an

exploitation angle the Columbia campaign is certain to make

the most of. Further boxoffice inducers, an enticing title, a

provocative bathtub-and-drying-off scene, and a surplus of

sword-to-sword battles, add up to a profitable dualler for the

action market. Jacques Sernas makes a handsome and dashing

soldier-of-fortune fighting to overthrow the wicked Borgias,

Michele Merrier is beautiful enough as the rebel leader's

daughter he truly loves, and Franco Fabrizi is all villain as

Caesar Borgia. The Mario Caiano-Aldo Sergi story has Sernas

rescuing Miss Mercier from the clutches of Fabrizi, who wants

her for his wife, and spurning the love of the latter's sister,

Miss Lee. The rebels hideout is discovered, and Miss Mercier,

her father and their followers are arrested. Miss Lee poisons

the father after forcing him to agree to the Mercier-Fabrizi

nuptials. Sernas saves the day again, frees all the prisoners,

and mortally wounds Fabrizi.

Columbia. 108 minutes. Belinda Lee. Jacques Sernas. Michele Mercier. Produced
by Carlo Caiano. Directed by Sergio Grieco.

"Cage of Evil"

Minor crime meller for support in action houses.

An honest detective, passed over too many times by his

promotion board, falls in love with a gangsters' girlfriend and

turns criminal. In addition, there's an exciting search for a

half-million dollars worth of uncut diamonds and an almost

perfect crime ending. Unfolded along standard crime-meller

lines, and containing a sufficient amount of suspense, gunplay

and on-location California camerawork, this low-budget United

Artists release will serve as a supporting dualler in minor

action houses. The cast of unknowns is headed by Ron Foster

as the detective, Pat Blair as the girl he gives it all up for, and

Harp McGuire as Foster's partner. Director Edward L. Cahn
has managed to create a number of taut moments. Orville

H. Hampton's script finds Foster conspiring with Miss Blair to

murder her jewel thief boyfriend and run off with the

diamonds. The double-cross is successfully carried out, but

Foster is forced to kill McGuire. He hides the diamonds in the

trap of a sink and makes it appear he killed the gangster in

self-defense, after the latter murdered McGuire. He becomes
a hero and receives his promotion. Unable to sell the diamonds,

Foster and Miss Blair flee to Mexico where he is killed.

Unittd Artists. 70 minutes. Ronald Foster. Pat Blair. Produced by Robert E
Kent. Directed by Edward L. Cahn.

"The Rest Is Silence"

Gutiteu, Rate*} O ® plus

Engrossing modernized version of Hamlet, in Germa
with subtitles. Rating is for art houses.

An intelligently written, passionately enacted, thought-prd

voicing updating of the "Hamlet" story, this German-mac
film with subtitles being released by Films Around The Worl
Inc. shapes up as a good entry for art houses. While adherin

to the basic structure of the play, producer-director-scripte

Helmet Kautner has managed to create an engrossing mysten

an outspoken portrait of post-war Germany and a compellin

study of a sensitive young man's search for the truth behin

his industrialist father's death. This film also brings mor
clearly into focus a number of the play's psychological con

flicts:— the Freudian relationship between Hamlet (Hare

Kruger) and his mother (Adelheid Seeck); the fact that Opheh
(Ingred Andree) is actually a schizophrenic. In keeping wit

Shakespeare's characterizations, Kruger's step-father (Peter Va
Eyck) has married his dead brother's wife and taken over th

deceased's industrial empire; Polonius is presented as a kind!

old family doctor; Laertes, his son, an ex-Nazi resentful o

Krugers "Americanism.'' Midst a grim and brooding atmo

phere, Kautner imaginatively builds his story towards its ex

plosive and revealing climax: the doomed love affair betweei

Kruger and Miss Andree; the tragic accidental death of Mis*

Andree's eavesdropping father. Kruger returns to German'

and finds his father's diary which discloses that Van Eycl

and Miss Seeck had been lovers and that Van Eyck had trie

to murder him. Kruger loses the diary following the disturb

ing ballet and the accidental death of Miss Andree's father

The police refuse to believe his sensational story and Van Eye

tries to kill him. But Miss Seeck kills Van Eyck.

Films Around The World, Inc. 106 minutes. Hardy Kruger, Peter Van Eyck. Ingri
Andree . Produced and Directed by Helmut Kautner.

"The High-Powered Rifle"

&<*iH€*A 1Z<tUHf © PLUS

Minor crime meller. OK dualler for action houses.

This low-budget 20th Century-Fox release is a mild crim

meller about narcotics and murder. It should prove an accep

table dualler for the action market. Producer-director Maur

Dexter manages to stir up a modicum of excitement and sus

pense when private eye Willard Parker is shot and woundec

by a high-powered rifle on the steps of City Hall. Before th

mysterious culprit is exposed in a bullet-flying finale, the detec

tive also manages to escape a bombing attempt, become emo

tionally entangled with a notorious gangster's beautiful gir

friend and uncover a thriving heroin ring. Parker turns in !

performance as the target, while curvaceous Allison Hayes i:

decorative as the moll. Joseph Fritz's screenplay has Parke

completely puzzled as to the attempted assassination. He finalb

locates the gunman and kills him in self-defense. Shortlj

after he meets Miss Hayes, another attempt is made ot

Parker's life with the bomb. His search leads him to Clarl

How at, brother-in-law of a man he had sent to prison. Furthei

clues lead him to Miss Hayes apartment where she and Howa
are about to flee with S250,(X)0 from heroin sales. Miss Haye

is revealed as the second assassin and she is killed by Howat

The latter is shot down by Parker's police pal, Dan Simmons

20th Century-Foi. AO minutes. Willard Parker, Allison Hayes. Dan Simmoni
Produced and Directed by Maury Dexter
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The Captain's Table"

GcuUcm Rati** O O PLUS

Highly amusing British farce should click in general, as

well as art, market. In Deluxe Color.

20th-Fox has a winning import in this delightful British

farce about an ex-cargo captain who finds himself temporarily

in command of a luxury liner, with promise of a permanent

promotion if his maiden trip goes well. The complications begin

the minute he steps aboard and discovers his Chief Purser con-

ducting a profitable smuggling business in the ship's supplies,

and his First Officer a skirt-chaser of the first order. Once at

sea, he finds himself on the run from a pair of charmers, a

sex-happy married woman and a beautiful widow, the organizer

of a bikini-loaded beauty contest, the instigator of an out-of-

hand pie-throwing children's tea party, and the pacifier of

boisterous Australians, a clergyman who wants to forget the

cloth for a while, a deaf old lady and a meddlesome major

who owns a lot of stock in the ship's company. It's light-hearted

fun from beginning to end, pleasantly mounted in DeLuxe

color, and swiftly directed by Jack Lee, who works some of the

episodes up into real howlers. A natural for art houses, it

should prove a profitable dualler in the general market. John

Gregson is splendid as the harassed captain, and he receives

first rate assistance from Donald Sinden, his girl-crazy First

Officer, Richard Wattis, his conniving Purser, and Reginald

Beckwith, his "overly personal" personal steward. The John

Whiting-Bryan Forbes-Nicholas Phipps script has Gregson suc-

cessfully avoiding the clutches of married Nadia Gay, and

falling for widowed Peggy Cummins. During the gala end-of-

the-voyage party, the passengers find themselves drinking cider

instead of the champagne they had paid for (another of Wattis'

swindles). Maurice Denham (the Major) threatens to report

Gregson to the company's president, but Miss Gray saves the

day by forcing Denham into a compromising situation. Greg-

son's future with the luxury liner and with Miss Cummins is

now assured.

20th Century-Fox. 90 minutes. John Gregson, Peggy Cummins. Donald Sinden,
Nadia Gray. Produced by Joseph Janni. Directed by jack Lee.

"All The Young Men"

Supine** "RattK? O O plus

Good war drama with overtones of racial conflict. Alan
Ladd, Sidney Poitier head cast. Best for action market.

The horrors of war and the anguish of racial intolerance

form the dramatic background of this grim Korean War melo-

drama being released by Columbia. Producer-director-scripter

Hall Bartlett has infused his story with action, suspense and
conflict, and in several grisly sequences he hammers home the

tragedies of battle via an arm hanging from barbed-wire, a

bullet entering a soldier's skull. He has also attempted, though

inconclusively, to depict the plight of an inexperienced Negro
sergeant forced to assume command of an almost wiped-out

Marine detachment fighting a holding action against over-

whelming odds. While failing to develop fully the dramatic

potential of his story, Bartlett has nevertheless fashioned a

strong entry for the action market. Alan Ladd and Sidney

Poitier, the white and Negro antagonist and protagonist, offer

good marquee support, while comedian Mort Sahl and ex-

heavyweight champion Ingemar Johansson provide exploitable

off-beat casting. Ladd displays stolid cynicism as a professional

Marine recently broken from the rank of sergeant and Poitier

deftly combines sensitivity as the Negro in command. A host

of fresh faces supply strong support, especially Paul Richards,

a tough and hate-filled southerner and Glenn Corbett, a medi-

cal corpsman who is forced to amputate Ladd's leg. Ana St.

Clair is cast as a pretty Eurasian. Against the snow-packed

peaks of Glacier National Park, Bartlett has grippingly created

the bleak atmophere of combat (men gingerly crossing snow-

covered mine fields, repelling tanks and hordes of enemy

attackers) and injected some sardonic moments of comic relief.

Poitier s mission is to hold a strategically-located farmhouse

until the main body of troops can arrive. He does so despite

cne enemy without and within. Ladd's leg is mangled while he

and Poitier single-handedly destroy an enemy tank. The ending

finds Poitier a leader respected by all his men.

Columbia. 87 minutes. Alan Ladd, Sidney Poitier, James Darren Glenn Corbe't.
Mort Sahl, Ingemar Johansson. Produced and Directed by Hall Bortlett.

"The Day They Robbed

the Bank of England"

"Perfect crime" metier with exploitable title. Strong

sell needed to offset weak marquee. OK dualler.

Here is a suspenseful turn of the century "perfect crime"

meller based on an actual attempt by Irish patriots, in need of

funds to fight for Home Rule, to burglarize the supposedly

impregnable bullion vaults of the Bank of England. Sporting

an intriguing title (through one destined to give theatre own-

ers marquee migrains), and bolstered by capable acting and

a tension-filled plot cleverly developed along "Rififi" lines,

this M-G-M release shapes up as exciting fare for the entire

family. However, a strong exploitation sell will be required to

make it pay off in the action market since Aldo Ray and Hugh
("Ben-Hur") Griffith offer the only familiar names in an other-

wise all-British cast. Director John Guillermin has skillfully-

balanced the step-by-step preparations and the race-against-

time execution with touches of humor, personality conflicts

and romance. One interesting aspect of the film, certain to

enlist audience sympathy, is the fact that the robbery is being

planned in order to gain political independence, rather than

for personal greed. Ray is good as the Irish-American adven-

turer who successfully brings off the impossible coup, and he's

ably assisted in the robbery by hot-tempered Kieron Moore and

conscientious Wolf Frees. Peter O'Toole is splendid as the

lazy officer of the Guards who protects the bank, and Griffith

is first-rate as the leader of the patriots. The romance angle

is supplied by Elizabeth Sellars, and Albert Sharpe adds humor
to the grim doings as an ex-sewer scavenger. Howard Clewes'

screenplay, from John Brophy's book, has Ray gaining access

to architectural plans of the vaults, and using his friendship

with O'Toole to visit the Guards' wine cellar, close to the vaults.

From Sharpe, he learns of a disused sewer passing directly

under the vaults. During a three-day bank holiday, a tunnel

is painstakingly dug, and the bullion successfully removed. An
ironic ending has Griffith calling off the robbery; the wagon
full of gold being pulled by Moore and Frees, collapsing before

a policeman, and Ray, returning to the vaults to get the

drunken Sharpe, captured by a now-suspicious O'Toole.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 85 minutes. Aldo Ray, Eliiabeth Sellars. Peter O'Toole
Hugh Griffith. Produced by Jules Buck. Directed by John Guillermin.
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Newsmakers

Hyman Release Charf

Ten national

distributors will

release 133 pic-

tures in the sec-

ond half of

1960, bringing

to 230 the re-

lease total for

the entire year,

AB-PT president Edward L. Hyman
(above) reported last week. Included

in the list are 13 hard-ticket attrac-

tions. The totals bear out Hyman's

estimate last March that 230 films

would be released this year. It was

predicted that reissues and foreign

product would bring the total close

to 300. Hyman urged that during the

September-through-year-end span "spe-

cial emphasis be placed on new faces

in every campaign on the local and

national levels." His report contained

messages to the three segments of the

industry; producers and distributors

were requested to make new faces

available in the field, exhibitors to

plug them.

Wanger
to Fox

Independent

producer Walter
Wanger (left)

was named
20th - Fox tem-

porary head of

European pro-

duction, replac-

ing new studio

boss Robert
Goldstein.

Vogel Sees O'seas Trend
More movies are going to be made

abroad by American film companies,

and M-G-M is following the trend,

president Joseph R. Vogel (above)

said. "I think things will get worse,"

he remarked of Hollywood production,

but "so far as Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
is concerned, we are in good shape.

We have four studios in London," he

told the Los Angeles Society of Secur-

ity Analysts. Vogel also announced the

following: "Ben-Hur" will gross better

than $64,000,000; M-G-M will spend

$50,000,000 on 21 new films in fiscal

1961; his firm is considering sale of

over 100 acres of idle studio land, and

it is discussing pay-TV with an elec-

tronics firm.

Glvck to Universal

Norman E.

Gluck (right).

v . p . of the
Elliot, Unger
and Elliot
branch of Screen

Gems, Colum-
bia's TV arm,

was named to an

executive post at

Universal, it was
announced by

president Milton R. Rackmil. Gluck, former

head of U's TV department, will work on

special assignments from the president.

Twentieth-Fox will release 50 films by (he end of this

year and the same number in 1961, general sales man-
ager C. Glenn Norris (left) tells trade luncheon, while
assistant g.s.m. Martin Moskowitz listens. While film-

by-film rentals for Fox pictures released this year
probably will run slightly less than the 1959 totals,

Norris said the total gross is up, because the firm has

released more films to date. Admitting that Fox still is

looking for a blockbuster for I960, the sales chief pre-

dicted that "Let's Make Love" should prove the one.

Profit Picture

Consolidated net profit of Walt Disney

Productions and its domestic subsidiaries

for the nine months to July 2, I960,

dropped sharply to $323,151 ($.20 per

share), from $2,366,497 ($1.50 per share)

in the like period last year, president

Roy O. Disney (above) announced. Third

quarter net was $.26 per share, as com-
pared to $.93 last year. Film revenue

was off by $4,166,278, and the low earn-

ings, said Disney, were a result of "con-

tinuing disappointing theatrical business

on our motion picture product." Tele-

vision, too, was down nearly $5,000,000.

Frisch on Feevee, Product

ACE will peti-

tion Congress
against the
"threatened en-

iroaihment" of

feevee, Emanuel
Frisch (right),

alternate mem-
ber of the ACE
exet. committee,

told the Vir-
ginia MPT A
conclave. He
also revealed plans for "a new permanent
reorganization'' of ACE's structure in the

exihangc areas to facilitate dealings with
grass roots exhibition. As for the ACE pro-
duction firm, he said it soon will reach

13,000,000, after which a concrete plan will

be ready.

Help yourselves, Walter
Reade, Jr. (above), head of

Walter Reade, Inc., told exhibi-

tors at the annual Virginia

MPTA convention. In his key-

note address, the president of

MP] urged backing of both that

company and the ACE-sponsorcd
production firm.

Blumberg Mourned
The industry mourns the death of

Nate J. Blumberg. The Universal

board chairman died July 24 after a

lengthy illness.

Headliners . . .

Loew's Theatres enrolls in TOA . . .

UA honoring Max Youngstein with

22-week sales drive . . . Erwin Ezzes

named executive v. p. of UAA, will

handle distribution of post-'lS library

to TV, including a new UA package

soon to be announced . . . Columbia's

Leo Jaffe abroad for meetings.
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Terms of Pvnnstfiruniu Act I tut I 'ague

(Continued from Page 1 1

)

ever, the court expressly held that obscenity cannot constitu-

tionally be judged by the effect of isolated passages and that

the minimum constitutional sandard requires consideration of

"whether to the average person applying contemporary com-

munity standards, the dominant theme of the material taken

as a whole appeals to prurient interest." (Page 489). (This

finding was adopted by Section I, (6) of the new Pennsyl-

vania Act.)

Thereafter, in Kingsley International Pictures Corp. v. The
Regents of the University of the State of New York, 360 U. S.

684 (1959), th Supreme Court of the Unite States held uncon-

stitutional a New York motion picture censorship statute under
which a film could be banned as immoral. The statutory defini-

tion of immoral which was found to be unconstitutional, was
as follows:

".
. . 'the term "immoral" and the phrase "of such a char-

|
acter that its exhibition would tend to corrupt morals" shall

denote a motion picture film or part thereof, the dominant
purpose or effect of which is erotic or pornographic; or

which portrays acts of sexual immorality, perversion or lewd-

ness, or which expressly or impliedly presents such acts us

i desirable, acceptables or proper patterns of behavior'
."

Only a few days after this decision our own Supreme Court,

in Commonwealth v. Blumenstein, 396 Pa. 417 (1959), held

unconstitutional the provisions of the Pennsylvania Criminal

Code making it an offense to permit " 'any dramatic, theatrical,

operatic, or vaudeville exhibition, or the exhibition of fixed or

moving pictures of a lascivious, sacrilegious, obscene, indecent

or immoral nature and character, or such as might tend to cor-

rupt morals,' " the same terms held to be defective in the

Hallmark case. The court specifically held that the single term
"obscene" was unconstitutional, regardless of its definition by

the trial court . . .

On the very same day, the court held in Kingsley Interna-

tional Pictures Corporation v. Blanc, 396 Pa. 448 (1959),

|

that a Court of Equity had jurisdiction to enjoin a district

attorney from interfering with a commercial exhibition of

i a motion picture w hich he claimed was obscene. The Su-

preme Court itself, in that case, issued a preliminary in-

junction pending an appeal to restrain the district attorney
from interfering with the showing of a film after its public

exhibition had begun. Incidentally, the picture questioned
in Philadelphia in this case caused no stir in Pittsburgh.

The Act in question here is alleged to violate the plain-

tiffs' constitutional rights of free speech and free expression
in that it fails to meet the minimum constitutional require-

ments as set forth in Roth v. The United States, 354 U. S.

476 (1957).

Under Section 5 of the Act, the Board is required to dis-

approve for any exhibition in Pennsylvania, a film, reel, or
view determined by the Board to be obscene. Under Section 1

of the Act, view is defined as what is usually known as a

stereopticon view or slide or one or more frames of a motion
picture film. Obscene is defined as meaning a film, reel, or view
of which "to the average person applying contemporary com-
munity standards its dominant theme, taken as a whole,
appeals to prurient interest." This language falls far short of
the essential requirements as set forth in the Roth case. Under
the plain wording of the Act, the Board is required to dis-

approve a film even if a view, i.e., one or more frames of a
motion picture film, or a single reel, is in itself determined to

be obscene although the entire film may not be obscene. This
violates the Roth requirement that obscenity can only be

judged on the basis of the publication taken as a whole. The
crucial issue is not the dominant theme of a single reel but of

the entire film taken in context.

In the defendants' answer there is impliedly conceded
the fact that a film cannot constitutionally be banned on
the basis of the single frame or reel, alleging that; "a single-

view or frame cannot be considered outside of the context of

the film viewed as a whole, unless such single view or frame
is used separately and apart from the film as a whole." From
a constitutional standpoint, this is substantially true, but it is

not what the statute provides, and it is one reason why the

statute is unconstitutional. The suggestion that the Act is

designed to control the showing of single views, frames or

reels of morion pictures "used separately and apart from the

film as a whole", is certainly unrealistic and impractical and
docs violence to the plain wording of the Act. Accordingly,

the mandatory language that a view, i.e., one or more frames

of a motion picture film or a reel shall be deemed obscene

on the basis of its dominant theme requires the Board to dis-

approve a film on the basis of only part of the material taken

as a whole in clear violation of the Roth case.

We have considered the constitutionality of the Act also in

light of our own Pennsylvania Supreme Court decision in

Commonwealth V. Blumenstein. 396 Pa. 417 (1951). Even if

the Board, contrary to the plain wording of the Act, were
limited to considering a motion picture as a whole in the

light of its dominant theme, apart from its component reels

or individual frames, the Act would be unconstitutional for

the reason that our Supreme Court in that case held that the

term "obscene" was too vague for constitutional standards

regardless of what definition might be given to it by the Trial

Court.

IGNORE COMMUNITY NORMS

It must follow certainly that if the term "obscene" is too

vague in Pennsylvania, regardless of the Trial Court's charge or

definition, to sustain a criminal prosecution with all of its

procedural safeguards before a judge or jury, it is too vague,

even as defined in the present Act, to sustain an administrative

power of disapproval, by a Board which examines only the film

itself, and takes no evidence of contemporary community
standards.

In this connection we must ask ourselves the further ques-

tion, what "community standards" is the state-wide Board to

apply? Everyone knows that such standards vary greatly from
one area of the Commonwealth to another, not onlv. for

example from rural to metropolitan areas, but even between

large cities themselves. In Kingsley International Pictures Corp.

v. Blanc, 396 Pa. 448 (1959), the Supreme Court noted that

the motion picture, "And God Created Woman," seized by

the district attorney of Philadelphia, had played without inci-

dent or question in Pittsburgh.

Disapproval of a motion picture after a first showing,

bans it throughout the whole state of Pennsylvania, regardless

of the community and of different standards which might

prevail.

We believe it is impossible for any three persons con-

stituting the State Board of Motion Picture Control to qualify

as "average persons," familiar with the contemporary com-
munity standards in every part of Pennsylvania. To make the

so-called definition of "obscene" at all workable for administra-

tion by three state officials, they would have to be empowered
to hear evidence concerning the contemporary standards of the

particular community involved in the case before them.

Even if the three members of the Board were so all-wise

(Continued on Page 20

)
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(Continued from Page 19)

as to be familiar with the contemporary community standards

in every place in Pennsylvania in which there is a motion pic-

ture theater, they could not use their wisdom to any advantage.

For the Act authorizes them merely to disapprove a picture

and notify every registered exhibitor in the state. They have

no power to disapprove a picture for exhibition in Reading or

in Sunbury or in Harrisburg or in Scranton or in Pittsburgh

or Philadelphia. Disapproval affects every community in the

s:ate.

The Pennsylvania Act here in question is in direct conflict

with the case of Kingsley International Pictures Corp. v. The
Regents of the University of the State of New York, supffa.

Under the provisions of the Act the Board is required to

disapprove as unsuitable for children (defined as persons under

the age of seventeen) a film which incites to crime. The term

"incites to crime" is defined as "a film, reel or view which

represents or portrays as acceptable conduct or as conduct1

worthy of emulation, the commission of any crime or the mani-

festing of contempt for law." In Kingsley International Pic-

tures Corp. v. Regents, supra, the Supreme Court held to be

unconstitutional a practically identical though more limited

definition of the term "immoral." The New York statute

defined immoral as including a motion picture film or part

thereof "which portrays acts of sexual immorality, perversion

or lewdness, or which expressly or impliedly presents such acts

as desirable, acceptable or proper patterns of behavior." The
New York Court of Appeals held that the picture involved,

"Lady Chatterley's Lover," was properly denied a license "be-

cause its subject matter is adultery presented as being right

and desirable for certain people under certain circumstances."

The United Sattes Supreme Court, however, in a majority

opinion of Mr. Justice Stewart, said:

"What New York has done, therefore, is to prevent the

exhibition of a motion picture because that picture advocates
an idea—that adultery under certain circumstances may be
proper behavior. Yet the First Amendment's basic guarantee
is of freedom to advocate ideas. The State, quite simply, has

thus struck at the very heart of constitutionally protected

liberty."

In view of the Pennsylvania Act's definition of "incites

to crime" as a film "which represents or portrays as acceptable
conduct or as conduct worthy of emulation the commission of
any crime or the manifesting of contempt for law" it is plain
that the Board is required to prohibit exhibition of pictures

based on the standard which amounts to even less than advo-
cacy. That is clearly an unconstitutional abridgment of freedom
of expression under Kingsley v. Regents, supra. Cf. Yates v.

United Stales, 354 U. S. 298 (1957).

VAGUE AND INDEFINITE

The plaintiffs aver further that the Act here in question
denies to them due process because it is so vague and indefinite

as to provide no reasonably ascertainable standard of guilt, and
as to provide no rational guide to the Board in its deter-
mination.

Mr. Justice Clark, concurring in Kingsley International
Pictures Corp. v. Regents of the University of the State of
Sou York, 360 U. S. 684 (1959), clearly exposed the defective
vagueness of the standard which prohibits the showing of a
motion picture on the basis of its portrayal of conduct as

"desirable, acceptable or proper." His comment is so pertinent
to the present Pennsylvania Act which establishes a sub-
stantially identical standard that we feel that it should be
quoted at length. In it Justice Clark said:

"Here the standard is portrayal of 'acts of sexual immor-

ality ... as desirable, acceptable or proper patterns of

behavior.' Motion picture plays invariably have a hero, a

villain, supporting characters, a location, a plot, a diversion

from the main theme and usually a moral. As we said in

Burstyn: 'They may affect public attitudes and behavior in

a variety of ways, ranging from direct espousal of a political

or social doctrine to the subtle shaping of thought which
characterizes all artistic expression.' 343 U. S. at 501. What
may be to one viewer the glorification of an idea as being
'desirable, acceptable or proper' may to the notions of

another be entirely devoid of such a teaching. The only

limits on the censor's discretion is his understanding of what
is included within the term 'desirable, acceptable or proper.'

This is nothing less than a roving commission in which
individual impressions become the yardstick of action, and
results in regulation in accordance with the beliefs of the

individual censor rather than regulation by law. Even here

three of my brothers 'cannot regard this film as depicting

anything more than a somewhat unusual, and rather pathe-

tic, "love triangle." ' At least three—perhaps four—of the

members of New York's highest court thought otherwise.

I need only say that the obscurity of the standard presents

such a choice of difficulties that even the most experienced
find themselves at dagger's point."

Lender the doctrine of these cases it is certain that the

Motion Picture Control Board, lacking even the requirements

of education and experience of all prior Pennsylvania censor-

ship boards, has no rational basis or guide for deciding what
films "portray as acceptable conduct or as conduct worthy of

emulation, the commission of any crime or the manifesting

of contempt for law." The definition of "incite to crime" has

no technical or common law meaning, any more than the

definition found to be defective in Winters v. New York,,

supra. It likewise does not carry with it the common law pro-l

tection of trial by judge and jury under common law standards

of definition.

WOULD CENSOR ZORRO

As was pointed out to us at the argument, the broad lan-

guage of this Act would justify the Board in the disapproval;

of motion picture portrayals of Robin Hood, since it would
glorify an outlaw; or such popular children series as Zorro|

and the Lone Ranger, whose heroes act outside the process:

of the law, and regularly portray the normal channels of law

enforcement as being inadequate or inept. It would justify:

likewise disapproval of Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn,|

whose exploits can well be construed as glorifying delinquency

and contempt for law.

Under the provisions of the present Act an exhibitor would
hesitate to commit himself to showing many constitutionally

protected films because of the fear that the Board would dis-

approve them on the basis of the Act's vague standards. Upon
such disapproval, the picture must be withdrawn, under pain

of criminal prosecution, pending an appeal, meanwhile sacri-;

ficing the exhibitor's investment in the opening publicity of

the picture and confronting him with the necessity of obtaining!

an immediate substitute, which generally would be impossiblel

or in closing his theater. Even if the exhibitor is vindicated on
the appeal, he cannot show the picture in the interim without

prosecution, and thus suffers an irreparable loss.

Under the pressures contained in such an Act exhibitors

will tend to show nothing controversial, and the viewing public

will be reduced to seeing exclusively the kind of film which one

of the defendants, May M. Bergin, upon her appointment by

the Governor, expressed as her preference in motion pictures!

If she is correctly quoted, she said in an interview reported

in t!i2 Philadelphia Sunday Bulletin on October 25, 1959:
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"As a wife, a mother and grandmother, I shall do my
best to view movies from the family standpoint. I shall be

against anything that is suggestive. Any movie-makers who
make suggestive films can peddle their wares elsewhere: they

are not going to peddle them in Pennsylvania. Like all

women I like a romantic movie that has certain problems

which the lovers have to overcome and in which everything

Works out all right with love triumphant."

What Pollyanna treatment that would be!

Moreover, there is no rational basis for the Act's distinction

etween what may be shown to persons over and under the

ge of seventeen. In Butler v. Michigan. 352 P. S. 380 (157),

he Supreme Court reversed a conviction under a statute mak-
ng it an offense to make available for the general reading

mblic a book which the trial judge found to have a potentially

leleterious influence upon youth.

\\ e must point out that in Pennsylvania sixteen-year-olds

ire considered mature enough to be able to drive automobiles,

fi P. S. ^ 164; or to marry, 48 P. S. ^15. In Commonwealth

Y Gordon et al., 66 D. & C. 101, 110 (1949), Judge, now
Mr. Justice Bok, discussing the issue of the alleged obscenity

>f certain books before the court, said:

"It will be asked whether one would care to have one's

young daughter read these books. I suppose that by the

time she is old enough to wish to read them she will have
learned the biologic facts of life and the words that go with
theme. There is something seriously wrong at home if those

facts have not been met and faced and sorted bv then; it is

not children so much as parents that should receive our
concern about this . . .

. . . Under the present Pennsylvania Act there is not even a

legislative finding of any effect of motion pictures on children
and there certainly can be no proof that mere portrayal of
certain conduct as acceptable or as worthy of emulation can
have any such effect as to warrant an abridgment of the con-
stitutional guarantees of free speech and free expression.

ACT HINDERS EDUCATION

Reed stated, in effect, that the Court's holding in that case was
not to be taken as a condemnation of the principle of prior

restraint but only of those prior restraint laws wherein the

restraining agency is not given sufficiently definite standards by

which to exercise the restraining function. At pages 506 and
507 Mr. Justice Reed stated:

"Assuming that a state may establish a system for the

licensing of motion pictures, an issue not foreclosed by the

Court's opinion, our duty requires us to examine the facts of

the refusal of a license in each case to determine whether

the principles of the First Amendment have been honored..."

In connection with prior restraint. Section 3 of the Act also

provides that:

".
. . Each registrant shall notify the board at least forty-

eight hours before the first shotting of any film, reel or view

in Pennsylvania, and shall notify the board where and when
each such showing will take place. Upon the request of the

board at any time after the first showing of the film, reel or

view, the registrant shall furnish the board with an exact

copy of such film, reel or view for examination."

Under this provision every exhibitor is restrained, under

pain of criminal penalty, from showing any motion picture,

whether or not it is subject to disapproval under the Act, for

at least forty-eight hours. It means than an exhibitor cannot

license a film and show it on the same day as the license. This

we believe is a clear prior restraint on the exhibition of con-

stitutionally protected films, because it applies to all films. As
such, it is unconstitutional on its face. It would be particularly

onerous where the second film is to replace one which has been

banned by the Board, so that a substitute is necessary for im-

mediate exhibition. Under the Act, there will have to be a gap
of at least forty-eight hours.

But there is a similar restraint due to the duty to supply a

copy of the film to the Board upon the latter's request. The
exhibitor usually has only one copy and has no access to others.

To avoid the penalty, he might well have to surrender his

only copy to the Board, interrupting the exhibition of a con-

stitutionally protected film.

The positive danger of the Pennsylvania Act is that it will

deprive the young of an important part of their education in

learning to resist and combat evil. It is characteristic of censors
to believe that good must always be shown to triumph, and
to assume that evil, unless shown to be punished, is thereby
portrayed as acceptable conduct." This is a well known theory
of poetic justice.

We agree with the argument of counsel for the plaintiffs

in this case that in the light of the vague standards of the
Pennsylvania Act and its arbitrary distinction, the separate
classification established for "children" is not a regulation
which is "reasonably restricted to the evil with which it is said
to deal," and so is invalid. In fact, as shown, it may result in
positive evil, since it may limit all persons under seventeen to
seeing only films deemed' by the Board to be innocuous and so
to prevent them from facing reality.

Although the framers of the Act evidently thought they were
avoiding any question of prior restraint, this Act in its' terms
does impose a prior restraint upon the exhibitor in violation
of the plantiffs' rights of freedom of expression and com-
munication. The very failure to register, like any other violation
of the Act, is subject to a criminal penalty . Under the Burstyn
case motion pictures are entitled to full protection of both
the First and Fourteenth Amendments, and, therefore, we
believe that the registration system provided for in the Act is

in v iolation of the Constitution.

In his concurring opinion in the Burstyn case, Mr. Justice

NO PROVISION FOR HEARING

Thus the Act restrains exhibition not only of films which
may be disapproved, but of all films in Pennsylvania, whether

or not they are obscene under any standard, and so is uncon-

stitutional.

It is also unreasonable to require each exhibitor to notify

the Board forty-eight hours before the first showing in Penn-
sylvania because in most instances he will not know when the

first showing in this state is to take place. He knows when he

will show it, but not when it will be first shown by someone
else, or indeed, whether someone else has shown or will show
the picture.

We now come to what we believe is one of the most glaring

defects in the Pennsylvania Act and that is the lack of due
process.

The Act does not provide for any hearing before the Board
or the right to present argument, nor does it require the Board
to make any formal findings. The Board can be asked to re-

examine a disapproved picture, but even on such re-examina-

tion, the foregoing procedural safeguards are still not available

either. Under Section 5 of the Act, the Board has the power
to disapprove a film which has been exhibited only once in

Pennsylvania. Such determination would affect all exhibitors

and the distributor, even though they were not involved in the

actual proceeding before the Board. An appeal in the Court

( Continued on Page 22)
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of Common Pleas is provided for, but no time is fixed within

which the appeal must be decided. The case not triable "de

novo" and there is no provision for presentation of any evi-

dence before the court.

Thus the Board in making its determination plainly per-

forms a quasi-judicial function affecting substantial property

and constitutional rights. Proceedings before the Board of

Censors under the prior censorship act, held unconstitutional by

the Supreme Court in the Hallmark case, were expressly made
subject to the requirements of the State Administrative Agency
Law. Act of June 4, 1945, P. L. 1388, Section 51, as amended,

71 P. S. § 1710.51. That Act provides that

"No adjudication (defined to include any order or de-

cision by an agency affecting personal or property rights)

shall be valid as to any party unless he shall have been af-

forded reasonable notice of a hearing and an opportunity

to be beard. All testimony shall be stenographically recorded

and a full and complete record shall be kept of the pro-

ceedings." 71 P. S. $ 1710.31.

There is a clear recognition by the legislature that such a

board does perform quasi-judicial functions requiring due
process in its procedures.

Section 15 of the present Act repeals the prior Act which
created the Board of Censors. The new Board of Motion Pic-

ture Control is not subject to the requirements of the Adminis-
trative Agency Act, since it is not referred to therein and does

not adopt its provisions. Nor are any of its fundamental pro-

cedural rights written into the Motion Picture Control Act
itself. We believe that in that respect the Act is fatally defective.

The United States Supreme Court held in Morgan v. United
Stales, 304 U. S. 1, 18, 19 (1938) that:

".
. . Those who are brought into contest with the Govern-

ment in a quasi-judicial proceeding aimed at the control of

their activities are entitled to be fairly advised of what the

Government proposes and to be heard upon its proposals

before it issues its final command."

Moreover the failure of the Act to require a hearing as a

matter of right makes it unconstitutional even though the

Board might elect to hold such a hearing of its own initiative,

(oc p. Armour Fertilizer Works, 237 U. S. 413 (1915); 42
Am. Jur. § 135, p. 471.

At the time of the argument of this case before the court en
banc, the question was asked of the Attorney General as to

how the Act provided for due process of law. The answer was
"Oh, you need not worry about that for as long as I am At-
torney General we will see that these hearings afford due
process." We believe that that answer was made in entire good
faith and sincerity, but must take note of the fact that America,
from time of its birth has been a land governed by laws and
not by human beings. Political regimes change from time to

time and "The best-laid schemes o' mice an' men Gang aft

agley." This Act certainly does not in terms provide for any
due process and in that respect we believe is glaringly defective.

EVIDENCE NOT PERMITTED

Under the wording of the Pennsylvania Act in question in
ili is case, the Board is required to base its decision of obscenity
on contemporary community standards. F.vidence of such
standards is relevant to any determination and is constitution-
ally required. The Act's failure to permit it, or any hearing,
makes it constitutionally defective.

There is still another reason why we believe this Act violates
due process. It permits determination by an unqualified ad-

ministrative board of issues which should be determined by

judge or by a jury.

Certainly the majority of the court in the Kingsley Bool
case, which permits a court, under strict procedural safeguard

to interfere after publication with distribution of materi;

alleged to be obscene, would refuse to allow the same right c

interference to an unqualified administrative board, which hi

no way of knowing what contemporary community standarc

are, or what contempt for law means.

The New York statute involved in the Kingsley Books cas

provided that the persons enjoined were entitled to a trial c

the issues within one day after joinder of issue and that a dec

sion must be rendered by the court within two days of cor

elusion of the trial. Under the present Pennsylvania Act, the:

is no similar protection once a determination is made in th

case of a specific exhibitor, since there is no requirement th-

the appeal to the court be decided within any fixed period <

time. Meanwhile the picture has to be taken off, the invesi

ment in advertising its opening is lost, and the problem of fine

ing a substitute must be faced.

The right of appeal to the Common Pleas Court under th

present Pennsylvania Act is the same as that provided undi

the 1915 Act. 4 P. S. $ 54. Under that act it was held that th

court is limited to the issue of whether the Board acted arb

trarily, unreasonably, and in such a way as to abuse the discn

tion committed to it under the act. In In the Matter of th

Goldwyn Distributing Corp., 265 Pa. 335 (1919), the Cou
said, at page 339

"... a careful reading of the statute here in question coi

vinces us it was never contemplated that the courts of con

mon pleas were to be constantly called upon to permit mo\
ing picture reels to be reproduced before them, and sit

supercensors thereof, in order to review the decisions of th

administrative body created by the act . .
."

Thus, even on appeal, the fundamental right to a hearin

and to introduce relevant evidence is denied.

But there is another violation of due process in the Act. 1

permits determination by the Board which adversely affeci

persons not even involved in the proceedings in which sue

determinations are made.

BINDING ON ALL EXHIBITORS

The Board's initial determination as to any particular filij

will be made in the case of a single exhibitor (Sec. 5 of th

Ac.t). Such determination is binding on all persons who may 1

exhibiting the same film in Pennsylvania or who may ther

after desire to exhibit it. The exhibitors singled out by tl

Board have no hearing in the constitutionally required sens

Those who are not involved in the specific case before tl

Board are a fortiori deprived of any right to be heard, despit

the fact that their property rights may be vitally affected.

In Kingsley International Pictures Corp. v. Blanc, 396 P;

448, 455 (1959), the Supreme Court held that equity ha>

jurisdiction to enjoin prosecution by a district attorney of ex

hibitors of motion pictures alleged to be obscene, at the suit

the distributor of the film who was not a party to the crimina

proceedings, stating that.

".
. . In such a situation equity has jurisdiction because th

plaintiff has no adequate and complete remedy at la^\

Indeed, he has no other remedy at all."

This is certainly true of exhibitors and distributors, who ar

not involved in the disapproval of the picture by the Boarc

but are nevertheless bound by it.

However, there is still another reason why the present Ac
violates due process. In effect it permits the determination til
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be made by a Board which is not required to have any quali-

fications whatsoever.

The lack of fundamental procedural rights under the Act is

aggravated by the fact that members of the Board are not even

required to have any qualifications for the important quasi-

judicial functions which they perform. This is contrary to

every prior censorship act in Pennsylvania. Under the earliest

act, the Act of June 19, 1911, P. L. 1067, it was provided that

the Board of Censors "shall be duly qualified by education and

experience." The same requirement was contained in the Act

of May 15, 1915, P. L. 534, 4 P. S. $ 41, et seq., which re-

placed the 1911 Act. This was carried over as a requirement

into the Administrative Code of 1929, under the Act of April

9. 1929. P. L. 177, Art. IV, $ 409, 71 P. S. § 119.

In commenting on the prior Board's qualifications, the Su-

preme Court said in the Goldtvyn Distributing Corp. case,

supra, at page 341:

".
. . That the members of the board should be learned in the

science of the law is not made a qualification of their ap-

pointment; therefore, the power and authority given the

board to determine the matters properly brought before them
in the exercise of their discretion is not to be understood

judicial discretion, but such discretion as may be expected

jrom persons well qualified by education and experience to

act as censors under the act, that is to say, persons with edu-

cation and experience sufficient to enable them to understand

the purpose and object of the particular legislation with which

they hate to deal and its several provisions, and for them to

know what are the common standards of morality which the

act seeks to protect, and to act intelligently when it becomes
their duty to discriminate fairly between pictorial exhibitions

which are consonant with the established canons of morality

and such as tend to lower and degrade such standards . .
."

Those standards and the act under which they are applicable

were held unconstitutional in the Hallmark case, supra. But

certainly, it should be a minimum requirement that the Board
be qualified by education and expreience to understand the

law impinging so substantially on our most cherished consti-

tutional right and the serious issues involved in its enforcement.

Now, however, for the very first time, there are no qualifi-

cations for membership on this Board, and no safeguards of

due process, not even the most basic right of our jurisprudence,

the right to a hearing. '

DENIES EQUAL PROTECTION

In addition to all which we have said heretofore, the present

Act establishes an arbitrary and discriminatory system of classi-

fications, denying plaintiffs equal protection of the laws. The
Act establishes a system of control of exhibition and distribu-

tion of motion pictures, w ith no similar control of other media
of communication—newspapers, books, periodicals, radio, tele-

vision or the live theater. Defendants' answer alleges that such

"other media of communication are subject to other laws pro-

hibiting obscenity. Newspapers, books, periodicals and the

live theater, as well as motion pictures, are subject to the crimi-

nal laws of the Commonwealth prohibiting obscenity." But
so are motion pictures, and there is no rational basis we feel for

saddling only this medium of expression and communication
with the additional burden of administrative control. More-
over, the Act exempts news reels, and also exempts films ex-

hibited for "purely educational, charitable, fraternal, family

or religious purpose by any religious association, fraternal

society, family, library, museum, public school or private

school" or films "commonly known as industrial, business,

institutional, advertising or training films, or films concerned
exclusively with the advancement of law, medicine and other

professions: Provided, That any such film is not exhibited or to

be exhibited in theaters or in public places of entertainment

commonly used as such." (Sections 8 and 14). If films art-

deemed to be suitable to be shown under such asu pices, the)

are suitable to be shown anywhere and conversely, if they are

subject to prohibition at all, the prohibition should be universal,

The evil at which control of obscenity, whether by censor-

ship or otherwise, is directed, mainly so-called "dirt for dirt's

sake" or "hard core pornography," is notoriously much more
likely to occur at functions sponsored by many fraternal organi-

zations than in commercial theatres. The commercial theater

has to act in the open, is always subject to the threat of the

criminal law, and conscious of the injury to its business repu-

tation which will undoubtedly follow a successful prosecution.

Some of the private exhibitions, sanctioned by the exemptions
in the Act, (the "Smokers" and "Stags" sponsored by fraternal

organizations) are hard to detect, are usually clandestinely

held, and less deterred by fear of prosecution.

For these reasons, both because of other media of com-
munication which the Act fails to cover, and because of the

exemptions which it grants, plaintiffs are the victims of arbi-

trary indiscriminatorv classification. Morey v. Doud 354 U. S.

457 (1957); Clark v. Meade, 377 Pa. 150 (1954). It is clearly

apparent that the plaintiffs here are entitled to equitable relief.

From . . . admitted facts, it is clear that plaintiffs will be

irreparably harmed unless they can obtain equitable relief

against operation of the Act. They will be deprived of sub-

stantial property rights without the hearing fundamental to

due process. See Kingsley International Pictures v. Blanc, 396
Pa. 448 (1959) and the cases therein cited. Plaintiffs are not

required to go through the administrative process in order

to vindicate their constitutional rights.

In plaintiffs' reply memorandum, filed at the argument before

the full court, we were reminded that the Attorney General
candidly stated in her oral argument that the Motion Picture

Control Act is a censorship law. Whether it is or is not,

whether or not the Commonwealth is correct in arguing that

prior censorship is not per se unconstitutional, this particular

statute cannot be upheld. In their reply memorandum the

plaintiffs' attorneys have pointed out that in their most recent

opinions, every justice of the Supreme Court of the United
States has expressed the view that one or more statutory pro-

visions, substantially the same as those in this statute, are un-

constitutional, and invalidate the legislation.

(1) Justices Frankfurter and Harlan, because the Act does
not provide for the reception of evidence of contemporary com-
munity standards at a hearing. Smith v. California, 4 L. Ed.

2d 205, 215, 220 (1959). The Commonwealth's answer, para-

graph 14(b), and the brief of the Catholic congregations also,

pages 43-44, admit the Act does not provide for such evidence,

erroneously assuming that there is no constitutional right to

present it.

(2) Justice Brennan, because it does not provide for a

jury trial. Kingsley Books, Inc. v. Brown. 354 U. S. 436, 447
(1959).

(3) Justices Black and Douglas, because they have con-

sistently maintained that any form of control in this area is

unconstitutional per se. Smith v. California, 4 L. Ed. 2d 205,

212, 219 (1959); Kingsley International Pictures Corp. v.

Regents of the University of the State of Sew York, 360 U. S.

684, 697 (1959). Kingsley Books, Inc. v. Brown, supra, at pages

508.

PRIOR RESTRAINT

(4) Chief Justice Warren and Justices Stewart, Clark, Bren-

nan, Harlan, Frankfurter and Whittaker, because the statutory

definition of "incites to crime" namely "represents or portrays

as acceptable conduct or as conduct worthy of emulation the

commission of any crime or the manifesting of a contempt for

(Continued on Pu^l ?/ )
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COURT HLASTS CENSORSHIP

Lists Vompvlling iteusons for Decision
( Continued from Page 23)

law" cannot be applied constitutionally. It is too vague and

advocacy cannot be prohibited. Kingsley International Pictures

Corp. v. Regents of the University of the State of New York,

supra, at 685, 699 (1959).

(5) Chief Justice Warren, because it is a prior restraint

which does not take into account the intent and manner of use

by the particular individual. Kingsley Books, Inc. v. Broivn,

supra, at page 446.

A majority of the United States Supreme Court would also

invalidate the statute because, in regulating obscenity, it also

inhibits freedom of expression of constitutionally protected

material, that is pictures which are not obscene. Smith v. Cali-

fornia, 4 L. Ed. 2d 205 (1959). The Attorney General in her

argument stressed the fact that the law was intended to be a

deterrent to "fringe producers" of motion pictures. We believe

that because of its vagueness, its lack of prior hearing and the

provision for ripping out a picture during the showing, it will

deter most exhibitors from licensing any but the most vapid

pictures. Also with reference to these so-called "fringe pro-

ducers" of motion picturs we must point out that there are on

the statute books of Pennsylvania, among its criminal laws,

ample provisions by which these "fringe producers" could be

quickly punished and stamped out. Energetic and alert public

officers in every county, without great expense to the state, can

soon put an end to such pictures, and obviate the necessity of a

large expenditure of money by the Commonwealth.

Furthermore, we are of the opinion that the entire United
States Supreme Court would invalidate the statute because its

restriction on all advertising of pictures disapproved for show-
ing to children violates Butler r. Michigan, 352 U. S. 380

(1957).

The Act is also invalid for permitting the censoring of a

single view or reel. The Constitution requires that the entire

film be judged, and if, as a whole it is not obscene, no single

view can be ordered deleted. Roth V. United States, supra,

page 490.

The Commonwealth's answer concedes (Pars. 13(a), 14(d)
that the Act establishes a registration system, which is pro-

hibited in the area of free speech. Thomas v. Collins, 323 U. S.

516 (1945); Lotell v. Griffin, 303 U. S. 444 (1938), and see

also Talley v. California, decided by the Supreme Court March
7, I960, 28 U. S. Law Week, 4186.

The Commonwealth states in its brief that in Commonwealth
v. Blumenstein, 396 Pa. 417 (1959) "There was no finding that

the motion picture in question was in fact obscene" (p. 11).

On the contrary, the trial judge found the picture was obscene
and the Supreme Court sustained that finding. The only word
in the statute which was in issue before the Supreme Court was
"obscene," and the court held it was unconstitutionally vague,
regardless of whether or not the trial judge's definition of the

term satisfied the Roth test.

INEVITABLE CONCLUSIONS

On page 17 of the Commonwealth's brief we find that Tahiti
Bar, Inc. v. Pa. liquor Control Board, decided by the United
States Supreme Court in October, 1959, is cited. This case

simply holds that the sale of liquor is subject to complete regu-
lation by the state. All entertainment could be prohibited in a

bar, whether or not obscene. If applied to motion pictures or

newspapers, this doctrine would mean that these media of free

expression could be completely prohibited, which we feel is

patently absurd.

The State has pointed out in its brief (p. 19) that the State
may protect children from improper influence. That is true,

but it cannot ignore the guarantee of the First Amendment in

so doing, as is shown by the Winters case, 333 U. S. 507 (1948),
and many other citings of the plaintiffs dealing specifically only

with children's publications. The article in 69 Yale Law Jour-

nal 141 (1959), on which both the Commonwealth and the

Catholic congregations rely, recognizes that such controls must
conform to constitutional standards. But the Yale Law Journal
article also takes the view that all motion picture censorship

for adults is unconstitutional under the decisions of the Su-

preme Court of the United States.

The invalidity of the Commonwealth's attempted equation
of control under this censorship statute as compared with the

regulation of milk and other business, is graphically expressed

by Justice Frankfurter in Smith v. California, supra:

"Of course there is an important difference in the scope of

the power of a State to regulate what feeds the belly and
what feeds the brain ..." 4 L. Ed. 2d at page 216.

We have already pointed out heretofore that the present

Attorney General said at the argument that she would urge the

receipt of "evidence of community standards" (Commonwealth
Brief, p. 30) and the other "amendments" are plainly at vari-

ance with the statutory language, which the Commonwealth
and amici now make, cannot save this statute. However well

intended we again must point out that ours is a government of

laws not men, and constitutional rights are not subject to judg-

ment or dispensation of the particular attorney general then

in office.

The obvious application of the statutory definition of "incites

to crime" to such pictures as "Robin Hood" or "Treasure
Island" is dismissed by the Catholic congregations because such

pictures "would plainly have no theme, in reality, of inciting

to crime . . . because no element of reality is present." There
is no basis in the Act for distinguishing between the lessons

to be learned from fiction and reality. If that be a proper test,

news reels should be banned, instead of being exempted, and
fiction should be allowed. This is a most peculiar and un-

founded argument.

IDEA PATENTLY ABSURD'

Our considered opinion in view of the many cases we have
analyzed leads us to these inevitable conclusions which are:

The Motion Picture Control Act is unconstitutional on its

face, because it deprives plaintiffs and motion picture exhibitors

throughout Pennsylvania of their guaranteed freedom of ex-

pression; it establishes a prior restraint on all those pictures

exhibited in Pennsylvania; its standards are so vague as to pro-

vide no rational basis to guide defendants, members of the

Motion Picture Control Board, in their determination; it has

no rational basis for distinguishing between what may be

shown to persons above and below the age of seventeen; it is

completely lacking in all the traditional and fundamental pro-

cedural safeguards; and it singles out motion pictures for con-

trol from all other media of communication, at the same time

exempting certain classes of films and films shown under certain

auspices, without any rational basis for such classification.

We, therefore, enter the following

DECREE
1. It is hereby ordered, adjudged and decreed that the de-

fendants, named herein, are permanently enjoined from enforc-

ing any of the provisions of Act No. 538, as approved on
September 17, 1959.

2. It is hereby ordered, adjudged and decreed that said Act

is unconstitutional and void.

3. It is hereby ordered, adjudged and decreed that the plain-

tiffs and all others affected by said Act No. 358 are not re-

quired to register themselves or comply with any of its

provisions.

4. Judgment on the pleadings is hereby ordered, adjudged
and decreed in favor the plaintiffs and against the defendants.

/s/ Walter R. Sohn, /.

July 30, 1960.



THE SEAllfH I'OH P1IOMOT1UN TALENT

Showman's New Status

The premium today is on the skilled

promotion man.

With the film companies becoming

increasingly aware of the important

role merchandising must play in the

business of making and distributing pic-

tures in a selective and highly competi-

tive entertainment market, the men
who are responsible for developing the

selling campaigns find themselves today

the object of much spirited bidding and

wooing. In the words of one obviously

pleased and proud showmanship execu-

tive: "Up to the past few years, we
were the industry's scapegoats—blamed

for the failures; now we have acquired

the true status of business builders."

What is behind this heightened ap-

preciation of picture business show-

men? There are several factors.

Most important is the altered struc-

ture of the industry—the emergence of

independent production as the principal

source of film supply. This has inten-

sified the responsibility of the distribu-

tion firms to back the product they

handle with maximum promotion ef-

fort. The distributors with the best

promotion manpower and the most

impressive records of "putting over"

pictures have an edge in the competi-

tion for the output of the top inde-

pendent film makers.

The selectivity of the public, shar-

pened by the availability of television

and other recreational pursuits, is an-

other factor. This competition has

prompted the necessity for broader and

deeper promotional penetration by the

movie industry. People no longer "go

to the movies"; they go to see a movie.

And the picture they go to see is either

one that has certain desirable, built-in

elements, or one for which a want-to-

see has been developed through shrewd

exploitation.

The industry has witnessed in recent

seasons a number of dramatic instances

of promotion's pulling power. None

has been more awesome than Joe Le-

vine's overpowering campaigns on his

two "Hercules" films, a pair of modest-

ly produced Italian imports that were
propelled into astounding grossers by

brobdingnagian ballyhoo. Actually, the

impact of these two releases has been

felt beyond the boxoffice, into the rea-

soning processes of the industry's top

executives.

What Joe Levine did was to revivify

the old, but often forgotten, notion

that movies are show business, with all

the romantic, extravagant meaning im-

plicit in that term. He has enhanced

the status of the showman and spurred

the film companies to reach out for the

best in the field.

production-promotion deal, which he

rejected because of a preference for in-

dependent operation.

Meanwhile, 20th—one of the most

aggressive merchandising organizations

in the business—grabbed off another

promotional plum in Gilbert Golden,

who recently resigned as advertising

head of Warner Bros.

Golden, who touched off a chain re-

action of shifts when he exited War-
ners, received the latest appointment

—

a top merchandising spot at Fox, sans

title, but with plenty of authority. The
first picture to enjoy the Golden "touch"

will be "The Battle at Austerlitz," a

Gil Golden (second from right) <s

welcomed into the 20th-Fox pro

motional fold by vice president

Charles Einfeld. as (left to right)

publicity manager Nat Weiss, ex-

ploitation director Rodney Bush

and radio-television chief Martin

Michel look on.

In the past few weeks we have seen

an unusual flurry of acquisitions and

switches in the industry's promotion

manpower. As one wag put it: "I

didn't read the trades for a couple days

and called three right men at the wrong
companies." The advertising staff shuff-

ling kept reporters busy recording the

developments on almost a day-to-day

basis.

Just how intense is the hunt for ex-

perienced showmen can be gleaned

from the revelation that 20th Centurv-

Fox recently made a serious bid for the

services of Levine. himself. Reports

had it that he was offered a choice

Gina Lollobrigida starrer set for Oc-

tober. He will then handle the com-

plete merchandising campaigns for an

as-yet-unspecified number -of important

Fox pictures, being responsible for de-

veloping the most effective methods of

promotion on an international and
local-level basis, from completion of

script straight through release.

"The method employed,'' noted vice

president Charles Einfeld, "will mark
an even closer affinity in the relations

between theatres and the promotion
and sales divisions of our company.

Today, more than ever, the principles

(Continued on Page 2h)
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SHDWMAN'S NEW STATUS

# Vo#« I'ilvhnian in Executive

(Continued from Pane 25)

of 'total merchandising' must be em-

ployed in order to justify a picture's

cost and for theatres to capitalize fully

on every avenue of appeal to the widest

possible audience." In his new post,

Golden will work closely with Fox

president Spyros P. Skouras, 20th In-

ternational head Murray Silverstone,

Einfeld and general sales manager C.

Glenn Norris.

The dynamic ad genius transmitted

his imagination and enthusiasm to

campaigns for numerous Warner films

that eventually became classics in the

highly specialized art of industry adver-

tising. Ever on the alert for a chance

to strengthen its promotion depart-

ment, Fox is looking for more of the

same from Golden.

Fox has made three other changes

—

two from within the organization, one

a switchover from another firm. Adrian

Awan was named exploitation manager

after having served Fox for the last six

years in a number of capacities, includ-

ing assignments as regional advertising-

publicity manager in the Cleveland,

Detroit, Cincinnati and New York City

areas. In his new post, he will coordi-

nate the national and local-level ex-

ploitation drives on 20th's recently-

increased release chart. In addition, he

will be responsible for the creation and

execution of the merchandising sales

operations which represent a vital facet

of the promotional campaigns. Dick

Richman, previously with Universal,

RKO and Columbia, replaces him as

regional ad-pub manager for the Goth-

am area.

Abroad, Giulio Ascarelli was ap-

pointed coordinator of production pub-

licity for Fox in Great Britain. Re-

joining the firm (he served as Fox's

ad-pub director for continental Europe
from 19^6 until last year, when he as-

sumed the same post at United Artists),

Ascarelli will work in liaison with

John Ware, director of ad-publicity

for 2()th's activities in all of Great
Britain, to coordinate all phases of the

pre-production and production pub-

licity emanating from Great Britain.

Heading the list of pictures falling

under his responsibility will be the

lavish Elizabeth Taylor spectacle, "Cleo-

patra."

To plug the gap left by Golden's

departure, Warners realigned its pro-

motion department, with Richard

Lederer as head. Charles Cohen is his

executive assistant, while exploiteer

Ernie Grossman, ad creator Max Stein

and publicity man Joe Hyams are new
additions to the home office force.

Lederer currently is in the process of

reevaluating and revamping, where he

deems necessary, the firm's merchandis-

ing setup. Cohen had firmly estab-

lished himself previously as the com-

pany's Eastern ad-publicity chief. Stein,

who joins the firm early next month as

advertising manager, earned the re-

spect and admiration of fellow indus-

tryites while turning out exciting mes-

sages as creative ad manager for 20th-

Fox. Grossman, the new exploitation

and promotion manager, has been with

Warners for 18 years, the past two as

a member of the exploitation depart-

ment at the studio. From the ranks of

the independents, Warners also has

acquired the services of veteran movie
publicity and promotion man, Joseph
Hyams, whose latest efforts were ex-

pended on Samuel Goldwyn's "Porgy
and Bess" and Batjac's "The Alamo."
He recently became WB's Eastern pub-

licity manager.

Accused by some in the business of

lagging behind the other firms in the

merchandising race, Warner Bros, ob-

viously is out to step up its pace con-

siderably. In fact, it's a fairly safe bet

that a good deal of the excitement

always generated by new and lively

campaigns will be forthcoming from
666 Fifth Ave. in the near future.

Just how specialized and significant

a function promotion has become can

be seen in Universale retainer of Dick

Weaver to direct the New York pub-

licity campaign for the hard-ticket

engagement of "Spartacus." Resigning

a similar post at M-G-M, where he

supervised the publicity push for the

Gotham run of "Ben-Hur," he will co-

ordinate the publicity and advertising

drive with Jeff Livingston, who is in

charge of the national "Spartacus"

campaign.

Thus far, the Fox overtures to Em-
bassy president Levine have not pro-

ceeded beyond the preliminary talking

stage: he is too busy at present with

In New Posts

Jm
Warners' Stein

20th 's Awan

Warners' Grossman

his own distribution activities. But as

outlined, the Boston showman would

join 20th as more than a promotional

executive—he would promote and sell

as his own a number of Fox films, with

Fox doing the releasing. The signifi-

cance here, however, is that some of

the film firms are overlooking no pos-

sibilities in their fervent search for

promotion-minded personnel. Even

heads of smaller companies are fair

game.

The movie showman of today is

basking in the recognition he and his

predecessors have labored so long and

hard to achieve. He finally has traded

in his carnival pitchman's suit for a

more up-to-date, Ivy League model.

He's still got that flair for attracting

attention, but the fit is a lot better now.
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CIRCUS PROMOTION
A spectacular moving display in Detroit plugs

the opening of AlP's "Circus of Horrors" at the

Broadway Capitol. A clown passed out heralds,

and a girl was tacked to the "wheel of death,"

as the stunt toured downtown streets.

EINFELD TALK

20th-Fox vice president Charles Einfeld (standing) out-

lines the $40,000,000 European production slate—and
particularly "Can-Can"—for regional ad-publicity man-
agers in Chicago. Listening in, from left: Tom McGuire,

Bob Favaro, Manny Pearson, Jerry Berger, Louis Orlove,

Watty Watson, Adrian Awan, Chick Evans and Sol Gordon.

GRASS' ADS

Charles Schlai-

fer (center), of

Schlaifer and
Co., ad agency,

confers wiih
producer Stan-

ley Donen, star

Cary Grant in

London on ad

campaign for

"The Grass Is

Greener." Pic-

ture, filmed in

England, will be

released by
Universal.

SPARTACUS PRE-SELL

Sol A. Schwartz (left), president of RKO
Theatres, listens intently as Universal

vice president David A. Lipton explains

his company's plans for pre-selling

"Spartacus," the $12,000,000 Bryna

production that will have its world bow
at Hollywood's RKO Pantages, Oct. 19.

HELL TO ETERNITY' BOW
David ("Richard Diamond") Janssen

and Patricia Owens—co-stars of Al-

lied Artists' "Hell to Eternity"—go
over program with Major General

Henry R. Paige at Hollywood bow.

MARX MERCHANDISING

Famous comedian-personality Groucho

Marx greets one of the first patrons to

see Fox's "The Lost World," at San Fran-

cisco's Warfield Theatre, offers free mer-

chandising item.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All Tne Vital Details on Current &> Coming Features

(Date of Rim BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

November
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT. U. S. A. George S. Hamil-

ton Mary Murphy. Producer Terry Sanders. Director

Denis Sanders. Law-student turns criminal. 80 mm.

December
HOUSE OF INTRIGUE, THE Cinemascope, Color. Dawn
Addams, Curt Jurgens. Folco Lulli. Producer-director

Dulllo Coletti. Spies and counter-spies' activities dur-

ing WW II. 90 mln.

January
ATOMIC SUBMARINE Arthur Frani, Dick Foran, Brett

Halsey. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Spencer G.

Benset. Science-tiction thriller of a Polar sub and its

encounter with unknown enemy. 73 min.

PURPLE GANG. THE Barry Sullivan, Robert Blake.

Elaine Edwards. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director

Frank McDonald. The startling story of the infamous

Detroit mobsters. 83 min.

February

HYPNOTIC EYE, THE Jacques Bergerac, Marcia Hen-

derson Merry Anders, Allison Hayes. Producer Charles

B. Bloch. Director George Blair. Hypnotist's assistant

wearing mask, is responsible for disfiguring pretty

faces of hypnosis volunteers. 82 min.

April

BLUEBEARD'S TEN HONEYMOONS George Sanders,

Corlnne Calvet. Producer Roy Parkinson. Director W.
Lee Wilder. Based on the true-life story of Landru,

infamous French bluebeard. 92 min.

June
I PASSED FOR WHITE Sonya Wilde. James Franciscus.

Producer-director Fred Wilcox. Story of a Negress
who passes for white. 91 min.

RAYMIE David Ladd. John Agar, Charles Winninger,

Richard Arlen. Producer A. C. Lyle. Director Fred

McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant 6

foot barracuda. 73 min.

July

PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert. Pro-

ducer-director Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt.
Petrosino's war against the Mafia in the early I900's.

110 min.

SEX KITTENS GO TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren, Tues-

day Weld, Miianou Bardot. Producer-director Albert
Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-

lege routine. 93 min.

August

HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen. Vic

Damone, Patricia Owens, Sessue Hayakawa, Miiko
Taka. Producer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson.

True story of U. S. Marine hero Guy Gabaldon. 132 min.

TORMENTED, THE Shocker.

September

PLUNDERERS, THE Jeff Chandler. Dolores Hart. Pro-
ducer-director Joseph Pevney. Band of young hoodlums
intimidate entire western town.

SERENGETI Color. African jungle documentary.

Coming
BIG BANKROLL, THE Fabulous life story of king of the
q|ptbler>. Producers, Samuel Bischoff and David
Diamond.

DONDI David Kory, David Janssen, Patti Page, Walter
Winchell, Mickey Shaughnessy. Producer-Director
Albert Zugsmith. Story based on the comic strip
character.

RECKLESS. PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan Producer.director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama "

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

November

GIANT GILA MONSTER Don Sullivan. Lisa Simone.
Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg. Giant
gila monster goes beserk on diet of humans. 75 min.

THE KILLER SHREWS Ingrid Goude, James Best, Ken
Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis. Director Ray Kellogg.
Tiny shrews grow to huge proportions. 49 min.

December

GOLIATH AND THE BARBARIANS Color-Scope. Steve
Reeves, Bruce Cabot, Chelo Alonso. Producer Em-
inno Salvi. Director Carlo Campogalliani. A young
woodsman revenges the death of his father. Spectacle.

February

ANGRY RED PLANET Cinemagic, Eastmancolor. Gerald
Mohr, Nora Hayden, Les Tremayne. Producers Sidney
Pink, Norman Maurer. Director lb Melchoir. An ad-
venture in the fourth dimension. 83 min.

May
CIRCUS OF HORRORS Specta-Color. Anton Diffring,

Erika Remberg. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn.

Director Sidney Hayers. Horror spectacle. 95 min.

5/23/40.

June

JAILBREAKERS Robert Hutton, Mary Castle, Producer-

director Alexander Grasshoff. Four escaped convicts

try to find a treasure of $400,000.00 from a bank rob-

bery. 65 mm.

WHY MUST I DIE? Terry Moore, Debra Paget. Pro-

ducer Richard Bernstein. Director Roy Del Ruth. True
story of an innocent girl on "Death Row."

July

AMAZING TRANSPARENT MAN Marguerite Chapman,
Douglas Kennedy, James Griffith. Producer Lester D.

Guthrie. Director Edgar G. Ulmer. 40 min.

BEYOND THE TIME BARRIER Robert Clarke, Darlene
Tompkins, Arianne Arden. Producer Robert Clarke.
Director Edgar G. Ulmer. A journey to the world of

tomorrow. 80 min.

HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScope, Color. Vincent Price,

Mark Damon, Mvrna Fahey. Producer-director Roger
Corman. Edgar Allan Poe's classic. 79 min.

September

JOURNEY TO THE LOST CITY Color. Debra Paget,
Paul Christian. Director Fritz Lang. 95 min.

October

ROUGH AND THE SMOOTH, THE Nadja Tiller, Tony
Britton, William Bendix. Producer George Minter.
Director Robert Siodmak. Story of a turbulent love
triangle. 90 min.

November

KONG A Color. Michael Gough, Margo Johns. Pro-
ducer Herman Cohen. Director John Lamount. Monster
gorilla rampages through Piccadilly Circus. 90 min.

Coming
ALADDIN AND THE GIANT Dynamagic and Color.
Producer Herman Cohen. Action fantasy.

GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON CinemaScope Color
Richard Harrison, Debra Paget. Producer Geoffredo P.

Bertolino. Action fantasy. 80 min.

MASTER OF THE WORLD Color. Vincent Price, Mark
Damon, Charles Bronson. Jules Verne tale of one man's
scheme to eliminate war.

COLUMBIA

January

GENE KRUPA STORY. THE S.I Mineo Susan Kchn.r.
Producer Philip A, Waxman. Director Don Weis. Biog-
raphy of the famed drummer 101 min. 1/4/40.

SUDDENLY, LAST SUMMER Elizabeth Taylor, Montgor|
ery Clift. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director Joseph I

Mankiewicz. Based on the controversial Tennestc
Williams play. 114 min. 12/21.

SWAN LAKE Maya Plisetskaya, Nicolai Fadeyech
Director Z. Tulubyeva. Russian exchange film. 81 mil
2/29/40.

February

ONCE MORE, WITH FEELING Technirama, Color. Y
Brynner, Kay Kendall. Producer-Director Stanley Done
Story about a concert conductor. 92 min. 2/15/40

WHO WAS THAT LADY? Tony Curtis, Dean Marti*)
Janet Leigh. Producer Norman Krasna. Direct'
George Sidney. Curtis poses as an F.B.I, agent. Ill

min. 1/18/40.

March
COMANCHE STATION CinemaScope, Color. Randold
Scott. Nancy Gates. Producer-director Budd Boettiche
A cowboy out for revenge. 74 min. 2/29/40.

OUR MAN IN HAVANA CinemaScope. Alec Guinnes
Burl Ives, Maureen O'Hara. Producer-Director Car
Reed. Drama of a vacuum cleaner salesman in Havan.'
107 min. 2/1/40.

April

BABETTE GOES TO WAR CinemaScope, Color, Brigitti

Bardot, Jacques Charrier, Producer Raoul J. LevJ
Director Christian-Jaque. Bardot helps defeat German'
103 min. 2/29/40.

BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG Dick Clark, Michael Ca
Ian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Jerry Bresler. Direct.

Paul Wendkos. A teacher fights teenage violence. K
min. 3/14/40.

May
ELECTRONIC MONSTER Rod Cameron. Mary Murpln
Producer Cohen-Levy. Director Tully. A mind machirl
in the hands of a murderer. 72 min. 4/4/40.

KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO CinemaScope, Color. Roi

ert Taylor, Anne Aubrey. Producers Irving Allen

Albert R. Broccoli. Director Richard Thorpe. Engineii

fights slave trade in Africa. 91 min. 4/25/40.

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathew<
Producer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre de Totl

Hollywood film magnate becomes U.S. counter-spy. I

min. 4/11/40.

STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY. THE Guy Rolfe. ProducJ
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Ritual murde'
in India. 81 min. 5/23/40.

June

BATTLE IN OUTER SPACE Color. Ryo Ikebe, Leonari

Stanford. Producer Tomoyuki Tanaka. Director Inoshir'

Honda. 90 min. 4/27/40.

MOUNTAIN ROAD, THE James Stewart, Lisa Lu. Pr<

ducer William Goetz. Director Daniel Mann. G.I.I

fight across Burma. 102 min. 3/28/40.

MY DOG. BUDDY Ken Curtis. Producer Ken Curti
1

Director Ray Kellogg. A boy and his dog are partec

77 min. 5/9/60.

Gel
flighj

July

STOP! LOOK! & LAUGH! Three Stooges. Paul Winche
& Jerry Mahoney. Producer Harry Romm. Directc

Jules White. Funny men romp. 78 min.

STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET CinemaScope, Colo
Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak. Ernie Kovacs. Barbara Rus
Producer-director Richard Ouine. Love triangle in sul

urbia, based on Evan Hunter's best-seller. 117 mi

6/4/40.

13 GHOSTS Charles Herbert, Jo Morrow, Martin Milne
Producer-director William Castle. Rib-tickling ghost tali

88 min. 7/25/60.

August

NIGHTS OF LUCRETIA BORGIA, THE Color. Belino

Lee. Jacques Sernas. Producer Gianni Hecht Lucari. D
rector Pietro Francisci.

September

ALL THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd. Sidney Poitie

Producer-director Hall Bartlett. U.N. forces trappe
behind enemy lines in Korea. 84 min.

AS THE SEA RAGES Maria Schell. Cliff Robertsoi
Producer Carl Szkoll. Director Horst Hechler. /

among fishermen and islandors. 97 min.

P R O D U C



AUGUST SUMMARY
The August release slate remains

constant at a low 19. Twentieth Cen-

tury-Fox still is far out in front with

seven pictures scheduled. Five com-

panies—Allied Artists, M-G-M, Para-

mount, United Artists and Universal

—

are tied for the runnerup spot at two

films each. Columbia and Warner Bros,

each has carded one re'ease, while

American-International has yet to list

any product for this month.

EMY GENERAL, THE Van Johnson, Jean Pierre

n wont, Dany Carrel. Producer Sam Katrman. Director

org* Sherman.

ST AND SEXY CinemaScope. Color. Gina Lollo-

Etqida. Dale Robertson. Producer Milko Skofic. Di-

I ctor Reginald Denham.

Coming
;VIL AT 4 O'CLOCK, THE Spencer Tracy, Frank
matra, Marpassa Dawn. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Di-

ctor Mervyn LeRoy.

iDGET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope. Color. James
,rr»n. Sandra Dee, Michael Callan. Producer Jerry
•iltr.

UNS OF NAVARONE. THE CinemaScope. Color,
regory Peck, David Niven, Anthony Quinn. Producer
»»rl Foreman. Director J. Lee Thompson.

AIM AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw,
-oducer Charles H. Schneer. Director J. Lee Thompson
Im biography of brilliant rocket scientist von Braun.

rr NO MAN WRITE MY EPITAPH Burl Ives. Shelley
'inters, James Darren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan. Di-

ctor Philip Leacock.

:PE CinemaScope, Color. Cantinflas, Dan Dailey,
lirlty Jones. Producer-director George Sidney.

WHO, VENUS OF LESBOS CinemaScope, Color,
erwin Mathews, Tina Louise.

ONG WITHOUT END CinemaScope. Color. Dirk Bo-
rde, Capucine. Producer William Goetz. Director
harles Vidor. Musical biography of Frani Liszt. 141

Im. 7/11/40.

JRPRISE PACKAGE Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor. Pro-
ucer-director Stanley Doner.

WORLDS OF GULLIVER. THE Super Dynamation.
olor. Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow. Producer Charles
chneer. Director Jack Sher.

WO FACES OF DR. JEKYLL, THE Color. Paul Massie,
awn Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
erence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-

- i clastic.

VACKIEST SHIP IN THE ARMY. THE CinemaScope,
:olor. Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson. Producer Fred

• ohlmar. Director Richard Murphy.

INDEPENDENTS

February

'LACK ORPHEUS (Orpheus Negro) ILopert) Breno
^ello, Marpessa Dawn. Lourdes de Oliveira. Producer
.•acha Gordine. Director Marcel Camus. Film version
'>f the famous Greek legend of Orpheus and his ill-

ated love for Eurydice. 95 min. 3/14/60.

iRI SCI (Valiant) Jean Gabin, Jeanne Moreau. Pro-
tueer Robert Dorfmann. Director Jacques Becker.
\cti»n drama of the Paris underworld and its inhabi-
ants. 85 min.

USS FOR A KILLER, A IValiant) Mylene Demongeot,
(Henri Vidal. Producer Michel Safra. Director Henri
w«fne«il. From James Hadley Chase's best-selling
tiriller. IK min.

NUDE IN A WHITE CAR (Trans-Lux) Marina Vlady,
Robert Hossein, Odile Versois. Director Robert Hos-
iein. Mystery dealing with the nocturnal escapades
3f two beautiful blonde French sisters. 87 min. 3/14/40.

TOBY TYLER IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Kevin Cor-
coran. Henry Calvin, Gene Sheldon Producer Walt

!DlM*y. Director Charles Banton. Circuj tale of a
mnaway boy's adventures under the Big Top. 94 min.
|l/l»/40.

March
EXmSSO BONGO (Continental Dist.l Laurence Har-
vey, Sylvia Syms. Producer-director Val Guest. Based
jOn the hit play by Wolf Mankowitx. 108 min. 4/25/40.

SWORD AND THE CROSS, THE IValiant) CinemaScope
Color. Gianna Maria Canale, Marisa Allasio. Director
Guido Brignone. Story of the Roman persecution of
early Christians.

April

KIDNAPPED (Buena Vista) Technicolor. Peter Finch,
James MacArthur. Producer Walt Disney. Director
Robert Stevenson. Adaptation of Robert Louis Steven-
son's adventure classic. 97 min. 2/29/40.

ROSEMARY ( Films-Around-the-World, Inc.! Nadja Tiller,
Peter Van Eyck Producer Luggi Waldleitner. Director
Rolf Theile. True story of post-war German prostitute
who "made it." 105 min. 4/25/40.

June
SIGN OF ZORRO. THE IBuena Vista). Guy Williams.
Henry Calvin. Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-
tors Norman Foster and Lewis R. Foster. Swash-
buckling hero saves old Los Angeles from tyrannical
commandante. 91 min.

July

POLLYANNA IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Richard Eagan. Producer Walt Disney. Director David
Swift. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller. 134 min. 4/11/40.

December
SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON IBuena Vista) Technicolor.
John Mills. Dorothy McGuire. Producer William H.
*naerson. Director Ken Annakin. Adaptation of Johann
Wyss Adventure classic.

Coming

CHASERS. THE Jacque Charrler. Charles Agnovour
Director Jean-Pierre Mocky. Cynical yet engrossing
French import about youthful women-chasers. 75 min.
3/28.

DAY OF THE TRUMPET, THE |C. Santiago Film Organi-
zation Prod.) John Agar. Richard Arlen. Bill Phlpps
Producer Harry Smith Director Eddie Romero.

DREAM MACHINE, THE (Amalgamated Prods.) Rod
Cameron. Marty Murphy. Peter llling Producers Rich-
ard Gordon and Charles Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
gomery Tully.

GORGO (King Bros.) Technicolor, Wide screen. Bill

Travers, Vincent Winter. William Sylvester. Producer
Maurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

HIROSHIMA, MON AMOUR (Zenith International I

Emmanuelle Riva. Eiil Okada. Producer-Director Alain
Resnais. Love story set against background of war.
88 min. 7/25/40.

JAZZ ON A SUMMER'S DAY IGalaxy Attractions. Inc.)
Louis Armstrong, Gerry Mulligan, George Shearing.
Producer-director Bert Stern. Sights and sounds of the
Newport. R. I. annual fan festival. 85 min. 5/9/40.

JUNGLE CAT IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Story of

animal life along the Amazon River.

LIGHT ACROSS THE STREET. THE IUMPO) Brigittt

Bardot, Raymond Pellagrin. Roger Piquat. Producer
Jacques Gauthier. Director Georges Lacombe Drama.
A French husband and wife try to live without normal
sex relations, after the husband had a near-fatal acci-

dent. 74 min.

LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim Davis, Dan Magowan Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton, Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MICHAEL STROGOFF Color, CinemaScope. Curt Jur-
gens. Genevieve Page. Producer Jonn Spigler. Direc-
tor Carmine Gallone. Adventure classic. IIS min.
4/4/40.

SCHOOL FOR SCOUNDRELS (Continental Distributing.
Inc.) Ian Carmichael, Terry-Thomas. Alastair Sim, Ja-
nette Scott. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Robert
Hamer. British comedy. 94 min. 7/25/40.

SILVER SKATES. THE IBuena Vista) Eastman Color.
Rony Zeander, Carin Rossby. Producer Walt Disney.
Director Norman Foster. Romantic fairy-tale taking
place by the Zuider Zee in 1850.

THUNDER IN CAROLINA IHowco International) Rory
Calhoun, Alan Hale. Connie Hines. John Gentry. Pro-
ducer J. Francis White. Director Paul Helmick. 92 min.
7/25/40.

METRO-GOLDWYN -MAYER

March
HOME FROM THE HILL CinemaScope. Metrocolor.
Robert Mitchum. Eleanor Parker. Producer Edmund
Grainger. Director Vincente Minnelli. Film version of
William Humphrey's novel dealing with conflict be-
tween family. 150 min. 2/15/40.

April

PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES CinemaScope, Metro-
Color. DorfT Day^ David Nlven Janis Paige. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Cnarles Walters. Comic ex-
periences of N. Y. couple and their children. Ill min.
3/28.

May
PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney. Terry
Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haai.
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military
academy. 93 min.

June
ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN, THE Cinema-
Scope. MetroColor. Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges. Pro-

ducer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Michael Curtii.

Film version of Mark Twain's classic story of the Mis-
sissippi River. 107 min. 5/9/40.

GIANT OF MARATHON, THE Dyalscope, Color. Steve
Reeves, Mylene Demongeot. Producer Bruno Vailati.

Director Jacques Tourneur. Action-filled recreation of

the classic battle of ancient Greece. 92 min. 4/4/40.

July

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope. MetroColor. Judy
Holliday. Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-
tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit.

127 min. 4/27/40.

THE DAY THEY ROEBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray, Elizabeth Sellars, Hugh Griffith. Producer
Jules Buck. Director John Guillermin. Suspenseful
action-thriller of a sensational robbery. 85 min.

August
ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaScope.
MetroColor. Robert Wagner. Natalie Wood. Susan
Kohner. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Michael
Anderson. Drama involving four young people whose
paths cross in their search to find love. 112 min.

7/2S/40.

TIME MACHINE, THE Color. Rod Taylor. Alan Young.
Producer-director George Pal. Based on H. G. Wells'

story of a man who invents a machine which carries

him from the 19th century into an amazing world of

the future. 103 min. 7/25/40.

September

ANGEL WORE RED. THE Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde.

Joseph Cotten Producer Goffredo Lombardo Director

Nunnally Johnson. Drama during Spanish Civil War,
involving a priest and a beautiful dancer.

SUBTERRANEANS. THE CinemaScope. MetroColor.

Leslie Caron. George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed

Director Ranald MacDougall. Film version of Jack

Kerouac's novel. 89 min.

October

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter, Pat Crowley.

Producer Kathryn Hereford. Director Phil Carson. Story

of a man threatened by a gang of hoodlums after he

is witness to a murder. 81 min.

WHERE THE HOT WIND BLOWS Gina Lollobrigida,

Yves Montand. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Jules

Dassin. From Roger Vailland's best-selling novel of

smoldering violence among people of primitive morals

living in an isolated Adriatic village.

November

BUTTERFIELD 8 CinemaScope. MetroColor. Elizabith

Taylor, Laurence Harvey. Producer Pandro S. Berman
Director Daniel Mann. Adaptation of John O'Haras

GORGO Eastman Color. Bill Travers. Will Sylvester.

Vincent Winter. Producers Frank and Maurice King.

Director Eugene Lourie. Adventure story of a monster

that virtually destroys London to rescue its off-spring

from captivity.

December

CIMARRON CinemaScope, MetroColor. Glenn Ford
Maria Schell. Anne Baxter. Producer Edmund Grainger
Director Anthony Mann. Based on Edna Ferber's classic

novel.

MAGIC BOY MagicColor. Animated cartoon depicting

adventures of a little Japanese boy and girl and their

animal friends in the mountain district of Japan. 83 min.

Coming
BEN HUR Panavision. Technicolor. Charlton Heston
Jack Hawkins. Stephen Boyd, Hava Harareet Pro-

ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-

lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

GO NAKED IN THE WORLD CinemaScope. MetroColor
Gina Lollobrigida, Tony Franciosa, Ernest Bofgnine
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Ranald MacDou-
gall. Film version of a novel by Tom Chamales.

VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED George Sanders Bar-

bara Shelley. Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf
Rilla. Suspense drama with a science-fiction basis.

PARAMOUNT

February

CIRCUS STARS Eastman Color. Oleg Popov. Vladimir
Durov. Director L. Kristy. Russian release distributed

by Paramount pursuant to agreement under the aus-

pices of the State Department. 47 min. 2/29/40.

JACK THE RIPPER Lee Patterson, Eddie Byrne. Betty

MeDowall. Producer and Director—Robert S. Baker,

and Monty Berman. Joseph E. Levlne exploitation spe-
cial. 85 min. 2/15/40.

March
HELLER IN PINK TIGHTS Technicolor. Sophia Loren,
Anthony Ouinn. Margaret O'Brien. Producers Carlo
Ponti and Marce,.o Girosi. Director George Cukor.
Theatrical troupe's adventures in the old west. 100

min. 3/14/40.

April

CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS Lilli Palmer, Sylvia Syms.
Yvonne Mitchell. Producer Betty E. Box Director Ralph
Thomas. Story of rescue operations of war orphans
imprisoned in concentration camps. 113 min. 3/14/40.

Film BULLETIN — THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT



IN THE WAKE OF A STRANGER Tony Wright, Shirley

Eaton, Danny Green, Producer John Penington. Director
David Eady. Suspense drama concerning the dis-

appearance of the body of a murdered bookmaker.
49 min. 5/9/40.

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET Jerry Lewis, Joan Black-

man. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog.
Screen version of the Broadway hit by Gore Vidal.

85 min. 2/15/40.

May
FIVE BRANDED WOMEN Van Heflin, Silvana Mangano,
Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis. Director
Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Nazis. 104 min.
4/1 1/40.

PRISONER OF THE VOLGA Eastman Color. John Derek,
Elsa Martinelli, Dawn Addams. Director V. Tour-
jeasky. Historical spectacle. 82 min. 5/9/40.

June
WALK LIKE A DRAGON Jack Lord, Nobu McCarthy,
James Shigeta. Producer-director James Clavell. Drama
set in the Old West dealing with the fight between
an American settler and a Chinese immigrant for the
love of an Oriental slave girl. 95 min. 4/4/40.

July

BELLBOY, THE Jerry Lewis, Aiex Gerry, Joan Tabor.
Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of a mute bellboy
at a Florida resort. 72 min.

RAT RACE, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan. Drama of a career-seeking
saxophone player and a disillusioned showgirl. 105 min.
5/9/40.

TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT Eastman Color. Gordon
Scott, Jock Mahoney. Producers Sy Weintraub. Harvey
Hayutin. Director Robert Day. Famous king of the
untamed engages in more adventurous activities. 88
min. 4/27/40.

August

IT STARTED IN NAPLES VistaVision, Technicolor. Clark
Gable, Sophia Loren. Producer Jack Rose. Director
Mel Shavelson. An American lawyer goes to Italy to
get his orphaned nephew and falls in love with the
child's governess. 100 min. 7/25/40.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh, Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles
John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Story based on Inner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert
Bloch. 109 min. 4/27/40.

September

BOY WHO STOLE A MILLION, THE Virgilio Texera,
Maurice Reyna. Producer George Brown. Director
Charles Crichton. Young bank messenger "borrows"
1,000,000 pesetas to help his father.

UNDER TEN FLAGS Technirama. Van Heflin Charles
Laughton. Producer Dino DeLaurentis. Directors Duilio
Coletti and Silvio Nariiiano. Drama of WWII.

October

BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim. Producer Raymond Eger. Direc-
tor Roger Vadim. Suspense drama based on story by
Paul Gallico.

G.I. BLUES VistaVision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley
Juliet ProWse. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman
Taurog. Story of American soldiers in Germany.

SAVAGE INNOCENTS. THE Technirama, Technicolor An-
thony Ouinn, Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray.

December
BREATH OF SCANDAL. A Technicolor. Sophia Loren
Maurice Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti
and Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtiz. A sophis-
ticated story of the make-believe world of the Austro-
Hungarian court around 1904.

CINDERFELLA Technicolor, VistaVision. Jerry Lewis
Ed Wynn, Anna Marie Alberghetti, Erin O'Brien. Pro-
ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin. Modern
version of the Cinderella fairy tale.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Nancy Kwan, Michael Wilding, Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Richard Quine. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and the Broadway play.

Coming
ALL IN A NIGHT'S WORK Technicolor. Dean Martin
Shirley MacLaine, Cliff Robertson. Producer Hal Wal-
lis. Director Joseph Anthony. Pretty research assistant
for publishing empire suspected of blackmail plot
involving late boss.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,
Geor9 . Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II
eipienage drama.

ONE-EYED JACKS VistaVision. Technicolor. Marlon
Brando. Pina Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-
tor Marlon Brando.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY, THE VistaVision Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire. Debbie Reynolds Tab Hunter
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton!
Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-
boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

March

CAN-CAN (Todd-AO) Color. Frank Sinatra, Shirley

MacLane, Maurice Chevalier. Producer Jack Cum-
mings. Director Walter Lang. Adaptation of Cole
Porter's brilliant musical success. 131 min. 3/14/40.

DOG OF FLANDERS, A CinemaScope, Color. David

Ladd, Donald Crisp. Producer R. Radnitz. Director H.
Clark. Story of a boy and his dog. 94 min. 1/18/40.

WHEN COMEDY WAS KING Charlie Chaplin, Buster

Keaton, Laurel and Hardy. Producer Robert Youngson.
A compilation of the screen's best-loved comedians.
81 min. 3/14/40.

WIND CANNOT READ, THE DeLuxe Color. Dirk Bo-

garde, Yoko Tani. Producer Betty Box. Director R.

Thomas. Drama of taut intrigue and love in Burma dur-

ing WW II. 107 min. 2/29/40.

April

MASTER OF THE CONGO JUNGLE DeLuxe Color,

CinemaScope. Narrator—Orson Welles. Producer H.

Stock. Director M. De Roover. Story of life in the

Belgian Congo. 88 min. 1/18/40.

THIRTEEN FIGHTING MEN RegalScope. Grant Wil-
liams, Carole Mathews. Producer Jack Leewood. Di-

rector Harry Gerstad. Story of tensions and tragedy
when two rival patrols from North and South meet.
49 min. 3/28.

WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Ernie Kovacs, Margo Moore, Dick Shawn. Pro-
ducer-director Mervyn LeRoy. Gl operates a lavish
resort on a Pacific island. 124 min. 3/28.

May
CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson Welles,
Juliette Greco. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director
Richard Fleischer. Psychological thriller of dual iden-
tities. 97 min. 5/23/40.

DAVID AND BATHSHEBA Technicolor. Gregory Peck,
Susan Hayward. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. 114 min.

FLAME OVER INDIA DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Ken-
neth More, Lauren Bacall. Producer M. Hellman. Di-
rector J. Thompson. Suspense melodrama set in India.
130 min. 4/25/40.

VALLEY OF THE REDWOODS CinemaScope. Lynn
Bernay, John Hudson. Producer Gene Corman. Di-
rector William N. Witney. Masterful and ingenious
crime drama set off in northern California. 43 min.
4/25/40.

June

BOBBIKINS CinemaScope. Shirley Jones, Max Bygraves.
Producer O. Brodney. Director Robert Day. Hilarious

family comedy. 89 min. 2/29/40.

OPERATION AMSTERDAM Peter Finch, Eva Bartok.
Producer M. Cowan. Director M. McCarthy. Based on
a novel by David E. Walker. 105 min. 4/11/40.

TWELVE HOURS TO KILL CinemaScope. Nico Minar-
dos, Barbara Eden. Producer John Healy. Director
Edward L. Cahn. Crime melodrama. 83 min. 5/9/40.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Montgomery
Clift, Lee Remick, Jo Van Fleet. Producer-Director
Elia Kazan. An elderly woman successfully fights the
Tennessee Valley Authority. 110 min. 4/4/40.

July

FROM THE TERRACE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Myrna Loy. Pro-
ducer-Director Mark Robson. Inside look at low morals
of upper class. 144 min. 7/11/40.

LOST WORLD. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Fer-

nando Lamas, Claude Rains, David Hedison, Jill St.

John. Producer-Director Irwin Allen. Adventure-fantasy
spectacle. 98 min. 7/1 1/40.

MURDER, INC. CinemaScope. May Britt, Stuart Whit-
man. Producer Burt Balaban. Director Stuart Rosen-
berg. Story of famed crime syndicate. 107 min. 7/11/40.

STORY OF RUTH, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Elana Eden, Peggy Wood, Stuart Whitman. Producer
Samuel G. Engel. Director Harry Koster. Story of the
biblical character. 132 min. 4/27/40.

TRAPPED IN TANGIERS CinemaScope. Edmund Pur-

dom, Genevieve Page. 74 min.

August

CAPTAIN'S TABLE. THE John Gregson, Peggy Cum-
mins. Donald Sinden, Nadia Gray. Producer Joseph
Janni. Director Jack Lee. Delightful comedy about
life aboard a pleasure cruiser. 90 min.

FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard Basehart, Stu Erwin, Rex Allen. 84 min.

IDIOT. THE Y. Yakovlev, J. Borisova, N. Podgorny.
Director Ivan Pyriev. Russian exchange film in coop-
eration with the State Department, based on Dostoiev-
sky's novel. 122 min.

ONE FOOT IN HELL CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Dolores Michaels, Don Murray, Alan Ladd. Producer
Sydney Boehm. Director James B. Clark.

SONS AND LOVERS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Dean
Stockwell. Trevor Howard, Wendy Hiller, Heather
Sears. Producer Jerry Wale). Director Jack Cardiff.
Drama of passion and love in a Welsh mining com-'
munity. 103 min. 7/25/40.

39 STEPS, THE Kenneth More, Taina Elg. The culfur

exchange production with the U.S.S.R. 95 min.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Ray Stricfl
Mary Anders, Willard Parker. Producer Jack Le<i

wood. Director William Claxton. Story of the teenac
life of the notorious outlaw. 73 min.

September

FRECKLES Carol Christianson. Martin West. Produce
H. Spaulding. Director M. McLoglin.

GODDESS OF LOVE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Colo
Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas, Claudia Gora.

HIGH POWERED RIFLE CinemaScope. Willard Parke;
Allison Hayes. 40 min.

LET'S MAKE LOVE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Yv«
Montand, Tony Randall. Marilyn Monroe. Product
Jerry Wald. Director George Cukor.

SQUAD CAR Paul Bryar, Vlci Raff. Producer M. Ros-

Director E. Lieftriech.

WALK TALL Willard Parker, Kent Taylor, Joyce Meac
ows. Producer-Director Maury Dexter.

October

BATTLE AT AUSTERLITZ CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color
Leslie Caron, Jack Palance, Gina Lollobrigida, Rosann:
Brazzi, Vittorio De Sica, Martine Carol. Director Abe'
Gance.

DESIRE IN THE DUST Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer, JoaJ
Bennett, Brett Halsey, Ken Scott. Producer-Director Will
liam Claxton.

HIGH TIME CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Bing Crosby
Fabian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Charles Bracket!
Director Blake Edwards. Rich, older playboy goes bac
to college and learns a lot.

SECRET OF THE PURPLE REEF Peter Falk. Producer Gen
Corman. Director W. Whitly.

November

CIRCLE OF DECEPTION Bradford Dillman, Suzy Parker'
Producer 8. Lee. Director R. Lee.

GO NORTH CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. John Wayne
Stewart Granger, Ernie Kovacs, Fabian, Capucine. Di
rector Henry Hathaway. Mail-order bride is brough,
to Alaska in gold rush days.

SCHNOOKS. THE Tommy Noonan, Peter Marshall. Prol
ducer Jack Leewood. Director Charles Barton.

Coming

BIG GAMBLE, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color
Stephen Boyd, Juliette Greco, David Wayne. Produce
Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Richard Fleischer.

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor. Producer Walter Wan
ger. Director Rouben Mamoulian.

FERRY TO HONG KONG Curt Jurgens, Orson Welles,
Sylvia Syms. Producer George Maynard. Director
Lewis Gilbert. Offbeat comedy-drama about a cul

tured tramp, a scheming captain, and their strange
alliance.

LEGIONS OF THE NILE Linda Crista I. Director Vit'

torio Cottafavi. Spectacular historical melodrama.

MILLIONAIRESS. THE CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color
Sophia Loren, Peter Sellers. Alastair Sim. Produce
Carlo Ponti. Director Anthony Asquith. Bernard Shaw'

i

famous comedy.

SALAMMBO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Jacques Ser
nas, Edmund Purdom. Colorful panorama based oi 1

Flaubert's famous story.

SEPTEMBER STORM CinemaScope, 3-D. Joanne Dru,
Mark Stevens. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Directo
Byron Haskin. Unique underwater drama.

UPSAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. MylenJ
Demongeot, Michael Craig, Anne Heywood. Produce
Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Rowdy, racy
ragout of an impossible French baby-sitter. 101 min

UNITED ARTISTS

March

OKLAHOMA TERRITORY Bill Williams, Gloria Talbot!
Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn.
min. Action drama. 47 min. 2/29/40.

April

BOY AND THE PIRATES, THE Color. Charles Herbert'
Susan Gordon. Producer-director Bert I. Gordon. Fanj
tasy-comedy. 82 min. 4/11/40.

THREE CAME TO KILL Cameron Mitchell. Steve Brodiei

Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Actior!

drama. 70 min. 4/1 1/40.

UNFORGIVEN, THE Color. Burt Lancaster, AudreJ
Hepburn. Producer James Hill. Director John Huston.l

Widescreen Western. 125 min. 4/11/40.

May
FUGITIVE KIND, THE Marlon Brando, Anna MagnamJ
Joanne Woodward. Producer Martin Jurow and Richard

Shepherd. Director Sidney Lumet. Based on Tennessee
Williams' Broadway play. 119 min. 4/25/40.
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iAlaVANT HOURS, THE James Cagney. Producer-Direc-

,or Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval hero
Udmiral Halsey. 115 min. 5/23/40.

JOOSE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis. Ted De Corsla.

'roducer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Ac-
ion drama. 4? min. 5/9/40.

OF THE 17th DOLL Ernest Borgnine, Anne
.tarter. Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film version

if Ray Lawler's Broadway and London stage play. 93

June

UACUMBA LOVE Color. Ziva Rodann, William Well-
man, Jr., June Wilkinson. Producer-Director Douglas
Fowley. Voodoo and tropical romance in Brazil. 84
,m\n. 4/4/40.

MUSIC BOX KID, THE Ronald Foster, Luana Patten.
&rant Richards. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director
Edward L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.

July

APARTMENT. THE Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine.
Fred MacMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder. Ro-
mantic comedy. I2S min. 5/23/40.

LAST DAYS OF POMPEII, THE Color. CinemaScope.
Steve Reeves, Christina Kauffman. Producer Paolo
Motfa. Director Mario Bonnard. 103 min. 4/27/40.

August

ELMER GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster. Jean
Simmons. Dean Jagger. Producer Bernard Smith. Di-
rector Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller.
MS min. 7/11/40.

September

NIGHT FIGHTERS, THE Robert Mitchum, Dan O'Herlihy,
Anne Heywod. Producer Raymond Stross. Director
Taylor Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion. 74 min.

STUDS LONIGAN Christopher Knight, Venetia Steven-
son. Producer Philip Yordan. Director Irving Lerner.
Film version of the James T. Farrel trilogy.

October

ALAMO, THE ITedd-AO) Technicolor. John Wayne,
Richard Widmark, Laurence Harvey, Linda Cristal.
Producer-director John Wayne. Historic Western.

November
INHERIT THE WIND Spencer Tracy, Fredric March,
Gene Kelly. Producer-director Stanley Kramer. Recre-
ation of famed Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925. 127

MAGNIFICENT SEVEN, THE PanaVision. Color. Yul
Brynner, Eli Wallach, Horst Buchholi, Steve McQueen.
Producer-director John Sturges. Based on the Japanese
film "The Seven Samurai."

December

EXODUS Color, PanaVision. Paul Newman, Eva Marie
Saint, Peter Lawford. Producer-director Otto Premin-
ger. Based on Leon Uris' novel.

Coming
ADVISE AND CONSENT Producer-director Otto Prem-
mger. From Allen Drury best-seller about Washington
politics.

APPLE PIE BED Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director
Jean Negulesco. Based on the novel "The Midwife
of Pont Clery" by Flora Sandstrom.

BY LOVE POSSESSED Director Robert Wise. Picturiza-
tion of James Gould Cozzen's Pulitzer Prize winning
novel.

FORCE OF IMPULSE Jeff Donnell, Robert Alda Lionel
Hampton, J. Carroll Naish. Producer Peter Gayle,
Saul Swimmer. Tony Anthony.

GLADIATORS. THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS. MY Producer-director Stanley
Kramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
sion of James Michener's epic novel.

INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Donna Anderson.
Producer Stanley Kramer. Director Paul Stanley.

MISFITS, THE Clark Gable. Marilyn Monroe Montgom-
ery Clift. Producer Frank Taylor. Director John
Huston. Comedy.

TIME ON HER HANDS Ingrid Bergman. Anthony Per-
kins. Producer-director Anatole Litvak. Filmization of
Francois Sagan's romantic novel "Do You Like Brahms?"

TUNES OF GLORY Color. Alec Guinnes. John Mills.
Producer Colin Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Com-
edy-drama of the British postwar army.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Elizabeth Taylor. Director
Delbert Mann. Based on the Broadway stage success.

WAY WEST, THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

WEST SIDE STORY Widescreen, Color. Producer-direc-
tor Robert Wise. Filmization of Broadway musical,
teenagers in love and the problems they face.

UNIVERSAL

March
TOO SOON TO LOVE Widescreen Jennifer West.
Richard Evans. Producer-director Richard Rush. Drama
of two teenagers in love and the problem they face.
85 min. 2/29/40.

A pril

HEAD OF A TYRANT Technicolor. Widescreen. Massimo
Girotti, Isabella Corey. Renato Baldini, Lucia Bantl.
Director Fernando Gerghio. Story of the annihilation
of the people of Central Asia in ancient times. 102 min.
5/23/40.

SNOW QUEEN. THE Eastman Color. Art Linkl.tt.r,

Sandra Dee, Patty McCormack, Tommy Kirk. Producer
Robert Faber. Animated version of Hans Christian An-
derson fairy tale. 70 min. 12/7/59.

May
COSSACKS. THE Color, Widescreen. Edmund Purdom.
John Barrymore, Jr. Georgia Moll. Producer W.
Touriansky. Director Giorgio Rivalla. 113 min. 4/11/40.

June

BRIDES OF DRACULA. THE Color. Peter Cushing, Mar-
tita Hunt, Yvonne Monlaur, Freda Jackson. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Horror
thriller. 85 min. 4/4/40.

LEECH WOMAN. THE Coleen Gray, Grant Williams.
Gloria Talbot. Producer Joseph Gershenson. Director
Edward Dein. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving
drug and turns murderess. 77 min. 5/23/40.

July

DINOSAURUS CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Ward Ram-
sey. Producer J. H. Harris. Director Irvin S. Yea-

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Eastman Color. Anthony Quinn.
Lana Turner, Sandra Dee, John Saxon. Producer Ross
Hunter, Director Michael Gardor. Adaptation of

Broadway play by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts. 112
min. 4/27/40.

SOS PACIFIC Pier Angeli, Richard Attenborough, Eva
Bartok. Producer John Nasht. Director Guy Green. Ac-
tion thriller. 92 min. 7/25/40.

August

CHARTROOSE CABOOSE Eastman Color. Molly Bee,

Ben Cooper. Edgar Buchanan. Producer Stanley W.
Daugherty. Director William Reynolds. Comedy cen-

tered around a chartreuse caboose used for a home.
75 min. 4/27/40.

COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL Steve Allen, Jayne Meadows,
Walter Winchell, Mick;y Shaughnessy, Cathy Crosbv,
Conway Twitty. Producer-director Albert Zuasmith.
Story of college prof's survey of tennagers with sur-

prising results. 90 min.

September

BETWEEN TIME AND ETERNITY Eastman Color. Li I II

Palmer, Carlos Thompson, Willy Birgel. Director Ar-
thur Maria Rabenal. 98 min.

SEVEN WAYS FROM SUNDOWN Eastman Color. Audie
Murhpy, Barry Sullivan, Venetia Stevenson, John Mc-
Intire. Producer Gordon Kay. Director Harry Keller.

Coming

WARNER BROTHERS

March
GUNS OF THE TIMBERLAND Technicolor Alan Ladd.
Jeanree Crain. Frankie Avalon. Producer Aaron Spell-
ing. Director, Robert D Webb An adventure drem*
of lumbermen and their women. 91 min. 2/15/40.

THIS REBEL BREED Rita Moreno. Mark Damon. Pro-
ducers William Rowland and Robert H. Yamin. Direc-
tor Richard L. Bare. A story of iuvenile delinquency.
93 min. 2/15/40.

THREAT, THE Robert Knapp. Lydia Lawson. Producer-
director Charles R. Rondeau. Suspense drama. 44 min.

3/28.

A pril

TALL STORY Technicolor. Anthony Perkins. Jane

Crouse. 91 min. 2/15/40.

May
SERGEANT RUTLEDGE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter.

Constance Towers Producers Pat Ford and Willis Gold-
beck Director John Ford. An unusual i*«n« of justice

in the post-Civil War west. Ill min. 4/25/40.

June

HANNIBAL Technicolor. Victor Mature. Rita Gam.
Producer Ottavio Poggi. Director Edgar G. Ulmer.

Adventure spectacle of the exploits of the celebrated
Carthaginian hero. 103 min. 4/27/40.

July

HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Color Steve Reeves

Sylva Kotcina. Producer Bruno Veilati. Director Piefro

Francisci. Sequel to "Hercules". 101 min. 4/4/40.

ICE PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton. Robert Ryan.

Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer. Producer Henry BUnke.
Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferber's novel of

Alaska. 143 min. 4/27/40.

August
OCEAN'S ELEVEN Technicolor. Frank Sinatra, Dean
Martin, Sammy Davis. Jr., Peter Lawford. Angle
Dickinson. Producer-director Lewis Milestone. A Las

Vegas story.

September
CROWDED SKY, THE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Rhonda Fleming. Efrem Zimbalist, Jr Producer Mi-

chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A diama
of modern aviation.

October

GIRL OF THE NIGHT Anne Francis. John Kerr, Lloyd

Nolan. Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Cates. From Dr. Harold Greenwald's social and psy-

choanalytical study "The Call Girl".

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

D. Roosevelt, a decade before his rise to the Presidency.

Coming
DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS, THE Technicolor.

Robert Preston. Dorothy McGuire. Eve Arden. Producer
Michael Garrison. Director Delbert Mann.. Based on
William Inge's Broadway stage hit.

SINS OF RACHEL CADE, THE Technicolor. Angie Dick-
inson, Peter Finch, Roger Moore. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer's
best-selling novel of Africa.

SUNDOWNERS, THE Technicolor. Deborah Kerr, Robert
Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of the
Australian "out back country."

DAY OF THE GUN Color. Rock Hudson, Kirk Douglas,
Dorothy Malone, Joseph Cotton and Carol Lynley.
Producers Eugene Frenke, Edward Lewis. Director
Robert Aldrich.

GRASS IS GREENER, THE Technicolor and Technirama.
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum, Jean
Simmons. Producer-Director Stanley Donen.

GREAT IMPOSTER, THE Tony Curtis. Edmond O'Brien,
Arthur O'Connell, Garry Merrill, Joan Blackman,
Raymond Massey. Producer, Robert Arthur. Director.
Robert Mulligan. Based on the life of Ferdinand
Demara.

MIDNIGHT LACE Color. Doris Day. Rex Harrison, John
Gavin, Myrna Loy. Producers Ross Hunter, Martin Mel-
cher. Director David Miller. Mystery set in England.

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE, THE Mickey
Rooney, Mamie Van Doren. Fay Spain, Mel Torme,
Marty Milner, Tuesday Weld. Paul Anka, Cecil Kella-
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith,
Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people on a bus
are taken by a parallel to the Garden of Eden and
its temptations. 87 min.

SPARTACUS Technirama, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Lawrence Otivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis. Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-
tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
hit undying love.
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AN IMPORTANT REMINDER TO EVEN

EXHIBITOR FROM COLUMBIA... ABOI

TRAILERS, POSTERS AND ACCESSORIES

On September 1st,196
Columbia exchanges throughout the country will begin servicing accei

ries, posters and trailers on motion pictures it will release after that d

For Columbia pictures released prior to September 1st, 1960, such

STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET...STOP! LOOK! AND LAUGH!

13 GHOSTS. ..THE NIGHTS OF LUCRETIA BORGIA

you will continue to be serviced by your regular source;

Please note . .

.

so that there will be no delay in the flow of material to theatres across

nation, Columbia exchanges have already begun servicing accessori

posters and trailers on the following pictures it has scheduled for rele

after September 1st, 1960:—

SONG WITHOUT END ALL THE YOUNG MEN

THE ENEMY GENERAL THE WILD ONE

AS THE SEA RAGES FAST AND SEXY
I'M ALL RIGHT JACK ON THE WATERFRONT

For your information— Only trailers made and sold by

Columbia will include scenes from Columbia releases!
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Expanded Programs . . . New Companies

Production's A-Poppin'

REVIEWS THIS ISSUE

BETWEEN TIME AND ETERNITY • HEll TO ETERNITY

THE CROWDED SKY • THE WALKING TARGET

THE ENEMY GENERAL • AS THE SEA RAGES

ONE FOOT IN HEll • FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE

YOUNG JESSE JA»AES • THE BELLBOY

STOP! LOOK! AND LAUGH! • THE IDIOT

12 TO THE MOON • TRAPPED IN TANGIERS



Universal proudly announces products

has started in Vien:

with a cast of exciting; new personalitiei

in an over-powering drama of mystery an

international intrigue..."shooting" in t]

very shadow of The Iron Curtain!

by PHIL KARLSON- produced by RICHARD WIDMA!
A HEATH UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL PICTU
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In the Movie Business

M-G-M DIVIDEND . There is no doubt that
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stockholders will
be rewarded with an additional divi-
dend payment before the end of the
year. However, we have it on unim-
peachable authority that it will take
the form of an extra dividend, rather
than an increase in the present $1.20
annual rate. Despite the company's

|

steadily improving cash position (it
may be the richest of all film com-
panies come '61), a certain conserv-
atism pervades the inner councils, and
la dividend increase will have to await
management's close study of next
year's trends. The forthcoming "extra"
will range from 600 to $1 per share.

GOLDEN 1 S DEAL. The unwritten pact
under which Gilbert Golden joined
20th-Fox places him in a unique posi-
tion among industry advertising execu-
tives. While it is non-exclusive, 20th
president Spyros Skouras and vice
president-promotion chief Charles
Einfeld have indicated they intend to
keep him fully occupied with special
projects, and on a permanent basis.
Actually, the plan is to have Golden
conceive and implement complete cam-
paigns from the story-buy stage
through release on special attrac-
tions. Golden, who recently quit as
head of Warner Bros, promotion depart-
ment, rejected several contract offers
to take the 20th spot because of the
wide range of operations it entails. A
sidelight of his entrance into the Fox
ad picture is the fact that Einfeld is
being required to assume an increasing
amount of non-advertising duties,
throwing additional responsibility on
the firm's heavily burdened promotion
department

.

0

TELEMETER DELAY . More sand slows down
the wheels of the seemingly intermin-

able Canadian Telemeter experiment.
Thus far no accounting has been made
public of the coin-box receipts from
Etobicoke. A few weeks ago, it was
heard that figures would be revealed
in September. Now that is off. Latest
word is this announcement from Eugene
Fitzgibbons, executive director of the
feevee firm: "We intend to sit back
and analyze the entire operation
(which will take about six more
months )

.

" Thus far. he added, figures
show the operat ion has l ost money be-
cause of equipment and installation
problems, other expenses. And an un-
named Telemeter offical was quoted
thnsly: "We won't expand until this
setup is proved out." More and more
observers of the scene are leaning
toward the belief that this continuing
doubt—and not the roseate publicity
portrait—characterizes the situation
north of the border.

' POLLYANNA '

S
' TROUBLES . Continuing to

surprise and disappoint exhibitors is
Disney's "Follyanna .

" While not gen-
erally rated a top attraction in the
metropolitan markets, it was expected
to generate powerful grosses in the
hinterlands. But reports have it that
it's not l iving up to expectat ions

.

The consensus: the Disney lure has
lost much of its magic not only be-
cause of a decline in the company's TV
promotion (two of its regular shows
have been dropped), but also because a
couple of recen t failures have left a
bad taste in the mouths of Disney
movie fans. "Kidnapped" generally was
poorly received, and considerable re-
sentment was stirred by the theatrical
exhibition of the mishmash of old
Disney TV reels as the feature, "The
Sign of Zorro .

"

THE PROBLEM WITH 'SUZIE' . Paramount 's
"The World of Suzie Wong" may be du e
for some drasti c chopping if it is to
get a Production Code seal. Code of-
ficials reportedly have turned thumbs
down on the film in its present form.
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AFTER 39 WEEKS...

ONLY

AT THE

BEGINNING

OF ITS

BOX-OFFICE

SUCCESS

STORY!
Since its launching 39 weeks ago

"BEN-HUR" has opened in 65 cities

in its roadshow engagements and

in each of these situations is

making box-office history!

NOW PLAYING
NEW YORK CITY . 39thWE
BOSTON 38thWE
PHILADELPHIA .38thWE
LOS ANGELES . . 38thWE
DALLAS 35thWE
MONTREAL 35th WE
SAN FRANCISCO . 34th WE
TORONTO 34th WE
CHICAGO 34th WE
MIAMI BEACH . . 34th WE
ATLANTA 34thWE
PORTLAND • PITTSBURGH 30th Wj
CLEVELAND • KANSAS CITY 29th W
SEATTLE • ST. PETERSBURG 28th W]
DETROIT • OMAHA 26th

INDIANAPOLIS
MINNEAPOLIS 25th

SALT LAKE CITY-VANCOUVER 24th

BUFFALO • CINCINNATI
WASHINGTON

BALTIMORE
DENVER • MILWAUKEE
OTTAWA

HOUSTON
COLUMBUS • ROCHESTER
SAN ANTONIO

FORT WAYNE • HARTFORD
LOUISVILLE • SYRACUSE
YOUNGSTOWN

ASBURY PARK • WILDWOOD
ST. LOUIS • ATLANTIC CITY

BIRMINGHAM • CHARLOTTE
EL PASO • CHATTANOOGA

RICHMOND • NASHVILLE
DAYTON • GRAND RAPIDS
SAN DIEGO • CHARLESTON

NEW ORLEANS • PROVIDENCE
OKLAHOMA CITY 8th WEI

ALBUQUERQUE • HALIFAX
MYRTLE BEACH • WICHITA 7th W El

HONOLULU 6th WEI
SPOKANE 5thW:El

FORT WORTH • NEW HAVEN 4th W$l
AUSTIN 3rd WW

22nd

20th

18th

16th

14th

13th

12th

10th wp

9th WEI



)ING STRONGER THAN EVER!



Newsmakers

Columbia Helmsman

It has been widely forecast that the

day of the individual film dynasty is

gone forever. Be that as it may—rem-

nants of the old order still remain in

isolated quarters—in the case of Co-

lumbia Pictures, iron-fisted, granite-

willed, one-man rule has been replaced

by the modern manner of corporate

management. Here a team of executive

specialists now functions in an atmos-

phere of collaboration, flexibility and

proficiency under the skillful guidance

of president A. (for Abe) Schneider.

Still a very youthful 55, the Colum-

bia skipper is a modern-day version of

the Horatio Alger character: he made
his entrance into the movie industry as

an office boy in the Columbia book-

keeping department 38 years ago. Usu-

ally smiling, but deadly serious, he is

acquainted with every department oper-

ation from first-hand experience, the

leader of one of the industry's best-

balanced and most thoroughly experi-

enced executive teams. Comprised of

executive vice president A. Montague;
first vice president and treasurer Leo

Jaffe; vice president in charge of West
Coast activities Samuel

J.
Briskin; vice

president Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., and, in

the foreign field, vice president in

charge of foreign production M.
J.

Frankovich and Columbia International

executive vice president Mo Rothman,
this aggregation represents over 200

years of experience in the motion pic-

ture business.

This team has not been without its

problems—and disappointments. Em-
barking on a blueprint designed to

make the company "the home of lead-

ing independent film creators", it has

seen several high-hope inde productions

turn sour, prompting one financial

analyst to report recently that "Colum-
bia appears to have abandoned its pre-

viously announced plan to produce, or
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finance the independent production of,

high-budget movies."

The response to this by one company
official was a vexed, "Poppycock!" How,
he inquired, could the financial writer

reconcile his prediction with the fact

that Columbia is currently at work on

the two costliest pictures in its entire

history, "Pepe" and "Guns of Nava-

rone"—each to cost in excess of $5,000,-

000—and that it has just reactivated

another multi-million dollar project,

"Joseph and His Brethren"? He pointed

to contracts with producers of the cali-

bre of Otto Preminger, Sam Spiegel,

George Sidney and William Goetz,

among others, and asked, "Does this

look like we are going to discontinue

financing top independents?" Well,

hardly.

Whatever its course in that direction,

Columbia has proven to be an amaz-

ingly resourceful organization with

lesser product. Shrewdly planted gim-

micks in lower budget films provide

the seasoned and versatile promotion

department with built-in selling points

that have been cleverly employed to

roll up some eye-opening grosses. "The
Legend of Tom Dooley", for instance,

was tied to a then-popular song and
did good business. William Castle's

"The Tingler", featuring a patron-

shocking seat stunt, proved its worth,

and the showman-producer's "13

Ghosts", powered by its ghost viewer,

is well on its way to a $2,000,000-plus

gross. "We spend as much on mer-

chandising these gimmick items as we
do on the pictures, themselves," an ex-

ecutive declared, "and it usually pays

off."

President Schneider and his associates

face two crucial decisions before the

end of this year. One is the sale of

post-1948 features to television; the

other is the question of severing direct.

[ More NEWSMAKERS on Page 11
]

connections with their TV subsidiary.

Screen Gems.

It already has been made clear that

Columbia will not be lured into full-

scale dumping of its post-'48 library on

TV screens. The backlog, consisting of

some 400 films with a potential video

market value of $30,000,000, will be

meted out on a gradual, organized

basis, and, said Schneider, "We will

not play any pictures on TV that have

re-issue value." As for Screen Gems,

it is likely that it will be set up as a

separate corporate unit, publicly

financed, before this year's end.

Whatever its diversifying activities,

nothing deflects Columbia's manage-

ment team from its main course—pic-

ture-making, picture-selling, picture-pro-

motion. The Schneider Team knows

where it is going.
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A LETTER I'llDM JUE EXHIBITOR

mmWe Must Lead Ourselves"
Mr. Mo Wax, Editor

Film BILLETIS

Dear Sir:

Do vou have space in your valued

publication for an anguished exhibitor s

views on the state of this once-wonder-

ful business? If not, just permit me to

unburden my thoughts to you for what-

ever therapeutic value it might have.

W e in exhibition have our troubles.

Not the troubles of old, when the most

vexing problem was trying to eke out

a better deal on a picture, but real,

deep-rooted troubles that are shaking

the faith of many a theatreman in the

future of his business. And—forgive

this old wearer of rose-colored glasses

—I'm now included among those who

are losing faith.

You want to know what's bothering

us? Believe me, it isn't television, or

boating, or bowling, or any of the

other kinds of competition that have

sprung up to take away our customers

in the past ten years or so. Our major

problem is product—the lack of it.

I've read a lot in your publication

and elsewhere about the appeals made

to the film companies by ACE and other

exhibitor groups for an increase in pro-

duction. All the reasons have been

given as to whv this would be a wise

course—more pictures mean more po-

tential boxoffice hits; more pictures

mean more talent developed; more pic-

tures mean more selectivity for the

public; more pictures mean survival for

thousands of subsequent-run theatres,

etc., etc., etc.—but they fall on deaf

cars. The picture companies have

learned that a short product market is

all to the good—for them, and they

have no intention of changing the situ-

ation to benefit exhibition.

Because of the shortage — they've

found they can exact high percentage

terms for minor pictures. Because of the

shortage—they've found they can sched-

ule releases so that there is a minimum
of competition among the distribution

companies. Because of the shortage

—

they usually reject any terms other

than those they demand, knowing the

exhibitor faces a famine. Because of

the shortage—they blithely sell off their

newer films to television and callously

promote the competition of toll-TV.

You fellows who run the trade

papers must be aware of w hat has hap-

pened in this business. Surely you must

be having your problems, too, as any-

one who watches (and all exhibitors

do) the film advertising in the trades.

It doesn't go unnoticed that only a

small fraction of the films released by

most of the companies are advertised

to exhibitors these days. That's merelv

another phase of the problem, but it is

indication of how tightly they are pull-

ing the strings in this pressurized

sellers' market.

Let's face it: exhibition is in a bind.

If we're going to extricate ourselves, it

will be only by our own efforts. No
one is going to take us by the hand and

lead us out of the wilderness; we'll
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have to find our own way. And the

road to a better exhibition life is clearly

marked — MORE PRODUCT. Realiz-

ing that, and realizing, too, that the

established major companies in the

main have no intention of providing

our needs, we must act for ourselves.

One way, and the best in my opinion,

is the idea of exhibitor-financed produc-

tion being sponsored by ACE. Even

theatreman in this land, if he values

his business and has any intention of

maintaining himself in it, should invest

every available dollar he has in this

plan. If he is concerned about the

quality of the pictures that might be

made by the exhibitor-backed produc-

tion company, let him check his mem-

ory on what he had paid for some in-

ferior pictures from his present sup-

pliers. And I suggest he weigh the tre-

mendous asset such a new source of

supply will be if at all successful.

Another idea—and this is hardly new

—is for exhibitors to give their maxi-

mum support to the remaining inde-

pendent film companies, like Allied Ar-

tists and American-International. While

these outfits are hardly giving their pic-

tures away today, they have show n defi-

nite signs of ability to furnish good

boxoffice attractions, and from exhibi-

tion's standpoint the more the merrier.

And let's not overlook the foreign

film supply. Many theatremen (like

myself) have found that certain im-

ported pictures, even without dubbing,

can be utilized profitably, if properly

booked and specially promoted.

The simple point I'm trying to make

in all this is that exhibition has to find

its own waj out of the product short-

age. Let's lead ourselves, and not be led.

Sincerely yours.

JOE EXHIBITOR
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The Vieu

frw OutAide
by ROLAND PENDARIS

Freedom of Choice
A recent issue of ADVERTISING AGE carried an editorial

headed "The Delicate Question of Taste.'' It discussed the

statements by the head of the Television Code Review Board

of the National Association of Broadcasters regarding motion

picture advertising.

The particular statement which inspired the AD]'ERT1S1NG
AGE editorial was this:

"We are seeking to have movie distributors use

more care iti the selection of material for television

display. Some theater promotional commercials have

been totally unacceptable: Scenes involving sex, vio-

lence and horror clipped from a theater feature film

are not suitable for the family viewing audience."

"If these theater promotional clips, actually taken from pic-

tures shown in theaters, are not suitable for the family viewing

audience seated around the television set in the family living

room,"' ADl'ERTISING AGE asks, "what strange transmuta-

tion makes them suitable for viewing by the same kinds of

people when they are thrown on those super-large screens in

movie houses or in drive-ins?"

The answer which AD]'ERTISING AGE gives to this ques-

tion is one deserving the attention of all motion picture people,

since it states so clearly and concisely the difference between

entertainment in the home on the television set and entertain-

ment in the motion picture theatre. The answer, in the opinion

of the advertising publication, is "the fact that in one instance

the audience deliberately picks a horror film or a sex film for

entertainment or instruction, whereas in the other it suddenly

has a segment thrown at it in its home without prior warning

and without having real freedom of choice.
- '

1 commend to the attention of the motion picture industry

i he last four words of this quotation
—

"real freedom of choice."

This in essence is the great virtue of motion pictures today.

They are chosen by people who want to sec them.

The basic responsibility of the advertising and promotional

arms of the motion picture industry must therefore be not only

to increase the want-to-see of the American public, but also to

make sure that the American public knows exactly what kind of

entertainment it is being offered in each specific picture. The
first question which everyone asks when being told about a new
picture is simply, "What's it about?"

The answer to this basic and primary curiosity is the raison

d'etre of motion picture advertising and publicity. The pro-

motion man, of course, tries to make the picture seem as attrac-

tive is possible, but he cannot possibly avoid telling the story.

The obverse of this same coin, of course, is that the road to

disaster in the motion picture industry is paved with obfusca-

tion. If you trick people into your theater by misleading them
as to the contents of the picture, or gloss over the real subject

matter so that parents come with their children to see a picture

which is not for children, you are antagonizing your patrons.

Having said this, I must also point out that the standards t<

w hich the National Association of Broadcasters alludes regard

ing motion picture advertising on television must certainly als>

apply to advertising in other media such as the daily press. I L

is my impression that the relatively few offenders are mor
likely to be fly-by-night independent producers than the estar

lished concerns who have a lasting responsibility to the Amen
can public and a lasting relationship with the various adverts

ing media as well.

0 0

The inflationary spiral seems to be continuing in the motioi

picture industry. The Screen Extras Guild, for example, ha

just gotten itself raises averaging about ten per cent in al

categories, and the other unions are out to do at least as well

It goes without saying that the increased costs will be passe'

on to the ultimate consumer or as close to the ultimate con

sumer as the industry can get, which usually means the exhibitoi

In terms of the general cost of living, it is hard to argu

against the extras' wage increase. Certainly, when they have t

pay more for clothes, food, rent, etc., they are entitled to seel

more from their employers. Yet I find myself wonderin

whether this is not one more reason for the producers to shif

as much production as possible overseas.

The motion picture industry is not one which can autc

matically increase its productivity from year to year in term

of man hours. New techniques make it possible for each worke

to turn out more tons of steel or more pieces of plastic, in othe

industries, but the end result of motion picture making is no

an assembly line item where automated techniques and magi

new gadgetry can make up for increased labor costs.

Nevertheless, is it not high time that the industry as a whol

or, certainly, individual companies on a basis of industna

statesmanship, established units with the specific assignment

developing cheaper techniques and better methods of prod

tion? Perhaps the use of "matting" can be expanded,

been done in the television field, to enable the motion pictur

industry to reduce its outlays for sets and for extras. Perhap

simpler means of set construction can be devised.

At any rate, there is an obvious need for intensive investiga

tion of production developments and possible improvemen

0 0
I have been reading a good many items lately in the motio

picture trade press on the general subject of, "How's B

ness." It would be a healthy thing if there were occasionally

report as well of "Who's Business."

One of the most important things for the motion pictu

industry to know is the nature of its audience. Who is goin

to the movies the most these days? Who is going to see w
pictures in sufficient numbers to make such pictures profitabl

Once we know which groups in our population are going

the movies, and which groups seem to be disenchanted with

theater medium, we have an intelligent basis for planum

future product! Otherwise, we keep going on the hit or mis

trial and error method which produces a certain number

hits and, inevitably, a larger number of misses.

It would also be instructive and rewarding to have a region

comparison of movie-going. Do the people in the South go

the movies more than in the Northeast, and if so. why?

I am sure that the professional market analysts could al

outline a dozen other questions of equal significance and co

turn out information of tremendous value to the indus

Isn't it about time these people were consulted? Survey

be wrong, as the automobile industry proved conclusively o

a few years ago when thev insisted, as a result of their inves

gations, that the American public did not want smaller c

But surveys are far more often right, and it doesn't hurt

the right questions.
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Newsmakers

AHied's New Course

National Allied moved toward

a new future when its board

voted "important administratis

e

changes"—some necessitated by

the resignation of Abram F.

Myers (above) as board chair-

man and general counsel. The
changes include: (1) a new post

of executive director; (2) elec-

tion of a board chairman an-

nually, to be chosen from past

Allied presidents; (3) engaging

of Myers as a lifetime legal con-

sultant and voting him a lifetime-

honorary board membership; (4)

offices of regional vice president

on an elective basis. President

Al Myrick noted that AI Schwal-

bcrg was mentioned by the board

as "logical choice" for execu-

tive director. He also said "no"

to rumors of a possible merger

of his group with TOA. Ben
Marcus was elected interim

board chairman. The board con-

demned the "salacious and con-

fiscatory sales policies" of War-
ner Bros, and its "% floors".

Pioneer

Embassy head Jo-

seph E. Levine
(right) was named
Motion Picture Pio-

neer of the Year for

1960, it was an-

nounced by Pio-

neers president S.

H. Fabian. He will

be honored at the

22nd annual dinner

in November.

Warners' Roadblock?

The American Federation of Musi-

cians filed suit in Federal District

Court, N.Y., seeking temporary and

permanent injunctions against Warner

Bros.' post-18 film sale to TV. It was

alleged that contracts between WB and

the musicians bar TV exhibition of the

films without "prior negotiation" and

"consent" of the union.

IA Blasfs 'Runaways'

The IATSE convention may have been di-

vided over the question of pay-TV, but it

stood unanimously against "runaway" pro-

duction. In what president Richard F. Walsh

(above) termed "about the strongest lan-

guage" in Alliance convention history, meas-

ures were approved asking overseas residence-

extension to ten years as requirements for in-

come tax exemption, and Federal subsidy for

independent producers now being lured by

foreign concessions. Killed in committee were

proposals to boycott and levy fines on films

made abroad and without IA seal. Resolu-

tions for action against feevee and no action

against it were withdrawn, with both sides

agreeing to work it out within the framework

of the organization. Previously, Walsh had

announced that IA will ask for a new two-

year pact, including double the payments

given the other guilds on post-'60 TV
residuals.

Mochrie Optimistic

The M-G-M picture has not appeared

so bright in many years, according to

general sales manager Robert Mochrie

(above). Every facet of the firm is, in

a word, expanding. Returned from a

trip to the studio, Mochrie touted

Metro s schedule for next year, which,

he said, combined with the record-

breaking gross "Ben-Hur" is approach-

ing, augurs extremely well for the

company.

Feevee Petitions

By Sept. I

—

Harling

Exhibition's campaign for 30,000,-

000 signatures from the public on anti-

pay-TV petitions swings into high gear

by September I, Philip F. Harling

(above), chairman of the joint com-

mittee against feevee, announced. On
that date National Screen Service will

complete distribution to every theatre

in America of kits containing petitions

to be sent to all Congressmen asking

passage of the Harris anti-feevee bills

and any other legislation banning the

slot system.

Loew's

^\ Expansion
Loew's Theatres

plans another big
hotel, two motor ho-

tels and two new thea-

tres in Manhattan, it

was revealed at a press

confab headed by
president Eugene

Picker (above), executive committee chairman

Laurence A. Tisch, board member Preston

R. Tisch and Ernest Emerling, ad-pub v. p.

Headliners

20th general sales chief Glenn Mor-

ris sees three Fox films
—"From the

Terrace," "Sons and Lovers," "The
Lost World"—each headed for a $10,-

000,000 gross . . . Jerry Safron named
national sales coordinator for Colum-

bia's "Pepe" . . . Screen Extras Guild

signed four-year pact with AMPP for

hike in minimums, participation in

health-welfare plan . . . Paramount,

Columbia consolidating sales, distribu-

tion operations in Canada beginning

Oct. 1 . . . AIP topper James Nicholson

and wife proud grandparents—a boy,

Darren Tyler, for Mr. and Mrs. Chris

Holmes . . . 20th board approved new-

est v ersion ($43,000,000 cash) of Webb
&: Knapp studio deal . . . Columbia
International's Mo Rothman announced

elevation of several execs, including

Marion Jordan to continental mgr.,

Stanley Schneider to exec. asst. to Roth-

man . . . Belt-tightening time at Bucna
Vista, where duties of departing pub-

licist Norman Poller will be absorbed

from w ithin.
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is the* Product Shortage Canting to an End?

PRODUCTION'S A-POPPIN'

Mirisch Co. president Harold J.

Mirisch announces firm's $50,-

000,000 production program

for United Artists release in

1960-61 at trade press confer-

ence. Flanking him at desk are

(left to right): vice presidents

Marvin Mirisch, Leon Roth and

Walter Mirisch. Ambitious slate

marks the third anniversary of

the founding of the Mirisch Co.,

includes 14 films.

by BERNE SCHNEYER

Movie production, regarded both

within and without the industry as a

steadily declining pursuit in its present

form of high budgetry and low pro-

ductivity, is suddenly back in business.

Recent activity in that field is causing a

stir, giving product-hungry theatre-

men grounds for hope that the shortage

of recent years will soon be a thing of

the past. And, to turn the unpredictable

movie wheel full cycle, exhibitors,

themselves, are in the thick of the film-

making revival.

Two exhibitor-backed production pro-

grams already are in advanced stages of

development, while on the independent

front, one solidly established firm—the

Mirisch Company—and two new ones

have announced impressive schedules.

Augmenting still further the bur-

geoning production picture was the an-

nouncement by new 20th-Fox studio

chief Robert Goldstein that he plans to

step-up his firm's film-making pace.

"The more pictures that are made on

a lot," he opined, "the lower the studio

overhead. I am convinced there is a lot

of money to be made in this business."

Last week, the American Congress of

Exhibitors revealed that it had met its

self-imposed deadline for the third mil-

lion dollars of production coin and, in

fact, was well on its way to the fourth

million. ACE chairman S. H. Fabian

said that the response of exhibitors

from every section of the country was

overwhelming. The first S2,00(),0()() was
put up by five theatre companies: AB-
PT, Loew s, National Theatres, RKO
and Stanley Warner.

Now that ACE has over the nec-

essary S3,()()(),()()() in the bank and the

escrow agreement has been "firmed."

Fabian added, a plan of operation will

be formulated as quickly as possible.

With the plentiful exhibitor contribu-

tions and either public financing or

banking support, the ACE chairman
promised: "We will have a soundly
financed company of very substantial

proportions, that will be a major factor

in production, able to make a significant

contribution to the supply of pictures

—a company that exhibitors will be

proud to be associated with."

Another program exhibitors have in-

dicated they would like to tie up with

—even ACE is said to be interested in

joining bankrolls with this one—is the

Pathe Laboratories production-distri-

bution plan, details of which were
revealed recently by Pathe sales man-
ager James S. Burkett, co-ordinator of

the project.

The plan, which marks the first time

that theatre owners will share in pic-

ture profits, may very well signal the

full-scale renaissance of films under the

Pathe trademark—long an honored pro-

duction name in the industry. To im-

plement it, two subsidiary firms have

been established to finance and distri-

bute Pathe's first package of product,

consisting of 12 pictures all termed of

A calibre, scheduled for the first year of

operation. Budgets will run from $600,-

000 to more than $1,000,000, with the

first title, "Brigante," a Rozzano Brazzi-

starrer in wide-screen and color. It will

be shot in Rome in January, and pro-

duced by Steve Barclay, a young veteran

of Italian film-making. Other titles and

details will be presented to a special

luncheon, Sept. 14, of the TOA con-

vention in Los Angeles.

The name of the distributing arm is

Alpha Distributing Corp., and the fi-

nancing firm will be Producers and Dis-

tributors Finance Co., Inc. Personnel

heading America Corp., parent company
of Pathe and the two subsidiaries, in-

clude president Gordon K. Greenfield

and board member William Zeckendorf.

Under the Pathe plan, the producer

will provide script, stars and director:

theatres will guarantee playing time,

and the finance arm will finance shoot-

ing of the film. All will share in the

profits. First phase of the operation,

now in progress, is to obtain contracts

from circuit and independent exhibitors.

Among response from the latter, ac-

cording to Burkett, has been an inquiry

by ACE about tieing in its production

fund with Pathe's well-developed blue-

print. As the sales chief put it: "Ex-

hibitors we have talked to say, 'We
know you can't afford Gregory Peck

and Marilyn Monroe in this type of

picture, but you can give us a good

story, so don't load up with tired old

names that don't sell any tickets. Give

us new talent that we can build.'
"

The pictures will come from "any

producer who brings us in a package

that we can see our way clear to financ-

ing," Burkett said. Describing the plan

as "the most progressive and solidly

grounded and backed ... in the his-

tory of the industry," he cited numer-

ous incentives for each participating

party: for the producer, "creative free-

dom such as he seldom has known";

(( outmm A on Pagt ' >J
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FINANCIAL
BULLETIN
AUGUST 22, 1960

By Phil
if> R. Ward

DIVERSIFICATION—IN REVERSE. The major theme of

today's movie melody, financially speaking, is diversification.

Heeding the importunings of stockholders and members of the

financial fraternity—whose faith in filmdom's future has been

at nadir in recent years—picture company management in many
instances has devoted considerable energv and expenditure to

the search for variegated enterprises that might support film

income. Oil and electronics, real estate, records and television,

these have been the most popular diversification ventures under-

taken by the nervouslv enterprising film magnates. Obvious,

although not admitted publicly, is the fact that movie income is

paying for most of these excursions into foreign industrial

fields, and supporting them. The cases of self-sufficient and

profitable diversifications by film companies are few and far

between. Unless this observer's eye for accounting procedures

fails him, it seems that a goodly portion of the costs of diversi-

fied subsidiaries is borne by the parent picture companies, while

income is credited to the offspring, making the latter's finan-

cial status look much rosier than it actually is. For all their

recent traffic in off-range subsidiaries, the fortunes of the

movie companies still appear to ride on the success—or failure

—of their movie products.

Financial Bulletin cited in the prior issue the remarkable up-

surge of Metro-Goldwvn-Mayer chiefly on the basis of the

[grossing power of some outstanding films, topped by "Ben
Hur ". Every bit as glamorous a comeback is the one staged bv

Universal Pictures, a prime example of movie diversification,

in reverse.

Universal, as evervone knows, is almost entirelv owned bv

Decca Records, and here we have a case of the tail wagging the

dog; Decca shares, largely on the basis of Universal income.

have doubled in value within this year (from a low of 17 and
a fraction to a high of over 35). Both the parent record com-

pany and the movie subsidiary have been ardently romanced
by Wall Street analysts during the past year, the biggest bou-

quets tossed at Universal, although Decca is doing quite well

.in its own field. But the picture company is the big news in

jfinancial circles, being credited with the major role in Decca's

Irise. Witness these comments by Shearson. Hammill & Co.:

"Universal Pictures, which is 8_r
i-
owned bv Decca Records

and constitutes its principal operating property, currently has

in release a picture called "Portrait in Black," starring Lana
Turner and Anthony Quinn. Not only does the title of the

[movie serve as an apt description of the highly satisfactory con-

dition of Decca's profit and loss statement, but judging bv the

box office receipts during the first few weeks' showing of the

picture, it looks as if "Portrait in Black" will be another link in

:he succession of box office hits Universal has turned out in the

oast fifteen months. The string began with "Imitation of Life"

ind included "The Perfect Furlough", "This Earth is Mine",
Pillow Talk" and "Operation Petticoat." In fact, "Operation
Petticoat" became the all-time top grosser among U.S. made
:omedv when its North American film rentals passed S8 million

it the end of June. Looking ahead, the line-up of releases

scheduled for the remainder of this year and for 1961 suggests

hat Decca should reap an increasingly rich harvest from L: ni-

>ersal's film production activities. At the head of the list is

"Spartacus", an independently produced S12 million "block

buster" production starring Kirk Douglas and a host of other

big name stars. Although "Spartacus" will not open in New
York until October 6, it has already racked up advance ticket

sales of more than SI <><),()<)(). Also in October. Midnight

Lace", a suspense drama with Doris Day, Rex Harrison and
Myrna Loy will open at New York Citv's Radio Citv Music

Hall. Other films already completed or in production which

will be released in 1961 include such promising features as the

Cary Grant vehicle "The Grass is Greener", ' The Great Im-

postor" with Tony Curtis, "The Day of the Gun", a Western
starring Rock Hudson, Kirk Douglas, Joseph Gotten and
Dorothy Malone, and "Romanoff and Juliet ', the screen adap-

tation of Peter Ustinov's Broadway hit.

"Apart from this attractive line-up of releases and the very

high box office potential of "Spartacus", Decca has other im-

portant sources of profit. First of all, there is the virtually as-

sured net income of around SI.00 per share annually for the

next four years under its contract with Screen Gems, Inc.

covering the distribution of Universale pre- 1948 movies to TV.
Furthermore, Universal owns over 300 feature films made
after 1948 which can either be sold to free television or shown
on pay-TV when and if that entertainment medium becomes

reality. Universal has also been successful in distributing low

budget films made abroad, such as "Snow Queen" and "Brides

of Dracula". Although these pictures do not make as much
money as the large budget productions, they involve practically

no risk because of their low cost and play an important part in

absorbing the overhead of the company's film distribution setup.

Last but not least, Decca's Record Division has been doing con-

siderably better this year and profits from the sale of records

and albums are expected to make a significant contribution to

overall earnings in I960.

"All of these developments of course have had a pronounced

effect on Decca's net income. After suffering an operating

deficit in 1958 (Decca reported earnings of SI.82 per share for

that vear but most of that represented a non-recurring gain on

the sale of Universale movie studios to MCA), Decca made a

profit of SI.81 per share in 1959 and the company's earnings

are expected to double in I960, rising to between S3.50 and

S4.00 per share. Moreover, another substantial boost in net

income appears likely for next year, with earnings of around

S5.00 per share a distinct possibility.

"It should be emphasized that the sharp recovery of L'niver-

sal's (and therefore Decca's) earning power is not solely due

to a string of successful movies supported by income from tele-

vision. The company's comeback is also the outgrow th of ( 1

)

a thorough corporate streamlining job, including a substantial

reduction of overhead and (2) a revival of old fashioned show-

manship, as evidenced by the intense selling and publicity cam-

paign preceding the opening of each new Universal movie

which in several cases has overcome poor reviews by film critics.

"Selling at less than eight times I960 earnings and at less

than six times our 1961 estimates, Decca Records still appears

undervalued and speculative purchase of the stock is recom-

mended."

Barron's, the national business and financial weekly, also dealt

with Decca at some length in a recent issue, and here again the

emphasis was on Universal. Decca earnings, Barron's predicted,

might soar to S4 per share, compared to last year's S1.81, and

loudest plaudits were accorded U s smart production planning

and the astute streamlining job done by president Milton Rack-

mil on the movie branch. Just how crucial the diversification

unit is in Decca's overall scheme can be gleaned from the title

of Barron's article: "Decca to Reel Off Strong Profits Gains on

Boxoffice Blockbusters"!

Maybe the diversification-minded film executives should re-

appraise the worth of their movie-making divisions.
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Mr. Theatre Manager:

SAVE YOUR THEATRE

-

PROTECT YOUR JOB!

Pay TV wants and must have first run movies as the bulk of

its programs—IF it gets a foothold in this country.

YOU CAN PREVENT THIS!

We will provide your theatre with petitions to Congress, asking

your lawmakers to ban PAY TV in any form.

HAVE YOUR PATRONS AND
THE PUBLIC SIGN AND SEND
THE PETITIONS TO CONGRESS
TO BAN PAY TV-

SAVE YOUR THEATRE-
PROTECT YOUR OWN JOB!

•/of#il f offtut ttii>i* \ifa in si Ptty TV
1585 Broadway,

New York 36, N. Y.



PHUDunnoN's a-pqppin

Miriseh I"©. Reveals S.11UHHUHM Slate

(Continued from Piigc 12)

for the theatre owner, "a dependable

source of quality motion pictures for

which he pays no more than for com-
parable pictures . . . (and) added profits

through sharing in the returns from
each picture". In addition, "The direct

booking plan saves both the theatre

owner and the producer approximately

a third of the gross in distribution

costs."'

On the independent front, the pro-

lific Miriseh brothers (Harold, Walter
and Marvin) marked the third anni-

versary of the founding of the Miriseh

Co. by announcing a S50,000,000 pro-

duction slate for 1960-61. Fourteen pro-

ductions, culled in the main from best-

selling books and Broadway stage hits,

are on tap.

"While we are an independent com-
pany," proclaimed president Harold

J.,

"we are in essence a major studio with-

out the walls, brick and mortar, but

comparable in production and star

talent strength. There are other com-

panies like ours that can make the

same kind of statement, and nobody
who really researches the subject can

say Hollywood has become a ghost

town." And while the indes are busy

producing, the trend still is, of course,

to bigger, more costly pictures. On that

score, brother Walter had a pertinent

comment: "The industry is striving to

make more important films with longer

shooting schedules since these are the

only ones bringing in the money; and
we feel that today's potential grosses

are commensurate with the increase in

costs."

Looming large on the Miriseh card

—

to be released entirely by United Artists

SCHWALBERG

—are such juicy items as: Billy Wilder\
"Irma la Douce," based on the Broad-

way-bound comedy with music that has

been the toast of London and Paris for

several years; "Hawaii," a hard-ticket

attraction based on Pulitzer Prize-win-

ner James A. Michener's best seller, and
set for the talented hands of Fred

Zinnemann; William Wyler's version

of Lillian Hellman's celebrated play,

"The Children's Hour," with Audrey

Hepburn in one of the leading roles:

"West Side Story," a 55,000,000 road-

show adaptation of the Broadwaj

smash; Walter Mirisch's cinema treat-

ment of "By Love Possessed," the much-

honored James Gould Cozzens best-

seller, with Lana Turner slated for one

of the starring roles; and "Two for

the Seesaw," based on the Broadway

hit and starring Elizabeth Taylor under

the skilled direction of Academy
Award-winner Delbert Mann (brother

Walter will produce this one, too).

To implement the impressive sched-

ule, the firm also announced two per-

sonnel changes. Vice president Leon
J.

Roth, in addition to his ad-publicity-

distribution duties, assumes the post of

executive assistant to the president; and

counsel Raymond Kurtzman becomes

assistant to vice president Marvin Mir-

iseh.

Of the new production companies on

the scene, the newest is the twin-firm

operation established last week by Wil-

liam O'Dwyer, former mayor of New
York, and producer-director Albert G.

Gannaway. The latter was named presi-

dent of International Productions, Inc.,

an international combine of producers

with a program of 18 features and a

total financial foundation of S8,000,-

000. O'Dwyer was appointed head of

the releasing arm. International Dis-

tributors, Inc.

Both men will serve as directors of

the two new firms, along with Amrich

Sandu, head of Avon Films, of London,

and Al Schwalberg, president of Cita-

tion Films, of New York.

First of the features is "Chivato," a

melodrama about the Cuban revolution

already completed and screened. Others

include "Rush Kipling," based on an

off-Broadway play: "The Great Race":

"The World on a String ", and "Tales

of Marco Polo". The latter three all

are to be filmed abroad.

\\"
. W. Film Productions, Inc., headed

FABIAN

by Alfred Bloch, is another new entrant

in the movie-making lists. A former
associate of producers Boris Morros and
Walter Colmes, Bloch celebrated his

debut as an independent movieman bv

announcing completion of financing for

eight new pictures with a total budget
of SI 0,000,000.

Half the financing was obtained out-

side the usual industry channels, he

revealed, in order to "avoid that unjust

division of equities which so frequently

takes the lion's share of the indepen-

dent producer's profit." The schedule

includes four to be made in Pakistan,

with the top picture on the list, "Tiger

Emperor," shooting on which begins in

October. "The Lovemakers," which

W. W. owns outright, H. Rider Hag-

gard's "The People of the Mist,"

"Woman of a Hundred Faces," "The
24-Hour Affair," "The Fourth Dimen-
sion," "Nine Miles to the Moon" and
"The Maharaja" complete the opening

card.

In retrospect, it truly has been a

remarkable Summer. Encoring a dismal

Spring dampened by the talent strike,

business has been snappy, for the most

part, even chalking up a few modest

attendance records along the way. And
for anyone too quick to foretell a Fall

relapse, let him look to the industrious

exhibitors who are busy making sure of

their continued prosperitv by taking a

hand in the manufacture of their prod-

uct. To them, and plenty of enterpris-

ing independent film-makers, success

in movie business still is spelled PRO-
DUCTION.
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"Stop! Look! and Laugh!"

Melange of Three Stooges comedy. For kid market.

A 78-minute compilation of original Three Stooges one-

reelers rather loosely tied together with some new sequences

featuring popular ventriloquist Paul Winchell and his pair of

dummy companions (Jerry Mahoney and Knucklehead Smiff)

is Columbia's zany summer offering to exhibitors in the gen-

eral market. It's a confused melange of madcap comedy

bound to tickle the kiddies' funnybone at Saturday matinees,

and to prove a profitable dualler on either end of a moppet

double bill. The continuity is more than a little strained, but

the youngsters, who already have registered strong approval

over the nutty threesome's antics on TV, and last season's

"Have Rocket, Will Travel,"' won't mind at all. The various

Larrv. Moe and Curly escapades lead them into the heart of

the W ild West; an improbable bull-fight in Mexico; a stint on

a building construction gang in New York, and a fashionable

party complete with an opera routine mimed to phonograph

records and the inevitable show-stopper, a pie-throwing contest.

WinchelFs appealing personality carries him through the diffi-

culties of getting Jerry up in the morning and to sleep at night,

and an attempt to teach Knucklehead something about Ameri-

can history. There's also a spoof on the Cinderella fairy tale

enacted by the Marquid Chimps. Director Jules White has

done a creditable job of splicing the many sequences together.

Columbia. 78 minutes. The Original Three Stooaes, I Larry, Moe and Curly) Paul
Winchell Iwilh Jerry Mahoney and Knucklehead Smiff), the Marquid Chimps.
Produced by Harry Rcmm. Directed by Jules White.

"The Idiot"

Heavy Russian version of Dostoyevski classic.

In this Russian-made, English-dubbed 20th Century-Fox

release (part of the cultural exchange program), it is obvious

director-adapter Ivan Pyriev went out of his way to remain

faithful to Feodor Dostoyevski's haunting literary classic. The
tragic relationship between a timid and impoverished prince

(Y. Yakovlev) and a beautiful, scandal-tainted woman, desired

by many men (J. Borisova), and the weaklings, the greedy and

the w icked who inhabited pre-revolutionary St. Petersburg have

all been colorfully recreated. But what is acceptable on the

printed page, is not necessarily true on the screen, and for

122-minutes, "The Idiot'' moves along in a sluggish, long-

n inded manner. This is suitable only for art house patrons and
Dostoyevski devotees. The film boasts some rich and lavish

Eastman Color sets, energetic performances by Miss Borisova

and L. Parkhomenko, the lusty, life-lover she finally marries,

and a passionately enacted finale where Miss Borisova throws

a package of money into a roaring fire to see if her weak,
money-mad fiancee (N. Podgorny) will crawl on his hands
and knees to retrieve it. Yakovlev returns to St. Petersburg

after prolonged treatment for a severe illness. He becomes
involved in a world revolving around Miss Borisova, about
to become engaged to Podgorny, who only wants her money.
The wealthy business man who has raised her and made her
his mistress is anxious for the marriage so he can marry
another. Parkhomenko has offered to buy her for a large sum
of money. At a party given by Miss Borisova, Yakovlev begs
her to marry him, but she goes off with Parkhomenko.

20th Century-Fcx. 122 minutes. J. Borisova, Y. Yakovlev. Directed by Ivan Pyriev.
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"1? To The Moon"

Site TZoUmq O plus

Low-budget science-fid /oner. Lower-hair dualler.

This hackneyed, low-budget science-fiction item lacking in i

marquee names, color and suspense will serve only as the

bottom half dualler in action sub-runs and drive-ins. Despite anj

exploitable title and several mildly effective rocket ship-lunar
i

sequences, this Columbia release about an international expedi-j

tion to the moon to find out if organic life exists fails to rise

above the fourth-rate category Most annoying is the excessive!

amount of tasteless and cliche-ridden coatings of unnecessary

propaganda scripter Dewitt Bodeen has used to define his dozen!

male and female interplanetary travelers. (The Russian geolo-

gist insists his country discovered everything first; the German!

scientist, ashamed of his Nazi father who butchered thousands

of Jews, finds peace on a suicide mission with the Israelii

member of the crew, etc.) During the journey upwards, the

personal bickerings promise never to cease, but once the destina-,

tion has been reached, director David Bradley puts his cast

through some fairly exciting paces: the young Swedish research

chemist and her love, the Turkish biologist, are swallowed!

up in a wall of ice; the noted British geophysicist is sucked|

into a pit of pumice dust, and the Russian loses a hand in a
I

pool of molten silver. The remainder are ordered back to earth'

by invisible moon people who fear the Earthlings will bring

with them only greed and destruction. En route, they discover

the moon people have frozen the North American continent,

and only after the German and the Israeli sacrifice themselves

to save the others, is earth's civilization spared.

Columbia. 74 minutes. Ken Clark, Phillip Baird, Tony Dexter, Roger Till Tom|
Conway. Cory Devlin, Tema Bey, Bob Montgomery, Jr., John Wengraf Michi
Kobi, Anna-Lisa, Richard Weber, Francis X. Bushman. Produced by Fred Gebhardt.
Directed by David Bradley.

"Trapped in Tangiers"

Third-rate melodrama for action sub-runs.

Tangiers may well be the city of intrigue and mystery, but

the only mysterious aspect about this third-rate Italian-made

meller is why 20th Century-Fox is bothering to release it at

all. Every aspect of the production is inadequate. The dubbing

is atrocious, Antonio Cervi's direction is apathetic, the editing

is less than amateurish, and the four-person collaborated

screenplay is downright dull. Mark this one for the second

spot in action sub-runs. Edmond Purdom, as an American

undercover agent assigned to break up an international nar-

cotics ring, and Genevieve Page, as the unsuspecting adopted

daughter of the narcotics boss, can do little to overcome the

hackneyed material at hand. Even the presence of sinister

looking figures slithering through market places, a car chase

across a treacherous mountain road, and a bullet-flying finale,

fail to generate the essential elements of excitement and sus-

pense. Posing as an expatriate with a criminal record, Purdom

becomes friendly with Miss Page and her step-father (Gino

Cervi). He works his way into the gang, but almost loses his

life when his real identity is uncovered. The ending finds Cervi

dead, the dope ring broken, and Purdom and Miss Page plan-

ning to marry.

20th Century-Fox. 74 minutes. Edmund Purdom, Genevieve Page Gino Cervi.
Produced by Riccardo Frieda. Directed by Antonio Cervi.



"Hell to Eternity"

SutiKtM. "Rati*? GOO
Allied Artists has a boxoffice winner in this stirring war
"ilm. Strong drama, full share of sex. Good for all

narkets.

Allied Artists has a hot boxoffice contender in this frank and

lard-hitting war drama based on the true exploits of Guy
Sabaldon. Marine, who received the Silver Star after capturing

nearlv 2.000 Japanese single-handedly during the battle for

Saipan. With its truth-is-stranger-than-fiction flavor, an exploir-

tblc title, a number of grim and realistic battle sequences (a

beachhead landing, Japanese suicide charges) and some wild

»nd woolly dashes of soldiers-on-leave sex (a drunken orgy

I complete with two strip-tease numbers), it should enjoy a grand

reception in the general market. Not only is it a fascinating

ind action-filled combat story, but "Hell to Eternity" is a

compelling portrait of one man s courage and weakness. Left

parentless as a child, Gabaldon is raised by a Los Angeles

|apanese family. He learns to love the people and speak their

I language fluently. It is his emotional conflict after Pearl Harbo.\
• when he sees his family and their friends carted off to reloca-

I 'tion camps, and is obliged as a Marine to fight and kill

Japanese, that gives the film an off-beat dimension lacking in

I many of its predecessors. Director Phil Karlson has done a

[
first-rate job capturing Gabaldon's warm relationship with his

adopted family and painting a harsh and stirring picture of

carr.maraderie and death in combat. Jeffrey Hunter turns in a

I

sharply defined characterization as Gabaldon, one rich in hu-

mor, bitterness and confusion. Standout support is delivered bv

David Janssen (TV's "Richard Diamond"), Hunter's slight!)

cynical Marine buddy, and Richard Ever, as young Gabaldon.
i Also impressive are: singer Vic Damone in a straight dramatic

role as another of Hunter's Leatherneck pals: Patricia Owens,
i hands-off magazine writer who drunkenly performs one of

I the strip-teases; John Larch, a war-weary Marine Captain; and

Sessue Hayakawa, the Japanese General on Saipan. On-location

Okinawa footage enhances the film's authenticity. Hunter goes

behind enemy lines and persuades many Japanese to give us.

He goes beserk and single-handedly kills a number of the

enemy after Janssen and Damone die, but finally returns to his

isenses and talks Hayakawa and 800 of his men into surrender-

ing-

Allied Artists. 132 minutes. Jeffrey Hunter David Janssen. Vic Damone
Patricia Owens. Sessue Hayakawa. Produced by Irving H. Levin. Directed by

The Crowded Sky"

3u4iKC44 1£<*ti*t O O O
Exciting, suspenseful airplane drama. Should score well
in all markets. Well-balanced cast.

"The Crowded Sky" ranks with the most exciting and sus-

penseful airplane drama to reach the screen. Dramatically

depicting the problem of ever-increasing traffic in the airlanes.

this Warner Bros, release, reminiscent of, and in some ways
superior to. XX'B's earlier sky thriller "The High and the

Mighty," has all the earmarks of becoming a strong boxoffice

attraction. If backed with the type of hard-hitting promotional
campaign essential for selling pictures today, it should attract

first-rate business in all situations. The cast, while lacking top-

drawer names, is well-balanced (Dana Andrews. Rhonda
Fleming, Efrem Zimbalist. Jr.. John Kerr, Anne Francis. Keenan
\Xynn and Troy Donahue). Other plus factors are a handsome
Technicolor framing, plenty of seat-gripping suspense and a

graphically realistic and hair-rising mid-air collision (certain

to provoke strong word-of-mouth). The plot is this: A radio-

less Navy jet, piloted by Zimbalist, responsible for the drath

of three men in a past mid-air crash and carrying Donahue,
is headed towards a civilian transport piloted b\ Andrews who
is firing higher than he should be in order to give his 62 pas-

sengers a more comfortable flight. The question is, will the

two planes collide? Director Joseph Pevney has created a

memorable 105-minutes of suspense, engendering effective per-

formances from his entire cast, sprinkling the grim doings with

welcomed moments of humor, expertly holding audience inter-

est until the fatal and surprising ending (the planes do collide,

Zimbalist and Donahue, extremely sympathetic characters, die).

Charles Schnee has taken Hank Searls' popular novel and
fashioned a frank and literate screenplay that is rich in personal

relationships. Through flashbacks and interior monologues the

characters reveal their hatreds, loves, aspirations and weak-

nesses. Zimbalist is trying to save his marriage with sensuous,

promiscuous Miss Fleming; Donahue is on his way to meet

his future fiancee; Andrews prides himself on never haying

made a mistake; Kerr, his co-pilot, torn between flying and
painting, is in love with steyvardess Miss Francis and resentful

of Andrews who once prevented his promotion: W'ynn, a suc-

cessful TV writer is trying to start a long-dead affair with Jean

W'illes. The tension mounts until Zimbalist finally sees the

huge transport before him. Rather than climb his jet and save

himself, as in the earlier collision, he deliberately dives and

smashes the automatic ejection device. Andrews, realizing he

has erred like all humans, his plane ripped open and on fire,

minus crewman Joe Mantell, who has been sucked out, and one

passenger dead of a heart attack, finally manages a safe landing.

Warner Bros. 105 minutes. Dana Andrews. Rhonda Fleming Efrem Zimbalist. Jr..

John Kerr. Anne Froncis. Keenan Wynn. Troy Donahue. Produced by Michael Garri-
son. Directed by Joseph Pevney.

For the Love of Mike"

S«4uee44 KatiK? O O PLUS

Boy, horse, priest are heroes of this family entry.

Deluxe color, CinemaScope. OK for small towns.

"For the Love of Mike" is a warm and touching, though

overly sentimentalized, yarn about an orphaned Indian youth

named Mike whose two greatest loves are nursing injured ani-

mals back to health and taking care of the aging, ailing parish

priest with whom he lives. His two greatest dreams are to

see a new church built before his beloved priest dies, and that

someday he might become a doctor. Filmed on location in

Mexico in eve-pleasing DeLuxe Color and CinemaScope and

introducing an ingratiating youngster named Dannv Bravo,

this 20th Century-Fox release contains the ingredients to make
it a good item for the small towns: prospects are much less

in metropolitan markets. A cast of talented performers infuse

"Mike ' with much of its charm: Richard Basehart, a sympa-

thetic priest: Stu Erwin, the local doctor who helps Bravo

nurse his injured livestock: and Arthur Shields, the priest. Rex

( "Mr. Cowboy ") Allen plays himself. Producer-director George

Sherman has guided the doings with a knowing hand. D. D.

Beauchamp's script has Bravo curing an apparently abandoned

colt with a bad leg and training him to race. Bravo decides

to enter El Pueblo in the forthcoming county fair race in hopes

of winning the S2000 purse. El Pueblo wins, but rancher Allen

recognizes the horse as one of his own. Bravo says the govern-

ment gave him the horse, but, ashamed over his falsehood,

the bov flees to the mountains with the animal. They are

rescued just before a hungry mountain lion attacks. Allen

promises the money y\ill go towards building the new church

and for Bravo's future education.

20th Century-Fox. 84 minutes. Richard Baseha't Stu Erwin Arthur Shields. Danny
Bravo. Produced and Directed by George Sherman.
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"Young Jesse James"

^utinete Rati*? O O
Routine western OK as dualler in action market.

The West's most famous outlaw is back again in an unin-

spired treatment of the events leading up to his embarkation

on a life of crime. Despite such exploitable favorites as Jesse,

brother Frank and Belle Starr, this 20th Century-Fox release,

lacking in marquee strength and sans color, is destined for the

lower slot in action situations. The only novel aspect of this

version of the James legend is an attempt by scripters Orville

H. Hampton and Jerry Sackheim to paint hero Jesse as a

cold-blooded killer. A nice enough kid in the beginning, he

rapidly develops a lust for killing as a result of riding with

Quantrill's Raiders; witnessing the hanging of his stepfather

by Union soldiers; the bombing of his home and the loss of

his mother's arm; being wounded by a trigger-happy Union

lieutenant while trying to surrender. But it all sums up to

standard Western fare. Ray Stricklyn is effective as the hot-

headed Jesse and Willard Parker (lead in TV's "Famed Tales

of the Texas Rangers") is good as cousin Cole Younger. Merry

Anders makes brief appearance as Belle Starr. Strong support

is also delivered by Emile Meyer, the whiskey-drinking Quan-

trill. Director William Claxton generates some excitement out

of the action sequences, especially the famed Liberty bank

robbery. After the Civil War, Jesse and Frank (Robert Dix)

find the bank refusing to lend them money because of their

notoriety during the war. They join Parker and his bank-

robbing gang. During the Liberty hold-up Jesse is responsible

for the death of several members of the gang. Parker throws

him out and Jesse, unaware that he has been granted a full

pardon, sets off with his brother for a life of violence.

20th Century-Fox. 73 minutes. Ray Stricklyn, Willard Parker, Merry Anders. Pro-

duced by Jack Leewood. Directed by William Claxton.

"The Enemy General"

War meller has good suspense, fair action.

The setting of this Sam Katzman production, being released

by Columbia, is World War II France a few weeks before the

Normandy invasion. The plot revolves around the efforts of a

group of French resistance fighters and an American O.S.S. man
to rescue a German general from a Paris prison where he is

awaiting execution and get him safely to England where he

has promised to give the Allies vital military information.

Tightly written and fast-moving, this war melodrama is good

dual fare for the action market. Van Johnson's name provides

mild marquee power. Scripters Dan Pepper and Burt Picard

have concocted several feasible and intriguing situations and

director George Sherman has guided the doings with the

accent on excitement and suspense. Johnson delivers a creditable

performance as the O.S.S. man with a personal hatred for

the general he is supposed to rescue and protect (the general

executed Johnson's fiancee and 1 1 other hostages after an

unsuccessful attempt on his life). Aumont is good as a resis-

tance lieutenant, as is Dany Carrel in her brief appearance as

the fiancee. John Van Dreeland creates a first-rate portrayal

of icy militarism as the general. Basil Emmott's moody black-

and-white photography authentically frames the story in a

Gallic atmosphere. Hrceland is rescued from prison and moved
from town to town until he arrives back in the village where
he had ordered the execution of the hostages. The villagers

learn he is there and plan to kill him. At the last minute,

Dreeland i' uncovered as a double spy and Johnson finally lives

up to his vow and kills him.

Columbia 74 minutes Van Johnson, Jean-Pierre Aumont, Dany Carrel. Produced
by Sam Katiman Directed by George Sherman..

"The Bellboy"

&WU*U44 "Rati*} © © PLUS

Plotless series of sight gags by Jerry Lewis will make
his fans laugh. OK as light summer fare.

Jerry Lewis fans will have a field day watching their madcap 1

idol cavort and scamper through 72 minutes of unconnected

skits about a mute mischief-prone bellboy named Stanley ad

Miami Beach's luxurious Fontainebleau Hotel. Produced, di-

rected and scripted for Paramount release by Lewis, who)

naturally stars as the bellboy, this comic tour de force is tailor-i

made to suit his zany talents. Unfortunately, "The Bellboy"

does not come off as the combination of pathos and slapstick!

its creator had in mind. There are moments when Lewis main
ages to achieve a Chaplinesque quality, but where Chaplin'si

greatness stemmed from an inner understanding and under-

stated presentation of the plight of the down trodden man,

Lewis depends too often on facial contortions and body mani-i

pulations. Nevertheless, Lewis vehicles are profitable boxoffice

offerings, and this latest should prove no exception. The shorti

running time, plus Lewis' ability to compress his material willl

keep general market patrons satisfied. Bellboy Lewis' problem

is not a lack of enthusiasm for his job, rather a disastrouSj

knack for putting his foot into it every time he turns around.,

Never speaking, always whistling, he plunges innocently ahead.

He loses all the room keys; covers a sunbathing man's facel

with a mesh scarf causing a checkboard pattern to be left on

the unsuspecting guest's face; presses trousers board-stiff; foulsi

up a greyhound dog race when he happily appears walking a

large number of guest's dogs; casually sits down beside a

beautiful dozing young girl who wraps her arms around his

neck just as the bell captain arrives; and safely lands a jet)

plane. The ending finds Lewis being accused by the hotel man-

ager of spearheading a bellboy strike. Lewis finally speaks:,

"Nobody ever asked me."

Paramount. 72 minutes. Jerry Lewis. Produced and Directed by Jerry Lewis.

"The Walking Target"

Crime quickie fair dualler for minor action spots.

"The Walking Target" is a third-rate programmer that

should fill the bill as a supporting feature in minor action

houses. It concerns itself with a one-time tough guy released

from prison after serving a five-year sentence for a payroll

robbery which netted him $460,000. Desirous of returning the

money, hidden during his confinement, and starting a new

life, he finds his efforts hampered by a greedy ex-flame, a

sophisticated gangster, and a hard-boiled detective. Developed

along standard crime-meller lines with the usual amount of

fisticuffs, doublecrosses and gunplay, this United Artists release

is routine all the way. Performances are mediocre: Ron Foster

as the ex-convict, Joan Evans as the wife of Foster's late partner

who was killed after the robbery, and Merry Anders, the old

girlfriend. Director Edward L. Cahn adds little to the various

intrigues of Stephen Kandell's script. Foster picks up his rela-

tionship with Miss Anders and friendship with Robert Chris-

topher, but soon discovers both are working for gang boss

Berry Kroeger. After shaking the mercenaries in a wild chase.

Foster arrives in Gold City, Arizona where Miss Evans runs a

small restaurant. He tells her the money is hidden beneath the

frame of her car and they decide to turn it in. Kroeger and his

gang show up, as does detective Harp McGuire. Christopher

and another thug are killed and Foster saves McGuire's life.

Kroeger and the money are turned over to the authorities.

United Artists. 74 minutes. Joan Evans, Ronald Foster, Merry Anders. Produced
by Robert E. Kent. Directed by Edward L. Cahn.
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"As the Sea Rages"

Satinet o o
irim, but engrossing, drama of feud between Greek

ishermen. Maria Schell, Cliff Robertson. Best for

lass spots.

' This German-made, English-dubbed film is a grim and ironic

rama depicting the warfare that exists between mainland

et-fisherman and dynamite-throwing, pirate fishermen eking

ut a living on a barren Greek island. Earthy, primitive people,

ie\ work, love, drink and hate with a lusty ferocity. Maria

chell. Cliff Robertson and Cameron Mitchell provide mild

larquee value and boxoffice returns will depend, to some

egree, on the type of promotional push Columbia and ex-

i ibitors put behind it. Appeal, however, seems limited to class

ituations and, perhaps, action houses. Stark black-and-white

• holography lensed on-location in the Adriatic, brooding native

longs based on original Greek motives and an imaginative

: irectorial hand wielded by Horst Haechler, endow the produc-

ion with a picturesque quality. Miss Schell delivers a com-

pelling performance as the captive mistress of Mitchell who
lalls in love with Robertson, while the latter is excellent as

lie young seaman. Mitchell creates a sinister portrayal as the

ne-eved (lost while dynamiting fish) devil who rules his

inland through fear and superstition. Robertson arrives in the

[arbor town of Kalymnos only to be robbed of all of his money

ly Miss Schnell. He persuades the leader of the net-fisherman

) take him, under cover of night, to the island of the pirate-

shermen and wait for him for three days. He stands up to the

ullying of Mitchell, w ins Miss Schnell's love, and kills Mitchell

n a showdown knife fight. A sudden storm crashes the net-

i sherman's boat against the rocks, and Robertson persuades

the islanders to save him. But the net-fisherman, believing they

,i\c come to kill him, throws dynamite at their boat killing

Robertson and the rescuers.

olumbia. 74 minutes. Maria Schell, Cliff Robertson, Cameron Mitchell. Pro-

uced by Carl Siokoll. Directed by Horst Haechler.

"Between Time and Eternity"

%CUi*C44 IZtltiKQ O O PLUS

ear-jerker should entice fern trade. Good exploitation

potential. Lilli Palmer in lead. Eastman Color.

Universal-International has another entry with appeal for

lie distaff trade. The latest offering is this German-made,

nglish-dubbed love drama certain to have the ladies reaching

,or their hankies. The plot centers around a wealthy and

Ittractive woman who learns she is dying and sets off on a

tst glorious holiday in a frenzied attempt to escape her fate,

limed in Eastman Color against the lush backgrounds of

omantic Mallorca, and starring talented Lilli Palmer, "Be-

ween Time and Eternity" has good potential, if exploited,

i.ack of marquee names will retard it in the mass market, but

1 certain situations the strong and colorful romantic flavor

ould make it a surprising grosser. Miss Palmer gives a stirring

ortrayal as the dying woman who falls madly in love with a

andsome young fisherman on Mallorca. She adds a degree of

harm and grace to situations overflowing with sentimentality,

'arlos Thompson is all Latin virility as the scheming, petty

hief fisherman who soon changes his plans for fleecing her to

tioughts of marriage. Willy Birgel is good in his brief part

s her surgeon husband, as is Peter Capell, a police inspector.

)irector Arthur Maria Rabenalt has done an able job of guid-

ng Miss Palmer's last days through their idyllic course, and

•hotographer George Bruckbauer has created some imaginative

isual portraits. Robert Thoeren's script has Miss Palmer acquir-

ing a new lease on life after meeting Thompson and deciding

i) remain with him. Birgel arrives and begs her to return

home. She consents on the condition that she be allowed to

return to Thompson when a medical examination confirms

that she is cured. Tlr* husband agrees. Just before her departure

she is stricken with symptoms thai tell her the end is near.

The lovers quarrel during the farewell, with Thompson believ-

ing hf has simply been a holiday playmate. Only as the ship

pulls away does he finally see proof of Miss Palmer's illness.

Universal-International. 98 minutes. Lilli Palmer. Willy Birgel. Carlos Thompson
Directed by Arthur Maria Rabenalt

"One Fool in Hell"

GuAiKCte IZati*? O G plus

Above-average western in color, C'Scope. Alan Ladd,

Don Murray top cast. Strong for action market.

20th Century-Fox has an exciting and somewhat off-beat

western in "One Foot in Hell". Despite a number of faults,

and w ith the aid of a strong promotional push, it should bring

in above-average returns in the action market, and serve as a

good dualler generally. An unusual study of hate and revenge,

mounted in DeLuxe Color and CinemaScope, it emerges a

rather engrossing sagebrush drama. Pity is that it didn't turn

out to be a really first-rate film. The story centers around

Alan Ladd's diabolical scheme to punish the citizens of a

peaceful Arizona town who allowed his pregnant wife to die

by refusing him SI.87 credit for a bottle of medicine. Ladd

and Don Murray furnish fair strength for the marquee. The

major flaw in the Aaron Spelling-Sydney Boehm script (based

on a "Playhouse 90" TV) story is lack of motivation for

Ladd's final act. He decides to stay on in the town, becomes

deputy sheriff, then carefully selects a quartet of low-lifes to

help him pull off a $100,000 robbery that will leave the town

bankrupt and kill the people responsible for his wife's death.

When he suddenly starts eliminating his accomplices after the

robbery the story's validity begins to break down. Murray is

splendid as an alcoholic artist who throws in with Ladd to

recoup financial losses suffered during the Civil War and

Dan O'Herlihy is first-rate as an adventure-hungry threadbare

Englishman. Dolores Michaels adds a hardboiled sex angle as

a dance hall girl who cuts herself in on the robbery. James

B. Clark's crisp direction and Dominic Frontiere's haunting

background score keep this above the hoss opera level. Ladd

kills the sheriff, takes over the number one spot, rounds up

his gang and is forced to integrate Miss Michaels into his

scheme (a drunken Murray has spilled the beans). The robbery

is accomplished with kerosene bombs, and the people who
stood between Ladd and his SI.87 are killed. Ladd wipes out

others, but is killed by Miss Michaels before he can get Murray.

Murray and Miss Michaels give up, agree to stay together.

20th Century-Fox. 90 minutes. Alan Ladd. Don Murray. Dan O'Herlihy, Dolores
Michaels, Barry Coe. Produced by Sydney Boehm. Directed by James B. Clark.
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"The Subterraneans"

ScaiKete Rati*? O ® Plus

Engrossing study of beatnik life may surprise in general

market, if promoted well. Novel, jazz, wild parties in

Metrocolor are exploitation values.

Considering the disconnected Jack Kerouac novel producer

Arthur Freed had to work with, this M-G-M release dealing

with the search for love and truth by a cult of San Franciscan

"new bohemians" emerges an intelligent and oftimes engrossing

motion picture. A number of these built-in exploitation angles

could help roll up some surprising boxofhce business, possibly

even in the general market: popularity of the book plus the

drawing power of Kerouac's name; the refreshing marquee

combination of Leslie Caron and George Peppard (critically

acclaimed in "Home from the Hill"); the appearance of such

jazz favorites as Gerry Mulligan, Carmen McRae, Shelly Manne

and Art Farmer, and a striking, Metrocolor, CinemaScope jour-

ney through the wild parties, oddly decorated apartments and

all-night jazz sessions in smoke-filled cellars of the beatniks.

Business prospects will be reflected by the kind of promotional

backing M-G-M decides to unleash. Although the actions and

philosophies of the "beats" have undergone a rather thorough

moral house cleaning, the people who emerge are interesting,

colorful and amusing. And even though scripter Robert Thorn

comes up with solutions to their problems that are somewhat

on the over-simplified side, he still manages to endow his people

with poignancy, humor and appeal. Miss Caron is exceptionally

good as a sexually and emotionally disturbed young woman who
would gladly shed her analyst for the man who truly loves her,

and Peppard gives an interesting, if not overly sympathetic,

delineation of a writer more interested in his work than Miss

Caron. Roddy McDowall is outstanding as the tragi-comic poet-

saint of the group and Janice Rule is fine as a man-hating inter-

pretative dancer who hides her beauty behind a mask of bizarre

make-up. Ranald MacDougall's direction is polished and well-

paced and Andre Previn's jazz arrangements are first-rate. Pep-

pard and Miss Caron meet in a jazz cellar, fall in love and start

living together. Their relationship becomes a stormy one since

she is afraid of sex and he is more interested in completing his

novel. A violent argument sends Miss Caron fleeing naked

through the streets and starts Peppard on a two-day binge.

When she finally returns and announces she is carrying his child,

they decide to give up the drifting world of the subterraneans

and build a real life for themselves.

M-G-M. 8? minutes. Leslie Caron, George Peppard. Produced by Arthur Freed.
Directed by Ranald MacDougall.

"Private Property"

Low-budgeter is interestingly lensed, acted. OK art item.

This low -budget ($60,000), but provocative film, dealing

with the planned rape of a lonely, restless housewife by a pair

of itinerant beatniks, has been labeled, in some quarters, an

American "New Wave" offering. Far from the artistic level

of such imports as "The Cousins," "The 400 Blows," etc., this

Citation Films release manages to rise above the sordidness

of its subject matter thanks to the sensitive direction of Leslie

Stevens (he also scripted) and some imaginative lensing by

two-time Oscar winner Ted McCord. It has been attracting fair

returns in art houses, and word-of-mouth might help it fill the

duallei spot in certain metropolitan situations. Frugally filmed

in Stevens' hilltop Hollywood home, an empty house next

door and in a Pacific coast highway gasoline station, "Private

Property" does convey an air of authenticity throughout. Ini

their beatnik roles, Corey Allen, the sadistic rape-planner, and

Warren Oates, his homosexual sidekick, create a pair of fright-

ening portraits, while Kate Manx lends the right amount of

beauty and sensuousness as the intended victim. Veteran actor

Jerome Cowan is splendid as the terrified salesman who gives

the boys a lift. Where the film fails is in Stevens' failure to

develop the psychological motivations of the two beatniks.

When they spot Miss Manx driving along in a sports car,

Allen promises Oates, who has never "had" a woman, that she

will be his first. They hide in the vacant house next door, in-

gratiate themselves with Miss Manx, and learn she is unhappy!

in her marriage to Robert Wark. When the latter is called]

out of town on business, Allen sets his plan into motion. Missi

Manx submits to Allen (he has been secretly wishing she would

reject him), and when he turns her over to Oates, the latter

makes a pitiful declaration of impotency. In a wildly melo-|

dramatic climax, Allen tries to kill Miss Manx, and stabs Oates

in an underwater fight in her swimming pool. Wark returns

in time to kill Allen.

Citation Films, Inc. 80 minutes. Corey Allen, Warren Oates, Robert Wark.l
Jerome Cowan, Kate Manx. Produced by Stanley Colbert. Directed by Leslie Stevens .1

"The Savage Eye"

Intriguing study of divorcee on the town. Art entry.

This Trans-Lux Kingsley release is an unusual art house,

offering geared specifically those who don't mind watching

the rawer side of life dished out in depressing and unrestrained

doses. Arty in concept, stimulating in its documentary pre-

sentation, it should produce profitable boxoffice in its intended

market, and could serve as an acceptable dualler in special

class situations if packaged with a strong supporting feature.

Top winner at the Edinburgh Film Festival, "The Savage Eye'

tells, through a series of fascinating and off-beat lensing, what

happens to a lonely and emotionally disturbed divorcee

(Barbara Baxley) during her first year of freedom. Day and

night she wanders the streets of Los Angeles alone, cataloging

and commenting upon the boredom and excitement she sees
;

before her. Her days are spent in massage houses and beaut)

parlors, playing poker with strangers who have nothing better

to do on their days off, rummaging through bargain basements;

and sipping lonely martinis in deserted cocktail lounges at

two in the afternoon. When a much sought-after reconciliation

with her husband fails, she takes up with married Herschel

Bernardi (from TV's "Peter Gunn") and travels with him

through the nightmarish world of crowd-screaming wrestling

matches and sensuous nightclub stripteasers. During a frenzied

New Year's Eve party, complete with horns blow ing and people

yelling, kissing and singing, she finally succumbs to Bernardi's

advances. Ashamed, she seeks solace in a faith-healing temple

(one of the most disturbing and sardonic commentaries on

religious chicanery ever filmed), grows disgusted at what she

sees and almost loses her life in a harrowing automobile ac-

cident. The ending finds her willing to resume life again with

hope. Miss Baxley creates a splendid portrait of confusion and

bitterness, and the camerawork of Jack Couffer, Helen Levittj

and Haskell Wexler is first-rate. Ben Maddow, Sidney Meyers

and Joseph Strick share the produce-director-scripter slots,

and they have accomplished a commendable job of unique

movie making. But they must also share the responsibility for

the film's major flaw—an excessively metaphoris narration by

Gary Merrill.

Trans-Lux Kingsley. 47 minutes. Barbara Baxley. Gary Merrill. Herschel Bernardi
Traduced and Directed by Ben Maddow, Sidney Meyers and Joseph Strick.
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MERC HANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT W

Wide Range Promotion Pitch

Aimed at 'Song's' Iffy Appeai
How should a film company go about insur-

ing the boxoffice success of an expensive, lavish-

ly produced film that, withal, is definitely on

the "ilTv" side? For an easy-to-follow blueprint

that is paying off handsomely in early returns,

take a look at Columbia's powerful campaign

for "Song Without Knd," the cinema biography

of Franz Liszt.

The William Goetz production recorded a

sensational $203,641 opening-week gross at the

Radio City Music Hall—the second-highest fig-

ure for a first week in the 2~-year history of the

giant showcase. Admittedly, the Hall world pre-

miere performance did not erase all doubts

"Song" poses as a general market entry. Re-

views, at best, were something less than raves,

and audience limitations inherent in the com-

poser-hero's highbrow music may still crop up

once the picture moves outside highly metro-

politan — and sophisticated — New York. But

Columbia's widespread, all-inclusive push could

circumvent these obstacles and turn Liszt into

a company hero and "Song Without End" into

one of the year's surprises.

Quite obviously, the company is aiming for a

repeat of the performance turned in by "A Song

to Remember," another classical music biog.

released 1 5 years ago. As one home office exec-

utive put it, "We're selling this one to every-

body—every market—and we're confident it'll

turn the trick." Certainly, the latest portion of

the campaign—the record Sl00,000-plus adver-

tising-promotional budget announced by national

promotion chief Robert S. Ferguson for the

Music Hall bow—was aimed at getting the

"Song" story to every segment of the Gotham

public.

One of the highlights of the ad drive, devised

with the help of special surveys and opinion-

polling, was the placement of full-page ads in

New York's Times. Daily News, Journal-

American and Post. A record radio spot buy.

totaling over 700 announcements, also blanketed

the metropolitan area. Separately designed to

hit regular moviegoers, hi-fi enthusiasts and

teen-agers, the spots were heard on every New
York AM and FM station, reaching a listening

{audience of nearly 15,000,000.

I Another ingenious stunt plugging the New
York opening is a miniature Music Hall set up
in Grand Central Station for a continuous show-

in gof live-action scenes from the film. In addi-

tion, a short featurette introducing the new

star, Capucine, is part of the six-minute presen-

tation that will have been seen by hundreds of

thousands of out-of-town visitors, as well as

New Yorkers and commuters, by the time it

comes down after Labor Dav.

'SONG' AWARD. Columbia nat'onal promotion chief

Robert S. Ferguson (left) presents Parents Magazine

Special Merit Medal to William Goetz, producer of

"Song Without End."

Far-in-Advance Trailers

Set Stage for 'Spartacus'

It's not due for a world premiere until Oc-

tober 6, but already Bryna Production's

$12,000,000 spectacle, "Spartacus," is establish-

ing records in advance theatre trailer advertis-

ing and cross-plug trailer advertising, says Jeff

Livingston, executive coordinator of sales and

ads for Universal, the promotionally energetic

firm releasing the film.

Theatres which have booked the reserved-

seat attraction are running trailers as long as

six months in adv ance of the opening, and cross-

plug trailers are being employed in affiliated

houses, too. A fine example are the Walter

Reade Theatres in New Jersey. They have been

using more than 30 trailers since June: and, of

course, the WR De-Mi lie Theatre in New York,

where "Spartacus" takes its initial world bow,

has been running trailers heralding the big

event for some time. Other houses showing

trailers well in advance of first playdates in-

clude the RKO Grand, Cincinnati, RKO Pan-

tages, Hollywood, Boston's Astor.

Summit Session

At Columbia summit meet on global

sales and promotion policy for

"Pepe" are (left to right, seated):

v.p.'s B. B. Kahane; Samuel i.

Briskin; M. J. Frankovich, v.p. and

board chmn. of Columbia Ltd.; v.p.

Rube Jackter; first v.p. and treas.

Leo Jaffe; exec. v.p. A. Montague;

v.p. Paul N. Lazarus, Jr.; president

A. Schneider; producer-director

George Sidney. Standing: Jacques

Gelman, executive producer of the

film, and Mo Rothman, exec. v.p. of

Columbia International.

For ballyhoo, there was a "Song Without

End" piano marathon that drew hundreds of

thousands of curious onlookers to a Times

Square restaurant window. Joe Niland, a Mary-

land brewerv worker with an ear for music

and a strong pair of arms, sat in the window of

Toffenetti's and played piano continuously for

T8 hours, 8 minutes and 12 seconds, watched

and heard b\ uncounted thousands of passersby.

The global merchandising campaign for

"Song" is equally comprehensive. Among the

more noteworthy items: the special publicity

handling of both stars Dirk Bogarde and

Capucine, with their likenesses planted on a

host of magazine covers: the year-long festivi-

ties launched by Columbia on behalf of the

Franz Liszt sesqui-centennial celebration; num-

erous music tie-ins reaching a total of six Liszt

music albums from as many of the top record-

ing companies in the U.S.: tie-ins with the

Steinway and Baldwin piano firms: the produc-

[ More SHOWMEN on Page 22 ]

tion and placement of special TV featurettcv

shot on location, and a widely publicized na-

tional piano competition culminating in a Town
Hall concert.

From the producer's side, too, has issued

invaluable promotional help. Meyer M. Hutner,

vice president and director of ad-publicity for

William Goetz Productions, recently visited

W ashington, D.C., Boston, San Francisco, Chi-

cago and Philadelphia, where he initiated the

overall promotion and publicity drives on the

local level, meeting with newspaper editors,

radio-TV rpresentatives, music groups, women's
organizations, record distributors and the boards

of education.

The first step in the hit-making process has

been completed successfully. How the film will

fare in the general market, especially the hinter-

lands, remains to be seen. If penetrating pro-

motion has anything to do with it. "Song With-

out End" has a promising future.
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riME Does Turnabout-

Film Sells News Magazine

Don't look now, but that relentless film foe,

Time Magazine, is using a motion picture to

help sell subscriptions.

I The weekly news publication is sending out

500,000 letters to all parts of the country with a

Llip from "Hiroshima, Mon Amour". The mes-

sage calls to the attention of potential sub-

scribers the quality of the film and its review

|in the magazine.

"After you have held the strip up to the light

and caught the spirit of this intense, original

and ambitious piece of cinema',*' the letter

reads, "you may or may not decide to see the

film . . . We think you'd find it an interesting

ixpcnc-iKe. But the real reason fos this letter

is to tell you how to get more out every new

mm ie you see, etc., etc., etc."

"In the case of this film," the promotional

missive continues, "You would start out several

laps ahead—w ith a firm grasp of the new goals

and the new techniques that imaginative movie

directors are exploring now . . . with a sharp

awareness of the current unrest in Japan, the

spoken and unspoken attitudes that underlie the

actions of the characters you watch. And the

same point applies to almost everything else

you do . .
." and so on, and so on.

Certainly, "Hiroshima" is a unique film ex-

perience, an experimental cinema gem. But the

showmanship point here is that even Time can

be seen turning from blanket cynicism to ap-

preciation of good pictures—especially when

they can help sell Time.

War Hero Plugs Eternity'

Allied Artists is sparking "Hell to Eternity"

to excellent grosses w ith some powerful promo-

tional techniques, not the least of which has

been a national personal appearance tour by

Guy Gabaldon, the World War II Marine hero

whose exploits the film depicts.

The man who personally captured over 1,000

Japanese soldiers currently is in the fifth week
of his city-to-city trek; everywhere he has ap-

peared, the U.S. Marines have extended full co-

operation, and hot business has resulted.

Aftention, Exhibitors!

What's Your Showman IQ?

Attention, exhibitors! The burning question

of how to better your business gets some ex-

tremely pertinent answering in a recent Inde-

pendent Theatre Owners of Ohio bulletin.

Under the attention-provoking title, "What
Is Your Showmanship IQ.'", exhibitor Harry

Mendel, of Pittsburgh, has prepared a self-

Ciuestionnaire whose answers may prove most

illuminating. Some of the more interesting

questions follow:

(1) Do you know the chairman of the FTA,
the women's club and other local business

groups?

(2) At off hours is your theatre available for

civic meetings for the use of reputable and

worthy organizations?

(3) Do you hold advance screenings for

opinion makers of selected pictures'

(<i) Do you run special children's matinees?

Do you assist boy's club, Girl Scouts, etc., in

order to build your audiences of the future?

(5) Have you suggested a theatre tieup in-

stead of carnivals or bazaars as a fund raising

project for local organizations?

(6) Are you building a mailing list?

(7) Do you analyze and select possible ad-

vertiisng media appropriate to your area and

potential patronage on a particular picture?

(8) Do you give your advertising and insti-

tutional slant?

(9) Do you exert ever)- effort to stimulate

your business instead of blaming TV, etc., for

declining recepits?

(1(1) As people leave the theatre are you

available to receive their comment? Do you

poll your audiences? Do you ring doorbells to

ascertain their views?

(11) Do you know your school officials

(high school principal), and teachers in your

community ?

(12) Dt) you get up on your stage to talk to

your audience, telling them what you are trying

to do and invite their suggestions?

(13) Are you on friendly terms with the

editor of your local newspaper and the operator

of the radio and TV stations in your area?

(14) Do you study programming, selecting

the best features and shorts available for play-

ing time according to your type of audience?

(15) Do you read the trade papers and see as

many pictures as you can?

'Spartacus' Pre-Sell

GIANT SIGN. Peter Ustinov (left)

and John Gavin, both in New York

for advance promotion activity on

Universal's "Spartacus," take time

out to visit Artkraft-Straus Sign Co.,

to see how work is progressing on

their giant likenesses, which will be-

come part of the spectacular sign

being constructed for the front of

the building housing the DeMille

Theatre, where the film will have its

world premiere on October 6. Inten-

sive pre-sell for the $12,000,000

picture has been typical of U's

long-range promotion.

'HOT' CAMPAIGN. Embassy president Joseph E. Levin:

(left) announces plans for another million-dollar push,

for M-G-M's "Where the Hot Wind Blows," while v.p.

Eddie So'omon listens.

PICKET PUSH. Pickets from "S. California Evangelist

Union" create stir on opening day of "Elmer Gantry,"

in San Diego. They attracted passers-by, TV coverage.

COLUMBIA PROMOTIONS. John Newfield, Columbia's

national magazine publicity head, is flanked by news-

paper-syndicate contact Bud Rosenthal (left), Charles

M. Powell, trade press contact. Three were upped from

within publicity ranks.

Pickman to UA

Herb Pickm l n

(left) was a p -

pointed coordinator

of roadshow cam-

paigns and special

projects for United

Artists, vice presi-

d en I Roger H

.

Lew is announced.

Pickman, who re-

signed as W arner Bros, director of special

events, will work under the supervision of

national promotion chief Fred Goldberg

and operate in close association with ex-

ploitation manager Mori Krushen in set-

ting up local roadshow drives.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current &) Coming Features

(Date of Rim BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

January
ATOMIC SUBMARINE Arthur Franz, Dick Foran. Brett
Halsey. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Spencer G.
Benset. Science-fiction thriller of a Polar sub and its

encounter with unknown enemy. 73 min.

PURPLE GANG, THE Barry Sullivan. Robert Blake
Elaine Edwards. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
Frank McDonald. The startling story of the infamous
Detroit mobsters. 83 min.

February
HYPNOTIC EYE, THE Jacques Berqerac. Marcia Hen-
derson, Merry Anders, Allison Hayes. Producer Charles
B. Bloch Director Georqe Blair. Hypnotist's assistant
wearing mask, is responsible for disfiguring pretty
faces of hypnosis volunteers. 82 min.

April

BLUEBEARD'S TEN HONEYMOONS Georqe Sanders.
Corlnne Calvet. Producer Roy Parkinson. Director W.
Lee Wilder. Based on the true-life story of Landru.
infamous French bluebeard. 92 min.

June
I PASSED FOR WHITE Sonya Wilde, James Franciscus.
Producer-director Fred Wilcox Story of a Negress
who passes for white. 91 min.

July
PAY OR DIE Ernest Borqnine, Zohra Lampert. Pro-
ducer-director Richard Wilson Story of Police Capt.
Petrosino's war against the Mafia in the early I900's

RAYMIE David Ladd, John Aqar. Charles Winninqer.
Richard Arlen. Producer A. C Lyle. Director Fred
McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturinq qiant 6

toot barracuda. 72 min.

August
SEX KITTENS GO TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren, Tues-
day Weld, Miianou Bardot. Producer-director Albert
Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-
leqe routine. 93 min.

September

HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter. David Janssen. Vic
Damone. Patricia Owens. Sessue Hayakawa, Miiko
Taka. Producer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson.
True story of U. S. Marine hero Guy Gabaldon. 132 min.

TORMENTED, THE Richard Carlson. Susan Gordon. Juli
Reading Froducers Bert I. Gordon, Joseph Steinberg.
Eerie shocker. 75 min.

October
BLOODY BROOD. THE Barbara Lord, Jack Bett. Peter
l-alk. Producer Julian Roffman Melodrama about mod-
ern generation. 71 min.

SERENGETI SHALL NOT DIE Color Narrated by
Michael Griimek. Dr. Bernhard Griimek. Documentary
of African Jungle. 84 min.

TIME BOMB Curt Jerqens. Mylene Demonqeot. Suspense
-lory 92 min.

November
HEROES DIE YOUNG Erika Peters Robert Getz Bill

Browne. Darinq incident during W. W. II. 74 min.

PLUNDERERS, THE Jeff Chandler. Dolores Hart. Pro-
ducer-director Joseph Pevney. Band of young hoodlums
intimidate entire western town. 104 min

UNFAITHFULS, THE Gina Lollobriqida May Britt Pierre
Cressoy. Producers Carlo Ponti, Dino De Laurentis.
Diama 89 min

December

Coming
BIG BANKROLL, THE Fabulous life story of kinq of the
gamblers Producers Samuel Bischofl. David Diamond.

DONDI David Kory. David Janssen, Patti Paqe. Walter
Wmchell, Mickey Shauqhnessy. Producer-Director
Albert Zuqsmith Story based on the comic stric
character 90 min

RECKLESS. PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

December

GOLIATH AND THE BARBARIANS Color Scope. Steve
Reeves, Bruce Cabot, Chelo Alonso. Producer Em-
inno Salvi. Director Carlo Campogalliani. A young
woodsman revenges the death of his father. Spectacle.
88 min.

February

ANGRY RED PLANET Cinemaqic, Eastmancolor. Gerald
Mohr. Nora Hayden, Les Tremayne. Producers Sidney
Pink. Norman Maurer. Director lb Melchoir. An ad-
venture in the fourth dimension. 83 min.

May
CIRCUS OF HORRORS Specta-Color. Anton Diffring,

Frika Remberg Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn
Director Sidney Hayers. Horror spectacle. 95 min.
5/23/60.

June

JAILBREAKERS Robert Hutton, Mary Castle, Producer-
director Alexander Grasshoff. Four escaped convicts
try to find a treasure of $400,000.00 from a bank rob-

WHY MUST I DIE? Terry Moore, Debri Paget. Pro-
ducer Richard Bernstein. Director Roy Del Ruth. True
story of an innocent girl on "Death Row." 86 min.

July

AMAZING TRANSPARENT MAN Marguerite Chapman,
Douglas Kennedy, James Griffith. Producer Lester D.
Guthrie. Director Edgar G. Ulmer. 60 min.

CEYOND THE TIME BARRIER Robert C'arke, Darlene
Tompkins. Arianne Arden. Producer Robert Clarke.
Director Edgar G. Ulmer. A journey to the world of
tomorrow. 80 min.

HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScope. Color. Vincent Price.
Mark Damon, Myrna Fahey. Producer-director Roger
Corman. Edgar Allan Poe's classic. 85 min. 7/25/60.

September

JOURNEY TO THE LOST CITY Color. Dcbra Paget
Paul Christian. Director Fritz Lang. 95 min.

October

HOUGH AND THE SMOOTH, THE Nadja Tiller. Tony
Britton. William Bendix. Producer George Minter
Director Robert Siodmak. Story of a turbulent love
triangle 100 min.

November
KONGA Color. Michael Gouqh. Marqo Johns Pro-
ducer Herman Cohen. Director John Lamount. Monster
qorilla rampages through Piccadilly Circus. 90 min.

December
GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON CinemaScope Color
Richard H:rrison Debra Paget. Producer Geoffredo P
Bertolino. Action fantasy. 100 min

January

MASTER OF THE WORLD Color. Vincent Price, Mark
Damon, Charles Bronson. Jules Verne tale of one man's
scheme to eliminate war. 120 min.

March
ALADDIN AND THE GIANT Dynamagic and Color
Producer Herman Cohen. Action fantasy. 90 min.

Comins

COLUMBIA

January

GENE KRUPA STORY. THE Sal Mineo Susan Kohner
Producer Philip A. Waxman. Director Don Weis. Bi

raphy of the famed drummer. 101 min. 1/4/60.

SUDDENLY. LAST SUMMER Elizabeth Taylor. Montqoir
ery Cliff. Producer Sam Spieqel. Director Joseph I

Mankiewicz. Based on the controversial Tenneue
Williams play. 114 min. 12/21.

SWAN LAKE Maya Plisetskaya, Nicolai Fadeyeche
Director Z. Tulubyeva. Russian exchanqe film. 81 min
2/29/60.

February

ONCE MORE. WITH FEELING Technirama. Color. Yi
Brynner. Kay Kendall. Producer-Director Stanley Doner!
Story about a concert conductor. 92 min. 2/15/60.

WHO WAS THAT LADY? Tony Curtis, Dean Martir
Janet Leiqh. Producer Norman Krasna. Directoj
Georqe Sidney. Curtis poses as an F.B.I, agent III
min. 1/18/60.

March
COMANCHE STATION CinemaScope, Color. Randolp
Scott, Nancy Gates. Producer-director Budd Boetticheil
A cowboy out for revenqe. 74 min. 2/29/60.

OUR MAN IN HAVANA CinemaScope. Alec Guinnes;!
Burl Ives, Maureen O'Hara. Producer-Director Carci
Reed. Drama of a vacuum cleaner salesman in Havana
107 min. 2/1/60.

April

BABETTE GOES TO WAR CinemaScope, Color, Briqitt

Bardot, Jacques Charrier, Producer Raoul J. Lavy
Director Christian-Jaque Bardot helps defeat Germanyi
103 min. 2/29/60.

BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG Dick Clark, Michael Ca]
Ian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Jerry Bresler. Directc
Paul Wendkos. A teacher fiqhts teenaqe violence 10

min. 3/14/60.

May
ELECTRONIC MONSTER Rod Cameron. Mary Murphy
Producer Cohen-Levy. Director Tully. A mind machin

:

in the hands of a murderer. 72 min. 6/6/60.

KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO CinemaScope, Color. RoL
ert Taylor, Anne Aubrey. Producers Irvinq Aller'

Albert R. Broccoli. Director Richard Thorpe. Enqinesi
ngh.s slave trade in Africa. 91 mm. 4/25/60.

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathewl
"roducer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre de Toll 1

Hollywood film magnate becomes U.S. counter-spy. 9|

min. 4/11/60

STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY. THE Guy Rolfe. Product
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Ritual murder-
in India. 81 min. 5/23/60.

June

BATTLE IN OUTER SPACE Color. Ryo Ikebe, Leonar
Stanford. Producer Tomoyuki Tanaka. Director Inoshir

Honda. 90 min. 6/27/60.

MOUNTAIN ROAD. THE James Stewart. Lisa Lu. Pr<

ducer William Goeti. Director Daniel Mann. G.I
fiqht across Burma. 102 min. 3/28/60.

MY DOG. BUDDY Ken Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis

12 TO THE MOON Ken Clark. Producer Fred Geli

hardt. Director David Bradley. The first lunar fliqhi

74 min.

July

STOP! LOOK! & LAUGH! Three Stooqes. Paul Winche
& Jerry Mahoney. Producer Harry Romm Directc'

Jules White. Funny men romp. 78 min.

STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET CinemaScope, Colo
Kirk Douqlas. Kim Novak. Ernie Kovacs. Barbara Rusll

Producer-director Richard Quine. Love trianqle in sutj

urbia, based on Evan Hunter's best-seller. 117 mill

6/6/60.

13 GHOSTS Charles Herbert, Jo Morrow, Martin Milne]

Producer-director William Castle. Rib-ticklinq qhost tali

88 min 7/25/60.

August

NIGHTS OF LUCRETIA BORGIA, THE Color Belindl

Lee. Jacques Sernas. Producer Carlo Caiano. Dirtctd

Serqlo Grieco Action spectacle. 108 min. 8/8/60.
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September

LL THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd Sidney Poitier.

roducer-director Hall Bartlett U N forces trappad
ehind enemy lines in Korea. 86 min. 8/8/40.

S THE SEA RAGES Maria Schell. Cliff Robertson,
roducer Carl Slkoll. Diractor Hor»t Hachler. A war
mong fishermen and islanders. 97 min.

MRMT GENERAL. THE Van Johnson Jaan Pierre

iitfflont. Deny Carrel. Producer Sam Katxman. Diractor
• •orq« Sherman.

AST AND SEXY CinemaScope. Color. Gina Lollo-

rrqida. Dale Robertson Producer Milko Skofic. D

ector Reginald Denham.

Coming
jEVIL AT 4 O'CLOCK. THE Spencer Tracy. Frank
linatra. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mervyn
.eRay.

fIDGET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope Color. James
larren. Sandra Dee, Michael Callan. Producer Jerry
retler.

;UNS OF NAVARONE, THE CinemaScope. Color.
Gregory Peck. David Niven. Anthony Quinn. Producer
;arl Foreman. Director J. Lee Thompson.

AIM AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw.
Voducer Charles H. Schneer. Director J. Lee Thompson.
:ilm biography of brilliant rocket scientist von Braun.

ET NO MAN WRITE MY EPITAPH Burl Ives. Shelley
Winters. James Darren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan. Di-

ector Philip Leacock.

»EPE CinemaScope, Color. Cantinflas. Dan Dailey,

ihirley Jones. Producer-director George Sidney.

'LEASE TURN OVER Ted Ray. Jean Kent, Leslie Philips,

loan Sims. Producer Peter Rogers. Director Gerald

>APPHO, VENUS OF LESBOS CinemaScope, Color,
(arwin Mathews, Tina Louise.

iONG WITHOUT END CinemaScope. Color. Dirk Bo-
jarde, Capucine. Producer William Goerz. Director
Charles Vidor. Musical biography of Franz Liszt. 141

.itin. 7/11/60.

SURPRISE PACKAGE Yul Brynner. Mitzi Gaynor. Pro-
iucar-director Stanley Donen.

I WORLDS OF GULLIVER, THE Super Dynamation.
Color. Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow. Producer Charles
ichneer. Director Jack Sher.

WO FACES OF DR. JEKYLL, THE Color. Paul Massie,
)awn Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
'•rence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
on's classic.

rVACKIEST SHIP IN THE ARMY, THE CinemaScope,
^olor. Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson. Producer Fred
(ohlmar. Director Richard Murphy.

INDEPENDENTS

February

SLACK ORPHEUS (Orpheus Negro) ILopert) Breno
viello. Marpessa Dawn, Lourdes de Oliveira. Producer
iacha Gordine. Director Marcel Camus. Film version
>f the famous Greek legend of Orpheus and his ill-

ated love for Eurydice. 95 min. 3/14/60.

JRIS6I IValiantl Jean Gabin, Jeanne Moreau. Pro-
curer Robert Dorfmann. Director Jacques Becker.
Vctian drama of the Paris underworld and its inhabi-
ants. 85 min.

(ISS FOR A KILLER, A IValiantl Mylene Demongeot,
fenri Vldal. Producer Michel Safra. Director Henri
'erneyil From James Hadley Chase's best-selling
Rrillar. IK min.

tUDE IN A WHITE CAR (Trans-Lux) Marina Vlady,
(obert Hossein, Odile Versois. Director Robert Hos-
ein Mystery dealing with the nocturnal escapades

;>f two beautiful blonde French sisters. 87 min. 3/14/60.

'OBY TYLER (Buena Vista) Technicolor. Kevin Cor-
:oran. Henry Calvin, Gene Sheldon. Producer Walt
Jitney. Director Charles Banton. Circus tala of a
unaway boy's adventures under the Big Top. 96 min.
1/18/60.

March
iXPRESSO BONGO (Continental Dist.) Laurence Har-
'«y. Sylvia Syms. Producer-director Val Guest. Based
sn the hit play by Wolf Mankowiti. 108 min. 4/25/60.

WORD AND THE CROSS. THE (Valiant) CinemaScope
>tor. Gianna Maria Canale, Marisa Allasio. Director
Juido Brignone. Story of the Roman persecution of
•arty Christians.

April

(IDNAPPED (Buena Vista) Technicolor. Peter Finch,
lames MacArthur. Producer Walt Disney. Director
Robert Stevenson. Adaptation of Robert Louis Steven-
son's adventure classic. 97 min. 2/29/60.

ROSEMARY (Films-Around-the-World, Inc.) Nadja Tiller,
Peter Van Eyck Producer Luggi Waldleitner. Director
Rolf Theile. True story of post-war German prostitute
«ho "made it." 105 min. 4/25/60.

June
SIGN OF ZORRO, THE (Buena Vista). Guy Williams.
Henry Calvin. Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-
tors Norman Foster and Lewis R. Foster. Sevash-;
suckling hero saves old Los Angeles from tyrannical
:ommandante. 91 min.

Film

July
POULYANNA (Buena Vista) Technicolor Jane Wyman.
Richard Eagan. Producer Walt Disney Director David
Swift. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller. 134 min 4/11/60.

December
SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON I Buena Vistal Technicolor
John Mills. Dorothy McGuire. Producer William H
Anderson. Director Ken Annekin Adaptation of Johann
Wyss' Adventure classic.

Coming
CHASERS. THE (Gaston Hakim) Jacque Chjrrier.
Charles Agnovour. Director Jean-Peirre Mocky. Cyni-
cal yet engrossing French impart about you'hful
women-chasers. 75 min. 3/28.

DAY OF THE TRUMPET, THE |C. Saretiego Film Organ.-
zation Prod.) John Agar. Richard Arlen. Bill Phipps
Producer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

DREAM MACHINE. THE (Amalgamated Prods.) Rod
Cameron, Marty Murphy, Peter llling Producers Rich-
ard Gordon and Charles Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
gomery Tully.

GORGO (King Bros.) Technicolor, Wide screen. Bill

Travers, Vincent Winter. William Sylvester. Producer
Maurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

HIROSHIMA, MON AMOUR (Zenith International!
Emmanuelle Riva. Ejil Okada. Producer-Director Alain
Resnais. Love story set against background of war
88 min. 7/25/60.

JAZZ ON A SUMMER'S DAY (Galaxy Attractions. Inc.)
Louis Armstrong, Gerry Mulligan, George Shearing
Producer-director Bert Stern. Sights and sounds of the
Newport, R. I. annual jazz festival. 85 min. 5/9/60.

JUNGLE CAT (Buena Vistal Technicolor. Story of
animal life along the Amazon River.

LIGHT ACROSS THE STREET. THE (UMPOl Brigitte
Bardot, Raymond Pellagrin, Roger Piquat. Producer
Jacques Gauthitr. Director Georges Lacombe. Drama.
A French husband and wife try to live without normal
sex relations, after the husband had a near-fatal acci-
dent. 76 min.

LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co. I

Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton, Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MICHAEL STROGOFF [Continental Distributing. Inc.)
Color, CinemaScope. Curt Jurgens. Genevieve Page.
Producer John Spigler. Director Carmine Gallone.
Adventure classic. 115 min. 6/6/60.

RTST IS SILENCE. THE (Films Around the World. Inc.)
Hardy Kruger. Peter Van Eyck, Ingrid Andree Pro-
ducer-Director Helmut Kautner. Modernized version of
Hamlet in German. 106 min. 8/8/60.

SCHOOL FOR SCOUNDRELS (Continental Distributing
Inc.) Ian Carmichael Terry-Thomas Alastair Sim, Ja-
nette Scott. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Robert
Hamer. British comedy. 94 min. 7/25/60.

SILVER SKATES. THE I Buena Vista) Eastman Color.
Rony Zeander, Carin Rossby. Producer Walt Disney.
Director Norman Foster. Romantic fairy-tale taking
place by the Zuider Zee in 1850.

THUNDER IN CAROLINA (Howco International) Rory
Calhoun, Alan Hale, Connie Hines, John Gentry. Pro-
ducer J. Francis White. Director Paul Helmick. 92 min.
7/25/60.

METRO-GOLDWYN -MAYER

March
HOME FROM THE HILL CinemaScope. Metrocolor.
Robert Mitchum, Eleanor Parker. Producer Edmund
Grainger. Director Vincente Minnelli. Film version of
William Humphrey's novel dealing with conflict be-
tween family. 150 min. 2/15/60.

April

PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES CinemaScope. Metro-
Color. DortV Day, David Nlven Janis Paige. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Cnarles Walkers. Comic ex-
periences of N. Y. couple and their children. Ill min.
3/28.

May
PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney, Tarry
Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas.
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military
academy. 93 min.

June
ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN, THE Cinema-
Scope. MetroColor. Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges. Pra-

ducer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Michael Curtri.

Film version of Mark Twain's classic story of the Mis-
sissippi River. 107 min. 5/9/60.

GIANT OF MARATHON, THE Dyalscope. Color. Steve
Reeves, Mylene Demongeot. Producer Bruno Vailati.

Director Jacques Tourneur. Action-filled recreation of

the classic battle of ancient Greece. 92 min. 6/6/60.

July

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope, MetroColor. Judy
Holliday, Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Fraad. Dirac-

tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit.

127 min. 6/27/60.

THE DAY THEY ROBBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray, Elizabeth Sellers Hugh Griffith. Producer
Jules Buck. Director John Guillermin. Suspenseful
action-thriller of a sensational robbery. 85 min. 8/8/60.

BULLETIN — THIS IS YOUR PROD

SEPTEMBER SUMMARY
The early September release sched-

ule totals a solid 21, with Twentieth

Century-Fox still leading the pack on

the strength of five pictures. Close be

hind is Columbia, with four, and Allied

Artists, with three films. M-G-M, Para-

mount and United Artists all are tied at

two releases each, while American-Inter-

national, Universal and Warner Bros,

each has slated one picture for the

coming month.

August

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaScope
MetroColor. Robert Wagner Natalie Wood Susan
Kohner. Producer Pandro S Berman. Director Michael
Anderson. Drama Involving four young people whose
paths cross in their search to find love. 112 min
7/25/60.

TIME MACHINE, THE Color. Rod Taylor, Alan Young
Producer-director George Pal Based on H G. Wells'
story of a man who invents a machine which carries
him from the 19th century into an amazinq world of
the future. 103 min. 7/25/60.

September

ANGEL WORE RED, THE Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde,
Joseph Cotten Producer Goffredo Lombardo Director
Nunnally Johnson. Drama, during Spanish Civil War
involving a priest and a beautiful dancer. 99 min.

SUBTERRANEANS. THE CinemaScope, MetroColor
Leslie Caron, George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed
Director Ranald MacDougall. Film version of Jack
Kerouac's novel. 89 min.

October

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter. Pat Crowley.
Producer Kathryn Hereford. Director Phil Karlson. Story
of a man threatened by a gang of hoodlums after he
Is witness to a murder. 81 min.

WHERE THE HOT WIND BLOWS Gina Lollobrigida

.

Yves Montand. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Jules
Dassin. From Roger Vailland's best-selling novel of
smoldering violence among people of primitive morals
living in an isolated Adriatic village.

November
BUTTERFIELD 8 CinemaScope. MetroColor Elizabeth
Taylor, Laurence Harvey. Producer Pandro S. Berman
Director Daniel Mann. Adaptation of John O'Hara's
novel.

GORGO Eastman Color. Bill Travers, Will Sylvester.

Vincent Winter. Producers Frank and Maurice King.

Director Eugene Lourie. Adventure story of a monster
that virtually destroys London to rescue its off-spring
from captivity.

December
CIMARRON CinemaScope, MetroColor. Glenn Ford
Maria Schell, Anne Baxter. Producer Edmund Grainger
Director Anthony Mann. Based on Edna Ferber's classic

MAGIC BOY Magicolor. Animated cartoon depicting
adventures of a little Japanese boy and girl and their

animal friends in the mountain district of Japan. 83 min

Coming

BEN HUR Panavision. Technicolor. Charlton Heston
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bfo-

lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

GO NAKED IN THE WORLD CinemaScope, MetroColor
Gina Lollobrigida. Tony Franclosa, Ernest Borgnioe
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Ranald MacDou-
gall. Film version of a novel by Tom Chamales

VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED George Sanders. Bar-

bara Shelley. Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Woff
Rilla. Suspense drama with a science-fiction basis.

PARAMOUNT

February

CIRCUS STARS Ea; man Color. Oleg Popov. Vladimir
Durov. Director L. Kristy. Russian release distributed

by Paramount pursuant to agreement under the aus-

pices of the State Department. 67 min. 2/29/60.

JACK THE RIPPER Lee Patterson, Eddie Byrne, Betty
McDowell. Producer and Director—Robert S. Baker,
and Monty Berman. Joseph E. Levine exploitation spe-
cial. BS min. 2/15/60.

U C T



March

HELLER IN PINK TIGHTS Technicolor. Sophia Loren,
Anthony Quinn, Margaret O'Brien. Producers Carlo
Ponti and Marcello Girosi. Director George Cukor.
Theatrical troupe's adventures in the old west. 100
min. 3/14/60.

April

CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS Lilli Palmer, Sylvia Syms.
Yvonne Mitchell. Producer Betty E. Box Director Ralph
Thomas. Story of rescue operations of war orphans
imprisoned in concentration camps. 113 min. 3/14/60.

IN THE WAKE OF A STRANGER Tony Wright, Shirley
Eaton, Danny Green. Producer John Penington. Director
David Eady. Suspense drama concerning the dis-

appearance of the body of a murdered bookmaker.
69 min. 5/9/60.

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET Jerry Lewis. Joan Black-
man. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog.
Screen version of the Broadway hit by Gore Vidal.

85 min. 2/15/60.

May
FIVE BRANDED WOMEN Van Heflin, Silvana Mangano,
Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis. Director
Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Nazis. 106 min.
4/1 1/60.

PRISONER OF THE VOLGA Eastman Color. John Derek,
Elsa Martinelli, Dawn Addams. Director V. Tour-
ieasky. Historical spectacle. 82 min. 5/9/60.

June
WALK LIKE A DRAGON Jack Lord, Nobu McCarthy,
James Shigeta. Producer-director James Clavell. Drama
set in the Old West dealing with the fight between
an American settler and a Chinese immigrant for the
love of an Oriental slave girl. 95 min. 6/6/60.

July

BELLBOY. THE Jerry Lewis. Aiex Gerry, Joan Tabor.
Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of a mute bellboy
at a Florida resort. 72 min.

RAT RACE, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan. Drama of a career-seeking
saxophone player and a disillusioned showgirl. 105 min.
5/9/60.

TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT Eastman Color. Gordon
Scott, Jock Mahoney. Producers Sy Weintraub, Harvey
Hayutin. Director Robert Day. Famous king of the
untamed engages in more adventurous activities. 88
min. 6/27/60.

August

IT STARTED IN NAPLES VistaVision, Technicolor. Clark
Gable. Sophia Loren. Producer Jack Rose. Director
Mel Shavelson. An American lawyer goes to Italy to
qet his orphaned nephew and falls in love with the
child's governess. 100 min. 7/25/60.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh, Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles
John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock
Story based on Inner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert
Bloch. 109 min. 6/27/60.

September

BOY WHO STOLE A MILLION, THE Virgilio Texera,
Maurice Reyna. Producer George Brown. Director-
Charles Crichton. Young bank messenger "borrows"
1,000,000 pesetas to help his father.

UNDER TEN FLAGS Technirama. Van Heflin, Charles
Laughton. Producer Dino DeLaurentis. Directors Duilio
Coletti and Silvio Narizzano. Drama of WWII.

October

SAVAGE INNOCENTS, THE Technirama, Technicolor. An-
thony Ouinn. Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray.

November
G.I. BLUES VistaVision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley
Juliet Prowse. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman
Taurog. Story of American soldiers in Germany.

December
BREATH OF SCANDAL, A Technicolor. Sophia Loren,
Maurice Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti
and Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtiz. A sophis-
ticated story of the make-believe world of the Austro-
Hungarian court around 1906.

CJNDERFELLA Technicolor, VistaVision. Jerry Lewis
bd Wynn, Anna Marie Alberghetti. Erin O'Brien. Pro-
ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin. Modern
version of the Cinderella fairy tale.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Nancy Kwan, Michael Wilding. Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Richard Ouine. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and the Broadway play.

Coming
ALL IN A NIGHT'S WORK Technicolor. Dean Martin
Shirley MacLaine, Cliff Robertson. Producer Hal Wal-
lis. Director Joseph Anthony. Pretty research assistant
for publishing empire suspected of blackmail plot
involving late boss.

BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama. Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Aaaette Vadlm Producer Raymond Eger. Direc-
tor Roger Yadim. Suspense drama based on story bv
Paul Galileo.

Film

ERIAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S Technicolor. Audrey Hep-
burn. Producers Martin Jurow, Richard Shepherd. Di-

rector Blake Edwards. Adaptation of the best-seller

by Truman Capote.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,

George Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

espionage drama.

OME-EYED JACKS VistaVision, Technicolor. Marlon
Brando, Pina Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-

tor Marlon Brando.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY, THE VistaVision, Tech-

nicolor. Fred Astaire, Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter.
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.

Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-

boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

March

CAN-CAN (Todd-AO) Color. Frank Sinatra, Shirley

MacLane, Maurice Chevalier. Producer Jack Cum-
mings. Director Walter Lang. Adaptation of Cole
Porter's brilliant musical success. 131 min. 3/14/60.

DOG OF FLANDERS, A CinemaScope, Color. David
Ladd, Donald Crisp. Producer R. Radnitz. Director H.
Clark. Story of a boy and his dog. 96 min. 1/18/60.

WHEN COMEDY WAS KING Charlie Chaplin, Buster

Keaton, Laurel and Hardy. Producer Robert Youngson.
A compilation of the screen's best-loved comedians.
81 min. 3/14/60.

WIND CANNOT READ, THE DeLuxe Color. Dirk Bo-

garde, Yoko Tani. Producer Betty Box. Director R.

Thomas. Drama of taut intrigue and love in Burma dur-

ing WW II. 107 min. 2/29/60.

April

MASTER OF THE CONGO JUNGLE DeLuxe Color,
CinemaScope. Narrator—Orson Welles. Producer H.
Stock. Director M. De Roover. Story of life in the

Belgian Congo. 88 min. 1/18/60.

THIRTEEN FIGHTING MEN RegalScope. Grant Wil-
liams, Carole Mathews. Producer Jack Leewood. Di-

rector Harry Gerstad. Story of tensions and tragedy
when two rival patrols from North and South meet.
69 min. 3/28.

WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Ernie Kovacs, Margo Moore, Dick Shawn. Pro-
ducer-director Mervyn LeRoy. Gl operates a lavish
resort on a Pacific island. 126 min. 3/28.

May
CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson Welles,
Juliette Greco. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director
Richard Fleischer. Psychological thriller of dual iden-
tities. 97 min. 5/23/60.

DAVID AND BATHSHEBA Technicolor. Gregory Peck,
Susan Hayward. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. 116 min.

FLAME OVER INDIA DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Ken-
neth More. Lauren Bacall. Producer M. Hellman. Di-
rector J. Thompson. Suspense melodrama set in India.
130 min. 4/25/60.

VALLEY OF THE REDWOODS CinemaScope. Lynn
Bernay, John Hudson. Producer Gene Corman. Di-
rector William N. Witney. Masterful and ingenious
crime drama set off in northern California. 63 min.
4/25/60.

June

BOBBIKINS CinemaScope. Shirley Jones, Max Bygraves.
Producer O. Brodney. Director Robert Day. Hilarious
family comedy. 89 min. 2/29/60.

OPERATION AMSTERDAM Peter Finch, Eva Bartok.
Producer M. Cowan. Director M. McCarthy. Based on
a novel by David E. Walker. 105 min. 4/11/60.

TWELVE HOURS TO KILL CinemaScope. Nico Minar-
dos, Barbara Eden. Producer John Healy. Director
Edward L. Cahn. Crime melodrama. 83 min. 5/9/60.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Montgomery
Clift, Lee Remick, Jo Van Fleet. Producer-Director
Elia Kazan. An elderly woman successfully fights the
Tennessee Valley Authority. 110 min. 6/6/60.

July

FROM THE TERRACE CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color.
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Myrna Loy. Pro-
ducer-Director Mark Robson. Inside look at low morals
of upper class. 144 min. 7/11/60.

HIGH POWERED RIFLE CinemaScope. Willard Parker.
Allison Hayes. Producer-director Maury Dexter. 60
min. 8/8/60.

LOST WORLD. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Fer-
nando Lamas, Claude Rains, David Hedison, Jill St.

John. Producer-Director Irwin Allen. Adventure-fantasy
spectacle. 98 min. 7/1 1/60.

MURDER. INC. CinemaScope. May Britt, Stuart Whit-
man. Producer Burt Balaban. Director Stuart Rosen-
berg. Story of famed crime syndicate. 107 min. 7/11/60.

STORY OF RUTH, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Elana Eden, Peggy Wood, Stuart Whitman. Producer
Samuel G. Engel. Director Harry Koster. Story of the
biblical character. 132 min. 6/27/60.

TRAPPED IN TANGIERS CinemaScope. Edmund Puc-
dom, Genevieve Page. 74 miff.

August

CAPTAIN'S TABLE. THE John Gregson, Peggy CuJ
mins. Donald Sinden, Nadia Gray. Producer Josei
Janni. Director Jack Lee. Delightful comedy abo
life aboard a pleasure cruiser. 90 min. 8/8/60.

FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE CinemaScope. DeLuxe Cold]
Richard Basehart, Stu Erwin, Rex Allen. 84 min.

IDIOT, THE Y. Yakovlev, J. Borisova, N. PodgornJ
Director Ivan Pyriev. Russian exchange film in cool
eration with the State Department, based on Dostoie
sky's novel. 122 min.

ONE FOOT IN HELL CinemaScope, DeLuxe Cole
Dolores Michaels, Don Murray, Alan Ladd. Producl
Sydney Boehm. Director James B. Clark.

SONS AND LOVERS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. De.i

Stockwell, Trevor Howard, Wendy Hiller, HeathJ
Sears. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jack Cardi-
Drama of passion and love in a Welsh mining coi

munity. 103 min. 7/25/60.

39 STEPS, THE Kenneth More, Taina Elg. The cultur
exchange production with the U.S.S.R. 95 min.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Ray Stricklyj
Mary Anders, Willard Parker. Producer Jack Lei
wood. Director William Claxton. Story of the teenac
life of the notorious outlaw. 73 min.

September

FRECKLES Carol Christianson, Martin West. Producl
H. Spaulding. Director M. McLoglin.

GODDESS OF LOVE CinemaScope. DeLuxe Coloj
Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas, Claudia Gora.

LET'S MAKE LOVE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Yvj
Montand, Tony Randall, Marilyn Monroe. Produc]
Jerry Wald. Director George Cukor.

SQUAD CAR Paul Bryar, Vici Raff. Producer M. Ros,
Director E. Lieftriech.

WALK TALL Willard Parker, Kent Taylor. Joyce Mea.l
ows. Producer-Director Maury Dexter.

October

BATTLE OF AUSTERLITZ CinemaScope, DeLuxe Colo
Leslie Caron. Jack Palance, Rosanno Brazzi, Vittorio C)

Sica, Martine Carol. Director Abel Gance.

DESIRE IN THE DUST Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer, Joaj
Bennett, Brett Halsey, Ken Scott. Producer-Director Wi;
liam Claxton.

HIGH TIME CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Bing Crosb
Fabian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Charles Bracket
Director Blake Edwards. Rich, older playboy goes ba<
to college and learns a lot.

SECRET OF THE PURPLE REEF Peter Falk. Producer Ger!
Corman. Director W. Whitly.

November

CIRCLE OF DECEPTION Bradford Dillman, Suzy Parke:
Producer B. Lee. Director R. Lee.

NORTH TO ALASKA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Jot
Wayne, Stewart Granger, Ernie Kovacs, Fabian, Cap
cine. Director Henry Hathaway. Mail-order bride
brought to Alaska in gold rush days.

SCHNOOKS, THE Tommy Noonan, Peter Marshall. Pr

ducer Jack Leewood. Director Charles Barton.

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY CinemaScope, DeLu:l
Color.

Coming

BIG GAMBLE, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Cole
Stephen Boyd, Juliette Greco, David Wayne. Produce
Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Richard Fleischer.

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor, Peter Finch. ProducJ
Walter Wanger. Director Rouben Mamoulian.

FERRY TO HONG KONG Curt Jurgens, Orson Welle!
Sylvia Syms. Producer George Maynard. Direch.
Lewis Gilbert. Offbeat comedy-drama about a eH
tured tramp, a scheming captain, and their strand
alliance.

LEGIONS OF THE NILE Linda Cristal. Director Vii

torio Cottafavi. Spectacular historical melodrama.

MILLIONAIRESS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Colo
Sophia Loren, Peter Sellers, Alastair Sim. Product
Carlo Ponti. Director Anthony Asquith. Bernard Shaw
famous comedy.

SALAMMBO CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color. Jacques Se|

nas, Edmund Purdom. Colorful panorama based <

Flaubert's famous story.

SEPTEMBER STORM CinemaScope, 3-D. Joanne DrJ

Mark Stevens. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Directs

Byron Haskin. Unique underwater drama.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Mylerj

Demongeot, Michael Craig, Anne Heywood. Produce
Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Rowdy, rac'i

ragout of an impossible French baby-sitter. 101 mij

UNITED ARTISTS

March

OKLAHOMA TERRITORY Bill Williams, Gloria Talbol

Prodocer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. U

min. Action drama. 67 min. 2/29/60.
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April

OY AND THE PIRATES, THE Color. Charles Herbert,
lusan Gordon. Producer-director Bert I. Gordon. Fan-
isy-comedv. 82 min. 4/11/60.

HREE CAME TO KILL Cameron Mitchell. Steve Brodie.

J'oducer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action
prama. 70 min. 4/11/40.

INFORGIVEN, THE Color. Burt Lancaster. Audrey
Hepburn. Producer James Hill. Director John Huston.
Videscreen Western. 125 min. 4/11/40.

May
VGITIVE KIND, THE Marlon Brando. Anna Magnani,
Joanne Woodward. Producer Martin Jurow and Richard
jhepherd. Director Sidney Lumet. Based on Tennessee
.Villiams' 8roadway play. 119 min. 4/25/40.

iAUANT HOURS, THE James Cagney. Producer-Direc-
,or Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval hero
vdmiral Halsey. IIS min. 5/23/40.

IOOSE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis. Ted De Corsia.
producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Ac-
,ion drama. 4? min. 5/9/40.

IrMMER OF THE 17th DOLL Ernest Borgnine, Anne
•alter. Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film version
f lay Lawler's Broadway and London stage play. 93

June

4ACUMBA LOVE Color. Ziva Rodann William Well-
nan, Jr., June Wilkinson. Producer-Director Douglas
flwley. Voodoo and tropical romance in Brazil. 84
'nin. 4/4/40.

JUSIC BOX KID, THE Ronald Foster, Luana Patten.
Jrant Richards. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director
dward L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.

July

vPARTMENT, THE Jack Lemmon. Shirley MacLaine,
red MacMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder. Ro-
nantic comedy. 125 min. 5/23/40.

:AGE OF EVIL Ronald Forster, Pat Blair. Producer
[iobert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn. Crime
Irama. 70 min. 8/8/40.

-AST DAYS OF POMPEII, THE Color, CinemaScope.
•teve Reeves. Christina Kauffman. Producer Paolo
<(offa. Director Mario Bonnard. 103 min. 4/27/40.

August

LMER GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster. Jean
.immons. Dean Jagger. Producer Bernard Smith. Di-
iectof Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller.
145 min. 7/1 1/40.

VALKING TARGET Steve Kandel Ron Foster. Producer
Icbert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Kahn. Action drama.

September

JIGHT FIGHTERS, THE Robert Mitchum, Dan O'Herlihy,
vnne Heywod. Producer Raymond Stross. Director
'aylor Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion. 74 min.

•TUDS LONIGAN Christopher Knight, Venetia Steven-
on. Producer Philip Yordan. Director Irving Lerner.
•ilm version of the James T. Farrel triloqy. 95 min.
725/40.

October

vLAMO, THE ITodd-AO) Technicolor. John Wayne,
lichard Widmark, Laurence Harvey, Linda Cristal.
roducer-director John Wayne. Historic Western.

November
NHERIT THE WIND Spencer Tracy, Fredric March,
j>ene Kelly. Producer-director Stanley Kramer. Recre-
tion of famed Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925. 127
mn. 7/25/40.

MAGNIFICENT SEVEN, THE PanaVision. Color. Yul
rynner, Eli Wallach, Horst Buchholi, Steve McQueen,
roducer-director John Sturges. Based on the Japanese
jilm The Seven Samurai."

December
jJCODUS Color, PanaVision. Paul Newman. Eva Marie
aint, Peter Lawford. Producer-director Otto Premin-
er. Based on Leon Uris' novel.

Coming
>DVISE AND CONSENT Producer-director Otto Prem-
ElE' From Allcn Drury best-seller about Washington
•OlltlCS.

>PPLE PIE BED Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director
ean Negulesco. Based on the novel "The Midwife

|f Pont Clery" by Flora Sandstrom.

Y LOVE POSSESSED Director Robert Wise. Picturiza-

'ovel
Gould Cozzen's Pulitzer Prize winning

•UDIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

'LORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
ramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

IAWA1I Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
>on of James Michener's epic novel.

NVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Donna Anderson,
jroducer Stanley Kramer. Director Paul Stanley.

,ISFI". THE Clark Gable. Marilyn Monroe. Montgom-
ry Chft Producer Frank Taylor. Director John
luston. Comedy.

Film

TIME ON HER HANDS Ingrld Bergman. Anthony Per-
kins. Producer-director Anatole Litvak. Filmization of
Francois Sagan's romantic novel "Do You Like Brahms?"

TUNES OF GLORY Color. Alec Guinnes, John Mills.
Producer Colin Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Com-
edy-drama of the British postwar army.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW E izabeth Taylor. Director
Delbert Mann. Based on the Broadway stage success.

WAY WEST. THE James Stewart. Kirk Douglas. Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

WEST SIDE STORY Widescreen. Color. Producer-direc
tor Robert Wise. Filmization of Broadway musical,
teenagers in love and the problems they face.

UNIVERSAL I NT' L

March

TOO SOON TO LOVE Widescreen. Jennifer West.
Richard Evans. Producer-director Richard Rush. Drama
of two teenagers in love and the problem they face.
85 min. 2/29/40.

April

HEAD OF A TYRANT Technicolor. Massimo Girotti,

Isabelle Corey, Renato Baldini. Yvette Masson. Director
Fernando Gerghio. Story of the annihilation of the
people of Central Asia in ancient times. 102 min.
5/23/40.

SNOW QUEEN, THE Eastman Color. Art Linkletter,

Sandra Dee, Patty McCormack, Tommy Kirk. Producer
Robert Faber. Animated version of Hans Christian An-
derson fairy tale. 70 min. 12/7/59.

May

COSSACKS. THE Color. Widescreen. Edmund Purdom,
John Barrymore, Jr. Georgia Moll. Producer W.
Tourjansky. Director Giorgio Rivalta. 113 min. 4/11/40.

June

BRIDES OF DRACULA. THE Technicolor. Peter Cushing,
Martita Hunt, Yvonne Monlaur, Freda Jackson. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Horror
thriller. 85 min. 4/4/40.

LEECH WOMAN, THE Coleen Gray, Grant Williams.
Gloria Talbot. Producer Joseph Gershenson. Director
Edward Dein. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving
drug and turns murderess. 77 min. 5/23/40.

July

DINOSAURUS CinemaScope. Deluxe Color. Ward Ram-
sey. Producer J. H. Harris. Director Irvin S. Yea-
worth, Jr. Adventure spectacle of pre-historic mon-
sters. 83 min. 4/27/40.

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Eastman Color. Anthony Quinn,
Lana Turner. Sandra Dee. John Saxon. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Michael Gordon. Adaptation of
Broadway play by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts. 112
min. 4/27/40.

SOS PACIFIC Pier Angeli. Richard Attenborough, Eva
Bartok. Producers John Nasht, Patrick Filmer-Sankev.
Director Guy Green. Action thriller. 92 min. 7/25/40.

CHARTROOSE CABOOSE Eastman Color. Molly Bee,

Ben Cooper, Edgar Buchanan. Producer Stanley W.
Daugherty. Director William Reynolds. Comedy cen-

tered around a chartreuse caboose used for a home.
74 min. 4/27/40.

COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL Steve Allen. Jayne Meadows,
Mamie Van Doren. Walter Winchell. Mickey Shaugh-
nessy. Cathy Crosby. Conway Twitty. Producer-director
Albert Zugsmith. Story of college prof's survey of

teenagers with surprising results. 90 min.

September

BETWEEN TIME AND ETERNITY Eastman Color. Lilli

Palmer. Carlos Thompson, Willy Birgel. Director Ar-

thur Maria Rabenal. 98 min.

Coming

DAY OF THE GUN Color. Rock Hudson. Kirk Douglas,
Dorothy Malone, Joseph Cotton and Carol Lynley.

Producers Eugene Frenke, Edward Lewis. Director

Robert Aldrich.

GRASS IS GREENER, THE Technicolor and Technirama.
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr. Robert Mitchum, Jean
Simmons. Producer-Director Stanley Donen.

GREAT IMPOSTER, THE Tony Curtis, Edmond O'Brien,
Arthur O'Connell, Gary Merrill, Joan Blackman,
Raymond Massey. Producer. Robert Arthur. Director,

Robert Mulligan. Based on the life of Ferdinand
Demara.

MIDNIGHT LACE Color. Doris Day, Rex Harrison. John
Gavin, Myrna Loy. Producers Ross Hunter, Martin Mel-
cher. Director David Miller. Mystery set in England.

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE. THE Mickey
Rooney. Mamie Van Doren. Fay Spain, Mel Torme.
Marty Milner, Tuesday Weld, Paul Anka. Cecil Kel'a-

way. Producer Red Dfcff. Directors Albert Zugsmith.
Trapped by a cloudburst, a" group of people on a bus
are taken by a parallel to the Garden of Eden and
its temptations. 87 min.

ROMANOFT AND JULIET Color Sandra Dee. John
Gavin. Producer-director Peter Ustinov.

SEVEN WAYS FROM SUNDOWN Eastman Color. Audi*
Murhpy. Barry Sullivan. Venetia Stevenson. John Mc-
Intire. Producer Gordon Kay. Director Harry Keller.

SPARTACUS Technirama. Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Lawrence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis. Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-
tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
his undying love.

WARNER BROTHERS

March

GUNS OF THE TIMBERLAND Technicolor. Alan Ladd
Jeanne Crain. Frankle Avalon Producer Aeren Soeti
ing. Director. Robert D W-ebb An adventvr. drama
of lumbermen and their women. 91 min. 2/15/40.

THIS REBEL BREED Ri'a Moreno. Mark Damon Pro
ducers William Rowland and Robert H. Yamin. Direc-
tor Richard L. Bare. A story of juvenile delinquency
93 min. 2/15/40.

THREAT, THE Robert Knapp. Lydia Lawion. Producer-
director Charles R. Rondeau. Suspense drama. 44 min
3/28.

A pril

TALL STORY Technicolor. Anthony Perkins. Jane
Fonda. Producer-director Joshua Logan Romantic com-
edy based on Broadway stage hit by Lindsay and
Crouse. 91 min. 2/15/40.

May
SERGEANT RUTLEDGE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter,
Constance Towers. Producers Pat Ford and Willis Gold-
beck. Director John Ford. An unusual story of justice

in the post-Civil War west. Ill min. 4/2S/40.

June

HANNIBAL Technicolor. Victor Mature, Rita Gam.
Producer Ottavio Poggi. Director Edgar G. Ulmer.
Adventure spectacle of the exploits of the celebrated
Carthaginian hero. 103 min. 4/27/40.

July

HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Color. Steve Reeves,

Sylva Koscina. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director Pietro

Francisci. Sequel to "Hercules". 101 min. 4/4/40.

iCE PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton, Robert Ryen,

Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Blenke

Director Vincent Shemian. Edna Ferber's novel of

Alaska. 143 min. 4/27/40.

August

OCEAN'S ELEVEN Technicolor. Frank Sinatra, Dean
Martin, Sammy Davis. Jr.. Peter Lawford, Angie
Dickinson. Producer-director Lewis Milestone. A Las

Vegas story. 127 min. 8/8/40.

September

CROWDED SKY, THE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Rhonda Fleming. Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. Producer Mi-

chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drama
of modern aviation.

GIRL OF THE NIGHT Anne Francis. John Kerr, Lloyd
Nolan. Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Cates. From Dr. Harold Greenwald's social and psy-
choanalytical study "The Call Girl".

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy. Greer Garson. Producer Dore Schary. Director
Vincent J. Donehue. From Schary's play about Franklin

D. Roosevelt, a decade before his rise to the Presidency.

Coming

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS. THE Technicolor.
Robert Preston, Dorothy McGuire. Eve Arden. Producer
Michael Garrison. Director Delbert Mann. Based on
William Inge's Broadway stage hit.

SINS OF RACHEL CADE, THE Technicolor. Angie Dick-
inson. Peter Finch, Roger Moore. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer's
best-selling novel of Africa.

SUNDOWNERS, THE Technicolor. Deborah Kerr, Robert
Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of the
Australian "out back country."

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

CLARK

TflANSFEB
Sitmosr SationtiL Film Cameri

Pni'aaeipflia. Pa.: LOcust 4-14(1

Wasnisgron, D. C : DUooot 7-77U
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What ttey'te hiking About

In the Movie Business

ADVERTISING TREND. The increasingly

competitive atmosphere in most industries today

is clearly reflected in the comparative figures

of the nation's top 100 advertisers and how much
they're spending. The list, recently released by

"Advertising Age", reveals that advertising

expenditures overall were up nine per cent

last year, with some highly impressive figures

indicating a sharp ''sell 'em hard" trend. Biggest

spender General Motors upped its ad budget

13 percent to a fat $155,000,000; General Foods

Corp. increased its advertising outlay 14 percent

to $103,000,000; General Electric spent

$77,000,000, a healthy 11 percent hike. The lone

motion picture company among the top spenders

was Stanley Warner, in 54th place, with a total

expenditure of 815,500,000—a 7% boost—but here

ladies' undergarments and pharmaceuticals

outdid the theatre branch, which spent an

approximate $2,000,000 in advertising. The
dog-eat-dog struggle for the consumer dollar is

not being waged anywhere with more intensity and

vigor than it is in the recreation-amusement field.

The big question is this: Is movie business

meeting the challenge fully?

GIMMICKS. The smash success of Columbia's

release, "13 Ghosts", and two surprisingly snappy

test openings of 20th-Fox's 3-D entry,

"September Storm", in San Diego and Chicago

are being attributed by exhibitors to the lure of

the gimmick. The "ghost viewers" and

"September's" depth-dimension glasses are viewed

by exhibitors as demonstrating the tremendous

potential market for movie novelties. Theatremen

are asking for more—but not too many

—

similar gimmicks to keep movie interest stirring

—especially among the younger element.

J
'LOVE' A BIT] MUSHY. Everyone, including

20th-Fox officials, are puzzled by the lukewarm

returns in some initial engagements of "Let's

Make Love". The Monroe-Montand starrer was

figured to test grossing records in all situations

—

and it is performing that way in Los Angeles,

Detroit and D.C.—but cities like Boston and

Cleveland reported rather mushy b.o. While

"Love" was given a powerful pre-sell campaign,

some insiders believe it should have been opened

in N. Y. and Chicago before it hit the lesser

metropolitan cities. In any event, the Fox people

are confident the picture will roll into high now
that Labor Day is past.

o

NEW ALLIED POLICY. National Allied, sans

its fiery leader A. F. Myers, can be expected

to assume a more moderate stance in the future.

While some of the tough old-guard members

might still issue war cries, moderates like

Ben Marcus figure to play an increasingly larger

role in the organization's affairs. Allied can be

expected to seek betterment of exhibition's lot

via direct negotiations with the film companies,

rather than, the kind of frontal attacks

characteristic of previous years. When this policy

becomes evident, there is a strong likelihood that

the Western Pa. and New England units will

be wooed back into the fold under the new,

more realistic line. And don't discount the

chance of a full-fledged merger with TOA. It's still

being mulled by leaders of both groups.

FOX PRODUCTION CHIEF. Twentieth-Fox

officials are extremely pleased with the

business-like and authoritative way Robert

Goldstein has been going about his new duties as

boss of the studio. He's pruned shooting schedules

on most films and has announced a good number

of productions with distinct money-making

possibilities. This down-to-earth, commercial

command is right in line with top-echelon

thinking, and it is considered a foregone conclusion

that Goldstein's title will be switched shortly

from "temporary" to permanent head

of production.
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Newsmakers

Crucial Convention
Theatre Owners of America will as-

semble in Los Angeles next week to

learn their ABC's about the two P's

—

product and pay-TV. These two basic

issues figure to capture most of the

headlines that will be made at the Am-
bassador Hotel, September 13-16, when
the largest, and, perhaps, the most

crucial, TOA conclave in the organiza-

tion's 13-year history takes place under

the gavel of president Albert M. Pickus.

The TOA convention and trade show,

keyed to the "university" theme, will

delve into a wide variety of vital indus-

try subjects, but none of the scheduled

seminars will stir more interest than

those devoted to the shortage of prod-

uct and the threat of feevee. For months

before the opening session convenes,

much time and effort has been poured

into the search for solutions to exhibi-

tion's two major problems. The nucleus

of an exhibitor-sponsored production

company, with a $3 million-plus kitty

behind it, already is in existence. And,
to combat toll television, a powerful

campaign to exert maximum grass roots

pressure on Congress has been insti-

tuted. In a further effort to solve the

tight product situation, a TOA liaison

committee will sit down with represen-

tatives of the Screen Producers Guild

in Hollywood to resume discussions of

ways to aid each other by stimulating

production activity. A detailed report

on the outcome of this conference will

be made to the convention next Thurs-

day by SPG president Walter Mirisch.

At the luncheon opener, American Con-

gress of Exhibitors chairman S. H.

Fabian will report on the production

program. Next day, William Zecken-

dorf, fast carving a niche as today's

showman realtor-financier, and a direc-

tor of America Corp., will outline the

production program of its subsidiary,

Pathe Laboratories, Inc.

Pay television will occupy the entire

Thursday morning schedule, with a

two-hour session—to be conducted by

Philip F. Harling, chairman of TOA's
anti-pay-TV committee, and chairman

of the joint committee against feevee,

and titled "Pay-TV—Beating the Men-
ace". Mitchell Wolfson, head of Wo-
metco Enterprises, Miami, will discuss

the effect of pay-TV upon theatres.

Marcus Cohn, Washington attorney

representing the joint committee before

the FCC, will cover legal and legisla-

tive aspects of the problem. Sumner M.
Redstone, executive vice president of

Northeast Drive-In Theatres, will re-

port on Hollywood aspects of feevee.

30,000,000 public signatures.

Other important topics slated for dis-

cussion include the ever-present danger

of censorship; showmanship, and com-

munity relations. But it's the two P's

that hold the key to the convention.

0ft

TOA OFFICIALS. From left, president Albert (

Pickus, treasurer S. H. Fabian, anti-pay TV commi

tee chairman Philip F. Harling.

ZECKENDORF

4 CO-CHAIRMEN. From left, C. E. "Do:" Coo

Maryville, Mo.; Howard Kennedy, Broken Bow, Net

John G. Broumas, Chevy Chase, Md.; John

Stembler, Atlanta, Ga.
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By Philip R. Ward

MOVIE ROMANCE. We questioned one of the industry's top

film executives about two months ago on the unimpassioned

attitude of investors toward his company's stock. "Despite your

steadily improving earnings, some smart diversification moves

and a bright product outlook", we noted, "your stock has been

static for a long time. What goes?"

His explanation was in these terms: "Wall Street simply isn't

romancing the movie stocks these days. You know, the analysts

have to start seeing the bright side of an industry and recom-

mending its stocks to investors. We're in very healthy shape,

but the Street hasn't noticed us yet. When the investment

researchers look us over a bit more closely they'll probably fall

in love with the film industry, then look for movie stocks to

get the boom treatment." Well, the romance is in full bloom

today.

How amorous has Wall Street become? Subscribers to the

numerous investment advisory services have been besieged with

mash notes about movie stocks in the past two or three months.

No longer wall flowers, the film shares have been spinning

upward at a dizzying rate, as ardently wooed as the loveliest

debutante at the Spring cotillion. It's love, love, love.

Look at the range covered by the leading picture companies

in the two months since our movie man spoke of that spark

that could ignite investors' passion:

August 1, 1960 September 1, 1960

COLUMBIA 1834 2l3/8
M-G-M 291/, 381/

PARAMOUNT 611/, 66

20TH-FOX 37l/
2 41

UNITED ARTISTS 251/, 31%
37% 433/4
483/4 49

Decca Records, which controls over 87 percent of Universale

stock, moved up in that same two months period from 28y8 to

331/, while independent Allied Artists rose from 4% to 6i/
2 .

The sole declining issue was Disney, which dropped from 33
to 303/4 .

Even at their present advanced prices, movie stocks are being

widely recommended as a good buy. The most recent advice

from Poor's Investment Advisory Survey is that the industry's

"current behavior is promising", despite the fact that it has

outgained the market in general on the rise from the 1957 low.

"Since the over-all outlook is favorable and the industry is

little affected by variations in general business conditions, the

stocks should improve additionally in relative position", says

the Standard & Poor's bulletin.

0
HUZZAS FOR ALL. Almost without exception, the individual

UNIVERSAL
WARNER BROS

film companies are coming in for support from the analysts. Of

late, Universal, its parent, Decca, and Metro-Goldw yn-Maver

have been the darlings of the researchers, but each of the prin-

cipal companies have their advocates.

While not one of the recent favorites in the film shares derby,

United Artists has had solid backing for its aggressive man-

agement record. Respect for this organization has grown

steadily through the nine years in which the Krim-Benjamin

group has been in control. Most recent of the studies on UA
is the following, issued by Bruns, Nordeman & Co.:

"Seemingly unshaken by current market indecision, repre-

sentative shares of companies in the motion picture group are

gaining widespread investor attention, offering above average

attraction for near and intermediate term capital gains. Our

selection of UNA shares, as the subject of discussion, is based

on the fact that this company is the only major film enterprise

to show uninterrupted and consistent growth in net income for

each year since 1951, rising from S310,000 in that year to S4.1

million in 1959 a multiple of more than 13 times during this

period. This significant growth, however, has been beclouded

by the fluctuations in earnings per share caused by the issuance

of common shares and debenture conversions. These latter

items are expected to have less impact after i960 and present

full year results should compare favorably with the S2.4"" re-

ported last year. Favorable prospects seem assured by the attrac-

tive schedule of high budget "Big Picture" releases, which in-

clude previous best sellers and extraordinarily successful Broad-

way plays, as well as growing activities in the TV area. The

strong internal financial structure suggests that the current

$1.60 annual payout will be continued to provide a liberal

5.3% yield.

"A leading distributor of independently produced motion

pictures in the United States and overseas, the company has

become a major factor in TV activities through the Februarv

I960 purchase of Ziv Television Programs, a leader in produc-

tion and syndication of TV films. The wholly-owned subsid-

iary, United Artists Associated, conducts TV rentals in addition

to a well stocked library of around 1000 feature films and some

1900 cartoons and short subjects. Although presently under

litigation, rights to an additional 742 pre- 1950 films are in-

cluded in these assets. The record division, still in development

stages, offers further longer-term speculative appeal.

"We cannot help but be impressed with the proven record

of this company's management ability and money making capa-

bilities. Total revenues gains this year, including Ziv operations

(estimated at more than S25 million annually) should be sub-

stantial and provide the base for extensive longer range earn-

ings growth. Shares represent a prudent speculation for income

and longer term capital appreciation."
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Why No Research?

There seem to be considerable numbers of exhibitors these

days who are willing to contribute good hard money to invest-

ment funds for the avowed purpose of either stimulating new

motion picture production or buying up older films which

might otherwise go to television.

Far be it from me to suggest that such expenditures are

extravagance. However, it does seem logical that if exhibitors

can find so much money for these purposes they should also be

able to find the money for the basic research and development

operations which they—along with the rest of the industry

—

have so long put off.

I would imagine that the motion picture industry is unique

among important American enterprises in its neglect of indus-

try-wide research and development. Whether you are talking

about secondary markets for motion pictures, new concepts of

theatre design and operation or changes in the technology of

production, about the only accomplishment which the industry

achieved for itself was CinemaScope; and even that was pre-

ceded by the independent development of Cinerama.

If the motion picture industry thinks there are going to be

theatres in the next generation, where are the experiments

taking place which will shape the design and operation of these

theatres? What is being done in the direction of lowering the

pre-seat cost of new theatre construction?

In the face of increasing competition from television and

the possibility of even more intense rivalry if pay television is

ever foisted on the American people, what is the motion pic-

ture industry doing to make moviegoing a more rewarding

experience for the entire family?

0 0

The motion picture industry, in the past, has shown a certain

ingenuity in dealing with tax problems. Wouldn't it be a good
idea to get to work on the most important tax problems which

face the industry today?

It is generally admitted that the reduction of the high

Federal admissions tax played a major part in enabling the film

business to keep going during its hard times. There remains

now the need for remedial tax legislation for the production

end of the industry.

One has only to consider the astronomical salaries demanded
by the great stars to realize what present tax regulations have

clone to the business. It is axiomatic that the major share of

these mammoth salaries, even with all the benefits of corpora-

tion tax rates rather than individual rates, goes to Uncle Sam.
The motion picture industry and its stars are not the benefici-

aries of depletion allowances granted to other industries.

And yet, what resource is more easily depleted than the box-

office power of .1 motion picture star? What is more fragile

than the appeal of a motion picture personality?

It seems to me that if the Government could be persuaded

to permit a sensible spreading of a star's income in his great

years—a sort of average-year tax payment—this would have the

effect of reducing the amount of cash outlay which the p
ducer is now called upon to make in bidding for the services of

a top marquee name. Certainly, it would be educational for the

public to get some idea of the amount of the cost of a particu-

lar picture which went directly to Uncle Sam.

There is no question in my mind that the public and our

legislators need a great deal of education along these lines. Nor
is there any question that some of this education should be

directed to the point that by imposing such artificial tax costs

on production in the United States, the Government is doing

its very best to drive films overseas.

The actors themselves must be educated to a realization of

what their zeal for top bracket salaries has done to the industry

which pays the freight. As long as the star is anxious to pub-

licize the fact that he is getting a million dollars or more for a

picture, as an indication of his high rating, and is unwilling to

settle for publicity to the effect that he is actually realizing half

this amount, there is a problem which is more than a public

relations problem. Nobody at all, and certainly not legislators

making the kind of money legislators make these days, is going

to sympathize with the tax problems of a star; but they may

be sympathetic to the tax problems of the companies which

have to pay such salaries to the stars.

Things have come to a pretty pass when the men who guide

the destinies of the various companies make only a fraction of

the salary over the period of a year that is paid to any one of

a half-dozen stars working for them.

Allied to this problem is the question of what to do about

the propensity of some of the top stars for "cutting in" on the

properties of the major studios. In order to get one of these

top stars for your picture today, you must make him a part

owner of the picture or a co-producer at the very least. If all

of the studios could get together and take a firm stand against

this practice—and such a firm stand is certainly in the realm

of the improbable—Hollywood would be much healthier for

it. Failing that, however, there should be some possibility for

the revision of the tax laws to protect the corporation from the

powerful individual. This, of course, is at complete variance

with the general tenor of governmental regulation up to now

It has always been the individual who has needed to be pro-

tected from the big corporation. But the fact is that now, in

the motion picture industry, some of the individuals are bigger

and more powerful than some of the corporations—or at least

it seems way if you judge by Hollywood power shifts.

How much of this can be solved by legislation remains to be

seen. In any case, exploration of the tax laws and of possi-

bilities for tax reform would be extremely worthwhile for an

industry that so far has been getting the wrong end of the

Internal Revenue stick.

0 0
Questions we would like answered:

What's happening with Telemeter this summer?

Why have shopping centers, which used to turn dow n re-

quests for space for motion picture theatres, suddenly changed

their minds?

How come New York City is the only American city with a

motion picture-stage presentation house of the caliber of Radio

City Music Hall? Or aren't our other big cities really big?

Has there been any better publicity campaign in recent yean

than the job done for Marilyn Monroe and Yves Montand in

Jerry Wald's "Let's Make Love" for Twentieth Century-Fox?

Isn't it a little sardonic that programs of silent picture", arc

proving so popular on television, while you couldn't give these

same silent pictures away in a motion picture theatre?
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Mare Pictures
Everytrhere
The disputes over so-called fugitive

film production have grown so bitter

that the basic issues might easily be

forgotten. More important, the indus-

try can be seriously hurt by this kind

of internecine warfare.

Things are not made any easier by

the willingness of both sides to rush

into print with ultimata and mani-

festoes. It does none of us any good

to characterize Hollywood labor as

greedy and feather-bedded, or, by the

same token, to pin the label of tax

dodgers on stars w ho w ork overseas. In

all the striden: outcry, we seem to be

losing sight of the essential facts.

There is no doubt that production

overseas has had an impact upon the

employment picture in Hollywood.

There is just as little doubt that the

employment picture in Hollywood has

had an impact on production overseas.

When organized labor talks of picker

lines or government action against pro-

duction overseas, this is an example of

industrial statesmanship about on a par

with inviting Little Jack Horner to

guard the Christmas pies. And when a

producer w ho is going to have to work
with Hollywood artisans again de-

claims about how difficult they are to

work with, he is hardly making his

future job any easier.

It's high time that all parties to this

continuing dispute faced up to the

issues and the facts involved. Accusa-

tions of conspiracy, blackmail, of labor

baiting, feather-bedding, of unpatriotic

conduct, and the like, produce headlines,

but they don't produce films. And in

the long run, such accusations make the

entire industry look confused and
shoddy.

The facts speak for themselves.

There is no question but that Holly-

wood facilities and personnel are the

most expensive in tbe world today

—

and not solely because of extravagant

standards in the film capital. The real

villain, to a large extent, is Uncle Sam,

whose tax laws have had such an in-

flationary influence on American film

production costs.

There is also no doubt that many pic-

tures require overseas production.

When CinemaScope and Todd-AO and

other processes helped prove that pic-

torial spectacles were one of the motion

picture industry's best answers to the

competition of television, colorful set-

tings became a must. In this era of

realism, a synthetic Hong Kong on a

California movie set does not come
close to the impact of scenes made on

actual locale.

Other considerations enter into a

hard-boiled analysis of the facts of film

production today. For one, television

production in Hollywood has created

new competition for the services of the

most skilled Hollywood technicians.

And there is the fact the motion picture

industry, like practically every other

American industry which derives a

goodly portion of its revenues from the

export market, must continually invest

in overseas production in order to

maintain the overseas market for its

United States production. International

commerce—and that is what our indus-

try is engaged in—is not a one-way

street.

The real pity is that the essential

need of the motion picture industry has

been completely overlooked by both

sides in the great Hollywood vs. The
World sparring match. Underlying the

producer-labor hassle is the lack of suf-

ficient quantity of production to meet

the needs of the market. When we add
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together all the films produced over-

seas for United States companies and

all the films produced in Hollywood,

we still are confronted with a product

shortage. The big job is not to per-

suade film companies to shoot less pic-

tures abroad, but rather to persuade

the companies to shoot more pictures

everywhere.

Nobody can point a disapproving

finger at 20th Century-Fox, for ex-

ample, because the head of that com-

pany has always taken the position that

the film makers should strive to meet

exhibition's product needs. Mr. Skour-

as apparently intends to pursue his

sound, long-range policy of providing

a flow of product from the U.S. and

from abroad, to meet the market de-

mand and to sustain his customers.

Other companies, however, have not

been quite so responsive to the needs of

exhibition. Theatremen can hardly be

expected to become aroused to fever

pitch over the question of why a par-

ticular picture was filmed in Europe

rather than in the United States; but

every exhibitor would like to know
whv more pictures are not being pro-

duced when Hollywood studios stand

idle during a product shortage.

The logical approach to finding a

solution to the flight of production

from these shores is for the Hollywood

labor leaders to sit down with studio

executives and representatives of inde-

pendent producers to discuss ways and

means of reactivating some of that idle

studio space. Let it be admitted from

the outset that the theme and back-

ground of each picture must determine

where it should be shot; and. by the

same token, let it be agreed that gen-

erically American themes should not

be filmed in synthetic U. S. settings

overseas. But, most important, it should

be admitted that there is a wide gap

between the number of films being pro-

duced and the number needed by the

muket. The production people might

say to the labor leaders: to ease the

product shortage, each studio is agree-

able to make an exrta six modest bud-

get features per year if you will co-

operate by holding down excessive

(Continued on Page 10)
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manpower costs. And the union men
might say: to increase the volume of

American production and to put more

of our people to work, we will make

concessions on pictures hudgeted under

sSOO.000.

We may he off on some of the de-

tails of our formula for stopping the

flight of production from the U. S., but

details are minor items when men with

a mission are determined to see it

through

Jhv Issue
Of Dubbing

Bosley Crowther, the eminent film

critic of The New York Times, whipped

up a real storm with his recent sug-

gestion that foreign pictures be dubbed

into English for the American market.

Under the heading, "Subtitles Must

Go!", he wrote, "It is foolish to hobble

expression with an old device that was

mainly contrived as a convenience to

save the cost of dubbing foreign-

language films when they had limited

appeal."

Naturally, the reaction to the Crow-

ther suggestion was formidable. Many
of the New York intelligentsia de-

nounced him for having sold out the

cause of art. (The New York Post's

Archer Winsten said, "I have never

seen a dubbed foreign film which could

compare favorably with its subtitled

version.") In the opposite camp, many
film people, with delighted surprise,

welcomed Crowther as a newcomer to

the cause of mass distribution of im-

ported films.

The fact is that the Crowther pro-

posal is neither as earth-shaking as its

critics suggest, nor, necessarily, any

betrayal of the highest artistic and
aesthetic standards. The American pub-

lic, as Crowther points out, has been

seeing dubbed pictures for year, often

without even realizing the fact. Such
productions as "Helen of Troy", the

various Ste\e Reeves spectaculars and
many others filmed in Italy for the

American market have been dubbing
jobs with nary a subtitle in sight.

Television in recent weeks has also

provided a good case in point. The

CBS Television Network has been win-

ning great praise for its exclusive Olym-

pics coverage. Actually, this coverage is

obtained from the Italian Television

Network and is combined with com-

mentary by CBS sports reporters. You
would have to be out of your mind to

suggest that CBS run the original Italian

commentary with subtitles. There

simply is no comparison between listen-

ing to a foreign language and listen-

ing to your ow n language.

Nor is there any question but that

good—and we emphasize that it must

be good—dubbing of foreign-language

pictures could help exhibitors some-

what in relieving the film product

shortage that plagues them. Obviously,

the best dubbing job in the world is not

going to save a bad picture. But there

have been many instances, through the

years, when a good foreign picture has

been kept out of the mass American

market simply because it was in a

foreign language. This has been true

of many of the comedies of Cantinflas

and Fernandel and was certainly true in

the early days of the great Italian film

renaissance.

As Mr. Crowther has pointed out,

most people who argue the case in

favor of subtitles operate on the theory

that the original sound track they are

hearing is pure and unadulterated,

whereas in fact it is often a dubbed

track itself. Indeed, Mr. Crowther cites

some cases where the voice used isn't

that of the performer at all.

It is entirely possible that for the

enthusiastic linguists of New York and

one or two other cities, there will al-

ways be a market for the subtitled pic-

ture in the original foreign language.

But this market must shrink by com-

parison with the audience throughout

the country which is opened by a good

dubbing job.

One of the things which has been

responsible for the success of Joe

Levine's imported Italian pictures has

been the fact that he has tailored these

films for the mass American audience.

Making product suitable for the Ameri-

can market has always been a problem

for European producers, from the selec-

tion of the themes and players them-

selves right on through to the question

of dubbing. But this problem has not

been unique to foreign language films.

Certainly, wc can all remember imports

from Merry Old F.ngland in which

British performers struggled valiantly

with the nuances of American slang

and invariably lost the battle. They

not only lost the battle, they lost the

war. For years thereafter, it was almost

impossible to book a British picture in

the American hinterlands.

The whole question of to dub or not

to dub can be resolved with two

postulations.

1. Given the right subject mattei and

an expert dubbing job, a foreign pic-

ture can materially enlarge its market

in the United States.

2. Given the wrong picture, it doesn't

matter whether you dub it, subtitle it

or pack it in olive oil.

There is no reason why the motion

picture industry had to wait for The

New York Times man to put his im-

primatur on dubbing. We should have

realized long ago the commercial pos-

sibilities of this process.

J\vtT i i>tlVi>pt

In Trailers
As is well known in the trade, Co-

lumbia Pictures this month takes over

the production and distribution of

trailers on its future product. National

Screen Service, no longer able to serv ice

its theatre customers with trailers con-

taining live-action scenes from Colum-

bia pictures, has undertaken the pro-

duction of a new type of screen adver-

tisement that might be effective and

competitive.

Unveiling its new concept in trailers

to the trade press last week, NSS dem-

onstrated that competition, like neces-

sity, is oftimes the mother of invention.

The company show ed seven trailers, on

five new Columbia films and two reis-

sues, and they revealed a surprising

amount of inventiveness and diversity.

Library and newsreel footage, col-

ored and black-and-white cartoons, en-

tertainment and nationally prominent

personalities, all are used in a variety

of interesting ways, in combination

with voices and music, to create an ef-

fect simulating actual scenes from the

films. Particularly effective is the ap-

pearance of General Medaris, former

head of the P. S. rocket missile pro-

gram, and rocket launching clips in the

trailer on Columbia's "I Aim at the

Stars". Other highlights are the N.i/i

newsreel clips in the trailer on "The

Enemy General" and a clever colored
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cartoon motif, with appropriate Neo-

politan music, for "Fast and Sexy".

Surely, there is no denying the tre-

mendous impact of actual scenes from

a film; this type of trailer is almost

always the most effective. But National

Screen has demonstrated that ingenuity

can also he effective, and, perhaps, more

of this kind of creativity is needed to

give a fresh look to all trailers.

To the Editor

Dear Sir:

As president of the Academy of Mo-
tion Pictures Arts and Sciences, I wish

to go on record again, following pub-

lication of the "Viewpoint" in your

July 25 issue, in stating that although

we would have preferred the motion
picture industry's continued sponsor-

ship of the Academy Awards telecast,

the "Oscar" show will go on.

There were, naturally, fewer prob-

lems involved in staging the show dur-

ing the three years the industry spon-

sored the telecast. But the Academy
has worked with commercial sponsors

in the past with good results, and ex-

pects to do so again next year.

In negotiating with the television

networks, one of the Academy's stipu-

lations has been sponsor approval. We
want to be sure that all commercials

are done in good taste and do not de-

tract from the show itself.

In addtion, the Academy Board of

Governors has always maintained rigid

control over all aspects of the show's

promotion, the awards balloting, and
the program itself. It will continue

to do so.

One of the problems, as you pointed

out, has been that some performers use

commercial sponsorship as a reason to

resist appearing on the Awards show.

This is, at best, a weak excuse.

All of us in the industry owe it to

ourselves to capitalize on this unparal-

leled annual opportunity to prove that

motion pictures and motion picture

people are our greatest entertainers.

B. B. Kahane, President

Academy of Motion Picture

Arts and Sciences

omment . . .

CHARLES E. McCARTHY (urg-

ing exhibitors to follow up tin

minimum wage campaign at the

next session of Congress): "The
task of winning continuance of

theatre employees' exemption will

be made considerably easier if ex-

hibitors give evidence of their

gratitude for what their Senators

and Congressmen did for them in

the session now closing."

* * *

ANALYST ALBERT E. SIND-
LINGER: "Total motion picture

theatre gross may reach an all-

time high for the year I960. De-

spite the fact that attendance at

the nation's motion picture the-

atres in the first seven months of

this year ran 6.5 per cent behind

the same period of 1959, the na-

tionwide theatre gross has already

reached the 1946 level, the mo-

tion picture industry's peak year.

This apparent paradox has been

caused by the fact that the aver-

age admission price in I960 is

averaging 69 cents. In 1959 it was

60 cents . . . Theatre attendance is

again on the up-swing. In the

last week of July, the nation's

motion picture theatres played to

more people than at any time in

the last four years. Early August

attendance is ahead of the same

period in 1959. These circum-

stances, coupled with the fact

there will be at least five more

advanced admission pictures re-

leased before the end of the year,

leads us to estimate that the na-

tionwide theatre gross could reach

$1,500,000,000 or more in I960."

* * *

HOWARD STEPHENSON (in

American Legion Magazine):

"There's an un-American trend

(in movies that stress) abnormal

psychology, heroes who flout law

and order, gangsters, dope ad-

dicts, degenerates, big crooks, lit-

tle crooks, prostitutes, weaklings

and characters who violate in

greatest detail all the decencies."

* * *

SAMUEL GOLDWYN: "I am
not at all fearful about the future

of Hollywood. Hollywood will

continue to be the world's motion

picture capital, artistically and

financially, just as long as enough

picture makers continue making

pictures with the quality we are

capable of ... I never will criti-

cize people who think they can

do a better picure by making it

in Europe, particularly if the story

has a European background . . .

Today, however, some companies

say pictures can be made cheaper

in Europe. I don't agree because

the organizations and the facili-

ties in Hollywood are so great.

"

* * *

PRODUCER ROGER GORMAN
(on pay TV): "Exhibitors used

to competition know that compe-
tition cannot be eliminated but

must be met with every available

weapon. The weapons are quality

entertainment and penetrating

promotion."
* * *

DAVE EMANUEL (president of
Governor Films, Inc.): "Too
many people are selling, exhibit-

ing and distributing the same way
as 25 years ago."

* * *

F. PETE GLORIOD (manager of
I. W . Rogers theatre circuit, Mo.):
"Perhaps we need to clean up our

pictures. Don't forget, the De-
partment of Agriculture censors

our meat products every day. If

we are going to be careful of our
physical health, perhaps we should

be just as careful of the moral
health of our youngsters."

JERRY WALD: "(There is)

piracy going on between the mo-
tion picture industry and the tele-

vision industry, and the occasional

intra-mural freebooting within the

movies itself . . . The answer, it

seems to me, rests in the creation

of some kind of Entertainment

World, World Court which will

encompass all media, all coun-

tries and all producers."

UAA EXECUTIVE V.P. ERW IX
H. EZZES: "Features will con-

tinue to be a leading source of

TV programming for many years

to come because they consistently

deliver good ratings for stations

and sell their sponsor's products.

No other form of TV program-
ming has been accepted by as

many local and national adver-

tisers and has been as commer-
cially successful as feature films."
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4
years
ago the

cigar store
indian was a

powerful adver-
tising symbol and
TRAILERS were just

beginning to make their
presence felt in motion
picture theatres.
Today the cigar
store indian is
the vanishing
American, but
TR Al LERS

"

" are still the
least ex-

pensive and most potent
exploitation force for the
showmanship-wise exhibitor.

NATIONAL1SCREEN SERVICE



THE FIGHT AGAINST FEEVEE GOES INTO HIGH GEAR

30 Million To Vote No!

The heralded showmanship powers of

movie theatremen are being put to a

most exacting test. The objective in this

instance is not to deliver a gross on a

new film, but to protect their business,

for upon their ability to "sell" a cru-

sade to thirty million Americans may
depend the very future of exhibition.

The target of this do or-die campaign

is that potentially deadly rival of the

movie theatre—toll television—and its

aim is to throw the signatures of 30,-

000,000 anti-feevee citizens before the

U. S. Congress ere the inevitable issue

comes to a showdown. Every segment

of exhibition—owners, managers, em-

ployees, circuitmen and one-house op-

erators alike—is setting out to win the

signed support of John Q. Public and

his family for the contention that pay-

TV is "contrary to the public interest".

Architect of the campaign to wipe

out the slot forces with the ammuni-

tion of public opposition is the joint

committee against pay-TV. This indus-

try arm, captained by feevee's ever-

present foe Philip F. Harling, is in the

process of completing distribution,

through National Screen Service, of

18,000 battle kits to every theatre in

the U.S.

PETITIONS VITAL

Central item in the kit are the peti-

tions to be signed by moviegoers and

other citizens, then to be mailed to Con-

gressmen from each theatreman's dis-

trict. Under the heading, "To the Con-

gress of the United States of America",

the petition urges representatives to

vote in favor of House Joint Resolu-

tion 130 and Resolution 6245 or "any

other legislation, which would ban Pay-

Television in all forms, as being con-

trary to the public interest." Above
their signatures, the petitioners declare

their opposition to all feevee "schemes

and proposals" because:

"(1) It is contrary to the American
tradition the airwaves are free and in

the public domain and its use by the

payment of tolls subvert this tradition;

"(2) Free TV and Pay-TV canno:

exist together because both would de-

pend upon the same sources for enter-

tainment and free TV would be elimi-

nated;

Teu vow

YOU
DO NOT WANT

TO PAY
FOR TELEVISION

SHOWS IN YOUR
OWN HOME!

SIGN THE PETITION TO CONGRESS

to BAN PAY TV!

"(3) Pay-TV is nothing more than

free TV without commercials, and the

commercials would come later;

"(4) Pay-TV would impose a finan-

cial burden upon all the American

wage-earners and work a hardship to

persons with limited income, our older

citizens, invalids and shut-ins depen-

dent upon television for their entertain-

ment, recreation and education."

"The missive finally asks Congress to

"put a halt to this attempt to hoodwink

the public."

The anti-pay-TV drive via petition

could not have been more carefully de-

signed and detailed for exhibition had

it been a global promotional push for

one of the multi-million-dollar produc-

tions. Step-by-promotional-step, the

joint committee has provided a blue-

print that, if executed to the letter both

within the theatre and outside, promises

to flood the halls of Congress with con-

crete evidence of enough grass roots

antipathy to checkmate the grandiose

plans of the tollsters for a long time

to come.

The procedure in the house is similar

to that employed in the time-tested

stunt of obtaining patron reaction to

certain controversial films — although

on a much larger and more eye-catch-

ing scale. Petitions and pencils or

ballpoint pens are to be placed on a

table in the lobby, as near to audience-

traffic as possible. A 15 x 25 inch sign

provided in the kit (see illustration on

this page) are to be displayed in a

conspicuous position near the table.

The committee directive urges that an

"outsider such as a club woman, a

union member, a civic leader" man the

table, inviting people to sign and
answering their questions about pay-

TV. If an outsider is not available,

theatre personnel can be employed.

ONE-WEEK PUSH

The ideal length of the audience-

signing drive is a week to ten davs,

with only adults of voting age, of

course, eligible to join in the push. At
the end of that time, theatremen are to

put the petitions in the envelope pro-

vided and mail it to thir respective

Congressmen in Washington, then fill

out a form letter addressed to Harlin<>,

in which will be disclosed when and to

whom the petitions were mailed, and
how many signatures they contained.

Thereby, the joint committee will have

on file a complete record of the pro-

gress of the campaign, down to the

number of patrons petitioning each

representative. If additional forms are

required — and Harling and his co-

workers are counting on it—a collect

telegram to the committee's New York
address (1585 Broadway) will bring

them free of charge.

"Even more effective" than inside-

the-theatre work, notes the committee,

"will be what you can do away from
your theatre, by having public organi-

zations circulate petitions and solicit

signatures for you." Petitions coming
from such groups as women's clubs.

Rotary clubs, labor unions, PTA's
Elks, American Legion posts, etc. —
in other words, those elements with no

business interest in the cause—also will

prove invaluable in the fight against

tollvision, according to the committee.

The bold announcement on the envel-

ope containing the kit best summarizes

the extent of the campaign and the in-

tensitv with which it is being waged:

"The' Material in This Kit Will Save

Your Theatre and Protect Your Job!

"
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Newsmakers

New NSS President

National Screen Service recently

made a number of important execu-

tive personnel changes. Herman Ron-

bins president and board chairman,

stepped down from the presidency,

and the board elected his son, Burton

E. Robbins (above), to replace him as

head of the firm and chief adminis-

trative officer. Since April, 1955, the

latter has served as vice president in

charge of sales. Herman Robbins, who
remains as chairman and chief execu-

orficer, noted that in these capacities

he retains all policy-making decisions,

while the president "directs and exe-

cutes the corporation's activities in

behalf of these policies." In other

developments: home office sales ex-

ecutive Joseph Bellfort was upped to

general sales chief; Norman Robbins,

with NSS for the past 20 years, was

named general operations manager;

Melvin L. Gold Enterprises was re-

tained by the trailer company as ad-

vertising-publicity consultants, with

chief Melvin L. Gold replacing David

Martin as NSS ad-publicity director.

'Green' Stuff

President Milton R. Raikmil,

top Universal execs hosted star

Cary Grant, producer-director

Stanley Doncn at lunchcon-dis-

i ussion on distribution, promo-
tion plans for "The Grass Is

Grecnci Left to right; Jer-

ome M. I vans, Charles Simo-

nelli. Grant, Kaikmil, Doncn,
(harks Schlatter, head of

Charles Schlaifer advertising

agency, Philip Gerard, Herman
K.iss. Mini', II Martin, John

J. O'Connor, James J. Jordan.

Oscar on ABC

ABC-TV was awarded a five-year contract

to the radio-TV rights of the Academy

Awards show, starting with the 33rd presen-

tation next Spring, Academy of Motion Pic-

ture Arts and Sciences president B. B.

Kahane (above) announced. The network

will pay $561,000 per year for U.S. and

Canadian privileges. Kahane said the Acade-

my w ill pay the costs of the show—returned

to outside sponsorship after three years of

MPAA handling—out of the $561,000 while

ABC will participate in payment of promo-

tion and some production costs. The con-

tract, he added, gives the Academy "rea-

sonable" sponsor approval and assures that

there will be no spot commercials during

local station breaks.

Profit Picture
Twentieth Century-

Fox earnings are on

the rise again. In

the 26 weeks ended

June 25, the firm

made $2,628,576
($1.10 per share),

as compared to $1,-

770,870 ($.76 per

share) in the same span last year, president

Spyros P. Skouras (above) announced. No
income from the Fox studio land sale con-

tract was included in the figures. And, pre-

dicted Skouras, 20th earnings in the second

half will be higher than, the first.

Warner Bros, reported a net profit of

$4,577,000 ($3.05 per share) for the nine

months ended May 28, 1960, a steep drop

from the $7,219,000 ($4.57 per share) in the

similar period last year.

Tisch Loew's Chairman

Hotelier Laurence A. Tisch (above) was

named board chairman and chief executive

officer of Loew's Theatres. He succeeds

Leopold Friedman, who stays on as direc-

tor. Eugene Picker remains as president.

Further entrenchment of the Tisch's, own-
ing largest single block of Loew's stock:

brother Preston R. succeeds Laurence as

chairman of executive committee, assumes

title of president of Loew's Hotels, Inc.,

a new subsidiary.

Supreme Court Hears
Pre-Censorship Case
The question of prior censorship of

films finally gets a Supreme Court

airing this Fall—probably October

—

when the high tribunal considers the

Times Film Corp.'s appeal from the

lower courts' decisions in the "Don
Juan" case against Chicago. Sensing

a possible death blow to movie pre-

censorship, the MPAA asked court

permission to file a brief amicus
curiae in support of plaintiff; the In-

dependent Film Importers and Dis-

tributors of America submitted a

similar brief, and the American Civil

Liberties Union plans to participate.

Film Firms Audit

WB-AFM Decision
A decision that may well set a

precedent for all post-'48 film sales to

TV was reserved by U.S. District

Court Judge William M. Herlands,

in the Warner Bros. -American Feder-

ation of Musicians case. A reported

snag in the NTA deal for 81 20th-

Fox pictures (including 27 post-'48's)

already has been attribued to the

pending case. Following suit by the

AFM to block sale of Warners' newer
features to TV, the film firm filed a

counter-action, contending that its con-

tract with the union is terminated.

Headliners . . .

Mi's "most important and highest

budgeted" film to date
—

"Master of

the World"—starts shooting Sept. 7

at Republic Studios . . . COMPO's
annual admission t.ix survej uncov-

ered almost no new or increased

levies . . . Martin Kutner to Colum-
bia home office sales dept. as exec.
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let's Make Love' Has Muiiruu, Muntaiid and Money

gu4tHC44 IRcttCHf GOO Plus

Marquee magic of stars and surefire popular highlights

guarantee boxoffice success of this light romantic-

comedy with music.

Producer Jerry Wald and 20th Century-Fox may well have

the boxoffice smash of the year in this light romp about a

billionaire who falls in love with a beautiful show girl. For

marquee chemistry there's the American eye-doll, Marilyn Mon-
I roe in her first film since "Some Like It Hot," and the inter-

| national French idol, Yves Montand, certain to steal the hearts

of Britain's leading character actors, and surprise cameo appear-

are Tonv Randall, Frankie Vaughan, Wilfrid Hyde White, one

of Britian's leading character actors, and surprise cameo appear-

[
ances by Bing Crosby, Gene Kelly and Milton Berle. Sammy
Cahn and James Van Heusen have whipped up a pleasing

musical score, and the whole works has been joyously mounted
' in eve-dazzling DeLuxe Color and CinemaScope.

Because "Let's Make Love" is the kind of motion picture

endowed with all the magical ingredients that spell financial

success and strong popular appeal, and because the Fox show-

men have given it a tremendous advance build-up, it can be

counted on to pile up outstanding grosses in all situations.

Yet, for all of the energy, expense and creativity that has been

poured into its production, "Let's Make Love" emerges a

curiouslv disjointed affair.

Thanks to the highlv talented La Monroe, most of its short-

comings will be overlooked. It's her vehicle from beginning to

end. and w hen she is on the screen, which is quite often, every-

thing suddenly springs to life like a Fourth of July fireworks

display. She is unquestionably one of the most proficient

comediennes of the day, and as the lovely song and dance star

of an off-Broadway review who is studying for her high-school

diploma in night school, she displavs an exuberance of comic

deftness that will be disputed by none. She delivers a smash-

ing, torso-shaking rendition of Cole Porter's "My Heart Be-

longs to Daddy," agreeably vocalizes two other original ballads

1 and a specialty number, and expertly uses her face to convey

a succession of emotions.

There is no quarrel with Miss Monroe, but there is with

Montand, and it's not his fault. This is his first American
movie, and although he will no doubt achieve star status with

its release, it's a shame that the sundry talents he has displayed

j

in art films, during his successful one-man-show appearances,

and on the recent Oscar show, have not been given the fullest

exposure. A first-rate dancer, singer, dramatic actor and comic,

he has been allowed comparatively little footage to show him-

self off, though two sequences are notable: one a beautifully

staged dream sequence, "Incurablv Romantic", in which he

dances and sings with Miss Monroe, and a revelation scene in

a Chinese restaurant when he reveals his true identitv and asks

her to marry him.

The Norman Krasna screenplay, with additional material by

Hal Ranter, is strictly a single theme slot: billionaire Montand.
wanting Miss Monroe to love him for himself and not for his

money, poses as an out-of-work actor—and does not have the

story substance to sustain its pace for 118 minutes. The joke

begins to wear thin and there are moments when its gifted cast

and able director, George Cukor, have an uphill fight to keep
things moving. But these shortcomings will undoubtedlv be

Marilyn Monroe and Yves Montand

overlooked by the millions who will find the picture extremelv

enjoyable and highlv entertaining.

The support is excellent: Tony Randall as Montand's public

relations man; Vaughan as the reformed alcoholic, singing star

and comic of Miss Monroe's show; White as Montand's suave

and humorous lawyer and friend. The production values are

right out of the top drawer: a clever static panel opener with

narration depicting how Montand became a billionaire; Miss

Monroe's stunning wardrobe; the elaborate sets which include

Montand's luxurious Wall Street office and a complete theatre-

in-the-round; Jack Cole's imaginative staging of the musical

numbers, especially the dream sequence and a spoof on famous

personalities.

When Montand learns he is to be satirized in an off-Broad-

way review, along with other contemporarv celebrities, he goes

to a rehearsal to see if it contains anvthing damaging to his

reputation. His resemblance to billionaire Montand is spotted

by the director, and he is chosen for the part. Already smitten

with Miss Monroe, Montand accepts. He learns she doesn't

think too highly of the rich man and he thereafter appears at

rehearsals in shabby clothes. White, worried about the Montand-

Monroe relationship, tries to close the show, but Montand
talks him out of it. To win Miss Monroe away from Vaughan,

Montand is coached on humor, crooning and dancing bv Berle.

Crosby and Kelly. He starts winning her over, but when he

tells her who he really is, she refuses to believe him. The end-

ing finds Montand and Miss Monroe setting out to make love

on a life-time basis.

20th Century-Fox. 118 minutes. Marilyn Monroe. Yves Montand Tony Randall
Frankie Vaughan, Wilfrid Hyde White. Produced by Jerry Wald. Directed by
George Cukor.
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"Under Ten Flags"

Exciting World War II sea drama, well acted by Heflin,

Laughton. OK attraction for action market.

This truth-is-stranger-than-fktion World War II sea drama

shapes up as a fair-plus attraction for the action market. With

Van Heflin and Charles Laughton for mild marquee value, good

useage of action footage and a number of true, though almost

unbelievable, dramatic happenings, this Dino De Laurentiis

production which Paramount is releasing has some strong ex-

ploitation angles. The Duilio Coletti-Vittoriano Petrilli script,

bised on Admiral Bernhardt Rogge's book, tells how for two

years a heavily armed German surface raider, disguised as a

friendly merchant ship flying whatever flag was convenient,

and manned by Rogge (called here Reger) who always res-

cued the passengers and crews of the ships he sunk, success-

fully eluded and played havoc with the entire British navy.

The frustrations of the British Admiralty while trying to break

the special German code, the theft of the code chart from

German naval headquarters in Paris (a standout sequence of

suspense) and the eventual destruction of the ship, has been

intelligently and excitingly depicted by director Coletti. Al-

though the dubbing of supporting roles is generally good, some

might be disturbed by the fact that none of the Germans speak

with accents. Heflin create: a fascinating character in Reger, a

German who believes in making warfare as humane as possible.

Laughton gives his usual superb performance as the head of

British security who admires his enemy evader. Mylene Demon-
geot adds little but a striking figure to the doings. Good sup-

port is supplied by Alex Nicol, the American officer who steals

the code chart, and Gregoire Asian, who treacherously fires on

Heflin after running up the flag of surrender. Heflin allows

his ship to be sunk without returning fire, hoping that the

British will not be certain they have sunk the right ship.

Paramount. 92 minutes. Van Heflin, Charles Laughton, Mylene Demongeot. Pro-
duced by Dino De Laurentiis. Directed by Duilio Coletti.

"Fast and Sexy"

Lollobrigida, DeSica, Technicolor are assets of this

flimsy Italian-made farce. Fair dualler.

With a title like "Fast and Sexy" and a marquee magnet like

Gina Lollobrigida this Italian-made, English-dubbed comedy

which Columbia is releasing shapes up as fair-to-middling dual-

ler for the general market. Despite the presence of Vittorio

DeSica in the cast, art house patrons probably will not respond,

since it is a frivolous, sometimes silly little farce. A truly re-

splendent on-location Technicolor mounting offers some com-

pensation for the flimsy material on hand and bombshell Gina

gives her physical and comical all as Anna from Brooklyn, the

wealthy and voluptuous widow who returns to her little

Abruzzi village in hopes of finding an Italian she can marry. I
Decked out in an assortment of magnificent outfits, and delight-

fully creating turmoil in the lives of everyone she comes into !

contact with, Miss Lollobrigida strives to give the production I i

a much needed lift. Dale Robertson is somewhat too impas-
j

sive as the local blacksmith she falls in love with, while De Sica I 3

is his usual fine self as the blundering priest who tries to help
j ^

her find peace of mind and happiness. Reginald Denham's i

direction too often allows the situations to drag out beyond \m
f

their humorous limits. Miss Lollobrigida's misadventures be-
J

1

C

gin when her flashy American car breaks down and has to be i

pulled into Robertson's shop by a team of oxen. As rumors of i i

her search for a husband spread, suitors appear from every-

where. Gina, however, wants Robertson, but the latter pays her li
no mind. After a reries of complications, including the town's

suspicion that De Sica wants her for his nephew, Miss Lollo-

brigida and Robertson finally confess their love.

Columbia. 96 minutes. Gina Lollobrigida, Dale Robertson, Vittorio De Sica. Pro-

duced by Milko Skofic. Directed by Reginald Denham.

Two Outstanding Short Subjects

"Day of the Painter" "The Hound That Thought
This unique and entertaining 15-minute short subject might be

the harbinger of an American "New Wave" of movie-making.

Imaginative in concept and brilliantly executed, it wryly examines

a typically "creative" day in the life of an abstract expressionist

artist, coming through as a sardonic spoof of the first-order. Ex-

pertly paced to an inventive musical score and strikingly

mounted in various hues of Eastman Color, "Day of the Painter"

is already the recipient of rave New York reviews and bellows

of indignation form certain art quarters, and this Kingsley Inter-

national release carries with it the sweet smell of "Oscar".

Witt] and provocative, it should register well with art and class

audiences in a wide range. It's the initial offering of a new film

producing firm (Little Movies), organized by 3 former advertis-

ing nun: Robert Davis (director-scripter), Duard Slattery and
Ezra Baker (producer and sole actor). Baker arrives in a muddy
marsh equipped with a giant sheet of pasteboard and assorted

buckets of house paint. A noisy family of ducks are his only
innis. Via scrub brushes, an egg beater, an old-fashioned pistol

and simply tossing the paint to the wind, the masterpiece is

created. A buz/ saw is then used to cut it up into different-sized

Segments, and one of the frames is sold to a Museum of Modern
Art curatOI who has flown in for the occasion.

Kingiley International. 15 minutes. Produced by Ezra Baker. Directed by
Robert Davis.

He Was a Raccoon"
Miracles never cease, as witnessed in this delightful 45-minute

Walt Disney live-action featurette. According to the laws of

nature, hound dogs and raccoons are natural born enemies, but

according to Albert Aley's script, this just isn't so. His charming

story, packed with action, humor and suspense, tells what happens

when a hound pup named Nubbin runs away from home, and is

reared by a mother raccoon alongside her offspring, named
Weecha. The two foster-brothers spend their early months romp-

ing and hunting together until Nubbin's raccoon-hunting master,

Jeff Emory, finds the pair and takes them home. One night,

Nubbin releases Weecha from his cage, and the two spread

havoc by releasing Emory's rabbits, and starting all the machines

in his repair shop, then Weecha escapes to the woods. Months
later, Nubbin encounters the raccoon while on a hunt. He turns

on the hound pack and defends Weecha. Emory calls off the

dogs and sets the raccoon free. Nubbin and Weecha part, to go

their natural ways. Told through the eyes of the animals against

a sparkling Technicolored background, "The Mound That

Thought He Was a Raccoon" will have tremendous appeal to

youngsters and adults alike. Tom McGowan's direction and

Rex Allen's narration are both first-rate.

Buena Vista IWalt Disneyl. 45 minutes. Produced by Winston Hibler
Directed by Tom McGowan.
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TRAFFIC STOPPERS. Giant placards of (our of Warner Bros.'

"Ocean's 11" stars were lined up on M ami Beach's

B scayne Blvd. to plug film at Loew's 170th Street Theatre.

4%e 'Dom^!

Ladies-No B.O. Hits Without 'Em-

Target for 'Lace' Fashion Pitch

I

"There is no boxoffice success without

women." With that little bouquet tossed at the

fair sex, Universal's Eastern advertising-publicity

director Philip Gerard revealed his firm's latest

pitch to the fern trade—a huge fashion promo-

tion on Ross Hunter's "Midnight Lace."

Having enjoyed phenomenal success with a

number of picture that were sold heavily to the

distaff patronage
—

"Imitation of Life," "Opera-

tion Petticoat," "Pillow Talk" and "Portrait in

Black"—L"
is determined to develop for "Mid-

night Lace" its most comprehensive, specialized

"campaign w ithin a campaign" to date.

Hunter is skilled in making films for ferns,

said Gerard, who added: "You can't have a box-

office success today, without a very high support

from women. Hunter found that out long ago."

After pointing to a recent survey which

showed that during the first half of 1960, seven

of the ten top-grossing films were seen by more
women than men, Gerard outlined the fashion

fanfare pegged to the elaborate wardrobe worn

mainly by star Doris Day in "Lace." One of the

chief items in the campaign is a five-minute

short that is a combination fashion show-trailer.

|

Produced by Robert Faber and featuring de-

signer Irene describing the film's wardrobe as

modeled by Miss Day, the short will be sent

free of charge to theatres well in advance of

playdate and supplied in 16mm for department

store tie-ins, for school and other uses and for

women's club distribution through Margaret

Twyman's MPAA community relations depart-

ment. The department store tie-ins will feature

giveaway of Irene suits and "Lace" passes to

lucky customers.

In addition, the overall drive for ladies' atten-

tion includes a "special sell" in national maga-

zines, a la previous L" fem-aimed film cam-

paigns. A "Lace" hair color promotion will be

worked in beauty shops throughout the country;

a milliner\ promotion designed by Mr. John
will help sell the picture; a fashion award for

the best dressed women will stir plenty of ex-

citement, and a national dress design contest,

featuring a trip to California as top prize, is

being readied for the film. Also, a pamphlet on

"Lace" fashion and beauty tips prepared by

Irene and Buddy Westmore will be widely dis-

tributed, and personal appearance tours by stars

Miss Day, Myrna Loy and Roddy McDowell,

producer Hunter and designer Irene will keep

the "Midnight Lace" title in the minds and on

the tongues of ladies all across the land. No
better w ord-of-mouth could any picture wish.

'LACE' FOR LADIES. Universal's East-

ern advertising - publicity director

Philip Gerard (2nd from right) and

his aids (left to right) Paul Kamey,

Eastern publicity manager; Herman

Kass, executive in charge of national

exploitation; Jerom.3 M. Evans, exec-

utive in charge of Eastern promo-

tion, outline to the New York trade

press the company's fern fashion

promotion push on "Midnight Lace."

Wardrobe worn by star Doris Day in

film is basis for the drive, which

includes special trailer, numerous

contests.

'Seven' Saturation Backed

By 'Rugged Action' Campaign
Backing L'nited Artists' precedent-setting re-

lease pattern for "The Magnificent Seven" (first

multi-million-dollar, top-star picture to be dis-

tributed on a saturation basis) will be an "un-

usual," full-scale promotion program in eath

territory, vice president Roger H. Lewis

announced.

"In breaking away from precedent," said

Lewis, "we are also developing an unusual ex-

ploitation program to match the distinctive

selling approach on this film. The campaign

LUCKY SEVEN. Lined up behind central ad piece

outline UA's special saturation booking and merchan-

dising piogram 'a: "The Magnificent Seven" are (left

to right) vice presidents Jam2s R. Velde, Roge. H.

Lewis, producer's rep David E. Weshner.

will stress the rugged, big action theme of the

picture and grill be aimed at the broadest pos-

sible market beginning with the Southwest satu-

ration (Oct. 12).''

Key element of the campaign for the Yul

Brynner-starrer is a saturation television and

radio drive involv ing thousands of spot announce-

ments to be aired on an around-the-cloi k schedule.
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COAST-TO-COAST. Above, vintage cars street bally was arranged to

back "Elmer Gantry" engagement at Washington, D.C.'s RKO

Keith's by manager Jerry Baker, UA fieldmen under supervision of

regional field boss Max Miller. Tie-in with anti-jaywalking drive

ciicumvented Capital's ban on street stunts. Below, giant float

tours major Los Angeles traffic areas for week prior to film's

opening. UA's Bill Scholl handled the preparations.

SHOWMAN COMBAT. Guy Gabaldon, whose war-hero

life story is pictured in Allied Artists' "Hell to Eternity",

helps man machine gun with uniformed combat Marine

in lobby of Des Moines, Iowa, Paramount.

&* ftp »m*

DRESSY WINDOW. Saks Fifth Avenue shop

in Detroit devoted front window to "Can-

Can" display, plugging run at Madison

Theatre. Souvenir programs are draped

aiound mannequin wearing one of original

$750. "Can-Can" dresses made for film and

obtained by local 20th-Fox branch. It is

estimated over half-a-million people passed

window each week.

HYPNOTISM. Mind-reader-hypnotlst Ro:hel!e

Forest projects patron at N. Y.'s Warner

Theatre into year 800,000 A.D. as promo-

tional stunt for M-G-M's "The Time Ma-

chine." Mysterious lady worked in specially-

constructed lobby booth, reading futures of

fans gratis.

'Concept of Years' Governs

U's Campaign for 'Spartacus'

An excellent example of the modern trend to

carefully planned, long-range promotion of high-

budgeted pictures set for extended, hard-ticket

runs is the promotional schedule for I'niversal's

SI 2,000, ()()() Bryna production of "Spartacus".

It's being mapped out not in terms of weeks or

months, but in terms of years.

This, and a number of other interesting items,

was discussed recently at a three-day "Spartacus"

orientation meeting presided over by executive

coordinator of sales and advertising JetT Living-

ston, and attended by vice president David A.

Lipton; Bryna ad-publicity head Stan Margulies:

U's Eastern ad-publicity director Philip Gerard;

circuit ad-pub representatives; ad-publicity-

exploitation staff members, and special "Sparta-

cus" personnel. Since then, of course, numerous

additional aspects of the mammoth campaign

have been disclosed— all in the pattern of a con-

tinuing and seemingly never-ending stream of

cinema salesmanship.

The concept of "years" instead of the normal

campaign durations, according to Livingston,

applies not only to national promotion on the

picture, but to the local level drives as well,

since all initial engagements of "Spartacus"

have been cleared to run one, two or more years.

Where local campaigns in key cities generallv

are started several weeks in advance of open-

ing, the "Spartacus" pushes are being kicked off

as long as six months in advance by the use of

such showman devices as trailers, lobby dis-

plays, cross-trailers, display material and the solic-

itation of group sales through special mailings.

And, added Livingston, where field exploi-

teers normally are sent in two or three weeks

in advance of openings, "Spartacus" field men

are being sent in not less than eight weeks prior

to playdates. Perhaps the most eve-opening idea

of all in the long-range "Spartacus" setup is that

once a campaign hits its peak at the time of

opening, it must then be sustained for 20, 30,

40 or more weeks as the picture continues its

engagement. That's the ultimate in present-day

planning — and a real test of showmanship

strength and ingenuity.

jfll

CAMPAIGN PLANS for road-

show run of UA's "The

Alamo", beginning Oct. 26 at

Gotham's Rivoli, were mapped

at meeting of 60 Skoura;

Theatres managers led by

president Salah M. Hassanein,

flanked here by UA vice pres-

ident Roger H. Lewis (right),

Russell Birdwell, producer-

director-star John Wayne's

representative. All Skouras

houses will assist in advance

sale drive aimed at schools,

community, civic groups

throughout N. Y. area.
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WHIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All Tlie Vital Detail* on Current Sd Coming Features

I Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At &nd ot Synopsis;

ALLIED ARTISTS

January
ATOMIC SUBMARINE Arthur Franz. Dick Foran. Brett

Halsey. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Spencer G.
Benset. Science-fiction thriller of a Polar sub and its

encounter with unknown enemy. 73 min.

PURPLE GANG, THE Barry Sullivan. Robert Blake.

Elaine Edwards. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director

Frank McDonald. The startling story of the infamous
Detroit mobsters. 83 min.

February

HYPNOTIC EYE, THE Jacques Bergerac. Marcia Hen-
derson. Merry Anders, Allison Hayes. Producer Charles

B. Bloch. Director George Blair. Hypnotist's assistant

wearing mask, is responsible for disfiguring pretty

faces of hypnosis volunteers. 82 min.

April

BLUEBEARD'S TEN HONEYMOONS George Sanders.
Corinne Calvet. Producer Roy Parkinson. Director W.
Lee Wilder. Based on the true-life story of Landru.
infamous French bluebeard. 92 min.

June
I PASSED FOR WHITE Sonya Wilde. James Franciscus.

Producer-director Fred Wilcox. Story of a Negress
who passes for white. 91 min.

July

PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert. Pro-

ducer-director Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt.
Petrosino's war against the Mafia in the early I900's.

RAYMIE David Ladd. John Agar. Charles Winninger,
Richard Arlen. Producer A. C. Lyle. Director Fred
McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant 6

foot barracuda. 72 min.

August

SEX KITTENS GO TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren. Tues-

day Weld, Miianou Bardot. Producer-director Albert
Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-

lege routine. 93 min.

September

CALTIKI THE IMMORTAL MONSTER John Merivale, Didi
Sullivan. Gerald Herter. Science fiction thriller. 76 min.

HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter. David Janssen, Vic
Damone. Patricia Owens, Sessue Hayakawa, Miiko
Taka. Producer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson
True story of U. S. Marine hero Guy Gabaldon. 132 min.
8/22/60.

TORMENTED, THE Richard Carlson, Susan Gordon, Jul!

Reading. Froducers Bert I. Gordon, Joseph Steinberg.
Eerie shocker. 75 min.

October

BLOODY BROOD, THE Barbara Lord, Jack Bett. Peter
Falk. Producer Julian Roffman. Melodrama about mod-
ern generation. 71 min.

SEfcENGETI SHALL NOT DIE Color. Narrated by
Michael Grzimek, Dr. Bernhard Grzimek. Documentary
of African Jungle. 84 min.

TIME BOMB Curt Jergens, Mylene Demongeot. Suspense
story. 92 min.

November
HEROES DIE YOUNG Erika Peters. Robert Geti, Bill
Browne. Daring incident during W. W. II. 76 min.

PLUNDERERS, THE Jeff Chandler, Dolores Hart. Pro-
ducer-director Joseph Pevney. Band of young hoodlums
intimidate entire western town. 104 min.

I NFAITHFULS. THE Gina Lollobrigida. May Britt. Pierre
Cressoy. Producers Carlo Ponti. Dino De Laurentis
Drama. 89 min.

December
HfROD THE GREAT Cslor. Edmund Purdom Sylvia
Lopez. Mossimo Girotti. 89 min.

Coming
EIG BANKROLL. THE Fabulous life story of king of the
gamblers. Producers Samuel Biscroff, David Diamond.

CONFESSIONS OF AN OPi'JM EATER Producer Albert
Zugsmith.

DONDI David Kory, David Janssen, Patti Page, Walter
Wmchell Mickey Shaughnessy. Producer-Director
Albert Zugsmith. Story based on the comic strir
h "acter. 90 min

Film

LOOK IN ANY WINDOW Paul Anka, Alex Nicol, Gigi
Pcrreau. Ruih Roman. 85 min.

RECKLESS, FRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner. Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

SUPREME EXECUTIONER, THE Producers Sam Bischofr,
David Diamond.

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTER-NATIONAL

February

ANGRY RED PLANET Cinemagic, Eastmancolor. G^'d
Mohr, Nora Hayden, Les Tremayne. Producers Sidney
Pink, Norman Maurer. Director lb Melchoir. An ad-
venture in the fourth dimension. 83 min.

COLUMBIA

January

GENE KRUPA STORY. THE Sal Mineo Susan KohnJ
Producer Philip A. Waxman. Director Don Weis. Bioc
raphy of the famed drummer. 101 min. 1/4/60.

SUDDENLY, LAST SUMMER Elizabeth Taylor, Montgoir
ery Cliff. Producer Sam Soiegel. Director Joseph I
Mankiewicz. Based on the controversial Tennessei
Williams play. I 14 min. 12/21.

SWAN LAKE Maya Plisetskaya, Nicolai Fadeyecht
Director Z. Tulubyeva. Russian exchange film. 81 mirl

2/29/60.

February

CNCE MORE, WITH FEELING Technirama. Color. Yi
Brynner. Kay Kendall. Producer-Director Stanley Doner
Story about a concert conductor. 92 min. 2/15/60.

WHO WAS THAT LADY? Tony Curtis, Dean Martir
Janet Leiah Producer Norman Krasna. Directol
George Sidney. Curtis poses as an F.B.I, agent. Ill

mm. 1/18/60.

March

May
CIRCUS OF HORRORS Specta-Color. Anton Diffring

Erika Remberg. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkvn
Director Sidney Hayers. Horror spectacle. 95 min
5/23/60.

June

JAILBREAKERS Robert Hutton. Mary Caslle. Producer-
director Alexander Grasshoff. Four escaped convicts
try to find a treasure of S400.000.00 from a bank rob-
bery. 64 min.

WHY MUST I DIE? Terry Moore. Debra Pagpf. Pro-

ducer Richard Bernstein. Director Roy Del Rulh. True
story of an innocent girl on "Death Row." 86 min.

July

AMAZING TRANSPARENT MAN Marguerite Chapman,
Douglas Kennedy, James Griffith. Producer Lester D.
Guthrie. Director Edgar G. Uimer. 60 min.

BEYOND THE TIME BARRIER Robert C'arke, Darlene
Tompkins, Arianne Arden. Producer Robert Clarke.
Director Edgar G. Ulmer. A journey to the world of
tomorrow. 80 min.

HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScope. Color. Vincent Price.
Mark Damon, Myrna Fahey. Producer-director Roqer
Corman. Edgar Allan Poe's classic. 85 min. 7/25/60.

October

ROUGH AND THE SMOOTH, THE Nadja Tiller, Tony
Britton, WiHiam Bendix. Producer Georqe Minter.
Director Robert Siodmak. Story of a turbulent love
triangle. 100 min.

November
ICONGA Color. Michael Cough. Margo Johns. Pro-
ducer Herman Cohen. Director John Lamount. Monster
gorilla rampages through Piccadilly Circus. 90 min.

December
GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON CinemaScope. Color.
Mark Forrest, Broderick Crawford. Action fantasy
100 min.

January

MASTER OF THE WORLD Color. Vincent Price, Mary
Webster, Charles Bronson. Jules Verne tale of one
man's schsme lo eliminate war. 120 min.

March
ALADDIN AND THE GIANT Dyn>magic and Color.
Producer Herman Cohen. Action fantasy. 90 min.

Coming

HEFilLICUS Bodil Miller. Science ficti

COMANCHE STATION CinemaScope, Color. Randolpl
Scott. Nancy Gates. Producer-director Budd Boetticherl
A cowboy out for revenge. 74 min. 2/29/60.

OUR MAN IN HAVANA CinemaScope. Alec Guinnesil
Burl Ives, Maureen O'Hara. Producer-Director Caret
Reed. Drama of a vacuum cleaner salesman in Havanti

April

EAEETTE GOES TO WAR CinemaScope, Color, Brigittl

Bardot. Jacques Charrier, Producer Raoul J. Lew
Director Christian-Jaque. Bardot helps defeat German 1

,

103 min. 2/29/60.

BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG Dick Clark, Michael Ca{
Ian. Tuesday Weld. Producer Jerry Bresler. Directc
Paul Wendkos. A teacher fights teenage violence. 1 04

min. 3/14/60.

May
ELECTRONIC MONSTER Rod Cameron. Mary Murph
Producer Cohen-Levy. Director Tully. A mind machii
in the hands of a murderer. 72 min. 6/6/60.

KILURS Or KILIMANJARO CinemaScope, Color. Rol

ert Taylor, Anne Aubrey. Producers Irving Alle

Albert R. Broccoli. Director Richard Thorpe. Engine
ligh.s slave trade in Africa. 91 mm. 4/2S/60.

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borgnine. Kerwin Mathew
"roducer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre de Tot

Hollywood film magnate becomes U.S. counter-spy
min. 4/11/60.

STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY, THE Guy Rolfe. Produc
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Ritual murde
in India. 81 min. 5/23/60.

June

BATTLE iN OUTER SPACE Color. Ryo Ikebe, Leonar
Stanford. Producer Tomoyuki Tanaka. Director Inoshir

Honda. 90 min. 6/27/60.

MOUNTAIN ROAD. THE James Stewart, Lisa Lu. P
ducer William Goetz. Director Daniel Mann. G.I
fight across Burma. 102 min. 3/28/60.

MY DOG BI'DDY ICen Curtis. Producer Ken Curti

Director Ray Kellogg. A boy and his dog are parte'

77 min. 5/9/60.

12 TO THE MOON Ken Clark, Phillip Baird, Ton
Daxter, Frencis X. Bushman. Producer Fred Gebhard
Director David Bradley. The first lunar flight

min. 0/22/60.

July

CTOP! LOOKI & LAUGH! Three Stooges, Paul Winch:
& Jerry Mahoney. Producer Harry Romm. Direc
Jules White. Funny men romp. 78 min. 8/22/60.

STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET CinemaScope. C

Kirk Douglas. Kim Novak. Ernie Kovacs Barbara
Producer-director Richard Quine. Love triangle in

urbia, based on Evan Hunter's best-seller. 117

6/6/60.

13 GHOSTS Charles Herbert. Jo Morrow. Martin Milnt
Producer-director William Castle Rib-tickling ghost tali

83 min. 7/25/60.

August

NIGHTS Or LUCRETIA BORGIA, THE Color. Be

Lee. Jacques Sernas. Producer Carlo Caiano. Directo
Sergio Grieco. Action spectacle. 108 min 8/8/60
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September
ALL THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd Sidney Poitier.

Producer-director Hall Bartlett. U.N. forces trapped
behind enemy lines in Korea. 86 min. 8/8/40.

AS THE SEA RAGES Maria Schell. Cliff Robertson.
Producer Carl Sikoll. Director Horst Hechler. A war
among fishermen and islanders. 97 min. 8/22/40.

ENEMY GENERAL, THE Van Johnson. Jean Pierre

Aumont, Dany Carrel. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
George Sherman. 74 min. 8/22/40.

FAST AND SEXY CinemaScope. Color. Gina Lollo-

brigida Dale Robertson. Producer Milko Skofic. Di-

rector Reginald Denham.

October

I AIM AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw.
Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director J. Lee Thompson.
Rim biography of brilliant rocket scientist von Braun.

I'M ALL RIGHT JACK Peter Sellers, Ian Carmichael,
Terry-Thomas. Producer Rot Boulting. Director John

.
Boulting.

LET NO MAN WRITE MY EPITAPH Burl Ives. Shelley
Winters. James Darren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan. Di-

rector Philip Leacock.

Coming

DEVIL AT 4 O'CLOCK, THE Spencer Tracy. Frank
Sinatra. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mervyn
LeRoy.

GIDGET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope, Color. James
Darren. Sandra Dee, Michael Callan. Producer Jerry
Bresler.

GUNS OF NAVARONE, THE CinemaScope, Color.
Gregory Peck, David Niven, Anthony Quinn. Producer
Carl Foreman. Director J. Lee Thompson.

HELL IS A CITY Stanley Baker. John Crawford, Donald
Pleasance. Producer Michaei Carreras. Director Val
Guest.

PEPE CinemaScope, Color. Cantinflas, Dan Dailey,
Shirley Jones. Producer-director George Sidney.

PLEASE TURN OVER Ted Ray, Jean Kent, Leslie Philips.

Joan Sims. Producer Peter Rogers. Director Gerald

SONG WITHOUT END CinemaScope. Color. Dirk Bo-
garde, Capucine. Producer William Goetz. Director
Charles Vidor. Musical biography of Frani Liszt. 141

min. 7/11/40.

3 WORLDS OF GULLIVER, THE Super Dynamation,
Color. Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow. Producer Charles
Schneer. Director Jack Sher.

TWO PACES OF DR. JEKYLL, THE Color. Paul Massie,
Dawn Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
Terence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
son's classic.

WACKIEST SHIP IN THE ARMY. THE CinemaScope,
Color. Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson. Producer Fred
Kohlmar. Director Richard Murphy.

NDEPENDENTS

March
EXPRESSO BONGO IContinental Dist.) Laurence Har-
vey, Sylvia Syms. Producer-director Val Guest. Based
on the hit play by Wolf Mankowitz. 108 min. 4/25/40.

SWORD AND THE CROSS, THE (Valiant) CinemaScope.
Color. Gianna Maria Canale, Marisa Allasio. Director
Guido Brignone. Story of the Roman persecution of
early Christians.

April

KIDNAPPED IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Peter Finch,
James MacArthur. Producer Walt Disney. Director
Robert Stevenson. Adaptation of Robert Louis Steven-
son's adventure classic. 97 min. 2/29/40.

ROSEMARY I Films-Around-the-World, Inc.) Nadja Tiller,

Peter Van E.yck Producer Luggi Waldleitner. Director
Rolf Theile. True story of post-war German prostitute
who "made it." 105 min. 4/25/40.

June

SIGN OF ZORRO, THE (Buena Vista). Guy Williams,
Henry Calvin. Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-
tors Norman Foster and Lewis R. Foster. Suvash-;
buckling hero saves old Los Angeles from tyrannical
commandante. 91 min.

July

POLLYANNA IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Richard Eagan. Producer Walt Disney. Director David
Swift. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller. 134 min. 4/11/40.

August

PRIVATE PROPERTY (Citation Films Inc.) Corey Allen
Warren Oates, Robert Wark, Jerome Cowan, Kate
Manx. Producer Stanley Colbert. Director Leslie
Stevens. 80 min. 8/22/40.

SAVAGE EYE, THE (Trans-Lux Kingsley) Gary Merrill,
Barbara Baxley, Herschel Bernardi. Producer-Director
Ben Maddow, Sidney Meyers, Joseph Strick. 47 min.
8/22/40.

December

SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON IBuena Vista I Technicolor.
John Mills, Dorothy McGuire. Producer William H.
Anderson. Director Ken Annakin. Adaptation of Johann
Wyss' Adventure classic.

Coming
CHASERS, THE IGaston Hakim) Jacques Charrier.
Charles Agnovour. Director Jean-Pierre Mocky. Cyni-
cal yet engrossing French import about youthful

isers. 75 min. 3/28.

DAY OF THE TRUMPET, THE (C. Santiago Film Organi-
zation Prod.) John Agar, Richard Arlen, Bill Phipps
Producer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

DREAM MACHINE, THE (Amalgamated Prods.) Rod
Cameron, Marty Murphy, Peter lliing. Producers Rich-

ard Gordon and Charles Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
gomery Tully.

GORGO IKing Bros.) Technicolor. Wide screen. Bill

Travers, Vincent Winter, William Sylvester. Producer
Maurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

HIROSHIMA. MON AMOUR (Zenith International I

Emmanuelle Riva, Ejil Okada. Producer-Director Alain
Resnais. Love story set against background of war.
88 min. 7/25/40.

JAZZ ON A SUMMER'S DAY (Galaxy Attractions, Inc.)

Louis Armstrong, Gerry Mulligan, George Shearing.
Producer-director Bert Stern. Sights and sounds of the
Newport. R. I. annual iazz festival. 85 min. 5/9/40.

JUNGLE CAT (Buena Vista) Technicolor. Story of

animal life along the Amazon River.

LIGHT ACROSS THE STREET. THE IUMPO) Brigitte

Bardot, Raymond Pellegrin. Roger Piquat. Producer
Jacques Gauthier. Director Georges Lacombe. Drama.
A Frenck husband and wife try to live without normal
sex relations, after the husband had a near-fatal acci-

dent. 74 min.

LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.

I

Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton, Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MICHAEL STROGOFF (Continental Distributing. Inc.)

Color, CinemaScope. Curt Jurgens, Genevieve Page.
Producer John Spigler. Director Carmine Gallone.
Adventure classic. 115 min. 4/4/40.

REST IS SILENCE, THE (Films Around the World, Inc.)

Hardy Kruger Peter Van Eyck, Ingrid Andree. Pro-

ducer-Director Helmut Kautner. Modernized version of

Hamlet in German. 104 min. 8/8/40.

SCHOOL FOR SCOUNDRELS IContinental Distributing.

Inc. I Ian Carmichael, Terry-Thomas, Alastair Sim, Ja-
nette Scott. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Robert
Hamer. British comedy. 94 min. 7/25/40.

SILVER SKATES, THE IBuena Vista) Eastman Color.
Rony Zeander, Carin Rossby. Producer Walt Disney.
Director Norman Foster. Romantic fairy-tale taking

place by the Zuider Zee in 1850.

THUNDER IN CAROLINA (Howco International) Rory
Calhoun, Alan Hale, Connie Hines, John Gentry. Pro-

ducer J. Francis White. Director Paul Helmick. 92 min.
7/25/40.

METRO-GOLDWYN -MAYER

March
HOME F-ROM THE HILL CinemaScope. Metrocolor
Robert Mitchum, Eleanor Parker. Producer Edmund
Grainger. Director Vincente Minnelli. Film version of

William Humphrey's novel dealing with conflict be-
tween family. 150 min. 2/15/40.

April

PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES CinemaScope, Metro-
Color. Dort? Day^ David Nlven Janis Paige. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Cnarles Walters. Comic ex-

periences of N. Y. couple and their children. Ill min.

3/28.

May
PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney, Terry
Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas.
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military

academy. 93 min.

June

ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN, THE Cinema-
Scope. MetroColor. Tony Randall. Eddie Hodges. Pro-

ducer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Michael Curtiz.

Film version of Mark Twain's classic story of the Mis-

sissippi River. 107 min. 5/9/40.

GIANT OF MARATHON, THE Dyalscope, Color. Steve

Reeves. Mylene Demongeot. Producer Bruno Vailati.

Director Jacques Tourneur. Action-filled recreation of

the classic battle of ancient Greece. 92 min. 4/4/40.

July

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope, MetroColor. Judy
Holliday, Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-

tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit.

127 min. 4/27/40.

THE DAY THEY ROBBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray, Elizabeth Sellars, Hugh Griffith. Producer

Jules Buck. Director John Guillermin. Suspensefu!

action-thriller of a sensational robbery. 85 min. 8/8/40.

SEPTEMBER SUMMARY
The September release schedule has

increased slightly to 22, with Twentieth

Century-Fox still holding a command-

ing lead on the strength of six pic-

tures. Columbia holds down the num-

ber two spot with four films, while

Allied Artists is in third position with

three. Four firms—M-G-M, Paramount.

United Artists and Universal—all are

tied at two releases. Warner Bros, has

listed one, and American-International

has yet to slate any product for this

month.

August

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaScope,
MetroColor. Robert Wagner. Natalie Wood. Susan

Kohner. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Michael

Anderson. Drama involving four young people whose

paths cross in their search to find love. 112 mm.
7/25/40.

TIME MACHINE. THE Color. Rod Taylor, Alan Young
Producer-director George Pal. Based on H. G. Wells

story of a man who invents a machine which carries

him from the 19th century into an amazinq world of

the future. 103 min. 7/25/40.

September

ANGEL WORE RED, THE Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde,

Joseph Cotten Producer Goffredo Lombardo. Director

Nunnally Johnson. Drama, during Spanish Civil War.
involving a priest and a beautiful dancer. 99 min.

SUBTERRANEANS. THE CinemaScope, MetroColor.

Leslie Caron, George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed

Director Ranald MacDougall. Film version of Jack

Kerouac's novel. 89 min. 8/22/40.

October

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter, Pat Crowley.

Producer Kathryn Hereford. Director Phil Karlson. Story

of a man threatened by a gang of hoodlums after he

is witness to a murder. 81 min.

WHERE THE HOT WIND BLOWS Gina Lollobrigida

.

Yves Montand. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Jules

Dassin. From Roger Vailland's best-selling novel of

smoldering violence among people of primitive morals

living in an isolated Adriatic village.

November

BUTTERFIELD 8 CinemaScope. MetroColor. Elizabeth

Taylor. Laurence Harvey. Producer Pandro S. Berman
Director Daniel Mann. Adaptation of John O'Hara's

novel.

GORGO Eastman Color. Bill Travers. Will Sylvester,

Vincent Winter. Producers Frank and Maurice King.

Director Eugene Lourie. Adventure story of a monster

that virtually destroys London to rescue its off-spring

from captivity.

December

CIMARRON CinemaScope, MetroColor. Glenn Ford,

Maria Schell. Anne Baxter. Producer Edmund Grainger

Director Anthony Mann. Based on Edna Ferber's classic

novel.

MAGIC BOY Magicolor. Animated cartoon depicting

adventures of a little Japanese boy and girl and their

animal friends in the mountain district of Japan. 83 min.

Coming

BEN HUR Panavision. Technicolor. Charlton Heston,

Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-

ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bfb-

lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

GO NAKED IN THE WORLD CinemaScope. MetroColor.
Gina Lollobrigida. Tony Franciosa. Ernest Borgnine

Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Ranald MacDou-
gall. Film version of a novel by Tom Chamales.

VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED George Sanders, Bar-

bara Shelley. Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf
Rilla. Suspense drama with a science-fiction basis.

PARAMOU NT

March

HELLER IN PINK TIGHTS Technicolor. Sophia Loren.

Anthony Quinn, Margaret O'Brien. Producers Carlo
Ponti and Marcello Girosi. Director George Cukor.
Theatrical troupe's adve.ttures in the old west. 100

min. 3/14/40.

R O D U C T



April

CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS Lilli Palmer, Sylvia Syms
Yvonne Mitchell. Producer Betty E. Box Director Ralph
Thomas. Story of rescue operations of war orphans
imprisoned in concentration camps. 113 min. 3/14/60.

IN THE WAKE OF A STRANGER Tony Wright, Shirley
Eaton, Danny Green. Producer John Penington. Director
David Eady. Suspense drama concerning the dis-
appearance of the body of a murdered bookmaker.
4? min. 5/9/40.

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET Jerry Lewis, Joan Black-
man, Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog.
Screen version of the Broadway hit by Gore Vidal.
85 min. 2/15/40.

May
FIVE BRANDED WOMEN Van Heflin, Silvana Mangano,
Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis. Director
Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Nazis. 104 min
4/11/40.

PRISONER OF THE VOLGA Eastman Color. John Derek,
Elsa Martinelli, Dawn Addams. Director V Tour-
ieasky. Historical spectacle. 82 min. 5/9/40.

June
WALK LIKE A DRAGON Jack Lord, Nobu McCarthy,
James Shigeta. Producer-director James Clavell. Drama
set in the Old West dealing with the fight between
an American settler and a Chinese immigrant for the
love of an Oriental slave girl. 95 min. 4/6/40.

July

BELLBOY, THE Jerry Lewis. Aiex Gerry, Joan Tabor.
Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of a mute bellboy
at a Florida resort. 72 min. 8/22/40.

RAT RACE, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan. Drama of a career-seeking

5/9/40°
ne P ' ayer and 8 d ' sIllusioned showgirl. 105 min.

TAR2AN THE MAGNIFICENT Eastman Color. Gordon
Scott, Jock Mahoney. Producers Sy Weintraub, Harvey
Hayutin. Director Robert Day. Famous king of the
untamed engages in more adventurous activities 88
mm. 6/27/40.

August

IT STARTED IN NAPLES VistaVision. Technicolor. Clark
Gable, Sophia Loren. Producer Jack Rose. Director
Mel Shavelson. An American lawyer goes to Italy to
get his orphaned nephew and falls in love with the
child's governess. 100 min. 7/25/40.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh, Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles
John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.'
Story based on Inner Sanctum mystery novel bv Robert
Bloch. 109 min. 4/27/60.

September
BOY WHO STOLE A MILLION, THE Virgilio Texera
Maurice Reyna. Producer George Brown. Director
Charles Crichton. Young bank messenger "borrows"
1,000,000 pesetas to help his father.

UNDER TEN FLAGS Technirama. Van Heflin Charles
Laughton. Producer Dino DeLaurentis. Directors Duilio
Coletti and Silvio Narizzano. Drama of WWII.

October

SAVAGE INNOCENTS, THE Technirama, Technicolor An-
*hony <?uinn Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray.

November
G.I BLUES Technicolor. Ivis Presley, Juliet Prowse.
Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog. Story

Germany.lerican soldiers

December
BREATH OF SCANDAL. A Technicolor. Sophia Loren
Maurice Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti
and Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtiz. A sophis-
ticated story of the make-believe world of the Austro-
Hungarian court around 1904.

CINDWFELLA Technicolor, VistaVision. Jerry Lewis
«1 Wynn, Anna Marie Alberghetti, Erin O'Brien Pro-
ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin. Modern
version of the Cinderella fairy tale.

m ?J?
LD

S
F SUZ

J
E W0NG. THE Technicolor. William

Holden, Nancy Kwan, Michael Wilding. Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Richard Quine. Based
on Richard Mason s novel and the Broadway play.

Coming
AFRICAN STORY, THE Technicolor. John Wayne
Producer. Director Howard Hawks. Drama of adven-
turers who capture wild animals for zoos.

ALL IN A NIGHT'S WORK Technicolor. Dean Martin
Shirley MacLame, Cliff Robertson. Producer Hal Wal-
lis. Director Joseph Anthony. Pretty research assistant
tor publishing empire suspected of blackmail plot
involving late bon.

BIG BOSTON ROBBERY, THE Jay Barney, Tom Duggan
» A'LfWu ^/V P' T•<:*0' J»"V Hopper. Story

of a 12,000.000 bank heist.

BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
i«r, Amid, Vedlm. Producer Raymond Eger. Direc-

rZ9 X.
Y,dim

- Suspense drama based on story by
reul Gallieo.

EREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S Technicolor. Audrey Hep-
burn, George Peppard. Producers Mariin Jurow,
Richard Shepherd. Director Blake Edwards. Adapta-
tion of the best-seller by Truman Capote.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,
Georfe Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

espienaqe drama.

ONE-EYED JACKS VistaVision, Technicolor. Marlon
Brando, Pina Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-
tor Marlon Brando.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY. THE VistaVision. Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire, Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter.
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-
boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

SUMMER AND SMOKE Laurence Harvey, Geraldine
Page. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Peter Glenville.

Drama based on Tennessee Williams' Broadway play.

April

MASTER OF THE CONGO JUNGLE DeLuxe Color,
CinemaScope. Narrator—Orson Welles. Producer H.
Stock. Director M. De Roover. Story of life in the
Belgian Congo. 88 min. 1/18/40.

THIRTEEN FIGHTING MEN RegalScope. Grant Wil-
liams, Carole Mathews. Producer Jack Leewood. Di-
rector Harry Gerstad. Story of tensions and tragedy
when two rival patrols from North and South meet.
49 min. 3/28.

WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Ernie Kovacs, Margo Moore, Dick Shawn. Pro-
ducer-director Mervyn LeRoy. Gl operates a lavish
resort on a Pacific island. 126 min. 3/28.

May
CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson Welles,
Juliette Greco. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director
Richard Fleischer. Psychological thriller of dual iden-
tities. 97 min. 5/23/60.

DAVID AND BATHSHEBA Technicolor. Gregory Peck,
Susan Hayward. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. 116 min.

FLAME OVER INDIA DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Ken-
neth More, Lauren Bacall. Producer M. Hellman. Di-
rector J. Thompson. Suspense melodrama set in India.
130 min. 4/25/60.

VALLEY OF THE REDWOODS CinemaScope. Lynn
Bernay, John Hudson. Producer Gene Corman. Di-
rector William N. Witney. Masterful and ingenious
crime drama set off in northern California. 63 min.
4/25/60.

June

BOBBIKINS CinemaScope. Shirley Jones, Max Bygraves.
Producer O. Brodney. Director Robert Day. Hilarious
family comedy. 89 min. 2/29/60.

OPERATION AMSTERDAM Peter Finch, Eva Bartok.
Producer M. Cowan. Director M. McCarthy. Based on
a novel by David E. Walker. 105 min. 4/11/60.

TWELVE HOURS TO KILL CinemaScope. Nico Minar-
dos, Barbara Eden. Producer John Healy. Director
Edward L. Cahn. Crime melodrama. 83 min. 5/9/60.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Montgomery
Clift, Lee Remick, Jo Van Fleet. Producer-Director
Elia Kazan. An elderly woman successfully fights the
Tennessee Valley Authority. 110 min. 6/6/60.

July

FROM THE TERRACE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Myrna Loy. Pro-
ducer-Director Mark Robson. Inside look at low morals
of upper class. 144 min. 7/1 1/60.

HIGH POWERED RIFLE CinemaScope. Willard Parker,
Allison Hayes. Producer-director Maury Dexter. 60
min. 8/8/60.

LOST WORLD, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Fer-
nando Lamas, Claude Rains, David Hedison, Jill St.

John. Producer-Director Irwin Allen. Adventure-fantasy
spectacle. 98 min. 7/1 1/60.

MURDER, INC. CinemaScope. May Britt, Stuart Whit-
man. Producer Burt Balaban. Director Stuart Rosen-
berg. Story of famed crime syndicate. 107 min. 7/11/60.

STORY OF RUTH. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Elana Eden, Peggy Wood, Stuart Whitman. Producer
Samuel G. Engel. Director Harry Koster. Story of the
biblical character. 132 min. 6/27/40.

TRAPPED IN TANGIERS CinemaScope. Edmund Pur-
dom, Genevieve Page. Producer Riccardo Freda.
Director Antonio Cervi. 74 min. 8/22/40.

August

CAPTAIN'S TABLE, THE John Gregson, Peggy Cum-
mins, Donald Sinden, Nadia Gray. Producer Joseph
Janni. Director Jack Lee. Delightful comedy about
life aboard a pleasure cruiser. 90 min. 8/8/40.

FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard Basehart, Stu Erwin, Rex Allen. Producer-
Director George Sherman. 84 min. 8/22/40.

IDIOT. THE Y Yakovlev, J. Borisova, N. Podgorny.
Director Ivan Pyriev. Russian exchange film in coop-
eration with the State Department, based on Dostoiev-
sky'-, novel. 122 min. 8/22/40.

ONE FOOT IN HELL CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color
Dolores Michaels, Don Murray, Alan Ladd. Producei
Sydney Boehm. Director James B. Clark. 90 min.

8/22/60.

SONS AND LOVERS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Dear
Stockwell, Trevor Howard, Wendy Hiller, Heathei
Sears. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jack Cardiff
Drama of passion and love in a Welsh mining
munity. 103 min. 7/25/60.

39 STEPS. THE Kenneth More, Taina Elg. The cu
exchange production with the U.S.S.R. 95 min.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Ray Stricklyn

Mary Anders, Willard Parker. Producer Jack Lee
wood. Director William Claxton. Story of the teenage
life of the notoriuos outlaw. 73 min. 8/22/60.

September

FRECKLES Carol Christianson, Martin West. Producer
H. Spaulding. Director M. McLoglin.

GODDESS OF LOVE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color
Belinda Lee, Jacgues Sernas, Claudia Gora.

LET'S MAKE LOVE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Yves
Montand, Tony Randall, Marilyn Monroe. Producei
Jerry Wald. Director George Cukor.

SEPTEMBER STORM CinemaScope, 3-D. Joanne Dru,

Mark Stevens. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director

Byron Haskin. Unique underwater drama.

Vici Raff. Producer M. I

WALK TALL Willard Parker, Kent Taylor, Joyce Mead
ows. Producer-Director Maury Dexter.

October

BATTLE OF AUSTERLITZ CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color
Leslie Caron, Jack Palance, Rosanno Brazzi, Vittorio De
Sica, Martine Carol. Director Abel Gance.

DESIRE IN THE DUST Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer, Joan
Bennett, Brett Halsey, Ken Scott. Producer-Director Wil-

liam Claxton.

HIGH TIME CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Bing Crosby
Fabian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Charles Brackett
Director Blake Edwards. Rich, older playboy goes back
to college and learns a lot.

SECRET OF THE PURPLE REEF Peter Falk. Producer Gene
Corman. Director W. Whitly.

November

NORTH TO ALASKA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. John
Wayne. Stewart Granger, Ernie Kovacs, Fabian, Capu-
cine. Director Henry Hathaway. Mail-order bride i<

brought to Alaska in gold rush days.

SCHNOOKS, THE Tommy Noonan, Peter Marshall. Pro-

ducer Jack Leewood. Director Charles Barton.

December

Coming

BIG GAMBLE, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

Stephen Boyd, Juliette Greco, David Wayne. Producer
Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Richard Fleischer.

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor, Peter Finch. Producer
Walter Wanger. Director Rouben Mamoulian.

FERRY TO HONG KONG Curt Jurgens, Orson Welles,

Sylvia Syms. Producer George Maynard. Director

Lewis Gilbert. Offbeat comedy-drama about a cul-

tured tramp, a scheming captain, and their strange
alliance.

MILLIONAIRESS. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

Sophia Loren, Peter Sellers. Alastair Sim. Producer
Carlo Ponti. Director Anthony Asquith. Bernard Shaw's
famous comedy.

SALAMMBO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Jacques Ser-

nas, Edmund Purdom. Colorful panorama based on

Flaubert's famous story.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Mylene
Demongeot, Michael Craig, Anne Heywood. Producer
Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Rowdy, racy,

ragout of an impossible French baby-sitter. 101 min.

UNITED ARTISTS

April

BOY AND THE PIRATES, THE Color. Charles Herbert,

Susan Gordon. Producer-director Bert I. Gordon. Fan-

tasy-comedy. 82 min. 4/11/60.

THREE CAME TO KILL Cameron Mitchell, Steve Brodie.

Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action

drama. 70 min. 4/1 1/60.

Film BULLETIN — THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
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INFORGIVEN, THE Color. Burt Lancaster, Audrey
Hepburn. Producer James Hill. Director John Huston.

Videscreen Western. 125 min. 4/11/40.

May
VGITIVE KIND, THE Marlon Brando, Anna Magnani,

ioanne Woodward. Producer Martin Jurow and Richard

l.hepherd. Director Sidney Lumet. Based on Tennessee

Williams' Broadway play. II? min. 4/25/60.

;AU-ANT HOURS, THE James Cagney. Producer-Direc-

or Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval hero

admiral Halsey. 115 min. 5/23/60.

JOOSE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis, Ted De Corsia

''roducer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Ac-
ion drama. 69 min. 5/9/60.

.U1HMER OF THE 17th DOLL Ernest Borqnine. Anne
lazier. Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film version

if Ray Lawler's Broadway and London stage play. 93

June

rfACUMBA LOVE Color. Ziva Rodann, William Well-

nan, Jr.. June Wilkinson. Producer-Director Douglas
^wley. Voodoo and tropical romance in Brazil. 86

nin. 6/6/60.

vlUSIC BOX KID, THE Ronald Foster, Luana Patten.

5rant Richards. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director
rdward L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.

July

\PARTMENT, THE Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine,
:red MacMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder. Ro-
mantic comedy. 125 min. 5/23/60.

:AGE OF EVIL Ronald Forster, Pat Blair. Producer
Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn. Crime
idrama. 70 min. 8/8/60.

.AST DAYS OF POMPEII, THE Color. CinemaScope.
jteve Reeves, Christina Kauffman. Producer Paolo
vloffa. Director Mario Bonnard. 103 min. 6/27/60.

August

ELMER GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster, Jean
Simmons. Dean Jagger. Producer Bernard Smith. Di-

-ectcw Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller.

,145 min. 7/1 1/60.

WALKING TARGET Steve Kandel. Ron Foster. Producer
Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Kahn. Action drama.
74 min. 8/22/60.

September

NIGHT FIGHTERS, THE Robert Mitchum. Dan O'Herlihy,
Anne Heywod. Producer Raymond Stross. Director
Taylor Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion. 74 min.

STUDS LONIGAN Christopher Knight, Venetia Steven-
son. Producer Philip Yordan. Director Irving Lerner.
.Him version of the James T. Farrel trilogy. 95 min.
7/25/60.

October

ALAMO. THE ITedd-AO) Technicolor. John Wayne,
Richard Widmark, Laurence Harvey, Linda Cristal.
'Producer-director John Wayne. Historic Western.

November

INHERIT THE WIND Spencer Tracy. Fredric March.
Gene Kelly. Producer-director Stanley Kramer. Recre-
ation of famed Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925. 127
|min. 7/25/60.

MAGNIFICENT SEVEN, THE PanaVision, Color. Yul
Brynner, Eli Wallach, Horst Buchholi, Steve McQueen.
Producer-director John Sturges. Based on the Japanese

I •film "
The Seven Samurai."

December

EXODUS Color, PanaVision. Paul Newman, Eva Marie
Saint, Peter Lawford. Producer-director Otto Premin-
ger. Based on Leon Uris' novel.

Coming
ADVISE AND CONSENT Producer-director Otto Prem-
mger. From Allen Drury best-seller about Washington
politics.

APPLE PIE BED Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director
Jean Negulesco. Based on the novel "The Midwife
of Pont Clery" by Flora Sandstrom.

BY LOVE POSSESSED Director Robert Wise. Picturiza-
tion of James Gould Cozzen's Pulitzer Prize winning

1 novel.

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
Kramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
sion of James Michener's epic novel.

INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Donna Anderson.
Producer Stanley Kramer. Director Paul Stanley.

MISFITS, THE Clark Gable. Marilyn Monroe, Montgom-
ery Clift. Producer Frank Taylor. Director John
Huston. Comedy.

TIME ON HER HANDS Ingrid Bergman. Anthony Per-
kins. Producer-director Anatole Litvak. Filmization of
Francois Sagan's romantic novel "Do You Like Brahms?"

TUNES OF GLORY Color. Alec Guinnes, John Mills.
Producer Colin Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Com-
edy-drama of the British postwar army.

Film

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Elizabeth Taylor. Director
Delbert Mann. Based on the Broadway stage success.

WAY WEST. THE James Stewart. Kirk Douglas. Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

WEST SIDE STORY Widescreen. Color. Producer-direc-
tor Robert Wise. Filmization of Broadway musical,
teenagers In love and the problems they face.

UNIVERSAL INT'L

A pril

HEAD OF A TYRANT Technicolor, Totalscope. Massimo
Girotti, Isabell eCorey, Renato Baldini, Yvette Masson.
Director Fernando Gerghio. Story of the annihilation
of the people of Central Asia in ancient times. 102
min. 5/23/60.

SNOW QUEEN, THE Eastman Color. Voices of Art
Linkletter, Sandra Dee, Patty McCormack. Tommy Kirk.

Producer Robert Faber. Animated version of Hans
Christian Anderson fairy tale. 70 min. 12/7/59.

May
COSSACKS, THE Technicolor, Totalscope. Edmund
Purdom, Johny Barrymore, Jr., George Moll. Pro-
ducer W. Touriansky. Director Giorgio Rivalta. 113
min. 4/11/60.

June

BRiDES OF DRACULA, THE Technicolor. Peter Cushing,
Martita Hunt, Yvonne Monlaur, Freda Jackson. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Horror
thriller. 85 min. 6/6/60.

LEECH WOMAN, THE Coleen Gray. Grant Williams.
Gloria Talbot. Producer Joseph Gershenson. Director
Edward Dein. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving
drug and turns murderess. 77 min. 5/23/60.

July

DINOSAURUS CinemaScope. Deluxe Color. Ward Ram-
sey. Producer J. H. Harris. Director Irvin S. Yea-
worth, Jr. Adventure spectacle of pre-historic mon-
sters. 83 min. 6/27/60.

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Eastman Color. Anthony Quinn,
Lana Turner, Sandra Dee. John Saxon. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Michael Gordon. Adaptation of
Broadway play by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts. 112
min. 6/27/60.

SOS PACIFIC Pier Angeli, Richard Attenborough, Eva
Bartok. Producers John Nasht, Patrick Filmer-Sankev.
Director Guy Green. Action thriller. 92 min. 7/25/60.

August

CHARTROOSE CABOOSE Eastman Color. Molly Bee,
Ben Cooper, Edgar Buchanan. Producer Stanley W.
Daugherty. Director William Reynolds. Comedy cen-
tered around a chartreuse caboose used for a home.
76 min. 6/27/60.

COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL St = ve Allen, Jayne Meadows.
Mamie Van Doren, Walter Winchell, Mickey Shaugh-
nessy, Cathy Crosby, Conway Twitty. Producer-director
Albert Zugsmith. Story of college prof's survey of
teenagers with surprising results. 90 min.

September

BETWEEN TIME AND ETERNITY Eastman Color. Lilli

Palmer Carlos Thompson, Willy Birgel. Director Ar-
thur Maria Rabenal. 98 min. 8/22/60.

SEVEN WAYS FROM SUNDOWN Eastman Color. Audie
Murhpy, Barry Sullivan, Venetia Stevenson, John Mc-
Intire. Producer Gordon Kay. Director Harry Keller.

November

MIDNIGHT LACE Color. Doris Day, Rex Harrison, John
Gavin, Myrna Lov. Producers Ross Hunter Martin Mel-
cher. Director David Miller. Mystery set in England.

Coming

DAY OF THE GUN Color. Rock Hudson, Kirk Douglas.
Dorothy Malone, Joseph Cotton and Carol Lynley.
Producers Eugene Frenke, Edward Lewis. Director
Robert Aldrich.

GRASS IS GREENER, THE Technicolor and Technirama.
Cary Grant. Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum, Jean
Simmons. Producer-Director Stanley Donen.

GREAT IMPOSTER. THE Tony Curtis, Edmond O'Brien,
Arthur O'Connell, Gary Merrill, Joan Blackman,
Raymond Massey. Producer, Robert Arthur. Director,
Robert Mulligan. Based on the life of Ferdinand
Demara.

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE, THE Mickey
Rooney. Mamie Van Doren. Fay Spain. Mel Torme,
Marty Milner, Tuesday Weld. Paul Anka. Cecil Kelia-
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith,
Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people on a bus
are taken by a parallel to the Garden of Eden and
its temptations. 87 min.

ROMANOF" AND JULIET Color. Sandra Dee. John
Gavin. Producer-director Peter Ustinov.

SPARTACUS Technirama, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Lawrence Olivier, Jean Simmons. Tony Curtis. Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-

tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
his undying love.

March

GUNS OF THE TIMBERLAND Technicolor. Alan Ladd.
Jeann* Crain Frankie Avalon Producer Aaron Spell-

ing. Director. Robert D W-ebb. An adventure drema
of lumbermen and their women. 91 min. 2/15/40.

THIS REBEL BREED Rita Moreno. Mark Damon. Pro-

ducers WllJiam Rowland and Robert H. Yamm. Direc-

tor Richard L. Bare. A story of iuvenile delinquency

93 min. 2/15/60.

A pril

TALL STORY Technicolor. Anthony Perkins. Jene

Fonda. Producer-director Joshua Logan. Romantic com-

edy based on Broadway stage hit by Lindsay end

Crouse. 91 min. 2/15/60.

May
SERGEANT RUTLEDGE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter,

Constance Towers. Producers Pat Ford and Willis Gold-

beck Director John Ford. An unusual storv of justice

in the post-Civil War west. Ill min. 4/25/60.

June

HANNIBAL Technicolor. Victor Mature. Rita Gam.
Producer Ottavio Poggi. Director Edgar G Ulmer^

Adventure spectacle of the exploits of the celebrated

Carthaginian hero. 103 min. 6/27/60.

July

HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Color. Steve Reeves,

Sylva Koscina. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director Piefro

Francisci. Sequel to "Hercules". 101 min. 6/6/60.

ICE PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton, Robert Ryan,

Carolyn Jones. Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Blanke

Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferber's novel of

Alaska. 143 min. 6/27/60.

August

OCEAN'S ELEVEN Technicolor. Frank Sinatra. Dean

Martin, Sammy Davis. Jr., Peter Lawford, Ang.e

Dickinson. Producer-director Lewis Milestone. A Las

Vegas story. 127 m:n. 8/8/60.

September

CROWDED SKY. THE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,

Rhonda Fleming. Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. Producer Mi-

chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drama

of modern aviation. 105 min. 8/22/60.

October

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS, THE Technicolor.

Robert Preston. Dorothy McGuire, Eve Arden. Producer

Michael Garrison. Director Delbert Mann. Based on

William Inge's Broadway stage hit.

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy Greer Garson. Producer Dore Schary. Director

Vincent J. Donehue. From Schary's play about Franklin

D. Roosevelt, a decade before his rise to the Presidency.

Coming

GIRL OF THE NIGHT Anne Francis, John Kerr, Lloyd

Nolan Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director Joseph

Cates. From Dr. Harold Greenwald's social and psy-

choanalytical study "The Call Girl".

SINS OF RACHEL CADE. THE Technicolor. Angie Dick-

inson, Peter Finch. Roger Moore. Producer Henry

Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer's

best-selling novel of Africa.

SUNDOWNERS, THE Technicolor. Deborah Kerr, Robert

Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of the

Australian "out back country."
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New Film Makers
>

The TV Season

Looks Good —
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The Case far
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By ROBERT GOLDSTEIN

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO
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HIGH TIME

THE ANGEL WORE RED

I AIM AT THE STARS

THE NIGHT FIGHTERS

THE DARK AT THE TOP
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What They'te Talking About

In the Movie Business

MOVIE MAN ZECKENDORF. Look for

William Zeckendorf to become increasingly active

in -movie matters. Through his association with

various deals involving studios and theatres, the

dynamic realty man. has become convinced that

the time is ripe for the entrance of new

entrepreneurs into the film production field.

Zeckendorfs reputation for boldness of action is

seen carrying him far beyond the modest step

he is taking into production via the new

Alpha Distributing Co., perhaps, ultimately, into

acquisition of a studio of his own.

0

'ENTER BROTHERS TISCH. Bill Zeckendorf

will not be the only one to move from hotel realty

to film production. The Tisch brothers,

Laurence and Preston, now firmly in the saddle

at Loew's Theatres, likewise are impressed with

the potential of the movie market and are

eager to extend their activities into production.

Their brief experience thus far in the Loew's

operation has served to convince them that there

s room for new blood in picture production.

The thinking of the Tischmen is not confined

:o easing the product shortage only for their

)wn circuit; they believe the gap between film

supply and demand leaves a profitable world-wide

market for more pictures. When the Department

)f Justice clears the roadblock, Loew's

v i 1 1 move fast into the field.

o

SUMMER B.O. DOWN. Early indications from

i check being made of all leading theatre chains

ire that theatre business for the past Summer
vas down between 7 and 10 percent from last year.

Onus for the slump is generally put on the

quality of the product available during the

season. Details will be made known in the

next issue of Film BULLETIN.

o

ETOBICOKE SILENCE. The date for the

accounting of the toll-TV experiment in Etobicoke

continues to recede. On numerous occasions

since the service was instituted in the Toronto

suburb last February 26 vague promises have

been made by Telemeter that a definite report on

public response would be forthcoming, but each

time the accounting date has been pushed back.

Latest word is that Trans-Canada Telemeter

will withhold the information for some time

to come, perhaps six months after the goal of

6,000 installations is reached (the count is now
over 5,000). Meanwhile, there was a sharp,

albeit not unexpected, drop in feevee viewing

during the Summer months. While there is certain

to be a pick-up in the Fall, Telemeter's "take"

will depend on the programming. Many
subscribers are demanding more than the almost

straight film fare offered so far, and TCT is

hoping to line up popular sports events. It

already has been indicated that such attractions

can outgross any of the movies presented,

including "Ten Commandments".

o

NO EADY PLAN FOR U.S. Immediate and

firm exhibitor reaction to the proposal by inde

producer Walter Mirisch for an America^ version

of the British Eady Plan is thumbs down.

While eager to hear any idea that might spark

more production, most theatremen see the

Mirisch suggestion as leading to an increase in

film rentals, and they are in no mood for that.

The Eady Plan in Britain takes the form of a

boxoffice tax, proceeds of which are turned over

to producers for additional production. It is

credited with rescuing the British film industry.

While not averse to subsidies by the government

to stimulate production, U. S. theatremen

will be found unalterably opposed to using their

boxoffices as the collection agencies to finance

any subsidy program.
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Newsmakers

Fabian's Message

The acute film shortage and how ex-

hibition can act to solve it was, to no

one's surprise, the most exciting topic

at the Theatre Owners of America

convention in Los Angeles. The in-

dustry's headline newsmaker was Simon

H. Fabian, circuit operator, chairman

of the American Congress of Exhibitors

and treasurer of TOA.

His message to the convention was

a straightforward, no-holds-barred pro-

nouncement of the exhibitor's status

today—and it snapped a number of

motion picture heads to attention. The-

atremen should, he contended, be ready

to meet production-distribution at least

halfway: "We hold ourselves ready at

any time to resume the meetings, to

discuss not only our own problems but

any problems affecting the industry."

But he spoke in no uncertain terms of

exhibition's firm determination to lick

the product shortage by its own efforts.

He told the nation's theatremen that

they can regain a large measure of

prosperity by plunging into the pro-

duction field to provide the films they

require to survive this crucial period.

But let theatreman Fabian speak for

himself:

"I come here, in my capacity as Chair-

man of ACE and head of its Commit-
tee on More Production, to tell you
what we have done and where we are

headed. I come with over $3,0()(),()()()

in the bank as the basic financing to

set up an ACE Productions Company
and with the firm confidence that we
have found the way to protect our
future . . .

"In our initial effort we were suc-

cessful in breaking down the barriers

between exhibition and the Presidents'

Committee of the Motion Picture Asso-

ciation. As you know, for years it has

been a desperate hope of many exhib-

itors that such Summit conferences

—

a face to face meeting across the table

—could reform the industry. But it was
soon evident that a conference at the

summit was no panacea. The open door
was not the road to settlement of dif-

ferences between Exhibition and Dis-

tribution. There was no meeting of the

minds and this effort didn't cure a

single problem . . .

"I think you should know what we
tried to do in detail and understand

that the failure to reach useful solutions

and to eliminate at least some of the

sore spots, was not the fault of the

exhibition side of the table.

"1. We did our utmost to persuade
the Presidents to increase their feature

production. They listened sympatheti-

cally. Some of them even made tenta-

tive promises. But the number of re-

leases grew less and less. Probably be-

cause Distributors have a different view
of the present and future of the theatre

industry than we have. We were, con-

sequently, forced to undertake the gi-

gantic task of creating more produc-
tion, and we sincerely believe that our
ACE Productions will, therefore, sup-

plement the production programs of
the existing distributors.

"2. We pressed very hard to get the
distribution people to organize a na-

tional or even an international contest,

or create some other practical machin-
ery, which would stimulate the develop-
ment of new faces. All of us believe

that the present generation of movie
fans should, and must have, a wide
choice of young people of talent ap-
pearing in pictures, from which they
can choose their own favorites and
thus create a new constellation of mo-
tion picture stars. At the same time an
increase of production creates oppor-
tunities to develop the creative minds
of the business; writers and producers,
as well as essential technical experts.

"We believe that this is a critical

need of the business; that we can't grow
without it. And we took the liberty,

in our discussions at the Summit meet-
ings, to commit you, the theatre owners
and operators to extensive cooperation
if only the studios would set up an
over-all scheme to which exhibition
could contribute a powerful promotion
effort. Again, the same sympathetic in-

terest from the Presidents, but the idea

died aborning.

"3. Our Exhibitor-Producer-Distribu-

tor Committee undertook to grapple

with the jungle of problems involved

in trade practices and trade policies.

Nearly every one of those issued is

involved with shortage of feature re-

leases. Shortage of prints is directly

connected with shortage of features.

Multiple runs are linked to lack of suf-

ficient product. And it goes all the way
down the line.

"No matter what phase of internal

industry relations we start to discuss,

we invariably come back to the shortage

of film.

"Regardless of previous failures, we
hold ourselves ready at any time to re-

sume the meetings, to discuss not only

our own problems but any problems

affecting the industry.

"4. Which reminds me that we
struck out on Conciliation and I am
speaking of the specific plan to clear

up disputes between exhibitor and dis-

tributor. It was argued by the dis-

tributors that the scheme had never

had a real chance and that they would
issue instructions to the field in their

respective companies, so that their Ex-

change Managers would have authority

to settle differences. In cases where this

was impossible, the exhibitors could

appeal to New York. Whatever the

reasons are, and I assume they are

many, the second effort to use the Con-
ciliation plan has not worked, and as

far as I know, it has been abandoned

(Continued on Page 1 5 )
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Welcome* i\e$r

Film Xlukers
Because change and progress usually

are indiscernible, humans are given to

despairing that their ills will never

pass. To comfort us, philosophers

through the ages have contrived such

happy soothsayings as, "It's Always

Darkest Before the Dawn" and "Be-

hind Every Cloud There's a Silver

Lining ".

Trapped in a vise-like impasse be-

tween a greatly reduced audience and

a sharply constricted film output, thea-

tremen in recent years had been sink-

ing deeper and deeper into an attitude

of despondency about their future.

Nothing, it seemed, could relax the

product shrinkage that had taken its

toll of many movie houses and threat-

ened so many more. Now, suddenly,

a bright new day seems about to dawn.

The motion picture industry today

is abuzz with excitement about pro-

duction activities by new people who
comprehend the imbalance that exists

between film supply and demand. Like

keen and farsighted businessmen, they

sense the needs of the market and plan

to provide the product it requires.

Some time ago, we wrote here:

"The film companies, content with

the tight little sellers' market they have

evolved in recent years, are deluding

themselves if they believe this business

will always remain their oyster. Sup-

ply in any field has a habit of develop-

ing to meet demand, and it is inevit-

able that some day soon some keen-

eyed, profit-minded entrepreneurs will

plunge into film production to take up

the slack between present-day output

and the needs of thousands of theatres."

Well, here they come. From the

realty field, William Zeckendorf; from

hotel operations, the Tisch brothers;

from exhibition, ACE. They come with

plans and the wherewithal to "crash"

the gates of filmdom.

Mr. Zeckendorf said the production

field needs a broader base, one on

which theatremen, as well as film com-

panies, can prosper. "The industry is

not an exclusive club for the few", he

declared. "It belongs to the many."

And, let's face it, some of our film

leaders have grown smug with the pre-

sumption that they have the market

fenced off as their private province.

We join with exhibition in extend-

ing a hearty welcome to the new film

makers. The industry needs you.

The TV Seasan
Tooks Caatl
- 1 or Us!

This month marks the traditional

opening of a new television season, the

start of doings that are of more than

passing interest to our industry. How
good, or bad, the competitive enter-

tainment medium will be concerns

everyone in movie business.

An early appraisal of the 1960-61

TV season impels the conclusion that

the overall quality of the medium's

programming is down-graded this sea-

son. Apparently playing it according

to the strictest commercial rules, and

nothing more, the networks seem de-

termined to stick to formula in dis-

pensing this season's video fare. The

public will be fed a highly increased

number of filmed series of familiar

bent—westerns, family situations, pri-

vate eyes, crime shows.
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Of particular interest to movie peo-

ple is the fact that the new season will

see a sharp (approximately 50^) re-

duction in TV specials. Television's

programmers maintain they are con-

forming to the public's preferences,

which, indeed, may be so. In any event,

the type of programming scheduled to

dominate home screens this season pre-

sents a fine opportunity for our indus-

try to exploit to advantage.

The most devoted segment of tele-

vision viewers is comprised of those

who, by reason of age, circumstance or

convenience, are content to sit home
to watch the repetitive, weekly grind

of 30-minute or hour-long TV fare.

They have become the occasional or

rare moviegoers. On the other hand,

the restless younger people and their

discriminating elders who still find

moviegoing an exciting adventure also

were prone to the lure of television's

special shows, which offered some de-

gree of novelty and style and pageantry

hinting of movies.

This is the point. With the reduc-

tion in specials, a decided competitive

factor has been siphoned out of TV.

As television lowers its sights more

and more to the common denominator,

opportunity increases for movie busi-

ness to widen the breach between the

two media.

This new TV season looks good

—

for us. Another season, another reason

for making whoopee.

20th-Fox. The
Working Simito

When he assumed command of the

20th Century-Fox studio, Robert Gold-

stein promptly made known his inten-

tion of activating the plant's vast fa-

cilities for a stepped-up production

program. "I consider it foolish," he

said, "to have a big, well-equipped

studio and not make use of it."

(Continued on Pjt;c II)
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By Philip R. Ward

THE ANATOMY OF SUCCESS. Once upon a time, according

to a folktale, there was a flatulent, walrus-whiskered million-

aire who, as whimsy would have it, decided to subject the

seediest, most dissolute bum he could find to a one-day Bac-

chanalia of luxury.

Finding the victim and thrusting him pell-mell into the

chandeliered opulence of the old Astor, the plutocrat settled

back into delicious expectancy. But as one bedazzlement fol-

lowed the next, the bum responded with an equanimity bor-

dering on boredom. And as the day wore on the tramp acted

out his part as one accepting an inevitable birthright, however

long-suspended in realization. By nightfall his hauteur was

hopeless.

Enraged to the point of madness, the millionaire had the

idler tossed bodily into the streets, whereupon the bum puffed

up his chest with dignity and stalked off majestically. The
story ends.

0

Any parallel between this fable and recent developments in

filmdom depends on individual sensitivities and the state of

corporate self-consciousness. It was recited to us at a recent

luncheon by a partner of a good Wall Street house in con-

nection with one of our burgeoning companies.

"You'll forgive the irony," said he. "Eve always had a funny

view of your business—as though it wasn't really a business

at all, but a sort of good-natured tempest set to music, like a

circus, perhaps—along those lines." We said we knew and

nodded agreeably. And of course we did know.

"I've never been able to really take your business quite

seriously," he continued. "The fact that it makes profits or

losses has always seemed like an incidental fact to me. I mean
we really don't think about the Yankees making or losing

money. It's a matter of orientation toward a business, and I've

possibly never recovered from my boyhood perspectives."

He acknowledged that his research department has been

busily occupied with two or three movie situations, something
of a departure for his firm which evidently dealt in tweedier

industries than picture making.

"We're as amenable as the next house to focus on a prom-
ising target as the result of sound appraisal, but I can't help

overlaying this ingrained prejudice of mine upon any pros-

pectus dealing with a movie stock. I'm afraid you're not going
to be too happy with this interview. I can't, for the world of

me, foresee the ingredients of stability that I demand in a

security, however uncertain its present outlook may be, to

encourage considered speculation. Now your outlook is not

terribly uncertain. In fact, both income and profit have stabi-

lized nicely. But the longer view offers little. There's too

much decision-as-you-go. There's not enough planning. Of

course, I'm one man, and your industry looks pretty good right

now, especially two or three of the companies we've talked

about."

0

This little luncheon session set us to thinking—about the

disastrous state of our public relations and about filmdom's

long-range direction.

No one can gainsay Wall Street's newly gained respect for

the film craft. Profits are profits. And at last count, we noted
i

no less than 14 separate stock recommendation services had
i

listed one or more film shares as "buy" or "growth" selections.

Noted, too, has been the profusion of articles in financial

newspapers and periodicals dealing with the improving income

of the industry, as well as a rash of feature stories treating

individual companies.

Most significant is the torrent of research appraisals issuing

from investment firms. In 30 days, thirty-odd studies have

passed over our desk. Heaven knows how many more are ini

circulation. Clearly, the money business has discovered the
]

movies. And, not surprisingly, point gains by individual firms
i

have run almost in direct ratio to the volume of printed I

propaganda.

Universal Pictures, for instance, at whose feet have been

,

tossed perhaps more encomiums than ever in its history, hasi

gained gloriously. Likewise M-G-M, another bellringer in the

garnering of published recommendations. Others maintaining

organized Wall Street fan clubs include Columbia, 2()th-Fox,

Warner Brothers and Paramount.

Paramount studies are amusing, hinting as they do of sly

Old Uncle Remus. There is something about Paramount book

keeping that inspires awe. This firm produces double entry

miracles from operational vacuums. It wheels, deals, acquires,

plants, retires stocks with the dexterity of a Houdini. Says one

commentator: "If only it could make movies!"

0

Perhaps this is what so disturbed our luncheon friend. No
planning. Decision-as-you-go. If this industry is to consolidate

its now ripening gains and build from here to greater and

higher peaks, now is the time to set the compass needle to one

true course and stay with it. Isn't it about time we really knew

where we are going?

. It's worth a moment of thought, at least.
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'roth OuUidi
by ROLAND PENDARIS

A Shortage of Ideas

Amid all the talk about the need for more motion pictures,

better plays, more books of fiction and so forth, there seems to

be very little attention paid to the essential problem. The basic

shortage in the world today is a shortage of creative ideas. You

can apply this statement to almost any phase of modern life,

whether you are talking about Hollywood motion pictures,

world understanding, national defense, or the urban traffic prob-

lem. The challenges and complexities of modern civilization

seem to require so much perspiration that there is not much

room left for inspiration.

This column has no intention of being profound, nor do we

have any illusions as to the profoundity of motion picture audi-

ences en masse. Nevertheless, it seems only fair to relate the

problems of the motion picture industry to the world in which

those problems exist.

We simply do not have enough good ideas for motion pic-

tures. Some producers say this is because pictures have become

so expensive to produce. Some writers say that the shortage

of ideas reflects the lack of imagination of the producers. The

basic difficulty, however, has very little to do with either cost

accounting or the aesthetic perceptions of the movie moguls.

Interesting ideas are not related to cost. Two or three million

dollars do not guarantee a good motion picture—only an

expensive one.

I can recall hearing one of Hollywood's journeyman pro-

ducers, several decades ago, proclaiming vehemently at an

industry meeting that "nobody ever starts out to make a bad

picture." I would like to think that this is still true—that no-

body deliberately sets out to make a bad picture. Nevertheless,

I find it hard to believe that all of the bad pictures are pure

accidents. Truth is, too many movies are started without ideas

—only with an ambition to attract a certain audience. In any

art form—and certainly motion pictures are an art form—the

way to make creative progress is to create. It is not enough

merely to make pictures to satisfy an existing market. The
creative talents must establish new themes, new techniques and

new personalities to help meet new markets as well as broaden

existing ones.

A constant restriction of motion pictures or books or plays

to proven formula material must have a stultifying effect. The
essence of true creativity is a willingness to explore and to

experiment. livery milestone of motion picture progress has

been a monument to this willingness to gamble with an idea.

Just as we need men in the world arena with originality, imagi-

nation and a sense of mission, we need such men in the enter-

tainment industry. We need them in all branches of the indus-

try. If something new appears in television, or on the legitimate

stage, it sends ripples rolling off into motion pictures. And if

we give new stature to motion pictures, we raise the standards

by which television and the stage must be judged.

I have heard stars and writers blaming the Hollywood film

climate on the major production studios. I think the individuals

who attempt to assign the blame in this fashion are full of the

proverbial prunes. The fact is that the stars and creative peo-

ple, when they form their own companies as they insist on do-

ing, become the most cautious and least adventurous film maken

of all. When a creative talent starts worrying more about the

business side of his venture than about his entertainment ideas,

he is no longer a c eative talent, but a business man. The enter-

tainment business needs good businessmen; but good business-

men in the entertainment business need ideas to keep them in

business.

0

How do we get more creativity in the movie business? The

answer is that we must provide more room for creative talent,

more opportunity for them to try out their ideas. The key word

in this answer is "more". We must have more motion pictures

in order to provide more opportunities for creative people. We
must make it possible for a company to take a chance on a pro-

duction without risking perhaps 10% of its entire annual

budget.

There is a simple parallel. No one in his right mind today

would contend that the television networks and television pro

gramming in general would be better if the networks cut back

to three hours of operation per day. And yet the motion pic

ture industry has cut back. Instead of broadening their base of

operations to provide new lures for a shrinking market, tin

film makers have chosen to shrink along with the market-

thereby further shrinking it. A vicious cycle, to be sure.

It is very impressive to read the profit statements of man)

of the film companies today, and I am fully aware that most ol

these profits come from a handful of block-buster pictures. Bu!

I must rise to express the belief that there could be considerable

profit in lesser films that boasted more creativity. Motion pic

ture people insist that they would make more pictures if the)

could get good enough ideas. As long as so few pictures an

being made, however, there really isn't terribly much incenth

for new writers to come up with new ideas. There simply ar<

not enough opportunities to go around.

The big problem of the movie industry, it seems to me, is t<

create the opportunities for new ideas, for new talent. If 1 wet

the head of a film company, one of my most intense interest

would be to replenish constantly the supply of personalities and

creative artists who make the films that make the boxoffice tick

This can only be accomplished by opening the doors of oppor

tunity to prospects, and that means opening the studio door:

to more people with more ideas for more movies for mart

movie-goers. We must return to the days when part of tin

excitement of going to the movies was the ever-changing pano

rama of attractions on the marquee.
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His words certainly came as glad

tidings to product-hungry theatremen,

although some might have suspected

that this was another instance of

merely paying lip service to exhibi-

tion's needs. But, as he proved last

week, Mr. Goldstein is a man of his

word. Following conferences with

president Spyros P. Skouras, who sees

eve-to-eye with his studio chief's views

on production, he announced that 17

new films will be put before the cam-

eras bv 20th during the next 90 days.

Neither is the new Fox production

boss an advocate of the rather shallow,

volume theory that says, as you grind

out pictures, so shall you reap the

profits. As top-level company officials

were quick to discover, Goldstein op-

erates with a keen commercial sense.

Twelve features will be turned out

under Goldstein's direct guidance, with

the top-master the Elizabeth Taylor-

starrer, "Cleopatra," to be produced by

Walter Wanger. The new studio chief

seems to have inspired the company's

foremost independent producers to

step up their programs as well. By the

end of the year, such potential block-

busters as Jerry Wald's "Return to

Peyton Place" and David O. Selznick's

"Tender Is the Night" will be started.

The flurry of activity at the Fox-

plant obviously is no illusion of the

moment, nor merely the result of a

change in command that will diminish

with the passage of time. Appointed

"temporary" head of production, Gold-

stein is due for permanent studio

status. Head man Skouras is deter-

mined to reaffirm the supremacy of the

big studio operation, and in Robert

Goldstein he apparently has the man
to do it.

April 17, 1961
The big date is April 17, 1961. On

that night our own prized Oscar makes

his eagerly-awaited appearance— the

33rd—before some 50,000,000 Ameri-

cans, to win their plaudits, we hope.

Now there remains the tremendous

showmanship effort and the meticulous

production and staging necessary to

make the program a rousing success.

Remember, only 211 planning and pro-

motion days until the Oscar show.

Commen<
C. GLENN NORRIS: "We (20th-

Fox) are not transferring our af-

fection from motion pictures for

theatres to pictures for TV."
* * *

PHILIP GERARD: "There is no

single medium of selling equal

to the newspaper."
* * *

ROBERT GOLDSTEIN: "I don't

want to be in competition with

producers on the lot."

STANLEY KRAMER: "There is

something wrong mathematically

when a producer spends S2,000,-

000 on a picture and it has to

gross S6,000.000 to break even."

GEORGE SIDNEY: "In the fu-

ture we are going to get more

roadshow attractions ... I think

in the future there will be even

less pictures made."

MAX
J.

ROSENBERG (pro-

ducer of Warners' "Girl of the

Sight "): "The producer today

can not stop when he has turned

over his picture to the distribu-

tor. He has a continuing obliga-

tion to the exhibitor, the distrib-

utor and to himself to get out in

the field to help advertise and

publicize the picture."

* * *

LAURENCE A. TISCH: "I want

to dispel any ideas that Loew s

is planning to liquidate its exhi-

bition interests and engage only

in hotel operation. This is the

furthest thing from the minds of

our directors. Soon, we hope to

announce plans for acquiring

additional theatres in promising

areas. There is not a great deal

of difference between hotels and

theatres. Basically, both must be

glamorous, hospitable, entertain-

ing."

EUGENE PICKER: "I sincerely

believe that both the hotel and

theatre divisions of Loew's can

contribute greatly one to the

other. Ultimately, this coopera-

tion must result in far greater

earnings for our company."
=:= * *

BERNARD MENSCHELL (pres-

ident of On door Theatres Corp.,

Hartford): "Our tastes call the

shots as to what is now show n on

free TV, and will call the shots

as to what will be shown on

pay TV. The only change being,

we will have to pay and pay

dearly, for it . .
."

JOSEPH S. WRIGHT: (presi-

dent of Zenith Radio C orp.. in-

volved in Hartford feevee test):

"(Exhibitors campaign) to com-

pel every person who pays tribute

to see a new movie to continue

to pay tribute at their box offices,

regardless of the fact that many
people will find subscription TV
a more convenient and economi-

cal—and in some cases the only

—way to see new movies and

other top-flight box office caliber

entertainment . .
."

MARCUS COHN (industry at-

torney protesting Hartford feevee

test to FCC): "The supply of

motion picture films is limited

and Connecticut theatres and

WHCT will compete for the

very same product ... If WHCT
broadcasts a motion picture film

and it is subsequently exhibited

in a theatre, the total available

audience for that film to the the-

atre would be diminished . .
."

LOUIS A. NOVINS (head of

Internafonal Telemeter Corp.):

"I can't understand why members

of Theatre Owners of America

have joined the proponents of

free TV to oppose pay-TV."
* * *

COMPO: "No newspaper has

any greater asset than satisfied

readers, and if an editor wishes

to satisfy his readers a good
amusement page is a must."

* * *

JOHN CROSBY: "Now the pic-

ture people have applied the

block buster principles to adul-

tery. If one adultery grosses X
dollars, three adulteries will

gross 3X dollars."

* * *

PIETER E. VAN BEEK (head

of Teco, Inc., feevee firm in-

volved in Hartford test): "The
public will not support subscrip-

tion television unless we can offer

them top quality boxoffice enter-

tainment . .
."
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Newsmakers

Ben's" First Million

Robert Mochrie (center), newly-elected

M-G-M vice president and general sales

mgr, receives citation from Paul Harten-

stein, Phila. asst. city rep., at "Ben-Hur"
SI,000,000 receipts party, while Frank
Damis, Stanley Warner Phila.-Wash, zone

boss looks on.

'Sunrise' Conference
Dore Senary talks to trade press at N. Y.

luncheon to announce reserved-performance
releasing program for "Sunrise at Campo-
bello." Warner Bros, promotion chief Rich-

ard Lederer (seated) explained details of
plan which follows hard-ticket openings of
film. Senary said his film "deals with facets

of nobility. I think we've had too little of

this on the screen."

Kramer Slate

Producer-director Stanley Kramer an
nounces his future production slate at N. Y
trade press confab, while
UA vice president Roger
H. Lewis (right), and
producer's rep. George
Schaefer listen. Next
three films—all for I A
release — are "Judgment
at Nuremberg," "Some-
thing a Little Less Seri-

ous," "My Glorious
Brothers."

Profit Picture

Universal's profit performance
brought a smile to president Milton

R. Rackmil (above). The company re-

ported consolidated profit of $5,204,-

224 ($5.71 per share) for the 39

weeks ended July 30, a big jump
from the $104,647 (—$.03 per share)

for last year's similar span.

First-half net earnings for I960 of

United Artists Corp., totaled $1,678,-

000 ($1.01 per share), up from the

$1,597,000 ($.96 per share) recorded

in the comparable period last year,

chairman of the board Robert S.

Benjamin announced.

Directors of M-G-M voted to in-

crease the firm's dividend from $1.20

to $1.60 per year (payable regularly

at $.40 per quarter), president Joseph

R. Vogel revealed. The topper fol-

lowed up that bit of news by an-

nouncing that M-G-M's fiscal year

ended Aug. 31, "produced estimated

earnings of $3.75 per share," or a

net of about $9,500,000. And he pre-

dicted an even rosier picture for the

new fiscal year. The first increased

dividend will be payable Oct. 14 to

holders of record Sept. 16. The hike,

Vogel said, "is a natural consequence

of the company's achievements at this

stage of its progress."

Famous Players Canadian Corp.

Ltd.'s (a Paramount arm) net profit

in the first half of I960 dropped

almost 17 percent from the 1959 per-

formance, according to president and

managing director J. J. Fitzgibbons.

In the January-June 1960 span, it

earned $914,764 ($.53 per share), as

compared to $1,104,906 ($.63 per

share) last year.

Rank Organization's movie inter-

ests still are the most vital factor in

the firm's improved profits, Lord
Rank said.

Western Penna. Unit

Back in Allied Fold

Allied MPTO of Western Penna.

will return to the Allied States fold,

leaving the New England unit the only-

former member yet to reaffiliate. The
Penna. board voted unanimously to

accept the national body's invitation

to return, it was announced by Penna.

president George Stern and chairman

Harry Hendel. It had seceded, along

with the New England arm, following

last December's stormy board meet at

Miami Beach. Western Penna. will be

represented at the national board
meeting in Chicago in November.

Seven Arts May Try

Theatrical Distrib.

Seven Arts Prods., Ltd. — which
bought Warners' post- 1943 backlog

for distribution to TV and which has

a 1960-61 production slate of 15 films

costing $30,000,000— will undertake

theatrical distribution when its sched-

ule warrants such a move, president

David B. Stillman announced.

Headliners . . .

Universal v.p. in charge of produc-

tion Ed Muhl off for Europe and a

round of conferences on "Romanoff
and Juliet," "Come September," "The
Secret Ways" . . . Paul Lazarus, Stan-

ley Schneider, M. J. Frankovich elected

to board of directors of Columbia
Pictures International. Marion Jordan
named a veepee of same . . . 20th-Fox
v.p. Charles Einfeld a grandfather for

sixth time via birth to daughter, Mrs.

John B. Hirsch, and hubby of Dina
Elizabeth, in Chicago . . . Penna.

Attorney General Anne Alpern an-

nounced State Dept. of Justice has

petitioned Penna. Supreme Court to

reverse Dauphin County Court ruling

against state's film censorship law.

She wants appeal heard at November
term . . . Schine Enterprises chief

G. David Schine revealed enlargement

of N.Y.C. exec, offices, increase in

staff . . . 22nd annual Motion Picture

Pioneers dinner set for Nov. 21 at

N. Y.'s Waldorf-Astoria . . . Hanna
Rothman, wife of Columbia Interna-

tional exec. v.p. Mo, gave birth to a

daughter in Gotham . . . Pieter E.

van Beek named head of Teco, Inc.,

firm, licensed by Zenith to use the

Phonevision feevee system, that re-

cently signed franchise agreement with

RKO General for Hartford experiment

... J. Cheever Cowdin, former Llni-

versal chairman, died last week fol-

lowing a heart attack, at 71 . . . Mr.

and Mrs. Leo Jaffe (he's Columbia's

first v.p. and treasurer) announced en-

gagement of daughter Marcia Ann to

Eugene Margoluis . . . Video Inde-

pendent Theatres directors named
seven-member exec, committee to re-

place president Henry S. Griffing, vic-

tim, with his family, of a plane crash.
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FABIAN'S MESSAGE

Hits Salt' »f fust-'Jit Films tn TV
(Continued from Page 6)

by exhibitors as a method of trying to

create a more harmonious relationship

between buyer and seller.

"5. In the field of Government-In-

dustry Relations we called the attention

of the Justice Department to the pro-

posed merger of Distributors with a

Toll-TV system. And we continue to

study closely any possible move of

this kind that appears to violate the

Anti-Trust Laws or the Consent De-

crees.

"It was conclusive that the one vital

menace to our very survival was the

increasing shortage of product. The
studios, as a result of divorcement, were

no longer responsible for keeping open

their own theatres through their pro-

duction of adequate product and were

now free to disregard the future of all

theatres.

"And they used this freedom from
theatre responsibility to launch two
shattering blows at exhibition:

"(1) They began their reckless sale

of pre- 1948 libraries to TV;—encour-

aging our customers and theirs to stay

home, thus also discouraging paying

customers from attending their new
attractions, and (2) reduced their fea-

ture production, starving us for current

attractions and through this scarcity,

creating the most vicious sellers' market
in the history of our business.

"The production crisis has grown
steadily worse. In 1958—299 pictures

were released by Hollywood. In 1959—224 features—a reduction of 25%.
As an example of the deplorable lack

of picture production for theatres in

this world film capital; today only one
major studio is shooting and in that

studio only one theatrical motion pic-

ture is before the cameras . . .

"The promise for I960 is 230 fea-

tures, but this figure is misleading.

Since the strike, the American distrib-

utors have tripled their foreign im-

ports. Some 25% of the I960 releases

were made by European companies,

most of them having no sizeable built-

in American box-office potential for

the general run of theatres . . .

"The idea of making "block-busters'

is simply great. I am all for it. I con-

gratulate Hollywood upon the talent

and business courage it takes to make
a "block-buster". We want to encour-

age the vision and judgment that

makes "block-busters'' possible.

"We believe that the production of

block-busters alone cannot keep our

theatres open and meanwhile, consider

what is happening to the vast nation-

wide network of thousands of theatres.

"How does such a production con-

centration on block-busters alone fit

the theatre industry? With a limited

number of releases coming off for reg-

ular first run and sub-run theatres how
do we keep theatres open in the neigh-

borhoods and thousands of towns

across the United States, under such a

restricted film diet? How do you keep

solvent the two and a half billion dol-

lar investment and continue paying

5285,000,000 in salaries to 150,000

employees?

"Do you think the theatre industry

can stay alive under this "fewer but

bigger policy?" Do we just stand by,

dream of miracles, blame the distrib-

utor, let our theatres go dark—our in-

vestments dry up—turn over to other

industries our trained and experienced

personnel and watch the business we
love just fade out into a beautiful mem-
ory of yesterday?

"Or do we organize for production

and decide our own future? The ACE
Executive Committee determined that

self-help was the remedy and thus be-

gan the moves to start up ACE pro-

ductions.

"First, we talked to the 5 national

circuits. Loew's, National Theatres,

Paramount, RKO and Stanley Warner
agreed to put up $2,000,000. This was

the basic cash; $2,000,000. deposited

in the bank.

"Why did we start with these Cir-

cuits? Scarcity: the hunger for more

film affects all of us alike. But your

headaches are multiplied by the num-

ber of your theatres. The biggest cir-

cuits operate the most theatres and

suffer the biggest headaches.

"Now the second step was to test

a more general exhibitor response. We
aimed our effort to raise a third mil-

lion dollars. And we set a deadline.

We made it tough. If we didn't raise

the third million by deadline, the sub-

scriptions could be recalled. We gam-

bled on our judgment that exhibitors

were determined to survive and would

put up the cash indispensable to their

own salvation.

"Again we made a very limited

number of solicitations. We were not

free to go to the whole country and
invite every exhibitor to sign up, be-

cause of the restrictions of the SEC.

We hit the deadline with more than

S3,000,000 in the bank—and are on

our way to the fourth million.

"I know that there are exhibitors

present who would like to participate

now, in the corporation, and I have

been approached to accept subscrip-

tions.

"I am sorry that we cannot oblige

you at the moment because to do so

would involve us in legal complications.

"When we are further along in our

program and when a registration state-

ment with the SEC has become effec-

tive, you will have adequate oppor-

tunity to examine the prospectus and

to decide whether you want to invest

and, if so, to what extent.

"We will have soundly financed

company of very substantial propor-

tions. It will be a major factor in

production, able to make a significant

contribution to the supply of pictures

—a company that exhibitors will be

proud to be associated with. This is

the pledge of ACE Productions.

"I want to say again before I close

that one of the main objectives of

ACE is to bring peace and prosperity

to a battling industry. If we could

once have peace—and I am not reach-

ing for the millenium—just a reduc-

tion of bitterness and a reasonable set-

tlement achieved of many outstanding

problems between buyer and seller, we
could together as as a united industry,

achieve almost any objective we set

out to accomplish in the field of gov-

ernment assistance, public relations or

world influence. Here in Hollywood,

the capital of the motion picture in-

dustry, your Executive Committee is

available night or day and eager, even

anxious, for an opportunity to join to-

gether with distribution in creating a

more effective motion picture industry.

"But even without negotiated relief

of the hardships that beset us in the

form of trade policies and practices,

it is the unanimous opinion of the

AEC Executive Committee that once

our Exhibitor-sponsored production hits

the market, condition will begin to

change."

[More on TOA CONVENTION. Paga 16]
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CO.WEXTIDX REPORT

New Production Plans Stir TOA
From almost any standpoint, the 15th

annual TOA convention in Los Angeles

was a success. And from the stand-

point of the one overriding iisue that

confronts exhibition — the product

shortage — it was a resounding suc-

cess. Engendered in the record "00-

plus delegates was a feeling of realistic

optimism that this Xo. 1 problem was

suddenly on the way to a solution.

Setting the tone for the conclave,

president .Albert ML Pickus called it

"our biggest and best . . . because TOA
has grown so greatlv in stature and

abilitv during the years, that our con-

vention must keep pace with this new

prestige." As evidence of the member-

ships obvious satisfaction with the or-

ganization's aggressive activities over

the past year, the entire slate of incum-

bent officers was reelected for '60-61.

The convention opened on the sober-

ing note that a paltry 230 new features

will be offered in I960—only six more
than last year's all-time low and 195

films less than the 1950 output. But

TOA. and other interested parries, ap-

peared ready to brighten this picture in

1961. The most startling revelation of

the convention was that Loew s Thea-

tres is ready to plunge into production,

once the road is cleared bv the Justice

Department. Then, the newly formed
Alpha Film Distributing Co. announced
a 12-picture slate: ACE Productions re-

vealed that it was working on its fourth

Gathered at corwerrt on t^en nj, L to r.: pas:

pfesdent E/n»st C. Stellings S:;r:e- Le.e.

ITS s'Mt to the puiafcrt. chairman George 6.

Ke ass-.es, and past president Arthur LorJruool

million to finance more films, and a

nev* liaison program was undertaken

by TOA and the Screen Producers

Guild. The latter plan is designed to

have TOA "serve as a clearing house

for producers for information which

can be of invaluable help in guiding

future production."

The delegates, warned of the threat

to their livelihood inherent in the slot-

TV system, pledged their full support

: r the grass roots petition campaign

that has been tabbed as a vital key to

defeat of the feevee menace.

The most significant moments of the

convention were contained in the

speeches delivered to the delegates bv

veteran industrvites. newcomers to the

business and outsiders as well. High-

lights of the major addresses follow:

* * *

WILLIAM ZECKEXDORF. realtor

and board member of America Corp..

parent firm of Pathe Laboratories and

Alpha, on need for more production:

"No matter how high the pyramid

may be. it needs a broad base. It is all

right to make a few big pictures but

the industry can't exist on those alone

nor can it prosper unless exhibition

prospers, too. The pyramid could

topple and bring an industry down with

it around the heads of its policy-

makers. There must be a partnership

he:", ec-r. exhibition and production. The
industry is not an exclusive club for

the few. It belongs to many."
* * *

BL'DD ROGERS, president of Alpha,

which pledged itself to deliver 12 fea-

tures within the vear:

"We are organized and financed to

do the job—all we need is your com-
plete cooperation. In supporting us

you are protecting vourselves and your

box office, and we are building the busi-

ness of Pathe Laboratories and expand-

ing our operations in a constructive

manner.

"Our plan is to make available addi-

tional product at reasonable, fair and

equitable film rentals, which rentals can

be adjusted up or down depending

upon box office performance. We do

not ask you to put any money on the

line with the signing of the agreements,

all we ask is that vou pledge to plav

the pictures on a proper basis. The
plan is simple. You agree to plav the

pictures on availability and pav a fair

price for them . . .

"I have just resigned as executive

vice president of Embassy Pictures Cor-

poration to assume the task of budding

Alpha. I know it can be done and !

approach it in complete confidence and

enthusiasm not onlv for the plan but

for the future of our business. We w ill

have proper advertising accessories and

exploitation and advertising campaigns

tailored to each picture. We will leave

no stone unturned in anv direction to

build Alpha into an important part of

our industry."

* * *

MAURICE SILVERMAN, of Justice

Department's anti-trust division:

We pre;ently have under considera-

tion a proposal by Loew s Theatres to

engage in production and distribution

on a non-preemptive basis. If full

agreement can be reached between our-

selves and Loew s on the difficult prob-

lems involved, including and especially

how a true licensing of the Loew s pic-

tures on the merits is to be achieved,

the proposal will be submitted to the

court by Loew s in the near future,

quite possibly during the month of Oc-

(Continutd on Ptige 21)

Co. lunch-

to r, TOA president Albert

and gen-

in charge o* sales,
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Does Exhibition's

Future Rest with

Independents or

Studio Production?

The Case for

STUDIO PRODUCTION

By ROBERT GOLDSTEIN

Executive in Charge of Production.

20th Century-Fox Studios

How often has it been said, and not

infrequently demonstrated, that almost

Everyone with the yen for literary suc-

cess, can write one book?

This truism could also be applied to

film production.

Today almost everyone in the film

industry can produce a picture. And

does.

But it takes more than one picture,

or a couple of them, to become a going

concern. Many who have rushed into

the independent field—actors, directors,

exhibitors, etc. — have found it more

difficult than it looked, have found the

glittering El Dorado of profits more a

mirage than a fact.

Despite the feverish rush of the Get-

Richer-Quickers into the field, theatre

operators can still give thanks for those

major studios which are still in there

grappling with the problems of turn-

ing out quality product in quantity

volume.

Here and there a gifted mind makes

a picture which is really good. But these

talented creators are not under any

compulsion to make pictures. They
have no schedules to meet, no implied

obligation toward permanent working

staffs or feeling of responsibility to

owners of theaters who are worried

about keeping their doors open.

Movie business always has been ad-

dicted to bromides and shibboleths.

This tendency to follow the leader ac-

counts for trends in types of stories,

appraisals of stars' drawing power,

production policies. Most popular of

current industry platitudes is this one:

"The future of film business resides in

independent production; big studios

are dead." Is it so? Bob Goldstein, new

boss of the 20th Century-Fox studio,

expresses his views on this page.

An independent producer, with no

fixed investment, no working staff with

families to care about, no pledges of

release dates to worry about, can take

his time about going into production.

He can wait an indefinite time between

pictures to search for the kind of story

he likes, the kind of cast he wants. For

him there is no overhead meter click-

ing awav week after week. He has no

worries about a list of high salaried

contract players whose idle time must

be absorbed when he starts budgeting

his pictures.

The major studios, on the other

hand, must contend with all these wor-

ries and problems, all these continuing

costs.

In order to keep the wheels rolling

the major studios must have a stock-

pile of scripts. Stories must be bough:

continually in the hope that enough

of them can be worked into shape to

provide the company with a Sufficiency

of product to meet overall costs and

still return a profit to stockholders.

Several properties must be bought in

order to insure getting a script suitable

for actual production or for the players

available to the studio at a given time.

With a tremendous weekly overhead,

your major studio cannot afford to let

weeks or months elapse in a search for

story material or wait until all the

ideal choices for roles are available.

Every major studio executive has a

Home Office breathing heavily on his

neck in a hurried demand to rush a

picture to meet juggled release dates.

Exhibitors start crying for pictures and

weep on the shoulders of Home Office

sales managers. And they in turn start

plying the whip to their studios.

These are some of the differences be-

tween independent and major studio

production. There are many more, ad

infinitum.

But, the major studios are still the

backbone of the industry, the source

from which flows the stream of photo-

plays which enable the theaters to pro-

vide their ticket buyers with year-round

entertainment.
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"I Aim al the Stars"

ScvUhcm RcxUk? OOO
Engrossing story of scientist von Braun. Told sympathet-

ically, but should arouse b.o. building controversy. Ex-

ploitable,

"I Aim at the Stars" is an exceptionally well-made film biog-

raphy dealing with the many-sided life of German scientist

Wernher von Braun. The story of the man who unleashed the

dreaded V-2 on London for Hitler during World War II and

then launched America's first satellite after Russia successfully

sent up her Sputnik 1 is sure to stir up controversy, but gen-

erally it will be accepted as an engrossing movie. This, plus the

powerful promotional push Columbia is putting behind it,

should make this a strong boxoffice attraction in all situations.

Audiences in the general and action markets will appreciate the

excitement, romance and suspense, while sophisticated audi-

ences should be held by the intelligent handling of the question:

Are certain men (in this case, scientists) excused from adher-

ence to a code of moral values? As von Braun, a man dedicated

first and foremost to the cause of science, and obsesced with the

drive to send the first rocket to the stars, Curt Jurgens brings

warmth, humor and passionate dedication to his role. Jay

Dratler's literate screenplay poses a number of frank and dis-

turbing situations concerning Jurgens' actions. He joins the

Nazi party because it's the only way he can continue his studies;

he perfects the V-2 because, like any other soldier, he is simply

obeying orders; he surrenders to the Americans, instead of the

Russians, after Germany's collapse, because he feels he will be

freer with us to pursue his experiments. Although all of the

questions presented are not answered in full, and some will

anger members of the audience, producer Charles H. Schneer

has tried to handle the delicate subject honestly. J. Lee Thomp-
son's direction is taut and excitingly-paced with the satellite

launching sequence a suspenseful standout. Excellent black-and-

white photography and good useage of stock footage adds real-

ism to the production. Top support is delivered by Victoria

Shaw, Jurgens' wife; Herbert Lorn, one of his associates who
refuses to surrender to the Americans; Gia Scala, an Allied spy

posing as his secretary, and James Daly, a bitter American
Major who hates Jurgens because his wife and child were killed

in a V-2 raid. Because of his anti-nazi sentiments, Jurgens is

almost executed by the SS, but is saved because he is too valu-

able. Following the war he comes to America where, after

many frustrations (lack of funds during peacetime for space

experimentation, bitter service rivalries, Russia's startling

launching), he successfully sends up Explorer 1.

Columbia. 107 minute*. Curt Jurqens, Victoria Shaw, Herbert Lorn Gia Scala
James Daly. Produced by Charles H. Schneer. Directed by J. Lee Thompson.

"Tin; Ihirk at the Top uf the Stairs"

'SutUtCte O O PLUS

Absorbing film version of Inge stage success. Strong
drama with tragic overtones. Technicolor. Needs selling.

William Inge's successful B-oadway play about the fears and
aspirations confronting a mid-Western American family in the

I92()'s come, to the screen as a rather absorbing drama, with

goodly shares of humor, warmth and tragedy. Thanks to t'ic

first-rate scripting of Harriet Frank, Jr. and Irving Ravctch,

audiences in all situations will find much here to identify with

and be entertained by. Robert Preston, who scored so bril-

liantly in Broadway's " The Music Man," and Dorothy McGuire
offer fair marquee strength, while TV favorite Eve Arden,
Angela Lansbury and newcomers Shirley Knight and Lee
Kinsolving lend competent support. Despite its assets, thi;

Warner Bros. Technicolor release, will require solid promo-

tional backing to bring in above-average returns. Preston brings

dynamic surges of virility and vitality to his role, although a

bit more humility and tenderness would have made him a morei

understandable and appealing figure. Miss McGuire is splendid

as his nagging wife who can't make love to him at night after
j

arguing over money all day. Delbert Mann has directed the

family complications with a professional hand, holding audi- >

ence interest for 123 minutes, despite a tendency to concentrate I

on certain scenes singularly, rather than integrating them into

the whole. The dramatic avalanche of events affecting the I

Flood family begins when breadwinner Preston, a fast-talking,

happy-go-lucky harness salesman, who prefers traveling the

road to staying in town, loses his job. He starts a heated argu-

ment with Miss McGuire over the purchase of a party dress for

their sensitive daughter, Miss Knight. When his wife charges

him with having an affair with widow Lansbury, Preston slaps

her, walks out, goes drunkenly to Miss Lansbury, but finds he

cannot be unfaithful. Meanwhile, Miss Knight goes to the party
j

with blind date Kinsolving, a Jewish boy. They start to fall in

love, but Kinsolving is asked to leave because of his religion. ,

He takes Miss Knight home, then kills himself. Miss McGuire
visits Miss Lansbury, learns Preston has lost his job and has not

been unfaithful. The ending finds Preston with a new traveling

salesman job, and he and Miss McGuire attempting a fresh

start together.

V/arner Bros. 123 minufes. Robert Preston, Dorothy McGuire Eve Arden, Angela
Lansbury, Shirley Knight. Produced by Michael Garrison. Directed by Delbert Mann.

"The Night Fighters"

'8cUCKC4d KcXttHQ O O
Grim, fairly suspenseful melodrama of Irish freedom
fighters. Mitchum top cast. OK dualler for action market.

The rebirth of the illegal Irish Republican Army through the

aid of the Nazis during World War II and the fanatical guer- (

rilla warfare they wage against the British makes up the theme

of this grim United Artists release. Robert Mitchum is the

only name for the marquee, but his appeal should be strong

enough to make "The Night Fighters" a profitable dualler for

the action market. Mitchum delivers a convincing portrayal as

a lazy, fun-loving Irishman who joins the I.R.A. even though

he disapproves of their actions. The yarn develops a fair strain

of suspense, while moody on-location Irish lensing, colorful

supporting performances, and appropriate background music
|

lend flavor to the production.. Tay Garnett's direction is

smooth throughout, and reaches exciting highpoints during a

raid on a British ordnance depot and the blowing up of a

hydroelectric plant. Robert W. Campbell's script, based on

Arthur Roth's novel "A Terrible Beauty," while it tends to be

overly melodramatic, does provide the characters with dimen-
|

sion. There is Anne Heywood, in love with Mitchum but
j

angered by his childish shennanigans; Dan O'Herlihy, club-

footed leader of .Mitchum's I.R.A. unit who passionately hates

the British and secretly loves Mitchum's young sister, Marianne

Benet; Cyril Cussack, a shopowner who abhors violence; and

Richard Harris, Mitchum's girl-chasing friend. During the !

raid on the hydroelectric plant, Harris is wounded and carried
i

safely into the Irish Free State by Mitchum. Returning home, I

Mitchum learns Harris has been arrested and sentenced to ten i

years by the British. When O'Herlihy refuses to help free him

because it will endanger the organization, Mitchum quits and

tells the local police of an impending raid. He is captured by
\

the I.R.A. and sentenced to death for informing. Cussack free.

Mitchum, helps him and Miss Heywood flee to England and

safety. Enraged by Mitchum's escape, O'Herlihy goes to his

home to kill him, but accidentally kills Miss Benet.

United Artists. 85 minute*. Robert Mitchum, Anne Heywood, Dan O'Herlihv. Cyril

Cusack, Rich-jrd Harris. Produced by Raymond Stross. Directed by Tay Garnett.
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"Sunrise at Lampubello" Stirring Story uf lUR

Schary transfers stage hit into powerful, inspiring film

about Roosevelt's pre- presidential years. Fine human
story superbly acted. Sure-fire b.o.

One of the most moving human dramas of modern times, the

gallant struggle of Franklin Delano Roosevelt to overcome the

paralysis that threatened his life and his career, has been made

into a poignant, powerful and colorful motion picture by Dore

Schary. Based on his prize-winning Broadway play, the film

version records in stirring terms the triumph over adversity

by a man of courage, determination and faith.

Superblv acted, handsomely mounted in Technicolor, authen-

tically recreating the summer home on Campobello Island where

Roosevelt was stricken in August, 1921, and the family mansion

at Hyde Park, and containing all of the ingredients essential

to winning over discriminating audiences and general market

patrons alike, "Sunrise" shapes up as one of the solid entertain-

ment attractions of the season. Warner Brothers is backing it

with an all-out, hard-sell promotional campaign that will surely

pay off big in its initial hard-ticket metropolitan engagements.

Word-of-mouth will help earn i: profitably upward in its sub-

sequent runs. In no sense is this a political story; the terms are

strictly personal, human.

A talented cast of outstanding dramatic personalities has

been gathered to portray the members of one of America's most

famous families. Ralph Bellamy recreates his memorable stage

portrayal as the late president. Greer Garson is Eleanor, and

Hume Cronyn is Louis Howe, F.D.R.'s closest friend, confidante

and press secretary. Each of these performances is of Oscar

calibre. Bellamy's lively and forceful performance is one marked

by numerous levels of identifiable emotional responses. His

physical resemblance to Roosevelt — the grin, the manner of

speech, the glasses, the hat, the cigarette holder—lend immedi-

ate acceptance to the part. He is depicted as a man of many
moods and temperaments: assured he will lick the illness that

has confined him to a wheelchair; determined to learn how to

crawl so he might escape in case of fire; reluctant to admit to the

many hours of loneliness, and to confess to his wife that as a

result of his illness he has learned patience and tolerance. With
his children he is warm but stern; with his wife, loving and

respectful; with his matriarchal, politics-hating mother, con-

stantly engaged in a verbal values-of-lifc war. Two scenes in

particular dramatically reveal Bellamy's intense capture of the

role: his despairing effort to rise from his wheelchair and walk
on crutches, and the ten fateful steps he takes to the speaker's

platform at the Democratic Convention in 1928 to nominate
Alfred E. Smith for president.

As Eleanor, Miss Garson delivers an equally superb perform-
ance. Rarely is one allowed to remember that the woman on
the screen is Greer Garson—she is Fleanor Roosevelt. The
voice reproduction and mannerisms are nothing short of perfect.

Tenderly she nurses FDR through his illness, patiently sitting

through his tantrums and listening to his various unsuccessful

business ventures. Masterfully she keeps her family together

and their spirits up, and bravely she forces herself to overcome
her basic shyness and enter the political world to keep her hus-

FDR demonstrates for bis wife and mother
bow be bus learned to master the ubeel chair

band's name alive before the public. It is a performance that

will be talked about for a long time to come.

Cronyn creates a sharply defined character of the asthma-

plagued Howe, who believes Bellamy's political future is pre-

destined. It is a fully rounded portrayal of the sardonic, poli-

tically astute, unceasingly loyal Louie.

The support is excellent: Jean Hagan as Bellamy's indispens-

able secretary, Missy LeHand; Ann Shoemaker as Bellamy's

mother who wants her son to forget politics and lead the life

of a country squire; Alan Buncc as the colorful AI Smith, gover-

nor of New York.

Director Vincent
J.

Donchue, while closely adhering to the

original stage version (which he also directed), has deepened

and broadened the range of the film. With skill and care he

has arranged his scenes with an eye towards effective dramatic

involvement, guided his characters through believeable situ-

ations and allowed his cameras to capture the external and

internal flavor of the times. His climactic scene—Bellamy's

nomination of Bunce in the crowded convention hall with

throngs cheering and applauding, political placards and red,

white and blue banners wav ing and bands plaving "liast Side,

West Side"—is throat-clutching, audience-moving drama.

The story opens shortly before Roosevelt suffers the infantile

paralysis attack. When he has recovered sufficiently, he is

moved from Campobello to New York. As health continues to

improve, he becomes expert in scooting around in his wheel

chair, wrestles on the lawn of his Hyde Park estate with his

sons, writes Miss Garson's political speeches and keeps himself

active with charities and business ventures. Despite his mother's

pleas, he accepts Howes advice to reenter public life. His

chance comes when Al Smith asks him to place his name in

nomination at the 1928 Convention.

Warner Brothers. 143 minutes. Ralph Bellamy. Greer Garson. Hume Cronyn, Jean
Haqen. Ann Shoemaker. Produced by Dore Schary. Directed by Vincent J. Donehue.
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"High Time"

SutiKCte IZcttiH? ©GO
Highly amusing college caper comedy, with Crosby as

middle-aged student. Fabian, Tuesday Weld add youth

cppeal.

In this frothy, fun-filled 20th Century-Fox DeLuxe Color-

CinemaScope release, 51 -year-old self-made millionaire Bing

Crosby decides it's high time he got a college education, and

aqainst the objections of his snobbish children, off he goes to

Pinehurst College. The plot substance is as airy as an over-

blown marshmallow, but the result is 103 hi-jinx-loaded minutes

of zany campus capers. Crosby's usual following, plus the

marquee strength of teenage favorites Fabian and Tuesday

Weld, make this a natural for family house patrons and the

younger clement. Exhibitors ope-ating in or near college cam-

puses should find it a sock attraction. Pretty Nicole Maurey is

the romantic complement for "Der Bingle." The luxurious

Hollywood-styled campus is enough to make every ex-grad wish

his Alma Mater had been like that, and every non-grad sorry

he hadn't gone. Director Blake Edwards, of "Operation Petti-

coat" fame, has guided the shenanigans at such a fast and

furious pace that audiences will not have time to realize tha:

very little is actually happening. The special photographic

effects depicting the passing of the college years, (football

games, etc.) are strictly top-drawer, and Henry ("Peter Gunn")
Mancini has whipped up a gay and carefree background score.

Crosby seems to be having a wonderful time wearing his beanie,

going through the agonies of gym class, trying to make
grades, enduring the mortifications of fraternity "Hell Week''

and struggling to convince Miss Maurey he's too old to re-

marry. Fabian, Richard Beymer and Patrick Adiarte put across

the right rah-rah spirit as Crosby's three roommates. The Tom
Waldman-Frank Waldman screenplay, based on a story by Gar-

son Kanin, has Crosby endearing himself with his classmates

during his freshman year by climbing to the top of a rickety

pyramid of crates at the class bonfire, and finishing in the

upper third of his class. In the sophomore year, he joins a

fraternity and comes through his various tests with flying colors,

especially after going to a dance dressed as a girl and getting a

gout-ridden judge to dance with him. Junior year finds Cros-

by's offsprings trying to break up his romance with Miss
Maurey. She turns in her resignation, but is reinstated after the

entire student body rebels. In his senior year Crosby is vale-

dictorian of his class and finally accepts Miss Maurey's offer

of marriage.

20th Century-Fox. 103 minutes. Bing Crosby, Fabian, Tuesday Weld Nicole
Maurey. Produced by Charles Brackett. Directed by Blake Edwards.

"The Angel Wore Red"

GcuiteA* &*ti»f © ® Plus

Strong cast Gardner, Bogarde, Cotten and provoca-
tive theme hampered by uneven story. Needs promotion.

This M-G-M release, in black and white, deals with a pro-

vocative theme: a renegade priest who has broken with the

church because he believed it had failed to meet the important
issues of the day and a free-loving nightclub entertainer meet
and fall in love during the harrowing opening days of the 1936
Spanish Civil War. With Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde and
Joseph Cotten for marquee power, some pungent comments on
politics and religion, and a grin- depiction of war's brutality,

"The Angel Wore Red" would appear to have the elements to

be good boxoffice in the general market. But a strong promo-
tional push will be required to help overcome the film's un-

eveness. At fault is director-scripter Nunnally Johnson, for

while his basic conflict is intriguing and moving, a sense of

slick artificiality prevents the happenings from achieving real

dramatic impact. And the dubbing of Italian actors, Vittorio

De Sica and Aldo Fabrizi, is ineffective and disconcerting. Miss

Gardner's performance is uneven, fluctuating between moments
of depth, especially during her love declaration scene with

Bogarde, and stretches where she appears to be racing through

her part. Bogarde gives an excellent delineation of a man torn

between his desire to serve God and his love for Miss Gardner.

Cotten, as a cynical American newscaster with an eye-patch,

does his best with a part that is strictly caricature. Enrico

Mario Salerno is chilling as the ruthless head of Loyalist intelli-

gence. After an angry mob has burned the church and mur-

dered members of the clergy, Bogarde is arrested but saved

from execution by Salerno who wants him to find the town's

Holy Relic which will be used to bolster the losing Loyalist

cause. Bogarde gets it and is about to turn it over to save Miss

Gardner from torture when news comes of the approaching

Falangists' forces. 200 Loyalist prisoners, including Miss Gard-

ner and Bogarde, are sent to the front as human sacrifices.

Miss Gardner is killed trying to take the Relic to safety, but

Cotten returns it to Bogarde, who uses it to save the prisoners

as they are about to be executed.

M-G-M. 99 minutes. Ava Gardner, Dirk Boqarde, Joseph Cotton. Produced by
Goffredo Lombardo. Directed by Nunnally Johnson.

"The Boy Who Stole a Million"

Low-budget Spanish import mild dualler for family

market.

A 12-year-old bank page "borrows" a million pesetas to help

his taxi-driver father redeem his car from the repair garage.

That's the plot of Pa amount's "The Boy Who Stole a Million",

which, while unfolded with some charm and suspense, holds

little boxoffice promise. A cast of unknowns and the obvious

low budgeting make this Spanish import suitable only for the

lower slot on family house dual bills. Highlights of the film

are the appealing performance of Maurice Reyna, a wide-eyed

lad with a soft voice and, some first-rate photography of Span-

ish locales. Director Charles Crichton has sprinkled young

Reyna's flight from police and a pair of rival underworld gangs

who also want the money with generous dashes of comedy and

suspense. One effective sequence deals with the boy's escape

from a crazed blind man who, having heard about the robbery,

locks him in a room and tries to kill him. Good support is pro-

vided by Virgilio Texera, Reyna's widowed and devoted father;

Harold Kasket, the garage owner who refuses to release Texera's

car until he pays his bill. The John Eldridge-Crichton script

has Reyna searching for his father to give him the money, and

constantly dodging the police. When he tries to return the

money via the bank's night receptacle, Robert Barnete and his

gang of thugs cause him to flee again. Texera, Kasket and

Marianne Benet, a waitress in love with Texera, find Reyna

before the gangsters close in on him. After a waterfront fight

with the gang, the boy returns the money to the bank.

Paramount. 64 m
duced by George

inutes. Maurice Reyna. Virgilio Texera, M
H. Brown. Directed by Charles Crichton.

arianne Benet. Pro-

BUSINESS RATING

— Tops $$$ — Good
— Average $ — Poor
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MERCHANDISING EXPLOITATION DEPAR TMENT W

UA, Batjac Join Showman Forces

To Make Public Remember 'Alamo'
At the risk of belaboring a bit of time-

honored Americana, once United Artists and

Batjac Productions have finished promoting

their SI 2,000, ()()() co-venture, nearly everybody

in America will remember "The Alamo."

The full-scale push—aimed at the target

date of Oct. 24, when the John Wayne film

takes its world bow, and well beyond—was

initiated a full two months before the Todd-AO
roadshow epic is to be ushered in to the tune

of marching soldiers and much hoopla in San

Antonio, Texas. And from the opening fusil-

lade—a series of full-page displays ads in 35

leading newspapers in 12 major cities in the

U.S. and Canada
—"Alamo" showmanship has

been every bit as heroic in proportions as the

widely heralded saga of the old West.

A great deal of the power is being generated,

naturally, in the direction of the three-day

gala celebration that marks the world premiere

of the picture at San Antonio's Woodlawn
Theatre. A giant cattle drive, military parades

and motorcades, a San Antonio Fiesta and an

"Alamo Symphony Concert" conducted by

Dimitri Tiomkin, composer of the music" for

the L A release, are highlights of the bash, and

to insure that descriptions of the goings-on

make their way to the trade and the general

public, there will he an "Alamo Airlift" for

the visiting press.

Significant, too, in the "Alamo" drive is the

handsomely-bound, large-size kit that covers

every aspect of the production, from its plan-

ning 14 years ago by producer-director-star

Wayne to the final days of filming in Texas
(see illustration on this page).

But it is in the field and the numerous other

showman areas being explored by UA and Bat-

jac that the final tale of "Alamo" boxoffice

PROMOTION KIT. Pictured above are the contenls of

a 147-page kit containing more than 50 features, 62

pieces of art with accompanying copy on "The Alamo."

performance will be told. There the all-inclu-

siveness of the campaign can best be appre-

ciated. Wayne, accompanied by his publicity

representative Russell Birdwell, is making a 14-

city personal appearance tour of the L'.S. and

Canada in behalf of the film. Wayne also

recorded a special radio campaign for the edi-

tors of Life, delivering an editorial message

that urged all Americans to vote in the forth-

coming presidential election: the message, of

course, managed to highlight the huge color

spread of the film, in spots aired last week
over 300 stations of the CBS and NBC net-

works. Additional promotions include a special

New York campaign and a 55,000,000 tie-in

between Batjac and the Joe Lowe ("Popsicle")

Corp.

Thanks to LA and Batjac, "The Alamo" prom-

ises to be a film that will be hard to forget.

'LACE' TALK. Universal Eastern

advertising-publicity director Philip

Gerard (3rd from left) discusses

promotional plans on the Ross

Hunter-Arwin Production of "Mid-

night Lace" with director David

Miller (2nd from left) and the com-

pany's Eas'.ern promotional execu-

tives. From left: Eastern publicity

manager Paul Kamey, Eastern pro-

motion manager Jerome M. Evans

and Herman Kass, executive in

charge of national exploitation.

Miller was in New York for location

shooting on another U production,

"Back Street."

Warner Bros. Conference

Forum for Showman Voices

Starting off on president Jack L. Warner's

premise that the firm has "an outstanding group

of pictures to publicize for the balanve of the

year," Warner Bros, rolled up its promotional

sleeves last week for a three-day national con-

ference on advertising and publicity. And with

ad-pub director Richard Lederer leading the

way, everyone — promotional personnel, sales

and distribution executives, producers, field ex-

ploitation representatives and top theatre cir-

cuitmen—had his showmanship say.

The meetings were devoted to the campaigns

for five major releases
—

"The Crowded Sky,"

"The Dark at the Top of the Stairs," "Girl

of the Night," "Sunrise at Campobello" and

"The Sundowners"—and one re-issue, "Miracle

of Our Lady of Fatima." Speakers at the confab

included general sales chief Charles Boasberg:

'GIRL' CAMPAIGN. Richard Lederer, Warner Bros,

ad-publicity director, discusses "Girl of the Night"

ad campaign at national confab. Listening are pro-

ducer Max Rosenberg (left), Stanley Warner ad-pub

boss Harry Goldberg.

distribution vice president Bernard Goodman;

Larry Leshansky, coordinator of field sales acti-

vities; Charles Cohen, executive assistant to

Lederer; publicity manager Joe Myams; ex-

ploitation and promotion boss Ernie Grossman:

advertising manager Max Stein, and Abe Kron-

enberg, coordinator of activities for "Sunrise

at Campobello."

A hard-hitting exploitation push involving

an extensive book-movie tie-in was outlined

to the conference by Max J. Rosenberg, pro-

ducer of "Girl of the Night." The producer,

who will make a six-city tour in advance of the

first six engagements of his production, said

that Ballantine Books has printed 1,000,000

copies of "The Call Girl," on which the film

is based. More than 25,000 posters advertising

the film edition of the book are being dis-

tributed throughout the country.
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CAMPAIGN BUTTON. No, hislory isn't repeating itself. It's only

Warner Bros, promotional department's clever way of getting the

"Sunrise at Campoballo" message to the public. One million

FDR campaign buttons—more than the combined total thus far

ordered by the Nixon and Kennedy followers in New York—are

in circulation in Gotham. They show star Ralph Bellamy as FDR

a decade before he became President.

'Pepe' Gets

'Blank Check'
Columbia has OK'd a

novel "blank-check" pol-

icy for the promotion of

"Pepe," it was announced

by executive in charge of

ad - publicity - exploita-

tion Jonas Rosenfield, Jr.

(above). The program

will enjoy a minimum
budget of $1,000,000, set

up on an international

basis, with special depart-

ments having been estab-

lished to handle the film.

INTERNATIONAL MESSAGE. Universal executed a stunning sh w -

ship stunt by erecting in the Piazza dei Cinquecento, Rome's 4k
square, a giant triangular sign heralding the coming of "Spa a

to people from all over the world. Illuminated from within ant it

ing brilliantly at night, the sign caught the eyes of thousands oh
paper, radio, TV and wire service correspondents covering the

Games, as well as thousands of visitors and Romans.

FOOTSTEPS all lead to Capi-

tol Theatre, Pittsfield, Mass.,

where Allied Artists "Hell to

Eternity" appeared before

large audiences. Special bal-

lyhoo treatment, with foot-

steps saying "Follow Me to

Hell to Eternity" and flashy

outside lobby display, was

brainchild of manager Law-

rence J. Burke.

'STARS' BOW. Rocket scien-

tist Dr. Wernher von Braun

(right) is greeted at Munich

airport by Charles H. Schnear

(left), producer of "I Aim at

the Stars," film biography

of the missileman, and Curt

Jurgens, who portrays von

Braun in the Columbia re-

lease. The three were there

for the world premiere of

the controversial film.

FEMALE FANFARE. Two

lovely models were

hired to plug United

Artists "The Apart-

ment" at Milwaukee's

Wisconsin Theatre.

They carried signs

protesting treatment

young ladies receive

in the film, passed

out gimmick cards

tied to "open the

door" contest.
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(Continued jroiu Page 16)

tober . . . This is another indication

that if there is a position we can proper-

ly take calculated to get more product,

we will . . . Only more quality pictures

will cure the shortage. The Department

of Justice is all for having more quality

pictures produced."

PHILIP F. HARL1NG, chairman of

TOA's anti-toll-TV committee:

"I have always maintained and will

maintain that PAY-TV is not inevit-

able, as some people claim. I further

maintain that with proper, diligent and

sincere efforts, PAY-TV will never be-

come a success, and that we will con-

tinue to have a very fine Motion Picture

Industry.

"Never forget, my friends, that it is

I legislation backed up by public opinion,

li that laws come to be enacted. It is

I through this democratic American way
I of petitioning the Congress that we
I may effect our salvation, and it must be

through these means that all our efforts

I must be directed in our fight against

PAY-TV.

"Toward this end we have placed in

I motion a National Campaign to obtain

I 30,000,000 signatures from people from
I all walks of life, directed to every Sena-

I tor and Congressman in the Nation,

j

telling him in simple, direct language

I that we don't want PAY-TV, that it is

!
not in the public interest; that it should

be banned in whatever form it takes,

whether by air or by wire, and that the

I air-waves are free and should remain

I free. The unified response to this ap-

I peal, from exhibitors all over the Coun-

I try, has been beyond all expectations."

WALTER MIRISCH, independent

H producer and president of the SPG, ad-

vocating an "American version of the

British Eady Plan" of subsidizing pro-

duction via a voluntary boxoffice tax:

"Think what such a plan could mean

j

for American producers and theatre

I owners. For the past ten years the na-

I tional gross of the motion picture busi-

ness has averaged out at about S 1,300,

-

I 000 per year. A contribution of only

I three percent of this total could estab-

lish a fund of roughly S4(),000,000 per

year—an amount sufficient to produce

I ten more blockbusters per year, or at

least 20 more major motion pictures.

I This would mean an opportunity to

I develop new stars, assure additional
i| first-rate product to the exhibitor and,

hopefully, a steadily building audience.

The fund could he administered in the

same fashion as a welfare fund by rep-

resentatives of the producers, exhibitors

and other neutral parties. It would be

a kind of welfare fund which would
assure the health and continued growth
of the industry."

SUMNER M. REDSTONE, assistant

to the president of TOA:

"Hollywood wants to go Pay TV.
The rationale of Hollywood's interest

in Pay TV, and conversely the seeds

of theatre exhibition's greatest danger,

can be found in the balance sheets, in

the profit and loss statements and in

the stockholders' meetings of motion
picture producers. In a recent report

of a major supplier of motion pictures,

only three out of some fifteen pages of

the report were devoted to the sale of

motion pictures to motion picture exhi-

bitors, and in the same company's

stockholders' meeting, the stockholders

were hardly interested in either the

revenue or the profits from the sale of

motion pictures to motion picture ex-

hibitors. It is in these reports, gentle-

men, that you find disaster's domicile . . .

"What about this contention that

motion picture theatre exhibition can

live in harmony side by side with Pay

Television, a contention which unfor-

tunately some exhibitors in the United

States are apparently beginning to buy.

The argument runs that the other com-

peting entertainment media, such as

radio, television, etc., have not put each

other out of business; that people are

now obtaining motion picture entertain-

ment free on television; that accord-

ingly motion picture theatre exhibition

will be better off when the public is

compelled to pay for motion picture

entertainment exhibited via television.

This contention is defective in every

critical respect. Radio, television, re-

cordings, Broadway Theatre and mo-
tion picture theatre exhibition are all

admittedly various forms of entertain-

ment and are competitive to that extent

along with every other form of recre-

ational activity. But they are essenti-

ally different forms of entertainment.

Of critical importance is the fact that

Pay Television and motion picture the-

atre exhibition will involve the sale of

the same product to the American pub-

lic, namely, current motion pictures.

And motion picture theatre exhibition

will be subject to impossible competi-

tive conditions."

$ :!: £

BURTON E. ROBBINS, president of

National Screen Service, on Columbia's

decision to produce its own trailers:

"Whatever their (Columbia's) pur-

pose in disassociating themselves from

NSS, we do not impugn their motives

. . . When Columbia's action, taken at

a time when all of us who serve the

motion picture industry are beset by

the hazards of theatre closings, product

shortages and increasing avenues of

competition, upsets a 40-year-old indus-

try service-concept, places it in jeopardv

and needlessly increases exhibitors'

costs when thev can ill afford it, we
feel that neither you, the exhibitor, nor

National Screen, your trailer supplier,

should be the patsies' for this action."

This is the s'ate o' officers that will lead Theatre Owners ot America during the coming year. Front row,

I. to r.: S. H. Fabian, George G. KerasoSes, Albert M. Pickus, Roy Cooper, Samuel Pinanski, Robe t W. Selig,

Standing: J. J. Rosenfield, John H. Stembler, John H. Rowley, Sumner M. Redstone, Herman M. Levy,

Joseph G. Alterman. All ol the organization's incumbent officers were re-elected.



IS IS YOUR PRODUC1
All The Vital Details on Current &> Coming Features

(Date of Rim BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synapsis)

April

BLUEBEARD'S TEN HONEYMOONS George Sanders.

Corinne Calvet. Producer Roy Parkinson. Director W.

Lee Wilder. Based on the true-life story of Landru,

infamous French bluebeard. 92 mm.

June

I PASSED FOR WHITE Sonya Wilde, James Franciscus.

Producer-director Fred Wilcox. Story of a Negress

who passes for white. 91 mm.

July

PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert. Pro-

ducer-director Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt.

Petrosino's war against the Mafia in the early 1900 s.

RAYMIE David Ladd. John Agar. Charles Winninger

Richard Arlen. Producer A. C. Lyle. Director Fred

McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant 6

foot barracuda. 72 min.

August

SEX KITTENS GO TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren Tues-

day Weld Miianou Bardot. Producer-director Albert

Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-

lege routine. 93 min.

September

CALTIKI THE! IMMORTAL MONSTER John Merivale, Didi

Sullivan, Gerald Herter. Science fiction thriller. 76 mm.

HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen Vic

Damone Patricia Owens, Sessue Hayakawa, Mnko
Taka. Producer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson.

True story of U. S. Marine hero Guy Gabaldon. 132 mm.
8/22/60.

TORMENTFD, THE Richard Carlson, Susan Gordon, Juli

leading. Producers Bert I. Gordon, Joseph Steinberg.

Eerie shocker. 75 min.

October

CLOODY BROOD. THE Barbara Lord, Jack Bett, Peter

talk. Producer Julian Roffman. Melodrama about mod-

ern generation. 71 min.

SERENGETI SHALL NOT DIE Color. Narrated by
Michael Grzimek, Dr. Bernhard Grzimek. Documentary
of African Jungle. 84 min.

TIME BOMS Curt Jergons, Mylene Demongeot. Suspense
story. 92 min.

November

HEROES DIE YOUNG Erika Peters. Robert Getz, Bill

Browne. Daring incident during W. W. II. 76 min.

PLUNDERERS, THE Jeff Chandler, Dolores Hart. Pro-

ducer-director Joseph Pevney. Band of young hoodlums
intimidate entire western town. 104 min.

UNFAITHFULS, THE Gina Lollobrigida, May Britt, Pierre

Cressoy. Producers Carlo Ponti , Dino De Laurentis.

Drama. 89 min.

December

HEROD THE GREAT Color. Edmund Purdom, Sylvia

Lopei. Messimo Girotti. 89 min.

Coming

BIG BANKROLL, THE Fabulous life story of king of the
gamblers. Producers Samuel Bischoff, David Diamond.

DON Dl David Kory, David Janssen, Patti Page, Walter
Winchell, Mickey Shaughnessy. Producer-Director
Albert Zugsmith. Story based on the comic strip

character. 90 min.

RECKLESS. PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner. Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama "

UNARMEO IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

May
CIRCUS OF HORRORS Specta-Color. Anton Diffring,

Erika Remberg. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn.
Director Sidney Hayers. Horror spectacle. 95 min.

5/23/60.

June

JAILBREAKERS Robert Hutton, Mary Castle, Producer-
director Alexander Grasshoff. Four escaped convicts
try to find a treasure of $400,000.00 from a bank rob-
bery. 64 min.

WHY MUST I DIE? Terry Moore, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer Richard Bernstein. Director Roy Del Ruth. True
story of an innocent girl on "Death Row." 86 min.

July

AMAZING TRANSPARENT MAN Marguerite Chapman,
Douglas Kennedy, James Griffith. Producer Lester D.
Guthrie. Director Edgar G. Ulmer. 60 min.

BEYOND THE TIME BARRIER Robert Clarke. Darlene
Tompkins, Arianne Arden. Producer Robert Clarke.
Director Edgar G. Ulmer. A journey to the world of
tomorrow. 80 min.

HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScope. Color. Vincent Price,
Mark Damon, Myrna Fahey. Producer-director Roger
Corman. Edgar Allen Poe's classic. 79 min. 7/25/60.

October

JOURNEY TO THE LOST CITY Colorscope. -Debra
Paget, Paul Christian. Director Friti Lang. 95 min.

ROUGH AND THE SMOOTH. THE Nadja Tiller, Tony
Britton, William Bendix. Producer George Minter.
Director Robert Siodmak. Story of a turbulent love
triangle. 100 min.

November
KONG A Color. Michael Gough, Margo Johns. Pro-
ducer Herman Cohen. Director John Lamount. Monster
gorilla rampages through Piccadilly Circus. 90 min.

December

GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON CinemaScope, Color.
Mark Forest, Broderick Crawford. Action fantasy.

January

MASTER OF THE WORLD Color, Dyna-Magic. Vincent
Price, Charles Bronson, Henry Hull, Mary Webster.
Jules Verne tale of one man's scheme to eliminate
war. 120 min.

March

ALADDIN AND THE GIANT Dynamagic and Color.
Producer Herman Cohen. Action fantasy. 90 min.

Coming

REPHLICUS Science fiction.

COLUMBIA

March
COMANCHE STATION CinemaScope, Color. Randolph
Scott. Nancy Gates. Producer-director Budd Boetticher.
A cowboy out for revenge. 74 min. 2/29/60.

OUR MAN IN HAVANA CinemaScope Alec Guinness
Burl Ives, Maureen O'Hara. Producer-Director Carol
Reed. Drama of a vacuum cleaner salesman in Havana
107 min. 2/1/60.

April

CABETTE GOES TO WAR CinemaScope. Color, Brigitte
Bardot, Jacques Charrier, Producer Raoul J. Levy.
Director Christian-Jaque. Bardot helps defeat Germany.
103 min. 2/29/60.

BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG Dick Clark, Michael Cal
Ian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Jerry Bresler. Director
Paul Wendkos. A teacher fights teenage violence. 102
min. 3/14/60.

May
ELECTRONIC MONSTER Rod Cameron Mary Murphy
Producer Cohen-Levy. Director Tully. A mind machine
in the hands of a murderer. 72 min. 6/6/60.

KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO CinemaScope, Color. Rob-
ert Taylor, Anne Aubrey. Producers Irving Allen
Albert R. Broccoli. Director Richard Thorpe. Engineer
fights slave trade in Africa. 91 min. 4/25/60.

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathews.
Producer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre de Toth.
Hollywood film magnate becomes U.S. counter-spy ?2
min. 4/11/60.

STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY, THE Guy Rolfe. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Ritual murders
in India. 81 min. 5/23/60.

June
BATTLE IN OUTER SPACE Color. Ryo Ikebe, Leonard
Stanford. Producer Tomoyuki Tanaka. Director Inoshiro
Honda. 90 min. 6/27/60.

MOUNTAIN ROAD, THE James Stewart, Lisa Lu. Pro-
ducer William Goeti. Director Daniel Mann. G l.'i
fight across Burma. 102 min. 3/28/60.

MY DOG. BUDDY Ken Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis.
Director Ray Kel
77 min. 5/9/60.

12 TO THE MOON Ken Clark, Phillip Baird Tony
Dexter, Francis X. Bushman. Producer Fred Gebhardt
Director David Bradley. The first lunar flight. 74
min. 8/22/60.

July

STOPI LOOK! & LAUGH! Three Stooges, Paul Winchell
& Jerry Mahoney. Producer Harry Romm. Director
Jules White. Funny men romp. 78 min. 8/22/60.

STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET CinemaScope, Color.
Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak, Ernie Kovacs, Barbara Rush.
Producer-director Richard Ouine. Love triangle in sub-
urbia, based on Evan Hunter's best-seller. 117 min.
6/6/60.

13 GHOSTS Charles Herbert, Jo Morrow, Martin Milner.
Producer-director William Castle. Rib-tickling ghost tale
88 min. 7/25/60.

August

NIGHTS OF LUCRETIA BORGIA, THE Color. Belinda
Lee, Jacques Sernas. Producer Carlo Caiano. Director
Sergio Grieco. Action spectacle. 108 min. 8/8/60.

September
ALL THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd, Sidney Poitier.
Producer-director Hall Bartlett. U.N. forces trapped
behind enemy lines in Korea. 86 min. 8/8/60.

AS THE SEA RAGES Maria Schell. Cliff Robertson.
Producer Carl Sikoll. Director Horst Hechler. A war
among fishermen and islanders. 97 min. 8/22/60.

ENEMY GENERAL. THE Van Johnson, Jean Pierre
Aumont, Dany Carrel. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
George Sherman. 74 min. 8/22/60.

FAST AND SEXY CinemaScope, Color. Gina Lollo-
brigida, Dale Robertson. Producer Milko Skofic. Di-
rector Reginald Denham. Love story set in Italy. 98
min. 9/5/60.

October

I AIM AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw.
Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director J. Lee Thompson.
Film biography of brilliant rocket scientist von Braun.

I'M ALL RIGHT JACK Peter Sellers, Ian Carmichael,
Terry-Thomas. Producer Roy Boulting. Director John
Boulting.

LET NO MAN WRITE MY EPITAPH Burl Ives, Shelley
Winters, James Darren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan. Di-

rector Philip Leacock.

Coming

DEVIL AT 4 O'CLOCK. THE Spencer Tracy, Frank
Sinatra. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mervyn
LeRoy.

GIDGET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope. Color. James
Darren, Michael Callan. Producer Jerry Bresler.

GUNS OF NAVARONE, THE CinemaScope, Color.
Gregory Peck, David Niven, Anthony Quinn. Producer
Carl Foreman. Director J. Lee Thompson.

HCLL IS A CITY Stanley Baker, John Crawford, Donald
Pleasance. Producer Michael Carreras. Director Val
Guest.

PEPE CinemaScope, Color. Cantinflas, Dan Dalley,
Shirley Jones. Producer-director George Sidney.

BULLETIN R O D U C T



PLEASE TURN OVER Ted Ray, Jean Kent. Leslie Philips.

Joan Sims. Producer Peter Rogers. Director Gerald

SAPPHO, VENUS OF LESBOS CinemaScope. Color.
Kerwin . Mathews, Tina Louise.

SONG WITHOUT END CinemaScope, Color. Dirk Bo-

garde, Capucine. Producer William Goeti. Director
Charles Vidor. Musical biography of Franz Lisit. 141

min. 7/11/60.

SURPRISE PACKAGE Yul Brynner. Mirzi Gaynor. Pro-
ducer-director Stanley Donen.

3 WORLDS OF GULLIVER. THE Super Dynamation
Color. Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow. Producer Charles
Schneer. Director Jack Sher.

TWO FACES OF DR. JEKYLL, THE Color. Paul Massie,
Dawn Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
Terence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
son's classic.

WACKIEST SHIP IN THE ARMY. THE CinemaScope.
Color. Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson. Producer Fred
Kohlmar. Director Richard Murphy.

INDEPENDENTS

March

EXPRESSO BONGO (Continental Dist.) Laurence Har-
jl vey. Sylvia Syms. Producer-director Val Guest. Based
[/ on the hit play by Wolf Mankowitz. 108 min. 4/25/60.

SWORD AND THE CROSS. THE (Valiantl CinemaScope
I Color. Gianna Maria Canale. Marisa Allasio. Director

I

Guido Brignone. Story of the Roman persecution of

|
early Christians.

April

KIDNAPPED IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Peter Finch,

James MacArthur. Producer Walt Disney. Director
Robert Stevenson. Adaptation of Robert Louis Steven-

I ion's adventure classic. 97 min. 2/29/40.

ROSEMARY I Films-Around-the-World, Inc.) Nadja Tiller,

I Peter Van E.yck Producer Luggi Waldleitner. Director
I Rolf Theile. True story of post-war German prostitute

I who "made it." 105 min. 4/25/40.

June

SIGN OF ZORRO. THE (Buena Vista). Guy Williams.
I -Henry Calvin. Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-
! tors Norman Foster and Lewis R. Foster. S'vash-

|
buckling hero saves old Los Angeles from tyrannical

I commandante. 91 min.

July

POLLYANNA IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
Richard Eagan. Producer Walt Disney. Director David

I Swift. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller. 134 min. 4/11/40.

August

PRIVATE PROPERTY [Citation Films, Inc.) Corey Allen,
I Warren Oates, Robert Wark, Jerome Cowan, Kate
j

Manx. Producer Stanley Colbert. Director Leslie
Stevens. 80 min. 8/22/40.

SAVAGE EYE. THE ITrans-Lux Kingsley) Gary Merrill,
i Barbara Baxley, Herschel Bernardi. Producer-Director

Ben Maddow, Sidney Meyers Joseph Strick. 47 min.
8/22/40.

December
' SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON IBuena Vista) Technicolor.

John Mills, Dorothy McGuire. Producer William H.
Anderson. Director Ken Annakin. Adaptation of Johann
Wyss' Adventure classic.

Coming
•CHASERS, THE (Gaston Hakim) Jacques Charrier.
Charles Agnovour. Director Jean-Pierre Mocky. Cyni-
cal yet engrossing French import about youthful
women-chasers. 75 min. 3/28.

;

DAY OF THE TRUMPET, THE IC. Santiago Film Organi-

j

nation Prod.) John Agar, Richard Arlen, Bill Phipps.

|

Producer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

CREAM MACHINE. THE (Amalgamated Prods.) Rod
Cameron, Marty Murphy, Peier llling. Producers Rich-
ard Gordon and Charles Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
gomery Tully.

SORGO IKing Bros.) Technicolor, Wide screen. Bill

,
Travers, Vincent Winter, William Sylvester. Producer

I Maurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

HIROSHIMA. MON AMOUR (Zeniih International)
Emmanuelle Riva, E|il Okada. Producer-Director Alain
Resnais. Love story set against background of war.
88 min. 7/25/40.

JAZZ ON A SUMMER'S DAY (Galaxy Attractions. Inc.)
Louis Armstrong. Gerry Mulligan, George Shearing.
Producer-director Bert Stern. Sights and sounds of the
Newport, R. I. annual jan festival. 85 min. 5/9/40.

JUNGLE CAT (Buena Vista) Technicolor. Story of
animal life along the Amazon River.

LIGHT ACROSS THE STREET. THE IUMPO) Brigitte
Bardot, Raymond Pellegrin, Roger Piquat. Producer

l

Jacques Gauthier. Director Georges Lacombe. Drama.
!

A French husband and wife try to live without normal
sex relations, after the husband had a near-fatal acci-
dent. 74 min.

tUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co J
Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, ANison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton. Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MICHAEL STROGOFF {Continental Distributing. Inc.)
Color, CinemaScope. Curt Jurgens. Genevieve Paqe.
Producer John Spigler. Director Carmine Gallone.
Adventure classic. 115 min. 4/4/40.

REST IS SILENCE. THE (Films Around the World. Inc.

I

Hardy Kruger Peter Van Eyck, Ingrid Andree. Pro-
ducer-Director Helmut Kautner. Modernized version of
Hamlet in German 104 min. 8/8/40.

SCHOOL FOR SCOUNDRELS (Continental Distributing,
Inc.) Ian Carmichael. Terry-Thomas Alastalr Sim, Ja-
nette Scott. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Robert
Hamer British comedy 94 min. 7/25/40.

SILVER SKATES, THE IBuena Vista) Eastman Color.
Rony Zeander. Carin Rossby. Producer Walt Disney.
Director Norman Foster. Romantic fairy-tale taking
place by the Zuider Zee in 1850.

THUNDER IN CAROLINA IHowco International) Rory
Calhoun, Alan Hale, Connie Hines, John Gentry. Pro-
ducer J. Francis White. Director Paul Helmick. 92 min.
7/25/40.

METRO -GO LDWYN -MAYER

March

HOME F-ROM THE HILL CinemaScope. Metrocolor
Robert Mitchum, Eleanor Parker. Producer Edmund
Grainger. Director Vincente Minnelli. Film version of
William Humphrey's novel dealing with conflict be-
tween family. 150 min. 2/15/40.

April

PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES CinemaScope. Metro-
Color. Dorr? Day^ David Nlven, Janis Paige. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Cnarles Walters. Comic ex-
periences of N. Y. couple and their children. Ill min.
3/28.

May
PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney. Terry
Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys milltari
academy. 93 min.

June

ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN, THE Cinema-
Scope. MetroColor. Tony Randall. Eddie Hodges. Pro-
ducer Samuel Goldwyn. Jr. Director Michael Curtiz.
Film version of Mark Twain's classic story of the Mis-
sissippi River. 107 min. 5/9/60.

GIANT OF MARATHON, THE Dyalscope. Color. Steve
Reeves. Mylene Demongeot. Producer Bruno Vailati.

Director Jacques Tourneur. Action-filled recreation of

the classic battle of ancient Greece. 92 min. 4/4/40.

July

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope, MetroColor. Judy
Holliday, Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-
tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit.

127 min. 4/27/40.

THE DAY THEY ROEBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray, Elizabeth Sellars, Hugh Griffith. Producer
Jules Buck. Director John Guillermin Suspense'ul
action-thriller of a sensational robbery. 85 min. 8/8/40.

August

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaScope
MetroColor. Robert Wagner. Natalie Wood. Susan
Kohner. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Michael
Anderson. Drama involving four young people whose
paths cross in their search to find love. 112 min.

7/25/40.

TIME MACHINE, THE Color. Rod Taylor. Alan Young
Producer-director George Pal. Based on H. G. Wells'
story of a man who invents a machine which carries
him from the 19th century into an amazing world of

the future. 103 min. 7/25/40.

September

ANGEL WORE RED, THE Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde,
Joseph Cotten Producer Goffredo Lombardo Director

Nunnally Johnson. Drama, during Spanish Civil War
involving a priest and a beautiful dancer. 99 min.

SUBTERRANEANS. THE CinemaScope, MetroColor
Leslie Caron, George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed
Director Ranald MacDouqall. Film version of Jack
Kerouac's novel. 89 min. 8/22/40.

October

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter, Pat Crowley.
Producer Kathryn Hereford. Director Phil Karlson. Story

of a man threatened by a gang of hoodlums after he

is witness to a murder. 81 min.

WHERE THE HOT WIND BLOWS Gina Lollobrigida
Yves Montand. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Jules
Dassin. From Roger Vailland's best-selling novel of

smoldering violence among people of primitive morals
living In an Isolated Adriatic village.

November

BUTTERFIELD 8 CinemaScope. MetroColor. Elizabeth

Taylor, Laurence Harvey. Producer Pandro S. Berman
Director Daniel Mann. Adaptation of John O'Hara's
novel.

OCTOBER SUMMARY
The early October release schedule

revea's only 17 pictures. Allied Artists,

Columbia and Twentieth Century-Fox

are tied for first position with three

each. American-International, M G-M

I and Warner Bros, are deadlocked for

I the runnerup spot, each having listed

two films. Paramount and United Alt*

&j ists each has slated one release, while

Universal has none as yet for the com-

I ing month.

GORGO Eastman Color. Bill Travers. Will Sylvester.

Vincent Winter. Producers Frank and Maurice King

Director Eugent Lourie. Adventure story of a monster
that virtually destroys London to rescue its off spring

from captivity.

December

CIMARRON CinemaScope. MetroColor. Glenn Ford,

Maria Schell. Anne Baxter. Producer Edmund Grainger
Director Anthony Mann. Based on Edna Ferber s classic

novel.

MAGIC BOY Magicolor. Animated cartoon depicting
adventures of a little Japanese boy and girl and their

animal friends in the mountain district of Japan. 83 min.

Coming

ATLANTIS, THE LOST CONTINENT Color. Anthony
Hall. Joyce Taylor. John Dall. Producer-Director
Georqe Pal. Science-adventure drama of mysterious
civilization said to have vanished into the sea.

BEN HUR Panavision. Technicolor. Charlton Heston.

Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-

ducer Sam Zimbalist Director William Wyler. Bib-

lical spectacle. 213 min. I 1/23/59.

COLOSSUS OF RHODES. THE Rory Calhoun. Lea Mas-
sari. Director Sergio Leone. Action spectacle of his-

toric battle between th3 people of ancient Rhodes and
invading Phoenicians.

GO NAKED IN THE WORLD CinemaScope MetroColor
Gina Lollobrigida Tony Franciosa. Ernest Boran^ne

Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Ranald MacDou-
gall. Film version of a novel by Tom Chamales

GREEN HELMET. THE Bill Travers, Nancy Walters Pro-

ducer Charles Vetter. Director Michael Forlong. Dra-

matic thriller about auto racing, based on fhe novel by
John Cleary.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, Technirama. Jeffrey

Hunter. Siobhan McKenna. Robert Ryan. Producer

Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas Ray. Epic drama
based on life of Christ.

VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED George Sanders, Bar-

bara Shelley. Producer Rnnald Kinnoch Director Wo"
Rilla. Suspense drama with a science-fiction basis. 78

WHERE THE EOYS ARE CinemaScope Me'roColor
Dolores Hart. George Hamilton. Yvette Mimieux. Paula

Prentiss. Connie Francis. Producer Joseph Pasternak.

Director Henry Levin. Based on Glendon Swarthout's

best-seller about college students who join annual

Easter trek to Florida for vacations and romance.

PARAMOUNT

March

HELLER IN PINK TIGHTS Technicolor. Sophia Loren

Anthony Quinn, Margaret O'Brien. Producers Carlo

Ponti and Marcello Girosi. Director George Cukor

Theatrical troupe's adventures in the old west. 100

min. 3/14/60.

April

CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS Lilli Palmer, Sylvia Syms.

Yvonne Mitchell. Producer Betty E. Box Director Ralph

Thomas. Story of rescue operations of war orphans

imprisoned in concentration camps. 113 min. 3/14/40.

IN THE WAKE OF A STRANGER Tony Wright. Shirley

Eaton. Danny Green. Producer John Penington. Director

David Eady. Suspense drama concerning the dis-

appearance of the body of a murdered bookmaker.

69 min. 5/9/60.

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET Jerry Lewis. Joan Black-

man. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog.

Screen version of the Broadway hit by Gore Vidal.

85 min. 2/15/60.

Film BULLETIN — THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT



May
FIVE BRANDED WOMEN Van Heflin, Silvana Mangano,
Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis. Director
Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Nazis. 106 min.
4/1 1/60.

PRISONER OF THE VOLGA Eastman Color. John Derek,
Elsa Martinelli, Dawn Addams. Director V. Tour-
ieasky. Historical spectacle. 82 min. 5/9/60.

June
WALK LIKE A DRAGON Jack Lord, Nobu McCarthy,
James Shigeta. Producer-director James Clavell. Drama
set in the Old West dealing with the fight between
an American settler and a Chinese immigrant for the
love of an Oriental slave girl. 95 min. 6/6/60.

July

BELLBOY, THE Jerry Lewis. Aiex Gerry, Joan Tabor.
Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of a mute bellboy
at a Florida resort. 72 min. 8/22/60.

RAT RACE, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan. Drama of a career-seeking
saxophone player and a disillusioned showgirl. 105 min.
5/9/60.

TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT Eastman Color. Gordon
Scott, Jock Mahoney. Producers Sy Weintraub. Harvey
Hayutin. Director Robert Day. Famous king of the
untamed engages in more adventurous activities. 88
min. 6/27/60.

August

IT STARTED IN NAPLES VistaVision, Technicolor. Clark
Gable. Sophia Loren. Producer Jack Rose. Director
Mel Shavelson. An American lawyer goes to Italy to
get his orphaned nephew and falls in love with the
child's governess. 100 min. 7/25/60.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh, Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles,
John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock
Story based on Inner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert
Bloch. 109 min. 6/27/60.

September

BOY WHO STOLE A MILLION. THE Virgilio Texera,
Maurice Reyna. Producer George Brown. Director
Charles Crichton. Young bank messenger "borrows"
1,000,000 pesetas to help his father. 84 min.

UNDER TEN FLAGS Technirama. Van Heflin. Charles
Laughton. Producer Dino DeLaurpntis. Directors Duilio
Coletti and Silvio Narizzano. Drama of WWII. 92
min. 9/5/60.

October

SAVAGE INNOCENTS. THE Technirama, Technicolor. An-
thony Ouinn Yoko Toni Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray. 110 min.

November
G.I. BLUES Technicolor. Ivis Presley, Juliet Prowse.
Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog. Story
of Amsrican soldiers in Germany.

December
BREATH OF SCANDAL, A Technicolor. Sophia Loren,
Maurice Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti
and Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtiz. A sophis-
ticated story of the make-believe world of the Austro-
Hungarian court around 1906.

CINDERFELLA Technicolor, VistaVision. Jerry Lewis,
Ed Wynn, Anna Marie Alberghetti, Erin O'Brien. Pro-
ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin. Modern
version of the Cinderella fairy tale.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Nancy Kwan, Michael Wilding. Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Richard Quine. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and the Broadway play.

Coming

ALL IN A NIGHT'S WORK Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Shirley MacLaine, Cliff Robertson. Producer Hal Wal-
lis. Director Joseph Anthony. Pretty research assistant
for publishing empire suspected of blackmail plot
involving late boss.

BIG BOSTON ROBBERY, THE Jay Barney, Tom Duggan.
Producer Bryan Foy. Director Jerry Hopper. Story
of a $2,000,000 bank heist.

BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim. Producer Raymond Eger. Direc-
tor Roger Vadim. Suspense drama based on story by
Paul Gallico.

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S Technicolor. Audrey Hep-
burn, George Peppard. Producers Martin Jurow,
Richard Shepherd. Director Blake Edwards. Adapta-
tion of the best-seller by Truman Capote.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden. Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg
G»»r»e Seaton Director George Seaton. WW II

• i»l«**4« drama.

HATARI Technicolor. John Wayne. Producer-Director
Howard Hawks. Drama of adventurers who capture
-ild animals for zoos.

Om-tTED JACKS VistaVision Technicolor. Marlon
Brando. Plna Petllcer. Producer Frank Rosenberg Direc-
tor Marlon Brando

ON THE DOUBLE Panavision, Technicolor. Danny
Kaye. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson.
Gl entertainer drafted into Allied espionage plot.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY, THE VistaVision, Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire, Debbie Reynolds. Tab Hunter.
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-
boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

SUMMER AND SMOKE Laurence Harvey, Geraldine
Page. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Peter Glenville.
Drama based on Tennessee Williams' Broadway play.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

April

MASTER OF THE CONGO JUNGLE DeLuxe Color,
CinemaScope. Narrator—Orson Welles. Producer H.
Stock. Director M. De Roover. Story of life in the
Belgian Congo. 88 min. 1/18/60.

THIRTEEN FIGHTING MEN RegalScope. Grant Wil-
liams, Carole Mathews. Producer Jack Leewood. Di-
rector Harry Gerstad. Story of tensions and tragedy
when two rival patrols from North and South meet.
69 min. 3/28.

WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Ernie Kovacs, Margo Moore, Dick Shawn. Pro-
ducer-director Mervyn LeRoy. Gl operates a lavish
resort on a Pacific island. 126 min. 3/28.

May
CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson Welles
Juliette Greco. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director
Richard Fleischer. Psychological thriller of dual iden-
tities. 97 min. 5/23/60.

DAVID AND BATHSHEBA Technicolor. Gregory Peck,
Susan Hayward. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. 116 min.

FLAME OVER INDIA DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Ken-
neth More. Lauren Bacall. Producer M. Hellman. Di-
rector J. Thompson. Suspense melodrama set in India
130 min. 4/25/60.

VALLEY OF THE REDWOODS CinemaScope. Lynn
Bernay, John Hudson. Producer Gene Corman. Di-
rector William N. Witney. Masterful and ingenious
crime drama set off in northern California 63 min
4/25/60.

June

BOBBIKINS CinemaScope. Shirley Jones, Max Bygraves.
Producer O. Brodney. Director Robert Day. Hilarious
family comedy. 89 min. 2/29/60.

OPERATION AMSTERDAM Peter Finch, Eva Bartok.
Producer M. Cowan. Director M. McCarthy. Based on
a novel by David E. Walker. 105 min. 4/11/60.

TWELVE HOURS TO KILL CinemaScope. Nico Minar-
dos, Barbara Eden. Producer John Healy. Director
Edward L. Cahn. Crime melodrama. 83 min. 5/9/60.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Montgomery
Clift, Lee Remick, Jo Van Fleet. Producer-Director
Elia Kazan. An elderly woman successfully fights the
Tennessee Valley Authority. 110 min. 6/6/60.

July

FROM THE TERRACE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Myrna Loy. Pro-
ducer-Director Mark Robson. Inside look at low morals
of upper class. 144 min. 7/11/60.

HIGH POWERED RIFLE CinemaScope. Willard Parker,
Allison Hayes. Producer-director Maury Dexter. 60
min. 8/8/60.

LOST WORLD. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Fer-
nando Lamas, Claude Rains, David Hedison, Jill St.

John. Producer-Director Irwin Allen. Adventure-fantasy
spectacle. 98 min. 7/1 1/60.

MURDER. INC. CinemaScope. May Britt, Stuart Whit-
man. Producer Burt Balaban. Director Stuart Rosen-
berg. Story of famed crime syndicate. 107 min. 7/11/60.

STORY OF RUTH. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Elana Eden, Peggy Wood, Stuart Whitman. Produoer
Samuel G. Engel. Director Harry Koster. Story of the
biblical character. 132 min. 6/27/60.

TRAPPED IN TANGIERS CinemaScope. Edmund Pur-
dom, Genevieve Page. Producer Riccardo Freda.
Director Antonio Cervi. 74 min. 8/22/60.

August

FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard Basehart, Stu Erwin, Rex Allen. Producer-
Director George Sherman. 84 min. 8/22/60.

IDIOT. THE Y. Yakovlev, J. Borisova, N. Podgorny.
Director Ivan Pyriev. Russian exchange film in coop-
eration with the State Department, based on Dostoiev-
sky's novel. 122 min. 8/22/60.

ONE FOOT IN HELL CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Dolores Michaels, Don Murray, Alan Ladd. Producer
Sydney Boehm. Director James B. Clark. 90 min.
8/22/60.

SONS AND LOVERS CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color. Dean
Stockwell, Trevor Howard, Wendy Hiller, Heather
Sears. Producer Jerry Wald. .Director Jack Cardiff. '

Drama of passion and love in a Welsh mining com-
munity. 103 min. 7/25/60.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Ray Stricklyn,
Mary Anders, Willard Parker. Producer Jack Lee-
wood. Director William Claxton. Story of the teenage
life of the notoriuos outlaw. 73 min. 8/22/60.

September

FRECKLES Carol Christianson, Martin West. Producer
H. Spaulding. Director M. McLoglin.

HIGH TIME CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Bing Crosby,
Fabian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Charles Brackett.
Director Blake Edwards. Rich, older playboy goes back
to college and learns a lot.

LET-S MAKE LOVE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Yves
Montand, Tony Randall, Marilyn Monroe. Producer
Jerry Wald. Director George Cukor. Romantic com-
edy. 118 min. 9/5/60.

SEPTEMBER STORM CinemaScope. 3-D. Joanne Dru,
Mark Stevens. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director
Byron Haskin. Unique underwater drama.

WALK TALL Willard Parker, Kent Taylor. Joyce Mead-
ows. Producer-Director Maury Dexter.

October

BATTLE OF AUSTERLITZ CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Leslie Caron, Jack Palance, Rosanno Brazzi, Vittorio De
Sica, Martine Carol. Director Abel Gance.

DESIRE IN THE DUST Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer, Joan
Bennett, Brett Halsey, Ken Scott. Producer-Director Wil-
liam Claxton.

SECRET OF THE PURPLE REEF Peter Falk. Producer Gene
Corman. Director W. Whitly.

November

NORTH TO ALASKA CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color. John
Wayne, Stewart Granger, Ernie Kovacs, Fabian, Capu-
cine. Director Henry Hathaway. Mail-order bride is

brought to Alaska in gold rush days.

SCHNOOKS. THE Tommy Noonan, Peter Marshall. Pro-
ducer Jack Leewood. Director Charles Barton.

iScope, DeLuxe

December

Presley. Producer-Director David

Coming

BIG GAMBLE, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Stephen Boyd, Juliette Greco, David Wayne. Producer
Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Richard Fleischer.

CAPTAIN'S TABLE. THE John Gregson, Peggy Cum-
mins, Donald Sinden, Nadia Gray. Producer Joseph
Janni. Director Jack Lee. Delightful comedy about
life aboard a pleasure cruiser. 90 min. 8/8/60.

FERRY TO HONG KONG Curt Jurgens, Orson Welles,
Sylvia Syms. Producer George Maynard. Director
Lewis Gilbert. Offbeat comedy-drama about a cul-

tured tramp, a scheming captain, and their strange

alliance.

MILLIONAIRESS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color
Sophia Loren, Peter Sellers. Alastair Sim. Producer
Carlo Ponti. Director Anthony Asquith. Bernard Shaw's
famous comedy.

SALAMMBO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Jacques Ser-

nas, Edmund Purdom. Colorful panorama based on

Flaubert's famous story.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Mylene
Demongeot, Michael Craig, Anne Heywood. Producer

|

Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Rowdy, racy,

ragout of an impossible French baby-sitter. 101 min.

UNITED ARTISTS

April

BOY AND THE PIRATES. THE Color. Charles Herbert,
|

Susan Gordon. Producer-director Bert I. Gordon. Fan-

tasy-comedy. 82 min. 4/11/60.

THREE CAME TO KILL Cameron Mitchell, Steve Brodie. I

Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action
|

drama. 70 min. 4/11/60.

UNFORGIVEN. THE Color. Burt Lancaster, Audrty
|

Hepburn. Producer James Hill. Director John Huston
Widescreen Western. 125 min. 4/11/60.

BULLETIN — THIS YOUR PRODUCT



May
I FUGITIVE KIND, THE Marlon Brando, Anna Maqnani,
I Joanne Woodward. Producer Martin Jurow and Richard
I Shepherd. Director Sidney Lumet. Based on Tennessee
Williams' Broadway play. 119 min. 4/25/60.

GAUANT HOURS, THE James Cagney. Producer-Direc-
i

tor Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval hero
i Admiral Halsey. 115 min. 5/23/40.

NOOSE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis. Ted De Corsia.
Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Ac-

j
tion drama. 69 min. 5/9/60.

SUMMER OF THE 17th DOLL Ernest Borgnine, Anne
Baxter. Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film version
of Ray Lawler's Broadway and London stage play. 93

June

MACUMBA LOVE Color. Ziva Rodann. William Well-
. man. Jr., June Wilkinson. Producer-Director Douglas
Fowley. Voodoo and tropical romance in Brazil. 86

< min. 6/6/60.

MUSIC BOX KID, THE Ronald Foster. Luana Patten
Grant Richards. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director
Edward L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.

July

APARTMENT, THE Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine,
Fred MacMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder. Ro-

i mantic comedy. 125 min. 5/23/60.

CAGE OF EVIL Ronald Forster, Pat Blair. Producer
Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn. Crime

j
drama. 70 min. 8/8/60.

LAST DAYS OF POMPEII. THE Color. CinemaScope
|
Steve Reeves. Christina Kauffman. Producer Paolo

j
Moffa. Director Mario Bonnard. 103 min. 6/27/60.

August

ELMER GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster, Jean
Simmons. Dean Jagger. Producer Bernard Smith. Di-
rector Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller
145 min. 7/1 1/60.

WALKING TARGET Steve Kandel. Ron Foster. Producer
Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Kahn. Action drama.
74 min. 8/22/60.

September

NIGHT FIGHTERS, THE Robert Mitchum, Dan O'Herlihy,
Anne Heywod. Producer Raymond Stross. Director
Taylor Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion. 74 min.

STUDS LONIGAN Christopher Knight. Venetia Steven-
son. Producer Philip Yordan. Director Irving Lerner.
Film version of the James T. Farrel triloqy. 95 min.
7/25/60.

October

ALAMO, THE ITodd-AO) Technicolor. John Wayne.
Richard Widmark, Laurence Harvey, Linda Cristal.
Producer-director John Wayne. Historic Western.

November
INHERIT THE WIND Spencer Tracy. Fredric March,
Gene Kelly. Producer-director Stanley Kramer. Recre-
ation of famed Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925. 127

I
min. 7/25/60.

MAGNIFICENT SEVEN, THE PanaVision, Color. Yul
Brynner, Eli Wallach, Horst Buchholi, Steve McQueen.
Producer-director John Sturges. Based on the Japanese
film "The Seven Samurai."

December

EXODUS Color. PanaVision. Paul Newman, Eva Marie
Saint, Peter Lawford. Producer-director Otto Premin-
ger. Based on Leon Uris' novel.

FACTS OF LIFE, THE Bob Hope, Lucille Ball. Producer-
Directors Norman Panama, Melvin Frank. Comedy.

Coming
ADVISE AND CONSENT Producer-director Otto Prem-
mger. From Allen Drury best-seller about Washington
politics.

APPLE PIE BED Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director
Jean Negulesco. Based on the novel "The Midwife
of Pont Clery" by Flora Sandstrom.

BY LOVE POSSESSED Director Robert Wise. Picturiza-
tion of James Gould Cozzen's Pulitzer Prize winning
novel.

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
Kramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
sion of James Michener's epic novel.

INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Donna Anderson.
Producer Stanley Kramer. Director Paul Stanley.

MISFITS, THE Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe, Montgom-
ery Clift. Producer Frank Taylor. Director John
Huston. Comedy.

TIME ON HER HANDS Ingrid Bergman. Anthony Per-
kins. Producer-director Anatole Litvak. Filmization of
Francois Sagan's romantic novel "Do You Like Brahms?"

TUNES OF GLORY Color. Alec Guinnes, John Mills.
Producer Colin Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Com-
edy-drama of the British postwar army.

Film

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Elizabeth Taylor Director
Delbert Mann. Based on the Broadway stage success.

WAY WEST. THE James Stewart. Kirk Douglas, Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

WEST SIDE STORY Widescreen, Color. Natalie Wood,
Russ Tamblyn. Producer-director Robert Wise. Filmi-
zation of Broadway musical. Teenagers in love and
the problems they face.

UNIVERSAL I NT' L

April

HEAD OF A TYRANT Technicolor, Totalscope Massimo
Girotti, Isabelle Corey, Renato Baldini, Vvette Masson.
Director Fernando Gerghio. Story of the annihilation
of the people of Central Asia in ancient times. 94
min. 5/23/60.

SNOW QUEEN. THE Eastman Color. Voices of Art
Linkletter. Sandra Dee, Patty McCormack. Tommy Kirk.
Producer Robert Faber. Animated version of Hans
Christian Anderson fairy tale. 70 min. 12/7/59.

May
COSSACKS, THE Technicolor. Totalscope. Edmund
Purdom, Johnny Barrymore. Jr., Georgia Moll. Pro-
ducer W. Tourjansky. Director Giorgio Rivalta. 113
min. 4/11/60.

June

BRIDES OF D3ACULA, THE Technicolor. Peter Cushing,
Martita Hunt, Yvonne Monlaur, Freda Jackson. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Horror
thriller. 85 min. 6/6/60.

LEECH WOMAN, THE Coleen Gray, Grant Williams,
Gloria Talbot. Producer Joseph Gershenson. Director
Edward Dein. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving
drug and turns murderess. 77 min. 5/23/60.

July

DINOSAURUS CinemaScope. Deluxe Color. Ward Ram-
sey. Producer J. H. Harris. Director Irvin S. Yea-
worth, Jr. Adventure spectacle of pre-historic mon-
sters. 83 min. 6/27/60.

PORTRAIT IN 8LACK Eastman Color. Anthony Quinn.
Lana Turner, Sandra Dee, John Saxon. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Michael Gordon. Adaptation of
Broadway play by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts. 112
min. 6/27/60.

SOS PACIFIC Pier Angeli. Richard Attenborough. Eva
Bartok. Producers John Nasht, Patrick Filmer-Sankey.
Director Guy Green. Action thriller. 92 min. 7/25/60.

August

CHARTROOSE CABOOSE Eastman Color. Molly Bee,
Ben Cooper, Edgar Buchanan. Producer Stanley W.
Daugherty. Director William Reynolds. Comedy cen-
tered around a chartreuse caboose used for a home.
76 min. 6/27/60.

COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL Stove Allen. Jayne Meadows,
Mamie Van Doren. Walter Winchell, Mickey Shaugh-
nessy, Cathy Crosby. Conway Twitty. Producer-director
Albert Zugsmiih. Story of college prof's survey of
teenagers with surprising results. 90 min.

September

BETWEEN TIME AND ETERNITY Eastman Color. Lilli

Palmer. Carlos Thompson, Willy Birgel. Director Ar-
thur Maria Rabenal. 98 min. 8/22/60.

SEVEN WAYS FROM SUNDOWN Eastman Color. Audle
Murhpy, Barry Sullivan, Venetia Stevenson, John Mc-
Intire. Producer Gordon Kay. Director Harry Keller.

November

MIDNIGHT LACE Color. Doris Day, Rex Harrison, John
Gavin, Myrna Loy. Producers Ross Hunter. Martin Mel-
cher. Director David Miller. Mystery set in England.

Coming
BACK STREET Color. Susan Hayward. John Gavin. Vera
Miles. Producer Ross Hunter. Director David Miller.

COME SEPTEMBER Panavision, Color. Rock Hudson,
Gina Lollobrigida, Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin. Pro-
ducer Robert Arthur. Director Robt. Mulligan.

DAY OF THE GUN Color. Rock Hudson, Kirk Douglas.
Dorothy Malone, Joseph Cotton and Carol Lynley.
Producers Eugene Frenke. Edward Lewis. Director
Robert Aldrich.

GRASS IS GREENER, THE Technicolor and Technirama.
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr. Robert Mitchum, Jean
Simmons. Producer-Director Stanley Donen.

GREAT IMPOSTER, THE Tony Curtis, Edmond O'Brien,
Arthur O'Connell, Gary Merrill, Joan Blackman,
Raymond Massey. Producer. Robert Arthur. Director.
Robert Mulligan. Based on the life of Ferdinand
Demara.

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE, THE Mickey
Rooney. Mamie Van Doren. Fay Spain. Mel Torme
Marty Milner, Tuesday Weld. Paul Anka. Cec4l Kella-
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith,
Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people on a bus
are taken by a parallel to 1he Garden of Eden and
its temptations. 87 min.

ROMANOFF AND JULIET Color. Sandra Dee. John
Gavin. Producer-director Peter Ustinov.

SECRET WAYS. THE Richard Widmark Sonja Zi.mann
Producer Richard Widmark. Director Phil Karlson.

SIXTH MAN, THE Tony Curtis. James Franciscus.
Miriam Colon. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert

SPARTACUS Technirama. Technicolor. Kirk Douglas.
Lawrence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov, Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-
tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
hit undying love.

WARNER BROTHERS

March
GUNS OF THE TIMBERLAND Technicolor. Alan Ladd
Jeann* Crain, Frankie Avalon Producer Aaron Spell-
ing. Director. Robert D Webb An adventure drama
of lumbermen and their women. 91 min. 2/15/60.

THIS REBEL EREED Rita Moreno. Mark Damon Pro-
ducers William Rowland and Robert H Yamin. Direc-
tor Richard L. Bare A story of juvenile delinquency
93 min. 2/15/60.

A pril

TALL STORY Technicolor. Anthony Perkins. Jan*
Fonda. Producer-director Joshua Logan Romantic com-
edy based on Broadway staqe hit by Lindsay and
Crouse. 91 min. 2/15/60.

May
SERGEANT RUTLEDGE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter,
Constance Towers. Producers Pat Ford and Willis Gold-
beck. Director John Ford. An unusual stnrv of justice

in the post-Civil War west. Ill min. 4/25/60.

June

HANNIBAL Technicolor. Victor Mature. Rita Gam.
Producer Ottavio Poqqi. Director Edqar G. Ulmer
Adventure spectacle of the exploits of the celebrated
Carthaginian hero. 103 min. 6/27/60.

July

HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Color. Steve Reeves
Sylva Koscina. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director Pielro

Francitcl. Sequel to "Hercules". 101 min. 6/6/60.

ICE PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton, Robert Ryan.
Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Blank*

Director Vincent Sherman Edna Ferbers novel of

Alaska. 143 min. 6/27/60.

August

OCEAN'S ELEVEN Technicolor. Frank Sinatra. Dean
Martin, Sammy Davis. Jr.. Peter Lawford. Angie
Dickinson. Producer-director Lewis Milestone. A Las
Vegas story. 127 min. 8/8/60.

September

CROWDED SKY, THE Technicolor. Dana Andrews.
Rhonda Fleming. Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. Producer Mi-

chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drama
of modern aviation. 105 min. 8/22/60.

October

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS, THE Technicolor
Robert Preston. Dorothy McGuire, Eve Arden. Producer
Michael Garrison. Director Delbert Mann. Based on
William Inge's Broadway stage hit.

GIRL OF THE NIGHT Anne Francis, Jchn Kerr. Lloyd
Nolan. Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Cates. From Dr. Harold Greenwald's social and psy-
choanalytical study "The Call Girl".

November

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy, Greer Garson. Producer Dore Schary. Director
Vincent J. Donehue. From Schary's play about Franklin

D. Roosevelt, a decade before his rise to 1he Presidency.

December
SUNDOWNERS. THE Technicolor. Deborah Kerr, Robert
Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of the

Australian "out back country."

Coming

SINS OF RACHEL CADE, THE Technicolor. Angie Dick-
inson, Peter Finch. Roger Moore. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer's
best-selling novel of Africa.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

CLARK

TRANSFER
Mtmber National Film Carnen

Philadelphia. Pa.: LOcait 4-34St

Wasningtsn. 0. C: DUoont 7-72CC
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ALLIED

THEATRES

OF MICHIGAN

41st ANNUAL CONVENTION

Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel

Detroit

October 12-13, 1960

o Money-Making Ideas

• Showmanship Awards

• Equipment Demonstrations

• Concession Seminars

• Inside Information on Forthcoming Product

• Pre-release Premiere of Universal's MIDNIGHT LACE

• Cocktail Parties

• Luncheons

• Dinner Dance

• Distingushed Guests — Glamorous Personalities

• Gifts! Favors! Prizes!

• Fun! Excitement! Entertainment

All This— and More—
for Only $15

($25 Per Couple)

Plan NOW to Attend WOodward 5-4377

ALLIED THEATRES OF MICHIGAN

607 Fox Building

for registration and program information:

Detroit 1
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CHECK-UP DF FIFTY

LEADING EXHIBITORS

REVEALS:

1. Summer Grosses

Below '59

2. Product Quality

Blamed

3. Fall Prospects

Brighter

euiewi

WHERE THE HOT WiNO BLOWS

GIRL OF THE NIGHT

DESIRE IN THE DUST

THE SAVAGE INNOCENTS

LET NO MAN WRITE MY EPiTAPH

FRECKLES



UNIVERSAL takes pride in announ

on the Seven Pictures Corp. Product

ROCK HUDSO
SANDRA DE1I

Written by STANLEY SHAPIRO and MAURICE RI<



production has started in Italy

INA LOLLOBRIGIDA
OBBY DARIN

Co-Starring

WALTER SLEZAK

sid byROBERT MULLIGAN Produced by ROBERT ARTHUR
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL RELEASE
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ME BIG ONE FOR OCTOBER!

T! BIG IN STORY!

AND LAUNCHED WITH THE BIG
EXPLOITATION CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR!
Unprecedented saturation booking plan for a major, multi- million

dollar production! Area-by-area penetration throughout the country,

starts October 12 in the South and Southwest—more than 950 situations

now set in Atlanta, Charlotte, Dallas, New Orleans, Miami and

Jacksonville areas. Saturation bookings follow in the Midwest on Nov. 4,

and the West Coast, New England and Eastern areas, Nov. 23.

THE BIG PRE SELL INCLUDES
2 WEEK NEWSPAPER TEASER AD CAMPAIGN • PA TOURS BY THE STARS

DISC JOCKEY AND MUSIC PROMOTION • TEASER TRAILERS

DEPARTMENT STORE TIE-UPS

AND. ..UNIQUE SATURATION TELEVISION AND RADIO CAMPAIGN
)N AROUND-THE-CLOCK SCHEDULE

STARRING ELI

Vallach'McQueen
<nplay by WILLIAM ROBERTS • Produced and Directed by JOHN STURGES
MdSCH-ALPHA PICTURE • Executive Producer WALTER MIRISCH

I
ELMER BERNSTEIN- A MiriSCh Company Presentation



What They're hiking About

In the Movie Business

UNIVERSALIS CEILING. It now appears likely

that Universal Pictures' profits for the fiscal

year that ends Oct. 31 will exceed brightest

expectations (may go over 6 million), and
financial circles are wondering how high the

company's ceiling might be. Considering how
successful U's current year was on a comparatively

limited number of boxoffice hits, a look at the

upcoming program makes it quite conceivable

that the 1961 figure might run near the 10 million

mark. The lineup for the balance of this year

and into the first half of '61 is very imposing,

including these potential blockbusters: "Midnight
Lace" (Doris Day, Rex Harrison), "Back Street'

1

(Susan Hayward), "Day of the Gun" (Rock
Hudson, Kirk Douglas, Dorothy Malone), "The
Grass Is Greener" (Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr,

Robert Mitehum), "The Great Imposter" (Tony
Curtis), "Come September" (Hudson, Gina
Lollobrigida)—not to mention "Spartacus". Even
Wall Streeters, who admit to utter ignorance

of show business, view U's coming year as a
banner one for profits.

o

ROADSHOW IMPACT. Despite the griping by
many exhibitors—especially subsequent run
operators—against the burgeoning roadshow
policy, some keen theatremen profess to see

substantial benefits accruing to those who fear the
trend most. With more and more first-run

theatres in every large city going in for the

hard-ticket type of operation, the argument is

that these houses will be isolated from the
competitive tussle for regular releases, thereby
easing the product bind for the remaining
first-runs and sub-runs, as well. The latter

situations, they say, will be favored by
an increasing number of neighborhood saturation
releases as a result of so many downtown
theatres being occupied with long-run roadshow
attractions. The saturation releasing practice

results in a much faster playoff of films,

sans first-run clearances.

o

EARLY FALL BLUES. The high hopes of
many exhibitors that the stronger product lineup

for this Fall would bolster theatre business

against TV's onslaught (see Check-up of

50 Leading Exhibitors, this issue) are not being

realized thus far. Up-to-the minute reports have il

that the early impact of the new television season

has been strong. Some attribute audience
interest to curiosity about the spate of new
weekly series shows, although there is evidence

that the Fred Astaire special (Sept. 28) hurt

most since the season opened.

o

NO SWITCH IN DEBATES. There is virtually

no possibility that the TV networks or the

presidential candidates will heed the plea by
TOA to switch the two remaining Friday

(Oct. 7 and 21) dates for the televised debates

between Kennedy and Nixon. Immediate reaction

by television executives was that too much
re-shuffling of commitments would be required

to make the change. One network spokesman
also made the point that the "great debates"

between the Republican and Democratic
nominees are of enormous interest to school

children, and Friday gives them the best

opportunity to take in the historic events. In its

pitch, TOA declared that Friday evenings are

regularly devoted to shopping and moviegoing

by millions of Americans and pointed out that

the first debate on September 26 was responsible

for a drop of some 15 percent in normal movie
attendance. The idea of asking for the switch in

future dates originated with B. Gerald Cantor,

president of National Theatres.

o

SKIATRON DEAL. The film companies
C20th-Fox and M-G-M) who had been actively

1

negotiating with Matty Fox's Tolvision of

America for a possible buy into its planned

pay-TV activities are sitting back, awaiting

further developments in the government's

investigation of Skiatron, the licensor firm.

A Securities and Exchange Commission decision

on the temporarily-suspended stock is expected

shortly, and there is strong doubt in some
quarters that, no matter what the outcome, the

company ever will be able to resume operations

effectively. It simply owes too much money to

right itself and assume the tremendous financia

burden of a large-scale feevee system.
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Hoi Air
Over Hurifoivi
When the FCC public hearing on the

pay-TV experiment gets underway Octo-

ber 24 in Washington, the pay-as-vou-

see protagonists will be on the spot.

While the Commission established

limitations as to the number of parties

to the hearing and the time to be allot-

ted to witnesses, it did proyide for

cross-examination, marking the first

time that the feevee forces will be re-

quired to reply to questions about their

grandiose, but vague programming

plans.

Up to now, little more than high-

blown publicity phrases has emanated

from the Hartford slot system's mimeo-

graph machines. And while one would
be nai\e or unduly optimistic to expect

a detailed program schedule at the

Washington hearing, that vital subject

will, at the very least, be placed directly

before the Commission and the public

for consideration—and whatever the

Phoneyision Co.'s witnesses have to say

about it will become a matter of record.

The Hartford tub-thumpers are pull-

ing out all stops to give the impression

that the TV fare to be offered the pub-

lic at a price will be geared to high

artistic standards. This always has been

the line of the pay system's propagan-

dists. They are promising to produce a

"complete roster of the great entertain-

ment and educational features'"—includ-

ing shows "from leading Hollywood
and Broadway producers; from the

great concert halls and opera houses of

this country and of Europe"—with

which they will favor the fortunate

populace of Hartford. Nowhere in this

glossy prospectus, please note, is there

any mention of the fact that toll-TV

will be strictly a commercial enterprise,

organized to make profit for its pro-

moters.

The upcoming hearing offers the

Connecticut anti-feevee group and the

five theatres selected as parties to the

proceedings an excellent opportunity to

dispel the hot air over Hartford. They
must hammer home, through incisive

cross-examination and convincing testi-

mony, the truth about the toll scheme.

The Commission and the public must be

made to realize that pay-TV program-

ming never will be of higher artistic

quality than what the public will pay

for. And this grab of the free airlanes

must be exposed for what it is—an

attempt to harness free-TV for bigger

profits.

The question of slot-TV on a national

scale is, in the words of the Commission,

"in abeyance." And there it will have to

stay, for as Senator Frank Lausche, of

Ohio, told the Senate: "If the pilot-test

authorization is given, the nose of the

camel will be in the tent, and that will

be a victory so great that the free serv-

ice of television will be on the way to

an end."

And with it, we must add, the the-

atres of the land.

Accentuate
The Positive
Amid the crescendoing cry for stricter

supervision of motion picture subject

matter comes a refreshing proposal bv

MPAA New York public relations di-

rector Taylor Mills. Instead of going

to lengths to boycott morally offensive

films, he suggests, large groups like the

BULLETIN
Film BULLETIN: Motion Picture Trade Paper
published every other Monday by Wax Publi-
cations, Inc. Mo Wax. Editor and Publisher.
PUBLICATION-EDITORIAL OFFICES: 1239 Vine
Street Philadelphia 7. Pa., LOcust 8-09S0, 0951.
Philip R. Ward, Associate Editor; Leonard
Coulter, New York Associate Editor; Berne
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Manager. BUSINESS OFFICE: 550 Fifth Ave-
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tative. Subscription Rates: ONE YEAR.
$3.00 in the U. S.; Canada, $4.08;

Europe, $5.00. TWO YEARS, $5.00 in

the U. S.; Canada. Europe. $9.00.

Protestants should throw their full sup-

port behind mo\ies of their choice.

What Mr. Mills would have the pub-

lic do, in effect, is accentuate the posi-

tive—and allow the negative to slide to

its own low level. What more effecme

way to lift the level of movie produce

out of the so-called "sick" category into

a more wholesome atmosphere? It is

easy to stay away or actively campaign

against unacceptable films, but that

approach does not tell the producer-,

what the discriminating public really

prefers. An organized or, at least, per-

suasive program to support pictures of

higher quality might, on the other

hand, attain the desired objective. And
producers of objectionable films would

know soon enough that theirs was a

dying field.

There is little question but that the

fast-buck boys in our industry always

have represented an element that mars

the good name of movies. But to con-

demn all films as tainted because an

occasional sordid one comes along is a

type of illogical generalization unfairly

damaging to our business.

The Broadcasting and Film Commis-

sion of the National Council of

Churches of Christ already has indi-

cated its approval of Mr. Mills' sug-

gestion, proposing a test to be carried

out on a limited basis in a selected com-

munity. All branches of the industrv

should collaborate with the MPAA in

launching such a project. It has been

suggested that an increase in circulation

of the Green (information) Sheet b=

effected. Other measures might include

special promotion of quality films di-

rected at groups inclined to censorship,

and meetings with leaders, such as min-

isters, in order to secure cooperation.

We have a right to assume that

opinion-makers are willing and eager

to aid us in improving morion picture

standards, and this can best be accom-

plished by making good movies the suc-

cessful ones. Mr. Mills' idea is aimed

in that direction. We hope it is not al-

lowed to die on the vine.
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By Philip It. Ward

WALL STREET BEAT. Dispatches from key stock exchange

firms continue to heap paeans upon the movies—reaffirming

the status of this group as a leading defensive commitment.

Representative is the Bache & Company Listening Post,

which asserts: "From an intermediate-term point of view, we
continue to recommend the same defensive groups we've been

stressing for the past six months or so, particularly in tobaccos,

movies, utilities, food stocks, cosmetic and merchandising issues

and retailers. The fact that a good situation is up somewhat

from where we recommend it doesn't necessarily mean that the

play is over—each company must be judged on its own merits

at each price, and often a stock is an even better buy once the

uptrend in earnings is more clearly established."

Uncertainties in the market at large have focused attention

upon the film makers-distributors as seldom before. Among
brokers, it has become evident that more than a few select

issues possess characteristics wholly independent of the general

business cycle, which has been decidedly downbeat in recent

weeks.

0

Standard & Poor's most recent Industry Survey dealing with

Amusements makes a familiar assessment of the underlying

reason:

"Most of the major domestic companies in this field had

until recently withheld their post- 1948 motion pictures from
television exhibition. Within the past several weeks, however,

Columbia Pictures, Warner Brothers and Twentieth Century-

Fox announced plans to release part of their post- 1948 film

libraries for broadcasting. Recognition of the sizable profit

potential contained in unreleased film libraries and in diversi-

fied activities, as well as growing awareness of considerable

asset value in the form of real estate, resulted in substantial

recent price appreciation for many motion picture stocks.

"This market re-appraisal appears realistic, and further profit

opportunities exist in selected stocks. At the same time, the

investor should be aware of the speculative nature of these

securities and of the difficulty of predicting the box office suc-

cess of any company's future offerings."

While it is our opinion that this analysis places too much
stress on such factors as the sale of libraries and real estate,

Standard & Poor's has put its finger upon the best and worst
of filmdom's rapidly shifting position. Against the durable cer-

tainties of the moment intrudes the perennial gamble of im-

pending product, and with it the implications of feast or
famine. For, when all is said and done and the much-publicized
asset values are evaporated for purposes of discounting, as they

most shortly will be, the fortunes of the film companies will

once more be inseparably fused to the success or failure of
their motion pictures. No tricky bookkeeping artifices will do,

nor will the crutches and braces of diversification. Even in

relatively halcyon time, the nagging reality of show busines

prevails: roll winners or lose your chips. In the long pull, th

film companies will stand or fall on the worthiness of thei

basic product—motion pictures.

THEATRE DIVERSIFICATION. All the while the spotligh

has been on the film companies' move into diversified activities

there has been a much more notable swing in that direction b;

the big theatre chains. Its gross income sharply reduced

recent years by the drop-off in attendance, and its earning

constricted by higher costs (including film rentals), exhibitior

finds itself in a bind far more repressive than that the filn

branch faces. Unlike the latter, which still derives the over

whelming portion of its total revenue from pictures, the theatre

chains have found diversification a matter of real urgency,

In this connection, we find the report by Goodbody & Co.'

Miami office on Florida's Wometco Enterprises of particula

interest. Abstracting from the summary:

"We believe that the Class A stocks of Wometco Enterpriser

offers the investor an opportunity to receive above average

income (5.2%) while at the same time enjoying substantia

capital gains potential from a combination of:

1. Florida's population expansion,

2. Increased disposable income and leisure time,

3. Growth in the use of automatic vending machines,

4. Management dedicated to and capable of exploiting the

earnings potentials inherent in the above.

"In addition to its television and theatre operations, the

Company is now the largest automatic vending machine opera-

tor in Florida. This area of operations increased 78% during

1959 and a like rate of growth is projected for I960. Combine

revenues from vending machines and concessions now amount

to approximately 20% of total revenues and is growing rapidly.

"New acquisitions and expansion from within during this

past year have resulted in ownership in the Miami Seaquariur

increased ownership in the NBC-ABC affiliate in Jacksonville.

Florida, ownership of the Pepsi-Cola franchise within the

Bahama Islands, entry into both Jacksonville and Orlando areas

with automatic vending machines and part ownership in an

'indoor playland' entertainment concession in Fort Lauderdale

—all within the past year.

"At the present price level, Wometco can be purchased for

only slightly more than the going price for companies solely

engaged in Television and Radio Broadcasting Industry, allow-

ing the investor to obtain what amount to a free call on the

automatic vending, concession and theatre operations of the

company."
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SUMMER GROSSES
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FALL PROSPECTS
Are They Bright or* iPiitt?

How was movie business this past Summer?

After a very slow start, attendance picked up sharply in

August, but, despite this improvement, theatre grosses for the

Summer were down 9.3 percent.

This decline reflects a nationwide trend and is the average

l.omputed from statistics assembled in a Film BULLETIN sur-

vey of fifty leading theatre circuits and buying-booking units

Operating in all sections of the country.

I

By and large, theatremen put the onus for the business drop-

off on the quality of the product available during the Summer
months. Descriptive terms run the range from "below par"

ind "inferior" to "lousy", but most of the respondents absolve

he distributors, taking view that production delays caused by

I he actors strike disarranged releasing schedules.

This very fact, it follows, encourages many theatremen to

inticipate a sturdier boxoffice performance during the Fall.

A number of top-drawer attractions that were originally slated

i or Summer release are just becoming available, brightening the

rail's prospects. Edward L. Hyman, vice president of Ameri-

can Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, for instance, expressed

his upbeat opinion: "The momentum of the fine quality pic-

ures beginning now or already playing . . . will get us off to a

ine start for the Fall. Going beyond September, my analysis of

he product available then and of attractions which will, no

iloubt, be added by some of the companies, leads me to believe

I hat we should do very well."

His optimistic outlook is shared by a large majority of those

vho participated in the survey.

'ICK-UP IN AUGUST

The survey reveals that June, I960, with nary an exception,

an far below '59. The boxoffice chill started to thaw in some
ituations during the latter week or two of July, but that month
lso fell considerably short of the same month the year before,

"he real upswing—which salvaged the entire Summer season

or most theatres—started in August.

For one important circuit, National Theatres, on the West
Coast, the late season trend was sufficient to overcome the

June-July deficit. M. Spencer Leve, vice president in charge of

theatre operations of the N T & T Amusement Corporation,

furnished this report: "Our summer business ran behind last

year until the last week of July due to a shortage of quality

pictures, which was the natural aftermath of the studio strikes.

However, commencing with the latter part of July and contin-

uing up to Labor Day the box office improved substantially

with the advent of strong attractions, and our Summer wound
up approximately the same as that of 1959."

NT's success in matching its '59 Summer gross was not

typical, although the August improvement was general. As a

matter of fact, AB-PT's Ed Hyman termed August, I960, the

best month for us since 1955". And this was communicated by

one of the large southern chains: "July was quite disappointing.

August was quite good. On the whole, for the season, we arc

right now a bit behind last year."

WIDE RANGE IN SLUMP

Notwithstanding the widespread agreement that August

showed a decided pick-up over the preceding two months, in

other instances the overall Summer decline extended from 4.5

percent to a high of 25%—the latter extreme reported for some

of its theatres by a New England circuit. In New York City

and environs (excluding first-run operations) business was off

approximately 10 percent, on the basis of responses to our

survey.

M. A. Shea Theatres was off 5% vs - !959 through mid-

August. S. W. Craver Theatres, a southern chain, showed a

decline of 11.9 percent for the June-August period. Another

substantial southern circuit was down 8.5r f , and a mid-western

operation fixed its comparative gross this past Summer at 10.3

percent below the 1959 Summer. Milgram Theatres of Eastern

Penna. was dow n 6%.

Hardest hit this Summer, it appears, were the smaller houses.

(Continued on Page 17)
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Theatre of Tomorrow
Looking around the New York City landscape, an observant

stroller can find all sorts of examples of progress and experi-

mentation. Up on Fifth Avenue, for instance, the Guggenheim
Museum designed by Frank Lloyd Wright is a spiralling edi-

fice whose design attracts far more visitors than do the paint-

ings it houses. The buildings of the United Nations, or Lever

House or any of a dozen other new structures in the heart of

Manhattan lure visitors on the strength of their interesting

construction as well as for the business they transact.

Showplace buildings have been built by liquor companies,

universities, magazine publishing chains, phonograph record

concerns and a vast variety of other businesses. Even the auto-

mobile parking garage has undergone somewhat of an archi-

tectural revolution.

As these lines are written, there is a burgeoning boom in

hotel construction, some of it by theatre companies, with
promise of innovations in architecture and interior design. On
a broad front, American business is committing itself more and
more to the principle that an attractive building can be a com-
mercial asset, and an interestingly bizarre or experimental
building can be a "star."

At least one great field of American enterprise, however,
has ignored this trend. It has done little or nothing to update
its physical plants. The urban theatre has been left behind in

the march of progress.

These are harsh words. They are not meant to imply that
the urban theatre is a lost cause. Indeed, many theatres con-
tinue to be among the most attractive business properties in

the nation. But what of tomorrow?

0

Look at the motion picture houses of the Broadway first-run

sector. Never mind when the theatre was built or most recently
altered. Nowhere will you find any of the attention-getting
aspects of modern New York buildings. Nowhere will you
find—with the exception of the hardly new Radio City Music
Hall—a theatre which is a sight to be seen by all visiting tour-
ists. And the Music Hall, let us quickly note, happens to be
part of the world's most famous architectural concepts. Radio
City.

1

I do not pretend to have half a dozen ideas up my sleeve, El-
even one idea, about what kind of theatre building might turn
out to be the sensation of show business. Nor do I contend
that the design of the theatre is more important than having
enough pictures to show in it. But I think it is fair to say
that thousands of patrons each week go to the Radio City
Music Hall because they want to see the Music Hall, and not
because of the particular picture that happens to be playing.

My point, therefore, is that when you make a theatre a focal
point for sightseers you are strengthening your boxoffice. And
when you build a theatre that is conspicuously different from
all other theatres you attract attention.

P«<J« 12 October 3. I960 Film BULLETIN

It seems to me that in recent years all the emphasis in thi

atre architecture has gone into the design of the interior-

the screen, the lounge, the lobby. Fven here, there lias hce

precious little experimentation or pioneering since Cinemi

Scope. The outstanding innovation, Ben Schlanger's idea of

wall between each bank row of seats so that no member of th

audience sees anybody's else's head between himself and th

screen, is featured not in a New York or Hollywood show

place, but rather in a non-theatrical set-up at Colonial Wi
liamsburg, Va.

I am inclined to believe that theatre construction doe-, nc

have to be practical and utilitarian. Above all, it must be dil

ferent. It must have good ideas, daringly expressed.

And above all, thc"e must be showmen willing to try to pu

these ideas into effect. CBS just hired a great American archi

tect who had never designed a skyscraper, Eero Saarinen, v

design its new headquarters building. Wouldn't it be a won

derful thing to have architects who had never designed the

atres contribute new ideas at least for the exteriors of th

theatres of tomorrow?

And if this is too big a project for the average independen

theatre ow ner, certainly it is within the capabilities of some o

the major circuits.

It is my firm opinion that one successfully "different" the

atre building is all we need to launch a great wave of enthusi

astic experimentation and a brand new ferment of public inter

est in going out to the movies. After all, look what th<

drive-in accomplished.

But it would be wrong to assume that the challenge of th<

theatre of tomorrow is exclusively the concern of the exhibitor

Certainly the producers and distributors have an important

stake in the retail establishments which sell their products. I

Perhaps in the ranks of the gifted men who design sets for

motion pictures there are some creative thoughts about how

these films should be housed in the market place. Perhaps tht

distributors themselves have some ideas on the subject. If so.

why not have them—with the consent of the appropriate exhi-

bitor groups and governmental agencies—sponsor the construc-

tion of an architecturally avant-garde "theatre of tomorrow'

right downtown where the customers can get at it?

0

There are two classes of goods or services for sale in this

country. One class is composed of the necessities, the other of

the luxuries. Even among the necessities, there has been signi-

ficant modernization. Take a look at a modern supermarket or

an automatic carwash. Then take a look at the downtown the-

atre and consider this: whether the supermarket is strikingly!

modern or not, you still have to buy groceries, but the theatre

is not selling a necessity. It's a luxury depending to a great

extent on impulse buying; and the buying impulse depends on

the attractiveness of the purchase.

A lot of us in recent years have been going around saying

that it doesn't matter how your theatre is designed, all that

counts is what's playing. Somehow I do not think the manage-

ment of the Radio City Music Hall would agree.

Obviously you aren't going to fill a magnificent theatre

unless you have decent pictures to show in it; but the ramc'

picture—particularly a routine one—will do better in a mag-

nificent theatre than it will in a beat-up house.

And above all, I believe that an exciting theatre construction

program can greatly increase the public awareness of the movie
J*

business.

On your marks, -get set, go! Nil
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Los Angeles RKO PANTA6ES October 19

Boston ASTOR Theatre October 27

Philadelphia GOLDMAN Theatre November 2

Detroit MADISON Theatre November 3

Pittsburgh NIXON Theatre December 22

Cleveland PALACE Theatre December 22

Cincinnati RKO GRAND Theatre December 22

Atlanta ROXY Theatre December 22

St. Louis ESQUIRE Theatre December 22

Houston DELMAN Theatre December 22

Toronto LOEWS UPTOWN December 22
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LAURENCE TISCH

The Titans Tisch
Despite the "cold, calculating busi-

nessman" tag that invariably is applied

to men who have made $65,000,000

before they're forty, Larry and Bob
Tisch also are emerging as a couple of

New York lads with a yen for show
business and all its excitement and
vagaries.

Cautiously, but steadily, as befits a

pair of practically self-made multi-mil-

lionaire hoteliers, Laurence A. and Pres-

ton R. Tisch are dispelling any fears

the motion picture industry may have

harbored that their entrance into the

Loew's Theatres picture last year would
presage the passing of the firm as a

large circuit operation. As chairman of

the board and chief executive officer

Larry put it recently: "We may sell a

theatre or convert one into a hotel here

and there, but actually we are in the

market to buy or lease new theatres."

And, of course, every branch of the

movies is anxiously awaiting the crystal-

lization of Loew's plan to enter the field

of production-distribution. For two men
with a well-recognized flair for show-
manship, a production venture repre-

sents the ideal port of entry. Yet even

here their ability to assay prevailing

market values figures to steer them clear

of any hasty, ill-advised rush into

movie-making. "We don't want to go
Into production just to produce pic-

tures," said Larry. "The only reason we

Newsmakers
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would take the step is to get more pic-

tures on the market." Revealing that

Loew's was considering a possible six-

picture overseas deal with an American

producer, he offered this encouraging

note: "Even if we can only finance two-

three pictures a year and other com-

panies match this, it could mean perhaps

20 or 30 more pictures a year."

The Tisch pattern of business devel-

opment is a relatively simple one,

founded firmly on a wide knowledge of

cost-accounting principles and tax laws

and a keen sense of promotion. Ap-

plied since their earliest ventures, sound-

ness spiced with salesmanship has lifted

the brothers from their father's stake

of $125,000 in 1946 to a cool $65 mil-

lion while still in their thirties.

Starting fresh from six months in

Harvard Law School, Larry parlayed

his father's cash gift and some smart

refurbishing and promotional stunts

into a successful New Jersey resort

hotel. Two years later, brother Bob,

now chairman of Loew's executive com-

mittee and president of Loew's Hotels,

Inc., a new subsidiary, joined the team,

and although the stakes have become
increasingly higher ever since, the same

formula has kept the brothers Tisch at

the top of the hotel heap. A neat, tax-

sheltered deal for Atlantic City's Tray-

more, followed by ice rinks, swimming
pools and overall modernization, and
construction in Miami Beach of the

$17,000,000 Americana, with nation-

wide television ballyhoo to deliver the

message of glittering opulence, were

two of their most important deals. Lat-

est Tisch attention-grabbing transaction

is set to come off this week, when a

Gotham disc jockey will begin broad-

casting from a stationwagon suspended

40 feet in mid-air by a giant crane—all

to herald ground-breaking for the firm's

Americana (West) Hotel.

But even in the midst of all the hotel

hoopla the Tisches are going industri-

ously about the business of turning the

theatre operation into a highly profit-

able activity. Convinced that there is

great gain to be had in following the

trend toward smaller, more intimate and

more commodious theatres, they are

| More NEWSMAKERS on Page 19
]

actively on the lookout for promising

locations all across the country. In

Gotham, Loew's is near to finalizing

deals for properties on the East Side on
which to build two new houses—both

600-seaters of the intimate, arty variety

—to replace the Lexington and the

72nd St., which gave way to hostelries.

In Miami Beach, the firm built the

170th St., and in Coral Gables, the Rivi-

era, both in the heart of shopping cen-

ters. These sites have proved themselves,

especially from a standpoint of economy
of operation, and, not ones to overlook

a good thing, the Tisch brothers have

their sights trained on numerous other

shopping center situations.

The Tisches' present target for Loew's

Theatres is an earnings rate of more
than $2 per share. Last week Larry re-

ported that earnings for the fiscal year

ended Aug. 31, I960, are expected to

be some 25 percent better than last year,

or about $2,600,000 (about $1 per

share). While attributing most of the

increase to WMGM and real estate, he

noted that there was a slight increase in

theatre business. If the Tisch chart holds

true to form, Loew's earnings should

approach the $2 mark before. too long,

with theatres—and, perhaps, movie-

making—contributing their share of

black ink to the ledger.

PRESTON TISCH



ONLY TRAILERS

CONTAINING SCENES
FROM A

MOTION PICTURE

CAN TRULY SELL

THAT MOTION PICTURE!

Hard sell...

soft sell...

there is

no substitute for

a scene trailer...

and only trailers

prepared by COLUMBIA
can carry scenes
from COLUMBIA pictures!



TV's ON A

CONTINUITY

KICK'

Ma/ie names dominate these three new series shows. From left: Pat O'Brien forms a father-son team with

Roger Perry in "Harrigan & Son" (ABC); Tab Hunter, flanked by Richard Erdman and Mary McClure, is a

bachelor cartoonist who always has plenty of fun and pretty girls in "The fab Hunter Show" (NBC), anJ

Fred MacMurray, with Pat Barry, stars in "My Three Sons" (ABC), a new situation comedy series.

You will find differences of opinion

along video row about the general

quality level promised by the new tele-

vision season, but you will find little

disagreement with regard to the size

of the audience the networks expect

for their programs. With the obvious

agreement of advertisers, who are spend-

ing more on television than ever before,

the broadcasters anticipate that more

Americans than ever before will be

watching that home screen this year.

What cannot be predicted by TV's

programmers with any degree of accu-

racj this early in the season is how en-

during will be the public's taste for the

brand of fare offered. Time and the

turning of the channel knob will bring

the answer. Meanwhile, one thing is

clear: television in the 1960-61 season

is on a continuity "Kick".

Interestingly, at a time when the the-

atrical motion picture industry is mov-

ing more and more in the direction of

expensive blockbusters, the number of

specials on the neiworks will be less

than last year. The nets are strongly

favoring their regular programs.

"Adventures in Paradise" and "Peter

Gunn" may well be exactly the type of

fare the public wants, and to that end

the webs have more or less dedicated

themselves. Sticking to the pattern of

the currently top-ranked series, "The
Untouchables," a number of hour-long,

programs are slated to dominate the

small screens along with a raft of half-

hour series hold-overs and new entries.

The question is being raised, however,

of whether or not the 60-minute shows

can bear up under the burden of sus-

taining sufficient quality week after

week to command and retain attention

and interest. What was enough for a

half-hour episode may, in numerous in-

stances, fall short of filling the entertain-

ment bill for a full hour.

How right or wrong the TV moguls
might be will be told only as the season

rolls on. Apparently, they are con-

vinced that they have a "safer", stead-

ier audience for continuing weekly
shows than for special attractions, and
most of their eggs are being put into

that basket.

There also will be a greater emphasis
than ever before on important news and

information programs in prime time,

with the CBS Television Network's

highly acclaimed "CBS Reports" series

being presented twice a month, "Eye-

witness to History" every week and

"Face the Nation" moving to Monday
evening right after the election (in a

time slot devoted now to the special

"Presidential Countdown" news series.)

NBC has big plans for a Saturday night

public affairs show and ABC, though

still not quite as news-minded as the

two other networks, is committed to an

ambitious Winston Churchill series.

Although the new season is but a few

weeks old, television's critics in the

press seem to be pessimistic. Some of

the reviews of the first offerings and of

the general TV outlook have, in fact,

been downright harsh. Here is a brief

sampling:

JACK GOULD (Neiv York Times):

"If viewers thought that last season's

post-quiz uproar might have had some

beneficial consequences, 'Thriller'

should put a stop to such incipient nai-

vete . . . The tragedy of TV that has

been going on behind the scenes this

summer is beginning to unfold in pub-

lic."

CHARLES DENTON (Los Audits
Examiner): "With each new season,

television becomes progressively more

ensnarled in its own web of 'reasonable

facsimiles', or, if you prefer a term ap-

plied by a producer friend of mine,

'derivatives'. Which simply means that

virtually every series debuting in the

Fall derives from some preceding show

which already has been accepted by the

viewing audience . . . Thus the type and

content of TV programming is deter-

mined not by those who produce it . . .

but by advertising agency show buyers

whose judgment is based primarily on

(Continued on Page 2H)
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IPrivt—in's Oft. hut Not as .Miivlt

(Continued from Page 11)

Affiliated Theatres, whose operations are confined to towns of

18,000 and under throughout Indiana, Kentucky and Illinois,

dropped 16 percent below last Summer in its indoor theatres.

This drop was approximated by the 14.8^ decline reported by

a southwestern chain of small town theatres.

From Trueman T. Rembusch, the Indiana exhibitor, came

word that his theatres were running ahead of 1959 until Easter,

after which "the bottom dropped out" and business from May
to mid-July hit an "all-time low".

From another mid-west theatreman: "We were down over

10* ( this past Summer from the year before, although several

of our action-type houses actually grossed a bit above 1959."

A number of the respondents provided breakdowns of their

indoor and drive-in operations. In every case the business drop

was less in the drive-ins. The New England circuit that reported

the highest (25r
"

f ) decline for some indoor houses itemized its

drive-ins as being down an average 10 percent. Affiliated The-

atres, Indianapolis, posted a 6% drop for its drive-ins this

season. From the far west came one analysis that showed drive-

in grosses equal to last vear's, whereas the indoor theatres in that

circuit were down slightly over 8 percent.

ACTORS' STRIKE BLAMED

Response to the survey's exploration of the factors that

exerted heaviest impact on theatre business during Summer,
I960, stressed one above all others—product. The weather (wet

and cool) came in for some blame insofar as drive-in business

was concerned, while occasional, passing note was made of base-

ball (increase in night games) and bowling. A few exhibitors

attributed part of the boxoffice decline in their situations to

local conditions like unemployment or unique forms of competi-

tion. But the key to the Summer business was the product.

There can be no doubt that the principal malefactor in the

attendance decline was the talent strike that hit Hollywood
earlier in the year. One prominent theatre executive summed it

up this way: "We figure that three important pictures we didn't

get during the Summer because of the actors' strike made the

difference—a 6.6^ drop below 1959—in our Summer business

this year."

Mr. Hyman said it was difficult to make a fair comparison

between last Summer and this because "the Hollywood strike

eliminated quality product previously anticipated and had an

adverse effect on business in June and Julv." Considering the

circumstances, the AB-PT executive expressed the opinion that

"the product available this Summer has been at least equal to

any other Summer".

This view was not generally supported by the respondents.

The overwhelming majority complained of a shortage of first-

rate product, particularly through June and July. For some the

break came earlier, for others later.

Harry Pickett, Jr. of Craver Theatres, operating in several

southern states, reported business almost 12 percent below last

Summer. "I believe this decline was due primarily to the quality

of pictures which were available. For example, June was very-

poor. We did not have any real top pictures available in our
situations. Around July 4th the distributors started releasing

some better pictuers and we noticed a definite increase. Even
when we had to follow a 'blockbuster' with just an 'A' feature,

we found the average was better. But when you play three or

four dogs' in a row you have broken the spell and it's hard to

lure back your regular patron."

The head of a mid-western circuit had this to say: "Undoubt-

edly the actors' strike put a crimp in the release schedules for

the Summer. We found that we had enough product for a

change, but the quality can only be described as 'lousy'. The
preponderance of foreign-made imitations of Joe Levin's Her-

cules' brought some business to our action houses, but more
discriminating audiences were kept away in droves."

And from another southern operation, which reported an

8.5^ drop: "One of the reasons was that the pick-up in business

was several weeks later this year than it was last. Secondly, the

so-called 'A' pictures fell short of expectancy. I am specifically

referring to such films as The Unforgiven, The Fugitive Kind,

The Bills Are Ringing. Elmer Gantry, Pay or Die, W ild River,

Pollyanna, among others."

QUALITY, QUANTITY & AVAILABILITY

Interspersed among comments on the quality and quantity

of product released throughout the Summer months were com-

plaints that the better films were not made available to many
theatres during the prime playing time. Source of most of the

disaffction on this score were the buyers for subsequent run or

small town theatres.

R. V. Jones of Affiliated Theatres, Indianapolis, fixed a large

share of responsibility for the l<*% dip in his circuit's indoor

theatres to late availability of top films. "It is true," he stated,

"that there was available for key city run operation during the

Summer months an outstanding supply of product. However, it

is becoming the practice of distributing companies on outstand-

ing pictures to give special treatment to such pictures either

through hard-ticket sales policies or extended special runs in

kev city situations, which hold up the release of special product

to the smaller outlying towns throughout our territory. By the

time outstanding pictures were available to our small towns, we
had lost a considerable amount of the advertising benefits and,

in many cases, our potential customers had traveled to the larger

kev cities and seen the pictures. Unless the film companies will

permit an earlv playoff of all their pictures within a reasonable

period after first-run, key city showings, I do not believe that

we can greatly improve the grosses in our small towns, and a

further steady decline in gross can be anticipated."

Milton H. London, Co-Operative Theatres of Michigan, ex-

pressed the view that this Summer's product "did not have the

same broad public appeal" as last year's, and added: "Long
holdovers in the first run situations precluded the showing of

some top boxoffice attractions in the subsequent run theatres

during the vacation period when the) would have had their

peak grossing potential."

The film buyer of a far west chain followed the London line

in his comment on the availability factor: "The film companies

hold their choice releases for the best seasons, then 'milk' them

to the limit in first run engagements. This past Summer we had

very few outstanding pictures and the sub-runs aren't getting

them until TV is back to give them stiff competition. At the

terms demanded today, there isn't going to be much profit left

for the average exhibitor in those few big pictures."

David E. Milgram. who buys and books for 90-odd theatres

in the eastern Pennsylvania area, f >und I960 Summer business
6<~

f under 1959 and attributed much of the decline to the same

reason. While the quality of product this year, Milgram said,

(Continued on Page 18)
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SUMMER GROSSES, FALL PROSPECTS

See Stranger Product far Fall Season
(Continued from Page 17)

"is as good as it has ever been, the quantity is far below theatre

needs. In 1959 most of the important pictures were available to

sub-situations in time to play during the Summer season. In

I960 most of the top shows will fall to the subs in September

and October."

PRODUCT SHORTAGE

Where there is competition between theatres and product

must be divided, "it is difficult to divide what little product

there is" declared an executive of a New England circuit. This

past Summer, "too many reissues had to be shown in our sub-

sequent houses and even our first-runs had poor success with

some of the big pictures which never developed their paper

potential. Unfortunately, nine out of ten pictures released today

are released as blockbusters, whereas only one or two are w orthy

of such a label."

And a mid-western chain that showed a 10.3 decrease put the

finger on the reason thusly: "The product through the 4th of

July was of very poor quality and quantity, while during the

latter part of the Summer the quality increased considerably but

not the quantity."

The fiery Indiana independent, Trueman Rembusch, used

characteristically picturesque language to explain the dip in his

theatres' business during the Summer months. "We hit the gar-

bage disposal period where no product was available and the

bottom dropped out in both indoors and drive-ins." He then

launched into this strong attack into roadshow policies:

"One of the most important factors in the decline of business

in this period and during the next year, is the lack of access to

such pictures as Ben Hur, Can-Can, and some 15 others already

announced as being unavailable to most theatres. Without these

pictures the prestige of the rank and file of theatres is destroyed.

Contributing to the destruction of important prestige are the

ticket salesmen sent out by the big city road show houses to as

far as a hundred miles from the city, and who contact heads of

Unions and personnel directors in surrounding small cities and
towns soliciting theatre parties for the big city run of these

pictures. One of the dastardly sales pitches used by these ticket

salesmen is that these pictures will never play in the home
community. It is my conviction that restricting the Ben Hurs,

Can-Cans, etc. does not help the city theatres to any degree, but

such restriction does incalculable harm to the theatres in the

smaller cities and towns. It is my conviction that unless smaller

cities and towns secure access to these bigger pictures while new
and fresh you are going to hear of more and more substantial

theatres in communities of ten thousand upwards, closing and
leaving these communities without motion picture entertainment

of any kind. There are several instances in this territory where
substantial theatres have closed and unless production and dis-

tribution get off the road-show binge, 1961 will be a dark year

for the majority of theatres. This industry cannot continue to

exist if its production and distribution arm insists on two classes

of exhibitors 'The Have's' and 'The Have Nots', for with the

passage of substantial theatres as retail outlets the 'Have's' can-

not support sufficient production to keep even 'The Have' the-

atre open."

WEATHER A FACTOR

As was noted previously, a number of exhibitors listed the

weather as a significant factor influencing Summer perform-

ances. In the drive-in situations, especially, climactic condition?

were held responsibles for shoddy showings.

Allied of Michigan's Milton London placed much of the

blame for his circuit's dip in grosses at the doorstep of the

weatherman: "Business is off considerably this Summer from

last year's grosses. I believe that the late Winter, wet Spring

and cool Summer would be enough to account for the dif-

ference." Attributing "the decrease in the drive-in operation to

weather, for the most part" was Affiliated's R. V. Jones, who
added that "at the early part of the season we had unfavorable

weather conditions which I believe accounted for, to a great

extent, the loss in business. Had we had comparable weather to

the 1959 season I believe our grosses would have been about

equal."

One eastern drive-in owner had this brief, but caustic com-

ment on the vagaries of rain and sun: "By far the most impor-

tant factor in our decline was that damn rainy weather." There

also were a few theatremen like Wintman, of Smith Manage-

ment, who looked for other answers: "Although we have had

a considerable amount of rain throughout the country, we don't

like to use weather as a factor—since weather usually evens

itself out in the course of the season."

OUTLOOK FOR THE FALL

Theatreman temper for the Fall was decidedly upbeat, with

an occasional dissent. Most participants in the survey professed

to see benefits accruing to business from the release of impor-

tant pictures delayed by the talent strikes, while one close

observer of the competitive scene pointed happily to the rather

flat Fall TV chart. On the pessimistic side, too many roadshows

and crippling release methods were tabbed as villains.

Like Ed Hyman, who predicted a most prosperous season,

respondents hewed, for the most part, to the "better product"

line. One exhibitor in the far west, appraising various factors,

looked for top-flight business, possibly "the best in several

years." Said he: "Some of the better films that would have been

released in the Summer are coming through to us in the next

few months, giving us something worthwhile with which to

compete with television. If we get a break in the weather, busi-

ness this Fall might be the best in several years." To the point

and certainly encouraging was this reply from a midwestern

operator: "Our forecast for this Fall can be based only on an

appraisal of the release schedules, which appear to me to be

considerably stronger than the release schedules at the same

time the previous Fall."

From Mr. London came this response: "Availabilities to the

subsequent runs for this Fall at this point seem stronger than

last year and may result in much better comparative grosses dur-

ing the coming months." A prominent southwest circuit execu-

tive reported that "September looks good to us, product-wise

and business wise. We would hope, during September and Octo-

ber, to catch up with last year. As to the Fall season, or last

quarter, I think we can more than hold own own against last

year." "Better than last year," was the concise forecast from a

top Eastern circuitman. Gerald Shea, of Jamestow n Amusement,

said, "We feel optimistic about Fall releases." With a sharp eye

peeled for the competition, the chief of a midwest theatre chain

declared: "The product situation for the Fall looks better, and

we are hopeful that the drop off usually experienced when TV
comes back full blast will be mitigated. We can take some

encouragement, too, from the fact that the television program-

(Continued on Page 23)
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Newsmakers

COMPO
/doves
COMPO activity

is being stepped up
considerably. The
annual drive for ex-

hibitor donations fi-

nally is getting un-

der way — six

months late — and

plans are being
mapped for the or-

ganization's annual

meeting, Tuesday,

Oct. 25, at New
York's Hotel Astor,

mjpjpjpjgpjpp"
'* was announced
by executive secre-

tary Charles E. McCarthy (above). The meeting will

include sessions by the members, the board and the

executive arm, with such topics as a new minimum
wage campaign, censorship and the election of offi-

cers on the agenda. Originally set for April 1, and
postponed because of the talent strikes, the dues

drive will be kicked off Oct. 24 with the first ex-

change area meetings, to be attended by sales per-

sonnel of all MPAA exchanges in each exchange
city, and representative exhibitors.

Profit Picture

A third quarter
(through September)
net 40 percent better

than the like period

last year and record

sales and earnings for

I960 were predicted

for American Broad-

casting - Paramount
Theatres by president

Leonard H. Goldenson

(left). Last year's

net was 57,967,000 and

last season's third span

was $1,522,000. He
noted that "television

has been primarily re-

sponsible for the im-

provement shown this year and this w ill continue to

be the case in its expected growth over the years

ahead." As for theatre business, he said it now is

"somewhat behind" last year's pace because of the

talent strikes. AB-PT plans to cut its theatres from
480 to 350-400.

NT&T for the 39 weeks ended June 28, reported

a net of 5428,726 ($.15 per share), as compared to

$1,431,060 ($.53 per share) in the like 1959 span.

After provision for loss on its investment in NTA,
the firm had a net loss of $3,071,274.

Vogel at Studio

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer president Jo-

seph R. Vogel (right) discusses aspects

of shooting with producer Joe Paster-

nak on set of "Where the Boys Are,"

being directed by Henry Levin. Vogel
was on the Coast for production meet-
ings and screening of new product.

Levine Catches 'Thief

In Rome to oversee production on

his multi-million-dollar "The Thief of

Bagdad," Embassy Pictures head Jo-

seph E. Levine (right) meets with

Steve Reeves, who stars in the title role

of the forthcoming picture. Levine and

Reeves are no strangers, of course. Lat-

ter starred in both "Hercules" films

made by Embassy. While abroad, Le-

vine also finalized plans wtih Titanus

Studio officials on his "Sodom and

Gomorah," slated to be filmed on loca-

tion in Israel in November.

'Welcome Back'
Parti •Weltticipants in

Back, Max Youngstein" lunch-

eon tossed by N.Y.'s Cinema
Lodge of B'nai B'rith at Hotel

Astor are (left to right): presi-

dent Abe Dickstein; Si Seadler,

key speaker; guest of honor

Youngstein, and Robert K. Sha-

piro, chairman of the affair.

FCC Orders Hearing

On Hartford Pay Test

The FCC ordered a publk, en banc.

hearing, Oct. 24-28, on the Hartford
pay-TV experiment. The Commission
approved as parties (permitted to pre-

sent witnesses and cross-examine) to

the hearing RKO General's Hartford
Phonevision Co., the Connecticut Com-
mittee Against Pay-TV and five area
exhibitors. The FCC denied a request

by the Joint Committee Against Pay-TV
to appear as a party and limited the

time to be allotted to witnesses. The
general question of feevee, the Com-
mission said, "is in abeyance."

Another Snag in

Warners' TV Sale

Latest snag in selloff of Warner
Bros. post-'48 films to TV issued from
suit filed in New York Supreme Court
by Triangle Stations to halt sales in

markets coveted by latter's video out-

lets. Triangle claimed that proposed
marketing of newer films by Seven Arts

Assoc., violates option for exclusive

market rights to all post-'48 Warners'
product at S4,()00 per feature it had ob-

tained from Associated Artists Prods.,

when it purchased some 50 pre-'48 WB
films from the now-defunct distributor

in 1957. Triangle asserted that Seven
Arts was established to "evade the Tri-

angle option and that, in effect, it took

over the operation of Triangle's origi-

nal licensor and that the principal in

both companies is Eliot Hyman."

IFIDA in Legal Fight

With Atlanta Censors
The Independent Film Importers and

Distributors of America have allocated

a special "war fund" and retained the

services of Heyman, Abram and Young,
an Atlanta, Ga. law firm, in an effort

to upset the Atlanta film censorship or-

dinance. In making the announcement,

Richard P. Brandt, head of Trans-Lux

Distributing Corp. and member of the

IFIDA board of governors, said that

the law firm had been requested "to

proceed at once with the selection of a

'test case ."

Headliners . . .

Academy of MPA&S first v.p. Val-

entine Davies named to succeed late

Columbia v.p. B.B. Kahane as president

of Oscar organization. Kahane, 63, died

following a heart attack . . . Para-

mount's International Telemeter filed

for six-month FCC "experimental" per-

mit to operate wireless TV station in

California. "Little significance" at-

tached to move by Par spokesman
. . . Magna expanding distribution

policies with acquisition of U.S., Ca-

nadian rights to William Shelton

Films' "Magdalena".
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'A La Carte'... Not So Smart!
The majority of llie nation's exhibitors through the

years have been purchasing their trailers from one

source, National Screen Service, under the company's

"'weekly service plan."

When Columbia announced its intention to produce

and distribute its own trailers, NSS, with more than 70

percent of its accounts on the weekly plan, recognized

its continuing obligation to theatre owner customers.

At considerable expense and effort, the service com-

pany has proceeded to create and produce its own trail-

ers on Columbia product in order that it might fullfill

the terms of its weekly service plan for the benefit of

its customers. The exhibitor can do no less than live up
to his contractual obligation. If exhibitors seek a reduc-

tion because of the Columbia situation, as some short-

sighted theatre owners have done, they are in effect

starting the inflationary spiral in trailer costs and must
ultimately be prepared to purchase each trailer at a la

carte prices.

Theatre owners have always had an option to buy
their trailers from National Screen on a weekly basis

or per trailer arrangement. Surely they must know that

the former plan costs considerably less than the latter.

No theatre owner should do anything to make it neces-

sary for the elimination of the "weekly service plan."

In fact, exhibitors should be smart enough to insure its

continuation into the future for their own protection.

THAT'S JUST EXACTLY OUR POM
...and thanks to the INDEPENDENT

FILM JOURNAL for making it for

\ J *mifsaer of /#/ mom rmr



SUMMER GROSSES

(( ontinued jrom Page IH)

ming this Fall looks below par."

In no instance did the handful of dis-

senters find fault with the quality of

releases for the Fall. What disturbed,

rather, was the quantity and how they

were to be distributed. Craver's Harry

Pickett noted that "the announced re-

lease schedules for the Fall are not very

encouraging. There are some fine pix

to be released but there is not a steady

flow of pictures to encourage movie

patrons to attend on a regular basis. I

can not see that business will have any

great increase in the next sixty to ninety

days. We look for the total results for

I960 to be about the same as 1959." Mr.

Milgram believed that "the theatres will

probably suffer from shortages. All

appearances indicate that the majors are

concentrating on investments of mil-

lions in big (roadshow) pictures and

the trend is away from quantity. The

sub-run houses and small towns who
live on more changes per week than the

larger (first runs) are in for a downbeat

winter."

R. V. Jones also pointed to the

"plights" of the small exhibitor: "I be-

lieve that we will see a continued

decline in the indoor theatre operation

in small town and neighborhood runs,

since the film companies apparently are

concentrating their efforts on big city,

key run situations and have forgotten

the plights of the small town and neigh-

borhood theatre operators ... I antici-

pate that in the next ninety days we will

close another three small town thea-

tres." The roadshow trend took the rap

from Smith's Melvin Wintman. "We
doubt very much," he said, "that the

Fall release schedule should arouse any

more optimism than did the Summer
schedule. Altogether too many pictures

are falling into a roadshow category,

whether or not they merit such consid-

eration. Moreover, when these road-

show pictures do become available to

the average house, the terms continue

to be such that there is very little bene-

fit in playing the so-called big ones over

the average picture that is available."

But it was this response from a small-

town exhibitor in the midwest that best

summed up the overall feeling: "The
release charts are definitely an improve-

ment over the Summer slate; in fact,

some of the best-looking product in a

number of seasons is on tap. If we have

to wait it out for some of them, well,

OK. We'll just have to roll up our

sleeves and promote what we can get

right away. When we do get the big

ones, they'll have a pre-sold audience.

All in all, it looks like a real good Fall."

ommen
JACK L. WARNliR: "At home
and abroad there is increased en-

thusiasm for films. Not only are

motion pictures drawing larger

audiences but they are the subject

of greater interest and more dis-

cussion . . . The period of pio-

neering and uneasy adjustment is

ended. Television today is an

equal partner within the motion

picture industry."

MAX YOUNGSTFIN (on Hol-

lywood): "(It) has the best in all

departments, the best talent, the

best craftsmen, writers, producers,

directors."

* * *

GEORGE HEIMRICH (of Na-
tional Council of Churches' Broad-

casting and Film Commission):

"Over the years there have been

many pictures which have made
variable contributions to society,

both here and abroad . . . How-
ever, there have been over the

past few years too many motion

pictures being produced in Holly-

wood which over-emphasize sex

and violence for the sake of sex

and violence . . . These pictures

create an image of America over-

seas that is damaging."

* * , *

U.S. INFORMATION DIREC-
TOR GEORGE V. ALLEN:
"More Russians have seen Ameri-

can films—in the past six months

—than in all the previous years

since 1917 combined . . . The
houses were packed with people,

and the reaction was highly favor-

able at the very moment when
official Soviet propaganda attacks

against the U.S. were at their

worst."
* * *

SPERIE P. PERAKOS (Connecti-

cut exhibitor spokesman): "It's

not enough to open your doors

after having advertising accom-

plished via media, and expect the

throngs of audiences to come
crushing forward. It's not so sim-

ple. You've got to get out and

meet every conceivable aspect of

money-paying individuals in your

community."
* * *

RALPH NELSON (on his new

production plan for "Requiem

for a Heavyweight"): "The Broad-

way cast will know, when it is

hired, that it will he nuking the

movie as well. Too many times

the Broadway actors who have

created the roles are never given

a chance to star in the movie."

TED LEITZELL (Zenith's public

relations chief, on the Hartford

feevee test): "The specific ar-

rangements for subscription pro-

gram fare from leading Holly-

wood and Broadway producers;

from the great concert halls and

opera houses of this country and

of Europe are now underway.

Plans for these attractions will be

announced as they are finalized

—

so that before the trial begins,

prospective subscribers will have

a complete roster of the great

entertainment and educational fea-

tures to be presented . .
."

WOMETCO PRESIDENT
MITCHELL WOLFSON: "This

is an exhibitors' fight—your fight

. . . Some producers, looking only

shallowly into the future, think

they see an Utopian climate for

themselves—a day when they can

divest themselves of their costly

distribution offices and personnel

—doing away with salesmen and

publicity departments and solving

forever the vexing problem of

supplying enough costly 35mm
prints of their pictures. They have

dreams of having one or two

16mm prints serving the entire

nation; and of having a first-day

audience of tens of millions,

which would not only cover all

production costs, but also deliver

to them an outrageous profit.

These are false dreams I'm sure,

but the point is that there is

enough of substance in them to

seriously threaten the existence of

every motion picture theatre in

the country, and actually wipe out

most of them."

* * *

CHARLES A. SMAKWITZ
(Stanley Warner Sewark zone

manager, on hard ticket trend):

"(It will bring) drastic changes

in exhibition, will result in the

closing of many small-town thea-

tres and in the concentration of

theatres in larger centers."
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"Where the Hot Wind Blows"

'Scituteu IZcUiK? Q O Q
Next Joe Levine release has Loliobrigida, Monland, sex.

With high-powered campaign, it will sell.

Showman Joseph E. Levine can be counted on to put all of

his ballyhoomanship know-how behind this M-G-M release to

make it realize maximum grosses. He can be expected to take

full advantage of the exploitable and high-powered marquee

potential of stars Gina Loliobrigida and Yves Montand and the

film's sensuous theme, by backing it with one of his gigantic

pre-sell campaigns. The patented, power-packed Levine pro-

motion will produce strong grosses on the saturation break in

the mass market, and, perhaps, even in class situations. A title

song by Jimmy McHugh-Buddy Kaye, sung by the Ames
Brothers is an added selling item. Filmed in Europe with a

cast of excellent international performers, "Where the Hot
Wind Blows" is hindered by below-par job of dubbing (both

voice matching and lip sync). Director Jules Dassin of "Rifin"

and "He Who Must Die" fame, has contrived to work in a fair

share of sex and some lively comedy that keep the film moving

at a lively pace. His script, based on Roger Vailland's critically

acclaimed novel. "The Law," tells the lusty tale of impoverished

Sicilians existing in a tiny fishing village where passions run

high and local political corruption is the accepted standard.

The villager's temperament is symbolized in a sadistic game
played called The Law, where one man is permitted to have

absolute control over the other players. Miss Loliobrigida is

gay and tempting as a sexy servant girl, desired by everyone,

especially Montand, the scar-faced bully-boss of the village, and

Pierre Brasseur, the village's 70-year-old patriarchal land owner.

Gina wants only Marcello Mastroianni, a young engineer, and
to win him she decides to acquire a dowry by stealing a large

Mini of money from a Swiss tourist. Successful, she goes into

hiding, but is discovered by Montand. When he tries to make
love to her, she slashes his face with a knife, then slips the

empty wallet into his pocket. Montand returns to the village

in lime to break up a love affair between his weakling son, Raf
Mattioli, and Melina Mercouri, wife of the local judge, by pub-

licly shaming Mattioli. Miss Loliobrigida rerurns to Brasseur's

bedside just before he die;, and he persuades her to clear

Montand in return for his entire estate. Miss Loliobrigida and
Mastroianni happily depart the village where Montand's hold
has now been broken.

M-G-M. 120 minutes. Gina Loliobrigida, Yves Montand, Pierre Brasseur, Marcello
Mastroianni. Produced by Jacques Bar. Directed by Jules Dassin.

"Tim Savage [nnocents"

ScitiKCM IZcXtUf O O PLUS

Engrossing, beautifully filmed story of Eskimos needs
s'/rong promotion push. Anthony Quinn fine in lead
Tcchnizolor.

Paramount's "The Savage Innocents" is unusual motion pic-

ture entertainment, bat it will take a powerful promotion push
to mean much at the boxoffice. Unfolded in semi-documentary
fashion, i: deals with the strange customs and morals of the
primitive Polar Eskimos. A strong entry for art houses, the
film's value as a general marker attraction will depend on th;
campaign. Audiences should be prepared for the variety of
extraordinary Eskimo habits they will witness: much giggling,
eating customs, different usage of common English words and
tha standard of honor placed upon sharing one man's wife with
another. Anthony Quinn lends fair strength to the marquee,
and his magnificent portrayal of Inuk the hunter will stir much
w >rd -of-mouth. From a standpoint of sheer visual splendor,

photographer Aldo Toni has captured some of the most dazzl,

ing and breathtaking Technicolored scenes to yet reach th{

screen. Filmed in the northernmost arctic wastes of Canada
brilliant snow-white glaciers and rich royal blue waters play,

host to seals, polar bears, caribous and native villages, and be
come the stage for Quinn's strange courtship and hectic marI
riage to Yoko Tani, and the conflicts that arise out of their con-

1

tact with the civilization of white men. Nicholas Ray's direc

tion flows with the ease of an arctic stream, and his script, based

on Hans Reusch's critically acclaimed novel, is a first-rate affair

Quinn and Miss Tani journey to a trading post, where Quinn
hopes to obtain a rifle for hunting. He becomes incensed when
a missionary refuses his offer of Miss Tani, and accidentally kills

him. When Carlo Guistini and another State Trooper arrive

and arrest him for the murder, Quinn agrees to go along be
j

cause he is sure he can explain to the white men that he had

been insulted. Their sled overturns and Quinn is able to save

only Guistini. Realizing Quinn will be hung, Guistini prevents
1

him from entering the camp by insulting him and forcing him
to return home.

Paramount. 110 minutes. Anthony Ouinn. Yoko Tani. Produced by Maleno Male-
notti. Directed by Nicholas Ray.

"Let No Man Write My Epitaph"

Scc4cnedd l^dtutf O ® Plus

Morbid melodrama about Skid Row characters has good
exploitation angles. Needs selling.

A handful of seamy self-pitying derelicts inhabiting the sor-:

did jungle of Chicago's Skid Row form the background for

this Boris D. Kaplan production based on Willard Motley's

best seller. From beginning to end the film literally bristles'

with the sensational and unpleasant: prostitution, poverty, de-J

leal, dope addiction and alcoholism. While the superficial han-

dling of the subject matter will hamper the response of dis-

'

eliminating audiences, the numerous built-in exploitation angles

make "Epitaph" a fairly strong offering for the general (not

family) market. Columbia undoubtedly will back the film with

a strong promotional campaign, which it certainly requires.

Director Philip Leacock has done a good job creating an

appropriate end-of-the-line atmosphere, and George Duning 1

has underlined the "lost souls" activities with an effective back-

1

ground score. Appealing performances are turned in by the

entire cast: Burl Ives, a loquacious, whiskey-soaked ex-jurist

secretly in love with Shelley Winters; latter, the hard-working

widow of an electrocuted hoodlum who resorts to prostitution

(o give her son a better life; James Darren, her son, who

wants to become a concert pianist; Ella Eit/gerald, a singer

hooked on dope; Ricardo Montalban, mobster, dope peddler,

a: id die man responsible for getting Miss Winters hooked; and

jj.i i Ssberg, daughter of a liberal sociologist-lawyer (he de-

fe ided Darren's father) who falls in love with Darren. Robert

Presnell, Jr.'s script has Darren arrested during a street brawl. ;

Ives makes a gallant but abortive attempt to have him released.

He is finally' set free when Montalban, his eye on Miss Winters,

pays his fine. Using his act of kindness, Montalban gets Miss

Winters to have an affair but it is stopped short when Darren

accidentally walks in on them. When Darren learns Montalban

has hooked his mother he decides to kill him. Ives and Miss

Winters rush to Montalban's place, find Darren a prisoner, and

Montalban about to inject him with dope. Montalban shoots

Ives, but the latter chokes him to death before he dies. Miss

Winters promises to take the cure, while Darren and Miss

Seberg plan to marry.

_ .

Columbia. 106 minutes. Burl Ives, Shelley Winters, James Darren, Jean Seberg.

Ricardo Montalban, Ella Fitiqerald. Produced by Boris D. Kaplan. Directed by

Philip Leacock.
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"Girl nf the Night"

Su4iH£44 Rati*? O O O
Bold, but honest, story of a prostitute. Not offensive,

hut unsuitable for small fry. Shapes up as strong b.o.

I
Considering the sensational and highly controversial subject

matter (prostitution) in this Warner Bros, release, "dirl of the

Night" shapes up as an extremely well-made and intelligently

written motion picture. Deliberately avoiding the shoddy and

sex-for-sex's sake approach, producer Max ). Roscnherg has

fashioned a hold, yet frank and honest, exploration of the

reasons hchind why a young girl turns to the "oldest profes-

sion" and her difficulties in trying to break away. Inherent

exploitation angles more than make up for lack of marquee

strength, and a solid promotional campaign coupled with an

'assured word-of-mouth should result in strong returns in

most situations. This is certainly not entertainment for chil-

dren, and this should be clearly spelled out by exhibitors who
cater to them. Joseph Cates has directed the tasteful Ted Berk-

man-Raphael Blau script, based on Dr. Harold Greenwald's

psychoanalytical study "The Call Girl," with an eve toward

[dramatic credibility and audience involvement, and brought

forth a collection of convincing performances and memorable

scenes. Joseph Brun's effective New York lensing and Sol

Kaplan's frantic musical score are further production plusses.

Anne Francis creates a tormented portrait of a 24-year-old

expensive "call girl" whose wretched childhood (mother's

'abandonment, forced into a sordid sex experience by a delivery

man) and constant insecurity causes her to turn to prostitu-

tion. John Kerr is fine as her weak and sinister procurer boy

, friend who has no intentions of marrying her. Lloyd Nolan,

the psychoanalyst who helps her ret.irn to a norma! life, and

Kay Medford, a cynical madam, are standouts. Attractive Eileen

; Fulton makes an impressive debut a, a thrill-seeker who falls to

her death during a panic-filled firs: "date". Especially effective

are the sequences dealing with a cane beating Miss Frances suf-

fers at the hands of a sadistic customer, her self-revealing ses-

sions with Nolan, and Miss Medford's bitter denunciation of

men and the hypocrisy of her profession. Under Nolan's patient

.guidance. Miss Francis quits the "business" and returns to Kerr

when he promises marriages. But when he suggests thev post-

pone it for a while so she can accept a couple of important

i
appointments, she walks out on him and her past for good.

Warner Bros. 93 minutes. Anne Francis, Lloyd Nolan. Kay Medford, John Kerr.
(Produced by Max J. Rosenberg. Directed by Joseph Cates.

"Desire in the Dust"

Heavy dose of sex and violence in the Tennessee Wil-

liams manner. Good dueller where exploited.

This might be best described as "poor man's Tennessee Wil-

liams". Sex and violence in the Deep South is dished out in

^rim and unrelenting doses in the Robert I. Lippert production

(black-and-white CinemaScope) which 20th Century-Fox is

releasing. If strongly exploited, it might draw above average

grosses where audiences prefer their melodrama on the strong

ind sordid side. Charles Lang's multiplotted script, based on a

Harry Whittington novel, takes off in too many directions and

never gets around to actually resolving anything. The central

storyline tells what happens when a sharecropper's son, having

hcrved six years on a chain gang for manslaughter (a crime lv

fidn't commit), returns to his home town to find the colonel's

heautiful daughter (the true culprit, sister of the six-year-old

victim) married to a successful doctor. Before justice is finally

done, viewers arc carried dow n the grislv path of insanity, adul-

ry and suggested incest. Raymond Burr (TV's Perry Mason),
Martha Hyer and Joan Bennett offer mild marquee value. Bun-

is forceful enough .is the uncouth Colonel who wants to be

governor, while Miss Hyer is beautifully c\il as his daughter,

who accidentally ran down her brother while drunk. Miss Ben-

nett is splendid as Burr's mcntalh ill wife who witnessed the

accident, refuses to believe her son dead, and holds birthday

parties for hi:n at the cemetery Newcomer Ken Scott is good
as the returning ex-con and shows promise of becoming a popu-

lar screen name. Producer-director William F. Claxton man-
ages to inject the complicated doings with enough action and
suspense to sustain interest, and I.ucicn Ballard's image-sharp

lensing is first-rate. An angry Scott tells Miss liver's husband

(Brett Haley) that she is unfaithful and suggests he drop by

the Bun hunting lodge that night. His revenge backfires when
Miss Hyer screams rape and shoots Scott in the shoulder.

After more complications and a shootdow n ending with the

sheriff at the lodge, Scott finally tells the truth.

20th Century-Fox. 102 minutes. Raymond Burr. Martha Hyer. Joan Bennett Ken
Scott. Produced and Directed by William F. Claiton.

"Freckles"

Seuutete ^attKQ Q PLUS

Mild entry for the family houses. Kids will like it.

Gene Srratton-Porter's once-popular novel about a one-armed
orphan from Chicago who fights off lumber thieves and finds

romance while guarding a wild timber reserve in the North-

west shapes up as a mild dual bill entry for the family trade,

especially th" kids. Handsomely mounted in DeLuxe Color and

CinemaScope and filled with humor, pathos and action, this

2()th Century-Fox release should find its biggest response out-

side of metropolitan a-eas; in the latter market it should help

weekend business. There are no names for the marquee, but

two attractive newcomers, Martin West and Carol Christensen,

deliver competent and audience-winning performances. Pro-

duccr-scripter Harry Spalding has adhered to the sentimental

adventure flavor of the novel and given the youthful West
more than one man's share of problems to contend with. These

include fistfights, gun battles and a series of girl-winning

escapades. With his freckled-face and boyish grin he capably

solves them all. Andrew V. McLaglen's direction is slick and

pleasantly paced. When West appears in the timber countrv

looking for a job, lumber boss Roy Barcroft reluctantlv gives

him work as a guard at an isolated outpost. He meets Miss

Christensen and the two fall in love, and he also encounters

Steven Peck, leader of a group of timber thieves, who warns

him to look the other way. West catches Peck and his men
stealing trees and a rifle fight ensues in which both are

wounded. Miss Christensen and Barcroft arrive in time to save

West, and after tracking Peck through the woods they find

him dead.

20th Century-Fox. 84 minutes. Martin West. Carol Christensen. Produced by
Harry Spaulding. Directed by Andrew V. McLaglen.
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"The Magnificent Seven"

Stained K*U*$ O O O Pius

Powerful western with strong action, characterizations,

'otent marquee names topped by Brynner. Color. Big

grosser for the general market.

United Artists has a gripping western in "The Magnificent

ieven," a powerful story about seven professional gunfighters

vho come to the aid of an impoverished Mexican village fallen

>rev to a thieving band of outlaws. One of the strongest sage-

irush yarns to come along in some time, skillfully laced with

crion, humor and suspense, and highlighted by several bullet-

Iving battle scenes, it figures to be one of the Fall's sock

jrossers. The cast of rugged personalities is headlined by box-

iffice favorite Yul Brynner. He is fine as a veteran gunfighter

nd leader of the magnificent seven. Eli Wallach has a stand-

out role as the cold and sinister bandit leader who creates his

>\\n code of values, while TV's Steve McQueen is a potent mar-

|uee addition as a fast-shooting drifter. German actor Horst

iuchholz ("Tiger Bay") gives every indication of becoming the

;e\vest teenage hero as a young inexperienced hothead who
•roves himself a man. Charles Bronson, proud of his Mexican-

rish heritage; Robert Vaughn, a fancy-dressed gunhand turned

oward; Brad Dexter, a happy-go-lucky fortune seeker, and

ames Coburn, master with gun or knife, lend solid support,

xpertly carried off by producer-director John Sturges. who
uilds his various sequences with masterful touches and then

ops everything off with a really slam-bang bandits-versus-

eroes ending, audiences will be held to their seats from begin-

ing to end. And the brilliant on-location Mexican backgrounds

pring alive on the Deluxe Color Panavision screen with a

«eep and grandeur rarely achieved. William Roberts' incisive

creenplay has divided the story into two distinct parts. The
rst deals with the arrival in a border town of a delegation of

lexican farmers intent on buying guns and men, their meeting

ith Brynner, and the latter's meticulous selection of what men
e wants to accompany him. The second depicts the journey to

ie village, the preparations for the bandit's arrival, and the

ivohement of the gunmen with the village's inhabitants,

hanks to the colorful and competent performances of the entire

ast, Roberts' situations and people remain constantly on the

?vel of believ ability . Elmer Bernstein's music dramatically cum
i lements the action. A bond of friendship rapidly grows be-

.veen the villagers and the gunfighters as the latter prepare

nem for W'allach's arrival. Wallach shows up, is given battle

nd is forced to flee. The villagers believe he won't return, but

lluchholz slips into their camp and learns that a big attack is

eing planned. The villagers turn on the seven, fearing Wall-

(ch's wrath, and order the gunmen out. They refuse to go, and

! hile they are away trying to trap the bandits, Wallach and
is men take over the village. Wallach cynically spares their

ves, and runs them out. Angered, the seven return, and a ter-

ble battle ensues. Bronson, Vaughn, Dexter and Coburn are

illed, and Brynner kills Wallach. Buchholz decides to stay

ehind with pretty Rosenda Monteros.

mited Artists. 124 minutes. Yul Brynner Eli Wallach, Steven McQueen, Horst
ichholi. Produced and directed by John Sturges.

"Santa Claus"

ating is for the kid trade at Yuletime.

This is a nice little Christmas item for the youngsters. Made
I Mexico and recipient of the Best Family Film award at the

|)59 San Francisco International Film Festival, it tells—albeit

bit too leisurely—of Santa Claus' annual Christmas Eve trip

» earth and how he manages to overcome a mischievous demon

sent by the devil to thwart him. Its Eastman Colorscope mount-
ing richly shows off Santa's marvelous tov factorv, his crystal

laboratory where the last word in modern equipment aids him
in keeping watch over the children in the world and his Decem-
ber 24th visit to earth. What little dialogue there is has been
dubbed in English, and Ken Smith pleasantly delivers the narra-

tion. One sequence which should have the kiddies squealing

with joy deals with Santa's visit to the laboratory of absent-

minded Merlin the Magician to obtain a flower to make him
invisible and a bag of sleeping and dreaming powder for chil-

dren. Rene Cardona's direction tends to be a bit ponderous at

times but only the adults will notice. The film opens with Santa

Claus (Joseph Elias Moreno) looking in on his toy factorv

where children from all over the world are busily at work. On
Christmas morning, the devil sends one of his servants to

earth to try and lure children into destroying the spirit of

Christmas. A poor girl is almost tempted into steal a doll,

while three little boys are persuaded to harass Santa when he

arrives. Santa arrives, fights off the demon's many tricks (mov-
ing chimneys, sabotaging the sled, etc.) but finds himself in

real trouble when he loses the magic flower and allows .1

vicious dog to chase him up a tree. But Merlin comes to the

rescue, the demon is defeated, the naughty children are punished

and the good ones rewarded.

K. Gordon Murray Productions. 94 minutes. Joseph Elias Moreno. Produced by
William Calderon. Directed by Rene Cardona.

"Key Witness"

Su4iHC44 IRtl&Hf O PLUS

Actionful meller about teen-age gang capers.

Violence in many forms explodes all over the screen in this

minor M-C-M melodrama. It tells about a duty-minded citizen

who witnesses a brutal teen-age murder, agrees to testify against

the culprits after none of the other witnesses speak up, and then

finds himself and his family victims of a never-ending night-

mare of terror and persecution. Despite good performances,

snappy direction by Phil Karlson, on-location Los Angeles lens-

ing and a first-rate rock-and-roll background score, "Key Wit-

ness" is destined for the lower slot on dual bills. However, it

is above average in this category. A shock opener sets the

mood for the entire film: without dialogue and highlighted bv

a pulsating score, a group of juvenile toughs attack and knife

a fellow teen-ager in broad daylight for dancing with the gang-

leader's girl. From this point on, a policeman is brutally beaten

to get the witness' address, the witness and his wife are har-

rassed in their car, midnight calls and rocks through the win-

dow warn him to forget what he saw, his wife is attacked in

the corridor of the court house, and a kidnap attempt is made
on their son. Jeffrey Hunter as the witness who was only doing

his duty, and Pat Crowley, his wife who begins to crack under

the pressure, turn in compelling performances. The gang mem-
bers shape us as a combination of frightening personalities

spiced with the far-out, hipped-up evil of certain modern day

youths. Johnny Nash is fine as the Negro member who is not

in full accord with the gang's activities. Frank Silvera is the

tough homicide detective. The Alfred Grenner-Sidney Michaels

script has the gang tracing Nash, who has defected, to Hunter's

home, and a switch-blade fight ensues before Silvera turns up.

M-G-M. 81 minutes. Jeffrey Hunter. Pat Crowly. Dennis Hopper. Produced by
Pandro S. Berman and Kathryn Hereford. Directed by Phil Karlson.

BUSINESS RATING

$$$$ — Tops $$$ — Good

$$ — Average $ — Poor
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TV's mNTINUITY KICK'

(< ontinned from P<igc 1C>)

fear—fear that you and I will refuse to

accept something we haven't seen

before.''

GEORGE EELLS and STANLEY
GORDON (Look): "Today, there is

little opportunity to experiment . . .

Formerly, specials added excitement to

regularly scheduled shows. This year,

there will be approximately a 50 per-

cent reduction in specials . . . Conse-

quently, gifted writers who once lent

stature to TV drama seldom write for

the medium now . . . But probably the

most damning comment lies in the fact

that no furor was created when, during

the writers' strike, scripts written for

one series were reused on another, with

only a change in names and a few

minor revisions. The conclusion must

be that the public failed to notice—or

did not care."

TV GUIDE: "No network will dic-

tate too harshly to an advertiser who
spends $15 million or $20 million a

year on TV. And even the smaller

spenders can exercise a measure of con-

trol by a process of attrition
—

'Change

the leading lady', 'The scripts are in

bad taste', 'We don't like the sets'."

VIDEO SCHEDULE

But the best way to assay television's

competition for the theatre is to look

at the schedule, night by night, and

then to inspect the list of specials. Start-

ing with Sunday, this is what we face

(all times are current New York time):

SUNDAY
This evening starts off with strong

children's attractions on all networks.

Walt Disney Presents is on ABC from

6:30 to 7:30 PM, followed by "Maver-

ick," with a new adventure series, "The
Islanders," at 9:30-10:30 PM. Late in

November, "Winston Churchill" goes

on for a half hour beginning at 10:30.

For most of October and November,
this spot will be occupied by "The
Walter Winchell Show." The empha-
sis on programs of interest to children

early Sunday evening is also obvious at

NBC, where "The Shirley Temple
Show" will be seen 7:00-8:00, followed

by "National Velvet," a half-hour

scries based on the famous MGM film.

At 8:30 there is "The Tab Hunter

Show," utilizing another top movie
name. Dinah Shore returns for the

9:00-10:00 hour and Lorctta Young
follows, with "This Is Your Life"

scheduled for the 10:30-1 1:00 spot. CBS
starts strong with the kids by offering

One of the new hour-long shows patterned after

"The Untouchables" is "The Witness" (CBS), a prob«

into famous and infamous figures of the past.

"Lassie" at 7:00 PM, "Dennis the Men-
ace" at 7:30 and the one and only

"Fd Sullivan Show" in the 8:00-9:00

position. At 9:00 PM General Electric

Theatre takes over, to be followed at

9:30 by "The Jack Benny Program,"

which will be a regular weekly attrac-

tion this season. (Last year Benny alter-

nated with George Gobel and was on

later in the evening.) At 10:00 the

CBS Television Network offers a new
version of "Candid Camera," at 10:30

the ever popular "What's My Line?"

and at 11:00 the quarter-hour "Sunday

News Special."

MONDAY
NBC starts the evening with adven-

ture in "Riverboat" from 7:30 to 8:30,

continues in the adventure vein with

"Wells Fargo," "Klondike" and
"Dante," the latter two being new
entries, then switches moods with "The
Barbara Stanwyck Theatre" at 10:00,

and Milton Berle in "Jackpot Bowling"

at 10:30. For the CBS Television Net-

work Monday is mainly a light fun

evening, with the line-up of shows, be-

ginning at 7:30, starting with "To Tell

the Truth" and then, "Pete and

Gladys," "Bringing Up Buddy," "The
Danny Thomas Show," "The Andy
Griffith Show" and "Hennesey," come-

dies all. At 10:30, CBS offers "Presi-

dential Countdown" until the election

and "Face the Nation" thereafter. For

ABC] Monday is adventure all the way,

reading, from 7:30 on, "Cheyenne,"

"Surfside Six," "Adventures in Para-

disc" and "Peter Gunn."

TUESDAY

Once again the CBS Television Net-

work offers the only comedy diet

throughout the evening. On CBS the

line-up is "Father Knows Best," "Dobic.

Gillis," the new "Tom Ewell Show,"

"The Red Skelton Show" and "The
Garry Moore Show." Meanwhile, over

on ABC, it's "Expedition," "Bugs

Bunny," "The Rifleman," "Wyatt
Earp," "Stagecoach West" and "One
Step Beyond." NBC's schedule is "Lar-

amie," "Alfred Hitchcock Presents,"

"Thriller" and a series of specials. (The

specials of all three networks are listed

in a separate section later in this re-

port.)

WEDNESDAY
For ABC Wednesday evening starts

with "Hong Kong," an adventure series,

followed by "Ozzie and Harriet," "Ha-

waiian Eye" and "Naked City." On
CBS the varied diet is "The Aqua-

nauts," "Wanted—Dead or Alive,"

"My Sister Eileen," "I've Got A
Secret" and, alternately, "The United

States Steel Hour" and "Armstrong

Circle Theatre." NBC offers "Wagon
Train," "The Price Is Right," Perry

Como, "Peter and Mary," who would

be Peter Lind Hayes and Mary Healy

THURSDAY
On NBC it's "Outlaws," followed by

"Bat Masterson," "Bachelor Father,"

"Tennessee Ernie," and "Groucho"
(formerly "You Bet Your Life"). ABC
offers "Guestward Ho," "The Donna
Reed Show," "The Real McCoys," "My
Three Sons," starring Fred MacMurray
and William Frawley, and "The Un-

touchables." Thursday on CBS starts

with "The Witness," a series using the

The suspenss master, Alfred Hitchcock,

switches from his old Sunday slot to Tues-

day night (NBC). It's murder with a grin.



TVs CONTINUITY KICK'

format of a legislative commission of

inquiry, "Dick Pow ell's Zane Grey The-

atre," "Angel," a new comedy about a

French bride in America, "The Ann
Sothern Show" and "The DuPont
Show" with June Allyson.

FRIDAY
"Rawhide" leads off for the CBS

Television Network, followed by ad-

ventures on "Route 66," "Mr. Gar-

lund," "The Twilight Zone" and a

weekly half-hour news show, "Eye-

witness to History." ABC has "Matty's

Funday Funnies," a cartoon show, fol-

lowed by Pat O'Brien in "Harrigan &
Son," "The Flintstones," described as

an adult cartoon series, "77 Sunset

Strip," "Robert Taylor's Detectives"

and "The Law and Mr. Jones," starring

James Whitmore as a courageous at-

torney. NBC leads off with the adven-

tures of "Dan Raven," "Westerner,"

"The Bell Telephone Hour" and
"Michael Shayne."

SATURDAY
On ABC Saturday night is launched

by "The Roaring Twenties," then

"Leave It to Beaver," Lawrence Welk
and "Fight of the Week." NBC has

"Bonanza," "Tall Man," and an infor-

mation forum program, "The Nation's

Future" (starting in November). For
CBS Saturday has its share of proven
blockbusters, starting with "Perry

Mason." A new adventure series,

"Checkmate," precedes "Have Gun,
Will Travel" and "Gunsmoke."

All the above listings are subject to

change, of course. It is inevitable that

some programs will fall by the way-
side and additional ones will take their

place. However, the general pattern

of television programming can be

gleaned from this line-up.

Probably the most important category

of shows, from the point of view of

the theatre man sizing up the opposi-

tion, will be the specials. Apart from
news shows, the line-up of specials

looks about like this:

(All details subject to change

)

Wednesday, September 28—Fred As-

taire Time on NBC, 10-11 PM, New
York Time.

Friday, September 30 — Van Cliburn

and Benny Goodman on the Bell

Telephone Hour, NBC, 9-10 PM.

Friday, September 30 — "Men in

White," DuPont Show of the Month,
CBS, 8:30-10 PM.

Sunday. October 2—Art Carney stars

in "Love in America," CBS, 9-10 PM.

Monday, October 3—Bob Hope Special,

NBC, 8:30-9:30 PM.

Tuesday, October 4—Jack Palance in

"The Barbarians," NBC, 10-11 PM.

Wednesday, October 5—Bing Crosby

Special, ABC, 10-11 PM.

Thursday, October 6 — Victor Borge

Special, ABC, 9:30-10:30 PM.

Friday, October 7—Eleanor Roosevelt

Special, NBC, 9-10 PM.

Saturday, October 8—Phil Silvers Spe-

cial with Polly Bergen, CBS, 8:30-

9:30 PM.

Sunday, Ocober 9—Jackie Gleason Spe-

cial, CBS, 9-10 PM.

Tuesday, October 11—Donald O'Con-

nor Special, NBC, 10-11 PM.

Sunday, October 16 — "See America

with Ed Sullivan" in San Francisco,

CBS, 8-9 PM.

Another pair of new entries in the series derby are

"Pete and Gladys", left (CBS), starring Harry Morgan

and Cara Williams, and "The Barbara Stanwyck The-

atre," featuring the one-time movie star, seen here

with Bill Shrader, as hostess, frequent lead.

Wednesday, October 19 — Jackie

Cooper, Shirley Jones, Hans Conried

and Pat Carroll in "Step on the

Gas," CBS, 10-11 PM.

Friday, October 21—"Our American

Heritage," Alexander Hamilton,

NBC, 7:30-8:30 PM.

Saturday, October 22—Bob Hope Spe-

cial, NBC, 8-:30-9:30 PM.

Monday, October 24 — "The Right

Man," Garry Moore election revue,

CBS, 8:30-9:30 PM.

Monday, October 24—"Shangri-La" on

Hallmark Hall of Fame, NBC, 9:30-

11 PM.

Tuesday, October 2?—"John Brown,"

NBC, 10-11 PM.

Thursday, October 27—Debbie Rey-

nolds Special, NBC, 9:30-10:30 PM.

Friday & Saturday, October 28-29 —

"The Scarlet Pimpernel," CBS, 7:30-

8:30 PM.

Sunday, October M) — Danny Kaye

Show, CBS, 8-9 PM.

Tuesday, Sot ember 8 — Election re-

turns.

Monday, November 14—John Wayne

Special, ABC, 9:30-10:30 PM.

Wednesday, November 16—Bob Hop2

Special, NBC, 9-10 PM.

Sunday. November 20—Harry Bela-

fonte Special, CBS, 10-11 PM.

Sunday, November 20 — "Macbeth,"

with Maurice Evans, Judith Ander-

son, NBC, 6-8 PM.

Sunday, December //—"The Wizard

of Oz," the MGM film, CBS, 6-8 PM.

Monday. December 12—Bob Hope Spe-

cial, NBC, 9:30-10:30 PM.

Friday, December 16—"Golden Girl,"

with Patricia Neway, Jerome Hines,

Stephen Douglas, Brenda Lewis,

NBC, 9-10 PM.

Wednesday, December 2/—"The Com-

ing of Christ," Project 20, NBC,

8:30-9 PM.

This list of specials covers only those

for which some details are available.

There are many others, including such

distinguished series as the DuPont

Show of the Month and Our American

Heritage, as well as Family Classics,

which have not had subjects and cast-

ings revealed as of this w riting.

It should also be remembered that

during the early part of the season the

Nixon-Kennedy encounters on tele-

vision and the major political broad-

casts also will provide powerful com-

petition for the attention of the vast

U.S. audience.

Television no longer pretends to base

its appeal on the novelty of the me-

dium. It now offers a reasonable

variety of programs and some star

names, among them also movie names.

When you look over the schedule of

specials, note that Danny Kaye, John

Wayne, Debbie Reynolds, Bing Crosby,

Fred Astaire and Jack Palance all are

among those to be present on the home

screen.

At a time when the number of mo-

tion pictures is being reduced, the num-

ber of television attractions is still being

enlarged. It's going to be a busy sea-

son on the air waves, albeit a rather

familiar one.
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'Operation Showman's Choice'

Stands for Special S-W Sell

Almost any exhibitor will tell you that there

is a certain class of picture which, if merely

promoted in a routine manner, will perform

capably, but never spectacularly. That same

type of picture, if given specialized showman
support, can keep the turnstiles clicking at a

rapid rate.

On that widely accepted movie merchandising

theory, Stanley Warner ad-publicity director

Harry Goldberg recently announced the launch-

ing of a new promotion program under the

rather breezy title, "Operation Showman's

Choice." Under the plan, films that can be

lifted out of their class by special handling, by

appealing to specific audiences or by exploiting

built-in angles will be selected for concentrated

attention.

On the basis of coordinated planning on a

variety of individual pictures during the past

two years, the S-W ad department has firmed

its belief that more pictures will produce more
money through more specialized selling activity.

The product slated for "Operation Showman's
Choice" will be selected by consultation among
the firm's admen.

INVITATION TO 'IKE'. President and Mrs. Eisenhower

receive invitation to American bow of Columbia's "I

Aim at the Stars" trom Army Distaff Foundation reps.

Mrs. Thomas S. Gates, Jr., wife of the Defense Sec-

retary and Lt. Gen. Leslie R. Groves, ADF president.

U Sets Record Magazine

Pre-Sell Campaign for lace'

Universal, the company synonymous with pre-

selling, has established a record of sorts in the

magazine portion of its chosen—and time-tested

—territory. It will back "Midnight Lace" with

a national magazine pre-sell ad push topping in

dollars and cents similar campaigns for any

other U film in the past five years, vice presi-

dent in charge of ad-publicity David A. Lipton

announced.

"The boxoffice results of many pictures dur-

ing the past year have demonstrated conclusively

to Universal," said Lipton, "that there is no

certain substitute for paid pre-selling advertis-

ing in national media. Universal has proven to

itself as well as to exhibitors that national

pre-selling advertising pays off by five successive

successful boxoffice pictures, 'Imitation of Life',

'This Earth Is Mine', 'Pillow Talk', 'Operation

Petticoat' and 'Portrait in Black' within the last

18 months, every one of which," he explained,

"received the benefit of such national pre-sell-

ing. Carefully selected magazines designed to

reach all segments of the moviegoing public

were used with ads especially designed to appeal

to readers of each particular publication.

"Everyone agrees," he added, "that we are

dealing with a selective market, and it stands to

reason that people, in order to be selective,

must know about a picture in advance of local

advertising and be stimulated by an interest in

the picture's contents. This we believe we will

accomplish for 'Midnight Lace' by utilizing 20

national magazines in the United States and

Canada covering a wide audience, with special

emphasis directed to woman appeal."

The firm will employ the publication push as

a spring board for a large-scale publicity and

promotion drive slated to include special fash-

ion exploitations, as well as star tours and

other attention-getting projects.

Included in the national magazine ad cam-

paign are full-page color ads in Life and Look,

for the general audience; McCall's and Good
Housekeeping, for the distaff patrons; Redbook,

for the young adults; Star Weekly, McLean's

and Liberty, for the Canadian market, and all

12 leading fan magazines.

'ESTHER' CONFAB. Twentieth-Fox vice

president Charles Einfeld held a one-

day confab with the firm's regional

field force in Chicago to map plans

(or the international world premiere

of "Esther and the King," Dec. 1.

The film opens simultaneously in key

U.S. cities and major population

centers in Israel. Pictured (clock-

wise) are: Sol Gordon, Chicago; J.

E. Watson, Cincinnati and Indianap-

olis; Louis Orlove, Milwaukee;

Manny Pearson, Cleveland; Thomas
F. McGuire, Detroit, and Einfeld.

Opening pattern, a new one at Fox,

will be backed by intensive promo-

tion campaign.

UP IN LIGHTS. Giant sign, 90 x 88 feet, in front I

DeMille Theatre, Broadway and 47th St., lights I

street to herald world premiere of Universal's "Spa!

tacus." Spectacle opens in N. Y. October 6.

Fox to Exhibits at Confabs:

Give Us Your Showman Ideas

The nation's exhibitors are being invited tj

play an increasingly greater role in the businesi

First the producers asked theatremen to pu

their stamp of approval on planned script

and now 20th Century-Fox, with vice preside

Charles Einfeld extending the invitations

calling for exhibitor advice on how to me

chandise its product.

Einfeld's promotion department has institu

a program of "exhibitor advertising and pu

licity conferences" designed to obtain fre

ideas from that branch for promotional ca

paigns on forthcoming releases. First of

series of confabs was held last week at the h

office, with Bert Pirosh, president of Cal-T

Theatres, addressing top-level members of 20th

ad-pub department.

"A forward move in the advertising

publicity fields and a boon for exhibition anl

distribution" is the way Einfeld described th

innovation. In this way, he added, both branche

will be able to exchange ideas on the "vita

job of selling product. No one knows his aud

ence better than an exhibitor and is equippel

to render the distributor a great service by lend

ing his ideas on how best to sell a picture,

Einfeld declared.
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Vfat t&c Showmen Axe 'Dout^i

'SUNRISE' ON BROADWAY. Left, crowds line up on Broadway to watch festivities of world prem ere of Warner
Bros.' "Sunrise at Campobello," at RKO Palace. Right, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, w.th Zma Bethune, who plays

her daughter Anna in the film, and former N. Y. Governor W. Averell Harriman, chairman of the bo*, proceeds of

which went to National Foundation—March of Dimes, the organizat on founded by FDR.

iest Showman, Adman

ilated for AMPA Awards
!

Industry showmen now will have a chance to

ring home their own version of an Oscar.

\ The Associated Motion Picture Advertisers,

lac, announced that it is establishing service

\ wards for outstanding industry ites, and in-

luded among the five awards will be one for

le top drum-beater in the business, and one for

I le best adman or ad campaign. According to

(Iresident Bob Montgomery, the annual awards

flill be instituted at AMPA's first 1960-61 sea-

|>n luncheon, Nov. 2, at New York's Picca-

illy Hotel.

J The presentations include: the individual ex-

mibitor or theatre company that performs the

Ireatest service to the business; the film com-

Hany or film company official that most benefits

le industry; the outstanding showman; the best

dvertising man or ad campaign, and the person

|ir organization in the service area of the indus-

y—the craft or trade association—worthy of

|

jch recognition.

|: Under consideration by AMPA for many
(ears, the aw ards are due to be labeled w ith a

'ame and supplied with a special trophy—there-

y providing the project with a level measure

Uf prestige.

IAYNE TOUR. Top, Producer-director-star John Wayne
fuses in Tulsa airport to pay tribute to Oklahoma's

eatest citizen, late Will Rogers, during national tour

j

r UA's "The Alamo." Middle, Wayne talks to Okla-

>ma high school pupils. Bottom, he is made honorary
d an chief, as State Supreme Court Justice Kirksey

x assists in ceremonies.

Columbia Making 'Song'

Piano Marathons the Rage
Remember the dance marathons of yesteryear?

Well, Columbia is busy making piano mara-

thons the current rage.

The piano-playing stunt that helped draw at-

tention to the New York engagement of "Song

Without End'' and power it to a smash run at

the Music Hall is being duplicated by numerous

enterprising exhibitors and Columbia fieldman

all across the country.

To give the picture added drive in downtown

Milwaukee, a piano player will sit in the win-

dow of Robinson's, a department store, in an

attempt to play for more than ~8 consecutive

hours—the existing record, set by nimble -fin-

gered Joe Niland in Gotham. Similar stunts are

cropping up in many other local situations. In

Chicago, a piano marathon is being held in the

midtown area from a Woolworth store window.

In Los Angeles, a songwriter employed a vari-

ation of the gimmick on behalf of the Franz

Liszt film biography.

Embassy Blowing Up

Ballyhoo Storm for 'Wind'

Embassy's "Where the Hot Wind Blows is

getting the full promotional treatment—TV sat-

uration, music drives and an extensive book tie-

in, among other aspects—for its U.S. and Cana-

dian bow next month.

The M-G-M release is enjoying a typical Joe

Levine high-powered sell. Video-wise, a 248-

station "network", designed to reach the full

potential movie audience in top markets here

and North of the Border, will pre-sell the film.

The vast push will be telecast into millions of

homes within range of the specially devised

"network", with several climatic scenes from the

picture whetting viewer appetities.

In the music field, two of the country's top

record promotioneers, Milton Karle and Jules

Losch, are busy plugging the four title song

recordings. And a new movie edition of "Where

the Hot Wind Blows", based on Roger Vail-

land's best-seller, "The Law", is being released

by Bantam Books.

'Stars' Second Pittsburgh

Project in COMPO-Marcus Plan

Exhibitors in the Pittsburgh exchange area are

busy lining up pictures for the COMPO-Marcus
merchandising plan. The first test feature, Buena

Vista's "Jungle Cat", doesn't open until Oct. 12,

but already the second entry
—

"I Aim at the

Stars"—has been selected. It starts Oct. 26.

"Stars" will be backed, as is "Jungle Cat", by

a special advertising campaign. It will open with

25 keys runs, followed immediately by showing

in an additional 18 key runs.

The project, initiated by Wisconsin circuit

operator Ben Marcus, also a member of the

COMPO governing committee, will enjoy a six-

months test in the Pittsburgh area. COMPO co-

ordinator of the plan Alec Moss said that all

media—newspapers, TV and radio— will be em-

ployed in the promotion of each film chosen for

the test. As announced previously, the costs

above each theatre's normal ad-publicity-exploi-

tation budget w ill be shared equally by exhibitor

and distributor.

Prone Publicity Pays Off

1
(

r
Columbia's exploiteer in Cincinnati,

Ray Nemo (showing a copy of "The In-

terns"—a novel soon to be filmed for his

company—to one of the Jewish Hospital

interns) turned his stay for eye surgery

into a most unique, and effective pre-sell

campaign. His prone publicity earned wire

service, press and radio coverage.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUC1
All The Vital Details on Current &> Coming Features

(Date of Rim BULLETIN Review A»oears At End of Synoosisl

April

BLUEBEARD'S TEN HONEYMOONS George Sanders.
Corinne Calvet. Producer Roy Parkinson. Director W.
Lee Wilder. Based on the true-life story of Landru.
infamous French bluebeard. 92 min.

June

I PASSED TOR WHITE Sonya Wilde, James Franciscus.

Producer-director Fred Wilcox. Story of a Negress
who passes for white. 91 min.

July

PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert. Pro-

ducer-director Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt.
Petrosino's war against the Mafia in the early 1900 s.

Ill min.

RAYMIE David Ladd. John Agar. Charles Winninger.
Richard Arlen. Producer A. C. Lyle. Director Fred
McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant 6

foot barracuda. 72 min.

August

SEX KITTENS GO TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren. Tues-

day Weld. Miianou Bardot. Producer-director Albert
Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-

lege routine. 93 min.

September

HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter. David Janssen, Vic
Damone. Patricia Owens, Sessue Hayakawa, Miiko
Taka. Producer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson.
True story of U. S. Marine hero Guy Gabaldon. 132 min.
8/22/60.

TORMENTED, THE Richard Carlson, Susan Gordon, Jul!

Reading. Producers Bert I. Gordon, Joseph Steinberg.
Eerie shocker. 75 min.

October

BLOODY BROOD. THE Barbara Lord. Jack Bett. Peter
Falk. Producer Julian Roffman. Melodrama about mod-
ern generation. 71 min.

SERENGETI SHALL NOT DIE Color. Narrated by
Michael Gnimek, Dr. Bernhard Griimek. Documentary
of African Jungle. 84 min.

November

HEROES DIE YOUNG Erika Peters. Robert Geti, Bill

Browne. Daring incident during W. W. II. 76 min.

PLUNDERERS. THE Jeff Chandler, Dolores Hart. Pro-
ducer-director Joseph Pevney. Band of young hoodlums
intimidate entire western town. 104 min.

UNFAITHFULS. THE Gina Lollobrigida, May Britl. Pierre
Cressoy. Producers Carlo Ponti, Dino De Laurentis.
Drama. 89 min.

December

Coming

CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER Producer Albert
Zugsmith.

DONDI David Kory, David Janssen, Patti Page. Walter
Winchell, Mickey Shaughnessy. Producer-Director
Albert Zugsmith. Story based on the comic strip
character. 90 min.

LOOK IN ANY WINDOW Paul Anka, Alex Nicol Gigi
Pcrreau, Ruth Roman. 85 min.

RECKLESS, PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Les'er
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse whijh
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

SIX MILLION MURDERS. THE Producers Sam Bischoff
Oavid Diamond.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner. Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "Ths Valadon
Drama."

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

May
CIRCUS OF HORRORS Specta-Color. Anton Diffring,

Erika Remberg. Producers Julian Wlnt'e, Leslie Parkyn.

Director Sidney Hayers. Horror spectacle. 89 min.

5/23/60.

June

JAILBREAKtnS Robert Hutton. Mary Castle, Producer-
director Alexander Grasshoff. Four escaped convicts

try to find a treasure of $400,000.00 from a bank rob-
bery. 64 min.

WHY MUST I DIE? Terry Moore, Debra Paget. Pro-

ducer Richard Bernstein. Director Roy Del Ruth. True
story of an innocent girl on "Death Row." 86 min.

July

AMAZING TRANSPARENT MAN Marguerite Chapman,
Douglas Kennedy, James Griffith. Producer Lester D.
Guthrie. Director Edgar G. Ulmer. 60 min.

BEYOND THE TIME BARRIER Robert C'arke. Darlene
Tompkins, Arianne Arden. Producer Robert Clarke.
Director Edgar G. Ulmer. A iourney to the world of
tomorrow. 80 min.

HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScope, Color. Vincent Price.
Mark Damon. Mvrna Fahey. Producer-director Roger
Corman. Edgar Allen Poe's classic. 85 min. 7/25/60.

October

JOURNEY TO THE LOST CITY Colorscope. -Debra
Paget, Paul Christian. Director Friti Lang. 95 min.

ROUGH AND THE SMOOTH. THE Nadja Tiller. Tony
Britton, William Bendix. Producer George Minfer.
Director Robert Siodmak. Story of a turbulent love
triangle. 100 min.

November

KONGA Color. Michael Gough. Margo Johns. Pro-
ducer Herman Cohen. Director John Lamount. Monster
gorilla rampages through Piccadilly Circus. 90 min.

December

March

ALADDIN AND THE GIANT Dynamagic and Color.
Producer Herman Cohen. Action fantasy. 90 min.

.4 pril

MASTER OF THE WORLD Color, Dyna-Magic. Vincent
Price, Charles Bronson, Henry Hull, Mary Webster.
Jules Verne tale of one man's scheme to eliminate
war. 120 min.

Coming

REPTILICUS Sci

COLUMBIA

April

:TTE GOES TO WAR CinemaScope. Color. Brigitte
at. Jacques Charrier. Producer Raoul J. Levy,
ctor Christian-Jaque. Bardot helps defeat Germany,
min. 2/29/60.

V'SE THEY'RE YOUNG Dick Clark. Mich »l Cat-
Tuesday Weld. Producer Jerry Bresler. Director
Wendkos. A teacher fights teenage violence. 102

3/14/60.

Mav
ELECTRONIC MONSTER Rod Cameron Mary Murphy.
Producer Cohen-Levy. Director Tully. A rrvnd machine
in the hands of a murderer. 72 min. 6/6/60.

KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO CinemaScope. Color. Rob
ert Taylor Anne Aubrey. Producers Irvina Allen.
Albert R. Broccoli. Director Richard Thorpe. Engineer
tights slave trade in Africa, (l-min. 4/25/60.

BULLETIN — TH

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathews
"roducer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre de Toth
Hollywood film magnate becomes U.S. counter-spy 9 I

min. 4/11/60.

STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY, THE Guy Rolfe. Product
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Ritual murder
in India. 81 min. 5/23/60.

June

BATTLE IN OUTER SPACE Color. Ryo Ikebe, Leonarc
Stanford. Producer Tomoyuki Tanaka. Director Inoshirc
Honda. 90 min. 6/27/60.

MOUNTAIN ROAD, THE James Stewart, Lisa Lu. Proi
ducer William Goetz. Director Daniel Mann. G.l.'l
fight across Burma. 102 min. 3/28/60.

MY DOG. BUDDY Ken Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis!
Director Ray Kellogg. A boy and his dog are parted
77 min. 5/9/60.

12 TO THE MOON Ken Clark, Phillip Baird, Ton,)
Dexter, Francis X. Bushman. Producer Fred Gebhardt
Director David Bradley. The first lunar flight. 7<]

July

STOP! LOOK! & LAUGH! Three Stooges. Paul Winchall,
& Jerry Mahoney. Producer Harry Romm. Director'
Jules White. Funny man romp. 78 min. 8/22/60.

STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET CinemaScope, Color
Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak. Ernie Kovacs Barbara Rush
Producer-director Richard Quine. Love triangle in sub-i

urbia, based on Evan Hunter's best-seller. 117 mini
6/4/60.

13 GHOSTS Charles Herbert, Jo Morrow, Martin Milner
Producer-director William Castle. Rib-tickling ghost tale

88 min. 7/25/60.

August

NIGHTS OF LUCRETIA BORGIA. THE Color. Belinda)
Lee. Jacques Sernas. Producer Carlo Caiano. Director
Sergio Grieco. Action spectacle. 108 min. 8/8/60.

September
ALL THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd, Sidney Poltier

Producer-director Hall Bartlett. U.N. forces trappea
behind enemy lines in Korea. 86 min. 8/8/60.

ENEMY GENERAL. THE Van Johnson. Jean Pierre

Autnont, Dany Carrel. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
George Sherman. 74 min. 8/22/60.

FAST AND SEXY CinemaScope, Color. Gina Lollo

brigida. Dale Robertson. Producer Milko Skofic. D

rector Reginald Denham. Love story set in Italy. 98

min. 9/5/60.

October

AS THE SEA RAGES Maria Schell. Cliff Robertson
Producer Carl Sikoll. Director Horst Hechler. A war
among fishermen and islanders. 97 min. 8/22/60.

I AIM AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shawl
Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director J. Lee Thomoson
Film biography of brilliant rocket scientist von Braun

107 min. 9/19/60.

I'M ALL RIGHT JACK Peter Sellers, Ian Carmichael
Terry-Thomas. Producer Roy Boulting. Director Johnl

Boulting.

SONG WITHOUT END CinemaScope, Color. Dirk Bo

garde, Capucine. Producer William Goeti. Director

Charles Vidor. Musical biography of Franz Liszt. 141

min. 7/11/60.

November

HELL IS A CITY Stanley Baker, John Crawford. Donald

Pleasance. Producer Michael Carreras. Director Vd

Guest.

LET NO MAN WRITE MY EPITAPH Burl Ives. Shellevl

Winters, James Darren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan. Di-

rector Philip Leacock.

SURPRISE PACKAGE Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor. Pro-

ducer-director Stanley Donen.

Coming

DIVIL AT 4 O'CLOCK THE Spencer Tracy. Frank

Sinatra. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mervyn

LeRoy.

GUNS OF NAVARONE, THE CinemaScope, Color]

Gregory Peck. David Niven, Anthony Quinn. Produced

Carl Foreman. Director J. Lee Thompson.

S YOUR PRODUCT



OCTOBER SUMMARY
The October re'ease chart has risen

slightly, but still stands at a meager

18. Columbia leads the way with four

pictures, whi:e Allied Artists and Twen-

tieth Ccntu'y-Fox a e deadlocked for

second spot ai thres filrrs each. Ameri-

can-International, M G M and Warner

Bros, have slaled two ape:e. Pa-a-

mount and United Art sis each has one

release, and Universal has not sched-

uled any product for th s month.

IAZZ BOAT CinemaScope. Anthony Newley, Anne
Aubrey. Producers Irving Allen. Albert R. Broccoli
director Ken Hughes.

•EPE CinemaScope. Color. Cantinflas. Dan Dailey,
ihirley Jones. Producer-director George Sidney.

'LEASE TURN OVER Ted Ray. Jean Kent. Leslie Philips
loan Sims. Producer Peter Rogers. Director Gerald
ihomas

>APPHO, VENUS OF LESBOS CinemaScope, Color.
<erwin Mathews, Tina Louise.

I WORLDS OF GULLIVER, THE Sup S r Dynamation.
;olor. Kerwin Mathews. Jo Morrow. Producer Charles
jchneer. Director Jack Sher.

•WO FACES OF DR. JEKYLL, THE Color. Paul Massie,
)l*n Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
erence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-

: on's classic.

<VAC!(IEST SHIP IN THE ARMY, THE CinemaScope.
iColor. Jack Lemmon. Ricky Nelson. Producer Fred
*ohlmar. Director Richard Murphy.

INDEPENDENTS

April

'CDNAPPED IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Peter Finch,
lames MacArthur. Producer Walt Disney. Director
(obert Stevenson. Adaptation of Robert Louis Steven-
on's adventure classic. 97 min. 2/29/60.

ROSEMARY I Films-Around-the-World, Inc. i Nadia Tiller.

Peter Van Eyck Producer Luggi Waldleitner. Director
'Rolf Theile. True story of post-war German prostitute
[«ho "made it." 105 min. 4/25/60.

June

iIGN OF ZORRO, THE IBuena Vista). Guy Williams
'Henry Calvin. Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-
tors Norman Foster and Lewis R. Foster. S»<ash-
ouckling hero saves old Los Angeles from tyrannical
:ommandante. Si min.

July

OLLYANNA (Buena Vista) Technicolor. Jane Wyman
Jichard Eagan. Producer Walt Disney. Director David
I'jwift. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller. 134 min. 4/11/60.

August
5};VATE PROPERTY (Citation Films, Inc.) Corey Allen
(barren Oates. Robert Wark Jerome Cowan. Kate
vlanx. Producer Stanley Colbert. Director Leslie
.itevens. 80 min. 8/22/60.

SAVAGE EYE, THE ITrans-Lux Kingsley) Gary Merrill
larbara Baxley. Herschel Bernardi. Producer-Director
|!en Maddow, Sidney Meyers. Joseph Strick. 67 min.
11/22/60.

December
WISS FAMILY ROBINSON [Buena Vista) Technicolor,
•ohn Mills. Dorothy McGuire. Producer William H.
Vnderson. Director Ken Annakin. Adaptation of Johann
jr/yss' Adventure classic.

Coming
ZHASERS, THE Gaston Hakim) Jacques Charrier,
pharles Agnovour. Director Jean-Pierre Mocky. Cyni-
al yet engrossing French import about youth'ul

|vomen-chasers. 75 min. 3/23.

)AY OF THE TRUMFET, THE IC. Santiago Film Organi-
a>icn Prcd.) John Agar, Ricr.ard Arien, Bill Phipps.
['reducer Harry Smitr, Director Eddie Romero.

'REAM MACHINE, THE (Amalgamated Prods.) Rod
^ameron. Marty Murphy. Pe-er lliing Producers Rich-
|rd Gordon and Chanes Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
gomery Tully.

pORGO King Bros.) Technicolor, Wide screen. Bill

travers, Vincent Winter, William Sylvester. Producer
Maurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

HIROSHIMA, MOM AMOUR IZeni-ih International)
kmmanuelle Riva, Ejil Okada. Producer-Director Alain
IResnais. Love story set against background of war.
H8 min. 7/25/60.

A2Z ON A SUMMER'S DAY (Galaxy Attractions, Inc.)
ouis Armstrong, Gerry Mulligan, George Shearing.

Producer-director Bert Stern. Sights and sounds of the
jJewport, R. I. annual [an festival. 85 min. S/9/60.

UNGLE CAT IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Story of
nimal life along the Amazon River.

IGHT ACROSS THE STREET. THE IUMPO) Brigitte
ardot. Raymond Pellegrin, Roger Piquat. Producer
acques Gauthier. Director Georges Laeombe. Drama.
> French husband and wife try to live without normal
ex relations, after the husband had a near-fatal acci-
ent. 76 mm.

UST TO KILL [Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
'im Davis. Dan Magowan. Allison Hayes. Producers
Vlfrsd R. Milton, Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MICHAEL STROGOFF (Continental Distributing, Inc.]
Lolor, CinemaScope. Curt Jurgens, Genevieve Page,
producer John Spigler. Director Carmine Gallone.
pdventure classic. 115 min. 6/6/60.

•EST IS SILENCE, THE (Films Around the World, Inc.)
Hardy Kruger, Peter Van Eyck. Ingrid Andree. Pro-
lucer-Director Helmut Kautner. Modernized version of
Ham et in German. 106 min. 8/8/60.

SCHOOL FOR SCOUNDRELS (Continental Distributing
Inc.

I
Ian Carmichael. Terry-Thomas Alastair Sim Ja-

nette Scott. Producer Hal E Chester. Director Robert
Hamer British comedy 94 min. 7/25/60.

SILVER SKATES. THE (Buena Vista) Eastman Color
Rony Zeander. Carin Rossby. Producer Walt Disney
Director Norman Foster. Romantic fairy-tale taking
place by th: Zuider Zee in 1850.

THUNDER IN CAROLINA Howco International) Rory
Calhoun, Alan Hale. Connie Hines. John Gentry Pro-
ducer J. Francis White. Director Paul Helmick 92 m'n
7/25/60.

METRO-GO LPWYN -MAYER

April

PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES CinemaScope Metro-
Color. Dorrs Day. David Nlven. Janis Paige. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Cnarles Walters. Comic ex-
periences of N. Y. couple and their children. Ill min.
3/23.

May
PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney Terry
Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military
academy. 93 min.

June

ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN. THE Cinema-
Scope. MetroColor. Tony Randall. Eddie Hodges. Pro-
ducer Samuel Goldwyn Jr. Director Michael Curtiz.
Film version of Mark Twain's classic story of the Mis-
sissippi River. 107 min. 5/9/60.

GIANT OF MARATHON. THE Dyalscope. Color. Steve
Reeves, Mylene Demongeot. Producer Bruno Vailati.
Director Jacques Tourneur. Action-filled recreation of
the classic battle of ancient Greece. 92 min. 6/6/60.

July

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope MetroColor. Judy
Holliday, Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-
tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit.

127 min. 6/27/60.

THE DAY THEY ROCBED THE CANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray, Elizabeth Sellars, Hugh Griffith. Producer
Jules Buck. Director John Guillermin. Suspens°ful
acticn-thriller cf a sensational robbery. 85 min. 8/8/60.

August

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaScope.
MetrcColcr. Rober' Wagner. Natalie Wood. Susan
Kohner. Producer Pandro S Berman. Director Michael
Anderson. Drama involving four young people whose
oaths cress in their search to find love. 112 min.
7/25/60.

TIME MACHINE. THE Color. Rod Taylor. Alan Young.
Producer-director George Pal. Based on H. G. Wells'
story of a man who invents a machine which carries
him from the 19th century into an amazing world of

the future. 103 min. 7/25/60.

September

ANGEL WORE RED, THE A»a Gardner. Dirk Bogarde.
Joseph Cotten Producer Goffredo Lombardo. Director
Nunnally Johnson. Drama, durina Spanish Civil War
involving a priest and a beautiful dancer. 99 min.

9/19/60.

SUBTERRANEANS. THE CinemaScope M-troColor.
Leslie Caron. George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed
Director Rana'd MacDouaall. Film version cf Jack
Kerouac's novel. 89 min. 8/22/60.

October

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter. Pat Crowley.
Producer Kaihryn Hereford. Director Phil Karlson. Story

of a man threatened by a gang of hoodlums after he
is witness to a murder. 81 min.

WHERE THE HOT WIND ELOWS Gina Lollobrigida
Yves Montand. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Jules
Dassin. From Roger Vailland's best-selling novel of

smoldering violence among people of primitive morals
living in an isolated Adriatic village.

November

BUTTERFIELD 8 CinemaScope, MetroColor. Elizabeth

Taylor, Laurence Harvey. Producer Pandro S. Berman
Director Daniel Mann. Adaptation of John O'Hara's
novel.

GORGO Eastman Color. Bill Travers, Will Sylvester.

Vincent Winter. Producers Frank and Maurice King.

Director Eugene Lourie. Adventure story of a monster
that virtually destroys London to rescue its ofr-spring

from captivity.

December

CIMARRON CinemaScope, MetroColor. Glenn Ford,

Maria Schell. Anne Baxter. Producer Edmund Grainger
Director Anthony Mann. Based on Edna Ferber's classic

novel.

MAGIC BOY Magicolor. Animated cartoon depicting

adventures of a little Japanese boy and girl and their

animal friends in the mountain district of Japan. 83 min.

Coming
ATLANTIS, THE LOST CONTINENT Color. Anthony
Hall. Joyce Taylor, John Da II Producer-Director
George Pal. Science-adventure drama of mysterious
civilization said to have vanished into the sea.

BEN HUR Panavision, Technico'or. Chjrlton Heston.
Jack Hawkins. Stephen Boyd. Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-
lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

COLOSSUS OF RHODES. THE Rory Calhoun. Lea Mas-
sari. Director Sergio Leone. Action spectacle of his-
toric battle between the people of ancient Rhodes and
invading Phoenicians.

GO NAKED IN THE WORLD CinemaScope. MetroColor
Gina Lollobrigida. Tony Franciosa. Ernest Boronln6
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Ranald MacDou-
gall. Film version of a novel by Tom Chamales.

GRZEN HELMET. THE Bill Travers. Nancy Walters. Pro-
ducer Charles Vetter. Director Michael Forlong. Dra-
matic thriller about auto racing, based on the novel by
John Cleary.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, Technirama. Jef>ey
Hunter. Siobhan McKenna Robert Ryan. Producer
Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas Ray. Epic drama
based on life of Ch-ist.

VILLAGE OF THE DAMNID George Sanders Bar-
b"a Shellev Producer P-n^id Klnnoch Director W~'<
Rilla. Suspense drama w! h a science-fiction basis. 78

WHERE THE COYS ARE C'nemaScop: MetroColor.
Dolores Hart. George Hamilton. Yvette Mimieux. Paula
Prentiss. Connie Francis. Producer Joseph Pasternak
Director Henry Levin. Based on Glendcn Swar^hout's
best-seller about college students who ioin annual
Easter trek to Florida for vacations and romance.

PARAMOUNT

A pril

CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS Lilli Palmer. Sylvia Syms.
Yvonne Mitchell. Producer Betty E. Box Director Ralph
Thomas. Story of rescue operations of war orphans
imprisoned in concentration camps. 113 min. 3/14/60.

IN THE WAKE OF A STRANGER Tony Wright. Shirley
Eaton. Danny Green. Producer Jchn Penington. Director
David Eady. Suspense drama concerning the dis-

appearance of the body cf a murdered bookmaker.
69 min. 5/9/60.

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET Jerry Lewis. Joan Black-
man Producer Hal Walliv Director Norman Taurog.
Screen version of the Broadway hit by Gore Vidal.

85 min. 2/15/60.

May
FIVE BRANDED WOMEN Van Heflin. Silvana Mangano.
Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis. Director
Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Nazis. 106 min.

4/1 1/60.

FRISONER OF THE VOLGA Eastman Color. John Derek.
El sa Martinelli Dawn Addams. Director V. Tour-
ieasky. Historical spectacle. 82 min. 5/9/60.

June
WALK L'KE A DRAGON Jack Lord. Nobu McCarthy.
James Shigeta. Producer-director James Clavell. Drama
set in the Old We:t dealing with the fight between
an American settler and a Chinese immigrant for the

love of an Oriental slave girl. 95 min. 6/6/60.

July

BELLBOY. THE Jerry Lewis. Aiex Gerry. Jean Tabor.
°roducer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of a mute bellboy
at a Florida resort. 72 min. 8/22/60.
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RAT RACE, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nold!. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan. Drama of a career-seeking
saxophone player and a disillusioned showgirl. 105 min.

5/9/60.

TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT Eastman Color. Gordon
Scott, Jock Mahoney. Producers Sy Weintraub, Harvey
Hayutin. Director Robert Day. Famous king of the
untamed engages in more adventurous activities. 88
min. 6/27/40.

August

IT STARTED IN NAPLES VistaVision, Technicolor. Clark
Gable, Sophia Loren. Producer Jack Rose. Director
Mel Shavelson. An American lawyer goes to Italy to
get his orphaned nephew and falls in love with the
child's governess. 100 min. 7/25/60.

September

BOY WHO STOLE A MILLION, THE Virgilio Texera,
Maurice Reyna. Producer George Brown. Director
Charles Crichton. Young bank messenger "borrows"
1.000.000 pesetas to help his father. 64 min. 9/19/60.

UNDER TEN FLAGS Technirama. Van Heflin, Charles
Lauqhton. Producer Dino DeLaurentis. Directors DuiH-i
Coletti and Silvio Narizzano. Drama of WWII. 92
min. 9/5/60.

October

SAVAGE INNOCENTS, THE Technirama, Technicolor. An-
thony Quinn Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray. 110 min.

November
G.I. BLUES Technicolor. Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse.
Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog. Story
of American soldiers in Germany.

December
BREATH OF SCANDAL. A Technicolor. Sophia Loren
Maurice Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti
and Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtiz. A sophis-
ticated story of the make-believe world of the Austro-
Hungarian court around 1906.

CINDERFELLA Technicolor. VistaVision. Jerry Lewis
Ed Wynn, Anna Marie Alberghetti Erin O'Brien Pro-
ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin. Modern
version of the Cinderella fairy tale.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG, THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Nancy Kwan, Michael Wilding Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Richard Quine. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and the Broadway play.

Coming

ALL IN A NIGHT'S WORK Technicolor. Dean Martin
Shirley MacLaine, Cliff Robertson. Producer Hal Wal-
lis. Director Joseph Anthony. Pretty research assistant
for publishing empire suspected of blackmail plot
involving late boss.

BIG BOSTON ROBBERY, THE Jay Barney Tom Duogan.
Producer Bryan Foy. Director Jerry Hopper. Story
of a S2.000.000 bank heist.

BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, A*aette Vadim. Producer Raymond Eger. Direc-
tor Roger Vadim. Suspense drama based on story by
Paul Gallico.

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S Technicolor. Audrey Hep-
burn, George Peppard. Producers Martin Jurow
Richard Shepherd. Director Blake Edwards. Adapta-
tion of the best-seller by Truman Capote.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR, THE Technicolor. William
Holdet, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg
Get<ie Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW li

• ip (iif> drama.

HATARI Technicolor. John Wayne. Gerard Blain. Pro-
ducers-Director Howard Hawks. Drama of adventurers
who caputre wild animals for zoos.

O HE-EYED JACKS VistaVision Technicolor. Marlon
Brttdo. Pina Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-
tor Marlon Brando.

ON THE DOUBLE Panavision, Technicolor. Danny
Kaye. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson.
Gl entertainer drafted into Allied espionage plot.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY, THE VistaVision Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire Debbie Reynolds. Tab Hunter.
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-
boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

SUMMER AND SMOKE Laurence Harvey Geraldine
Page. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Peter Glenville.
Drama based on Tennessee Williams' Broadway play.

April

WASTER OF THE CONGO JUM E DeLuxa Color,
CmtmaSeopt. Narrator—Orson We ej. Producer h'.
Stock. Director M. Da Roover. S'iry of lift in tht
Belgian Congo. 88 min. 1/18/60

THIRTEEN FIGHTING MEN RegalScope. Grant Wil-
liams, Carole Mathews. Producer Jack Leewood. Di-

rector Harry Gerstad. Story of tensions and tragedy
when two rival patrols from North and South meet.
69 min. 3/28.

WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Ernie Kovacs. Margo Moore, Dick Shawn. Pro-
ducer-director Mervyn LeRoy. Gl operates a lavish
resort on a Pacific island. 126 min. 3/28.

May
CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson Welles,
Juliette Greco. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director
Richard Fleischer. Psychological thriller of dual iden-
tities. 97 min. 5/23/60.

FLAME OVER INDIA DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Ken-
neth More, Lauren Bacall. Producer M. Hellman. Di-
rector J. Thompson. Suspense melodrama set in India.
130 min. 4/25/60.

VALLEY OF THE REDWOODS CinemaScope. Lynn
Bernay, John Hudson. Producer Gene Corman. Di-
rector William N. Witney. Masterful and ingenious
crime drama set off in northern California. 63 min.
4/25/60.

June

BOBBIKINS CinemaScope. Shirley Jones, Max Bygraves.
Producer O. Brodney. Director Robert Day. Hilarious
family comedy. 89 min. 2/29/60.

OPERATION AMSTERDAM Peter Finch. Eva Bartok.
Producer M. Cowan. Director M. McCarthy. Based on
a novel by David E. Walker. 105 min. 4/11/60.

TWELVE HOURS TO KILL CinemaScope. Nico Minar-
dos, Barbara Eden. Producer John Healy. Director
Edward L. Cahn. Crime melodrama. 83 min. 5/9/60.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Montgomery
Clift, Lee Remick, Jo Van Fleet. Producer-Director
Elia Kazan. An elderly woman successfully fights the
Tennessee Valley Authority. 110 min. 6/6/60.

July

FROM THE TERRACE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Myrna Loy. Pro-
ducer-Director Mark Robson. Inside look at low morals
of upper class. 144 min. 7/11/60.

HIGH POWERED RIFLE CinemaScope. Willard Parker.
Allison Hayes. Producer-director Maury Dexter. 60
min. 8/8/60.

LOST WORLD, THE CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color. Fer-
nando Lamas, Claude Rams, David Hedison, Jill St.

John. Producer-Director Irwin Allen. Adventure-fantasy
spectacle. 98 min. 7/1 1/60.

MURDER, INC. CinemaScope. May Britt, Stuart Whit-
man. Producer Burt Balaban. Director Stuart Rosen-
berg. Story of famed crime syndicate. 107 min. 7/11/60.

STORY OF RUTH, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Elana Eden, Peggy Wood, Stuart Whitman. Producer
Samuel G. Engel. Director Harry Koster. Story of the
biblical character. 132 min. 6/27/60.

TRAPPED IN TANGIERS CinemaScope. Edmund Pur-
dom, Genevieve Page. Producer Riccardo Freda.
Director Antonio Cervi. 74 min. 8/22/60.

August

FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard Basehart, Stu Erwin. Rex Allen. Producer-
Director George Sherman. 84 min. 8/22/60.

IDIOT, THE Y. Yakovlev, J. Borisova, N. Podgorny.
Director Ivan Pyriev. Russian exchange film in coop-
eration with the State Department, based on Dostoiev-
sky's novel. 122 min. 8/22/60.

ONE FOOT IN HELL CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Dolores Michaels, Don Murray, Alan Ladd. Producer
Sydney Boehm. Director James B. Clark. 90 min.
8/22/60.

SONS AND LOVERS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Dean
Stockwell, Trevor Howard, Wendy Hiller, Heather
Sears. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jack Cardiff.
Drama of passion and love in a Welsh mining com-
munity. 103 min. 7/25/60.

39 STEPS. THE Kenneth More. Taina Elg. The cultural
exchange production with the U.S.S.R. 95 min.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Ray Sfricklyn.
Mary Anders, Willard Parker. Producer Jack Lee-
wood. Director William Claxton. Story of the teenage
life of the notoriuos outlaw. 73 min. 8/22/60.

September

FRECKLES Carol Christianson. Martin West. Producer
H. Spaulding. Director M. McLoglin.

HIGH TIME CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Bing Crosby,
Fabian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Charles Brackett.
Director Blake Edwards. Rich, older playboy goes back
to college and learns a lot. 103 min. 9/19/60.

LET'S MAKE LOVE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Yves
Montand, Tony Randall. Marilyn Monroe. Producer
Jerry Wald. Director George Cukor. Romantic com-
edy. 118 min. 9/5/60.

SEPTEMBER STORM StereoVision. Joanne Dru, Mark
Stevens. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director Byron.
Haskin. Unique underwater drama.

SOUAD CAR Paul Bryar, Vici Raff. Producer M. Ro.
Director E. Lieftriech.

WALK TALL Willard Parker, Kent Taylor, Joyce Mea
ows. Producer-Director Maury Dexter.

October

BATTLE OF AUSTERLITZ CinemaScope, DeLuxe Cok
Leslie Caron, Jack Palance, Rosanno Brazzi Vittorio

I

Sica, Martine Carol. Director Abel Gance.

DESIRE IN THE DUST Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer, Jo,
Bennett, Brett Halsey, Ken Scott. Producer-Director W
liam Claxton.

SECRET OF THE PURPLE REEF Peter Falk. Producer Ge
Corman. Director W. Whitly.

November
CIRCLE OF DECEPTION Bradford Dillman Suzy Parks
Producer B. Lee. Director R. Lee.

DOUBLE TROUELE Tommy Noonan, Peter Marshall. Pr
ducer Jack Leewood. Director Charles Barton.

NORTH TO ALASKA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color Jol
Wayne, Stewart Granger, Ernie Kovacs, Fabian Ca|
cine. Director Henry Hathaway. Mail-order bride
brought to Alaska in gold rush days.

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY CinemaScope, DeLu
Color. Diane Baker.

December

Coming
BIG GAMBLE, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Colo
Stephen Boyd, Juliette Greco, David Wayne. Produc
Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Richard Fleischer.

CAPTAIN'S TABLE, THE John Gregson, Peggy
mint, Donald Sinden, Nadia Gray. Producer Jose;
Janni. Director Jack Lee. Delightful comedy abo
life aboard a pleasure cruiser. 90 min. 8/8/60.

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor, Peter Finch, Steph
Boyd. Producer Walter Wanger. Dirctor Roube
Mamoulian.

FERRY TO HONG KONG Curt Jurgens, Orson Welle
Sylvia Syms. Producer George Maynard. Direetc
Lewis Gilbert. Offbeat comedy-drama about a
tured tramp, a scheming captain, and their stran<
alliance.

LEGIONS OF THE NILE Linda Cristal. Director I
torio Cottafavi. Spectacular historical melodrama.

MILLIONAIRESS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Cole
Sophia Loren. Peter Sellers, Alastair Sim. Product
Carlo Ponti. Director Anthony Asquith. Bernard Shaw
famous comedy.

SALAMMBO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Jacques 5

nas, Edmund Purdom. Colorful panorama based
Flaubert's famous story.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Myl
Demongeot, Michael Craig, Anne Heywood. Produ
Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Rowdy, rae
ragout of an impossible French baby-sitter. 101

UNITED ARTISTS

April

BOY AND THE PIRATES. THE Color. Charles Herbar
Susan Gordon. Producer-director Bert I. Gordon. Fai

tasy-comedy. 82 min. 4/11/60.

THREE CAME TO KILL Cameron Mitchell, Steve Brodi
Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Actio
drama. 70 min. 4/11/60.

UNFORGIVEN, THE Color. Burt Lancaster, Audre
Hepburn. Producer James Hill. Director John
Widescreen Western. 125 min. 4/11/60.

May
FUGITIVE KIND, THE Marlon Brando, Anna Magnanl
Joanne Woodward. Producer Martin Jurow and
Shepherd. Director Sidney Lumet. Based on Tennesse
Williams' Broadway play. 119 min. 4/25/60.

GALLANT HOURS, THE James Cagney. Producer-Dirt
tor Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval hei

Admiral Halsey. 115 min. 5/23/60.

NOOSE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis. Ted De Corsia
Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Aefl
tion drama. 69 min. 5/9/60.

SUMMER OF THE 17th DOLL Ernest Borgnine, Ann.

Baxter. Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film versioi

of Ray Lawler's Broadway and London stage play. :

min.

June

MACUMBA LOVE Color. Ziva Rodann, William WtllJ

man, Jr., Junt Wilkinson. Producer-Director Douglas

Fowley. Voodoo and tropical romance in Brazil. 84

min. 6/6/60.

MUSIC BOX KID, THE Ronald Foster, Luana PatttnJ

Grant Richards. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director

Edward L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.
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July May
ARTMENT, THE Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine
• d MacMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder. Ro-
ntic comedy. 125 min. 5/23/60.

.GE OF EVIL Ronald Forster. Pat Blair. Producer
bert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn. Crime
kiTia. 70 min. 8/8/40.

ST DAYS OF POMPEII, THE Color, CinemaScope.
ve Reeves. Christina Kauffman. Producer Paolo

i.ffa. Director Mario Bonnard. 103 min. 4/27/60.

August

MER GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster Jean
lmons. Dean Jagger. Producer Bernard Smith Di-
tor Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller

I. min. 7/1 1/40.

ALKING TARGET Steve Kandel, Ron Foster. Producer
loert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Kshn. Action drama
I min. 8/22/60.

September

'GHT FIGHTERS, THE Robert Mitchum, Dan O'Herlihy
ne Hey-wod. Producer Raymond Stross. Director

}/lor Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion. 85 min. 9/19/60.

•JDS LONIGAN Christopher Knight, Venetia Steven-
i. Producer Philip Yordan. Director Irving Lerner.
In version of the James T. Farrel trilogy. 95 min.

October

iAMO, THE ITodd-AO) Technicolor. John Wayne
• hard Widmark, Laurence Harvey, Linda Cristaf
>ducer-director John Wayne. Historic Western.

November
MERIT THE WIND Spencer Tracy, Fredrie March
ne Kelly. Producer-director Stanley Kramer. Recre-

,on of famed Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925 127
7/25/60.

kGNIFICENT SEVEN. THE PanaVision Color Yul
frnner, Eli Wallach, Horst Buchholz, Steve McQueen.
l>ducer-director John Sturges. Based on the Japanese
n The Seven Samurai."

December
ODUS Color, PanaVision. Paul Newman, Eva Marie
int, Peter Lawford. Producer-director Otto Premin-
'. Based on Leon Uris' novel.

CTS OF LIFE. THE Bob Hope, Lucille Ball. Producer-
lectors Norman Panama, Melvin Frank. Comedy.

Coming
VISE AND CONSENT Producer-director Otto Prem-
ier From Allen Drury best-seller about Washington
itics.

PIE PIE BED Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director

H N «3 ul «s<:°- Based on the novel "The Midwife
| Pont Clery" by Flora Sandstrom.

LOVE POSSESSED Director Robert Wise. Picturiza-

|?el

James Gould Conen's Pulitzer Prize winning

ADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

ORIOUS BROTHERS. MY Producer-director Stanley
imer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

|.WAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
n of James Michener's epic novel.

/ITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Donna Anderson.
]>ducer Stanley Kramer. Director Paul Stanley.

iSFITS. THE Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe, Montgom-
J- Chft Producer Frank Taylor. Director John
4ston. Comedy.

|4E ON HER HANDS Ingrid Bergman. Anthony Per-
ls. Producer-director Anatole Litvak. Filmiiation of
Imcois Sagan's romantic novel "Do You Like Brahms?"

|NES OF GLORY Color. Alec Guinnes, John Mills,
hducer Colin Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Corn-
y-drama of the British postwar army.

'p FOR THE SEESAW Elizabeth Taylor. Director
Ibert Mann. Based on the Broadway stage success.

VY WEST. THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas Burt
lieaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

:ST SIDE STORY Widescreen, Color. Natalie Wood
lis Tamblyn. Producer-director Robert Wise. Filmi-
Jion of Broadway musical. Teenagers in love and
I problems they face.

April

,
AD OF A TYRANT Technicolor, Totalscope. Massimo

1
*o**i

.
Isabelle Corey, Renato Baldini, Vvette Masson.

lector Fernando Gerghio. Story of the annihilation
I ths people of Central Asia in ancient times. 90

S/23/60.

lOW QUEEN. THE Eastman Color. Voices of Art
kletter, Sandra Dee, Patty McCormack, Tommy Kirk.

|>ducer Robert Faber. Animated version of Hans
Iristian Anderson fairy tale. 70 min. 12/7/59.

Totalscope. Edmund
Georgia Moll. Pro-
Giorgio Rivalta. 65

COSSACKS. THE Technicolor.
Purdom, Johnny Barrymore. Jr.,
ducer W. Tourjansky. Director
min. 4/11/60.

June

BRIDES OF DRACULA, THE Technicolor. Peter Cushing,
Martita Hunt, Yvonne Monlaur. Freda Jackson. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Horror
thriller. 85 min. 4/4/40.

LEECH WOMAN, THE Colon Gray. Grant Williams.
Gloria Talbot. Producer Joseph Gtrshenson. Director
Edward Dein. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving
drug and turns murderess. 77 min. 5/23/40.

July

DINOSAURUS CinemaScope. Deluxe Color. Ward Ram-
sey. Producer J. H. Harris. Director Irvin S. Yea-
worth, Jr. Adventure spectacle of pre-historic mon-
sters. 83 min. 4/27/40.

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Eastman Color. Anthony Quinn,
Lana Turner, Sandra Dee, John Saxon. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Michael Gordon. Adaptation of
Broadway play by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts. 112
min. 4/27/40.

SOS PACIFIC Pier Angeli. Richard Attenborough Eva
Bartok. Producers John Nasht, Patrick Filmer-Sankey.
Director Guy Green. Action thriller. 92 min. 7/25/40.

August

CHARTROOSE CAEOOSE Eastman Color. Molly Bee,
Ben Cooper, Edgar Buchanan. Producer Stanley W.
Daugherty. Director William Reynolds. Comedy cen-
tered around a chartreuse caboose used for a home.
74 min. 4/27/40.

COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL Steve Allen, Jayne Meadows,
Mamie Van Doren. Walter Winchell, Mickey Shaugh-
nessy, Cathy Crosby, Conway Twitty. Producer-director
Albert Zugsmith. Story of college prof's survey of
teenagers with surprising results. 91 min.

September

BETWEEN TIME AND ETERNITY Eastman Color. Lilli

Palmer. Carlos Thompson, Willy Birgel. Director Ar-
thur Maria Rabenal 8S min. 8/22/40.

SEVEN WAYS FROM SUNDOWN Eastman Color. Audie
Murhpy, Barry Sullivan, Venetia Stevenson, John Mc-
Intire. Producer Gordon Kay. Director George
Sherman.

November

MIDNIGHT LACE Color. Doris Day, Rex Harrison, John
Gavin, Myrna Loy. Producers Ross Hunter. Martin Mel-
cher. Director David Miller. Mystery set in England.

Coming

COME SEPTEMBER Panavision, Color. Rock Hudson,
Gina Lollobrigida, Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin. Pro-
ducer Robert Arthur. Director Robt. Mulligan.

DAY OF THE GUN Color. Rock Hudson, Kirk Douglas,
Dorothy Malone, Joseph Cotton and Carol Lynley.
Producers Eugene Frenke, Edward Lewis. Director
Robert Aldrich.

GRASS IS GREENER, THE Technicolor and Technirama.
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum. Jean
Simmons. Producer-Director Stanley Donen.

GREAT IMPOSTER, THE Tony Curtis, Edmond O'Brien,
Arthur O'Connell, Gary Merrill, Joan Blackman,
Raymond Massey. Producer, Robert Arthur. Director,
Robert Mulligan. Based on the life of Ferdinand
Demara.

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE. THE Mickey
Rooney. Mamie Van Doren. Fay Spain. Mel Torme,
Marry Milner. Tuesday Weld. Paul Anka. Cecil Kelia-
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith.
Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people on a bus
are taken by a parallel to the Garden of Eden and
its temptations. 87 min.

Mann.

SPARTACUS Technirama, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Lawrence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-
tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
his undying love.

March

GUNS OF THE TIMBERLAND Technicolor. Alan Ladd,
Jeanrre Crain, Frankie Avalon. Producer Aaron Spell-

ing. Director. Robert D. W*bb. An adventure drama
of lumbermen and their women. 91 min. 2/IS/60.

THIS REBEL BREED Rita Moreno, Mark Damon. Pro-

ducers William Rowland and Robert H. Yamin. Direc-

tor Richard L. Bare. A story of juvenile delinquency.
93 min. 2/15/40.

April

TALL STORY Technicolor. Anthony Perkins Jane
Fonda Producer-director Joshua Logan Romaetic com-
edy based on Broadway stage hit by Lindsay and
Crouse. 91 min. 2/15/40.

May
SERGEANT RUTLEDGE Techoieolor. Jeffrey Hunter.
Constance Towers Producers Pat Ford and Willis Gold-
beck. Director John Ford. An unusual story of justice
in the post-Civil War west. Ill min. 4/25/40.

June

HANNIBAL Technicolor. Victor Mature. Rita Gam.
Producer Ottavio Poggi Director Edgar G. Ulmer
Adventure spectacle of the exploits of the celebrated
Carthaginian hero. 103 min. 4/27/40.

July

HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Color. Steve Reeves
Sylva Koseina. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director pietro
Francisci. Sequel to "Hercules". 101 min. 4/4/40.

ICE PALACE Technicolor Richard Burton. Robert (yen
Carolyn Jones, U»rih» Hyer. Producer Henry lltiikt
Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferber's novel •(

Alaska. 143 min. 4/27/40.

August

OCEAN'S ELEVEN Technicolor Frank Sinatra. Dean
Martin, Sammy Davis, Jr., Peter Lawford. Angie
Dickinson. Producer-director Lewis Milestone. A Las
Vegas story. 127 min. 8/8/40.

September

OROWDED SKY, THE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Rhonda Fleming. Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. Producer Mi-
chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drema
of modern aviation. 105 min. 8/22/40.

October

THE Technicolor.
Arden. Producer
Mann. Based on
23 min. 9/19/60.

John Kerr, Lloyd
Director Joseph
social and psy-

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS.
Robert Preston. Dorothy McGuire, Eve
Michael Garrison. Director Delbert
Wi|liam Inge's Broadway stage hit.

GIRL OF THE NIGHT Anne Francis,
Nolan. Producer Max J. Rosenberg.
Cafes. From Dr. Harold Greenwald'
choanalytical study "The Call Girl".

November

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy, Greer Garson. Producer Dore Schary. Director
Vincent J. Donehue. From Schary's play about Franklin
D. Roosevelt a decade before his rise to the Presidency.
143 min. 9/19/60.

December
SUNDOWNERS. THE Technicolor. Deborah Kerr. Robert
Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of the

Australian "out back country."

Coming

FANNY Technicolor. Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier.
Charles Boyer. Producer-Director Joshua Logan. From
the Broadway hit.

PARRISH Technicolor. Troy Donahue, Claudette Colbert.
Producer-Director Delmer Davis. From Mildred Savage's
new best-seller.

SINS OF RACHEL CADE, THE Technicolor. Angie Dick-
inson, Peter Finch, Roger Moore. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer's
best-selling novel of Africa.

SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS Technicolor. Natalie Wood
Warren Beatty. Producer-Director Elia Kazan. Original
screen drama by William Inge.
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Work These Stunts When You Open

"HIGH TIME
II

CROWD-DRAWER -Truck with Trampoline (tumbling

mat) on top. This is country's newest athletic fad.

CROWD-PLEASER-College and high school cheer leaders doing

their exciting routines in front of theatre.

Use Showmanship Ingredient

Get Exciting Results

BEAUTY ON PARADE- Local College Queens are decora-

tive additions to any lobby-girls would love to participate.

MUSIC HATH CHARMS -Local drum and bugle corps liven u

proceedings making event a gala one.

SINGING UP A STORM-School glee club

warbles all-time favorite tunes. All these

stunts used at N.Y. opening.

-3? BING TUESDAY NICOLE

CROSBY- FABIAN -WELD -MAUREY

RICHARD "HIGH TIME"
BEYMER CinemaScopE

COLOR by DE LUXE

PRODUCED BV DIRECTED BY

CHARLES BRACKEn • BLAKE EDWARDS

SCREENPLAY BT BASES ON A SIORT 8Y

10M WALDMAN • FRANK WALDMAN - GARSOH KANIN

-&
HUGE T

EXPOSUj

Crosby on 41'

Como t Fabi
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Unique Universal Story
o

Feevee Meets the FCC

IN MAGICAL MOVIE BUSINESS

EVERYBODY'S

AN AD MAN
PRODUCER JERRY WALD ON

MORAL ORDER IN FILMS

.evieivi

SPARTACUS

Film of Distinction

MIDNIGHT LACE

PLEASE TURN OVER

THE ENTERTAINER

NEVER ON SUNDAY

SEPTEMBER STORM

SURPRISE PACKAGE

IT HAPPENED IN BROAD DAYLIGHT

SEVEN WAYS FROM SUNDOWN

TEN WHO DARED



UNIVERSAL proudly annou:

15

in a Ross Hunter-Carrollton Productin

also starring

VIRGINIA GREY • REGINALD GARDI
Directed byDavid Miller Produced by Ross Hi



tart of production
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THE BOOK WAS A SENSATION

—

THE PICTURE'S A SUPER-SENSATION!

RAYMOND MARTHA

Ifflfl BRETT HALSEY

CZ I IME tVIAS <=o (=>E
creenplay by CHARLES LANG

,
Based Upon HarryWittinqton'sNovefDESIRE IN THE DUST"

-WILLIAM F. CLAXTON

NEH

Produced and Directed by

TODAY! PARAMOUNT
DOORS OPEN 9:30 A.M. Broadway & 43rd St.

— FREE PARKING—
After 6 P.M. Weekdays

All Day Sunday
Loubell Parking, 245 W. 41 St.



What Ihetj'te hiking About

In the Movie Business

CLOUDY 'SUNRISE'. The quick fadeout of

"Sunrise at Campobello" as a hard-ticket

attraction at the New York Palace is giving

distributors food for thought. Warner Bros.'

decision to switch the Dore Senary film to the

Murray Hill on a continuous basis, after only six

weeks, holds broad implications for the whole
roadshow trend. Most exhibitors and some film

men now believe that the roadshow policy simply

is running beyond the bounds of good business

judgment. In the cold light of its disappointing

performance in Gotham, where the memory of the

late FDR still is cherished, "Sunrise" will go out

as a regular release in all other engagements, and
it is regarded as likely that a half dozen other films

previously scheduled as roadshows will follow suit.

o

TRIMMING 'JACKS'. Marlon Brando's first

directorial effort (he also stars), "One-Eyed
Jacks", sneaked in Denver about a month ago, ran

2 hours, 18 minutes—a sharp cut from the original

print of some 5 hours running time. Our
correspondent reports that another 20 minutes

could be trimmed to give the film better pace.

SMART SELLING. Exhibitors all across the

country are hailing the new 20th-Fox "limited

performance policy" for "Can-Can", outlined

recently by vice president Charles Einfeld, as an
excellent example of a sales approach with built-in

showmanship. While the attraction still is in its

roadshow run, it will be made available to every

town in the U.S. for a series of three or four

showings. This will serve the dual purpose of

satisfying small-town theatremen who have been
clamoring for better availability of big pictures,

and providing a ready-made audience for them
Dnce the film returns for regular engagements. As
3ne pleased theatreman put it: "Fox shows more
consideration for the exhibitor than all the

ither companies put together."

RINGING TOLL BELLS. If pay-TV fails, it will

not be for lack of favorable propaganda in the

nation's press. The stream of pro-pay stories

appearing in newspapers and magazines seems
endless, much of it, claim anti-toll sources, inspired
by the competition between press and television

for the advertising dollar. Latest blurb-like piece

making the feevee pitch is in the November issue

of Pageant, a Hillman magazine. Written by one
Al Silverman, it follows the familiar "it's

inevitable!" line put out by the tollsters, promises
wonderful "cultural" shows to be brought to

viewers, and soothes the public's natural anti-pay
tendencies by assuring that free TV will continue
to he available to those who do not want to pay.
Toll-TV is described in the Pageant article as

meaning "the best in ballet, sports, first-run

movies. Broadway plays, operas—all these and
more." And Silverman hastens to comfort his

readers: "This will be in addition (his italics) to

the free programs that will always be available on
television, and that will probably (our italics)

continue to fill the major part of broadcast time."

o

UNION DEMANDS. Movie and television

producers are certain to be asked for substantial

wage increases by the Hollywood unions when
their present contracts expire later in the year.

And the demands on the film companies also will

include a big slice of proceeds from the sale to TV
of post-'48 film libraries. IATSE officials shrewdly
bided their time during the talent strikes last

Winter. Their attitude now has not been softened

any by the "runaway" production issue.

o

NEW TELEMETER EXPERIMENT?
Telemeter officials have dismissed as merely
"routine" and of "little significance" the six-month,

over-the-air test in California for which the

Paramount subsidiary has requested FCC
permission. But some read into the announcement
that Telemeter, having had a taste of the

tremendous cost entailed in wiring a small town
like Etobicoke (understood to have exceeded the

highest estimates made by anyone in the

Paramount-Telemeter organization), is trying to

switch to the less expensive over-the-air operation

in the hopes of obtaining government approval.
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FINANCIAL
BULLETIN
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By Philip R. Ward

FILM SHARES—AN AUTUMN PERSPECTIVE. In the

first nine months of I960 motion pictures shares displayed

some unaccustomed virtues.

There is the matter of contrariness in surrendering a new-

found status in the averages. Having soared to their generally

unexpected summits, a considerable number of shares now
resolutely refuse to yield to pressures which, in another day,

might have toppled them easily. This is odd behavior and hardly

in line with the usual precepts dealing with film shares which

demands short-lived excursions at the top followed by a rapid

deflation based on any gossamer development that may come

drifting by. All this gives rise to unsuspected truth about

present-day film business. There is seemingly something firm

at the core of things.

Classically unpatterned, film shares are beginning to show

a pattern of order and reason, reflecting in turn a certain order

and consistency in revenues and profits. An upturn has held

through two—in some cases, three—quarters of the fiscal year

of several (but by no means all) companies. At the same time,

film shares have been running against the overall grain of the

stock market, displaying little affinity to general economic

conditions.

Another interesting feature is that industry stocks are gaining

as a group (though, once again, the trend is far from unani-

mous). The side-by-side improvement in many leading issues

impels the conclusion that some hard truths have sunk teeth

into a good portion of moviedom simultaneously. This explains

the wide acceptance of hard-ticket films, a reduction in the

number of releases, a sharp curbing of overheads and reforms

in distributing and pricing practices.

A marvelous dissimilarity still exists in the end—all of this

reshuffling—the finished product itself. I960 will not go down
as a premiere product year. A bumper crop of quality pictures

could have made this a year of truly memorable profits. None-
theless, leading companies have solved many disturbing internal

and financial questions, giving rise to good expectations for

1961. As we embark that path, let us take brief stock of the

top-bracket firms.

COLUMBIA (Close 1959: 1 7 1/2—Current: 24.) Net income
for the fiscal year ended June 30 is estimated at approximately
SI.25 to SI. 50, as against a loss in the preceding year. Very
strong financial position plus a loss carryover of about $5 mil-

lion bodes well for '61 operations and earnings. A spin-off of
Screen Gems is possible. Company product upgraded and cur-

rent operations continue in the black. A sale of real estate may
return capital gains of at least $1.00 per share. Management
team young, aggressive, ambitious. Post 1948 film library could
command price in excess of S25 million. Looks like a comer
for '61.

DEGCA RECORDS. (Close 1959: 173/4—Current: 35)
Spurted 100% in price in I960 and indicates no near-term slow
down. Profits will skirt S4.75, up almost $3.00 from those of

a year ago. Sale and lease-back of studio facilities may betoke

similar moves by other producer-distributors. This stratagei

must be recognized as a master-stroke in response to changin

times, arming Universal with ready cash for picture making

as well as sluicing off the killing costs of studio maintenano

Success of unique promotional tactics also may serve as indu:

try pace-setter. "Spartacus" income plus revenues from impenc

ing blockbusters augurs exceedingly bright '61.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER (Close 1959 as Loew s Int,

32—Current: 38) MGM is more or less the bellweather of

industry and is responsible for breathing- the fire of recovei

into the balance of moviedom through "Ben Hur", which,

'61, will realize a lion's share of its full earnings potential. Tl

extraordinary income from this single picture may, by son

accounts, provide $2.50 a share in fiscal 1961. Coupled wit

representative revenues from the firm's regulation product, t(

gether with further retirement of MGM shares, '61 earning

figure to exceed $5.00 a share, may climb beyond with an assi'

from three or four highly volatile productions—any one

which could go for the long yardage.

PARAMOUNT PICTURES (Close 1959: 46—Curren
55 1/?)- Persistent failure of product in the gap between "Te

Commandments" to present may be halted for at least

moment by virtue of "Psycho", which may be described as Pan

mount's top effort of the past 20-odd months. Chief interest

this issue arises from non-movie operations, primarily its it

vestments in electronics activities. The company's Pay-TV sv

tern reportedly is in an advanced testing stage, although

commercial possibilities are uncertain, as the result of downbe

public response in proving situations. Company has prove

flair for financial opportunism, a la the Fairchild Camera deve

opment. Pretty good prospects flow from a cash realization

post-'48 film library.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX (Close 1959: 34—Curren
39) Following an early year downtrend, income from fil

rentals is returning to more accustomed levels and should bui

further with promising backlog in store. Asset position is exce

lent (launching book value per share to about $70). Oil roya

ties and the disposal of real estate—as well as the ubiquitoi

film libraries—bolster the outlook.

UNITED ARTISTS (Close 1959: 2Sy4—Current: i0y4 ) U
is the rock of an up and down industry. Over the years it h

functioned with a stability that does it credit. By eliminatir
j

risks common to other industry concerns (no movie-makinl

no heavy studio charges to overcome) UA has managed to st

an evenly ascending course. By similar token, its recent

formance has not been as spectacular as some others. Howevi'

the record is good and the outlook even better. A vastly suj:

ior product inventory is on the shelf awaiting commitme

The expanding common share capitalization of recent yeaj

arising from the ripening of convertible bonds has run i|

course. This widening of the capital base has tended to dil

UA's impressive income. We look for a banner year ahead.
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VbUNGMEN
IS SETTING AU-

rHE RECORDS >

Isesmasn .
CHICAGO, Roosevelt . . . NEW YORK CITY, Forum . .

.

^0\d-OMW \ DENVER Denm SALj LAKE q |TYj Lyric and Higtl |an() 0/ ,

s\tuat\onSl_J STAMFORD, Ridgeway . . . HARTFORD, E. M. Loews . .

.

MILWAUKEE, Warner . . . NEWARK, Paramount . .

.

PORTLAND, Fox... CINCINNATI, Keith . . . KANSAS CITY, Midland . .

.

EVELAND. Hippodrome . . . DETROIT, Adam . . .TOLEDO, Rivoli, Pantheon . .

.

IATTLE, Coliseum . . . WORCESTER, Plymouth . . . ATLANTIC CITY, Peach . .

.

ISTON, Keith, Memorial . . . BUFFALO, Century. .

.

TSBURGH, J. P. Harris . .

.

RINGFIELD, Arcade...

from HALL BARTLETT
and COLUMBIA!



Preminger Proposes

Mention Otto Preminger anywhere

in the motion picture realm and the

image of a bold showman-producer

comes sharply into focus. One need

only recall some of his daringly differ-

ent ventures in films to understand that

this is a man of iconoclastic bent. He
defied the sex taboo, and the Produc-

tion Code, to fashion "The Moon Is

Blue"; he produced the first successful

Negro picture, "Carmen Jones", and he

handled the delicate subject of drug ad-

diction skillfully, tastefully — and ex-

tremely profitably — in "The Man
With the Golden Arm".

But when he recently imposed his

unorthodox thinking on the industry's

distribution system, the reaction in all

quarters was that Mr. Preminger should

have stuck to production.

Under the banner of "distribution re-

form", the 54 year-old, Vienna-born
producer called for a complete realign-

ment of the present system to effect a

"centralization of selling". If the film

companies would shut down all their

branch offices, he opined, distribution

costs ("the most expensive" item in the

movie budget) would be sliced by a fat

75 percent—thereby making it possible

for a picture to break even much
sooner. In place of what he termed the

"completely outmoded and ineffective"

branch office setup, Preminger advo-
cated a type of ////// market week to be

Newsmakers
held four times a year in New York.

This is how he put forth his idea:

"Most pictures are almost completely

sold from New York, anyway. You can

dial every theatre in the country from

a New York telephone. Don't you think

that every half-way important exhibitor

would be willing to come to New York

to see pictures? Say, three or four times

a year, for the important pictures of

each company. The president and board

chairman could greet their customers,

wine and dine them, and show them

their pictures."

Preminger said that centralized sell-

ing would aid exhibitors, too, by in-

creasing competition for "successful"

films and bettering producer relations.

Producer reaction to the proposal of

the cinema style-setter was quizzical and

cool. Exhibitor reaction was vociferous

and violent. As one small theatre oper-

ator put it: "Preminger's idea may be

OK for the bigger circuits, but what

about the smaller theatres? All we
would need to put us right out of busi-

ness would be the requirement to travel

to New York to bargain for our films."

And many with a much more inti-

mate working knowledge of distribu-

tion mechanics claim that if distributor-

exhibitor contact were broken at the

small-town level, Preminger would see

his plan backfire to throw a roadblock

in the path of industry progress.

The producer's stance is typical of

many who make only one or two pic-

tures a year. At his trade confab, he re-

ported a $500,000 advance sale for the

New York engagement of his "Exodus",

for UA release. Those who produce

such films can afford to adopt their

peculiar methods of selling, taking their

time about making the right deal. But

firms which turn out 30 or more fea-

tures per season must remain in con-

stant close touch with the market,

whether it be in New York, Chicago or

Keokuk. They could ill afford to hold

pictures in the can for months awaiting

the next "market", then go into the

protracted period of negotiations re-

quired to make deals. The lag before

the average picture would be played off

would work havoc on balance sheets.

Exhibitor-producer Robert L. Lippert

put it this way, from the standpoint of

the average producer: "No company
can cut its patronage down to a frac-

tional segment of its total market and

do right by itself or its industry in

today's world."

For confirmation of this premise, the

film companies that discarded some of

their branches when the going got

rough will be the first to tell Mr. Prem-

inger that as a distribution pioneer,

lie's a great producer.
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The Unique
Ln iversa I Siart/

This has been heralded as the Year

of "Spartacus"; it is truly the year of

Universal

!

The remarkable performance of the

company over the past twelve months

rivals any fiction ever contrived by an

imaginative screen writer. In cold fi-

nancial terms, the Universal story is

told bv the record net earnings of bet-

ter than 56,000,000—S6.80 per share

—for the current fiscal year. How it

attained these fiscal heights and so

promising a future is a tribute to the

astute executiveship of president Mil-

ton R. Rackmil and his management

organization, but, on the broader scale,

it serves as a clear signal to the doubters

and diversifies that the main order of

our business still is motion pictures.

The Universal turnabout by now is a

familiar story to most industrvites, and

to Wall Streeters who have made the

firm the toast of the Big Board. As

Mr. Rackmil told the New York Society

of Security Analysts recently, the movie

market has changed, and his company

with it. "The audience is not lost," he

said. "It has become selective." With

that belief in mind, Universal drasti-

cally altered its production policies in

1957 by turning from quantity output

of programmers to a more limited

schedule of higher quality films; stream-

lined its domestic and foreign sales de-

partments; sold and leased back its

vast studio facilities.

According to Mr. Rackmil, the

change in operations effected overall

savings between 1957 and 1959 of over

58,000,000 per year. But, even more

significant, the new Universal emerged

as a compact, yet extremely flexible, or-

ganization able to turn out big pictures

with the utmost efficiency, and boasting

a skilled international sales force that

could reap top-dollar revenues from the

selected product. As he told the Ana-

lysts: "The fact is that six pictures pro-

duced and released under this policy in

the past two years have grossed more

money for Universal than any com-

parable six pictures in the history of

the Company and two of them. Pillow

Talk' and 'Operation Petticoat', will be

among the top grossing pictures in the

industry during the last 12 months.

At present, the accent is on "Spar-

tacus". The lavish SI 2,000,000 spectacle

opened in New York with a smash,

selling out completely for its first road-

show week at the DeMille Theatre, and

company officials are happily raising

their original estimates of the film's

grossing potential. Mr. Rackmil noted

that the production "is really a business

in itself" and "will make a substantial

contribution to per share earnings over

the next several years and will be a

continuing source of income for many
years."

There is more, of course, to the Uni-

versal success story than any single pic-

ture, no matter how outsized its pro-

portions, or even the revamping of corn-

pan) policy. Under Rackmil's skilled

guidance, U has demonstrated some ex-

tremely sharp thinking in an industry

tossing on the stormy seas of a con-

stricted market and a general drop in

business. At a time when other firms

have turned to other fields entirely un-

related to movies in hopes of bolstering

income. Universal has stuck to picture

business as its major source of revenue.

As a matter of fact, Universal Pictures

in the past year has overshadowed its

parent company, Decca Records.
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Decca, which owns nearly 88 percent

of U's common stock, will report its

highest net profits—more than Si.25

per share—for I960. And, as Mr. Rack-

mil told the Analysts, Decca's "most

valuable asset and greatest source of

income" is Universal.

In plans for disposition of its library

of post- 1948 films to television, the

company once again has displayed what

appears to be a level-headed awareness

of prevailing market conditions. Ob-

viously in no rush to peddle his prod-

uct for whatever he can get, the Uni-

versal chief executive declared: "We
have no present intention of disposing

of our post- 1948 pictures to television

but we are acutely aware of its overall

value to the Company. I'm not going

to sell my post- '48 in bulk; I'm going

to do it on an orderly basis."

And as far as pay-TV or any other

forms of diversification are concerned,

he summed U's polio succinctly: "Our

primary interest now is in supplying

the theatrical film market."

Mr. Rackmil has found it a very

profitable market, indeed.

Wl> Fit€'VS

The FCC
The Federal Communications Com-

mission hearings next week on the ap-

plication for permission to conduct a

pay television operation in Hartford,

Conn., provide an opportunity at long

last to get some straight answers to

some direct questions. There will be

no need to inquire about Telemeter's

great smoke screen in Ftobicoke, be-

cause that involves somebody else's sys-

tem and somebody else's great silence.

But as to Hartford, where the Zenith

people and RKO General are pushing

for an on-the-air franchise for feevee.

how about some answers to these ques-

tions, Messrs. Commissioners?

1. In a booklet entitled "Eighteen

Questions and Answers about Subscrip-

(Continued on Page 16)
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"Spartacus" Ranks with

Superb spectacle, powerful story, magnificently played

by a great cast. Technically top-drawer in every respect.

A roadshow blockbuster for every type of audience.

"Spartacus" will take its place in the annals of motion pic-

tures with that handful of productions that have made film

history. It is a monumental milestone in the remarkable come-

back of Universal Pictures. Anxiously awaited by the industry

at large and by the public, it is revealed as one of the screen's

most awesome spectacles and, importantly, a superb dramatic

achievement that will garner critical and audience accolades.

A blockbuster in every aspect, "Spartacus" goes far beyond

the accepted definition of that word. It is also magnificent story-

telling. True, the production is rich in breath-taking magnitude,

massive sets, scores of extras and eye-filling, violence-charged

battle scenes, but it also boasts a collection of superb perform-

ances, a stirring screenplay and an overall atmosphere of power-

ful, meaningful drama. And it can claim the distinction of being

the most quality-filled, historical spectacular in film history.

From the very beginning, Bryna Production's executives Kirk

Douglas and Edward Lewis and the picture's director, Stanley

Kubrick, conceived of their project in terms of story and people.

The finished product speaks for the care and devotion all of its

talented contributors poured into it. For despite overwhelming

scenes of beauty, grandeur and action, the emphasis is on char-

acter development and personal conflict. Audiences of all ages

and tastes will find it vastly engrossing entertainment. There

can be no doubt that "Spartacus" will rank with the top two or

three moneymakers of all time.

Let it be noted that the promotion campaign has been

shrewdly attuned to the quality, the scope and the dignity of

the production itself. We compliment Universal's boxofficers

Charles Laugblon, Peter Ustinov, Jam Simmons
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Great Films of All Time
for giving this roadshow attraction the appropriate hard-ticket

impress throughout the campaign.

The world-known, best-selling novel by Howard Fast is cer-

tainly one of the great hero stories of all time. As scripted by

Dalton Trumbo, it emerges an exciting tale of enslavement and

the fight for freedom in Imperial Rome during the last century

before the Christian era. Specifically, it tells how one slave,

Spartacus, led a rebellion against this mighty world power with

the aid of 90,000 fugitive serfs, battled and defeated every

army sent against him, and almost destroyed the Empire before

the combined forces of the entire Roman army sent him to his

defeat. Here then is a powerful drama of courage and faith,

ingredients of universal appeal certain to enlist strong audience

sympathy and responsive word-of-mouth. As the name Spartacus

itself became synonymous with freedom, so will "Spartacus" be-

come identified with outstanding motion picture entertainment.

Comparisons with "Ben-Hur" are inevitable. Let it be said

that both are great films and both bring honor and respect to

the entire industry. Like its predecessor, "Spartacus" packs a

thrilling punch of excitement, uses pageantry only as essential

complements to the plot and will prove a heavyweight con-

tender for the biggest boxoffice purses.

"Spartacus" is, in itself, a rather unique achievement. It is the

first spectacular to be filmed almost entirely in Hollywood (with

the exception of battle sequences photographed in Spain) and

boasts one of the finest casts ever assembled for one picture

(Kirk Douglas, Laurence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Charles Laugh-

ton, Peter Ustinov and Tony Curtis), surely a collection of mar-

quee personalities guaranteed to attract and satisfy every possi-

ble type of moviegoer. Finally, the filming was trustingly put

into the hands of 31 -year-old critically-acclaimed director Ku-

brick, a man who has directed but four films to date, none of

them even approaching the size and importance of this venture.

The chemistry worked, for "Spartacus" is a fascinating major

motion picture brilliantly infused with vitality and imagination.

There cannot be praise enough for director Kubrick, who will

emerge as a result of this film as one of the most sought-after

craftsmen in the business. His is a fresh, searching, inventive

mind and his work here is of Oscar calibre. He has inspired his

picture with an original point of view and many of his se-

quences attain classic dimensions. He has woven many stories

into a truly beautiful tapestry of adventure.

For Douglas, the role of the one-time slave who becomes a

gladiator-general to lead his fellow prisoners to freedom is the

most challenging of his career. He makes of Spartacus the hero

the story demands, bold, fiery, fearless. Olivier is superb as

Marcus Crassus, the wealthy and powerful dictator-minded

aristocrat who destroys Spartacus but cannot understand hov\

he acquired the love of a beautiful woman and the loyalty of ;

great army without money or political power. Miss Simmon'

turns in a compelling delineation as Varinia, the slave girl \\h

loves Spartacus and bears him a son she promises will be free

Laughton is outstanding as Gracchus, the flesh-loving political

leader of the masses whose one compassionate gesture is to fret

Miss Simmons and her child. Ustinov, as Batiatus, wealthy hcaJ

of the gladiator school who is reduced to poverty and do.ihlc



Kirk Douglas Leads His Unions of 5/<j i t-

dealing after Spartacus" revolt, is equally great. Some of the

i finest and most humorous moments of the film spring from the

Laughton, Ustinov portrayals. Curtis does well with his role

of Antoninus the poet who becomes Spartacus' best friend and

< indispensable lieutenant in battle. John Gavin is adequate as the

young Julius Caesar. Good support is rendered by Nina Foch

land Joanna Barnes, a pair of thrill-seeking Roman ladies; Her-

ibcrt Lorn, an Arab pirate; John Ireland, one of Spartacus' great-

est fighters; John Dall, commander of the Rome garrison, and

Woody Strode, a giant African serf who dies rather than kill

j

Spartacus in the arena.

Trumbo's script has remained true to the spirit of the novel,

;and although there is quite a bit of brutality (essential to the

I story ), there are also moments of tenderness and warmth.

:

Technically, "Spartacus" is a distinguished production. Rus-

sell Metty's Panavision lenses have excitingly captured the

(flavor of the story in eye-filling Technicolor and Super Techi-

rama "?0. From the heart of Death Valley to the rolling plains

outside of Madrid, his scenes are a joy to behold. Production

Designer Alexander Golitzen has authentically recreated the

Rome of 2,000 years ago, Alex North's score is pulsating and

mood-building. Saul Bass' main titles are gems of originality.

The story opens when Spartacus is sold to Ustinov and sent

to the gladiator school at Capua. One day, Olivier appears and

orders a fight to the death to please Misses Foch and Barnes.

Ustinov's objections are soon overruled. Strode and Spartacus

!are chosen and when Strode gets the upper hand and refuses

|to kill Spartacus, he is knifed in the neck by Olivier. Spartacus'

anly moments of pleasure come from watching Miss Simmons
with whom he has fallen in love. One day, Spartacus leads a

sudden, dramatic revolt, and he and his followers escape. As

slaves begin to join him from everywhere, he realizes that

through his growing army he might bring freedom to the op-

pressed of the empire. His continuous defeats over Roman
forces cause a crisis in the Senate, where Laughton and Olivier

are fighting for political control. While Olivier is absent from

the chamber, Laughton suggests sending Dall to destroy the

slave army. Olivier grows furious, knowing that his protege,

and pawn in his political battle, faces certain defeat. Spartacus

ambushes and slaughters Dall's legion, then leads his own men
to the southern coast where Lorn has promised ships to carry

the slaves to their homelands. Roman bribes are greater and

there are no ships upon arrival. Learning that Roman forces

are closing in on all sides, Spartacus realizes he has walked into

a trap, and knowing that their chances are slim, he and his

men turn towards Rome and prepare to battle three armies now

commanded by Olivier. Tens of thousands of slaves and Romans

are slaughtered and Spartacus, along with the other survivors,

are sentenced to crucifixion along the road to Rome. Miss Sim-

mons and her new-born baby are discovered bv Olivier and he

takes them to Rome. He quickly realizes his victory is a hollow

one since Miss Simmons fails to give in to him because of his

wealth. Even though she claims Spartacus is dead, Olivier

recognizes him from Capua and orders him and Curtis—the

two remaining captives—to fight a gladiatorial duel to the

death, with the winner to be crucified. Because he doesn't want

Spartacus hanged on a cross, Curtis tries desperately to kill his

friend, but Spartacus goaded by the same thought, emerges the

winner. He is then crucified near the gates of Rome. Laughton,

faced with the new power of Olivier, who saved the empire,

pays Ustinov to kidnap Miss Simmons and her baby and earn

them to safety. Then he commits suicide. As they are leaving

Rome, Miss Simmons sees Spartacus still alive and shows him

his son. Spartacus dies in peace, know ing he has triumphed and

that his son will live a free man.

Universal-International. 189 minutes. Kirk Douglas. Laurence Olivier. Jean Sim-
mons Charles Laughton. Peter Ustinov, John Gavin Tony Curtis Produced by
Edward Lewis. Directed by Stanley Kubrick.
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Real 'Adult' Films

I would like to talk about the content of motion pictures.

This is a subject to which, surprisingly, not a great deal of

attention has been paid.

Of course we have had plenty of comment about the "adult"

films and the science fiction and so forth, but I do not think

that the issue has really been covered.

When we talk about "adult" films, we really seem to be

talking about films which everybody admits are not right for

children. In the broader sense of the word, I don't think we

have "adult" films at all in this country. We import some, but

we don't make them ourselves.

"The Mouse That Roared," for example, is a sophisticated

picture. It has plenty of child-level slapstick in it, but the

point of its satire is certainly mature. Similarly, "I'm All

Right, Jack," which takes off on the abuses of unionism and cf

big business alike with tongue in cheek, manages to strike an

adult note. Both "Mouse" and "Jack" are foreign films, made

by the British.

We have no peers at making bloody spectacles. We used to

have no peers at slapstick, but that is certainly not the case

today. And on the screen we somehow fail completely to come
to grips with issues of our times. "The Best Man" is a hit

on the stage; if it hits the screen it probably will be another

example of too little and too late. Here is a pungent com-

mentary on our political times, done without libel and without

melodrama. I am assured by film people it will not make a

successful movie. I agree. It will not succeed because it is some-

thing our film companies just do not do.

Please do not misunderstand. I am making no accusations

as to any lack of courage. The American film industry has too

many notable examples of courage in its record to justify any

such charge. And, in its past, it also has some tremendous ex-

amples of the kind of film which we seem to be ignoring today.

Is political campaigning too sacrosanct for film humor today?

Certainly television seems able to tackle the topic safely, or

haven't you seen Red Skelton and Bob Hope lately?

Is the problem of the youngster who is trying to find a col-

lege to go to these days too grim or too undramatic? I think

it is merely a matter of dramatic ingenuity.

Where is the "Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream House" of

1961 ? Where are the timely dramatic documents to match "The
Best Years of Our Lives" and—remember that it was the first

of its kind
—

"High Noon," which recognized that the fear of a

COwboj hero might be as gripping as his quick draw?

<0

It is my impression that the number of people who go to

the movies With any degree of regularity is decreasing. I be-

lieve that the increasing number of higher ticket prices, rather

than any strong upsurge in the volume of annual attendance, is

what has maintained the general level of grosses (when, indeed,

that level has been maintained at all.)

This leads me to the conclusion that there is a steady drop-off
|

in attendance. I would imagine that what is happening is

based on a chronological curve. The teen-agers go to the mov-

ies regularly, then start dropping off as they marry and raise

their families. In the past, though they dropped off consider-

ably, they continued to go to the movies regularly in family

groups. They are not doing that as much any more.

In my observation, the people beyond 35 are going to the
,

movies less than ever. This may be due in part to television.

It also is due, in my book, to the fact that what I have tried

to define as mature and timely entertainment is not sufficiently
\

available on the motion picture screen.

The industry is giving the public more color, more promise

of sex, more blood and more spectacle than any other enter-

tainment medium. I believe that one of the reasons for the

success of British films, ranging from the Boulting comedies

to the Jerry Wald—but nevertheless British—production of

D. H. Lawrence's "Sons and Lovers," is that these shows offer

something to the mature American audience which American

films do not.

Please note that I have referred to the mature audience

—

not the elderly audience of the Golden Age generation. There

is a considerable difference.

The audience for the face-to-face broadcast confrontations of

Senator Kennedy and Vice President Nixon on radio and tele-

vision has exceeded that of any entertainment shows. We are

no longer in an "era of wonderful nonsense," when nobody

listened to politicians. More people than ever before are regis-

tering to vote. More people than ever before are buying serious

books. More people than ever before are listening to what once

was regarded as "intellectual ghetto" programming on tele-

vision. Where are the American movies for this same market?

0 0

At the risk of repeating, may I ask how in tarnation the

motion picture industry can justify the separate existence of

three national exhibitor organizations plus a catch-all group in

which exhibitors figure most prominently?

My question at this time is prompted by the announcement

that the National Association of Broadcasters has chosen a!

new President. The NAB stands unchallenged as the repre-

sentative of the broadcasting industry. Granted that there arc

associations of daytime broadcasters and other specialized

groups, the fact remains that the NAB encompasses the entire

industry.

Why then cannot the motion picture exhibitors once and

for all join ranks, either through merger or replacement of!

existing organizations?

0 0
The other week I attended a premiere of a new film in Man

hattan. There were people sitting in the first few rows who

obviously could not see the picture properly. I asked one of

the distributor's representatives why such bad seats were used.

"Oh, that's all right" he answered, "those people can all move

back as soon as the show starts, and take an)- seats that arc

still vacant."

If that's a way to win friends and influence people, 1 will He

Queen of the May. Why do some theatres persist in selling

or even giving away seats which are worthless? Particularly

since the advent of the big screens, those first few rows are

murder. Why not do away with them, instead of foisting them

on the public?
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IN MAGICAL MOVIE BUSINESS . . .

Everybody's an Ad Man
By BERNE SCHNEYER

Motion picture advertising, like the

tired, old bay for which it is mistaken,

once again is feeling the sting of the

whip.

At least once a season, the purveyors

of movie promotion are taken severely

to task along with their end product.

And although the passage of time re-

veals strikingly little in the way of

variety or ingenuity of attack, the criti-

cism continues relentlessly unabated.

Movie ads are assailed constantly as

being base, crude, highly exaggerated,

flamboyant, static and practically de-

void of imagination.

Recently, into the excitement engen-

dered by new production plans at the

TOA convention was casually tossed .1

somewhat reckless joint exhibitor-pro-

ducer statement on the current status

of film advertising: "In today's modern

culture and appreciation of better liv-

ing, our industry's advertising is not

only sterile and antiquated, but is one

of the worst advertising programs of

any American industry. To correct this

deplorable condition it is our intention

to lend our full efforts to the develop-

ment of a program of replanning, re-

thinking and obtaining a new and ex-

citing approach to our merchandising

mediums."

NOT CONSIDERED VALID

Film company ad bosses, for the

most part, received this stinging bla^t

with a calmness bordering on the po-

litely tolerant. "We always like to hear

exhibitors and producers speak their

mind about our advertising," was the

general consensus, but nowhere was the

premise of the attack accepted as valid.

One of the most outspoken champions
of his profession was Universal's vice

president David A. Lipton, whose opin-

ions on almost any movie matter in-

variably command respect throughout
the industrv.

"(This) is the kind of generalization

which annoys me very much," he de-

clared. "You could almost say we com-
pile ads from data supplied by the legal

departments," referring, of course, to

the mountain of billing problems that

hamper ad rcsn. But Lipton was by no

means apologetic for film advertising.

Producers, he contended, "think all

that's needed to sell their pictures is

an announcement." That isn't all, said

the Universal executive. A great portion

of movie advertising is of an extremely

high calibre, he asserted.

Collectively, the major advertising

executives have adopted what appears

to be a most logical and level-headed

course of action. The MPAA advertis-

ing and publicity directors' committee

has invited the Screen Producers Guild,

TOA and other exhibitor groups to

send representatives to a symposium on

movie advertising, to be held in New
York within the next two months. "We
producers are interested in getting as

far into picture merchandising as we
possibly can," noted SPG chief Walter

Mirisch, in accepting the invitation. But

before the producers and theatremen

storm into the meeting bent upon re-

vamping the film ad scene, it might be

wise for them to consider the talents

required in today's creative advertising

man and his work. We cite the follow-

ing from a recent issue of the London

Times Literary Supplement:

"There is no esthetic flummer\ .ih >ut

an advertisement's being an object which

is true to itself. It is a means to an

end; the end is to sell the product ad-

vertised."

The ideal creative man can, according

to the revered British review, "think in

words and pictures, in space . . . and

time, sensitive to sociological change

and psychological stress; he must grow

constantly, but never old; he must have

a novelist's empathy, a dramatist's ear

for the rhythms of common speech, a

poet's ability to concentrate meaning

into a single phrase, a politician's enjoy-

ment in managing committees."

GREATER BURDEN

And if the man in grey flannels

must be a blend of novelist-dramatist-

poet-politician, what of the harried

movie ad man in continental-styled

silks? Certainly, he labors under a bur-

den infinitely greater than that of most

of his contemporaries on Madison Ave.

To most other admen, the necessity

to produce is a pressure somewhat akin

to a gnawing toothache: once they have

corns up with what the top echelon

and the account think is an acceptable

idea or slogan, the pressure is relieved

just as surely as if a dentist had ex-

tracted the troublesome molar. Some of

the catchlines created years ago, but

still familiar in the average household,

are excellent cases in point. Who has

never heard a radio announcer say,

"I'd walk a mile for a Camel"? Or, "It

hasn't scratched yet"? Or, "It's 9944Aoo

percent pure"? The list of slogans that

have been able to outlast the ravages

of time and public taste is surprisingly

long.

Can anyone, on the other hand, name

a famous movie advertising line that is

more than a year old? What, for in-

stance, was the line(s) that accom-

panied the art for "Pillow Talk"? For

"Some Like It Hot"? If you're stumped,

don't even both trying to remember

ads for some of the older classics. The
pictures were hits at the boxoffice, but

(Contimit d on Page 14)
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EVERYBODY'S AN AD MAN

DGNT1ED

An example of the "class"

ad is this announcement

placed in metropolitan

newspapers by Universal for

its $12,000,000 spectacle,

"Spartacus". Playing to the

selective audience the re-

served-seat opening of a big

picture usually draws, the

U ad department came up

with an effective, symbolic

representation. The excel-

lent cast shares top billing

with the story itself, in this

ad featuring the old Roman

coins framing the faces of

the stars. Little copy is

employed, and that, too, is

directed at the class pa-

tronage via such words as

"tender love" and "inspir-

ing drama".

BUM II I K i OPt \S TOMORROW ' M MLORDERS FILLED PROMITLI '

A motion -picture unmatched in magnitude...

with the finest cast ever assembled!

\LL SEATS RESERV1

Kirk
PROVOCATIVE

3 Kim Novak

The emotion-rousing, pro-

vocative ads, of course, also

have an important place in

selling movies to the pub-

lic. What better—and more

honest— way to tell the

story of Columbia's "Stran-

gers When We Meet" than

to depict the illicit lovers

locked in a stolen embrace.

The copy is no more arrest-

ingly adult than its thtrm,

and as for the stark etching

of the m3n and woman in

the background, it pinpoints

its subject matter just as

sharply as a suggestive hos-

iery ad in the respected

"New Yorker".

ErnieKovacs BarbaraRush

THE HEAVENS AND HELLS OF MARITAL INFIDELITY 1

WALTER MATTHAU
VIRGINIA BRUCE -KENT SMITH -HELEN GALLAGHER - » 8to
Scwpn, fr* EvrtN HUNTER mm oo ta ^.e- P-ou^*d v*J O'^irt &> R CHARD Q jiNc

(Continued from Page 13)

the ads that helped propel them to the

top have long since been relegated to

the dustpile. The indelible sales pitch

for a movie lasts only the lifetime of

the film; a new slogan has to be found

for the picture that's making its debut

next week.

Quite obviously, if he wants to re-

tain his position among the more skilled

of his trade, the movie ad man must

keep producing good campaigns—at the

staggering rate of about 20 or more

per year. Twenty completely new, fresh

approaches for 20 pieces of advertising

for 20 different motion pictures. Year

in and year out. And he'd better not

waste time worrying about whether or

not they'll be remembered; the only

way for him to stick in the industry's

memory is to keep a continuous flow of

first-rate art and copy flowing from his

desk. And that, as anyone on Broadwav,
or Fifth or Seventh Ave. will tell you,

is more often than not a seemingly

impossible task.

OCCASIONAL DISTORTION

One of the most common charges

brought against movie advertising is

that it is like a raucous sideshow barker

—misleading, offering a stealthy peep,

as it were, into lurid or sensational

aspects of life that are not further pur-

sued on the inside, the theatre screen.

To be sure, some ads do paint a dis-

torted view of the films they purport

to plug. The occasional appearance of

such a distortion of fact is grasped bv

critics of movie advertising as sufficient

reason to put all ad men in the pillory.

If a picture deals with a frank, adult

subject, any sales approach other than

a straightforward presentation of the

theme would be subject to criticism on
two very important counts: (1) it would

be misleading, in that it did not pre-

pare the patron for the shocking story;

(2) it would be poor business not to

exploit a strong sales point. Once again

it's open season on movie advertising.

Before those theatremen and producers

start taking over the drawing boards

from our film ad creators, let them con-

sider what the London Times has to

say about Imagination, one essential

facet of the well-rounded advertising

executive: "Imagination in its purest

be defined as the power

which appreciates connections whert

none uere appreciated before, hi ad-

vertising it is a rare but necessary

quality."

Boys, make sure you have that rare

talent to conjure up those invisible, in-

tangible "connections" before you tell

the ad men how to do their job.
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Alpha Review Committee
A committee to review all proposed

pictures of the Alpha production-dis-

tribution company was revealed re-

cently by TOA head Albert M. Pickus

(below). Currently reviewing the

script and production program of the

first of Alpha's 14 films are: George
G. Kerasotes, M. Spencer Leve, Sam-
uel Pinanski, Walter Reade, Jr., E. D.
Martin and Pickus. Alpha president

and general sales chief Budd Rogers
hailed the move, adding that the first

film could be read) by April.

Profit Picture

Universal earnings for the year ending Oct. 30 will be
"the highest in the 48-year history of the firm . . . better
than 16,000,000 or approximately S6.80 per share," presi-
dent Milton R. Rackmil (left) (aid. Parent firm Decca
also will report the highest net profits in its histor>
(thanks mainly to Universal, its "most valuable asset and
greatest source of income"), over S4.2S per share, as
compared to the SI.81 per share last year, according to

the company chief.

Columbia recorded a net of SI,905,000 (Sl.47 per
share), for the year ended June 25, 1960, a tremendous
jump from the $2,445,000 loss it suffered last fiscal year,
it was announced by president A. Schneider.

Allied Artists also reported a gigantic leap. Steve
Broidy, head of the company, revealed that net profit for

the year ended July 2, 1960, totalled $1,240,538 ($1.33
per share), as compared to a net loss of $262,499 ( $.35
per share) for the previous year.

Magna Pictures Corp., for the six months ended Ju'\

31, I960, realized a net of S499.698, as contrasted to a

net deficit of $109,070 for the similar period last year,

president George P. Skouras announced. " South Pacific'

continues to develop substantial reevnues for your com-
pany," he added, "and it is estimated that the results for

the entire year which will end January 31, 1961, will ex-

ceed the results for the past fiscal year."

Newsmakers

Meeting on 'Grass'

Cary Grant, producer-director

Stanley Donen meet with Uni-

versal president Milton R. Rack-

mil, top U execs, in New York
on "The Grass Is Greener".

Reading clockwise: Philip Ger-

ard; Leonard Kaufman, Lee

Salters, Grant's press reps.;

Americo Aboaf: Rackmil: Grant;

Donen; Henry H. Martin and

David A. Lipton.

New Company
A new film eompanv, Beaver-Cham-

pion Attractions, Inc., aimed at sup-

plying a regular (low of major features

backed by heavy merchandising, was
organi/cd by president James A. Mul-
vey (above): N. A. Taylor, Da\id
Griesdorf and Meyer M. Hutner, \ice

presidents; Harry S. Mandell, trea-

surer, and Stephen \V. Muhey, secre-

tary. Beaver's first three films: "David
and Goliath", "Sins of Rasputin",

"Uncle VC'as A Vampire ".

'El Cia" to Allied Artists

Allied Artists president Steve Broidv

(right) tells trade press that his firm will

distribute on roadshow basis in Western
Hemisphere Samuel Bronston's "El Cid",
while producer listens.

Hartford Nixes
Programming Talk

Executing what appeared to be an

about-face, Hartford Phonevision said it

will resist any efforts to discuss in detail

programming policies of its pay-TV test

at the FCC hearings starting Oct. 24. In

answer to Connecticut exhibitors' request

for such information, it said one of the

purposes of the test is to find out what
the public wants to pay for. Hartford
told the FCC, too, that possible compe-
tition to theatres is not a proper subject

for the hearings. The National Associa-

tion of Broadcasters also asked for per-

mission to appear against the feevee

application.

MPI Acquires Two
Films for Re-Issue
Motion Picture Investors has acquired

theatrical rights for the re-issue of Allied

Artists' "Friendly Persuasion" and "The

Oklahoman", according to Richard Orear,

a member of the board. The films—first

obtained by MPI in its attempt to pro-

vide more product and persuade the film

firms to re-release their post-'48's to thea-

tres rather than TV—will be distributed

by First Div ision Films. The Great Plains

Business Builders theatre network will

launch the pictures in February, with a

second saturation booking set for drive-

ins in June.

SEC Bars Selling

Of Skiatron Stock
The SEC issued a stop-order suspend-

ing Skiatron's registration for sale of

securities, and one of the most pointed

criticisms of the floundering feevee firm

was its failure to show that neither it,

nor its licensee (now Tolvision of Ameri-

ca) was ready to establish a pav-TV
system.

* * *

20th 'Sales Cabinet 1

Twentieth-Fox general sales boss C.

Glenn Norris announced formation of a

six-man "sales cabinet" to implement

company policy.
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Viewpoints
(Continued from Page 9)

tion TV in Hartford," published by

Hartford Phonevision Company, 555

Asylum Street, Hartford 5, Conn., this

statement appears: "Arrangements are

now being considered by Hollywood's

top studios for bringing to Hartford

via subscription TV the best of new-

motion pictures—feature films of the

calibre of Ben Hur,' 'Can-Can' and

'From the Terrace.' " Will Hartford

Phonevision Company please tell the

Commission the particular titles of pic-

tures it will present? Will Hartford

Phonevision Company tell the Commis-

sion which of Hollywood's top studios

have made any such commitment?

2. The booklet says, "Broadway pro-

ducers of musicals, and serious dramatic

offerings believe that subscription tele-

vision can bring about a new era for

theatre lovers and are currently making

plans to bring Broadway shows—pro-

ductions of the quality of 'Sound of

Music' and 'Andersonville Trial'—to

Hartford subscribers." Will Hartford

Phonevision Company tell the Com-
mission what Broadway shows and what

Broadway producers "are currently

making plans" to go onto feevee in

Hartford?

3. The Phonevision booklet says that

"educators in Hartford and throughout

the nation" favor feevee as an aid to

"first-rate educational television view-

ing." Which educators? For what
courses?

4. The booklet asks itself the ques-

tion, "Will I have to buy anything to

get subscription TV?" Then the book-

let answers, "No." But it goes on to

say that "there will be an installation

fee to cover actual costs, which are esti-

mated to range from $7.50 to $10.00.

It is possible, but not certain, that a

small weekly minimum rental charge

may be needed." Will the Hartford

Phonevision Company kindly tell the

FCC just how much the customer will

have to pony up, even though he

doesn't have to "buy" anything?

5. The booklet states that "commer-
cials will be prohibited during any sub-

scription offering." Will RKO General

kindly tell the Commission whether it

plans to have commercials and be on
the air at times other than "during am
subscription offering"?

(Continued on Page 21

)

ommen<

MILTON RACKMIL: "We feel

'Spartacus' will make a substantial

contribution to per share earnings

over the next several years and

will be a continuing source of in-

come for many years . . . We have

no present intention of disposing

of our post- 1948 pictures to tele-

vision but we are acutely aware

of its overall value to the Com-
pany. I'm not going to sell my
post-'48 in bulk; I'm going to do

it on an orderly basis . . . We'll sit

by and wait (for pay-TV). Our
primary interest now is in supply-

ing the theatrical film market."

* * *

OTTO PREMINGER: "I propose

that the whole system of selling

pictures be overhauled. Expenses

must be cut down. But not by

closing down only three branches

of every company. By closing

down all branches. Branches are

completely outmoded and ineffec-

tive. Don't you think that every

half-way important exhibitor

would be willing to come to New
York to see pictures? Say, three

or four times a year, for the im-

portant pictures of each company
... It would create competition

—

like at an auction of paintings."

* * *

STANLEY KRAMER: "In the

obsolete thinking of some govern-

ment 'specialists' concerned with

export of films, a producer who
turns a bright light on contempo-

rary society in the United States,

and shows up any flaws in our at-

titudes, is doing wrong ... I am
not worried about the future of

the motion picture industry, be-

cause I believe there will always

be a place and a market for films

of quality. But I am concerned

with the civil liberties of the pro-

ducer. His job is to entertain the

mass audience, not to teach . .
."

* * *

JERRY WALD: "What TV series

now on the air employs a steady

central character week after week
who has the full dimensionality

of a real human being?"

* $ *

PHILIP HARLING (on pay-TV
petition drive): "The unified re-

sponse to this appeal, from ex-

hibitors all over the country, has

been beyond all expectations . . .

The results are far from final, but

I am confident that when Con-

gress convenes in January, regard-

less of which party gets elected,

it will have signatures in excess

of 30,000,000 people laying down
a mandate to enact legislation that

will ban pay-TV in any form."

* * *

FRANK MANTZKE (president

of North Central Allied): "We're

now at the point where a number
of small-town exhibitors are hav-

ing the public's wrath brought

down on them due to the way sex

is being handled in so many pic-

tures. Some of our exhibitor mem-
bers feel that this going to the

sex extreme in pictures is doing

their theatres even more harm
than television . . . Most of these

pictures are doing big business in

the large cities and, thus, are

profitable for the producers. And
that's what apparently counts the

most now. But if most small-town

exhibitors have to toss in the

sponge, as now seems likely,

Hollywood in the long run will be

out of luck."

* * *

JERRY COTTER (drama editor

of national Catholic magazine,

The Sign): "We can no longer

afford to export negative and dis-

torted images. For better or worse

we are judged abroad by the

movies we export. The blackboard

jungle misfits, the psychotics and

the sycophants have been well

represented in many recent films."

* * *

FIELD MARSHAL VISCOUNT
SLIM (chairman of British Home
Entertainment Ltd., third feevee

firm in England): "Huge profits

in line with those being earned

by commercial TV contractors are

not our aim. Rather, we hope to

improve the standard of TV enter-

tainment and at the same time

capture the lost cinema audience."

* * *

LELAND HAYWARD (named

to direct feevee programming for

Teco): "There are 50,000,000

American families waiting to have

boxoffice entertainment delivered

u home. If it is good enough, they

will buy it and if it is not, they

will spend their money on some

other recreation."
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Producer Jerry Wald Issues
The trend toward the so-called "sick" tilm fare

is the current concern of almost everyone with

even a passing interest in movie business.

Clergymen and critics, American Legionnaires

and lawmakers alike have taken up the cudgels

of censorship. Now, exhibitors and even pro-

ducers, themselves, are decrying what they call

a lack of moral standards on the screen. Are

movies once again the whipping boy for a blue-

nose crusade, or do the fault-finders this time

have a point? Producer Jerry Wald has the fol-

lowing to say on the subject.

We certainly agree with a recent edi-

torial in the Saturday Evening Post

which asks whether plays now on

Broadw ay are "Evenings in the Theatre,

or Nights in a 'Psycho' Ward." The

Post editorial, referring to an article by

Marya Mannes in the New York Times

Magazine Section, makes the point that

there still must be an audience for

plays which are not about "hopheads,

blackmailing paramours, psychotic and

degenerate Southern townsfolk, junkies,

sadists and psychopathic despots."

We feel the motion picture must ac-

cept its share of blame for indulging in

stories and themes which deal with the

same coterie of degenerates, misan-

thropes and four-letter worded bums.

It is one thing to insist, as some pro-

ducers and playwrights will, that these

people are a reflection of our time and

the world in which we live; it is quite

another to assume that a lifting of the

curtain of truth on this gang of creeps

only for the sake of sensationalism is

justified.

SOCIAL POINT OF VIEW

There is legitimate room for doubt

about the motives of play producers

and film producers who believe that de-

generacy—we use the generic term to

cover everything from dope addiction

to matricide—is the proper substance

of motion picture fare simply because

these social illnesses exist.

Ibsen was a sensationalist in his day

with "Doll's House" and "Enemy of

the People." George Bernard Shaw
shocked his audiences with his probing

themes. But, we believe it will be gen-

erally agreed, these two playwrights had
a conscientious social point of view, as

well as a strong point to make and a

sharp w it.

Four-letter words on a public rest-

room wall are not literature. Porno-

graphic postcards are not art. And filmic

sensationalism is not good motion pic-

ture making, good drama, or good

entertainment.

W hich leads us to wonder what has

happened to all the great yea-sayers of

America — the novelists and play

wrights who formerly celebrated the

joy, vigor and abundance of life? For

some time now we seem to have been

deluged with books and plays that have

explored the dark sides of human pas-

sion without shedding any light on the

other side of the coin. W'e think this is

wrong. W'e think an affirmative state-

ment is valuable and necessary.

This does not mean that we espouse

the cause of unadulterated, unrealistic

sweetness and light. We'll leave the

nauseating dose of sacharrine to others.

But we do think that the record of

human greed, lust, misery and malice

must be tempered and balanced—as it

truly is in life—by an examination of

kindness, of human dignity, and of the

splendid courage of man.

There has been too much dramatic

exploitation, both in the theatre and in

a Call for--
our motion pictures, of human neurot-

icism at its worst. The plays of Ten-

nessee Williams are perhaps the most
obvious example of this, and while we
admire greath Mr. Williams unques-

tioned talent as a playwright and poet,

we have noticed that his plays have be-

come increasingly self-indulgent in the

way they stress a kind of unhealthy

sexuality.

A writer should certainly be per-

mitted to throw a searchlight on any as-

pect of human behavior that concerns

him. But there seems to be an attempt

on the part of many of today's writers

to concentrate on the negative aspects

of existence to the exclusion of every-

thing else. Worst of all, this seems to

be no more often than not an attempt

to shock for its own sake. It is as if

these writers assumed that audiences

are so jaded, bored and tired that they

must be knocked out of their letharg*

by ever larger doses of violence, per-

verted sex and sensationalism.

Unfortunately, this kind of irrespon-

sible indulgences leads to nothing more

than a dulling of the audiences' sensi-

bilities. Instead of attempting to appeal

to the finer emotions, the baser emo-

tions alone are stirred, as if, presuma-

bly, these are easier to reach. Vet psy-

chologists will tell you that the majority

of people have a deep craving for moral

order in their lives, and resent immoral

behavior. By "moral order" we don't

mean prudishness or narrow minded-

ness, but the simple moral precepts that

have always guided man toward his

highest aspirations, and in his dealings

with his fellow men.

WHAT REFLECTS MAN?

The great artists of all times have

always affirmed the glory and beautv

of man. They have all aspired to spiri-

tual truth and wisdom. Man's highest

aspirations are valid for the writer and
artist to deal with as man's agony and
despair, and yet today's novelists seem
almost exclusively concerned with char-

acters who are sexually obsessed, w hose

only form of expression is unmotivated

violence, and w ho are bitterly unhappy.

Is this a true and full reflection of our

contemporary world?

If we refer back through the years to

the work of the great writers, of those

artists who have survived the test of

time and have as much to say to the

(Continued on Page 21

)
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"The Entertainer"

Scuute^ IZaUKf Q Q O
Powerful film version of Osborne's play, with Olivier

recreating role of seedy music hall has-been. Tops for

class market.

Adapted from the play by John ("Look Back in Anger")

Osborne, and scripted by Osborne and Nigel Kneale, "The

Entertainer" emerges a powerfully poignant story of a failure

and a tour de force for Laurence Olivier who recreates his

critically acclaimed role of Archie Rice, fading music-hall

comedian. Generously laced with frank, high-voltage dialogue

and sordid goings-on, this Continental release is strictly for

adult audiences. It should be a strong attraction in class and

art situations. Although the story has been interpreted as

depicting the decline of England, "The Entertainer" is first

and foremost the story of Archie. A seedy performer who
sings, dances and cracks jokes on the stages of half-empty the-

atres, he exists on nervous energy, shallow dreams, the escape

of the bottle and the momentary star billing he receives from

the many young lovelies he wins to his bed. For all its light

tone, "The Entertainer" is really a tragedy in a minor key.

Surrounding the superb Olivier is a cast of outstanding per-

formers: Brenda de Banzie, his long-suffering, high-strung, gin-

drinking second wife, who won Archie after his first wife

caught them in bed together; newcomer Joan Plowright, his

social-minded, understanding daughter; Roger Livesey, his

once-famous music-hall father; and Alan Bates, his devoted

son. Director Tony Richardson has given the story a vital dra-

matic flow, intriguingly alternating between Olivier's false

home on the stage and the shabby one he always returns to

half drunk. Oswald Morris' sharp black-and-white lensing

authentically captures the world of gaudy strip clubs, amuse-

ment parks and crowded pubs. With his present show crumbl-

ing abound him, Olivier starts an affair with aspiring actress

Shirley Ann Field, and talks her parents into putting up money
for a new revue. Livesey kills the deal by telling them Olivier

is an undischarged bankrupt. On top of this comes news that

his youngest son has been killed in Egypt. Undefeated, Olivier

comes up with another plan: he and Livesey will star in a show
together. This fails when Livesey dies of a heart attack in the

wings. All his dreams gone, Olivier bitterly walks out on a

performance to stan life in the hotel business in Canada.

Continental Distributina
,

Inc. 97 minutes. Laurence Olivier, Brenda de Baniie
Joan Plowright, Roger Livesey, Alan Bates. Produced by Harry Saltzman. Directed
by Tony Richardson.

"Surprise Package"

^CC4CH€44 'ReUtKQ Q Q PLUS

frenetic, but only mildly amusing farce. Good cast

headed by Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor. Slightly above aver-
age b.o.

Columbia's "Surprise Package" is not as much of a surprise

as intended. It is one of those attempted farce comedies that

produce more hysteria than laughter. Starring marquee-power-
ful Yul Brynner, sexy Mitzi Gaynor and that debonair English-
man Noel Coward, and backed by one of Columbia's hard-
hitting promotional campaigns, this Stanley Donen production
should draw slightly above average returns in the metropolitan
markets. Harry Kunitz's screenplay, based on a book by Art
Buchwald, tells what happens when a tax-evading American
gangster is deported to the isloated Greek island of Kadmos,
double-crossed by his "boys" back home when they fail to for-

ward a suitcase containing over one-million dollars of acquired
loot and become; involved in an attempt to steal a regal heir-

loom containing some of the world's most valuable gem;. Much

of the humor develops in a watered-down Damon Runyon
fashion and it lacks the required spontaneity. Donen has di-

rected his on-location, black-and-white production with broad
flare for slapstick and tomfoolery. Brynner seems to be having
a merry old time as the not-so-tough, frustrated gangster who
adorns himself with cigars, dark shirts and light ties and sur-

rounds himself with the more unscrupulous personnel on the

island. Miss Gaynor gives a frisky portrayal as his scantily-

dressed dancer girlfriend who ends up in Greece in place of

the loot, and Coward is a delight as the disenthroned ex- I

monarch of Anatolia and possessor of the heirloom. The vil-

lains pop up in all shapes and sizes: sinister George Coulouris,
|

Envoy Plentipotentiary of the People's Republic of Anatolia;
!

"Man Mountain" Dean, his gargantuan bodyguard; and Eric

Pohlman, the island's portly double-dealing chief of police,
j

Brynner decides to steal Coward's jewel-ladden crown during
i

a party thrown by the latter. Coulouris gets it instead, but loses

it via further complications to Miss Gaynor. Some gunplay and
panic force her to turn it over to Lyndon Brook, a young
idealist who wants to return it to its rightful place in a mon-
astery. The ending finds Brynner opening up a casino with Miss
Gaynor as his hat check girl and future wife.

Columbia. 100 minutes. Yul Brynner, Mitzi Gaynor, Noel Coward. Produced and '

Directed by Stanley Donen.

"It Happened in Broad Daylight"

GcuUete O Q plus

Rating is for art and class houses. Suspenseful story of

psychopathic killer of little girls. Highly exploitable.

A unique manhunt for a psychopathic killer of little girls

has been grippingly put together in this Swiss-made, English-

dubbed thriller being released by Continental Distributing.

Based on the novel, "The Pledge", by Friedrich Duerrenmatt

(author of the world acclaimed stage play "The Visit"), the

movie is a chilling suspense melodrama somewhat in the man-

ner of "M". An above-average entry for art houses, it should

also do well in class situations and the ballyhoo market. Un-

folded against the scenic beauties of the Swiss Alps, its off-beat

plot centers around a woods slaying of a little girl and the

bizarre trap set for the killer by a dedicated police inspector.

His bait is the life of another little girl. All of the performers

!

contribute effectively to the mood of the story: Heinz Ruh-

mann, the inspector who refuses to believe that an itinerant

peddler who committed suicide after being bullied into a con-

1

fession is the real killer; Michel Simon, the innocent-swearing

peddler; Gert Frobe, the corpulent, mentally-ill killer; and

Anita Von Ow, the seven-year-old human bait. Director

Ladislao Vajda (he also contributed to the screenplay) seems

very much at home as a builder of suspense, and the encounters

in a deserted woods between Frobe and Miss Von Ow will

surely raise the hair on the necks of all viewers. Troubled by

the thought that the real murderer is still at large and will

eventually repeat his crime, Ruhmann quits the police force

and sets out on his own. His only clue is a drawing by the dead

girl of a "giant" who often gave her chocolates. Ruhmann soon

discovers a pattern: three little girls, all bearing striking re-

semblances to each other, had been murdered in the woods

along a certain highway. Ruhmann rents a strategically located

gasoline station and employs, as his housekeeper, Maria Rosa

Salgado, whose daughter, Miss Ow, looks like the other vic-

tims. He then constructs a play area for her along the road.

Frobe spots Miss Ow, befriends her with candy and magic and

swears her to secrecy. Ruhmann manages to save her from .1

razor-wielding Frobe and kills the maniac.

Continental Distributing, Inc. 97 minutes. Heinz Ruhmann Michel Simon, Gert
Frobe. Produced by Lazar Wechsler. Directed by Ladislao Vaida.
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"Miriniqht Lace"

Sumh^x IZatiMt GOO Plus

Exciting suspense yarn strongly played by fine cast

headed by Doris Day, Rex Harrison. Typically handsome
U color production. Shapes up as sock attraction for

all markets, especially the fern trade.

"Midnight Lace" is a slick suspense drama with the strong

I marquee allure of Doris Dav and Rex Harrison, plus the kind

I >f posh production elements Universal has been pouring into

I its boxoffice hits of late. This one shapes up as a sock attraction

i for all tvpes of theatres. Produced by Ross Hunter and Martin

Melcher, of "Pillow Talk" fame, beautifully mounted in East-

i man Color, and overflowing with luxurious sets and an extrava-

gant Irene-designed wardrobe, "Lace" shapes up as the perfect

I imp of dramatic tea for the fern trade, and their male com-

.panions will find it a real tingler. Audiences will be kept guess-

l
'ing from beginning to end because, even if the mysterious per-

son who is threatening to kill Miss Day is figured out ahead of

time, viewers will still be in a quandary as to who else is in-

volved. Miss Day comes off very well in her straight dramatic

role (she doesn't sing one note) as the frightened millionairess,

i'ind manages to evoke moments of genuine terror. Harrison as

the British financier, her disbelieving husband, plays it in his

• usual suave and sophisticated manner. Solid support is supplied

my suspects John Gavin, a contractor suffering from bad war

memories; Mvrna Loy, Miss Day's globe-trotting, fun-loving

iunt; Roddv McDowall, the cunning, money-hungry son of

Miss Day's housekeeper, and Herbert Marshall, the horse-play-

'ing treasurer of Harrison's company. Director David Miller has

i»iven audiences plenty to gasp about: a voice calling out of a

London fog warning Miss Dav that she's soon to die; a falling

Uteel girder that almost crushes her to death; threatening phone

icalls at all hours; Miss Day being pushed in front of an on-

coming bus; and a mysterious stranger lurking about in a black

raincoat. The Ivan Goff-Ben Roberts' screenplay, based on

Janet Green's hit British play "Matilda Shouted Fire," has

Harrison refusing to believe that the threatening calls are any-

thing more than figments of Miss Day's imagination. The police

ire equally skeptical. Miss Day even persuades pretty neighbor

Natasha Parry to lie to Harrison and say she heard the voice.

iHe proves the phone's been out of order all day. The calls con-

tinue while McDowall puts the touch on Miss Day for money

for his sick mother, Marshall finds himself in debt and discrep-

ancies are discovered in the books of Harrison's business. Only

Gavin lends a sympthetic ear. Finally Harrison hears the voice

|.ind sets a trap leaving Miss Day alone in their apartment. A
double-twist ending reveals the guilty ones and the motive.

Universal-International. 108 minutes. Doris Day. Re* Harrison John Gavin,

Nyrna Loy. Roddy McDowall. Herbert Marshall. Produced by Ross Hunter and
Martin Melcher. Directed by David Miller.

"Please Turn Over"

3u4i*e44 IZcXUKf O O O
Highly amusing British comedy about young girl who
writes novel loaded with sex. For art, class markets.

This British import which Columbia is releasing is guaranteed

|

to tickle the funnybone of anyone with a sense of humor. It's

i merry-go-round of fun and—sex, laughter and—sex. and

tiilarious complications stemming from—sex. While hinterland

I bookings seem doubtful because of its saucy and spicy subject

matter, "Please Turn Over" looks like a strong bet for the art

house circuit and in class situations. And, if exploited, it could

pecome a profitable dualler in the metropolitan general marker.

The wild and wacky situations begin when a respectable British

suburban family find themselves subjects of a "Peyton Place"-

type best-seller written by their naive l 7-year-old daughter.

Pure farce, it's been carried off in a lively, entertaining manner
thanks to a cast who convey humor via voice and facial expres-
sions, plenty of high class vaudevillian dialogue penned bv
Norman Hudis from Basil Thomas' play "Book of the Month"
and a whirlwind-pace job of direction by Gerald Thomas In-

volved in the frenetic happenings are Ted Rav. the chief ac-

countant father; Jean Kent, his attractive wife: juila Lockwood.
their well-meaning authoress daughter: June Jago, Miss Lock-
wood's spinster aunt who is secretly in love with Leslie Phillips,

her shy physician employer; Dilys Lave, Ray s super-efficient

secretary, and Lionel Jeffries, who has been teaching Miss Kent
how to drive on the sly. What begins as another normal da\
soon explodes into a nightmare. Ray is punched on the nose b\

Miss Lave s irate father, forced to show his books to his boss
and stared at wherever he goes. Phillips' usually empn office

begins to overflow with panting women. Ray and Miss Kent get

hold of the book and the middle portion of the film shows
that this is what they read: On her seventeenth birthday. Miss
Lockwood discovers Ray has embezzled a fortune from his com
pany and run off to London with Miss Lave, and Miss Kent
and Jeffries have been lovers for years and she is Jeffries ille-

gitimate daughter. Seeking solace, she goes to Miss Jago only
to find her dead drunk in Phillips' office, and the latter about
to seduce one of his patients. Her security destroyed. Miss Lock-
wood departs for London to become a girl of the streets. A
happy ending finds Ray proud of his author daughter. Miss

Jago engaged to Phillips and Miss Lockwood engaged to angn
young playwright Tim Seely.

Columbia. 86 minutes. Ted Ray. Jean Kent. Leslie Phillips Produced by Peter
Rogers. Directed by Gerald Thomas.

"September Storm"

%tui*c44 Rati*? O O plus

First 3-D film in half dozen years is OK melodrama.
Gimmick should hypo boxoffice in general market.

This 2() fh Century-Fox release in DeLuxe Color and Cinc-

maScope heralds the return of 3-D (called here Stereovision)

to the motion picture screen. With an eye towards a new gen-

eration that has never seen 3-D and those who always respond

to novelties, producer Edward L. Alperson and 20th believe

they have a highly exploitable entry tailor-made for the younger

set and the curious. They probably are right. Movie gimmicks

have been paying off nicely in the general market over the past

few years, and there's every reason to believe "September

Storm" also will. The 3-D effect is sharper and clearer than in

the earlier depth films of half dozen years ago. W. R. Burnett's

script, based on a story by Steve Fisher, tells a familiar yarn

about a search for sunken gold in the Mediterranean, and while

nothing out of the ordinary occurs during its 99-minute run-

ning time, the on-Iocation Mallorca backgrounds and blue-green

sea lensing are pleasant to watch, and director Byron Haskin

has whipped up a sufficient amount of above and below water

excitement. Joanne Dru, an adventurous New York model;

Mark Stevens, a boat bum who knows where the treasure is

located; Robert Strauss, his heavy-drinking, woman-hungrv
strong man, and Asher Dann, a handsome young Spaniard in

love with Miss Dru comprise the mone\ -seeking quartet. In

order to impress Miss Dru, Dann steals his boss" boat and

agrees to carry Stevens and Strauss to the treature. A hurricane

and a near-fatal bite bv a poisonous fish on Stevens highlight

the journey. When they reach the gold, further complications

ensue. Strauss tries to take it all for himself, but Dann saves

the dav. Dann's boss catches up with them but agrees to forget

the theft for a share in the gold. Back in Mallorca. the authori-

ties confiscate the entire treasure, but Stevens is willing to ac-

cept this twist of fate and settle dow n with Miss Dru.

20th Century-Fo«. It minutes. Joanne Dru Mark Stevens. Robert Strauss. Pro-

duced by Edward L. Alperson Directed by Byron Haskin
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"Never on Sunday"

GtuineM tecOU? O O O
First-rate import for art market. Expertly acted, directed

story of a prostitute and her American Pygmalion.

This import is destined to become a smash boxoffice attrac-

tion in the art market and, perhaps, in class situations. Written,

directed and acted by Jules Dassin ("Rififi," "He Who Must

Die") and starring Melina Mercouri, winner of Cannes' Best

Actress Award, this United Artists (international )-Lopert (do-

mestic) release is unfolded mostly in English, with some sub-

titles. The subject matter is prostitution, but Dassin and Miss

Mercouri have given it such vitality, warmth and humor that it

emerges with a freshness and a sparkle all its own. The heroine

is a happy prostitute with a heart of gold who refuses to work

on Sunday because that's the day she entertains her clients at

an open house, and loves Greek Tragedy, even though she gives

it her own happy endings. In the passionate and exciting hands

of Miss Mercouri, Ilya seems likely to become every bit as

famous as the renowned Sadie Thompson. Dassin, as the Ameri-

can Grecophile who comes to Miss Mercouri's seaport town

searching for an answer to "Why did ancient Greece fall?" and,

in the course of the search, creates a humorous and pathetic

Pygmalion. His goal: to have a woman who doesn't want to be

saved. Armed with camera, tennis shoes, good intentions and a

knack for uncanny blundering, Dassin reveals a talent that's

part Chaplin, part Jacques Tati and part original. The support-

ing cast—the sailors who are Miss Mercouri's clients, the shop

owners, the other prostitutes and their villainous exploiter

known only as Noface—turn in first-rate performances. Manos

Hadjidakis' haunting native background score and Jacques

Natteau's striking on-location lensing help round out a truly

fine motion picture. Dassin finally persuades Miss Mercouri to

give up her profession and discover the spiritual joys of life.

He leads her through a world of Mozart, Picasso, chess and

philosophy. His experiment seems to be working until she dis-

covers Dassin has accepted financial aid from Noface. She re-

turns to her old ways, leads a prostitutes' revolt against Noface

and sends Dassin back to the U. S. a happier and wiser man.

United Artists-Lopert. 91 minutes. Melina Mercouri, Jules Dassin. Directed by
Dassin.

"Seven Ways From Sundown"

&*U«f O ® PIUS

Solid offering for action market. Audie Murphy, Barry

Sullivan play familiar sagebrush roles to hilt. Color.

The familiar situation of a young, inexperienced Texas

Ranger sent out to bring in a notorious killer has been given

a colorful and suspenseful treatment in this Universal-Inter-

national release. Several shades above similar sagebrush offer-

ings, thanks to some convincing acting by Audie Murphy and

Barry Sullivan, and a professional job of directing by Harry

Keller, "Seven Ways from Sundown" is a good item for the

action market. A pleasing Eastman Color mounting provides

another boxoffice plus, and for those who like to keep score,

at least two-dozen bodies bite the dust before the show-down.

Murphy is believable as the shy ranger who becomes a pro-

fessional by journey's end and develops a strange bond of

friendship for the man he is bringing back. Sullivan creates

an appealing portrayal of the legendary killer who charms men
,m<l women alike as a result of his reckless and exciting esca-

pades, and grows to respect the kid who has captured him.

Pretty Venctia Stevenson, the girl Murphy leaves behind, and

John Mclntire, a ranger who once saved Sullivan's life, offer

creditable support. Clair Huffaker's screenplay has Mclntire

killed by Sullivan during the chase, after which Murphy takes

up the pursuit alone and finally wounds him. He is amazed
I

when Sullivan shows true regret over Mclntire's death, and
j

begins to respect his captive when he refuses to take advantage

of Murphy's greenness and escape. They fight off Indians and

rival outlaw gangs before Murphy lands him safely in jail.

Sullivan is offered an opportunity to escape by Murphy's boss,

Ken Tobey, who once fled a gunfight with Sullivan, leaving

Murphy's ranger brother to die. Sullivan knocks off Tobey,

and in a street gunbattle, wounds innocent bystander Miss

Srevenson. In the final battle Sullivan lets Murphy best him.

Universal-International. 87 minutes. Audie Murphy, Barry Sullivan, Venetia
Stevenson. Produced by Gordon Kay. Directed by Harry Keller.

"Ten Who Dared"

S«4uee4d IRttfcKf O PLUS

Fair Disney live-actioner in color. Supporting dualler.

Walt Disney has fashioned a mild live-action adventure saga

of the first rowboat conquest of the Colorado River through

the Grand Canyon by Major John Wesley Powell and nine

companions in 1869. This Buena Vista release contains enough

perils and suspense to make it an acceptable supporting dualler

for the action market. Director William Beaudine has made

good use of the on-location Grand Canyon Technicolor back-

grounds, and when he concentrates on the plunges down the

roaring rapids of the river, his story moves along at a snappy

pace, but there are some stretches that lag badly. Brian Keith

is rugged as a hard-bitten, superstitious plainsman who would

rather follow his astrology book than the advice of his leader.

Competent performances are turned in by John Beal as Major

Powell, the one-armed hero of the Civil War who leads the

expedition, and James Drury as his brother, embittered over

being a prisoner in Andersonville. Lawrence E. Watkin's

script, based on Major Powell's Journal, has the party of ten

embarking from Green River, Wyoming for the thousand un-

chartered, canyon-scarred mile journey down the feared Colo-

rado. Tensions spring up immediately. Drifter L. Q. Jones is

driven to drunkeness by happy-go-lucky Englishman David

Frankham, resulting in the loss of one of the precious boats

and Frankham's departure. A smoldering feud between Drury

and ex-confederate soldier Ben Johnson leads to fisticuffs and

an attempted murder before the two become friends. Beal is

accused of gold-prospecting and is forced to prove he is only

collecting geological specimens. Food grows scarce, Keith is

nursed back to health after being bitten by a rattler and Beal

is rescued from a narrow cliff ledge. Finally, Keith and two

others decide to complete the trip on foot. They escape from

one band of Indians only to meet death at the hands of another.

Beal safely guides the remaining five to safety and Congres-

sional recognition.

Buena Vista. Walt Disney Production. 92 minutes. Brian Keith, John Beal, James
Drury. Directed by William Beaudine.
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(Continued from Page I
7
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contemporary world as they did to their

own, we find wherever we look an

underlying affirmation of the nohilitv

and dignity of man. Take such a "dark"

novelist as Dostoevski, for instance. De-

spite the horror and anguish in which

his characters are often plunged, one

can always find the quality of redemp-

tion, through ideals of love and brother-

hood, gleaming through.

We know that the world is a very

troubled place — but when hasn't it

been? Turmoil, strife and conflict have

characterized all periods of history. But

this has not prevented the artist from
capturing moments of joy and happi-

ness in his work, for surely, such mo-
ments, however fleeting they may be,

are an important part of every human
being's experience.

When, a couple of years ago, we de-

cided to bring Grace Metalious' "Pey-

ton Place" to the screen, we were criti-

cized in some quarters for wanting to

film this lurid best-seller. However, we
realized that its popularity was not only

based on its scenes of sex and violence.

The fact of the matter is that this is not
enough to make a book popular. If it

were, then any pornographic work
would automatically hit the top of the

best-seller list—which is something that

simply doesn't happen. What we found
was that underlying the surface lurid-

ness of the novel, was a strong moral

framework, and a positive, beautiful

affirmation of human creativity and
striving in the leading character of Alli-

son MacKenzie. In adapting the book to

the screen, we brought Out these aspects

even more strongly than they existed in

the novel. Newsweek commented about

the adaptation: "The movie contains

most of the book's roster of sordid

crimes . . . but with one big difference.

John Michael Hayes' screenplay has no

trace of bad taste. Summing up: Holly-

wood skillfully humanizes the sensa-

tional."

Truth is a big, hugely encompassing

word. We believe in truth. We don't

say that the uglier aspects of existence

should be ignored, or falsified, or dis-

torted in our books and films. We try

very hard to make films that mirror

truth, that have something to say and
say it honestly. But we don't believe

that truth need be synonymous with

sewage and filth. Is there anything more
"truthful" about the sick world of the

addict than there is about the healthy

world of two young people in love? We
often find this distortion of thinking

among the younger "method" actors,

who confuse "truthfulness' in their act-

ing with a choice of vulgar gesture,

and disagreeable mannerisms.

It is time that we g.i\c more thought

to attempting to make a positive affir-

n ation of the good things w hich do
exist in life in our films. There should

be room in each film for a man or

woman who has strength of character

and who is bursting with vigor and
vitality in their joyful acceptance of a

bountiful life. We need, if anything, to

go out of our way to emphasize this.

Certainly, enough effort has been made
to go in the opposite direction: to ex-

ploit sex for its own sake, and violence

without meaning. We must attempt to

restore our faith in the good things of

life. As human beings, we most often

find what we seek. If we seek only the

corrupt, the depressed, the negative, we
will find only that. But if we keep in

mind, even in our moments of deepest
despair, that man in his course through
history has found his moments of great-

est illumination through courage, dig-

nity and a search for beauty, we will be
rewarded with a deeper sense of well-

being than we have known for a lone
time.

{Viewpoints

(Continued from Page 16)

6. Is the Hartford Phonevision Com-

pany, which is asking for the right to

charge viewers a fee for tuning in on a

station they can otherwise receive free,

prepared in return for this valuable

public franchise to make its books

freely available to the FCC and the

public? Or does it expect to operate in

the same secrecy as the Etobicoke ex-

periment, where one deadline after

another passes without full reports?

Your witness.

Who Moiioit
No method of movie merchandising

is as effective in reaching the broad

audience as television advertising. And
in that field, no film company has been

able, over the years, to match Walt
Disney in hitting the target. His video

shows for children have created a pul-

sating want-to-see among the younger

set that has meant healthy grosses for

Disney pictures. That is, until this year.

The discontinuance of two of Dis-

ney's most valuable TV programs has

been generally recognized as one of the

major factors in the sharp business

decline of the firm's recent releases,

and this has been felt acutely by ex-

hibitors, as well as Disney-Buena

Vista. As a matter of fact, some thea-

tremen feel that the Disney TV shows

were a stimulant for movie-going in

general, and that their absence has had

a deleterious effect on the boxoffice.

In this regard, the Montana Theatre

Association recently took note that Dis-

ney's TV programming "for many

years has materially aided all motion

picture exhibitors by keeping the pub-

lic conscious of the value of good

motion picture entertainment", and

passed the following resolution:

"The Montana Theatre Owners do

hereby resolve and most urgently rec-

ommend to Mr. Walt Disney and the

.Walt Disney organizations that the suc-

cessful Walt Disney programming be

re-instituted to the further benefit of

the Disney organizations, and to the

motion picture exhibitors throughout

the United States."

We second the motion.

A Wise

The intention of most of the indus-

try's 24,000-strong labor force to boy-

cott films shot overseas as a means of

halting "runaway" production was an

ill-advised one, and we are happy to see

that they have had a change of heart.

Cancellation of previously announced

picketing plans and disavowal of

drastic measures to solve the problem

can redound only to the betterment of

relations within the entire industry.

In removing the threat of hasty ac-

tion, labor made a wise and practical

decision. It can pursue the objective of

more home-made films in a more busi-

nesslike and statesmanlike manner, by

discussion between the IATSF. and the

studios at next month's contract nego-

tiations, and through talks with the

Federal Government. The boycott,

on the other hand, would have injured

the industry without, in the long run,

attaining the desired objectives.
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JhiJ U the BIG Abe**

No Exhibitor — Regardless of Organization Affiliation —
Can Afford to Miss the

1960 NATIONAL
ALLIED CONVENTION

CONRAD HILTON - CHICAGO

NOVEMBER 6-7-8-9
ALLIED STATES ASSOCIATION

OF MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITORS
in conjunction with

National Association of Concessionaires

Combined

Conventions and Trade Show

ALL THEATRE OWNERS—Large or Small—Conventional or Drive-In Should Not Miss and

Are Urged to Attend Allied's National Convention

VITAL ISSUES

• Unified Action to Eliminate Discriminations

• Blind Selling ... Can We Stop It?

• Are Block-buster Pictures REALLY block-busters?

• Is the Seller's Market Creating Prohibitive Terms?
• Is There a Conspiracy to Withhold Flow of Product?

• What About Toll TV—COMPO—Sale of Motion Pictures to TV?

VARIETY OF

• Business-Building Clinics • Profit-Making Ideas

• Open Forums and Seminars ° Distinguished Industry Speakers

• New Products and Equipment Exhibits and Demonstrations

AND ... FOR FUN

• Cocktail Parties ° Celebrities

• Spectacular Banquets • Entertainment

• Luncheons • Breakfasts • Dinner Dance • Surprises

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW BY CONTACTING:

Howard E. Reddy Jack Kirsch, General Chairman

CONRAD HILTON HOTEL ALLIED NATIONAL CONVENTION
720 South Michigan Ave., or 1325 South Wabash Ave.,

Chicago, Illinois Chicago 5, Illinois

WAbash 2-4400 HArrison 7-7425

Write-Wire-Phone



REPORT FROM CANADA

Sunday Movies OK Expected in

Toronto; New Toll-TV Activity

By CLIFFORD R. BOWERS

TORONTO — Several events are

causing quite a stir up here, repercus-

sions of which are bound to be felt by

all members of the motion picture in-

dustry south of the border.

First off, the Trans-Canada Telemeter

pay-TV experiment has entered its

eighth month in Etobicoke and is ap-

proaching its primary objective of 6,000

customers; 5500 subscribers are reported

at this writing. Revelation of profit

figures or some sort of financial results

of the test, however, has been post-

poned once again, and will not be made
before six months, according to latest

word from officials of the Paramount-

owned firm.

While the slot system offers films for

cash on TV each day of the week, in-

cluding Sunday, the law still forbids

showing of movies in theatres on Sun-

day, and this anomalous situation will

in all likelihood be rectified when
voters cast their ballots in the Dec. 5

municipal elections on a referendum

aimed at opening theatres on the Sab-

bath.

And in Sault Ste. Marie, a tiny town

some 300 miles northwest of Toronto,

a type of view-now-pay-later TV has

sprung up, almost overnight.

MOVIES MAIN DIET

Telemeter, for its part, is still prom-
ising plenty of top-notch programming.
William Crampton, program director of

the firm, hinted recently that some big

surprises are in store for subscription

TV viewers, but added that movies

once again will be the main item on the

menu this Winter. He also noted that

Telemeter's own studio productions had
proved popular during the Summer,
particularly one based on a trip to

Russia by radio-TV news commentator
Larry Henderson, and that more of

them are planned.

But it was in a couple of seemingly

routine sentences that Crampton may
very well have struck at the heart of

pay-TV's major program problem—the

same one that plagues his exhibitor

rivals, the product shortage. Repeat per-

formances of movies may become more
common, he said, citing numerous re-

quests for re-runs of such features as

"Bolshoi Ballet'' and "Swan Lake".

And, he added, although Telemeter s

policy favored new films, calls for

showings of older features have been

numerous, and some of them soon may
be offered the paying viewers. In talk-

ing to a cross-section of subscribers,

this correspondent encountered a desire

to see some of the better oldies, and

this feeling certainly will not be dis-

couraged by Telemeter officials, who are

facing the product bind, and the added

restriction of having buying access to

the features of only certain of the film

companies.

A surprising development was the

recent gobbling up of "Let's Make
Love", which 20th-Fox sold off to the

stay-at-home interests almost immedi-

ately after its first-run engagement had

ended. This deal, incidentally, is ex-

pected to bring repercussions from ex-

hibitors close to the scene.

APPROVAL LIKELY

The Dec. 5 plebiscite is regarded .is

certain to OK movies on Sunday. All

three mayoralty candidates have issued

public endorsements of Sunday show-

ings, and in view of the fact that the

public is paying to see films on TV on

the Sabbath now, the consensus is that,

after having withstood four similar

votes in the past 68 years, the ban is

on its way out in what has been de-

scribed as the "quietest Sunday city in

North America."

James Nairn, a spokesman for Fa-

mous Players Canadian, the direct par-

ent firm of Telemeter, foresaw no con-

flict between pay-TV and Sunday

movies. "There's room for both," he

said.

Thus far, opposition to Sunday open-

ings has come largely from the L'nited

Church of Canada. The Roman Cath-

olic clergy sees no harm if movies are

of the "right type", classing them as

recreation, along with Sunday golf and

spectator sports such as baseball and

football—all of which are legal in

Toronto. In addition, the fact that in

Montreal, both French and English-

speaking Canadians always have en-

joved Sabbath moviegoing—apparent!}

without anv deleterious effects — un-

doubtedly will sway many Toronto

residents to \ote in favor of lifting the

ban.

The newest version of pay television,

dubbed Charge- A-Vision, is pay-TV on

credit. Slated for a tryout in 5,000

homes in the out-of-the-way hamlet of

Sault Ste. Marie, the system is viewed

in informed circles as a promotional

enterprise aimed at drumming up busi-

ness for an idea that has yet to crystal-

lize into anything more tangible than

a quantity of small merer units and a

promise of fairly good programming.

John McLean, vice president and gen-

eral manager of General Instrument-

E. W. Sickles Canada Ltd., of Water-

loo, Ontario, one of the operating com-

panies, said that Charge- A-Yision will

exhibit first-run films without commer-

cials. Joining McLean's firm in the test

is Charge-A-Vision International Ltd..

of Toronto, w hich will handle sales and

distribution.

TIME METER METHOD

The units, which resemble small

radios, can be attached to any TV set

and contain elapsed-time meters to re-

cord the shows watched and money
owed. Subscribers will read their own
meters and forward payments even-

two months. A lock and key prevents

unauthorized use. Like Telemeter,

Charge-A-Vision operates on a three-

channel setup. Feature films will be

available on channel A at SI per hour;

on channel B the meter runs at half

speed at a rate of S.50 per hour, and

channel C carries special programs, in-

cluding sports, free of charge. Viewers

also may tune in regular TV channels

free of charge.

Observers are questioning the finan-

cial feasibility of the experiment, par-

ticularly in view of the as-vet-unprov ed

Telemeter system. Many feel that the

chances of success for v iew-novv-pav-

later TV in such a remote, one-industry

site as Sault Ste. Marie are slim. The
economic well-being of the town is de-

pendent almost entirely on business

conditions affecting the Algoma Steel

Corp. Fluctuations in marketing have

had—and will continue to have—seri-

ous consequences for residents. It seems,

at best, a dubious basis on which to

build a system involving installment

financing.
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7.S IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current &> Coming Features

(Date of Rim BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

April

BLUEBEARD'S TEN HONEYMOONS Georqe Sanders.

Corinne Calvet. Producer Roy Parkinson. Director W.
Lee Wilder. Based on the true-life story of Landru.

infamous French bluebeard. 92 min.

June

I PASSED FOR WHITE Sonya Wilde. James Franciscus.

Producer-director Fred Wilcox. Story of a Negress
who passes for white. 91 min.

July

PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert. Pro-

ducer-director Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt.
Petrosino's war against the Mafia in the early 1900 s.

Ill min.

RAYMIE David Ladd. John Agar. Charles Winninger.

Richard Arlen. Producer A. C. Lyle. Director Fred

McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant 6

foot barracuda. 72 min.

August

SEX KITTENS GO TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren. Tues-

day Weld. Mijanou Bardot. Producer-director Albert
Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-

lege routine. 93 min.

September

HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen. Vic

Damone, Patricia Owens, Sessue Hayakawa. Miiko
Taka. Producer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson.
True story of U. S. Marine hero Guy Gabaldon. 132 min.

8/22/60.

TORMENTED, THE Richard Carlson, Susan Gordon, Juli

Reading. Producers Bert I. Gordon, Joseph Steinberg.
Eerie shocker. 75 min.

October

BLOODY BROOD, THE Barbara Lord, Jack Bett. Peter
Falk. Producer Julian Roffman. Melodrama about mod-
ern generation. 71 min.

SERENGETI SHALL NOT DIE Color. Narrated by
Michael Grzimek, Dr. Bernhard Grzimek. Documentary
of African Jungle. 84 min.

TIME BOMB Curt Jergens, Mylene Demongeot. Suspense
story. 92 min.

November
HEROES DIE YOUNG Erika Peters. Robert Geti, Bill

Browne. Daring incident during W. W. II. 76 min.

PLUNDERERS. THE Jeff Chandler, Dolores Hart. Pro-
ducer-director Joseph Pevney. Band of young hoodlums
intimidate entire western town. 104 min.

UNFAITHFULS, THE Gina Lollobrigida, May Britt, Pierre
Cressoy. Producers Carlo Ponti, Dino De Laurentis.
Drama. 89 min.

December

Coming
BIG BANKROLL, THE Fabulous life story of king of the
gamblers. Producers Samuel Bischoff, David Diamond.

CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER Producer Albert
Zugsmith.

DONDI David Kory, David Janssen, Patti Page, Walter
Winchell, Mickey Shaughnessy. Producer-Director
Albert Zugsmith. Story based on the comic strip
character. 90 min.

RECKLESS. PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geers book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner. Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books. "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

May
CIRCUS OF HORRORS Specta-Color. Anton Diffring,

Erika Remberg. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn.
Director Sidney Hayers. Horror spectacle. 89 min.

5/23/60.

June

JAILBREAKERS Robert Hutton, Mary Castle, Producer-
director Alexander Grasshoff. Four escaped convicts
try to find a treasure of $400,000.00 from a bank rob-
bery. 64 min.

WHY MUST I DIE? Terry Moore. Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer Richard Bernstein. Director Roy Del Ruth. True
story of an innocent girl on "Death Row." 86 min.

July

AMAZING TRANSPARENT MAN Marguerite Chapman.
Douglas Kennedy. James Griffith. Producer Lester D.
Guthrie. Director Edgar G. Ulmer. 60 min.

DEYOND THE TIME BARRIER Robert Clarke. Darlene
Tompkins, Arianne Arden. Producer Robert Clarke.
Director Edgar G. Ulmer. A journey to the world of
tomorrow. 80 min.

HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScope. Color. Vincent Price,
Mark Damon, Myrna Fahey. Producer-director Roger
Corman. Edgar Allen Poe's classic. 85 min. 7/25/60.

October

JOURNEY TO THE LOST CITY Colorscope. -Debra
Paget. Paul Christian. Director Fritz Lang. 95 min.

November

GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON CinemaScope. Color.
Mark Forest Broderick Crawford. Action fantasy.
90 min.

IMMORAL MISS HANSEN, THE Nadja Tiller, Tony
Britton, William Bendix. Producer George Minter.
Director Robert Siodmak. Story of a turbulent love
triangle. 100 min.

January

KONGA Color. Michael Gough, Margo Johns. Pro-
ducer Herman Cohen. Director John Lamount. Monster
gorilla rampages through Piccadilly Circus. 90 min.

March

ALADDIN AND THE GIANT Dynamagic and Color.
Producer Herman Cohen. Action fantasy. 90 min.

A pril

MASTER OF THE WORLD Color, Dyna-Magic. Vincent
Price, Charles Bronson, Henry Hull, Mary Webster.
Jules Verne tale of one man's scheme to eliminate
war. 120 min

Coming

Jules Verne.

Comedy

REPTILICUS Bodil Miller. Science fiction. 9

TAKE ME TO YOUR LEADER CinemaScope
science fiction.

WORLD IN MY HANDS, THE Martha Hyer Action
spectacle.

COLUMBIA

April

BABETTE GOES TO WAR CinemaScope, Color. Brigitte
Bardot, Jacques Charrier, Producer Raoul J. Levy.
Director Christian-Jaque. Bardot helps defeat Germany.
103 min. 2/29/60.

BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG Dick Clark. Michael Cal-
lan. Tuesday Weld. Producer Jerry Bresler. Director
Paul Wendkos. A teacher fights teenage violence. 102
min. 3/14/60.

May
ELECTRONIC MONSTER Rod Cameron Mary Murphy.
Producer Cohen-Levy. Director Tully. A mind machine
in the hands of a murderer. 72 min. 6/6/60.

KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO CinemaScope, Color. Rob-
ert Taylor, Anne Aubrey. Producers Irving Allen,
Albert R. Broccoli. Director Richard Thorpe. Engineer
fights slave trade in Africa. 91 min. 4/25/60.

BULLETIN — THIS IS YOUR PRO[

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathews. 1
"roducer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre de Toth.
Hollywood film magnate becomes U.S. counter-spy. 92 I
min. 4/11/60.

STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY, THE Guy Rolfe. Producer V
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Ritual murders .1
in India. 81 min. 5/23/60.

June

BATTLE IN OUTER SPACE Color. Ryo Ikebe. Leonard 1
Stanford. Producer Tomoyuki Tanaka. Director Inoshiro I
Honda. 90 min. 6/27/60.

MOUNTAIN ROAD, THE James Stewart, Lisa Lu. Pro- I
ducer William Goetz. Director Daniel Mann. G.l.'s H
fight across Burma. 102 min. 3/28/60.

MY DOG. GUDDY Ken Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis.
Director Ray Kellogg. A boy and his dog are parted.
77 min. 5/9/60.

12 TO THE MOON Ken Clark, Phillip Baird, Tony
Dexter, Francis X. Bushman. Producer Fred Gebhardt
Director David Bradley. The first lunar flight. 74
mir. 8/22/60.

July

STOP! LOOK! & LAUGH! Three Stooges. Paul Winchell
& Jerry Mahoney. Producer Harry Romm. Director
Jules White. Funny men romp. 78 min. 8/22/60.

STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET CinemaScope, Color
Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak. Ernie Kovacs. Barbara Rush
Producer-director Richard Quine. Love triangle in sub
urbia, based on Evan Hunter's best-seller. 117 min
6/6/60.

13 GHOSTS Charles Herbert. Jo Morrow. Martin Milner
Producer-director William Castle. Rib-tickling ghost tale

88 min. 7/25/60.

August

NIGHTS OF LUCRETIA BORGIA, THE Color. Belinda
Lee. Jacques Sernas. Producer Carlo Caiano. Director
Sergio Grieco. Action spectacle. 108 min. 8/8/60

September

ALL THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd. Sidney Poitier

Producer-director Hall Bartlett. U.N. forces trapped
behind enemy lines in Korea. 86 min. 8/8/60.

AS THE SEA RAGES Maria Schell, Cliff Robertson
Producer Carl Szkoll. Director Horst Hechler. A war
among fishermen and islanders. 97 min. 8/22/60.

ENEMY GENERAL, THE Van Johnson, Jean Pierre

Auroont, Dany Carrel. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
George Sherman. 74 min. 8/22/60.

FAST AND SEXY CinemaScope, Color. Gina Lollo

brigida, Dale Robertson. Producer Milko Skofic. Di

rector Reginald Denham. Love story set in Italy. 98

min. 9/5/60.

October

I AIM AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw.
Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director J. Lee Thompson
Film biography of brilliant rocket scientist von Braun

107 min. 9/19/60.

I'M ALL RIGHT. JACK Peter Sellers. Ian Carmichael
Terry-Thomas. Producer Roy Boulting. Director John
Boulting. 104 min.

LET NO MAN WRITE MY EPITAPH Burl Ives, Shelley

Winters, James Darren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan. Di-

rector Philip Leacock. 106 min. 10/3/60.

SONG WITHOUT END CinemaScope. Color. Dirk Bo-

garde, Capucine. Producer William Goetz. Director

Charles Vidor. Musical biography of Franz Liszt. 141

min. 7/11/60.

November

HELL IS A CITY Stanley Baker, John Crawford, Donald
Pleasance. Producer Michael Carreras. Director Val

Guest. 96 min.

JAZZ BOAT CinemaScope Anthony Newley, Anne
Aubrey. Producers Irving Allen, Albert R. Broccoli.

Director Ken Hughes.

SURPRISE PACKAGE Yul Brynner. Mitzi Gaynor. Pro-

ducer-director Stanley Donen. 100 min.

Coming

DEVIL AT 4 O'CLOCK. THE Spencer Tracy, Frank

Sinatra. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mervyn
LeRoy.



,UN3 OF NAVARONE. THE CinemaScope, Color.
>rtgory Peck, David Niven. Anthony Quinn. Producer
iarl Foreman. Director J. Lee Thompson.

EFE CinemaScope, Color. Cantinflas. Dan Dailey,

hirley Jones. Producer-director George Sidney.

LEASE TURN OVER Ted Ray. Jean Kent. Leslie Philips,

oan Sims. Producer Peter Rogers. Director Geraid
nomas.

WORLDS OF GULLIVER. THE Super Dynamation.
:olor. Kerwin Mathews. Jo Morrow. Producer Charles
chneer. Director Jack Sher.

WO FACES OF DR. JEKYLL, THE Color. Paul Massie.
awn Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
erence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
on'i classic.

/ACK I EST SHIP IN THE ARMY. THE CinemaScope
olor. Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson. Producer Fred
ohlmar. Director Richard Murphy.

INDEPENDENTS

April

IDNAPPED IBuena Vistal Technicolor. Peter Finch,
ames MacArthur. Producer Walt Disney. Director
obert Stevenson. Adaptation of Robert Louis Steven-
s's adventure classic. 97 min. 2/27/40.

OSEMAAY IFilms-Around-the-World. Inc. I Nadia Tiller,

leter Van Eyck Producer Luggi Waldleitner. Director
olf Theile. True story of post-war German prostitute
'ho "made it." I0S min. 4/25/40.

June

IGN OF ZORRO. THE IBuena Vista). Guy Williams,
enry Calvin. Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-

,ors Norman Foster and Lewis R. Foster. S«vash-
uckling hero saves old Los Angeles from tyrannical
lommandante. 91 min.

July

3LLYANNA IBuena Vistal Technicolor. Jane Wyman,
I chard Eagan. Producer Walt Disney. Director David
Mm. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller. 134 min. 4/11/40.

August

JIVATE PROPERTY (Citation Films, Inc.) Corey Allen,
arren Oates, Robert Wark, Jerome Cowan, Kate
anx. Producer Stanley Colbert. Director Leslie
evens. 80 min. 8/22/40.

WAGE EYE. THE ITrans-Lux Kingsley) Gary Merrill,
irbara Baxley. Herschel Bernardi. Producer-Director
•n Maddow, Sidney Meyers, Joseph Strick. 47 min.
|22/60.

December

IA/ISS FAMILY ROBINSON IBuena Vista) Technicolor.
Iihn Mills, Dorothy McGuire. Producer William H.
Iiderson. Director Ken Annakin. Adaptation of Johann
lyss' Adventure classic.

Coming
HASERS. THE (Gaston Hakim) Jacques Charrier,
liarles Agnovour. Director Jean-Pierre Mocky. Cyni-
|l yet engrossing French import about youthful
lomen-chasers. 75 min. 3/28.

IVY OF THE TRUMPET, THE |C. Santiago Film Organi-
|tion Prod.) John Agar, Richard Arlen. Bill Phipps.
oducer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

tEAM MACHINE, THE (Amalgamated Prods.) Rod
nitron, Marty Murphy, Peter llling. Producers Rich-

id Gordon and Charles Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
(mery Tully.

IORGO (King Bros.) Technicolor, Wide screen. Bill

lavers, Vincent Winter, William Sylvester. Producer
aurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

IROSHIMA, MON AMOUR (Zenith International!
nmanuelle Riva, Ejil Okada. Producer-Director Alain
bsnais Love story set against background of war.
H min. 7/25/40.

<ZZ ON A SUMMER'S DAY (Galaxy Attractions, Inc.)
uis Armstrong, Gerry Mulligan, George Shearing.

; oducer-director Bert Stern. Sights and sounds of the
Ihwport, R. I. annual iazz festival. 85 min. 5/9/40.

NGLE CAT IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Story of
imal life along the Amazon River.

SHT ACROSS THE STREET, THE IUMPO) Brigirte
rdot, Raymond Pellegrin, Roger Piquat. Producer
cquts Gauthier. Director Georges Lacombe. Drama.
French husband and wife try to live without normal

< relations, after the husband had a near-fatal acci-
llnt. 74 min.

' 'ST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
In Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
fred R. Milton, Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

I CHAEL STROGOFF (Continental Distributing, Inc.)
I'lor, CinemaScope. Curt Jurgens, Genevieve Page,
loducer John Spigler. Director Carmine Gallone.
Ilventure classic. 115 min. 4/4/40.

REST IS SILENCE. THE (Films Around the World. Inc.

I

Hardy Kruger Peter Van Eyck, Ingrid Andree. Pro-
ducer-Director Helmut Kautner. Mooerniied version of
Hamlet in German. 104 min. 8/8/40.

SANTA CLAUS (K. Gordon Murray Productions! Joserh
Ellas Moreno. Producer William Calderon. Director
Rene Cardone. Children's Christmas story. 94 min.
10/3/40.

SCHOOL FOR SCOUNDRELS Continental Distributing.
Inc. I Ian Carmichael. Terry-Thomas, Alastalr Sim, Ja-
nette Scott. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Robert
Hamer. British comedy. 94 min. 7/25/40.

SILVER SKATES, THE IBuena Vista) Eastman Color.
Rony Zeander. Carin Rossby Producer Walt Disney.
Director Norman Foster. Romantic fairy-tale taking
place by the Zulder Zee in 1850.

THUNDER IN CAROLINA IHowco International I Rory
Calhoun, Alan Hale. Connie Hines, John Gentry. Pro-
ducer J Francis White. Director Paul Helmick. 92 min.
7/25/40.

METRO -GO LDWYN -MAYER

April

PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES CinemaScope. Metro-

May
PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney, Terry
Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military
academy. 93 min.

June

ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN, THE Cinema-
Scope, MetroColor. Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges. Pro-

ducer Samuel Goldwyn. Jr. Director Michael Curtk
Film version of Mark Twain's classic story of the Mis-
sissippi River. 107 min. 5/9/40.

GIANT OF MARATHON, THE Dyalscope, Color. Steve
Reeves, Mylene Demongeot. Producer Bruno Vailati.

Director Jacques Tourneur. Action-filled recreation of

the classic battle of ancient Greece. 92 min. 4/4/40.

July

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope. MetroColor. Judy
Holliday, Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-

tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit.

127 min. 4/27/40.

THE DAY THEY ROEBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray, Elizabeth Sellars, Hugh Griffith. Producer
Jules Buck. Director John Guillermin. Suspens»'ui
action-thriller of a sensational robbery. 85 min. 8/8/40.

August

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaScope,
MetroColor. Robert Waaner. Natalie Wood. Susan

Kohner. Producer Pandro S Berman. Director Michael
Anderson. Drama involving four young people whose
paths cross in their search to find love. 112 min.

7/25/40.

TIME MACHINE, THE Color. Rod Taylor. Alan Young.
Producer-director George Pal. Based on H. G. Wells'

story of a man who invents a machine which carries

him from the 19th century into an amaiinq world of

the future. 103 min. 7/25/40.

September

ANGEL WORE RED, THE Ava Gardner. Dirk Bogarde,

Joseph Cctten Producer Goffredo Lombardo. Director

Nunnally Johnson. Drama, durina Spanish Civil War
involving a priest and a beautiful dancer. 99 mm.
9/19/40.

SUBTERRANEANS. THE CinemaScope MetroColor.

Leslie Caron. George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed

Director Ranald MacDougall. Film version of Jack
Kerouac's novel. 89 min. 8/22/40.

October

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter. Pat Crowley
Producer Kathryn Hereford. Director Phil Karlson. Story

of a man threatened by a gang of hoodlums after he

is witness to a murder. 81 min. 10/3/40.

WHERE THE HOT WIND BLOWS Gina Lollobrigida,

Yves Montand. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Jules

Dassin. From Roger Vailland's best-selling novel of

smoldering violence among people of primitive morals

living in an isolated Adriatic village. 120 min. 10/3/40.

November

BUTTERFIELD 8 CinemaScope, MetroColor. Eliiabeth

Taylor, Laurence Harvey. Producer Pandro S Berman.

Director Daniel Mann Adaptation of John O'Hara's

novel.

GORGO Eastman Color. Bill Travers. Will Sylvester,

Vincent Winter. Producers Frank and Maurice King.

Director Eugene Lourie. Adventure story of a monster

that virtually destroys London to rescue its off-spring

from captivity.

NOVEMBER SUMMARY
The early November release chart

tota's 20, with Twentieth Century-Fox

out in front on the strength of four pic-

tures. Columbia and Ail ed Artists are

t ed for se:ond place with three films

apiece. Four companies—United Art-

ists, M-G M, American-International and

Paramount—follow, each having slated

two releases, and Universal and Warner

Bros, each is ready with one for the

coming month.

December

CIMARRON CinemaScope. MetroColor. Glenn Ford
Maria Schell. Anne Baiter Producer Edmund Grainger
Director Anthony Mann. Based on Edna Ferber's classic
novel.

MAGIC BOY Magicolor. Animated cartoon depicting
adventures of a little Japanese boy and girl and their
animal friends in the mountain district of Japan. 83 min

Coming

ATLANTIS. THE LOST CONTINENT Color Anthony
Hall, Joyce Taylor, John Da 1 1 Producer-Director
George Pal. Science-adventure drama of mysterious
civilization said to have vanished into the sea.

BEN HUR Panavislon, Technicolor. Charlton Heston
Jack Hawkins. Stephen Boyd. Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-
lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

COLOSSUS Or RHODES. THE CinemoScop?. Color.
Rory Calhoun Lea Massari. Director Sergio Leone.
Action spectacle of historic battle between h? people
of ancient Rhodes and invading Phoenicians.

GO NAKED IN THE WORLD CinemaScope MetroColor
Gina Lollobrigida Tony Franciosa. Ernest Borgnine
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Ranald MacDou-
gall. Film version of a novel by Tom Chamales

GREEN HELMET, THE Bill Travers, Nancy Walters. Pro-
ducer Charles Vetter. Director Michael Forlong. Dra-
matic thriller about auto racing, based on the novel by
John Cleary.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, Technirama. Jeffrey
Hunter. Siobhan McKenna, Robert Ryan Producer
Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas Ray. Epic drama
based on life of Christ.

SILENT PARTNER, THE Stewart Granger. Haya Hara-
reet. Producer Michael Relph Director Basil Dearden.
Melodramatic story mixing sex and suspense.

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope. Eastman color. Victor

Mature. Orson Welles. Producer-Director Richard
Thorpe. Epic of barbaric Tartars who swept out of

Asia intent cn the destruction of western civMization.

VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED George Sanders. Bar-

bara Shelley Producer Ronald Kinnoch Director WoK
Rilla. Suspense drama with a science-fiction basis. 78

WHERE THE BOYS ARE CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Dolores Hart, George Hamilton. Yvette Mimieux. Paula

Prentiss. Connie Francis. Producer Joseph Pasternak

Director Henry Levin. Based on Glendon Swarthout s

best-seller about college students who ioin annual

Easter trek to Florida for vacations and romance.

PARAMOUNT

April

CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS Lilli Palmer, Sylvia Syms.
Yvonne Mitchell. Producer Betty E. Box Director Ralph

Thomas. Story of rescue operations of war orphans
imprisoned in concentration camps. 113 min. 3/14/40.

IN THE WAKE OF A STRANGER Tony Wright, Shirley

Eaton, Danny Green. Producer John Penington. Director

David Eady. Suspense drama concerning the dis-

appearance of the body of a murdered bookmaker.
49 min. 5/9/40.

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET Jerry Lewis, Joan Black-

man Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog

Screen version of the Broadway hit by Gore Vldal.

85 min. 2/15/40.

May
FIVE BRANDED WOMEN Van Heflin. Silvana Mangano
Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentus. Director

Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Nazis. 104 min.

4/11/40.

BULLETIN iS YOUR PRODUCT



PRISONER OF THE VOLGA Eastman Color. John Derek,
Elsa Martinelli, Dawn Addams. Director V. Tour-
ieasky. Historical spectacle. 82 min. 5/9/60.

June
WALK LIKE A DRAGON Jack Lord. Nobu McCarthy,
James Shigeta. Producer-director James Clavell. Drama

July

BELLBOY. THE Jerry Lewis. Aiex Gerry, Joan Tabor.
Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of a mute bellboy
at a Florida resort. 72 min. 8/22/60.

RAT RACE, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan. Drama of a career-seeking
saxophone player and a disillusioned showgirl. 105 min.
5/9/60.

TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT Eastman Color. Gordon
Scott, Jock Mahoney. Producers Sy Weintraub. Harvey
Hayutin. Director Robert Day. Famous king of the
untamed engages in more adventurous activities. 88
min. 6/27/60.

August

IT STARTED IN NAPLES VistaVision, Technicolor. Clark
Gable. Sophia Loren. Producer Jack Rose. Director
Mel Shavelson. An American lawyer goes to Italy to
get his orphaned nephew and falls in love with the
child's governess. 100 min. 7/25/60.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh, Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles,
John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Storv based on Inner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert
Bloch. 109 min. 6/27/60.

September

BOY WHO STOLE A MILLION, THE Virgilio Texera,
Maurice Reyna. Producer George Brown. Director
Charles Crichton. Young bank messenger "borrows"
1.000,000 pesetas to help his father. 64 min. 9/19/60.

UNDER TEN F1AGS Technirama. Van Heflin, Charles
Laughton. Producer Dino DeLaur=ntis. Directors Duilii
Coletti and Silvio Narizzano. Drama of WWII. 92
min. 9/5/60.

November
BREATH OF SCANDfcL, A Technicolor. Sophia Loren,
Maurice Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti
and Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtiz. A sophis-
ticated story of the make-believe world of the Austro-
Hungarian court around 1906.

G.I. BLUES Technicolor. Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse.
Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog. Story
of American soldiers in Germany.

December

CINDERFELLA Technicolor, VistaVision. Jerry Lewis,
Ed Wynn, Anna Marie Alberghetti. Erin O'Brien. Pro-
ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin. Modern
version of the Cinderella fairy tale.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG, THE Technicolor. William
Holden. Nancy Kwan, Michael Wilding, Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Richard Quine. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and the Broadway play.

Coming

ALL IN A NIGHT'S WORK Technicolor. Dean Martin
Shirley MacLaine. Cliff Robertson. Producer Hal Wal-
lis. Director Joseph Anthony. Pretty research assistant
for publishing empire suspected of blackmail plot
involving late boss.

BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim. Producer Raymond Eger. Direc-
tor Roger Vadim. Suspense drama based on story by
Paul Gallico.

BLUCP.TINT FOR ROBBERY Jay Barney Tom Duggan.
Producer Bryan Foy. Director Jerry Hopper. Story
of a $2,000,000 bank heist.

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S Technicolor. Audrey Hep-
burn, George Peppard. Producers Martin Jurow
Richard Shepherd. Director Blake Edwards. Adapta-
tion of the best-seller by Truman Capote.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg
Georqe Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

espionage drama.

H ATARI Technicolor. John Wayne, Gerard Blain. Pro-
ducers-Director Howard Hawks. Drama of adventurers
who caputre wild animals for zoos.

ONE-EYED JACKS VistaVision Technicolor. Marlon
Brando, Pina Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-
tor Marlon Brando.

ON THE DOUBLE Panavision. Technicolor. Danny
Kaye. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelson.
Gl entertainer drafted into Allied espionage plot.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY. THE VistaVision Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire. Debbie Reynolds. Tab Hunter.
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-
boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

SAVAGE INNOCENTS. THE Technirama, Technicolor. An-
thony Quinn. Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray. 110 min. 10/3/60.

SUMMER AND SMOKE Laurence Harvey, Geraidine

Page. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Peter Glenville.

Drama based on Tennessee Williams' Broadway play.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

April

MASTER OF THE CONGO JUNGLE DeLuxe Color,

CinemaScope. Narrator—Orson Welles. Producer H.
Stock. Director M. De Roover. Story of life in the
Belgian Congo. 88 min. 1/18/60.

THIRTEEN FIGHTING MEN RegalScope. Grant Wil-
liams, Carole Mathews. Producer Jack Leewood. Di-

rector Harry Gerstad. Story of tensions and tragedy
when two rival patrols from North and South meet.
69 min. 3/28.

WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Ernie Kovacs, Margo Moore, Dick Shawn. Pro-
ducer-director Mervyn LeRoy. Gl operates a lavish
resort on a Pacific island. 126 min. 3/28.

May
CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson Welles.
Juliette Greco. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director
Richard Fleischer. Psychological thriller of dual iden-
tities. 97 min. 5/23/60.

FLAME OVER INDIA DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Ken-
neth More, Lauren Bacall. Producer M. Hellman. Di-
rector J. Thompson. Suspense melodrama set in India.
130 min. 4/25/60.

VALLEY OF THE REDWOODS CinemaScope. Lynn
Bernay, John Hudson. Producer Gene Corman. Di-
rector William N. Witney. Masterful and ingenious
crime drama set off in northern California. 63 min.
4/25/60.

•June

BOBBIKINS CinemaScope. Shirley Jones, Max Bygraves.
Producer O. Brodney. Director Robert Day. Hilarious
family comedy. 89 min. 2/29/60.

OPERATION AMSTERDAM Peter Finch. Eva Bartok.
Producer M. Cowan. Director M. McCarthy. Based on
a novel by David E. Walker. 105 min. 4/11/60.

TWELVE HOURS TO KILL CinemaScope. Nico Minar-
dos, Barbara Eden. Producer John Healy. Director
Edward L. Cahn. Crime melodrama. 83 min. 5/9/60.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Montgomery
Clift, Lee Remick, Jo Van Fleet. Producer-Director
Elia Kazan. An elderly woman successfully fights the
Tennessee Valley Authority. 110 min. 6/6/60.

July

FROM THE TERRACE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Myrna Loy. Pro-
ducer-Director Mark Robson. Inside look at low morals
of upper class. 144 min. 7/11/60.

HIGH POWERED RIFLE CinemaScope. Willard Parker,
Allison Hayes. Producer-director Maury Dexter. 60
min. 8/8/60.

LOST WORLD. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Fer-
nando Lamas, Claude Rains, David Hedison, Jill St.

John. Producer-Director Irwin Allen. Adventure-fantasy
spectacle. 98 min. 7/1 1/60.

MURDER. INC. CinemaScope. May Britt, Stuart Whit-
man. Producer Burt Balaban. Director Stuart Rosen-
berg. Story of famed crime syndicate. 107 min. 7/1 1/60.

STORY OF RUTH, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Elana Eden. Peggy Wood, Stuart Whitman. Producer
Samuel G. Engel. Director Harry Koster. Story of the
biblical character. 132 min. 6/27/60.

TRAPPED IN TANGIERS CinemaScope. Edmund Pur-
dom, Genevieve Page. Producer Riccardo Freda.
Director Antonio Cervi. 74 min. 8/22/60.

August

FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard Basehart, Stu Erwin, Rex Allen. Producer-
Director George Sherman. 84 min. 8/22/60.

IDIOT, THE Y. Yakovlev, J. Borisova, N. Podgorny.
Director Ivan Pyriev. Russian exchange film in coop-
eration with the State Department, based on Dostoiev-
sky's novel. 122 min. 8/22/60.

ONE FOOT IN HELL CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Dolores Michaels. Don Murray, Alan Ladd. Producer
Sydney Boehm. Director James B. Clark. 90 min.
8/22/60.

SONS AND LOVERS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Dean
Stockwell. Trevor Howard, Wendy Hiller, Heather
Sears. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jack Cardiff.
Drama of passion and love in a Welsh mining com-
munity. 103 min. 7/25/60.

39 STEPS, THE Kenneth More, Taina Elg. The cultural
exchange production with the U.S.S.R. 95 min.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Ray Stricklyn,
Mary Anders, Willard Parker. Producer Jack Lee-
wood. Director William Claxton. Story of the teenage
life of the notoriuos outlaw. 73 min. 8/22/60.

September

GODDESS OF LOVE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas, Claudia Gora.

HIGH TIME CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Bing Crosby,
Fabian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Charles Brackett.
Director Blake Edwards. Rich, older playboy goes back
to college and learns a lot. 103 min. 9/19/60.

LET'S MAKE LOVE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Yves
Montand, Tony Randall. Marilyn Monroe. Producer
Jerry Wald. Director George Cukor. Romantic com-
edy. 118 min. 9/5/60.

SEPTEMBER STORM StereoVision. Joanne Dru, Mark
Stevens. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director Byron
Haskin. Unique underwater drama.

October

BATTLE OF AUSTERLITZ CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Leslie Caron, Jack Palance, Rosanno Brazzi, Vittorio De
Sica, Martine Carol. Director Abel Gance.

DESIRE IN THE DUST Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer, Joan
Bennett, Brett Halsey, Ken Scott. Producer-Director Wil-
liam Claxton. 102 min. 10/3/60.

SECRET OF THE PURPLE REEF Peter Falk. Producer Gene
Corman. Director W. Whitly.

November

NORTH TO ALASKA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. John
Wayne, Stewart Granger, Ernie Kovacs, Fabian, Capu-
cine. Director Henry Hathaway. Mail-order bride is

brought to Alaska in gold rush days.

December

Coming
BIG GAMBLE, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Stephen Boyd, Juliette Greco, David Wayne. Producer
Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Richard Fleischer.

CAPTAIN'S TABLE, THE John Gregson, Peggy Cum-,
mins. Donald Sinden, Nadia Gray. Producer Joseph
Janni. Director Jack Lee. Delightful comedy about
life aboard a pleasure cruiser. 90 min. 8/8/60.

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor, Peter Finch, Stephen
,

Boyd. Producer Walter Wanger. Dirctor Rouben
Mamoulian.

FERRY TO HONG KONG Curt Jurgens, Orson Welles,
Sylvia Syms. Producer George Maynard. Director

Lewis Gilbert. Offbeat comedy-drama about a cul-

tured tramp, a scheming captain, and their strange
alliance.

FIERCEST HEART, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. I

Raymond Massey. Juliet Prowse, Stuart Whitman.,
Taken from the oioneer adventure novel of the samei
name by Stuart Cloete.

MILLIONAIRESS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Sophia Loren, Peter Sellers. Alastair Sim. Producer
Carlo Ponti. Director Anthony Asquith. Bernard Shaw's
famous comedy.

SALAMMBO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Jacques Ser-
nas, Edmund Purdom. Colorful panorama based on
Flaubert's famous story.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Mylenel
Demongeot, Michael Craig, Anne Heywood. Producer
Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Rowdy, racy,

ragout of an impossible French baby-sitter. 101 min.|

UNITED ARTISTS

April

FRECKLES Carol Christianson. .Martin West. Producer'
H. Spaulding. Director M. McLoglin. 84 min. 10/3/60.

BOY AND THE PIRATES. THE Color. Charles Herbert,
Susan Gordon. Producer-director Bert I. Gordon. Fan

tasy-comedy. 82 min. 4/11/60.

THREE CAME TO KILL Cameron Mitchell. Steve Brodie

Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Action

drama. 70 min. 4/1 1/60.

UNFORGIVEN, THE Color. Burt Lancaster, Audrtyl
Hepburn. Producer James Hill. Director John Huston.l

Widescreen Western. 125 min. 4/11/60.

May
FUGITIVE KIND, THE Marlon Brando, Anna Magnani
Joanne Woodward. Producer Martin Jurow and Richarc!

Shepherd. Director Sidney Lumet. Based on Tennesse«[

Williams' Broadway play. 119 min. 4/25/60.
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GAUANT HOURS, THE James Cagney. Producer Direc-
tor Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval hero
Admiral Halsey. 115 min. 5/23/60.

NOOSE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis, Ted De Corsia
Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Ac-
tion drama. 69 min. 5/9/60.

SUMMER OF THE 17th DOLL Ernest Borgnine. Anne
Baxter. Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film version
of Ray Lawler's Broadway and London stage play. 93

June

MACUMBA LOVE Color. Zlva Rodann, William Well-
man. Jr.. June Wilkinson. Producer-Director Douglas
Fowley. Voodoo and tropical romance in Brazil 66
min. 6/4/40.

MUSIC BOX KID, THE Ronald Foster, Luana Patten.
Grant Richards. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director
Edward L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.

July

APARTMENT, THE Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine,
Fred MacMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder. Ro-
mantic comedy. 125 min. 5/23/40.

CAGE OF EVIL Ronald Forster, Pat Blair. Producer
Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn. Crime
drama. 70 min. 8/8/40.

LAST DAYS OF POMPEII, THE Color. CinemaScope.
Steve Reeves, Christina Kauffman. Producer Paolo
Moffa. Director Mario Bonnard. 103 min. 4/27/40.

August

ELMER GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster, Jean
Simmons. Dean Jagger. Producer Bernard Smith. Di-
rector Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller.
145 min. 7/1 1/40.

WALKING TARGET Steve Kandel, Ron Foster. Producer
Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Kahn. Action drama.
74 min. 8/22/40.

September

NIGHT FIGHTERS, THE Robert Mitchum, Dan OHerlihy.
Anne Heywod. Producer Raymond Stross. Director
Taylor Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion. 85 min. 9/19/40.

STUDS LONIGAN Christopher Knight, Venetia Steven-
son. Producer Philip Yordan. Director Irving Lerner.
Film version of the James T. Farrel trilogy. 95 min.
7/25/40.

October

ALAMO, THE (Tedd-AO) Technicolor. John Wayne,
Richard Widmark, Laurence Harvey, Linda Cristal.
Producer-director John Wayne. Historic epic.

November
INHERIT THE WIND Spencer Tracy. Fredric March,
Gene Kelly. Producer-director Stanley Kramer. Recre-
ation of famed Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925. 127
min. 7/25/40.

MAGNIFICENT SEVEN, THE PanaVision, Color. Yul
Brynner, Eli Wallach. Steve McQueen, Horst Buchholz,
Producer-director John Sturges. Based on the Japanese
film "The Seven Samurai." 124 min. 10/3/40.

December
EXODUS Color, PanaVision. Paul Newman. Eva Marie
Saint, Peter Lawford. Producer-director Otto Premin-
ger. Based on Leon Uris' novel.

FACTS OF LIFE, THE Bob Hope, Lucille Ball. Producer-
Directors Norman Panama, Melvin Frank. Comedy.

Coming
ADVISE AND CONSENT Producer-director Otto Prem-
mger. From Allen Drury best-seller about Washington
politics.

APPLE PIE BED Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director
Jean Negulesco. Based on the novel "The Midwife
of Pont Clery" by Flora Sandstrom.

BY LOVE POSSESSED Director Robert Wise. Picturiia-
tion of James Gould Coizen's Pulitzer Prize winning
novel.

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
Kramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
sion of James Michener's epic novel.

INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Donna Anderson.
Producer Stanley Kramer. Director Paul Stanley.

MISFITS, THE Clark Gable. Marilyn Monroe. Montgom-
ery Chft. Producer Frank Taylor. Director John
Huston. Comedy.

TIME ON HER HANDS Ingrid Bergman. Anthony Per-
kins. Producer-director Anatole Litvak. Filmization of
Francois Sagan's romantic novel "Do You Like Brahms?"

TUNES OF GLORY Color. Alec Guinnes, John Mills.
Producer Colin Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Com-
edy-drama of the British postwar army.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Elizabe'h Taylor. Director
Delbert Mann. Based on the Broadway stage success.

WAY WEST. THE James Stewart. Kirk Douglas. Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

WEST SIDE STORY Widescreen, Color. Natalie Wood,
Russ Tamblyn. Producer-director Robert Wise. Filmi-
zation of Broadway musical. Teenagers in love and
the problems they face.

Film

UNIVERSAL I NT' L

A pril

HEAD OF A TYRANT Technicolor. Totalscope. Massimo
Girotti. Isabelle Corey. Renato Baldini. Yvette Masson.
Director Fernando Gerghio. Story of the annihilation
of the peoole of Central Asia in ancient times. 70
mm. 5/23/40.

SNOW QUEEN. THE Eastman Color. Voices of Art
Linkletter, Sandra Dee, Patty McCormack. Tommy Kirk.
Producer Robert Faber. Animated version of Hans
Christian Anderson fairy tale. 70 min. 12/7/59.

May
COSSACKS, THE Technicolor, Totalscope Edmund
Purdom, Johnny Barrymore, Jr.. Georgia Moll. Pro-
ducer W. louriansky. Director Giorgio Rivalta. 8S
min. 4/11/40.

June

BRIDES OF DRACULA. THE Technicolor. Peter Cushing,
Martita Hunt, Yvonne Monlaur, Freda Jackson. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Horror
thriller. 85 min. 4/4/40.

LEECH WOMAN. THE Coleen Gray. Grant Williams.
Gloria Talbot. Producer Joseph Gershenson. Director
Edward Dein. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving
drug and turns murderess. 77 min. 5/23/40.

July

DINOSAURUS CinemaScope. Deluxe Color. Ward Ram-
sey. Producer J. H. Harris. Director Irvin S. Yea-
worth, Jr. Adventure spectacle of pre-historic mon-
sters. 83 min. 4/27/40.

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Eastman Color. Anthony Quinn.
Lana Turner, Sandra Dee, John Saxon. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Michael Gordon. Adaptation of
Broadway play by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts. 112
min. 4/27/40.

SOS PACIFIC Pier Angeli, Richard Attenborough Eva
Bartok. Producers John Nasht, Patrick Filmer-Sankey.
Director Guy Green. Action thriller. 92 min. 7/25/40.

August

CHARTROOSE CABOOSE Eastman Color. Molly Bee,
Ben Cooper. Edgar Buchanan. Producer Stanley W.
Daugherty. Director William Reynolds. Comedy cen-
tered around a chartreuse caboose used for a home.
74 min. 4/27/40.

COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL Steve Allen, Jayne Meadows
Mamie Van Doren, Walter Winchell, Mickey Shaugh-
nessy, Cathy Crosby, Conway Twitty. Producer-director
Albert Zugsmith. Story of college prof's survey of
teenagers with surprising results. 91 min.

September
BETWEEN TIME AND ETERNITY Eastman Color. Lilli

Palmer. Carlos Thompson, Willy Birgel. Director Ar-
thur Maria Rabenal 85 min. 8/22/40.

SEVEN WAYS FROM SUNDOWN Eastman Color. Audie
Murhpy, Barry Sullivan, Venetia Stevenson, John Mc-
Intire. Producer Gordon Kay, Director George Sher-
man.

November

MIDNIGHT LACE Eas'man Color. Doris Day. Rex Har-
rison. John Gavin. Myrna Loy. Producers Ross Hunter.
Martin Melcher. Director David Mi'ler. Mystery set
in England. 108 min.

Coming

BACK STREET Color, Susan Hayward, John Gavin. Vera
Miles. Producer Ross Hunter. Director David Miller.

COME SEPTEMBER Panavision, Color. Rock Hudson,
Gina Lollobrigida, Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin. Pro-

ducer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Mulligan.

DAY OF THE GUN Color. Rock Hudson, Kirk Douglas.
Dorothy Malone, Joseph Cotton and Carol Lynley.
Producers Eugene Frenke, Edward Lewis. Director
Robert Aldrich.

GRASS IS GREENER. THE Technicolor and Technirama.
Cary Grant. Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum. Jean
Simmons. Producer-Director Stanley Donen.

GREAT IMPOSTER. THE Tony Curtis, Edmond O'Brien,
Arthur O'Connell, Gary Merrill, Joan Blackman,
Raymond Massey. Producer, Robert Arthur. Director.
Robert Mulligan. Based on the life of Ferdinand
Demara.

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE, THE Mickey
Rooney Mamie Van Doren Fay Spain Mel Torme
Marty Milner. Tuesday Weld. Paul Anka, Cecil Kel a
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith
Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people on a bus
are taken by a parallel to the Garden of Eden and
its temptations. 87 min.

ROMANOFF AND JULIET Color. Sandra Dee. John
Gavin. Producer-director Peter Ustinov.

SECRET WAYS. THE Richard Widmark, Sonia Ziemann.
Producer Richard Widmark.

SIXTH MAN, THE Tony Curtis. James Franciscus.
Miriam Colon. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert
Mann.

SPARTACUS Technirama, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas.
Lawrence Olivier. Jean Simmons. Tony Curtis. Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-

tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
his undying love. 198 min.
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WARNER BROTHERS

March
GUNS OF THE TIMBERLAND Technicolor. Alan Ledd
Jeanne Crein, Frankle Avalon Produce/ Aaron Spell-
ing. Director. Robert D Webb An adventure drama
of lumbermen and their women. 91 min. 2/IS/40.

A pril

TALL STORY Technicolor. Anthony Perkins. Jane
Fonda. Producer-director Joshua Logan. Romantic com-
edy based on Broadway stage hit by Lindsay and
Crouse. 91 min. 2/15/40.

May
SERGEANT RUTLEDGE Technicolor. Jeffrey Hunter
Constance Towers. Producers Pat Ford and Willis Gold-
beck. Director John Ford. An unusual ttorv of justice

in the post-Civil War west. Ill min. 4/25/40.

June

HANNIBAL Technicolor. Victor Mature. Rita Gam
Producer Ottavio Poggi. Director Edgar G Ulmer
Adventure spectacle of the exploits of the celebrated
Carthaginian hero. 103 min. 4/27/40.

July

HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Color Steve Reeves.
Sylva Koscina. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director Pietro

Francisci. Sequel to "Hercules". 101 min. 4/4/40.

ICE PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton. Robert Ryan.
Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Blank*
Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferber's novel o'

Alaska. 143 min. 4/27/40.

August

OCEAN'S ELEVEN Technicolor. Frank Sinatra. Dean
Martin, Sammy Davis. Jr.. Peter Lawford, Angit
Dickinson. Producer-director Lewis Milestone. A Las
Vegas story. 127 min. 8/8/40.

September

CROWDED SKY. THE Technicolor. Dana Andrews.
Rhonda Fleming. Efrem Zimballst. Jr. Producer Mi-

chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drama
of modern aviation. 105 min. 8/22/40.

October

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS. THE Technicolor.
Robert Preston. Dorothy McGuire, Eve Arden. Producer
Michael Garrison. Director Delbert Mann. Based on
William Inge's Broadway stage hit. 123 min. 9/19/40.

GIRL OF THE NIGHT Anne Francis. John Kerr. Lloyd
Nolan. Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Cates. From Dr. Harold Greenwald's social and psy-
choanalytical study "The Call Girl". 93 min. 10/3/40.

November

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy, Greer Garson. Producer Dore Schary. Director
Vincent J. Donehue. From Schary's play about Franklin
D. Roosevelt a decade before his rise to the Presidency.
143 min. 9/19/40.

December
SUNDOWNERS. THE Technicolor. Deborah Kerr. Robert
Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of the

Australian "out back country."

Coming

FANNY Technicolor. Leslie Caron, Maurice Chivalier,
Charles Boyer. Producer-Director Joshua Logan. From
the Broadway hit.

FEVER IN THE CLOOD, A Efrem Zimbilist. Jr.. Angie
Dickinson, Don Ameche. Producer Roy Higgins. Director
Vincent Sherman. From William Peason's best-seller

about a murder trial in a rough political campaign.

PARRISH Technicolor. Troy Donahue. Claudette Colbert.
Producer-Director Delmer Davis. From Mildred Savage's
new best-seller.

SINS OF RACHEL CADE. THE Technicolor. Angie Dick-
inson, Peter Finch, Roger Moore. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer's
best-selling novel of Africa.

SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS Technicolor. Natalie Wood.
Warren Beatty. Producer-Director Elia Kazan. Original
screen drama by William Inge.
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YOU'LL

ACCOM

THRE
GREAT
DEED

THESE ARE THE

TWO for you

TO DO...
Take up

Audience Collections

Say 'Yes' . . . Tell us you'll do it.

We'll tend FREE Shirley MacLaine
TRAILER to your theatre.

Conduct Employees'

Christmas Salute
Employers endorse it ... Employees
join it. Your hospital is ever ready
to treat FREE any and all in our
industry who need this oare.

Let's get down to fundamental facts—The people of your industry need

your help NOW. This is the time of year when Showmen everywhere

and all individual employees in our industry unite and prove the tra-

dition of showbusiness : Never Let a Showman Down.

By doing TWO relatively simple things you can reap THREE GREAT
DEEDS that will bring healing and hope to "Our Own" people who

are seriously sick with any of fifteen serious diseases of the chest-

including lung cancer, chronic heart disease, and

tuberculosis.
'

...

Now is the time for you to act—Say "Yes" when

asked to take up Audience Collections and to

conduct and contribute to the Christmas Salute.

^g^- I960

YEAR,

^j^^^^^t^j^ WILL ROGER! HOSPITRL
MID O'DORHELL RlEmORinL RESEARCH LABORATORIES

P N A L OFFICE 1501 BROADWAY NEW YORK 3 6 r N
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A SALES WEAPON DOWNGRADED

ARE PRESS BOOKS
DOING THEIR JOB?

The Booey in the

Hartford Ballyhoo

0

Viewpoint

A UNITED FRONT

AGAINST CENSORSHIP

THE ALAMO

Film of Distinction

0

VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED

THE SECRET OF THE PURPLE REEF

A BREATH OF SCANDAL

WALK TALL





Thus it was that

Jesus of Nazareth died on

Good Friday Afternoon, April 7, A.D. 30.

leside the Cross, whose shadow covered

the Earth, there stood the Roman.

It was he who spoke for eternity.

Truly, this man was



20™ Always Has The Greatest Story Ever Told

17 Major Properties Set For

Production in 3 -Month Period!

Return To Peyton Place •Wild In The
Country • Francis Of Assisi • Tender Is

The Night-Solo^VoyageToThe Bottom

OfThe Sea »The Big Show • Snow White

and The Three Stooges • All Hands On
Deck • The Lion Of Sparta • Madison

Avenue • The Right Approach • It Hap-

pened In Athens »The Canadians »The

Fiercest Heart • Voyage Of The Jules

Verne • The Queen's Guard

Largest, costliest sets in studio's history

constructed for TODD-AO production of

CLEOPATRA
Historic Egyptian locales, never-before-

filmed, will be used!

ELVIS PRESLEY
to head all-star cast

in the Jerry Wald production

WILD IN THE COUNTRY
with screenplay by Clifford Odets!

CAN -CAN continues world-

wide wing-ding as records fall by the

wayside in newest openings in Argentina

and Finland! The Todd-AO spectacle

conquers continent after continent!

and our next bonanza is

First Two of 80 Stars

JOHI SIDNEY

signed for THE GREATEST STORY
EVER TOLD in Todd-AO! Producer-

Director George Stevens promises only

the best for every role!

International Beauty Contest to

Find World's Loveliest

BSTHBM
will tie-in with our Thanksgiving release

ESTHER akb me KING

based on Lawrence Durrell's acclaimed

"Alexandria Quartet" will be made in

Alexandria and Paris by director-writer

JOSEPH L. MANKIEWICZ

RICHARD RODGERS
to write words and music of new songs

for the Todd-AO production of

STATE FAIR
which Charles Brackett will produce!

ARTHUR GODFREY to make film

debut in musical classic and will co-star

with PAT BOONE.

More Marquee Magic News

Will Be Forthcoming

North Tc
John Wayne • Stewart Granger • Ernie Kovacs • Fabian and Capugine in



What they're Mini About

In the Movie Businew

TROUBLE FOR TELEMETER. A new problem

s threatening the pay-TV experiment

n Canada. The government is being pressured

>y free TV interests to force Trans-Canada
Telemeter to abide by the regulation that requires

»5 percent of all television broadcasts to be of

Canadian origin. Practically everything being

>ffered to the Etobicoke pay-TV subscribers

•omes from the U. S., American-made films

•omprising about 90 percent of the Telemeter fare.

Reports from Ottawa have it that the Board
)f Broadcast Governors (Canada's regulatory

K)dy) has been asked to bring toll-TV into line

vith the 55-45 formula.
0

ALAMO' CAMPAIGN. A check of theatre

arcuit showmen reveals the widespread opinion

hat John Wayne's 12 million dollar "The Alamo''

lid not get the best of it promotionally via

he campaign conceived by famed publicist

Russell Birdwell. The feeling is strong that

3ird'well's handling of the historical western epic

vas too mannered and subdued, out of the range

)f the audience for such a film. On the basis of

;arly boxoffice reports, it is anticipated that

adical revisions soon may be made in the

campaign. It is generally known that

Jnited Artists' promotion executives did not

igree with Birdwell's ideas but had to bow to his

udgment since Wayne gave him the authority.

O

SPARTACUS' STRONG. Early boxoffice reports

»n "Spartacus" clearly establish the Universal

pectacle as a smash hard-ticket attraction.

^Jew York, Los Angeles and Chicago are

oiling along at capacity or close to it,

v^hile advance sales in Boston, Cleveland and
Jhiladelphia are strong. Public interest has been
teightened by the rave reviews accorded the film

»y most of the critics in leading newspapers
nd national magazines. This has stimulated

dvance sales.

0
•

I

PEPE' SNEAKED. George Sidney's "Pepe"

was given its first public showing in Denver
last weekend. Sidney studied audience reaction

and plans to lop off approximately 30 minutes
from the overlong three hours, 45 minutes running

time before Columbia puts the film into its

initial roadshow engagements around Christmas.

They say a horse steals the picture!

0

HARTFORD OK. Little doubt exists that the

FCC will grant RKO-General its 3-years license

for a test of over-the-air pay-TV in Hartford.

While some of the applicant's claims and promises

were exposed as strictly promotional, observers

at the recent hearing in Washington are convinced

that the Commission faces great pressure to

"give toll television a chance". FCC members
are fearful that they might be charged with

being swayed by the TV networks.

0

ROSEN'S REMEDY. Caught in the bind
between the product shortage and kited film

terms, exhibitors uttered a fervent Amen to the

remarks by Samuel Rosen, executive

vice president of Stanley Warner, at the recent

North & South Carolina Theatre Owners
convention. Rosen frankly told exhibition not

to look for alleviation of its problems from the

established film companies. More product will

have to come from ACE and other promised new
sources of supply. When this happens, he said,

theatremen can expect these wondrous results:

"Greater choice" ... so that "they will no longer

be so hungry for film that they will pay any
exorbitant price the distributor asks . . .

It will no longer be necessary to extend a run
unless a picture can pay its own way and earn

a profit during subsequent weeks. The day of

earning a profit the first week—and losing it the

second week with the same feature will no longer

exist . . . Swollen prices and stretched-out runs

will go the way of the sellers' market and
exhibition will be able to restore the normal
conditions of theatre operation . . . The print

shortage will disappear . . . Excessive multi-run

set-ups in a local saturation booking will end, and
exhibitors can offer the public a more varied

menu of picture entertainment." Greater choice,

Rosen stressed, "is essential to stimulate a

revival of movie-going."
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Newsmakers

Expensive Productions

Two important production announcements made

headlines recently, underscoring the significance of

the big-budget picture in the industry. Joseph E.

Levine, (left), president of Embassy Pictures, and

producer Sam Spiegel revealed plans for filming

two large-scale pictures overseas. The Embassy

epic, "Sodom and Gomorrah", will cost in excess

of $3,000,000, but Spiegel's ambitious undertaking,

"Lawrence of Arabia", goes a great deal higher

—

nearly $9,000,000, according to some estimates,

and certainly the most expensive production in the

history of Columbia Pictures. At a press conference

at the Columbia home office, Spiegel announced

that he was negotiating with a number of interna-

tional stars—including Cary Grant and Kirk Doug-

las—to appear in the film, which was about to

begin shooting in the Near East. Planned as a

roadshow attraction, "Lawrence" was termed by

Spiegel, "The most important picture I have ever

produced." It will be released worldwide early in

1962. Talking at a press confab at his firm's New
York office, Levine announced that "Sodom and

Gomorrah" will be made on the original biblical

sites in Israel, and that he has designated George

Jessel as coordinator of the project with the Israeli

government.

Lober Gets UA Post

Max E. Youngstein (right), vice president

of United Artists Corp., congratulates Lionel

Lober on his appointment as Youngstcin's

executive assistant. Formerly assistant to

producer Otto Preminger on his forthcom-

ing production, "Exodus", Lober will make
his headquarters in the New York home
office of United Artists.

Pinanski Plan

Following a suggestion by co-chair-

man Samuel Pinanski (above), the

COMPO governing committee was au-

thorized at the tenth annual meet to

draw up a plan to obtain Federal

Government assistance in solving in-

dustry problems. Pinanski called for

"elimination of wasteful practices in

distribution and exhibition that are

made mandatory by government de-

crees or laws." The meet also heard

warnings of impending censorship in

numerous states and the probable

need to fight another minimum wage
battle in the 86th Congress.

Branson to NSS
Walter E. Branson

(above) former RKO Pic-

tures v.p., was named exec,

asst. to National Screen

Service president Burton I!.

Robbins.

l6th Man' Confab
President Milton R. Rack-

mil, top Universal execs,

map plans for "The 6th

Man" with the men who
made it. From left: Charles

Simonelli, Henry H. Mar-
tin, producer Sy Bartlett,

star Tony Curtis, Rackmil,

director Delbert Mann,
America Aboaf, Philip Ger-

ard gather at N. Y. office.

Profit

Picture

American
Broadcasting-
Paramount esti-

mated net for

the first 39
weeks was the

highest in the

firm's history

—

$7,522,000
($1.80 per
share), accord-

ing to president

Leonard Gold-

enson (right). Income marked a 44 percent

increase over the $5,226,000 ($1.22 per

share) chalked up in last year's similar span.

Estimated net for the third quarter totaled

$1,869,000 ($.45 per share)—a 40 percent

hike over the $1,340,000 ($.32 per share) for

the like 1959 period. And Goldenson had
good news for exhibition: AB-PT theatre

results for August "were the best since 1955

and those for September were also ahead of

last year." A slow start in July, however,
kept third-period theatre business only about
"equal to last year." The topper added that

"in keeping with our policy of divesting

marginal theatres, 22 properties" were dis-

posed of during the first nine months. And
two houses were acquired during that time.

* * *

After a special 20th-Fox stockholders'

meet approved the $43,000,000 Webb &
Knapp studio deal, Fox president Spyros P.

Skouras announced that third-quarter earn-

ings were estimated at $.40 per share, as

compared to $.49 per share in the same 1959

period. But Skouras added that he was
"somewhat optimistic" about the fourth

quarter outlook.

Supreme Court Studies

Times Censor Suit

A decision by the U.S. Supreme Court

in the Times Film Corp. challenge of

the Chicago prior censorship oidin

ance is not expected for at least a

month. And if the high tribunal

chooses to go beyond the limits of the

test film, "Don Juan", to rule on uV
validity of prior censorship in general,

it may take longer to reach a decision.

Variety Tent 13

Variety Club Tent No. 13, Philadel-

phia, elected the following to its

board for 1961: Sam Alesker, George
Beattie, Al Davis, Al Glaubinger,

Jack Greenberg, Elmer Hirth, J. Ellis

Shipman, Norman Silverman, David
Supowitz, Lester H. Wurtele and

Charles Zagrans.

* * *

Headliners . . .

Eugene Picker, Loew's Theatres, and

Robert H. Dowling honored as re-

cipients of Broadway Assoc. 's Gold
Medal awards . . . Beaver Prod.'s "The
Blood)- Brood" being held up in U.S.

for lack of Code seal. N.A. Taylor

protesting.
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FINANCIAL
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By Philip R. Ward

FILM STOCKS AT RECORD LEVEL. From an all-industry

standpoint, stock prices never have looked so good.

At the close of trading December 31, 1959, Film Company
shares stood at 200^ in the Film BULLETIN Cinema Aggre-
gate, a barometer of price achievement based upon representa-

tive industry issues. As of October 26, the Cinema Aggregate
reported a reading of 25l5/8—indicating that film company
shares, despite a recent wide sell-off, have crested not only the

high bank of 1959 but the all-time high in the 7-year history

of the Aggregate.

0
AH issues comprising the Cinema Aggregate presently sell

above December 31, 1959, prices, although in the case of two

companies the gains are merely fractional. For the most part

I960 has been the year of Universal Pictures. Many insiders

and a fair quorum of Wall Street foresee an extension of the

Universal climb throughout 1961. For sheer percentage gain,

no film firm approaches Universale 84% appreciation in ten

months of this year. (Decca Records, 87.6% owner of Uni-

versal, is up about 100% for the same period.)

Some market analysts feel they have spotted a sleeper for

the year ahead in Columbia Pictures. Judging by the rash of

investment studies (see below) dealing with this concern (cur-

rently selling about 21l/
2 ), investors may be well advised to

follow this situation with added attention.

It is regrettable to report that Theatre Company shares

have declined markedly. While Film Company stocks have

soared about 25%, Theatre stocks have dwindled 34%. In-

vestors are cautioned, however, not to draw misleading con-

clusions concerning theatre attendance, which, in actualitv,

shows a mild rise over 1959. Theatre stocks, in most cases, are

not really theatre stocks, since exhibition activities in most

cases of the publicly held companies play but a minor role in

the multifarious operations of these outfits. Altogether too

many forces interplay to permit one to relate theatre business

per se to the performance of ersatz "theatre" stocks.

0 0
COLUMBIA: AN EMERGING GEM? Included in Columbia

Pictures' ever-widening fandom in the money markets is Pur-

cell & Co. (NYSE), which makes its feeling explicit in the

following way:

"The story at Columbia Pictures is taking a happier turn.

Cost conscious management in recent years has lopped S2

million plus off studio costs and put this red ink division firmly

into the black. Based on estimates for the previous fiscal

period, the following table gives an indication of the recent

turn of events.

Year Ended Est. 6/25/60 6/27/59 6/28/58

Revenues S118,000,00 S115,772,785 5113,624,525

Oper. Deficit 1,043,000 2,445,385 4,987,330

Special Credits (Net) 3,150,000 2,596,615

Profit or Loss (d) 2,107,000 151,230 d4,987,330

Per Share 1.47 0.12 d4.31

"This trend, moreover, is expected to continue. Columbia
is currently releasing three pictures a month, of which one is

either a 'blockbuster' or a 'gimmick' type. Of the blockbusters',

the company is optimistic over the coming release of Pepe

and The Guns of Navarone, which cost S5 million to produce.

Screen Gems, its TV subsidiary, is expected to post new records.

In addition, Columbia has sold some of its Burbank properties,

grossing SI. 7 million on an original S86,00() investment. AH
in all, fiscal 1961 should show improved results. Earnings for

the year are currently estimated at between >2.sn t ,, xi a share

before Federal Income taxes. Company had tax carry forwards

totaling S5 million at the end of the previous fiscal year.

"Columbia's fastest growing division is Screen Gems. Starting

from practically nothing 10 years ago, this division is currently

grossing S4() million annually. Screen Gems produces syndi-

cated and network programs and distributes Columbia and

other producers old feature films. Its breathtaking growth pace

has been a drain on the parent's treasury. To ease the burden,

Columbia anticipates selling off part of its interest, perhaps on

a rights basis to stockholders. Should this be the case, it could

prove a boon to shareholders as the current price of Columbia

common hardly reflects the potentials of its fast growing

subsidiary.

"Looking beyond, the company's prospects appear bright

Outside of its movie business, Columbia will still control

Screen Gems. Moreover, its valuable library of post- 1948 films

is estimated to be worth as high as S30 million, or close to s 22

a share.

"Though current balance sheet figures are unavailable, com-

pany's finances are regarded as sound. At the end of June 2^,

1959, company reported current assets of S66 million and

current liabilities of S20 million. Receipts of the land sale are

expected to be used to repay debt. Cash dividend payments are

not imminent but would likely be considered should earnings

warrant.

"In view of company's recent record, the potentials inherent

in Screen Gems as well as the value of its post-1948 film

library, we feel the stock merits purchase as a speculation for

potential capital appreciation."

O 0

THE WHEREFORES OF THEATRE STOCKS. Apropos the

mixed-up status of exhibition activities within listed theatre

companies, we cite a section of a recent Newburger, Loeb

& Co. (NYSE) report dealing with American Broadcasting-

Paramount Theatres, Inc.

"The theatre division, which accounted for around 32% of

1959 gross (against about 67% in 1953), now consists of 480

movie houses. Some 944 theatres have been disposed of in the

past 11 years, far in excess of the number of units that were

required to be sold under the 1949 government consent decree.

LUtimate sale of an additonal 75 to 125 theatres is planned.

The combination of proceeds from the disposal of theatres and

large theatre property depreciation charges have provided sub-

stantial funds to help meet the needs of expanding television

operations. As a result of the already sizeable pruning of margi-

nal units, coupled with a rise in movie attendance, theatre

division earnings improved in 1959. Reflecting the temporary

shortage of films resulting from the recent Hollywood strike,

results in the current year might be slightly behind the year-

earlier experience."
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A Unitvtl I roui Aytiinsi Censorship

A number of highly respected people

from all branches of the industry have

offered their views recently on the

important question of the moral tone

of movies and the accompanying prob-

lem of who is responsible for main-

taining good taste on the screen.

The Times Film vs. Chicago cen-

sorship case now rests with the U.S.

Supreme Court, and it is practically

a unanimous feeling in the business

that even should we obtain a favorable

ruling that outlaws pre-censorship

where it still is practiced, a new wave

of bluenose legislation is just around

the corner. But on the matter of who
should begin to take precautions, who
should "clean house", as it were, movie

opinion is split right down the middle.

Producers and distributors tell thea-

tremen that it is partially their duty

to control pictures that appear in their

houses; exhibition, on the other hand,

points to the Production Code as the

spot where a reevaluation of movie

morals must begin.

It is sincerely hoped that in the

course of trading advice back and forth,

no one forget this basic truth: the cens-

ors are coming and we all must be

ready for them.

In a recent address to the Theatre

Owners of North and South Carolina,

Columbia vice president Paul N. Laz-

arus, Jr. called on exhibitors to "exer-

cise their social conscience" and assume

some of the responsibility of what is

seen on the local screen.

Attacks by outside groups against

lurid and sensational movies all have

been aimed at the producer and dis-

tributor, he claimed, adding that many

of the films have been made abroad,

where mores might be different from

those in the U.S. In Mr. Lazarus'

opinion, it is therefore up to the ex-

hibitor to "use his discretion" as to

w hat to play.

Speaking to the same group, Albert

M. Pickus, national TOA president.

took the opposite stance. Noting that

there have been a number of boxoffice

hits of late which, if repeated or im-

itated, "could do us inestimable long-

range harm", he said: "I am not pro-

posing censorship; nor am I suggesting,

for a moment, that producers and the

other creative men and women in our

business be restrained from producing

provocative pictures. I am urging, in-

stead, that they re-examine their valua-

tion of what makes a successful picture,

and guide their future efforts accord-

ingly."

The Hollywood viewpoint on the

broadening of movie subject matter is

enunciated by producer Joseph Paster-

nak as merely a trend toward "more

modern" interpretation. He tosses the

hot potato of threatening censorship to

exhibition. Let the large circuit opera-

tors exert their influence, he suggests,

and the problem of objectionable films

will be solved.

Abram F. Myers, adviser to Na-

tional Allied and its former general

counsel and board chairman, recently

asked producers to "cease making a

mere pretense at self-regulation and

restore teeth to the Production Code.

All who argue against any form of

governmental pre-censorship add, as a

necessary foundation to their conten-

tion, that the public will be adequately

protected by the prosecution of ex-

hibitors under local statutes and ordi-

nances for the showing of improper
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pictures . . . And if the only public

redress for objectionable pictures is the

prosecution of the exhibitors showing

them, then I earnestly hope that the

other great branches of the industry

will view very seriously their obliga-

tion to police themselves and not force

every exhibitor to make a hazardous

guess concerning the picture he shows,"

declared Myers.

Through all the allocating of re-

sponsibility for the maintenance of high

movie standards, two points must be

kept in mind:

(1) Exhibitors playing "objection-

able" films turned out by "fast-buck"

producers, or imports of "questionable

taste" will have to become reconciled

to facing the ire of the citizenry in

their communities.

(2) Hollywood, on the other hand,

has a responsibility to the industry at

large to avoid overstepping, within the

framework of the more liberal public

acceptance of film fare, the bounds of

good taste. At times, certain interpre-

tations of the boundary lines depend

on individual producers, but at no time,

as Mr. Myers so carefully pointed out,

is it proper to shift to the exhibitor the

blame for the producer's poor judg-

ment or avarice. In this tightly con-

stricted market, theatremen hardly can

afford to be choosers of pictures strictly

on the basis of their moral worth. With

so little product around, they might

too often have to make the choice be-

tween playing an undesirable film or

closing down.

There has been decidedly too much
finger-pointing on this issue among the

branches of our business. There is room
for improvment in quality of product

in production, distribution and exhibi-

tion, but the only way to meet the on-

coming cries for movie censorship is

for each to get his own house in order.

Then, and only then, can we present

to the censors what is needed most: a

united front.
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FCC Hearing Reveals

The Hooey in Hartford Ballyhoo

No matter what the outcome of last

week's FCC hearing on the proposed

pay-TV trial in Hartford, one fact

emerged above all else: the Zenith-

RKO General pay-as-you-see picture,

as it now exists, has been set squarely

before the public.

The veil of publicity that had

shrouded both sides of the to-pay-or-

not-to-pay issue was lifted, for the most

part, during the five days of testimony,

questioning and cross-examination that

comprised the Commission's look-see in

Washington. The two camps — the

Hartford feeveers and the Connecticut

exhibitors—had at each other with skill

and vigor, and when the dust had
cleared, a lot of misconceptions were

set aright and a great deal of high-

flown ballyhoo was brought down to

earth.

Highlight of the hearing undoubted-

ly was the incisive questioning of Hart-

ford Phonevision, and parent RKO
General, head Thomas F. O'Neil by

exhibitor attorney Marcus Cohn. His

relentless grilling lasted two days,

covering every conceivably related sub-

ject: from charges to the Paramount
Decree, from publicity claims to com-
petition against free TV and theatres.

But, as in the testimony of all the other

participants, the touchstone of contro-

versy was the matter of programming.

TELEMETER SURVEY

One question did remain somewhat
muddled in the eyes of the Broadcast

Bureau of the FCC, which acts as coun-

sel to the Commission. Bureau counsel

Louis C. Stephens announced at the

conclusion of the hearing that the ad-

visory arm will commission an inde-

pendent survey of the effect on free TV
of Paramount Telemeter's Etobicoke

toll experiment, and enter the results

into the Hartford record. Results of the

survey in Toronto will be due before

Dec. 1, when the hearing record will

be closed.

A day-by-day accounting of what
transpired when the FCC considered

Hartford Phonevision's request to con-

duct a three-year pay-TV experiment

over WHCT offers the clearest insight

into the question currently on the

tongues of movie industryites every-

where: What's what in Hartford?

On the opening day, under direct

examination, O'Neil stated that:

(1) Hartford Phonevision will pre-

sent only "boxoffice" attractions" —
such as films and sports events, which

are not available free to the public.

(2) No commitments have been

made for any programming on WHCT,
and all programming is "probable" be-

cause of "certain imponderables", such

as program availability, public accept-

ability and cost of programming. No
programming commitments can be

made by the station until it receives a

test license from the FCC.

(3) There is a potential audience m
Hartford of 50,000 sets.

FIRST-RUN FILMS

(4) All WHCT programs between

the hours of 7 and 11:30 p.m. on week

days—and for longer periods on week-

ends—will be substituted with "box-

office attractions". All programs re-

moved from the station by pay-TV, ex-

cept three, will be shown on the five

other area stations.

(5) The bulk of the programming
for slot-TV will be first run motion

pictures.

(6) WHCT has lost an estimated

$679,000 in the past 21 months, and

unless it receives the FCC permit, RKO
General is not interested in continuing

the operation. (Later, in forecasting a

$15,000,000 income in the first three

years for WHCT, under the pay sys-

tem, he predicted a loss of over $1,-

000,000.)

(7) There will be no advertising on

pay-TV.

(8) There are four phases in the sta-

tion's projected time schedule under

the pay setup: the period up to the

granting of the permit; the period of

soliciting subscribers; the period of in-

stallation of equipment and the first

year of subscription broadcasting, and

the remaining two years of the test

permit. The station will begin broad-

casting when it has 2,000 installations.

Under cross-examination by Steph-

ens, of the Broadcast Bureau, O'Neil

revealed the following:

( 1
) The determination if opera is

boxoffice will be if there is a sufficient

audience for opera or if opera is offered

in Hartford for an admission. The sta-

tion will be willing to cater to a small

audience for opera and other cultural

events as loss leader just as it will any

other public service programs for small

audiences. The criteria for selecting

feature films, however, will require a

much larger audience base, but only

films that can command an admission

charge will be presented.

(2) While an installation fee of

$7.50 to $10.00 had been announced,

it is possible the charge might be

higher (he could not state the maxi-

mum limit). The weekly maintenance

charge to subscribers will be a maxi-

mum of $.75; the rates for program-

ming will range from a minimum of

$.25 for children's shows to a maxi-

mum of $3.50 (motion picture rates

will vary from $.75 to $1.50).

The second day, in continuing his

cross-questioning, Stephens elicited

from O'Neil the following statements:

(1) Subscribers will be betting their

$10 installation fee that the program-

ming will be to their satisfaction.

(2) Phonevision will maintain a sub-

scriber for a minimum of $.75 per

week.

(3) The firm is prepared to make a

$2,000,000 $ 10,000,000 investment and

expects to pay about $125 for each de-

coder unit put in a home.

(4) WHCT plans to present films as

O'NEIL
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the bulk of its nightly programming
and will probably play three changes

a week; present the same picture twice

on the same night, and charge one fee

for all film presented on a single night.

(5) At the time of solicitation he

expects to have some programming.

(6) When asked if he had any

Reservations about submitting opera-

tional information to enable the FCC
"to publically assay the test", O'Neil

said he did not, except for some that

had to be kept confidential because of

competitors; for one: profit and loss.

PARAMOUNT DECREES

Starting with the twofold purpose of

showing that Phonevision was telling

the FCC one story and the public an-

other, and because of this, impeaching
the testimony of O'Neil, Cohn cross-

examined the RKO president. During
the afternoon, he made two additional

points: (1) The FCC might be called

on to decide whether RKO General is

qualified to have a feevee license, in-

asmuch as its activities in the motion
picture and TV film fields might be in

conflict with the U.S. vs. Paramount
Decrees, and (2) The FCC might be

obliged to go further to establish

whether or not there is a possibility of

obtaining contracts from stipulated pro-

gramming sources.

Cohn also introduced a Hartford

Times advertisement and a brochure

entitled, "Eighteen Questions about

Phonevision", issued by the pay firm.

O'Neil was unable to explain the fact

that the costs and programming details

in these two missives did not jibe with

the details in Phonevision's FCC appli-

cation. Neither could O'Neil say what

Ted Leitzel, widely acknowledged as

the top Hartford pay-TV publicist, was

doing for the pay project. Phonevision

counsel Theodore Pierson noted that

the two promotional pieces had to be

weighed against the "climate" in Hart-

ford at the time, implying that mis-

representations were then rife.

When Cohn asked O'Neil what

Hollywood studios had been contacted

for product (referring to a statement

in the "Eighteen Questions" brochure),

Pierson objected immediately. Subse-

quent argument resulted in a ruling by

FCC Chairman Frederick W. Ford that,

to a limited degree, the Commission

was entitled to know if the discussions

with the studios had resulted in raising

the probability of Phonevision's obtain-

ing feature film.

O'Neil's cross-examination by Cohn
carried over into the third day, with

the former testifying the following:

(1) He had conferences aimed at

buying motion pictures for the Hart-

ford station with M-G-M chief Joseph

Vogel and Warner Bros, head Jack

Warner and executive vice president

Ben Kalmenson.

(2) He plans on running "boxoffice"

films, ones regularly released to thea-

tres and not made just for pay-TV.

(3) He has no working knowledge
of movies, nor of Broadway plays suf-

ficient to know what "calibre" he wants.

(4) He said he will try to have all

four-letter words and off color themes

eliminated from Broadway plays before

they are shown on pay-TV.

(5) He will be in competition with

motion pictures but not with free tele-

vision.

'OUTRAGEOUS PROFITS'

This was followed by the testimony

of Charles H. Tower, vice president for

TV of the National Association of

Broadcasters, who presented a long list

of movies, legitimate shows, sports and

educational programs that already had

been offered by commercial video sta-

tions in Hartford. He added that if

pay-TV is successful, it will have an

adverse effect on free TV in the market

place.

Then Cohn returned to question

O'Neil about Phonevision charges to

the public that he termed "outrageous"

and which, he said, will result in "out-

rageous profits" to Zenith, Phonevision,

RKO General and Teco. He pointed

out that in the 1955 Zenith feevee ex-

periment in Chicago, it proposed to

sell the decoders to the public for $50.

Phonevision counsel challenged at

once, stating that decoders have

changed since then and that manufac-

turing costs have risen.

Cohn continued his cross-examina-

tion on the fourth day. O'Neil's answers

included the following:

(1) Before commencing operation,

he might conduct a survey to determine

what programming the public wants.

(2) He will have definite commit-

ments and be able to tell initial sub-

scribers the minimum they can expect,

although he might be unable to tell

them how many hours per day or week
broadcasting will be available.

The Commission then asked O'Neil

a series of questions that evoked sonic-

times exciting, always interesting re-

plies. Some of the more significant ones

follow:

(1) He said that the granting of .i

Hartford license will mean only adding

"another theatre in Hartford."

(2) He said that RKO is "gam-

bling" that its losses during the test will

be offset by a nationwide acceptance of

pay-TV and the recording of a profit

by the firm seven or eight years there-

after. He termed it at present a "most

speculative venture".

(3) He declared that if 50,000 sub-

scribers in Hartford pay S2.50 per

week during the third year of the test,

it might eliminate a loss there.

(4) Based upon his contact with the

film companies, he is confident he can

get first-run product for Phonevision.

(5) No program of any type cur-

rently on free TV can qualify as a box-

office attraction on Phonevision.

Joseph S. Wright, president of

Zenith was then examined by Stephens,

of the Broadcast Bureau. He noted,

among other things, that he had made
an investment to date of over 810,000,-

000 in Phonevision, and that Teco,

acting as a program procurement agen-

cy for Zenith, will receive no remunera-

tion from Phonevision during the first

year and will get a return thereafter

based on a sliding scale percentage.

MET FILM HEADS

The fifth and final day of the hear-

ing lasted into the evening hours, mak-

ing it the first FCC public night session

in more than ten years.

The majority of the time was taken

up by FCC questioning of Wright. It

brought out this comment:

He had appointments and discus-

sions with Warner and Kalmenson,

of WB; Robert H. O'Brien, of M-G-M;
Spyros P. Skouras, of 20th-Fox; Abe
Montague and Paul Lazarus, of Colum-

bia; Robert Benjamin, of United Ar-

tists, and Para.nount's Barney Balaban.

He "wouldn't say that the purpose of

these meetings was to persuade them to

make the product available.''
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Feevee Wants 'Fair' Test

The first day of the F.C.C. hearings on Pay Television pro-

posals for Hartford, Connecticut, produced some interesting

testimony. Thomas F. O'Neil of RKO General, owner of the

Hartford station which Zenith would use for the experiment,

said that the feevee system would have about 50,000 subscribers.

Interestingly, The New York Times reported the figure as

"about 50,000 subscribers" and the New York Herald-Tribune

reported it as "a maximum of 50,000 subscribers." In either

case, it is quite a figure.

In the Hartford-New Britain area, as of the beginning of

this year, there were a total of 177,000 homes with television

receivers. RKO General's Hartford station, WHGC-TV, is a

u.h.f. station, which means that it does not necessarily reach

every receiver in the area.

Therefore, it seems somewhat optimistic of Mr. O'Neil to

be talking in terms of better than one-third of the available

sets (discounting the u.h.f. difficulty) being available to pay

television in the area of the experiment.

It is also interesting to note the statements made by Mr.
O'Neil regarding cost to subscribers. He mentioned per-pro-

gram charges ranging from $.25 to $3.50, installation of feevee

equipment in the home costing $7.50 to $10.00 or possibly

more, and what United Press International reported as "a

maximum of $.75 weekly service fee." If Mr. O'Neil achieved

his 50,000 subscribers, the Hartford area would be paying him
approximately one-half million dollars plus possibly another

$37,500 per week, apart from charges for individual programs.

This, I think, may put the feevee question into a little better

perspective. In Hartford, the proposal is to use the public air.

Mr. O'Neil's case for Phonevision is based to some extent, if

his testimony is indicative, on the fact that his station is losing

money. He said that without pay television the station expected

to lose $278,000 in the year beginning this past October 1.

He also testified that during the proposed three-year tryout of

feevee the station would lose approximately $1,058,000. What
it comes down to is that Mr. O'Neil and his colleagues seem
frankly committed to the idea of using the Hartford feevee

operation as a loss leader and come-on for the system.

0

The fact is that subscription television must depend for its

ultimate success on the destruction of free television as a com-
petitor. To use a widely quoted paraphrase of an ancient

maxim, "Television cannot exist half fee and half free."

This point is much disputed by the proponents of the sub-

scription system, but it is inevitably true. If pay television

wants to attract customers, it must offer them things they can't

get on free television. And if there are things on free television

which are too strong as competition, they must be transferred

to the pay channels. But this cannot be done on an isolated

basis in a single community. Therefore, the proponents of
feevee are frankly willing to talk about co-existence with the
free medium, in their attempts to win trials for their proposals.

P
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And in such tests, there is every reason to believe that mil

lions upon millions of dollars will be expended to provide thi!
|,

kind of worthwhile programming which will attract viewers
i

impress public opinion and help persuade the Federal Com!
\

munications Commission or other government organizations t<j
e

permit further expansion of tollvision.

Once such expansion is permitted, however, you can dan n

well expect to see feevee's more aggressive face. If free tele a

vision is criticized for not putting on enough worthwhile pro "

grams, how can feevee, without enlightened sponsors, escape a

even more stringent criticism when it puts on assembly-lim cl

programs of its own because such programs attract more cus

tomers than, let us say, a symphonic concert?

The problem with subscription television is that its pro «

ponents cry "fair test, fair test," when there is no fair test| u

It isn't fair to permit a test of toll television where the test i, n

steadily subsidized and financed as a promotion stunt. It woulc r

be equally unfair to test feevee by giving it sufficient muscle t( c

wreck free television at the outset. And the use of the publii
;

air for a privately coded method of communication raises grav< a

questions of public policy. Is the federal government ready tt c

enfranchise one feevee system and not all the others? Is thi

federal government prepared, as it must inevitably be pre

pared, to regulate the rates charged for tollvision?

0 I

l

I find myself wondering what the reaction of the publii

would be if a private corporation came forward now with
\

proposal to improve the transportation situation in the Unitec '

States by creating a great new system of toll roads, with th< \

proviso that in order to get this system under way, Route 6( 1

and the Lincoln Highway would have to be turned over to th(
1

private company for inclusion in the toll system. The feeve<
"

people are not proposing in Hartford to build a new station [

they are proposing to take over an existing one. This is a tes
1

which the F.C.C. already has given preliminary authorization ^

What transpires from here on in deserves not only the constan '

^

attention of the motion picture industry, but also equally con

stant expert scrutiny.
j

Performance must be compared to promise. The program'

selected for tollvision must be compared to those available a

the same time on free channels. The amount of money pourec

into the Hartford area for the experiment must either be lim I

ited or adequately publicized by government regulatory agencies '

Part of the challenge in the Hartford area, however, must bt

directed at the existing television stations and motion picture

theatres of the affected communities. The quality of entertain

ment and public services offered by these stations and theatre;

can be the best answer to the advocates of feevee. It is not

enough merely to derogate tollvision. The best way to prove at
!

case against it is to show that it is simply not needed.

These comments are being written before the Washington

hearings are concluded. The hearings are only a very small

portion of the case against subscription television. The basic

principle involved in the imposition of this medium, at the

expense of existing media, undoubtedly will be subject to ulti-

mate scrutiny in the courts. Meanwhile, the city which calls

itself the "Insurance Capitol" of the United States may well

prove a very bad risk for the tollsters.
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A SALES WEAPON IS DOWNGRADED

Are Press Books

Doing Their Job?

Back in 1951, Warner Bros, had a

picture called "Come Fill the Cup."

Particularly in view of the title, there

were two schools of thought about how
the picture should be sold.

That wasn't the first time there had

been divergent views about the selling

angles on a picture, but it may well

have been close to the last time that the

exhibitor was given his choice. From
Warner Bros, he received advertising

mats pegged to the theme of the title,

and from Warner Bros, he could also

receive mats pegged to the idea of an

anti-drinking campaign. He had his

choice.

There was a time when a motion pic-

ture press book was stocked lavishly

with all kinds of ideas for the same pic-

ture—how to sell it as a comedy, how
to sell exactly the same celluloid as a

romance and so forth. The exhibitor

could choose between a campaign for

the carriage trade and one for the

adolescents. The press books were en-

cyclopaedias of promotion.

That was in those happy days before

the front offices, convinced that the

product shortage was a boon that re-

duced the need for baUyhoomanship,

put the axe to promotion budge's.

The lavish press book was one of the

first casualties of the great economy
push. It was downgraded primarily be-

cause it cost money to produce; but this

was not the only reason. The down-
grading also traced to the conviction of

many distributors that little if any part

of the promotion of a picture should

be left to the discretion of the ex-

hibitor.

FOLLOW 'PARTY LINE'

So the press book became, in a man-
ner of speaking, a mere guide to the

party line on a picture. It told the ex-

hibitor, "this is the way we are selling

this picture, and here are the accessories

you can get to follow through."

Of course there were some areas of

progress. Having discovered television,

the companies began to supply telop

material and TV trailers as well as ad
mats and exploitation ideas. The press

book story was told in fewer pages,

even though it covered more areas of

activity.

But when they cut the press books
down they also cut down the exhibitor's

area of choice. No longer could he
choose between different kinds of cam-
paign, each expertly packaged with ads,

exploitation ideas and gimmicks. Now
he had only one type of sell per picture.

If ever there had been a false econ-

omy in the movie business, this was it.

At a time when we need as many dif-

ferent promotional ideas as we can

come up with, we are seeking to stand-

ardize and take all the individual initia-

tive out of retail show business.

We need a greater variety of adver-

tising ideas in the press books—a va-

riety of ideas that can enable every

theatreman to choose the right kind of

campaign for his own situation. We
need to have sufficient variety so that

no picture can be tagged irrevocably

with only one kind of audience, and

then foisted on a theatre which simply

does not cater to that kind of audience.

You can go to an outlet store and

then to a swank Fifth Avenue empo-

rium and sometimes purchase exactly

the same handkerchief or pocketbook

or scarf—but what a difference in the

way they display it, and even package

it and wrap it! The same is true of mo-

tion picture merchandising.

The proof of the pudding can be

found in case histories of some movies

which had their campaigns switched in

mid-sell. There was the case of "The

Bishop's Wife," a comedy which some-

how didn't sell right as a comedy until

they switched the title to "Can and

the Bishop's Wife."' Then there was the

picture which exhibitors played either

as "A Ticket to Tomahawk' or "The

Sheriff's Daughter." We could cite a

dozen others.

What is happening now, as a result

of the single-angle pressbook, is that

major circuits who can afford to put

their own ads together are still able to

devise different campaigns, while the

small theatre operator has no such lati-

tude because his resources are so much
more modest.

One of the reasons for this single-

angle pressbook, of course, is the cost

of advertising today. The average movie
company believes it cannot afford to

put together three or four differently-

angled large magazine or newspaper

ads, plus a special pressbook series (the

way it did in the golden days), so it

makes one series of ads suffice for all

purposes. Such economy is on a par

with refusing to make "Ben Hur" be-

cause it cost so much to produce. Few
investments are as consistently lucrative

as the money which goes into motion

picture promotion. For further details

on this point, you might ask Joe Levine.

And while on the subject of the

money invested in promotion, we might

also note that some pretty capable pro-

motion executives received their basic

training in press book departments, at

a time when these departments, had
enough money to pay for large, eager

staffs of young men anxious to learn.

(Today, like as not, a press book is at

least in part farmed out to a special

agency.)

SOLD EXHIBITOR, TOO

The press book in its prime, of

course, was more than merely a pro-

motion manual for the exhibitor. It also

was designed to sell the exhibitor on
the importarce and boxoffice potential

of the picture. It told him how to sell

the picture to the high school crowd
( ( ontinued on Page 19)
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"Village of the Damned"

Scatter Katutf O ® Plus

Unusual, absorbing story of super-children. Could be

b.o. "sleeper" if backed by strong campaign.

This could be a "sleeper". A bizarre excursion into the world

of the unexplainable, "Village of the Damned" is a most un-

usual tale, intelligently constructed, with an "almost believe-

able" approach. This M-G-M release about a group of super-

human children who possess the ability to read minds and

spread terror is by no means just another horror-shocker. Given

strong promotional backing, it could draw surprising returns

in the general market. George Sanders lends mild support to

the marquee, but word-of-mouth figures to be the major box-

office factor. The unusual plot line, scripted by Stirling Sill i-

phant, Wolf Rilla and George Barclay, and based on John

Wyndham's novel, "The Midwich Cuckoos," tells in absorbing

style what happens in a small English village after all its

inhabitants awake from a mysterious four-hour sleep and the

women, including the unmarried ones, discover they are preg-

nant. Eventually twelve children are born and similarities at

birth—each weighs just over ten pounds and has the same flaxen

hair and strange, powerful eyes—indicate a super-natural in-

fluence at work. At four months the children are able to com-

municate to one another through mental telepathy, at three

they have intellects of twenty-five year olds, at nine they also

seem to have super-natural powers. Director Rilla has deftly

guided with a taut hand. Sanders is at his polished best as

the scientist-father of one of the offsprings who becomes their

teacher hoping he can influence their minds for good instead

of evil. Good performances are turned in by Barbara Shelley,

his wife, and Michael Gwynne, his War Office-employed

brother-in-law. After the children bring about the death of

two villagers and seriously threaten Gwynne, Sanders realizes

they must be destroyed. Armed with a time-bomb, he goes to

his regular teaching session. Knowing they can read his mind,

he holds out until the bomb goes off destroying them all.

M-G-M. 78 minutes. G<
duced by Ronald Kinnoc

Sanders, B 0 ,~<
ected by Wolf Rilla

Shelley, Michael Gw>

"Walk Tall"

3u4i4te44 &t\ttH$ O PLUS

Minor western in color, C'Scope. Supporting dualler.

Despite a handsome DcLuxe Color-CinemaSrope mounting,

this 20th Century-Fox release from Associated Producers, Inc.

is a colorless sagebrusher about a U.S. cavalry officer assigned to

bring to justice an Indian-killing ex-soldier. There's quite a bit

of talk about a possible Shoshone uprising and the destruction

of a recent peace treaty between the Indians and the U.S. gov-

ernment, but in the end, the status quo remains untouched.

Producer-director Maury Dexter manages to churn up a little

action and suspense, but horse opera buffs will find it quite

pale. Fortunately, the short running time (60 minutes) makes
it easy to book as a supporting dualler for the action ma-Ice:.

Willard Parke/ as the dedicated officer and Kent Taylor as the

renegade bounty scalper deliver their portrayals in ctolid west-

ern fashion, while Joyce Meadows adds window dressing. After

powerful young Indian chief Buffalo Horn's bride is killed

by Taylor and his men, Packer sets out to bring him back for

trial and prove the white men's justice to the Shoshones. Taylor
is captured and starts back to the fort with Buffalo Horn's
tribe and Taylor's own men close behind. Taylor cvenr.-ally

gains the upper hand, and he and his men depart with Miss
Meadow,, leaving Packer for dead. Parker follows them to their

hideout and Buffalo Horn arrives in time to kill Taylor.

"The Secret of the Purple Reef"

Routine Caribbean mystery about a missing boat. Color

and C'Scope. Rating is for action market dual bills.

Producer Gene Corman has put together a routine Caribbean

melodrama in DeLuxe Color and CinemaScope for 20th Cen-

tury-Fox release. The events surrounding the mysterious dis-

appearance of a respectable family's fishing vessel and the

uncovering of a plot to collect $50,00 insurance are unfolded

in familiar fashion, but director William N. Whitney has gen-

erously laced them with plenty of fisticuffs, gunplay and sus-

pense, giving this fair value for the action market. The cast is

minus exploitable names, except, perhaps, for Peter Falk, who
scored so brilliantly in "Murder, Inc." His performance here

as a sadistic gangleader who instigates the insurance fraud is

superb. Newcomer Jeff Richards is handsome and forceful as

the hero, and attractive Margia Dean is Falk's girl friend. The

Harold Yablonsky-Corman script, based on a SatEvePost

serial, has Richards returning to his family's small island to

find out what happened to the fishing boat and his older

brother, who was the captain. He and younger brother Richard

Chamberlain travel to the Purple Reef, where the boat dis-

appeared, and discover the wreckage of the tanker Dagger.

Falk's warnings to drop the investigation fail to stop the two

brothers, and after a series of encounters with people on the

island, they discover that Falk deliberately wrecked the Dagger

to collect $50,000 insurance. He then destroyed the Richards'

ship because her crew had witnessed the fraud. Falk kills Miss

Dean, whom he suspects of betrayal, and is killed by Richards.

20th Century-Fox. 80 minutes. Jeff Richards, Margia Dean, Peter Falk. Produced
by Gene Corman. Directed by William N. Whitney.

"A Breath of Scandal"

Old-fashioned royal court romance too dated for to-

day's audiences. Loren, Chevalier, Technicolor.

Gay Vienna, circa 1905, is the old-fashioned setting for this

old-hat romantic comedy starring Sophia Loren, John Gavin

and Maurice Chevalier. Filmed in Technicolor by Carlo Ponti-

Marcello Girsoi for Paramount release, it shapes up as a

dubious boxoffice attraction. The Loren, Chevalier names give

the marquee a helpful lift, but such dated fluff about royal

scandals is hardly calculated to cause much of a stir among

today's moviegoers. Despite the star values, "A Breath of Scan-

dal" appears destined for the lower slot on most dual bills.

Walter Bernstein's script, based on French playwright Ferenc

Molnar's "Olympia," pokes a frothy finger at pre-World War
I Austrian court life, and director Michael Curtiz has strived

for laughs, but the farcial situations grow too thin too often.

Miss Loren plays a wild and romance-hungry princess, relying

largely on her physical attributes. Gavin gives a pleasant per-

formance as the energetic American scientist who comes to

court on business and ends up with Miss Loren. As her father,

Chevalier is, as usual, the suave ambassador of love. Isabel

Jeans, as Sophia's mother, and Angela Lansbury, as an ambi-

tious countess, lend solid support. During a forced exile for

scandalous behavior, Miss Loren meets Gavin and they fall in

love. But when a chance comes for her to return to Vienna

and obtain the Emperor's forgiveness by marrying a colorless

prince, she skips out on Gavin without revealing her true

identity. Gavin's discovery of Miss Loren's true position

threatens to upset her plans. Miss Jeans forces her daughter to

break off with Gavin. Gavin agrees on the condition Miss Loren

spends a weekend with him. Though innocent, it unites them.

20th Century-Fox. 40 minutes. Willard Parke
duced and Directed by Maury Dexter.

Joyce Meadows, Kc
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The Alamo" Big Dne about the Epic Texas Battle

GtuiHtM &*tu? GOO Pius

Big in scope, big in heroics. Wayne's multi-million dollar

Todd-AO Technicolor production looks big for mass
market. Top cast, climactic struggle will sell.

Producer-director John Wayne's twelve million dollar Todd-

AO Technicolor tribute to the heroic defenders of the Alamo
is big, occasionally rousing, frequently corny. Commercially, it

appears to have those elements that will please the masses, if

not the classes. Based on one of history's most colorful mo-
ments, "The Alamo" has been blessed w ith scope and some fine

performances that lift it above similar efforts in the field of

outdoor drama. And it boasts a rip-roaring climax that ranks

with the best battle sequences ever filmed, serving as a stirring

eulogv for the 185 brave volunteers who wiped out 1700 of

dictator Santa Anna's disciplined and battle-tested soldiers be-

fore being destroyed themselves.

What will be the boxoffice performance of "The Alamo" as a

roadshow attraction? As noted, the film's strongest appeal will

be to "plain folks" and their kids, not to sophisticates. Much
depends on the willingness of the former, in sufficient number,

to pay advanced admission prices. Weekends should be big,

with the youngsters pulling their parents along. Best prospects

are in sections of the country removed from the metropolitan

cities. There can be no question tha: it will be a smash grosser

when United Artists eventually puts it into general release.

"The Alamo" has been generously laced w ith all of the ingre-

dients that spell financial success. First, there is a cast of excit-

ing screen personalities headed by Wayne, Richard Widmark,
l Laurence Harvey and Richard Boone. There is the overpower-

i
ing climactic battle that fairly rocks the screen, romance in the

shapely form of lovely Linda Cristal, and teen-age appeal in

singer Frankie Avalon and Patrick Wayne. There is humor,

suspense and "schmaltzy" pathos, and it's all topped off with a

you-are-there and truth-is-stranger-than-ficrion flavor that gives

the production an added dimension of drama.

The big selling point in this Batjac Production is, obviously,

the massive, heroic struggle for the Alamo. Enroute to that

pulsating climax, James E. Grant's original screenplay presents

a compilation of sub-plots, ingenuous character vignettes, ad-

venturesome excursions by patrols from the fort, naive homilies

on courage, freedom, faith and patriotism, snatches of humor.
But throughout the three hours, twelve minutes running time

the spectator feels the mounting tension of the approaching

battle to the death. When the epic combat starts it is something

to behold.

Nothing has been spared to make "The Alamo" a film of

enormous scope. The sprawling land that was Texas in 1836

comes brilliantly and thrillingly to life under William H.

Clothier's superb lensmanship. The reconstruction of the adobe

mission that became a fortress and then a shrine is a milestone

in design ingenuity. It could net art director Alfred Ybarra an

Oscar. James E. Grant's original screenplay is a compilation of

character insights and direct plotting toward the inevitable and
rousing battle. The musical score by Academy Award winner

Dimitri Tiomkin ranks with his very best.

Exposure over the years to some of the top directors in the

L.S. troops gallantly state off Mexi-
can death charge against the Alamo.

business has paid off for actor Wayne in this, his debut, as a

director. Through characters and camera he has established

moods and scenes that will linger long in the memory. And his

climactic battle sequence w here "000 Mexican Dragoons charge

and recharge the rapidly crumbling mission is a masterpiece

of violence, courage and gallantry in defeat.

Because "The Alamo" is a story of heroes, a cast of heroic

screen personalities have been gathered to portray them. Wayne
gives his best performance to date as the famed Indian fighter

Davey Crockett who brings his Tennessee volunteers to the

Alamo to fight for freedom. It is a portrayal rich in homespun
humor and bristling with he-man action. Widmark is outstand-

ing as the hard-fighting, hard-drinking frontier knife fighter

Jim Bowie who decides to stay and die in the under-manned

mission. Harvey, a rapidly growing boxoffice name since "Room
at the Top," is strong as the arrogant and foppish Colonel

William Travis who achieved greatness as the uncompromising

commander of the Alamo. Boone is effective in his two brief

appearances as General Sam Houston who asks Harvey and his

men to hold off the Mexicans as long as they can in order that

he might buy time to raise a much needed army. Solid support

is lent bv Avalon, the kid who accompanies Wayne to Texas,

Miss Cristal, the Mexican-widow who falls in love with Wayne,

Joan O'Brien, the second-in-command's wife who survives the

horrible battle and Chill Wills, the humorous whiskey-drinking

frontiersman from Tennessee.

The story covers the 13-day defense of the Alamo; the fra-

ternity of brotherhood that grows among the men within its

walls; the personality clash between Widmark and Harvey; the

stabilizing influence of Wayne; his brief love affair with Miss

Cristal before he sends her off to safety; the midnight sabotage

raids on the gathering Mexican forces; the final destruction of

the fortress.

United Artists 192 minutes. John Wayne. Richard Widmark Laurence Harvey.
Frankie Avalon. Patrick Wayne. Linda Cristal. Joan O'Brien. Chill Wills. Richjrd

Boone. Produced and Direc'.cd by John Wayne.
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VALUE LIXE 'SI'RUY

U & MGM Cue Upbeat Film Outlook

Following is the latest analysis of the motion

picture industry by The Value Line Investment

Survey, published by Arnold Bernhard & Co.

In our analvsis of the Entertainment Industry 3 months ago,

we singled out two stocks—Decca Records and M-G-M—as

attractive for "inclusion in diversified accounts at this time".

These two issues have done admirably. In a generally, declin-

ing market, Decca has advanced 21^ from 29 to 35, and

M-G-M. 23 <~<- from 31 to 38.

Unlike many "glamour" stocks, Decca and M-G-M have

acquired their investment popularitv not because of public

hopes for large profits several years hence, but because of

sharp earnings improvement currently underway. The net

profits of M-G-M, for example, increased from S2.91 a share

in fiscal 1959 (ended Aug. 31st) to about S4 in fiscal I960

and are heading for S5.50 in fiscal 1961. Likewise. Decca's

earnings are approaching S4.~5 a share this year from only

S1.81 in 1959: they may top S6 in 1961.

W hy are the fortunes of these two companies soaring to new
heights at a time when theatre attendance is only half that of

the mid-Forties? And what is the significance of their success?

Road Show Engagements

In the case of M-G-M. the expansion in profits can be

ascribed significantly to the overwhelming success of "Ben-

Hur '. This movie spectacular cost the company about S15 mil-

lion to produce. Shown so far in only 70-odd theatres, it has

already brought in approximately that amount in less than a

year. Judging by the box-office results to date, some trade

observers believe that it will ultimatelv gross perhaps as much
as SI 00 million. Less optimistic estimates would still indicate

that, over the next few years, M-G-M's earnings from "Ben-

Hur" alone could exceed S2 a share annually.

While the artistic excellence of the production has been an
important factor, the success of "Ben-Hur" is attributable, in

part, to the manner in which the picture is being released.

Ordinarily, movies from Hollywood are distributed in what is

regarded by the trade as the "general release" pattern. L nder
this method, a picture, after it has been premiered in one or a

feu theatres in key cities, is played off throughout the L'nited

States and Canada at popular prices in about 6 months. Foreign
showings, also at popular prices, extend over a period of about
2 years.

The distribution of "Ben-Hur", however, has been handled
quite differently. Like "The Ten Commandments" and "Around
the World in 80 Days", two of Hollywood's all-time top
grossers, this picture has been issued on the "road show" basis.

I nder this method, the company opens the film in only a

limited number of theatres in major cities around the world.
The initial engagements, featured by sale of reserved seats at

advanced prices, generally last several months, sometimes over
a vear. Only after the picture has fully exhausted its potential
in these key houses will it go to theatres in nearby communi-
ties I \ en then, the film will be exhibited on the basis of one
or two showings a day and at higher-than-usual admission
charges. This pattern of gradually moving down the scale,

charging «hat the traffic will bear, continues over a period of

several years until the picture is finally offered at neighborhood

theatres at popular prices. The advantage of this form of disl

tribution is that, from a given number of audiences, the pirmrl

will generate the maximum box office receipts.

Showmanship & Salesmanship

The success of Decca Records, because it does not involviljl

just one movie hit, provides a better illustration of how .

Hollywood producer-distributor has adjusted itself to today' ;

market. To understand what may be in store for other movitw*

studios, it is enlightening to examine some of the importan

steps taken by Decca. or its subsidiary L'niversal Pictures, to b<

specific

(1) Streamlining of production and distribution. L niversal';i|

management was among the first in the industry to recognize
|

that, the movie audience having contracted sharplv since Work
War II. Hollywood must abolish its accustomed policy of mass

producing mediocre pictures. It was also quick to realize that

reduction in output would result in excess studio facilities

which would, in turn, cause swollen unit overhead costs

Accordingly, the company sold, in late 1958, its Hollvw<

studios, leasing back just a small portion for its own use.

The studio sale, sharplv critized bv many Hollvwood veteran'

at the time, has since proved to be one of the most astutt

undertakings bv any movie company. It provided L'niversa

with a substantial amount of cash for production and financing

of high-budget movies and also facilitated notable reductior

in studio maintenance expenses. Moreover, no longer having

to rush pictures before the cameras in order to defray studic

overhead, the company and its associated producers have since

been able to film pictures at the most feasible times and places

Abolishment of the mass-production policv led to a number

of other economy moves. There was no longer a need to main-

tain a large sales staff in a network of "film exchange" offices

To streamline its sales department. Universal reorganized it?

distribution setup so that, instead of 32 fully integrated

change offices, there are now only 10 parent branches with 22'

supplemental sales offices. Similar changes were made over-

seas. Result: savings of several million dollars a year in dis-

tribution costs.

(2) Careful selection of stories and artists. One of the strik-

ing characteristics of today's contracted movie audience is

it is highly selective. The majority of movie goers nowadays

see only pictures that offer special appeal. Adapting itself to the

new market climate. L'niversal shifted its production emphasis

from just "ordinary" movies to "blockbusters". A blockbuster,

as the company defines it, is a picture based upon a well-known

literarv or dramatic property with a star-studded cast, often a

film of epic proportion, but in each case a most expensive as

well as lavishly produced picture. It may also be an original'

play by name writers, brought to the screen by experienced

producers and ace directors. All of the major pictures sched-

uled for release by Universal in the coming year fall in than

category.

(3) Intensive promotional campaigns. For today's audience,

movies based on well-known titles and starring popular artists'

stand a good chance of being successful. Even so, not all these

"blockbusters" spontaneously arouse the interest of a large

(Continued on Page 19) I
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Part of the lobby of the new

Trans-Lux 85th St. Cinema-

Cafe, which reopened with

UA's "Inherit the Wind".

Showmanship Starts at Home
— in the Theatre Lobby

In the head-over-heels rush to discover that

>howmanship gold — novelty— precious lodes

Sometimes are taken for granted and remain

[intapped.

Certainly one of the most obvious places to

Kctice the ploys of promotion is the theatre

! obby. Through these portals pass the most de-

irable customers in the world. They have come

because they are moviegoers—regular or occa-

sional—but customers all. And yet, all too

)ften, the theatre lobby has served as not much

,nore than a background for the sale of candy

uid other refreshments, with little of its usually

xpansive space devoted to promotion of the

iasic merchandise—movies.

Of late, however, the lobby has been re-

suscitated as a merchandising mart, and is get-

ing the big play from film companies and ex-

hibitors alike. They're rushing to the outer

ounges armed with paint brushes, bold displays

uid ambitious redecorating plans; telephones

hat play recorded plugs for upcoming pictures;

posters ingeniously conceived and executed, and,

>verall, a fresh approach to a tested selling spot.

Recently, Joseph E. Levine, a keen-eyed show-

man if ever one existed, and one who never has

)een able to resist taking advantage of a selling

>pportunity— obvious or obscure—urged thea-

remen to make good use of the lobby. Declared

he perpetually-in-motion president of Embassy
J
ictures: "The theatre lobby is among the most

effective points-of-sale available to an exhibitor

ind, except in rare instances, it is the most

leglected. In the course of a week, thousands

>f patrons parade through the lobby and yet

nost theatres confine their lobby sale to 1

•imple poster announcing the next attraction."

Levine has been translating his showmanship

heories into action worthy of note ever since

le began putting over his foreign-made spec-

acles with the high, hard-sell some years ago.

One of the items that helped power "Hercules

Jnchained" to a solid gross this year was a

line-feet-tall, animated, double-flasher, full-color

obby standee that drew crowds wherever it

•vas employed. Embassy vice president Eddie

Hbmon said that his firm was "determined

o put motion into motion picture merchandis-

ng '. Latest Levine eye-catcher, slated for lob-

sies all across the land—an eight-feet, double-

Sasher, multi-colored display for "Where the

Hot Wind Blows'*. It features stars Gina Lol-

lobrigida and Yves Montand in a climactic

scene from the M-G-M release.

One of the most striking examples of new

showmanship-in-the-lobby is concentrated more

on patron comfort than coming attractions, but

from all implications, its daring decor has been

drawing plenty of interest—not to mention cus-

tomers. The reference is to the new Trans-Lux

85th Street Cinema-Cafe, which boasts an au-

thentic Parisian atmosphere (see illustration

above). The public is invited to wine and dine

in a foreign setting—and, of course, catch the

show—and the extra effort in pleasing John Q.

promises to pay off handsomely.

A stunt cooked up by Daniel Jones, of the

Ritz Theatre, Granville, N.Y., reported the

Schine publicity department, was centered

around an executioner's chopping block set up

in the lobby of the house to plug Columbia's

"13 Ghosts". Needless to say, it drew plenty of

attention. Similarly, a gruesome mannequin's

face was set up by Phil Thorne on a table in

the lobby of his Playhouse, Canandaigua, N.Y.

An accompanying sign read: "We Dare You
To Look at This Girl's Face! She Saw '13

Ghosts'." A tie-in card and a 22 x 28 completed

the display, which earned more than its share

of curious stares. Jim LaFarr, of the Seneca,

Salamanca, N.Y., fashioned a display of clocks

in his lobby—plugging, what else—M-G-M's
"Time Machine".

A stunt pulled off jointly by radio movie

commentator Dick Osgood (WXYZ, Detroit)

and the Michigan Theatre management recently

drew over 4,000 listeners to a special preview

showing of Warner Bros. "The Dark at the

Top of the Stairs". Once captive, the crowd was

put to work selling the picture to their friends

via a batter)- of a dozen telephones hooked up

in that promotional promised land—the lobby

(set illustration).

For their part, the film firms are pitching in

with material especially designed for employ-

ment in the lobby. United Artists has arranged

a national tour for Reynold Brown's oil paint-

ing, "The Last Charge of the Alamo". The

20-feet-square work of art will be put to a

decidedly commercial use when it is displayed

in, among other places, theatre lobbies in key

cities across the country in connection with

regional premieres of "The Alamo."

Some of the huge crowd that responded to Detroit

radio movie commentator Dick Osgood's invitation to

come to Michigan Theatre to see Warner's "The

Dark at the Top of the Stairs" wait in lobby to use

special telephones to call their friends, tell them about

the film. Phone stunt is being used increasingly.

1*
"Inherit
The Wind \

|

John T. Scopes, television actress Maggie Hayes look

at display in the lobby of New York's Astor Theatre at

American premiere of UA's "Inherit the Wind". Scopes,

guest of honor at the bow, started "Monkey Trial"

that inspired plenty of controversy—and the film.

"SCQOGw

This color display for Columbia's forthcoming "Pepe"

now is in lobby of New York's Criterion Theatre, where

film has its' world premiere Dec. 21.
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RECORD PUSH. "Spartacus" sound track album is

teing supported by a joint showman push that fea-

tures a kit containing numerous promotional pieces,

shown above. Prepared by Decca and Universal, 1,500

of the kits are going out to Decca dealers everywhere.

'Spot The Stars' Contest To

Sell Oscar in 22 Million Homes
If Oscar doesn't break another TV audience

record next year, it won't be because the in-

dustry isn't trying its showman best. In addi-

tion to the traditional strong sell, the big night

will be plugged in some 22,000,000 homes via

a cooperative contest attractively tabbed, "Spot

the Stars Sweepstakes".

The campaign, to be conducted by the Reuben

H. Donnelley Corp., will enjoy the coopera-

tion of nationally-known food and grocery com-

panies in key markets all across the country.

A few weeks before Oscar night, 22,000,000

envelopes will be mailed to them, containing

discount coupons for food products and entry

blanks for the contest. National and regional

theatre chains also will be approached to par-

ticipate by selecting the markets they wish to

use and offering weekday discount coupons in

the same mailing.

ALL WOMAN. Columbia's "All the Young Men" opened
to sensational business recently at Louisville, Ken-

tucky's United Artists Theatre, and one of the reasons

was this utterly charming young lady, Jo Neal Utterly,

who did street bally in a clever "sandwich sign" stunt.

Where Are Pictures for

Marcus Plan in Pittsburgh?

On the strength of the business racked up by

the first test picture, the COMPO-Marcus mer-

chandising plan promises to be a solid success

in the Pittsburgh area. But there's one problem:

it's running out of films.

According to Alec Moss, COMPO coordi-

nator of the setup there, the first release to

enjoy the extra, exhibitor-distributor joint pro-

motion, Buena Vista's "Jungle Cat", has more

than borne out the boxoffice efficacy of the

plan instituted by COMPO co-chairman Ben

Marcus in Wisconsin. But now that the second

feature, Columbia's "I Aim at the Stars", has

opened (last week), local exhibitors have hit a

blank wall in search of more product. Members
of the Central Committee, an exhibitor group

that selects pictures for the Pittsburgh plan, will

try to meet with general sales managers of the

film companies to solve the shortage.

At least four more films are needed "to get

the plan started," said theatreman Harry Hen-

del, chairman of the Central Committee. Ac-

cording to Hendel, the distributors are laboring

under a misconception as to what type of pic-

tures are right for the push. Neither block-

busters nor "dogs" are suitable, he explained,

but, rather, in-between entries with exploitation

angles suited to mass selling.

UA CHANGES found Gabe Sumner (left) named pub-

licity manager, replacing Burt Sloane, and Al Fisher

appointed national exploitation chief, in place of

Mori Krushen, assigned to the newly-created post of

director of press and exhibitor relations. Sumner had

been operating an independent publicity firm, while

Fisher had served as UA assistant exploitation man-

ager since 1956.

'Nile' To Get Widespread

Holiday Push from 20th-Fox

Twentieth-Fox is hoping that movie fans all

across the country will be made aware of

"Legions of the Nile", one of its most impor-

tant attractions for the holiday season, and

toward that end they're backing it with the

largest promotional expenditure since the de-

but a year ago of "Journey to the Center of the

liarth".

Slated to be launched in a market-by-market

area saturation program, beginning November
16 in Los Angeles and moving East from there,

"Legions" will arrive in New York for the

Christmas season with what 20th believes will

be a powerfully comprehensive sale. The push

will hinge on the extensive employment of full-

color television trailers, termed a "first" in

video merchandising for a major attraction.

Black-and-white TV trailers also are available

from Fox, and full-color, double-truck trade ads

now are in work.

'ALAMO' ACTIVITY. From top: (1) "The Alamo" pro-

ducer-director-star John Wayne and his entourage are

greeted in gala ceremonies at San Antonio, Texas

airport. Some 250 visiting press attended the four-day

junket climaxed by the world premiere of the United

Artists' release; (2) Wayne and Mrs. Wayne join with

UA executives vice president William J. Heineman

(right) and James R. Velde, vice president in charge

of domestic sales, at reception at La Villalta, replica

of an old Mexican villa in San Antonio; (3) Crowds

gather in front of New York's Rivoli Theatre for the

star-studded MEDICO benefit bow of the picture, and

(4) UA executives at the Gotham festivities include

president Arthur B. Krim, flanked by vice president in

charge of advertising, publicity and exploitation Roger

H. Lewis (left) and Milton E. Cohen, Eastern and

Canadian division manager.
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(Continued from Page 13)

and how to sell the very same picture

to the women. It was full of different

sales angles, all intended to persuade

the exhibitor that the film was saleable

on all levels.

By economizing on the size and va-

riety of ideas in the pressbook, the dis-

tributor forces his picture into a single

sales groove. If its appeal is conceived

to be largely on the basis of sexploita-

tion, the whole campaign is built on

this theme, and the guy who wants to

appeal to a different audience is just

plumb out of luck. On this kind of

basis, what would have happened with

even a "Gone with the Wind?"

Take a look at the industry which

probably advertises more than any

other in the nation, the automobile

business. Can you conceive of Chevrolet

building its entire campaign around

the spaciousness of its trunk compart-

ments, or the gasoline economy of its

engines, without paying equal attention

to the rest of its sales points?

Probably some distributors will say

that the automobile companies can af-

ford to have a number of different sales

pitches for the same car, because they

have so much money to spend on ad-

vertising. But considering the money
spent in film production today, the

movie industry hardly can plead pov-

erty, even if the desire to save a few

bucks was the original cause of the

single-sell technique.

But economy was not the only cause.

A few years ago the movies discovered

the value of an advertising theme. They
hired outstanding designers to design

theme art for motion pictures, like the

stylized drawing that appeared on prac-

tically everything connected with "The
Man with the Golden Arm." This re-

peated use of a single design was sup-

posed to create clearer recognition and

identification of the product, and it

worked. Like all good ideas, it can be

overdone. The Chevrolet trademark ap-

pears in every ad, but that doesn't

mean every Chevy ad is offering the

same kind of sell. The CBS eye can be

seen in every network ad, but that

doesn't mean they are selling "CBS Re-

ports" and "Pete and Gladys" the same
way.

The movies attained their greatest

success by offering a single product

which appealed to every member of the

family. Now we seem to be trying to

reverse our field, and pre select Spe-

cialized groups and appeal to them one

at a time. But that isn't enough. When
you have a "Sunrise at ( .a mpobel lo" you

must use one approach for the older

folks who knew Franklin I). Roosevelt

and something entirely different for the

younger people who lack any associa-

tion with the late president. And it's

that way with almost every picture.

When A Streetcar Named Desire-

was previewed as a motion picture,

Tennessee Williams kept telling the

movie people it would play as a com-

edy. They thought he was crazy. He
wasn't. It did play on that preview

night as a coined), and the subsequent

advertising took that fact into account.

That doesn't mean that the picture was

sold as a comedy. It means that ads of

different kinds could be included, so

that a theatre operator could decide just

what sort of appeal would go over best

with his potential customers. He had

ads presenting the film as great drama,

ads presenting it as an excursion into

sex, ads in a lighter vein.

But that was when the pressbooks

were fat and sassy and packed with

salespower. Today, alas, they seem to

have fallen on evil days.

VALUE LINE SURVEY

(Continued from Page 16)

number of moviegoers. To minimize the risk of flops, Universal

has been implementing an effective promotional campaign for

every major production it distributes. Launched long before

production of the picture has even begun, the sales and adver-

tising program continuously brings the picture and the artists

involved to the attention of exhibitors and the public at large.

National magazines as well as trade publications are extensively

used. Also, printed advertising is often supplemented by pro-

motion over television and radio, and by tie-ins with records

and paperback books. The effectiveness of the company's pro-

motional efforts is underscored by the fact that, notwithstand-

ing unfavorable notices by press reviewers in a few cases,

every major motion picture released bv L'niversal in the past 18

months has been a money producer.

Industry Takes a Cue

The current successes of M-G-M and Decca Records do not,

of course, guarantee that the earnings of these companies will

follow an uninterrupted uptrend. It would be naive to expect

every production from these studios to be sucessful. But thev

do indicate two things: (1) The earnings of these two com-
panies will fluctuate at much higher levels than in the Fifties.

(2) Despite the decline in theatre attendance during the past

15 years, motion picture companies can indeed, and will prob-

ably, prosper over the next 3 to 5 years.

Impressed, for example, by the success of "Ben-Hur ", Holly-

wood producers are distributing an increasing number of their

more important productions in the reserved seat, premium price

pattern. At present, 20th Century-Fox is "road-showing' its

"Can-Can"; Warner Bros., its "Sunrise at Campobello"; and

Decca Records, its "Spartacus ". Forthcoming features to be re-

leased on limited engagements in key cities include United

Artists' "Exodus" and Columbia Pictures' "Pepe".

The major studios are also placing widening emphasis on
making films based on best sellers and Broadway successes.

Among the already well-known titles now being adapted for

the screen are "Inherit the Wind", "The Ugly American", "The
World of Suzie Wong"; "The Greatest Story Ever Told"; "Ad-

vise and Consent", "Let No Man Write My Epitaph", and
' The Four Florsemen of the Apocalypse".

Meanwhile, streamlining of production and distribution ac-

tivities has become one of the key objectives of all Hollywood
managements. To provide "greater efficiency and better service"

to Canadian exhibitors, for example. Paramount and Columbia

Pictures recently consolidated their sales-distribution operations

in that country. And 20th Century-Fox has entered into an

agreement to sell its vast studio properties in Los Angeles,

leasing back only a portion for its own use.

Because of the varied business acumen of the individual man-

agements and because the new economy drives were initiated

at different times, the various Hollywood studios will not

achieve maximum efficiencies at the same time. By and large,

however, we believe these companies will have bolstered their

profitability considerably by the mid-Sixties. For that reason

most of the leading movie stocks currently rank high for

3- to 5-vear Appreciation Potentiality. For the coming year,

Decca Records and M-G-M remain the most interesting invest-

ments in the group. They are both ranked among the top 20r ^

of all stocks for Probable Market Performance in the Next

12 Months.
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Whisis your product
All The Vital Details on Current &> Coming Features

l Date of Rim BULLcTIN Review Apoear* At end of Synopsis I

April

BLUEDZARD'S TEN HONEYMOONS Georqe Sanders,

Corinne Calvet. Producer Roy Parkinson. Director W.
Lee Wilder Based on the true-life story of Landru,

infamous French bluebeard. 92 mm.

June

I PASSED FOR WHITE Sonya Wilde, James Franciscus.

Producer-director Fred Wilcox. Story of a Negress

who passes for white. 91 min.

July

PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert. Pro-

ducer-director Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt.

Petrosino's war against the Mafia in the early 1900 s.

R A YM E David Ladd John Aqar. Charles Winninger,

Richard Arlen. Producer A. C. Lyle. Director Fred

McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant 6

foot barracuda. 72 min.

August

SEX KITTENS CO TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren, Tues-

day Weld. Miianou Bardot. Producer-director Albert

Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets sfaid col-

lege routine. 93 min.

September

CALTIKI THE IMMORTAL MONSTER John Merivale, Didi

Sullivan, Gerald Herter. Science fiction thriller. 76 mm.

HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen, Vic

Damone. Patricia Owens, Sessue Hayakawa, Miiko

Taka. Producer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson.

True story of U. S. Marine hero Guy Gabaldon. 132 min.

8/22/60.

TORMENTED, THE Richard Carlson, Susan Gordon. Juli

Reading. Froducers Bert I. Gordon, Joseph Steinberg.

Eerie shocker. 75 min.

October

CLOODY BROOD, THE Barbara Lord, Jack Bett, Peter

Falk. Producer Juiian Roffman. Melodrama about mod-
ern generation. 71 min.

SERENGETI Color. Narrated by Michael Gnimek,
Dr. Bernhard Gnimek. Documentary of African Jun-

gle. 84 min.

TIME COM3 Curt Jergens, Mylene Demongeot. Suspense
story. V2 min.

November

HEROES DIE YOUNG Erika Peters, Robert Getz, Bill

Browne. Daring incident during W. W. II. 76 min.

PLUNDERERS. THE Jeff Chandler, Dolores Hart. Pro-

ducer-director Joseph Pevney. Band of young hoodlums
intimidate enli

L'NFAITHTULS, THE Gina Lollobrigida. May Britt. Pierre
Cressoy. Producers Carlo Ponti, Dino De Laurentis.
Drama. 89 min.

December

Coming

BIC BANKROLL, THE David Janssen. Fabulous life

story of the king of the gamblers. Producers Samuel
Bischoff, David Diamond.

DONDI David Kory, David Janssen, Patti Page, Walter
Winchell. Mickey Shaughnessy. Producer-Director
Albert Zugsmith. Story based on the comic strip
character. 90 min.

RECKLESS. PR'DE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTt/ARTRE Lana Turner. Louis Jour-
dan Producer-direct r , ,qlas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

S-hell. Producer Stuart

May
CIRCUS OF HORRORS Specta-Color. Anton Diffring,

Frika RemSerg. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn.

Director Sidney Hayers. Horror spectacle. 89 m,n.

5/23/60.

June

JAILCRCAKCRS Robert Hutton, Mary Castle, Producer-

director Alexander Grasshoff. Four escaped convicts

try to find a treasure of $400,000.00 from a bank rob-

bery. 64 min.

WHY MUST I DIE? Terry Moore, Debn P^got. Pro-

ducer Richard Bernstein. Director Roy Del Ruth. True
story of an innocent girl on "Death Row." 86 min.

July

AMAZING TRANSPARENT MAN Marguerite Chapman,
Doug!as Kennedy, James Griffith, Producer Lester D.

Guthrie. Director Edgar G. Ulmer. 60 min.

CEYOND THE TIME BARRIER Robert C'arke. Dirlene
Tompkins Arianne Arden. Producer Robert Clarke.

Director Edgar G. Ulmer. A journey to the world of

B0 min.

HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScope, Color. Vincent Price,

M irk Damm, Mvrna Fahey. Producer-director Roger
Corman. Edgar Allen Poe's classic. 85 min. 7/25/60.

October

JOURNEY TO THE LOST CITY Colorscope. -Debra
Paget, Paul Christian. Director Fritz Lang. 95 min.

November

GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON CinemaScope, Color.

Mark Forest, Broderick Crawford. Action fantasy.

90 min.

January

KONGA Color. Michael Gough, Margo Johns. Pro-

ducer Herrmn Cohen. Director John Lamount. Monster
gorilla rampages through Piccadilly Circus. 90 min.

March

April

MASTER OF THE WORLD Color, Dyna-Magic. Vincent
Price, Charles Bronson, Henry Hull, Mary Webster,
David Frankham. Jules Verne tale of one man's scheme
to eliminate war. 120 min.

Coming

REPTILICUS Bodil Miller fiction. 9

emaScopeTAKE ME TO YOUR LEADER Ci
science fiction.

WORLD IN MY HANDS, THE Martha Hyc
spectacle.

COLUMBIA

April

BABETTE GOES TO WAR CinemaScope, Color, Brigitte

Bardot, Jacques Charrier, Producer Raoul J. Levy.
Director Christian-Jaque. Bardot helps defeat Germany.
103 min. 2/29/60.

BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG Dick Clark, Mich-l Cil
Ian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Jerry Bresler. Director
Paul Wendkos. A teacher fights teenage violence. 102

min. 3/14/60.

May
ELECTRONIC MONSTER Rod Cameron, Mary Murphy.
Producer Cohen-Levy. Director Tully. A mind machine
in the hands of a murderer. 72 min. 6/6/60.

KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO CinemaScope, Color. Rob-
ert Taylor, Anne Aubrey. Producers Irvina Allen.

Albert R Broccoli. Director Richard Thorpe. Engineer
fights slave trade in Africa. 91 min. 4/25/60.

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathews.
Producer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre de Toth.
Hollywood film magnate becomes U.S. counter-spy. 92
min. 4/11/60.

STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY. THE Guy Rolfe. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Ritual murders
in India. 81 min. 5/23/60.

June

BATTLE IN OUTER SPACE Color. Ryo Ikebe, Leonard
Stanford. Producer Tomoyuki Tanaka. Director Inoshiro
Honda. 90 min. 6/27/60.

MOUNTAIN ROAD, THE James Stewart, Lisa Lu Pro-
ducer William Goetz. Director Daniel Mann. G.l.'i
fight across Burma. 102 min. 3/28/60.

MY DOG BUDDY Ken Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis.
Director Ray Kellogg. A boy and his dog are parted.
77 min. 5/9/60.

12 TO THE MOON Ken Clark, Phillip Baird, Tony
Daxter, Francis X. Bushman. Producer Fred Gebhardt.
Director David Bradiey. The first lunar flight. 74
min. 8/22/60.

July

STOP! LOOK! & LAUGH! Three Stooges. Paul Winch-ll
& Jerry Mahoney. Producer Harry Romm. Director
Jules White. Funny man romp. 78 min. 8/22/60.

STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET CinemaScope, Color.
Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak, Ernie Kovacs. Barbara Rush.
Producer-director Richard Ouine. Love triangle in sub-
urbia, based on Evan Hunter's best-seller. 117 min.
6/6/60.

13 GHOSTS Charles Herbert, Jo Morrow, Martin Milner.
Producer-director William Castle. Rib-tickling ghost tale.

88 min. 7/25/60.

August

NIGHTS OF LUCRETIA BORGIA. THE Color. Belinda
Lee, Jacques Sernas. Producer Carlo Caiano. Director
Sergio Grieco. Action spectacle. 108 min. 8/8/60.

September

ALL THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd. Sidney Poitier.
Producer-director Hall Bartlett. U.N. forces trapped
behind enemy lines in Korea. 86 min. 8/8/60.

AS THE SEA RAGES Maria Schell. Cliff Robertson.
Producer Carl Szkoll. Director Horst Hechler. A war
among fishermen and islanders. 97 min. 8/22/60.

ENEMY GENERAL, THE Van Johnson, Jean Pierre
Aumont, Dany Carrel. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
George Sherman. 74 min. 8/22/60.

FAST AND SEXY CinemaScope. Color. Gina Lollo-

brigida, Dale Robertson. Producer Milko Skofic. Di-

rector Reginald Denham. Love story set in Italy. 98

min. 9/5/60.

October

I AIM AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw.
P-oducer Charles h. Schneer. Director J Lee Thompson.
Film biography of brilliant rocket scientist von Braun.
107 min. 9/19/60.

I'M ALL RIGHT. JACK Peter Sellers, Ian Carmicrunl,
Terry-Thomas. Producer Roy Boulting. Director John
Boulting. 104 min.

LET NO MAN WRITE MY EPITAPH Burl Ives, Shelley
Winters. James Darren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan. Di-

rector Philip Leacock. 106 min. 10/3/60.

SONG WITHOUT END CinemaScope, Color. Dirk Bo-

qarde, Capucine. Producer William Goetz. Director
Charles Vidor. Musical biography of Franz Liszt. 141

min. 7/11/60.

November

HELL IS A CITY Stanley Baker, John Crawford, Donald
Pleasance. Producer Michael Carreras. Director Val

Guest. 96 min.

SURPRISE PACKAGE Yul Brynner. Mitzi Gaynor Pro-

ducer-director Stanley Donen. 100 min. 10/17/60.

December

JAZZ BOAT CinemaScope. Anthony Newley,
Aubrey. Producers Irving Allen, Albert R. Broccol
Director Ken Hughes. 90 min.

PLEASE TURN OVER Ted Ray, Jean Kent, Leslie Philip

Joan Sims. Producer Peter Rogers. Director Gera
Thomas. 86 min, 10/17/60.

3 WORLDS OF GULLIVER. THE Super Dynamatio
.Color. Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow. Producer Charl
Schneer. Director Jack Shar. 100 min.

YOUR PRODUCT



NOVEMBER SUMMARY
The November release list has dip-

ped to 19, with Twentieth Century-Fox

retaining first place with four films.

United Artists and Allied Artists are

tied for second spot on the strength

of three pictures, while Columbia,

M-G-M and Paramount each has slated

two releases. Universal, Warner Bros,

and American-International have one

apiece ready for November.

Coming

DEVIL AT 4 O'CLOCK, THE Spencer Tracy. Frank
Sinatra Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mervyn
4.eRoy.

SIDGET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope, Color. Jamet
Darren. Michael Callan. Producer Jerry Bresler.
GUNS OF NAVARONE, THE CinemaScope. Color
Sregory Peck, David Niven, Anthony Quinn. Producer
Carl Foreman. Director J. Lee Thompson.

IK CinemaScope, Color. Cantinflas, Dan Dailey,
Shirley Jones. Producer-director George Sidney.

RAISIN IN THE SUN Sidney Poitier. Producer David
Susskind. Director Daniel Petrie.

SAPPHO, VENUS OF LESBOS CinemaScope. Color.
<erwin Mathews, Tina Louise.

rWO FACES OF DR. JEKYLL, THE Color. Paul Mania,
)awn Addams. Producer Michael Carrerat. Director
'erence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
on i classic.

WACKIEST SHIP IN THE ARMY, THE CinemaScope.
Color. Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson. Producer Fred
<ohlmar. Director Richard Murphy.

INDEPENDENTS

June

>IGN OF ZORRO. THE IBuena Vista). Guy Williams.
Henry Calvin. Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-
tors Norman Foster and Lewis R. Foster. Savash-;
suckling hero saves old Los Angeles from tyrannical
:ommandante. 91 mln.

July

OLLYANNA IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Jane Wyman.
lichard Eagan. Producer Walt Disney. Director David
.wift. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller. 134 min. 4/11/60.

August

•RIVATE PROPERTY (Citation Films, Inc.) Corey Allen,
Varren Oates, Robert Wark, Jerome Cowan, Kate
Aanx. Producer Stanley Colbert. Director Leslie
tevens. 80 min. 8/22/60.

•AVAGE EYE, THE (Trans-Lux Kingsley) Gary Merrill,
Barbara Baxley. Herschel Bernardi. Producer-Director
en Maddow, Sidney Meyers, Joseph Strick. 67 min.

['/22/60.

December

WISS FAMILY ROBINSON IBuena Vista) Technicolor,
ohn Mills, Dorothy McGuire. Producer William H.
>nderson. Director Ken Annakin. Adaptation of Johann
Vyss' Adventure classic.

Coming
•HASERS. THE IGaston Hakim) Jacques Charrier,

'Charles Agnovour. Director Jean-Pierre Mocky. Cyni-
jal yet engrossing French import about youthful
/omen-chasers. 75 min. 3/28.

AY OF THE TRUMPET, THE IC. Santfiago Film Organi-
.ation Prod. I John Agar, Richard Arlen, Bill Phipps.
roducer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

'REAM MACHINE, THE (Amalgamated Prods.) Rod
Kameron, Marty Murphy, Peter llling. Producers Rich-
rd Gordon and Charies Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
omery Tully.

I

NTERTAINER, THE (Continental Distributing, Inc.)
aurence Olivier, Brenda de Bamie, Joan Plowright.

I roducer Harry Saltzman. Director Tony Richardson,
lilm version of John Osborne's play. 97 min. 10/17/60.

liORGO (King Bros.) Technicolor, Wide screen. Bill

ravers, Vincent Winter, William Sylvester. Producer
Maurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

HIROSHIMA, MON AMOUR (Zenith International)
jmmanuelle Riva, EJ T I Okada. Producer-Director Alain
iesnais. Love story set against background of war.
8 min. 7/25/60.

r HAPPENED IN BROAD DAYLIGHT (Continental
(
istributing, Inc.) Heinz Ruhmann, Michel Simon, Gert

|

robe. Producer Lazar Wechsler. Director Ladislao
ajda. 97 min. 10/17/60.

AZZ ON A SUMMER'S DAY IGalaxy Attractions, Inc.)
ouis Armstrong, Gerry Mulligan, George Shearing,
roducer-director Bert Stern. Sights and sounds of the
lewport, R. I. annual jazz festival. 85 min. 5/9/60.

UNGLE CAT IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Story of
nimal life along the Amazon River.

IGHT ACROSS THE STREET, THE IUMPO) BrigiHe
ardot, Raymond Pellegrin, Roger Piquat. Producer
acques Gauthier. Director Georges Lacombe. Drama.
French husband and wife try to live without normal

ix relations, after the husband had a near-fatal acci-
«nt. 76 min.

UST TO KILL [Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
im Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
•Ifred R. Milton, Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

IICHAEL STROGOFF (Continental Distributing, Inc.)
•olor, CinemaScope. Curt Jurgens, Genevieve Page,
roducer John Spigler. Director Carmine Gallone.
dventure classic. 115 min. 6/6/60.

EVER ON SUNDAY I Lopert Films, Inc.) Melina Mer-
ouri, Jules Dassin. Director Jules Dassin. 91 min.

Film

REST IS SILENCE, THE I Films Around the World. Inc.)
Hardy Kruger Peter Van Eyck, Ingrld Andree. Pro-
ducer-Director Helmut Kautner. Modernized version of
Hamlet in German. 106 min. 8/8/60.

SANTA CLAUS (K. Gordon Murray Productions! Joseph
Elias Moreno. Producer William Calderon. Director
Rene Cardone. Children's Christmas story. 94 min.
10/3/60.

SCHOOL FOR SCOUNDRELS Continental Distributing.
Inc.

I
Ian Carmichael. Terry-Thomas Alastair Sim Ja-

nette Scott. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Robert
Hamer. British comedy. 94 min. 7/25/60.

SILVER SKATES, THE IBuena Vista) Eastman Color.
Rony Zeander. Carin Rossby. Producer Walt Disney.
Director Norman Foster. Romantic fairy-tale taking
place by the Zuider Zee in 1850.

TEN WHO DARED IBuena Vista) Brian Keith. John
Beal. James Drury. Producer Walt Disney. Director
William Beaudine. 92 min. 10/17/60.

THUNDER IN CAROLINA IHowco International) Rory
Calhoun. Alan Hale, Connie Hines. John Gentry. Pro-
ducer J. Francis White. Director Paul Helmick. 92 min.
7/25/60.

METRO-GOLDWYN -MAYER

April

PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES CinemaScope. Metro-
Color. DorfT Day^ David Niven Janis Paige. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director Cnarlas Walters. Comic ex-
periences of N. Y. couple and their children. Ill min.
3/28.

May
PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney, Terry
Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas.
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military
academy. 93 min.

June

ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN. THE Cinema-
Scope. MetroColor. Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges. Pro-
ducer Samuel Goldwyn. Jr. Director Michael Curtii.
Film version of Mark Twain's classic story of the Mis-
sissippi River. 107 min. 5/9/60.

GIANT OF MARATHON, THE Dyalscope. Color. Steve
Reeves, Mylene Demongeot. Producer Bruno Vailati.
Director Jacques Tourneur. Action-filled recreation of
the classic battle of ancient Greece. 92 min. 6/6/60.

July

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope. MetroColor. Judy
Holliday, Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-
tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit.

127 min. 6/27/60.

THE DAY THEY ROBBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray. Elizabeth Sellars, Hugh Griffith. Producer
Jules Buck. Director John Guillermin. Suspense'ul
action-thriller of a sensational robbery. 85 min. 8/8/60.

August

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaScope.
MetroColor. Robert Wagner. Natalie Wood. Susan
Kohner. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Michael
Anderson. Drama involving four young people whose
paths cross in their search to find love. 112 min.
7/25/60.

TIME MACHINE. THE Color. Rod Taylor, Alan Young.
Producer-director George Pal. Based on H. G. Wells'
story of a man who invents a machine which carries
him from the 19th century into an amazing world of

the future. 103 min. 7/25/60.

September

ANGEL WORE RED. THE Ava Gardner. Dirk Bogarde.
Joseph Cotten. Producer Goffredo Lombardo. Director
Nunnally Johnson. Drama, during Spanish Civil War,
involving a priest and a beautiful dancer. 99 min.

9/19/60.

SUBTERRANEANS, THE CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Leslie Caron, George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed.
Director Ranald MacDougall. Film version of Jack
Kerouac's novel. 89 min. 8/22/60.

October

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter, Pat Crowley.
Producer Kathryn Hereford. Director Phil Karlson. Story

of a man threatened by a gang of hoodlums after he

is witness to a murder. 81 min. 10/3/60.

November

BUTTERFIELD 8 CinemaScope. MetroColor. Elizabeth

Taylor, Laurence Harvey. Producer Pandro S. Berman.
Director Daniel Mann. Adaptation of John O'Hara's
novel. 109 min.

WHERE THE HOT WIND BLOWS Gina Lollobrigida

,

Yves Montand. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Jules

Dassin. From Roger Vailland's best-selling novel of

smoldering violence among people of primitive morals
living in an isolated Adriatic village. 120 min. 10/3/60.

December

CIMARRON CinemaScope, MetroColor. Glenn Ford.
Maria Schell, Anne Baxter. Producer Edmund Grainger
Director Anthony Mann. Based on Edna Ferber's classic
novel.

WHERE THE BOYS ARE CinemaScope. MetroColor.
Dolores Hart. George Hamilton, Yvette Mlmieux, Paula
Prentiss. Connie Francis. Producer Joseph Pasternak.
Director Henry Levin. Based on Glendon Swarthout s

best-seller about college students who join annual
Easter trek to Florida for vacations and romance.

January

GORGO Eastman Color. Bill Travers. Will Sylvester.
Vincent Winter. Producers Frank and Maurice King
Director Eugene Lourie. Adventure story of a monster
that virtually destroys London to rescue its off-spring
from captivity.

VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED George Sanders. Bar-
bara Shelley. Producer Ronald Kinnoch Director Wolt
Rilla. Suspense drama with a science-fiction basis. 78
min.

February

COLOSSUS OF RHODES. THE CinemaScope. Color.
Rory Calhoun Lea Massari. Director Sergio Leone.
Action spectacle of historic battle between Ihe people
of ancient Rhodes and invading Phoenicians.

GO NAKED IN THE WORLD CinemaScope. MetroColor.
Gina Lollobrigida. Tony Franciosa. Ernest Borgnioe
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Ranald MacDou-
gall. Film version of a novel by Tom Chamales.

March

ATLANTIS, THE LOST CONTINENT Color. Anthony
Hall. Joyce Taylor, John Da II . Producer-Director
George Pal. Science-adventure drama of mysterious
civilization said to have vanished into the sea.

Coming

BEN HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston.
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd. Hava Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Brb-

lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

GREEN HELMET, THE Bill Travers. Nancy Walters. Pro-
ducer Charles Vetter. Director Michael Forlong. Dra-
matic thriller about auto racing, based on the novel by
John Cleary.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, Technirama. Jeffrey
Hunter. Siobhan McKenna. Robert Ryan. Producer
Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas Ray. Epic drama
based on life of Christ.

MAGIC BOY Magicolor. Animated cartoon depicting
adventures of a little Japanese boy and girl and their

animal friends in the mountain district of Japan. 83 min.

SILENT PARTNER, THE Stewart Granger. Haya Hara-
reet. Producer Michael Relph. Director Basil Dearden.
Melodramatic story mixing sex and suspense.

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope, Eastman color. Victor

Mature. Orson Welles. Producer-Director Richard
Thorpe. Epic of barbaric Tartars who swept out of

Asia intent on the destruction of western civilization.

PARAMOUNT

May
FIVE BRANDED WOMEN Van Heflin. Silvana Mangano.
Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis. Director
Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Nazis. 106 min.

4/11/60.

PRISONER OF THE VOLGA Eastman Color. John Derek,
Elsa Martinelli, Dawn Addams. Director V. Tour-

ieasky. Historical spectacle. £2 min. 5/9/60.
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June
WALK LIKE A DRAGON Jack Lord, Nobu McCarthy,
James Shigeta. Producer-director James Clavell. Drama
set in the Old West dealing with the fight between
an American settler and a Chinese immigrant for the

love of an Oriental slave girl. 95 min. 6/6/60.

July

BELLBOY, THE Jerry Lewis. Aiex Gerry, Joan Tabor.
Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of a mute bellboy
at a Florida resort. 72 min. 8/22/60.

RAT RACE, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan. Drama of a career-seeking

TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT Eastman Color. Gordon
Scott, Jock Mahoney. Producers Sy Weintraub. Harvey
Hayutin. Director Robert Day. Famous king of the
untamed engages in more adventurous activities. 88
min. 6/27/60.

August

IT STARTED IN NAPLES VistaVision, Technicolor. Clark
Gable, Sophia Loren. Producer Jack Rose. Director
Mel Shavelson. An American lawyer goes to Italy to

get his orphaned nephew and falls in love with the
child's governess. 100 min. 7/25/60.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh, Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles,
John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Story based on Inner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert
Bloch. 10? min. 6/27/60.

September

BOY WHO STOLE A MILLION, THE Virgilio Texera,
Maurice Reyna. Producer George Brown. Director
Charles Crichton. Young bank messenger "borrows"
1,000,000 pesetas to help his father. 64 min. 9/19/60.

UNDE3 TEN F1AGS Technirama. Van Heflin, Charles
Lauqhton. Producer Dino DeLaurontis. Director* Duilii
Coletti and Silvio Narizzano. Drama of WWII. 92
min. 9/5/60.

November

BREATH OF SCANDAL, A Technicolor. Sophia Loren,
Maurice Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti
and Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtiz. A sophis-
ticated story of the make-believe world of the Austro-
Hungarian court around 1906. 98 min.

G.I. BLUES Technicolor. Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse.
Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog. Story
of American soldiers in Germany. 104 min.

December

CINDERFELLA Technicolor, VistaVision. Jerry Lewis,
Ed Wynn, Anna Marie Albe.-ghetti, Erin O'Brien. Pro-
ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin. Modern
version of the Cinderella fairy tale. 91 min.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Nancy Kwan, Michael Wilding, Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Richard Ouine. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and the Broadway play.
129 min.

Coming

ALL IN A NIGHT'S WORK Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Shirley MacLaine, Cliff Robertson. Producer Hal Wal-
lis. Director Joseph Anthony. Pretty research assistant
for publishing empire suspected of blackmail plot
involving late boss.

BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim. Producer Raymond Eger. Direc-
tor Roger Vadim. Suspense drama based on story by
Paul Galileo.

BLUEPRINT FOR ROBBERY Jay Barney, Tom Dugqan.
Producer Bryan Foy. Director Jerry Hopper. Story
of a $2,000,000 bank heist.

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S Technicolor. Audrey Hep-
burn, George Peppard. Producers Martin Jurow,
Richard Shepherd. Director Blake Edwards. Adapta-
tion of the best-seller by Truman Capote.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden. Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,
Georqe Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW li

espionage drama.

HATARI Technicolor. John Wayne, Gerard Blain. Pro-
ducers-Director Howard Hawks. Drama of adventurers
who caputre wild animals for zooj.

ONE-EYED JACKS VistaVision Technicolor. Marlon
Brando, Pina Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-
tor Marlon Brando.

ON THE DOUBLE Panavision, Technicolor. Danny
Kaye, Dana Wynter. Producor Jack Rose. Director Mel
Shavelson. Gl entertainer drafted into Allied espio-
nage plot.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY. THE VistaVision, Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire. Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter.
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-
boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

SAVAGE INNOCENTS, THE Technirama, Technicolor. An-
thony Ouinn. Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray. 110 min. 10/3/60.

SUMMER AND SMOKE Laurence Harvey, Geraldine
Page. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Peter Glenville.
Drama based on Tennessee Williams' Broadway play.

May
CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson Welles,
Juliette Greco. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director
Richard Fleischer. Psychological thriller of dual iden-
tities. 97 min. 5/23/60.

FLAME OVER INDIA DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Ken-
neth More, Lauren Bacall. Producer M. Hellman. Di-
rector J. Thompson. Suspense melodrama set in India.
130 min. 4/25/60.

VALLEY OF THE REDWOODS CinemaScope. Lynn
Bernay, John Hudson. Producer Gene Corman. Di-
rector William N. Witney. Masterful and ingenious
crime drama set off in northern California. 63 min.
4/25/60.

June

BOBBIKINS CinemaScope. Shirley Jones, Max Bygraves.
Producer O. Brodney. Director Robert Day. Hilarious

family comedy. 89 min. 2/29/60.

OPERATION AMSTERDAM Peter Finch, Eva Bartok.
Producer M. Cowan. Director M. McCarthy. Based on
a novel by David E. Walker. 105 min. 4/11/60.

TWELVE HOURS TO KILL CinemaScope. Nico Minar-
dos, Barbara Eden. Producer John Healy. Director
Edward L. Cahn. Crime melodrama. 83 min. 5/9/60.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Montgomery
Clift, Lee Remick, Jo Van Fleet. Producer-Director
Elia Kazan. An elderly woman successfully fights the

Tennessee Valley Authority. 110 min. 6/6/60.

July

FROM THE TERRACE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Myrna Loy. Pro-
ducer-Director Mark Robson. Inside look at low morals
of upper class. 144 min. 7/11/60.

HIGH POWERED RIFLE CinemaScope. Willard Parker,
Allison Hayes. Producer-director Maury Dexter. 60
min. 8/8/60.

LOST WORLD, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Fer-

nando Lamas, Claude Rains, David Hedison, Jill St.

John. Producer-Director Irwin Allen. Adventure-fantasy
spectacle. 98 min. 7/1 1/60.

MURDER. INC. CinemaScope. May Britt, Stuart Whit-
man, Producer Burt Balaban. Director Stuart Rosen-
berg. Story of famed crime syndicate. 107 min. 7/1 1/60.

STORY OF RUTH, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Elana Eden, Peggy Wood, Stuart Whitman. Producer
Samuel G. Engel. Director Harry Koster. Story of the
biblical character. 132 min. 6/27/60.

TRAPPED IN TANGIERS CinemaScope. Edmund Pur-
dom, Genevieve Page. Producer Riccardo Freda.
Director Antonio Cervi. 74 min. 8/22/60.

August

FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard Basehart, Stu Erwin, Rex Allen. Producer-
Director George Sherman. 84 min. 8/22/60.

IDIOT, THE Y. Yakovlev, J. Borisova, N. Podgorny.
Director Ivan Pyriev. Russian exchange film in coop-
eration with the State Department, based on Dostoiev-
sky's novel. 122 min. 8/22/60.

ONE FOOT IN HELL CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Dolores Michaels, Don Murray, Alan Ladd. Producer
Sydney Boehm. Director James B. Clark. 90 min.
8/22/60.

SONS AND LOVERS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Dean
Stockwell, Trevor Howard, Wendy Hiller, Heather
Sears. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jack Cardiff.
Drama of passion and love in a Welsh mining com-
munity. 103 min. 7/25/60.

39 STEPS, THE Kenneth More, Taina Elg. The cultural
exchange production with the U.S.S.R. 95 min.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Ray Stricklyn,
Mary Anders, Willard Parker, Producer Jack Lee-
wood. Director William Claxton. Story of the teenage
life of the rotoriuos outlaw. 73 min. 8/22/60.

September

FRECKLES Carol Christianson, Martin West. Producer
H. Spaulding. Director M. McLoglin. 84 min. 10/3/60.

GODDESS OF LOVE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas, Claudia Gora.

HIGH TIME CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Bing Crosby.
Fabian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Charles Brackett.
Director Blake Edwards. Rich, older playboy goes back
to college and learns a lot. 103 min. 9/19/60.

LET'S MAKE LOVE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Yves
Montand, Tony Randall, Marilyn Monroe. Producer
Jerry Wald. Director George Cukor. Romantic com-
edy. 118 min. 9/5/60.

SEPTEMBER STORM StereoVision . Joanne Dru, Mark
Sevens. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director Byron
Haskin. Unique underwater drama. 99 min. 10/17/60.

October

BATTLE OF AUSTERLITZ CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color
Leslie Caron, Jack Palance, Rosanno Brazzi, Vittorio De
Sica, Martine Carol. Director Abel Gance.

DESIRE IN THE DUST Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer, Joan
Bennett, Brett Halsey, Ken Scott. Producer-Director Wil
liam Claxton. 102 min. 10/3/60.

SECRET OF THE PURPLE REEF Peter Falk. Producer Gene
Corman. Director W. Whitly.

November

NORTH TO ALASKA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. John
Wayne, Stewart Granger, Ernie Kovacs, Fabian, Capu-
cine. Director Henry Hathaway. Mail-order bride is

brought to Alaska in gold rush days.

December

Richard Egan

-Director Davi

Coming
BIG GAMBLE, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Stephen Boyd, Juliette Greco, David Wayne. Produce
Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Richard Fleischer.

CAPTAIN'S TABLE, THE John Gregson, Peggy Cum-
mins, Donald Sinden, Nadia Gray. Producer JosepH
Janni. Director Jack Lee. Delightful comedy aboul
life aboard a pleasure cruiser. 90 min. 8/8/60.

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor, Peter Finch, Stepher
Boyd. Producer Walter Wanger. Dirctor Rouben
Mamoulian.

FERRY TO HONG KONG Curt Jurgens, Orson Welles
Sylvia Syms. Producer George Maynard. Directoi

Lewis Gilbert. Offbeat comedy-drama about a cul

tured tramp, a scheming captain, and their strang<

alliance.

FIERCEST HEART, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color

Raymond Massey, Juliet Prowse, Stuart Whitman
Taken from the pioneer adventure novel of the sam<
name by Stuart Cloete.

LEGIONS OF THE NILE Linda Cristal. Director Vit

torio Cottafavi. Spectacular historical melodrama

MILLIONAIRESS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color
Sophia Loren, Peter Sellers, Alastair Sim. Produce
Carlo Ponti. Director Anthony Asquith. Bernard Shaw'
famous comedy.

SALAMMBO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Jacques Ser

nas, Edmund Purdom. Colorful panorama based o

Flaubert's famous story.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Mylan^
Demongeot, Michael Craig, Anne Heywood. Produce
Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Rowdy, racy

ragout of an impossible French baby-sitter. 101

UNITED ARTISTS

April

BOY AND THE PIRATES. THE Color. Charles Herbert
Susan Gordon. Producer-director Bert I. Gordon. Fa

tasy-comedy. 82 min. 4/11/60.

THREE CAME TO KILL Cameron Mitchell, Steve Brodi

Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Actio

drama. 70 min. 4/1 1/60.

UNFORGIVEN, THE Color. Burt Lancaster, Audre
Hepburn. Producer James Hill. Director John Huston

Widescreen Western. 125 min. 4/11/60.

May
FUGITIVE KIND. THE Marlon Brando, Anna Magnan
Joanne Woodward. Producer Martin Jurow and Richai

Shepherd. Director Sidney Lumet. Based on Tenne:

Williams' Broadway play. 119 min. 4/25/60

GAUANT HOURS, THE James Cagney. Producer-Di
tor Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval
Admiral Halsey. 115 min. 5/23/60.

NOOSE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis, Ted De Corsi.

Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cah
tion drama. 69 min. 5/9/60.

SUMMER OF THE 17th DOLL Ernest Borgnine, Ann

Baxter. Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film versioj

of Ray Lawler's Broadway and London staqe play. '

min.
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June

MACUMBA LOVE Color. Ziva Rodann. William Well-
man. Jr.. June Wilkinson. Producer-Director Douglas
Fowley. Voodoo and tropical romance in Brazil. 86

Lin. A/4/40.

MUSIC BOX KID, THE Ronald Foster, Luana Patten

Grant Richards. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director
Edward L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.

July

APARTMENT, THE Jack Lemmon, Shirley MacLaine.
Fred MacMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder. Ro-
mantic comedy. 125 min. 5/23/40.

CAGE OF EVIL Ronald Forster, Pat Blair. Producer
Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn. Crime
drama. 70 min. 8/8/40.

LAST DAYS OF POMPEII. THE Color. CinemaScope.
Steve Reeves. Christina Kauffman. Producer Paolo
Moffa. Director Mario Bonnard. 103 min. 4/27/40.

August

ELMER GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster, Jean
Simmons. Dean Jaqqer. Producer Bernard Smith. Di-

rector Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller.
'145 min. 7/1 1/40.

September

NIGHT FIGHTERS, THE Robert Mitchum, Dan O'Herlihy.
Anne Heywod. Producer Raymond Stross. Director
Taylor Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion. 85 min. 9/19/40.

STUDS LONIGAN Christopher Knight. Venetia Steven-
son. Producer Philip Yordan. Director Irving Lerner.
Film version of the James T. Farrel trilogy. 95 min.
7/25/40.

October

ALAMO, THE ITodd-AO] Technicolor. John Wayne,
iRichard Widmark. Laurence Harvey. Linda Cristal.
Producer-director John Wayne. Historic epic. 190 min.

November

INHERIT THE WIND Spencer Tracy. Fredric March.
Gene Kelly. Producer-director Stanley Kramer. Recre-
lation of famed Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925. 127
Imin. 7/25/40.

MAGNIFICENT SEVEN, THE PanaVision, Color. Yul
[Prynner. Eli W?llach Stev 3 McQueen Horst Ruchholz,
[Producer-director John Sturges. Based on the Japanese
Ifilm '";h3 Seven Samurai." 126 min. 10/3/40.

i WALKING TARGET Steve Kandel, Ron Foster. Producer
iRebert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Kdhn. Action drama.
174 min. 8/22/40.

December

EXODUS Color PanaVision. Paul Newman. Eva Marie
jSaint. Peter Lawford. Producer-director Otto Premin-
Jger. Based on Leon Uris' novel.

FACTS OF LIFE, THE Bob Hope, Lucille Ball. Producer-
IDirectors Norman Panama, Melvin Frank. Comedy.

POLICE DOG STORY James Brown, Merry Anders.

Coming
ADVISE AND CONSENT Producer-director Otto Prem-
inger. From Allen Drury best-seller about Washington

I politics.

APPLE PIE BED Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director
Jean Negulesco. Based on the novel "The Midwife
of Pont Clery" by Flora Sandstrom.

3Y LOVE POSSESSED Director Robert Wise. Picturiza-
>ion of James Gould Cozzen's Pulitzer Prize winning
hovel.

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
Kramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
sion of James Michener's epic novel.

NVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Donna Anderson,
producer Stanley Kramer. Director Paul Stanley.

vllSFITS. THE Clark Gable. Marilyn Monroe. Montgom-
ery Chft. Producer Frank Taylor. Director John
Huston. Comedy.

HME ON HER HANDS Ingrid Bergman. Anthony Per-
<ms. Producer-director Anatole Litvak. Filmization of
-rancois Sagan's romantic novel "Do You Like Brahms?"

'UNES OF GLORY Color. Alec Guinnes, John Mills,
'roducer Colin Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Com-
!dy-drama of the British postwar army.

"WO FOR THE SEESAW Elizabeth Taylor. Director
Jelbert Mann. Based on the Broadway stage success.

"AY WEST. THE James Stewart. Kirk Douglas, Burt
-ancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

rVEST SIDE STORY Widescreen, Color. Natalie Wood
<ust Tamblyn. Producer-director Robert Wise. Filmi-
ation of Broadway musical. Teenagers in love and
he problems they face.

Film

UNIVERSAL I NT' L

April

HEAD OF A TYRANT Technicolor, Totalscope. Massimo
Girotti Isabelle Corey. Renato Baldini. Yvette Masson.
Director Fernando Gerghio. Story of the annihilation
of the oeoole of Central Asia in ancient times. 70

min. 5/23/40.

SNOW QUEEN, THE Eastman Color. Voices of Art
Li n k letter. Sandra Dee, Patty McCormack. Tommy Kirk.

Producer Robert Faber. Animated version of Hans
Christian Anderson fairy tale. 70 min. 12/7/59.

May
COSSACKS. THE Technicolor. Totalscope. Edmund
Purdom. John Barrymore, Jr.. Georgia Moll. Producer
W. Touriansky. Director Giorgio Rivalta. 85 mn.
4/1 1/40.

June

BRIDES OF DRACULA, THE Technicolor. Peter Cushing,
Martita Hunt. Yvonne Monlaur, Freda Jackson. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Horror
thriller. 85 min. 4/4/40.

LEECH WOMAN, THE Coleen Gray. Grant Williams.
Gloria Talbot. Producer Joseph Gershenson. Director
Edward Dein. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving
drug and turns murderess. 77 min. 5/23/40.

July

DINOSAURUS C nemaScope Deluxe Color. Ward Ram-
sey. Producer J. H. Harris. Director Irvin S. Yea-
worth. Jr. Adventure spectacle of pre-historic mon-
sters. 83 min. 4/27/40.

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Eastman Color. Anthony Quinn.
Lana Turner. Sandra Dee, John Saxon. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Michael Gordon. Adaptation of

Broadway play by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts. 112
min. 4/27/40.

SOS PACIFIC Pier Angeli. Richard Attenborough. Eva
Bartok. Producers John Nasht. Patrick Filmer-Sankey.
Director Guy Green. Action thriller. 92 min. 7/25/40.

August

CHARTROOSE CABOOSE Eastman Color. Molly Bee.
Ben Cooper Edgar Buchanan. Producer Stanley W.
Daugherty. Director William Reynolds. Comedy cen-
tered around a chartreuse caboose used for a home.
74 min. 4/27/40.

COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL Steve Allen, Jayne Meadows.
Mamie Van Doren, Walter Winchell, Mickey Shaugh-
nessy, Cathy Crosby. Conway Twitty. Producer-director
Albert Zugsmi'.h. Story of college prof's survey of
teerogers with surprising results. 91 min.

September
BETWEEN TIME AND ETERNITY Eastman Color. Lilli

Palmer, Carlos Thompson, Willy Birgel. Director Ar-
thur Maria Rabenal 85 min. 8/22/40.

SEVEN WAYS FROM SUNDOWN Eastman Color. Audie
Murhpy. Barry Sullivan. Venetia Stevenson, John Mc-
Intire. Producer Gordon Kay, Director George Sher-

man. 87 min. 10/17/40.

November

MiDNiGHT LACE Eas'man Color. Doris Day, Rex Har-
rison. John Gavin. Myrn3 Loy. Producers Ross Hunter,
Martin Melcher. Dirpctor David Miller. Mystery set

in England. 108 min. 10/17/40.

Coming

COME SEPTEMBER Panavision. Color. Rock Hudson.
Gina Lollobrigida, Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin. Pro-

ducer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Mulligan.

DAY OF THE GUN Color. Rock Hudson. Kirk Douglas.
Dorothy Malone, Joseph Cotton and Carol Lynley.
Producers Eugene Frenke, Edward Lewis. Director
Robert Aldrich.

GRASS IS GREENER, THE Technicolor and Technirama.
Cary Grant Deborah Kerr. Robert Mitchum, Jean
Simmons. Producer-Director Stanley Donen.

GREAT IMPOSTER, THE Tony Curtis, Edmond O'Brien.
Arthur O'Connell. Gary Merrill. Joan Blackman.
Raymond Massey. Producer, Robert Arthur. Director.
Robert Mulligan. Based on the life of Ferdinand
Demara.

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE. THE Mickey
Rooney, Mamie Van Doren. Fay Spain. Mel Torme
Marty Milner, Tuesday Weld. Paul Anka. Cecil Kelia-
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith
Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people on a bus
are taken by a parallel to the Garden of Eden and
its temptations. 87 min.

SIXTH MAN, THE Tony Curtis, James Franciscus,
Miriam Colon. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert
Mann.

WARNER BROTHERS

June

HANNIBAL Technicolor. Victor Mature. Rita Gam
Producer Ottavio Poggi. Director Edgar G. Ulmer
Adventure spectacle of the exploits of the celebrated
Carthaginian hero. 103 min. 4/27/40.

July

HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Color Steve Reeves.
Sylva Koscina. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director Pietro
Francisci. Sequel to "Hercules". 101 min. 4/4/40.

ICE PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton, Robert Ryan.
Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Blank*
Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferber s novel ol

Alaska. 143 min. 4/27/40.

August

OCEAN'S ELEVEN Technicolor. Frank Sinatra. Dean
Martin, Sammy Davis. Jr.. Peter Lawford, Angie
Dickinson. Producer-director Lewis Milestone. A Las
Vegas story. 127 min. 8/8/40.

September

CROWDED SKY, THE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Rhonda Fleming. Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. Producer Mi-
chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drama
of modern aviation. 105 min. 8/22/40.

October

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS, THE Technicolor
Robert Preston. Dorothy McGuire. Eve Arden. Producer
Michael Garrison. Director Delbert Mann. Based on
William Inge's Broadway stage hit. 123 min. 9/19/40.

GIRL OF THE NIGHT Anne Francis, John Kerr. Lloyd
Nolan. Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Cates. From Dr. Harold Greenwald's social and psy-
choanalytical study "The Call Girl". 93 min. 10/3/40.

November

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-
lamy. Greer Garson. Producer Dore Senary. Director
Vincent J. Donehue. From Schary's play about Franklin
D. Roosevelt a decade before his rise to the Presidency.
143 min. 9/19/40.

December
SUNDOWNERS. THE Technicolor. Deborah Kerr, Robert
Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of the
Australian "out back country."

Coming

FANNY Technicolor. Leslie Caron, Maurice Ch3valier.
Charles Boyer. Producer-Director Joshua Logan. From
the Broadway hit.

FEVER IN THE ELOOD, A Efrem Zimbnlist. Jr., Angie
Dickinson Den Ameche. Producer Roy Higg'ns. Director
Vincent Sherman. From William Peason's best-seller
about a murder trial in a rough political campaign.

GOLD OF THE SEVEN SAINTS Technicolor. Clint
Walker. Roger Moore. Leticia Roman. Producer Leon-
ard Freeman. Director Gordon Douglas. Outdoor ad-
venture drama.

PARRISH Technicolor. Troy Donahue. Claudette Colbert.
Producer-Director Delmer Davis. From Mildred Savage's
new best-seller.

SINS OF RACHEL CADE. THE Technicolor. Angie Dick-
inson, Peter Finch, Roger Moore. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer's
best-selling novel of Africa.

SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS Technicolor. Natalie Wood.
Warren Beatty. Producer-Director Elia Kazan. Original
screen drama by William Inge.
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TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR?

...Or has

someone

stopped the

Showmanship

Clock?

*atca „n attraction

your commg
a«ra

Nobody, but Nobody has a greater respect for the seat-selling value of

"Scenes from a motion picture" than NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE!

We should have. We invented this method of selling motion pictures...

and we have used it effectively for most of our Forty Years of service to the

industry. In fact, we're using "scenes" most successfully today in more than

ninety per cent of the trailers we produce . . . BUT. . . even though we are the

largest producer of "scene" trailers in the world . . . we'd never deny that some

trailers might be produced effectively in another manner ... utilizing, instead

of scenes, such components as animation, celebrities, special photography, in-

genuity, talent and SHOWMANSHIP!
If you'd like to see a few instances where ingenuity has successfully re-

placed scenes ... be sure to see National Screen's effective change-of-pace

trailers on Columbia Pictures.

They help to prove that the limitations of "ONLY" have no place in the

SHOWMAN'S vocabulary. They also prove that when BETTER trailers are

produced, NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE will produce them!

That's one of the reason why our seat-selling contributions to the indus-

try's efforts for bigger box-office receipts, are known as

National Screen SHOWMANSHIP!
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Whit They'te Talking About

In the Movie Business

'Streamlined' Pressbooks

November 9, 1960

To the Editor,

Dear Sir:

I have read with great interest and studied carefully your
provocative story in the October 31st issue of

Film BULLETIN entitled "A Sales Weapon
Is Downgraded. Are Pressbooks Doing Their Job?"
I found this article uniquely without research and
apparently without reference to any of the individuals

involved in the publication of the new compact pressbooks.

The argumentation contained therein can best be placed

in the category of the old-fashioned "dope" story.

The basic theme played in infinite variety by your writer

is to hold up the new pressbook as an example of the

distributor's lack of showmanship, his irrational

penny-pinching and his autocratic effort to dictate and
limit the creative activities of the local exhibitor.

As a person intimately involved in the considerations

which led Columbia, a number of years ago,

to eliminate the old style flamboyant pressbook, I feel

that this "dope" story should not go unanswered.

Historically, there were two basic reasons why
the old style pressbook was eliminated. The first was
that the use of pressbooks to sell pictures to exhibitors

had become obsolete. Secondly, on the basis of our own
field observation and extensive research, we determined

that the overwhelming majority of the exhibitors of

the United States were utilizing only a minute fraction of

the content of the pressbooks. We also were well aware
that many pressbooks were guilty of padding — of the

elaboration of the exploitation stunts which could easily

be explained in a line or two and the inclusion of

many items which were ridiculous and impractical but

were included in order to beef up the books.

As an experiment, Columbia revised its pressbooks

radically boiling out the fat, throwing out the dross and
coming up with a very compact campaign manual which

would give the basic sales angles, exploitation and tie-up

information, publicity stories, scene mats, advertising

mats, descriptions of the radio and television material

available, accessories and also with special attention

to the needs of the drive-in theatres. At the time,

we instituted this experimental pressbook and for a period

of months, they were distributed with a coupon calling

the exhibitor's attention to the fact that this was an
experimental book and if, for any reason, the exhibitor

found that it was inadequate to his selling needs.

please to advise us so that we could reconsider eliminations

on the basis of demand.

The returns from these questionnaires were amazingly

limited. There were some suggestions that came through

in sufficient quantity to be considered and changes

were made in our format to include these. By and large,

however, I would say that Columbia could conclude

that the needs of the overwhelming majority of the

exhibitors of the United States were being met
by these pressbooks.

We were aware that there were and are exhibitors who are

properly staffed, alert and ready to spend money and
who could put into use more extended exploitation

advertising and publicity material. Therefore,

simultaneous with the development of the compact
pressbook, we initiated an exploitation kit on each of

our pictures. This kit is serviced not only to our field men
but also to all first-run accounts and circuits handling

the picture and other alert, showmanwise exhibitors

who have over the years begun to request it.

The implication in your article that the motivating factor

for the reduction of the pressbooks was a short-sighted

economy is really ridiculous. Any examination of the

budgets of any of the distribution companies will indicate

a vast increase in expenditures over the past five or

six years. The cost of pressbooks compared to this is

literally infinitesimal. I would, of course, be very happy
to plead guilty that we are extremely cost-conscious.

Where we are convinced that there is vestigial activity

which survives by the sheer weight of inertia, we will

always seek this type of saving. I believe it is naive and
I also think it is possibly malicious to imply that any
distributor with the great investment that he has in

negative costs would be guilty of such short-sighted

economy as charged in your article.

Regarding the opportunity for presenting exhibitors

with more than one sales angle, this is very frequently

done and not only in the original pressbook. Any
constructive advertising experience that the distributor

gains during the life of a picture, whether as the result of

his own creative efforts or of some enterprising exhibitor,

is immediately seized upon.

Of course, the comment about the experience of

STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE is the nonsequitur

of the year. For what the discovery of the fact that

it was a comedy (!?) had to do with the sales approach

beats me. If there was ever a campaign that was themed
and styled around one powerful piece of art that was

STREETCAR. I am sure that there wasn't an exhibitor

in the land who was unhappy either with the ads

or the results.

I must admit to being disappointed to find

Film BULLETIN calling for a return to the good old days.

I think that there might very well be room for a

great deal of discussion and analysis as to what
the pressbook of the future should be. I think that this

should be a continuing discussion and I personally

look forward to other points of view.

Yours sincerely.

JONAS ROSENFIELD. JR.,

Vice President,

Columbia Pictures Corporation
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DAMNED GOOD BIZ
"VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED" GREATEST GROSSINC
MULTIPLE OPENING IN M-G-M's HISTORY!

DAYTON, OHIO -firsf three days

More than double Labor Day business

on BELLS ARE RINGING. Beats NORTH
BY NORTHWEST, HOME FROM HILL.

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-s/x days

Beats HOME FROM THE HILL, BELLS
ARE RINGING. Equals business of
PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES.

CHARLESTON, W. VA.-/ive days

Doing the same business as DAISIES.

Substantially beats HOME FROM THE
HILL, BELLS ARE RINGING.

PORTSMOUTH, OHIO-four days

Tops PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES

by 42 c/c

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.-four days

Running well ahead of HOME FROM
THE HILL, BELLS.

EVANSVILLE, IND.-four days

Equals NORTH BY NORTHWEST.
Tops by far HOME FROM THE HILL,

DAISIES, BELLS.

FORT WAYNE, IND. — firsf four days

Tops BELLS ARE RINGING.

MUNCIE, IND.-four days

Beats NORTH BY NORTHWEST, HOME
FROM THE HILL. Tops Labor Day
business on IT STARTED WITH A KISS.

LOGANSPORTJND.-four-c/ayengagemenf
Beats DAISIES, NORTH BY NORTH-
WEST. Is more than double the busi-

ness on BELLS, HOME FROM THE HILL.

TERRE HAUTE, IND. —
Opening day tops Easter sum of
DAISIES, in addition to BELLS ARE
RINGING, HOME FROM THE HILL.

Typical Ad from Sock Campaign !

BACKED BY GIANT TV,

RADIO AND NEWSPAPER
CAMPAIGNS! Additional
saturation bookings now be-

ing set for Los Angeles, Dallas,

Charlotte and New York
territories. More to follow!
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Policy oS hillintf OSS the CustomerThe
November 10, I960

Mr. Mo Wax, Publisher

Film BULLETIN

Dear Sir:

Your recent note inquiring about

business in our neck of the woods found

me in a sour mood. My state of mind

isn't attributable to current business

conditions as much as to the effects of

a conversation I had with a film man a

few days ago. This chap, I've known
him for years, is intelligent and reason-

able, and he's close to the policy mak-

ing executives of his company (a

major). We talked at lunch and when
I returned to my office I reached for the

Bisodol. What depressed me was the

impression I got that what this man
said represents the thinking of most of

the top film executives. Let me try to

distil our conversation into its simplest

terms, with the thought that it might

be of interest to you and to your readers.

We were talking about the average

exhibitor and his problems when I sug-

gested that it was getting tougher and

tougher to operate profitably in any

kind of competitive theatre situation.

"Our film rentals average 40 percent

today", I told him, "and that is too

much for any but the large-grossing

houses. First runs with a big boxoffice

potential can pay that, and more, but

how do you fellows figure that theatres

like mine can pay 40 and 50 percent for

the top feature, buy a second feature,

plus a short or two, and make a profit?"

My distributor friend just continued

to munch his sandwich while he eyed

me. I recall trying to read his expres-

sion, but couldn't tell whether it was

sympathetic or skeptical. At any rate, I

continued.

"You know enough about my busi-

ness, Jim (that isn't his name), to be-

lieve what I'm saying. In order to make

ends meet in most of our houses, we've

been forced to cut down on personnel,

affecting our service to patrons, and on

advertising, limiting our draw ing p<>\\ er.

We keep our theatres in good enough

shape, but some of them really require

extensive renovations. We hesitate to

reach out for the funds to spend on

those improvements because we're

afraid of the future. And you know

why we're scared. Your company and

the other film companies have made us

apprehensive w ith their diversifications,

their sale of the newer pictures to tele-

vision and with all that talk about

toll-TV."

I wondered if the guy across that

luncheon table was bored with what he

might regard as just another typical

exhibitor's "beef". It made me pause,

but it didn't stop me, for the simple

reason that I'm hurting, like lots of

other exhibitors who are caught today

in this vise between a diminshed audi-

ence and a ruthless sellers' market. I

wanted to have my say, regardless of

what the film man was thinking.

"Your outfit has been one of the

worst offenders, Jim, and you must

know that. Any half decent picture you

release carries a top terms label, and

you obviously are making hay out of

the product shortage. It's pretty clear

to me that they've been told to sit tight

if an exhibitor rejects their terms—he

needs the picture and he'll pay the

price, sooner or later.

"It looks like your people are just

content to ride the gravy train while it

runs; and when it comes to a stop.
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they'll hop onto toll-TV and see how

far that will carry them.''

Laying it on the line that way finally

drew a rise from the film man. Before

he said anything, I realized that the

expression with which he was viewing

me wasn't sympathy or skepticism. It

was pity. What he said was in that vein.

"What can I say to you, Joe?" he

asked with a kind of resigned air.

"Much of what you say is true. I'll tell

you frankly that within my own com-

pany I've referred to this method of

dealing with exhibitors like you as the

policy of killing off the customer. But

it's the policy of most film companies

today, and guys like myself only work

for the companies, we don't make that

policy."

My question must have sounded un-

businesslike and plaintive, but I've

known Jim long enough, so I asked

him: "If that's the attitude of the film

companies, what does a guy like me do?

Sell?"

He looked at me squarely and, I'm

sure, with friendship. "Sell", he said.

If I sound sad, Mr. Publisher, it's

only because I am sad.

Yours sincerely,

JOE EXHIBITOR.

11## H avnor
tinporturboti

Exhibition's fear of toll-TV appears

to be ill-founded. The prospect that it

will siphon off what audience remains

from the extensive inroads made by

free TV seems a figment of the imagi-

nation of apprehensive theatremen.

Exhibition has it on the word of

Jack Warner that toll-TV will "join

the business of showing pictures in

theatres, not replace it. Recently, the

Warner Bros, president told a high

school audience: "The entire movie-

(Continued on Page Id)
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ALLIED PRESIDENT KIRSCH

Allied's New Face

"God knows, our external problems

with distributors are both realistic and

plentiful—and yet, standing before you,

I'm wondering if it isn't time for some
careful self-analysis. I'm wondering if

we haven't gone to the well once too

often or if we haven't cried 'wolf too

many times. I'm asking myself and you
for an honest evaluation of our own
merchandising efforts and suggesting

that perhaps it's time we turned the

finger of inquiry into a probe of how
good or bad operators we individually

have been."

Thus spoke newly-elected (for the

second time) National Allied president

Jack Kirsch in his keynote address to

the annual convention in Chicago last

week. The remarks of the Chicago fire-

brand typify the changing face of the

"little exhibitors' organization". Stub-

born, uncompromising militancy has

been replaced by purposeful resolution,

tempered realistically by moderation to

meet the changing face of the motion
picture business.

The volatile veteran of 30 years in

the industry did let off some steam
aimed at exhibitor-distributor relations.

He bemoaned the fact that some exhi-

bitors "seem unwilling to voice opposi-

tion to policies and practices which they

admit are hurting them because they
say to offend their oppressors might
make a bad situation worse. By accept-

ing without protest every innovation in

Page 6 Film BULLETIN November 14, 1 960

Newsmakers

selling methods which forces them

closer to the wall," Kirsch added, "inde-

pendent exhibitors in effect concede

that they have no right to be in this

business; that they exist by sufferance

of the film companies ..." Obviously,

the new Allied chieftain does not envi-

sion a "weak-sister" role for theatre-

men. But he doesn't think they're above

some housecleaning of their own,

either.

"Let's realize," he told the delegates,

"that there is only one sound way to

meet competition of rival amusement

enterprises— offer something better.

And theatres today, even under the

worst conditions, have something far

superior to anything television has to

offer. We complain about delayed avail-

abilities on pictures. The condition is

outrageous and yet even the lowliest

sub-run has access to most pictures be-

fore television can exploit them."

For all the tone of moderation, there

are those in Allied who still prefer

militancy. In fact, outgoing president

Al Myrick's last official act in office,

a scant week before the convention, was

to dispatch a sharp letter to the heads

of the major film companies, protesting

18 marketing policies and practices

condemned by the board of directors.

But when Allied's top officials and dele-

gates gathered in Chicago, they pre-

sented a new posture—that of an or-

ganization seemingly determined to try

a new, more temperate approach to

solution of its problems.

The once-burning question of the

"White Paper" campaign to seek stric-

ter governmental enforcement of the

Paramount Decree was allowed to fiz-

zle out quietly, while the board took

steps to develop a master plan for

Allied's future. A committee of six

—

headed by board chairman Ben Marcus

and composed of Kirsch, Irving Doll-

inger, Milton H. London, James L.

Whittle and Trueman T. Rembusch

—

was appointed to formulate the plan.

Indicative of the desire to break cleanly

from the old-guard line was the deci-

sion to move the headquarters of Na- •

tional Allied from Washington —
whence the calls to battle had issued for

years under the aegis of former gen-

eral counsel Abram F. Myers—to Chi-

cago, where Kirsch rules as president

of Allied of Illinois.

In presenting a six-point program
to guide National Allied, Dollinger,

too, sounded a progressive note that

rang true to the organization's liberal

element: "The young men in our or-

ganization must be given positions of

authority. They have been held back

too long. They are willing, in fact

eager, to serve. They will come with

fresh ideas and new approaches to our

problems. In this time of great flux and
continual change in our industry this is

of great importance."

The election of Jack Kirsch hardly

can be considered an infusion of "new
blood" into the National Allied body.

On the threshold of his 58th birthday

(Nov. 30), he returns to the steward-

ship of the exhibitor group he steered

through far more prosperous times in

1946-47. He was known then as a

man who, when something weighed on
his mind, spoke out boldly and unafraid

on any topic. And thirteen years have
not had any diminishing effect on the

Kirsch courage and forthrightness. But
the encroachment of TV competition

and the constriction of the movie mar-

ket apparently have altered his once-

inflexible stance with regard to dis-

tribution policies and the general state

of exhibition. Where once his field of

vision included only roadblocks set up
by the hardbitten business tactics of the

product suppliers, Kirsch now sees an
opportunity for theatre owners to move
ahead by dint of their own industry

and ingenuity.

Immediately prior to the retirement

of the venerable A. F. Myers, Allied

stock had dipped to an all-time low.

Two of its strongest units—Western
Pennsylvania and New England—had
seceded in disagreement with the hard
and fast policies of the national bodv,
rumors were rife of more defection un-

(Continued on Page I'))
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By Philip R. Ward

THE EXCITING SIXTIES & FILM SHARES. What effect,

if any, will the shift in political administrations have on indus-

try revenues and on filmdom's late blooming shares? None
whatever, if we read the signs correctly, barring, of course,

radical changes in the domestic or international spheres.

One theory holds that inflationary periods favor luxury con-

sumption, and motion pictures may be a likely beneficiary.

Another brief purports that spectator exhibitions tend to fare

setter in periods of relatively high unemployment than other-

wise. And then there is the school of punditry that maintains

people stay at home in stable times, indulge themselves in

Dleasure-seeking as apprehension mounts and crisis builds.

One might pontificate endlessly, if the facts of the day did

lot bespeak a totally different approach to the question. Repub-

lican or Democrat, Whig or Tory, one increasingly apparent

:ruth about the political economy of the movie industry is mak-

ing itself felt; to wit, its almost complete independence of the

business cycle at large.

Indeed, so pronounced is the feeling, investment bulletins of

eading Wall Street houses now classify movie shares as a prime

defensive issue in league with such other non-conformities as

obacco:., utilities, retailers and cosmetics.

The fortunes of the movie industry can no longer be hitched,

;ven poetically, to the meanderings of Dow Jones and other

eather vanes, try as we may to relate general prosperity to the

goings-on in filmdom's little enterprise. The reason is not so

iifficult to fathom. Primarily, it is because what we loosely

erm an industry is not one at all—hence there can be no equa-

ion between movies and other more conventional fragments of

he economy. More and more filmdom is approximating the

abric of the legitimate stage, an unstrung confederation of

entures, each an entity to itself, unrelated to whatever went

)efore or comes after.

The common denominator of the business is not so much the

ilm company any more. It is the individual effort. The produc-

ion at hand, at a given time—this is the new unit of measure-

nent, a unit which rises or falls on its own intrinsic merit. Star

alue, while still a potent factor in boxoffice performance, is no

onger the true covenant it was once imagined. We have seen

personalities of vast reputation and fantastic price trigger a

ioxoffice explosion in one film, then preside over a flop in the

iext, proving that it's the quality of the entertainment mer-

handise that really counts.

I Sameness is not a hallmark of film manufacture. Consequent-

y, consumer demand runs a wildly volatile course, from moun-

tain peaks to river valleys, and no one can accurately forecast in

advance. Spread over some 300 ventures a year, the speculative

aspects of "industry" prognosis are beyond reckoning.

For these reasons, film shares will continue to move in sym-

pathy vyith the discountability of the pictures they represent. It

is unfortunate that individual films are not individually capi-

talized. For it is not too wide of the mark to say that every new
picture is a separate business of its own. The industry, if we

may call it that, really starts afresh with each picture it make..

0

Just how the business cycle at large, no matter the direction

of its curve, could possibly influence movie fortunes is hard to

see. The past 10 years have known periods of delicious pros-

perity as well as recession. There is no evidence whatever to

sustain a belief in concurrent movement. On the other hand,

film shares are managing notably in a somewhat slumping

economy and a bearish stock market.

Of course, there is another factor bulking large on the profit

scene these days: the post '48 film libraries. Many film concerns

stand to benefit through this form of asset realizing, regardless

of how their current pictures fare. But it should be noted that

those firms faring bejt in the market, are those whose films are

ringing up the top grosses.

0

An investor recently inquired of this department its opinion

of the potential in a certain company. He pointed out that he

was informed about the company's extensive diversified inter-

ests, that it had real estate to sell, oil to drill, and a huge num-

ber of post-'48 feature films to sell to television. We expressed

the opinion that such capital gains assets are generally over-

discounted before Joe Investor catches on. The principal busi-

ness of the successful film companies is making pictures that

will make money. It was suggested that if the investor desired

diversified activities, he should look to other fields. The real

promise for a long-range investor in movie business lies with

those companies that are managed by keen, aggressive, imagi-

native movie makers.

0

As for the industry as a whole in the exciting Sixties, the gain

in leisure time in the average man's workweek will be a distinct

benefit to those holding good film shares. The Kennedy admin-

istration, committed to bettering the status of labor, might be

responsible for increasing the amount of leisure and the amount

of recreation dollars in the pockets of many people. If this

comes about, the Sixties could be a bright period for movie

business—and, especially, for the good movie makers.
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When To Cut

At least two recent pictures playing hard-ticket engagements

have been cut during their first weeks of showing. In one case

the basis of the editing seemed to have been a decision to

shorten the running time of the film. In the other case I am told

that a couple of particularly bloody episodes have been merci-

fully deleted. I am in favor of the motive in both instances. We
seem to have been indulging in too much time and too much

blood on the screen lately; anything which mitigates either sin,

even in mid-run, wins my applause. But I am also surprised.

Broadway stage plays have try-outs out-of-town. Now the

movies seem to be bringing the try-out technique to Broadway.

Apparently the roadshow engagements on the Main Stem are

merely test runs to determine how a picture finally should be cut.

Obviously the reason for cutting whole reels out of a picture

must be that the picture runs too long. (The figure I heard in

trade circles was a half-hour for the deleted material.) Have we

now reached the point where we are making the kind of pic-

tures that can be cut by a half hour without destroying the con-

tinuity or hurting the box office? And if we have, isn't it rather

silly to make the pictures too long in the first place?

The answer must be yes. At the risk of being eaten up alive

by Leo the Lion, I must venture to say that I did not feel its

length was very much of an asset even for "Ben Hur." I have

a sneaking suspicion that if the picture had been a half hour

shorter to begin with the reviews would have been at least as

good. But I don't want to put this on a basis of personal likes or

dislikes. I would rather wonder out loud about Hollywood's

reason for making the pictures so long, when it turns out that

they can ;x> easily remove a half-hour chunk? And why does a

decision about the deletion of too-grim scenes have to wait

until after the reviews have appeared and the word-of-mouth

has started?

Is it possible that someone in Hollywood will justify the run-

and-then-cut policy by calling it responsive to public opinion?

Ordinarily, I would have no riposte. Responding to public

opinion is fine policy and I am all for it. But part of show busi-

ness—or most any business these days—is to determine public

opinion by careful sampling, distribution in a test city and the

like. I do not think that a Broadway roadshow engagement is

the place to start determining public opinion about a show. Not
unless you can persuade the critics to hold their reviews until

you tell them you're ready.

0 0
It is easy to point to a recent hard-ticket failure and call it

proof that the road show trend is over. But there are plenty of

other road show engagements making money.

What we seem to be discovering all over again is that hard
tickets can't perform any miracles in making silk purses out of
sows' ears. Just because a picture is long or expensive, it has no
built-in claim to be roadshown. And just because a distributor

decides to roadshow a picture, it has no built-in claim to special

ticket prices or booking terms. The determinant must be the

calibre of the picture.

Some years ago I recall hearing about a Broadway theatre
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manager whose big pitch to the distributors, in his search foj

first-run attractions, was that "You'll lose much less money it

my place than any other Broadway house." That was in the en

when movie people were willing to take a pasting with a Broad

way first-run in order to build business for the later engagements

We certainly aren't encountering that kind of thing verj

much these days. Instead, all too often, pictures have been pu

in for hard-ticket engagements on a long run basis without re

gard for the general market. Anyone in the business can nami

some films of recent years which were kept on a road shov

basis until every last reluctant dollar had been extracted fron

every interested customer, and then put into regular distribu

tion when the market was either depleted or cooled off.

And when these pictures are being sold on a reserved seat

advanced price basis, the audience is bound to expect something

special. If the picture turns out to be ordinary, the word get:

around that it is a disappointment. Instead of building audi

ence, the hard ticket run under such circumstances has workec

in the opposite direction.

I do not contend that "Ben Hur" or "The Ten Command)
ments", for example, should have gone out pell mell into gen

eral release. I do contend very strongly, however, that then

aren't very many pictures in their class and sometimes it hel

to lower the boxofhce sights. Frankly, I think it's a lot healthie

to sell three regular admissions than one hard ticket, and di:

tributors seem to be discovering that it is also easier.

You've got to know your product. You can't force you

product. Either it's road show calibre or it isn't And if it isn

there's no point in overpricing and overselling it. You've got t<

remember that in economic terms the effect of a roadshow is tt

get more money from less customers. On such a basis the road

show is a perfect exhibit for the pay television propagandist

—because it is hard to see at a theatre.

To see a roadshow, you have to buy your ticket in advano

(unless the show is a failure) and you have to go to one theatn

in the area. With the ordinary first-run, you can wait a fev

weeks, if you choose, and then see the film at your local theatre

But with a roadshow, you either wait months and months o

you go downtown. Moviegoing on a roadshow basis becomes ;

big production, and quite a contrast to the comforts of "see th<

finest movies at home on pay television."

Another effect of the roadshow, of course, is to decrease tb

supply of product available to the average exhibitor. And i

that is healthy I'll eat four yards of 35mm leader.

Let's just remember that hard tickets can sometimes be har<

on the industry.

O 0
The death of Mack Sennett the other day was covered b

most newspapers with pictures and words that must hav

brought back to many people a wistful memory of the goo<

old days when slapstick reigned and the Keystone Cops wer

America's most famous uniformed force.

Mack Sennett's comedies still get many a belly laugh whei

they are shown as collector's items and museum pieces. Actually

their appeal to an audience is timeless; where the melodram;

of the silent screen seems completly ridiculous today, the slap

stick remains funny as ever. This is, of course, a tribute to th

skill which distinguished Mack Sennett and his slapstick con

temporaries. But it is also a tribute to slapstick itself.

Probably the most successful television series yet seen is

Love Lucy," whose reruns are still highly popular attraction

on the CBS Television Network. And "Lucy" is a slapstick shov

all the way. Indeed, "Lucy" is a lineal descendant of Mack Sen

nett's custard pie regime, and we would like to think that th*

movies' laugh pioneer in his final years was able to enjoy th<

fact that television was discovering all over again what he hac

discovered for the movies more than a generation earlier,

And what better epitaph can there possibly be than this: Hi

made the whole world laugh.
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"North to Mask"

Topflight cast give b. o. power to rollicking outdoor
comedy actioner. Wayne, Granger, Kovacs, Fabian and
De Luxe Color.

This free-swinging he-man adventure yarn about the 1900

gold rush in Alaska is loaded with ingredients that should

please the mass audience. Its business outlook is enhanced by

an unusual collection of popular marquee personalities headed

by John Wayne, with additional strength being supplied by

Stewart Granger, Ernie Kovacs, teen-age favorite Fabian and

lovely Capucine, of "Song Without End". Producer-director

Henry Hathaway has peppered his comedy-slanted tale of adven-

ture and romance with some flashy and fleshy honky-tonk

sequences, a boisterous loggers picnic complete with endless

buckets of beer and a tree-climbing contest, and topped every-

thing off with a couple of fist-flying free-for-alls that emerge

as slapstick on a grand scale. All of it has been smartly wrapped
up in a bright outdoors DeLuxe Color-CinemaScope packag-

ing, and there's a title song that could become a jukebox

champion. Unfortunately, the John Lee Mahin-Martin Rackin-

Claude Binyon script about three partners with a gold mine

and a Seattle prostitute who romantically upsets their lives

sags noticeably around the middle. However, devotees of rug-

ged action fare will probably consider this simply a minor
shortcoming. Wayne delivers a robust performance as Big Sam
McCord, a carefree, fast-slugging, woman-hating ex-lumberjack

who strikes it rich up north. Granger is suavely humorous as

his partner, while Fabian gives a warm delineation as Granger's

17-year-old brother who's still wet behind the ears. Kovacs
plays his city-slicker con-man role to the hilt. Capucine brings

grace and beauty to her portrayal of the dance-hall hostess who
finds a new life in Alaska. The plot has Wayne going to

Seattle to bring back Granger's fiancee. Discovering she's

married, and afraid of returning empty-handed, he decides to

bring Capucine back as a consolation prize. He returns to

news of claim jumping and murders. Rivalry springs up
between Wayne and Granger over Capucine, but when the

latter discovers Wayne and Capucine are in love, he joins her

in a plot to trap his partner. The mine is impounded, and
Capucine, knowing Kovacs from an earlier period, discovers

he's behind the swindle. A knock-em-down fist-fight in the

mud puts an end to Kovacs' scheme, and Wayne asks Capucine

to marry him.

20th Century. Fox. 122 minutes. John Wayne, Stewart Granger, Ernie Kovacs,
Fabian. Capucine. Produced and Directed by Henry Hathaway.

"Hell Is a City"

Exciting British-made crime melodrama. OK dualler for

action market. May serve in art houses, too.

Here is a taut British crime-thriller several shades above
average. Crackling with first-rate dialogue, bristling with plentv

of gunplay and suspense, and effectively wrapped up in mood-
catching black-and-white, on-location lensing, this Columbia
release shapes up as a solid dualler for the action market. Art
house engagements could prove profitable as a result of the

production's high quality. Directed and scripted by Val Guest,
from Maurice Procter's novel, "Hell Is a City" excitingly de-

picts what happens when an escaped convict-killer returns to

the city of Manchester to retrieve a small fortune in jewelry

from ;i previous robbery, and kill, if possible, the inspector who
sent him to prison. As the police prepare for his return, the

killer and three confederates rob and murder the attractive-

young assistant of a wealthy bookmaker. The only clue is ;|
green substance put on bank notes by police that will appeaijM
on the hands of the culprits. Thanks to Guests astute linkinrII
together of the film's two major themes, plus personal insight'lM

into the lives of the people whose paths cross that of th(|

escaped killer, the plot moves along at a brisk and unrelenting

pace. Baker strongly projects the every day tensions of a dedi

cated inspector who is also struggling to kep his marriage fron

going on the rocks, while John Crawford creates a chillin
t

portrait of a hunted killer on the loose. Colorful support i.<

delivered by bookmaker Donald Pleasance; Billie Whitelaw I

his promiscuous wife; Joseph Tomelty, an antique dealer whe
helped send Crawford to prison, and Vanda Godsell, a pubf

owner in love with Baker. Desperately seeking a hiding place..

Craw ford forces Miss Whitelaw, old girl friend, to put him up,

Pleasence discovers him, but Crawford beats him up and

escapes. Meanwhile, the green dye brings in all except Craw-

ford. He breaks into Tomelty 's shop where the jewelry is hid-

den, and after a rooftop bullet-splattering chase, Baker cap-l

tures the killer.

Columbia. 96 minutes. Stanley Baker. John Crawford, Donald Pleasence. Produced
by Michael Carreras. Directed by Val Guest.

"G. I. Blues"

^U4i4U44. TZetfUq. O O PLUS

Presley's back with his motor turned down. Light musi-

cal romance in color looks OK for teenage audiences.

Civilian Elvis Presley is back, sans sideburns and long hair,!

in an overlong musical about a group of happy-go-lucky G.I.'s

stationed in West Germany. The squealing Presley fans mayi

miss the gyrations that have almost completely disappeared;

but it is obvious that he has adopted a more sedate, "new look'

approach, in the hope of winning a new audience. This mild'

little musical figures to do all right with the teenagers—that's,

all. Producer Hal Wallis has given "G.I. Blues" a handsome

Technicolor production, provided Presley with ten songs, and,

for good measure, tossed in Juliet Prowse, that talented "Can-

Can" girl. The plot, however, is an old-hat affair concerned

with familiar military hi-jinks (wangling passes, etc.) and ro-<

mantic complications (Elvis is drafted by his buddies to win a,

S300 bet by spending the night with the icy-hearted Miss
(

Prowse). The tunes Elvis croons range from rock-and-roll to

a lullaby, and the shapely Miss Prowse shows off her talented

limbs in two dance numbers. In addition, two European love-j

lies, Leticia Roman and Sigrid Maier, a refreshing comic new-<

comer, Robert Ivers, are introduced. Director Norman Taurogj

has handled the frivolity in a light style. The Edmund Beloin- 1

Henry Garson script has Presley, leader of a service musical

combo, accepting the bet to obtain money for a night club he

hopes to open with partners Robert Ivers and James Douglasi

when he is released. Realizing that he is falling in love withe

Miss Prowse, he walks out on her. But when diaper-duty as

baby-sitter for Douglas and his German wife proves too much,

Presley calls Miss Prowse, who tells him to bring the child to

her apartment. Innocently, he wins the bet, but almost loses

Miss Prowse, who feels she's just been used.

Paramount. 104 minutes. Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse. Produced by Hal Wallis.

Directed by Norman Taurog.

BUSINESS RATING

$$$$ — Tops $$$ — Good

$$ — Average $ — Poor
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The Sundowners" Warm, Appealing for All Audiences

gudi*c4d GOO Plus

ine comedy drama replete with human qualities. Wide
ppeal in all markets, Kerr, Mitchum, Ustinov and Tech-

i icofor, Word-of-mouth will boost grosses.

1 Fred Zinnemann, the award-winning producer-director, has

low turned his talents to the Australian bush country and

I)me up with another memorable motion picture. Warm and

lirthy in the tradition of "The Yearling" and "Friendly Persua-

lon," this Warner Bros, release recounts in strong, audience-

\.
inning terms the many adventures befalling a family of mid-

11920 itinerant sheep drovers in the land "down under". One of

||ie best family pictures to come along in some time, it emerges

I
rewarding answer to exhibitor pleas for quality entertainment

l ith universal appeal.

I "The Sundow ners" is a lusty tale loaded with laughter, ten-

llerness and action, plus that elusive boxoffice ingredient called

heart". Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum and Peter Ustinov

jfdd solid name value to the marquee. Its business outlook is

I: right for all markets, the film's appeal being strong for every

l egment of the moviegoing audience. Slated for the Radio City

Music Hall at Christmas time, it should gather critical and

Matron kudos from that point on. Word-of-mouth will boost

||;rosses in all situations.

Zinnemann's story, scripted by Isobel Lennart from Jon

I
deary's novel, is not a complex affair, and in its simplicity of

ton telling lies much of its charm. The basic problem stems

I
rom Mitchum's desire to lead the life of a "sundowner" (a

liomad), while Miss Kerr dreams of having a permanent home

I lor their fourteen-year old son, Michael Anderson, Jr. From this

. entral theme, a series of humorous and semi-tragic vignettes

Ire created, while a view of life in the Australian "outback,"

In untamed civilization reminiscent of America's pioneer west,

I
5 charmingly unfolded. Hard-working, hard-living, fun-loving

people authentically parade before Zinnemann's astute camera

I ye. He presents them as ordinary human beings endowed with

he strengths and weaknesses audiences can readily identify

with, and because he avoids all the familiar screen cliches,

I
The Sundowners" comes through with a charm and a sparkle

hat's a pleasure to behold. Action has not been sacrificed.

[There's plenty of it in the form of forest fires, sheep-shearing

jontests, fist-flying free-for-alls and the rowdiness of hard-

vorking folks out on a Saturday night spree.

J
Cameraman Jack Hildyard has accomplished a first-rate job

>f framing the story in lush Technicolor on-location surround-

ngs. Out of the rich greeness of the New South Wales moun-

iain country and the torrid aridity of South Australia's salt and

|

lay lands, he has woven a pastoral backdrop complete with

uangaroos, sheep and a colorful assortment of unusual birds and

nimals. To complement the visual images, Dimitri Tiomkin
lias composed a score as jaunty and bouncy as the wide out-

i

loors itself.

I

Sterling performances are delivered by the entire cast. Miss

Cerr skillfully captures all of the nuances of a pioneer wife

—

[uick with her tongue when need be, willing to suffer many
nconveniences because this is the life of her choice, and, above

ill, the warm and vital mainstay of her family. It is a perform-

nce women will find extremely sympathetic and men will re-

Roberl Mitchum and Deborah Kerr

spect. Mitchum's delineation of an itchy-footed, tough-working,

whiskey-drinking Irish-Australian shapes up as his best to date.

He combines harshness with softness in a winning and credit-

able manner. Ustinov is outstanding as a well-educated Fnglish-

ma.n who has traveled the world, managed to escape the clutches

of many adoring women and loses his loneliness by becoming an

indispensable member of the Mitchum clan. The supporting

roles are equally as effective: Glynis Johns, an attractive hotel-

owning widow who sets her hooks for Ustinov; Dina Merrill,

pretty but lonely wife of Ewen Solon, owner of a large sheep-

shearing stations; and Anderson, Mitchum's sensitive son.

The story opens with Mitchum turning down a chance to buy

a farm near the town of Bulinga, and taking on a 400 mile

sheep herding job. Ustinov is hired as an additional drover. An
out-of-control forest fire almost destroys sheep and humans, but

all safely reach their destination. After delivering the sheep.

Miss Kerr persuades Mitchum to let them all take jobs on
Solon's ranch in hopes that if they save enough money, she can

persuade him to make a down payment on the farm. Miss 'Kerr

rapidly falls in love with the permanent-type life, but Mitchum
is anxious to get on the move again. To keep him happy,

Ustinov promotes a shearing contest between Mitchum, the

fastest shearer on Solon's ranch, and the best man at a rival

station. A quarrel between Mitchum and Miss Kerr causes him

to back out of the contest and threaten to leave alone, but

Anderson persuades him to stay. He loses the contest, but wins

a lot of money and a race horse during an impromptu gam-
bling game. The shearing season over, Mitchum sees an exciting

new life ahead going from track to track. Anderson rides the

horse, "Sundowner," to easy victories. Back in Bulinga, Mit-

chum enters "Sundowner" in the big race and finally agrees to

buy a farm. He loses all the money gambling, and "Sundow ner"

is disqualified for interference. The Mitchum clan and Ustinov

set off on the road again, with Mitchum promising to buy a

farm as soon as they raise enough money.

Warner Bros. 133 minutes. Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum, Peter Ustinov. Pro-

duced and Directed by Fred Zinnemann.
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"Butterfield
8"

Strong sex-romance drama from O'Hara novel. Liz

Taylor, Harvey, Fisher head cast. Plush color production.

Best for met. market, but good b.o. generally.

"Butterfield 8," John O'Hara's provocative novel about a

beautiful and amoral New York model who restlessly nurtures

herself by playing the entire field of Manhattan society men,

comes to the screen as absorbing adult entertainment with a

big boxoffice look. Smartly produced by Pandro S. Berman in

CinemaScope and Metrocolor, starring Elizabeth Taylor, one

of filmland's most potent marquee draws, Laurence Harvey and

Eddie Fisher, and loaded with the kind of searing dialogue

about infidelity and inhibitions audiences have come to asso-

ciate with O'Hara's writings, it shapes up as a strong money-

maker. Without a number of stirring performances, especially

Miss Taylor's, Daniel Mann's professional job of directing and

some first-rate, on-location New York-Connecticut lensing by

Joseph Ruttenberg and Charles Harten, this would emerge little

more than soap opera. As a result it possesses a quality and a

class that give its sordid subject matter a strong sense of tragedy.

The sensual subject matter will be best received by adult, class

audiences in the metropolitan markets, but controversial word-
of-mouth, coupled with M-G-M's big national advertising cam-
paign, plus a TV saturation during the November 8th Presi-

dential election result announcements, should certainly stir up
plenty of lucrative curiosity among general market patrons. The
dialogue is sardonicaly witty and realistically frank, but its pur-

pose is to define characters, not simply to shock. It's Miss
Taylor's film from start to finish, however, and as the tormented
tigress Gloria Wandrous, she creates another memorable screen

performance. Torn between the thrill of trying everything life

has to offer and the desire to live like a normal person, she

runs a gamut of believeable emotions, reaching a magnificent

peak in a moment of shocking intimacy when she reveals to

confessor-friend Fisher how she enjoyed being debauched at

the age of 13. A degree of unevenness runs through the other
performances. Harvey is a bit too heavy-handed as a man trap-

ped by his wife's money and social position, but he's fine during
a drunken denunciation of Miss Taylor's way of life. Fisher
lacks the character shadings his part demands, while Dina
Merrill appears too blase as Harvey's all-knowing, but under-
standing, wife. Top performances come from Mildred Dun-
nock, Miss Taylor's weakling mother; Betty Field, a rapier-

tongued neighbor; Kay Medford, a disenchanted motel pro-
prietress, and Susan Oliver, Fisher's fiance. Awakening from
her night with Harvey, Miss Taylor discovers her dress torn
and an envelope containing $250. Assuming Harvey has left

it as payment, she takes Miss Merill's expensive fur coat. The
latter is in the country staying with her mother. Harvey locates

Miss Taylor through her telephone answering service, BUtter-
field 8. They spend an idyllic week together. When Harvey
informs her that Miss Merrill is returning, Miss Taylor realizes

she hasn't returned the coat. Miss Merrill discovers the theft
and Harvey prevents her from calling the police. He makes a
tour of the bars looking for Miss Taylor and learns from bar-
tenders and ex-boy friends of her promiscuity. They finally

meet in a night club where he drunkenly abuses her with foul
language and gets beaten up by an irate patron. The next day
he realizes he truly loves her and asks Miss Merrill for a
divorce. Miss Taylor has left for Boston to start a new life,

but Harvey finds her and asks he-: to marry him. Believing he
could never really respect her, she eludes him and is killed in
a spectacular car crash. The ending finds Harvey and Miss
Merrill willing to try it again.

M O-M. 10? minutes. Elizabeth Taylor. Laurence Harvey, Eddie Fisher. Produced
by dre S Berman. Directed by Daniel Mann.

legions of the Nile'

&U4UU44 &«&Hf © % Plus

Colorful Italian-made, dubbed spectacle of Egypt it

Cleopatra's day. Has mass audience ingredients.

20th Century-Fox is planning to back this dubbed Italian

made, spectacle about life in Egypt during the days of Anthon-
and Cleopatra with a full-scale exploitation-saturation cam
paign that could pay off handsomely at the boxoffice. Slate<

for December release, and loaded with sword-clashing action

plus pageantry on a grand scale, it might do well above averagi

in the mass market during the holiday season. Kiddies anc

action-adventure fans will not be bothered by its puerile hand
ling of the famed beauty's love affairs because director anc

co-scripter Vittorio Cottafavi has kept his DeLuxe Color
CinemaScope screen teeming with plenty of fast-moving visua

excitement. Sensuous dances, massive sets, rousing desert chase;

and a big climactic battle sequence help compensate for a slirr

story line and some inane dialogue. Lovely Linda Cristal make:

a physically appealing Cleopatra, while Ettore Manni as arj

ambassador of Augustus Caesar, and Georges Marchal a

Anthony strike the right masculine note. The plot find:

Caesar on the march towards the Egyptian border. In hope;

of inducing Anthony, in love with Cleopatra and leader of tht

opposition, to surrender to him, he sends Manni with a peace

offering. Manni fails to tear Anthony away from Cleopatra oi

his plans to battle Caesar, and incurs the wrath of the Grea

Councils of Egypt who want a Roman defeat. Many attempt:

are made on his life, but Manni comes through them all, anc

also falls in love with Cleo, who is masquerading as a dancing

girl. Anthony is defeated in battle, and believing himsell

abandoned by Cleopatra, kills himself. Unaware of this, she

begs Caesar to spare Anthony's life. When she finds him dead

she takes her own life. Manni finds love again with an attractive

slave girl he has set free.

20th Century-Fox. 91 minutes. Linda Cristal, Ettore Manni, Georges Marchal
Produced by Virgilio De Blasi and Italo Zingarelli. Directed by Vittorio Cottafavi

"The Shakedown"

Minor British metier about vice racket. For lower slot

This Universal-International release is destined only for the

lower slot on dual bills in action houses. The exploitable title

and some vice antics give "The Shakedown" a modicum ol

value for crime film fans, but its prospects are hampered rn

lack of marquee strength and an absence of suspense. Director

scripter John Lemont permitted his characters to talk rathci

than act, and the 91 -minute running time proves too long foi

the thin story he has to tell. Philip Green's modern jazz back

ground score and a bevy of attractive models help liven things

up from time to time. The British cast is adequate: Terrence

Morgan, the vice boss: Hazel Court, the attractive police plant

he falls in love with; Donald Pleasance, an alcoholic portrait

photographer; Harry H. Corbett, the psychotic gangster who

userps Morgan's power while he is in prison. In need of money

to set up his front—a model studio to cover his prostitution-

blackmailing activities—Morgan steals 3000 pounds from Cor

belli. The operation becomes lucrative when old contacts of

Morgan's "entertain" respectable married men. Hidden cameras

force them into paying blackmail. When partner Pleasance

discovers what is going on, he threatens to quit, but Morgan

convinces him he's in too deep. Morgan's secure world collapse,

when he discovers Miss Court's true identity, but the police

arrive in time to save her. He is killed by one of his victims.
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THE NEW GIANT OF WESTERN SUSPENSE

!

HESE WERE THE FOUR
STEEL-NERVED YOUNG

HELLIONS. ..EACH READY TO
STAND UP TO A RING OF

GUNS...OR DRAG A WOMAN'S
NAME DOWN TO HISI

The town

could forgive

every sin...

but this! uj

DOLORESH raided and ravished...

B like killers they LJ

triggered a new kind 1ART 1

H -am * «L

1 of excitement!

w
"THE PLUNDERERS"

CoStarring

II • JAY C. RJPPEN • RAY STRICKLYN • JAMES WESTERFIELD • DEE POLLOCK • ROGER TORREY

Produced « Directed oy JOSEPH PEVNEY •
Written by BOB BARBASH • Executive Producer SCOTT R. OUNLAP • Associate Producer JESS RANO • AN AUGUST PRODUCTIONS PICTURE

Red-Hot and Ready Now... from ALLIED ARTISTS!



"The World of Suzie Wong"

Sututeu IZcxtUf O O O plus

Warm and delightful tale of a yum-yum girl and her

American lover. First-rate production. Big b.o. promised.

Rav Stark's "The World of Suzie Wong" is a poignant East-

meetS-West romantic drama exquisitely decked out in some of

the most exciting visual trappings seens in some time. All of the

ingredients responsible for the success of Richard Mason's

internationally best-selling novel and Paul Osborn's smash

Broadway play—humor, romantic fantasy and semi-tragedy

—

have been skillfully blended here to form a tasteful and polished

motion picture. The life and loves of Suzie, the impish little

Hong Kong prostitute, are such things as dreams are made of,

and thus, her storv sparkles with the kind of universal appeal

that assures it a strong boxoffice rating. Despite its provocative

subject matter—a bitter-sweet love affair between an aging

conscience-stricken American artist and his beautiful child-

woman of the streets—no one should find it objectionable. The
fern trade will love it most. William Holden lends powerful

name value, while Nancy Kwan, making her screen debut in thz

title role, delivers a memorable performance of star qualitv.

Decked out in sumptuous Technicolor and filmed mostly on
location in Honk Kong, Suzie's world comes colorfully alive

with rickshaws, mystic Chinese signs, native market places,

floating homes and restaurants, teeming red light districts and

luxurious yacht clubs. Director Richard Quine has made splendid

use of these authentic backgrounds to heighten the impact of

the story. Holden displays ingratiating touches of humor and
pathos along each of the steps towards his acceptance of Suzie.

But Miss Kwan steals the picture. She is alternately naive, cun-

ning, mischievous and adoring, a fascinating personality. Excel-

lent support is supplied by Sylvia Syms, the beautiful banker's

daughter in love with Holden, Michael Wilding, a married man
who falls in love with Miss Kwan and Jacqui Chan, an unattrac-

tive fellow-worker of Miss Kwan's. John Patrick's delightful

script has Holden meeting Miss Kwan aboard the Kowloon-
Hong Kong fern where she convinces him she's a grand lady

before disappearing into the crowd. Later, in his second-rate

hotel, he discovers he's the only male tenant in the house of

prostitution where Miss Kwan follow s her profession. She offers

to be his true girlfriend, but he declines the offer. Refusing to

admit his love for her, he asks her to become his model. The
relationship goes no further, but Miss Kwan pretends to the

other girls that Holden's a conquest. After a number of com-
plications, he admits he loves her and starts supporting her and
her baby. His money dwindles, and when Miss Kwan offers to

go back to "work" to support them, he throws her out. The
ending has him rejecting a job in Miss Syms' father's bank, find-

ing Miss Kwan and her dead baby and asking her to mam him.

Paramount. 12? minutes. William Holden, Nancy Kwan. Produced by Ray Stark
Directed by Richard Quine.

"Come Dance with Me"

Bardot's newest import a tepid murder mystery.

If the famous Bardot name still holds its marquee appeal,
this Kingsley International release should prove a profitable

dual bill entry in the general market for metropolitan areas.

In her latest import, sexy Brigitte has to overcome a bland
comedy-mystery plot. She portrays a private eye who seeks
to clear her husband, suspected of murdering a beautiful and
cunning blackmailer. An Eastman Color mounting, some 0:1-

location Parisian lensing, ample cleavage displayed by Mile.
Bardot and victim Dawn Addams and a number of red-herrings
are designed to hold audience interest—with only mild success.

Part of the blame belongs to director Michael Boisrond who

has failed to build much suspense. As for the pouting, hip-

swinging sex-kitten, B.B.'s allure seems to have worn a bit

too thin. A somewhat off-beat sequence in a homosexual night-

club offers strong exploitation possibilities, but also limits its

booking possibilities. Henri Vidal is handsome and appealing

as the suspected husband, and Noel Roquevert pompously
portrays La Bardot's industrial father. A quarrel with Mile.

Bardot sends solace-seeking Vidal into a nightclub and later,

to the apartment of Miss Addams. He resists temptation,

and leaves unaware that compromising pictures have been

taken. Miss Addams arranges a blackmailing meeting at the

dance studio she owns, and Vidal arrives to find her mur-

dered. Convinced of her husband's innocence. Mile. Bardot

takes a job in the studio as a dancing teacher in hopes of

uncovering the real killer. She finally succeeds.

Kingsley International. 91 minutes. Brigitte Bardot, Henri Vidal. Dawn Addams.
Directed by Michel Boisrond.

"Swiss Family Robinson"

Su4iKC4A KatCH? O O PLUS

Disney version of adventure classic set on desert island.

Good holiday fare for the youngsters. Color.

Here is perfect holiday entertainment tailor-made to satisfy

kids. Walt Disney's color, live action version of Johann

Wyss' classic adventure yarn about a shipwrecked family's fight

for survival on a desert island. The magic of the Disney trade-

mark, a colorful promotional campaign and want-to-see word-

of-mouth among the kiddies should insure profitable returns

in most situations. A cast of appealing personalities turn in a

collection of colorful performances: John Mills and Dorothv
McGuire as the parents resigned to their life on the island:

James MacArthur and Tommy Kirk as their oldest sons: Kevin
("Toby Tyler") Corcoran as their usuallv-up-to-some:hing

youngest: pretty Janet Munro as the rescued maiden who
sparks jealousy between MacArthur and Kirk: and Sessue

Hayawaka as the leader of the pirates. Lowell S. Hawlev's

script has the family setding down on the island and building

an elaborate, split-level tree-house for comfort and a series

of fortresses as protection against the pirates who helped

wreck their ship. MacArthur and Kirk build an outrigger to

explore the rest of the island, are overturned and discover

Miss Munro and her grandfather. Cecil Parker, prisoners of

Hayawaka. They have time to rescue only Miss Munro and
reach the safety of their tree-house after an arduous jungle

trek. To ease the tension between the two boys. Mills organizes

an animal race, but the pirates appear and the battle begins.

Parker arrives in time with an armed merchantman, and onlv

Kirk decides to leave and finish his education in London.

MacArthur, Janet Munro. Sessue Hayakawa Tommy Kirk, Kevin Corcoran Pro-
Buena Vista. Walt Disney. 126 minutes. John Mills, Dorothy McGuire. James
duced by Bill Anderson. Directed by Ken Annakin.
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Newsmakers

U Billings Bright

Universal Pictures' domes-

tic gross billings in the fiscal

year ended Oct 29 exceeded

those of the previous year

by a heft\ 32.2 percent, vice-

president and general sales manager Henry H. Martin (right) told a trade

press luncheon. Eastern advertising-publicity director Philip Gerard joined

Martin in discussing fiscal 1960-61 releases and their promotion campaigns.
The sales chief attributed the jump in billings mainly to film rentals chalked
up by "Operation Petticoat" and "Portrait in Black", adding that Universal
will release 22-21 films in the new year. Gerard pointed to Universalis pro-

gram of "planned distribution" as one of the chief reasons for the billings

rise. He defined it as the "close integration of marketing with distribution."

New Columbia V.P.'s

Columbia's board of directors

elected Mo Rothman (left) vice

president in charge of foreign dis-

tribution and Jonas Rosenfield, Jr.,

vice president in charge of adver-

tising and publicity. Rothman
joined the firm last March: Rosen-

field came to Columbia in 1955.

S.J.UKCUUIM

Alliance Fall Drive

The Alliance Amusement Co. recently held its Silver

Anniversary Fall drive lunch and meeting in Fort Wayne,

Indiana. Left to right are: Frank Pryor, attorney for the

company; John Doerr, the circuits film buyer; S. J.

Gregory, president of the firm; guest speaker Max Fetty;

executive vice president S. J. Papas; advertising head Pete

Panagos; James J. Gregory, head of operations, and Lew
Harris, head of maintenance and concessions. Purpose of

the meeting was two-fold: (1) to honor president Greg-

ory, and (2) to celebrate conclusion of Summer push.

Solomon Upped
Eddie Solomon (abon )

was named executive vice

president of Embassy Pic-

tures, it was announced

by company president Jo-

seph E. Levine.

AIP Sets 18 for '61

American-International plans a program of

18 pictures for 1961, with 12 termed "of

major proportions" to be distributed at the

rate of one a month, president James H.

Nicholson (left) said. AIP has set five of

the big ones
—"Konga", "Fright", "Reptili-

cus", "Master of the World" and "The Pit

and the Pendulum"—for the February -June

period to help alleviate the product famine

during that stretch. In addition, the firm will

acquire films exclusively for foreign distri-

bution. "Due to co-production deals in Eng-

land and Italy," said Nicholson, "some prod-

uct distributed in the U.S. is not available

on a world-wide basis, necessitating the

acquisition of additional product to keep our

recently established world-wide distribution

svstem busy."

Decca, Loew's Profits

Zoom; Allied Artists Down
Earnings of Decca Records, including re-

sults of its subsidiary. Universal Pictures,

for the nine months ended Sept. 30, totaled

$4,159,772 (S3. 21 per share), a tremendous

increase over the S91 1,260 ($.60 per share)

for the similar 1959 period . . . Allied Artists

net in the three months to Oct. 1 dropped

to $277,380 (S.30 per share) from 1652,600

(S.~2 per share) a year ago, president Steve

Broidy announced. He blamed the talent

strike and political election campaigning for

the decline, noting that October was a

profitable month, but refusing to predict

profit for the current quarter or the year . . .

Loew's Theatres profit for the year ended

Aug. 31 jumped 38.1 percent—from S2,00~,-

251 (S.75 per share) in 1959 to $2,77 1,625

(SI.04 per share). Chairman Laurence A.

Tisch was optimistic about continued im-

provement in theatre operations, as well as

in hotel ventures . . . Paramount reported a

rise in the third quarter of 1960, but a drop
for the first nine months of the year. Earn'ngs

for the third quarter were $2,405,000 (SI. -14

per share), as compared to SI,349,000 (S.~9

per share) for the similar 1959 span. But for

the first nine months, earnings dipped to

S6, 137,000 (S3.67 per share), from the S6,-

609,000 (S3.88 per share) of 1959.

Man of Year: Rackmil
Universal president Milton R. Rackmil

was awarded the "Industry Man of the

Year" prize by National Allied at its annual

convention. Awards, based on a poll of

Allied exhibitors, also went to Tony Curtis

("Male Star of the Year"), Shirley Mac-
Laine ("Female Star of the Year"), Billy

Wilder ("Director of the Year") and Ben
Marcus ("Showman of the Year").

Pathe's First: 'Deadly'

"The Deadly Companions", starring Mau-
reen OHara, will be the first picture turned

out by Pathe-Alpha Distributing Co., it was
announced jointly by TOA head Albert M.
Pickus and Budd Rogers, president of Pathe-

Alpha. Budgeted at over $1,000,000, the film

will be produced by Charles B. Fit/Simons,

from A. S. Fleischman's novel, "Yellow leg."

Metro-Embassy Deal
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Embassy have

consummated a multi-picture production-

distribution deal, M-G-M president Joseph

R. Vogel and Embassy chief Joseph E.

Levine announced. By terms of the agree-

ment, Metro acquired world distribution

rights to three of Lev ine's forthcoming spec-

tacles: "The Thief of Bagdad , "Morgan, the

Pirate" and "The Wonders of Aladdin".

* * *

Headliners . . .

Loew's Theatres Broadcasting Corp., sold

radio station WMGM (N Y.) to Crowell-

Collier for Si 0,950,00 . . . Continental chief

Irving Wormser on European tour to check

on firm's productions, acquire new product

. . . Columbia's board of directors set Dec
27 for stockholders meet in lieu of annual

meeting.
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Viewpoints
(Continual from Page 5)

attending situation of foregathering

with other people in a comfortable

theatre to watch a presentation of a

motion picture on a large screen, with

superior sound as it was intended to

be shown, is far different than viewing

a film diminished many times, under

home lighting conditions, subject to

set failure."

To be sure, why get upset? What if

free TV sliced motion picture theatre

attendance almost in half, from a

weekly 85,000,000 to some 45,000,000?

What if the number of pictures being

produced each year has been halved

because of a dwindling patronage and

a belief on the part of the film makers

that the market cannot absorb any more

profitably?

Mr. Warner pooh-poohed the fact

that theatremen "have pushed the panic

button" in their fear of toll-TV. He
offered them comfort by saying that

"motion picture theatres and the TV
small screen are not comparable."

Of course, toll-TV and theatre busi-

ness can co-exist. After all, exhibitors

will have the opportunity to invite the

public to leave their homes, travel to a

theatre and pay a higher per-head ad-

mission to see a film that, perhaps, al-

ready has been presented to an enor-

mous nationwide audience over the pay

system. Free television wiped out only

half of the theatre audience. We still

have half left.

Man of thv IWir
Milton R. Rackmil, president of

Universal Pictures, was named Industry

Man of the Year by National Allied at

its annual convention. It was recogni-

tion well merited.

In accepting the award, he ex-

pounded on his philosophy of distribu-

tion's relationship with its exhibitor

customers. It was a talk to hearten

theatremen.

Mr. Rackmil declared that his com-

pany has no plans for entrance into pay

television, nor sale of its post- 1948

product (o free TV. Universal has not

supplied pictures for the Telemeter ex-

periment in htobicoke, nor has it re-

ceived an invitation to participate in

the planned Hartford Phonevision test

"because our position is quite clear."

Instead, he added, his firm's main goal

is to take care of its exhibitor cus-

tomers, "and to make sure that all our

customers continue to be healthy at all

times."

And theatremen everywhere were

bound to be reassured by these words

from the film executive:

"Universal and the members of Al-

lied share a common destiny. The suc-

cess of each of us depends upon the

dollar return at the local boxoffice since

both our resources, in capital and man-

power, are solely related to the mo-

tion picture industry. You have in-

vested in exhibition and we exclusively

in production and distribution. This

common bond makes it more impera-

tive than ever before that we work

closely together and have a greater re-

spect and understanding for the prob-

lems confronting each of us."

iitptr Long
Ms Too Long?

It has been reported that John

Wayne will cut approximately 30 min-

utes from the running time of his pro-

duction, "The Alamo", taking note of

what has been termed "audience rest-

lessness". This is a wise move, although

we agree with Roland Pendaris that

editing should be done before a film

opens its formal engagements (see

(The View from Outside).

This brings to the fore the entire

subject of length of movies today. It

is a question of no small significance,

in view of the trend in production

circles toward longer and longer pic-

tures. In the rush to place a picture in

the roadshow, or high-price brackets,

film makers are substituting running

time for dramatic content and validity,

pace, impact and other essentials of

the art. Length is construed as synony-

mous with quality—a faulty equation,

if ever we heard one.

Too many of our producers seem

to be overlooking one of the basic

principles of motion pictures: they

must move. In place of good, sharp

pace we are witnessing long-winded

ponderousness that puts too much

strain on the spectator's derricre and

patience. Allowing a film to run its

length, to run its course, so to speak,

is an unpardonable error of dramatic

structure, which can be corrected only

when the producer again learns to use

that all-important tool of his trade,

the scissors. Without it, the result is

often too much footage that waters

down the picture's dramatic impact.

The art of editing, of giving a film

proper pace and tempo, is slowly but

surely becoming a lost art. It is being

sacrificed to bulk in running time on

the theory that length makes strength.

Nothing could be further from the

truth.

Colltttunation 9

Not Conflict
The decision to move the 1961 Acad-

emy Awards show from Hollywood to

suburban Santa Monica is hardly im-

portant enough to merit all the fuss

and furore it has raised in West Coast

newspapers and the Hollywood Cham-

ber of Commerce. The site of the show,

along with the question of its sponsor-

ship, should be relegated to the dead

issue pile.

Vastly more important is the new

collaboration recently announced by

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and

Sciences president Valentine Davies

and Albert M. Pickus, head of the

Theatre Owners of America. Liaison

committees have been appointed by

each organization, and meetings w ill be

scheduled shortly in an effort to effect

closer and more effective cooperation

between the nation's theatres and the

producers of the annual Oscar show.

The TOA committee consists of M.

Spencer Leve, E. D. Martin, Walter

Reade, Jr. and Roy Cooper. The Acad-

emy arm is composed of Mr. Davies,

Steve Broidy, Jack Diamond, John

Flinn and Dan Baer and Archie Lee,

the latter two representing Harshe-

Rotman, Inc.. public relations counsel

for the Academy.

In making the announcement, Mr.

Pickus said: "We know there is much

we can do, working in close coopera-

tion with the Academy, to increase pub-

lic interest in the Academy's already

widelv accepted annual presentation

program. We also have ideas that we

feel enable the American theatre

operator to achieve greater benefit and

impact from the Oscar telecasts."

That should be the objecti\e of

everyone in the industry.
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M I I C M A N 0 I S I N C 1 I X f I O I T A T I O N DEPARTMENT f

Twentieth-Fox ad-pubbers in 39 cities

are busy lining up this cool stunt pulled

off by the firm for N.Y. Paramount run of

"North to Alaska". Dog sled, six huskies,

girl and guide toured city for film.

20th Offers 'Esther'

In 'Merchandising Package'

Twentieth-Fox has another of its "public

merchandising packages" ready for exhibitors

—

this one for its holiday release, "Esther and

the King"—vice president Charles Einfeld re-

vealed.

Employed on such 2()th pictures as "Journey

to the Center of the Earth", "The Lost World",

"From the Terrace" and "North to Alaska", the

"merchandising package" is, actually, a stream-

lined, packaged campaign offered to theatremen

with each sales contract for an "Esther" engage-

ment. The biblical film was selected, according

to Einfeld, because it has tremendous exploita-

tion value and can fully utilize the extensive

plans for the "package" via a national beauty

contest, unusual TV and radio commercials and

a concentrated, hard-sell advertising drive.

The national "Esther" beauty contest cur-

rently is in full swing, with the nation's largest

theatre chains and independents taking part.

Each local manager is staging his own contest

with the help of 20th's regional ad-publicity

managers. A panel of local judges is being

picked, and area winners will compete for re-

gional selection. Co-sponsorship is coming from

Chambers of Commerce, merchants' associations

and leading department stores. The national

prizes—a week's stay in Hollywood, a screen

test and a 20th-Fox recording session—are being

furnished by the film company, and local thea-

tremen have arranged for awards for entrants

to be donated by hotels and department stores

in their areas.

Theatre lobbies everywhere are being deco-

rated with 40 x 60 s, full-color displays and

other material supplied by 20th. In addition,

exhibitors have been arranging with local tele-

vision stations for on-camera interview s w ith

entrants and lobby coverage of the awards.

Schine Pitches to Kids:

Saturday Is Matinee Time
An extra effort to attract the juvenile trade

can prove a profit-maker now and an assurance

of adult attendance later. On that promotional

premise, Schine Theatres is pumping a fresh

stream of ideas into the time-tested Saturday

matinee. In fact, to the energetic New York

circuit, every Saturday is children's day at the

movies.

The Schine firm has instituted a special

matinee program designed solely for the young-

sters and is backing it all the way down the

line by providing managers with all the basics,

including mats, transcriptions, heralds, 40 x 60'

8

and trailers. It has even put into play the

Madison Ave. method of special identification:

the caricature of a little boy, called Dinny the

Drummer. He'll appear on all advertising mate-

rial in all media.

As outlined in a thick, idea-packed promotion

manual, prepared for distribution to all theatres

by advertising-publicity director Sy Evans and

his staff, the kids' matinees will be held even

Saturday. If an adult film is playing, it will be

pulled out for the matinee only, and a special

show will be inserted, consisting of a feature,

comedy and cartoons—or all cartoons, if the

manager so desires. If an attraction suitable for

children is part of the regular booking, it will

be supplemented by a few cartoons.

In the advertising department, two special

two-column mats have been prepared, the

larger to run the Friday before and the smaller

on Saturday morning (see illustration on this

page). For radio, the Schine showmen have

whipped up special transcriptions, each having

six spots—the first four directed at the kids,

the next two at the parents. In the pitch to the

children, Dinny the Drummer tells them to

"make sure Mom and Dad bring you to the big,

big matinee every Saturday at 2 o'clock at your

local Schine theatre." The adult approach clev-

erly asks, "How would you like Saturday after-

noon all to yourself . . . with no baby-sitting

problem ?"

Trailers, too, are aimed at the parents and

at their offspring, with each theatre being sup-

plied with two types, to be shown at the proper

times to catch each element. The Schine pro-

motion department also has turned out special

day glo, three-color 40 x 60s for the program.

One of the keys to the kids' push is the spe-

cial two-color herald, to be stapled in each

local situation to letters to the parents. A burst

on the herald says: "Be Sure You Show Mom
and Dad the Attached Letter." Distribution

should be made under personal supervision of

the operator, and the Schine manual suggests

tie-ins, if possible, with schools to make certain

that every parent gets the herald and a copy of

the missive. Here again, the "relax on Saturday

while the offspring are enjoying good, clean

cinema fun" pitch is employed.

One angle that offers endless possibilities

for exploitation is the Dinny the Drummer
club. Sign the kids up to membership in a

Dinny dub, suggests the Schine booklet, then

be sure to send greetings and free passes to all

the members on their birthdays. Sponsors should

be lined up for contests and prizes at each

matinee. A lad who can play the drum could

open the program with a roll on the instru-

ment. A parade to the theatre for the first mati-

nee, with a drummer boy in the lead, would

get the idea off to a fast start. Bicycle parades,

pet shows and treasure hunts, too, are offshoots

of the club idea. Other stunts include a Dinny

the- Drummer juvenile band and radio appear-

ances.

. Every Saturday
Afternoon s

CHILDRENSDRY! g

ONE SHOW ONLY!

on our
GIANT I

SCREEN!

Plus! Games! Prizes! Surprises! Fun!

DRUM BEATER. This two-column mat prepared by Schine

shopmen fo: Saturday morning papers features Dinny

the Drummer, leaves room for sniping ol week's show.
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Christmas Comes Early

For 'Gulliver' Promotion

"The 3 Worlds of Gulliver" will be released

at Christmas time, but according to Columbia

promotional plans, the holidaying starts this

month.

As part of the campaign being conducted for

the Charles H. Schneer film, special "Christmas

in November" parties will be held in Chicago,

Boston, Washington, San Francisco, Pittsburgh,

New York and Los Angeles. The parties will

include a screening of "Gulliver", with guests

including radio and TV broadcasters and top

opinion makers in each local situation. The

one showman stipulation: in all cases, adults

must be accompanied by a child.

At each soiree, local tie-ins will provide gifts

and refreshments. A Santa Claus, clowns and

many different types of entertainment will be

on hand; "Gulliver" comic books will be dis-

tributed to the kids, and tie-in merchandise

will be given as gifts.

Columbia also has arranged with the R. H.

Macy Co. for a special "Gulliver" float to

appear in the department store's annual Thanks-

giving Day parade. In view of the fact that

similar floats have helped power past Columbia

releases to sock grosses
—

"7th Voyage of Sin-

bad", for one, was aided tremendously by a

float tour—promotion department officials are

considering sending the towering replica of the

Jonathan Swift classic character on a country-

wide selling jaunt.

'West Side Story' Gets

Long-Range Exploitation Push

One year in advance of release, United Artists

and Mirisch Pictures, Inc. are launching a long-

range exploitation drive for the $5,000,000 pro-

duction, "West Side Story". It's an extensive,

direct-contact mailing program that includes 945

community leaders, educators and opinion-

makers in 410 cities in the U.S., and cities in

Canada and Puerto Rico.

First of a series of information packets was

dispatched recently. It contained a letter of

greeting, an action photo from the picture and

a 16-page fact sheet about "West Side Story",

currently being filmed by co-directors Robert

Wise and Jerome Robbins for roadshow release

in the Fall of 1961.

Included on the comprehensive mailing list

are educators—on both the high school and

college level—PTA groups, religious and civic

organizations.

Tan-Can' Campaign Theme:

All Is up to Date in Wichita

To paraphrase the lyrics of a well-remembered

song, "Everything's up to date in Wichita, Kan-

sas—including movie showmanship."

Amid a shower of klieg lights, dancing girls,

color and general fanfare, 20th-Fox's "Can-Can"

opened in Wichita's Sunset Theatre recently.

It was the first showing of the film and the

first installation of Todd-AO equipment in the

state. But more important, the sell-out premiere

enjoyed the backing of a 30-day advance cam-

paign that was as modern as anything being

cooked up in the big, metropolitan cities.

The drive, carried out under the direction

of Dale Stewart, city manager for Common-

wealth Theatres, and "Chick" Evans, Fox's re-

gional publicity manager in Kansas City, cap-

tured a great deal of space and attention, not

only in Wichita, but in all the southern area

of the state.

One of the highlights of the push was the

selection of a "Miss Can-Can", who visited

radio, TV and newspaper posts, garnering

"breaks" all along the route. The sale of tickets

to the reserved-seat attraction through the local

Junior Chamber of Commerce also stirred in-

terest in the picture. Booths were set up in

two of the leading retail stores in Wichita, and

two other establishments in the downtown area

offered a special boxoffice on the premises for

the advance sale of ducats. All media were

employed in the campaign. A hefty radio sat-

uration plan, a special merchant tie-up in a full-

"break" in the local paper and nine window

displays all plugged "Can-Can" throughout the

city. In addition, special lobby cards were

created for hotels and motels, and special an-

nouncements regarding policy, tickets and the

film itself were piped into 74 outlets through

Muzak.

As a prelude to the premiere, a special pre-

view was held for the press, radio and video

representatives in the area, and for civic, social

and business luminaries from central and south-

western Kansas. President of Commonwealth

Theatres Richard H. Orear and the head of the

local Junior Chamber of Commerce spoke to

the audience, while TV cameras, news reporters

and radio MC's recorded the event for the public.

One of the promotional ploys of the extended-

run planned for "Can-Can" is a special bus-trip

tie-in. Commonwealth managers in Garden City,

Great Bend, Pratt, Eureka and Herington are

arranging chartered bus trips, at package prices,'

for groups that want to spend an evening in

Wichita highlighted by a good dinner and a

showing of "Can-Can".

World-Wide Meet

ATTENDING confab called by Colum-

bia v.p. in charge of ad-pub Jonas

Rosenfield, Jr., are reps, of the firm's

global promotional organization.

Clockwise from bottom: Sey Roman,

Richard Kahn, Jerry Levine, Ira Tuli-

pan, Emil Buyse, Jack Wiener, Robert

S. Ferguson, Rosenfield, Harry Kosi-

ner, Pat Williamson, Alan Tucker,

Hortense Schorr, Martin Blau, Nat

Esformes, Jack Kerness.

SHOWMAN 'FACTS'. UA v.p. in charge of ad-pub-

exploitation Roger H. Lewis is flanked by Norman
Panama (left), Melvin Frank as he outlines booking,

merchandisnig plans for their "The Facts of Life",

geared to holiday season released by U.A.

PLUGGING AWAY. Producer-director George Sidney ar-

ranged for Zsa Zsa Gabor to carry copy of "The

Interns" in "Pepe" guest star scene with Cantinflas.

TO EMBASSY. Robert R. Weston (left) was named

advertising manager for Embassy, while Harvey Matof-

sky was appointed production publicity coordinator

for Joseph E. Levine's "The Wonders of Aladdin".

SHOWMAN HATS ON

'WIZARD' TURBAN. This collapsible turban will

be used as giveaway by 20th-Fox regional ad-

pubbers for "Wizard of Baghdad".
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ALLIED'S NEW FACE

(Continued from Ptigc (>)

less in future decisions militancy gave

way to moderation. It was then th.it

the Allied ship began to give signs of

changing direction, and right there at

the helm, helping to steer the new
course, was Chicagoan Kirsch. Invita-

tions were sent out to both disaffiliates

to return to the fold, and the Pennsyl-

vania arm accepted. Last week, the

board stood ready to do everything in

its power to attract unaffiliated exhi-

bitor groups into the fold. New Eng-

land is, of course, first on the list, and

inquiries reportedly have been received

from theatremen in Pennsylvania and

Oklahoma and on the West Coast.

Also high on the agenda is the selec-

tion of an executive director to assume

the duties once borne by Myers. But

Allied is in no hurry to pick a leader

simply for the sake of having one.

"No deadline" has been set, and offi-

cials are looking around carefully for

the right man to fill the bill.

The new face of Allied apparently

represents a reaction against the rigid,

stonefaced countenance of the old one.

How long moderation will remain as

the official approach, however, is a

moot point. Like Myrick, there are

other top officials unalterably opposed

to what they see as a softness in the

superstructure of the organization. They
view the product shortage and late

availability of certain pictures as banes

brought on their business by distribu-

tion, and they want them corrected

without delay. Witness the resolution,

undoubtedly passed to mollify mili-

tants like Rembusch, condemning the

number of roadshow films restricted to

the big cities: "Unless distribution takes

immediate steps to correct this monop-
olistic and discriminatory trade practice

the public be requested to petition the

Congress of the United States to pro-

vide legislation to insure" orderly re-

lease of top pictures. There is no ques-

tion, either, that ACE chairman S. H.

Fabian's speech to the conclave recount-

ing the repeated failures of distributors

to grant conciliation or other forms of

relief, strengthened still further the

contention of the old guard that aggres-

sive, unilateral action is the only an-

swer to their problems.

But right now, with Jack Kirsch at

the helm, the velvet glove approach is

the order of the day. If that fails, Allied

can be counted on to resort once again

to its famous mailed fist.

Coommen
MILTON RACKMI I. (at AMPA
achievements awards luncheon):

"I have long felt that there is

sometimes a tendency in the

entertainment industry to take for

granted the important contribu-

tion made by the men and women
who advertise, publicize and pro-

mote our product ... It is the

advertising, publicity and promo-
tion techniques created and de-

livered by you and your associ-

ates which, together with the

screen, itself, represents the pub-

lic face of the motion picture

business."

* # *

S. H. FABIAN: "If the mission

of ACE is to sponsor ACE Pro-

ductions, you may ask if we have

abandoned the effort to obtain

relief in the other areas which

seriously hamper our daily oper-

ations. We have no intention of

side-tracking such activities . . .

If there are more pictures to put

on our screens, the sellers' market

fades and buyer and seller, dis-

tributor and exhibitor meet on

more equal terms. Distribution

companies begin to really com-

pete for customers and we are on

the road back to normal, equit-

able business practices."

* *

ALBERT PICKUS: "If it had

not been for the opposition

entered in the name of the Con-

necticut Committee Against Pay-

TV, but staffed in the main by

Theatre Owners of America, the

Hartford Phonevision Company
might well have received its test

permit by default, and pay-TV
might have quickly established its

foothold in the United States.''

JERRY WALD: "It is not the

function of any of the dramatic

arts—the stage, music, the ballet,

motion pictures and even tele-

vision—to satiate the listener or

the viewer with sensationalism

heaped upon sensationalism; it

is not the function of entertain-

ment creators to outdo our daily

headlines of mayhem, murder and

masochism . . . Indeed, modern
writers, directors and producers

of films would do well to remem-

ber the old newspaper adage

which says that any cub reporter

can describe an earthquake or a

fire; but it takes an artist to

write importantly about a man in

the act of praying to his God."

AL MYRICK: "Exhibitors are very

critical of the murders, violence,

rape, sex and profanity in the pic-

tures, and manv exhibitors have

reported they hide so that thev

will not have to face the handful of

people as they leave their theatres."

* * *

JOSEPH PASTERNAK: "If the

exhibitor keeps his promise to sell

picture,, then more picture, will

be made. We not only need the

exhibitor to buy a picture but also

to sell it."

* * *

SAMUEL PINANSKI: "We
should sit down with the State

Department and other govern-

ment agencies and ask them if

they want American pictures to

vanish from the world's screens.

We should see if there is not

some way for elimination of

wasteful practices in distribution

and exhibition that are made man-

datory by government decrees . .
."

TRANS CANADA TELEMETER
HEAD EUGENE FITZGIB-
BONS: "Right now we just don't

have the answer, for the very

good reason that w hen we started

last February business was too

good and we knew that was a fal-

lacious perspective."

* * *

PRODUCER - DIRECTOR
HENRY HATHAWAY (on a

more honest approach to adver-

tising): "Pre-condition audiences

to know exactly the type of pic-

tures they are going to see."

* * *

MILTON MORITZ: (American-

International promotion chief):

"More often than not we refer to

ourselves as 'In the motion pic-

ture business'. The time has come
for us to amend this concept to

read 'We are in the entertain-

ment business' . . . There are no

longer major motion picture com-

panies, only major motion pic-

tures ... A man who does not

believe in advertising is like a

boy in a blacked-out room wink-

ing at a pretty girl. And that

could be pretty frustrating."
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WHIS IS YOUR PRODVC1
All The Vital Details on Current &D Coming Features

(Date of Rim BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

June

I PASSED FOR WHiTE Sonya Wilde, James Franciscus.

Producer-director Fi ed Wilcox. Story of a Negress
who passes for white. 91 min.

July

PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert. Pro-

ducer-director Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt.

Petrosino's war against the Mafia in the early 1900 s.

I I I min.

RAYMIE David Ladd. John Aqar, Charles Winninger.

Richard Arlen. Producer A. C. Lyle. Director Fred

McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant 6

foot barracuda. 72 min.

August

SEX KITTENS GO TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren, Tues-

day Weld, Mijanou Bardot. Producer-director Albert

Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-

lege routine. 93 min.

September

CALTIKI THE IMMORTAL MONSTER John Merivale, Didi

Sullivan, Gerald Herter. Science fiction thriller. 76 min.

HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen, Vic

Damone, Patricia Owens, Sessue Hayakawa, Miiko
Taka. Producer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson.

True story of U. S. Marine hero Guy Gabaldon. 132 min.

8/22/60.

TORMENTED, THE Richard Carlson, Susan Gordon, Juli

Reading. Froducers Bert I. Gordon, Joseph Steinberg.
Eerie shocker. 75 min.

October

BLOODY BROOD. THE Barbara Lord, Jack Bett, Peter
Falk. Producer Julian Roffman. Melodrama about mod-
ern generation. 71 min.

SERENGETI Color. Narrated by Michael Grzimek,
Dr. Bernhard Grzimek. Documentary of African Jun-
gle. 84 min.

TIME BOMB Curt Jergens, Mylene Demongeot. Suspense
story. 92 min.

November

HEROES DIE YOUNG Erika Peters, Robert Getz, Bill

Browne. Daring incident during W. W. II, 76 min.

PLUNDERERS. THE Jeff Chandler. Dolores Hart. Pro-
ducer-director Joseph Pevney. Band of young hoodlums
intimidate entire western town. 104 min.

UNFAITHFULS. THE Gina Lollobrigida, May Britt, Pierre
Cressoy. Producers Carlo Ponti, Dino De Laurentis.
Drama. 89 min.

December

Edmund Purdom, Sylvia

Coming
ARMORED COMMAND Howard Keel, Tina Louise. Pro-
ducer Ron W. Alcorn. Story of the famous German
spy, Alexandra Bestegar.

BIG BANKROLL, THE David Janssen, Jack Carson,
Keenan Wynn. Producers Samuel Bischoff, David Dia-
mond. Fabulous life story of the king of the gamblers.

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan. Producers A.
Ronald Lubin, Millard Kaufman. Picturization of Her-
man Melville's sea classic.

Albert

DON D
I
David Kory, David Janssen, Patti Page, Walter

Winchell, Mickey Shaughnessy. Producer-Director
Albert Zuqsmith. Story based on the comic strip
character. 90 min.

LOOK IN ANY WINDOW Paul Anka. Alex Nicol Gigi
Perreau. Ruth Roman. Producers William Alland, Lau-
rence E. Mascott. "Peeping Tom" gets in trouble.

RECKLESS. PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Saniom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

REPRIEVE Producers Millard Kaufman, A. Ronald
Lubin. Film biog. of Resko, once sentenced to die in
electric chair and reprieved after 19 years in Danne-

SIX MILLION MURDERS. THE Produ
David Diamond.

Sam Bischoff,

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
boons, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

May
CIRCUS OF HORRORS Specta-Color. Anton Diffring,

Erika Remberg. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn.

Director Sidney Hayers. Horror spectacle. 89 min.

5/23/60.

June

JAILBREAKERS Robert Hutton, Mary Castle, Producer-
director Alexander Grasshoff. Four escaped convicts

try to find a treasure of $400,000.00 from a bank rob-
bery. 64 min.

WHY MUST I DIE? Terry Moore, Debra Paget. Pro-

ducer Richard Bernstein. Director Roy Del Rufh. True
story of an innocent girl on "Death Row." 86 min.

July

AMAZING TRANSPARENT MAN Marguerite Chapman,
Douglas Kennedy, James Griffith. Producer Lester D.

Guthrie. Director Edgar G. Ulmer. 60 min.

BEYOND THE TIME BARRIER Robert Clarke, Darlene
Tompkins, Arianne Arden. Producer Robert Clarke.
Director Edgar G. Ulmer. A journey to the world of
tomorrow. 80 min.

HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScope, Color. Vincent Price.
Mark Damon, Myrna Fahey. Producer-director Roger
Corman. Edgar Allen Poe's classic. 85 min. 7/25/60.

October

JOURNEY TO THE LOST CITY Colorscope. Debra
Paget, Paul Christian. Director Fritz Lang. Adventure
story set in India.

November

January

KONGA Color. Michael Gough, Margo Johns. Pro-
ducer Herman Cohen. Director John Lamount. Monster
gorilla rampages through Piccadilly Circus. 90 min.

March

ALADDIN AND THE GIANT Dynamagic and Color.
Producer Herman Cohen. Action fantasy. 90 min.

April

MASTER OF THE WORLD Color, Dyna-Magic. Vincent
Price, Charles Bronson, Henry Hull, Mary Webster,
David Frankham. Jules Verne tale of one man's scheme
to eliminate war. 120 min.

Comini

REPTILICUS Bodil Miller. Science fiction. 90

WORLD IN MY HANDS. THE Martha Hyer. Action
spectacle.

COLUMBIA

May
ELECTRONIC MONSTER Rod Cameron. Mary Murphy.
Producer Cohen-Levy. Director Tully. A mind machine
in the hands of a murderer. 72 min. 6/6/60.

KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO CinemaScope, Color. Rob
ert Taylor, Anne Aubrey. Producers Irving Allen,

Albert R. Broccoli. Director Richard Thorpe. Engineer
lights slave trade in Africa. 91 min. 4/2S/60.

BULLETIN — TH

MAN ON A STRING Ernest Borgnine, Kerwin Mathews.
Producer Louis de Rochement. Director Andre da Toth.
Hollywood film magnate becomes U.S. counter-spy. 92
min. 4/11/60.

STRANGLERS OF BOMBAY. THE Guy Rolfe. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Ritual murders
in India. 81 min. 5/23/60.

June

BATTLE IN OUTER SPACE Color. Ryo Ikebe, Leonard
Stanford. Producer Tomoyuki Tanaka. Director Inoshiro
Honda. 90 min. 6/27/60.

MOUNTAIN ROAD, THE James Stewart, Lisa Lu. Pro-
ducer William Goetz. Director Daniel Mann. G.l.'i
fight across Burma. 102 min. 3/28/60.

MY DOG. BI'DDY Ken Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis.
Director Ray Kellogg. A boy and his dog are parted.
77 min. 5/9/60.

12 TO THE MOON Ken Clark, Phillip Baird, Tony
Dexter, Francis X. Bushman. Producer Fred Gebhardt.
Director David Bradley. The first lunar flight. 74
mir. 8/22/60.

July

STOP! LOOK! & LAUGH! Three Stooges, Paul Winchell
& Jerry Mahoney. Producer Harry Romm. Director
Jules White. Funny men romp. 78 min. 8/22/60.

STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET CinemaScope, Color.
Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak, Ernie Kovacs, Barbara Rush.
Producer-director Richard Quine. Love triangle in sub-
urbia, based on Evan Hunter's best-seller. 117 min.
6/6/60.

13 GHOSTS Charles Herbert, Jo Morrow, Martin Milner.
Producer-director William Castle. Rib-tickling ghost tale.

88 min. 7/25/60.

August

NIGHTS OF LUCRETIA BORGIA. THE Color. Belinda
Lee, Jacques Sernas. Producer Carlo Caiano. Director
Sergio Grieco. Action spectacle. 108 min. 8/8/60.

September

ALL THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd, Sidney Poitier.
Producer-director Hall Bartlett. U.N. forces trapped
behind enemy lines in Korea. 86 min. 8/8/60.

AS THE SEA RAGES Maria Schell. Cliff Robertson.
Producer Carl Szkoll. Director Horst Hechler. A war
among fishermen and islanders. 97 min. 8/22/60.

ENEMY GENERAL. THE Van Johnson. Jean Pierre
Aumont, Dany Carrel. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
George Sherman. A killer is kidnapped. 74 min.
8/22/60.

FAST AND SEXY CinemaScope, Color. Gina Lollo-
brigida, Dale Robertson. Producer Milko Skofic. Di-

rector Reginald Denham. Love story set in Italy. 98
min. 9/5/60.

October

I AIM AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw.
Producer Charles H. Schneer. Director J Lee Thompson.
Film biography of brilliant rocket scientist von Braun.
107 min. 9/19/60.

I'M ALL RIGHT. JACK Peter Sellers, Ian Carmichael,
Terry-Thomas Producer Roy Boulting. Director John
Boulting. Labor-management spoof. 104 min.

LET NO MAN WRITE MY EPITAPH Burl Ives, Shelley
Winters, James Darren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan. Di-

rector Philip Leacock. Drama of the slums. 106 min.
10/3/60.

SONG WITHOUT END CinemaScope, Color. Dirk Bo-
garde, Capucine. Producer William Goetz. Director
Charles Vidor. Musical biography of Franz Liszt. 141

min. 7/11/60.

November

HELL IS A CITY Stanley Baker, John Crawford, Donald
Pleasance. Producer Michael Carreras. Director Val
Guest. 96 min.

SUPPRISE PACKAGE Yul Brynner. Mitzi Gaynor. Pro-
ducer-director Stanley Donen. Deported hood "cuts
up" on island of Rhodes. 100 min. 10/17/60.

December

JAZZ BOAT CinemaScope. Anthony Newley, Anne
Aubrey. Producers Irving Allen, Albert R. Broccoli.
Director Ken Hughes. Mirth and murder on an excur-
sion boat. 90 min.

PLEASE TURN OVER Ted Ray, Jean Kent, Leslie Philips,

'Joan Sims. Producer Peter Rogers. Director Gerald
Thomas. A lass in literary circles. 86 min. 10/17/60.

S YOUR PRODUC



; WORLDS OF GULLIVER. THE Super Dynamation.
iolor. Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow. Producer Charles
ichneer. Director Jack Shar. Jonathan Swift classic.

January

VACKIEST SHIP IN THE ARMY. THE CinemaScope,
Color. Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson. Producer Fred
;ohlmar. Director Richard Murphy.

Coming

JEVTL AT 4 O'CLOCK. THE Spencer Tracy, Frank
Ilnatra. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mervyn
[•Roy.

fIDGET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope, Color. James
Jarren. Michael Callan. Producer Jerry Bresler.

iUNS OF NAVARONE. THE CinemaScope. Color.
Gregory Peck, David Niven, Anthony Quinn. Producer
Carl Foreman. Director J. Lee Thompson.

'EPE CinemaScope, Color. Cantinflas, Dan Dailey,
hirley Jones. Producer-director George Sidney.

WO FACES OF DR. JEKYLL. THE Color. Paul Massie,
'awn Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
erence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
on's classic.

INDEPENDENTS

June

IGN OF ZORRO, THE (Buena Vista). Guy Williams,
lenry Calvin. Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-
ors Norman Foster and Lewis R. Foster. S'vash-;
uckling hero saves old Los Angeles from tyrannical
ommandante

Julv

OLLYANNA IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Jane Wyman.
chard Eagan. Producer Walt Disney. Director David
wift. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller. 134 min. 4/11/40.

August

SIVATE PROPERTY (Citation Films, Inc.) Corey Allen,
barren Oates, Robert Wark, Jerome Cowan, Kate
4anx. Producer Stanley Colbert. Director Leslie
tevens. 80 min. 8/22/60.

AVAGE EYE, THE (Trans-Lux Kingsley) Gary Merrill,
arbara Baxley, Herschel Bernardi. Producer-Director

Maddow, Sidney Meyers, Joseph Strick. 67 min.
/22/60.

October

UNGLE CAT IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Story of
nimal life along the Amazon River. 70 min.

November

N WHO DARED IBuena Vista) Brian Keith. John
eal. James Drury. Producer Walt Disney. Director
Villiam Beaudine. 92 min. 10/17/60.

December

!WISS FAMILY ROBINSON IBuena Vista) Technicolor,
anavision. John Mills, Dorothy McGuire. Producer
illiam H. Anderson. Director Ken Annakin. Adapta-
on of Johann Wyss' adventure classic. 126 min.

April

)1 DALMATIANS (Buena Vista) Technicolor. All car-
>on feature. Producer Walt Disney. Comedy-fantasy
ased on Dodie Smith's novel.

Coming
|BSENT MINDED PROFESSOR, THE (Buena Vista! Fred

I PacMurray, Nancy Olson, Keenan Wynn. Producer
I 'alt Disney. Director Robert Stevenson. Comedy
lloout professor who invents anti-gravity force.

'< HASERS, THE (Gaston Hakim) Jacques Charrier,
I harles Agnovour. Director Jean-Pierre Mocky. Cyni-

sl yet engrossing French import about youthful
I omen-chasers. 75 min. 3/28.

!

4Y OF THE TRUMPET. THE (C. Santiago him Organi-

[
tion Prod.) John Agar, Richard Arlen, Bill Phipps.

I oducer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

ijREAM MACHINE. THE (Amalgamated Prods.) Rod
[

araeron, Marty Murphy, Peter llling. Producers Rich-
d Gordon and Charles Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-

I
I imery Tully.

NTERTAINER, THE (Continental Distributing, Inc.)
Iliurence Olivier, Brenda de Banzie, Joan Plowright.
Iroducer Harry Saltzman. Director Tony Richardson.
Illm version of John Osborne's play. 97 min. 10/17/60.

ORGO (King Bros.) Technicolor, Wide screen. Bill

[ravers, Vincent Winter, William Sylvester. Producer
llaurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

F i I n

HIROSHIMA. MON AMOUR I Zenith International!
Emmanuelle Riva. E|il Okada. Producer-Director Alain
Resnais Love story set against background of war.

IT HAPPENED IN BROAD DAYLIGHT (Continental
Distributing, Inc.) Heini Ruhmann. Michel Simon, Gert
Frobe. Producer Lazar Wechsler. Director Ladislao
Vaida. 97 min. 10/17/60.

JAZZ ON A SUMMER'S DAY (Galaxy Attractions. Inc.)
Louis Armstrong, Gerry Mulligan, George Shearing
Producer-director Bert Stern. Sights and sounds of the
Newport, R. I. annual iazz festival. 85 min. 5/9/60.

LIGHT ACROSS THE STREET. THE IUMPO) Brigittt

Bardot, Raymond Peliognn, Rngor Piquat. Producer
Jacques Gauthier. Director Geo.-ges Lacombt. Drama.
A French husband and wife try to live without normal
sex relations, after the husband had a near-fatal acci-
dent. 76 mm.

LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim Davis, Dan Magowan. Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfrad R. Milton, Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MICHAEL STROGOFF (Continental Distributing. Inc.)
Color, CinemaScope. Curt Jurgens, Genevieve Page.
Producer John Spigler. Director Carmine Gallone.
Adventure classic. 115 min. 6/6/60.

NEVER ON SUNDAY ( Lopert Films. Inc.) Melina Mer-
couri, Jules Dassin. Director Jules Dassin. 91 min.

10/17/60.

REST IS SILENCE, THE (Films Around the World, Inc.

I

Hardy Kruger, Peter Van Eyck, Ingrid Andree. Pro-
ducer-Director Helmut Kautner. Modernized version of
Hamlet in German. 106 min. 8/8/60.

SANTA CLAUS (K. Gordon Murray Productions! Joseph
Elias Moreno. Producer William Calderon. Director
Rene Cardone. Children's Christmas story. 94 min.
10/3/60.

SCHOOL FOR SCOUNDRELS (Continental Distributing,
Inc.) Ian Carmichael Terry-Thomas Alastair Sim, Ja-
nette Scott. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Robert
Hamer. British comedy. 94 min. 7/25/60.

SILVER SKATES, THE IBuena Vista] Eastman Color.
Rony Zeander. Carin Rossby. Producer Walt Disney.
Director Norman Foster. Romantic fairy-tale taking
place by tha Zuider Zee in 1850.

THUNDER IN CAROLINA IHowco International) Rory
Calhoun, Alan Hale, Connie Hines, John Gentry. Pro-
ducer J. Francis White. Director Paul Helmick. 92 min.
7/25/60.

METRO -GO LDWYN -MAYER

Ma\
PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney, Terry
Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas.
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military
academy. 93 min.

June

ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN, THE Cinema-
Scope. MetroColor. Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges. Pro-

ducer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Michael Curtiz.

Film version of Mark Twain's classic story of the Mis-
sissippi River. 107 min. 5/9/60.

GIANT OF MARATHON, THE Dyalscope, Color. Steve
Reeves, Mylene Demongeot. Producer Bruno Vailati.

Director Jacques Tourneur. Action-filled recreation of

the classic battle of ancient Greece. 92 min. 6/6/60.

July

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope, MetroColor. Judy
Holliday, Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-

tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit.

127 min. 6/27/60.

THE DAY THEY ROBBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray, Elizabeth Sellars, Hugh Griffith. Producer
Jules Buck. Director John Guillermin. Suspenseful
action-thriller of a sensational robbery. 85 min. 8/8/60.

August

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaScope.
MetroColor. Robert Wagner, Natalie Wood. Susan

Kohner. Producer Pandro S Berman. Director Michael
Anderson. Drama involving four young people whose
paths cross in their search to find love. 112 min.

7/25/60.

TIME MACHINE. THE Color. Rod Taylor, Alan Young.
Producer-director George Pal. Based on H. G. Wells'

story of a man who invents a machine which carries

him from the 19th century into an amazing world of

the future. 103 min. 7/25/60.

September

ANGEL WORE RED, THE Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde.

Joseph Cotten. Producer Goffredo Lombsrdo. Director

Nunnally Johnson. Drama, durino Spanish Civil War.
involving a priest and a beautiful dancer. 99 min.

9/19/60.

The early December release list

totals a light 18, with Twentieth Cen-

tury-Fox in the !ead on the strength of

four pictures. United Artists and Co-

lumbia follow closely with three films

apiece, and M-G-M and Paramount each

has slated two. Four companies

—

Universal, Warner Bros., Allied Artists

and Buena Vista — have one release

ready, while American-International has

yet to schedule any p.-oduct for the

coming month.

SUBTERRANEANS. THE CinamaScope. MatroColor.
Leslie Caron, George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed
Director Ranald MacDougaM Film veriicn of Jack
Kerouac's novel. 37 min. 8/22/63.

October

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hun-er. Pat Crow'ey
Producer Kathryn Hereford. Director Phil Karlson Ster,-

of a man threatened by a gang of hoodlums after he
is witness to a murdar. 81 min. 10/3/60.

.Voi Tin her

BUTTERFIELD 8 CinemaScooe, MetroColor. E izabeth

Taylor, Laurence Harvey. Producer Pandro S. Berman
Director Daniel Mann. Adaptation of John O'Hara's
novel. 109 min.

WHEHE THE HOT V/IND ELOWS Gina Loilobrigida.
Ives Montand. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Jules
Dassin. From Roger Vailland's best-selling novel of

smoldering violence amcng people of primitive morals
living in cn isolated Adria.ic village. 120 nil. 10/3/60.

December

CIMARRON CinemaScope, MetroColor. Glenn Ford.
Maria Schell, Anne Baxter. Produ^r Edmund Grainger
Director Anthony Mann. Based on Eoi.^ Ferber's classi-

novel.

WHERE THE COYS A3S C'nemaScope. MetroColor.
Dolores Hart, George Hamilton, Yvette Mimieux. Paula
Prentiss. Connie Francis. Producer Joseph Pasternak.
Director Henry Levin. Based on Glendon Swarthout's
best-seller about college students who ioin annual
Easter trek to Florida for vacations and

January

GORGO Eastman Color. Bill Travers. Will Sylvester.

Vincent Winter. Producers Frank and Maurice King.

Director Eugene Lourie. Adventure story of a monster
that virtually destroys London to rescue its off-spring

from captivity.

VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED George Sanders, Bar-

bara Shelley. Producer Ronald Kinnoch Director Wr*'f

Rilla. Suspense drama with a science-fiction basis. 78

10/31/60.

February

COLOSSUS OF RHODES, THE CinemaScope, Color.
Rory Calhoun Lea Massari. Director Sergio Leone.
Action spectacle of historic battle between iha people
of ancient Rhodes and invading Phoenicians.

GO NAKED IN THE WORLD CinemaScope. MetroColor.
Gina Loilobrigida. Tony Franciosa. Ernest Borgnine
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Ranald MacDou-
gaM. Film version of a novel by Tom Chamales.

March

ATLANTIS. THE LOST CONTINENT Color. Anthony
Hall, Joyce Taylor. John Da Producer-Director
George Pal. Science-adventure drama of mysterious
civilization said to have vanished into the sea.

Coming

BEN HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston.
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-

ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-

lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

GREEN HELMET, THE Bill Travers. Nancy Walters. Pro-

ducer Charles Vetter. Director Michael Forlong. Dra-

matic thriller about auto racing, based on the nosel by
John Cleary.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, Technirama. Jeffrey

Hunter. Siobhan McKenna, Robert Ryan. Producer
Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas Ray. Epic drama
based on life of Christ.
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MAGIC BOY Magicolor. Animated cartoon depicting

adventures of a little Japanese boy and girl and their

animal friends in the mountain district of Japan. 83 mm.

SILENT PARTNER, THE Stewart Granger, Haya Hara-

reet. Producer Michael Relph. Director Basil Dearden.

Melodramatic story mixing sex and suspense.

TARTARS. THE CinemaScope, Eastman color. Victor

Mature, Orson Welles. Producer-Director Richard

Thorpe.' Epic of barbaric Tartars who swept out of

Asia intent on ths destruction of western civilization.

PARAMOUNT

May
FIVE BRANDED WOMEN Van Heflin, Silvana Mangano,
Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis. Director

Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Nazis. 106 min.

4/1 1/60.

PRISONER OF THE VOLGA Eastman Color. John Derek,

Elsa Martinelli, Dawn Addams. Director V. Tour-

ieasky. Historical spectacle. 82 min. 5/9/60.

June
WALK LIKE A DRAGON Jack Lord, Nobu McCarthy,
James Shigeta. Producer-director James Clavell. Drama
set in the Old West dealing with the fight between
an American settler and a Chinese immigrant for the

love of an Oriental slave girl. 95 min. 6/6/60.

July

BELLBOY, THE Jerry Lewis. Aiex Gerry, Joan Tabor.
Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of a mute bellboy
at a Florida resort. 72 min. 8/22/60.

RAT RACE. THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.

Director Robert Mulligan. Drama of a career-seeking
saxophone player and a disillusioned showgirl. 105 min.

5/9/60.

TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT Eastman Color. Gordon
Scott, Jock Mahoney. Producers Sy Weintraub. Harvey
Hayutin. Director Robert Day. Famous king of the

untamed engages in more adventurous activities. 88
min. 6/27/60.

August

IT STARTED IN NAPLES VistaVision, Technicolor. Clark
Gable. Sophia Loren. Producer Jack Rose. Director
Mel Shavelson. An American lawyer goes to Italy to

get his orphaned nephew and falls in love with the
child's governess. 100 min. 7/25/60.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh, Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles,
John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Storv based on Inner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert
Bloch 109 min. 6/27/60.

September

BOY WHO STOLE A MILLION. THE Virgilio Texera,
Maurice Reyna. Producer George Brown. Director
Charles Crichton. Young bank messenger "borrows"
1,000,000 pesetas to help his father. 64 min. 9/19/60.

UNDER TEN FLAGS Technirama. Van Heflin, Charles
Laughton. Producer Dino DeLaurentis. Directors Duilio

Coletti and Silvio Narizzano. Drama of WWII. 92
min. 9/5/60.

November

BREATH OF SCANDftL, A Technicolor. Sophia Loren,
Maurice Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti
and Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtiz. A sophis-
ticated story of the make-believe world of the Austro-
Hungarian court around 1906. 98 min. 10/31/60.

G.I. BLUES Technicolor. Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse.
Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog. Story
of American soldiers in Germany. 104 min.

Decern her

CINDERFELLA Technicolor, VistaVision. Jerry Lewis,
Ed Wynn, Anna Marie Alberghetti. Erin O'Brien. Pro-
ducer Jerrv Lewis. Director Frank T*<hlin. Modern
version of the Cinderella fairy tale. 91 min.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Nancy Kwan, Michael Wilding. Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Richard Ouine. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and the Broadway play.

Coming

ALL IN A NIGHT'S WORK Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Shirley MacLaine, Cliff Robertson. Producer Hal Wal-
lis. Director Joseph Anthony. Pretty research assistant
for publishing empire suspected of blackmail plot
involving late boss.

BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim. Producer Raymond Eger. Direc-
tor Roger Vadim. Suspense drama based on story by
Paul Gallico.

BLUEPRINT F03 ROBBERY Jay Barney Tom Duagan.
Producer Bryan Foy. Director Jerry Hopper. Story
of a J2. 000. 000 bank heist.

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S Technicolor. Audrey Hep-
burn, Georq* Peppard. Producers Martin Jurow,
Richard Shepherd. Director Blake Edwards. Adapta
lion of the btst-seller by Truman Capote.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOS. THE Technicolor. William

Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,

George Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

espionage drama.

HATARI Technicolor. John Wayne, Gerard Blain. Pro-

ducers-Director Howard Hawks. Drama of adventurers

who caputre wild animals for zoos.

LADIES' MAN Jerry Lewis, Helen Traubel. Producer-

director Jerry Lewis. Story of the only male employee
in a boarding house for women.

ONE-EYED JACKS VistaVision. Technicolor. Marlon
Brando, Pina Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-

tor Marlon Brando.

ON THE DOUBLE Panavision, Technicolor. Danny
Kaye, Dana Wynter. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel
Shavelson. Gl entertainer drafted into Allied espio-

nage plot.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY. THE VistaVision, Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire, Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter.
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-

boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

SAVAGE INNOCENTS. THE Technirama, Technicolor. An-
thony Quinn, Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray. 110 min. 10/3/60.

SUMMER AND SMOKE Laurence Harvey, Geraldine
Page. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Peter Glenville.
Drama based on Tennessee Williams' Broadway play.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

May
CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson Welles,
Juliette Greco. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director
Richard Fleischer. Psychological thriller of dual iden-
tities. 97 min. 5/23/60.

FLAME OVER INDIA DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Ken-
neth More, Lauren Bacall. Producer M. Hellman. Di-

rector J. Thompson. Suspense melodrama set in India.
130 min. 4/25/60.

VALLEY OF THE REDWOODS CinemaScope. Lynn
Bernay, John Hudson. Producer Gene Corman. Di-
rector William N. Witney. Masterful and ingenious
crime drama set off in northern California. 63 min.
4/25/60.

June

BOBBIKINS CinemaScope. Shirley Jones, Max Bygrayes.
Producer O. Brodney. Director Robert Day. Hilarious

family comedy. 89 min. 2/29/60.

OPERATION AMSTERDAM Peter Finch. Eva Bartok.
Producer M. Cowan. Director M. McCarthy. Based on
a novel by David E. Walker. 105 min. 4/11/60.

TWELVE HOURS TO KILL CinemaScope. Nico Minar-
dos, Barbara Eden. Producer John Healy. Director
Edward L. Cahn. Crime melodrama. 83 min. 5/9/60.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Montgomery
Clift, Lee Remick, Jo Van Fleet. Producer-Director
Elia Kazan. An elderly woman successfully fights the
Tennessee Valley Authority. 110 min. 6/6/60.

July

FROM THE TERRACE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Myrna Loy. Pro-
ducer-Director Mark Robson. Inside look at low morals
of upper class. 144 min. 7/11/60.

HIGH POWERED RIFLE CinemaScope. Willard Parker,
Allison Hayes. Producer-director Maury Dexter. 60
min. 8/8/60.

LOST WORLD. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Fer-
nando Lamas, Claude Rains, David Hedison, Jill St.

John. Producer-Director Irwin Allen. Adventure-fantasy
spectacle. 98 min. 7/1 t/60.

MURDER, INC. CinemaScope. May Britt, Stuart Whit-
man. Producer Burt Balaban. Director Stuart Rosen-
berg. Story of famed crime syndicate. 107 min. 7/1 1/60.

STORY OF RUTH, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Elana Eden, Peggy Wood, Stuart Whitman. Producer
Samuel G. Engel. Director Harry Koster. Story of the
biblical character. 132 min. 6/27/60.

TRAPPED IN TANGIERS CinemaScope. Edmund Pur-
dom, Genevieve Page. Producer Riccardo Freda.
Director Antonio Cervi. 74 min. 8/22/60.

August

FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard Basehart, Stu Erwin, Rex Allen. Producer-
Director George Sherman. 84 min. 8/22/60.

IDIOT, THE Y. Yakovlev, J. Borisova. N. Podgorny.
Director Ivan Pyriev. Russian exchange film in coop-
eration with the State Department, based on Dostoiev-
sky's novel. 122 min. 8/22/60.

ONE FOOT IN HELL CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Dolores Michaels, Don Murray, Alan Ladd. Producer
Sydney Boehm. Director James B. Clark. 90 min.,
8/22/60.

SONS AND LOVERS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Deai
Stockwell. Trevor Howard, Wendy Hiller, Heathe
Sears. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jack Cardiff
Drama of passion and love in a Welsh mining com
munity. 103 min. 7/25/60.

39 STEPS. THE Kenneth More, Taina Elg. The cultural
exchange production with the U.S.S.R. 95 min.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Ray Stricklyn,
'1

Mary Anders, Willard Parker. Producer Jack Lee
wood. Director William Claxton. Story of the teenag<
ife of the notoriuos outlaw. 73 min. 8/22/60.

September

FRECKLES Carol Christianson, Martin West. Producer
H. Spaulding. Director M. McLoglin. 84 min. 10/3/60

GODDESS OF LOVE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color
Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas. Producer B. Lee. Direc
tor W. TourJansky.

LET'S MAKE LOVE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Yvei
Montand, Tony Randall. Marilyn Monroe. Producei
Jerry Wald. Director George Cukor. Romantic com
edy. 118 min. 9/5/60.

WALK TALL Willard Parker, Kent Taylor, Joyce
Meadows. Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 60
10/31/60.

October

DESIRE IN THE DUST Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer, Joan
Bennett, Brett Halsey, Ken Scott. Producer-Director Wil
liam Claxton. 102 min. 10/3/60.

HIGH TIME CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Bing Crosby
Fabian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Charles Bracketti
Director Blake Edwards. Rich, older playboy goes bad;
to college and learns a lot. 103 min. 9/19/60.

SECRET OF THE PURPLE REEF Peter Falk, Jeff R
ards, Margi Dean. Producer Gene Corman. Director
W. Whitly. 80 min. 10/31/60.

SEPTEMBER STORM StereoVision. Joanne Dru, Marl
Stevens. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director Byroi

Haskin. Unique underwater drama. 99 min. 10/17/60

November

DESERT ATTACK Joan Mills, Sylvia Syms. Producei

W. Whitaker. Director J. Thompson.

NORTH TO ALASKA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Johr
Wayne, Stewart Granger, Ernie Kovacs, Fabian. Capu
cine. Director Henry Hathaway. Mail-order bride
brought to Alaska in gold rush days.

December

LEGIONS OF THE NILE Linda Cristal. Director Vit

torio Cottafavi. Spectacular historical melodrama

Diane Baker, Did

January

BIG GAMBLE. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color

Stephen Boyd, Juliette Greco, David Wayne. Produce
Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Richard Fleischer.

MILLIONAIRESS. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color

Sophia Loren, Peter Sellers. Alastair Sim. Produce
Carlo Ponti. Director Anthony Asquith. Bernard Shaw'
famous comedy.

June

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor, Peter Finch, Stepher

Boyd. Producer Walter Wanger. Dirctor Roube
Mamoulian.

Coming

CAPTAIN'S TABLE. THE John Gregson, Peggy Cum
mins. Donald Sinden, Nadia Gray. Producer Josepl

Janni. Director Jack Lee. Delightful comedy al

life aboard a pleasure cruiser. 90 min. 8/8/60.

FERRY TO HONG KONG Curt Jurgens, Orson Welles

Sylvia Syms. Producer George Maynard. Directo

Lewis Gilbert. Offbeat comedy-drama about a cul

tured tramp, a scheming captain, and their strangi

alliance.

JOURNEY INTO DANGER CinemaScope, De Luxe Color

Raymond Massey, Juliet Prowse, Stuart Whitman

Taken from the pioneer adventure novel of Ihe sa

name by Stuart Cloete.

SALAMMBO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Jacques Ser

nas, Edmund Purdom. Colorful panorama based or

Flaubert's famous story.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Mylen.

Demonqeot, Michael Craig, Anne Heywood. Producei

Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Rowdy, racy

ragout of an impossible French baby-sitter. 101 i
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UNITED ARTISTS

May
FUGITIVE KIND, THE Marlon Brando Anna Magnani,

rlcanne Woodward. Producer Martin Jurow and Richard
Shepherd. Director Sidney Lumet. Based cn Tennessee

IWilliams' Broadway play. II? min. 4/25/40.

JAU-ANT HOURS. THE James Cagney. Producer-Direc-
or Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval hero

Admiral Halsey. 115 min. 5/23/60.

-JOOSE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis. Ted De Corsia.
Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Ac-

' ion drama. 69 min. 5/9/60.

iUMMER OF THE 17th DOLL Ernest Borgnine. Anne
Jaxter. Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film version

|)f Ray Lawler's Broadway and London stage play. 93

June

vlACUMBA LOVE Color. Ziva Rodann. William Well-
nan, Jr.. June Wilkinson. Producer-Director Douglas
Rowley. Voodoo and tropical romance in Brazil . 86
bin. A/6/60.

-IUSIC BOX KID. THE Ronald Foster. Luana Patten
Srant Richards Producer Robert E. Kent. Director
i:dward L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.

July

hPARTMENT, THE Jack Lemmon. Shirley MacLaine,
red MacMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder. Ro-

jjnantic comedy. 125 min. 5/23/60.

:AGE OF EVIL Ronald Forster, Pat Blair. Producer
Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn. Crime
ilrama. 70 min. 8/8/60.

AST DAYS OF POMPEII, THE Color CinemaScope.
Iteve Reeves, Christina Kauffman. Producer Paolo
Moffa. Director Mario Bonnard. 103 min. 6/27/60.

August

LMER GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster. Jean
immons, Dean Jagger. Producer Bernard Smith. Di-

rector Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller.
45 min. 7/1 1/60.

September

IIGHT FIGHTERS, THE Robert Mitchum, Dan O'Herlihy,
H>nne Heywod. Producer Raymond Stross. Director
Baylor Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion. 85 min. 9/19/60.

TUDS LONIGAN Christopher Knight. Venetia Steven-
lion. Producer Philip Yordan. Director Irving Lerner.
I Mm version of the James T. Farrel trilogy. 95 min.

October

uLAMO. THE ITodd-AO) Technicolor. John Wayne,
.ichard Widmark, Laurence Harvey, Linda Cristal.
roducer director John Wayne. Historic epic. 192 min.

10/31/60.

November
INHERIT THE WIND Spencer Tracy, Fredric March,
iene Kelly. Producer-director Stanley Kramer. Recre-
tion of famed Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925. 127

iiin. 7/25/60.

MAGNIFICENT SEVEN, THE PanaVision. Color. Yul
rynner, Eli Wallach, Steve McQueen, Horst Buchholz,

!
roducer-director John Sturges. Based on the Japanese

lilm "The Seven Samurai." 126 min. 10/3/60.

VALKING TARGET Steve Kandel. Ron Foster. Producer
lobert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Kahn. Action drama.4 min. 8/22/60.

December

XODUS Color, PanaVision. Paul Newman, Eva Marie
' aint, Peter Lawford. Producer-director Otto Premin-
I er. Based on Leon Uris' novel.

ACTS OF LIFE, THE Bob Hope. Lucille Ball. Producer-
irectcrs Norman Panama, Melvin Frank. Comedy.
OLICE DOG STORY James Brown, Merry Anders.

Coming
DVISE AND CONSENT Producer-director Otto Prem,

hger. From Allen Drury best-seller about Washington
I olitics.

• PFLE PIE BED Maurice Chevalier. Producer-di rector
ean Negulesco. Based on the novel "The Midwife

|t Pont Clery" by Flora Sandstrom.

Y LOVE POSSESSED Director Robert Wise. Picturiza-
on of James Gould Conen's Pulitzer Prize winning
ovel

LADI ATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS. MY Producer-director Stanley
I ramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

IAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
ion of James Michener's epic novel.

NVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Donna Anderson.
roducer Stanley Kramer. Director Paul Stanley.

MISFITS, THE Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe, Montgom-
ery Chft. Producer Frank Taylor. Director John
Huston Comedy.

Film

TIME ON HER HANDS Ingrid Bergman. Anthony Per-

kins. Producer-director Anatole Litvak. Fllmiiation of

Francois Sagan's romantic novel "Do You Like Brahms?

"

TUNES OF GLORY Color. Alec Guinnes, John Mills.

Producer Colin Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Com-
edy-drama of the British postwar army.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Elizabeth Taylor. Director
Delbert Mann. Based on the Broadway stage success.

WAY WEST. THE James Stewart. Kirk Douglas. Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

WEST SIDE STORY Widescreen, Color. Natalie Wood.
Russ Tamblyn. Producer-director Robert Wise. Filmi-

zation of Broadway musical. Teenagers in love and
the problems they face.

UNIVERSAL INT'L

May
COSSACKS. THE Technicolor. Totalscope. Edmund
Purdom, John Barrymore. Jr

.
Georgia Moll. Producer

W. Tourjansky. Director Giorgio Rivalta. 85 min.

4/1 1/60.

June

BRIDES OF DRACULA. THE Technicolor. Peter Cushing,
Martita Hunt. Yvonne Monlaur, Freda Jackson. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Horror
thriller. 85 min. 6/6/60.

LEECH WOMAN, THE Coleen Gray. Grant Williams,
Gloria Talbot. Producer Joseph Gershenson. Director
Edward Dein. Wife of a doctor discovers youth-giving
drug and turns murderess. 77 min. 5/23/60.

July

DINOSAURUS CinemaScope Deluxe Color. Ward Ram-
sey. Producer J. H. Harris. Director Irwin S. Yea-
worth, Jr. Adventure spectacle of pre-historic mon-
sters. 83 min. 6/27/60.

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Eastman Color. Anthony Quinn,
Lana Turner, Sandra Dee, John Saxon. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Michael Gordon. Adaptation of
Broadway play by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts. 112
min. 6/27/60.

SOS PACIFIC Pier Angeli. Richard Attenborough. Eva
Bartok. Producers John Nasht. Patrick Filmer-Sankey.
Director Guy Green. Action thriller. 92 min. 7/25/60.

August

CHAJJTROOSE CABOOSE Eastman Color. Molly Bee.
Ben Cooper, Edgar Buchanan. Producer Stanley W.
Daugherty. Director William Reynolds. Comedy cen-
tered around a chartreuse caboose used for a home.
76 min. 6/27/60.

COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL Steve Allen, Jayne Meadows.
Mamie Van Doren. Walter Winchell, Mickey Shaugh-
nessy, Cathy Crosby. Conway Twitty. Producer-director
Albert Zugsmith. Story of college prof's survey of
teenagers with surprising results. 91 min.

September
BETWEEN TIME AND ETERNITY Eastman Color. Lilli

Palmer. Carlos Thompson, Willy Birgel. Director Ar-
thur Maria Rabenal 85 min. 8/22/60.

SEVEN WAYS FROM SUNDOWN Eastman Color. Audie
Murhpy. Barry Sullivan, Venetia Stevenson, John Mc-
Intire. Producer Gordon Kay, Director George Sher-

man. 87 min. 10/17/60.

November

MIDNIGHT LACE Eastman Color. Doris Day. Rex Har-
rison, John Gavin, Myrna Loy. Producers Ross Hunter,
Martin Melcher. Director David Miller. Mystery set

in England. 108 min. 10/17/60.

December

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE. THE Mickey
Rooney Mamie Van Doren. Fay Spain, Mel Torme.
Marty Milner, Tuesday Weld. Paul Anka. Cecil Kel a-

way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith
Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people on a bus
are taken by a parallel to the Garden of Eden and
its temptations. 87 min.

Coming

BACK STREET Color, Susan Hayward. John Gavin, Vera
Miles. Producer Ross Hunter. Director David Miller.

COME SEPTEMBER Panavision, Color. Rock Hudson.
Gina Lollobrigida , Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin. Pro-

ducer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Mulligan.

DAY OF THE GUN Color. Rock Hudson, Kirk Douglas.
Dorothy Malone. Joseph Cotton and Carol Lynley.

Producers Eugene Frenke, Edward Lewis. Director
Robert Aldrich.

GRASS IS GREENES. THE Technicolor end Technirama.
Cary Grant. Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum. Jean
Summons. Producer-Director Stanley Donen.

GREAT IMPOSTER, THE Tony Curtis, Edmond O'Brien.
Arthur O'Connell, Gary Merrill, Joan Blackman,
Raymond Massey. Producer, Robert Arthur. Director,

Robert Mulligan. Based on the life of Ferdinand
Demara.

POSSE FROM HELL Color. Audie Murphy. John Saxon.
Producer Gordon Kay. Dirrctor Herbert Coleman.

ROMANOFF AND JULIET Color. Sandra Dee. John
Gavin. Producer-director Peter Ustinov.

SECRET WAYS. THE Richard Widmark. Sonia Ziemann.
Producer R. ch.ro Wicmari .

SIXTH MAN. THE Tony Curtis James Franciscus.
Miriam Colon. Producer Sy Bartlett Director Delbert
Mann.

SPA2TACUS Technirama Technicolor. Kirk Douqlas.
Laurence Olivier. Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis. Chirles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-
tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
his undying love. 198 min. 10/17/60.

TAMMY TELL ME TRUE Color Sandra Dee. Producer
Ross Hunter. Director Harry Keller.

WARNER BROTHERS

June

HANNIBAL Technicolor. Victor Mature. Rita Gam
Producer Ottavio Poggi. Director Edgar G. Ulmer
Adventure spectacle of the exploits of the celebrated
Carthaginian hero. 103 min. 6/27/40.

July

HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Color Steve Reeves
Sylva Koscina. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director Pietro

Francisci. Sequel to "Hercules". 101 min. 6/6/60.

ICE PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton. Robert Ryan
Carolyn Jones. Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Blank*
Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferber s novel of

Alaska. 143 min. 6/27/60.

August

OCEAN'S ELEVEN Technicolor. Frank Sinatra. Dean
Martin, Sammy Davis. Jr., Peter Lawford. Angie
Dickinson. Producer-director Lewis Milestone. A Las
Vegas story. 127 min. 8/8/60.

September

CROWDED SKY. THE Technicolor. Dana Andrews.
Rhonda Fleming. Efrem Zimbalist. Jr Producer Mi-

chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drama
of modern aviation. 105 min. 8/22/60.

October

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS. THE Technicolor
Robert Preston. Dorothy McGuire. Eve Arden. Producer
Michael Garrison. Director Delbert Mann. Based on

William Inge's Broadway stage hit. 123 min. 9/19/40.

GIRL OF THE NIGHT Anne Francis, John Kerr. Lloyd
Nolan. Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Cates. From Dr. Harold Greenwald's social and psy-
choanalytical study "The Call Girl". 93 min. 10/3/40.

November

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy, Greer Garson. Producer Dore Schary. Director
Vincent J. Donehue. From Schary's play about Franklin

D. Roosevelt a decade before his rise to the Presidency.
143 min. 9/19/60.

December
SUNDOWNERS, THE Technicolor. Deborah Kerr. Robert
Mitchum. Director Fred Zinnemann. A drama of the

Australian "out back country."

Coming

FANNY Technicolor. Leslie Caron. Maurice Chevalier.
Charles Boyer. Producer-Director Joshua Logan. From
the Broadway hit.

FEVER IN THE tLOOD, A Efrem Zimbalist Jr., Angie
Dickinson Don Ameche. Producer Roy Higgins. Director
Vincent Sherman. From William Pearson's best-seller

about a murder trial in a rough political campaign.

GOLD OF THE SEVEN SAINTS Technicolor. Clint

Walker, Roger Moore Leticia Roman. Producer Leon-
ard Freeman. Director Gordon Douglas. Outdoor ad-
venture drama.

PARRISH Technicolor. Troy Donahue. Claudette Colbert.
Producer-Director Delmer Davies. From Mildred Sav-
age's new best-seller.

SINS OF RACHEL CADE. THE Technicolor. Angie Dick-
inson, Peter Finch. Roger Moore. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer s

best-selling novel of Africa.

SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS Technicolor. Natalie Wood,
Warren Beatty. Producer-Director Elia Kazan. Original
screen drama by William Inge.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

CLAI1K

TRANSFER
Member National Film Carriers

Philadelphia. Pa.: LOcuit 4-3456

Watfciagtoa. D. C: DUoont 7-7200
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MITCHUi
"MITCHUM DELIVERS! Plenty of action

and interest is held throughout! Pro-

duction and direction are first rate!'

-Exhibitor

"ROBERT MITCHUM TURNS IN AN EX-

CELLENT PERFORMANCE! Full of action

and suspense! Notable for its taut direc-

tion and for a number of acutely drawn

characterizations. Effective and well

"ROBERT MITCHUM GIVES AN ESPE-

CIALLY BRIGHT PERFORMANCE! Direc-

tion is excellent! Well written, con-

structed with humor and pathos!"
-Hollywood Rtporin

"MITCHUM HAS RARELY BEEN BETTER!

Excitement and suspense! Interest-hold-

ing, intensely dramatic!" -own™

chum JThe Night Fighter!

co-starring ANNE DAN CYRIL also starring

RICHARD

HEYWOOD O'HERLIHY CUSACK haE
Screenplay by Robert Wright Campbell / Directed by Tay Garnett/ Produced by Raymond Stross

A D. R. M. - RAYMOND STROSS - PRODUCTION

Watch the ACTIOH!
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INHERIT THE WIN
BIG PICTURES q

Rousing! Whooping! Sparks fly continuouj

AND ALL OTHER CM
"TRIUMPHANT! IT GROWS IN TEMPESTUOUSNESS AND TENSION!
ONE OF THE MOST BRILLIANT AND ENGROSSING DISPLAYS
OF ACTING EVER WITNESSED ON THE SCREEN !" -Bos/ey Crowfher, Times

"ONE OF THE SEASON'S STANDOUTS! A PROVOCATIVE,
ENGROSSING DRAMA! SUPERB PERFORMANCES!
AN EXCITING EXPERIENCE!" - Rose Pelswick, Journal American

"FINE, HEARTY, ROBUST, RAMBUNCTIOUS! STANLEY KRAMER
MAKES HIS POINTS BOLDLY. AN EXCEPTIONAL FILM!"

— Paul V. Beckley, Herald Tribune

"A ROBUST SHOW OF RAZZLE-DAZZLE! A WONDERFULLY
ENGAGING MOVIE, DISPLAYING FERVOR AND FLAMBOYANCY!"

— Justin Gilbert, Mirror

"ONE OF THE SUPERIOR PICTURES OF THE YEAR!"
— Archer Winsten, Post

STANLEY KRAMER Presents

,
SPENCER FREDRIC _ _ GENII

racy March Kell

)rk/Donna Anderson s&sr Florence Eldrim
!

i DOUGLAS «-« • WOLD JACOB SMITH • b«.o uPO n P ,.y by jerome lawfJ

ROBERT e. lee du«d .no o.r.c.d by STANLEY KRAMER



5 ONE OF THE
HE YEAR!
usational, and I mean sensational!"****

-Wanda Hale, N. Y. Daily News

U IN THE APPLAUSE!

"RESOUNDINGLY TRIUMPHANT! ROUSING ENTERTAINMENT!
EMPHASIZES MIRTH, THE LAUGHTER IS A WELCOME ADDITION!"

— Alton Cook, World-Telegram-Sun

"COMPLETELY ABSORBING, MAGNIFICENTLY ACTED, POWER-
FULLY PROJECTED ... ONE OF THE MOST WORTHWHILE

FILMS OF THE YEAR!"
— Cue Magazine

"A GRAND SHOW... AN EXCITING MOVIE!"
— Newsweek Magazine

"A HELLUVA MOVIE! ONE OF THE MOST ENTHRALLING
MOTION PICTURES I'VE EVER SEEN!"

— Bennett Ceri

Fredric March and Spencer Tracy both give

performances of Academy Award caliber...

as fascinating to listen to as to watch."

—Look Magazine

'PICTURE OF THE MONTH "SEVENTEEN, PARENTS', REDBOOK, McCALL'S



FOR XMAS you get all the dramatic
fireworks of ' Broken Arrow", "Pinky",
The Defiant Ones", "Sayonara", "Love Is

A Many—Splendored Thing". . . and

YOU GETA





Pioneer of I960 Joseph E. Levine receives congratulations from MPAA president

Eric Johnston at annual Motion Picture Pioneers dinner. Also seen on the dais:

Ned Dcpinet, S. H. Fabian, George Jessel, U. N. Ambassador James Wadsworth.

PIED PIPER PIONEER

"He has revived what I enjoy im-

mensely about our business—the flam-

boyance, the imagination, the gamble

which comes with every potential audi-

ence picture launched in the market.

Joe has real fun being a producer-dis-

tributor. He'll lavish time on an adver-

tising slant; he relishes a good exploi-

tation stunt; he gets a genuine kick out

of the manipulation of ideas that make
him one of the leading pied pipers of

production in our day."

S. H. Fabian could have been talking

about no one in the movie industry

but Joe Levine, who last week joined

one of the entertainment world's most

select clubs by being named the Motion
Picture Pioneer of I960. The stocky

showman from Boston truly is the Pied

Piper Pioneer.

To the P.T. Barnum of the movies,

any film worth releasing merits a full-

blown, ballyhoo-filled hard sell. To his

way of thinking, today's hard-to-get

audience has to be pried out of the

home by the kind of rocking, socking

showmanship that rocketed him to fame

and fortune little more than a year

ago on the strong shoulders of "Her-
( ults . Since then, more than one major
film company head has taken a long,

bird look at the Levine formula—and
followed suit. In today's distribution-

promotion market, Joe Levine plays

the tune to which almost everybody in

i Mm BULLETIN November 28. I960

movie business is dancing. It is a highly

profitable ditty, to say the least.

For a man who started in movies

rather late (he was 37 when he gave up

the restaurant business to open a thea-

tre in New Haven in 1942), Joseph E.

Levine has enjoyed phenomenal suc-

cess, to say the least. Into an industry

that has known brighter—and easier

—

days, he has injected a shot of new
vitality by recalling the old style of

showmanship that was being taken for

granted—and, too often, overlooked

altogether. He has revived it, adding

innovations of his own until, within a

brief, meteoric span, he has become an

acknowledged leader of the industry.

Each of his enterprises bears the

Levine promotional trademark. Starting

with his greatest triumph, "Hercules ",

a modestly-made Italian import that

was transformed into an astounding

grosser through super salesmanship, the

trade and the public have come to look

for something overpowering when his

Embassy Pictures organization rolls up
its sleeves and begins to pitch. Tele-

vision saturation, lavish, Roman-styled
banquets, giant lobby standees over-

sized press books, eye-dazzling street

stunts—all are standard operating pro-

cedure in Levine's book of ballyhoo. To
the exhibitor-turned-film man, getting

the message across at the point-of-sale

is of the essence, and. don't spare the

[ More NEWSMAKERS on Page 21 ]

Newsmakers

ca^h. He has been known to pour out

several times the price of production to

promote a film, and operating on the

theory that in order to make it you

have to spend it, he has been ringing

the cash register a consistently merry

tune.

Not only have the big film companies

come to respect the opinion of this

"newcomer" to their ranks, one (20th-

Fox) even made a serious bid for his

personal services. Offered a reportedly

choice production-promotion deal, Le-

vine mulled it over, decided to retain

his free-wheeling status as president of

Embassy, certainly the fastest rising

distributor in the business.

Thus far, Levine has played the role

of middle-man, buying pictures abroad,

then turning them over to the majors

for distribution, while retaining a firm

grip on the promotional reins. Now he

is pointing in the direction of producer,

too. He recently signed a long-range co-

production deal with Titanus Films of

Italy, involving three to four major

mass entertainment films a year. And
word has it that there's more to come.

One thing is certain: every picture

dished out by the Pioneer of I960 will

be accompanied by a healthy serving

of showmanship.

In becoming the 17th movie execu-

tive to receive the coveted Pioneer

award, he told the assemblage of indus-

try leaders who came to laud him that

"as Pioneers, it is most important for

all of us to look to the future and the

young men who must be taught today

if they are to serve this industry to-

morrow." It is just such thinking that

has brought Joe Levine to the point

where he now is teaching even the old-

timers in the business the tricks of

their trade.

Talking our tin tropin. Ufi to right,

are Ambassador Wadsuorth. Levine.
S. II. Fabian and Eric Johnston.
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Our t iisii>mers
"From nil reports we arc receiving,

the October-November period to date

bus been one of the worst in modern
theatre history."—From TOA bulletin

of Nov. 15.

The disorderly post-Summer releas-

ing policies of most major film com-

panies
—

"save all the big shows for the

holidays"—may not be designed to cool

off moviegoers, or, worse, to freeze

them out, but that surely is the effect.

Someday someone will get rich feeding

the theatre "orphan" periods.

Happtj
Birthday*
Mr. Vagel!

Friday, November 18, marked the

first anniversary of "Ben-Hur ', the pic-

ture apparently destined to be the

greatest money-maker in movie history.

It also marked a very happy "birthday"

for the president of Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer. For the fortunes of M-G-M and

"Ben-Hur" are inseparably linked, and
the man responsible for the happy as-

sociation is Joseph R. Vogel.

The epic Award-winner already has

rung up over $40,000,000 at the box-

office, and there is talk of a potential

$100,000,000 world-wide gross before

it runs its course. Needless to say, the

film has brightened M-G-M's financial

picture like no other single attraction

in the firm's long and affluent history.

Kudos aplenty are garnered from a

smash success like "Ben Hur". But,

with due respect to producer-director

William Wyler and all the others con-

nected with this magnificent motion

picture, it is Joe Vogel to whom must

go the lion's share of the credit.

It was no trade secret that some of

the hard-nosed financial interests in-

volved in the company's hectic reorgan-

ization a scant few years back looked

askance at the newly elected president

when he suggested sinking $15,000,000

into a remake of "Ben Hur". It seemed

sheer lunacy to the Wall Streeters and

they told Vogel so. But he persisted,

arguing his point with all the persua-

siveness of a man who had spent his

entire adult life in show business and

knew an attraction when he saw one.

And in "Ben Hur" Joe Vogel knew he

had a winner.

The September 14, 1959, issue of

Film BULLETIN said: "In a very real

sense the great scope of 'Ben Hur' de-

rives from the great scope of the under-

taking initiated by Vogel. Similarly,

the triumph of 'Ben Hur' will represent

a very substantial triumph for him."

A resounding triumph it is—and the

count is far from complete.

Press lionlis ...

A Continuing Discussion

In the November 14 issue of Film

BULLETIN, Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., vice

president of Columbia Pictures Cor-

poration, rose in defense of the com-

pact, or streamlined press book. His

comments were prompted by an earlier

article in The BULLETIN which urged

that press books contain a wider va-

riety of selling angles for a picture,

rather than ads and promotional mut-

ter all geared to a single sales pitch.

BULLETIN
Film BULLETIN: Motion Picture Trade Paper
published every other Monday by Wax Publi-
cations, Inc. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher.
PUBLICATION -EDITORIAL OFFICES: 123? Vine
Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa., LOcust 8-0950, 0951.
Philip R. Ward, Associate Editor; Leonard
Coulter. New York Associate Editor; Berne
Schneyer. Publication Manager; Max Gareliek,
Business Manager; Robert Heath. Circulation
Manager. BUSINESS OFFICE: 550 Fifth Ave-
nue, New York 34. N. Y., Circle 5-0124;

Ernest Shapiro, N.Y. Editorial Represen-
tative. Subscription Rates: ONE YEAR,
$3.00 in the U. S.; Canada, $4.00;
Europe, $5.00. TWO YEARS, $S 00 in

the U. S.; Canada. Europe. $9.00.

The crux of the problem, we think,

is that there are many, many theatres

which do not have either the kind of

market or the kind of advertising talent

available to the major circuits. These

theatres usually are completely depen-

dent on what the distributor provides

them in the way of press book material,

and when it is prepared especial l\ to

suit the big city market, or the major

first-runs, such material is not neces-

sarily right for the theatre in the

smaller city or town.

These exhibitors once were able to

choose from a variety of advertising

approaches on a particular picture, se-

lecting the approach best suited to their

particular audience. But now their

choice is more limited in the economy-

size, one-angle press book.

We agree with Mr. Rosenfield that

the whole subject of press books is im-

portant enough to warrant continuing

discussion. We hope to hear the opin-

ions of theatre showmen and will pre-

sent them in forthcoming issues.

Th*> JXvtr

AVE Leader
Sol A. Schwartz becomes the second

chairman of the American Congress of

Exhibitors at a time every bit as cru-

cial to the theatre business as that im-

portant day in 1958, w hen S. H. Fabian

was chosen to lead the newly-formed

ACE. To his new post, the president

of RKO Theatres brings 38 years of

well-earned experience in and devotion

to the field of exhibition.

Two years ago, exhibitors were strug-

gling to escape from a tight product

bind and dwindling attendance. The
kc\ to their fortunes, they reasoned, lay

in a unified body of theatremen, cohe-

sive and powerful enough to speed up

the flow of product, thus drawing the

customers back to their theatres. Today,

product remains the number one ques-

(Continued on Page 13)
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What Tkey'te hiking About

In the Movie Business

TOLL SHOWDOWN. More and more observers

of toll-TV developments are becoming convinced

that the real showdown on the pay system will

come in Hartford, rather than in Etobicoke.

The belief is growing that Paramount's "noble"

experiment in the Canadian suburb, despite

efforts to make it appear a success, has put the

quietus on wired toll-TV. Etobicoke is proving,

they say, the impracticability of bringing the

pay system to millions of homes via cable.

The costs encountered by Trans-Canada

Telemeter to wire some 6000-minus homes in

Etobicoke are said to be uneconomic, having

exceeded by far the original estimates and giving

considerable pause to those harboring the

grandiose scheme to wire big metropolitan cities.

By contrast, over-the-air transmission entails

a fraction of the investment and much more
flexibility of operation. That's why all eyes are

turning toward Hartford, where RKO General

plans its test run of the Zenith Phonevision

system, if and when approval is granted

by the FCC.
0

DECISION ON 'THE ALAMO'. United Artists

and producer John Wayne have come to the

decision that "The Alamo" has a far greater

potential in general release than on a hard-ticket

basis, and word is expected momentarily that

the roadshow policy will not be pursued beyond
those engagements already opened. The Batjac

production has been set for regular release in

Pittsburgh, Dec. 23, and the Boston opening

will be on a reserved performance (but not

reserved seat) policy. Meanwhile, Wayne has
l)een editing the film to cut approximately

30 minutes from the present running time.

o

FILM STOCK SPLURGE. Wall Streeters were

a-buzz over the dizzy rise of most movie stocks

during Thanksgiving Week. From November 18

thru the 25th, M-G-M was up close to $6 per

share; United Artists almost 5; 20th-Fox 4%;

Warner Bros, over 3; Columbia 2V2.

Only Paramount, among the majors, showed a

decline in the period. No one seemed to have a

firm notion or specific explanation for the

sudden buyer interest in film stocks, although

several familiar reasons were advanced:

( 1 ) anticipation of more liberal government

spending under the Kennedy administration;

(2) impending sales of post-'48 libraries to TV;

(3) the popular conception of earnings

potential via toll-TV.

0

'ALASKA' HOT. One of the surprise hits of the 1

Fall season is 20th-Fox's "North To Alaska".

After a rather slow start in some metropolitan

first-runs, the John Wayne starrer began to show

signs of startling boxoffice vitality in medium
and smaller size cities, where grosses have besn t

pretty close to sensational, bettering the return: ;

on such solid hits as "Peyton Place",

"Journey To the Center of the Earth" and

"From the Terrace". Fox is confident "Alaska 's
,:

performance will follow this pattern in the

big cities after the deluxe engagements.

0

COLUMBIA'S POST-48's. Reports in televisior

circles had it late last week that a deal is on

the verge between Columbia Pictures and one o,

the networks. Details were not available, but

involved was said to be a substantial portion

of the film company's post-1948 feature librarj:

which will be sold to the network for exclusive

showing on its affiliate stations. The deal will

include some of Columbia's biggest moneymakers,

o

DISNEY LOSS. For the first time since it became

a publicly owned company. Walt Disney

Productions is expected to show a red ink

financial report for the fiscal year ended last

month. "Pollyanna", which was counted on to

overcome several weaker entries during the yean

failed to lift the company into the black.

Film BULI ETIN November 28, 1940
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By Philip 11. Ward

MANUFACTURERS WITHOUT A MARKET. Four-wall the-

atre construction is at a virtual standstill in the United States

and apparently will remain that way until those who supply

the venture capital for such undertakings feel that the incen-

tives are rather more promising than at present. One—but by

no means the only—illustration of this sentiment can be found

in the position of Loew's Theatres management on the question

of expansion.

In addressing a Harvard Business School Club luncheon re-

cently. Board Chairman Laurence A. Tisch may have served

as spokesman for theatre interests generally in asserting that

Loew s would prefer to determine for itself if theatre business

is profitable before embarking on any broad program of new
theatre openings.

While Loew's, like other circuits, has disposed of unprofit-

able locations, and will continue this practice, it brandishes an

exacting yardstick to ascertain whether existing profits warrant

breaking ground for replacement theatres. In taking the guarded

position, Mr. Tisch renders lucid confirmation of a well-worn

industry truth: present-day policies of film makers and dis-

tributors are gradually eroding, perhaps eradicating, their pri-

mary market, the domestic exhibition industry

By making fewer and fewer films, by elevating the roadshow

to unaccustomed status, by exacting higher and higher terms

from theatres, they seem to be progressively sapping the marrow

of their market—both the theatre and the public market.

Higher terms for pictures have reduced exhibition's profit po-

tentials, and, it must be admitted, forced quite a few indoor

theatres out of business. These policies, at the same time, have

forced the remaining theatres to charge higher admission prices,

which, in turn, further constricts the moviegoing audience.

Artificial limitation of supply has a checkered, uncertain his-

tory. In other industries it has worked only when some public

good could be gained, or for reasons dealing with deep-rooted

economic necessity arising from the control of a natural re-

source. These reasons have no application to filmdom. Short-

term profit expediency is at the seat of this tampering with the

volume of manufactured output. Since short term planning

characterizes filmdom, there doubtless is small hope for change.

In such an atmosphere, ancient economic forces must in-

evitably come into play—as, even now, they are. According to

an authoritative real estate manual less than two percent of all

Class A and Class B shopping centers (those offering the v.id-

cst diversity of stores) erected since 1956 have included theatres.

0

Television competition is only part of the cause for stifling

theatre construction capital. A not inconsiderable number of

businessmen, bankers, stock dealers, realtors and others outside

movie business hold the sanguine view concerning the future

of the theatre audience. This is matched by the optimism of

theatre executives such as Mr. Tisch, who are confident that an

expanding leisure-time economy and good over-all conditions

could encourage movie ticket sales. Confident are they, but not

quite to the extent of risking dollars without a mutual show

of resolution on the part of suppliers.

It would seem logical that film sellers meet theatre operators

half way on this fundamental issue. Otherwise, the seemingly

private, intramural argument between the industry's normally

complementary branches threatens to spill over onto broader

surfaces, affecting not only the immediate earning capacities of

the theatre branch, but the whole future of the industry as

presently constituted. This danger is bound to have its impact

on money market opinion. If theatres continue to fail. h<>\\

good an investment will be any unit of movie business.'

Is it not enough for Mr. Tisch to aver that because of product

scarcity Loew's is paying as much for poor films as good ones,

to declare that each theatre is being examined to learn if its

earnings are compatible with its real estate value?

These are assertions which do not augur well for the com-

mitment of capital funds which a broad construction program

calls for. Mr. Tisch and others in comparable positions of con-

trol find themselves beset with doubts that must, in the end,

influence management planning. If relief will not be forthcom-

ing from within the industry, then surely other channels of

investment will be sought and found. It seems that the film

sellers must make the choice between milking the market for

immediate profits and letting it run dry, or adopting policies

that w ill permit theatres to earn their keep.

Clearly, there are those who would plow back fair profits

into the exhibition industry under more favorable conditions.

It is reasonable to assume that the leading, publicly-traded the-

atre circuits would respond with alacrity to a show of faith on

the part of the film companies. And others in private enter-

prise would fill the gaps and vacuums in the nation's shopping

centers and elsewhere with bright, uniquely comfortable thea-

tres catering to an expanding suburban population. The present

atmosphere, however, is hardly conducive to such expansion.

Where are the hardnosed movie businessmen? They can't all

be in the theatre wing of the industry. At stake is the probable

preservation of the primary market for films, a market which

commercial TV cannot approach in revenue power, and which

toll-TV is not ready to replace—if ever it will be.
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The King — Actor
The death of Clark Gable produced reams of newspaper

copy about Hollywood's King. But nowhere in any of the

stories I read was there mention of one extremely significant

fact. This fact was undoubtedly of more interest to the trade

than to the general public, and yet it was a very clear com-

mentary on the folkways of moviemaking.

The King was an employee. The man who epitomized more

than any other the greatness of movie stardom was not one

who owned his own pictures. He was not a purveyor of pack-

ages. He didn't produce his own pictures or buy his own
scripts. Clark Gable apparently recognized something which

many other Hollywood stars have failed to realize. He stuck

to his own job.

Admittedly, Gable attained stardom early enough so that he

was able to benefit from earlier, less stringent income tax laws;

but he also worked under the same conditions as all the rest

of today's movie stars. The difference is that he stuck to the

job in which he excelled and in which he achieved fame

and wealth.

It is not accidental, in the opinion of this column, that the

best pictures, from either the artistic or the box office point of

view, have been those where the producer has been the boss

and the star has not. (There are exceptions, of course, but this

has been the general rule.) A producer or a director is trained

to look at a whole package. A star usually does not have either

the same perspective or the same professional authority. If

his acting doesn't suffer, his production may.

It is this column's considered opinion that production should

be left to producers, directing to directors and so forth. (Please

do not interpret this opinion as a crack at any current films;

we are talking in general terms and, frankly, we have not yet

seen a couple of the current films where the actors have also

been otherwise involving in the productions.)

It is also this column's opinion, in all frankness, that the

healthiest thing for the motion picture industry would be to

give greater authority over individual productions to the men
at the major film companies. Independent production pro-

duces an occasional masterpiece and not enough box office

product. And where the independent producer is also the star,

he is apt to give himself too free a hand.

0 0
The worthy Bosley Crowther, motion picture critic of The

New York littles, observed the other day that prostitution

was [lie movies' "oldest obsession." He cited four pictures cur-

rently in premiere engagements in New York, plus another on

subsequent run. Mr. Crowther was not deploring nor was he

applauding. He stated his acceptance of the proposition that

prostitution is a social fact that our dramatists will continue

to romanticize." This may well be true. Nevertheless, it seems

to me that responsible film people ought to be having some
second thoughts about the subject matter of motion pictures

when no less than four films simultaneously deal with the

ladies of the night. Surely this is not a healthy proportion.

Like it or not, the motion picture industry long ago had to

recognize that it is a medium of social significance and that its

subject matter is of some concern to large segments of our

population. Currently, we are in a period when moral indign

tion is not running particularly high and tolerance is very mu
the order of the day. This is precisely the time when the indus

try's sense of balance and good judgment is most important.

In parlor conversation among newspaper people, for examp
I have been hearing more and more reference to what "stuff

the movies are getting away with." It is entirely possible th

these same people made the same remarks about the stage thir

years ago. The New York stage has been getting away wi

objectionable material for years and years. And look at the

stage today.

Don't blame the movies for the plight of the stage, any more
than you can blame television exclusively for the plight of the

movies. The historical fact is that as a medium—or, more pre

cisely, some people in that medium—becomes more desperate

it becomes more daring. It violates old taboos, and it attracts

a voyeur public. Meanwhile, however, it may be driving aw

some of the rest of the public. So it charges more money, grow
more daring, and keeps on shrinking. That is what has hap

pened to the theatre. I would hate to see it happen to the movies

Admittedly, four pictures about prostitutes don't constitute

the fall of Rome. But they can be signposts, particularly when
we also find the degree of bloodletting and appeals to other

basic emotions that is so prevalent in current films. It is my
feeling that the effect of many such films is to reduce even

further the size of the motion picture audience even while pos

sibly achieving large grosses based on advanced admission scales

It seems to be a fact that the industry is not catering to

many customers as it did five years ago. If grosses have i

creased, this is largely because admission prices have gone u

Certainly, on the theatre end, the number of seats being filled

has not gone up. In such circumstances the idea of going in for

stories about exciting immorality may seem to be good business

For the short run, good business is one thing. For the long hau

something else again.

0 <o

Somehow I cannot find myself getting terribly excited about

the shift of the Academy Awards presentation to Santa Monica

I doubt that one out of ten viewers right now could tell you

where the last Oscar night was staged, and I don't think the

average citizen throughout the land cares. People are interested

in who wins the awards, not the name of the hall. They a

also interested in seeing a good Oscar show, and if it emanates

from Santa Monica, so what? As a matter of fact, if Holly

wood's champions make a public issue out of the Santa Monica

matter, all they will succeed in doing is calling attention

their loss. Otherwise most people will still assume that Oscar

night is a Hollywood show.

Somebody in Hollywood wisecracked the other day that

they'd have to categorize the Academy Awards presentation

a runaway production, just like the U.S. productions shot

Italy or Fngland. Sorry, fellas, but I couldn't care less. As Ion

as Oscar gets on the air, whether from Hollywood or Azu!

that's what counts.

0 0
Caught an advance glance at the November 27th issue a

The Mac York Titties and found more than 2l/
2 pages of ail

vettising for stage plays and just about 1 '/> pages of n»o\

advertising. Two of the stage ads were half a page in size; none

of the movie ads were that large. I know New York is not

America; but it's a pretty large fraction. And the movies am
playing second fiddle, at least in that issue of America's most

important newspaper.
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Viewpoints
(Continued from Page 7)

tion, but definite actions designed to

bring a measure of relief have been set

afoot. ACE is responsible.

It now is well on its way to organi-

zation of ACE Productions, from

which, it is hoped, will issue a number

of pictures to fill the gap in the sup-

ply. To that end, Mr. Fabian, as chair-

man of the committee on ways and

means to increase motion picture pro-

duction, now is dedicating his skills

and energies.

Meanwhile, the task of guiding the

multifarious functions of the Congress

of Exhibitors falls on the slim but

sturdy shoulders of Sol Schwartz, a

worthy successor to the indefatigable

Mr. Fabian.

Everybotty 9
s

An Ail 3€un 9

Pari II
Out of a meeting of representatives

of the Screen Producers Guild, the

advertising-publicity directors commit-

tee of the MPAA and the Theatre

Owners of America has come the crea-

tion of a tripartite group that will un-

dertake a long-range study of all phases

of movie advertising. Such a study, if

conducted objectively and with earnest,

should prove of value to all the partici-

pants.

The new committee is the outgrowth

of the joint SPG-TOA statement at last

September's TOA convention that the

industry's entire advertising program

is in need of an overhauling. To the

credit of the advertising-publicity

group, they promptly asked that spades

be called spades in a three-way confer-

ence.

As already noted in Film BULLE-
TIN (Everybody's an Ad Man, October

17 issue), it would be wise for the pro-

ducers and the theatremen— if they

have not yet done so—to try to compre-

hend fully the difficult job facing the

movie ad man. Under the intense light

of reality, improvements in movie ad-

vertising may not be so readily acces-

sible, but once discovered, they will

prove more practicable and, in the long

run, more lasting.

on imen t...

JOSEPH VOGEL: Today is the

first anniversary of its world pre-

miere in New York City, and
'Ben-Hur' is well established on a

level of maximum profit return.

Theatre for theatre, 'Ben-Hur' is

continuing to roll up the biggest

boxoffice grosses and set the long-

est runs of any production in the

history of the motion picture bus-

iness. Consequently, revenue to the

company is of record proportions."

* * *

A. SCHNEIDER "(Telemeter and

Phonevision tests) will be studied

most carefully before we commit
our company to active participa-

tion in this new medium. It would
be foolhardy, however, not to

recognize the early experimenta-

tion in this area and to evaluate

most carefully its future poten-

tial."

* * *

JOSEPH LEVINE (on receiving

Pioneer of (be Year award): "The
spirit of the pioneers in any in-

dustry is to look to the future.

However, at this particular mo-

ment I can't help but look back

at the near past and reflect that

it was here, at the Waldorf, only

20 months ago, that Embassy Pic-

tures held its first international

meeting, a luncheon for exhibi-

tors and opinion makers, in the

Grand Ballroom on the third

floor. We have come a long way
since then, gentlemen! We are

now on the 19th floor. Embassy

Pictures has risen 16 floors in 20

months . . . Let me say that in

accepting your award, I accept it

in behalf of the Pioneers of 1985

—young men of today whom all

of us will train to meet the chal-

lenges in the many tomorrows

that we pray will follow."

* * *

LAURENCE TISCH: (on pay-

TV): "I'm worried about it, but

it won't be here for another eight

or ten years."

* * *

DORE SCHARY (on classifi-

cation): "Setting an age limit in-

vites children to put on false

moustaches."
* * *

COMPO: "The Production Code

never was intended to replace

parents. It w as intended to make

every film appropriate for a jun-

ior matinee. It was —and is—in-

tended to assure that motion pic-

tures of many kinds, made for

many audiences, are kept within

reasonable moral bounds. That is

what it does. It leaves bringing

up children to parents— which

seems to be what parents are for.

We think this is right. We hope

that in this country parents are

here to stay."

* * *

LEGION OF DECENCY: -Films

for the past year have shown an

alarming departure from previ-

ously accepted and respected

(moral) standards. The astound-

ing figure of 24.33 per cent of

this year's Hollywood production

was objectionable."

* * *

ARTHUR HORNBLOW, JR.

(representing Screen Producers

Guild a! meeting on film ads):

"The SPG looks forward to a new

era of cooperation with the film

company advertising staffs, and

exhibitors throughout the United

States relating to an improvement

in the advertising and exploita-

tion of films."

* * *

WILLIAM CASTLE: "Ever since

I started producing my own films,

I've been limited by short budgets.

Now I think I'm ready to move

into the Hitchcock field. If I can

evidence half the artistry that he

has, I'll be happy . . . (but) my
aim is not to put on a tuxedo and

go up to collect a gold statuette

at the Academy. I want to keep

theatres open and doing business."

* * *

TOA BULLETIN: "From Canada

comes a most illuminating report.

The Elliott-Haynes Ltd., rating

firm of Toronto, has released the

following results of a study of

Telemeter for three days last

month . . . 44.1% of Telemeter

families viewed only one show in

the previous week. 19.1% viewed

two shows. 2.5% viewed three

shows. 34.3% did not see a single

Telemeter attraction during the

week. Only one family in seven

watched a Telemeter program

during the average weekday eve-

ning. The average expenditure

was SI.22 per week."
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"CinderFella"

Satined* Rati*? O O O
Jerry Lewis in mildly amusing reconstructed version of

fairy tale. Should appeal to kiddies at Xmas.

Jerry Lewis seems to roll on and on as a boxoffice attraction,

so we must assume this mildly amusing updating and resexing

of the "Cinderella" fairy tale will get its share of the prime

Xmas holiday business. The perennially popular comedian has

once again diluted his slapstick technique with gobs of syrupy

sentimentality that never quite comes off. The plus factors in

this Paramount release a'-e some of Lewis' familiar clowning

plus a handsome Technicolor production boasting luxurious

sets and a classy climactic formal ball presided over by Count

Basie and his jazz band. On the other hand, writer-director

Frank Tashlin has belabored the retelling of the fairy tale

classic with an overly talky script. The talented supporting

cast—Ed Wynn as the fairy godfather, Judith Anderson as the

wicked stepmo:her, and Anna Maria Alberghetti as the lovely

princess—do the best they can with the material at hand. After

Lewis' father dies, he becomes a servant to Miss Anderson and

her spoiled sons, Henry Silva and Robert Hutton. He takes

their abuse with a smile, while constantly dreaming that his

father is trying to tell him where his rightful inheritance is

hidden. Miss Anderson would also like to know, since her

extravagance is reducing them to paupers. When Miss Alber-

ghetti arrives in Amc ica, Miss Anderson sees a way out of

their financial difficulties by arranging a marriage between the

princess and Hutton. Lewis is kept a prisoner during Miss Al-

berghetti's visit, but on the night of the ball, Wynn appears

and turns Lewis' bicycle into a sleek, chauffeur-driven car and

sends him off dressed like a prince. Lewis and Miss Alberghetti

fall in love and Lewis loses his shoe while hurrying home be-

fore the midnight curfew. The ending has Lewis discovering

the fortune and turning it over to Miss Anderson, Miss Alber-

ghetti arriving with the shoe and proposing marriage to Lewis.

Paramount. 91 minutes. Jerry Lewis, Ed Wynn, Judith Anderson. Produced by
Jerry Lewis. Directed by Frank Tashlin.

"The Big Deal on Madonna Street"

SutiKCM, RcXtiK? O O O
Rating for art market. Highly amusing Italian spoof of

perfect crime like "Rififi".

From Italy comes a hilarious spoof on the "Rififi"-type gang-

ster film. With Vittorio Gassman heading a convincing cast

comprised of some of the most bungling burglars yet to reach

the screen, this warm and imaginative satire being released by

United Motion Pictures should score solidly with art house

patrons. If and when a dubbed version is released (N.Y. show-

ing is with sub-titles), it should find plenty of bookings in the

general market. Under Mario Monicelli's free-flowing direc-

tion, the schemes and failures, laughs and blunders of the:e

likeable incompetents unfold at a mirth-a-minute pace. Much
of "Big Deal's" humor stems from sight gags and the physical

make-up of the plotting desperados, and the end result is 91-

minutes of rollicking entertainment. The screenplay concen-

trates on an abortive attempt by Gassman and friends to rob

the sife of a smalltime jeweler. The would-be-thieves are not

really criminals at heart; in fact, they're pretty nice people, and
therein lies the film's charm. The entire cast turn in moving
performances: Gassman, a handsome ex-boxer who filches the

idea for the robbery from Memmo Carotenuto, leader of the

L;ang serving time in jail; Renato Salvatori, youthful orphan
who falls in love with the beautiful but sheltered sister of

Tiberio Murgia, the hot-blooded Sicilian member of the gang;

Marcello Mastroianni, whose baby-sitting chores while his wife

is in jail interfere with his criminal aspirations; Carlo Pisacane,

the wizened old man who can't keep his hands off other people's

food; and famed Italian comic Toto, as the expert safecracker
j

who teaches them the ropes and then conveniently disappears.

Everything goes wrong the night the plan is finally put intoj

operation. Gassman's love for a young servant complicates the I

entry into the house, Salvatori backs out altogether, Mastro-I

ianni appears with his arm in a sling, the burglars make so

much noise they could wake up the dead, and after hours of
|

work, they drill their way into the wrong room.

United Motion Picture Organization, Inc. 91 minutes. Vittorio Gassman, Marcello
Mastroianni, Toto. Produced by Franco Cristaldi-Lux Films. Directed by Mario
Monicelll.

"The Facts of Life"

Gutitete Rati*? OOO
Hope and Lucy in fun-filled farce about extra-marital

affair. Laughs for the whole family. Strong attraction

everywhere.

Norman Panama and Melvin Frank have fashioned one of

the year's big laugh hits on a theme that is usually treated for

sensationalism in films—marital infidelity. With Bob Hope and

Lucille Ball portraying two married neighbors who fall in love

with each other after fifteen years of mutual indifference, the

gags and farce flow fast and furious. The smash marquee ap-

peal of the two stars, coupled with a hard-hitting promotional

campaign by United Artists, portends strong boxoffice in all

situations. Because the gay and witty Panama-Frank screenplay

never allows anything really serious to happen and with Hope
and Miss Ball continually fouling up their furtive plans in their

own inimitable way, there will be no cries of protest from the

hinterlands, just laughs. Both Hope and Miss Ball are profes

sional funsters and they add a light and sympathetic touch to

the situations that aren't out-and-out comedy. Frank's direction,

is polished and fast-paced, milking the most out of each com
plication before moving on to the next. Pleasant support is

supplied by Ruth Hussey, Hope's children-centered wife, and

Don De Fore, Miss Ball's playboy husband. Hope and Miss

Ball end up alone together on a Mexican vacation when last

minute developments force their respective mates to remain in

California. A tender but uneventful love affair springs up. Back

in California they try to pick up their normal routines, but find

they cannot stand being separated. A drive-in movie rendezvous

and a somewhat tipsy after-country-club-dance journey to a

motel results only in hilarious confusion. Finally, Hope per-

suades Miss Ball to go away to Monterey with him. She agrees

leaving De Fore a note telling him she wants a divorce. A leaky

cabin and endless quarrels put their relationship back in it!

proper perspective. Miss Ball returns in time to save her mar

riage with De Fore, and Hope and Miss Hussey re-unite.

BULLETIN Reviews

provide the pertinent

details and opinions

to aid exhibitors

in judging values

of the new films
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"The Great Impostor"

Engrossing, unusual and humorous true-life story of

wonderful faker. Tony Curtis heads fine cast. Good
b.o. entry.

This Universal-International release is one of the most un-

usual truth-is-stranger-than-fiction stories yet to reach the

screen in some time. Rich in humor and warm in its personal

drama, it emerges fresh and first-rate entertainment of solid

boxoffice caliber. Based on the life of Ferdinand Demara, Jr.,

Liam O'Brien's delightful script documents the many identities

assumed by the brilliantly-gifted and personable impersonator

who sought success and renown by taking a short cut through
life. Although Demara's formal education ended with his

sophomore year in high school, he successfully posed as a

penologist who reformed one of the country's toughest cell

blocks, a highly respected grammar school teacher, a Trappist

monk who took a vow of silence, and a Royal Canadian Navy
surgeon who saved many lives during the Korean war. Thanks
to an engaging performance by marquee powerful Tony Curtis,

the character comes off a loveable rogue destined to win the

hearts of audiences everywhere. He makes him a man who
meant no harm, who actually did a great deal of good, and in

this lies the charm and appeal of the film. Robert Mulligan's

swiftly-paced and polished direction has contributed greatly to

the blithe spirit of the story. Although it's Curtis' film from
beginning to end, splendid contributions come from Edmond
O'Brient, the Canadian naval captain who becomes Curtis' first

patient; Arthur O'Connell, the penitentiary warden; Gary Mer-
rill, Curtis' father; Joan Blackman, the pretty nurse Curtis with

whom falls in love; Raymond Massey, head of the Trappist

monaster}-, and Karl Maiden, Curtis' parish priest friend and
adviser. The story opens with Curtis being arrested for posing

as a teacher. Flashbacks tell the rest of the story. When his

educational record disqualifies him from officer's training, Cur-

tis forges credentials, goes AWOL from the Army and joins

the Marines. But an essential FBI check forces him to pretend

he has drowned. He discovers he cannot fit into monastery life

and upon leaving is arrested by the Army and Marines and sent

to prison. Discharged, he puts this knowledge to use and obtains

a warden's position at O'Connell's prison where he wins the

confidence of the toughest men and the admiration of a psy-

chology professor. About to be exposed, he goes to Canada,

joins the Navy as a doctor, and falls in love with Miss Black-

man. Refusing to tell her what he reallly is, he volunteers for

Korean duty, operates on 19 men successfully, and becomes

known as the "Miracle Doctor." This new fame forces national

exposure and he is discharged from the Navy. Returning to the

present, the ending finds Curtis escaping from his captors and

appearing at the State Department as a state policeman, the

last man to have seen Demara.

Universal-International. 112 minutes. Tony Curtis, Edmond O'Brien. Arthur O'Con-
nell, Gary Merrill, Joan Blackman. Raymond Massey. Karl Maiden. Produced by
Robert Arthur. Directed by Robert Mulligan.

"The Virgin Spring"

GuAiHCte 1£<lti«$ OOO
One of Bergman's finest. Great art house attraction.

Ingmar Bergman has taken a 14th century folk legend about

raoe and revenge and turned it into an absorbing and powerful

motion picture. The Swedish director's immense popula it"

with art audiences, critical reception and word-of-mouth will

insure this Janus release strong boxoffice returns in its market,

and some of its fame should spill over into some class houses.

Violence and religious beliefs (both Christianity and the wor-

[ More REVIEWS

shipping of ancient gods) are the themes he has chosen, and
while "The Virgin Spring" is unfolded with greater sim-

plicity than some of his previous works, like "Wild Straw-

berries" and "The Seventh Seal", the dramatic impact is the

same, if not stronger. Three sequences in particular— the tape-

murder of a young maiden by two sadistic herdsmen while

their youthful companion looks on; the reaction (vomiting)

to the deed by the overwrought lad; and the trio's violent death

at the hands of the girl's father—are among the most potent to

yet reach the screen. But Bergman's purpose is not simply to

shock for shock's sake. His classic tale justific> each and every

scene, and his superb mastery of mood-evoking, blatk-and white

images is evident once again. He also elicits magnificent per-

formances from his entire cast. Max von Sydow, the stern and

avening father; Birgitta Valberg, the religiously fanatical

mother; Birgitta Pettersson, their pretty and vivacious only

child; and Gunnel Lindblom, the pregnant and bitter stepsister

who watches the act without interfering. The two herdsmen are

chilling, while the youth commands great sympathy. Ulla

Isaksson's screenplay has Miss Pettersson enroute for church to

light candles to the Holy Virgin, encountering the trio and

offering them part of her food. After the rape-murder, the trio

appear at von Sydow's farmhouse and are given shelter. When
one of them offers Miss Pettersson's robe to Miss Valberg, she

recognizes it but conceals her knowledge. She tells von Sydo*
and then Miss Lindblom describes in detail what happened.

After von Sydow kills the trio, the family go to Miss Petters-

son's body where von Sydow vows to expiate his deed of ven-

geance by building a church on the very spot. As the body is re-

moved, a stream suddenly bursts forth.

Janus. 88 rrvnutes. Max von Svdow, Birgitta Valberg. Gunnel Lindblom, Birgitta
Pettersson. Directed by Ingmar Bergman.

"Jazz Boat"

3u4l*UA4 IZtXtiK? O PLUS

Mixed-up potpourri of crime and jazz from England.

The main trouble with this minor item from Britain's War-
wick Films, which Columbia is releasing, is that apparently

neither director Ken Hughes nor scripters Hughes and John
Antrobus were quite able to make up their minds as to what

type of picture they wanted to make. For the most part, the

story deals with the mischievous antics of a bunch of rowdy

and petty-thieving Teddy Boys, and the innocent nice guy who
finds himself forced into the gang after pretending to be a

notorious burglar. Most disturbing is the injection of certain

serious sequences (one of them quite sadistic) into what is

obviously a comic effort. Also adding to audience confusion is

the haphazard insertion of musical numbers, seemingly unre-

lated to any of the action. The market will be very slim for

this in the U.S. James Booth is sinister enough as the ring-

leader, while his three sidekicks come off as a "beat" English

version of the old Bowery Boys. Anthony Newley is adequate

as the nice innocent, and Lionel Jeffries gives a strong perform-

ance as a tough cop. Anne Aubrey supplies the sex as Booth's

"doll," while Joyce Blair makes a pleasant contrast as New ley's

girl friend. Pressured by Booth and his mob, Newley gives

them information he has obtained while working as an elec-

trician on a burglar alarm system at a local jeweler's. The rob-

be _
y is a success, but conscious-stricken Newley makes off with

the loot and is hunted by the gang. He and Miss Blair seek

escape on a jazz boat outing, where they are joined by Booth,

the gang and Jeffries. Confusion runs rampant as Newley plays

hide-and-seek with the gang and the jewels keep changing

hands. After Booth attempts to kill Miss Aubrey for double-

c-ossing him, he is eventually captured in a chase through an

amusement park.

Columbia 90 nvnutes. Anth-ny New'ey. Anne Aubrey James Booth Lionel

Jeffries. Produced by Irving Allen and Albert R Broccoli. Directed by Ken Hughes.
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"The Plunderers"

Scuuteto, Retfau} O O PLUS

Above-average western with good characterizations.
Solid entry for the action market.

Allied Artists' "The Plunderers" is a top-notch western,
somewhat in the manner of "High Noon." Suspensefully and
intelligently it tells what happens to the inhabitants of a forlorn
western town when four young saddle tramps ride in and
decide to take over. Starring Jeff Chandler, John Saxon and
Dolores Hart, enhanced by several off-beat characterizations,
containing plenty of action and violence, it figures to bring in
above average grosses in the action market. Scripter Bob Bar-
bash has done an excellent job of creating believeable people,
especially the four desperados. Producer-director Joseph Pevney
displays a professional hand throughout: skillfully showing the
systemized take-over of the town, then swiftly moving into
an action-charged finale as the quartet are captured one by one.
Chandler is convincing as a cowardly ex-Civil War hero with
a paralyzed arm who regains his self-respect by taking on the
invaders. Saxon is suave and chilling as the Mexican member
of the gang, and he's ably assisted by Ray Stricklyn, the leader,
Roger Torrey, the powerful giant, and Dee Pollock, the young-
est and most conscience-stricken. Miss Hart is appealing as the
young girl who loves Chandler. Jay C. Flippen is excellent as
the timid sheriff whose murder brings Chandler out of his shell.
After Flippen's death, the quartet take refuge in the salon.
Pollock, shocked by the killing, quarrels with Stricklyn and
leaves. He is caught by Chandler. Saxon is captured and killed
after attempting to rape Miss Hart. Chandler challenges Torrev
to a knife fight and kills him. Stricklyn is shot down as he run's
terrified from the saloon. Pollock is permitted to go home.

a^^Di^r^ brJotXpev^e';.
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"Esther and the King"

&CUUt€44 RatiHf © © PIUS

Colorful biblical mish-mash with pretty slave girls, big
sets, adventure, intrigue, sex, color, C'Scope.

20th Century-Fox has another one of those colorful "cast of
10,000" biblical-spectaculars that have been showing profitable
returns in the general market. While it leaves much to be de-
sired from the artistic standpoint, 20th's showmen are backing
"Esther and the King" with a big campaign, and this treatment
of the Old Testament love affair between the beautiful young
Jewess and Ahasuerus, King of Persia, should do all right. Pro-
ducer-director Raoul Walsh has loaded the Italian-localed pro-
duction with some strong promotional elements, including
rousing battles, harems filled with gorgeous women, voluptuoul
slave dances, political assassinations, religious persecutions,
massive sets, all in a handsome DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope
mounting. Joan Collins and Richard Egan offer mild name-
drawing power. The religious aspects of the Walsh-Michael
Elkins screenplay are neither authentic nor particularly stirring,
but they will help draw the family trade. Miss Collins is appeal-
ing as Esther and Egan portrays the king with the stolidness
the part demands. Denis O'Dea is the wise Mordecai, while
Sergio Fantoni makes a villainous Hamen. Returning from
battle, Egan learns of his queen's unfaithfulness and banishes
her. Chief minister Fantoni, to keep her from informing on
him, has her murdered. Miss Collins, along with a number of
other beautiful virgins, is dragged to the palace to qualify for
the position of queen. Her fiancee, Rick Battaglia, tries to kill
one of her abductors and becomes a hunted figure. Egan chooses
her, not knowing she is a Jewess. Miss Collins uses her power
to try and stop Fantoni s persecution of her people, and eventu-
ally falls in love with Egan. Treachery on Fantoni's part has
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Egan breaking with Miss Collins and condemning all Jews to

death. The ending finds Egan escaping from an assassination

plot devised by Fantoni, and being reunited with Miss Collins.

20th Century-Fox. 109 minutes. Joan Collins, Richard Egan, Denis O'Dea, Sergio
Fantoni. Produced and Directed by Raoul Walsh.

"Journey to the Lost City"

'StuUeAd 'Rati*? O ©
Exploitable intrigue meller in colorful India background.

Another one of those exploitable, action-intrigue spectacu-

lars, this American International import should bring in fair

returns as a dualler in the general market. The plot is hack
stuff, but the background is mysterious India, photographed in

Colorscope, abounding in wealthy Maharajahs, court plots and
sinister turbaned villains. Youngsters and adventure addicts

will be lured in to see it by such ballyhoo goodies as a pit full

of lepers, desert chases, tortures and a man-versus tiger battle.

A "come on" title, plus a sensuous dance sequence by star Debra
Paget are additional selling elements. Producer-director Fritz

Lang gets the most out of the visual aspects of his film. Miss

Paget strikes the right physical notes as a dancer who finds her-

self being used as a tool to help overthrow the Maharajah.

Paul Christian is an architect headed for the secluded city of

Eshnapur to build hospitals and housing. Walter Reyer is the

Maharajah who wants Miss Paget to take the place of his dead

wife, Claus Holm his villainous prime minister brother. Werner
Joerg Luedecke's screenplay has Miss Paget enroute to the "lost

city" to dance for Reyer. She falls in love with Christian after

he rescues her from a ferocious tiger. Holm persuades Miss

Paget to marry Reyer, knowing this will stir up the wrath of

his dead wife's brother, permitting Holm to take the throne.

Christian learns of the plot and he helps Debra to escape. They
are captured by Holm's men, and intrigue follows intrigue until

Reyer's loyal guards retake the palace and Miss Paget is re-

leased to marry Christian.

American International. 94 minutes. Debra Paget, Paul Christian, Walter Reyer.
Produced and Directed by Fritz Lang.

"Sex Kittens Go to College"

ScUlHCto RciUk^ © plus

Neither the sex nor the comedy will raise a ripple.

The exploitable title of this Albert Zugsmith production

being released by Allied Artists may serve to induce some

sensation-seekers into the theatres, but they're in for a terrific

disappointment and the resultant word-of-mouth figures to

hurt. This is third-rate comedy of the Saturday matinee level,

and only devotees of the school of exaggerated slapstick will

not find themselves bored to tears. Sex is supplied by Mamie
Van Doren, Tuesday Weld and Mijanou Bardot (BB's sister),

but it's mostly talk and rather infantile at that. The comedy

—

or, rather, what is intended to be—is delivered by such capable

personalities as Mickey Shaughnessy, TV's Louis Nye, Pamela

Mason, Jackie Coogan and John Carradine, but they hardly

raise a snicker. Robert Hill's puerile screenplay finds Miss Van
Doren, who has 13 college degrees and speaks 18 languages,

chosen, sight unseen, by a giant electronic brain to head the

science department of a college. Her arrival arouses the envy

of the women and the desires of the men. Meanwhile, gangsters

Shaughnessy and Allan Drake appear on the scene in search of

of the person who has been horning in on their boss' bookie

racket by picking too many race horse winners. Naturally, it's

the electronic brain. The gunmen also help expose Miss Van
Doren as a one-time sexy singer-dancer. In the end, she gives

up her dream of becoming a teacher and marries Milner.

Allied Artists. 94 minutes. Mamie Van Doren, Tuesday Weld. Miianou Bardot,
Mickey Shaughnessy. Louis Nye, Pamela Mason, Marty Mi'.ner. Produced and
Directed by Albert Zugsmffh.
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A super-spectacular

^ from The

Greatest Book

Of All Time

to set the nation's

screens athrob

with excitement.

Mighty in its

mounting of one

of the world's

best-loved stories

. . . mighty in the

magnificence of its

color and technical

achievement

. . . mighty in its

massive drama

and star-cast

headed by

Orson Welles

as King Saul,

mighty warrior.

coming up in lights all over!
Other greatOther great

attractions

are on the way.

Watch for them

. . and watch for

big boxoffice

potentials.

EAVER-CHAM pion attractions, inc.
les A. Mulvey. President. N. A.Taylor, David Griesdorf, Meyer M. Hutner, Vice Presidents -1270 Avenue of the Americas, New York 22, N.Y.-LT 1-0080



SALESMEN!
They're selling the SIZZLE instead of the STEAK! . . . They're selling

the LAUGHS, the EXCITEMENT, the ENTERTAINMENT instead of the

scenes! . . . And they're selling the PATRONS as only a NATIONAL

SCREEN TRAILER can sell a Columbia Picture!

c
"Sizzle Salesman" BOBBY BLICK. . . will have
your audience in stitches ... as he sells "I'M ALL
RIGHT, JACK" from the back fence of a Nudist

Camp!

"Sizzle Salesman" DON GRUSSO, right (and Gene
Rand) will enrapture your patrons with a New York
"hackie's" irrefutable opinion of "SONG WITH-
OUT END!"...

"Sizzle Salesman" LEW PARKER will

have them rolling in the very aisles you'll

soon have them standing in, to see
"SURPRISE PACKAGE"... with his

riotous pitch from a Maternity Ward!

Just a few examples of "Sizzle Salesmanship" . . . that can

SELL pictures WITH or WITHOUT scenes.' The kind of sales-

manship that packs ingenuity, concept, craftsmanship and

trailer know-how into a single package, known as

National Screen SHOWMANSHIP!



Newsmakers

Schwartz

Ace Head
Sol A. Schwartz

(left), president

of RKO Thea-

tres, is the sec-

ond chairman of

the American
Congress of Ex-

hibitors. I lc- w as

named to suc-

ceed S. H. Fa-

bian. Schwartz

said that he will

continue the
policies of ACE
as outlined in

its r i g i n .

agenda, and was
assured by the

executive com-
mittee that he

will have its full cooperation in his activities,

Fabian, it was announced, will continue as chair-

man of the increased production arm.

Tisch Waits for Profit Sign

Loew's Theatres wants to see if exhibition

is "a profitable industry before we go fur-

ther", board chairman Laurence A. Tisch

(above) said (see Financial Bulletin).

Skouras Pledges

Four Per Month
Twentieth-Fox will have at least

four films simultaneously in produc-
tion, here and abroad, each month for

the next 18 months, and at least four

in release every month in the period.

The production schedule was outlined

at a meeting of 20th executives headed
by president Spyros P. Skouras
(above). In man) cases, five and six

pictures will be released at once, in

addition to such Todd-AO roadshow

attractions as "Cleopatra", "The Great-

est Story Ever Told" and "State Fair".

Skouras called the confab "the most

successful and optimistic production

meeting in the history of 20th Cen-

tury-Fox". Executive producer Robert

Goldstein returned to the studio to

carry out the ambitious production

schedule that extends through Spring

of 1962, Also attending were execu-

tive v.p. W. C. Michel; Fox Interna-

tional head Murray Silverstone; \.p.

Charles Einfeld; treasurer Donald

Henderson, and general sales manager

Glenn Norris. Specific discussions

took place on several important films,

all of which will be produced within

the 18-month period: Jerry Wald's

"Return to Peyton Place"; "Celebra-

tion", based on William Inge's \

Loss of Roses"; Joseph L. Mankic-

wicz's "Justine", based on the mod-

ern classic by Lawrence Durrell:

"Champagne Complex", to be pro-

duced by Walter Wanger; "The Turn

of the Screw", with Deborah Kerr;

David O. Selznick's "Tender Is the

Night"; "The Visit", with Ingrid

Bergman.

20th Ups 63 in Sales
Twentieth-Fox general sales chief Glenn Norris

(left) announced the largest number of promotion,

from the ranks in the history of the firm's sales

department. The announcements constitute the sec-

ond step in the reinforcement of the autonomous

structure of the 20th field offices, as well as the

finalizing of the co-ordination program initiated

with the establishment of the sales cabinet. The

promotions involve 63 employees at 1 1 20th-Fox

branches in the U.S. and Canada.

ATONJ Asks Skouras
For 'Can-Can' Confab

Allied of New Jcrse> s campaign K.

have "Can-Can" made- widc-K avail-

able to N.J. theatres resulted in the

board's request for a meeting with

20th- Eox president Sp;,ro> P, SltOUrU
"to tliscuss this urgent matter." The
N.J. group told Skouras thai "\our

present pnlic) of releasing 'Can ( .in

in the State of New Jctsc-v is a com-
plete reversal of your promise to us

It was noted thai Skouras had prom-

ised the ATONJ never to keep ( in

Can" too long in a first run art) where

British Group Buys

Rights to Telemeter
Paramount announced thai all Brit-

ish rights to its Telemeter pay-TV
system have been acquired bj British

Telemeter Home Viewing Limited.

British Lion Films and the Granada
Ciroup (theatres) are among the orig-

inal subscribers. The British Govern-

ment, however, has not vet approved
pay telev ision.

FCC Fyes Etobicoke

The- results of a survey of the Tele-

meter pay-TV svstem in Etobicoke- have-

been filed with the FCC for its con-

sideration in connection with the- Hart-

ford Phones ision application. The
survey revealed that those subscribers

contacted spent an average of 2.1

hours per week watching feevce.

ALEX HARRISON
Alex Harrison, former general sales

boss of 20th-Fox, died of a heart at-

tack at age 45.

Headliners

Arthur Freed named producer i

Oscar show second consecutive ye;

. . . Maurice Bergman selected Eastet

p.r. coordinator for the big night.

Pickman To Sales

Paramount named v.p. Jerry Pickman
(abon) domestic general sales manager mi

der global chief George Weltner.
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Huge Sets for

'Cleopatra'

The scenes on this page illustrate the

vastness of sets already built for Waiter

Wanger's production of "Cleopatra",

which 20th Century-Fox will release. For

example, scene at the left is the interior

of the reception hall of the Royal Palace

at Alexandria, looking through to steps

in the background leading up to Cleo-

patra's apartment. The set dwarfs Eliza-

beth Taylor's stand-in. It is estimated

that some 2 million dollars was invested

in "Cleopatra" prior to shooting.

Above, director Rouben Mamoulian (center) discuss I

staging of scena from "Cleopatra" with producti I

designer John de Cuir, lighting cameraman Jack Hi I

yard, in section of immense palace, built on largt I

stage at Great Britain's Pinewood Studios.

Stand-in appears as a speck on set showing the nan

ing garden and pool at bottom of the steps from tt

library, flanked by rocky outer wall of the queen

palace at Alexandria.

1



AN ACCOUNT OF THE VAGARIES OF PRODUCTION

Capricious 'Cleopatra'

Why She Will Go On
Nothing Las Vegas offers at its

famed gaming tables compares to the

gamble of film production. Sometimes

the dice come up a sweet, easy seven;

sometimes they roll to a "joe", and it

has to be made "the hard way". Of
course, the rewards can be giddy, which

accounts for the willingness of movie

entrepreneurs to lay millions on the

line and risk the hazards.

For a prime example of the big

movie gamble in action, witness the

current case of 20th Century-Fox and

its "Cleopatra". As every newspaper

reader in the U. S. and beyond is aware,

this multi-million dollar cinematic ven-

ture has been stymied by the strange

infection that incapacitated Elizabeth

Taylor, its beauteous star, inducing a

king-size headache for 20th's dynamic

president, Spyros P. Skouras, and caus-

ing producer Walter Wanger and di-

rector Rouben Mamoulian to suffer the

tortures of the damned.

The movie queen has departed the

London site of production for a recup-

erative vacation in sunny Palm Springs,

leaving behind and unanswered the

question of the ultimate fate of "Cleo-

patra". While insurance policies cover

the reported two and one-half million

dollars already invested in the produc-

tion, there is no coverage on the vast

amount of dreaming and hoping and

planning, not to mention mental an-

guish, that was poured into the idea

before it was actually put on the draw-

ing boards. Nor is there insurance on

the potential profits, which promise to

be big, very big.

The vagaries of movie making are

nothing new, especially in this day.

Against the spectacular backdrop of

soaring budgets, the tremendous cost

involved in pre-production activities

looms large and, quite often, forbid

ding to the prospective film producer.

Planning a motion picture from its

property stages; translating it into a

screenplay; choosing locations, and,

constructing sets — all these increas-

ingly expensive items are entered on

the picture's ledger during its earliest,

most uncertain stages, before one cam-

era has begun grinding out a celluloid

record of the plot. Today, the risks

are greater, perhaps because usually

producers are working, not with studio-

controlled rosters of stars, directors and

writers, but with independent, freelance

talent that is available for a specified

period of time.

A multitude of ifs beset any impor-

tant production: a storyline suddenly

may disenchant a previously eager pro-

duction chief; titles or plots may con-

flict with those of other companies;

producer may conflict with director, or

both with the star on how the material

should be handled; pressure groups may

voice their displeasure with the tone or

content of the movie, possibly making

production of the film, from a technical

standpoint, more difficult, and, most

important of all, talent—producer, di-

rector or even star—may, for any num-

ber of reasons, suddenly become un-

available.

Some films have become bogged

down in the early stages—after great

amounts of money had been spent

—

and never left the ground. Others have

overcome numerous planning difficul-

ties and gone on to great financial suc-

cess. Properties like "Ben-Hur" and

"Spartacus" stand out as destined for

greatness from the very first, for all the

grief and tears poured into them.

Spyros Skouras and his associates at

20th-Fox believe they have just such a

Miss Taylor's stand-in nestles snugly against huge Egypt ar

I on that dom nates one of the corridors on palace set

picture in "Cleopatra".

Two years of intensive planning and

one month of shooting in London had

gone into "Cleopatra" before Miss

Taylor was struck down. (Scenes also

will be shot in Alexandria and other

sites along the Nile River in Egypt,

with Andrew Marton, who worked

on special sequences in "Cone With

the Wind", and handled the fam-

ous chariot race in "Ben-Hur", slated

to direct the sea battle scenes.) Initial

shooting has been centered at the Pine-

wood Studios, where Liz, Stephen Boyd

and Peter Finch will be working largely

on the mammoth set reproduction of

Cleopatra's royal palace at Alexandria.

That single setting occupies eight-and-

a-half sprawling acres—the largest set

ever built at the British Pinewood stu-

dio. That, however, is not all there is

to the filming of the spectacle. The

company also is working on 72 sets at

the Shepperton and Elstree Studios,

marking the first time that a single pro-

duction has required the facilities of

two studios.

According to the present schedule,

"Cleopatra" will be before the cameras

about seven months. Once Liz returns

to work, little time will be wasted, since

Wanger and Mamoulian expect to have

it filmed, cut, edited and musical!)

scored in time for its world premiere

in New York next summer.

To those who ask, "Is 'Cleopatra' on

or off?", the 20th Century-Fox people-

pull out photos of the enormous sets

erected at Pinewood and ask: "Does

this look like we re thinking of giving

up the picture?"

For a long, long time Spyros Skouras

has nurtured the dream of filming the

intriguing tale of the Egyptian temp-

tress who enticed some of history's

mightiest men into her boudoir and

into her evil machinations. It's a dream

he has no intention of relinquishing,

even should the ancient Nile again

overflow its banks.
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Recruit Fresh Showmen Supply or

Face 'Vacuum' Later, Gerard Warns

Bill Hollander, Bill Pine, Ben Serkowich,

Bob ODonnell, Arthur Mayer, Dave Wallen-

stein, David Lipton, Joe Levine— in anybody's

book, an impressive list of movie merchandisers.

If the industry wants to be able to continue

calling on the services of men of their ilk, it

had better "embark on a recruiting program" at

theatre level, where all of these greats got

their start.

That was the advice offered recently by Uni-

versale Eastern advertising and publicity di-

rector Philip Gerard, a pretty astute showman

in his own right.

Speaking at the annual showmanship confer-

ence of Walter Reade, Inc., Gerard said: "There-

is sure to be a talent vacuum in the merchan-

dising side of our industry unless we launch

an industry-wide apprentice training and talent

recruiting program to cover all areas of adver-

tising, publicity and promotion, in order to

strengthen and expand the promotional forces

GERARD

in our business and to build executive talent

for the future."

The pressures and responsibilities of selling

pictures in the increasingly competitive world

of entertainment must be borne by "young,

aggressive" promotioneers to supplement the

hard core of veterans. And the ideal training

ground for this new blood, according to the

Universal executive, is the theatre field, w here the

product must be sold directly to the audience.

While they're training, declared Gerard, these

new promotion men also will be doing a great

service to the entire business, for showmanship

at the exhibitor level is a must in today's chang-

ing industry.

Although everything currently is quiet 0:1

the promotional labor scene, Universal's chief

Eastern tub-thumper wants to liven things up.

This is his own version of a back-to-work call:

"Before the year is out, I should like to see

one hundred additional theatre press agents go

back to work on the theatre level in ke\ cities

across the country, and when this happens, I

am confident we will once again see broad

smiles around theatres and long lines around

boxoffices."

Three-Branch Committee

Shines Light on Movie Ads

A little over two months since the industry's

entire advertising program was put on the pro-

ducer-exhibitor griddle at the TOA convention

in Los Angeles, all branches, from both ("oasts,

have joined forces to "seek constant improve-

ment in the effectiveness of motion picture

ad\ ertising".

Creation of a tripartite committee aimed at

bettering the ad situation was announced by the

SPG, the ad-pubbers of the MPA (the group

that takes all public credit, and blame, for film

ads) and the TOA. The decision to launch a

long-range stud) of all phases of film advertis-

ing came at a meeting of representatives of all

three groups at TOA's New York offices—

a

get-together requested by the MPAA ad-pub

arm almost immediately after the effectiveness

of its ads had been questioned.

Spokesmen for the three units noted that the

new committee— likely to consist of three rep-

resentatives from each, a membership that will

allow it to operate efficiently and effectively

both in New York and Hollywood—will break

ground toward new liaison and cooperation

among production, distribution and exhibition.

In today's changing and selective market, it was

declared, ruch coordination is vital and prom-

ises to lead to great productivity in the impor-

tant field of showmanship.

TOA president Albert M. Pickus, Arthur

Hornblow, Jr., representing the Guild, and

Martin Davis, chairman of the MPAA group,

said the committee will be selected shortly, with

meetings being resumed as quickly as possible.

The three noted that topics high on the agenda

of the new ad coordinating committee will be

the study of film advertising credit requirements

and the study of means of obtaining greater

exhibitor acceptance of film company advertis-

ing innovations. Other MPAA reps at the meet-

ing included Charles Levy, Richard Lederer and

Taylor Mills; Hornblow was the lone SPG
member, while George G. Kerasotes, Joseph

Alterman and Albert Floersheimer, Jr., also

attended for TOA.

A sidelight of the meeting—but possibly an

indication that amity will reign among the new

committee's members—was a TOA-SPG con-

tention that their original criticism of movie

ads had not been so harsh as reported.

Viewpoint

Wald Acts

Nearly everybody talks about the

need for developing fre>h, new talent

in the movie showmanship field, but

one of the very few who are doing

anything about it is 2()th-Fox pro-

ducer Jerry Wald.

Mr. Wald recently established :i

$2,000 graphic arts competition at

UCLA designed to encourage fresher

and more original approaches to mo-

tion picture advertising and back-

ground art. The two-part competi-

tion for what will be known as the

Wald Art Awards is open to reg-

ularh -enrolled art students.

As Universal's Philip Gerard points

out elsewhere on this page, the only

way to avoid a showmanship talent

"vacuum" in the future is to develop

new advertising, publicity and ex-

ploitation men now. Jerry Wald is

doing just that, and for his efforts he

deserves the thanks of the entire

industry.

CANT\HrlF\Smm
GIANT SIGN heralding "Pepe" overlooks Times Square

area. That's Columbia v. p. in charge of ad-publicity

Jonas RosenCeid, Jr., actress Nancy Kovack unveiling

the 50 x 40 :oot electric sgn.
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Producer Rosenberg

Plugs for "Girl of Night'

Max J. Rosenberg is one producer

who says thar it's his job to stay with

a picture on into its promotion

—

then goes out to translate his theory

into solid showmanship action.

His latest effort, "Girl of the

Night" for Warner Bros, release, is

joying his fullest skills and energies

as a salesman. He has been hitting the

hustings to tell the story of his cinema

version of Dr. Harold Greenw aid's

novel, "The Call Girl", covering news-

papers, radio and TV stations, schools

and colleges and numerous other

opinion-making groups in the process.

Rosenberg also met recently with

circuit advertising, publicity and ex-

ploitation executives from 105 theatres

in the New York metropolitan area

to map out details for handling the

film.

AUTOGRAPHS are signed by "North to Alas-

ka" star Fabian at N.Y.'s Paramount, while

managing director Robert K. Shapiro

watches.

'Grass Is Greener' Gets

Big Univ.-Stern's Tie-up

I'niversal and Stern's Department

Store in New York have engineered

a joint promotion on "The Grass Is

Greener", which has its world pre-

miere at the Astor and Trans-Lux

52nd St. Theatres, Dec. 23, it was

announced by U's Eastern ad-publicity

chief Philip Gerard.

The theme of the push will be

"Follow the Sun" and will be tied in

with Stern's resort wear fashions. It

involves a contest built around the

map of the Caribbean, with entrants

being asked to guess on which island

the most grass will grow in a speci-

fied period of time. Prizes will be

cruises to the Caribbean and tickets

to the Astor.

Stern's is backing the contest and

promotion with full-page newspaper

ads, window displays and extensive

in-store displays.

'Wizard' Slated for

20th 'Package' -Einfeld
Twentieth-Fox's "The Wizard of

Baghdad" will receive the firm's mer-

chandising package treatment for its

Christmastime saturation release. Plans

for the specialized promotion were

outlined recently by \iic- president

Charles Einfeld.

The "Wizard" showmanship bundle-

combines totally different sales ele-

ments to produce what has been

termed "a comprehensive package cam-

paign any exhibitor can use" to sell

the Sam Katzman production.

The varied Fox approach consists

of: a national tour through 300 cities

and towns by 20 magicians, or

"geniis", hired by the film firm; a tie-

up with Video Products Corp., involv-

ing 26,000 chain novelty and depart-

ment stores; a 16-page coloring book

distributed through 17,000 five and

dime stores, stationery stores and drug

and department outlets; a 20th-Fox

recording of the title song by the

film's star, Dick Shawn, backed by a

national music trade advertising cam-

paign; a full-color comic strip ad

placed through the Metro and Puck

newspaper syndicates w ith a combined

readership of over 7,000,000; a big

radio-TV push revolving around a

special three-minute video short sub-

ject to be distributed free to 2,500 TV
stations across the country, plus nine

individual TV spots and 11 radio

spots, and a country-w ide tour through

the nightclub network by Shawn.

The "Wizard" openings throughout

the U.S. and Canada will be supported

by the merchandising package and a

dual-appeal ad campaign aimed at

youngsters and adults who will be

entertained by the picture's tongue-in-

cheek approach.

PREMIERE PLANS. Nat Rudich, Otto Prem-

inger representative, discusses "Exodus"

premiere plans at meeting of UA fieldmen

in N.Y., while UA exploitation mgr. Al

Fisher listens.

FLOATING SELL. This flashy "3 Worlds of Gulliver" float made

its bow at the annual Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade before

Columbia sent it on a nationwide tour prior to Christmas week

openings of the cinema version of the Jonathan Swift classic.

PREMIERE HEADQUARTERS. Special "Cimarron" headquarters set

up in Oklahoma City for the huge world premiere of the Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer picture at the Midwest Theatre, Dec. 1, is attract-

ing considerable attention. The headquarters has been the focal

po nt of planning for the two-day celebration.

A GASSER. These special gas lights provide an inviting approach

to Oklahoma City's unique new "Twin" drive-in theatre, operated

by R. Lewis Barton. The lights, installed at 40-foot intervals,

provide an easy transition from the bright lights of the highway

to the semi-darkness of the theatre parking areas. Barton, taking

pride in the birth of twin grandsons, constructed the "Twin",

where two completely separate screens and parking areas offer

customers a choice of two sets of movies on any given night.

TOURING TIE-IN. Metro-Go'-Jwyn-Mayer and Mercedes-Benz cli-

maxed a successful tie-in for "Buttertield 8", at Loew's Capitol,

N.Y., with two Mercedes cars draped with special banners tour-

ing parts of the city on opening day. A mercedes car is used in

the film, prompting note that it's "also a star" of film.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUC1
All The Vital Details on Current &> Coming Features

I Date of Rim BULLETIN Review Appears At End or Synopsis)

June

I PASSED FOR WH(TE Sonya Wilde. James Franciscus.

Producer-director Fred Wilcox. Story of a Negress

who passes for white. 91 min.

July

PAY Ol DIE Ernes! Borgnine. Zohra Lampert. Pro-

ducer-director Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt.

Petrosinos war against the Mafia in the early 1900 s.

RAYMiZ Oavid Ladd. John Agar, Charles Winninger

Richard Arlen. Producer A. C. Lyle. Director Frea

McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant 6

foot barracuda. 72 min.

August

SCi: K!77ENS GO TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren, Tues-

day Weld Miianou Bardot. Producer-director Albert

Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-

lege routine. 9 i min.

September

C ALT! U I THE IMMORTAL MONSTER John Merivale, Didi

Sullivan. Gerald Herter. Science fiction thriller. 74 mm.

HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen, Vic

Damone Patricia Owens, Sessue Hayakawa, Mnko
Taka. Producer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson.

True story of U. S. Marine haro Guy Gabaldon. 132 mm.
8/22/40.

TORMENTED, THE Richard Carlson, Susan Gordon, Juli

Reading. Froducers Bert I. Gordon, Joseph Steinberg.

Cerie shocker. 75 min.

October

CLOODY BROOD, THE Barbara Lord. Jack Betl. Peter

lalk. Producer Julian Roffman. Malodrama about mod-
ern generation. 71 min.

SGSENGETI Color. Narrated by Michael Grzimek,

Dr Bernhard Gnimek. Documentary of African Jun-

gle. 84 min.

TIME EOM3 Curt Jergons, Mylene Demongeot. Suspense
story. V2 min.

November
HEROES DIE YOUNG Erika Peters. Robert Getz, Bill

Browna. Daring incident during W. W. II. 74 min.

PLUNDERERS, THE Jeff Chandler, Dolores Hart. Pro-

ducer-director Joseph Pevney. Band of young hoodlums
intimidate entire western town. 104 min.

UNFAITHTULS, THE Gina Lollobrigida, May Britt, Pierre

Cressoy. Producers Carlo Ponti, Dino De Laurentis.

Drama. 89 min.

December

Coming
ARMORED COMMAND Howard Keel. Tina Louise. Pro-
ducer Ron W. Alcorn. Story of the famous German
spy, Alexandra Bestegar.

BIG BANKROLL, THE David Janssen, Jack Carson,
Keenan Wynn. Producers Samuel Bischoff. David Dia-
mond. Fabulous life siory of the king of the gamblers.

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan. Producers A.
Ronald Lubin. Millard Kaufman. Picturiiation of Her-
man Melville's sea classic.

CONFESSIONS OF AN OPiUM EATER Producer Albert
Zugsmith.

DONDI David Kory, David Janssen, Patti Page, Walter
Winchell. Mickey Shaughnessy. Producer-Director
Albert Zugsmith. Story based on the comic strip
character. 90 min.

EL CIO Super-Technirama, Technicolor. Charlton
Heston. Sophia Loren. Producers Samuel Bronston,
Phillip Yordan. Story of El Cid, who freed Spain and
Christiandom from Moorish invaders.

LOOK IN ANY WINDOW Paul Anka. Alex Nicol Gigi
Perreau. Ruth Roman. Producers William Alland, Lau-
rence E. Mascott. "Peeping Tom" gets in trouble
85 min.

RECKLESS. PRIDF OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

REPRIEVE Producers Millard Kaufman, A. Ronald
Lubin. Film biog. of Resko. once sentenced to die in
•Uctric chair and reprieved after 19 years in Danne-
more Prison.

Sam Bischoff, MY DOG. BUDDY Ken Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner. Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
bocKs, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

TWENTY PLUS TWO Producer Frank Gruber. Story of

events in life of woman missing 22 years.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

June

JAILBREAKERS Robert Hutton, Mary Castle, Producer-
director Alexander Grasshoff. Four escaped convicts
try to find a treasure of $400,000.00 from a bank rob-
bery. 44 min.

WHY MUST I DIE? Terry Moore, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer Richard Bernstein. Director Roy Del Ruth. True
story of an innocent girl on "Death Row." 84 min.

July

AMAZING TRANSPARENT MAN Marguerite Chapman,
Douglas Kennedv, James Griffith. Producer Lester D.
Guthrie. Director Edgar G. Ulmer. 40 min.

CEYOND THE TIME BARRIER Robert C'arke. Darlene
Tompkins. Arianne Arden. Producer Robert Clarke.
Director Edgar G. Ulmer. A iourney to the world of
tomorrow. 80 min.

HOUSE OF USHER Cinema Scope. Color. Vincent Price,
Mirk Donin, Mvrna Fah^y. Producer-director Roger
Corman. Edgar Allen Poe's classic. 85 min. 7/25/40.

October

JOURNEY TO THE LOST CITY Colorscope. Debra
Paget, Paul Christian. Director Fritz Lang. Adventure
story set in India.

November

GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON CinemaScope, Color
Mark Forest, Broderick Crawford. Action fantasy.
c/0 min.

January

KONGA Color. Michael Gough. Margo Johns. Pro-
ducer Hermin Cohen. Director Jchn Lamount. Monster
gorilla rampages through Piccadilly Circus. 90 min.

March

FRIGHT! Barbara Steele, John Richardson. 90 min.

April

May
MASTER OF THE WORLD Color, Dyna-Magic. Vincent
Price, Charles Bronson, Henry Hull, Mary Webster,
David Frankham. Jules Verne tale of one man's scheme
to eliminate war. 120 min.

Coming

TAKE ME TO YOUR LEADER CinemaScope. Comedy

THE PIT AND THE PENDULUM CinemaScope. Color
Edgar Allen Poe classic.

COLUMBIA

June

BATTLE IN OUTER SPACE Color. Ryo Ikebe, Leonard
Stanford. Producer Tomoyuki Tanaka. Director Inoshiro
Honda. 90 min. 4/27/40.

MOUNTAIN ROAD. THE James Stewart. Lisa Lu. Pro-

ducer William Goetz Director Daniel Mann. G.l.'i
fight across Burma. 102 min. 3/28/40.

12 TO THE MOON Ken Clark, Phillip Baird, Ton
Dexter, Francis X. Bushman. Producer Fred Gebhardl
Director David Bradley. The first lunar flight,
mir. 8/22/40.

July

STOP! LOOK! & LAUGH! Three Stooges, Paul Winchel
& Jerry Mahoney. Producer Harry Romm. Directo
Jules White. Funny men romp. 78 min. 8/22/40.

STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET CinemaScope, Color
Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak. Ernie Kovacs, Barbara Rush
Producer-director Richard Quine. Love triangle ir

urbia, based on Evan Hunter's best-seller. 117 min
4/4/40.

13 GHOSTS Charles Herbert. Jo Morrow, Martin K/

Producer-director William Castle. Rib-tickling ghost tale
88 min. 7/25/40.

August

NIGHTS OF LUCRETIA BORGIA, THE Color. Belind
Lee, Jacques Sernas. Producer Carlo Caiano. Directo
Sergio Grieco. Action spectacle. 108 min. 8/8/40.

September

ALL THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd. Sidney Poitiei

Producer-director Hall Bartlett. U N. forces trappe
behind enemy lines in Korea. 84 min. 8/8/40

AS THE SEA RAGES Maria Schell, Cliff Robertson
Producer Carl Szkoll. Director Horst Hechler. A wa
among fishermen and islanders. 97 min. 8/22/40

ENEMY GENERAL. THE Van Johnson, Jean Pierr
Aumont, Dany Carrel. Producer Sam Katzman. Directo
George Sherman. A killer is kidnapped. 74 mil

8/22/40.

FAST AND SEXY CinemaScope, Color. Gina Lollc

brigida, Dale Robertson. Producer Milko Skofic. D
rector Reginald Denham. Love story set in Italy

min. 9/5/40.

October

I AIM AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw
P-oducer Chirles h. Srhneer. Director J Lee Thompson
Film biography of brilliant rocket scientist von
107 min. 9/19/40.

I'M A'L RIGHT. J*CK Peter Sell-rs. Ian Cam
Terry-Thomas Producer Roy Boulting. Director Joh
Boulting. Labor-management spoof. 104 min

LET NO MAN WRITE MY EPITAPH Burl Ives. Shelle
Winters, James Darren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan. D
rector Philip Leacock. Drama of the slums. 104 mir

10/3/40.

SONG WITHOUT END CinemaScope. Color. Dirk Be

aarde, Capucine. Producer William Goetz. Directc
Charles Vidor. Musical biography of Franz Liszt. 14

min. 7/11/40.

November

HELL IS A CITY Stanley Baker, John Crawford, Donah
Pleasance. Producer Michaei Carreras. Director V<

Guest. Crime thriller. 94 min. 11/14/40.

SURPRISE PACKAGE Yul Brynner. Mitzi Gaynor. Pre

ducer-director Stanley Donen. Deported hood
up" on island of Rhodes. 100 min. 10/17/40.

December

JAZZ BOAT CinemaScope. Anlhony Newley. Ann
Aubrey. Producers Irving Allen, Albert R. Broccol

Director Ken Hughes. Mirth and murder on an excur

sion boat. 90 min.

PLEASE TURN OVER Ted Ray. Jean Kent, Leslie Philips

Joan Sims. Producer Peter Rogers. Director Gerak
Thomas. A lass in literary circles. 84 min. 10/17/40

3 WORLDS OF GULLIVER. THE Super DynamatU.
Color. Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow. Producer Charle
Schneer. Director Jack Shar. Jonathan Swift classici

100 min.

January
HAND IN HAND John Gregson Sybil Thorndike,
lay Currie. Producer Helen Winston. Director P

Leacock.

SWORD OF SHERWOOD FOREST Color. Ric

WACKIEST SHIP IN THE ARMY. THE CinemaScope
Color. Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson. Producer
Kohlmar. Director Richard Murphy.

February

UNDERWORLD.
Beatrice Kay.

U.S.A. Cliff Robertson. Dolores Dorn
roducer-director Samuel Fuller.

YOUR PRODUCT



.VAR.TOR EMPRESS. THE CinemaScope. Color. Ker-
fvin Ma:h:ws, Tinj Louise.

Coming

p:VIL AT 4 O'CLOCK, THE Spencer Tracy, Frank
Sinatra. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mervyn

>IDGET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope, Color. James
)arren. Michael Callan. Producer Jerry Bresler.

iUNS OF NAVARONE. THE CinemaScope. Color.
Gregory Peck, David Niven, Anthony Quinn. Producer
;*rl Foreman. Director J. Lee Thompson.

PEPE CinemaScope, Color. Cantinflas, Dan Dailey,
ihirley Jones. Producer-director George Sidney.

'.AlCiN IN THE SUN Sidney Poitier. Producer David
iusskind. Director Daniel Petrie.

WO FACES OF DR. JEKYLL, THE Color. Paul Massi*.
)|wn Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
•rence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
on's classic.

INDEPENDENTS

June

1GN OF ZORRO, THE (Buena Vista). Guy Williams,
lenry Calvin. Producer William H. Anderson. Direc-
tors Njrman Fosrer and Lewis R. Foster S»<ash-
juckling hero saves old Los Angeles from tyrannical
:jmmandante. 91 min.

July

OLLYANNA IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Jane Wyman.
(ichard Eagan. Producer Walt Disney. Director David
iwift. Eleanor H. Porter's best seller. 134 min. 4/1 1/40.

August

•RIVATE PROPERTY [Citation Films, Inc.) Corey Allen,
barren Oates, Robert Wark, Jerome Cowan, Kate
vlanx. Producer Stanley Colbert. Director Leslie
itevens. 80 min. 8/22/60.

SAVAGE EYE, THE ITrans-Lux Kingsley) Gary Merrill,
Ijrbara Bailey. Herschel Bernardi. Producer-Director
'ien Maddow, Sidney Meyers. Joseph Strick. 67 min.
1/22/60.

October

IUNGLE CAT IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Story of
inimal life along the Amazon River. 70 min.

November
TEN WHO DARED IBuena Vista) Brian Keith. John
leal. James Drury. Producer Walt Disney. Director
rVilliam Beaudine. 92 min. 10/17/60.

December

:OME DANCE WITH ME (Kingsley International) Brig-
He Bardot, Henri Vidal, Dawn Addams. Director

Mvlichel Boisrond. Murder mystery. 91 min. 11/14/60.

IliWISS FAMILY ROBINSON IBuena Vista) Technicolor,
'anavision. John Mills, Dorothy McGuire. Producer
HiVilliam H. Anderson. Director Ken Annakin. Adapta-
tion of Johann Wyss' adventure classic. 126 min.

1/14/60.

April

|
01 DALMATIANS IBuena Vista) Technicolor. All car-

Ijoon feature. Producer Walt Disney. Comedy-fantasy
I pased on Dodie Smith's novel.

Coming
VBSENT MINDED PROFESSOR, THE IBuena Vista) Fred

> -tacMurray, Nancy Olson, Keenan Wynn. Producer
MrValt Disney. Director Robert Stevenson. Comedy
jlibout professor who invents anti-gravity force.

I ;HASERS, THE (Gaston Hakim] Jacques Charrier,
I Charles Agnovour. Director Jean-Pierre Mocky. Cyni-
II al yet engrossing French import about youthful

|
vomen-chasers. 75 min. 3/28.

I'AT OF THE TRUMPET, THE !C. Santiago Film Organi-
sation Prod.) John Agar, Ricnard Arlen, Bill Phipps.
ij'roducer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

REAM MACHINE, THE (Amalgamated Prods.) Rod
-aroeron. Marty Murphy, Peter llling. Producers Rich-

I rd Gordon and Charies Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
gomery Tully.

ENTERTAINER, THE (Continental Distributing, Inc.)
j.aurence Olivier, Brenda de Baniie, Joan Plowright.
'roducer Harry Saltzman. Director Tony Richardson.

IFilm version of John Osborne's play. 97 min. 10/17/60.

>ORGO (King Bros.) Technicolor, Wide screen. Bill

II ravers. Vincent Winter, William Sylvester. Producer
l|4aurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

HIROSHIMA, MON AMOUR (Zenith International)
-mmanuelle Ri»a, E|il Okada. Producer-Director Alain
^esnais Love story set against background of war.

U>8 min. 7/2S/60.

T HAPPENED IN BROAD DAYLIGHT (Continental
IJistnbuting, Inc.) Heim Ruhmann, Michel Simon, Gert
•robe Producer Lazar Wechsler. Director Ladislao

! 'aida. 97 min. 10/17/60.

'AZZ ON A SUMMER'S DAY (Galaxy Attractions, Inc.)
-ouis Armstrong, Gerry Mulligan, George Shearing,
roducer-director Bert Stern. Sights and sounds of the
Newport, R. I. annual iazz festival. 85 min. 5/9/60.

LIGHT ACROSS THE STREET, THE lUMPOl Bngitt,
Baroot. Raymond Pellagrin, Rogjr Piqual Procuctr
Jacques Gauthier. Dir»;tor Geo.qes Lacomot Dr«m<
A Frenck husband ana wife try to live without normal
sex relations, after the husband had a neartatal acci-
aent. 76 mm
LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures C= 1

Jim Davis. Dan Magowan Ailison Hayes. Producers
Alfrad R. Milton, Patrick Betz Director Oliver Drake

MICHAEL STROGOFF Continental Distributing. Inc.

I

Color, CinemaScope. Curt Jurqens. Genevieve Page
Producer John Spigler. Director Cirmine Gallone.
Adventure classic. 115 min. 6/6/60.

NEVER ON SUNDAY ( Lopert Films. Inc.) Melina Mer-
couri, Jules Dassin. Director Jules Dassin. 91 min.
10/17/60.

REST IS SILENCE, THE IFilms Around the World. Inc.'
Hardy Kruger Peter Van Eyck, Ingrid Andree. Pro-
ducer-Director Helmut Kautner Modernized version of
Hamlet in German. 106 min. 8/8/60.

SANTA CLAUS |K. Gordon Murray Productions! Joseph
Elias Moreno. Producer William Caldsron. Director
Rsne Cjrdone. Children's Christmas s.ory 94 min.
10/3/60.

SCHOOL FOR SCOUNDRELS (Continental Distributing.
Inc.

I Ian Carmichael. Terry-Thomas. Alastair Sim, Ja-
nette Scott. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Robert
Hamer. British comedy. 94 min. 7/25/60.

SILVER SKATES, THE IBuena Vista) Eastman Color.
Rony Zeander. Carin Rossby. Producer Walt Disney.
Director Norman Foster. Romantic fairy-tale taking
place by the Zuider Zee in 1850

THUNDER IN CAROLINA (Howco International) Rory
Calhoun, Alan Hale. Connie Hines, John Gentry. Pro-
ducer J. Francis White Director Paul Helmick. 92 min.
7/25/60.

METRO-GOLDW.YN - MAYER

May
PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney, Terry
Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas.
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military
academy. 93 min

June

ADVENTURES Or HUCKLEBERRY FINN, THE Cinema-
Scope. MetroColor. Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges Pro-
ducer Samuel Go'dwyn, Jr. Director Michael Curtiz.
Film version of Mark Twain's classic story of the Mis-
sissippi River. 107 min. 5/9/60.

GIANT OF MARATHON, THE Dyalscope. Color. Steve
Reeves, Mylene Demongeot. Producer Bruno Vailati.

Director Jacques Tourneur. Action-filled recreation of

the classic battle of ancient Greece. 92 min. 6/6/60.

July

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope. MetroColor. Judy
Holliday, Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-
tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit.

127 min. 6/27/60.

THE DAY THEY ROCBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray. Elizabeth Sellers, Hugh Griffith. Producer
Jules Buck. Director John Guillermin Susp«»s» : ul

action-thriller of a sensational robbery. 85 min. 8/8/60.

August

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaScope.
MetroColor. Robert Wagner, Natalie Wood. Sisan
Kohner. Producer Pandro S Berman. Director Michael
Anderson. Drama involving four young people whose
oaths cross in their search to find love. 112 min.

7/25/60.

TIME MACHINE, THE Color. Rod Taylor, Alan Young
Producer-director George Pal. Based on H. G Wells
story of a man who invents a machine which carries
him from th« 19th century into an amazing world of

the future. 103 min. 7/25/60.

September

ANGEL WORE RED, THE Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde,
Joseph Cotten. Producer Goffredo Lombardo. Director

Nunnally Johnson. Drama, durina Spanish Civil War.
involving a priest and a beautiful dancer. 99 min.

9/19/60.

SUBTERRANEANS, THE CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Leslie Caron, George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed
Director Ranald MacDougall Film version of Jack
Kerouac's novel. 89 min. 8/22/60.

October

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter, Pat Crowley.
Producer Kathryn Hereford. Director Phil Karlson. Story

of a man threatened by a gang of hoodlums after he

is witness to a murder. 81 min. 10/3/60.

November

BUTTERFIELD 8 CinemaScope. MetroColor. Elizabeth

Taylor, Laurence Harvey. Eddie Fisher. Producer
Pandro S. Berman. Director Daniel Mann. Adaptation
of John O'Hara's novel. 109 min. 11/14/60.

WHERE THE HOT WIND BLOWS Gina Lollobrigida,

Yves Montand. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Jules

Dassin. From Roger Vailland's best-selling novel of

smoldering violence among people of primitive morals
living in an isolated Adriatic village. 120 min. 10/3/60.

DECEMBER SUMMA •

The December release chart re-i

at a low 18. Twentieth Century-,

still holds the lead with four pictu-.

while United Artists and Columbia n
low closely with three apiece. Par.

mount has carded two films, and six

companies—Universal, M G M, Warner

Bros., Allied Artists, Buena Vista and

Kingsley International—have one re-

lease on tap. American-International as

yet has no product for next month.

December

WHERE THE EOYS ARE CinemaScope. MetroColor.
Dolores Hart, George Hamilton. Yvette Mimieux, Paula
Prentiss. Connie Francis. Producer Joseph Pasternak
Director Henry Levin. Based on Glendon Swarthout's
best-seller about college students who ioin annual
Easter trek to Florida for vacations and romance

January

GORGO Eastman Color. Bill Travsrs. V/ill Sylvester
Vincent Winter. Prcduce-s Frank and Maurice King
Director Eugene Lourie Adventure story erf a mons'er
that virtually destroys London to rescue its of. -spring
from captivity.

VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED George Sanders. Bar-
bara Shelley. Producer Ronald Kinnoch Oire'tn- W""
Rilla. Suspense d-ama with a science-fiction basis. 78
min. 10/31/60.

February

COLOS3US OF niiOD^S, THE CinemaSccpi. Color.
Rory Calhaun Lea Massari. Director Sergio Leone
Action spectacle of historic batt!e between h? people
of ancient Rhodes and invading Phoenicians.

GO NAKED IN THE WORLD CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Gina Lollobrigida Tony Franciosa. Ernest Borgn ; ne
Producer Aaron Rosenberg Director Ranald MacDou-
gall. Film version of a novel by Tom Chamales

March

ATLANTIS. THE LOST CONTINENT Color An'hony
Hall, Joyce Taylor, John Dall. Producer-Director
George Pal. Science-adventure drama of mysterious
civilization said to have vanished into Ihe sea.

CIMARRON CinemaScope, MetroColor. Glenn Ford.
Maria Schell. Anne Baxter. Producer Edmund Grainger
Director Anthony Mann. Based on EOf.a Ferber s classic
novel.

Coming

BEN HUR Panavislon, Technicolor. Charlton Heston
Jack Hawkins. Stephen Boyd, Haya Hararttl. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. BPo-

lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

GREEN HELMET, THE Bill Travers, Nancy Walters Pro-

ducer Charles Vetter. Director Michael Forlong Dra-
matic thriller about auto racing, based on the notel by
John Cleary.

KING OF KINGS Technloolor. Technirama. Jeffrey
Hunter, Siobhan McKenna. Robert Ryan Producer
Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas Ray. Epic drama
based on life of Christ.

MAGIC BOY Magicolor. Animated cartoon depicting
adventures of a little Japanese boy and girl and their

animal friends in the mountain district of Japan. 83 min.

RING OF FIRE Metrocolor. David Janssen. Joyce
Taylor, Frank Gorshin. Producer-director Andrew Stone.
Suspense-drama of a manhunt.

SILCNT PARTNER. THE Stewart Granger Haya Hara-
reot. Producer Michael Relph. Director Basil Dearden.
l.lelodramaSc story mixing sex and suspense.

TARTARS, Ti IE CinemaScope. Eastman color. Victor

Mature, Orson Welles. Producer-Director Richard
>harpe. Epic of barbaric Tartars who swept out of

A;ia intent on the destruction of western civilization.

PARAMOUNT

May
FIVE BRANDED WOMEN Van Heflin. Silvana Mangano.
Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis. Director

Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Nazis. 106 min.

4/1 1/60.

PRISONER OF THE VOLGA Eastman Color. John Derek.
Flsa Martinelli. Dawn Addams. D'roctor V Tour-

ieasky. Historical spectacle. 82 min. 5/9/60.
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June
WALK LIKE A DRAGON Jack Lord, Nobu McCarthy.
James Shigeta Producer-director James Clavell. Drama
set in the Old West dealing with the fight between
an American settler and a Chinese immigrant for the
love of an Oriental slave girl. 95 min. 4/6/60.

July

BELLBOY, THE Jerry Lewis. Aiex Gerry, Joan Tabor.
Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of a mute bellboy
at a Florida resort. 72 min. 8/22/60.

RAT RACE, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan. Drama of a career-seeking
saxophone player and a disillusioned showgirl. 105 min.
5/9/60.

TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT Eastman Color. Gordon
Scott, Jock Mahoney. Producers Sy Weintraub. Harvey
Hayutin. Director Robert Day. Famous king of the

: - more adventurous activities. 88

August

IT STARTED IN NAPLES VistaVision. Technicolor. Clark
Gable. Sophia Loren. Producer Jack Rose. Director
Mel Shavelson. An American lawyer goes to Italy to
get his orphaned nephew and falls in love with the
child's governess. 100 min. 7/25/60.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh, Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles,
John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Story based on Inner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert
8loch. 10? min. 6/27/60.

September

BOY WHO STOLE A MILLION, THE Virgilio Texera.
Maurice Reyna. Producer George Brown. Director
Charles Crichton. Young bank messenger "borrows"
1.000,000 pesetas to help his father. 64 min. 9/19/60.

UNDER TEN F1AGS Technirama. Van Heflin. Charles
Lauqhton. Producer Dino DeLaurentis. Directors Duilio
Coletti and Silvio Nariizano. Drama of WWII. 92
min. 9/5/60.

November
BREATH OF SCANDAL, A Technicolor. Sophia Loren,
Maurice Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti
and Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtiz. A sophis-
ticated story of the make-believe world of the Austro-
Hungarian court around 1906. 98 min. 10/31/60.

G.I. BLUES Technicolor. Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse.
Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Tauroq. Story
of American soldiers in Germany. 104 min. 11/14/60.

December
CINDERFELLA Technicolor, VistaVision. Jerry Lewis
Ed Wynn. Anna Marie Alberghetti, Erin O'Brien Pro-
duce- Jorr., I»w ; s Diro-»or Pranl- T^^hlin. Modern
version of the Cinderella fairy tale. 91 min.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG. THE Technicolor. William
Holden. Nancy Kwan, Michael Wilding, Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Richard Ouine. Based

Coming

ALL IN A NIGHT'S WORK Technicolor. Dean Martin
Shirley MacLaine, Cliff Robertson. Producer Hal Wal-
lis. Director Joseph Anthony. Pretty research assistant
for publishing empire suspected of blackmail plot
involving late boss.

BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim. Producer Raymond Eger. Direc-
tor Roger Vadim. Suspense drama based on story by
Paul Gallico.

BLUEPRINT FOR ROBBERY Jay Barney, Tom Duggan.
Producer Bryan Foy. Director Jerry Hopper. Story
of a $2,000,000 bank heist.

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S Technicolor. Audrey Hep-
burn, George Peppard. Producers Martin Jurow
Richard Shepherd. Director Blake Edwards. Adapta-
tion of the best-seller by Truman Capote.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg
George Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW li

espionage drama.

H ATARI Technicolor. John Wayne, Gerard Blain. Pro-
ducers-Director Howard Hawks. Drama of adventurers
who caputre wild animals for zoos.

LADIES' MAN Technicolor. Jerry Lewis, Helen Traubel
Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of the only male
employee in a boarding house for women.

MY GEISHA Panavision, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine
Yves Montand. Edward G. Robinson. Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty poses
as geisha to attract straying husband.

ONE-EYED JACKS VistaVision. Technicolor. Marlon
Brando. Pma Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-
tor Marlon Brando.

ON THE DOUBLE Panavision. Technicolor. Danny
Kaye, Dana Wynter. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel
Shavelson Gl entertainer drafted into Allied espio-
nage plot.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY. THE VistaVision Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire. Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director George Seaton Romantic comedy of a play-
boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

SAVAGE INNOCENTS. THE Technirama, Technicolor. An-
thony Quinn, Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.

Director Nicholas Ray. ,10 mm. IO/„/60.

SUMMER AND SMOKE Panavision, Technicolor. Lau-

rence Harvey. Geraldine Page. Producer Hal Wallis.
Director Peter Glenville. Drama based on Tennessee
Williams' Broadway play.

May
CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson Welles,
Juliette Greco. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director
Richard Fleischer. Psychological thriller of dual iden-
tities. 97 min. 5/23/60.

FLAME OVER INDIA DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Ken-
neth More, Lauren Bacall. Producer M. Hellman. Di-

rector J. Thompson. Suspense melodrama set in India.

130 min. 4/25/60.

VALLEY OF THE REDWOODS CinemaScope. Lynn
Bernay, John Hudson. Producer Gene Corman. Di-
rector William N. Witney. Masterful and ingenious
crime drama set off in northern California. 63 min.
4/25/60.

June
BOBBIKINS CinemaScope. Shirley Jones, Max Bygraves.
Producer O. Brodney. Director Robert Day. Hilarious

family comedy. 89 min. 2/29/60.

OPERATION AMSTERDAM Peter Finch. Eva Bartok.
Producer M. Cowan. Director M. McCarthy. Based on
a novel by David E. Walker. 105 min. 4/11/60.

TWELVE HOURS TO KILL CinemaScope. Nico Minar-
dos, Barbara Eden. Producer John Healy. Director
Edward L. Cahn. Crime melodrama. 83 min. 5/9/60.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Montgomery
Cliff, Lee Remick, Jo Van Fleet. Producer-Director
Elia Kazan. An elderly woman successfully fights the
Tennessee Valley Authority. 110 min. 6/6/60.

July

FROM THE TERRACE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Myrna Loy. Pro-
ducer-Director Mark Robson. Inside look at low morals
of upper class. 144 min. 7/11/60.

HIGH POWERED RIFLE CinemaScope. Willard Parker,
Allison Hayes. Producer-director Maury Dexter. 60
min. 8/8/60.

LOST WORLD. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Fer-

nando Lamas. Claude Rains, David Hedison, Jill St.

John. Producer-Director Irwin Allen. Adventure-fantasy
spectacle. 98 min. 7/1 1/60.

MURDER, INC. CinemaScope. May Britt. Stuart Whit-
man. Producer Burt Balaban. Director Stuart Rosen-
berg. Story of famed crime syndicate. 107 min. 7/11/60.

STORY OF RUTH, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Elana Eden. Peggy Wood, Stuart Whitman. Producer
Samuel G. Engel. Director Harry Koster. Story of the
biblical character. 132 min. 6/27/60.

TRAPPED IN TANGIERS CinemaScope. Edmund Pur-

dom, Genevieve Page. Producer Riccardo Freda.
Director Antonio Cervi. 74 min. 8/22/60.

August
FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard Basehart, Stu Erwin. Rex Allen. Producer-
Director George Sherman. 84 min. 8/22/60.

IDIOT, THE Y. Yakovlev, J. Borisova. N. Podgorny.
Director Ivan Pyriev. Russian exchange film in coop-
eration with the State Department, based on Dostoiev-
sky's novel. 122 min. 8/22/60.

ONE FOOT IN HELL CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Dolores Michaels, Don Murray, Alan Ladd. Producer
Sydney Boehm. Director James B. Clark. 90 min.
8/22/60.

SONS AND LOVERS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Dean
Stockwell. Trevor Howard, Wendy Hiller, Heather
Sears. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jack Cardiff.
Drama of passion and love in a Welsh mining com-
munity. 103 min. 7/25/60.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Ray Stricklyn.
Mary Anders, Willard Parker. Producer Jack Lee-
wood. Director William Claxton. Story of the teenage
life of the notoriuos outlaw. 73 min. 8/22/60.

September
FRECKLES Carol Christianson, Martin West. Producer
H. Spaulding. Director M. McLoglin. 84 min. 10/3/60.

LET'S MAKE LOVE CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color. Yves
Montand, Tony Randall. Marilyn Monroe. Producer
Jerry Wald. Director George Cukor. Romantic com-
edy. 118 min. 9/5/60.

WALK TALL Willard Parker, Kent Taylor, Joyce
Meadows. Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 60 min.
10/31/60.

October
DESIRE IN THE DUST Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer, Joan
Bennett, Brett Halsey, Ken Scott: Producer Director Wil-
liam Claxton. 102 min. 10/3/60.

BULLETIN — THIS

HIGH TIME CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Bing Crosby,
Fabian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Charles Brackett.

Director Blake Edwards. Rich, older playboy goes back
to college and learns a lot. 103 min. 9/19/60.

SECRET OF THE PURPLE REEF Peter Falk, Jeff Rich-

ards, Margia Dean. Producer Gene Corman. Director

W. Whitly. 80 min. 10/31/60.

SEPTEMBER STORM StereoVision. Joanne Dru, Mark
Stevens. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director Byron
Haskin. Unique underwater drama. 99 min. 10/17/60.

November

DESERT ATTACK Joan Mills, Sylvia Syms. Producer
W. Whitaker. Director J. Thompson.

GODDESS OF LOVE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas. Producer B. Lee. Direc-

tor W. TourJansky.

NORTH TO ALASKA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. John
Wayne, Stewart Granger, Ernie Kovacs, Fabian, Capu-
cine. Producer-director Henry Hathaway. Mail-order
bride is brought to Alaska in gold rush days. 122 min.

I 1/14/60.

December

Presley. Producer-Director David

LEGIONS OF THE NILE Linda Cristal, Ettore Manni,

Georges Marchal. Producers Virgilio de Blasi. Italo

Zingarelli. Director Vittorio Cottafavi. Spectacular
historical melodrama. 91 min. 11/14/60.

Diane Baker, Dick

January

BIG GAMBLE, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

Stephen Boyd, Juliette Greco, David Wayne. Producer

Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Richard Fleischer.

CIRCLE OF DECEPTION Bradford Dillman, Suzy Parker.

Producer B. Lee. Director R. Lee.

MILLIONAIRESS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

Sophia Loren, Peter Sellers. Alastair Sim. Producer

Carlo Ponti. Director Anthony Asquith. Bernard Shaw's

famous comedy.

June

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor, Peter Finch, Stephen

Boyd. Producer Walter Wanger. Dirctor Rouben

Mamoulian.

Coming

CAPTAIN'S TABLE, THE John Gregson, Peggy Cum-
mins Donald Sinden, Nadia Gray. Producer Joseph

Janni. Director Jack Lee. Delightful comedy about

life aboard a pleasure cruiser. 90 min. 8/8/60.

FERRY TO HONG KONG Curt Jurgens, Orson Welles,

Sylvia Syms. Producer George Maynard. Director

Lewis Gilbert. Offbeat comedy-drama about a cul-

tured tramp, a scheming captain, and their strange

alliance.

JOURNEY INTO DANGER CinemaScope, De Luxe Color.

Raymond Massey. Juliet Prowse, Stuart Whitman.

Taken from the pioneer adventure novel of the same

name by Stuort Cloete.

SALAMMBO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Jacques Ser-

nas, Edmund Purdom. Colorful panorama based on

Flaubert's famous story.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Mylene

Demongeot, Michael Craig, Anne Heywood. Producer

Betty E Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Rowdy, racy,

ragout of an impossible French baby-sitter. 101 mm.

May
FUGITIVE KIND. THE Marlon Brando, Anna Magnani

Joanne Woodward. Producer Martin Jurow and Richard

Shepherd. Director Sidney Lumet. Based on Tennessee

Williams' Broadway play. 119 min. 4/25/60.

GALLANT HOURS, THE James Cagney. Producer-Direc-

tor Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval hero

Admiral Halsey. 115 min. 5/23/60.

NOOSE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis, Ted De Corsia

Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L. Cahn. Ac-

tion drama. 69 min. S/9/60.

SUMMER OF THE 17»h DOLL Ernest Borgnine, Anne

Baxter. Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film versic

of Ray Lawler's Broadway and London stagi play. 93

June

MACUMBA LOVE Color. Ziva Rodann, William Well-

man, Jr., June Wilkinson. Producer-Director Douglas

Fowley. Voodoo and tropical romance in Brazil. 86

min. 6/6/60.

MUSIC BOX KID, THE Ronald Foster, Luana Patten

.Grant Richards. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director

Edward L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.

YOUR PRODUCT



July

APARTMENT. THE Jack Lemmon. Shirley MacLaine,
Fred MacMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder. Ro-
mantic comedy. 125 min. 5/23/60.

CAGE OF EVIL Ronald Forster. Pat Blair. Producer
Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn. Crime
drama. 70 min. 8/8/60.

LAST DAYS OF POMPEII. THE Color. CinemaScope
Steve Reeves. Christina Kauffman. Producer Paolo
Moffa. Director Mario Bonnard. 103 min. 6/27/60.

August

ELMER GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster. Jean
Simmons. Dean Jagger Producer Bernard Smith. Di-
rector Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller
MS min. 7/11/60.

September

NIGHT FIGHTERS, THE Robert Mitchum. Dan O Herlihy
Anne Heywod. Producer Raymond Stross. Director
Taylor Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion. 85 min. 9/ 1 9/60

.

STUDS LONIGAN Christopher Knight Venetia Steven-
son. Producer Philip Yordan. Director Irving Lerner.
Film version of the James T. Farrel trilogy. 95 min.
7/25/60.

October

ALAMO, THE ITodd-AOl Technicolor. John Wavne
Richard Widmark. Laurence Harvey. Linda Cristal.
Producer-director John Wayne. Historic epic. 192 min
10/31/60.

November

INHERIT THE WIND Spencer Tracy. Fredric M=,r-h.
Gene Kelly. Producer-director Stanley Kramer. Recre-
ation of famed Scopes "Monkey Trial'' of 1925 127
min. 7/25/60.

MAGNIFICENT SEVEN. THE PanaVision. Color. Yul
Brynner, Eli Wallarh Steve McQueen H-ir^t Buchholz.
Producer-director John Sturges. Based on the Japanese
film "1h3 Seven Samurai." 126 min. 10/3/60.

WALKING TARGET Steve Kandel. Ron Foster. Producer
Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Kahn. Action drama.
74 min. 8/22/60.

December

EXODUS Color, PanaVision. Paul Newman. Eva Marie
Saint, Peter Lawford. Producer-director Otto Premin-
ger. Based on Leon Uris' novel.

FACTS OF LIFE, THE Bob Hope, Lucille Ball. Producer-
Directors Norman Panama, Melvin Frank. Comedy.

POLICE DOG STORY James Brown, Merry Anders.

Coming
ADVISE AND CONSENT Producer-director Otto Prem-
inger. From Allen Drury best-seller about Washington
politics.

APPLE PIE BED Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director
Jean Negulesco. Based on the novel "The Midwife
of Pont Clery" by Flora Sandstrom.

BY LOVE POSSESSED Director Robert Wise. Picturiza-
tion of James Gould Cozzen's Pulitzer Prize winning
novel.

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
Kramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
sion of James Michener's epic novel.

MISFITS. THE Clark Gable. Marilyn Monroe. Montgom-
ery Clift. Producer Frank Taylor. Director John
Huston. Comedy.

TIME ON HER HANDS Ingrid Bergman. Anthony Per-
kins. Producer-director Anatole Litvak. Filmization of
Francois Sagan's romantic novel "Do You Like Brahms?"

TUNES OF GLORY Color. Alec Guinnes, John Mills.
Producer Colin Leslie. Director Ronald Neame. Com-
edy-drama of the British postwar army.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Elizabeth Taylor. Director
Delbert Mann. Based on the Broadway stage success.

WEST SIDE STORY Widescreen, Color. Natalie Wood,
Russ Tamblyn. Producer-director Robert Wise. Filmi-
zation of Broadway musical. Teenagers in love and
the problems they face.

UNIVERSAL INTL.

Julx

DINOSAURUS CinemaScope Deluxe Color. Ward Ram-
sey. Producer J. H. Harris. Director Irwin S. Yea-
worth, Jr. Adventure spectacle of pre-historic mon-
sters. 83 min. 6/27/60.

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Eastman Color. Anthony Quinn,
Lana Turner, Sandra Dee, John Saxon. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Michael Gordon. Adaptation of
Broadway play by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts. 112
min. 6/27/60.

SOS PACIFIC P er Angeli. Richard Attenborough Eva
Bartok Producers John Nasht. Patrick Filmer-Sankey
Director Guy Green. Action thriller. 92 min. 7/25/60.

August

CHARTROOSE CABOOSE Eastman Color. Molly Bet.
Ben Cooper, Edgar Buchanan Producer Stanley W.
Daugherty. Director William Reynolds. Comedy cen-
tered around a chartreuse caboose used for a home.
76 min. 6/27/60.

COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL Steve Allen Jayne Meadows.
Mamie Van Doren. Walter Winchell. Mickey Shaugh-
nessy. Cathy Crosby, Conway Twitty. Producer-director
Albert Zugsmith Story of college prof's survey of
teenagers with surprising results. 91 min

September
BETWEEN TIME AND ETERNITY Eastman Color Lilli

Palmer. Carlos Thompson. Willy Birqel Director Ar-
thur Maria Rabenal 85 min. 6/22/60.

SEVEN WAYS FROM SUNDOWN Eastman Color. Audie
Murhpy, Barry Sullivan. Venetia Stevenson, John Mc-
Intire. Producer Gordon Kay. Director George Sher-
man. 87 min. 10/17/60.

November

MiDNiGHT LACE Eastman Color. Doris Day. Rex Har-
rison, John Gavin, Myrna Loy. Producers Ross Hunter.
M*rtSn Melcher. Director David Miler. Mysfcry set
in England. 108 min. 10/17/60.

December

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE. THE Mickey
Rooney. Mamie Van Doren Fay Spain Mel Torme
Marty Milner. Tuesday Weld. Paul Anka. Cecil Kella-
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith
Trapped by a cloudburst a group of people on a bus
are taken by a parallel to the Garden of Eden and
its temptations. 87 min.

January

GRASS IS GREENER, THE Technicolor. Technirama.
C*rv Grant Deborah Kerr Rin.r- Mitchum Jean
Simmons. Producer-Director Stanley Donen. Comedy.

February

GREAT IMPOSTER, THE Tony Curtis, Edmond O'Brien.
Arthur O'Connell, Gary Merrill, Joan Blackman,
Raymond Massey. Producer. Robert Arthur. Director
Robert Mulligan. Based on the life of Ferdinand
Demara.

SHAKEDOWN, THE Terrence Morgan, Hazel Court.
Producer Norman Williams. Director John Lemont.
Melodrama with photography model background. 91
min. 11/14/60.

March

April

SECRET WAYS, THE Richard Widmark. Sonia Ziemann.
Producer Richard Widmark. Espionage drama.

TOMBOY AND THE CHAMP. THE Candy Moore. Pro-
ducers Tommy Reynolds, William Lightfoot. Director
Director Francis D. Lyon.

Mav

TROUBLE IN THE SKY Michael Craig. Peter Cushing,
Bernard Lee. Elizabeth Seal George Sanders, Andre
Morell. Producer Aubrey Baring. Director Charles
Frend.

June

CURSE OF THE WEREWOLF. THE Technicolor. Clifford
Evans, Yvonne Romaine, Oliver Reed. Producer An-
thony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Horror classic.

SHADOW OF THE CAT Andre Morrell. Barbara Shelley.

Freda Jackson. Conrad Philips. Producer Jon Pening-
ton. Director John Gilling.

July

DAY OF THE GUN Color. Rock Hudson. Kirk Douglas.
Dorothy Malone. Joseph Cotton and Carol Lynley
Producers Eugene Frenke, Edward Lewis. Director
Robert Aldrich.

Coming

COME SEPTEMBER Panavision, Color. Rock Hudson,
Gina Lollobrigida. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin. Pro-

ducer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Mulligan.

POSSE FROM HELL Color. Audie Murphy. John Saxon.
Producer Gordon Kay. Director Herbert Coleman.

SIXTH MAN, THE Tony Curtis, James Franciscus.
Miriam Colon. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert
Mann.

SPARTACUS Technirama Technicolor. Kirk Douglas.
Laurence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Charles
Lauqhton. Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-
tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
his undying love. 198 min. 10/17/60.

TAMMY TELL ME TRUE Color. Sandra Dee. Producer
Ross Hunter. Director Harry Keller.

, WARNER BROTHERS

July

HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Color. Sieve Reevei,
Sylva Koscina. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director Pietro

Francisci. Sequel to "Herculet". 101 min. 4/6/60.

ICE PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton. Robert R,*n
Carolyn Jones. Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Blanke
Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferber's novel of

Alaska. 143 min. 6/27/60.

August

OCEAN'S ELEVEN Technicolor Frank Sinatra. Dean
Martin. Sammy Davis. Jr ,

Peter Lawford. Angie
Dickinson. Producer-director Lewis Milestone A Las
Vegas story. 127 min. 8/8/60.

September

CROWDED SKY, THE Technicolor. Dana Andrews
Rhonda Fleming. Efrem Zimbalist. Jr Producer Mi

chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney A drama
of modern aviation. 105 min. 8/22/60.

October

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS. THE Technicolor

Robert Preston Dorothy McGuire. Eve Arden. Producer

Michael Garrison. Director Delbert Mann. Based on

William Inge's Broadway stage hit. 123 min. 9/19/iO

GIRL OF THE NIGHT Anne Francis. John Kerr, Lloyd

Nolan. Producer Max J. Rosenberg Director Joseph
Cates From Dr. Harold Greenwald's social and psy-

choanalytical study "The Call Girl". 93 min. 10/3/60

November

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy. Greer Garson. Producer Dore Schary. Director

Vincent J. Donehue. From Schary's play about Franklin

D Roosevelt a decade before his rise to the Presidency.

143 min. 9/19/60.

December

SUNDOWNERS, THE Technicolor. Peter Ustinov. Deb-
orah Kerr, Robert Mitchum. Producer-director Fred

Zinnemann A drama of the Australian "out back
country." 133 min. 11/14/60.

Coming

FANNY Technicolor. Leslie Caron. Maurice Chsvalier.

Charles Boyer. Producer-Director Joshua Logan. From
the Broadway hit.

FEVE.T IN THE LLOOD, A Efrem Zimbalist. Jr.. Angie
Dickinson Den Ameche. Producer Roy Higqins. Director

Vincent Sherman. From William Pearson's best-seller

about a murder trial in a rough po.itlcal campaign.

GOLD OF THE SEVEN SAINTS Technicolor. Ciint

Walker, Roger Moore, Leticia Roman. Producer Leon-

ard Freeman. Director Gordon Douglas. Outdoor ad-

venture drama.

PARRISH Technicolor Troy Donahue Claudette Colbert.

Producer-Director Delmer Daves. From Mildred Sav-

age's new best-seller.

SINS OF RACHEL CADE. THE Technicolor. Angie Dick-

inson. Peter Finch. Roger Moore Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer's
best-selling novel of Africa.

SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS Eastman Color. Natalie

Wood. Warren Beatty. Producer-Director Elia Kazan.

Original screen drama by William Inge.

SUSAN SLADE Technicolor. Troy Donehue. Connie
Stevens. Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan. Director

Delmer Daves.
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OCTOBER- 1960

JOURNEY TO

THE LOST CITY

in COLORSCOPE
Starring

Debra Paget • Paul Christian

and a cast of thousands

NOVEMBER- 1960

GOLIATH and

the DRAGON
in COLORSCOPE

starring

Mark Forest • Broderick Crawford

Eleonora Ruffo

JANUARY- 1961

Cinemagic Inc. presents

REPTILICUS
in COLOR

with

Ann Smyrner • Carl Ottosen

MASTER OF

THE WORLD
in COLOR and DYNAMAGIC

starring

Vincent Price • Charles Bronson

Henry Hull • Mary Webster

David Frankham

FEBRUARY- 1961

KONGA
in COLOR

ANDSpectaMation
starring

Michael Gough • Margo Johns

Jess Conrad

COMING- 1961

JULES VERNE'S

COMING- 1961

EDGAR ALLAN POE'S

THE PIT AND
THE PENDULUM

ALIBABA and the

SEVEN WONDERS
of the WORLD

To be filmed in Technirama 70

and Technicolor

To be filmed in

CinemaScope and Color

COMING-1961

PRESENTING THE SEVEN WONDERS

OF AMERICAN-INTERNATIONAL

...WHO SAID THERE WAS A

SHORTAGE OF GOOD PRODUCT?
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Opinion of the Industry
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HOW WELL DO
PRESS BOOKS

SERVE EXHIBITORS?
— a continuing discussion

Smarter Distribution

Could Ban Famines
0

Working in a Vacuum
Read THE VIEW FROM OUTSIDE

euieurt

CIMARRON

Film of Distinction

0

THE GRASS IS GREENER

WHERE THE BOYS ARE

THE WACKIEST SHIP IN THE ARMY

THE 3 WORLDS OF GULLIVER

THE MARRIAGE-GO- ROUND



SHOWMEN THE WORLD OVER
JOIN

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
IN CELEBRATING

THE

OF

"BEN-HUR"



THE FACTS FOR THE FIRST YEAR OF THE CONTINUING
SUCCESS OF THE WORLD'S MOST HONORED PICTURE . . .

SEEN BY .

THEATRES
PLAYED IN . . .

SHOWINGS

16,943,257

286

35,345

TECHNICOLOR® CAMERA 65

* IN ADDITION TO CONTINUING ITS LONG RUN ENGAGEMENTS IN NEW YORK,
PHILADELPHIA, CHICAGO, BOSTON, LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO, TORONTO,
AND IN MANY OTHER KEY CITIES THROUGHOUT AMERICA, "BEN-HUR" IS ALSO

CURRENTLY AN INTERNATIONAL TRIUMPH IN SUCH CITIES AS LONDON, ROME,
PARIS, BRUSSELS, AMSTERDAM, BOGOTA, HIROSHIMA, ANTWERP, TOKYO, BERLIN,

CARACAS, SYDNEY, MELBOURNE, BOMBAY, BUENOS AIRES, SANTIAGO; LIMA,

MANILA, LISBON, JOHANNESBURG, GENEVA and many others.



GET READY FOR 1961's FIRST SMASH HIT WITH 20th

WHIRLWIND CAMPAIGN
W *"LrAR on CBS-TV*«^6r:

40*V01She"s M0Mro*.4t^^

24"



What They're Talking About

In the Movie Business

(JA FOR A RIDE. One of the hottest Wall Street

items currently is United Artists. Financial

I analysts, much taken with the vast earnings

I potential of "Exodus", are predicting a hefty

fprofits rise for the company over the next two

years. They point to what "Ten Commandments"
[ did for Paramount, "Ben Hur" for M-G-M, and

I estimate that "Exodus" could double the

rper-share earnings of UA.

0

EXECUTIVE EXIT. Unless an internal problem

is resolved within the next few weeks, one of the

\key executives of a major distribution firm will

fexit his post, perhaps to enter independent

[
production.

o

[TALENT TO TOLL. One of the most crucial

phases of the impending struggle between

commercial (free) television and the toll system

|l will be the contest for talent. The issue is

ii highlighted by the announcement that Telemeter

twill soon present the first live entertainment show

to its Etobicoke (Canada) subscribers in

f

|

January—a one-hour presentation of slightly

[j
"sick" comedian Bob Newhart plus a musical act

I—at a fee of $1.25 per set. Free TV, as well as other

anti-toll interests, have staunchly refused to agree

that free television and feevee can co-exist,

: despite claims by the tollsters that there is plenty

of room for both. If pay-TV gets its foot in the

living room door, there is no doubt that the

Hopes, Bennys, Comos and all other topflight

entertainers will heed the tinkle of the coins in the

toll boxes, leaving little for the commercial

system to offer for free.

0

MORE SATURATION PRODUCT. The
reluctance of distributors to make better grade

product available for Marcus Plan saturation

breaks is weakening. Despite the amazing grosses

rolled up in Wisconsin, where the system was

thoroughly tested, film comp i ting

the plan in Pittsburgh. Howes ecenl sock

boxoffice performance of "The .\ tit &
(UA) and "For the Love of Mikt >x) in

Wisconsin has apparently opened i
/ the

distributors to the vast potential in th< plan, and

some topflight films now are being offered in

Pittsburgh. United Artists opens its Bo! I [< >]

Lucille Ball starrer, "Facts of Life", in th< Smoky
City late this month, and it is reported that

Universal is negotiating to give "The Great

Impostor" (Tony Curtis) the Marcus treatment

sometime in February.
0

LEVINE FAME SPREADS. Few non-acting

personalities in movie history have skyrocketed

to international fame as fast as Joe Levine, the

man many regard as the latter-day saviour of

picture business. Latest Levine splash is a

four-page story in the January Esquire. That

slick book calls him "The Slickest Showman in

Hollywood" and, under the byline of New York

Timesman Gay Talese, proceeds to paint a

flattering portrait of filmland's "newest Messiah".

It's just another example of the former Boston

theatreman's comet-like rise to world-wide

recognition since he turned loose "Hercules" with

Barnum-like ballyhoo and rolled up a 5 million

dollar gross.

O

LOEW'S HOTELS. The Tisch Brothers have

no intention of expanding Loeivs Theatres

operations in movie business due to the present

state of the theatre branch ( product shortage,

high film rentals, etc.). As a matter of fact, look

for the circuit to lop off some of its theatre

holdings and intensify its hotel expansion,

o

'EXODUS' BANDWAGON. Industryites—and

many outside the business—now are touting

"Exodus" as the one roadshow picture that may
come closest to hitting the astounding grosses

racked up by "Ben-Hur" and "The Ten

Commandments'' . The film with the best-seller

name already has surpassed the million-dollar

mark in advance sales for the first nine

hard-ticket engagements, and daily reports attest

to its tremendous pulling power.
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Press Hooks—A Continuing Discussion

Are Press Books Serving Exhibitors?
THEATREMEN HERE JOIN IN THE DISCUSSION OF THE
QUESTION POSED IN Film BULLETIN ISSUE OF OCT. 31:

"ARE PRESS BOOKS DOING THEIR JOB?" TO WHICH JONAS
ROSENFIELD, JR., VICE PRESIDENT OF COLUMBIA PIC-

TURES, OFFERED REBUTTAL IN THE NOVEMBER 14 ISSUE.

Cover Primary Purpose

I think improvements can be made in the press sheets just

as improvements can be made in almost every phase of our

operation today. None of us is perfect. It seems to me that press

books do cover their primary purposes, which are:

1. To inform the exhibitor of the picture contents.

2. To suggest ways and means of selling the picture.

3. To stimulate his thinking as to how he can sell it locally.

As an exhibitor, I feel the press sheets accomplish these three

important steps. I am not saying they could not do a better

job any more than I cannot say we exhibitors could not do a

better job of selling the pictures. I do not believe any one of

us is completely satisfied with his efforts, and are all trying to

do better. At least, I hope so.

FRED C. SOUTTAR
N T & T Amusement Corp., Midwest Divisio>i

Kansas City 41, Mo.

* * *

Object: To Create Want-To-See
Mind if I join the press book discussion?

My concern is not with the passing of the lavish press book
of old so much as with the contents of the press book of

tomorrow.

It may be compact in size, but if it contains a fresh, new way
of creating "want-to-see" in the average good picture, not just

the blockbuster, I will consider it invaluable to our local

campaign.

I concede Mr. Rosenfield's point that the compact press book
is often an effective distillation of yesterday's more flamboyant
campaign manual. Of course, I am in the fortunate position of
heading a creative department well able to supplement an ad-

vertising approach when the case may be.

The film companies do heed the need as promptly as possible
for supplementary ads and I welcome the material.

But the problem goes beyond that. Subscribing to newspapers
all over the country as I do, time after time I see the repeated
use of ads that have failed to achieve results in earlier engage-
ments elsewhere. Even supplementary ads often lack the box-
office answer simply because the answer eludes all of us.

It's the old story of a picture hitting too many situations too
f ist for anyone to have tested and proved a selling approach
that actually will work successfully.

For example, and with no reflection intended, it seems to me

there must be a successful way of selling a picture as deserving

as is "Sunrise at Campobello". But it will have played off the

key cities with no one conceiving or anyone benefitting from

campaign tests that might have preceded its general release.

The challenges of our market today mean as many as half of

our pictures will fail to realize completely satisfactory results.

If tomorrow's press book contains an answer for creating "want-

to-see" for pictures in this category, I care not the size or shapo

or color of the campaign manual.

All of us share with the distributors the responsibility of the

challenge. Creative departments such as ours are maintained

solely for that purpose. But even those exhibitors without simi-

lar staffs may well have answers to contribute for the benefit

of all.

There should be no end to the discussion you initiated. There

will be no end to the challenge of selling our product, not to-

morrow, not in the years ahead.

EDWARD SEGUIN
Balaban & Katz Corp.
Chicago 1 , ///.

* * *

Not Enough Variation

I read with great interest your recent article in Film BULLE-
TIN, "Are Press Books Doing Their Job?"

Like any and all forms of advertising, there are good and

bad press books. Because a press book is so vital in selling a

motion picture, it must be kept up-to-date and offer exhibitors

all the ammunition needed to put across the attraction. In to-

day's market we have to go out and bring the customers to

the theatre.

The ad section of the press book does not offer enough varia-

tion. At times a. distributor makes one sell approach. If the

picture clicks across the nation, great, but if it falls flat, where

do we go from there? Re-vamp (and hope) is the only possible

salvation. A certain approach at times is successful for a New
York or Chicago, but will not necessarily bring 'em to the

boxoffke in Dallas, Minneapolis or Hot Springs. Distributors

should therefore offer exhibitors a variation of sell. I also sug-

gest that more emphasis be put on the word "color", one of our

few points of sell left to combat television.

Regarding the exploitation section, it seems to this writer

that we have not been offered anything new in this section for

years. Whether the picture is a comedy, western, drama or musi-

cal—the suggested promotions seem the same. Just open a

press book 4-5 years old or even 9-10 years old, and compare

(Continued mi Piige 10)
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Despite the intensive efforts of ex-

hibition leaders like Edward L. Hyman
to bring about a better year- round bal-

ance of distribution, the fact remains

that most of the film companies still

harbor their choice films for the lucra-

tive summer months and for the holi-

days. The intervals have become truly

famine periods for the vast majority of

exhibitors.

Distributors counter exhibition's

pleas for a steady flow of product with

the contention: "Can you blame us for

trying to get the best playing time for

our best product?" Reasonable as that

may sound, how wise a business policy

is it, really?

Ben Marcus, Allied board chairman

and father of the so-called Marcus Plan,

recently pointed up the advantages in-

herent in a system of distribution that

could relieve the famine spells. Certain

pictures aimed at the family audience

have been released during a period of

scarcity, he noted, and performed ad-

mirably at the boxoffice.

As examples, Mr. Marcus offered the

distribution of United Artists' "The

Magnificent Seven" and 20th-Fo\'s

"For the Love of Mike" in Wisconsin.

Strong campaigns were conducted for

both these films under the Marcus Plan

—saturation bookings accompanied by

intensive promotion in all media—at a

time when most film companies were

withholding their product for the holi-

days. The results were highly beneficial

to both the exhibitors and distributors.

Two vital points emerge clearly from

Mr. Marcus' observations: (1) a better

balanced distribution setup is essential

to the survival of a great portion of ex-

hibition, and (2) there is a veritable

gold mine of boxoffice potential in

what now is considered "poor playing

time".

Neither theatremen nor distributors

today can afford an unwise, uneconom-

ic system of distribution that passes up

millions of theatre admissions which

might be sold if the proper merchan-

dise were available. It is as though our

industry, by seemingly deliberate de-

fault, invites the public to seek its

entertainment elsewhere during much
of the year.

It would be naive to expect that an

even level of product flow could be

maintained throughout the twelve

months of each year, but it is practical

to suggest that distribution could, by a

reappraisal of its methods, ban ex-

tended famine periods. The Marcus

Plan is proving itself a step in that

direction.
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"Let's Keep Parents" was the title of

one of the recent COMPO institutional

advertisements in Editor & Publisher.

The thoughts expressed therein are

recommended as required reading for

all parents, and for anyone ready to

take a swing at the Production Code.

The ad takes to task—and skillfully

—the people who "think motion pic-
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turc theatres should add ban\ sitting

to their functions". The Code, as < OM
PO points out, "never was intended to

replace parents. It never was intended

to make every film appropriate for a

junior matinee. It was— and is— in-

tended to assure that motion pictures of

many kinds, made for many audiences,

are kept within reasonable moral

bounds ... It leaves bringing up chil-

dren to parents — which seems to be

what parents are for."

These ideas are by no means new.

They have been promulgated numerous

times by MPAA, COMPO and exhibi-

tor officials anxious for the public to

know and understand the function of

the industry's method of self-censor-

ship. But they seem especially appro-

priate, and worthy of restatement, now

that the holiday season is upon us —
and children of all ages are out of

school and potential movie patrons.

And they are appropriate, too, as an

answer, in part, to those churchmen

who are calling on our industry to

fashion .ill motion pictures in the moral

mold of a juvenile world.

Correction

THE WRONG WARNER
I'ndcr the title, "Mr. Warner Unper-

turbed", in our November 14 issue, a

statement concerning the impact of toll-

TV on movie theatres was mistakenly

attributed to Jack L. Warner, president

of Warner Bros. Pictures. The state-

ment was made hv Jack Warner, Jr. We
regret the error.

WARD TO ETOBICOKE
Financial Bulletin does not appear in

this issue because Philip R. Ward. Fin-

ancial Editor, currently is on a trip to

litobicoke to analyze the pay-TV situa-

tion there. His findings will be reported

in a subsequent i^>ia

.
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PRESS BOOKS
( Con tinned from Page 8)

the section with this year's picture promotion. I'll bet dollars

to donuts there is not much difference.

Have the press book makers become stale? This industry

must have more enthusiasm and new ideas if we are to climb

back to the "good old days'' at the boxoffice.

It seems that too many times press books are just being

rushed out in conjunction with the release of a picture. We
need less people just going through the motions of putting out

something, good or bad. We need more help—we need better,

well planned press books.

A tip of the Trans-Texas Theatres' hat to Film BULLETIN
for your stimulating editorial on this subject.

NORMAN LEVINSON, General Manager
Trans-Texas Theatres, Inc.

Dallas I, Texas

N.Y. Slant Not Always Suitable

We have heard many times in the last several years one of

our managers complain that not a single ad in a given press

book was suitable for his situation.

We simply cannot take material that is aimed at a New York
audience and do justice to a picture in this territory. There is

only one New York, and I venture to say that there are four

or five divisions of these United States that will say the same

thing.

We also realize, of course, that a campaign outlined for us

wouldn't do one thing in New York, Philadelphia, Chicago

or Los Angeles.

W e would like to see the press book carry more material suit-

able for towns and cities of 100,000 to 500,000 population; in

many situations we would have to localize the ads, but this we
expect, and should do.

There just can't be the same thinking in small and medium-
sized towns as there is in very large cities where you have every

segment of the population to sell to. Thus, a very broad cam-

paign never gets through to our people.

W e feel that we could get better use from a press book that

gave us an alternate campaign adaptable to our part of the

country.

Thanks for the efforts to help us.

ROBERT E. HOSSE, Vice President

The Crescent Amusement Company
Nash t ille, Tennes s e

e

Likes Them Streamlined

Personally, I like the streamlined press book, as I feel it gives

ihc manager a quicker summary of just what to do with his

picture,. With the limited staff in most theatres today, I think
it is important that the manager be given the most salable and
salienf points of a campaign without his being forced to go
through a lengthy, cumbersome press book, which, while it

offers him much, does not create the impact that a tighter and
more usable presentation would that comes with a less cum-
bersome book.

However, as I mentioned before, I think there should be a

happy medium in the type of press books being turned out.

May I quott this old bromide—"brevity is the soul of wit"

—

and I think this goes for advertising, a few good shots being
more important than a lot of scattered weak ones. While I

know they all help, I still feel that managers should be pre-

sented with things that "they really can do" and that have

significance.

L. R. GOLDING
Fabian Theatres
New York 36, N.Y

Too Much Routine Stuff

"Are Press Books Doing Their Job?" I would say no.

In the first place, there are never any new ideas in press books.

Second, we have a difficult time in receiving press books.

Third, as an example of how antiquated press books are as

far as we are concerned, most press books do not list publicity

stills by number, nor do they give a variety of them to select

so that we can send them to the newspaper for publicity.

Fourth, if you will read press books from all companies, you I

will see that they are the same routine stuff.

Fifth, there used to be a time when we could even use press

books to make a display material, but today by and large this

is impossible.

Sixth, if press books are to do any kind of a job, they have

to come out months in advance of the release of the pictures,

so that you can start working on a campaign.

Seventh, above all, a press book should be sent on every

picture release to the newspaper movie editors in all cities so

that they can feel like they are receiving material that will

compete with the flow that comes from TV and radio.

JAY SOLOMON
Independent Theatres. In;.

Chattanooga 2, Tenn.

More Small Ads
With regard to the Press Books, my main gripe is that they

seem to concentrate on large-size ads. These large-size ads are

fine for key-city campaigns, but are oversized for the average

theatre, in view of today's higher newspaper rates and the

necessity of operating as economically as possible.

A greater variety of small-size ads, as well as mats, for the

use of the average theatre would, in my opinion, prove to be

beneficial for the majority of the theatres in the industry.

SALAH M. HASSANEIN
Skonras Theatres Corp.
New York I 'J. N. Y.

Asks More than One Approach

I have read your article in the October 31st issue and you

have made some very valid points.

I also read Mr. Rosenfield's reply. His comments also were

very pertinent.

I am afraid that I must agree with both to some extent. Some

press books are very good but others are not in the least satii

factory.

It seems to me the big evil with the producers is the lack of

attention to the smaller ads. There are not many theatres today

which can use the size ads most of the press books have. Then

there is a tendency to put too much copy in most ads.

There should be more than one approach to sell pictures, fdj

certainly tastes differ in various sections.

My personal opinion is that Columbia had a very poor press

book on "Strangers When Wc Meet." They had only one

sales angle—ADULTERY.

.;tfl
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I note Mr. Rosenfield's comments about exploitation kits. W e

; arc Columbia's first-run account in one town of 1 ()(),()()(). To my
knowledge our manager does not receive this kit and we have

.never received one in the home office. W hile we do not do the

advertising from here we try to make suggestions and help sell

a picture. At times we do lay out the whole campaign idea. We
welcome any suggestions.

Perhaps we are in a little better position to suggest advertis-

ing ideas as we see all pictures before we play them. After

screening we can often come up with some suggestions.

For the many exhibitors who can not see the pictures, the

press books often fall short.

1 feel that Columbia has made improvement in its sales

[approach over the past couple of years, but would like to see all

•distributors constantly change ideas. Many of them are the

; same as years ago.

I realize that I have straddled the fence somewhat in this

i matter but these are my feelings. Some (press books) are good

and some are very ineffective.

Perhaps your stories w ill help all distributors to make a study

of their press material and present more ways in w hich a picture

could be sold.

HARRY PICKETT, JR., General Manager
Craver Theatres
Charlotte I, N. C.

:•: * *

Desires More Material

There are many things left to be desired regarding material

available on pictures. For example, we seldom see an adequate

choice of stills any more to present to the newspapers for art.

Most of the stills are too dark or out of proportion for news-

paper reproduction. This is really a major gripe and I think it

stems along the same lines as the economy move on press

books. I agree entirely with Jonas on printing large books

containing material that will never be used. However we often

make our own ads and most of the time there is little material

in the books that we can use—due to the fact that the company
ads are so made that to use parts is almost impossible. More
often than not. we have to get material from other sources to

make ads. If they would make up additional pages containing

only subject and scene art, title and credits and other loose

material that we could incorporate into our ads it would be a

great help. Along these lines it also would be an out for the

companies that are so tied up in choice of ads and ideas from

the field—ideas that from time to time could be better than

what is produced. Particularly on pictures w hose campaigns and
ads must be changed when it's too late for a distributor to do
anything about it. We definitely need more material than what
is made available today. At the present time I am working on a

local campaign for a premiere engagement of "The 3 Worlds
of Gulliver" w hich happens to be Columbia's. Here is a typical

example of no material available in the press books for special

series tickets which we are making. We need more art and
material on this than they prepared. There isn't enough stock

in the press book itself.

ROBERT MOSCOW
Rialto Theatre (Atlanta. Ga.)
(Independent Theatres, Inc., Chattanooga. Term.)

|ft * * * *

Agrees with Rosenfield

W ith respect to "Are Press Books Doing Their Job?" I per-

sonally am inclined to agree with Mr. Rosenfield of Columbia.

Unfortunately, there are altogether too many ridiculous items

in rhe average press book—which are inserted merely for the

purpose of building up the book. I honestly feel that press

books can be streamlined and mack much more practical. My
only suggestion is that there be more variety in the type of mats

which are offered; in other words, a difference in themes

—

rather than to stick to one method of selling the picture—and

more and better catch-lines would also help. Basically, the

reduction is something which I feel was long overdue.

MELVIN R. WINTMAN, General Manager
General Drive-In Corp.
Boston 16, Mass.

* * *

Generally Satisfactory

Our opinion is that all problems considered, press books as

now edited are generally satisfactory.

The writer, and Torrence Hudgins, our buyer and booker

who is a recognized authority on theatre advertising, do most

of the first-run ads for our theatres, and we have found that

a little added concentration and willingness to use the scissors

and glue generally produces satisfactory results.

We do not think it possible to turn out press books week

after week which will contain the exact size ads which all

exhibitors can use. We are particularly w ell pleased w ith Colum-

bia's product in this respect.

WILLIAM O'DONNELL
Cinema Art Theatres, Inc.

Dallas 1, Texas

Give Him 'Good Old' Press Books

On the ability of the modern press book, I am very happy

that someone has raised the question about this selling aid.

Richmond, Virginia, can be classed neither as a small nor

large city. Our metropolitan area is now around four hundred

thousand and is composed of many varying classes of people,

as are found in even- other town. However, the one thing that

is important to remember is that Richmond has always been,

and still is, a conservative town. Therefore, what is good for

New York, Chicago or San Francisco is not always good for

Richmond.

It appears to me, as it has to your magazine, that the average

press book has been cut down to such an extent that it shows

merely a general campaign that the film company believes will

sell its motion picture. Because of this, I can feel only that,

due to the varying situations, it is a hit-and-miss proposition.

Film BULLETIN hit the nail on the head when it said the

press book had become "a mere guide to the party line on the

picture." I have seen many of the press book from the "good

old days", and I feel they were far superior to the ones we are

receiving now. The idea of presenting a choice in directions

and advertising tools to the many exhibitors is certainly a fine

one, because each situation has its own particular aspects and,

just like human beings, differing characteristics. I have already

stated the conservatism of my town. As an example of what I

mean can be seen in what I call plain old corny ballyhoo.

This has seldom worked in Richmond, for we must maintain

a higher level of promotion than many places do and, there-

fore, we must maintain a higher level of advertising.

In today's press book there is usually only one approach

;;iven and, therefore, it causes a considerable hardship on many
exhibitors. In Richmond we find ourselves having to make up

our own ads many times. This is not only costly to us, but I

also know that we cannot do as good a job as the distributor.

(Continued on Vagi 20)
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Are We in a Vacuum?

The motion picture industry, as far as I can recall, has never

been a quick barometer of recession. Its own depressed times

have not always matched those of the national economic com-

munity As a matter of fact, I cannot recall seeing any thorough

study of the ups and downs of movie business as compared with

the fluctuations of the general American economy. It seems to

me that such a study would be well worth having and would

be an entirely admirable area of inquiry either by the Motion

Picture Association or some U.S. university.

This whole question of what a recession may do to the box-

office is prompted, of course, by the nature of current business

conditions. Our present economic state is full of anomalies.

On the one hand, we have a spate of depressed areas where un-

employment is rampant; on the other hand, if you have tried

to hire a secretary in New York City lately, you know that it

is the employers who are standing in line. In terms of the mo-

tion picture industry, it is hard to decide whether the slacken-

ing in roadshow business is a reflection of tighter pocketbooks,

merely a commentary on the particular attractions being offered

—or, perhaps, a further proof that you can tell when it is fall

in the movie business because that's when the revenues fall.

There is no question in my mind but that the drastic cur-

tailment of production of theatrical features in Hollywood has

a direct connection with the shrinkage of the theatre market.

It is pointless at this juncture to debate whether the shrinking

market caused a decline in production or whether the decline in

production caused a shrinking market. The fact is that where

there is a product shortage, there is always apt to be an

accompanying customer shortage as well. When a theatre lives

virtually hand-to-mouth, its operation suffers; and in terms of

product availability, the theatres are certainly living hand-to-

mouth today.

It is probably much too early to prognosticate the future

prosperity of the motion picture theatre. With the United

States apparently moving in the direction of ever more string-

ent restriction on the export of dollars, there is no telling what
may happen to the now booming business of film production

overseas by U.S. firms. Even without contemplating the im-

ponderable threat of pay television, the economic pressure of

constantly increasing taxes and operating costs seems likely to

involve a further threat to the black ink on the theatre ledger.

None of these factors, of course, operate inexorably. A box-

office smash does not depend on economic trends, nor is a

hoxoffice flop saved by surrounding prosperity. Nevertheless,

it is oh\ious that the theatre owner stands more chance of

getting a supply of hits if he has more pictures in supply, and,
we must assume, the distributor stands more chance of getting

the maximum return if he has more theatres as outlets. No
major American industry has ever gone on to greater success

by cutting down the number of its customers, and the motion
picture industry is no exception.

Many movie people like to think that their business is entirely

unique. It isn't. There was talk not long ago, for example,
that movie operation would become predominantly a road show
business, just as there was talk in the automobile field five or

six years ago that low-priced cars were a thing of the past.

Actually, however, the greatest boom in the auto business has

been in the low-price compacts.

The concern of the motion picture industry must be to

achieve and maintain the highest possible number of customers

and this cannot be done today by an industry in a vacuum.
Yet I cannot help feeling that there are some areas of vacuum
in the current aspects of the film business.

The double bill, for instance, remains a very sore point.

I cannot believe that combinations of pictures like "The Dark
at the Top of the Stairs" and "Pretty Boy Floyd", or "The
Apartment" and Walt Disney's "Japan" are properly matched
pairs of attractions, and yet these are double bills currently

playing in my town.

When I say that the motion picture industry is working in

a vacuum, I mean to imply that there has really been no proper

awareness of the way the audience for one picture may differ

from the audience for another. In the past month, my own
family on at least three occasions has wanted to go to see a

particular picture, only to forego it because the other half of

the double bill was so manifestly opposed to our entertain-

ment tastes.

When I refer to a vacuum in connection with the motion pic-

ture industry, I am also thinking of such phases of general

corporate practice as consumer research, design of retail outlets

and the like. This may sound like a blazing indictment of the

motion picture industry. It is not intended to indict, but

merely to recommend.

There is no getting around the fact that the economy of the

American motion picture company today represents a drastic

change from the economy of 1947. In terms of its theatrical

business, the average film production and distribution outfit

today is in the relentless grip of a boom or bust type of opera-

tion The one or two big pictures make the real difference

between profit and loss. The cushions are provided in many
instances by television sales, liquidation of real estate and other

sources of revenue. The theatre company, however, is far more

dependent upon its boxoffice take, since it has no television

customers and only a limited amount of surplus real estate.

Thus, we see major circuits disposing of theatres and devot-

ing more of their activities to the girdle business, or the hotel

business, or the 1 operation of television stations, enterprises

which the theatre businessman cannot possibly undertake. It is

a sardonic note that a time when the independent producer is

flourishing, the independent theatre owner stands with his hack

to the wall. It is sardonic also to note that the theatre chains

which prosper the most are those which have diversified away

from theatre business.

Being an optimist about the desire of the American public

to go out to the motion picture theatre, I find myself wonder-

ing whether the motion picture industry has deserted its audi-

ence as much as that audience has deserted the motion picture

industry. Be that as it may, the fact is that an alert, dynamic

industry doesn't sit back and wait for its customers; it goes out

after them. Is movie business doing that to the fullest pos-

sible extent?
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ViETRO-GOLDWYN-MAY r
;*Edna Berber's

RUSS TAMBLYN ' MERCEDES McCAMBRIDGE^Jl MORROW • ROBERT KEITH • CHARLES McGRAW

« HENRY (HARRY) MORGAN • DAVID OPATOSHU • ALINE MacMAHON • LIU DARVAS • EDGAR BUCHANAN

Screen Play by Based on the Novel by Directed by Produced by

ARNOLD SGHULMAH - Edia Firber - AHTHONY IUHN - EDMUND 6UINGER

in CinemaScope And METROCOLOR



Newsmakers

Zanuck Talks

About His Plans

"I will either make the greatest film

ever made, or go broke," declared the

leathery movie titan, hardly missing a

puff on his king-size Havana.

The chances are better than even,

however, that no matter what the suc-

cess of his latest venture, Darrvl F.

Zanuck will remain a vital factor in

movie production. But coming from the

dynamic former executive studio head

of 20th Century-Fox, the bold, and

simply stated announcement was an

eye-opener. It capped a press conference

called by the now independent presi-

dent of Darryl F. Zanuck Productions,

Inc., to reveal, among other ambitious

projects, his acquisition of the motion

picture rights to Cornelius Ryan's best-

seller, "The Longest Day".

Anv picture bearing the Zanuck

stamp is an event. Over the span of

years since he first earned his executive

spurs at Warners' some three decades

ago, he has come to be regarded some-

what reverently as one of those rare

individuals with an intuitive feel for

that crucial element—public taste. And
upon that reputation, Zanuck w ill stake

an estimated two years of preparation

and production and millions of dollars

to put on celluloid "the one great book
dealing with D-Day, June 6, 1944,

minute-by-minute as seen by the people

who participated in it from privates to

generals". He hope to get it before the

cameras "next Summer or early Fall".

The graying, but exuberant 58-vear-

old artist-executive will be able to call

on an invaluable stockpile of memory
and information above and beyond his

cinematic experience when he begins

filming his war epic. In World War II

Zanuck served for two years as colonel,

assigned to supervise production of U.S.

Army training films. The film will tell

the story of the historic day as seen by

the four armies taking part, with an

international quartet of directors —
British, French, American and German
— handling the various sequences in

order "to present the attitudes repre-

sented by the diverse nationalities in-

volved." It will be cast in what Zanuck

termed "a new pattern, using Germans
for Germans, French for French, British

for British and Americans for Ameri-

cans ... I expect to get stars of the

highest calibre for each part from each

country."

"The Longest Day" will be a labor of

love for Zanuck. His eyes burning with

an intensity usually reserved for "pet"

projects, he said: "The theme of the

film will be the stupidity of war. It will

be the human story of that incredible

day w hen unbelievable blunders on both

sides took place. I will use no stock

film or newsreel shots. I w ill reproduce

that day exactly as it happened. This

film will hate war, but will be fair with

it. I want to report that this is not a

war picture, but a human storv of a

day never to be forgotten."

[More NEWSMAKERS on Page 23]

This is by no means the only Zanuck

iron in the fire. The man who, under

the 2()th-Fox banner, turned out such

bold successes as "The Razor's Fdge ',

"Gentleman's Agreement" and "All

About Eve" was in New York to help

his son, Richard, edit the latter's pro-

duction of "Sanctuary" for DFZ Prods.

"It's violent," he admitted, "but it has

a great moral and religious meaning."

Perhaps, one of the touchiest, most

provocative themes Zanuck has seized

upon is "The Day Christ Died" (script

by Paul Gallico, book by Jim Bishop),

which he plans to put into production

in February. He has some unusual plans

for that one too: "I am planning to

show that day in the context of a

simple and powerful suspense-murder

mystery. No spectacle: I would like to

get either Alfred Hitchcock or Georges
Clouzet to direct it. Jesus, although the

central character, is not the most im-

portant role in it. The important roles

will be those of Judas, Pilate and the

Temple priests. There will be no cruci-

fixion, either—I did that, as you ma)'

remember, before in 'The Robe ."

Certain to arouse plenty of contro-

versy, too, is "The Chapman Report",

filmization by son Richard of Irving

Wallace's best-seller take-off on the

Kinsey studies. That is set to begin pro-

duction in Hollywood in February.

Zanuck also has a finished script for

"Ballad of Red Rock", by Meyer Levin;

a finished script on "Short-Cut", which

Jules Dassin reportedly wants to direct,

and recently-purchased film rights to

"Incense to Idols", a current best-seller.

The astute producer offered the press

a glimpse of what may well be the

makeup of Darrvl F. Zanuck Prods, of

tomorrow, by introducing his associate,

John Shepridge. who may produce and

direct "The Day Christ Died" for the

firm. Did the highly individualistic Mr.

Zanuck plan to welcome other pro-

ducers into his independent company?
Did that mean he w as ready to ease up
on his own artistic activity and become
a full-time executive? Perhaps, perhaps,

was the reply.

Don't bet on it. however. W hen the

exciting, provocative and potentially

hot box-office stories are up for grabs,

Darryl Zanuck will be there to apply

his personal, sometimes magic, pro-

ducer's touch. After all, he hasn't vet

been able to resist a good property.
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'Where The Boys Are"

Scuuteu Rati*? OOO
Laugh-packed hit that will "send" youthful audiences,

amuse others. New faces cast. C'Scope, color.

There's sure-fire boxoffice magic in this frolicsome fun-fest

from M-G-M. Overflowing with fresh and appealing talent,

loaded with zany situations and contagious humor, and gayly

mounted in Metrocolor and CinemaScope, it gives every indi-

cation of becoming a big moneymaker in all situations. It will

be sock with youthful audiences. Based on Glendon Swarth-

out's popular novel, Joe Pasternak's production imaginatively

recounts what happens in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, when thou-

sands of northern college students make their annual Easter

vacation descent in search of fun under the sun. Although there

are no marquee-powerful name-drawers in the cast (several

of them will find themselves in demand very shortly), word-of-

mouth concerning these versatile and engaging performers will

play a major role in boosting profits everywhere. Under the

skillful hand of director Henry Levin, the tropical antics are

unfolded with broad strokes ranging from slapstick to pathos.

There are also a couple of catchy songs obviously headed for

jukebox fame. It all adds up to a wonderful motion picture

certain to satisfy and entertain to the fullest degree. Among the

female evacuees treking to where the boys are: attractive

Dolores Hart, noted for her sophisticated observations on life;

Yvette Mimieux, who loves too freely; pop singer Connie

Francis, man-hungry with a sense of humor; and newcomer

Paula Prentiss (a real find), suffering from being too tall and

having feet too big. The boys who enter their lives: George

Hamilton, a handsome and wealthy Brown University student

whose initial infatuation with Miss Hart blossoms into true

love; Jim Hutton (another find), a tall, big-footed, outland-

ishly dressed character who goes for Miss Prentiss; and Frank

Gorshin (rapidly rising comedian), leader of a group of "dia-

lectic jazz" musicians who grudgingly accepts Miss Francis'

advances. Miss Mimieux's "dates" consists of several supposed

"Yalies" who toss her back and forth like a sexual baseball.

Barbara Nichols is also on hand as an underwater nightclub

entertainer. One of the film's hilarious highlights occurs when
Hutton, entranced by her lung expansion, dives into her pool

although he can't swim. A plunging free-for-all by the others

ensues. And veteran character actor Chill Wills appears briefly

as an understanding police captain. George Wells' script has

the fun take a serious turn when Miss Mimieux, after being

abused by one of her escorts, wanders onto the highway and
is almost killed. This causes the other couples (who naturally

end up with each other) to take serious stock of their future.

M-G-M
.
99 minutes. Dolores Hart, George Hamilton, Yvette Mimieux Jim Hutton

Barbara Nichols, Paula Prentiss, Connie Francis. Produced by Joe Pasternak.
Directed by Henry Levin.

"The 3 Worlds of Gulliver"

Sututete TZcttiHf OOO
Imaginative, engrossing adventure based on Swift's
classic. Excellent camera stunting adds excitement.
Great kid attraction that adults will like.

The wonderful worlds of Jonathan Swift's best-loved classic

"Gulliver's Travels" have been delightfully and imaginatively

brought to life in this Superdynamation, Eastman Color adven-
ture. Like their highly successful "The 7th Voyage of Sinbad,"
this Columbia offering is certain to be one of the big holiday
attractions. The Superdynamation process enables Charles H.
Schneer's production to take on a dimension of believable fan-

tasy thai should have the youngsters begging to come back for

a second look. The adults haven't been slighted either, for the
Arthur Ross-Jack Sher screenplay manages to encompass a few

of the subleties of Swift's writings. And under Sher's sprightly

direction, there's plenty of action, adventure, romance and song

as Gulliver wanders through the worlds of the little (Lilli-

putians) and very big (Brobdingnagians) people. All of the

memorable moments of these two voyages bave been captured

in spectacular fashion: the capture of Gulliver by the six-inch

Lilliputians; his destruction of the war fleet of the enemy of

the Lilliputs; his second capture by the 40-foot giants; his

tribulations as a miniature household pet; and his battle with

a ferocious crocodile. There are appealing performances from

the entire cast: Kerwin Mathews, the adventure-hungry Gulli-

ver; June Thorburn, his fiancee; Jo Morrow and Lee Patterson,

the star-crossed Lilliputian lovers; Basil Sydney, their little

Emperor; Martin Benson, Lilliput's wily Minister of Finance;

Gregoire Asian, the boorish King of Brobdingnag; and Sherri

Alberoni as the ever-faithful Brob child-nurse, Glumdalclitch.

When Mathews goes to sea as a ship's surgeon, Miss Thorburn

stows away on board. Mathews is washed overboard during

a storm and finds himself in the land of the Lilliputs. He
befriends the little people, helps improve their country eco-

nomically, but also makes enemies who force him to flee in a

boat he has built. In the land of Brobdingnag, he finds Miss

Thorburn, and the pair are kept as palace pets until Mathews
incurs the wrath of their king. With the help of Miss Alberoni,

the}' escape back to England.

Columbia. 100 minutes. Kerwin Mathews Jo Morrow, June Thorburn. Produced
by Charles H. Schneer. Directed by Jack Sher.

"The Marriage-Go-Round"

Scuuux* Rati*? O O plus

Sex and marriage make film version of stage comedy
best for adults in met. market. Hayward, Mason head
marquee. Color, CinemaScope.

Sex is once again the catalyst in this handsome DeLuxe
Color-CinemaScope comedy of marital complications which
20th Century-Fox is releasing. Producer-scripter Leslie Stevens

has transferred his Broadway stage hit to the screen with a

cast of strong marquee value (Susan Hayward, James Mason,

Julie Newmar), an abundance of spicy, sophisticated dialogue

and a couple of ultra-lavish, modern-day settings. Best returns

figure to come from adult audiences in the metropolitan market.

Mason capably combines comedy with confusion as a brilliant

and happily married anthropology professor who is selected

by his mammoth and sensuous Viking house guest to be the

father of her child (strictly a biological experiment). Miss

Hayward also displays a fine gift for comedy as Mason's attrac-

tive Dean-of-Women wife who suddenly realizes that her hus-

band's strong defenses are rapidly weakening. Miss Newmar
delightfully recreates her award-winning stage role of the

outspoken Katrin, a Swedish sexpot who decides that with

Mason's mind and her body an ideal child could be produced.

Director Walter Lang has gaily paced the Swedish-American

skirmishes. Miss Newmar is warmly welcomed into the Mason-

Hayward household and she tells them her father will join

her shortly. Mason is completely taken aback when she

announces her intentions, and Miss Hayward refuses to take

her seriously. But Miss Newmar soon proves she means busi-

ness, and informs Miss Hayward that it's up to Mason to

declare himself off limits. When Mason learns the father has

no intention of appearing he is afraid to tell Miss Hayward,

but realizing he is weakening fast, he orders Miss Newmar out

of the house. Miss Hayward discovers Mason has lied to her

about Miss Newmar's father, catches them in a passionate

embrace, and decides to leave him. After further complications,

comic and sexy, Miss Newmar returns to Sweden (her mission

a failure) and Mason is happily reunited with Miss Hayward.

ie Newmar.
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Jiltn *f biJtiHctieh

"Cimarron" Strong RtMiiake ot" Outdoor Classic

g«4uee44 RetfiH? Q O Q PLUS

Big-scale outdoor drama with powerful human interest

elements. Should score handsomely as popular price

attraction. C'Scope, MetroColor. Ford, Schell, Baxter

head big cast.

Edna Ferber's famous novel about the opening of the Okla-

homa territory that began with the great land rush of April 22,

1889 has been re-created for the screen (original: 1931) by

producer Edmund Grainger in the big, broad strokes of a super-

western. And he has embellished it richly with plenty of audi-

ence winning personal appeal, plus a pulsating and spectacular

re-staging of the great rush for land by thousands of hungry

settlers. Heading the huge cast are Glenn Ford, the acclaimed

European actress Maria Schell and Oscar winner Anne Baxter.

And Grainger has mounted everything in glorious CinemaScope

and Metrocolor. It all adds up to solid entertainment for a

majority of moviegoers, especially those who like their outdoor

drama spiced with more than sheer excitement, with human
interest elements. "Cimarron" has been slated for some initial

engagements on a roadshow policy. However, it is generally

understood that M-G-M will put it into general release in the

Spring. In this reviewer's opinion, general release seems a wiser

policy, for this is an attraction of wide popular appeal—and

the general market should respond to make this a big grosser

at popular prices.

As scripted by Arnold Schulman, "Cimarron" traces the

rise of Oklahoma from the day the government opened up two

million acres of Indian territory, down through the era of tent

villages, law less and violent frontier boom tow ns, the discovery

of oil, to the bustling wealthy state it is today. Along the way

he tells also of Indian persecution, problems of frontier life,

the effects of sudden riches brought about by oil and political

corruption. Possibly he has tried to squeeze together and gloss

over too many personal relationships and too many incidents.

The end result, while emerging slick and polished storytelling,

lacks the depth of characterization and motivation discriminat-

ing audiences may desire.

Although there might be reservations about some of the

writing, there can be no quarrel with the sweep and excitement

director Anthony Mann has poured into most of the 140-min-

utes running time. The rip-roaring rush for land will linger

long in viewer's minds, as will the brutal lynching of an Indian,

a gun battle betw een Ford and his young friend, Russ Tamblyn,

turned bank robber and killer, and the eventual discovery of

oil by Arthur O'Connell, povertv-stricken father of ten.

Primarily, the story follows the lives of Ford and Miss Schell.

The former is cast as Yancey Cravet, nicknamed "Cimarron"

(wild and untamed), a legendary roustabout, adventurer, de-

fender of the w eak and oppressed, know n to every gun fighter

and barmaid in the territory. Miss Schell portrays his wife,

Sabra. who travels to the wilds of Oklahoma as a young bride,

bears the burden of raising their son while Ford is aw ay curing

his recurring wanderlust and becomes a strong influence in the

state after taking over Ford's crusading newspaper. Both turn

in solid acting jobs with top honors going to Miss Schell. One
wishes Ford's character had been developed as fully as Miss

Schell's. Although his constant restlessness is never really

explained, he brings tenderness, sternness, violence and charm

Tin Wild Laud Rush m "Citnarron"

to his role. Miss Schell superbly develops Sabra from a fright-

ened and much-in-love bride to a woman of strength. Her

performance should certainly establish her as a big star in this

country. Miss Baxter gives a crisp and tough portrayal as

Dixie Lee, the prostitute who loves Ford and tries to make a

go of it as a rancher. One of the film's emotional highlights

occurs when Miss Schell reluctantly comes to Miss Baxter to

beg news of Ford, missing for five years.

There is also an impressive array of supporting talent. Arthur

O'Connell's change from poor pioneer to wealthy oil baron is

an interesting study in human weakness, while Mercedes Mc-
Cambridge offers solid assistance as his wife. Tamblyn is good
as the young desperado. Charles McGraw viciously villainous

as the Indian lyncher, and David Opatoshu, moving as a Jew ish

peddler who survives persecution to became a wealthy business-

man.

The on-location Arizona landscapes, Franz Waxman's pleas-

ant background score, and Walter Plunkett's colorful costumes

are further production pluses.

The opening scenes bring most of the story's characters to

the starting line of the land rush. O'Connell is pushed from a

crowded stagecoach, and Miss McCambridge bitterly claims

160 acres of barren land. Ford is tricked out of a choice piece

of land by Miss Baxter. Disappointed. Miss Schell agrees to

settle in the tent village where Ford takes over the newspaper

of a friend killed during the rush. Ford champions Indian

rights, but his restlessness sends him gold prospecting in Alaska

and to Cuba with the Rough Riders. He returns a hero, Miss

Schell forgives him, and he helps expose an Indian oil swindle

perpetrated by O'Connell. He rejects the governorship when
he learns favored treatment of oil interests is expected in return.

Miss Schell, bitterly disappointed again, sends Ford away. He
is killed during World War I. Against Miss Schell's wishes,

her son marries an Indian girl and moves away. The ending

finds Miss Schell being honored on the 25th anniversary of the

newspaper, reunited with her son and his family, and a statue

erected to Ford symbolizing the pioneer spirit that helped

develop the state.

M-G-M. 140 minutes. Glenn Ford. Maria Schell. Anne Baiter, Arthur O'Connell.
Russ Tamblyn, Mercedes McCambridge. Produced by Edmund Grainger. Directed
by Anthony Mann.
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"The Grass Is Greeiuu:"

3u4iHC4A 'Rati*? GOO
Gay , witty comedy of marital and extra-marital affairs.

Top drawer cast: Grant, Kerr, Mitchum, Simmons. Tech-

nico'.or.

Universal-International has a potent boxoffice hit in this

smart and sparkling comedy of Anglo-American manners. It

is, in fact, one of the gayest, wittiest, most sophisticated draw-

ing room comedies to reach the screen in quite some time.

While this Grandon production dealing with an adulterous love

affair between the wife of a not-so-wealthy British Earl and an

American oil millionaire surely is best suited for adult audi-

ences in metropolitan markets, it will amuse and not prove

offensive to less sophisticated filmgoers. Its blockbuster cast

(Gary Grant, Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum, Jean Simmons),

plus Hugh and Margaret W illiams' tasteful scripting of their

hit London play. Stanley Donen's production was filmed on

location in England and handsomely mounted in Technicolor.

As director, Donen has kept his impudent bubble of mirth

bouncing and floating at an exhilarating pace. The acting is

polished and professional on all counts. Grant is his usual

debonair self as the impoverished Earl who is not only forced

to throw open his country mansion to hordes of hungry tour-

ists, but also to conceive of various schemes to win back his

wayward wife. Miss Kerr is splendid as the wife who allows

herself to be swept off into her first and last adulterous esca-

pade. Mitchum, as the American, gives one of his strongest

performances to date, displaying a talent for whimsy. Miss Sim-

mons continues to prove herself one of the most versatile actresses

around ("Elmer Gantry," "Spartacus") as a madcap Londoner
w ho once was in love with Grant. Individually and collectively,

this quartet play against one another in grand comic fashion.

The fifth spoke of this superb wheel of talent is Moray Watson,
the sardonic, efficient and novel-writing Kerr-Grant butler. To
round everything out, Noel Coward has put together some first-

rate lyrics and music, and Maurice Binder's unique titles (dia-

pered babies) are uproarious. Mitchum accidentally wanders
into the private part of the mansion, meets and falls in love

with Miss Kerr. He returns to London with the name of her

hairdresser and is there the next time she appears. He talks her

into an evening on the town, and her stay is indefinitely pro-

longed. Meanwhile, Miss Simmons goes to Grant and tells him
what is happening in London. Grant amazes her by phoning
Mitchum, inviting him down for the weekend, and asking him
to bring Miss Kerr with him. Miss Kerr arrives with a battered

suitcase she claims to have found, although it actually contains

a mink coat from Mitchum. Grant blackmails Mitchum into a

gun duel for Miss Kerr, misses his opponent, but is winged in

(lie shoulder. When Grant suggests Miss Kerr live with Mit-
chum for a three month trial period, she realizes she loves only
Grant. The ending has Mitchum discovering it was Watson who
hit Grant (as prearranged), and Miss Simmons going off with
mink and Mitchum.

Tin! Wackiest Ship in the Army"

g«4i*e44 Kate*? GOO
Delightful World War II comedy should be b.o. winner
everywhere. Jack Lemmon tops cast. C'Scope, color.

Columbia appears to have a big boxoffice winner in this

slightly wacky, delightfully happy and always engaging World
War I! comedy. Everything about this Fred Kohlmar produc-
tion—from its off-beat title to its first-rate cast of comic per-
formers— radiates a fresh and bouncy level of humor certain

to win over audiences wherever shown. Starring popular Jack
Lemmon and teen-age favorite Ricky Nelson, this Eastman
Color-CinemaScope voyage of laughter is fun, fun, fun from
beginning to end. The merriment starts when Naval Lieutenant

Lemmon is chosen to command a decrepit sailing vessel manned
by one of the most inadequate crews ever to step on deck.

Once trapped into accepting the assignment, he whips his men
into shape, survives a raging storm and a temperamental elec-

tric winch and successfully slips an Australian scout (Chips

Rafferty) into Japanese waters where he can report on enemy
ship movements. Lemmon's superb performance, encompassing

all the nuances of a skilled comedian, is a joy to behold. He is

unquestionably one of the brightest, most versatile talents

extant. Director Richard Murphy keeps the sea-going waves of

mirth coming at a crisp and fluent pace, and his keen-witted

script makes new fun out of old situations. Nelson gives a

warm and rewarding portrayal as Lemmon's youthful first offi-

cer, one certain to boost his acting stock. Especially amusing

among the misfits are Mike Kellin, the chief mate, and Warren
Berlinger, a radio operator actually named Sparks. Production

kudos belong to George Dunning, for a light-hearted and catchy

background score, and Charles Lawton, Jr., for his striking

and effective photography. Once at their final destination,

Nelson accompanies Rafferty to his mountain hideaway. On the

way back to the ship, the latter spies the Japanese convoy.

He finds the ship over-run by the enemy, but by a ruse, they

are overpowered and dumped into the sea. Lemmon is wounded.

The convoy message gets through before the ship is destroyed

by Japanese shore batteries. All escape on Iiferafts and are

rescued. Lemmon and Nelson are rewarded by promotions.

Lemmon, Ricky Nelson. Produced by Fred Kohlmar.

PRESS BOOKS
(Continued from Page II)

In our smaller cities and towns throughout the state such as

Pulaski, South Boston and Farmville, the problem becomes even

more acute. It is in these situations that we find an even greater

break in ideas from those used in the large metropolitan areas.

Besides this, we find it impossible to have our own ads made

up, because in almost every instance, the small newspapers are

not able to make cuts and mats and, therefore, we must stick

to the one approach given in the press book. I think that it is

always good to remember that in selling anything, we must use

a "shotgun approach" which covers every facet instead of the

"rifle approach" which covers only one. I hope that the article

in Film BULLETIN will be considered very carefully by the

motion picture industry. I would like to see a return to the

"good old press book" which had many selling ideas covering

all markets and which also gave the exhibitor a firm basis on

which to sell his product.

SAM BENDHEIM, III

The Seifibbotbood Group of

Motion Picture Theatres

Richmond 6, I </•

P.S. Another thing which I believe is of prime importance

at this time, and which I feel would be a wonderful point for

your magazine to reiterate, is the advance flow of publicity

material on future motion picture releases. 1 find it very hard

for us to get material which may be used in advance stories

in the newspapers. In the past few months I even find myself

in the peculiar position of having to tell the critics I do not

have the material and, therefore, will be unable to get a story

in the newspaper. They have called me many times for mate-

rial, and I have had to refuse them, because I had nothing on

hand.
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KJ&at t&e S^xumtm /lie 'Dtxuta!
MERCHANDISING EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT f

Universal-Sears Tie-up

To Sell 'Spartacus' Ducats

One of the most far-reaching tie-ups ever

developed by Sears, Roebuck and Co. in connec-

tion with a motion picture has been set for

"Spartacus". The goal: sale of 100,000 tickets in

key cities of the U.S. where the Universal pic-

ture will pla\ on a ten-performances-weekly, re-

served-seat basis.

The film company has whipped up l"7 differ-

ent advertising and other promotional pieces as

part of a special kit for use in the sales by the

Sears outlets. The theme of the ticket sales pro-

motion is "Do It All at Sears"; it's part of the

firm's Customer Convenience Center that offers

special services to its shoppers.

The kit, which will be employed by local

exploitation representatives on "Spartacus" in

conjunction with the local Sears stores, involves

the following material: mats and glossies for

ads: radio and television spot scripts; mail

order coupons; package and mailer stuffers;

easel-container displays and parking lot displays.

TOURING STAR. Many of 20th-Fox's young faces are

making grass-roots exploitation tours. Here, vice presi-

dent Charles Einfeld greets Juliet Prowse, star of

"Can-Can", upcoming "The Right Approach".

Columbia Promotes ?epe'

On International Scale

Columbia—the firm that boasts of an inter-

national pitch—has cooked up a promotional

campaign for "Pepe" that should enhance its

reputation as a global salesman.

The multi-pronged international plan in be-

half of the George Sidney-Posa International

Production was presented to the trade press re-

cently in a colorful and striking slide presenta-

tion at the Columbia home office. The regular

"Pepe" trailer was screened for the press, in

addition to multi-lingual theatre and teaser

trailers—all in color and CinemaScope.

Vice president in charge of advertising and

publicity Jonas Rosenfield, Jr. said that the pur-

pose of the presentation was to demonstrate

graphically aspects of the world-wide push for

what he termed the most important and most

expensive film in the company's history. In

production and in concept, he averred, "Pepe"

will be the most "international" movie ever

released.

Robert S. Ferguson, national director of ad-

vertising, publicity and exploitation, called

"Pepe" the biggest promotional challenge in

the history of the film. The object, he declared,

will be to give the exhibitor plenty of pre-

selling and the kind of material that each

showman can employ to follow through in his

own situation. Ferguson noted that the cam-

paign has been designed to reach its peak at

the local level where the picture must pay off

as it plays off. Using the slide presentation, he

discussed all aspects of the many-faceted drive,

including merchandising tie-ins, record and mu-

sic promotions, the coast-to-coast coverage of

Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade and a number

of original advertising approaches.

A special film, titled "George Sidney Pre-

sents", in which the producer-director explains

what type of film "Pepe" is and how it came

to be made, also was screened.

Parading Their Wares

'PEPE' FLOAT. One of the highlights of

the Columbia campaign for its upcom-

ing "Pepe" was the colorful Thanksgiv-

ing Day float that appeared on coast-

to-coast television in the annual Macy's

parade. Shirley Jones, who co-stars in

the George Sidney-Posa International

Production with Cantinflas, Dan Dailey

and 35 guest stars, rode on the float,

sang the title song in a special se-

quence. Plenty of eye-catching signs

informed the crowd, viewers about the

picture, while appropriately-clad musi-

cians, dancers, etc. created a carnival-

like atmosphere.

0-KLA-HOMA! M-G-M's "Cimarron" had its world pre-

miere in Oklahoma City amid much festivity. (1)

Crowds pack downtown streets for "Cimarron" pa-

lade; (2) At the Kermac Ranch, left to right: Anne

Baxter, Governor Howard Edmondson, Maria Schell,

producer Edmund Grainger; (3) At airport ceremony,

Glenn Ford smokes peace pipe as Governor Edmond-
son, Misses Schell, Baxter, Indians watch; (4) Crowds

jam Midwest Theatre for premiere.

Kresge Tie-up for 'Wizard 1

"The Wizard of Baghdad" currently is enjoy-

ing a co-operative tie-up with the Kresge Stores

in the Detroit area, thanks to the efforts of

2()th-Fox regional ad-publicity manager Tom
McGuire. Fifty thousand of the special "Wiz-

ard" coloring books and 150,000 heralds are

being displayed in 62 Kresge stores, and the

Kresge Santa Claus is being "loaned" to the

Fox Theatre from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily.
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DOG-GONE! Buena Vista's newest Technicolor cartoon

feature, "101 Dalmatians", is the cornerstone for fab-

ric designer Sidney Blumenthal's latest fashion pat-

terns. What is chic in ladies' wear will help herald

the attraction.

WB 'Sundowners' Contest

Offers Trip Down Under

Warner Bros, has engineered a five-way,

nationwide tie-up in behalf of "The Sun-

downers". Both the public and the exhibitor

submitting the best all-around exploitation

campaign are eligible for prizes.

The promotional push is centered on a na-

tional contest that will give the grand-prize

winner an all-expenses-paid, two-week holiday

for two in Australia, where much of the picture

was filmed. Qantas Airways, RCA-Victor tele-

vision manufacturers, the Hilton Hotels and

the New South Wales Government Tourist

Bureau of Australia have joined Warners to

push the film.

The contest will be conducted in two stages,

tailored to local engagements of "The Sun-

downers". First local, then national competition

will be held. A letter on the subject, "Why I

Would Like to Visit Australia", to be sub-

mitted to the local house playing the picture,

is the basis of the contest. Backing it up will

be a hard-hitting ad-publicity-exploitation cam-

paign, featuring a special contest trailer, a

colorful three-sheet and a unique press book
record that plays details of the contest.

The push for the Technicolor film that stars

Deborah Kerr and Robert Mitchum also will

feature local co-operative efforts.

U Expioiteer Covers

Conn, with lace' Blanket

>ome old fashioned ballyhoo combined with

liable merchandising tie-ins was the for-

mula Universal expioiteer Ralph Moyer used to

iromote the Connecticut premiere of "Midnight

Lace".

In Hartford, where the picture took its bow

at the Allyn Theatre, Moyer talked to the city's

Beauticians Association at the Statler-Hilton

Hotel. The result: numerous tie-ins with beauty

shops in the area on the special "Midnight

Lace" hairdo.

Moving to New Haven, he visited the Yale

University radio station (WYBC) and the Yale

Daily News, which services the entire town.

Tie-ins here resulted in excellent business for

the film at the Roger Sherman Theatre.

Moyer created quite a stir in Bridgeport. He
arranged for a unique fashion show at Celine's,

a high quality ladies' shop, that ran from nine

until 12 midnight. Five models displayed every

type of fashions, from daytime dresses to sports-

wear, from evening wear to sleep attire—to the

obvious delight of a packed house. The inven-

tive exploitation man also addressed a Univer-

sity of Bridgeport journalism class for one

hour, talking about the overall "Midnight Lace"

campaign and film promotion in general. Need-

less to say, the lines were long at Loew's Poli,

where the attraction held forth.

In addition, activity in all three cities in-

cluded a generous amount of window displays

in department stores and record shops and street

ballyhoo that got the "Lace" message solidly

across.

UA Garners Big Splash:

life' Layout for 'Exodus'

United Artists once again has displayed its

flair for showmanship. The film company put

its attention-getting talents to work to pull off

a real startler: a splashy cover and eight full-

color pages of the December 12 issue of Life

devoted to Otto Preminger's "Exodus". And,

just to make certain that the public knows
about the issue, Preminger is appearing on the

magazine's "Sounds of Life" radio spot an-

nouncements to be aired on six NBC station:;

around the country.

The cover features Sal Mineo and Jill

Haworth, who star in "Exodus". The accom-

panying eight pages are titled, "A People's Re-

turn to the Promised Land", and are high-

lighted by photographs of the stars and scene,

stills, including the sailing of the ship "Exodus"
and the famed Acre Prison break.

EARLV CHRISTMAS. New York's Forum

Theatre is jam-packed at special "Christ-

mas in November" party hsld for "The

3 Worlds of Gulliver". Three Santa

Clauses distributed "Gulliver" merchan-

dise to the kids. Similar parties, at

which the film was screened for young-

sters and their parents, were held the

same day in Hollywood, San Francisco,

Chicago, Boston, Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Washington and Pittsburgh.

'DONDI'. Above, Allied Artists v.p. and general sales

manager Morey R. Goldstein introduces David Kory,

six-year-old star oJ "Dondi", to the trade press as

Arnold Stang (right) listens. Below, the moppet actor

rides the "Dondi" float in Macy's Thanksgiving parade.

Movie Exhibit at Mich.

State Fair Packed 'Em In

The 111th Michigan State Fair wanted pub-

licity. The Greater Detroit Motion Picture

Council wanted to get the movie message across

to the public, especially non-movie-goers. The

solution to bother their problems: a motion

picture exhibit at the fair.

Coverage of the fair was highlighted by

some 1,250 placards posted in 300 theatre lob-

bies and other public places—thus, the fair got

its publicity. A huge circular dome provided

about 5,000 square feet for a theatre on the

fair grounds—thus, the movies presented to

some 60,000 people a show of trailers of cur-

rent and coming attractions on all release levels.

At the gate of the dome were placed an

automatic slide box showing scenes from "Polly-

anna", a five-foot illuminated shadow box ad-

vertising "Elmer Gantry" and a TSI Movie-

matic with continuous sound trailers plugging

20th Century-Fox product. Almost every show

was to a packed house.

Parker Upped at Embassy

Judson Parker

(left) was ap-

pointed exploita-

WS tion manager for

S« Embassy Pictures, it

^fkx'
i

executive

^^^MM president Eddie

fcivl^H
Solomon. Parker,

who the firm's

Boston sales manager before transferring

to its New York advertising staff, will

handle all of Embassy's co-operative ad-

vertising campaigns and exploitation ac-

tivities in the field.
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Newsmakers

UFIexible—Raekmil
Universal Pictures is in the most

favorable financial and operational po-

sition throughout the world of its 43-

year history, president Milton R. Rack-

mil (above) told Italian company ex-

ecutives in Rome. Raekmil, who, with

vice president and foreign general

sales manager Americo Aboaf, is con-

ducting a series of sales meetings in

Europe, said: "Universal has demon-
strated its ability to meet the changing

times and to provide the type of prod-

uct in demand, whether it be in Mil-

waukee, Milan or Manila.''

UA-Sinatra

Big Deal
United Artists and

Frank Sinatra signed

a 515,000,000 mul-

tiple film deal, it

was announced
jointly by UA presi-

dent Arthur B.

Krim (left) and the

popular star. The
J Ia:ter's Essex Pro-

• ^ "~~m[r ^^^^^ ductions, which w ill

I produce the films

for distribution by

.J
<
&£ UA, is moving into

.*->-' '"'3H offices at Desilu

JVl I Gower Studios in
^^^^^^^ Hollywood. Neither

nor the number of pictures was revealed, but it was

that work already has begun on several screenplays,

titles to be announced shortly.

Profit Picture

Topping the plethora of profit state-

ments issued recently was M-G-M's
whopping net. President Joseph R.

Vogel (above) reported that his firm

had a net of S9,594,9()8 (S3.83 per

share) for the year ended Aug. 31, 1960,

as compared to S7,698,951 (S2.91 per

share) for last year. It was a 12-year

record high for M-G-M.
* *

Warner Bros, earned a net of $7,-

102,000 ($4.64 per share) for the year

ended Aug. 31, a drop from last year's

59,375,000 ($5.91 per share).

Stanley Warner head S. H. Fabian

announced that while gross revenues of

his firm reached a new high in the fiscal

year ended Aug. 27, net income dropped
to S3, 5 13,800 (SI.73 pr share), from
S4,8 12,000 (S2.38 per share) for 1959.

* * *

Twentieth-Fox reported earnings of

53,732,729 (S1.57 per share) for the 39
weeks ended Sept. 24, to S2,930,532

(SI. 25 per share) for the similar span

last year.

United Artists for the first nine

months of 1960 had a net of S2,937,000

(SI. 79 per share), as compared to S2,-

885,000 (SI. 73 per share) for the com-
parable period last year, it was an-

nounced by chairman Robert S. Ben-

jamin.

Columbia recorded a net of S5 10,000

($.34 per share) for the 13 w eeks ended

Sept. 24, as compared to $386,000 ($.63
per share) for the similar 1959 span,

presiden; A. Schneider announced.

Walt Disney Prods, suffered a net

Ikes of about $1,350,000 in the fiscal

j car ended Oct. 1, as a result of w riting

down the value of its film library.

Spotlight on
Release

Plans
Embassy head Jo-

seph E. Levine (at

left, with producer

Carlo Potiti) re-

veals release plans

for "Two Women",
while Richard At-

tenborough (right)

talks about "The
Angry Silence", of

which he was co-

producer and co-

star.

Defendants Like Trust

Verdict in Video Case
Defendants, including Loew s (M-

G-M) and United Artists, recently

found to be in violation of the Sherman
Anti-trust Act because of block-book-

ing of pre- 19 iH feature films to TV are

pointing to the decision as a "victory".

In handing down the verdict, and en-

joining the defendants from refusing to

license features on individual picture

and station bases, Federal District

Judge Archie (). Dawson denied the

Government motion to direct the com-
panies in question to offer to rene-

gotiate existing contracts. He said that

video stations can institute damage-

suits, instead.

275 Col. Post-'48's

Help Open Door to TV
TV is opening the door wide to the

post- 1948 vaults of the film firms. The
largest group to go from a major studio

was leased by Screen Gems (Columbia
subsidiary) to each of five CBS stations.

2~5 films, 200 of which were the first

of Columbia's post-'48's to go, were
involved in the deal announced by SG
v.p. and general mgr. Jerome Hyams.
The newer ones include "All the King's

Men", "Born Yesterday", "The Caine

Mutiny" and "Death of a Salesman".

Also, theatrical and TV rights to 22

post-'48 Pine-Thomas Corp. films for

Paramount were acquired by Colorama
Features for S2,000,000.

Headliners . . .

Hal Roach, Jr., Carroll Case formed
new production firm (Showcase Enter-

prises) . . . Embassy chief Joe Levine

undervv ent minor surgery in Boston . . .

Walt Disney signed with NBC for

weekly TV series . . . Pathe-Alpha now
is Pathe-American.

$55,000,000 Mirisch Slate

The Mirisch Co. will produce 15 films for

L'nited Artists in 1961-62 costing some S55,-

000,000, president Harold J. Mirisch (above)
announced.
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Wh m WR PRODUCl
All The Vital Details un Current &> Coming Features

(Date of Rim BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

July

PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert. Pro-

ducer-director Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt.

Petrosino's war against the Mafia in the early 1 900'

s

I I I min.

RAYMIE David Ladd. John Agar. Charles Winninger

Richard Arlen. Producer A. C. Lyle. Director Fred

McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant 6

foot barracuda. 72 min.

August

SEX KITTENS GO TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren, Tues-

day Weld, Miianou Bardot. Producer-director Albert

Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-

lege routine. 93 min. I 1/28/40.

September

CALTIKI THE IMMORTAL MONSTER John Merivale, Didi

Sullivan, Gerald Herter. Science fiction thriller. 76 mm.

HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen, Vic

Damone, Patricia Owens, Sessue Hayakawa, Miiko

Taka. Producer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson.

True story of U S Marine hero Guy Gabaldon. 132 mm.
8/22/60.

TORMENTED, THE Richard Carlson, Susan Gordon, Juli

Reading, producers Bert I. Gordon, Joseph Steinberg.

Eerie shocker. 75 min.

October

BLOODY BROOD, THE Barbara Lord, Jack Bett, Peter

Falk. Producer Julian Roffman. Melodrama about mod-
ern generation. 71 min.

SERENGETI Color. Narrated by Michael Grzimek,
Dr. Bernhard Grzimek. Documentary of African Jun-

gle. 84 min.

TIME BOMB Curt Jergens, Mylene Demongeot. Suspense
story. 92 min.

November

PLUNDERERS. THE Jeff Chandler, Dolores Hart. Pro-

ducer-director Joseph Pevney. Band of young hoodlums
imimidate en, ire western town. 104 min. 11/23/60.

L'NFAITHFULS, THE Gina Lollobrigida, May Britt, Pierre

Cressoy. Producers Carlo Ponti, Dino De Laurentis.

December

nd Purdom, Sylv

January

LOOK IN ANY WINDOW Paul Anka, Alex Nicol. Gigi
Perreau, Ruth Roman. Producers William Alland, Lau-
rence E. Mascott. "Peeping Tom" gets in trouble.
85 min.

Coming
ARMORED COMMAND Howard Keel, Tina Louise. Pro-
ducer Ron W. Alcorn. Story of the famous German
spy, Alexandra Bestegar.

BIG BANKROLL, THE David Janssen, Jack Carson,
Keenan Wynn. Producers Samuel Bischoff, David Dia-
mond. Fabulous life story of the king of the gamblers.

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan. Producers A.
Ronald Lubin, Millard Kaufman. Picturization of Her-
man Melville's sea classic.

CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER Producer Albert
Zugsmith.

DON D' David Kory, David Janssen, Patti Page, Walter
Winchell, Mickey Shaughnessy. Producer-Director
Albert Zugsmith. Story based on the comic strip
character. 90 min.

EL CID Super-Technirama, Technicolor. Charlton
Heston. Sophia Loren. Producers Samuel Bronston,
Phillip Yordan. Story of El Cid, who freed Spain and
Christiandom from Moorish invaders.

RECKLESS. PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Saniom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

REPRIEVE Producers Millard Kaufman, A. Ronald
Lubin. Film biog. of Resko, once sentenced to die in
eUctric chair and reprieved after 19 years in Danne-
mora Prison.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner. Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
booKs, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon

TWENTY PLUS TWO Producer Frank Gruber. Story of

events in life of woman missing 22 years.

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

June

JAILBREAKCRS Robert Hutton, Mary Castle, Producer-
director Alexander Grasshoff. Four escaped convicts
try to find a treasure of $400,000.00 from a bank rob-
bery. 64 min.

WHY MUST I DIE? Terry Moore, Debr* P.^get. Pro-
ducer Richard Bernstein. Director Roy Del Ruth. True
story ot an innocent girl on "Death Row." 06 min.

July

AMAZING TRANSPARENT MAN Marguerite Chapman,
Douglas Kennedy, James Griffith. Producer Lester D.
Guthrie. Director Edgar G. Ulmer. 60 min.

CEYOND THE TIME BARRIER Robert Clarke, Darlene
lompkins, Arianne Arden. Producer Robert Clarke.
Director Edgar G. Ulmer. A journey to the world of
tomorrow. 80 min.

HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScope. Color. Vincent Price,
Mark Damon, Myrna Fahey. Producer-director Roger
Corman. Edgar Allen Poe's classic. 85 min. 7/25/60.

October

JOURNEY TO THE LOST CITY Colorscope. Debra
Paget, Paul Christian. Producer-Director Fritz Lang.
Advanlure story set in India. 94 min. 11/28/60.

November
GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON CinemaScope, Color.
Mark Forest, Broderick Crawford. Action fantasy.
90 min.

January

KOF.'GA Color. Michael Gough, Margo Johns. Pro-
ducer Herman Cohen. Director John Lamount. Monster
gorilla rampages through Piccadilly Circus. 90 min.

March

COUSE O:- FLIGHT! Dorbar
A classic study in horror. 90

Steele, John Richardson.

April

May
MASTER OF THE WORLD Color. Vincent Price, Charles
Bron;on, Henry Hull, Mary Webster, David Frankham.
Jules Verne tale of one man's scheme to eliminate war.

Coming

COLUMBIA

June

CATTLE IN OUTER SPACE Color. Ryo Ikebe, Leonard
Stanford. Producer Tomoyuki Tanaka. Director Inoshiro
Honda. 90 min. 6/27/60.

MOUNTAIN ROAD. THE James Stewart, Lisa Lu. Pro-
ducer William Goetz. Director Daniel Mann. S.l.'i
fight across Burma. 102 min. 3/28/60.

MY DOG. BUDDY Ken Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis.
Director Ray Kellogg. A boy and his dog are parted.
77 min. 5/9/60.

July

STOP! LOOK! & LAUGH! Three Stooges, Paul Winchell
& Jerry Mahoney. Producer Harry Romm. Director
Jules White. Funny men romp. 78 min. 8/22/60.

STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET CinemaScope, Color.
Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak, Ernie Kovacs, Barbara Rush.
Producer-director Richard Quine. Love triangle in sub-
urbia, based on Evan Hunter's best-seller. 117 min.

6/6/60.

13 GHOSTS Charles Herbert, Jo Morrow, Martin Milner.
Producer-director William Castle. Rib-tickling ghost tale.

88 min. 7/25/60.

August

NIGHTS OF LUCRETIA BORGIA. THE Color. Belinda
Lee, Jacgues Sernas. Producer Carlo Caiano. Director
Sergio Grieco. Action spectacle. 108 min. 8/8/60.

September

ALL THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd, Sidney Poitier.

Producer-director Hall Bartlett. U.N. forces trapped
behind enemy lines in Korea. 86 min. 8/8/60.

AS THE SEA RAGES Maria Schell, Cliff Robertson.
Producer Carl Szkoll. Director Horst Hechler. A war
among fishermen and islanders. 97 min. 8/22/60.

ENEMY GENERAL, THE Van Johnson. Jean Pierre

Aumont, Dany Carrel. Producer Sam Kafzman. Director
George Sherman. A killer is kidnapped. 74 min.

8/22/60.

FAST AND SEXY CinemaScope, Color. Gina Lollo-

brigida, Dale Robertson. Producer Milko Skofic. Di-

rector Reginald Denham. Love story set in Italy. 98

min. 9/5/60.

October

I A!M AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw.
P'oducer Charles h. Schneer. Director J Lee Thompson.
Film biography of brilliant rocket scientist von Braun.

107 min. 9/19/60.

I'M ALL RIGHT. JACK Peter Sellers, Ian Carmichiel,
Terry-Thomas Producer Roy Boulting. Director John
Boulting. Labor-management spoof. 104 min.

LET NO MAN WRITE MY EPITAPH Burl Ives, Shelley
Winters, James Darren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan. Di-

rector Philip Leacock. Drama of the slums. 106 min.

10/3/60.

SONG WITHOUT END CinemaScope. Color. Dirk Bo-

garde, Capucine. Producer William Goetz. Director
Charles Vidor. Musical biography of Franz Liszt. 141

min. 7/11/60.

November

HELL IS A CITY Stanley Baker, John Crawford, Donald
Pleasance. Producer Michael Carreras. Director Val

Guest. Crime thriller. 96 min. 11/14/60.

SURPRISE PACKAGE Yul Brynner. Mitzi Gaynor. Pro-

ducer-director Stanley Donen. Deported hood "cuts

up" on island of Rhodes. 100 min. 10/17/60.

December

JAZZ BOAT CinemaScope. Anthony Newley, Anne
Aubrey. Producers Irving Allen, Albert R. Broccoli.

Director Ken Hughes. Mirth and murder on an excur-

sion boat. 90 min. I 1/28/60.

PLEASE TURN OVER Ted Ray, Jean Kent, Leslie Philips.

Joan Sims. Producer Peter Rogers. Director Gerald
Thomas. A lass in literary circles. 86 min. 10/17/60.

3 WORLDS OF GULLIVER, THE Super Dynamation.
Color. Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow. Producer Charles
Srhneer. Director Jack Sher. Jonathan Swift classic.

100 min.

January

HAND IN HAND John Gregson, Sybil Thorndike, Fin-

lay Currie. Producer Helen Winston. Director Philip

Leacock.

SWORD OF SHERWOOD FOREST Color Richard

Greene, Peter Cushing.

WACKIEST SHIP IN THE ARMY. THE CinemaScope,
Color. Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson. Producer Fred
Kohlmar. Director Richard Murphy.

February

ANGEL BABY Mercedes McCambridge, George Hamil-

UNDERWORLD, U.S.A. Cliff Robertson, Dolores Dorn,

Beatrice Kay. Producer-director Samuel Fuller.

VISA TO CANTON Richard Basehart.
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ARRIOR EMPRESS. THE CinemaScope. Color. Ker

Mathews, Tina Louise.

Corning

FOR HAPPY Color, CinemaScope. Glenn Ford,

nald O'Connor, Miiko Taka. Producer William Goetz
irector George Marshall.

ET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope. Color. James
ren. Michael Callan. Producer Jerry Bresler.

NS OF NAVARONE. THE CinemaScope. Color
ory Peck, David Niven. Anthony Quinn. Producer
Foreman. Director J. Lee Thompson.

CinemaScope. Color. Cantlnflas. Dan Dailey,

• y Jones. Producer-director George Sidney.

IN IN THE SUN Sidney Poitier. Producer David
skind. Director Daniel Petrie.

FACES OF DR. JEKYLL. THE Color. Paul Massi*.
Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director

ence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
i classic.

INDEPENDENTS

Juh

POLLYANNA IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Jane Wyman.
Richard Eagan. Producer Walt Disney. Director David
Swift. Eleanor H. Porter s best seller. 134 min. 4/11/40.

August

PRIVATE PROPERTY (Citation Films, Inc.) Corey Allen.

Warren Oates, Robert Wark, Jerome Cowan. Kate
Mam. Producer Stanley Colbert. Director Leslie

ens. 80 min. 8/22/60.

SAVAGE EYE. THE (Trans-Lux Kingsley] Gary Merrill,

Barbara Baxley, Herschel Bernardi. Producer-Director
Ben Maddow Sidney Meyers, Joseph Strick. 67 min.

«/22/60.

October

JUNGLE CAT IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Story of

animal life along (he Amaion River. 70 min.

November

TEN WHO DARED IBuena Vista) Brian Keith, John
Beal James Drury. Producer Walt Disney. Director
William Beaudine. 92 min. 10/17/60.

December

BIG DEAL OF MADONNA STREET, THE (United Motion
Picture Organiiation, Inc.) Vittorio Gassman, Marcello
Mastroianni, Toto. Producer Franco Cristaldi. Director
Mario Monicelli. Italian spoof of the perfect crime. 91

11/28/60.

COME DANCE WITH ME IKingsley International) Brig-

itte Bardot, Henri Vidal. Dawn Addams. Director
Michel Boisrond. Murder mystery. 91 min. 11/14/60.

SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON (Buena Vista) Technicolor.
Panavision. John Mills, Dorothy McGuire. Producer
William H. Anderson. Director Ken Annakin. Adapta-
tion of Johann Wyss' adventure classic. 126 min.
11/14/60.

VIRGIN SPRING. THE Uanus Films) Max von Sydow.
Birgitta Valberg. Gunnel Lindblom. Director Ingmar
Bergman. Modernized 14th century folk legend. 88 min.
11/28/60.

April

101 DALMATIANS IBuena Vista) Technicolor. All car-
toon feature. Producer Walt Disney. Comedy-fantasy
based on Dodie Smith's novel.

Coming
ABSENT MINDED PROFESSOR. THE IBuena Vistal Fred
MacMurray. Nancy Olson. Keenan Wynn. Producer
Walt Disney. Director Robert Stevenson. Comedy
about professor who invents anti-gravity force.

CHASERS. THE (Gaston Hakim) Jacques Charrier.
Charles Agnovour. Director Jean-Pierre Mocky. Cyni-
cal yet engrossing French import about youthful

en-chasers. 75 min. 3/28.

DAY OF THE TRUMPET. THE IC. Santiago Film Orgjni-
l tation Prod.) John Agar, Richard Arlen, Bill Phipps.
Producer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

DREAM MACHINE. THE (Amalgamated Prods.) Rod
Cameron, Marty Murphy, Peter filing. Producers Rich-
ard Gordon and Charles Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
gomery Tully.

ENTERTAINER, THE (Continental Distributing, Inc.)

Laurence Olivier, Brenda de Bamie, Joan Plowright.
Producer Harry Saltzman. Director Tony Richardson.
Film version of John Osborne's play. 97 min. 10/17/60.

GORGO (King Bros.) Technicolor, Wide screen. Bill

Travers, Vincent Winter, William Sylvester. Producer
I Maurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

HIROSHIMA, MON AMOUR (Zenith International!
Emmanuelle Riva, Ejil Okada. Producer-Director Alain
Resnais. Love story set against background of war.

' 88 min. 7/2S/60.

IT HAPPCNCD IN CROAD DAYLIGHT (Continental
Distributing, Inc.) Heini Ruhmann, Michel Simon, Gert
Frobe. Producer Laiar Wechsler, Director Ladislao
Vaida. 97 min. 10/17/60.

JAZZ ON A SUMMER'S DAY (Galaxy Attractions In;

Louis Armstrong. Gerry Mulligan, George Shearing
Producer-director Bert Stern Sights and sounds of the

Newport, R. I. annual ian festival. 85 min. 5/9/60.

LIGHT ACROSS IHI STREET, THE 1UMPO1 Bright.
Saraot Raymond Peilegrin. Roger Piquat Prooucer
Jacgjfi Gauthitr Director Geo.-ges lacomrae Dram*
A France husband and wife try to live without normal
sex relations, after the husband had a near-ratal ecci*

dent. 76 mm
LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.

I

Jim Davis. Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton. Patrick Beti. Director Oliver Drake.

MICHAEL STROGOFF (Continental Distributing. Inc.)

Color, CinemaScope. Curt Jurgens, Genevieve Page
Producer John Spigler. Director Carmine Gallone.
Adventure classic. 115 min. 6/6/60.

NEVER ON SUNDAY Lopert Films. Inc.) Melina Mer-
couri, Jules Dassin. Director Jules Dassin. 91 min.

10/17/60.

REST IS SILENCE. THE IFilms Around the World, Inc.'

Hardy Kruger. Peter Van Eyck, Ingrid Andree. Pro-
ducer-Director Helmut Kautner. Modernized version of
Hamlet in German. 106 min. 8/8/60.

SANTA CLAUS (K. Gordon Murray Productions) Josern
lMjs Moreno. Producer William Calderon. Director
Rene Cjrdone. Children's Christmas story. 94 min.
10/3/60.

SCHOOL FOR SCOUND.TCLS (Continental Distributing.
Inc.) Ian Carmichael. Terry-Thomas Alastair Sim. Ja-
nette Scott. Producer Hal E. Chaster. Director Robert
Hamer. British comedy. 94 min. 7/25/60.

SILVER SKATES. THE IBuena Vistal Eastman Color.
Rony Zeander, Carin Rossby. Producer Walt Disney.
Director Norman Foster. Romantic fairy-tale taking
place by the Zuider Zee in 1850.

THUNDER IN CAROLINA (Howco International! Rory
Calhoun, Alan Hale, Connie Hines, John Gentry. Pro-
ducer J. Francis White. Director Paul Helmick. 92 min,
7/25/60.

TUNES OF GLORY I Lopert Films. Inc.! Color. Alec
Guinness. John Mills. Producer Colin Leslie. Director
Ronald Neame. Comedy-drama of postwar British Army.

METRO-GO LDWYN -MAYER

May
PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney. Terry
Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas.
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military
academy. 93 min.

June

ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN. THE Cinema-
Scope, MetroColor. Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges. Pro-
ducer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Michael Curtrz.
Film version of Mark Twain's classic story of the Mis-
sissippi River. 107 min. 5/9/60.

GIANT OF MARATHON. THE Dyalscope, Color. Steve
Reeves, Mylene Demongeot. Producer Bruno Vailati.
Director Jacques Tourneur. Action-filled recreation of
the classic battle of ancient Greece. 92 min. 6/6/60.

JANUARY SUMMARY

July

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope MetroColor. Judy
Holliday, Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-
tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hit.

127 min. 6/27/60.

THE DAY THEY ROBBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray, Elizabeth Sellars, Hugh Griffith. Producer
Jules Buck. Director John Guillermln. Suspenseful
action-thriller of a sensational robbery. 85 min. 8/8/60.

August

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaScope
MetroColor. Robert Wagner. Natalie Wood. Susan
Kohner. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Michael
Anderson. Drama involving four young people whose
paths cross in their search to find love. 112 min.
7/25/60.

TIME MACHINE. THE Color. Rod Taylor, Alan Young.
Producer-director George Pal. Based on H. G. Wells'
story of a man who invents a machine which carries
him from the 19th century into an amazing world of

the future. 103 min. 7/25/60.

September

ANGEL WORE RED, THE Ava Gardner, Dirk Bogarde,
Joseph Cotten Producer Goffredo Lombardo. Director
Nunnally Johnson. Drama, during Spanish Civil War.
involving a priest and a beautiful dancer. 99 min.

9/19/60.

SUBTERRANEANS, THE CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Leslie Caron, George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed.
Director Ranald MacDougall. Film version of Jack
Kerouac's novel. 89 min. 8/22/60.

October

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter, Pat Crowley.
Producer Kathryn Hereford. Director Phil Karlson. Story

of a man threatened by c gang of hoodlums after he

is witness to a murder. 81 min. 10/3/60.
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November

BUTTERFIELD 8 CinemaScope, MetroColor. Eilzabeth
Taylor, Laurence Harvey. Eddie Fisher. Producer
Pandro S. Berman. Director Daniel Mann. Adaptation
of John O'Hara's novel. 109 min. 11/14/60.

WHERE THE HOT WIND CLOWS Gina Lollobrigida,

Yves Montand. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Jules
Dassin. l-rom Roger Vailland's best-selling novel of

smoldering violence among people of primitive morais
living in „n isolated Adriatic village. 120 min. 10/3/63.

December

WHERE THE COYS ARE CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Dolores Hart, George Hamilton, Yvette Mimieux. Paula
Prentiss. Connie Francis. Producer Joseph Pasternak
Director Henry Levin. Based on Glendon Swarthout's
best-seller about college students who ioin annual
b'-ster trek to Florida tor vacations and romance. 99

January

GOHGO Eastman Color. Bill Travers, Will Sylvester.
Vincent V/inter. Producers Frank and Maurice King
Director Eugene Lourie. Adventure story of a monster
that virtually destroys London to rescue its off-spring
from captivity. 103 min.

VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED George Sanders. Bar-
bara Shelley. Producer Ronald Kinnoch Director Wo"
Rilla. Suspense drama with a science-fiction basis. 78
min. 10/31/60.

February

COLOSSUS OF RHODES. THE CinemaScope, Color.
Rory Calhoun. Lea Massari. Director Sergio Leone.
Action spectacle of historic battle between the people
of ancient Rhodes and invading Phoenicians.

GO NAKED IN THE WORLD CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Gina Lollobrigida. Tony Franciosa, Ernest Borgnioe.
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Ranald MacDou-
gall. Film version of a novel by Tom Chamales.

March

ATLANTIS, THE LOST CONTINENT Color. Anthony
Hall, Joyce Taylor, John Do Producer-Director
George Pal. Science-adventure drama of mysterious
civilization said to have vanished into the sea.

CIMARRON CinemaScope, MetroColor. Glenn Ford
Maria Schell, Anne Baxter. Producer Edmund Grainger
Director Anthony Mann. Based on Edna Ferber's classic

novel.

Coming

BEN HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston.
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd. Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William V/yler. Bib-
lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

GREEN HELMET. THE Bill Travers. Nancy Walters. Pro-

ducer Charles Vetter. Director Michael Forlong. Dra-
matic thriller about auto racing, based on the no\e\ by
John Cleary.

INVASiON QUARTET Bill Travers. Gregore Asian. Pro-
ducer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Jay Lewis. Comedy-
romjnee about British Armed Forces.

KING OF KINGS Technioolor, Technirama. Jeffrey
Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert Ryan. Producer
Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas Ray. Epic drama
based on life of Christ.

MAGIC BOY Magicolor. Animated cartoon depicting
adventures of a little Japanese boy and girl and their
animal friends in the mountain district of Japan. 83 min.

RING OF FIRE Metrocolor. David Janssen, Joyce
Taylor, Frank Gorshin. Producer-director Andrew Stone.
Suspense-drama of a manhunt.

SILENT PARTNER. THE Stewart Granger, Haya Hara-
reet. Producer Michael Relph. Director Basil Dearden.
Melodramatic story mixing sex and suspense.

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope. Eastman color. Victor

Mature, Orson Welles. Producer-Director Richard
lhorpe. Epic of barbaric Tartars who swept out of
Asia intent on the destruction of western civilization.
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PARAMOUNT

May
FIVE BRANDED WOMEN Van Heflin, Silvana Ma
Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis. 0
Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Nazis. 106 min.
4/1 1/40.

PRISONER OF THE VOLGA Eastman Color. John Derek,
Elsa Martinelli, Dawn Addams. Director V. Tour-
ieasky. Historical spectacle. 82 min. 5/9/60

.

June
WALK LIKE A DRAGON Jack Lord, Nobu McCarthy,
James Shigeta. Producer-director James Clavell. Drama
set in the Old West dealing with the fight between
an American settler and a Chinese immigrant for the
love of an Oriental slave girl. 95 min. 4/6/40.

July

BELLBOY, THE Jerry Lewis. Aiex Gerry, Joan Tabor.
Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of a mute bellboy
at a Florida resort. 72 min. 8/22/40.

RAT RACE, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan. Drama of a career-seeking
saxophone player and a disillusioned showgirl. 105 min.
5/9/40.

TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT Eastman Color. Gordon
Scott, Jock Mahoney. Producers Sy Weintraub, Harvey
Hayutin. Director Robert Day. Famous king of the
untamed engages in more adventurous activities. 88
min. 4/27/60.

August

IT STARTED IN
Gable, Sophia
Mel Shavelson.
get his orphan*
child's governe

PSYCHO Janet
John Gavin.
Story based on
Bloch 109 min.

NAPLES VlstaVision. Technicolor. Clark
Loren. Producer Jack Rose. Director
An American lawyer goes to Italy to

id nephew and falls in love with the
;s. 100 min. 7/25/60.

Leigh, Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles,
Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock.
Inner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert
6/27/60.

September

BOY WHO STOLE A MILLION, THE Virgilio Texera,
Maurice Reyna. Producer George Brown. Director
Charles Crichton. Young bank messenger "borrows"
1,000,000 pesetas to help his father. 64 min. 9/19/40.

UNDER TEN HAGS Technirama. Van Heflin, Charles
Laughton. Producer Dino DeLaurentis. Directors Duilio
Coletti and Silvio Narizzano. Drama of WWII. 92
min. 9/5/40.

November
BREATH OF SCANDAL, A Technicolor. Sophia Loren
Maurice Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti
and Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtiz. A sophis-
ticated story of the make-believe world of the Austro-
Hungarian court around 1904. 98 min. 10/31/40.

G.I. BLUES Technicolor. Elvis Presley Juliet Prowse
Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog. Story
of American soldiers in Germany. 104 min. 11/14/40.

December
CINDERFELLA Technicolor, VistaVision. Jerry Lewis
Ed Wynn. Anna Marie Alberghetti, Erin O'Brien Pro-
ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin. Modern
version of the Cinderella fairy tale. 91 min. 11/28/40.

WORLD OF SUZIE WONG. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Nancy Kwan, Michael Wilding, Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Richard Ouine. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and the Broadway play
129 min. 11/14/40.

January

CLUCP2INT FOR ROBBERY Jiy Barn3y Tom Duggan.
Producer Bryan Foy. Director Jerry Hopper. Story
of a $2,000,000 bank heist.

Coming
ALL IN A NIGHT'S WORK Technicolor. Dean Martin
Shirley MacLaine, Cliff Robertson. Producer Hal Wal-
lis. Director Joseph Anthony. Pretty research assistant
for publishing empire suspected of blackmail plot
involving late boss.

BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim. Producer Raymond Eger. Direc-
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Suspense drama based on story by

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S Technicolor. Audrey Hep-
burn, George Peppard. Producers Martin Jurow
Richard Shepherd. Director Blake Edwards. Adapta-
tion of the best-seller by Truman Capote.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden. Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,
George Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

"spionage drama.

H ATARI Technicolor. John Wayne Gerard Blain Pro-
ducers-Director Howard Hawks. Drama of adventurers
who caputre wild animals for zoos.

LADIES' MAN Technicolor. Jerry Lewis, Helen Traubel
Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of the only male
employee in a boarding house for women.

MY GEISHA Panavision, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty poses
«i geisha to attract straying husband.

ONE-EYED JACKS VistaVision, Technicolor. Marlon
Brando, Pina Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-

tor Marlon Brando.

CN THE DOUBLE Panavision, Technicolor. Danny
Kaye, Dana Wynter. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel

on Gl entertainer drafted into Allied espio-

rage plot.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY, THE VistaVision, Tech-
-'color. Fred Astaire, Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter.
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-
boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

SAVAGE INNOCENTS, THE Technirama, Technicolor. An-
thony Quinn, Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray. 110 min. 10/3/60.

SUMMER AND SMOKE Panavision, Technicolor. Lau-
rence Harvey, Geraldine Page. Producer Hal Wallis.
Director Peter Glenville. Drama based on Tennessee
Williams' Broadway play.

May
CRACK IN THE MIRROR CinemaScope. Orson Welles,
Juliette Greco. Producer Darryl F. Zanuck. Director
Richard Fleischer. Psychological thriller of dual iden-
tities. 97 min. 5/23/40.

FLAME OVER INDIA DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Ken-
neth More, Lauren Bacall. Producer M. Hellman. Di-
rector J. Thompson. Suspense melodrama set in India.
130 min. 4/25/40.

VALLEY OF THE REDWOODS CinemaScope. Lynn
Bernay, John Hudson. Producer Gene Corman. Di-
rector William N. Witney. Masterful and ingenious
crime drama set off in northern California. 43 min.
4/25/40.

June

BOBBIKINS CinemaScope. Shirley Jones, Max Bygraves.
Producer O. Brodney. Director Robert Day. Hilarious
family comedy. 89 min. 2/29/40.

OPERATION AMSTERDAM Peter Finch. Eva Bartok.
Producer M. Cowan. Director M. McCarthy. Based on
a novel by David E. Walker. 105 min. 4/11/40.

TWELVE HOURS TO KILL CinemaScope. Nico Minar-
dos, Barbara Eden. Producer John Healy. Director
Edward L. Cahn. Crime melodrama. 83 min. 5/9/40.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Montgomery
Clift, Lee Remick, Jo Van Fleet. Producer-Director
Elia Kazan. An elderly woman successfully fights the
Tennessee Valley Authority. 110 min. 4/4/40.

July

FROM THE TERRACE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Myrna Loy. Pro-
ducer-Director Mark Robson. Inside look at low morals
of upper class. 144 min. 7/1 1/60.

HIGH POWERED RIFLE CinemaScope. Willard Parker,
Allison Hayes. Producer-director Maury Dexter. 40
min. 8/8/40.

LOST WORLD. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Fer-
nando Lamas, Claude Rains, David Hedison, Jill St.

John. Producer-Director Irwin Allen. Adventure-fantasy
spectacle. 98 min. 7/1 1/40.

MURDER, INC. CinemaScope. May Britt, Stuart Whit-
man. Producer Burt Balaban. Director Stuart Rosen-
berg. Story of famed crime syndicate. 107 min. 7/11/40.

STORY OF RUTH, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Elana Eden, Peggy Wood, Stuart Whitman. Producer
Samuel G. Engel. Director Harry Koster. Story of the
biblical character. 132 min. 4/27/40.

TRAPPED IN TANGIERS CinemaScope. Edmund Pur-
dom, Genevieve Page. Producer Riccardo Freda.
Director Antcnio Cervi. 74 min. 8/22/40.

August

FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard Basehart, Stu Erwin, Rex Allen. Producer-
Director George Sherman. 84 min. 8/22/40.

IDIOT. THE Y. Yakovlev, J. Borisova, N. Podgorny.
Director Ivan Pyriev. Russian exchange film in coop-
eration with the State Department, based on Dostoiev-
sky's novel. 122 min. 8/22/40.

ONE FOOT IN HELL CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Dolores Michaels, Don Murray, Alan Ladd. Producer
Sydney Boehm. Director James B. Clark. 90 min.
8/22/40.

SONS AND LOVERS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Dean
Stockwell, Trevor Howard, Wendy Hiller, Heather
Sears. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jack Cardiff.
Drama of passion and love in a Welsh mining com-
munity. 103 min. 7/25/40.

39 STEPS. THE Kenneth More, Taina Elg. The cultural
exchange production with the U.S.S.R. 95 min.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Ray Stricklyn,
Mary Anders, Willard Parker. Producer Jack Lee-
wood. Director William Claxton. Story of the teenage
life of the notoriuos outlaw. 73 min. 8/22/40.

September

FRECKLES Carol Christianson, . Martin West. Producer
H. Spaulding. Director M. McLoglin. 84 min. 10/3/40.

LET'S MAKE LOVE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Yve$
Montand, Tony Randall. Marilyn Monroe. Producer
Jerry Wald. Director George Cukor. Romantic com-
edy. I 18 min. 9/5/40.

WALK TALL Willard Parker, Kent Taylor, Joyce
Meadows. Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 40 min.
10/31/60.

October
DESIRE IN THE DUST Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer, Joan
Bennett, Brett Halsey, Ken Scott. Producer-Director Wil-
liam Claxton. 102 min. 10/3/60.

HIGH TIME CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Bing Crosby,
Fabian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Charles Brackett.
Director Blake Edwards. Rich, older playboy goes back
to college and learns a lot. 103 min. 9/19/60.

SECRET OF THE PURPLE REEF Peter Falk, Jeff Rich-
ards, Margia Dean. Producer Gene Corman. Director
W. Whitly. 80 min. 10/31/60.

SEPTEMBER STORM StereoVision . Joanne Dru, Mark
Stevens. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director Bvron WE

Haskin. Unique underwater drama. 99 min. 10/17/40.

November

CAPTAIN'S TABLE, THE John Gregson, Peggy Cum-, ills,

mins, Donald Sinden, Nadia Gray. Producer Joseph
Janni. Director Jack Lee. Delightful comedy about
life aboard a pleasure cruiser. 90 min. 8/8/40.

DESERT ATTACK Joan Mills, Sylvia Syms. Producer MER

W. Whitaker. Director J. Thompson.

GODDESS OF LOVE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas. Producer B. Lee. Direc-
tor W. TourJansky.

NORTH TO ALASKA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. John
Wayne, Stewart Granger, Ernie Kovacs, Fabian, Capu-
cine. Producer-director Henry Hathaway. Mail-order
bride is brought to Alaska in gold rush days. 122 min.
I 1/14/40.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Mylene
Demongeot, Michael Craig, Anne Heywood. Producei
Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Rowdy, racy,
ragout of an impossible French baby-sitter. 101 min.

December

ESTHER AND THE KING Joan Collins, Richard Egan.
Producer-Director Raoul Walsh. Biblical adventure. 109
min. I 1/28/40.

Presley. Producer-Director David

LEGIONS OF THE NILE Linda Crista!, Ettore Manni,
Georges Marchal. Producers Virgilio de Blasi, Italo

Zingarelli. Director Vittorio Cottafavi. Spectacular 1 ,o1

historical melodrama. 91 min. 11/14/60.

WIZARD OF BAGHDAD, THE Diane Baker, Dick
Shawn. Producer Sam Katzman.

January

BIG GAMBLE, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Stephen Boyd, Juliette Greco, David Wayre. Producer
Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Richard Fleischer.

MILLIONAIRESS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Sophia Loren, Peter Sellers. Alastair Sim. Producer
Carlo Ponti. Director Anthony Asquith. Bernard Shaw's
famous comedy.

March
FERRY TO HONG KONG Curt Jurgens, Orson Welles.

Sylvia Syms. Producer George Maynard. Director

Lewis Gilbert. Offbeat comedy-drama about a cul-

tured tramp, a scheming captain, and their strange

alliance.

June

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor, Peter Finch, Steph3n

Boyd. Producer Walter Wanger. Dirctor Rouben
Mamoulian.

Coming

FIERCEST HEART, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color.

Raymond Massey, Juliet Prowse, Stuart Whitman.
Taken from fhe pioneer adventure novel of the same
name by Stuart Cloete.

SALAMMBO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Jacques Ser-

nas, Edmund Purdom. Colorful panorama based on

Flaubert's famous story.

UNITED ARTISTS

May
FUGITIVE KIND, THE Marlon Brando, Anna Magnani,
Joanne Woodward. Producer Martin Jurow and Richard

Shepherd. Director Sidney Lumet. Based on Tennessee
Williams' Broadway play. 119 min. 4/25/40.

GALLANT HOURS, THE James Cagney. Producer-Direc-

tor Robert Montgomery. Film bio of Naval hero

Admiral Halsey. 115 min. 5/23/40.
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OOSE FOR A GUNMAN Jim Davis, Ted De Corsia
roducer Robert E. Kent. Director Ed. L Cahn. Ac-
ion drama. 49 min. 5/9/40.

UMMER OF THE 17th DOLL Ernest Borgnine. Anne
xter. Director-Producer Leslie Norman. Film version

of Ray Lawler's Broadway and London stage play. 93

nin.

June

CUMBA LOVE Color. Ziva Rodann, William We -

n, Jr., June Wilkinson. Producer-Director Douglas
ley. Voodoo and tropical romance in Brazil . 84
4/4/40.

IC BOX KID, THE Ronald Foster. Luana Patten
ant Richards. Producer Robert E Kent. Director
ard L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.

July

ARTMENT, THE Jack Lemmon. Shirley MacLaine,
MacMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder Ro-

ntic comedy. 125 min. 5/23/40.

E OF EVIL Ronald Forster. Pat Blair. Producer
ert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn. Crime

ama. 70 min. 8/8/40.

DAYS OF POMPEII. THE Color. CinemaScope
ve Reeves, Christina Kauffman. Producer Paolo

Moffa. Director Mario Bonnard. 103 min. 4/27/40.

August

ELMER GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster. Je*n
Simmons. Dean Jagger. Producer Bernard Smith. Di-

rector Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller.

145 min. 7/1 1/40.

September

NIGHT FIGHTERS. THE Robert Mitchum, Dan O'Herlihy,
Anne Heywod. Producer Raymond Stross. Director
Taylor Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion. 85 min. 9/19/40.

STUDS LONIGAN Christopher Knight, Venetia Steven-
son. Producer Philip Yordan. Director Irving Lerner.
Film version of the James T. Farrel trilogy. 95 min.
7/25/40.

October

ALAMO. THE ITodd-AOl Technicolor. John Wayne,
Richard Widmark, Laurence Harvey. Linda Cristal.
Producer-director John Wayne. Historic epic. 192 min.
10/31/40.

November

INHERIT THE WIND Spencer Tracy, Fredric March.
Gene Kelly. Producer-director Stanley Kramer. Recre-
ation of famed Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 1925. 127
min. 7/25/40.

MAGNIFICENT SEVEN. THE PanaVision, Color. Yul
Prynner. Eli Walla<-h Steve McQueen Ho>-st Ruchholz,
Producer-director John Sturges. Based on the Japanese
film "Ih- Seven Samurai." 124 min. 10/3/40.

WALKING TARGET Steve Kandel, Ron Foster. Producer
Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L. K^hn. Action drama.
74 min. 8/22/40.

December

EXODUS Color, Suoer-PanaVision. Paul Nswn:n, Eva
Marie Saint. Ra'ph Richardson Peter Lawford. Producer-
director Otto Preminger. Based on Leon Uris' novel.

FACTS OF LIFE. THE Bob Hope, Lucille Ball, Don Defore.
Producer-Director Norman Panama, Melvin Frank. Com-
edy. 103 m!n. I 1/23/40.

POLICE DOG STORY James Brown. Merry Anders.

Coming
ADVISE AND CONSENT Producer-director Otto Prem-
inger. From Allen Drury best-seller about Washington
politics.

APPLE PIE BED Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director
Jean Negulesco. Based on the novel "The Midwife
of Pont Clery" by Flora Sandstrom.

BY LOVE POSSESSED Director John Sturges. Picturiza-
tion of James Gould Cozzen's Pulitzer Prize winning
novel.

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS. MY Producer-director Stanley
Kramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

GOODjYE AGAIN Ingrid Bergman, Yves Montand,
Anthony Perkins. Producer-director Anatole Litvak. Film-
iiation of Francois Sagan's romantic novel "Do You Like
Brehms?"

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
sion of James Michener's epic novel.

INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
Kramer. Director Paul Stanley

MISFITS. THE Clark Gable. Marilyn Monroe, Montgom-
ery Clift. Producer Frank Taylor. Director John
Husicn.

WO FOR THE SEESAW Director Delbert Mann. Based
on the- Broadway stage success.

WAY WEST. THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

WEST SIDE STORY Widescreen, Color. Natalie Wood,
Russ Tamblyn. Producer-director Robert Wise. Filmi-
zation of Broadway musical. Teenagers in love and
the problems they face.

Film

UNIVERSAL INTL

July

DINOSAURUS CinemaScope. Deluxe Color. Ward Ram-
sey. Producer J. H. Harris. Director Irwin S. Yea-
worth, Jr. Adventure spectacle ot pre-historic mon-
sters. 83 min. 4/27/40.

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Eastman Color. Anthony Ouinn,
Lana Turner, Sandra Dee, John Saxon. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Michael Gordon. Adaptation of
Broadway play by Ivon Goff and Ben Roberts. 112
min. 4/27/40.

August

CHARTROOSE CABOOSE Eastman Color. Molly Bee.
Ben Cooper. Edgar Buchanan. Producer Stanley W.
Daugherty. Director William Reynolds. Comedy cen-
tered around a chartreuse caboose used for a home.
74 min. 4/27/40.

COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL Steve Allen, Jayne Meadows,
Mamie Van Doren, Walter Winchell, Mickey Shaugh-
nessy, Cathy Crosby. Conway Twitty. Producer-director
Albert Zugsmilh. Story of college prof's survey of
teenagers with surprising results. 91 min.

September
BETWEEN TIME AND ETERNITY Eastman Color. Lilli

Palmer. Carlos Thompson, Willy Birgel. Director Ar-
thur Maria Rabenal 85 min. 8/22/40.

SEVEN WAYS FROM SUNDOWN Eastman Color. Audie
Murhpy, Barry Sullivan, Venetia Stevenson, John Mc-
Intire. Producer Gordon Kay. Director George Shor-
man. 87 min. 10/17/40.

November

MIDNIGHT LACE E.is'm:n Color. Doris Day, Rex Har-
rison. John Gavin. Myrna Loy. Producers Ross Hunter.
Martin Melcher. Director David Miller. Mystery set
in England. 108 min. 10/17/40.

December

PRIVATE LIVES Or ADAM AND EVE, THE Mickey
Rooney. Mamie Van Doren Fay Spain. Mel Torme
Marty Milner, Tuesday Weld, Paul Anka. Cecil Kella-
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith
Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people on a bus
are taken by a parallel to the Garden of Eden and
its temptations. 87 min.

January

GRASS IS GREENER, THE Technicolor, Technirama.
Cary Gran* Deborah Kerr. Robert Mitchum J*™
Simmons. Producer-Director Stanley Donen. Comedy.

February

GREAT IMPOSTER. THE Tony Curtis. Edmond O'Brien.
Arthur O'Connell, Gary Merrill. Joan Blackman,
Raymond Massey. Producer. Robert Arthur. Director.
Robert Mulligan. Based on the life of Ferdinand
Demara. I 12 min. 1 1/28/40.

SHAKEDOWN. THE Terrence Morgan, Hazel Court.
Producer Norman Williams. Director John Lemont.
Melodrama with photography model background. 91

min. 11/14/40.

March

ROMANOFF AND JULIET Color. Peter Ustinov Sandra
Dee, John Gavin. Producer-director Peter Ustinov.

April

SECRET WAYS. THE Richard Widmark, Sonja Ziemann.
Producer Richard Widmark. Espionage drama.

TOMBOY AND THE CHAMP. THE Candy Moore. Pro-
ducers Tommy Reynolds, William Lightfoot. Director
Director Francis D. Lyon.

May
PHAROAH'S WOMAN Esstman Color. Linda Crista!,

Pierre Brice, John Barrymore.

POSSE FROM HELL Color. Audie Murphy. John Saxon.
Producer Gordon Kay. Director Herbert Coleman.

TROUBLE IN THE SKY Michael Craig, Peter Cushing,
Bernard Lee, Elizabeth Seal, George Sanders, Andre
Morell. Producer Aubrey Baring. Director Charles
Frend.

June

CURSE OF THE WEREWOLF, THE Technicolor. Clifford
Evans. Yvonne Romaine, Oliver Reed. Producer An-
thony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Horror classic.

SHADOW OF THE CAT Andre Morrell. Barbara Shelley,
Freda Jackson. Conrad Philips. Producer Jon Pening-
ton. Director John Gilling.

July

DAY OF THE GUN Color. Rock Hudson. Kirk Douglas,
Dorothy Malone, Joseph Cotton and Carol Lynley.
Producers Eugene Frenke, Edward Lewis. Director
Robert Aldrich.

Coming

BACK STREET Color, Susan Hayward, John Gavin, Vera
Miles. Producer Ross Hunter. Director David Miller.

COME SEPTEMBER Panavision, Color. Rock Hudson.
Gina Lollobrigida, Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin. Pro-
ducer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Mulligan.

LOVcH. CC ME CACK Co'or. Rock Hudson. Doris Day.
Tony Randall. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Martin Mel-
cher. Director Delbert Mann.

SIXTH MAN. THE Tony Curtis. James Franciscus.
Miriam Colon Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert
Mann.

SPARTACUS Technirama. Technicolor. Kirk Douglas.
Laurence Olivier Jean Simmons. Tony Curtis, Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-

tor Stanley Kubrick Heroic story of a gladiator and
his undying love. 198 min. 10/17/40.

TAMMY TELL ME TRUE Color. Sandra Dec. Producer

Ross Hunter. Director Harry Keller.

WARNER BROTHERS

July

HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Color. Steve Reeves

Sylva Koscina. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director Pietro

Francisci. Sequel to "Hercules". 101 min. 4/4/40

ICE PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton. Robert Ryan.

Carolyn Jones, Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Blanke

Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferber's novel o'

Alaska. 143 min. 4/27/40.

August

OCEAN'S ELEVEN Technicolor. Frank Sinatra De.r

Martin. Sammy Davis, Jr.. Peter Lawford, Angie

Dickinson. Producer-director Lewis Milestone. A Las

Vegas story. 127 min. 8/8/40.

September

CROWDED SKY, THE Technicolor. Dana Andrews,
Rhonda Fleming. Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. Producer Mi-

chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drama
of modern aviation. 105 min. 8/22/40.

October

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS. THE Technicolor.

Robert Preston. Dorothy McGuire, Eve Arden. Producer

Michael Garrison. Director Delbert Mann. Based on

William Inge's Broadway stage hit. 123 min. 9/19/40

GIRL OF THE NIGHT Anne Francis. John Kerr. Lloyd

Nolan. Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Cates From Dr. Harold Greenwald's social and psy-

choanalytical study "The Call Girl". 93 min. 10/3/40.

November

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy, Greer Garson. Producer Dore Schary. Director

Vincent J. Donehue. From Schary's play about Franklin

D Roosevelt a decade before his rise to the Presidency.

143 min. 9/19/40.

December

SUNDOWNERS, THE Technicolor. Deborah Kerr, Robc-rt

Mitchjm. Peter Ustino. Director Fred Zinnemann. Dram]
of Australian "out back" country. 133 min. i 1/14/40.

January

FEVE2 IN Thi; LLOOD, A Efrem Zimbilist Jr. Angie
Dickinson Den Ameche. Producer Roy Huggins. Director

Vincent Sherman. From William Pearson's best-seller

about a murder trial in a rough political campaign.

Coming

FANNY Technico'or. Leslie Caron, Maurice Chovalier,

Charles Boyer. Producer-Director Joshua Logan. From
the Broadv/ay hit.

COLD OF THE SEVZil SAINTS Clint Walker. Roger
Moore, Leficia Roman. Producer Leonard Freeman.
Cirocior Cordon Doug a:. Outdoor adventure drama.

PAR3ISH Technicolor. Troy Donahue. Claudette Colbert.

Producer-Director Delmer Daves. From Mildred Sav-

age's new best-seller.

SINS OF RACHEL CADE, THE Technicolor. Angie Dick-

inson, Peter Finch. Roger Moore. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer's
best-selling novel of Africa.

SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS Eastman Color. Nata ie

Wood. Warren Beatty. Producer-Director Elia Kazan.
Original screen drama by William Inge.

SUSAN SLADE Technicolor. Troy Donahue. Connie
irevens. Uoro.hy McGuire. Lloyd Nolan. Producor-
cirector Delmer Daves.
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Wki They'te Talking About

In the Movie Business

FIGHT TO STADIUMS. Theatres equipped

with large-screen television installations that have

done so well on previous title rights find

themselves facing a new brand of severe

competition for the upcoming (March 20) Floyd

Patterson-Ingemar Johansson heavyweight

rematch. It is understood that promoter Bill

Fugazy, freed on both coasts from the restrictions

of 50-mile blackouts now that the site has been

moved to Miami Beach, is planning to use a

number of large indoor and outdoor areas for video

showing of the bout. Attendance at race tracks,

ball parks, Madison Square Garden and other

large stadia throughout the country may take a

large bite out of the grosses of movie houses.

o

SUNDAY MOVIES IN ONTARIO. Sunday

movies, given landslide approval by the voters of

eight Ontario municipalities, still may be some

distance off, with further action awaiting

government legislation. At any rate, film

distributors and theatremen, in the main, are

highly satisfied with the results of the plebiscite

for at least two reasons: (1) a day of leisure time

is to be added to the moviegoing calendar, and (2)

some of the edge will be taken off the Telemeter

pay-TV advantage of being able to bring movies

into the homes on a day when theaters are shut

tight. Despite the expressed desire of Toronto's

newly re-elected Mayor Nathan Phillips and his

Board of Control to get the ban lifted without

delay, the government of the Province of Ontario

first must take legislative action; and that may
take some time. Nine Ontario communities cast

ballots December 5 on whether or not to rescind

the ban on Sunday movies—only one turned it

down. Five more municipalities are slated to vote

on the issue before the year is out. The attorney

general of Ontario now will study the results of the

voting and will guide the question to the cabinet

of the provincial legislature. As administrator

of the Lord's Day Act (banning Sunday movies),

his advice and recommendations will carry much
weight with the cabinet. Changes in the Act must

then be approved by the provincial legislature,

itself. Approval of the lieutenant governor

(a formality) is the final step.

0

ACE DEADLINE. ACE Productions is planning

to extend the self-imposed deadline for

establishment of its financial structure until

mid- 1961. Originally, target date had been

January 3, after which time subscribers to the

exhibitor-backed production company would have

received a refund of their more than $3 million

if no plan were forthcoming.

STOCK SHRINKING. Film companies continue

to shrink outstanding stock issues, thereby

solidifying control and protecting dividends.

Latest to authorize an invitation for tenders of

common stock was Warner Bros., which will

purchase up to 300,000 shares at the lowest prices

tendered, but reserves the right to buy a greater

number. WB has set the limit at $55 per share.

o

HORROR TREND. The spate of spectacle films

having pretty much run its course through 1960,

look for an upsurge in the horror offerings. Michael

Carreras, executive producer of Hammer
Productions, recently said, "There is still a big

international demand for the highly professional

kind of macabre films we make." And American-

International Pictures president James H.

Nicholson also feels that spectacle has been

overplayed as popular fare. AIP will lean heavily

toward horror-mystery yarns for the new season.

Film BULLETIN December 26. 1940 Pjge 5



FINANCIAL
BULLETIN
DECEMBER 2 6, 1960

By Philip R. Ward

THE FUTURE OF PAY TV (An Introduction). The matter

of metered television appears certain to be the most compelling

one to confront the entire complex of entertainment in the

Sixties. It is a bold issue because implicit in its conception are

those urgent germs of revolution which are capable of wreaking

change on a huge scale.

Present-day advocates speak of co-existence between their

system and competitive media; they profess there is room for

all in a free enterprise society. But revolutions have a way of

departing their authors' wills and assuming directions of their

own. Is this not history's verdict of revolutions, political and
otherwise? Pay TV may or may not be cut of this stuff. It

might fizzle like a bromide in water. But the one certainty of

the moment is that vast forces lie inherent in the embryo and
these forces could resurface much or all of show business as

it is conducted today.

0

In an effort to gain additional insight, Financial Bulletin has

embarked upon a study of the pay TV field in its multifarious

forms, paying special mind to the Etobicoke, Ontario, test,

which represents the one clinical, observable specimen of the

medium in action. In subsequent installments, we will present

our findings and conclusions in some depth. For now, we can

find it appropriate to pass on some observations and con-

clusions gained of several field expeditions.

1. Pay TV will not be wished out of existence. Its sup-

porters project a zeal akin to religion. For them the medium
rides the wave of the future. They reflect the visionary rough
and ready which characterized aircraft industry pioneers, stead-

fast, resolute, infinitely patient, supremely stalwart in the face

of every adversity.

2. Pay TV has every right to compete. This is the universal

response of the public in every polling situation. As a motion
picture industry publication whose interests, superficially or

otherwise, may appear at variance with the objectives of pay
TV, we nonetheless concur. There is a continuing obligation

upon our industry to compete in the most effective manner
possible for the entertainment dollar. This obligation can only
improve our position. The massive burden is upon the rival

medium to prove itself.

3. Current technology is insufficient to sustain pay TV in a

popular demonstration. This hardly rules out the system. It

only forecloses upon any immediate plans aimed at widespread
testing. This is not a major impediment in the minds of sup-
porters who believe they will have two or three of the stickiest

problems licked before long.

4. The foggy issue is programming, from whence the central

economic structure of the medium derives. In this sphere the

role of motion picture distributors could play a towering part.

5. As yet, nothing conclusive can be said for the motion pic-

ture exhibitor with regard to gains or losses, but Financial Bul-

letin is developing a controlled test which may, with the coop-

eration of presumably objective-minded authorities, provide

some clue.

0 O

AS WALL STREET VIEWS THE MOVIES. In a pamphlet

entitled "Second Visit to the Movie Makers," Bache & Co.

(NYSE) provides these remarks:

"During the last year, investor interest in motion picture

stocks has resulted in sharply higher prices for the leading com-

panies. Factors contributing to these price gains include high

grossing blockbusters, land or film library sales, and specula-

tion about Pay-TV. Now, with motion picture stocks at or

near their highs of a decade, it seems timely to review the

industry once again particularly since the three issues we rec-

ommended in our July 7 Listening Post have scored gains of

20% to 35%.

"Motion picture companies, although all in the same in-

dustry, are quite different in their current business dealings,

with each company offering some sort of special appeal. Never-

theless, the common meeting ground (which seems to have

been neglected in some cases) is still the production and distribu-

tion of motion pictures. We must not overlook the fact that the

continual flow of profitable movies adds both to the current

worth of a successful company and to the future worth of its

library. In this category, only three companies show up excep-

tionally well. They are: United Artists, with a long string of

successes coupled with the potential of its forthcoming block-

buster 'Exodus'; Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, which is still cashing

in on 'Ben Hur', plus some promising follow-ups; and Decca

Records, the parent of Universal Pictures, which recently

opened 'Spartacus' (a promising box office winner), after com-

pleting a highly successful season. In each of these cases, motion

picture income promises to be higher in 1961 than even 1960's

banner results.

"On the somewhat disappointing side are Warner Brothers,

whose 'Sunrise at Campobello' failed to become a boxoffice

smash, and Twentieth Century-Fox, with no exceptional return

coming in from this year's list of entries.

"Paramount, which failed to follow up its hard ticket smash,

'The Ten Commandments', had its I960 film year saved by

surprise grosses from 'Psycho'."

Regarding investment advice, the Bache position is as follows:

Warner Brothers—Hold Twentieth Century Fox—Hold

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—Buy United Artists—Hold

Paramount—Hold Decca—Buy

Page 6 film BULLETIN December 26, I960



rauer

for 1961

Grant that the light of wisdom shine upon the statesmen of the world

that they may guide Mankind upon the road of Peace. Grant us tranquility

in which freedom can flourish and in which men will build, rather than destroy.

Give us the reason to understand what is right and the courage to heed

the dictates of our conscience. Grant that the people of the earth may come to

know that love is God's blessing upon those who love, hate His curse upon those

who hate.

Breathe into our hearts the spirit of Good Will, that we may always and
forever do unto others as we would have them do unto us.

Preserve, in Thy infinite wisdom, the bounties with which Thou hast

endowed our wonderful land, and, above all else, perpetuate the greatest of

these bounties, our Freedom.

Grant unto the people of the motion picture industry an ever deeper sense

of responsibility in their roles as creators and exhibitors of this wondrous

medium of entertainment and enlightenment. Reveal to the makers of motion

pictures the ways by which they may pursue their art with good taste and

integrity. To those whose theatres provide enchantment upon silver screens,

show the way to conduct their business with dignity, yet always in the happy
spirit of showmanship.

Grant that the motion picture flourish this new year, while earning

applause for the happiness and surcease it brings to the people of the entire

world.

Amen.

*
To All Our Friends and Readers



It is much too early in the year to be serious. Let us rather

draw up equal portions of nostalgia and day-dreaming and

dwell for a while in that better world where there is always a

line at the boxoffice and a fresh film in the booth.

When was the last time you saw someone sleep through an

entire movie program? I haven't met any of the old fashioned

movie sleepers in years. Is it because the price of a ticket has

gone up, the sound track is louder, or they can sleep through

the old familiar movies at home on TV now?

Remember the precision corps of ushers of yesteryear, when

more boys received their training in close order drill from

Roxy than from the ROTC?
Remember when the whole world was excited because Mar-

lene Dietrich was wearing slacks?

Remember Edgar Kennedy's slow burn and Pete Smith's

intelligence tests and visiting the stars in Screen Snapshots?

Remember the speed-defying shuffle of Stepin Fetchit, the

stunts of Richard Talmadge, and the first time you saw "King

Kong?"
And how about the bathing beauties in the newsreel or the

community sing with the bouncing ball or rushing to the thea-

tre before 1 p.m. to get in on the morning bargain price?

Remember those overhead shots in the Busby Berkeley

musicals for Warner Bros, and the Army and Navy pictures

where the hard-boiled veterans and the brash rookie always

were fighting each other?

Remember the backstage dramas where the heroine always

began as the understudy and the gangster dramas where at least

one doomed character was always "too young to die?" And
wasn't it Gene Raymond who remained helpless in the death

cell while the rest of the cast raced to get a reprieve from the

Governor ?

Remember the newspaper pictures where the star reporter

always dictated headlines over the telephone and shouted

"stop the presses" whenever the action seemed to be lagging?

Remember when nobody would go to the movies in the

early evening because "Amos n' Andy" were on the radio at

that time? Remember when the local storekeeper always had

passes, because he let the theatre use his windows for display

cards?

If you remember these things, friend, you're in the same
boat as we. Because it all was long, long ago, and—if you
measure a generation in show business by the axiomatic eleven

years—at least a couple of generations ago.

0
They say that when you start reminiscing it's a sign you are

growing old. In that case, kindly have respect for my gray

hairs, pull up your favorite rocking chair and harken to a bit

of entertainment philosophy.

It is this corner's firm belief that show business history

repeats itself. Some day, we think, the short subjects will return

to the movies. Some day, we are convinced, the movie theatre

again will be the meeting place of the community.
We don't make this prediction purely on the basis of hope.

If people will go out to a kiddie playland or a bowling alley

i
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they will go out to the movies; and if we don't come up with

enough attractions this year, we will sooner or later.

We are inclined to think that the rebirth of the theatre will

take place as part of the general pattern of away-from-home
entertainment. This may well take the form of a sort of all-

encompassing leisure center combining theatres, restaurants,

bowling alleys, hobby shops, playlands and what have you. On
the other hand, it may be sparked by some new form of theatre

as revolutionary as the drive-in. Just as surely as radio did not

kill the phonograph record or the book, the motion picture

theatre is going to emerge, ultimately, as a bigger and better

business than ever before.

And that observation is as good a way to start off the New
Year as we can find.

0 0
No late December or early January would be complete with-

out the customary New Year's resolutions. May we presume

to air a few of ours?

We resolve to take our wife to the movies at least twice a

month. Now if our wife will resolve to get a sitter in time,

we are in business.

We resolve to stay out of the controversy about whether for-

eign language movies should be dubbed or subtitled (well,

we'll stay out of the controversy for a little while, anyway).

We resolve to say a few kind words during the course of the

year about that much maligned gentleman of the fourth estate,

the movie critic. In the long run, the industry has no better

friends than the major critics.

We resolve never to begin a conversation by saying, "I don't

know what's happening to the movie business these days."

We resolve not to worry about whether John F. Kennedy
really loves show business. (The only reason we raise the point

is that a lot of our show business friends seem to think it is

terribly important.

)

We resolve not to read any more of those "show business

is sick" interviews with show business people. If John Kennedy
gives an interview saying show business is sick, we promise to

read it; but somehow we can't work up a fever over the diag-

noses offered by emotional actors or temporarily-fallen-from-

glory producers, writers or directors.

We resolve never to waste any more time trying to figure

out what makes a winner in those foreign film festivals.

We resolve to lose absolutely no sleep over the fact that the

coming Academy Awards presentations will come from Santa

Monica instead of Hollywood. From where we sit on the other

side of the continent, it's all Hollywood, wherever it is.

We resolve not to turn around and stare at those who ap-

plaud the credits at the next film premiere we attend in New
York.

We resolve not to point out to our wife those romantic

leading men who are older than we.

We resolve not to listen to our wife when she points out

those leading men who are younger than we.

We resolve not to listen to our children when they point

out that they have never heard of half the stars we talk about.

We resolve not to watch any more imitations of Marilyn

Monroe, Zsa Zsa Gabor, George Jessel, Ed Sullivan or Italian

movies.

We resolve to devote very little space to discussion of the

impact of U.S. films on our foreign relations; but we also

resolve to devote as much space as necessary to the impact of

our foreign relations on U.S. films.

We resolve to avoid at all times any suggestion that the fail-

ure of a particular film, book or stage play is due to public-

stupidity. We also resolve to avoid at all times those artists

and behind-the-scenes talents who blame public stupidity for

the failure of their efforts.

And finally, we also resolve to stop making any more New
Year's resolutions—until next year.
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The year just drawing to a close w as

not, despite some areas of great pros-

perity, a particularly happy one for our

industry. The quality of the product

left much to be desired, and not enough

pictures were produced to meet the

needs of thousands of theatres. And, as

if exhibitors did not have enough to

trouble them, I960 witnessed the open-

ing of the floodgates that will pour

hundreds of post-'48 features via TV
into the homes of millions of potential

moviegoers.

The latter portion of the fading year

saw another problem growing more

acute with each passing week — the

threat of censorship. True, victories for

a free screen were won in the courts,

but the industry still faced the anoma-

lous situation of producing more adult

films while catering to a broad family

audience.

For all this, we look forward to 1961

as a year of hope. The picture situation

brightens. Many of the films now be-

fore the cameras and much of the prod-

uct that is on the drawing boards hold

great promise, while optimism for relief

of the product shortage is stirred by

the organization of several new produc-

tion companies, including the one spon-

sored by ACE. The corollary impact of

this latter development should be, it

seems, to impel the established film

companies to increase their volume of

production. In any event, whether the

pictures come from old or from new-

sources, theatremen have reason to be

sanguine about 1961.

A silver lining is to be found, too,

in the saturation method of distribu-

tion, with its broad base exhibition and

intensified promotion in a given area.

This new technique, having proven its

boxoffice merit with certain types of

films, is sure to be employed more ex-

tensively in 1961, to the advantage of

rank and file theatres.

There is a great fund of inherent

vitality in our industry. We can trans-

late our hopes for the new year into

success by faith and hard work.

invitation to

€ in>pt>ru tifPit

"Production, distribution and exhibi-

tion can no longer do their thinking in

separate worlds." On that extremely

sound note, Charles Einfeld, vice presi-

dent of Twentieth Century-Fox, has

extended an open invitation to exhibi-

tors to present their views on any phase

of his company's upcoming product.

"In fact," he said, "anything which

would be mutually beneficial is wel-

come." Mr. Einfeld's call for collabora-

tion, contained in the latest "orderly

distribution" brochure issued by Ameri-

can Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres,

solicited the assistance of theatremen in

the merchandising of 20th-Fox films

before and during production, and

through the promotion campaigns and

playdates. His message should be wel-

comed heartily by those exhibitors who
feel that their direct contact with the

ticket-buying public qualifies them to

contribute something useful to the pro-

motion of pictures. The 20th Centurv-

Fox executive agrees that such coopera-

tion can be fruitful for both branches.

"W e believe that your opinions, sug-

gestions and ideas about our company
and its product are vital to the contin-

uance of a successful and profitable re-
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lationship. We want to hear from you

—what you think about our forthcom-

ing pictures—what promotional devices

you think would be helpful—how do

you like the titles—the castings—what

thoughts for unusual trailers come to

your mind—would use use television to

advertise some of these pictures—do

some of them suggest magazine adver-

tising—what angles would you stress."

As Mr. Einfeld pointed out, in this

era of intensive competition only "the

intelligent merchandiser, the bold mer-

chandiser, the progressive merchandiser

will do well." And 20th-Fox certainly

is that. Its latest open-minded stance is

typical of the firm's continuing hand-

in-hand relationship with the nation's

theatremen. It is a policy to be urged

upon all the film companies.

The following is another viewpoint on

the question: Are Press Books Serving

Exhibitors.'':

Our opinion is that all problems con-

sidered, press books as now edited are

generally satisfactory.

The writer, and Torrence Hudgins,

our buyer and booker who is a recog-

nized authority on theatre advertising,

do most of the first-run ads for our

theatres, and we have found that a little

added concentration and willingness to

use the scissors and glue generally pro-

duces satisfactory results.

We do not think it possible to turn

out press books week after week which
will contain the exact size ads w hich all

exhibitors can use. We are particularly

well pleased with Columbia's product
in this respect.

WILLIAM O DONNELL
Cinema Art Theatres. Inc.

Dallas 6, Texas
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"Pepe" Gay, Star-Glittering Popular Hit

SIDNEY

S«4iHC44 Katutsf O O O O
Fine for entire family. Cantinflas, over 30 big-name

guest stars provide comedy, drama, music. Technicolor.

Should be big-grosser in all situations.

Producer-director George Sidney is

to be heartily congratulated for bring-

ing forth this warm and wonderful

motion picture. Overflowing with tal-

ent galore, geared to delight every

member of the family, it will be her-

alded as one of the big entertainment

attractions of the new year. Fresh,

frolicsome, and just downright fun,

"Pepe" is a spectacular feast of color,

comedy and music. Exhibitors will

applaud it as a boxoffice gold mine; audiences will cheer it as

a happy and refreshing moviegoing experience. And everyone

will automatically fall in love with its star, the superb Mexican

comedian Cantinflas, of "Around the World in 80 Days" fame.

Sidney has been responsible for many heartwarming motion

pictures ("Anchors Away," "Annie Get Your Gun," "Pal

Joey"), but it's "Pepe" that will be remembered as his chef

d'oeuvre. With a knowing eye skillfully focused on the value

of entertainment, he has infused this Columbia release with

every possible audience-winning ingredient. He has surrounded

his baggy pants hero with the creme de la creme from the world

of talent (listed below); he has taken his Technicolor-Pana-

vision cameras to some of the most glamorous spots in the

world (Hollywood, Las Vegas, Acapulco, Mexico City), where

cameraman Joe MacDonald has captured some truly memorable

images, and he has pleasantly unfolded his simple yet com-

pelling story via a series of sparkling comic vignettes, spec-

tacular musical numbers and just the right dash of pathos.

Admittedly, this is not another "80 Days," but then, it isn't

meant to be. Its story, slickly scripted by Dorothy Kingsley and

Claude Binyon, tells what happens when a whimsical little

Mexican ranch foreman sets off for Hollywood to reclaim the

handsome white stallion (Don Juan) he has raised from a colt,

and speaks of as his "son." Maybe some will find the plot too

simple for their taste, and certainly some of the three hours,

fifteen minutes running time can be sheared. But for those

seeking escape on a grand scale, as only the motion picture

screen can offer, "Pepe" will charm them while they are in

their seats, and allow them to leave the theatre with a warm
and satisfying glow.

Its boxoffice performance will depend largely on word-of-

mouth, especially since it's being released as a hard-ticket

attraction. Columbia's able showmen can be counted on to back

it with one of their biggest and most imaginative campaigns,

and once a want-to-see has been created, it will rack up tre-

mendous grosses everywhere.

What "Pepe" would be like without its fantastic star, one
can only guess. For Cantinflas is "Pepe," and his talent lights

up the screen from the moment he first appears washing babies

in the fountain of his village, through a comic bull fight which
establishes him as matador extraordinaire, through his never-

ending escapades, until his final moments as the associate pro-

ducer of a major motion picture. Although Pepe encounters a

number of people during his travels, the two he feels the

deepest for are Dan Dailey, a director on the skids who buys

Don Juan for the purpose of selling him to raise money for a

movie he wants to make, and Shirley Jones, a cynical would-

be-actress. Daily gives a strong delineation as a selfish man
who is eventually won over by Pepe's charm. Miss Jones'

hard-on-the-outside, soft-on-the-inside portrayal is an engaging

and pleasant one to watch.

Over 30 guest stars appear in "Pepe;" some briefly, others

as minor plot motivators. To cite but a few: Edward G. Robin-

son, Ernie Kovacs, Bing Crosby, Jack Lemmon, Janet Leigh

and Frank Sinatra and his "clan". Not to mention Don Juan,

the greatest screen horse to date. He knows every trick in the

book including swimming in the ocean, running errands and
sleeping on pool tables.

After Daily tricks Pepe out of Don Juan, Pepe goes to Holly-

wood. Stopped at the gate of Dailey's studio, he strikes up a

friendship with Miss Jones who invites him to drop in at the

beatnik club where she works. Pepe finally finds Dailey, and

is offered a job by the latter, after a lethargic Don Juan springs

Dan Dailey, Maurice Chevalier, Cantinflas

to life at the sight of his old master. That evening, Pepe costs

Miss Jones her job by misinterpreting the gangland dance and

starting a free-for-all. He brings her to Dailey's house and it's

battle royal at first sight. But Dailey becomes attracted to her

(as does Pepe) and promises her a lead in his picture. Tycoon
Robinson refuses to put up the money, so Daily goes to Las

Vegas, loses all his money and gets drunk. Pepe follows, talks

Dailey into making him a partner, and then proceeds to break

the bank. All set off for Mexico to start the film when Miss

Jones tells him he's the only man she's ever liked, Pepe mistakes

it for love. Dailey runs out of money, returns to Hollywood

where Robinson agrees to help him out if he replaces Miss

Jones with a star. Dailey refuses, but agrees to sell Don Juan.

Pepe, who has gone to Mexico City to buy an engagement ring,

is heartbroken when he hears his "son" has been sold. But lie

tells Dailey he will be compensated when Miss Jones marries

him. Dailey is temporarily shocked and believes Miss Jones

to be a two-timing cheat. The picture is completed, and

Robinson admits his mistake in questioning Miss Jones' ability

as a star, then explains to Pepe that Miss Jones loves him only

as a friend, and Dailey as a sweetheart. All ends happily when
Robinson returns Don Juan to Pepe.

Columbia. I?5 minutes. Cantinflas. Dan
Maurice Chevalier, Bing Crosby, Michael
Sammy Davis, Jr.. Jimmy Durante. Zsa Zsa
Garson, Hedda Hopper, Joev Bishop, Erni

Jack Lemmon, Jay "Dennis the Menace" h

Reed, Debbie Reynolds, Edward G. Rot
Produced and Directed by. George Sidney.

Callan,
Gabor. '

! Kovacs

ihirlev Jones. Guest st

ichard Contc. Bobby Da
3ice of Judy Garland. Gi
Peter Lawford. Janet Le

Novak, Andre Previn D<

iar Romero, Frank Sinatra.

iqh,
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"Exodus" Exciting, Stirring Movie from Best-Seller

Big boxoffice prospecfs for roadshow and general re-

lease engagements. Sure to stir all types of audience.

One of the most eagerly awaited motion pictures of all time,

"Exodus" promises to be a resounding boxoffice success, both as

a roadshow and as a great mass appeal attraction when it even-

tually goes into general release.

Otto Preminger has fashioned an exciting, emotion-stirring

adventure movie from Leon Uris' runaway best-seller about

the turbulent period when the Israeli underground was battling

the British and the Arabs in their struggle for independence.

Brilliantly photographed on Cyprus and in Israel, handsomely
mounted in Technicolor and Super-Panavision 70, with Todd-
AO six-channel stereophonic sound, producer-director Prem-
inger has crowded the screen with action, romance and spec-

tacle. And a fine cast of character actors support the appealing

leads played by Paul Newman and Eva Marie Saint.

It is the opinion of this reviewer that the film will prove

more satisfying to those who did not read the novel, for it

comes through more as an explosive adventure yarn than an

authentic historical drama. Artistically, "Exodus" leaves some-

thing to be desired, despite the devotion and care Preminger

and company have poured into its creation. The script by

Dalton Trumbo fails to establish dimensional and believeably-

motivated characters, and one senses an occasional loss of point

of view by director Preminger. As a result of the many personal

relationships and diverse political attitudes that are unfolded,

parts emerge superior to the whole. But these shortcomings

will bother only the discriminating readers of the book.

Why will "Exodus" roll up smash grosses wherever shown?
Primarily, because it has such a gigantic pre-sold audience as a

result of one of the most popular titles in contemporary fiction.

79 weeks on the U.S. best-seller list, serialized in many of the

nation's leading newspapers, and tremendously successful in its

paperback edition, it has been read by millions both here and

abroad. Second, is its strong emotional appeal destined to

encompass all regional and sectional areas, and attract audiences

of all religious beliefs. These factors, plus the hard-hitting

promotional campaign United Artists is putting behind their

release, assure the commercial success of this film. UA is already

claiming a record advance hard-ticket sale.

From a visual standpoint, "Exodus" is thrilling and beauti-

ful to watch. The giant screen springs alive the tension-filled

streets of Haifa where British and Palestine armed cars try

desperately, and at any cost, to keep the uneasy peace; the

detention camps on Cyprus and in Israel; the breath-taking

harbor of Cyprus, and the lush, reborn Israeli countryside.

And there are scenes of spectacle certain to stir hearts every-

where: the hunger strike to the death by the European refugees

on the leaky Exodus, blockaded in Cyprus harbor by British

destroyers; the thrilling Acre prison break when the Irgun

(Jewish terrorist organization) blast open the fortress walls

and free hundreds of Jewish and Arab prisoners; and the his-

toric night of Nov. 29, 1947, when throngs of Israelis celebrate

the long-awaited day of independence. Violence, tenderness

and a tribute to the dignity of man are skillfully and inspiringly

blended during these sequences, reflecting Preminger's tight

control over his subject matter. One wishes he had used his

scissors on some of the talky intervals that occur throughout

Paul Newman Leads the Prison Break

the film's three hours, 32 minutes running time.

The acting is always impressive, and in certain instances,

outstanding. Newman is virile and heroic as Ari Ben Canaan,

top Jewish underground leader who brings the Exodus safely

to Israel and continues to fight for his people's freedom. Miss

Saint gives a sensitive delineation as Kitty Fremont, the Ameri-

can nurse who becomes emotionally involved with the struggle

and Newman. Sal Mineo is a wonderful surprise as Dov, bitter

product of ghettos and concentration camps. His big scene,

where he breaks down under exhausting Irgun examination

about his treatment by the Nazis, is a masterpiece. Ralph

Richardson and Peter Lawford deliver strong contrasts as a

British General sympathetic to the Jewish cause, and his anti-

Semitic aide, respectively. Lee J. Cobb is splended as a Palesti-

nian pioneer and Newman's father, and youthful newcomer

Jill Haworth is compelling as Karen, who fills in the void of

loneliness in Miss Saint and helps erase the pangs of bitterness

in Mineo. Rich support is rendered by John Derek, an Arab

chieftain and childhood friend of Newman; Hugh Griffith, a

Cypriote patriot, and David Opatoshu, Newman's uncle.

The plot finds Newman using forged papers to convey the

refugees onto the Exodus. Miss Saint, fearing for Miss

Haworth's safety, also comes aboard. World opinion and Rich-

ardson's intervention force the British to permit the ship to

sail. In Israel, the Exodus youngsters are sent to Gan Dafna,

and Mineo becomes one of Opatoshu's most daring disciples.

The latter is arrested after Mineo blows up a wing of the

King David Hotel. Opatoshu is killed and Newman, seriously

wounded, is nursed back to health by Miss Saint. After the

UN votes for partition, Derek warns Newman of an impend-

ing Arab attack on Gan Difna. Miss Haworth is murdered by

Arabs and is laid to rest beside Derek, killed for his betrayal.

Miss Saint, Newman and Mineo look forward to the future.

United Artists. 212 minutes. Paul Newman. Eva Marie Saint, Ralph Richardson,
Peter Lawford. Lee J. Cobb. Sal Mineo. John Derek, Hugh Griffith. Jill Haworth.
Produced and Directed by Otto Preminner.
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CAN FILMDDM WITHSTAND THE TIDE DF CENSORSHIP?

The Issue of Freedom

By BERNE SCHNEYER

Freedom of the screen—the right of

expression enjoyed by other art and

communications forms — for which

movie makers have fought long and

only recently achieved is in jeopardy as

1961 opens.

What a Denver drama editor has re-

ferred to as the "new age of Victorian

prudery" appears to be around the cor-

ner, and the tide which has seen more

"adult" motion pictures and a "grow-

ing up" of movie audiences seems in

danger of being dashed on the rocks

h\ a wave of reform. This reaction is

so great that it poses the possibility of

the revamping of the Production Code
by church-fostered public opinion.

Newspaper and national magazine

editorial columns are having at the siz-

zling subject from every angle; re-

ligious groups are reassessing their

stands in light of a recent Catholic

Bishops' pronouncement; legislators

await only the new sessions to introduce

rigid censorship measures; exhibitors,

usually mum on the matter are speak-

ing their minds, and even Walt Disney

Prods, got into the act, with president

Roy O. Disney blaming part of his

firm's I960 loss on the public craving

for "violence and sex."

Although rumblings had been heard

at the exhibitor conventions, and ear-

lier, of a growing public distaste with

the so-called distasteful on the screen

(Allieds Al Myrick, in Film BULLE-
TIN, Nov. 14: "Exhibitors have re-

ported they hide so that they will not

have to face the handful of people as

they leave their theatres."), the daring

films have continued to make the big

money. Then, several weeks ago, the

Roman Catholic Episcopal Committee
called for "an unmistakable national

protest" against the production and ex-

hibition of immoral films. Their strong
attack was based on a National Legion

of Decency report that the number of

objectionable films in Hollywood had

risen to 24.33 per cent in I960.

Among the accusations levelled at

the film makers by the Bishops was

"a new-found predilection for porno-

graphic and perverted subject matter."

But worst of all, they noted, was the

fact that the offensive material was to be

found in many of Hollywood's major

quality productions, which "have not

only poisoned the entertainment of our

public but have slaughtered the inno-

cence of American youth."

The Bishops urged the industry to

strengthen a Production Code that had

been "rendered inoperative by the con-

nivance of commercial-minded syco-

phants." In fact, declared the clerics,

things had reached the level of a

"national crisis." What to do? As a

starter, every Catholic churchgoer in the

country was asked to take the Legion

of Decency pledge to oppose "indecent"

movies.

FOUR PROPOSALS

The committee further submitted four

proposals aimed at a "return to respon-

sible production and distribution ".

They were: (1) A method to "safe-

guard young and impressionable minds"

from adult films; (2) The conforma-

tion to the Production Code of "adult-

oriented" pictures—a "necessary ma-
turation of the motion picture me-

dium"; (3) "Radical reformation of

excesses in exploiting films. Particu-

larly reprehensible are not only many
of the usual posters and ads but also

the trailers . . . shown in theatres.

These trailers very often are little short

of borderline pornography", and (4)

Exhibitor coperation in playing only
Code-approved pictures.

The MPAA, quite natural!) . was

quick to reply to the charges, firmly.

but with no air of defiance that could

serve only to irritate an already sorely

delicate situation. It issued a blanket

denial ("We do not agree . .
.

'), point-

ing to an evolutionary process that has

brought about "a broadening in the

subject matter of films, a change which

was dictated by the American audience.

There has not been, however, a change

in the moral standards under which the

subject matter is treated . . . the spirit

of the Code continues to be main-

tained."

But, "we do agree," wrote Dr. Daniel

Poling, editor of the Christian Herald.

in a clarion call for an inter-faith reli-

gious march against "objectionable"

pictures. "We agree completely," he

added, "with the findings of the Roman
Catholic committee. The statement of

the committee is not an overstatement.

In truth it could have said much more

than it did say. It exercised commend-
able restraint. It is high time that

Protestants, Catholics and Jews— in-

deed men and women of good will

without regard to faith—get together

in a positive program in support of

the everyday decencies of American life

and against Hollywood's steadily grow-

ing output of objectionable films." Dr.

Poling's pronouncement stirred consid-

erable anxiety in the hearts of a film

colony still reeling from the Catholic

blow. And, although it is felt that the

Catholic clergy's views carry far greater

weight with its believers than do those

of any of the other faiths with their

followers, industryites were left pro-

foundly disturbed.

In complaining of the trend toward

adult fare, Roy Disney recognized the

public desire to see it. He noted that his

firm's loss was due to a writedown of

the value of its film library, and that

the latter was occasioned by a "consider-

able leaning on the part of the public

towards pictures involving violence.
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sex and other such subjects.'' "Polly-

anna", a wholesome offering, fared

rather poorly at the turnstiles, he

added. An editorial in The Atlanta

Journal generally agreed with the film

executive's outlook. It said: "The pub-

lic surely must be aware, as is the Le-

gion of Decency, that Hollywood is

showing an increasing tendency to cater

to the baser tastes in its production of

films . . . And in this the moviegoers

themselves have to accept their share of

the blame. As long as they show a

preference for films of questionable

taste, and support them with their

money, you can rest assured the pro-

ducers are going to keep playing to that

desire."

NEW LEGISLATION

From the legislator's standpoint,

James A. Fitzpatrick (considered a

staunch film foe in his position as coun-

sel to the New York joint legislative

committee on offensive and obscene ma-

terial) said he anticipated introduction

of a classification measure at the Em-

pire State's coming session. He, too,

put the blame squarely on the public:

"If the public realizes the inherent

danger in the exhibition of motion pic-

tures morally undesirable and objec-

tionable, and abstains from patronizing

them, the production of this type will

be curtailed. So long as the boxoffice

tinkles, such pictures will continue to

be made."

In anticipation of the oncoming tide

of disapproval—and, possibly, the new

legislative sessions, where more censor-

ship laws are sure to be introduced

—

COMPO recently struck at an extremely

vital point in the overall question of

movie morality. "It (the Code) never

was intended to make every film ap-

propriate for a junior matinee," flatly

stated the organization. And therein

lies a dilemma, the horns of which have

impaled moviemakers and exhibitors

alike. Movies traditionally have been

advertised as family entertainment. To
limit certain of them to a specified

audience — especially in this parlous

product shortage—is a most unpleasant

task for all industrvites. Yet, as de-

fenders of freedom of expression, they

often have seen the need to plead for

the flexibility allowed authors, play-

wrights, etc. Every film can't be ex-

pected to embrace all audiences, just

as every book is not written for the

family trade, has been a familiar cry

among moviemen. Or as Larry Tajiri,

Denier Post Drama Editor, noted re-

cently: "Movies, an amalgam of various

art forms—writing, acting and photog-

raphy—need freedom to survive." To
classify from within—and cut off large

segments of potential patronage—or to

defy any form of audience grouping

—

and run the risk of government-im-

posed restrictions—that is the question

of the moment, as the walls of the Pro-

duction Code are being assailed from
all sides.

It is a problem that the industry will

have to solve, but it may take the wis-

dom of a latter-day Solomon to solve it.

Life magazine, taking cognizance of

the fact that "we are a less puritanical

country than we were five or 10 years

ago", recently offered its own solution:

"private ", instead of "public" censor-

ship of movies. Citizens, especially pa-

rents, were advised to practice their

own brand of censorship—by reading

ads, reviews and various guidance lists

(among them, the Legion of De-

cency's), then making up their own
minds.

Traditionally siknt whenever the

subjects of censorship or classification

are raised, exhibition found a sounding

board in Ben Marcus, the highly re-

spected Milwaukee theatreman. His

views were, to say the least, an inter-

esting!) novel departure from the

usual industry suggestions. Perhaps, he

opined, theatres that cater to largely a

family audience might be better off to

play nothing but films bearing a Pro-

duction Code Seal. Then he added this

warning: "We might as well face up

to the fact that if we do not exercise

self-regulation, we are going to be in

for difficulties."

NEED P.R. PROGRAM

A number of forward-thinkers are of

the opinion that there is only one solu-

tion to the problem of public outcry:

a flexible, well-conceived public rela-

tions program that can be tailored to

combat the latest organized grievance,

while keeping movies in a constant

"good light" even during the lulls and

quiet spells.

Along those lines, current MPAA
activity may w ell be the kick-off of such

a project. The Association is circulating

3,000 reprints of a column by Gladwyn
Hill presenting Hollywod's views on

the subject of movie morality, which

appeared in a recent issue of The New
York Times. The column, which covers

West Coast reaction to the Bishop's re-

port, is being mailed to exhibitor lead-

ers, motion picture editors and chief

editorial writers all across the country.

In the story, these points are made by

the producers: many of the controver-

sial films are imports "reflecting years

of audience pressure for the distinctive

artistry of foreign films, albeit made
against alien backgrounds of mores and
morals "; public taste is changing; the

public accepted, at the boxoffice, such

unusual cinema fare as "The Moon Is

Blue" and "The Man with the Golden

Arm".

RELENTLESS FOES

More significant than any of these

points, however, in the eyes of industry

defenders, is the fact that an organiza-

tion like the MPAA has initiated a

movement to acquaint the public with

its side of the story. Combined with

COMPO's efforts to accent the upbeat,

they say, it could help turn the tide

now running against movies on the

morality issue.

The hard-won, if tenuous, freedom

of the screen will face attacks from

many fronts in the year ahead, and

those who would demean motion pic-

tures to the 12-year-old level of former

years are relentless foes. Filmdom's

right of expression can be preserved

only if the industry prizes it enough to

fight for it with the same determination.

Viewpoint

Classification

Our industry cannot continue

to drift against the mounting
tide of demands for censorship

of movies. Some firm, logical

and affirmative position must
be decided upon and offered as

the alternative to outside cen-

sorship.

We say that a forthright sys-

tem of industry-sponsored clas-

sification is the solution. It is

specious morality to pretend

that all films are suitable for

all audiences: and it is not

smart business. Since we insist

on the right to make adult films,

it behooves us to label them
clearly so that parents can

judiciously guide their chil-

drens' choice.

—M. W.
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Flaming Star" "The Wizard of Baghdad"

3<c4ute&* 'Rati*? O O PLUS

Presley in first straight dramatic role as half-breed

Indian. Plenty of action. Color, C'Scope. OK grosser.

This action-filled CinemaScope-PeLuxe Color drama of In-

dian warfare in old Texas might be a boxolfice surprise because

the star is none other than Elvis Presley. The sideburned singer

does a complete about-face, portraying a rugged half-breed

torn between loyalty to his Indian mother and devotion to his

white father and stepbrother. The combination of his name on

the marquee, word-of-mouth certain to be circulated over his

first dramatic role, plus a colorful pioneer saga, should bring

in above-average returns in the general market, strong grosses

in action houses and the hinterlands. Far from being an accom-

plished actor, Elvis does manage to convey a degree of dra-

matic sympathy as the tormented half-breed, and, for good

measure, he croons a couple of frontier ballads. Dolores Del

Rio, making one of her rare screen appearances, plays Elvis'

Kiowa mother; John Mclntire is his father; Steve Forrest, his

stepbrother, and newcomer Barbara Eden, Forrest's anti-Indian

fiancee. Director Don Siegel has kept the Indian attacks, fisti-

cuffs and personal conflicts flowing at an accelerated pace.

The Clair Huffaker-Nunnally Johnson screenplay opens with a

posse coming to the Mclntire ranch to ask if the family are on

the side of the whites after an Indian massacre at a nearby

ranch. The interrogation ends with one of the men insulting

Miss Del Rio and Elvis wounding him in the shoulder. When
Elvis rejects Indian Chief Rudolph Acosta's request that he

join his warriors, Acosta warns that his ranch will be next.

Elvis and his mother try to talk the Indians out of their destruc-

tive campaign, but it ends in failure, and Miss Del Rio is shot.

She dies before a doctor finally agrees to come, and Elvis,

cursing all whites, leaves to join Acosta. The massacres increase,

Mclntire is killed, and during a white chase of the Indians,

Elvis comes across wounded Forrest. He is forced to kill several

Indians before he can get Forrest to safety. Then, Elvis dies.

20*h Century-Fox. 95 minutes. Elvis Presley. Barbara Eden, Steve Forrest, Dolores
Del Rio, John Mclntire. Produced by David Weisbart. Directed by Don Siegel.

"Caltiki, The Immortal Monster"

OK ballyhoo item about shapeless "thing".

This Allied Artists programmer shapes up as a fairly exciting

monster-thriller. Loaded with plenty of exploitable angles, it

should prove a profitable dualler in the ballyhoo market.

Director Robert Hampton has wisely subordinated his ama-
teurish cast to the special effects that show the monster on its

mission of destruction. John Merivale is an archeologist leading

an expedition in Mexico to discover why the cultured Mayans
deserted their city in 607 A.D. Didi Sullivan provides the

curves and the screams as his wife, who is almost victimized by

the monsler, and Gerald Haerter is heavy and sinister as an

expedition member who emerges horribly disfigured after an

encounter with the organism. The chills, gore and violence, as

scripted by Philip Just, get underway when a third member of

the expedition is mummified during an underwater meeting
with Caltiki. Fragments from one of the monster's tentacles are

examined, and it is discovered that the tissue multiplies under
radiation. One day the growth takes place without radiation,

and when it is discovered that a radioactive meteorite which
orbitted near the earth in 607 A.D. is once again approaching,
the organism in the laboratory is destroyed. But the specimen
in Merivale's home begins its destructive spread and is even-

tually destroyed by army flame throwers.

: Artistl 75 minutes John Merivale, Didi Sullivan Gerald Haerter Directed
by Robert Hampton.

Suautete TRatotf O 0 Plus

Amusing Arabian Nights spoof should delight all young
in heart. Deluxe Color, C'Scope.

"The Wizard of Baghdad" is a tongue-in-cheek spoof on the

thousand-and-one Arabian Nights extravaganzas that have dot-

ted the screen down through the decades. Much of it is un-

folded in pun-in-cheek fashion, some of the humor really

ticking the funnybone. Veteran moviemaker Sam Katzman has

loaded this DeLuxe Color-CinemaScope 20th Century-Fox re-

lease with the kind of ingredients guaranteed to delight youngs-

ters and adventure fans of all ages. The endless parade consists

of flying carpets, flying horses, hocus-pocus magic, a handsome
Prince, a beautiful Princess, a hissable villain, a bungling Genie

with a weakness for the bottle and the ladies, plus cameo
appearances by Sinbad, Ali Baba, Aladdin, et al. Dick Shawn
is amusing as the pleasure-loving Genie, while Diane Baker

and Barry Coe supply the youthful romantic interest. John Van
Dreelen is the last word in evil as a throne-usurping sultan.

Director George Sherman has guided all of this colorful non-

sense with a light and breezy hand. The Jesse L. Lasky, Jr.-Pat

Silver screenplay has Shawn being sent to Baghdad to see that

an ancient prophesy concerning the marriage of Miss Baker

and Coe seems to pass. He promptly gets drunk and allows

Dreelen to capture the throne. Shawn is reduced to a mortal

and, after becoming official court wizard, bungles his way into

plots and counter-plots and almost succeeds in allowing Dreelen

to marry Miss Baker. But when he remembers that since the

prophesy has been written in the Book of Books it has to come

true, he forces the King of the Genii to reinstate his powers.

After some more magical foolishness and a couple of good

fights, Dreelen is changed into a parrot and Miss Baker and

Coe marry.

20th Century-Fox. 92 minutes. Dick Shawn, Diane Baker, Barry Coe. Produced by
Sam Katzman. Directed by Georne Sherman.

"Goliath and the Dragon"

*gudi«eM 7£<tiC*t? O O plus

Italian spectacle import in color has ingredients to de-

light youngsters. Should do well where ballyhooed.

American-International is taking another fling with Goliath,

the legendary strongman hero of last season's boxoffice hit,

"Goliath and the Barbarians". It is another rip-snorting, action-

filled cliffhanger. While it does not quite measure up to its

predecessor, this partially dubbed Italian import is an exploita-

tion item that should delight the youngsters and portends solid

returns in the mass market. Although the plot is as familiar

as an old shoe, director Vittorio Cottafavi has crowded his

Colorscope screen with an assortment of perils for the hero,

played with all muscles bulging by Mark Forest. Not only is

he called upon to destroy a three-headed dragon dog, a gigantic

bat, a huge bear, an elephant about to trample his brother to

death, an evil centaur and a flesh-eating, fire-breathing dragon,

but he also saves his beautiful wife from being tossed into a

pit of snakes, and singlehandedly tears down the walls of

villainous Broderick Crawford's palace. Besides these feats of

heroics and Crawford's unsuccessful schemes to do away with

Forest and steal his kingdom, several highly attractive maidens

arc continually passing in review. Forest learns from the Gods

that his wife is about to be sacrificed to the fire-breathing

dragon. He slays the monster only to find his wife recaptured.

Enraged, he destroys Crawford's palace and saves her from

the snake pit. Then Crawford is pushed into the pit.

Anfric.in International. 90 minutes. Mark Forest, Broderick Crawford. Eleonora

Ruffo. Produced by Achille Piani and Gianni Fuchs. Directed by Vittorio Cottafavi.
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"Tunes of Lilory"

Sudute&x ^atuty Q Q O
Fascinating military drama, starring Guinness. Strong
for art houses; OK for class market.

"Tunes of Glory" is an unusually cynical, thought-provoking
and fascinating drama about a pair of strong-willed colonels

serving in a Scottish Highland Regiment shortly after World
War II. Primarily it concerns itself with a tough, unpolished,

hard-drinking, up-from-the-ranks man who has led his troops

through the war and won their great affection, and the psy-

chotic disciplinarian who replaces him as CO. With Alec Guin-

ness and John Mills delivering brilliant and powerful tour de

forces as the two colonels, respectively, this United Artists

(international )-Lopert (domestic) release will prove a smash
boxoffice attraction in art and class houses. Word-of-mouth
concerning Guinness' performance also will help make it a

strong grosser in the general market. The clashing of these two
dominating personalities makes the film a near-spellbinder from
start to finish. Unfortunately, there are certain disturbing fac-

tors in James Kennaway's generally literate script. The most
glaring being the vagueness in motivation of Dennis Price,

the Regiment's discipline-minded second-in-command. In the

beginning he seems a staunch Guinness supporter, but as the

plot unfolds, he sneaks an affair with Guinness' ex-mistress;

recommends court martial for him after he drunkenly strikes

enlisted man John Fraser, in love with Guinness' daughter,

Susannah York; eggs Mills into suicide after the latter decides

to drop the charges against Guinness, then finally returns to

Guinness' fold. They are shortcomings overshadowed by both

Guinness and Mills; magnificent supporting performances, espe-

cially Gordon Jackson's, the adjutant who tries to remain loyal

to both men, and Duncan MacRae's, a leathery pipe major; the

taut and persuasive direction of Ronald Neame, and a strikingly

wintery, grim Technicolor mounting. Mills tightens discipline

immediately and alienates all but Price and Jackson. He loses

his temper in front of everyone during a big regimental dance

when Guinness and a few followers cut up drunkenly on the

floor. Later he tells Jackson how much commanding the regi-

ment means to him. After the men show open contempt for

his bowing to Guinness' will, he kills himself. Guinness, his

mind gravely affected by Mills' death, plans a big funeral.

United Artists-Lopert. 106 minutes. Alec Guinness, John Mills. Produced by
Colin Lesslie. Directed by Ronald Neame.

"The Angry Silence"

'ScuUeM tecxtUf O O O
Grim, disturbing British drama about factory strike.

Should score well in art market. OK entry generally.

A grim and disturbing drama about a factory worker whose
refusal to participate in an unofficial strike sparks off a series

of violent repercussions, this Valiant release shapes up as one
of the best British imports in some time. It will score solidly

with art house patrons and in class situations, and might prove

a fair dualler for general market consumption. Violence is

starkly present throughout, but thanks to director Guy Green's

astute handling of the subject matter, and co-producer Bryan

Forbes' sensitive and probing screenplay, it is kept on a psy-

chological level until it finally explodes in a grisly and physi-

cally brutal finale. Producer-star Richard Attenborough is su-

perb as the non-crusading, but trapped-bv-circumstances hero,

displaying a complete range of emotions as the result of his

action begins to take its toll. He is ostracised by his fellow

workers and "sent to Coventry" (the silent treatment); his son

is tarred at school; his best friend and boarder turns against

him and goes along with the crowd, and he loses an eye after

being beaten up by a pair of young toughs. Solid support is

delivered by Pier Angeli. his Italian-born wife, pregnant with

a third child they can't afford; Michael Craig, his friend; and

Bernard Lee, a middle-aged employee who becomes the tool

of an outside strike agitator. After the first strike proves suc-

cessful, stranger-agitator Alfred Burke forces Lee to call a

second wildcat walkout. Again Attenhorough remains. When
Craig learns about Attenborough s tragedy, he beats up the

culprit, drags him before the nan and shames them with an

angry speech. Burke sneaks quietl) out of town.

Valiant. 95 minutes. Richard Attenborough, Pier Angeli. Michael Craig. Bernard
Lee. Produced by Attenborough and Bryan Fore... Directed by Guy Green.

"A French Mistress"

Stutter 1£<ztuu? O O PLUS

British comedy a solid art-house entry.

From England comes a delightful comedy of complications

centering around what happens to the inhabitants of a very

proper boys' boarding school when a beautiful young French

teacher comes to fill a teaching vacancy. This Films Around

the World release is a solid entry for art houses. From the

moment lovely Agnes Laurent appears within its dignified

walls, life at Melbury School goes completely askew. Things

start getting out of hand when headmaster Cecil Parker makes

the startling discovery that Miss Laurent is the daughter of a

French woman with whom he'd had an affair years before. Con-

vinced she's his illegitimate daughter, he breaks up a budding

love affair between his son and Miss Laurent. Sharing acting

honors with Parker and Miss Laurent are James Robertson

Justice, an outspoken professor, and Ian Bannen, Parker's son.

Thanks to Roy Boulting's swift and polished direction, the

humor mounts at a consistently entertaining pace. The Boulting-

Jeffrev Dell script has Parker informing Bannen that Miss

Laurent is his sister. When he orders Miss Laurent to leave

the school, the students threaten to burn down the school.

F.ven thing is nicely resolved when Miss Laurent confesses that

she lied about her age to get the job, proving that she can't

be Parker's daughter. Bannen and Miss Laurent are reunited.

Films Around the World. Inc. 91 minutes. Cecil Parker. James Robertson Justice.

Ian Bannen, Agnes Laurent. Produced by John Boulting. Directed by Roy Boulting.

Hand in Hand"

Tender, engrossing story of religious tolerance.

Made in England and being released here by Columbia,

"Hand in Hand" refreshingly tells what happens when a pair

of eight-year-olds (a Jewish girl, a Roman Catholic boy), who
have built up a strong bond of friendship, even to the point of

becoming "blood brothers," are made to feel a deep rift exists

between them because of their different religions. The initial

production effort by Helen Winston, it is a picture with a

"message," but not overly preachy. Fair boxoffice support will

come in art houses and class situations, and it might serve ade-

quately as a dualler in the general market. The film is flavored

by truly heartwarming and audience-winning performances

from youthful Loretta Parry and Philip Needs, by Philip Lea-

cock's sensitive and imaginative direction, and by Diana Mor-
gan's probing and intelligent screenplay that skillfully combines

humor with drama. The highlights of the film occur dur-

ing Needs' apprehensive visit to a synagogue where he expects

punishment to befall him at any moment, and Miss Parry's

attendance at a Catholic service. After proving the strength

of their bond, they decide to take Needs' dinghy to Africa,

but the little craft overturns, and Needs drags Miss Parry to

shore. He thinks her dead—a "punishment"—but she survives.

Columbia. 75 minutes. Loretta Parry, Philip Needs, John Gregson, Dame Sybil
Thorndike, Finlay Currie. Produced by Helen Winston. Directed by Philip Leacock.
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PRESS BOOKS—A Continuing Discussion

Warners Presents Prime Example of

Multi-Faceted Showmanship Manual
Press books — their diversity and

utility—have been the subject of con-

siderable trade discussion of late. Film

BULLETIN raised the issue a couple

months back, and in the December 12

issue (Are Press Books Serving Ex-

hibitors?) a number of prominent

theatre showmen supported the view

that a wider range of selling angles is

needed to serve the requirements of all

situations.

An excellent example of the diversi-

fied press book—the kind of promo-

tional aid for exhibitors who too often

find themselves restricted by a single-

theme campaign unsuitable for their

situations—is the 20-page manual War-
ner Bros, has cooked up for "The Sun-

downers".

In the all-important advertising por-

tion, each exhibitor should find some

tack to his liking, since three com-

pletely different approaches to the pic-

ture are offered in the eye-catching and

interesting series of ads designed to sell

this film to every type of audience.

Obviously aware of the fact that to cap-

ture the varying audience segments you

must have more than one kind of ad

bait, the Warner showmen, under the

direction of national promotion chief

Richard Lederer, include this note to

their exhibitor customers: "You will

find three different ad campaigns in this

pressbook . . . Use the ads you feel

most effective in your situation." And
the three angles furnished—action, sex,

human warmth—are pegged to form a

triangle that encompasses all elements

of the movie-going population.

For the action fans, there are ads

that feature the adventure and excite-

ment that go to make up the Australian

"out back" country, where much of the

picture was filmed. Faces and figures of

the stars — Deborah Kerr, Robert
Mitchum and Peter Ustinov—are set

against a sweeping, eye-filling montage
of lusty brawling, hard work, and
sprawling miles of land, flaming here

with forest fire, filled there with leap-

ing kangaroos. And the copy, bold and
to the point, is fashioned to match.

MAT 302 - 3 col . »'. ...<h«. 1393 (no)

The warmth of the sun shining down on a sensual

embrace provides a compelling piece of art for

this romance-angled ad, with appropriate copy.

The romantic aspect likewise is cov-

ered quite thoroughly and convinc-

ingly. A compelling sensuality is de-

picted in the artwork, but nature's

warmth, described by a blazing sun,

lends an aura of wholesomeness to the

clinches that is sure to be appreciated

in quarters where movie advertising is

usually viewed with a jaundiced eye.

The copy here blends perfectly with the

art, getting across the intensity of the

man-woman theme with singular effec-

tiveness. Example: "Only one thing

could stir Paddy up more than that big,

blazing ball of fire up there—and that

was Ida Carmody with her love wrap-

ped around him more intensely than

the sun . .
."

The third facet of "The Sundowners"
advertising campaign — stressing the

real, warm, human qualities of the

characters—is developed to attract the

entire family. Or, as one of these ads

words it: "Sundowners are real people.

They're fun-people, fervent people . . .

they have a tremendous urge to keep

breathing". And to top it off, this

rather cute testimonial from a kangaroo

replete in spectacles, muffler and direc-

tor's megaphone: "As a woman—natu-

rally I recommend 'The Sundowners'

to everybody!" This section of the ad

push also draws a bead on the class

patronage via a pitch to those who read

Jon Cleary's best-seller on which the

film is based. "The Sundowners," reads

one of the ads, "were born in a fasci-

nating novel and now come beautifully

of age in a fascinating motion picture".

The exploitation and publicity, as

outlined in the press book, also are

multi-faceted, tailored to capture the

attention of potential patrons from all

walks of life. One of the selling aids

of which Warner Bros, is particularly

proud is the unique record attached to

each book. It brings exhibitors "sea-

son's greetings" from the film firm

—

and an opportunity to win an RCA-
Victor color TV set in a "Sundowners"

local-national contest that, even if it

doesn't win them a prize, promises to

keep their turnstiles clicking merrily.

The record gives details of the com-

petition in which theatremen can take

part by submitting their exploitation

campaigns for the picture, with emph-
asis, of course, on the big public con-

test, featuring as grand prize a jet

holiday for two in Australia. The best

all-around exploitation push will win

the video set. The national contest is

being backed by Qantas Airways, the

Hilton Hotels and the New South

Wales Government Tourist Bureau of

Australia—in addition to Warners' and

RCA-Victor. Exhibitors are urged to

sponsor, with the cooperation of a local

newspaper, radio-TV station or depart-

ment store, letter-writing contests on the

subject: "Why I Would Like To Visit

Australia ". The winners of the local

contests will receive numerous locally-

promoted prizes, and their letters will

be, forwarded to Warners', in New
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York, for judging in the national com-

petition.

To help promote the contest, the film

company has whipped up a striking 3-

sheet dramatizing the competition and

the prizes, and a specially-prepared

trailer for theatre patrons. In addition,

tie-in displays, including cards listing

contest rules and stills from the pic-

ture, are suggested for store windows

and house lobbies.

Under the capsuled title, "Exploi-

tips". the press book offers ten more
ways to get the most mileage out of

"The Sundowners". No matter who the

showman, he ought to find at least a

couple of items that apply to his situa-

tion.

As the idea-packed press book points

out, the Pocket Books' paperback edi-

tion of "The Sundowners" can be a

powerful ticket-seller, too. The movie

copy is on display in bookstores and on

book counters all across the country and

features such eye-catchers as: a colorful

scene from the film on the front cover,

along with ample credits, and a series

of provocative scenes from the film, ac-

companied by dialogue excerpts, on the

back cover.

Other important exploitation mate-

rial also is tailored to the multi-angled

theme. Both the regular production and
teaser trailers, for instance, are de-

signed to convey the outdoor adventure

idea, as well as the moving intimacy of

the romance. Potent TV trailers of the

"open end" variety also are available,

free from the Warner branches. Two
separate radio spot approaches have

been mapped out— one emphasizing

the outdoor action, the other, the man-
woman story—and are obtainable free

on a single transcription record. Here

again, Warners' offers the exhibitor

his choice of campaigns: "Familiarize

yourself with these two campaigns, de-

cide which will prove the most effective

in your market—or use a combination

of both campaigns '.

The "Sundowners" theme, recorded

by six major artists on six labels; a

special "Sundowners" hat created for

co-star Dina Merrill by the celebrated

Mr. John; a special 35mm short subject,

"On Location with 'The Sundow ners' ",

prepared by director Fred Zinnemann
—these, too, are presented as part of

the campaign for the film.

As they used to say about certain pic-

tures, there's a little bit of everything in

it—something for everybody. In fact,

you might call the Warner Bros, man-
ual on "The Sundowners" exhibit A in

the case for the diversified press book.

Across Six Thousand Miles of Excitement... Across
a Whole World of Adventure Comes the Rousing,
Story of Real People Called The Sundowners /

errMitchum stinov

mmmm
PRODUCTION Of

Glynis Johns - dinamerrili
b, ISOBEL IENNART • D rMMd b| FRED ZINNEMANN

MAT 504 - 5 col « 7'-. ,*chei (525 l.nej)

TECHNICOLOR*
WARNER BROS

Above: The Action-Adventure Angle

Below: The Human Interest Approach

SUNDOWNERS ARE REAL PEOPLE. ..and you'll find them

in one of the most wonderful motion pictures ever made People

like PADDY CARMODY, who's going to give up chasing

the sun— tomorrow... IDA CARMODY who's going to have a

home all her own— tomorrow. ..YOUNG SEAN, who's going to

kiss his first girl— tomorrow ... VENEKER, who's going to give

up all this nonsense— tomorrow! All the fire and fascination

of the bold and sweeping best-seller are on the screen!

m DEBORAH M& mt ROBERT m B PETER

Kerr Mitchum Ustinov
.FREDZINNEMANN'S^..

THE SUNDOWNERS

TECHNICOLOR*

WARNER BROS.

MAT 403 - 4 col. x 7* inchej (440 lines)
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Newsmakers

Kirsch Resigns

Allied Slates will pick a new presi-

dent to succeed Jack Kirsch (above).

forced by illness to retire from the post

he assumed last month. Chairman Ben
Marcus, w ho will carry the presidential

duties until a successor is chosen, an-

nounced that a special meeting of the

exhibitor group's board w ill be held in

Milwaukee, Jan. 14-15, to select a new
head and, possibly, an executive direc-

tor. Also. M.trms said that the "future
of Allied" committee will submit a

blueprint to the board for the estab-

lishment of new national headquarters.

Lippert's

6 Million

Robert L. Lippert

(left), will produce

16 pictures with and

for 20th-Fox next

year at a cost of S6,-

000,000, a new high

for him, the pro-

ducer-theatreman said. Topping the list are

an updated version of the famous "Cabinet

of Dr. Caligari"; "The Big Show", an Esther

Williams-starrer, and "It Happened in

Athens", with Jayne Mansfield.

Nizer Receives 'Joey' Award
Attorney Louis Nizer (center) receives the Children's

Asthma Institute for Research "Joey" award from UA vice

president Max E. Youngstein, a founder of the Institute,

while RCA chairman Gen. David SarnorT watches in N.Y.

Hyman Aims to Eliminate

Last 'Orphan' Period

There remains but one "orphan"

period in the distribution year—the

April-June span—according to Ameri-

can Boadcasting-Paramount Theatres

vice president Edward L. Hyman
(above). And to the correction of that

situation, the champion of orderly re-

lease will bend his prime promotional

efforts in 1961. This was revealed in

a message introducing the release sched-

ule he has compiled, which details prod-

uct available from the 10 leading dis-

tributors for January-June of next year.

There will be 55 pictures ready for the

first 1961 quarter, as compared to 53

in the same span this > ear. In the second

period, there w ill be 67 releases—a big

jump from the 53 released this year.

Hyman classed 29 films set for the up-

coming April-June period as of "qua-

lity" grade; in the similar I960 quarter,

he said, there were only 11 such films.

The AB-PT executive told the trade

press that the "wonderful quality" of

the product available during the 1961

"orphan" period "will lend terrific im-

petus" to the planned push. He urged

"all exhibitors in the United States and

Canada who have endorsed orderly dis-

tribution to join with our company in

conducting a drive during this 1-i-week

period", and exhorted distributors to do
likewise. Then Hyman concluded: "we
are confident that, by this unity of ac-

tion, our industry will achieve tremen-

dous benefits in that the period en-

volved, which has normally been a

poor one, will be converted to the best

in recent years . .
."

Doctors

Meeting
Stuart Miller

(left). Lawrence
Turman report

on production
plans for their

"The Young
Doctors" for

United Artists,

while national

promotion chief

Fred Goldberg
(right) listens

at UA meet in

New York City.

Award to Levine

Embassy head Joseph E. Le\ine
(right) accepts Paul Revere bowl from
Massachusetts Governor Foster Eurculo

for "aggressive advertising contribu-

tions to the motion picture industry**.

FCC Nixes Hartford Oral

Plea; See Early Ruling

Parties to the Hartford pay-TV case

now are awaiting an early FCC de-

cision, following the Commission's de-

nial of a plea by exhibitors opposing
the Phonevision application for a final

round of oral arguments. At the same-

time, the FCC granted privilege to all

counsel to file briefs in answer to oppo-
sition claims.

Attendance Up in Nov.
November marked the second suc-

cessive month that theatre attendance-

was up over the similar month last

year, according to Sindlinger & Co.

Headliners . . .

Jack L. Warner named Commander
of Order of British Empire by Queen
Elizabeth . . . David Lipton, Howard
Strickling members of MPAA film ad

co-ordinating unit . . . "Spartacus"

rolled up its first million in theatre

gross . . . Columbia first v.p. and treas-

urer Leo Jaffe chosen chairman of Fed-

eration of Jewish Philanthropies

amusement div ision.

JONAS ROSENFIELD III

Jonas Rosenheld, III, 18-year-old son

of the Columbia vice president, was a

passenger aboard the ill-fated United

Airlines jet that crashed recentlv over

New York.
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HIS IsjEbUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current &> Coming Features

(Date of Rim BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

July

PAY OR DIE Ernest Borgnine, Zohra Lampert. Pro-

ducer-director Richard Wilson. Story of Police Capt.

Petrosino's war against the Mafia in the early 1900 s.

RAYMIE David Ladd. John Aoar. Charles Winninger

Richard Arlen. Producer A. C. Lyle. Director Fred

McDonald. Small boy dreams of capturing giant 6

foot barracuda. 72 min.

August

SEX KITTEN j GO TO COLLEGE Mamie Van Doren. Tues-

day Weld Miianou Bardot. Producer-director Albert

Zugsmith. Shapely blonde professor upsets staid col-

lege routine. 93 min. 11/28/40.

September

CALTIKI THE IMMORTAL MONSTER John Merivale, Didi

Sullivan, Gerald Herter. Science fiction thriller. 76 mm.

HELL TO ETERNITY Jeffrey Hunter, David Janssen, Vic

Damone, Patricia Owens, Sessue Hayakawa, Mnko
Taka. Producer Irving H. Levin. Director Phil Karlson.

True story of U. S. Marine hero Guy Gabaldon. 132 min.

8/22/60.

TORMENTED, THE Richard Carlson. Susan Gordon, Juli

Reading. Producers Bert I. Gordon, Joseph Steinberg.

Eerie shocker. 75 min.

October

BLOODY BROOD, THE Barbara Lord, Jack Bett. Peter

Falk. Producer Julian Roffman. Melodrama about mod-
ern generation. 71 min.

SERENGETI Color. Narrated by Michael Gnimek,
Dr Bernhard Grzimek. Documentary of African Jun-

gle. 84 min.

TIME BOMB Curt Jergens, Mylene Demongeot. Suspense
story. 92 min.

November

HEROES DIE YOUNG Erika Peters, Robert Geti, Bill

Browne. Daring incident during W. W. II. 76 min.

PLUNDERERS, THE Jeff Chandler, Dolores Hart. Pro-

ducer-director Joseph Pevney. Band of voung hoodlums
intimidate entire western town. 104 min. 11/28/60.

UNFAITHFULS, THE Gina Lollobrigida
,
May Britt, Pierre

Cressoy. Producers Carlo Ponti, Dino De Laurentis.

Drama. 89 min.

December

HEROD THE GREAT Color. Edmund Purdom, Sylvia
Lopez, Messimo Girotti. 89 min.

Jai

IOOK IN ANY WINDOW Paul Anka. Alex Nicol. Gigi
Perreau. Ruth Roman. Producers William Alland, Lau-
rence E. Mascott. "Peeping Tom" gets in trouble

Coming
ARMORED COMMAND Howard Keel, Tina Louise. Pro-

ducer Ron W. Alcorn. Story of the famous German
spy, Alexandra Bestegar.

BIG BANKROLL. THE David Janssen, Jack Carson,
Keenan Wynn. Producers Samuel Bischoff, David Dia-
mond. Fabulous life story of the king of the gamblers.

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan. Producers A.
Ronald Lubin, Millard Kaufman. Picturization of Her-
man Melville's sea classic.

CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER Producer Albert
Zugsmith.

DONDI David Kory. David Janssen, Patti Page, Walter
Winchell, Mickey Shaughnessy. Producer-Director
Albert Zugsmith. Story based on the comic strip
character. 90 min.

EL CID Super-Technirama, Technicolor. Charlton
Heston. Sophia Loren. Producers Samuel Bronston,
Phillip Yordan. Story of El Cid, who freed Spain and
Christiandom from Moorish invaders.

RECKLESS, PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

REPRIEVE Producers Millard Kaufman. A. Ronald
Lubin. Film biog. of Resko. once sentenced to die in

electric chair and reprieved after 19 years in Danne-
more Prison.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-

dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
boo.;s, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon

TWENTY PLUS TWO Producer Frank Gruber. Story of

events in life of woman missing 22 years.

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart

Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

MY DOG. BUDDY Ken Curtis. Producer Ken Curtis.

Director Ray Kellogg. A boy and his dog are parted.
77 min. 5/9/60.

July

AMAZING TRANSPARENT MAN Marguerite Chapman,
Douglas Kennedy, James Griffith. Producer Lester D.

Guthrie. Director Edgar G. Ulmer. 60 min.

BEYOND THE TIME BARRIER Robert Clarke. Darlene
Tompkins, Arianne Arden. Producer Robert Clarke.

Director Edgar G. Ulmer. A journey to the world of

tomorrow. 80 min.

HOUSE OF USHER CinemaScope. Color. Vincent Price.

Mark Damon, Myrna Fahey. Producer-director Roger
Corman. Edgar Allen Poe's classic. 85 min. 7/25/60.

October

JOURNEY TO THE LOST CITY Colorscope. Debra
Paget, Paul Christian. Producer-Director Fritz Lang.
Adventure story set in India. 94 min. 11/28/60.

November

GOLIATH AND THE DRAGON CinemaScope. Color.

Mark Forest, Broderick Crawford. Action fantasy.

January

February

BLACK SUNDAY Barbara Steele, John Richardson. A
classic study in horror. 94 min.

HAND, THE Derek Bond, Ronald Lee Hunt. Action

mystery. 61 min.

March

IIO NG A Color. Michael Gough, Margo Johns. Pro-

ducer Herman Cohen. Director John Lamount. Monster
gorilla rampages through Piccadilly Circus. 90 min.

April

May

June

MASTEP. OF THE WORLD Color. Vincent Price, Charles
Bronson, Henry Hull, Mary Webster, David Frankham.
Jules Verne tale of one man's scheme to eliminate war.

Coming

TAKE ME TO YOUR LEADER CinemaScope. Comedy
science fiction.

THE PIT AND THE PENDULUM CinemaScope. Color.

Vincent Price Edgar Allen Poe classic.

V/ORLD IN MY HANDS, THE Martha Hyer. Action

spectacle.

COLUMBIA

June

BATTLE IN OUTER SPACE Color. Ryo Ikebe, Leonard
Stanford Producer Tomoyuki Tanaka. Director Inoshiro

Honda. 90 min. 6/27/60.

MOUNTAIN ROAD, THE James Stewart. Lisa Lu. Pro-

ducer William Goetz. Director Daniel Mann. G.l.'i

fight across Burma. 102 min. 3/2B/60.

July

STOP! LOOK! & LAUGH! Three Stooges, Paul Winchell
& Jerry Mahoney. Producer Harry Romm. Director
Jules White. Funny men romp. 78 min. 8/22/60.

STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET CinemaScope, Color.
Kirk Douglas, Kim Novak. Ernie Kovacs. Barbara Rush.
Producer-director Richard Quine. Love triangle in sub-
urbia, based on Evan Hunter's best-seller. 117 min.

6/6/60.

13 GHOSTS Charles Herbert, Jo Morrow, Martin Milner.

Producer-director William Castle. Rib-tickling ghost tale.

88 min. 7/25/60.

August

NIGHTS OF LUCRETIA BORGIA. THE Color. Belinda
Lee, Jacques Sernas. Producer Carlo Caiano. Director
Sergio Grieco. Action spectacle. 108 min. 8/8/60.

September

ALL THE YOUNG MEN Alan Ladd. Sidney Poitier.

Producer-director Hall Bartlett. U.N. forces trapped
behind enemy lines in Korea. 86 min. 8/8/60.

AS THE SEA RAGES Maria Schell. Cliff Robertson.
Producer Carl Szkoll. Director Horst Hechler. A war
among fishermen and islanders. 97 min. 8/22/60.

ENEMY GENERAL, THE Van Johnson, Jean Pierre

Aumont, Dany Carrel. Producer Sam Katzman. Director

George Sherman. A killer is kidnapped. 74 min.

8/22/60.

FAST AND SEXY CinemaScope, Color. Gina Lollo-

brigida, Dale Robertson. Producer Milko Skofic. Di-

rector Reginald Denham. Love story set in Italy. 98

min. 9/5/60.

October

I AIM AT THE STARS Curt Jurgens, Victoria Shaw.
P-oducer Charles H. Schneer. Director J Lee Thompson.
Film biography of brilliant rocket scientist von Braun.

107 min. 9/19/60.

I'M ALL RIGHT. JACK Peter Sellers, Ian Carmichael,
Terry-Thomas Producer Roy Boulting. Director John
Boulting. Labor-management spoof. 104 min.

LET NO MAN WRITE MY EPITAPH Burl Ives. Shelley

Winters. James Darren. Producer Boris D. Kaplan. Di-

rector Philip Leacock. Drama of the slums. 106 min.

10/3/60.

SONG V/ITHOUT END CinemaScope, Color. Dirk Bo-

garde, Capucine. Producer William Goetz. Director

Charles Vidor. Musical biography of Franz Liszt. 141

min. 7/11/60.

November

HELL IS A CITY Stanley Baker, John Crawford, Donald
Pleasance Producer Michael Carreras. Director Val

Guest. Crime thriller. 96 min. 11/14/60.

SURPRISE PACKAGE Yul Brynner. Mitzi Gaynor. Pro-

ducer-director Stanley Donen. Deported hood "cuts

up" on island of Rhodes. 100 min. 10/17/60.

December

JAZZ BOAT CinemaScope. Anthony Newley, Anne
Aubrey. Producers Irving Allen. Albert R. Broccoli.

Director Ken Hughes. Mirth and murder on an excur-

sion boat. 90 min. I 1/28/60.

PLEASE TURN OVER Ted Ray, Jean Kent, Leslie Philips,

Joan Sims. Producer Peter Rogers. Director Gerald

Thomas. A lass in literary circles. 86 min. 10/17/60.

3 WORLDS OF GULLIVER. THE Super Dynamation.
Color. Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow. Producer Charles

Schneer. Director Jack Sher. Jonathan Swift classic.

100 min. 12/12/60.

January

HAND IN HAND John Gregson. Sybil Thorndike. Fin-

lay Currie. Producer Helen Winston. Director Philip

Leacock.

SWORD OF SHERWOOD FOREST Color. Richard

Greene, Peter Cushing.

WACKIEST SHIP IN THE ARMY, THE CinemaScope
Color Jack Lemmon, Ricky Nelson. Producer Fred

Kohlmar. Director Richard Murphy. 99 min. 12/12/60

February

ANGEL BABY Mercedes McCambridge, George Hamil-

UNDERWORLD, U.S.A. Cliff Robertson. Dolores Dorn.

Beatrice Kay Producer-director Samuel Fuller.

VISA TO CANTON Richard Basehart.
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Coming
CRY FOR HAPPY Color. CinemaScope Glenn Ford
Donald O'Connor, Miiko Taka. Producer William Goeti.
Director George Marshall.

DEVIL AT 4 O'CLOCK, THE Spencer Tracy. Frank
Sinatra. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mervyn
LeRoy.

GUNS OF NAVARONE. THE CinemaScope, Color.
Gregory Peck, David Niven. Anthony Quinn. Producer
Carl Foreman. Director J. Lee Thompson,

PEPE CinemaScope, Color. Cantinflas, Dan Dailey,
Shirley Jones. Producer-director George Sidney.

TWO FACES OF DR. JEKYLL, THE Color. Paul Massi*.
Dawn Addams. Producer Michael Carreras. Director
Terence Fisher. Film version of Robert Louis Steven-
son's clinic.

NDEPENDENTS

July

POLLYANNA IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Jane Wyman.
Richard Eagan Producer Walt Disney. Director David
Swift. Eleanor H Porter's best seller. 134 min. 4/11/40.

August

PRIVATE PROPERTY (Citation Films, Inc.) Corey Allen.
Warren Oates, Robert Wark, Jerome Cowan. Kate
Manx. Producer Stanley Colbert. Director Leslie
Stevens. 80 min. 8/22/60.

SAVAGE EYE, THE (Trans-Lux Kingsley) Gary Merrill,
Barbara Baxley, Herschel Bernardi. Producer-Director
Ben Maddow Sidney Meyers, Joseph Strick. 67 min.
8/22/60.

October

JUNGLE CAT IBuena Vista) Technicolor. Story of
animal life along the Amazon River. 70 min.

November

TEN WHO DARED IBuena Vista) Brian Keith. John
Beal James Drury. Producer Walt Disney. Director
William Beaudine. 92 min. 10/17/60.

December

BIG DEAL OF MADONNA STREET, THE (United Motion
Picture Organization, Inc. I Vittorio Gassman, Marcello
Mastroianni, Toto. Producer Franco Cristaldi. Director
Mario Monicelli. Italian spoof of Ihe perfect crime. 91
min. 11/28/60.

COME DANCE WITH ME (Kingsley International) Brig-
itte Bardot, Henri Vidal, Dawn Addams. Director
Michel Boisrond. Murder mystery. 91 min. 11/14/60.

SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON (Buena Vista) Technicolor,
Panavision. John Mills, Dorothy McGuire. Producer
William H. Anderson. Director Ken Annakin. Adapta-
tion of Johann Wyss' adventure classic. 126 min.
1 1/14/60.

VIRGIN SFRING, THE (Janus Films) Max von Sydow,
Birgitta Valberg, Gunnel Lindblom. Director Ingmar
Bergman. Modernized 14th century folk legend. 88 min.
I 1/23/60.

April

101 DALMATIANS IBuena Vista) Technicolor. All car-
toon feature. Producer Walt Disney. Comedy-fantasy
based on Dodie Smith's novel.

Coming
ABSENT MINDED PROFESSOR, THE IBuena Vista) Fred
MacMurray, Nancy Olson, Keenan Wynn. Producer
Walt Disney. Director Robert Stevenson. Comedy
about professor who invents anti-gravity force.

CHASERS, THE IGaston Hakim) Jacques Charrier.
Charles Agnovour. Director Jean-Pierre Mocky. Cyni-
cal yet engrossing French import about youthful
women-chasers. 75 min. 3/28.

OAY OF THE TRUMPET, THE IC. Santiago Film Organi-
zation Prod.) John Agar, Richard Arlen, Bill Phipps.
Producer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

DREAM MACHINE. THE I Amalgamated Prodi.) Rod
Cameron, Marty Murphy, Patar llling. Producers Rich-
ard Gordon and Charlas Vetter, Jr. Director Mont-
gomery Tully.

ENTERTAINER, THE (Continental Distributing. Inc.)
Laurence Olivier. Brenda de Banzie, Joan Plowright.
Producer Harry Saltzman. Director Tony Richardson.
Film version of John Osborne's play. 97 min. 10/17/60.'

GORGO (King Bros.) Technicolor, Wide screen. Bill

Travers, Vincent Winter, William Sylvester. Producer
Maurice and Frank King. Director Eugene Lourie.

HIROSHIMA, MON AMOUR (Zenith International)
Emmanuelle Riva, Ejil Okada. Producer-Director Alain
Resnais. Love story set against background of war.
88 min. 7/25/60.

IT HAPPENED IN BROAD DAYLIGHT (Continental

Distributing, Inc I Heinz Ruhmann, Michel Simon, Gert
Frobe. Producer Lazar Wechsler. Director Ladislao

Vajda. 97 min. 10/17/60.

JAZZ ON A SUMMER'S DAY (Galaxy Attractions. Inc.)

Louis Armstrong, Gerry Mulligan. George Shearing.

Producer-director Bert Stern. Sights and sounds of the

Newport, R. I. annual iazz festival. 85 min. 5/9/60.

LIGHT ACROSS THc STREET, THE lUMPOl Brigitu

Bardot Raymond Peilegrin. Rng-r Piquat. ProOucer
Jacqjei Gauthier. Director Geo.ges Lacombe Drama
A Franca husband and wife try to live without normal
sez relations after the husband had a near-fatal acci-

dent. 76 mm
LUST TO KILL I Producers Associated Pictures Co. I

Jim Davis Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton, Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MICHAEL STROGOFF (Continental Distributing. Inc.)

Color. CinemaScope. Curt Jurgens. Genevieve Page.
Producer John Spigler. Director Carmine Gallone.
Adventure classic. 115 min. 6/6/60.

NEVER ON SUNDAY Lopert Films. Inc.) Melina Mer-
couri, Jules Dassin. Director Jules Dassin. 91 min.

10/17/60.

REST IS SILENCE. THE I Films Around the World, Inc.)

Hardy Kruger Peter Van Eyck, Ingrid Andree. Pro-

ducer-Director Helmut Kautner. Modernized version of

Hamlet in German. 106 min. 8/8/60.

SANTA CLAUS IK. Gordon Murray Productions) Joseph
Elias Moreno. Producer William Calderon. Director
Rene Cardone. Children's Christmas story. 94 min.
10/3/60.

SCHOOL FOR SCOUNDRELS (Continental Distributing.
Inc.) Ian Carmichael. Terry-Thomas. Alastair Sim, Ja-
nette Scott. Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Robert
Hamer British comedy. 94 min. 7/25/60.

SILVER SKATES, THE IBuena Vista) Eastman Color
Rony Zeander, Carin Rossby. Producer Walt Disney.
Director Norman Foster. Romantic fairy-tale taking
place by the Zuider Zee in 1850.

THUNDER IN CAROLINA IHowco International) Rory
Calhoun, Alan Hale, Connie Hines, John Gentry. Pro-
ducer J. Francis White. Director Paul Helmick. 92 min.
7/25/60.

TUNES OF GLORY I Lopert Films, Inc.) Color. Alec
Guinness. John Mills. Producer Colin Leslie. Director
Ronald Neame. Comedy-drama of postwar British Army.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

May
PLATINUM HIGH SCHOOL Mickey Rooney, Terry
Moore. Producer Red Doff. Director Charles Haas
Story of delinquents at an exclusive boys military
academy. 93 min.

June

ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN, THE Cinema-
Scope, MetroColor. Tony Randall, Eddie Hodges. Pro-
ducer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Michael Curt'n.
Film version of Mark Twain's classic story of the Mis-
sissippi River. 107 min. 5/9/60.

GIANT OF MARATHON. THE Dyalscope. Color. Steve
Reeves, Mylene Demongeot. Producer Bruno Vailati.

Director Jacques Tourneur. Action-filled recreation of

the classic battle of ancient Greece. 92 min. 6/6/60.

July

BELLS ARE RINGING CinemaScope MetroColor. Judy
Holliday, Dean Martin. Producer Arthur Freed. Direc-
tor Vincente Minnelli. Film version of Broadway hi*.

127 min. 6/27/60.

THE DAY THEY ROEBED THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Aldo Ray. Elizabeth Sellars. Hugh Griffith. Producer
Jules Buck. Director John Guillermln. Suspenseful
action-thriller of a sensational robbery. 85 min. 8/8/60.

August

ALL THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS CinemaScope
MetroColor. Robert Wagner. Natalie Wood. Susan
Kohner. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Michael
Anderson. Drama involving four young people whose
paths cross in their search to find love. 112 min.
7/25/60.

TIME MACHINE. THE Color. Rod Taylor. Alan Young.
Producer-director George Pal. Based on H. G. Wells'
story of a man who invents a machine which carries
him from the 19th century into an amazing world of
the future. 103 min. 7/25/60.

September

ANGEL WORE RED. THE Ava Gardner. Dirk Bogarde
Joseph Cotten. Producer Goffredo Lombardo. Director
Nunnally Johnson. Drama, during Spanish Civil War
involving a priest and a beautiful dancer. 99 min.
9/19/60.

SUBTERRANEANS. THE CinemaScope. MetroColor.
Leslie Caron, George Peppard. Producer Arthur Freed
Director Ranald MacDougaM. Film version of Jack
Kerouac's novel. 89 min. 8/22/60.

October

KEY WITNESS CinemaScope. Jeff Hunter, Pat Crowley
Producer Kathryn Hereford. Director Phil Karlson. Story
of a man threatened by a gang of hoodlums after he
is witness to a murder. 81 min. 10/3/60.
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November

BUTTERFIELD 8 CinemaScope. MetroColor. Elizabeth
Taylor. Laurence Harvey. Eddie Fisher Producer
Pandro S. Berman. Director Daniel Mann. Adaptation
of John O'Hara's novel. 109 min. 11/14/60.

WHERE THE HOT WIND BLOWS Gina Lollobrigida.

Yves Montand. Producer Jacques Bar Director Jules

Dassin. From Roger Vailland's best-selling novel of

smoldering violence among people of primitive morals
living in an isolated Adriatic village. 120 min. 10/3/60.

December

CIMARRON CinemaScope, MetroColor. Glenn Ford,
Maria Schell, Anne Baxter. Producer Edmund Grainger
Director Anthony Mann. Based on Ear.a Ferber's classic

novel. 104 min. 12/12/60.

WHERE THE BOYS ARE CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Dolores Hart, George Hamilton, Yvette Mimieux, Paula
Prentiss. Connie Francis. Producer Joseph Pasternak
Director Henry Levin. Based on Glendon Swarthout's
best-seller about college students who join annual
Easter trek to Florida for vacations and romance. 99

min. 12/12/60.

January

VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED George Sanders, Bar-

bara Shelley. Producer Ronald Kinnoch Director WoH
Rilla. Suspense drama with a science-fiction basis. 78

min. 10/31/60.

February

COLOSSUS OF RHODES. THE CinemaScope Color.
Rory Calhoun. Lea Massari. Director Sergio Leone-
Action spectacle of historic battle between the people
of ancient Rhodes and invading Phoenicians.

GO NAKED IN THE WORLD CinemaScope, MetroColor
Gina Lollobrigida. Tony Franciosa, Ernest Borgnioe
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Ranald MacDou-
gaM. Film version of a novel by Tom Chamales.

GORGO Eastman Color. Bill Travers. Will Sylvester,
Vincent Winter. Producers Frank and Maurice King.
Director Eugene Lourie. Adventure story of a monster
that virtually destroys London to rescue its off-spring
from captivity. 103 min.

March

ATLANTIS. THE LOST CONTINENT Color. Anthony
Hall. Joyce Taylor. John Da II . Producer-Director
George Pal. Science-adventure drama of mysterious
civilization said to have vanished into the sea.

Coming

BEN HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston.
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bfb-
lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

GREEN HELMET, THE Bill Travers, Nancy Walters. Pro-
ducer Charles Vetter. Director Michael Forlong. Dra-
matic thriller about auto racing based on the novel by
John Cleary.

INVASION QUARTET Bill Travers. Gregore Asian. Pro-
ducer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Jay Lewis. Comedy-
romance about British Armed Forces.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor. Technirama. JefTrey
Hunter. Siobhan McKenna. Robert Ryan. Producer
Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas Ray. Epic drama
based on life of Christ.

MAGIC BOY Magicolor. Animated cartoon depicting
adventures of a little Japanese boy and girl and their
animal friends in the mountain district of Japan. 83 min.

RING OF FIRE Metrocolor. David Janssen, Joyce
Taylor, Frank Gorshin. Producer-director Andrew Stone.
Suspense-drama of a manhunt.

SILENT PARTNER, THE Stewart Granger, Haya Hara-
reet. Producer Michael Relph. Director Basil Dearden
Melodramatic story mixing sex and suspense.

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope. Eastman color. Victor
Mature. Orson Welles. Producer-Director Richard
Thorpe. Epic of barbaric Tartars who swept out of
Asia intent on the destruction of western civilization.
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PARAMOUNT

May
FIVE BRANDED WOMEN Van Heflin, Silvana Mangar:
Vera Miles. Producer Dino De Laurentiis. Director
Martin Ritt. Yugoslav partisans battle Nazis. 106 mir

4/11/40.

PRISONER OF THE VOLGA Eastman Color. John De-ek,
Elsa Martinelli, Dawn Addams. Director V. Tour-
ieasky. Historical spectacle. 82 min. 5/9/60.

June
WALK LIKE A DRAGON Jack Lord, Nobu McCarthy,
James Shigeta. Producer-director James Claveli. Drama
set in the Old West dealing with the fight between
an American settler and a Chinese immigrant for the

love of an Oriental slave girl. 95 min. 6/6/60.

July

BELLBOY, THE Jerry Lewis. Aiex Gerry, Joan Tabor.
Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of a mute bellboy
at a Florida resort. 72 min. 8/22/60.

RAT RACE. THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Debbie Rey-
nolds. Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director Robert Mulligan. Drama of a career-seeking
saxophone player and a disillusioned showgirl. 105 min.

5/9/60.

TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT Eastman Color. Gordon
Scott, Jock Mahoney. Producers Sy Weintraub. Harvey
Hayutin. Director Robert Day. Famous king of the

untamed engages in more adventurous activities. 88
min. 6/27/60.

August

IT STARTED IN NAPLES VistaVision, Technicolor. Clark
Gable, Sophia Loren. Producer Jack Rose. Director
Mel Shavelson. An American lawyer goes to Italy to

get his orphaned nephew and falls in love with the
child's governess. 100 min. 7/25/60.

PSYCHO Janet Leigh, Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles,
John Gavin. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock
Story based on Inner Sanctum mystery novel by Robert
Bloch. 109 min. 6/27/60.

September

BOY WHO STOLE A MILLION, THE Virgilio Texera,
Maurice Reyna. Producer George Brown. Director
Charles Crichton. Young bank messenger "borrows"
1.000,000 pesetas to help his father. 64 min. 9/19/60.

UNDER TEN FLAGS Technirama. Van Heflin, Charles
Laughton. Producer Dino DeLaurentis. Directors Duilio
Coletti and Silvio Nariizano. Drama of WWII. 92
min. 9/5/60.

November
BREATH OF SCANDAL, A Technicolor. Sophia Loren,
Maurice Chevalier, John Gavin. Producers Carlo Ponti
and Marcello Girosi. Director Michael Curtiz. A sophis-
ticated story of the make-believe world of the Austro-
Hungarian court around 1906. 98 min. 10/31/60.

G.I. BLUES Technicolor. Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse.
Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman Taurog. Story
of American soldiers in Germany. 104 min. 11/14/60.

December

CINDERFELLA Technicolor, VistaVision. Jerry Lewis,
Ed Wynn, Anna Marie Alberghetti, Erin O'Brien. Pro-
ducer Jerry Lewis. Director Frank Tashlin. Modern
version of the Cinderella fairy tale. 91 min. 11/28/60.

January

BLUEPRINT FOR ROBBERY Jay Barney, Tom Duggan.
Producer Bryan Foy. Director Jerry Hopper. Story
of a $2,000,000 bank heist.

February
WORLD OF SUZIE WONG. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Nancy Kwan, Michael Wilding, Sylvia Syms.
Producer Ray Stark. Director Richard Ouine. Based
on Richard Mason's novel and the Broadway play.
129 min. 11/14/60.

Coming
ALL IN A NIGHT'S WORK Technicolor. Dean Martin
Shirley MacLaine, Cliff Robertson. Producer Hal Wal-
lis. Director Joseph Anthony. Pretty research assistant
for publishing empire suspected of blackmail plot
involving late boss.

BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim. Producer Raymond Eger. Direc-
tor Roger Vadim. Suspense drama based on story by
Paul Gallico.

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S Technicolor. Audrey Hep-
burn, George Peppard. Producers Martin Jurow
Richard Shepherd. Director Blake Edwards. Adapta-
tion of the best-seller by Truman Capote.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden. Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,
George Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

espionage drama.

HATARI Technicolor. John Wayne, Gerard Blain. Pro-
ducers-Director Howard Hawks. Drama of adventurers
who caputre wild animals for zoos.

LADIES' MAN Technicolor. Jerry Lewis, Helen Traubel
Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of the only male
omployee in a boarding house for women.

LOVE IN A GOLFISH BOWL Technicolor. Tommy
Sands, Fabian, Jan Sterling. Producers Martin Jurow,
Richard Shepherd. Director Jack Sher. Two teen-agers
spend a holiday vacation in a deserted beach house.

MY GEISHA Panavision, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine,
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty poses
as geisha to attract straying husband.

ONE-EYED JACKS VistaVision, Technicolor. Marlon
Brando, Pina Pellicer. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Direc-
tor Marlon Brando.

ON THE DOUBLE Panavision, Technicolor. Danny
Kaye, Dana Wynter. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel
Shavelson. Gl entertainer drafted into Allied espio-
nage plot.

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY. THE VistaVision. Tech-
nicolor. Fred Astaire, Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter.
Producers William Perlberg and George Seaton.
Director George Seaton. Romantic comedy of a play-
boy who spirits his daughter from an imminent
wedding.

SAVAGE INNOCENTS. THE Technirama, Technicolor. An-
thony Quinn, Yoko Toni. Producer Maleno Malenotti.
Director Nicholas Ray. 110 min. 10/3/60.

SUMMER AND SMOKE Panavision, Technicolor. Lau-
rence Harvey. Geraldine Page. Producer Hal Wallis.
Director Peter Glenville. Drama based on Tennessee
Williams' Broadway play.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

June

BOBBIKINS CinemaScope. Shirley Jones, Max Bygraves.
Producer O. Brodney. Director Robert Day. Hilarious
family comedy. 89 min. 2/29/60.

OPERATION AMSTERDAM Peter Finch, Eva Bartok.
Producer M. Cowan. Director M. McCarthy. Based on
a novel by David E. Walker. 105 min. 4/11/60.

TWELVE HOURS TO KILL CinemaScope. Nico Minar-
dos, Barbara Eden. Producer John Healy. Director
Edward L. Cahn. Crime melodrama. 83 min. 5/9/60.

WILD RIVER CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Montgomery
Clift, Lee Remick, Jo Van Fleet. Producer-Director
Elia Kazan. An elderly woman successfully fights the
Tennessee Valley Authority. 110 min. 6/6/60.

July

FROM THE TERRACE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Myrna Loy. Pro-
ducer-Director Mark Robson. Inside look at low morals
of upper class. 144 min. 7/11/60.

HIGH POWERED RIFLE CinemaScope. Willard Parker,
Allison Hayes. Producer-director Maury Dexter. 60
min. 8/8/60.

LOST WORLD, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Fer-

nando Lamas, Claude Rains, David Hedison, Jill St.

John. Producer-Director Irwin Allen. Adventure-fantasy
spectacle. 98 min. 7/1 1/60.

MURDER. INC. CinemaScope. May Britt, Stuart Whit-
man. Producer Burt Balaban. Director Stuart Rosen-
berg. Story of famed crime syndicate. 107 min. 7/11/60.

STORY OF RUTH. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Elana Eden, Peggy Wood, Stuart Whitman. Producer
Samuel G. Engel. Director Harry Koster. Story of the
biblical character. 132 min. 6/27/60.

TRAPPED IN TANGIERS CinemaScope. Edmund Pur-
dom, Genevieve Page. Producer Riccardo Freda.
Director Antonio Cervi. 74 min. 8/22/60.

August

FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard Basehart, Stu Erwin, Rex Allen. Producer-
Director George Sherman. 84 min. 8/22/60.

IDIOT. THE Y. Yakovlev, J. Borisova, N. Podgorny.
Director Ivan Pyriev. Russian exchange film in coop-
eration with the State Department, based on Dostoiev-
sky's novel. 122 min. 8/22/60.

ONE FOOT IN HELL CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Dolores Michaels, Don Murray, Alan Ladd. Producer
Sydney Boehm. Director James B. Clark. 90 min.
8/22/60.

SONS AND LOVERS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Dean
Stockwell, Trevor Howard, Wendy Hiller, Heather
Sears. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Jack Cardiff.
Drama of passion and love in a Welsh mining com-
munity. 103 min. 7/25/60.

YOUNG JESSE JAMES CinemaScope. Ray Stricklyn.

Mary Anders, Willard Parker. Producer Jack Lee-
wood. Director William Claxton. Story of the teenage
life of the notoriuos outlaw. 73 min. 8/22/60.

September
FRECKLES Carol Christianson, Martin West. Producer
H. Spaulding. Director M. McLoglin. 84 min. 10/3/60.

LET'S MAKE LOVE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Yves
Montand, Tony Randall. Marilyn Monroe. Producer
Jerry Wald. Director George Cukor. Romantic com-
edy. 118 min. 9/5/60.

WALK TALL Willard Parker. Kent Taylor, Joyce
Meadows. Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 60 min.
10/31/60.

October

DESIRE IN THE DUST Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer, Joan
Bennett, Brett Halsey, Ken Scott. Producer-Director Wil-
liam Claxton. 102 min. 10/3/60.

HIGH TIME CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Bing Crosby,
Fabian, Tuesday Weld. Producer Charles Brackett.
Director Blake Edwards. Rich, older playboy goes back
to college and learns a lot. 103 min. 9/19/60.

SECRET OF THE PURPLE REEF Peter Falk, Jeff Rich-
ards, Margia Dean. Producer Gene Corman. Director
W. Whitly. 80 min. 10/31/60.

SEPTEMBER STORM StereoVision. Joanne Dru, Mark
Stevens. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director Byron
Haskin. Unique underwater drama. 99 min. 10/17/60.

November

CAPTAIN'S TABLE, THE John Gregson, Peggy Cum-
mins. Donald Sinden, Nadia Gray. Producer Joseph
Janni. Director Jack Lee. Delightful comedy about
life aboard a pleasure cruiser. 90 min. 8/8/60.

DESERT ATTACK Joan Mills, Sylvia Syms. Producer
W. Whitaker. Director J. Thompson.

GODDESS OF LOVE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Belinda Lee, Jacques Sernas. Producer B. Lee. Direc-
tor W. TourJansky.

NORTH TO ALASKA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. John
Wayne, Stewart Granger, Ernie Kovacs, Fabian, Capu-
cine. Producer-director Henry Hathaway. Mail-order
bride is brought to Alaska in gold rush days. 122 min.
I 1/14/60.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color

Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Rowdy, racy,
ragout of an impossible French baby-sitter. 101 min.

December

ESTHER AND THE KING Joan Collins, Richard Egan.
Producer-Director Raoul Walsh. Biblical adventure. 109
min. I 1/28/60.

LEGIONS OF THE NILE Linda Crista), Ettore Manni.
Georges Marcrial. Producers Virgilio de Blasi, Italo
Zingarelli. Director Vittorio Cottafavi. Spectacular
historical melodrama. 91 min. 11/14/60.

Diane Baker, Dick

January

MARRIAGE-GO-ROUND, THE Susan Hayward, James
Mason, Julie Newmar. Producre Leslie Stevens, Di-
rector Walter Lang. Sophisticated comedy based on
Broadway play. 98 min. 12/12/60.

MILLIONAIRESS. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Sophia Loren Peter Sellers, Alastair Sim. Producer
Carlo Ponti. Director Anthony Asquith. Bernard Shaw's
famous comedy.

March

FERRY TO HONG KONG Curt Jurgens, Orson Welles,

Sylvia Syms. Producer George Maynard. Director

Lewis Gilbert. Offbeat comedy-drama about a cul-

tured tramp, a scheming captain, and their strange

alliance.

April

BIG GAMBLE. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

Stephen Boyd, Juliette Greco, David Wayne. Producer

Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Richard Fleischer.

June

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor, Peter Finch, Stephen

Boyd. Producer Walter Wanger. Dirctor Rouben
Mamoulian.

Coming

FIERCEST HEART, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color.

Raymond Massey, Juliet Prowse, Stuart Whitman.
Taken from the pioneer adventure novel of the same
name by Stuart Cloete.

SALAMMBO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Jacques Ser-

nas, Edmund Purdom. Colorful panorama based on

Flaubert's famous story.

UNITED ARTISTS

June

MACUMBA LOVE Color. Ziva Rodann, William Well-

man, Jr., June Wilkinson. Producer-Director Douglas

Fo-wley. Voodoo and tropical romance in Brazil. 86

min. 6/6/60.

MUSIC BOX KID, THE Ronald Foster, Luana Patten

Grant Richards. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director

Edward L. Cahn. Action crime story. 74 min.
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July

APARTMENT, THE Jack Lemmon, Shirley Madame.
Fred MaeMurray. Producer-Director Billy Wilder. Ro-

mantic comedy. 125 min. 5/23/40.

CAGE OF EVIL Ronald Forster. Pat Blair. Producer
Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn. Crime
drama. 70 min. 8/8/60.

LAST DAYS OF POMPEII, THE Color. CinemaScope.
Steve Reeves, Christina Kauffman. Producer Paolo

Moffa. Director Mario Bonnard. 103 min. 6/27/60.

August

ELMER GANTRY Eastman Color. Burt Lancaster. Jean
Simmons. Dean Jagqer. Producer Bernard Smith. Di-

rector Richard Brooks. From Sinclair Lewis' best-seller.

145 min. 7/1 1/40.

September

NIGHT FIGHTERS. THE Robert Mitchum, Dan O'Herlihy,
Anne Heywod. Producer Raymond Stross. Director
Taylor Garnett. Story of Irish Rebellion. 85 min. 9/19/60.

STUDS LONIGAN Christopher Knight. Venetia Steven-
son. Producer Philip Yordan. Director Irving Lerner.
Film version of the James T. Farrel trilogy. 95 min.

7/25/60.

October

ALAMO, THE ITodd-AO) Technicolor. John Wayne
Richard Widmark, Laurence Harvey. Linda Cristal.

Producer-director John Wayne. Historic epic. 192 min.
10/31/60.

November

INHERIT THE WIND Spencer Tracy. Fredric March,
Gene Kelly. Producer-director Stanley Kramer. Recre-
ation of famed Scopes "Monkey Trial'' of 1925. 127
min. 7/25/60.

MAGNIFICENT SEVEN. THE PanaVision. Color. Yul
Brynner, Eli Wallach Steve McQueen. Horst Buchholz.
Producer-director John Sturges. 126 min. 10/3/60.

WALKING TARGET Steve Kandel. Ron Foster. Producer
Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Kahn. Action drama.
74 min. 8/22/60.

December

EXODUS Color, Super-PanaVision. Paul Newman, Eva
Marie Saint, Ralph Richardson Peter Lawford. Producer-
director Otto Preminger. Based on Leon Uris' novel.

FACTS OF LIFE, THE Bob Hope. Lucille Ball. Don Defore.
Producer-Director Norman Panama Melvin Frank. Com-
edy. 103 min. I 1/28/60.

POLICE DOG STOflY James Brown, Merry Anders.

Coming

ADVISE AND CONSENT Producer-director Otto Prem-
inger. From Allen Drury best-seller about Washington
politics.

APPLE PIE BED Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director
Jean Negulesco. Based on the novel "The Midwife
of Pont Clery" by Flora Sandstrom.

CY LOVE POSSESSED Director John Sturges. Picturiza-
tion of James Gould Cozien's Pulitzer Prize winning
novel.

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
Kramer. Director Paul Stanley

MISFITS, THE Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe. Montgom-
ery Clift. Producer Frank Taylor. Director John
Huston.

WEST SIDE STORY Widescreen, Color. Natalie Wood,
Russ Tamblyn. Producer-director Robert Wise. Filmi-
zation of Broadway musical. Teenagers in love and
the problems they face.

UNIVERSAL I N T' L

July

DINOSAURUS CinemaScope Deluxe Color. Ward Ram-
sey. Producer J. H. Harris. Director Irwin S. Yea-
worth, Jr. Adventure spectacle of pre-historic mon-
sters. 83 min. 6/27/60.

PORTRAIT IN BLACK Eastman Color. Anthony Ouinn,
Lana Turner, Sandra Dee, John Saxon. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Michael Gordon. Adaptation of
Broadway play by Ivcn Goff and Ben Roberts 112
min. 6/27/60.

August

CHARTROOSE CABOOSE Eastman Color. Molly Bee,
Ben Cooper. Edgar Buchanan. Producer Stanley W.
Daugherty. Director William Reynolds. Comedy cen-
tered around a chartreuse caboose used for a home.
76 min. 6/27/60.

COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL Steve Allen. Jayne Meadows,
Mamie Van Doren, Walter Winchell, Mickey Shaugh-
nessy. Cathy Crosby, Conway Twitty. Producer-director
Albert Zugsmith. Story of college prof's survey of
teenagers with surprising results. 91 min

September

BETWEEN TIME AND ETERNITY Eastman Color. Lilli

Palmer, Carlos Thompson. Willy Birqel. Director Ar-
thur Maria Rabenal 85 min. 8/22/60.

SEVEN WAYS FROM SUNDOWN Eastman Color. Audie
Murhpy. Barry Sullivan, Venetia Stevenson, John Mc-
Intire. Producer Gordon Kay, Director George Sher-

man. 87 min. 10/17/60.

November

MIDNIGHT LACE Eastman Color. Doris Day, Rex Har-
rison. John Gavin, Myrna Loy. Producers Ross Hunter,
Martin Melcher. Director David Miller. Mystery set

in England. 108 min. 10/17/60.

January

GRASS IS GREENER, THE Technicolor. Technirama.
Cary Grant Deborah Kerr. Robert Mitchum. Jean
Simmons. Producer-Director Stanley Donen. Comedy
105 min. 12/12/60.

February

GREAT IMPOSTOR, THE Tony Curtis, Edmond O'Brien.
Arthur O'Connell, Gary Merrill, Joan Blackman,
Raymond Massey. Producer, Robert Arthur. Director,
Robert Mulligan. Based on the life of Ferdinand
Demara. I 12 min. I 1/28/60.

SHAKEDOWN, THE Terrence Morgan, Hazel Court.
Producer Norman Williams. Director John Lemont.
Melodrama with photography model background. 91

min. 11/14/60.

March

A pril

TOMBOY AND THE CHAMP, THE Candy Moore. Pro-

ducers Tommy Reynolds, William Lightfoot. Director
Director Francis D. Lyon.

May

TROUBLE IN THE SKY Michael Craig, Peter Cushing,
Bernard Lee, Elizabeth Seal, George Sanders, Andre
Morell. Producer Aubrey Baring. Director Charles

June

CURSE OF THE WEREWOLF, THE Technicolor. Clifford
Evans, Yvonne Romaine. Oliver Reed. Producer An-
thony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Horror classic.

SHADOW OF THE CAT Andre Morrell. Barbara Shelley,
Freda Jackson, Conrad Philips. Producer Jon Pening-
ton. Director John Gilling.

July

DAY OF THE GUN Color. Rock Hudson. Kirk Douglas.
Dorothy Malone, Joseph Cotton and Carol Lynley.
Producers Eugene Frenke. Edward Lewis. Director
Robert Aldrich.

Coming

COME SEPTEMBER Panavision, Color. Rock Hudson,
Gina Lollobrigida, Sandra Dee. Bobby Darin. Pro-
ducer Robert Arihjr. Director Robert Mulligan.

LOVEP,, CCME BACK Color. Rock Hudson, Doris Day.
Tony Randall. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Martin Mel-
cher. Director Delbert Mann.

PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM AND EVE. THE Mickey
Rooney. Mamie Van Doren. Fay Spain. Mel Torme.
Marty Milner, Tuesday Weld. Paul Anka. Cecil Kella-
way. Producer Red Doff. Directors Albert Zugsmith
Trapped by a cloudburst, a group of people on a bus
are taken by a parallel to the Garden of Eden and
its temptations. 87 min.

SIXTH MAN. THE Tony Curtis, James Franciscus,
Miriam Colon. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert
Mann.

SPARTACUS Technirama. Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Laurence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Cuftis, Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis. Direc-
tor Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator and
his undying love. 198 min. 10/17/60.

WARNER BROTHERS

July

HERCULES UNCHAINED Eastman Color. Steve Reeves.
Sylva Koscina. Producer Bruno Vailati. Director Pietro
Francisci Sequel to "Hercules". 101 min. 6/6/60.

ICE PALACE Technicolor. Richard Burton. Robert Ryan
Carolyn Jones. Martha Hyer. Producer Henry Blank*
Director Vincent Sherman. Edna Ferber's novel of

Alaska. 143 min. 6/27/60.

August

OCEAN'S ELEVEN Technicolor. Frank Sinatra, Deo
Martin, Sammy Davis, Jr., Peter Lawford, Angii
Dickinson. Producer-director Lewis Milestone. A La
Vegas story. 127 min. 8/8/60.

September

CROWDED SKY. THE Technicolor. Dana Andrews.
Rhonda Fleming. Efrem Zimbalist. Jr Producer Mi
chael Garrison. Director Joseph Pevney. A drama
of modern aviation. 105 min. 8/22/60.

October

DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS. THE Technicolor
Robert Preston, Dorothy McGuire, Eve Arden. Producer
Michael Garrison, Director Delbert Mann. Based on
William Inge's Broadway stage hit. 123 min. 9/19/60.

GIRL OF THE NIGHT Anne Francis. John Kerr. Lloyd
Nolan. Producer Max J. Rosenberg Director Joseph
Cates. From Dr. Harold Greenwald's social and psy-
choanalytical study "The Call Girl". 93 min. 10/3/60.

November

SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO Technicolor. Ralph Bel-

lamy. Greer Garson. Producer Dore Schary. Director
Vincent J. Donehue. From Schary's play about Franklin
D. Roosevelt a decade before his rise to the Presidency.
143 min. 9/19/60.

December

SUNDOWNERS, THE Technicolor. Deborah Kerr. Robert
Mitchum, Peter Ustinov. Director Fred Zinnemann.
Drama of Australian "out back" country. 133 min.
I 1/14/60.

January

FEVER IN THE ELOOD. A Efrem Zimbalist. Jr.. Angie
Dickinson. Don Ameche. Producer Roy Huggins. Director
Vincent Sherman. From William Pearson's best-seller

about a murder trial in a rough political campaign.

Coming

FANNY Technicolor. Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier,
Charles Boyer. Producer-Director Joshua Logan. From
the Broadway hit.

GOLD OF THE SEVEN SAINTS Clint Walker, Roger
Moore, Leticia Roman. Producer Leonard Freeman.
Director Gordon Douglas. Outdoor adventure drama.

PARRISH Technicolor. Troy Donahue. Claudette Colbert.
Producer-Director Delmer Daves. From Mildred Sav-
age's new best-seller.

SINS OF RACHEL CADE. THE Technicolor. Angie Dick-
inson, Peter Finch, Roger Moore. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Charles Mercer's
best-selling novel of Africa.

SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS Eastman Color. Natalie
Wood, Warren Beatty. Producer-Director Elia Kazan.
Original screen drama by William Inge.

SUSAN SLADE Technicolor. Troy Donahue, Connie
Stevens. Dorothy McGuire. Lloyd Nolan. Producer-
director Delmer Daves.
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